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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

This eighth yolume of the English edition of Dr. Laxgb's "Bible-Work" containi

the exposition of seven Epistles of the New Testament, by the combined labor of ten

European and American scholars, as follows

:

L and H Epistles to the Thessaloxiahs. By Drs. Auheblen and Riogehbach.

Translated by Dr. Lillie.

1 and H. Epistles to Timothy. By Dr. Yak Oostebzbb. Translated by Drs. Wash-

bubn and Habwood.

Epistle to Titus. By Dr. Van Oostebzbb. Translated by Dr. Day.

Epistle to Philemon. By Dr. Van Oostebzbb. Translated by Dr. Hackbtt.

Epistle to the Hbbbews. By Dr. Moll. Translated by Dr. Kendrick.

These authors and translators represent five countries—Germany, Switzerland, Holland;.

Scotland,* and the United States; and seven communions— the Evangelical Lutheran,

Swiss Reformed, Dutch Reformed, Presbyterian, Protestant Episcopal, Congregational,, and

Baptist

The reader may therefore look for a considerable variety of talent and difference ofi

opinion in minor points of doctrine and polity. But in all essential articles of faith,.

he will find a striking degree of unity—a unity more spiritual and free,,and for this very

reason more deep and real than the conaenmu patrvm, so called, by which the Roman

Church would fain prevent or obstruct all further progress in working the inexhaustible

mines of revealed truth. Far above all sectarian steeples rises the- hill of Zion, whero

the discords of human creeds are solved in the divine harmony of "one Lord, one

faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above alT, and through all, and

in alL"

The numerous additions of the translators, from their own researches, and from leading

English commentators, will be found to raise the value of the- American edition far abovo

the German original.

As general Editor, I wish here publicly to congratulate the translators on the suo

.*

g

• Th« late Dr. Lzllix wom a Scotchman by birth and education. All the other translators are Americans.



U EDITOR'S PREFACE.

cessful completion of their laborious task, and to express my grateful appreciation of

their hearty and efficient co-operation in this noble work. I only regret that one of

them— the late lamented Dr. Lhjjb, like the like-minded Dr. Aubeblen—was not

permitted to see the yolume which owes so much to his accurate scholarship and

faithful study.

The Epistles to the Corinthians are nearly ready for the press; as is also the volume

on Genesis. The remaining books of the New Testament, excepting the Apocalypse,

which has not yet appeared in Germany, are all in course of preparation by able and

competent scholars.

PHTTJP SCHAFP.
6 Bulk Hotm, New Turk* Feb, 10, IMS.
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BIOaRAPHICAL NOTICE
or THB

AUTHORS OFTHECOMMENTARY ONTHETHESSALONIANS.
BY

THE AMEBIOAJT EDITOR

Charles Augustus Aubeblen, to whose competent hands the Commentary on the Epistles

to the Thessalonians was first intrusted, and who would have prepared other parts of Langc's

Bibelwerh (probably the Book of Daniel and the Apocalypse of John), had not a premature

death removed him from his earthly labors, was born Nov. 19, 1824, at Fellbaoh, near Stutt-

gard, in the kingdom of Wurttemberg, which for its small size has given rise to an unusual

number of distinguished divines, philosophers, and poets. He was educated at Esslingen,

Blaobenren, and at the University of Tubingen, where he stood among the first in his class.

For a short time he was in danger of being carried away by the enthusiasm then prevailing

among German students for the humanitarianism of Goethe's poetry and Hegel's pantheistic

philosophy. But his pious education and associations, the influence of his teachers, Drs.

Schmid, Landerer, and Beck, and the diligent study of the Bible and the older Wurttem-

berg divines, especially Bengel and Oetinger, guarded him against serious error. After a lit-

erary journey through Germany, Holland, and Belgium, and a second residence at Tubingen as

Bepetent (Fellow or Tutor) of the Theological Seminary, he accepted a call as professor extra-

ordinary of theology at the University of Basel in 1851, and was happily married in the same

year to a daughter of Dr. Wolfgang Menzel, the well-known anthor of a History of Germany,

a History of German literature (translated into English by the late President Felton of Harvard

University), and other works. In 1860 the University of Basel, at its fourth centenary, con-

ferred on him the honorary degree of D. D. In that post he labored with great acceptance and

rising fame to his death, May 2, 1864. As his theology, so his departure was full of

joyful hope.

Dr. Auberlen was one of the most gifted and promising of the present generation of evan-

gelical divines in Germany, combining thorough learning with devout piety and profound rever-

ence for the Word of God. He had imbibed the spirit of Bengel and Oetinger, but was folly at

home in all the modern systems of theology and philosophy. He devoted special attention to

the prophetical portions of the Scriptures. Characteristic for his standpoint is the following

passage from the preface to the second edition of his work on Daniel : "The elevation on which

Scripture places us is one, not merely of the life, but also of knowledge, and to descend from it

is likewise to suffer a mighty loss in ideas, especially in the moral sphere. Here that word holds

good : 'In Thy light we see light.
9

. . . Here is a real solution of the problems of life—here

a real answer to the questions of existence, so far as one can be given at all for beings, who as

yet walk not by flight."
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viii BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE.

The principal works of Dr. Auberlen, besides a part of the Commentary on the Thessaloni

ana, are the following

:

The Theoeophy of Friedrieh Chrietoph Oetinger in its leading features. With Preface by Dr. R. Roth
(of Heidelberg). Tubingen, 1847.

The Prophet Daniel and the Revelation of John, Basel, 1854 ; 2d edition revised, 1857. A very superior

work, which has been translated into English (for Clark's Foreign Library), and into French. It is not a full

commentary, but a comparative exposition of the chief sections of the two books as a basis for a Biblical

philosophy of history.

The Divine Revelation, Basel, 2 vols. 1861-64. The second volume, in the preparation of which he died,

is unfinished, and was published after his death by Prof Gess.

Comp. the Biographical Notice in the second volume of Auberlen's work on Revelation, and an article of

Dr. Fabri in Hbbzoq's Theol. Encyc!., vol. six. p. 789 sqq.

Db. 0. J. Riggknbach, who completed the Commentary on the Thessalonians after the

death of his friend and colleague, is a native of Switzerland, completed his studies at Berlin

during 1889-41 (simultaneously with the writer of this notice), and, after laboring as pastor

for some time, was elected professor of theology at the University of Basel, where he labors still

and enjoys the full confidence of the Christian community. He was once a follower of the

Hegelian philosophy, but became a thorough convert to orthodox practical Christianity. He
is the author of a valuable work on the Life of Christ, and of several popular lectures against

modern infidelity.—P. S.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF DR. LILLIE.

It becomes my sad duty, as the general editor of Lange's Commentary, to send oat this

part of the work with a biographical notice of the translator. A few weeks before his death,

Dr. Lillie paid me a visit, in excellent health and spirits, and intrusted to me the manu-
script of his translation, after haying put to it his last touches in my study. We settled

the form of the title page and several matters relating to the final revision. At hia

request I prepared the biographical notice of my Mend Auberlen, who was called hence

while engaged in this same Commentary. How little did I dream at that time that I would
have so soon to add his own obituary, and to finish his work, as a labor of love to a departed

friend and esteemed co-laborer

!

The Rev. John Lillie, D.D., was born, December 16, 1812, at Kelso, Scotland, the

youngest of a family of six children. He entered the University of Edinburgh iu 1828,

and was graduated in 1831, with the first honors of his class. During his course he re-

ceived several prizes, among which was the gold medal given annually by the " Writers to

the Signet" to the best Latin scholar. I well remember in what high terms his Latin

Professor, James Pillans, to whom be gave me a letter of introduction in 1854, spoke of the

classical scholarship, talent, and industry of his former pupil. His Alma Mater publicly

recognized his merits, by conferring on him, in 1855, the diploma of Doctor of Divinity.

From 1881 to 1884 he studied theology, taught a classical academy at Edinburgh, and

travelled in England.

In August, 1884, he sailed, in company with elder members of his family, for the United

8tates, and completed his theological studies in the Seminary of the Dutch Reformed Church

at New Brunswick, N. J. In February, 1886, he was ordained and installed minister of the

Reformed Dutch church at Kingston, Dutchess Co., N. Y., where he labored with ability

and fidelity till August, 1841, when he was invited to the Presidency of the Grammar School

connected with the University of the City of New York. Shortly afterwards he took charge

of a church in Stanton street, New York, and edited the Jewish Chronicle (from 1844 to

1848) in behalf of missions among the Jews.

In 1852 the " American Bible Union," which was organized in 1850 in the city of

New York, engaged his services, and subsequently those of Drs. Conant, Hackett, Ken-

drick, Rodiger, Foreyth, and other scholars of various denominations, for the difficult

work of preparing a new or revised version of the Holy Scriptures. He assisted the

Society in collecting for the purpose one of the most complete and valuable ezegetical

and critical libraries extant, including a rare set of the best editions of the Greek and

Latin fathers, and all the German commentators of note. He went into this arrange-

ment as an enthusiast for Biblical studies, and in full sympathy with the movement for

such a revision of the authorized English Version of the Scriptures as would correct

admitted errors, and embody the approved results of modern textual criticism and bib-
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF DR. LILLIE.

lical research for the benefit of all the Protestant churches of the English tongue. His

part in the work, however, like that of several other scholars, was merely of a preliminary

and strictly literary character ; the final revision, for popular use, being reserved for a special

commission, which has since completed the revision of the New Testament.

In this connection Dr. Lillie labored for five years with great zeal and energy. He
fixed up a study with exquisite scholarly taste in the venerable Baptist church in Broome

street, and felt perfectly happy in the company of all the great Bible translators and com-

mentators, whose stately folios and handy octavos were laid out before him, together with

grammars, dictionaries, and other auxiliary works of ancient and modern lore.

He prepared in the service of the Bible Union new versions and philological commentaries

on the Epistles to the Thessalonians, the Epistles of John, the Second Epistle of Peter, the

Epistle of Jude, and the Revelation ; * which were published in 1854 and 1856 in beautiful

quarto style in three columns, containing the Greek text, King James' Version, and the Re-

vised Version, the greater part of the page being occupied with learned notes, and the

amplest references to former versions and commentaries. They were published, however,

merely as literary works, with the express declaration of the Bible Union " that the trans-

lation is not final." These philological commentaries, together with the similar works of Dr.

Conant on Job and on Matthew, and of Dr. Hackett on the Epistle to Philemon, are undoubt-

edly the most scholarly publications of the " American Bible Union," and have a perma-

nent exegetical and critical value. The late Dr. Joseph Addison Alexander, of Princeton,

often spoke in very high terms of Dr. Lillie's commentaries, and expressed to him the wish

that he might treat in the same thorough manner all the books of the New Testament. Dean
Alford, of England, was stimulated by them to write his article on " Bible Revision " in the

Edinburgh Beview.

Close application to study somewhat weakened the otherwise vigorous health of Dr. Lillie.

In June, 1854, he sailed for Europe and returned in October, fully restored for his work.

In 1857, he accepted a call to the First Presbyterian church at Kingston, N. Y., where he

labored faithfully and acceptably till his death. In January, 1867, he paid a visit to New
York, and was hale and strong and in excellent spirits. On his return, Saturday, January 19,

during a snow storm of unusual severity, he caught a cold, but recovered, and attended to his

pastoral duties till the week of his death. On Sunday, the 17th of February, he preached his

last sermon with unusual vigor and solemnity ; on the day following he was taken sick with

inflammation of the lungs, and on Saturday, the 23d, in the fifty-fifth year of his life on earth,

he peacefully fell asleep to awake in his heavenly home. He bore the severe pains of his

illness without a murmur,—so completely had his naturally irritable temper been softened

and subdued by Divine grace. He left behind him a most amiable and worthy wife (a

daughter of A. Bruyn Hasbrouck, LL.D., late President of Rutgers College, N. J.), and

six promising sons and daughters. His funeral was largely attended, the church being

insufficient to accommodate the assemblage of ministers and people. On March 17, 1867,

the Rev. W. Irvin, of Rondout, N. Y., at the request of the First Presbyterian church of

Kingston, preached an appropriate memorial sermon in the Reformed Dutch church of that

place, to which he had devoted the first years of his ministry. The session of his church,

as also that of the Reformed Dutch church of Kingston, the Ulster County Bible Society, and

the higher ecclesiastical courts with which he was connected, gave fit expression to their high

sense of esteem and affection, in a number of highly complimentary resolutions.

Besides the exegetical works already mentioned, Dr. Lillie wrote a volume of Expository

Practical Lectures on the Epistles to the Thessalonians (published by his friends and country-

men, Messrs. R. Carter & Brothers, N. Y., I860), and occasional sermons and pamphlets, which

are all written with great care and some of which were published by request. He finished in

manuscript a Commentary on theFirst Epistle of Peter, which he regarded as his best woik,

and which we hope will before long be given to the public.

• Also the First Epistle of Peter and the Epistle cf J itni* ; but toese wnre norer printed.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF DR. LILLIE.

The last work of his life was the translation of the Commentary on the Thessalonians for

the American edition of Lange's Bi&U-Worh. I could not have found in America a scholar

better qualified for this task than Dr. Lillie, who had made the Epistle to the Thessalonians

the subject of repeated and thorough study, and had already published on this portion of

the Scriptures a philologico-critical commentary with a new translation, and a volume of Prac-

tical Expository Lectures. He finished the manuscript of the translation a few weeks before

his death, but read the proof only of the first sixteen pages. The task of completing his

work fell upon me, as the responsible editor. I read the proof with scrupulous regard to his

copy. Lillie's Thessalonians will be found to be one of the best executed portions of the

American edition of Lange. The translation is remarkably accurate and elegant, and the

additions from his own researches and the best English commentaries are carefully selected

and valuable. He took great delight in this task, especially in the critical notes below the

text, and would have contributed other portions to this Biblical work, had Providence spared

his life. I had already assigned to him the Apocalypse (for which, by his previous labors

and his deep interest in eschatology, he was likewise thoroughly prepared), and the books

of Leviticus and Numbers.

Dr. Lillie was undoubtedly one of the first classical and Biblical scholars in the United

States. He would have adorned a chair of Biblical Literature in any of our Theological

Seminaries, although his difficulty of hearing might have interfered somewhat with his

efficiency as a teacher. He was naturally a close student, and had rare opportunities for culti-

vating his talents in the best institutions of his native Scotland. He was remarkably accu-

rate and nice, even to the smallest minutise of Greek accents and punctuation. Besides the

Latin, Greek and Hebrew, he had mastered the French, German and other modern languages.

He was at home in the ancient and the English classics, and in the vast field of Biblical

literature, especially in the critical department

He was, moreover, an earnest, solemn, and impressive preacher, a faithful pastor, a con-

scientious and devout Christian, a genial, hospitable companion, with a stout Scotch heart,

an ardent temper, strong affections, and a frank, social disposition. In his theology he was

thoroughly orthodox and evangelical, but with a strong leaning to millennarianism, and

considerable sympathy with the spiritual and devotional (but not with the hierarchical and

ritualistic) features of the Irvingite movement. He admired the writings of Auberlen, the

author of a portion of the commentary on the Thessalonians. Much as he cherished the

hope of the second coming of Christ, he knew how to subordinate disputed eschatological

opinions to the great central truths of the gospel, on which the churches are agreed.

In personal appearance, Dr. Lillie was a fine-looking, robust gentleman, with a genial face

and manly bearing, very neat in his dress and methodical in all his habits. He was called

away in the midst of his usefulness to see his Lord and Master face to face, for whose com
ing he had so often and so earnestly prayed.

To this notice I am happy to add a tribute to the memory of Dr. Lillie from the pen of

his countryman, fellow-student, and life-long friend, the Rev. James Ikglis, who edits in this

city a highly spiritual and devotional periodical, The Witness. The letter, which I subjoin,

with his kind permission, breathes the spirit of a sweet and holy friendship that was made
in heaven and for heaven, and outlives the fleeting changes of earth. It reminds me of those

beautiful lines in which Gregory Nazianzen, in a sad moment of temporary alienation,

describes his friendship with Basil, which commenced in the community of literary study

tt Athens, and culminated in the consecration of their souls to Christ and the service of

His Church

:

Toiovr' 'A&qrau, /col r6yoi Koirol \6ymy,

'Op6<rrey6s re ico} ovpfvrios fiios,

"Sovs elf ir knQoiVy oh Slw, &av/t* 'EWd&os,

Kal Septal, K6ff/ior plv &s vSpfro* jBaXcty,

Ahrobs Si Koipbv r£ 6cy £7} ecu $tov
t

A6yovs re Zovvai ry p6y<p <ro$$ A6yp.
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xii BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF DR. LILLIE.

New York, October 12, 1867.
BEY. DB. 80HAPF:

Diab Sib:

Any of the early and intimate friends of Dr. Lillie would be embarrassed in speaking pub-

licly of bis memory ; I most of all, who, in the intimate associations of our college life, when I shared the

same room with him, knew him best. Our embarrassment arises from his superiority as known to us, to

all that he ever made himself publicly known to be ; so that our severest estimate of him might be regarded

as the partial judgment of affection. Professor Pillans in his old age stated to me that John Lillie was the

most accomplished scholar of all the pupils who had passed from his care in a professional career, which, at

Eton and Edinburgh, extended over more than half a century. Probably any member of the Faculty of Let-

ters in the University of Edinburgh at that day, would have endorsed this testimony. His attainments at

the age of twenty-one, were not those of a precociously brilliant or a merely studious youth, but rather

those of a vigorous and cultivated mind in its maturity. When from this distance of time I recall them,

they seem more wonderful to me now than they did then. If he did not fulfil all the high expectations

which we cherished of his future eminence in the world, his was not the failure of a superficial precocity

which had awakened hopes which it could not make good, but the sacrifice of worldly ambition to the

higher aims of an office to which he was called by the Lord, by whose blood he was redeemed, and by

whose love he was constrained. We are more than content with his loss of an earthly crown, since we

know that " when the Chief Shepherd shall appear," the loss will be compensated by a crown of glory

which fadeth not away.

The life of such a student as he was, was necessarily far apart from the vices and follies which dis*

honored the name of student in that day. But besides the habits which kept him aloof from ignoble dis-

sipations, he was distinguished by a peculiar sensitiveness of honor, truthfulness and purity which gained

involuntary respect even from those who were irritated by its living reproof. The tone of his mind was

indicated by an enthusiastic admiration of the prose works of Milton, upon which his early style and use

of English were moulded. The inspiration of liberty from that source determined him to seek a home in

America. After years of separation I saw what the grace of God could effect even in such a character as

his ; I saw the difference between the fruit of the Spirit and the highest human virtue.

He was what is styled a Calvinist, not as a mere theologian, but as a Christian whose soul yielded a

reverent and uncavilling submission to what God has been pleased to reveal of Himself, and what to many

are mere speculations or party distinctions, were to him divine and influential verities. He was clear and

uncompromising in his testimony to the truth as it is in Jesus, in whose glorious person and perfect work

he found life and all that satisfies life. To him it was evidently a small matter to be judged of man's judg-

ment, and so he was often found on the unpopular side with the truth of God. He was the earnest advocate

of Millennarianism, when to be a Millennarian was to expose himself to ecclesiastical ostracism. He dared

take the attitude of a candid enquirer into the claims of the self-styled " Catholic Apostolic Church." But

when it is said that u he sympathized with some features of the Irvingite movement," it should be known
that it was not with the doctrinal system nor with the ritualism of that Church that he sympathized.

His sympathy, so far as it went, arose from his exalted conception of what the Holy Scriptures teach of

the Church as the temple of the Holy Ghost, the body of Christ, invested, as the representative of her Head,

with His authority and endowed with His ascension gifts ; and from his convictions regarding the destiny

of the Church as the bride, the Lamb's wife—in the words of one of his published sermons, " The Queen-

consort of a renewed and emancipated world," in which the everlasting purpose of Divine love will be ac-

complished and the manifold wisdom of God will be displayed. He could not be satisfied with low views

of the Church as a voluntary association of men, defining its own prerogatives, framing its own laws, choosing

its own ministry, whose qualifications and functions it prescribes, adapting itself to the expediencies of the

hour, and renouncing a heavenly destiny for the empty boast of a temporal triumph. He was attracted by
the pretensions of a body which claimed to realize his august conception, or, permit me to say, the divine

revelation of the Church's existence, and which, in its testimony, gave great prominence to the Church's

glorious destiny. But the fact that he did not die in the communion of " the Catholic Apostolic Church,"

is the proof that, on careful examination, he did not find its pretensions substantiated.

Pardon me that I have written at such length on these points to you who are so much more capable

than I am to do justice to the character, gifts and views of my friend. I know what your friendship was to

him in his lifetime, and I am happy that it is your hand that is to pen the brief record which will associate

his memory with the enduring work in which he counted it a privilege to be your fellow-laborer. For me
t would perhaps have seemed more fitting that I should speak only of the generosity and tenderness of his
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICE OF DR. ULUE. xiil

unfailing friendship, and the disinterestedness of his brotherly love. The memory of these is rather to be

cherished as a solace of the " little while " which separates me from him who was the last of the friends of

life's spring-tide who remained to be the companion of its autumn days, and the only one of them whose

sympathy relieved " the sear and yellow leaf" with the light of that blessed hope in which he sleeps, and

in which

I am, Dear Sir,

Tours, with high respect,

JAMES INGUa
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PEEFACE.

The exposition of the two Epistles to the Thessalonians was at first undertaken by my deal

coUeagne, Professor Br. Azbeklek, who, however, was able to complete only the first two

chapters of the First Epistle. A disease, which unhappily compelled him for years to forego

severe labor, led him, on an understanding with the esteemed editor, to commit to my hacds

the continuation of the work. It grieves me that he was not to live to see the task accom-

plished. On May 2d of the present year he entered into rest.

For the Introduction to the First Epistle and for the last three chapters of the same, as well

as for the whole of the Second, I alone am to be held responsible. The two chapters executed

by my predecessor I went over along with him ; but here, with the exception of a few addi-

tions* to which he assented, every thing is from his hand. May the reader not find in what

follows too great a contrast Some points in which I slightly differ from the view of my late

friend are in part too unimportant to require alteration, as, for example, the way in which

€ptrpo7%€P is connected with what precedes (i. 8) ; the view of the dative vpXv (ii. 10) ; the

question to what 6s refers (ii. 13) ; in other cases subsequent opportunities were found of recur-

ring to them ; thus, in regard to tfpyov ttjs martat (i. 8) I refer to the note on 2 Thess. i. 11, and

a small supplement in reference to the handicraft of the Apostle is furnished at 2 Thess. iii. 7-9.

For what help I am indebted to Dr. Stockmeykb, Pastor of St. Martin's, Basel, is men-

tioned in the Homiletical and Practical Notes to 1 Thess. iv. 1-8.

In now sending forth, along with the legacy of an honored divine, the first fruits of my

labor in this department, I can but wish and pray God, that the joint work may promote the

understanding of these glorious Epistles, love to the truth therein proclaimed, and the edifica-

tion of the Church of Christ.

Db. C. J. RlGGENBACH.
Baisl, June, 1864.

• iDIattngoJahed in the original by bracket!, and ben by also appending the name of the writer.—J. U]
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THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAXIL

THESSALONIANS

INTRODUCTION.

$ 1. TO WHOM THE EPISTLE WAS ADDRESSED.

Thessalonica (see Winer, Itealwdrterbuch), called Therme by Herodotus and Thucydides,

lies at the head of the Sinus Thermaicus. The later name was given to it by Cassander in

honor of his wife Thessalonica, a daughter of Philip. (Others allege that the name was

intended to commemorate a victory over the Thessaliaos.) Under the Romans Thessalonica

was the chief city of the second region of the province of Macedonia, and the residence of a

Roman Praetor and Quaestor. Pliny mentions it as libera. Subsequently it is called Metropolis,

and that not only for Macedonia, but also for Achaia. Throughout the whole mediaeval period

it is a city of importance, belonging for a time to Venice, but since 1430 to Turkey.* Afc

present it bears the slightly abbreviated name of Saloniki, and still, as in the time of the

Romans, the population is large, and includes thousands of Jews. What was wanting in*

Phflippi Paul found in this flourishing capital and emporium—namely, a synagogue.

The founding of the church in this place is related in Acts xvii. 1 sqq. It was one of the

fruits of the second missionary journey, Acts xv.-xviii., and the second churcb 1 that arose on

the European continent First in Philippi (where perished republican Rome a century before)

had the Apostle had fulfilled to him the promise implied in that vision of the man of Macedonia.

(Acts xvi. 9). And there too he had had his first experience of a persecution springing alto*

gether from heathen motives. The selfishness of those who made their gains by soothsaying

had turned against him the pretext of the religio illieita. After the bloody violence, and

while his wounds could scarcely yet have been healed, he had in companywith Silas, his fellow-

sufferer, and with TimothyJ, on whom the persecution had not fallen, repaired in joyous eleva-

tion of spirit to Thessalonica.

* [Cojttbbabb and IIowsov, IA/6 and Epistles qf Sr. Paul, c ix. : " The heroio age of Thessalonica wm the third

century. It was the bulwark of Constantinople in the shock of the barbarians ; and it hold np the torch of the truth

to the sncoeasiTe tribes who overspread the country between the Danube and the JSgean,—the Goths and the Sclavos,

th* Bulgarians of the Greek Church, and the Wallachtans, whose language still seems to eonneot them with Philippi

and the Roman colonies. Thus, in the mediaeval chroniclers, it has deterred the name of 'the Orthodox City.1 "—

t [Or possibly the third. It is not Improbable that the church at Rome, a# well as boat of Philippi, preceded It—
J L.)

X [That la not equally certain. Only Paul and Silas are mentioned at the departure from Philippi, and during

the stay at Thessalonica. Timothy may for some reason have been left behind at the former place, as he was after-

wards at Beroea. Or the omission of his name may be accounted for as in Doctrinal Note 2 on 1 Thess. itt. 2.—J. L.)
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FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

He made his appearance in, the synagogue, where he found ready such a point of attachment

as it was his principle to avail himself of (agreeably to Bom. i. 16 ; ix. 4, 5, and not at variance

with the geographical partition of Gal. ii. 9). Starting from the Scriptures of the Old Testa-

ment, he sketched the fall prophetic image of the suffering and risen Messiah, and then he set

forth the fulfilment, to wit, that in Jesus the predicted Christ had appeared. The Second

Epistle shows us how he especially expounded to them the prophet Daniel. Some (not many)

Jews were convinced, together with a great multitude of devout Greeks (proselytes) ;—the

insufficiently attested reading km 'EWfjvav would distinguish between devout persons (prose-

lytes) and Greeks (still altogether heathen) ; that some had been idolaters is presupposed also

at 1 Thess. i. 9 ;—and, lastly, special prominence is given to the fact that not a few of the most

honorable women believed ; not that a higher value is put upon their souls on account of their

rauk, but they had more opposition to overcome than others. It is moreover implied in the

exhortations of 1 Thess. iv. 6-11 that the majority of the converts consisted of tradesmen and

mechanics. All these by God's appointment fell to the Apostle's share,* after he had preached

in the synagogue only three sabbaths, though no doubt he did so in the intervals also, as his

custom was, to wit, within doors while working with his hands (1 Thess. ii. 9). But that he

still labored on in the young separated church for some time after the three sabbaths is improb-

able (against Wieselbb, Chranol. des apoet. Zeitalten, p. 40; and others t); for the Apostolic

History, without giving the least hint (as in Acts xviii. 7 ; xix. 9) of such a continuance of

labor, connects immediately with the mention of the three sabbaths the account of the uproar

that drove the Apostle away. Again, that the Apostle worked at his trade proves nothing for

a longer stay ; and quite as little does the statement (Phil. iv. 16), that the Philippians had sent

him presents once and again to Thessalonica. It may even be questioned whether Paul here

refers to his first residence in Thessalonica ; but even so, the two communications may have

followed quickly one on the other.

Thus within scarcely three weeks { was formed a numerous und flourishing congregation.

The time, indeed, was fully occupied, the people in a susceptible state of mind, and Paul fervent

in spirit, as also the Epistles show ; but the phenomenon is still an extraordinary one, and Paiu

himself holds it up as such.

The powerful movement was met by a powerful hostility. The unbelieving Jews knew how
.to use idle people in stirring up a tumult The Apostle himself they did not find, but his host

Jason and some other Christians they dragged before the Prafectus urbis on a charge slan-

derous, but crafty, and adapted to Roman ears. These seditious men, they said, who had

agitated the whole orbis Bomanus, incited to revolt against the Emperor by proclaiming Jesus as

king. Just at that time the Jews (assidue tumultuantes, Sueton.) had been expelled from Rome
by Claudius (Acts xviii. 2), and found themselves everywhere jealously watched as disturbers

of the peace. How gladly did they now seize on the pretext, for the sake of clearing them-

selves, and .fastening an effective calumny on those they hated! The reproach that is cast at

us lights only on them. So they feigned loyalty, and betrayed their dearest religious hopes to

the princes of worldly empire
;
precisely like the accusers of Jesus before Pilate (Luke xxiiL 2

;

John xix. 12 sqq.). The Apostle is struck by the resemblance, 1 Thess. ii. 14 sqq. It is com-

monly supposed that the peculiar emphasis laid by Paul in his preaching on the ftacriXtia Seov

(1 Thess. i. 10, and elsewhere)§ had given occasion to this perversion. But it is no less true

that the wickedness of the Jews, of which he had already had manifold experience, impelled

the Apostle, as being itself a momentous sign of the time, to proclaim the nearness of the judg-

• [" Fielen dem Apostel von Gott ala *ein Loos su /'—bo the author would give the peculiar force of irp<xr4*Aitfx60ij<rav,

Acts xvli. 4.—J. L.]

t [Including Bbnsox, Palkt, Davidsoh, Cohybbarz and Howbos, &c.—J. L.]

t (Alford : " We are hardly justified In assuming, -with Jowett, that It was only three weeks. For ' three Sab-*

baths', even if tbej* mark the whole stay, may designate four weeks : and we are not compelled to Infer that a

•Babbath may not have passod at the beginning, or the end, or both, on which he did not preach in the synagogue."—

t [This idea is favored also by the special charge urged at Theesa'lonic* against tbo preachers, to wit, that they

-were revolutionary propagandists, "doing contrary to the decrees ofOeeear, saying, that there is another king, Jesus/

JLota xvii. 7.-J. L.)
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§ 2. PLACE, TIME, AND OCCASION OF WRITING* 3

meiii. That Israel is filling np the measure of his obduracy, is an idea with which he is fully

impressed. Therefore does he proclaim the coming of the Lord, hut, of course, in a manner

remote from all political offence. The Roman magistracy is spiritually incapable of investigating

the matter; the people are alarmed by fears about the uproar and Roman vengeance; but the

course of the authorities is moderate. They take security that no disturbances are meditated

;

end Paul, to spare the young church a renewal of the storm, withdraws to Beroea. F-om this

place, which lay not two days' journey to the south-west, he might still work in the direction

of Thessalonica. But the Jews of this city showed themselves to be peculiarly implacable adver-

saries (as Saul had been before the day of Damascus). They drove him also from Beroea, and

he, leaving behind his two attendants, set off for Athens.

The Apostolic History makes no mention at all of Timothy as having come to Paul at

Athens, and as having been sent from there to Thessalonica (1 Thess. iii. 1, 2), but only that he

came again to him from Macedonia, Acts xviii. 5 ; oomp. 1 Thess. iii. 6. Where Paul was at

that time, the Epistle does not tell us. - According to the Acts, the meeting took place at

Corinth, and indeed along with Timothy Silas also came from Macedonia. And so it appears

likewise from 1 Thess. i. 1, that both of his assistants were with the Apostle when he wrote

the letter. As to whether and how the accounts from these two sources may be more closely

adjusted, see the note on 1 Thess. iii. On the whole it is evident that, while independent of

one another, they agree well together. *

12. PLACE, TIME, AND OCCASION OP WRITING.

From what was last mentioned we may gather that the subscription in old manuscripts

:

" Written from Athens," is not only (as are all these subscriptions) spurious, but also incorrect

It arose probably as a hasty inference from 1 Thess. iii. 1, as if the place where Paul wrote

must have been the same as that from which he sent Timothy. In Corinth rather was our

Epistle written, and indeed at the time when Paul was commencing his labors in that city ; not

very long after the conversion of the Thessalonians (1 Thess. i. 9) ; immediately after Timothy's

return to Paul (1 Thess. iii. 6, apn) ; consequently in the year 53 * (prior to 54 when Claudius

died, comp. Acts xviii. 2 ; and see Wieseleb, Chronol. des ap. Zeitalters, p. 253). Such is also

the old and generally received opinion. That in favor of its later composition (Wuem: at the

date of Acts xviii. 22 ; Sohbader : at that of xx. 2 ; Koiiler, on account of 1 Thess. ii. 14 sqq.

:

not till the time of the Jewish war, later than Acts xxviiL) rests on untenable grounds. The
mention of presidents (1 Thess. v. 12)—and that without any official title—does not disprove

the recent establishment of the church. Though at a later period, when a selection could be

made, no novices were chosen (1 Tim. iii. 6), yet Acts xiv. 28 shows that Paul left no church

without presidents. Further on we shall meet with still other considerations that are supposed

to support a later composition, and shall find them equally invalid.

But what it was that prompted the Apostle to write is easily explained from the condition

of the church. The faithful pastor could not but be deeply concerned about it. He knew that

quick conversion is not experience and confirmation. Except where circumstances prevented,

he always spent considerable time on the firm settlement of a church (Acts xviii. 11, 18 ; xix.

8, 10). But driven as he had been so soon from Thessalonica by violence, he sought from a

lUtance to provide against the noble church being again torn from him by persecution or

seduction (1 Thess. iii. 5). Twice he sought to return in person (1 Thess. ii. 18) ; once perhaps

from Beroea, And when this, probably on account of the threatening malice of his enemies,

could not be accomplished (Satan hindered us, he says), he sent Timothy in his stead (1 Thess.

iii 2). Nor was this any light task for his still youthful associate, who seems, indeed, thus far

to have less attracted the enemies' notice. Through the reports of Timothy the Apostle was

greatly rejoiced (1 Thess. iii. 6 sqq.) ; he was able to thank God that under all persecutions (ch.

L 6 ; ii. 14 sqq. ; iii. 3) they were steadfast in the faith, an example to all (ch. i. 7) in brotherly

love (ch. iv. 9), and in the Christian walk generally (ch. iv. 1 sqq.). Still his longing to be able

# [Soairr data both Epiatles In 53 ; Cohybbabe, Alfobb, and Ellicott, In 53-68 ; LCnexan*, in 53-54 ; Lanob.

kWM-M-J.L.)
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FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

to visit them himself is not at all abated (ch. iii. 10 sqq.); rather it was jnet what he had

learned through Timothy that induces him in the mean time to commune with them at least

by letter. He will thereby yet further strengthen what Timothy has wrought, draw ever

tighter the bond between h im sel and te church, and by his exhortation supply what he had

observed to be wanting in them. As the readers of the Epistle are there represented, they

appear to us throughout standing in the freshness of their faith and first love, but yet as

beginners, in need of establishment ; troubled, on the one hand, by a want of clear apprehension,

and in danger, on the other, from the terrors of persecution and the power of delusion. The

Apostle, however, treats them with a noble tenderness, without expressing distrust on account

of their inexperience, and knows how to combine in the wisest way encouragement with

admonition.

I 8. GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

What Olshatjsbn wrote as early as 1640 about the First Epistle to the Thessalonians being

one of the few New Testament Epistles, that have had the good fortune to be attacked neither

formerly nor in recent times, was not quite correct even then. For already in 1835 had Baub

(die Pastoralbriefe) and in 1836 Schbadeb (der Apostel Paulus) brought forward at least sus-

picions against its genuineness. Since then Batjr (Paulus, der Apostel Jem Ohristi, 1845, p.

480 ; with corroborations in theol. Jahrbb., 1855, II.) has decided againBt the authenticity not

only of the Second, but also of the First Epistle ; not, however, that this was any misfortnne

for it ; for the result oan only be the recognition so much the more thorough of its peculiar

character and high value.

The evidence of antiquity for our Epistle is neither stronger nor weaker than it is, e. g., for

the Epistle to the Galatians, and the so-called internal grounds are all that Baur urges against it.

He finds the contents unimportant ; there is an utter lack of special interest, of precise motive

;

mere general exhortations, instructions, wishes, which in other Epistles occur incidentally, are

here the main thing. Besides, the Epistle shows itself to be dependent on the book of Acts and

on other Epistles; especially do we meet with many things to remind us of the Epistles to the

Corinthians. The very detailed statement of the conversion of the Thessalonians appears to be

altogether aimless; why write to a church everything that it Snows from its own experience?

Moreover, it is assumed that the church has not been long in existence, and yet it is asserted

that in every place it is commended as an example of faith (ch. i. 7, 8) ; that it has already

nhown its brotherly love to the brethren in all Macedonia (ch. iv. 10) ; that withal there is

already imminent danger of the prevalence of an idling disposition (ch. iv. 11) ; and already has

Paul once and again desired to return to Thessalonica (ch. ii. 17 sq.). That the Epistle speaks

of the coming of the Lord in a very familiar way, Baur is compelled to allow ; essentially as

1 Cor. xv. ; and then again, he thinks, quite otherwise, far more in the style of the Jewish

Rabbis than in that place. So also the way in which it speaks of the sufferings of the Jewish

Christians, and already takes for granted the destruction of Jerusalem (ch. ii. 14, 16), is quite

nnpauline ; and equally bo 1 Thess. v. 27.

Baub's attack has met with nothing but contradiction: from Kooh (1848), then especially

from LCtjemann (1850-59),frora Wiub. Grimm (Stud, und Erit., 1850, iv.), Lange (das ap.

ZeitaUer, L 108 ; 1853), Rbuss (Geseh. derheil Schriften dcs Neuen Testam., 2d ed., 1853 ;
3d

ed., 1860. "The suspicion appears to be arbitrary, got up to favor a historical system.
71

),

Guehike (Isagogik, 2d ed., 1854), Lipsius (who indeed sets up untenable fictions of his own,

Stud, vnd Krit., 1854, IV. ; against him Ltinemann and others), Hofmann (die heil. Schrift

Feuen Testaments, I. 270 ; 1862), Bleek (Einleitung in's Keue Testament, 1862), and even (as

regards the First Epistle) from Hilgexfeld (Zeitschr\ft/ur Wissenseh. Theologie), 1862, III.

That the con^nts of the Epistle are unimportant can be affirmed by Baub only from his

having an eye exclusively for abstract ideas, and not for living personal interests. He partly

contradicts himself, when in the section on the Parousia he finds the (solitary) dogmatic idea

that had led to the composition of the Epistle. At the same time, on the affinity and the differ

ence of this idea, compared with the teaching of the Apostle elsewhere, he decides just as he
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<5 8. GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

does on the questions of style. When a resemblance presents itself, it must be a servile imita-

tion; but let a peculiar thought or an original application occur, then it is said: That is

unpauline. In truth, the points of agreement with other Epistles are not more marked than,

forexample, between the Epistle to the Romans and that to the Galatians, and in every instance

the word suits the connection. On the other band, what there is of peculiar is by no means

onapostolio. The exposition will have to show how very Pauline the whole is, even to the

niceties of thought and style.

On the whole, it must be said that Baub even precludes himself from understanding the

Epbtle. What he urges with most plausibility is, the features that seem to be inconsistent

with the composition of the Epistle soon after 'the establishment of the church. But if we
reckon the Apostle's ministry in Beroea, in Athens, and now also in Corinth at about half a

year, and represent to ourselves, moreover, the unusually stiiking character of the conversion

that had here taken place, we perceive that a speedy and widespread propagation of the im-

portant news is fully explained ; and nowhere more easily than at a maritime emporium, like

Corinth, might people come from all sides to whom Paul had no need to tell the story of Thes-

salonica, as the report thereof had already reached them. As to Paul's having by this time

desired once and again to visit Thessalonica, on that point after what was said before not

another word need be wasted. That the church should already have shown its brotherly love

towards the Chri>tians in Macedonia, and that, on the contrary, there were faults to be cen-

sured, such as a fanatical indolence, how long time after its establishment was required for that?

Indeed, of the latter fact it is to be said, that it is more easily accounted for at the beginning,

immediately after the conversion, than subsequently at a time of quiet composure.

Still more is that the case in'regard to the doctrine of the resurrection. To be sure, Baub
thinks that the anxiety about the Christians who had fallen asleep cannot be conceived as

existing only a few months after the founding of the church, but rather implies that nearly u

generation of Christians had already died. But could there not be anxiety as to the fate of the

departed, though there were but a few of them ? some perhaps martyrs ? or even though none

had died ? if only, in the time of persecution, the nearness of death stood more than usually

threatening before the eyes of all ? Nay, must we not ask in turn : Supposing that the Epistle

were spurious, not written till a lifetime after the founding of the church, at a period also when
the clear apostolic instruction had long been everywhere spread abroad, what forger would

still have invented even then such a case of dark apprehension, as that the dead might fare

worse than those who should survive till the Coming? But this apprehension might easily

arise among novices, who had enjoyed the apostolic instruction for only three weeks. Not less

are we justified in asking : What forger would have allowed the Apostle, a lifetime after Paul's

death, to write about the hope that he himself might survive till the Coming (ch. iv. 17) ? As
composed in the beginning and by Paul himself, the whole is intelligible ; as a fiction of a late

date, the whole becomes incomprehensible.

That holds good also in a particular relation. Baub finds something at variance with the

Apostle's manner, in the way in which the author sets up the Jewish Christians as a model, and

assails the Jews without He is able to recognize him only when he is contending with the

Jewish Christians. But the real Apostle informs us how the churches in Judea rejoiced in his

ministry (Gal. i. 22 sqq.), and at a much later date he makes collections for the saints in Jeru-

salem. On the other hand, he suffered not only from the false brethren, but expressly also from

the Jews (2 Cor. xi. 24-26). And that is what we meet with in Thessalonica ; not yet, as after-

wards in many places, a Judaistic strife within the church, but, suitably to the earlier period, an

attack from without by altogether unbelieving Jews. There is no ground for the idea of Lipsius,

that the Apostle is trying beforehand (oh. ii. 8, 5, 6) to avert Judaistic aspersions ; it was rather

unbcliaving Jews that slandered the Apostles as agitators, and as persons who flattered the

people from motives of ambition and greed. The Romans would not of themselves have
thought thus early of regarding the gospel as dangerous to the state; their moderate course

even shows, that they laid no great stress on the slander itself. Those who got it up were
Jews. That Jews perceived sooner than the heathen the power of the gospel to transform the
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world, is what was to be expected ; that they raised the charge of a revolutionary movement, is

the lie of their passionate hatred. Therefore also does the Apostle pronounce on them a severe,

bnt well-merited, judgment (ch. ii. 14 sqq.). They have killed their Messiah, as formerly their

old prophets ; the followers of the Messiah in Judea they have persecuted, and now also they

have driven out us Apostles; from Thessalonica last of all, but on previous occasions also

(comp. Acts ix. 23, 29; xiii. 50; xiv. 19). The aorist cannot hinder us from referring the

statement to the whole of the persecution of the Apostle, which is thus taken together as one

act ; and so likewise in the case of the prophets. But in this way, says the Apostle, they fill

op the measure of their ungodly and misanthropic temper. It is not simply the odium ginerU

humani, in the sense of a Tacitus, that he upbraids them with, but that they are contrary to

men, in that they will not suffer the word of salvation to be spoken to the Gentiles. So now
the wrath is come upon them, ready for the final burst Does not the Apostle here speak quite

like a prophet of God, just as in Bom. ix. ?

And to what now does the whole amount? What of the detailed recital of things that the

Thessalonians knew by their own experience? In this Db Wette also sees nothing but a gush-

ing of the heart, and thinks that only in the exhortations and instructions (chh. iv. and v.) are

we to seek for the objeot of the Epistle. We hold, on the contrary, that to describe the first

three chapters as aimless is nothing else but to confess that one does not yet understand the

Epistle ; whereas thoroughly to understand it will be the beBt vindication of its genuineness.

$ 4. COURSE OF THOUGHT AND IMPORTANCE OF THE EPISTLE.

The very simple course of thought in the Epistle is as follow^ : After the salutation ch. i. 1

comes the

FIRST PART, OH. I. 2—in. 18, PERSONAL AND HISTORICAL.

I. Ch. i. 2— ii. 16. Paul signifies to the Thessalonians the genuineness of his preaching and

of their feith.

1) Ch. i. 2-7. He begins with thanksgiving for the state of the church. He is sure of their

Divine election. How ? Because of the peculiar joyousness and power of his preaching, that

had there been granted to him and his companions, and because of the unreserved readiness

with which they received the word. The extraordinary result is for him an ever memorable

work of God.

2) Ch. i. 8-10. Others also far and wide have been struck both with the agency of the

Apostle and the conversion of the Thessalonians.

So should the Thessalonians likewise be ever mindful not to allow themselves to be with-

drawn from the ground of their former experience. To recall afresh and explain what they

had gone through ought to retain them in this position.

Once more, and with yet greater exactness, he reviews both sides of their experience

:

3) a, Ch. ii. 1-12. The conduct of the Apostles, when, coming from their recent ill treat-

ment at Philippi, they had so joyfully proclaimed the gospel, free from all deceit, impurity, and
selfishness. By this too he would establish them—arm them, that is, against all insinuations

that might possibly have staggered them. Let Jewish calumny charge us with what it will,

and let Gentile adversaries repeat it, in order to turn you away from us; you know that your

experience of us has been different. And so he

b. Ch. ii. 18-16, bears testimony to their hearty faith, through which they had willingly

endured all opposition ; they have thereby (they first from among the Gentiles) entered into

the noble fellowship of the oldest churches persecuted for the gospel's sake ; but the instigators

of the hostility will be overtaken by the judgment.

It tends mightily to strengthen them, when he interprets to them their experience, and

opens to them a clear insight into the state of the times. But that they may understand

how that even after his expulsion he had by no means unfeelingly abandoned them, he informs

them

H. Ch, ii. 17— iii. 13, what he had done for them since his departure

;
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1) Ch. ii. 17-20, how he had once and again desired to come to them

;

2) Ch. Hi. 1-5, how he had sent Timothy in his stead, and so for their sokes had deprived

himself of his attendance
;

3) Oh. iii. 6-13, how he is now fall of thankful joy over his report
;
yet he intimates at the

same time, that he might nevertheless still supply something lacking in them. Since he cannot

at present accomplish this in person, he therefore does it at once by letter, and so follows the

SECOND PAKT, CHH. IV. AND V., DIDACTIC AND HOETATORY.

The warnings that meet ns here have reference, first of all, to sins to which the temptation

most have been peculiarly great in a Gentile city of maritime trade. Farther on, the instruc-

tions and exhortations respect merely such manifestations as could not hut occur in a young and

unsettled church—cases of indistinctness and excitement in doctrine and life; to this belongs as

well the fanatical indolence as the Betting aside of ordinary occupations. In particular, we
find

- 1) Ch. iv. 1-8, a warning against fornication and covetousness;

2) Ch. iv. 9-13, an incitement to growth in brotherly love, and, that love be not prejudiced,

to quiet and sober industry

;

8) Oh. iv. 13—v. 11, instruction and exhortation respecting the coming of the Lord;

a. Ch. iv. 13-18, they who have fallen asleep will rise again, and so at the Lord's advent

will suffer no loss

;

b. Ch. v. 1-11, but when He will come, we know not ; let your walk, therefore, be at all

times watchful and sober. Then come

4) Ch. v. 12-24, the closing exhortations : to honor their presidents, to live in peace, to

keep themselves free from all bitterness against persecutors, to unite vivacity with sobriety

of spirit. The whole concludes

5) Ch, v. 25-28, with the salutation and benediction.

Thus the Epistle is throughout adapted to the need of the church—an exceedingly significant

example of fatherly loving care of a church still in its infancy. And this is just the earliest or

the Apostle's letters that have been preserved to us.

It was natural that in the Epistle to the Galatians, whoso life of faith was threatened by

false doctrine, Paul should have had to let his dialectics act in a quite different fashion. It was

natural that the spiritual life of the Corinthians, much more richly developed, but distracted

also by internal division, should have demanded from the Apostle work of more varied thought.

In the Epistle to the Colossians also he has to do with an adulteration of the Gospel, and one

indeed more refined. If the Epistle to the Romans marks the highest achievement of the

apostolic thought, and that to the Ephesians the mightiest prophetic flight of his spirit, the one

that comes nearest to our Epistle in tone and style is that to the Philippians. And this is

readily understood ; for the two Macedonian churches, less conspicuous for a high display of the

charisma, than for the inner life of faith and love, gave the heart of the Apostle for that very

reason the most untroubled joy. But such is the rich fulness of his apostolic spirit, that he was

able to be to all his churches all that they required.

Of the style of our Epistle Bengel says : Hdbet hoc epistola meram quondam dulcedinem,

qnm lectori dulcibu* affectibue non assueto minus tapit quam cetera, severitate quadam
palatum stringenUs.

t 5. LITERATURE.

Of the older literature a detailed estimate is given by Pelt. We name Chrtsostom and Thsophy-

iact; Zwixgli, Calvin and Beza; Grotius; Bengel; Olshausen, De Wsttr, Ewald (die Send
tekraben dee Apoetele Paulus, 1857); Pelt (GryphiswalduB, 1880); Scroti (Lipsia, 1884); Koch.

(1848; with a new title, 1856); L^nemanx (as part of Meyeb's Handbuch, 1850; 2d ed\, 1859); Hor*

ease (<& he'dige Schrift Neuen TestamenU, I., 1862).

Practical Expositors: Heikb. Stahblin, doe Neue Testament; M. F. Roos, Kurtxe Auslegung (1786);

G. H. RntGER, Betrachtungcn fiber doe Neue Testament ; Von Gkrlach ; Heubneb ; Diebbicb, die

Briefe St. Pauli an die Epheser, PMUpper, Kolotser und Theesahnicher (1858).
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FIKST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

[Beside* these works, and the commentaries on the whole Bible, or on the New Testament, referred

to in Poli Synopsis, or in the General Introduction to the Holy Scripture* in Langb's Matthew, ed.

Scaur, p. 19, the student of the Epistles to the TheasaloDians may consult the following :

—

Fabeb

Stapulensis, EpistoUs Pauli cum commentariis, Paris, 1517; Museums, In Fault Epistolas ad
Philipp. etc. commentarU, Leipzig, 1565; Wells, Help for the more clear and easy understanding of the

Holy Scriptures/ London, 1709-28 (in this work are anticipated rery many of the best results of the

modern textual criticism); Turbetinx, Commentarius in Epp. ad Thess., Basel, 1739; Outse,

Practical Expositor, London, 1739-52 ; Benson, Paraphrase and Notes on Six of the Epp. of St.

Paul, 2d ed., London, 1752; Wesley, Notes, &c, Bristol, 1764; Ptle, Paraphrase on the Acts and

the Epp., voL ii., London, 1765 ; Baukgarten, Auslegung der Briefs Pauli, Halle, 1767 ; Molden-

hauer, Grundliche Erlauterung der heiligen Bucher neues Test., toL iii., Leipzig, 1768 ; J. D. Michaelis,

Paraphrasis u. Anmerkungen ftber die Briefs Pauli an die Gal., &c, 2d ed., Bremen and Gottiogen,

1769 ; Krause, Die Briefs an die Phil u. These., Frankfurt, 1790 ; Maokkight, on the Epistles, Edin-

burgh, 1795 ; Coke, Commentary on the N. T., London, 180,3 ; Eofpe, Nov. Test, ed. Ttchsen,

Gottingen, 1828 ; Flatt, Vorlesungen uber die Briefe Pauli, Tubingen, 1829 ; Trollops, Analecta

Theologica, London, 1842 ; Peile, Annotations on the Apostolical Epp., vol. iii., London, 1851 ; Coky-

beare and Howsoir, Life and Epp. of St. Paul, London, 1858 ; Jowett, The Epistles of St. Paul to

the These., Gal., Rom.; with Critical Notes and Dissertations; London, 1855, 1859 (the references are to

the former edition); Lillie, Revised Version, with Notes, of the Epp. of Paul to the These., published

by the American Bible Union,* New York, 1856, and London, 1858 (containing a very extensive and

minute comparative view—on all moot points bearing on the translation—of critical editions, versions,

and commentaries.! This work, and my similar one on the closing books of the Canon, IX Pet.

Revelation, are here cited under the title of Revision.) ; also my Lectures on the same Epp., New York, 1860

(referred to under the title, Lectures) ; Ellicott, Critical and Grammatical Commentary on St. PauVs

Epp. to the Thess., London, 1858, and Andover, 1864; Vaughan, The Epp. of St. Paul for English

Readers, London, 1864 (No. I., which is all that I have seen, contains the First Ep. to the Thess.).

—

J. L.]

* [To the officers of the Biblt Union I beg leave here to express my sense of obligation for the kind courtesy with

which they admitted me to the free use of their excellent library.—J. L.J

t [In the following pages the Editor has paid special attention, In the exegetical department, to the latest repre-

sentatives of English scholarship—Jowirr, Alford (4th ed., 1866), Woedbwobth (4th ed., 1866), Ellicott, Webster,
and Wilkiksok.—J. I*]

[N. B. For the sake of readier distinction, the small-print notes immediately following the

translation will bo referred to as Critical; the first division of the Commentary, simply as

Excgetical.—J. Lb]
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THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO THE

THESSALONIANS.

Chapter I 1.

SALUTATION.
1 Paul, and Silvanus, and Timothens [TimothyJ,

1 unto the church * of the Thes-

salonians which is* in God the Father and m* the Lord Jesus Christ: Grace
be unto you [Grace unto you, x<*Pls ty"v]>* an^ peace (from God our Father and
the Lord Jesus Christ).

8

The English form, Timothy, occurs seven times in our Authorized Version.—J. L.)

focA^ffia, German : Gtmeinde, congregation. But see Dr. SchaflFs rote 4 on Matt. xvi. 18.—J. L ]

The English supplement, which it, might better have been omitted.—J. L.)

The repetition of the in Is also superfluous.^J. L.l

Bee the Auth. Vers, at 2 These, i. i ; Bom. i. 7; Phiiem. S. Koch : " By the omission of the verb the expression
n strength and emphasis.1'—German, after Luther : tei mit euch.—J. L.]

• The wotd* avb Stou wrpbt *tt&v col xvpCov *Ii|<rov XfHmv are wanting In important mannsoripts [B. F. G.],

lions [Vulgate, Svriao, Ac], and all the [ancient] commentaries, and are therefore braoketed by Bengel and Lnch
ms&n. and cancelled by Ttscnendorf,* Pott, De wette, Lunemann, and others [Alford, EUicott, Amer. Bible Union],
though defended by Scnott, Olshausen, Koch, Reiche. and others. It is an obvious conjecture, that the words were
brought here from the opening of the other Pauline Epistles, and in favor of this view is the brevity by which the
Inscription of this earliest of the Epistles Is on the whole distinguished. In the precisely similar oponing of the Second
Epistle to the Theesalonians the words in question are also found, and are there undoubtedly genuine. We let them
stand here likewise [in bracket*], in accordance with the principle which we Intend to follow also In other oases, that
forbomltetlo treatment a various reading only then comes to be of decislvo importance, when the authorities are so
weighty that a universal, or at least nearly universal, agreement prevails among the critic* in regard to it. [In this

ease, moreover, the common reading is sustained by the Codex SinaiticusJ A. 1). EL, and other uncials.—J. L.j

* [I refer throughout to Teschendorfs seventh edition, the eighth, now in process of publication, not having got
as far as the Epistles.—J. L.)

t [To this already famous manuscript, for which Its discoverer. Teschendorf, is probably Justified in claiming tho
primacy in the department of textual criticism (in s$ haber«rrtartticmprincip<itum), there Is no reference whatever
m Dr. Aaberlen's portion of this Commentary. The reader will here find the results of a full and careful collation of
It (as well as of the modern critical editions) throughout both Epistles.—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. Paul Sflvaims, and Timothens [Timothy].
—On Pmd^ see the Acts of the Apostles, and the In-

troduction to the Epistle to the Romans.—SUvanus.
He is called in the Acts Silas ; by Paul and Peter,

SAvanna. A distinguished leader (fryofycyos ; comp.
Lechler at Acts xv. 22) and propbet of tbe church of
Jerusalem, he was chosen by the Apostolic Council as
one of the bearers of its decrees to Antioch, where
he then remained for a longer period in friendly inter-

course with the Gentile Christians, exhorting them and
eonfainmg them in the faith (Acts xv. 22, 27, 82 sq.).

Even though Acts xv. 84 be not genuine, yet that

choice and this sojourn are sufficient to show, that

SUas was one of the Jewish Christians who, like

Stephen, had from the beginning a freer, open sense
for Gentile Christianity and Paulinism. In recog-

nition of this large-heartednesfl Paul chose him for

his attendant on his second missionary journey (Acts
xv. 40), during which the church at Thesaalonica
was founded (see Introduction), and so we find him
by his side in work and suffering, before magistrates,

in stripes, in prison, in prayer, in miraculous deliver-

ance, in flight, Acts xvi 19, 25, 29 ; xvil 4, 10, 14
sq. ; xviii. 5. He accordingly appears in the in-

scriptions of the two Epistles to the Thessalonians,

and 2 Cor. i. 19. Subsequently Silvanus is simply
mentioned by Peter as bearer of his First Epistle to

Asia Minor, where he was already known, ever since

Paul's second missionary journey, as u a faithful

brother" (1 Pet. v. 12; comp. Fronmuller in loc.).

Silvanus, from his original position at Jerusalem in

friendly relations to Peter, and then a companion of

Paul, is a man of whom it must be thought a pecu-

liarly natural thing, that he again appears by the side

of Peter, when the latter addressed himself to the

at least to some extent Pauline churches of Asia
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10 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

Minor. He belongs to those men of second rank in

the apostolic period, in whom the oneness of the

Pauline spirit with that of the first Apostles, and the

credibility, of late so severely assailed, of the book of

Acts, are in an artless way"historically represented.

According to the tradition of the ancient Church, Sil-

vanus should have been the first Bishop of Thessa-

lonica, but Silas—whom it distinguishes from Sil-

vanus—Bishop of Corinth (see Winer, biblisches Real-

wortcrbuch, 3d ed., II. p. 459, Art Silas). As this

distinction is certainly erroneous, since Silas is merely

-a contraction, such as frequently occurs in proper

names, for Silvanus, as 'Arriwas for 'Arrivarpos, in

German Niklas for Nikolaus, &c, and since in the

Acts we find Silas, and in Paul's Epistles Silvanus,

associated with Paul and Timothy at Thessalonica

and Corinth, so the whole tradition admits of easy

explanation as an arbitrary inference from the New
Testament data, Silas appearing for the last time at

Corinth, Acts xviii. 5, and Silvanus in the forefront

of the Thessalonian Epistles.—On Timothy, who had
in like manner attended the Apostle during the

founding of the Thessalonian' church, see the Intro-

duction to 1 Tim. Everywhere Paul speaks of

Timothy with paternal tenderness, and bears the

highest testimony to his character. Not only does

he mention him generally as a brother (2 Cor. i. 1

;

Col. i. 1 ; Philem. 1 ; 1 Thess. Hi. 2), not only as a

servant of God and bis own fellow-laborer in the

gospel of Christ (1 Thess. iii. 2 ; Rom. xvi. 21 ; 1

Cor. xvi. 10), a servant of Jesus Christ, like himself

(Phil. i. 1), but he calls him his faithful and beloved,

his genuine child in the Lord (1 Cor. iv. 17 ; 1 Tim.

i. 2, 18 \yvr\<ritf thanf\ ; 2 Tim. i. 2), and writes to

the Philippians (ch. ii. 19 sqq.) of their knowing the

proof of him, that, as a child the father,* he has

served with him in the gospel ; indeed he says ex-

pressly (v. 20) that he has—so at least during the

first Roman imprisonment, when he wrote this—no
one likeminded, who will so sincerely and disinter-

estedly care for the church. Thus in the glorious

circle of apostolic men that surrounded Paul Timothy
takes the first place. " No one," says F. Rakke,
" has the Apostle embraced with more cordial and
fatherly affection than Timothy—one of the loveliest

and most refreshing sights of the apostolic age."

—

It is undoubtedly as being the olderman that Silvanus

is here and 2 Cor. i. 19 placed before Timothy,\ whose

youth is still spoken of in the Epistles written to him
at a much later date (1 Tim. iv. 12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 22).

It is worthy of note and agrees with what has just

been said, that in the narrative of travel in the Acts

(chh. xvi., xvii.) Timothy, after the mention of his

being added to the company, is not again imme-
diately named, whereas Silas is mentioned frequently

along with Paul First on occasion of the separation

from Paul is Timothy afterwards named along with

and after Silas (ch. xvii. 14 sq. ; xviii. 5).—The
Apostle names, and bis practice is similar in other

places also (comp., besides the inscriptions of 2 Thess.,

2 Cor., Phil., Col, and Philemon, in which Timothy
in like manner appears, 1 Cor. i. 1 Paul and 80s-

thenes, and Gal. i. 1, 2 Paul and all the brethren that

are with me), Silvanus and Timothy at joint authors^

* [According to Luther's more exact rendering of v. 22.

—J. L.]

t [Kluoott : " as being probably the older man, and
certainly the older associate of St. Paul." Alford urges
rattier the persona] and official eminence of Silas.—J. L.1

I [By no means. Paul Is the sole author, and would be
so understood : see 1 Thess. Ii. 18 ; Hi. 1, 2. 5, 6 : 2 Thess.
11. 5 ; iii. 17. Comp. 1 Cor., Phil., and Philem., in each of

as virtuallyjoined with him in getting up the Epistle,

though he alone is the writer, and dictates the Epistle

perhaps only to one of them. As they have preached
the Lord together orally (comp. 2 Cor. i. 19), so should
also the written word go forth from all the three.

The three men who had become dear to the church
must again appear before her mental vision united as
in the beginning ; she must recognize their fair, last-

ing concord one with another, and know that she has
received the same gospel, not merely from an indi-

vidual, but from the mouth of two and three wiN
nesses (Matt xviiL 16, 20), and is borne on more
than one heart (comp. ver. 2: toe give thanks).

Therefore also Paul does not need to describe Sil-

vanus and Timothy more closely ; they are held still

in fresh, living remembrance by the church.—For
just the same reason also he does not designate him-
self more fully as an Apostle, &c As already re-

marked by Calvin, he needs not to come before the
Thessalonians with official authority, but merely to
recall his person to their memory, as he lived and
wrought among them in the power of the Spirit.

In this brief, free self-designation Lunemann finds

with reason a mark of the earlier composition and
authenticity of our Epistles. At a later period, in-

deed, Paul does not in the inscriptions of his Epistles

call himself an Apostle in cases, where he can couut
on faithful, unimpaired love and recognition on the

part of a church or an individual
;
yet even there the

inscriptions are fuller, as Phil i. 1 ; Philem. 1. But
after that his apostolic authority was assailed,

from the time of the Epistle to the Galntians, his

general custom was to append his official to his per-

sonal name, and then frequently he makes use of
that for longer or shorter additions corresponding to

the actual contents of the letter, so that no inscrip-

tion is in all respects the same as another. Even in

Thessalonica, it is true, attempts to create distrust

were not wanting ; but these affected not his apos-

tolic authority as such, but his entire person. This

freedom of the Apostle in his self-designations is

characteristic and instructive. As he directs his let-

ters, not to the office-bearers, but to the church, so,

unless there be a necessity for it, he does not him-

self come forth in his official authority. He has no
stiff official style, but here too he proportions every

thing to the circumstances and exigencies of the

particular case. Accordingly, be here distinguishes

himself by no addition from Silvanus and Timotheus,

but simply takes the precedence of them, and thereby

at the same time designates himself as properly the

author of the Epistle. Certainly in this is shown also

the humility of the Apostle, and so far the remark is

not incorrect, that Paul omitted his apostolic title

out of modesty, whether towards the Thessalonians

(Cbbtsostom, &c.), or towards Silvanus and Timothy
Zwingli, Pott, Ac.). Only we are not to find here

the proper motive of the omission (comp. Col. i. 1).

The humility is all the more genuine, that it comes
out thus silently and unconstrained.

2. To the church.—Paul writes not to the

presbyters, teachers, &c, but to the churches ; where
he names the office-bearers, it is by way of supple-

mentary appendage (Phil. i. 1).* In the most solemn

which Epistles the Apostle associates a companion with
himself In the salutation, and then immediately proceeds
throughout in the first person singular. Comp. also the
Epistle to the Oaiattans, where Jt can scarcely be supposed
that the writer meant to ascribe joint authorship to "a'u
the brethren " of ch. !. 2.—J. L.]

* [After citing various explanations of the special men-
tion of u the bishops and deacons*1 hi Phil. i.l, Eadu
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CHAPTER I. 1. 11

banner he requires, ch. t. 27, that all the brethren*

should read the Epistle. To denj the reading of

Holy Scripture to the laity, therefore, is to contra-

rene its original destination. In his earlier Epistles

(to the TTussalonian*, Galatians, and Corinikiant)

Paul writes t§ iKK\ii<ria or reus iiac\ri<ricns ; in the

later ones (Romans, Ephman*, Phtiippians, Colos-

tians) rots kyiots, Ac, which indeed is added in those

to the Corinthians.*

3. In God the Father, and the Lord Jesus
Christ.—These words are to be closely joined with

tJ lioc\i)<rla, as if they were preceded by tJ or rg
•&<rn% as in the opening of 1 and 2 Cor., where it is

said, only in reverse order : rf) faictopri^ rod &tov rrj

ofcrp i* Keplp&y (comp. 1 Thess. ii. 14). The addi-

tion attached by means of the preposition forms
here, in fact (comp. Winer, p. 123), with the sub-

stantive but one main idea, and is to be connected
with it merely by the voice. This happens with spe-

cial frequency in the case of the Pauline formula : «V

Xpurrf 'frjcroD, to which oar expression is nearly

allied (comp., in particular, Phil. i. 1 : ro7s aylois ir

Xptarf liprov roll ofariv iv iA/tto<j, also Col. i. 2).

Thus the want of the article intimates that it belongs

to the idea of the Church, to be in God and Christ.

"Est hflec nota veluti approbatio vers et legitime

ecclesfae " (Calvin). In this very brevity of the ex-

pression is something great and profound. It denotes

not merely fellowship with God (Bengel, Lunkmann),
but a real, essential being in God and Christ (Rom.
xvL 11 ; John xv. 4; xvii. 21 sqq. ; 1 Johnli. 5sq.;

v. 20).
u It is a high dignity, to which nothing is

equal, when one is in God " (Chrysostom}. Whereas
Thessalonica previously lay with the whole world in

the wicked one (iv r$ vov7)p$ masc, 1 John v. 19

;

comp. ver. 18 ; tV r$ &\r)&u>$ opposed to ver. 20)

—

whereas in that place there were only Jews, who had
no part in Christ, and Gentiles, who had none also

in God—there is at this time a church there, that is

in God the Father, and in Christ Jesus. Here is a
miracle of God*, over which the Apostle gives Him
glory and thanks ; as always at the beginning of his

Epistles, when he turns his eye on the churches, so

also here, ver. 2.

4. Graoe unto yon [German : Graoe be with
you-—J. L.], and peace. The old epistolary style

combines in the inscription what with us is distrib-

uted into the address, salutation, subscription, and
direction. The Pauline benediction is x&P1* *«*

9ip4frri ; only in the Epistles to Timothy (and perhaps

Th. L 4) x<*f'*> &*«f, dphrn \ the first form also in

1 and 2 Peter, the latter in 2 John ; Jude 2 : t\*o*

col- «Zp4nf «ol aybni. Xdpis reminds us of the Greek
salutation %aipaw (comp. Acts xxiii. 26), which oc-

curs also in the apostolic circular (Acts v. [xv.] 23
;

James LI); cip^rn, of the Hebrew (likewise Arabic,

» Wutkr, Realworterbuch: Hoflicklceil) form of salu-

an#) benediction, d*W (Gen. xliiL 23 ; Judg.

add* : " The opinion of Wlesinger is at least as probable.
thai the real reason is to be found in the oireumstances of
the oborcb, and that there was a tendency to undue as-

sumption on the part of some individuals, which needed
such an effective obeck as was implied in the special ac-
k&owlclgmrnt of tho*e who bore office in it."—J. L.l

• [Ellicott : " The variation is slightly noticeable ; it

does not however seem to point to gradually altered views
with regard to the attributes of the church (Jowett), hut
merely to the present comparative paucity of numbers
(compare Chrjsoet.), and their aggregation in a single as-
ismbly." And the same considerations may perhaps ac-
count for tbe fact that only in these two earliest Epistles
doss Psml address the church as composed of persons be-
tagfnr to the city, and not as established in the city itselt

Comp. Col. Iv. !«.—J- 10

xix. 20 ; 1 Chron. xii. 18 ; Ex. xviii. 7 ; Judg. xviii. 15
1 Sam. x. 4 ; xxv. 6, 6). As James in a lively manner
connects, ch. i. 2, xaoi with the x^P*1^ so Paul has
given it a turn of yet deeper Christian import in x*V"*>
while the tlo^yrj i/uv had already by the Saviour or

His return from death been brought to a Christian

maturity and depth (John xx. 19, 21, 26 ; comp. also

Luke x. 6, 6), especially in connection with His fare-

well discourse, in which He had promised, as the
fruit of His victory over the world, and so as a dis-

tinctive family legacy in opposition to the world, to

bequeathe His peace to His own (John xiv. 27 ; xvi.

33). By their juxtaposition both wbrds are raised

completely out of their Gentile and Jewish outward
significance, as referring almost solely to the natural

life and welfare, into the " fulness of the peculiar

salvation and blessing of Christians." A notable in-

stance of the way in which the New Testament dialect

was formed.

—

Xdpis is, first of all, favor generally,

kindness, especially towards inferiors, the h.ydrr) in

self-manifestation (just as righteousness is holiness in

self-manifestation), and in this sense it is used also

of the child Jesus, Luke ii. 40 : x4>" &* " ?* *** avr6.

But in a more special sense x4>" denotes (opposed to

&$*i\rifuiy v6jjlos, tpya, Rom. iv. 4 ; vi. 14 sq.; xi. 6)
the exhibition of the Divine love as free and unde-
served in regard to such, as have not merely no legal

claim to it, but have according to law deserved the
opposite (Rom. iii. 23, 24 ; Eph. ii. 3-5). This is the
New Testament saving grace, which in Christ Jesus
has appeared to sinners (Tit. ii. 11 ; John i. 17). It

is not merely the principle of the redemption accom-
plished once for all, but it continues also to be tbe
sustaining ground, the nourishing power of the new
spiritual life with its manifold gifts in Christians

(comp. Acts xxiii. 11 [no doubt a misprint for xi.

23] ; vi. 8 ; Eph. iv. 7)i and so is ever afresh in-

wardly sealed and communicated to them from God
in Christ through the Holy Ghost (comp. Rom. v. 5 ;

John i. 1 6). In this sense, according to which grace
is thus not simply a sentiment, but at the some time
a Divine self-communication, Paul desires for his

readers ever fresh grace from God and Christ.

Elpfirq need not be taken, with Dk Wjcttb, Meyer,
&c., against the Greek and New Testament usage, as

= salvation, but with most since Chrysostom, who
on this point as a Greek has a special voice, as =
peace. This is the immediate effect of grace in the
heart of man, the restoration, after the distraction

and discord of the life of sin, of the harmony of the

inner life, with its pure enjoyment, resting on the

fact that the oppression and curse of sin are removed
from the conscience, and roan knows that in Christ

he is brought a#ain into his true relation to God, the

filial relation (Rom. v. 1), and is thereby comforted

and strengthened against the oppositions and vexa-

tions of the world (John xvi. S3). The enhancement
of this peace, when it pours its quickening and ele-

vating influence into the experience, is joy (x ^
Rom. xiv. 17; Phil iv. 4; John xv. 11; xvi. 22,

24 ; xvii. 13 ; 1 John i. 4 ; 1 Pet i. 8—a fundamen-
tal idea of the New Testament, too much neglected

by us in life and doctrine). Peace being the feeling

of convalescence and healthfulneas of the new life,

the home-feeling of the returned prodigal, it impels

the man of itself to abide in the healthful life-

element of home; it has a' power to keep the

heart and mind, the whole mechanism of the

inner life, in Christ Jesus (Phil. iv. 7), and is there-

fore suitable in every relation as a chief benediction

for Christians.
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12 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONUN&

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Of the natural world these two things are

true : In God we live, move, and are [Luther's ver-

sion : sind= io-pcp.—-J. L.], all things harmoniously

existing in the Logos (Acts xvii. 26-28 ; Col. i. 17k
and : The whole world lieth in the wicked one (1

John v. 19). The original Divine powers of crea-

tion and the superadded powers of the prince of this

world, life and death, intermingle therein in a mys-
terious manner. Through Christ this mixture is

dissolved, and the separation, the great judgment of

the world, is effected, whereby the Satanic element

is cast out, and the world brought back again to its

original ground of life (John xii. 31 ; CoL i. 20). It

is in His own person first of all, the person of the

Son of man who has entered through death into His

glory, that the world's judgment is fulfilled, that

which is of the devil is rightfully abolished, and
humanity introduced anew to God. Whosoever
would again live wholly in God must be in Him.
But this new being and life unites itself to the world

first inwardly in the spirit As therefore all crea-

tures in respect of their natural existence, that is, so

far as they live generally in the world of death and
corruption, live, move, and are in God and imme-
diately in the Logos, drawing continually from His

omnipresent, all-pervading energy the breath of life,

so Christians, in respect of their inner, pneumatic,

incorruptible existence, are and live first of all in

Jesus Christ, the glorified, who being the Lord is

also the Spirit * as God (2 Cor. ill 17), and so the

Head and all-pervading life-principle of the Church
born of His Spirit (Col. i. 18; it 6, 7; Eph. L 22
sq. ; ii. 21 sq.), the element in which Christians live,

as the branches in the vine (John xv. 4 sqq.), so

that all they do is done in Christ Jesus (CoL iii. 17,

and the phrase, occurring more than a hundred
times with Paul, 4v Xpi<rr$ or eV mwfsA Because
in Christ, they are then also, in this higher sense of

the spiritual, eternal life, in God (I Cor. iii. 23 ; xi.

3 ; John xiv. 20). Thus in the Church is a begin-

ning made towards the attainment of the great,

Divine purpose in the world, again organically to

comprehend the whole in Christ and in God (Eph. L

10 ; 1 Cor. xv. 28).—[Wkbsteb and Wilkinson : The
full significancy of this important preposition cV, in

its N. T. use with ©cy, 'ItjsrotT, Xpurr$y
Kvpfo*, can

only be understood by realizing the all-pervading

doctrine of the Holy Ghost—J. L.]

2. It is of doctrinal significance, that ticK\r)<rta

denotes as well the universal, as the individual or

local, church. The distinction between congrega-

tion and church [Oemeinde und Kirche] does not

exist in the New Testament usage. Not merely a
philological exactness, but one of Luther's genial

instincts must be recognized in his having preserved

this identity of expression, and everywhere in the

New Testament translated iiac\ri<rla by Oemeinde
[congregation]. Spirit is, according to Oetinger's

word, where every part can again become a whole.

The same is true also of the place of the Spirit's

manifestation, the Church. The Apostles, anxious

as they were for the order of single churches (Acts

xiv. 23; Tit L 6), made no arrangement before

their departure for securing the external unity of the

Church, which till then had rested in their persons,

* [Hodob :
H Not one and tho same person, but one

and the same Being, in the some sense in which our Lord
says : * I and the Father are one.1 It is an identity of es-

sence and of power."—J. L.]

From this fact, which has not yet been sufficiently

considered, we perceive two things: 1. That the
Church can be one in the Spirit, even where there
is a separation of outward communions ; 2. that we
should make moderate account of the Church as an
institution. The New Testament has no word for
churchly.*

3. " Nothing speaks more' strongly for tho Di-
vinity of Christ than the practice, which pervades
the whole style of Scripture, of joining Christ with
God, and ascribing to Him strictly Divine opera*
tions." Olshauskn on Rom. i. 1. There is every-
where in the New Testament, even in the Synoptical
Gospels, a multitude of indirect evidences for tho
Divinity of Christ, modes of speech which can only
on this supposition be understood in their full, na-
tural sense. Christologies which recognize in tho
Redeemer merely the sinless, supernaturally begot-
ten, eternally ordained central Man (Schleiermacher,
Rothe, Schenkel), have in them important elements
of truth, but do not ascend to the biblical height
In the inscriptions of the Pauline Epistles Father
and Son are joined together as Qcbs xarjjp, with and
without y/jLcev, and Kvpios (again with and without
Tjftuy)

9
lrjaovs Xpurros. Now it might be supposed,

especially on account of the raxuv common to both,
that varrip and Kvpiot answer to one another, the
former expression derived from the family, the latter

from the state and kingdom; or the former from
the filial relation, the latter from that of a servant
(comp. Mai. i. 6 and the frequent Zovkos *lr;<rov

Xpiarov). But both the verbal arrangement and the
decisive passage 1 Cor. viii. 5, 6 (comp. 1 Cor. xii.

5, 6 ; Eph. iv. 5, 6) show that the correspondence is

rather between 3«o> and ictyios, tratrhp and 'lijvovs

Xpurr6s. And this reminds us that the LXX. put

Kvpios for nim (in conformity with the oral W^f)
and (tab for DT&K (comp. also John xx. 28

and 2 John 3, where to Kvpios "Irjffovs XpterSs is

still added, with a specific relation «to the war4ip,

6 vlbs rod -wwrp6s\ Thus the appellation irvpio*

also becomes a witness for Christ's Divinity, as
Nitzsch has particularly pointed out (Cfr. his

article on the essential trinity of God, Studien und
Kriiiken, 1841, p. 322 sqq., and System der ehristL

Lehre, 5th edM p. 145, 189.) The peculiarity of the

designation of Christ as icipios is, that therein the

Divine essence (ictptos = nim) and the historic-

al, official position and operation (Kvpios Kvptctwr,

Rom. xiv. 9, Lord and King of the kingdom of God,
on which account four is easily subjoined) are com-
bined in one. The latter signification evolves itself

in the Gospels by various steps and deepening shades
of meaning from the dialect of common life, where
Kvpios as applied to Jesus is scarcely any longer an

* [German : das* man Ton der Kirche die Institution
nassiglich haitsn toU. Das Neue Testament hafkein Wort
fur HrehHch. Nor has the N. T. any word for evangelical,
trinitarian

t
Ac. The logic of this second inference, from

which I beg leave to express my dissent, is quite as fee-
ble, as its spirit would seem to be at variance with that
ol the N. T. throughout. It is surely of the Church as
an institution that Christ speaks in Matt. xvl. 18 ; xvlii.

17 ; and Paul, for example, in Eph. iv. 4-13 ; 1 Tim. Hi. 15

;

&c. Nor is there any good reason why we should shrink
fTom acknowledging, that whatever plausibility there may
he in this sort of indiffcrentism, which is indeed common
enough, in regard to the outward constitution of the
Church, Is derived, not at all from the N. T., but from the
historical, and, alas, still seemingly helpless, confusions
of Christendom.—J. I*.]

t [Substituted by the Jews in thereading of the Scrip*

tares for Mjn^ .-J. L.]
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CHAPTER I. 2-7. 13

ordinary word of courtesy, but, as in the sphere of

revelation generally, every nomen again becomes
omen, a reverential address to One whose essential

superiority is recognized, as well as his possession of

a miraculous power (John iv. II, 15, 10; Matt. viii.

2, 6, 8, 21. 25 ; xvii. 4 ; xx. 80, 81 ; xxii. 43-45

;

xxv. 37, 44; xxvii. 10; John vi. 68; ix. 86, 88;
xiii. 6, 13 sq. ; xx. 13, 28 ; xxi. 7 ; comp. Acts II. 86

;

x. 36), whereas on the other hand the deeper, Je-

hovistic-Messianic usage of the Apostles, especial-

ly of Paul, is found employed at the very beginning,

among the links of connection with the Old Testa-

ment, by the angel Gabriel (Luke i. 16, 17, and so

accordingly ?v. 43, 76 ; comp. also Matt vii. 21, 22

;

Acts vii. 59 ; ix. 13, 14). In the Book of Acts the

expressions 6 \6yos rod &cov and 6 \6yos rod icvplov

are used interchangeably (ch. iv. 31 ; vi. 2, 7 ; viii.

14 ; xvii. 13, &c. ; viii. 25 ; xiii. 48 sq. ; x v. 35 sq. ; xix.

10, 20). In this higher use of the word it is clearly

implied, that Christ attained His central position as

Lord and fload of the Church, of humanity, of the

world, only by- means of His Divinity. But certain-

ly there is in it also an expression of the dis-

tinctive character of His Divinity, to wit, of sub-

ordination rightly understood—the Father being the

Supreme God over all, and -so also the God of

Christ (Eph. i. 17 ; John xx. 17 ; Rev. ill. 12), but
the Son God as manifested, mediating, standing on
the pinnacle of the world (Eph. iv. 5, 6 ; 1 Cor. xii.

5, 6)l God, Lord, Spirit, are the trinitarian expres-

sions of Paul; Father, Son, Spirit, those of the

Evangelist*, of the Lord, and of John.—That God,
the Most High, is our Father, who loves us, and to

whom we should draw near with filial confidence,

and that Jesus Christ is our Lord and Jehovah, who
as Man draws near to us as Saviour—this truth

meets the readers of Paul's Epistles at the very out-

set, full of grace and peace.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Paul and his friends a model of Christian fellow-

ship : 1. Generally of brethren with one another

;

2. of teachers with one another (Paul and Silas,

somp. Acts xvi. 17); 3. of teachers and scholars

(Paul and Timothy). The brotherly fellowship of
teachers laboring in a church, as a main condition

tf blessed working : 1. The personal fellowship of

spirit ; 2. the fellowship of doctrine ; 3. that ot

prayer and intercession (comp. v. 2 and 2 Thess. i

3, 11).—Christian brotherhood and Christian friend

ship, their oneness and their difference, shown in the

relation of Paul to his fellow-laborers and especially

to Timothy.

—

Riioer : In the kingdom of Christ

even the most highly-gifted person does not choose
to be so alone, nor alone to perform everything, but
gladly seizes occasion to support his own witness

to the truth, and mode of acting therein, by the
consent of others. In this way likewise a man can
really well commend himself to the consciences of
others, when they perceive in him a willingness to

let others also stand beside liim as his equals.

Believers should regard themselves a* those who
are in God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

Comp. Terstekokn's :
*4 All-pervading Air, wherein

we ever move, of all things principle and life, &c."
[Comp. Acts xvii. 28.—J. £.]—Roos: Civil societies

have their ground in an external force and a tem-
porary expediency ; a Christian church has its ever-

lasting ground in God the Father and the Lord
Jesus Christ, who is acknowledged and adored in

common.

—

Dikorich : Nowadays in most countries

one knows only of churches on a merely natural

foundation.—The great joy, which the Apostle al-

ways proclaims to his readers at the beginning of
his Epistles, that God is our Father and Jesus Christ

our Divine Lord.
The two vital points [Herxpunkte] of Christianity

:

1. In the heart of God, and from Him, grace ; 2. in

the heart of man, and from him in the church,

peace.

—

Thomas Aquinas : %&pts principium omnia
boni, *lfrf)vr) finale bonorum omnium.—Phil. Mattii.

Hahn : We have daily need of fresh emanations of
grace and peace from the highest source. 1. The
emanations of God's grace are innumerable : for-

giveness of sins; the witness of the Spirit, that

we are the children of God ; light and life-power

from the word. 2. Every new effluence of grace

gives also new peace within the heart, since in full

assurance of the Holy Ghost we know that we have
not to fear God's wrath on account of our former
sins, and that the impending day of wrath will not

consume us (see on CoL i. 2 ; Eph. i. 2).

[Anselm, cited by Pelt and Alford :
" Gratia el

pax a Deo sit vobu\ ut, qui humana gratia et saecu-

lari pace privati estis, apud Deum gratiam et pacem
habeatis."—J. L.]

FIRST PART.
PERSONAL AND HISTORICAL.

Ch. I. 2—Ch. in. 18.

I.

Paul shows the Thessalonians the genuineness of his preaching and of their faith.

(Ch. I. 2—Ch. II. 16.)

Chapter I. 2-7.

. Hie Apostle thank* God for the gracious standing of the Thessalonians (t. 2), which he describes in Its human
manifestation (v. 3), as well as its Divine ground (v. 4). The latter is their election, to be inferred from the fact,

that the Gospel was, on the one band, preached amongst them with power (v. 5), and, on the other band, was

received by tbetn with joy, so as to furnish an example to others (w. 6, 7).
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14 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

2 We give thanks to God always for you all, making mention of you 1

in oui

3 prayers ; remembering without ceasing * your work of faith, and labor [toil,

kottov] of love, and patience of hope in [of
J

* our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight

of [before, cfwrooo-^cv] God and our Father [our God and Father, rov Scow kc! varpoi

4 finwv] ; knowing, brethren beloved, your election of God [brethren beloved of
5 God, your election]

4
; for [because, ortl our gospel came not unto you * in word

only, but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in [sin. omits this «v] much
assurance ; as [even as, kq^gjs] ye know what manner of men we were [proved

6 were found] 6 among you [for «v && sin. has simplyw] for your sake ; and ye became
• followers [imitators, /uftipW] of us and of the Lord, having received the word in

7 much affliction, with joy of the Holy Ghost; bo that ye were [became, ywarSai]

ensamples [a pattern] 7 to all that believe [all the believers]
8
in Macedonia and

[in] Achaia.*

1 V. Z—vixir after ^vtiay is, indeed, wanting in A. B. [Sin.] Ac., but by Teschendorf, wlio, with Lachmann, for-

merly cancelled it, it has been rightly resumed on preponderating evidence, external and internal. On account of the
wfA»v before pitta? it might easily drop out of the manuscripts.

* V. a.—(For a different construction of afooActirru?, adopted by our Authors, see the Exegetlcal Notes.—J. L.]
• V. 8.—[Oomp. ch..v. 8; Rum. v. 2 ; Tit. i. 2 : ill. 7. And so here the older English versions, and very many others.

See the Exegetlcal Notes, and the Revision*—J. L.]
4 V. 4.—IThis construction of cc&Src?, afeA6ol iiyammivoi vnb $tov (Sin :rov 0tov) r)|y cxAoyijv vp*»r, is that of ths>

oldest versions (Syriao and Vulgate), andjnay be said to bo now universally adapted. King James' Revisers erred here
in quitting Tyndale and Cranmer to follow Geneva and the Bishops' Bible. Comix 2 Thess. il. 13 ; Kohl i. 7: Sept.
Deut. xxxlii. 12 ; Sir. xlv. 1 ; xlvL 18.—The reason for the change of the punctaauom at the eloaa of w. 4 and & will
be found in the exegesis.—J. L.]

* V. 6.—«t« vfiaf , Griesbach, Lachmann. L&nemann : woo* ipor. [Sin. Inserts tsv 0«ov after tvayyUaov.—J. L.]
• V. 5.—rtycpitopt*"* Com p. 2 Cur. vil. 14. llere Tytidale, Cranmer, Geneva : behaved ourselves: Auberlen : urs

ertciesen (una similarly In the other two instances in vv. 6, 6) ; and many other versions to the same effect In the New
Testament the first norlst passive forms ofviVofwu (see PhrynJehus, edL Lobeck, pp. 108-9) occur 86 times, and, while
in 14 instances our English version treats them ns simply equivalent to a pact tense of cZveu, it is not difficult to detect
a different shade of meaning in every one of them. See the Revision on this verse, Notes s. and w. In the present
context Alford lays (Ellicott thinks an undue) stress on the passive forms as suggestive of Divine efficiency ;

# and so
Wordsworth :

u were made by God's grace."—J. L.]
7 V. 7.—rvsw ; Reeenta, defended oy Kelche : tvVov*. [The singular is edited by Knapp, Lachmann, Tischendorf,

Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott—the Inst-named, however, admitting thst the plural form is supported by better ex-
ternal authority—A. C. F. G. K. L. ; to which must now be added Sin.—For the translation, oomp. Tit. ii. 7 and Heb.
viii. 5.-J. L.]

8 V. 7.—[w&rtr roU wtorriowir;—" s-wr. not having here a pure participial force, . . but, as often In the N. T.
coalescing with the article to form a substantive." Ellicott.—JT L.]

* V. 7.—[ Most critical editions repent the iv before r» 'Ago??, with nearly all the uncial manuscripts, including
8in,—Here, and in v. 8, Max«5ovuy is In Sin. MaxatA.—J. L.J

* (In his last edition Alfobd gives up this point.—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

1. (Y. 2.)We give thanks.—With such a thanks-

giving for the faith of his readers, or rather an as-

surance that he is always giving thanks on that ac-

count, Paul begins all his Epistles to churches (and

also 2 Timothy and Philemon), with the exception

of that to the Galatians, where he sets out with a
characteristic fravfidfa. What God has done and
continues to do in sinners appears to him ever

afresh great and worthy of praise, nor does he even

allow himself to be disconcerted in his thanksgiving

by the many faults and imperfections still adhering

to the churches, while on the other hand by testify-

ing his thankful joy in his readers, every one of

whom is to understand that he himself is included

therein (iraVrwy), he opens his way to their hearts.

But pro aratulatione gratiarum actionem ponit, ut

Dei btnejeium esse admoneat, guicquid pradicat esse

in ipsis laude dignum. (Calvin).—The plural, found

here and 2 Thessalonians and Colossians, is not
the literary We (Pelt, [Conybeare,] &c, con-

trary to 1 Corinthians, Philippians, Philemon,

&c, but includes Silvanus and Timothy (comp.

ch, ii. 18).* As the three men preach and write

together, so also they pray together. Excel-

* (So commentators generally in this instance. Words-
worth's remark, however, is worthy of note, that the toe
of these earliest Epistles is In those of later date exchang-
ed for the first person singular /. Jowbtt also refers It
exclusively to Paul—J.L.1

lently De Wette : " In other cases the Epistles be-

gin with such declarations of thankfulness only by
way of preamble, and so that soon a special object

of the Epistle is announced ; but here the thanks-
giving is connected with a good deal that the
Apostle feels himself impelled to write to the young
church respecting its condition, and his own relation

to it ; and this forms a principal part of the
Epistle, if not its main substance." The Apostle
gives thanks for the Christian standing of his read-

ers, and to confirm them therein, and remove all

doubt of its Divine reality, as well as of the purity of
the motives with which he himself had led them into

their position, is really, strictly speaking, his object

in chh. i.—iii.

2. Making mention of you.—That iunl*p

woiovfx. supplies the particular explanation, or modal
definition, to c&xop. :

" whilst we make mention of
you," is clear ; and equally so that ctftorcr, v. 4, sup-

plies a causal definition : Paul thanks God for the
Thessalonians, because he knows their election. But
it is a question, whether the intermediate participle

is to be made parallel to the first or the third. The
former view is adopted by most, and then at first

sight a beautiful parallel results : /jLvrjixoycvovrts an
swers to the fwclav iroiovp., the ifi&y is extended in

v/x&y rod tpyov—*Ii^rov XpitrroO, and M rw
Tps<revx»K, &c. returns in (jMirpo<T&(v—rarphs j^x&r.

But the parallelism is only too strong, and amounts
to tautology ; the first clause were of no account

alongside of the second. We shall, therefore, dc
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CHAPTER L 2-7. 15

bettor (with Ch&ybostom, Calvin, Schott, Koch), by
taking furrjfior. as parallel to cftoTcr, and finding in

r. 3 the first, and in y. 4 the second, ground assign-

ed for the thanksgiving. In favor of this, also, is

the analogy of CoL u 4 and 2 Thess i. 3. To thanks-

giving for the Thessalonians the Apostle is impelled

on the human side by his remembrance of their work
of faith, &c ; on the divine side, by his reasonable

conviction of their election.*

3. (Y. 2 [3]. ) Without ceasing.—'AJioAffrrw
is by the Feschito, Vulgate, Luther, Bemoil,
Ewald, and many others [Benson, Burt6n, Bloom-
held, Alford, Webster and Wilkinson, &c.—
J. L], rightly construed with what precedes ; and for

this the analogy of ch. ii. 13 ; Rom. L 9; comp. 2
Tim. L 3, is decisive, The word, moreover, is used

by Paul in only one other place, 1 Thess. v. 17, and
thus always in connection with prayer. Nor does
the word so arranged drag (LunemannJ ; rather it is

distinguished, and wdVrorc thereby receives its special

illustration. The Apostle would certify the Thessalo-

nians with peculiar emphasis that they are constantly

in his devotional remembrance. On the other hand,

ftnuMreforref does not in this way become flat (De
Wette), but is just as marked and forcible as the

parallel c&aVcs at the head of the clause,f
4. (V. S.) For we are mindful [Remem-

bering].—Mjrtyiftwfctp is not merely transitive =
upeiay wojsurdcu, to mention, bring to remembrance
(De Wette, Lunemann, &c.|), but it also means,
and indeed primarily, to be mindful (tirfmmv), as kv
stcfar, SouAcvctr = Kvpios, bovhos elvxu. Thus every-

where in Paul's writings, and generally in the New
Testament ; whence arises a new proof in favor of

oar view of v. 3 (though, even taken intransitively,

the word might be understood of remembrance in

prayer).—Paul remembers what he himself has

seen at Thessalonica, and what Timothy has since

reported to bim (ch. Hi. 6). He goes on to speak in

unusually strong terms of the excellencies of the

Thessalonians, as in the second chapter he has to

commend his own ministry. In this there is neither

flattery nor egotism ; nor is it simply even a father's

joy in the young church, that puts such words in his

mouth. He is rather " exhibiting evidences to the

Thessalofiians, that they had attained to a genuine

faith, and that there is in them a true work of God "

(J. Mien. Hahn).
5. Your work in [of] faith.

—

*Tfiwv is to be

* [E1.LICOTT, who takes the other view of pvynovrvovrts.
m being parallel to the preceding pitta* *otov>., won la

distinguish the three participial claunes thu* : "The Urst
serves principally to define the manner, the second tlio

time and circumstances, the third the reasons and motives
oftbcactioii."—J. L.1

t [All this fails to satisfy me that the construction of our
English version should not be retained. The whole sen-
tence Is thus better balanced. Paul having assured the
Thessalonians that he was always thanking God fur them,
it was much less important to add immediately that he
made eontlnual mention of them in his prayers, than
that the continual remembrance of their Christian char-
acter and lta fruits was the reaaott why his reference to
them iu hi* prayers always took the farm, of thanksgiving
to God. The other texts cited cannot control a sentence
of different structure. Ellicott also adheres to this ar-
rangement as * far more natural," and refers in its behalf
to Chrysostom and the other Greek commentators.—J. L.]

I (This meaning, which Beta here introduced (eom-
tumorantes), and which Altoed has lately adopted : mak-
ing mention of (though in his New Testament for English
Readers, published In the same year as the last edition of
'•he Greek Testament—1866—he follows the Common Ver-
sion, remembering}, is borne by the word, out of 21 instances
of its occurrence in the New Testament, only at Heb. xi.

Z2, and there the construction is different.—J. L.]

connected with the following substantives, and that

in such a way that its force extends over all the

three main ideas.—It is, then, of three things that

Paul is mindful, and this threefoldness he defines

according to the three fundamental elements of the

Christian life, which he so often extols : faith, love,

hope (comp. ch. V. 8 ; 1 Cor. xiil 13 ; Col. L 4 sq.).

But here these occur only in a subordinate, genitival

way. And the genitives are all of the same sort:

genitives of the origin (Db Wette, Schott, and
most) ;* they mark the feeling that produces tpyov,

iceVos, bvopuort\, showing itself practically therein.

In German we should best employ compound sub-

stantives : Glaubenswerk, Liebesmilhe [faith-work,

love-toil], were this kind of phrase possible in the

last instance. Now in this way also may be ex-

plained the only one of these expressions that is

difficult, and has been very variously understood

:

rb tpyov rrjs whrrswr, with which comp. 2 Thess. i.

1 1 . Here tpyov, as parallel to kotos, cannot denote

a single work, but is something continuous, a total-

ity, like our day's-work, life-work. And so tpyov is

already found also in classical Greek = business, oc-

cupation ; it denotes every human activity, especially

in so far as it displays a free energetic movement,
or is connected with toil and effort (Passow). In
the New Testament and with Paul the word stands

repeatedly for a man's whole life-work, the sum
of his Ipya, as it is sometimes said that God
judges according to works, at other times accord-

ing to every one's work (comp., for instance, Rom.
i. [ii.] 6 with 1 Pet. I 11 ; Rev. xx. 12 with ch.

xxii. 12). To tpyov rijs wlorws is thus a course of
action, with the accessory idea of vigor, strength, as

proceeding from faith ; the resolute, serious authen-

tication of faith
;
practical earnestness iu Christian-

ity (comp. for the expression rb tpyov rod v6/jlov,

Rom. ii. 15, in which only the genitival relation is

somewhat different; whereas the material parallel

cited by De Wette and others, Gal. v. 6 : riant ©Y
aydvys Ivtpyovnitn), is in so far less apt, as it con-

founds the second particular, the k6wos rrjs iydirns,

with the first). To the later Pauline usage, formed
in connection with the doctrine of justification, our
expression stands as yet in no direct, conscious rela-

tion ; but in reality it forms a double antithesis to

the tpya v6fxov, since faith and law stand mutually

opposed (Rom. iv. 13 sqq. ; Gal iii 23 sqq.), and so

the singular rb tpyov to the anarthrous plural—the
undivided unity of the spiritually quickened life-

work to the incoherent multiplicity of single, more
or less external, works and performances. For the

thought, such passages may be compared as CoL i.

10; Eph. ii. 10, and especially Tit. iii. 8 (koXmv
taymv vpotaracbai ol vewurrevicires &*$) ; ch. ii. 14,

1 ; i. 16 ; 1 Tim. ii. 10; 2 Tim. it 21 ; iii. 17. As
Paul has the expression rb tpyov rijs tcI<tt*o>s in his

two earliest Epistles, so his latest, the Pastoral

Epistles, insist with peculiar earnestness on the evi-

dencing of faith in good works. Herein moreover
lie hints for the reconciliation of Paul with James.
After what has been said, we -can now readily esti-

mate the divergent explanations. It is a mistake,

were it only on account of the analogy with what
follows, to take rrjs vlareus, nearly in the sense of

* [Ellicott is inclined to mafeo them simply possessive
genitives, and tpyov, k6wov. vwouovip the prevailing features
and characteristics of irtcrretK, Ayaa-ip, eAirtfo?, respectively.
But the two ideas are in this case essentially one—at least

inseparable in fact ;—the former belonging to the latter as
modes of self-manifestation.— J. L.)
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16 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

John vi. 29, as a genitive of apposition [Hofmann,
Alford] : the work, that consists in faith ; whether,

indeed, we understand this, with Cai.vin and Caloy,
of faith as a mightj operation of God in man, or,

with Clkricus and Mackmioht, of the reception of

the Gospel as man's work, so far as that involves, for

example, the subduing of prejudices. It is also

erroneous, because resting on an indistinct conception

of the tpyov and of the genitival relation, and like-

wise as violating the analogy with what follows, and
encroaching in the third member, to lay the chief

stress, with Chrysostom, Tiieodoret, Pelt, Lune-
mann (though he rightly says that tpyov is emphatic),

and others, on xiartvs : faith, something begun with

energy, and in spite of all temptations steadfastly

retained. Rightly Ansxlm : quomodofides vestra non
est otiosa, sed semper bonum opus gignit ; Di Wette :

moral activity, proceeding from faith ; and similarly

Bemosl, Olshausen, Ac.
[At 2 Thess. i. 11 Dr. Riogeicbach would modify

the above explanation of tpyov rris wforcw* by limit-

ing the expression to the inward work of faith in the

soul itself, and cites Rom. iv. 20, 21 as a better

parallel than Gal. v. 6. An obvious objection to this

is, that what Paul had observed of the faith of the

Thessalonians, and what he now remembered of it,

could only have been its outward manifestations in

the life, not its internal operation in the heart And
just so in regard to their love and hope.—J. L.]

6. Toil in [of] love.—["Such as their own
Jason had shown amid persecutions, in Acts xvii."

Jowett.—J. L.]—The first expression bears on the

relation to God, the second on that to the Christian

brethren (comp. CoL t 4), the third on that to the

world and its persecutions. The governing substan-

tives advance from the active to the passive : tpyov
is vigorous doing, bwopoyfi patient suffering, kotos
forms the transition : toil is a doing combined with

suffering ; strenuous, fatiguing, devoted labor. Pa-
tience is the last and highest; rightly to suffer is

more and harder than rightly to work ; even in the

case of the Lord suffering was the last, decisive test,

and became the means of His perfecting and glorifi-

cation (comp. 1 Pet iv. 14). In these three, then,

are shown and verified faith, love, hope—the root,

stem, and crown of the new life. Faith lays hold of
the grace exhibited in the facts of redemption, and
is thus the foundation of Christian life, the reim-

planting of man through Christ in God. Thence
arises love as the echo and answer to the Divine
love in the heart of man ; it is the pure opposite of
selfishness—that principle of sin—and so is the soul

of the Christian life, and of the present Christian

fellowship—the fulfilling of the law. Hope knows
that the future belongs to the Lord and His Church

;

it is the real expectation and sure prospect, that the

pneumatic life, which now already, descending from
the Lord, dwells in his members, shall outwardly also

penetrate and transfigure all things, and subdue its

still existing antagonists, the flesh and the world, by
means of new revelations of the Lord. Thus, in

these three subjective factors of the new life is

reflected at the same time the historical character

of the objective kingdom of God.—With regard
to the Thessalonians, therefore, Paul rejoices first of
all in the vigor and earnestness of their life of faith,

in that they have not yet become faint, and then in

the fact that during this bard time, when their

church is exposed to manifold vexations, they not
merely in a general way hold together in mutual
love, but also with laborious effort and sacrifice

come to one another's help—in beneficiis spiritualibu*

vel ezternis (Bengel), Comp. the examples, Acts
xvii. 5, 9; Rom. xvi. 4, 12; 1 John iii. 16.—With
this is connected finally

7. (V. 8.) Patience in [of] hope. Twono^
properly the staying under (under the cross), patient,

unwearied constancy in suffering ; here in persecu-
tion (see Acts xvii. 5 sqq.). This constancy proceeds
from hope, because in view of the future glory one
can the more cheerfully bear the present suffering

(Rom. viil 18; 2 Cor. iv. 17 sq.; Heb. xl 26; xit
2 sq.). Patience, therefore, appears as the insepara-

ble companion of hope (Rom. viil 26) ; likewise, in

the reverse order, as producing it, for in the spiritual

life there exists a reciprocal influence (Rom. v. 3 sq.)

;

or it even takes the place of hope beside faith and
love (Tit ii. 2 ; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 10 ; 1 Tim. vi. 11).

—

rov Kvpiov fifivv 'lyaov Xpt*rov refers not to
all the three preceding virtues as derived from Christ

(Olshausen, [Steioer, on 1 Pet i 2, Wordsworth,
Webster and Wilkinson]), nor yet to bronorh (Ben-
oil, after 2 Thess. iii. 5), but to ikwtbos as a geni-

tive, not of apposition {Luther), but of the object
Christ is the proper object of hope (and as such is

certainly Himself also called 4 iKrls, Col. i. 27 ; 1

Tim. i. 1), not only because on Him all our trust (this

the more common meaning of i\vls) rests, but
especially because it is through His return and the
revelation of the Kingdom of God therewith con-
nected, that the Christian's hope of glory is fulfilled

(Tit ii. 13). Let it be observed, how by the addi-

tion of this genitive the element of hope, so im-
portant in our Epistles, already appears here in

a fuller and more emphatic way thau the other
two.*

8. Before our God end Father.— 'Hfi&v be-
longs to both substantives.1 The words ipvpoabtw,
&c., may be joined either with the verb prqfiovttoyrcs

(Di Wettr, Olshausen, [Lunemann, Aleord, Elli-
cott], &c), or with the three substantives, rod tpyov,

&c. (Chrysostom, Tiieodoret, (Ecumenius [Bishop
Hall, Jowett, Wordsworth]). Even in the first case

fiyrjuoy. need not be understood of mention in prayer,

but that Paul before God, that is, so often as he comes
before God in prayer, remembers their work of faith,

&c. ; that is the ground of his thanksgiving ; comp.
ch. iii. 9, a parallel passage that favors this view.
But opposed to it is the verbal arrangement, since

%p*poer&W) &e. would in this way drag ; and the other
connection, which no more than eV &cp, v. 1, requires

the article to be repeated (against Lunemann), might
be preferable.} By this means the entire conduct
of the Thessalonians is put in relation to God (comp.
ch. iii. 18), as v. 4 will presently describe in turn
God's bearing towards them. Chrysostom [Words-
worth] : " Since no man praised or rewarded what
they did, therefore Paul adds these words, as if he
would say : Be of good cheer, you suffer in the
presence of God."

9. (V. 4.) Knowing.—E*Wt«j is thus parallel

with ptntifiovetorrts, v. S ; comp. the note on that

word. Paul makes the two participles emphatic by

* [The above definition of the hope, as harm?immediate
reference to Christ's second coming (comp. v. 10), ia given
by very many of the best interpreters, from AxBnoaiASTBn
to Alfosd and Elucott.—J. L.J

t [So the Dutch version, Coxtskah*. Peilb, Jowvrr,
4c The other construction, however, ism thb case gram-
matically allowable. Li.uoott rather prefers it ; see hu
note on Gal. i. 4.—J. L.]

X [Dr. Bioobmbach's Preface indicates a preference for
the connection with finptorcifoiTcf.~J. L.]
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CHAPTER I. 2-7. 11

placing them in the front By the side of the

remembrance of what actually lay before his eyes,

he sets the knowledge, the firm assurance of some-

thing, of which one cannot be so easily certain, and
in this way he intimates so much the more strongly,

that on this point he is sure of his ground. To an
afflicted person no higher comfort can be given, than

when it is allowed to say to him : I know that thou

art chosen.—With this also agrees the address

:

brethren beloved of God (jryawrifi4tfo^ perfect parti-

ciple : embraced once for all by the Divine love)

:

they are permitted to regard themselves as objects of

the Divine love, of electing love ; they are to know
that their Christianity is not a human dream and
vapor, bat the evidence that the everlasting purpose

of God's own love is directed towards them. Comp.
2 Thess. it 13, where an address almost entirely

similar stands also in connection with election ; Col.

hi 12; Bom. xi. 28; Ps. lx. 1 [5] ; cviii. 7 [6],*

rhere the members of the chosen people are called

HP*. TTTJ LXX. AywnrreJ. Thus the members

of the Old and of the New Testament Church are

spoken of both as God's chosen and as His beloved.

*EcA*y4« selection, the election of grace, is the act-

ing of the Divine love, whereby God has from

eternity freely devised in Christ the plan of solva-

tion, according to which all men should be called in

succession to the kingdom of heaven,f and has like-

wise received into the same these ordained persons.}

lJc\fyt<T&cu answers to 1H3, e. g. Deut vii. 6, and

includes three things : iic-Xsy-«r&ai : the stem marks
the freeness of the Divine choice ; the middle, that

God has chosen men for Himself, into the fellowship

of His love, for His own ; eVt, to select, out from the

world, comp. John xv. 15 ; xvi. 19 [John xv. 16,

19]. In our place ItcXoyii denotes, not, as Rom. ix.

11, the act of choosing, but, as 2 Pet i. 10, the

being chosen [Moller |j ; Rom. xi 7, the chosen.

Pan! constantly gives this title of elect to Christians,

in whom through their calling and faith the purpose

of redemption is realized ; see w. 5, 6.

10. (V. 5.) Became.—-'On not = that (Luther,

Bkkgil, Schott, &a), but= because, for. It serves

not to analyze t\p IjcXoyfo but to confirm cIftirts

rV tox. bfiShr. The Apostle assigns two grounds

of his knowledge of the election of the Thessalonians,

both lying in the nature of the case, so far as from

the realization of election an inference may be drawn
backward to its existence : 1. the call had come to

them in power (v. 6); 2. they had received it in

faith (v. 6). The first takes place on the part of

God through the apostolical preaching, the second

on the part of men ; and therefore to to evoy-

* [The German Bible, like the Hebrew, includes the
titles of the Psalms among the numbered Terse?.—J. L.]

t [I do not know where Scripture teaches that this is

a part of the plan of salvation, or where fcAoyif is em-
ployed to express any such idea ; nor is it easy to see how
it could be, except, indeed, as the homan race might be
spoken of as thus distinguished from the angels that
faawL-J. L.J

I [What persons? All men in succession? or the
Church members referred to in the previous sentence ? In
either oase recaption and election represent totally different

ideas.—The whole definition is lacking in accuracy and
precision. Nor do these qualities by any means charac-
terize all that is added on this topic under the Doctrinal
head. Thi« i* not the place for the discussion of theological
systems. But I may be allowed simply to refer to what is

said on this point m my Lectures on Thessalonians, p. 6b
19. and p. 542 sq. -J. I*."1

f (Dr. W. Molls*. He edited the 3d edition of Da
WirrB*s Exec. Handbuch on the Epistles to the Oalatlans
ad Thessalonians, 1W4.—J. L.1

2

yJKior 4ipS»p (v. 5) the bfieis (v. 6) is emphatically

opposed.

1 1

.

Our gospel oame [German : showed itself!

unto you.—Before Paul came to Macedonia and
Thessalonica, as Rieoer also and Olshausen remind
us, he was forbidden by the Holy Ghost to preach
the word in the provinces of Asia and Bithynia (Acts
xvL 6, 1) ; from which he could but infer that the

hour of their election had not yet struck (it came
later, ch. xix. 10). Instead of this, he was called by
a vision to Macedonia (ch. xvi 9, 10), and here, and
therefore also in Thessalonica, he was able to preach
with more than ordinary power and assurance in the
Holy Ghost By this he perceived that God's saving

purpose was directed to the Thessalonians. *Ey*rf}&n

th, or, which is the same in sense, irpbs tuas, not

:

was with you (Luther), as if it were to btitv*

but : came to you, showed itself in its direction and
relation to you. By iysmfbii the "certainty of the

fact is expressed in a sonorous word, which is there-

fore thrice repeated in w. 5, 6, and precisely at the

essential points. This we have attempted to repre-

sent in the translation by : showed itself.

\

12. Not in word only, but, Ac.—Comp. as

specially parallel 1 Cor. iv. 20 ; only that /aoW is

wanting there, because the \6yos rw xt+wru*ii4vt*r

is in question, here the preaching of the Apostle.

Atrafus is the objective Divine force, which shone
forth from the Apostle in preaching, and wrought as

a power on men's souls, spirUualis doctrines energia

(Calvin); wXypoipopla, the subjective fulness of
conviction, assurance, confidence, and joyfulness, witJ»

which he was able to speak ; Ewald : gushing ful»
nets. In the middle stands the common principle

of both : the Holy Ghost, who animated the Apostle,,

and was, indeed, the Author alike of the former fact,,

the real power, and of this consciousness, the fulness

of confidence. By means of tonutpart ayly, signifi-

cantly placed in the centre, as it were the soul of
both, Zbp. and ir\ijpo<p. receive their precise specifica-

tion ; for with mere power and assurance can even
a worldly orator speak.—Power and spirit belong
together (comp. 1 Cor. it 4 ; Rom. xv. 19 ; Acts i.

8 ; x. 38 ; comp. Luke i. 351 and so spirit and life

(Rom. viii. 12 [11] ; John vi. 63 ; 2 Cor. HI 6 ; Rom
viii. 2, 10.

13. Bven as ye know what, Ac—With this-

begin the appeals, so frequent in the sequel, especially

ch. ii. 1-12 (w. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11), to the personah
knowledge of the Thessalonians respecting the Apos-
tle's behavior among them. These can only be
explained by the fact, that some sought to misrepre-

sent that behavior, and bring it under suspicion..

O To i, how behaved, in what power and fulness ofthe*

Spirit (Olshausen); carried out in detail, ch. ii;.

1-12. So little does the Apostle divide his gospel;,

his preaching, his office, from his person, that for

proof of the former he appeals, and can appeal, to

the latter. He says not : how we preached, but : how
we were. The whole man preached. Such a fine

advance of the thought characterizes the style of the

Apostle.—By the oV bn*s put significantly at the

close Paul hints thus early at what he afterwards also

fUrther unfolds, ch. it 1 sqq., that in his ministry he
had sought not his own advantage, but only the sal-

vation of the Thessalonians.

14. (V. 6.) And ye became) &c.—After v. 5

should be placed, not, as is commonly done, a period,

* [SixtcoTT would allow this sense to wpbt v*iat, and
refers to 1 Cor. xvi. 10.—J. L.I

t [See Critical Note 6.-J. L.]
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18 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

but a comma, v. 6 being still dependent on ©Vt of

t. 5, as the emphatic fyus is no doubt opposed to

re cfary* $?&* °f *nat Terae ?* 8ee Exegetical Note
9 [10]. Thus v. 6, with which v. 7 is connected,

contains the second ground from which is inferred

the election of the Thessalonians. namely, the recep-

tion on their part of the call. But, as Paul preached,

not merely in a general way, but with power, Ac, so

they too received the word, not merely in a general

way, but in much affliction, with joy ofthe Holy Ghost
Through these corroborating circumstances on both

sides the conclusion in regard to the election be-

comes the more certain. And therefore is this

corroboration emphasised in v. 6 by prefixing mnit
ral^ fyw^idirrs, &c ; for the tertium compara-

ttonie lies not in ftcgdVow rbp AoyoV, which indeed

were unsuitable, in particular, to the Lord, but in this,

that in great affliction, with holy ioy ofthe Spirit, they

yielded themselves to God in faith, as Paul and the

Lord had done in their preaching and official proce-

dure. On wnraiy comp. 1 Cor. iy. 16; xL 1;
Phil. iii. 17 ; Eph. t. 1 ; GaL iv. 12, and the Doc-

trinal division.

15. Hawing reoelwed the word, Ac.—When
through the preaching of the gospel a man expe-

riences in his heart the truth and glory of salvation,

this will the more vividly mount even to joy of the

Holy Ghost, the more that outward affliction, that is,

hostility and persecution for the gospel's sake, seeks

to dispute with him the possession of salvation. As
a counterpoise to the world's intimidation and vexa-

tion, the Holy Ghost works this inward joy at the

opening prospect of an everlasting communion with

God (wyrtfiaros iyiov, genitive of the origin, like the

genitives of v. 3). And now the question is,

whether the man gives the victory to this joy or to

that affliction, to the new power of the Spirit or to

the old power of the flesh. If he does the first, the

case comes to Slxto-j^ou rbr \6yov.\ The&gf-
<rbau—on which comp. ch. ii. 13 ; Luke viii. 18 ; Acts

<viii. 14 ; xl 1 ; xvii. 11 ; James i. 21 (Ulwr&e rbw

.keyor, imperative)—expresses man's agency in the

work of salvation, as this is likewise marked by
ifxcit. But this agency is not an independent effi-

ciency (Pelagianism), nor any cooperation (Syner-

gism), but an acceptance, the affirmation of the

Divine working on us and in us, a free receptivity

4

While a man thus gives admission to prevenient

grace, asserting itself to him inwardly in the word
of the Spirit (v. 5), and acting upon his heart, he
yet recognizes the new life as entirely the work of

the Holy Spirit, because he himself has not effected,

but merely received it—On the affliction of the

Thessalonians, see. Acts xviL 5 sqq. At Theesa-

lonica, and generally in the primitive Church period,

conversion was an act of personal courage and
vigorous self-denial, since a man had to be prepared

to surrender comfort, honor, property, and life

itselfl *

16. (V. 7.) A pattern to all the belieren

* [The Author's German version repeat* the in : and
because ye became, fto. But it is better, with Elucott. to

regard the connection of v. 6 with that particle as rather
logical than structural, andw "to place neither a period
(TxscHKXDoar, Alfobj>), nor a comma (Iiachmahv, But*-
maxk), but a colon, after v. 6." In the Translation, indeed,
ELucoTr, perhaps through orersight, retains the period.—

*
t [The ioy of the Holy Ghost is rather the accompani-

ment and the fruit of faith, than, as here represented, the
preparation for it.—J. L.]

X [On StfycffAu as compared with vapoAo/ktv, see Exeget-
ical Notes on ch. ii. 1S.-J. L.]

answers to the wiirral of v. 6: The true followers
become themselves in turn patterns for others. This
circumstance, moreover, that theyhad become a pat-
tern for others, might be of use to the Thessalonians
for confirmation in their faith, and for their convic-
tion of its reality; the Apostle, therefore, still furthei

enlarges upon it in the following section (w. 7-10),
to which our verse forms the transition.

—

Believer*

is one of the most frequent designations of Christians

in the New Testament—comp. Acts ii. 44 ; iv. 32

—

along with Sytoi, &c.
17. Macedonia and Achaia, whither the

Apostlejourneyed from Thessalonica. Achaia, origin-

ally the most northern territory of the Peloponnesus,
was from the year 146 before Christ the name of the
Roman province that embraced the Peloponnesus
and Hellas, since by the overthrow of the Achaean
League the Romans had made themselves masters of
Greece. The two provinces of Macedonia and
Achaia together formed the entire Greek domain, and
are therefore often named together (Acts xviii. 12

;

xix. 21 ; Rom. xv. 26 • 2 Cor. ix. 2).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 2.) The exordiums of the Pauline Epistles

afford us noteworthy glimpses of the devotional life

of the Apostle. So faithfully and constantly did he
bear churches and individuals on his heart in inter-

cession and thanksgiving, that he is able to speak
of it to his readers in terms, which to the common
sense appear hyperbolical. And it is true that the
apostolic is -by its very nature hyperbolical, inasmuch
as the Apostles transcend the ordinary measure, and
excel all others not only as preachers and founders of

the Church, but also as men of prayer. When the

Twelve at Jerusalem gave up the external services to

the deacons, they said :
" But we will give ourselves

continually to prayer and to the ministry of the word "

(Acts vi. 4). Prayer is to them the full half, and
indeed the first half, of their office. And so Paul
too begins his Epistles, in which he addresses the
word to the churches, with a distinct reference to the

fact, that he is constantly praying for them. By
prayer we act upon God ; by the word, on the world,

on men. To every labor for the world must be added
the blessing of God ; the moral can prosper only on
the religious ground. Hence for every man the
golden, m its simplicity inconceivably wise and com-
prehensive, rule : Pray and labor. But for the labor-

er in the word, whereby the world is to be brought
to God, and the Spirit of God is to enter men's souls,

the rule has a double value. And indeed from the
statements of the Apostle we observe that he had
regular exercise* of devotion ; as a result ofwhich, his

Epistles manifest a continual devotional frame.
2. (V. 8.) On faith, love, hope, see Exegetical Note

5.

3. (V. 4.) Election is not to be so understood, as if

God had appointed some men to salvation, to the ex-

clusion of1 others. The latter are not rejected, but
simply passed by for a time [ ?

—

nur zuruekgestellt].

Election has reference to an organic position in that

adorn of God, to which all men are appointed
*

in connection therewith, to a temporal entrance

into the same (see Rom. ix.-xi., and on that passage

especially J. T. Bick, Vereuch einer pneumaiiech
hermeneutischen Entwicklung dee ix. Kapitdt im
Brief an die Rbmer, Stuttgart, 1888). " God
chooses for Himself oir of all, before others and for
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CHAPTER L 2-7. IS

others." (Rtchtxb, Hausbibel, on Eph. L 4.) Quite as

tittle is election to be so understood, as if in the elect

grace wrought irresistibly, so that they could not fail

© become and remain believers. Rather, when
God's hour for a man has struck, there goes forth to'

him through the Gospel the call (v. 5), which he can
receive or not (v. 6 ;—on the relation between grace

and freedom, see the second Note on that verse) ; and,

when he has received it, it is still forhim a question of

permanent interest, that he persevere and continue

steadfast in grace (see 2 Thess. il 13-15: dXoro
ifins o &f&» At* &PXW—iicdkeaey Zik rod efayytAiov

—apaofr orfitcrr*. 2 Pet L 10) : " Scripture certain-

ly knows only of a Divine causality in the matter of

salvation ; but neither does it conflict with this, that

the conditions of obtaining salvation rest with man." *

(Snaa, on Eph. L 4.) By means of the first view,

that the election of grace is to be understood in an
organic and historical sense, the difficulty in regard

to the reprobi is solved; by means of the other,

that freedom, or, more precisely, man's free recep-

tivity is not annulled, but unbound, by grace and the

election of grace, is solved the difficulty in regard to

the eUctu •* A pradestinatio sanctorum is spoken
of, but without at the same time affirming also a
reprobatio impiorum or b. gratia irresistibilis." (Ols-

hattskx, on Eph. i. 4.) Predestination is a decretum

absohttum, and to that extent remains ever a mys-
tery, in so far as it rests on the free good pleasure of

the Divine love and wisdom, which according to

their sovereign decision, yet not otherwise in the

kingdom of God than in secular history, assign to

one a distinguished, to another an inglorious, posi-

tion ; but it is no deeretum horrendum, because on
the ground of what God gives men move with free-

dom, and so the claims of conscience and reason

remain secure. Nay, only thus does predestina-

tion become, what it is to Paul, the Divine world-

idea, the plan, formed in Christ, of creation and
redemption, which lies at the basis of the entire

development of the world, and comprehends the

successive elevation or reintroduction of the crea-

tures into the glory of the Creator. But for believ-

ers the knowledge of election has a double signifi-

cance—a humbling one, made especially prominent
in Rom. ix. ; and one that lifts up, with which
the Apostle has to do here, and at Eph. i 4;
Rom. viiL 28-80. The first consideration is the con-

sciousness, fatal to all self-righteousness, that our
salvation rests not on any doings or performances of

ours, but is founded wholly out of and above
ourselves in the free, everlasting mercy of God.
The second is the lofty and joyful assurance,

wherein believers find comfort, that their salvation is

therefore not of yesterday, but from eternity ; that it

rests not on weak, human props, but in the eternal

purpose of grace of the Father in the Son, into the

world-pervading realization of which they know
themselves to be taken up. The grace of God is all-

embracing ; but it is precisely tit consequence of the

universality of the gracious disposition that despisers

perish. Jul. Mullib :
" Love could not be In ear-

nest with itself; did it not deny its denial." [Matt.

x. 83; Luke xii. 9.] To believers, on the tother

hand, it never occurs either to suppose that now

• [Only let U be added, that the "Divine catwality" ex-
pend* also to the " human conditions," though in auch a way,
severer to us incomprehensible, as does not at all impair,
mi other strengthens, man's free moral agency. See Acts
diLi8:iTil4TKph. ii78[ Slim. ii. 257 Luke xiiL 32; 1

ML5;Judo*4;*c-XL.l I

indeed they can no longer miscarry, or even to

claim superiority to other men, as if God had not
loved the world. " From all weakness and tempt-
ation we may ever again revert to the eternal foun
dation, that in Jesus Christ God has foreordained
us, that within the eternal contemplation of His Son is

included our election, which now advances in mani-
festation and accomplishment, till we hear the gospel
and are sealed by the Spirit. Only this is implied in

the election of grace, as Paul explains it, that faith

has reason to consider itself chosen ; of those who
do not attain to this grace he speaks not at all."

(" Minutes of the Preachers' Conference at Stuttgart,

May 12, 1852, p. 809.}—[Barnes : It is possible for

a people (and for individuals) to know that they are

chosen of God, and to give such evidence of it that

others shall know it also.—J. L.]

4. (V. 5.) The call does not come through every
sort of gospel-preaching, but through preaching
filled with the Spirit, and an essential point in the

matter is the personal endowment of the preachers.

Comp. the Exegetical Notes 11 and 12.

5. (Vv. 6 and 7.) Christianity proposes to men no
new problems whicn they must first solve by them-
selves, and as it were in new paths ; it is also in this

respect not a law, but a gospel The primary prob-
lem is solved, the way is prepared, and in this way
there are forerunners, in whose footsteps we simply
tread, God, Christ, and His witnesses. God was
imitated by Christ (John v. 19 sq.), Christ by Paul
and the Apostles (1 Cor. xi. 1), Paul by the Thessa-
lonians and all who so walked (Phil. iii. 17), and then
again these imitators themselves became a pattern

for others (see Exegetical Note 15). Nor is that a
spiritless imitation, but a following (Luke ix. 28 sqq.,

57 sqq.) in the power of the Spirit, who begets ever
new, fresh life, though in historical continuity ; since

He is a Spirit of remembrance (John xiv. 26), yea,

the ever-present God Himself authenticating His ear-

lier creations by those subsequent, so that preceding

spiritual men become models and instruments of
training for the later, and that word : Learn of me
(Matt xi. 29), finds its fulfilment perpetually renew-
ed. Thus the Church hangs through Christ on God,
and from God there goes forth through Christ and
His Apostles into the world an unbroken succession

of bright forms, a cloud of witnesses (Heb. xii. 1),

who are images and representatives of God in the

world, and, in connection with their predecessors,

leave a personal impress of the heavenly, spiritual

quality, according to the circumstances and needs of

each several period. As we commence the mission-

ary work amongst a heathen people, not by translat-

ing the Bible into their language, but by sending

messengers to them—(it is not without reason that

Topcvbtrres occurs in the missionary charge, Matt,

xxviii. 19)—so, in general, to the word of the Spirit,

even the preached, audible word, must still be added
the visible stamp of the Spirit in living personalities,

who show by act the power and glory of the gospel,

and in whom can be seen, if the expression is allow-

ed, the holy arts of the spiritual walk—the spiritual

dietetics. On this rests the high importance of good
biographies, and yet more of the living observation

of Christian characters. What Christian owes not

his best thanks to such life-impressions ? For, indeed,

humanity is so organized, and this is its noble dis-

tinction, that what is deepest rests ever on the rela-

tion of person to person : the relation of father and
child, of master and disciples, penetrates everywhere,

Oetinoeb : " It cannot bo denied that an embodied
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20 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIAffS.

risible gospel * is necessary to the right use of the

written rule, and of the hearing of preaching. The
written standard must be made•available through the

help of the Spirit in the members." Hence the im-

portance of Church History in its innermost sanctu-

ary, so far as it is a history of the invisible Church,
of men of God, of true saints. That is the most liv-

ing tradition, the tradition of the Spirit and of power.
• In this sense also an essential importance belongs to

the Church as well as to Holy Scripture. She is in a
certain sense a continuation of the actual revelation

of God alongside of the verbal revelation, wherein, it

is true, the word of God reaches, as it always does,

far beyond the fact, and the latter serves only as a
step and means ofguidance to the former (comp. John
it 11 and 22 ; v. 86 sqq. and 89 sqq. ; xiv. 10, 11).

And thus shall it be, till what we shall be appears

;

then fact and word become one.

HOMTLZTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Y. 2. Prayer, as in the apostolic Epistles, so
generally, the beginning and foundation of the pro-

mulgation of the word. The preacher's office a
perseverance in prayer and in the ministry of the

word ; comp. Acts vi. 4.—The Apostle's daily com-
munication with his churches by prayer.

—

Zwihgli :

True love is careful for the brethren.—tA Christian

preacher gives God glory and thanks for what
through him has been wrought in souls ; and just so
the praise of other men becomes in the Christian's

mouth thanksgiving to God.

—

Riigkr : Oh, the
lightening of the official burden, when the Lord still

opens our eyes, and shows us for what we have to

give thanks, and for what to pray I

—

Theodorbt:
We should first give thanks for the good already

bestowed upon us, and only then pray for what still

is wanting. So do we find it everywhere with the
Apostle.

—

Diideich: Happy the man, who is able

to let all his joy pour itself forth in pure thanks-
giving to the Father. Otherwise there is even no
joy worth anything.

—

Calvin : An important motive
to zealous progress is the reflection, that God has
granted to us noble gifts for the perfecting of the
work begun; that under His guidance we have
already made advances on the right road for reach-

ing the end. For as an idle confidence in the virtues

to which men foolishly lay claim puffs them up, and
makes them secure and sluggish, so the recognition

of God's gifts humbles pious souls, and incites them
to a solicitous zeal

V. 8. Calvin: A brief description of true

Christianity : 1. That faith be earnest and vigorous

;

2. that no pains be spared, so long as there are

neighbors to be assisted, but that all the pious assidu-

ously fulfil the* obligations of love ; 8. they should
studiously endeavor, in the hope of Christ's manifes-

tation, to despise all things else, and by patience

overcome both the irksomeness of the long interval

(to the appearing of the Lord), and all the tempta-
tions of the world—Luther : Faith is a lively,

active, practical, temperate thing, so that it cannot
but do good works unremittingly. It does not even
ask whether good works are to be done ; but let a
man rather ask whether he has done, and is ever
doing, them. Without constraint, therefore, a man
becomes willing and glad to do good to every one, to

oerve every one, to suffer in every way, from love to

God and for His glory, who has shown him so great

• [German : ein virtbUs und •ichtbarw Ecangelium,]

grace; so that it is impossible to separate works
from faith, as impossible as for heat and light to be
separated from fire.

—

Bengel : He, who from regard
to his own profit and ease withdraws from labor,

Joves little.

—

Rieger: Love will have reality and
truth, nor that in such measure only as is convenient
for every man, bringing him honor and a good name,
without too closely compromising his own life ; but so
that a man must descend withal from his own station,

and the distinctions thereto belonging, and, instead of
finding his pleasure in himself, place himself in the
circumstances of another : that is what is meant by
the labor of love. Under the patience of hope may
be comprehended the entire career of our Lord Jesus
Christ For it is all summed up in this, that He
condescended to what was most ignominious, and
maintained Himself above what was most glorious

;

as now in our career of faith everything depends on
the hope of the kingdom breaking its way through
tribulation with the patience of Christ

Y. 4. Election the highest comfort of the
tempted.

—

Zwingli : Paul therewith guards his

commendation, lest they arrogate to themselves what
belongs to God alone.—Marks of election: 1. a
powerful call ; 2. a believing reception of the gospel
as the word of God ; comp. ch. ii. 18.—An anointed
preacher may thus comfort tempted believers, and
one Christian another : I know that thou art chosen.
—Rieger : The Apostle speaks thus decidedly of
their election, in consequence of the call and the
evidence of their obedience to it Nor is it even
beyond our present measure to form such a judg-
ment, in praise of the work of God in a soul, though
formerly, to be sure, it may have been more percep-
tible. Our office otherwise loses its proper force
[Seek, soul], when we never dare to discern between
the righteous and the unrighteous, or to recognize as
dead or alive what really is so.

Vv. 8, 4. [Scott: Faith which worketh not
obedience

;
professed love that declines self-denying

labor; and hope which is separated from patient
continuance in well-doing, can never prove a man's
election.—J. L.1

V. 5. The right preaching of the kingdom of
God, like itself, stands not in words, but in power.
—Spiritual power dwells in the preaching, when
the hearers feel that the preacher' himself is a man
of firm conviction, who stands in the joyful assur-

ance of that which he preaches.—Power on others
and assurance (within) we cannot give to ourselves

;

it is a gift of the Holy Ghost Even an Apostle
cannot everywhere work with equal force. It be-
hoves us, renouncing self, to yield ourselves to the
Lord.—The preacher's doctrine and life must form
one whole.—-John Mich. Hadn : A holy, Christian

behavior makes impressions on elect souls. Wher-
ever we go or sojourn, let us never forget that we
too are closely watched and observed. Our aim
must be to walk as elect, holy and beloved, not only
before our Holy Father, but also before the dear
ones whom our Lord has purchased for Himself.

Y. 6. The right disposition of preachers and
hearers.

—

Diedrich : Ye are in the heavenward
march of the children of God, that is led by the
God-Man.—Rieger : To hear and receive God's word
has .been specified by the Saviour Himself as the
decisive badge of those, who are of God and of the
truth; especially when one is not deterred by the
outside covering of shame and affliction.^-Roos

;

A gospel or good news should cause joy, and, if

unable to cause any, it is no gospel When amongst
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Jews, Heathens, or Christians, unbelief, idolatry, and
ill damnable ungodliness is reproved, this rebuke

should be keen and of swift operation ; but so like-

wise should joy over the simultaneously proffered

grace swiftly rise, and cause the pain occasioned by
the rebuke to be disregarded, when compared witn

the richness of the proffered grace, or with the happy
condition into which a man now enters.

—

[Jowett :

The suffering that comes from without cannot de-

press the spirit of a man who is faithful in a good
raaae. It is only when "from within are fears"

that the mind is enslaved.—J. L.]

V. 7. Rikgeb: Who becomes a follower of the

Lord, without confiding also in brave predecessors

and comrades, and becoming their follower? l<

amounts to a great perverseness, when any woulo
break down confidence in those who by word and
work, doctrine and life, are helpers of the truth,

and would pretend in this to a zeal for the Lord,
supposing that they are striving merely against a
ruinous dependence on men. Whoever in his fol-

lowing casts off humility, fails likewise to attain the
grace to become a pattern.—Even believers need
patterns of the genuineness and evidence of joy
under affliction.— [Webster and Wilkinson : It

requires higher grace, and is a more important duty,

to be an example to believers than to the world, eh.

ii 10.—J. L.]

Ch. I. 8-10.

1 Other Christians also, who have heard thereof; bear witness to the blessed workNrf the Apostle at Thessalonica, and
the thorough conversion of the Thessalonians.

8 For [sin. omits yip] from you sounded out [hath been sounded forth, ^x^"at] tne

word of the Lord 1 not only in Macedonia and Achaia,* but also in every [but in

every] * place your faith to God-ward [toward God] is spread abroad [hath gone forth,

9 2£cAi?Av£cv], so that we need not [have no need] * to speak anything. For they them-

selves shew of us [report concerning us, vcpl r\\uav dirayycXXowrtv] what manner of enter-

ing in [entrance, curooov] we had * unto you, and how ye turned to God from [the] * idols,

10 to serve the living and true God, and to wait for His Son from heaven [the heavens],7

whom He raised from the
8
dead, even Jesus, which delivered us [who delivered us] * from

the wrath to come [the coming wrath, rrjs 6pyr}$ tt}s ipxofievrjs].

1 V. 4.—{The German adopts a different arrangement of this verse. See Exeg. Note 2. For jcvjkov, Sin.1 has 0«ov.—
J. L.)

• V. 8.—(There is large authority ofmaonseripts (including Sin.) and versions for the repetition ofbuy before 'Avaif
(Behols, Scbott, Lachmaun). But this if supposed to he an assimilation to v. 7. Tischendorf; AUbrd, EUicott, &c,
mum the common reading (A. B., many cursive mss., and some versions and Fathers).—J. L.1

i y. 8.—Kcu after aAAa should be cancelled, with Lachmaun, Tischendorf and others (AUbrd, Wordsworth, EUicott],
on superior manuscript authority [including Sin.]—to the advantage of the sense.

• V. 8.—foe, xpsuur jifii* freir (rather : ix<w $***> *i*h A. B. O. D. Sin., Ac. ; Lachmann, Schols, Tischendorf,
AUbrd, Wordsworth, Ellicott) Our English Version renders xpctai' <xcufi *° havt ***** o* &*<£» 24 times ; and in 6 of these
the negative phrase is, to hate no nesd.—J. L.]

• v. 9.—Instead of the Reeepta cxomw, all now read foxo/Mr, according to the best manuscripts [Sin., fto.], and the
sense also favors this.

• v. 9.—(ri# etf-W- dr^bsm , la ii. 18. Oomp. 1 John v. 21.—J. L.]

T Y. 10.—irfir vvpaimw. Comp.*Aota iL 84 ; ftc—J. L.]
» Y. la—(The reading, r»v wepwr, which nearly all the critical editionsnow follow, " is supported," says EUicott, " by

areponderating external evidence . . . and by the probability of a conformation to the more usual iytifitw he wepmv*'
Bin. has the article.-^. L.1

• Y. 10.—(Or, our DeiiMtr, top faSfitvov i^m*. See Ezeg. Note 13. Our Translators here followed the Vulgate,
fui tHpuU, against the older English versions.—For **6, Sin. and one cursive manuscript have ««.—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. In comxnenciog anew short section with v. 8,

we vary from the common view which takes the

whole of the first chapter together. But there are

evidently three different testimonies adduced by Paul
in support of the two facts, which he is now engaged
in proving—his own pure, powerful preaching, and
the genome faith of the Thessalonians. He first

gives his own testimony, ch. i. 2-7, especially v. 5

sqq. ; then he brings forward that of Christians else-

where, ch. L 8 to 10 ; lastly, he appeals to the Thes-

talooians and their remembrance of his entrance

among them (ch. ii. 1-2), just as on his side he bears

witness to them of their believing reception of the

wocd, of which they had, and still have, experience

m the word of God (ch. il 18 to 16).

2. (V. 8.) There is a question, first of all, of the

punctuation of v. 8. Ordinarily a comma is put first

after 'Axatfc and then there arises a double incon-

venience. In the first place, the proof (ydp) stretches

unsuitably beyond the thing to be proved (v. 7): Ye
are become a pattern to the believers in Macedonia
and Achaia, for not only hi Macedonia and Achaia,
but everywhere, have you been heard of. In the

second place, the clause with but is, in a manner at

once unsuitable and really insignificant, provided

with a new subject and verb, whilst we are expecting

only : From yon the word of the Lord has come
forth not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in all

places. If Paul meant to introduce a new subject and
verb into the latter clause, he must have placed after

oh fi6voy the subject and verb of the former clause,

together with
&<f>*

dus*?, which answers to the o>e»
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22 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

after %i<ms.* It will therefore be better, with Cal-
vin, L&nkmann and others, to put a colon after icvpiov,

so that now ob tUpov iw, as well as oAX' tV, is depend-

ent on 4i viffrts bft&y i$t\4i\v&*v.\ If in this way
the second of the difficulties named is obviated, so

not less is the first also, since now the logical relation,

expressed by ydp, of v. 8 to v. 1 is formed thus : Ye
are become a pattern to the believers in Macedonia
and Achaia ; for even in other quarters it has become
known, how the word of God has wrought among
you. On this new thought the Apostle now dwells,

and carries it out by itself still further and beyond
v. 7. For the exemplariness of the Thessalonians is

not the main thought to be established in the follow-

ing verses, but forms merely the transition to the new
witnesses, the citation ofwhom is (according to Note

1) properly his object That the clause with ob fUvop
appears attached to the preceding one by asyndeton
need not disturb us, since, with explanatory clauses

particularly, this is frequently the case, comp. ch. it

7, 9. Winer, p. 476.

3. From yon hathbeen Bounded forth.—'A^*
buuv stands emphatically first ; kw6 in the proper
local sense: out from you. "Eftx?!™ m the New
Testament oVo| Xry6fi§ror; ifrixt" commonly intran-

sitive, but also in classic Greek transitive = to cause

to sound forth ; ^ijx««"«, it sounds forth, it heard
abroad. Similarly here with the sense of the perfect:

The word of God has been so powerful among you,

has produced a movement so lively and loud, that

the sound thereof, so to speak, [as of a trumpet

;

Chrtsostom,] has propagated itself to a distance

—

that people have heard it everywhere. Benqxl :

daro tono diditut est. The idea of resonance (echo}

does not lie in the word. Comp. the parallel

IgsAifAuto? : hat pressed forth, become known (Luke
vH. 17).

4. The word of the Lord—your faith in
God.—These two expressions of themselves describe
Christianity on its two sides ; the word on the Divine
side, but offering itself to men ; faith on the human,
but turning to meet the approach of God ; w. 5 and
6. In the present connection, however, where the

second clause merely carries out further the first, and

* (Accordingly, not a few interpreters from Paowikos
to Schott and Gsbxach uiume mch a transposition.—
J.L.)

t {Others, on the contrary, as Mabttji'b French version
and M icTTAiT.it. introduce the oolon immediately after T&ry,
and throw all that precedes on the first verb. "The most
simple explanation," says Eixioott, " appears that of
BOciebt (Loe. Paul. Empl. Jena, 1S44), aooordingto which
the Apostle Is led by the desire ofmaking a forcible climax
into a disregard of the preceding nominative, and in met
puts a sentence In antithesis to ©» peVor—'Avals instead of
a simple local clause, hr rim rery, or J* 5Ay r£ ftdVp?
(Rom. i. 8), as the strict logical connection actually requir-
ed." But if we aoqniesoeln this view of the case as one of
interrupted or mixed construction, it is not neoeasary, as I
remarked in the Revision ofthe verse, Note g, with Bfickert,
to lay the main stress on } wfom »u»v, or, except in the
particular of local extent, to find any increase of force what-
ever in the latter clause. On the contrary, *>' vp&r JMnnu
e Atfyor rod m/piov sounds something greater than i *umt
vnmr JlcAijAvStv ; and the very feeling of the writer that the
former phrase implied, on the part of the Thessalonians,
more of evangelical influence, If not missionary activity,
than could properly be asserted ofthem in reference to the
regions beyond their own Greek provinces, may have
prompted the use, in the latter connection, of the weaker
form of expression : From you hath been sounded forth the
word of the Lord, and not only is that true, as I have just
Intimated (v. 7), in relation to Macedonia and Achaia, but
everywhere, throughout all the household of frith, the met
and the droumstanoes of your conversion are familiarly
known." Axroao. retains the ordinary punctuation, but
regards the " new subject and predicate as merely an epex-

"i of the former."—J. L.1

where also, therefore, the verbs are synonymous,
both points are jointly intended under both expres-

sions : * the word of God, as it was preached by the
Apostle and believingly received by the Thessalonians

(so also Olshausen, Dk Wettk, Koch), and henee the
emphatic position ofe\t? buSp ; faith, as it was aroused
in the Thessalonians by the Apostle's preaching
(LDnemann). But still the word of the Lord stands
first, precluding mere human glory

—

The word of the

Lord (as in Thess. iii. 1), the word or the gospel of
Christ (Col. iii. 16 ; Bom. L 9, and often), not dif

ferent from the word or gospel ofGod (1 Cor. xiv

86 ; Bom. i. 1, and oftenj, just as in the Acts 6 X070*
top toot? and 6 \6yot top kuoIov are used interchange-

ably. It is not a genitive of the object = verbum de
Deo, but, as is clear especially from ch. ii. 13, a gen-
itive of the subject or author = the word which
Christ or God causes to be proclaimed (Lunkmann,
Ac.). Faith in God\ because most of the Christians

in Thessalonica bad previously been heathens, see v.

9 ; wlims woo**, instead of the common cb,f also at

Philem. 5 ; comp. 2 Cor. iii 4.

5. In ewery place, where, that is, there are
Christian churches, even beyond Macedonia and
Achaia ; similarly full expressions, Bom. L 8 ; CoL L
6, 23. But since Paul had not in the meantime left

these countries, eWve v4 Ac must have reference to

letters or visits. Ewald and others call attention to

the fact that precisely in Corinth where Paul wrote
our Epistle, with trade converging there from all

quarters of the Roman world, was it possible for

him to give such an assurance. The church need
not, therefore, have already existed for a long
period (against Baub), but its rapid, powerfully

spreading conversion must have excited great atten-

tion. The words also indicate an intercourse of

the liveliest kind among the Christians.

6. (V. 9.) They themselves,—^4(f sensum, the
explanation is from the previous <V worrl rd**» (v. 8).

—Concerning us.
—

*H/te> refers, as the double spe-

cification (bwoiav #ra2 we)*} shows, to the Apostle and
his helpers on the one side, and the Thessalonians on
the other.}

7. What manner of entrance we had onto
you«—cYo-ooof does not answer to the German Bin-
gang in the sense of friendly reception, entrance into

the heart (Pelt, Olshausbn and many). Opposed to

this is partly the word itself (see ch. ii. 1 sq. and
comp. Acts xiil 241 and partly the connection, since

it is In the following clause, teal wo?*, that mention
is first made of the reception of the Apostle and his

preaching. The word means a going in, introduction

(Chbtsostom, Calvin, Di Wxtte, Ac.) :
u what sort

of an introduction we had to you, to wit, with the
preaching of the gospel ; i. e. (comp. v. 5), with what
power and fulness of the Holy Ghost (Calvin), with
what inward confidence and contempt of outward
dangers (Chbtsostom, &c), we proclaimed to yon

* [This view of the synonymous eaulYalenoo of the two
clause* is given by Batwgabtkit, ana is adopted, besides
those mentioned above, by Alfobd. But see Note t on p.
70.-J. L.1

t (Ellxcott : " The less usual preposition *p*r Is here
* with great propriety, as there is a tacit contrast to a

ftdth, *p*f r* tUmXa (see rer. 9), in which latter
. would seem theologically un-

previous . .

,

case the deeper s-lor. «fc

.

suitable."—J. L.1

t [80 LowmcAiiv. But the common restriction of fetA* to
the preachers is greatly to be preferred ; see Alfobj>. Of
the other view Elucoct remarks :

«* The studied promi-
nence of w*pi *u*2* and the real point of the clause are thus
oompletely overlooked : Instead of our telling about our
own success, they do it for us ; t yap «vreot Jxpitr **P* to***'

Axovctr, rovra eiroi wpoKafi6mt Aiyovci, Carys."—J. L»J
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the gospeL" Mark the expressive emphasis in

«Wor ; it is not merely $> or otoi (comp. 0T01, v. 6)

or via*. Tims likewise is not = that [Alford : how
that, referring merely to the fact ; and so Ellicott],

but = under what difficult circumstances, and with

what joy of the Spirit withal ; it points back to v. 6.

iust as broUw to v. 6. At the same time we here

detect the joy of the foreign brethren over the faith

of the Thessalonians.

& How ye turned to God fromthe Idols.

—

*Emgrp4+car is the regular New Testament word for

conversion; in the Acts, where it is naturally of

frequent occurrence, with the addition M rbp icipiov

(eh, xL 21), or cb <f>*t (ch. xxvj. 18), orM rbp b*6p
(ch. xxvi. 18, 20 ; xiv. 15 ; xv. 9), often too with an
AW, whose substantive describes heathenism some-
times on the side of its demonian background, some-
times on the side of men, sometimes of the idols, viz.

ch. xxvi, 18 avb rqs itowrlas rod owrwo, ch. xv. 19
&x* rwr &r*ry

ch. xiv. 15 awb rmp /taraivp

HwrpiffurM &ibw (mrra. With this class is con-

nected the expression in our Terse. The latter, neg-
ative element corresponds to repentance (Acts xxvi.

20) ; the former, positive one to faith (Acts xi. 21).

9. To serve the living and true God.

—

AmAcsW * and ivtyJrwr are infinitives of the pur-

pose. The primary feeling of profound awe in pres-

ence of Deity, that belongs to human nature and
especially to antiquity, finds expression also in Ian*

guage. The Old Testament employs, over against

God, the expression that denotes the relation of the

most unconditional subjection, that of the slave to

his master: T29 (Ex. ix. 1, 13 ; Deut viii. 19 ; and

often) ; to which expression the corresponding inner

sentiment is fear ( 2**3? , Jon. t 9 ; comp. inp , of

God, Gen. xxxi. 42, 53). To fear God and to serve

God, these are the two most common Biblical ex-

pressions for religion. And so in our text also ap-

pears tovAcfc<v &c£ as the designation of religion or of
religious practice generally ; or rather, what we are

accustomed to designate by these faint expressions,

is in a more concrete and living way conveyed by
the Apostle in that phrase, as we too have the beau-

tiful word GoUtedientt [Divine service]. By means
of the additions to r? d«y the phraseology becomes a
closer description of the true religion, in opposition

to the false: (*vrt, living, in opposition to the

dead idol-images (see Rom. i. 23); k\ri&iy$y

existing in objective truth and reality, in opposition

to the merely imaginary, lying idols (see Bom. i 25).

It may be thought strange that the Apostle uses, m
regard to Christianity, such a general expression,

that is applied also to the Old Testament religion as

contrasted with heathenism, whereas he then puts

what is specifically Christian, not into faith in Jesus,

the Son of God and the Saviour, but into the expec-

tation of His return from heaven. But it is just in

its connection with v. 10 that the general expression

of our verse acquires also a more especially Christian

sense. A man can, in truth, only then really serve

God, when he has access to him through Christ, and
is by His blood purified from the dead works of the

old, ungodly mind (see Heb. ix. 14). And that Paul
had not been silent on this point at Thessalonica,

that he had proclaimed Christ as the Son of God, as

the Saviour, and salvation in His death and resurrec-

tion, all that we see from v. 10. But certainly our
two verses show that his preaching at Thessalonica

(Ihe v«y word Applied by Rome to her worship of the
whfls she reserves **rp*kt* for God.—J. L.J

had turned, not so much round this central doctrine
of salvation, as about the beginning and the end, the
first things and the last. A parallel is furnished by
the speech which the Apostle soon afterwards deliver-

ed at Athens (Acts xviL 22-31). There too he first of
all leads his hearers over from the idols to the living

God, and speaks of Christ especially as the future
Judge, and only incidentally, in connection with that,

of His resurrection, and of faith therein ; though this,

it is true, significantly enough forms the conclusion.—[Webster and Wilkinson : " He puts together the
first and last articles of their creed ; and then supplies

the two most important of the intervening articles."

J.L.1

10. (V.10. (V. 10.) And to wait for.—The Apostle de-
fines the life-aim of the converts in two particulars,

the service of God, and the waiting for the return of
His Son from heaven. Though we should even say
with Olshausbn, that tWrotyttr includes faith, and
SovAcjW implies love, it is only the more surprising
that hope is raised into such explicit and emphatic
prominence. This agrees and is connected with the
whole eschatological tenor of our Epistles, as well as
of the Apostle's oral teaching at Thessalonica, and it

contains a weighty warning for the Church (see Doc-
trinal and Ethical, no. 8V. Benoel says in his New
Testament on our text : To wait for the Son of God
Is the most appropriate mark of a true Christian.

'AroMtVcu' only here in the New Testament; else-

where we find used of the eschatological waiting
Tpo<ro7x«<r&ax, Luke xii. 86 ; Tit. ii. 18 ; kr*K94x«&*i*
Phil fif. 20; Heb, ix. 26 [28]; 1 Cor. i. 7; Rom.
viii 19, 28, 25 ; Gal v, 5 ; voocIokov, 2 Pet iii.

12-14.

11. From the heavens Ac. coming, belongs to
fawtfitour. The plural of obpavot, which occurs so
often in the New Testament, but in Luther's version
is unhappily obliterated (so even in the address of
the Lord's Prayer}, is to give us an impression of the
manifold, rich lire of the super-terrestrial world
(John xiv. 2). These heavens, which frequently

seem to us so remote, strange, and shut, will open
their doors, and from them the Son of God will

come forth with the heavenly host, to the dismay of
the world and the joy of His own. Comp. Acts i. 1 1.

12. His Son,whomHe raised from the dead.
—The expression, Bon of God, is thus used of Christ

by Paul in his very first Epistle, though as yet with-

out further specification. But it must be considered,

in the first place, that the expression is plainly chosen
for the purpose of designating Christ in his inner re-

lation to God mentioned immediately before, and,
secondly, that already in connection with it even
here is the characteristic from heaven, which holds
good as well of His first appearing (Gal. iv. 4, 4|-
aW<rr«tA«', sent forth ; Bom. viii. 8 ; 1 Cor. xv. 47)

:

The Son of God is of heavenly, Divine origin. To
the heathen at Thessalonica Paul had proclaimed not
merely the true God, but also, what was still more
unknown to them, that this God has a Son, who has
become our Deliverer (Pv6/mpos)> The rtturrtction

ofjeeue from the dead is the great fact by which
He is shown to be the Son of God (Rom. L 4\ and
by which at the same time His return is rendered
possible and certain (1 Pet [L]8-6). Was U rSp
p*Kp*p to form an antithesis to cVc imp obpap&rl
Comp. Rom. x. 6, 7.

18. Jeans, our DeUverer.—The majestic tide,

Son of God, is on purpose followed simply and plain*

ly by His human proper name, Jesus. [Webster and
Wilkinson : presenting our Lord to us as He was re-
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24 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIAN&

vealed and known in the flesh.—J. L.] rhv
fv6fi€pov: not pvff&p,, with reference to the past

deliverance by His death ; * nor pwr6n., with refer-

ence to the future deliverance at the judgment f
(both, the latter as founded on the former, at Rom.
t. 9, 10), but comprehensively f>v6jx., our Deliverer,

absolutely and evermore ; the participle having thus

a substantival sense (Winer, p. 816) ; comp. Rom. xi.

v. 26, after Is. lix. 20 bxift . 'PtW&ox (comp. Col. i.

13 ; Rom. vii. 24 ; Matt vi. 13), stronger than o-rffcer,

expresses the deliverance as a mighty fact, a strong,

powerful extrication from the judgment, which shall

inevitably smite all who have no part in Jesus. Thy
pviynvov has an explanatory relation to *\i\covv

(comp. Matt i. 21 ; Acts iv. 10-12), similar to that of
hv fjyttpty&ic. to rbv vibv avrov, [Bengel : Christus

nos seroel iKuTpfoaro, redemit : semper £4ercu, eri-

pit.-J. L.]

14. From the coming wrath-—Wrath is the

holy will of God, energetically upholding, over

against the sinful creature, His own inviolable order

of life and government as the highest interest of the

world, and for that reason surrendering for righteous

punishment the party resisting it to self-chosen de-

struction. The word is used sometimes of the affec-

tion in God, His punitive justice (Rom. ix. 22 ; Heb.
iii. 11; iv. 8; Rev. vi. 16; and often in the Old
Testament) ; sometimes of the effect in the world,

thence resulting, the judicial punishment (Luke xxi
23 ; Rom. ii. 5 ; iii. 5 ; comp. xiii. 4, 9 [5J ; Eph, v.

'

6 ; Col. iii. 6) ; sometimes in such a way that both
ideas are included (John iii 86 ; Rom. i. 18 ; ii. 8

;

Eph. ii. 8; Rev. xiv. 10; xvi. 19; xix. 15). Here
and in ch. ii. 16 ; v. 9 bpyi\ stands in the second sig-

nification. This is shown also by the addition $
IpxW") (comp. CoL iii 6) : the approaching, infal-

libly imminent punishment ; similarly f) fA4\\ov<ra6pyfi,

Matt iii 7 ; and then Rev. xi. 18, ijA^tv $ hpyfi <rov.

Salvation or the deliverance is just the being rescued
from the judgment that overwhelms the world, Rom.
i. 16-18 and, referring back to this, ch. v. 9-11 ; and
this is the immediate sense of <rafeir, ctrrfip, cnmjpfa,

as here of ^fccr&u. In 1 These, v. 9 also ipyh and
aomjpia stand as mutual opposites. Because in

Christ judgment has already passed upon the world
(John xii. 31), therefore whosoever believeth in Him
is no longer judged (John iii. 14-18 ; v. 24).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 8.) The man who walks uprightly before
God, God accredits also before his brethren, impart-

ing to them through all that is seen of him joy, re-

freshment, strength, so that they in return are able

by their testimony to his conversion and spiritual

walk to strengthen and encourage him, when tempt-
ed thereupon from without or within. This is the
Christian import of the ideas glory, honor, praise,

&c. The lofty consciousness, as it is here aroused by
the Apostle, does not flatter self-love, but begets an
earnest sense of obligation. To be a city on the hill,

to which the eyes of all look, is no light responsi-

bility, and brings a man under the discipline of the
Spirit. The increase of idle talk is repressed by
much affliction,

2. (Vv. 9, 10.) Christian truth is so rich and many-
sided (n-oAvirofjuAo;, Eph, iii. 10), that it may be de-

livered in very various ways and from different points

JSee Critical Note 9.-J. L.]
t [OaoTiva, Benson, Koppe, Pelt, and others.—J. L.]

of view. Not only do we find in the New Testament
a peculiar style of teaching in the case of every
apostolic writer, but even the same Paul, it is

evident, addressed the Thessalonians orally and in
writing otherwise—put other truths in the fore-

ground—than, for example, in the Epistles to the
Galatians and the Romans ; and yet at Thessalonica
also there was laid the foundation of a steadfast

Christianity, approved in trial This consideration

likewise cannot but inspire us in the Church with a
large-heartedness and liberality of view in regard to
the different ways of conceiving and representing the
truth, provided only they stand sincerely and ear-

nestly on the one foundation, 1 Cor. iii 11, whether
they be rather mystical or intellectual, churchly or
specially biblical, practical or scientific (in the sense
of Eph. I 17 sq.), clinging to antiquity or looking
towards the future. Church Confessions "tolerate and
require by the side of them all forms of expression.

In our hymn-books too we find Paul Gerhardt,
Tebstekgkk, Zinzkndorf, Gkllkbt [Topladt, Cow-
pkr, the Wesleys], and others, in peace together,
uttering one language in various dialects.

8. fv. 10.) The earliest Epistles of Paul are dis-

tinguished by their eBckatological complexion. Sub-
sequently he went back from ^schatology to the
doctrine of faith and justification (Galatians and Ro-
mans), of Christ and the Church (rhilippians, Ephe-
aians and Colossians).* In his development of doc-
trine he pursued a regressive course similar to that
of Messianic prophecy before him, and of the
Church after him : first, the glorious end, and after

that, the way to the end. But neither Old Testa-
ment prophecy nor apostolic teaching ever on Hie
way lost sight of the end, the glorious consummation
in the kingdom of God. And even in one of his

latest Epistles (Tit il 11 sq.) Paul has a passage
very kindred to ours : conversion here has its coun-
terpart there in the (objective) appearing of Divine
grace, whose aim is declared to be a godly life with
denial of the heathen worldly-mindedness (=to serve
the living and true God), while expecting the blessed
hope and appearing of the glory of our great God
and Saviour Jesus Christ (=to wait for His Son from
heaven). The Church, however, has, especially

since the days of Constantine, too much neglected to
wait for the coming of Christ ; even the Reformation
restored, indeed, the genuine Pauline faith, but not
yet the full hope. Calvin finds it here worthy of
note, that for the hope of eternal salvation Paul puts
the expectation of Christ For, he adds, without
Christ we are lost and hopeless ; but, where Christ
comes forward, there shines life and prosperity.

Very beautiful ; still one perceives that he had not
vet attained to the full apostolic consciousness of the
importance of Christ's coming as distinct from the
blessedness after death,f when, it is true, we are

* [Aooording as the development of error, and the cir-
cumstances of particular churches, required.—J. L.]

t [For sufficiently obvious reasons, the general tone of the
Reformation period on the subject of Chnst's secondadvent
is not quite that of the apostolic age. Much more em-
phatically, however, is this true of the times that followed/
the Reformation. In the writings of the more emineit
Reformers themselves, Luraxa, Mxuhchthok, Calvik,
Khox. &c, not a few strong and fervid utterances are found

fc

to which the remark of our Author would not do justice.
For example, immediately preceding the above quotation
from Calvin we find these words : •• Ergo quiaquts in vita*
sancta) cursu perseverare volet, totaxa mentem applicet ad
spem adventus Ohristi"—where there is no referenoe what-
ever to death or the intermediate state. And similar testi-
monies could easily be multiplied (see the Homiletical
Notes on v. 10, and my Missionary Address, on Tks Bap*
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CHAPTER L 8-10. 25

even already present with the Lord. If the Refor-
mation ifl a working back to what was originally ex-

hibited for the Church in Holy Scripture, we have
then here one of the points in which the Reformation
of the 16th century needs to be carried yet further.

A* we would walk in the footsteps of Prophets and
Apostles, and in particular even of our Paul, we
most recognize it as our task to quicken anew the

element of hope in knowledge and practice. The
beginnings, moreover, of such a work show them-
selves latterly in almost all evangelical countries.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Y. 8. The clear pealing sound, that rings out
from the living Church. J. M. Hahn : The awaken-
ing of some souls may produce much reflection far

and wide.—J. G. Kolb : A good man may through
his earnestness become the light and salt of a whole
neighborhood. (Kurxer Lebensabriu von J. G.
Kolb, nebut eincr Sammlung von Bdrachtungen^
Stuttgart, 1869).—The report of faith a sweet savor

of Christ (comp. 2 Cor. it 15 sq.). Chbysostom : As
a sweet-scented ointment keeps not its fragrance

shut up within itself, but sends it afar, so likewise

noble men keep not their virtue shutup within them-
selves, but through their reputation are of service to

many for their improvement. Chbysostom then
further makes mention of the renown acquired by
Macedonia, of which Thessalonica was a principal

city, through Alexander the Great, who was not with-

out reason beheld by the prophet [Dan. vii. 6] as a
winged leopard, the swiftness and force being thus

described, wherewith he scoured the whole world

;

and so what happened in Macedonia became not less

universally known than what occurred in Rome (the

seat of the fourth-world empire of Daniel ; see Rom.
L 8).

—

The same : In such circumstances there fre-

quently arises envy (there is indeed, alas, such a
thing as spiritual envy; see GaL v. 26, <t&orovrr*s ;

Phil iL 8, 4 ; 1 Cor. xii. 16 sqq.) ; but even this also

Tour excellence has overcome, and they themselves
are heralds of your conflicts.

—

Zinzkndorf : When
Jesus glorifies His time of grace now here now
there, rejoice thou in the mercy to others returning.

—The testimony of others to our faith a comfort in

trial—[Basso* : It was an honor to any church or
city, to nave the gospel go out from thence to other

places."—J. L.]

V. 9. When the Lord enters the heart through
the powerful preaching of the word, that is even the
entrance of a king, though in humble raiment—
Zwisgli : Paul did not ride into Thessalonica with
such pride and pomp, as Cardinals, Bishops, and
Popish Legates are wont to display.

—

Rieger : The
idols of the altar were hot to be overthrown by the
purer knowledge of God, which many philosophers
at that time had ; the word of the Cross must come,
which brought the idols to an end in the heart's af-

fection, and forthwith also in the members ; then too

/ tke Church before the Synod ofNew York, 1865). But
«ks only this pregnant one from Bishop Lattmu's Third
Sonnon on the Lord's Prayer: "All those excellent learned
assn whom, without doubt, God hath sent into this world in
thsss latter days to gire the world warning—all those men
ds gather out ofSacred8crlyture that the last day cannot be
tu oft. And this is moat certain and rare that, whensoever
He cometh, He cometh not too timely ; for all things which
oagfat to come before are passed now : so that, if He come
thu night or to-morrow, He cometh not too early.*' The
osern dories, ofInterposing between us and that blessed
hops the promised ttmoa of unirersal blessing, had not yet
been thought of.—J. I*J

they fell as to the service that was paid to them at

the altar.

—

Calvin : The end of true conversion is

the living God. Many renounce superstition only to

fall into what is worse ; for, losing all sense of God,
they plunge into a worldly-minded, irrational * con-
tempt ofHhe Holy One.—The same : We must first

be converted, before we can serve God.

—

The same :—No one is duly converted to God, but the man who
has learned to yield himself fully to Him as a servant
(in servUutem).—Rieger : Conversion from idolatry

to God was certainly in former times a great change

;

but neither is it at the present time any trifle, when
on obedience to the truth the idols of wealth, plea-

sure, fleshly ease, honor from men, seeking to save
one's life in this world, self-love, confidence in the
flesh, and such like, are cast forth from the heart's

affection.

—

The same : The living and true God can
be served only in spirit and in truth ; and that re-

quires a conscience purified in the blood of Jesus
from dead works. Without fellowship with the
Light, a man deals even with the living God as with
a dumb idol (John iv. 23, 24 ; Heb. ix. 14 ; see John
i. 5-10).

V. 10.—[On the first clause of this verse, see a
good note by Barnes.—J. L.]—The Christian is a
man who serves God and waits for Jesus.

—

Calvin :

In the service of God, which in the corruption of our
nature is a more than difficult matter, we are kept
and established by the expectation of Christ ; other-

wise the world drags us back to itself, and we grow
weary. Waiting for the Lord a main point 1. in the
doctrine of Jesus and His Apostles, 2. in the life of
faith of the Apostles and first Christians.

—

Rieger :

As to what is behind, free from everything; for

what is before, watchful (Mark ziii. 88 sqq. ; Luke
zxi. 86).

—

[Altoro : The especial aspect of the faith

of the Thessalonians was hope : hope of the return of
the Son of God from heaven : a hope, indeed, com-
mon to them with all Christians in all ages, but evi-

dently entertained by them as pointing to an event

more immediate than the church has subsequently

believed it to be. Certainly these words would give

them an idea of the nearnem of the coming of
Christ : and perhaps the misunderstanding of them
may have contributed to the notion which the

Apostle corrects, 2 Thess. iL 1 sqq.—J. LI—We.
must be in earnest with the expectation of Christ's

coming, if we would stand in the fulness of apostolic

Christianity. This carries with it, 1. a Warning, a,

against every kind of worldly happiness, and service

of perishable things and men, especially against the

modern absorption in practical and theoretic material-

ism, even of a refined sort ; b. against the Romaniz-
ing over-valuing of what we already have even in the

Church, and against striving for the Church's outward
dominion and glory ; c against false ideals of a great

future of the life of nations, to be introduced by our

own, be it even Christian, power and activity ; and
against the so frequent intermixture, concurrent

therewith, of the world and the kingdom of God ; 2.

Comfort, a, in regard to imperfections and sins in

ourselves, in the world, in the Church : it has not

yet appeared, what we shall be (1 John Hi. 2) ; b. in

regard to the sufferings and afflictions, which are the

divinely appointed way to the future glory, 2 Cor.

iv. 17 sq. ; Rom. viii. 17.

—

Chrybostom : The sword
in hand, the good in expectancy.

—

[Vaughax: A
summary of the Christian life in all times ; service,

and expectation. The loss or disparagement of either

* [ WelUieKgeHnnte, wvcemUmflige; Calvm : prejb
num et brutum, prqfane and brutish.—J. L.]
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26 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANB.

has been in all tunes the cause of injury to the

Church. The one, by itself degenerates into a dry

routine of duty: the other, into excitement, dream-
iness, and indolent sentiment. The two together

make up that life of practical piety which is the true

end and chief glory of the Gospel Tit it 42, 13.—
J. L.] Jesus, the Deliverer from the future wrath

:

1. The wrath cometh ; the world is going on to meet
the judgment : an irrefragable matter of fact On
one hand, Roos : When the unbelieving world looks

out to the time after death, it sees nothing, hopes for

nothing, fears nothing, except when conscience is

stirred ; whereas there is to be feared a fearful

wrath of God, which at the appearing of Christ shall

wholly burst over it, and, even before that, will make
the condition of the soul separated from the body an
unhappy condition. On the other hand, Rikokr:
The wrath of God, its revelation against all ungodli-

ness of men, judgment on hidden sins, is already

written deep in the consciences of all men. Under
that wrath abide, and are even already grievously

tormented by the fear of it in this world and the

next, all who are not begotten again by the gospel

unto hope. 2. In Christ is deliverance from the
judgment Calvin: It is an invaluable privilege that
believers, as often as the judgment is spoken of,

know that Christ will come for their deliverance.

—

The bams : The wrath of God is a future thing. We
are not to measure it by our present afflictions in the
world, as nothing is more absurd than to snatch at
the enjoyment of transitory blessings, by way of
forming an estimate of the grace of God. Faith Is

the sight of the invisible, and so is not misled by
the aspect of the present life. Whilst the ungodly
revel in their security, and we languish in sorrow,
let us learn to fear the vengeance of God that is hid-
den from the eyes of the flesh, and rest in the calm
pleasures of the spiritual life I

[Vaughan : The three phrases are equally scrip-

tural, (1) Chritt saved, (2) Christ tatw, (3) Christ
will save, Comp. (I) Rom. viii. 24 ; Eph. ii 5 ; 2
Tim. L 9. (2) 1 Cor. 1 18 ; xv. 2. (8) Matt xxiv. 13

;

Mark xiii. 13 ; Phil. ii. 12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 10 ; Heb. ix.

28; 1 Pet i. 5.—J. L.]

[There is a discourse by bishop Sherlock on w.
9, 10.—J. L.]

Ch. H. 1-12.

8. a. The Theaealoniani are themselves witnesses, that the Apostle's was no vain entrance, but one of Divine power (w.
1, 2). As he exercises his ministry generally, with no impurity of purpose or method, but, as one put in trust by
God, before the eyes of God (w. 3, 4), so in Thessalonica also he appeared in no flattering or selfish spirit (w. 5, Cy,

but with the most generous love (w. 7, 8) and self-denying labor (v. 9). They themselves and God are his witnesses,

that he had shown himself throughout unblamable towards the beliovers, whilst he was careful about nothing else

but, as a father, to exhort every individual to a walk worthy of God (w. 10-12;.

1 For yourselves, brethren, know [yourselves know, brethren,] * our entrance
2 in [entrance, curoSovl unto you, that it was not in vain [hath not been vain] * ; bat

even after that we had suffered? before and were shamefully entreated [but hav-
ing before suffered, and been shamefully treated],1 as ye know, at [in, ivl

Philippi, we were bold in our God to speak unto you the gospel of Goa with
3 [in, &] much contention. For our exhortation was [w],

4 not of deceit [delusion] •

4 nor [yet]
e of uncleanness, nor T in guile; but as [according as, KaSw*\vre were

allowed of God [have been approved by God] to be put in trust with the gospel,

even so [so, ovtoj ] we speak ; not as pleasing men, but God,* which trietb [who
5 provethj 1# our hearts. For neither at any time used we words of flattery, as ye
6 Know ; nor a cloak of covetousness, God is witness ; nor of men sought we

[sought we of men] " glory, neither of [from, &jto\ you, nor yet of [nor from, ovr«

&7to\ others, when we might have been burdensome lor : have used authority], 1 *

7 as the apostles of Christ [Christ's apostles, Xpurrov oVootoXoi] ; but we were [were
found] " gentle " among you [in the midst of you, br pury v/iow], even as a nurse

8 cherisneth her children [as a nurse would cherish her own children] ;'* so [ ,]
*•

being affectionately desirous" ofyou,we were willing to have imparted [to impart]
unto you not the gospel of God only [not only the gospel of God],11 but also our

9 own souls, because ye were [became] " dear unto us. For ye remember, brethren,

our labor [toil, kottov] and travail : for laboring [working] * night and day, because
we would not be chargeable [that we might not be burdensome, vpo* to /a^

10 hnfiaprjirai] to any of you, we preached unto you the gospel of God. Ye are
witnesses, and God also [and God], how holily and justly [righteously, Sacotws]

and unblameably we behaved ourselves among you that Delieve [to, or for you
?

11 who believed];" as [even as, i

[encouraged], and charged [a

12 doth his children [as a father
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CHAPTER H. 1-12. 27

walk] ** worthy [in d manner worthy, ££uk] of God, who hath called [calleth] *

you unto [into, cfe] His [Hifl own, iavrov] kingdom and glory.

i V. 1. «-TTbe Greek order, retained by most of the old English versions.—J. L,"|

* V. 1.

—

[mt)| ytfyow ; German : tiUl gowtun itA. The reference is not to the results (Robinson and many others :

fruitU**, u»tlen
t
Ac, as in ch. ill. 5, sir sweV)* but, like the rest of this section, to the character of the Apostle*!

ministry. This is one of the cases in which Wiclif and Rheims are kept right by the Vulgate.—J. L]
• V. 2.—Mi before wpowtMmt must be erased. [All the late critical editions omit ft, on overwhelming evidence,

including Sin.—J. L.]
« V. S.—[AaAovpsr of r. 4 shows that in this sentence the writer characterises his ordinary preaching, and not particu-

larly that at Thessalonioa.—J. L.1
* V. 8.—fvAaVip, error, as it is here rendered by many, i

S Them. n. 11, dshuion. Aubcrlen, after De Wette, Lunemt
. . and always elsewhere in our Common Version, except at

Lunemann, Koch : Jrrtoahn.—J. L.]
• V. S.—[See Ellioott's note, p. 149 sq., on "the appropriate rendering in the different cases of continued negation."

—J. 1*1
V. 8.—Instead of ovrcjA. B. 0. D. F. G. [Sin.] and some minuscules have here also oftc, which Lachmann, De

Wette, Lunemann [Hahn, Winer, Olshausen, Koch, Wordsworth, A1ford*s last edition, Ellicott, who admits, however,,
that the reading is very doubtful.—J. L.] prefer ; comp. Winer, p. 437. Tet the correspondent ovftc may be also a cor-
xvcttan, and accordingly Tisohendorf has in the seventh edition gone back to ovre.

• V. 4.—(MoctpocriMfo vwh rev Bcov. For the rendering of the verb, comp. Bom. il. 18 ; 1 Cor. zvi 3 ; Phil. 1. 10.

the tense also should be allowed its full force as a perfect.—J. L.]
• V. 4.—[The ry before ©«<£ is bracketed by Lachmann, and cancelled by Tlschendorf, Alford, Ellicott, after B. G. D.1

J. L.]
r_- »__..^__ ~ __.»<u~_ -.# **.« «—j. —v i,— modified sense ; comp. E. V. at ch. v. 21, and often

abuse.-j. u]
»• V. 4.—rny 5o«ifii^orTt, a repetition of the previous verb, in a modi

elsewhere. In v. 5 soAoxcuk Is in Sin. Ko\axiaf.—J. L.]
" V. 6.—ovrc ftrovrrct if arfprnwur Mfar. The Greek order is hex

foreign.—J. LJ
here followed by nearly all versions, English and

f*V. 6.—(This marginal rendering of E. V. is substantially that adopted by the majority of Interpreters from Ambro-
aiaster to Alford, Ellicott, and Auberlen : tms sin Aassas* qeben. Ellicott quotes Chrysostom as decidedly in favor
of the suae interpretation, whereas Chrysostom expressly includes the other reference also (preferred by many from
Theodoret to Webster and Wilkinson) : ivravQa Ik sal vtpi xf>VH-& T*>* fart ib.evvaitwoi iv (l&pti «Iwu kta. Others
in like manner allow either interpretation, or combine the two. See Revision.—J. L.1

is v. 7.—fsAA* (B. Sin. *AAa) ty*rtfw*r. See ch. i. 5, Critical Note 6.—J. L.]
*« V. 7.—Lachmann's mfriof [rfcuM], childlike, which arose from drawing over the v from the preceding word, and

as destroying the unity of the figure, must be rejected. [It has, however, very considerable support from manuscripts
(B- C.« ».* F. G. Sin.»\versions, and Fathers.-J. L.1

>• V. 7.—[•* «> rpo^ec BiXwn t* tavrip rixva. Webster and Wilkinson : •• as a nurse (any nurse) would."—Lachmann,
Tlsehendorf, Alford, Ellicott : lay, after B. 0. D. E. F. G. dec, but not Sin. 1 Many, inoludlng Auberlen, have a colon or
a period after if p*Vy v^wr. and attach this clause as protasis to what follows in v. 8. Erasmus, Lachmann, Tischen-
dorf, Allord, Wordsworth, Ellicott, place a comma before and after it Ellicott regarding the clause «* both as an illustra-

tion of the preceding words, and as the protasis to the following." But this divided duty is somewhat distracting. The
simile of the nursing mother no donbt suggests what is said in v. 8, but can scarcely be a grammatical protasis to itLand
rat maintain u. structural connection with what precedes. On the whole, I prefer the arrangement of our English Ver-

licolon.—J. L.1
A/Mtprfpepoc.—J. L.1

on reading now is 6fittp6fiwoi [all the uncials, and many cursives.—J. L.1
Wiclif and Kheims, and later versions generally.—J. L.J
; critical editions, is sustained by abundant uncial authority, including Sin.
xnnmodation to the supposed present time of cv&mcovm**.—J. L.1
should be cancelled [as it now is in nearly all critical editions. It is wanting

)lo of the imperfect, not, as English Version, Ellicott, Ac, of the present,
larly many others, from the Syriao to Lunemann. Comp. ch. i. 7.—For tho

the same relation to v. 12 as the other two participles between which it

ndeed better attested than -rfpevoi [this, which was doubtful before, can no
led by Bin.—J. L.], and was therefore at first favored by Lachmann and Tis-

e, Lunemann [Bengel, Schott, Bloomfield, Alford, Ellicott], Ac, it has again
rtou is only used passively [some reading paprvpopcroc also at Acts xxvi. 23.—
n copying, from the similarity in sound to wapaiiv$ovfitvoi. [Latin versions
>e*eAu>dr*n or beuugon ; Bhemish and Conybeare, to adjure ; Alford, to

. . — L_. _-.„ . _... ._.„„. _.. ..reek the verse is arranged thus : " Even as ye know how every one of you,
ae a father his own children, we exhorted you, and encouraged, and adjured." All the accusatives are dependent on the
peatiripiee, and therefore ElliootVs translation : " Even as ye know how in regard of every one of you tee did so, as a
fcrTinr toward his own children, exhorting you and encouraging you, and charging you," is wanting in his usual exact*
ess.—J. L.]

** V. 11.—(For wtptwaryo-ai of the teectu* recencies, Sohols, Lachmann, Teschendorf, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott, read
wssKanarnr, on large authority of manuscripts uncial (Including Sin.) and cursive.—J. L.]

*• V. U.— [mrnXovrrot. A. and 8in., with a few cursive manuscripts, read aoAsVarrof.—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITIOAL.

1. (V. 1.) For yoarielvea know.—For the

eonfirtnntion and clearer elucidation (70^) of the

atatement of the foreign brethren regarding his en-

trance at Theasalonica (ch. i 9), the Apostle now ap-

peals at length, as he had done cursorily at ch. i. 5,

to the recollection of the Thessalonians themselves

on the subject. Hence the same expressions,

efsreSsf vpbs vfias. We might call ch. it 1-12 an ex-

planation of the Swotaw, ch. i. 9, just as the wa»»

Jawrofoui s is then carried out in ch. ii. 18-16. The
third testimony, that of the Thessalonians themselves,

serves to establish the second, that of the strangers,

just as the latter serves to establish the first (comp.
on ch. L 8, Note 1). Thatch, il 1 begins with the same
ofrroi ydp as ch. L 9 is, of course, accidental ; our
ainoi does not stand opposed to that avroi as such
(that, indeed, has quite another reference, to fi/xas of
v. S\ but to strangers generally, as in the sequel *al

j^ieir of v. 18 corresponds to it—The details that

follow are, in fact, intelligible only on the sup-

position, that the Apostle has to confute certain

aspersions on his person and ministry. Merely to

strengthen the Thessalonians (Calvin, Lunemann,
and most), he would not expatiate so much at large.
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28 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

on the excellencies of his service amongst them,

least of all with such solemn protestations (Vy. 5, 10)

and such frequent appeals to the recollection of the

readers (vr. 2, 5, 9, 10, 11) ; but he enters on boast-

ing for the same reason as in 2 Cor. x.-xiii., be-

cause he must defend himself. Only it is not here in

Thessalonica any factious doings that he has to con-

tend with, but simply the insinuations whereby the

unbelieving Thessalonians sought again to withdraw

from the gospel their believing kindred and neigh-

bors. In what these insinuations consisted we learn

from the negative clauses, vv. 1, 8, 5 sq.. The very

fact that nearly our entire section proceeds in clauses

with ovk and a\\d (w. 1-2, 8-4, 6-9) shows, that

faul (through Timothy) had been informed of false

assertions in regard to nis operations—falsehoods, to

which it was necessary for him to oppose the truth*

Already Rieoek has remarked on v. 8 : A denial of

this kind from the Apostle indicates, that such im-

putations had been cast on him and his preaching.

And says Boos more precisely : When the Thessa-

lonian converts reflected on the change that had
taken place with them, it might possibly occur to

them that an unknown man, of the name of Paul,

had come to them over the sea with certain com-
panions, had preached of one Jesus whom he called

Christ, and of whom they had previously heard

nothing, and had exhorted them to believe in Him,
and serve Him as their Lord. So now we are Chris-

tians, they may have thought, whereas formerly we
were Gentiles or Jews. But, in making this change,

have we done right? Is the name, the faith, the

hope of Christians not a thing of vanity? Are we
not suffering for it to no purpose ? Has not Paul de-

ceived us ? Is it not some falsehood that he has talked

to us? And, besides, our countrymen hold his

teaching to be a fable. These thoughts are now
met by Paul in ch. ii. 1-16.

2. Our entrance unto you, that it hath not
been vain.—This is the first of the imputations.

KtHj, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 14, = empty, idle, without

power or substance, unreal ; CEcumknius : /uftoi jcol

tijpot ; Calvin : vana ostentatio ; comp. ch. i. 5, oto

4v Aeya» iUpov, and the antithesis there, as here in v. 2.

Not, therefore, = in vain, fruitless (Luther, Flatt,

Ac.), nor yet at once powerless and fruitless (De
Wette, [Jowett]), nor again = deceitful, faUax
(Grotius). The y4yov*v, as distinguished from the

simple Ijv or even iyivero, expresses the secure con-

sciousness of an accomplished, unassailable fact In
the original the subject of the dependent clause is by
a Greek idiom attracted as object into the principal

clause.*

8. (V. 2.) But having before suffered, Ac—
The cause of an idle babbler is one for which he
does not submit to suffering, and still less, when he
has just with difficulty surmounted one trial, does he
again joyfully appear for the same cause, especially

in a new conflict. A deep earnestness in suffering,

and yet, along with that, an unwearied alacrity and
fidelity in his calling, showed Paul to be a man
whose appearance the Thessalonians needed only to

recall (#ca&&y offers), in order to perceive the vanity

of the suspicions alleged against him. Of what sort

these were, may be inferred from Acts xvii. 6, 1 :

ringleaders, flatterers of the people, ambitious per-

sons who sought their own advantage.—On the

sufferings which the Apostle, immediately before

(wocira&.) his arrival in Thessalonica, had endured

* [And io in our English Tendon ; whereas the German
thus: Feknow that aitr entrant* hath, 4co<—J. I*!

at Philippic see Acts xvi. 12 sqq. Paul adds t&pi-
o-^ffTtj, insultingly treated (comp. Matt xxii. 6 ;

Luke xviii. 22), not so much because vpovdoxtw like

v&rxff is a vox media (Luwemann), but because
with his strong sense of right he had peculiarly felt

the treatment received by him at Philippi to be
arbitrary and unjust; see Acts xvi 87. To such
slight features even extends the harmony between
the Acts and our Epistles.

4. We were bold In our God &c

—

wop-

faauifabxuy once again in Paul's writings, Eph. vi.

20, and in like manner of the preaching of the gos-
pel ; frequently in the Acts, and indeed, except ch.

xviii. 26, only of Paul from his conversion onwards,
chh. ix. 27, 28 ; xiii. 46 ; xiv. 8 ; xix. 8 ; xxvi. 26.

Freedom and boldness in testimony was therefore a
prominent characteristic of this Apostle. Olshausex :

Tafifaffta is the outward expression of v\ripo<popla

(ch. i. 5). Moreover, *afifa<nd{w&iu is not here =
to speak or preach freely, so that XaXyecu should be
an explanatory infinitive resolvable by : so that (De
Wette, Koch, [Ellicott : so as to speak] \ or an in-

finitive of the purpose : in order that (Schott) ; but,

as in Acts iii. 46 [?] and xxvL 26, = to act withfree-
dom and alacrity, and XaX^o-oi is simply an infinitive

ofthe object (LCnemann), as in v. 4 irtarwdijvai. [And
so Alford, who translates : We were confident. El-
licott, on the other hand, comparing Eph. vi. 20
and Acts xxvi 26, agrees with De Wette in think-

ing that "the idea of bold speech, even though
reiterated in \a\rj<rat, can scarcely be excluded."—
J. L.1 We had, says Paul, this wajtyiprlo, not in
ourselves, especially after such experiences, but
in our God (in whom, as in our spiritual life-ele-

ment, we live and labor; see ch. i. 1, Doctrinal and
Ethical, 1). Not merely was it no idle babbler with
whom the Thessalonians had to do; it was not,

speaking generally, any mere man, but God ; and
this God Paul dares to call his God, because God
visibly owned him, and the Thessalonians perceived
in their conscience (2 Cor. iv. 2 ; v. 1 1) that in the
power of God Paul spoke and acted. Therefore also

be purposely adds : the gospel of God j he had not
brought to them any empty talk, nor any kind of
man's word whatsoever (see v. 18), but the glad
tidings which God Himself will have proclaimed in
the world. Comp. on to cfayy&ioi' tow &*ov Exeg.
Note 4 to ch. i. 8, 6 K&yos rod xvpiov. Why Paul
does not say : in Christ, the gospel of Christ, but in
God, of God, see Doctr. and Eth., 8.

5. In much contention.—As Paul had testified

of the Thessalonians, ch. L 6, that they received {he
word in much affliction with joy of the Holy Ghost,
so here he can testify of himself that in much con-
tention, with joy in God, he had published the same,
'Aytor, not outward and inward contention ([Chry-
S08TOM, Bishop Hall], Olshausen, [JowettI), but
the contention of outward Buffering only, Phi L 80
(De Wette, and most ).*

6. (V. 8.) For our exhortation is Ac—The
verb to be supplied in v. 8 is not %v but, as AoXoG-

fity of v. 4 shows, ioriv, Paul confirms (ydp) the
statement as to his entrance at Thessalonica by a

* [Including LforxMAm, Alford, Ellicott, Yauohax.
Yet, since there seems to have been no riolent resistance to
the preachers at Thessalonica, prior to the sadden outbreak
which led to thetr immediate departure from the city (Acts
t* li. 5-10), it Is not well thus to restrict the reference. Comp.
Paul's use of the word at CoL it. 1 ; 1 Tim. vi. 12 : 2 Tim.
iv. 7. Fbitsschb and many (LCkbmakk says, most) under*
stand the word here of the Apostle's cares and sorrows.
Why not take in both the inward experience, and the out*
ward?-J. L.]
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CHAPTER II. 1-12. 29

statement de ' toto perpehtoqve more $vo (Bengel).

But since this general witness to himself might again

also be called in question, people at Thessalonica

knowing nothing from their own observation of his

ministry elsewhere, it was necessary for him to

establish this point likewise by again enlarging, v. 6
eqq-, on the spirit and method of his labors in

Thessaiunica. Similarly Jesus : If ye believe not roe,

my witness of myself, at least believe my works that

are done amongst you (John x. 88 ; xiv. 11).

7. Our exhortation [German : Predigt, =
preaching, discourse]. Very well LfcSEMAXH : irapd-

ataarts is a calling to, addreu ; and, according to the

different relations to which this address is applied,

the word undergoes modifications of its meaning.

In the case of sufferers it is consolation ; directed

toward a moral or intellectual need, it is exhortation

and encouragement Now, since even the first

evangelical proclamation consists in exhortation and
encouragement, to wit, in the summons to renounce
sin and lay hold of the offered salvation (oomp. 2

Cor. v. 20), vapdtcX. might also be used generally of

the preaching of the gospel; whether objectively of

the contents of the discourse, or subjectively of the

preaching itself. So here ; see v. 4. Bengel : to-

tmm prtBconium evangelicum [pamionum duleedine

tmdiat, as Bengel adds.—J. L.J ; Olshausen : the

work generally of Christian teaching. Paul uses

this expression and not €wtyy4\io* (ch. L 5), &07O9,

*4p9ypa (1 Cor. ii. 4), or such like terms, because

here die question is about the preaching, not in so

far aa it is a proclamation, but as it wins and trans-

forms the hearere.*

8. Not of delusion, nor yet of unoleanneas,
nor In guile.

—

Ik marks the source from which the

preaching proceeds; «V, the way and manner in

which it is performed. The Apostle names two
soirees, one on the side of knowledge and doctrine,

rAaVa, and one on the side of disposition, AJcadofHrio.

He first repels the reproach, as if the Christian faith

preached by him were a superstition, a chimera,

and he himself an enthusiast or a babbler, like the

sotcereiB or magicians (Chbtsost.). Opposed to this

is the fact, v. 4, that he had been entrusted with the

gospel by God. With anoM—a stronger disjunctive

than **V« (94 and re), like our nor ytt, stronger

than nor (comp. Winer, p. 432)—Paul passes to the

second point. *Axa&ap<rlay impurity, commonly in

the sense of unchastity (Rom. i. 24 ; 2 Cor. xii. 21

;

GaL v. 19 ; CoL iii. 5), but also moral filth and un-

deannees generally (Rom. vi 19); here either an
impure mind, foul motives in general, or perhaps it

answers better to our sordid [tchmutpig], specially

=

cesafcmsneat, $eljuhne$$ (comp. ch. iv. h ; Eph. iv.

19 ; v. %\ Bkkgel : hcab. est ttbi fructue carnU
4pusritury cf. Phil. L 16, oh% iyr&s.—BaXas, craft,

fraud, all kinds of dishonest tricks for cheating and
ensnaring. . It adds to the impure design the impure
means for* its accomplishment, and so lies in like

manner on the practical side. Whilst, therefore, for

the reading ov94 there may be alleged the difference

of the prepositions, yet on internal grounds otfrc is

perfectly justifiable (comp. Winer, p. 486 sq. [and

•[Eluoott: wmpixXmntlB *' perhaps distinguishable n

te JiM and fcSarorto, "m directed more to the feel-

tap than the understanding." Jowrrr : " The two senses
a sssAOsvis, exhortation and consolation, so easily passing
has oneanother (compare v. 11), are suggestive of the exter-
nal state of the early Church, sorrowing amid the evils of
ta» world, and needing as its first lesson to be comforted

;

ad sot less suggestive of the first lesson of the Gospel to
<** individual soul, of peace in believing."—J. L.J

Critical Note 7]\ In the antithesis likewise, v. 4,
iuta&apffl* and oVfAor are taken together in the sen
tenoe with otircos, since avfyaWr &p4o-Korr*s answers
to &6\os and &ce? ts> &oKtnd(om nas Kaptias to

hu&oMrla. So in the confirmatory verses 5 and 6
the \iyos KoKcucelas answers to B6\osy

the wpJipwris

T\*oy*tlas and (rrrovrrts 1$ hv&p&wmp Wfw to axa«

bafxrla. The proof of v. 1, in particular, that is given

in v. 3, lies in ovk 4k wAdwjj, answering to K%rfi of
v. 1 ; but the confirmatory sentence, just like ch. i.

8, goes beyond that which it confirms, since with

odW the Apostle adds new considerations, which are

then again themselves confirmed and carried fur-

ther in v. 5 sqq. This view is supplementary to

Note 6.

9. (V. 4.) According as—so.—Ko&fc, con-

formably to the fact that ; o0r«t, according to that

very rule : agreeably to the grace conferred and obli-

gation laid upon us (Lunqunn).
10. Approved.— AotuyAfriv means, first, to try,

test, scrutinize ; so at the close of our verse, and
commonly in the New Testament, e.o. ch. v. 21 ; 1 11m.
iii. 10, and often ; and then also of the result of the

trial : to regard as tried, fit, worthy, and to choose
accordingly for a position (1 Cor. xvi. 8) ; hence in the

next place generally, to value, prize.* So here, and
similarly Rom. i. 28. Paul does not in this mean to

assume any worthiness of his own, as the Greek
interpreters (Chrysostom, Theophylact, (Ecumbn-
ius) from their dogmatic standpoint characteristically

explain. Rather his aim is just this, to exalt his

authority as from God (similarly 1 Tim. i. 12). He
would have it understood that, so far is he from
preaching human heresy, or considering himself out
of his own fancy called to be a preacher (lie wAdVip,

v. 8), it is rather God Himself who, according to His
gracious purpose (Grotics, Pelt, L^nemamn, and even
Theodoret fAlford ifree choice] ) has vouchsafed to

him the distinction of being entrusted with the glad,

heavenly message to the world. So in the apodosis

with offra* the main emphasis lies on &•*? in oppo-
sition to bvbpdxois. Comp. v. 2 and note 4 ; observe

also the impressive sonorousness of the expres-

sion. The perfect fteooir. marks what has hap-

pened once for all, the security of it as a
matter of fact. At the close of the verse Paul
purposely uses the same word once again ; he knows
himself to be the object of a continuous Divine

Soffipa'ffu'. There Sex. is, to try, to examine
;

yet

perhaps not without an accompanying intimation of

favorable judgment. In the translation we have
sought to indicate this, as well as the identity of the

verbe.f Tlurm&rjrcu, infinitive of the object, deno-

ting that which was vouchsafed to Paul. So Rom. i. 28.

On Paul's frequent construction of wurrf6ccr&a<, see

Winer, p. 205. That Paul, moreover, here includes

Silvanus and Timothy is obvious from the plurals

Kop&tas and aVvxar, v. 8, as Lunemann properly

remarks against De Wette, who appeals to v. 7 [6J,
dwoVroXo* ; but see Note 16. Of course, however,

Paul speaks primarily and chiefly of himself.J

11. (V. 4.) Not aa pleasing men.—*n» before

the participle gives it a subjective character, that of

the conception and intention: We speak not with

* [Ellicott states the gradation thus : (a) to put to the

transposing
test ;*(b) to choose after testing ; (c) to approve of what is

so tested. This might perhaps be Improved by
(b) and (o).—J. Ll]

t [German : von Qott werth geachUt—der wuere Hcrten

X [And/at most, ho for them, not they of themselves
—J.I*.)
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30 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

the thought of pleasing men, and so winning them
with gaffe (iv Z6Kt}, r. 8), but to please God who
scareheth oar hearts, and so knows and judges even
impure designs (l| iucabapolas, v. 8). Comp. GaL
I 10.

—

[Alford : " apicicovres, in the strict sense of

the present tense : going about to pleate, thriving to

please."—J. L.]

12. (V. 5.) For we*—On the logical relation,

expressed by ydp, of v. 5 sqq. to what precedes, see

Notes 6 and 8 (at the end).

18. Used ww words of flattery Ac—rfyrt-

<r&ai iv, of things ch. i. 5, here of persons (comp. 1

Tim. iv. 16)= vertari t*n rt, to engage in anymatter,be
occupied therein. The flattering words thus answer
to ar&ptwois ap4oicovres, v. 4 (Calvin: Whoever
will please men, must basely flatter), and to Mkes, v.

8 (Chktsostom : We flattered not, as deceivers, who
desire merely to draw people to themselves, and
rule them). For the fact that he had not flattered

them, Paul appeals to the recollection of his readers

themselves : at ye know ; but for what follows, that he
had had no selfish aims, he can only appeal to God,
who knoweth the heart : God it witness t Comp.
Rom. i. 9 ; Phfl. L 8. This appeal answers to <ta?

r£ 9oKiuA(evri ras Kaptias *in»v (v. 4), as the repel-

ling of the insinuation, that his mind had been set

on earthly good and human glory (v. 6), answers to

&€? kplcKw, v. 4, and oto i\ luea&apaias, v. 8.

nxsorcgfa corresponds to aira&aprfa, asinch.iv. 6,

7; Eph. iv. 19; v. 8. Ilpfyfluro (from vpoe)alvw,

not *p4<prifu)> properly, what appear*; hence the

pretext, behind which one hides his real thought, an
excuse; so here parallel with \6yos: My speech
was neither a word of flattery, nor a fair pretext, a
plausible form for covetous ends.

14. (V. 6.) Nor sought WO glory«—Zwrovrrcy
likewise is dependent on eVtidtytsr, and parallel

to iv AO70/ icoX., iv wpofeUrsi irXcarcglas. Such a
change of structure is truly Pauline (comp. Rom. xiL

9 sqq.). As to the thought, there is a close connec-

tion with the latter point, as of ambition with ava-

rice. On i£ aybp&irw I6$av, comp. John v. 41, 44.

15. Neither from you, nor from others.

—

In w. 5, 6 there are, first, three mutually coordinate

otfrt, then two subordinate to the clause of the last

of these three, since otfrt he}* iyAv kc distributes

the «*$ b&p4r»v. *Aw4, essentially = Ac, brings to

view the special source as distinct from the general.*

From others, with whom we might perhaps have
sought honor for ourselves through your conversion

(comp. ch. i. 8, 9). Erroneously Bengkl : Qui not
admirati etsent, si nottuperbiut tractassemut.

16. (V. 1 [6].)f When, we might have used
authority [or, been burdensome] as Christ's
Apostles.—-The participle 9wd/uvoi is subordinated
to (rjrovrrtSj and is resolvable by although. *Ep fidpet

that : to be ofweight, to appear important, digrti/ied
y

to astume consequence. Againstthe connection, 1*0X0-

porit, Ewald, and others : to be burdensome =
iwifiapetv, v. 94 'AwoWoXoi, so far as it refers also

* [80 LfrmfAXK, and similarly Alfosj> (Ic, the abstract
ground ; **6, the oonoreto object ;—a distinction on which he
insists against Eluoott, who pronounces it " artificial and
precarious.") That of Schott, assented to by Olshausbx
and Bloomitsld, that U marks the Immediate source, awe*
the mediate, is rejected by LfomuxK as here impossible.
But, even if the two prepositions must be regarded in this
place as synonymous, it is desirable that the translation
should indicate the change. WaaaTsa and Wilussox :

" derived from men, whether tendered on your part or on
the part of others."—J. L.]

t [The latter halfof v. 6 in our English Version is in
[lather's Bible attached to v. 7.-J. L.]

t [Mackxxokt adopts the rendering of the English mar-

to SuVanus and Timothy (see Note 10, at the end),
is used in the wider sense, as in Acts xiv. 4, 14 of
Paul and Barnabas. But perhaps the old rule holds
here: A poHori Jit denominatio. As Christ's

Apostles, as messengers and envoys (ambassadors) of
the Anointed King of the whole world, solemnly ap-
pointed by God (Acts xvii. 8, 7), they might have
stepped forth with dignity. Jhcit Paulut tt adeo
abfuisse ab inani pompa, a jaetantia, a fattu, ut
Ugitimo etiamJure tuo cetterit, OTtodadmnatcandam
autoritatem pertinet (Caltih).

11. (V. 7.) But we were found gentle In the
midst of yovu-—'EYtH^icy answers to the iytvifir.

of v. 5. "Hwioi (from swat, clwor, whence then
vfaiosj infant) properly, affable, mild, kind, loving

(comp. 2 Tim. ii. 24). JSuamttimum vocabuhsm, de
parenHbut prescipue et de medicit did tolitvm
(Bengxl). [*£? fi4c(f b/i&v, in the midst of you, sur-

rounded by you, as a teacher by his pupils, a mother
by her children, a hen by her chickens (Bknokl).
It marks the centre of a group or society, drawing
all eyes to itself (comp. Acts i. 15 ; Luke ii 46

;

Matt xviii. 2) : So that ye have all seen and ex-
perienced it (Koch). Riggenbach].* Even this loving
demeanor of the Apostle might be interpreted as
flattery (v. 6), and so Paul confutes this reproach
by showing it to be a perversion of his virtue into a
fault Then by the fuller description, &s s> Ac., of
this his tender and devoted love, he at the same time
confutes the other reproach (w. 5, 6) of his having
been selfish or ambitious.

18. Ae e nurse would cherish her own
children.—Before &s there should be a point with
the force of our colon,\ so that its answers to offrws

of v. 8. The sentence after £9 is an explanation at-

tached to what precedes by asyndeton, as in ch. i. 8

;

ii 9, yet so that here also again the explanatory

sentence contains at the same time an advance, an
enlargement of the thought Tpoeyts, nourisher, she
who suckles ; here not a nurse, but the mother her-

self, as appears from rh iavrfjs riicva, in which
moreover, especially with this arrangement of the
words (comp. v. 8 ; otherwise v. 11), there exists the
climactic intimation, her own children (see Alex.
Buttmann, Grammatik des neutettamentltchen Bpra-
chgebraucht, 1869, p. 97). With Stieb, we hare also

expressed both in the version. % The figure of the
mother (comp. GaL iv. 19 ; Is. lxvi. 18 ; xlix. 15) is

still tenderer than that of the father (v. 11), but is

here chosen especially for this reason, because truly

a nursing mother with her child seeks not profit or
honor, but is wholly bent on bestowing (not receiv-

ing) love. ed\*tiy likewise is a tender expression

;

properly to warm, then, like fovere, to foster and
cherish (Eph. v. 29; comp. Deut xxii. 6,LXX).

gin, but understands the Apostle to speak of his right to
exact both obedienoe and maintenance. Perhaps, however,
the other phrase, to be burdensome, no less admits of
either reference, and it has the advantage of preserving—
somewhat too strongly, indeed—the verbal affinity between
w. Sand 9. Comp. Critical Note 12.—J. L.J

# [Alfosd andELLicoTT find in Iv u4oy fy*Ar "a hint
at the absenoe of all assumption of authority, *as one of
yourselves,' " and cite Chevbostom, CUoumxvxus, and
Zaxchtos to the same effect—J. LJ

t [But see Critical Note 15.—J. Til
% [wis sine sdugende Mutter ihre etoenen Kinderp/tepet.

It is obvious, however, that the maternal relation is indicated
solely by the Jovrik ritvo, and is not at all necessarily im-
plied in rpo+tff. Auqvstikb, Serin, de Ps. lzzii. 24 (lzxiiL

23) : "Apostolus vero, germano et pio caritatis afleotu, et
nutricis personam susoepit, dicendo, fovet; et matris, ad-
dendo, Alios suos. Sunt enim nutrioes foventes auidem, eed
non Alios suos : item sunt matres nutrioibus dantes, non
foventes Alios suos.'»—J. L.]
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CHAPTER H. 1-12. 81

19. (V. 8.) So, being afleottanatety deairoaa
of yoa, we were willing*—'Opitp4ft€roi, supported
here by the best manuscripts, occurs in the New Tes-

tament only here, and but seldom elsewhere, in the

LXX, Ac ; in meaning it is = Ituipec&w, (Recepta),

and, like this, probably an enlarged form of fieipe-

fftw, which should perhaps be distinguished from
the ordinary fttipeo^tu (see Passow), and is used by
Kieander in the sense ofthecommon //lefpcrifatfcomp.

Wurca, p. 92)= ardently to long after any one, to

love tenderly.*—E&faroti/cei' is the Imperfect with-

out augment, as frequently ; Winer, p. 66 : we were

piomea, were cheerfully ready, took delight therein

(eorop. 2 Cor. v. 8 ; Bom. it. 26). In tv. 1 and 8
one feels in word and figure the tender heartiness

and sweet breath of a first, fresh lore, such as he-

mes the firstling of the apostolical Epistles.

20. To Impart unto yon Ac.—Meratovnu
Dds emphatically forward, in order to mark the

fore as one altogether giving, imparting. The two
objects of fitraZovrat arejoined to one another ascen-

sirely by not only—but also, so that the second is

held up as the one of greater importance for the con-

nection (tovtw h*7(ov sVccbw, ChrybostomV 'EoutsV,

moreover, is opposed to rod &to8, and the Apostle

means to my: We were willing not only to fulfil our
official service, entrusted to us by God, in delivering

to yon His gospel, but there was formed also a per-

sonal relation of the most devoted love, in conse-

quence of which we were ready to sacrifice to you
oar own lifcf [Webster and Wilkinson: " 'not

only that which you could share without lost to me,
bat that which I must lose in giving ;

' or, * not only

that which I held in trust for others, had in charge

to give, but that which was most my own.1 "—J. L.]

The latter point was here the main thing, over

against the imputations of .covetousness and ambi-
tion. The comparison with the mother has reference

to this personal love, which is therefore still made
specially prominent in the additional clause with

Wert (stronger and more distinctive than ©ri), which
assigns the motive. How farnow Paul with his atten-

dants willingly gave up his own life to the Thessa-

somans, be shows himselfby an example in v. 9, which

m joined to what precedes, by ydp, and is therefore

iBostratave of it At the risk of health and life, he
performed alone with his preaching strenuous

manual labor day and night, that he might be
burdensome to no one, just as a mother day and
night with much labor and self-sacrifice cherishes

her fittle child. Add to this, that the Apostle—and
it is of himself that he speaks at least primarily—

was probably of a weak and sickly constitution (2

Cor. z. 10 ; xiL 5 sqq.), and we shall the better under-

stand bow much there was here of a fierabovrm tV
+*xfp- MmSovpM is indeed zeugmatic, since out

of it only the simple towcu must be supplied to ta*

J*X** (comp. Matt xz. 28) ; but such constructions

are frequent enough (see Winer, p. 648). On «WsV=

* rELueoTf prefers to regard luipoitai as an apocopated,
and ipmpope* as a late and perhaps strengthened, form of
;>!» i To the derivation from pctpopot, Woans-
voktx objeeta the aspirated *, and he adheres strongly to
TumutmiLACf*account of theword as from sjiog and ctpw, =
•* wmmttttuifu found to, twined together with yon. and

flOor Oerroan, after Lather, gives Leben for *vx*>

;

amd this interpretation is given by very many, including
ffce Eogtteh margin : comp. 1 John tfi. IS, Ac But says
Eujrorr: There is M perhaps a feint reference to the
deeper meaning of tori, « pointing to the centre of the per-
sosnltty—our lives and souls (Fell), our very existences, and
all uunp pertaining to them.*—J. L.)

tlfimv abrmr, see Wnrca, p. 186. [Bkkgkl's pare
phrase: Anima nostra cupiebat quad immeare in
animam vettram—and similarly Chrysostom: toj

fvxftr sir bftas jccysVoi, effundere—though suitable to

fxeraZovrox, is opposed to the ydp of v. 9. and per-

haps also contains a thought not quite apostolic, and
only in seeming accord with the figure of the mother,

since not the suckling as such, but the &d\nw is the

tertivm comparationis. To think of the gospel as

the milk, according to 1 Pet. ii. 2 ; comp. Hcb. v. 18
(Da Witti, LtNiMANN, and others), is quite as little

in keeping, since it is really not the Apostle's gos-
pel, but is expressly called the gospel of God, and
since for that very reason, as has been pointed out,

this consideration does not enter into the com-
parison with a mother. In /irrabovrat ras tyvx&s
the exposure of the life in danger and persecutions

is commonly thought of; nor is this excluded,

since v. 9 contains merely an illustrative example,
such as was required by the context, and was fitted

to repel the imputation of covetousness and am-
bition.

—

Riooekbach.]
21. (V. 9.) For ye remember our .toil and

traTalL—Mntpopcfcrf, more sonorous than dfoare

(vv. 1, 2, 5, 11); here with an accusative; ch. i. 8,

with a genitive.—On ydp, see Note 20. [The
reference of ydp to ffirioi iytrb&rifur, . 7, is too
remote; that to ayavrrrol yfur iyerfi&irr* (Lttin-

MANN),un8uitable

—

Riooenbach.] KoVor is strength-

ened by the addition of ftox&o*,* as at 2 Thess.

lit 8 (a verse which agrees almost verbally with
ours), and 2 Cor. xi. 27. The expressions in their

connection denote the most strenuous bodily labor
at his handicraft as aKrjyoroitt (Acts, xviii. 8), a
maker of tents out of leather or cloth for shep-

herds, travellers, soldiers, Ac (Winer, ReaU
wdrterbuch II. pp. 218,725). This kA*oi and /Ad'x&or

is now explained in a sentence appended, as in v. 7,

by asyndeton (ydp alter rvtcrSs being spurious), in

which the emphasis lies on what stands foremost,

rwcrbs koI fifttpas tpya(6p*voi, as in v. 8 on to*

lavr&r Y^x<ir. And now, as 4icr)pi$aft*r sir fyiay rb
ebayytXwr rod toov plainly answers to rb ebayyiXiw
rod dcov of v. 8, so does wvierbt xol fotpas
ipya(6fi9roi to ras kavrmv iffx**, 80 tna* there

accrues from this a new and more precise confir-

mation of our view of the ydp and of fitrabovrat

ras laur&rtyvxfa*
22. Working night and day.—'Zpydfabcu,

of manual labor, as ch. iv. 11, and often. We
[Germans] say day and night, as liptpas koI rvicro'f,

Luke xviu. 7 ; Acts ix. 24, and frequently in the
Apocalypse; but elsewhere, and always m Paul's

usage [both in his letters and speeches, ch. iii. 10

;

2 Thess. iii. 8 ; 1 Tim. v. 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 8 ; Acts xx.

81 : xxvi. 7.—J. L.]y rvierbt *ol riptpas or yticra koI

ilitipap, because the Jews, as also the Athenians, be-

gin the civil day with the evening. Here this order

is emphatic,t because night-work is the more un-

usual and irksome* We are not, therefore, to sup-

pose that Paul preached all day, anj} performed

* [Ellzcott : «« The former perhaps marks the toll on the
side of the eufsring it involves (see on 1 Tim. iv. 10), the
latter, as derivation seems to suggest (oonneoted with p4y«t,
and perhaps allied to M*yac, see Pott, &ym. Foreeh. Vol I.

p. 283), on the side of the magnitude of the obstacles it has
to overcome." Nearly opposite to this is Wordsworth:
"The former word expresses energy of action, the other
indicates patience in bearing." Alfou> : "Ho distinction

can be established."-^. L.J

t [So Altobd. But the correctness of the remark may
be questioned, since Paul, as is mentioned above, observes
the same order everywhere else.—J. L.J
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FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

manual labor in the nl^-fet-time; on the contrary, the

latter occupation filled up also a good part of the

day, as on the other hand he preached likewise at

night (Acts xx. 1) ; but, generally, day and night is,

as with us, a vivid expression for without intermieeion

(comp. especially Key. xx. 10).

23. That we might not be burdensome to
any of yon, by his having to care for my support.

So little did the Apostle seek any profit from the

Thessalonions, that he sought not even the neces-

saries of life from them but earned them for himself,

that his intercourse with them might on his part be
altogether one of giving. In hoc etiam parte jure
suo obetinuit (Calvin ; comp. Note 16). For the

matter in question, comp. Acts xviii. 8; xx. 84;
1 Cor. iv. 12 ; ix. 7 sqq. ; 2 Cor. xi 8 sqq. ; Phil
iv. 10 sqq., and Doctr. and Eth., 5.—On icnptrrw
els, see Winer, p. 191.*

24. (V. id.) Te are witnesses and God.—
The Apostle having in three sentences with ova*

—

oJOJ, (w. 1 and 2, 8 and 4, 5 9) confuted the re-

proaches cast upon him, and which are summed up
in the fewest words in v. 8—having shown that his

doctrine is not an idle delusion, but the gospel of

God, and that he himself has labored, not from
selfish motives of covetousness and ambition, nor
with impure methods of craft and flattery, but in

the sight of God and with the most devoted love-
he now at last opposes to that a brief, positive

sketch of his ministry, and for this he again appeals
to the Thessalonians and Qod as witnesses (comp.
v. 6), by way of giving to his assertion so much the
more of the impressive earnestness of truth. Hen
must witness for his manner of acting; God wit-

nesses, in his conscience and theirs, for his inward
disposition. This explanatory sentence likewise is

added by asyndeton (comp. w. 1, 9), a construction

to which in the present instance the liveliness of
emotion also contributes.

25. How holily, and righteously, and un-
blamably, &c.— 'Oerlvs, with perceptible, inward
reverence of God; iucaim, with due consideration

of men, leaving and giving to every one his own
(comp. Eph. iv. 24; Tit iE 12 [Luke L 75; Tit.

L 8]);f ifi4fiwrmsf
unblamably, irreproachably in

the whole deportment—the negative side to the two
positive ones (L^nimann), especially to tucalws

(Olshauskn). This qualification Paul adds, because
reproaches had been cast upon him.J [Bengel and
others : toward themselves, in order to get the three

references to God, men, themselves as in Tit. ii. 12;
but this is here inadmissible, since all is referred to

bfiiv rots vumbowri— 6<rlms assigning merely the
religious ground of the behavior toward the be-

lievers.

—

Rigoinbach.] It is commonly not enough
considered, that we have here before us, not adjec-

tives, but adverbs (comp. Acts xx. 18.,w tyevdfinr

fi§& vfiuy) ; Paul is not speaking of his walk, his

entire personal bearing (De Wktte, Hopmann)—
otherwise we must have had Scruu, <fec. (comp. ofoi,

* [Bat "Wiser there reverts to Luther's unter euck, in-
stead of the preferable an of previous editions ; and Acrer-
lrk's own version has simply the dative : verkundigtat urir
eucJu It may also be noted here that, for «t$ v/w, the Cod.
Sin. a prima manu reads vfuv.—J. L.J

t rBsMOBL : Sanete in rebus divinie,JutU erg* homines—
the classical distinction between baUn and 6uuumt, bnt not
always to be pressed In the N. T.—J. L.)

1 [Ellicott : « Perhaps it is safer to say that haim and
SucauK form on the positive side a oomponnd idea of holy
parity and righteousness, whether towards God or towards
men, while a/Ufum* stateson the negative side the general
blameleesnoss in both aepe?a tad relations."—J. L.J

ch. L 6)—but of the manner of his dealing with the

believers (Winer, p. 413).

26. To [lor] yon who believed.—fyu* is

simply the dative of direction or reference : to .vou,

toward you (De Wkttk, Koch) [not a dative of in-

terest: for your advantage* nor yet of judgment:
appeared to you (CEctjmemius and Thxofhylact,
Calvin, Bengil, Lunemakn) ; the adverbs in that

case would scarcely be admissible.

—

Riggekbach.].1

The addition rots Tunevowrw, at first view apparently
superfluous [Jowett], must here as at v. 13 nave its

own ground and significance. The believers were
told that their faith was credulity and superstition,

that they had allowed themselves to be ensnared,

abused, and misled by the stranger, and that this was
now called faith. A similar way of talking to that

nowadays, which confounds faith with opinion,

notion, dim, baseless feeling. In opposition to this

Paul dwells with emphasis on the word faith in its

true import, and shows how he had never abused
their confidence in him and his word so as to in-

dulge himself in impurity of any kind, but rather,

honoring their faith as faith in God and His word, he
had in all his proceedings kept holy what was holy,

and bad with all earnest men exhorted them to a
walk worthy of God. [Those, who explain the
dative as a dative of judgment,^ take rots rurrtvov-

ow restrictively : tameiti aliU non ita videremur ; §
Bengel, Especially contrary to v. 13 (?).

—

Riggek-
bach.]—'Eyerfi&Tjfxev, as in w. 5, 1 ; chap. i. 5.

27. (V. 11.) Whilst we, as ye know, &c
[Even ems ye know how we, &c.]—Kaftcbrep
otoare is a parenthetical clause similar to ffa&ta

otoare of w. 2, 6 ; it belongs to the following parti-

cipial construction. This time the Apostle puts

jcatahrco for *<&&, because immediately after &s
occurs twice. The first. &s belongs to ev* excurror,

and has here a strengthening force such as it carries

also elsewhere in connection with ckootos (see Pas-

sow under frcwi-os), a usage very nearly akin to the
connection of &s with superlatives. The corrobora-

tion ets cTrooTOf, of frequent occurrence in the New
Testament, is found likewise in classic Greek (A.

Buttmann, p. 106). With the double reinforcement,

&r eh ckcuttos, comp. Rev. xxi. 21 ; bra els eteaoros ;

Eph. v. 33 : &ue?s ol icod* eVa occwrroj. The partici-

pial clauses, w. 11, 12, show to what extent Paul
behaved holily and righteously and unblamably to-

ward the believers (v. 10), and we have therefore

resolved the participles by in that.\ The main em-

* [An interpretation suggested by Museums, allowed by
Bavmoartex, and adopted by Elucott (whose version,
however, to you that believe, does not convey that idea).—
J. L.]

t [The objectiondrawn from the adverbs to the oonstrne-
tion of vutr as a dot. judicii—a, construction followed also
by Altord, who cites 2 Pet. ill. 14—is plausible only when,
by an arbitrary rendering of the verb, as — appeared, were
thought, the idea of judgment is transferred to it from the
dative.—J. L.]

X [German : ah Dativ dee Vorthefls ^ as a dative of in-
terest But this must be a misprint for Urtheit*.—3, L.]

t [Sometimes also they restrict vatr roit s-urr. to a«4*w
t»k (Byriac, Theoderet, (EouMEnrcs, Calvin. &c). The
Greek order is this: "Ye are witnesses, and God, how
holily and righteously and unblamably to (for) you who
believed we behaved." Probably the precise import of the
dative in this case must be left doubtful. Ellicott's ob-
jection to it as a dative of judgment, that " the Apojtle
would scarcely have appealed to God in reference to the
judgment of the Thessalonians," is by no means decisive.

Solemnly to remind converts of their earliest convictions

and first love is a Scripture means of guarding them, or

recovering them, from declension and apostasy. Comp.
Gal. iv. 14, 15Tlev. ii. S, 6 ; &0.-J. L.]

I [in dem wir, trie ihrja wUeet, Ac—J. L.]
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CHAPTER a 1-12. 33

phasis of the participial construction rests on the

vondusion, tis rb vconrarcly £#«*», &c. (LttNiiianxV
vad jet so that Paul would in connection therewith

by stress on two other considerations : 1. That he

bad taken pains to hold every one in particular to

this worthy walk, and hence the doubly strengthened

motto* ; 2. That for this end he had exerted all his

force of speech, and hence the combination of the

three sonorous \ articiples. The Apostle's unblama-

ble deportment towards the believers was shown in

his exhorting every individual with the whole power
of his address to nothing else but a walk worthy of

God. This is simply the connection of v. 10 with

tt. 11, 12. The comparison with a father has refer-

ence to all three points : a father keeps his children

singly in his eye, and trains every one according to

his individuality ; he employs all the force of exhor-

tation in kindness and severity ; he would keep his

children only to what is good, and to no evil of any
kind. Here, where the question is not, as in vv. 7,

8, about devoted love, but holy earnestness. Paul

compares himself not to a mother, but to a father.

Paul never writes tautologically, but, even while re-

peating similar thoughts, advances to new and wider

points of view. [Interpreters in general do not

agree with me in regarding Ko&hrco offiarc as a pa-

renthesis, but take df&art as a governing verb, on
which &s, apart from iva ckcmtto*, is dependent. But
since its is followed only by participles, they are

obliged to supply the verbum finUuniy and then, be-

cause v/tas is afterwards added, iiyarfi<ran<rt ovx

!«•«] fe^tta/icr, &c., is supplied to cm Skootov

Pelt, Schott, and others), or to the entire clause

*>cr (Bcza, GaoTius, Flatt), or iytrffirj^v, from

the previous context (Bknokl, Lunkmann, TAlford,

Wordsworth]), or, the supplement being left inde-

terminate, an anacoluthon js assumed (De Wettk,
[Elliott] ). With these grammatical inconveniences

there is then connected also an erroneous and artifi-

cial view of the logical relation of w. 11, 12 to v.

10, as that Paul speaks in v. 10 of his behavior

generally; in w. 11, 12, for confirmation of that,

of the discharge of his duty as a teacher in particu-

lar (Da Wettk, Koch, similarly Hofmann) ; or that

in proof of his own virtue he adduces the fact of

his having exhorted the Theasalonians to virtue, it

being here taken for granted that one, who has it so

much at heart that others shall be virtuous, will be
so himself (Luhimamn). Independently of other

objections to these views, they would require a teal

after xa&ircp or after £*.—Rigoenbach.1 •

28. Exhorted and encouraged and adjured.
—jpo* is superfluous f after &s cm iitcurror vp&r

;

similar repetitions in the classics and also in the

New Testament, Col ii. 13 ; % Matt viii. 1 ; and often

[Xotvithstanding the above remarks, I adhere still to
the ordinary construction of KuBawtp oi&a-rc, «* ira ckootop,
Ac The objections to it are more than counterbalanced by
the exceeding awkwardness of the new arrangement pro-
posed. As a parenthesis belonging to what follows it,

m»$irtp •ilart would be strangely misplaced. It is also
Terjr improbable that any considerations of euphony de-
tcisiined the use of *a#a*t* here, instead of *a6#« (vv. %
4 ; eh. i 5. See ch. ii. 19, xaAfc i<mv aAi|Swf\. Perhaps it

cngtrt rather be said, that the former was selected for the
ttke of still mure strongly emphasising the exactness of
the correspondence between the personal and the official

ttrarart of the Apostle.—J. L.1
t [It is wanting in Cod. Bin.—Ellxcott speaks of It as

a « collective v>«r, serving still more clearly to define all

that were included—a defining and supplementary accusa-
nt, $omemhai allied to the use of that case in the cxw*
**iXo*mmirtxx»—J. L.1

X (Some editions repeating v/utt after 9vr«£»o*oA|o*t.—
J. L.J

3

(Winer, p. 581). TlapaKaXw, to exhort generally;

vapap.v&tto'&aii kindly to encourage; /xa(ntp*<r&ai,

earnestly and solemnly to obtest, like hafxaprtpto'&aL,

1 Tim. v. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 14 ; iv. 1. Bengel: Tlapa

jtoA. movet, ut facias aliquid (libenter) ; *cr,xifiv&.,

ut cum gaudio; paprvp., ut cum timore. The two
last participles really specify the twofold style and
method of the *ap<uca\uv} and may be also gram-
matically subordinated to it, as, for example* oWd/i«-

pot of v. 7 [6] is subordinated to (rrrovvr*s of v. 6,

and ffajXueWajjr of v. 16 to ph b\p*cit6vrmp nai irav
tW of v. 15 (comp. 2 Tim. L 4). In favor of this

are the facts, 1. that *ls rb weanror. cannot depend
on /xaprvp., which must have either Ira (1 Tim. v. 21)
or the simple infinitive (2 Tim. ii. 14) ; 2. that u/tay

is unsuitable to ^aprvp., which cannot have an accu-
sative of the person alter it, except in the here inad-

missible sense of taking one to witness. Perhaps
the pleonastic vfuis is put aftervupaxaXovms for the
very purpose of separating the subordinate partici-

ples from the superior one. Even as to form, vapa-

nv&. and fxaprvp, belong together as of the middle
voice, and are jointly distinguished from the active

vapoKakovms. Thus : We exhorted you with kindly
encouragement as well as with earnest obtestation.*

Comp., moreover, on the accumulation of participles

Note 27.—The division of verses is here very
unapt

f

29. (V. 12.) That ye shouldwalk In a manner
worthy, &c.

—

Els rb mptwar. is thus dependent on
vapaxak., and denotes the contents or object of the
exhortation. [So also LOnemann, who thinks, indeed,
that its may be referred to all the three participles

;

but in that case efc must rather denote the purpose,
as De Wettk and Koch understand it—-Rigger*
bachJ

With a£faii rod &§ov rov teaXovvros comp. Eph.
iv. 1 : idiots rijs KA^<r««f, CoL i. 10 : &{/»$ rov xvplov.

The two ideas are here combined. KaKovrros, pres-

ent; because the kingdom and glorv are still fu-

ture, so that the call thereto, though it has already

gone forth, yet continues till the coming of Christ,

when the kingdom and the glory shall be revealed
(Lunkmann)4 The participle is even half-substan-

tival, like 6 ftv6fi€vos, ch. i. 10.

80. Into his own kingdom and glory.—Mag-
nijicum $yntheton (Bkngel). Not a hendiadys:
kingdom of Hit glory, or glory of Hit kingdom
!Koppe, Olshausek, &c) ; nor yet: earthly kingdom
the Church) and heavenly glory (Baumgarten-Cru-

8 ius); nor is ©Vf£a the glory of the Messianic king-

dom (De Wette), but, since iavrov belongs also to

.

5d*$o, the glory of God, Rom. v. 2 (Lunemann)..
Comp. the closing doxology of the Lord's Prayer.

'Eavrov is emphatic by position, as in v. 7 [Web-
ster and Wilkinson :

u implying a participation, or
the most exalted fellowship and interest in the Divine

blessedness.
11—J. L.]. Paul would here again, at

the end of the entire section as at its beginning (vv.

2, 4 ; see Notes 4 & 10), give prominence to the

* [Similarly Pbilz: "in word* both of encouragement
and solemn admonition."—It is quite probable that wapaxa-
Aovktcs may draw the vpas to itself as being the generic
word. But what is said above more than that is too confi-
dently stated. Certainly there is not another instance in
the New Testament of *opa«aA«*» (in the sense of exhorting)
being followed, any more than naprvpofjuu, by cic t6. The
prevailing construction of the former also is with Zpa oran
Infinitive.—J. L.)

t [The Greek Testament begins v. 12 with «ot paprvpt-
fttvo*.—J. L.1

: [Vauohah: «'A reiterated sound, continued through
the indiridual life."-J. L.J
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34 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

thought, that it is God with whom believers have to

do, and of whom he had been the mere but honest

instrument (hence the leading position of 6oims in

» 10.—Comp. v. 18).

Thus: God calls you to a participation in His

own kingdom, which will appear at Christ's advent,

and in His own Divine glory, into which believers

then enter through the change [of the living, 1 Cor.

xv. 61.—J. L.] or through the (first) resurrection.

It might be asked whether paattela here is not

to be taken in the active sense = kingly dominion

;

yet this signification of &a<ri\*la rod &*ov does not,

to my knowledge, occur in the New Testament But
certainly the participation of Christians in the fiact-

Xfta will really be a participation in the (kurtXefaw.

Their calling is indeed to be glorified (Rom. viii 17),

not, however, to be ruled over, but to the fkuriKrfw
or avfi$aeri\€i€iv (Rom. v. 17 ; 1 Cor. iv. 8; 2 Tim.
ii. 12; Rev. xx. 4, 6; xxii. 5).—The motive to a
holy walk is therefore a double one, which yet again

is but one and the same : Christians are to walk
worthily, that is, they should regulate all their pro-

ceedings and life-conduct in such a way as becomes
1. the holy majesty of God, with whom by their

calling they have fellowship: and 2. their own desti-

nation, expressed in this calling, to a share in the

full dignity, imperial and essential, of this same
God. This pure light of glory excludes all impurity

(comp. 1 Tim. i. 11, rb ehayyikioy t?jj 5d*£i?f, in con-

nection with the preceding verses, and 1 John iii. 3).

This section also, like the one before it, thus closes

with an eschatological outlook. And, in truth, there

meets us here the high practical importance of the

Christian hope. As in suffering it begets patience

(ch. i. 3), so in action a holy walk.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (Vv. 1-12.) To the Thessalonians assailed

on account of their faith Paul shows that there is

something real about it, both in his case (w. 1-1 2)
and in theirs (w. 13-16). As proof he here cites,

not miracles, as, for example, in GaL iii. 6, but sim-

ply the demonstration of the spirit and of power

—

what of Divine, self-evidencing light they had per-

.ceived in him, and experienced in their own hearts

and consciences. It is worthy of note that the Gen-
tile Apostle, in the very first Epistle written by him
for the Gentile world, insists on this. And such is

still to-day the twofold evidence of Christianity in the

midst of a world estranged from God, where so fre-

quently all power, all culture, all historical life

stands, or seems to stand, in opposition to the gos-

pel : the children of light, in whom, as nowhere else

in the world, we perceive a perfect and blessed life

(Matt. v. 14-16 ; PhiL ii. 15), and the purifying and
quickening Divine influences which we experience in

ourselves from the gospel (2 Cor. xiii. 6).

2. Our section is rich in self-praise, which, how-
ever, develops itself rather, step by step, as self-

defence. A servant of Christ owes it, not so much
to himself as bis Master and his cause, to clear him-
self of unjust imputations, whenever they threaten

to hinder the progress of the gospel, and prejudice

the faith and love of the brethren. How in such a
case one should express and demean himself may be
learned from Paul, who first of all lets it be seen

•that he is Divinely certain of his cause, and is con-

scious of having acted with self-denial in the power
of God and before dm eyes of God, and then also

he appeals freely to human testimony. The Lord
knows how, by means of the oppositions of the
world or other humbling experiences, so to dispose
his servants inwardly, that when circumstances are
such that the ends of the Divine kingdom require it,

they can and ought to speak of themselves in a way,
that to the judgment of a merely natural morality
appears as self-praise. Here belongs also, for exam
pie, the fact that John distinguishes himself as the
disciple whom Jesus loved ; here belong many ex-
pressions in the Psalms and passages of Daniel, as
ch. L 17-20 ; ix. 2, 8 ; 2 Cor. x.-xiii.

8. Our section is a true pastoral mirror.* In
the first and larger half (w. 1-9) are two principal

points of view, one of which concerns the cause,

the doctrine; the other the individual, in respect
partly of his inner motives, partly of his manner
of acting and speaking. 1. For what concerns
the doctrine, we must be able to testify that it

is no misleading error, no idle, impotent human
invention of any sort, that we preach, but the
gospel of God, the glad tidings which God Himself
would have to be published to men. We speak in

the consciousness, and in the power, of a Divine
commission, not as those who are enthusiastic for

some self-contrived, human system, and such like,

nor as idle babblers believing nothing. 2. For
what concerns, a. the disposition and purpose
in the discharge of the office, we know that we
are free from impure motives of avarice and am-
bition, for we prosecute our work for souls in the
continual presence of Him who knows the heart, and,
to please whom, we have to prosecute it earnestly,

and in fervent love to those entrusted to us. That
we may offer no hindrance to the gospel, we wil-

lingly forego the honor and profit that we might
otherwise properly claim. We are not satisfied with
the faithful fulfilment of what is officially prescribed,

but voluntarily undertake additional toil and trouble

of every kind. We spare not our health or our
life, where the honor of our Lord and the salvation

of souls are concerned. In short, instead of seeking
aught for ourselves, the soul of our work is self-

sacrificing love. It is more blessed to give than to
receive, b. As regards the means and manner of
our working, we stand in no need of any sort of
cunning or spurious pastoral shrewdness to draw the
people to us, and secure for ourselves their respect
We never deal in flattering words. We aim not at
all at pleasing men.—In the second half (w. 10-12)
Paul exhibits the holy and righteous behavior of a
servant of Christ toward the believers, and shows how,
1. so far as concerns the Church, this consists in not
merely proclaiming the word generally, but in also

bringing it near to individual souls, so that in this

way the special care of souls is added to preaching.

2. For what concerns the preacher himself, he should
put forth all his strength, and in different ways,
adapted to occasional circumstances, to individuals

and spiritual conditions, point those committed to
him to the right way. 3. With regard, finally, to
the doctrine, it should aim at nothing else but to

hold the hearers to what is good. But in Christianity

that which is morally good has a thoroughly religious

character. It is a walk worthy of God. Nor does
even that exhaust the matter. It is not merely the
relation of single souls, or even of the congregation,

to God, that is to be held up to believers, but God
has a kingdom, a corporate order of life, in which

* Comp. Lehrer- und Predigertpifgel 1 Thrst. ii, 1-12 in
Zeller's MonaUblatt van Beuggen, I860, No. 10 sjjq.
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He really shares His glory with the creature. To
tbis kingdom, already rounded in Christ, but to be
first manifested at His advent, we are called. Our
walk should bear in itself the stamp of our so high

lestiny. We should act from motives drawn from the

kingdom and the glory. The preaching, therefore,

nust teach what the kingdom is, and what the glory

{conip. my Discourse : die biblische Lehre von Jteiche

Gottes in ikrcr Bedeutung fur die Gegenwart {The
Bible Doctrine of the Kingdom of God in its im-

portancefor the present time], Basel, 1859).—Lastly,

m our section there is this fact also to be particularly

noticed, that the Apostle compares himself in his

ministry to afather and a mother : the latter in the

first half, the former in the second. The parental

relation, that most original of all human relations

(being preceded only by the conjugal), that image of

God's relation to men, is itself again the natural,

God-given pattern for all other relations of superior

and inferior, and so especially also for preachers and
and pastors. A servant of Christ has in his own
house a constant school for his office. What he
feels and does for his own children, the same he
should feel and do for his Church. Yet, not

merely the earnestness of paternal love, but the ten-

derness and self-sacrifice likewise of the maternal,

is in the Apostle. He speaks of the parental rela-

tion, not by way of making it the foundation ofjust

claims, but with an eye to its obligations and perfor-

4. (V. 2.) It is worthy of remark that in v. 2

Paul does not say : we were bold in Christ, to speak

unto you the gospel of Christ, but: in God, of
Gad; and so throughout the entire section (see

vr. 4, 8, 9, 12, 13). To obviate the objections of

the Gentiles and Jews, he purposely reverts to the

ultimate ground, still common more or less to them
and Christians. Against Jesus Christ, that historical

Person, they might bring forward the same excep-

tions as against the Apostle himself; but God is His

own immediate witness in the consciences of all men.
And this Divine witness of conscience was, and is,

on the side of the gospel of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. iv.

2; v. 11). To this we too, in contending with the

adversaries, must always again revert We must
connect Christ with God, Christianity with religion,

that is, with the religious and moral nature of man
in general, the positive and historical with the ideal

(comp. Johnvii. 17).

5. (V. 5.) Twice in our short section does Paul
caU God to witness, w. 5, 10, as he does in like man-
ner also elsewhere, Rom. L 9 ; Phil. i. 8 ; 2 Cor. i. 23

;

comp. xL 31 ; Rom. ix. 1 ; 1 Tim. ii. 7. A servant of

God may often find himself in the same position, espe-

cially when meeting assaults, and where the question

Is about dispositions and prayers. A parallel to

this is presented by the Verily, I sou unto you, which
is found so frequently in the mouth of the Lord, in

the Synoptists with a single, in John with a double,

kpfa. It was necessary for Him, in opposition to the

unbelief or dulness of His hearers, to corroborate

the often very paradoxical truth which he had to

advance. Such assertions and protestations are ap-

proaches to the oath, to which some of them come
iraite close, particularly 2 Cor. i. 2, 3, and therefore

contributions to the Scriptural view of the doctrine

of the oath, and to the correct interpretation and
application of Matt v. 33-37 ; James v. 12.

6. (V. 9.) Paul insists strongly on the right of

ministers to live oft/te gospel (1 Cor. ix. 7 sqq. ; 1 Tim.
v. 17, IS ; Gal. vL 6), and he himself also receives

support from the Philippians and other churches (i

Cor. xi. 8 sq. ; Phil iv. 10 sqq.). But in Corinth (1
Cor. ix. 12 ; 2 Cor. xi. 7 sqq.) and Thessalonica and
apparently in Ephesus also (Acts xx. 83-35) he ac*

cepted nothing during his work there, but provided
for his own maintenance partly by manual labor

(Acts xviii. 3 ; xx. 34), partly through the gifts of

other Churches (2 Cor. xi. 9 ; Phil. iv. 16). He did

this, that he might offer no hindrance to the gospel

(1 Cor. ix. 12) ; at Corinth, in consideration of the

false Apostles (2 Cor. xi. 12 sqq.) ; at Thessalonica,

in consideration probably of the unbelievers, whose
calumnies he forsaw, or was already even in some
measure aware of. For that the Thessalonian Chris-

tians were poor, as Chrysostom and others suppose,

there is nothing to indicate ; indeed, according to

Acts xvii. 4, there were at any rate not a few rich

persons among them. At the same time the Apostle
desired also in his own person to furnish an example
of fidelity in a earthly calling, of strenuous labor,

of devoted love (Acts xx. 35 ; 2 Thess. iii. 7 sqq.).

We have now here before us one of the cases in

which, as in so many outward things—for example,
in regard to usages, the times and places of Divine

service, &c.—it could not be but that changes, to

wit, specific regulations, 6hould gradually be forth-

coming in the Church. Soon the clerical calling

could no longer be united with a secular one. It

had therefore to be furnished with a regular income,

and this is in accordance with Paul's doctrine. If

then, we neither can nor should directly imitate his

practice herein; if indeed, speaking generally, the

exemplariness of the Lord and His Apostles does
not require from us a direct, outward imitation—this

were really to turn the gospel again into law and
letter (comp. oh. L 6, 7, Doctrinal and Ethical, Note
5),—it is only the more important that we enter into

the meaning and spirit of the Apostle, and act on
this Apostolic view of the matter. Not to the Pope
alone does his worldly dominion prove to be ruin

;

among us also earthly good has already become the

curse and snare of many clergymen. This is one of

the tenderest points in the relation between the

shepherd and the flock, and by it is often insensibly

closed the mouth of the shepherd and the heart of
the sheep. There are certain portions of income,

those that partake more of the nature of perquisites,

which still fall immediately under the apostolic rule,

not to burden those who would thereby be burdened,

and rather to undergo privations, " lest we should

hinder the gospel of Christ " (1 Cor. ix. 12). It de-

serves also to be noticed that the Apostle (1 Cor. ix.

14) says, that the Lord hath ordained that they who
preach the gospel should live of the gospel, should

have wherewithal to live, and not more. With us,

to be sure, and especially of late, care is commonly
taken that we should not have it in our power to

think of laying up treasures. The wish expressed

by Schleiermacher in 1804, " that the relations of

the preacher's position should be put more and more
on such a footing, that it could present no external

attraction to those who did not value it for its own
sake," has already received a manifold fulfilment

Those, however, who have to struggle with want and
privation, may seek and find a strong consolation in

the fact, that they thus stand nearer to the apostolic

model, than if they lived in abundance of everything.

Comp. the flaming words of Ludwio Hofacker in

his Life by A. Knapp, 1852, p. 167 sq. : "Oftei

enough have I been offended with a certain class of

ministers. To lament over their poor pay b the'
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whole business, their main topic of conversation.

Nowhere is there less of faith and contentment than

among men of this sort 'With them the earthly

mind thoroughly predominates. In no class is there

less of Divine understanding. In heaven we shall

!>robably meet the smallest proportion of ministers

;

or it is well-nigh impossible that such an ease-loving,

selfish minister should enter the kingdom of heaven.

Is it not a real mercy that we are even kept a little

short ? How much money, then, must a preacher

have on hand? Or how much must he have in

furniture and pictures ? On this absurdity I could

descant for a day, and not exhaust the topic, dealing

not with individual cases, but with the thing itself,

nor yet out of illiberally of feeling, but from long

observation. Ah, where is the imitation of Christ's

life of poverty ? No doubt, there are many who
suffer, but why ? because they fancy that a son is

not saved, unless he gets to be a gentleman at the

University. The true sufferers are they who are

silent and endure, looking up to God."
[M. Henry : There is no general rule to bedrawn

from this instance ; either that ministers may at no
time work with their hands for supply of their out-

ward necessities, or that they ought alway* to do
so.—J. L.]

1. (V. 11.) Paul emphasizes the fact that he
had exhorted every tingle individual. Comp. Acts
zx. 81, and especially the thrice repeated trxLyra &V
bpotiroy of Col. i. 28. Here, as in Horn. v. 12, 15,

18 sq. ; 1 Tim. ii. 4 sqq., the emphasis is on &y&p*f
rot, since Paul is speaking of the spread of the

Gospel among the Gentiles, of the removal of the

distinction between Jews and Gentiles, of Jesus be-

longing as man to all mankind, and of every indivi-

dual simply as a man having an interest in Him.
This is that idea of humanity, of the infinite value

of each individual human soul before God, which
first came to light in the New Covenant, in Christi-

anity, and of which the Gentile Apostle was pre-

eminently the bearer. In ancient times, to which
the Old Covenant still essentially belongs, mankind
was as yet given up as fleshly to the forces of nature,

and therefore also to national divisions. The oppo-

sition of C9 and O^'tt, Xa6s and fory stood in force,

as that of Greeks and Barbarians ; for God in His
revelation condescended to the <ttoix««* rod ic4apov.

Not yet was the individual of any crnsequence in

himself as a man ; he came into view merely as a
member of the larger natural whole, the people.

A relative advance in this respect is certainly not to

be mistaken within the sphere of the old world,

when, for example, we think in the Old Testament
of the Psalms, in Greece of the schools of philos-

ophy, in Rome of the domestic life of a Cato and
others. But even the Psalmist, who knows that in

covenant with his God he is strong and secure

against all the world, is ever an Israelite ; the Gre-

cian sage is always a Hellene ; and so forth. First

on the cross of Christ was the flesh and the whole
power of nature broken in pieces ; first in Christ was
the one new man created, so that now there is no
longer a question of Jew, Greek, Barbarian, Scythian

(Kph. ii. 15 ; Col. iii. 11); there was born the idea

at once of humanity and of man ; universalism, and
along with that the true subjectivity and individual-

ism, for every one singly to lay hold in faith freely

from within on the salvation of God, and so attain

to the fulness of human dignity (as was already rep-

resented in the call of Abraham, Rom. iv.; GaL
iii.). Not only did Paul recognize and preach this

great truth; he likewise at the same time made
practical application of it, on the universal side in

his Gentile mission, on the other in his special care
of souls. The nationalists, therefore, have lost, not

.

their significance, but merely the sting of mutual
antipathy, so far as their members are in Christ ; in

the future kingdom of Christ the curse, the covering,

will be removed from the nations as such, as from
individuals at present, so that the whole life of his*

tory shall be a regenerate life, a life from the dead
(Rom. xi 15: comp. Is. xxr. 7, 8).

8. (V. 12.) Glory (W|a, *riZ9 ; for this Luther

has also sometimes Klarheit [dearne*s
t
fatfre], as for

8o£4f«ir verklSren [to illuetratej) is a radical term
used in Scripture of God, which in tbeosophy has met
with more consideration than in theology. It is the
real, organic side in the conception of spirit, whereby
the Absolute Personality is not a mere abstract £goy

but the Absolute Life, unfolding and shaping itself

in a fulness (vXtipmytaS of powers. What in earthly

phrase has been called nature or the corporeity

of God finds in the word glory—with which stand
connected the expressions majesty, beauty, lights

Ac., when used of God—its Scriptural foundation
and limitation. In glory is found the reason why
the whole man, even as to his body, is called the
image of God. By means of glory also is brought
about, agreeably to its idea, the appearance or reve-

lation of God. Christ's glorification consists essen-

tially in this, that His human nature is raised into

the condition of this Divine glory. He makes a real,

inward communication of \t to His own (unto my*-
tieay the sacraments), so that they become partakers

of the Divine nature (2 Pet i. 4 ; John xiv. 23

;

xvii. 6, 22, 24V till in the resurrection they are
manifested in tnis glory, even as to their body (Cot
iii. 8, 4). Bbngkl (on Acts vii. 2) calls dory divi-

nitas conepkua ; Oetinger, the unveiled holiness,

—

the great word that sums up the whole New Testa-

ment: J. T. Beck, christliche Lehrwi$$eneha/t
f p.

67, the self-manifestation of the living image of
God, which has for man a hidden side, but also one
visible in rich forms and degrees, and for special

revelations assumes special local shapes.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vv. 1-12.—This section and its several parts are
especially appropriate for texts of inaugural and or-

dination sermons, and such like; happy he, who can
take from it also his farewell text ! The principal

thought of the two main divisions, w. 1-9 and 10-
12, are embraced in the Doctrinal and Ethical

department, No. 2, and there already arranged also

with reference to the Homiletic use.— J. Mich. Hahn :

Our Epistle was written to such as had been
awakened for about half a year ; it is thus rather for

such as are weaker and for beginners. For this

reason Paul strengthens and animates the Tbessalo-

nians by very circumstantial arguments from his

own behavior, and that of Silas, among them ; con-

sidering that with inexperienced souls one must
deal more largely in details, than with those who
are more spiritually developed.

—

The same : That is

it which in our days makes faith so difficult: sinful

men dare to call in question the word of God, and
to correct it, saying quite plainly that to a great

extent it is just the word of man. This mischievous

cavilling may in dark hours of temptation rack with
doubts even the lovers of truth, and frequently, if
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they have thoughtful souls, they undergo no light

struggle. But these doubts are by the lover of

truth overcome, and tend to the strengthening and
confirmation of faith ; for as all things must work
together for good to those who love God and truth,

so likewise this, since it too belongs to the " all"

—

Dietrich : For the Christian it is important fre-

quently to review his previous guidance in Christ,

that he may become ever more conscious of the

work of the Lord, and also feel himself bound in

hearty affection to those, through whom the Lord
baa come to us. To the calumniators of the Apostle

we owe thanks to this day. for having been to him
the occasion for such an exact self-portraiture. The
enemies of the truth know not at all, what good
service they often render to it.

Vv. 1, 2. J. Mich. Hahn : The great boldness

after the contumelious suffering is a sound, valid

proof of the truth of God's word, and of faith's

real ground. How should human nature be able to

act and suffer thus aimlessly ? Its wont truly is, to

seek and intend self in everything.

—

The same : The
Lord's true messengers are for the most part pre-

pared in the school of suffering, and not in the

society of trifling, young people, who in their fri-

volity often do not know what to go at. If one or

another from that quarter is to prosper, he too is

called out of the confusion into the school of the

cross, like all the rest.

—

Thk same: While the Spirit

of glory rested on us (1 Pet. iv. 14), we bad spiritual

boldness, joy in God and with God, incomparable

heart-joy ; for the life of the spirit was so predomi-

nant, that we regarded nothing in nature.

—

Rieoer :

Suffering does not weaken faith, and so it does not

even abate boldness in opening the mouth. Suffer-

ing, indeed, undergone lovingly and willingly, as-

sures a man that he is renewed into the image of

Christ, and is treading in the footsteps wherein have
walked all the lovers of truth, who in the world

have been reviled. Suffering makes good salt;

avoidance of the cross makes the salt insipid.

—

The same : When we hear of the boldness of the

Apostles, we often suppose that all fear had been

blown away. But the Apostles themselves com-
monly put the two things together ; on the one side,

what through grace obtained the victory, namely
boldness, and, on the other side, those assaults from
nature and from the aspect of the world, through

which they had to fight their way with great conten-

tion.

—

Zwinoli : The preaching of the gospel does

not go forward without a struggle, and indeed m»ny
struggles; for Christ is the sign that is spoken
against.

[Burkjtt: The Apostle calls his boldness a
boldness m Ghd, because a boldness for God and
from God.

—

Alforo : All true confidence is in God
as our God.—if. Henry : Suffering in a good cause

should rather sharpen than blunt the edge of holy

resolution.—J. L-]

Vv. 8, 4. Rieoer: It is still at present an
easy thing for the world, when the gospel is pro-

pounded, to give it sometimes the appearance of

error, superstition, peculiar notions; and in other

eases, where some concession must be made to any
one, to impute to him impure aims and self-seeking.

—Tos same: In preaching the gospel, much de-

pends on the heart and its purity tried and approved
by God ; only in a good conscience can the mystery
of the faith be put. Not merely in the beginning and
on our first reception into His service does God prove
our heart, but daily and hourly.

—

Calvin : To please

God and to please men are brought together by
Paul as things mutually opposed.— Rieoer: In
striving to please, not men, but God, the gate is

strait, and the way narrow. One should, of course,

commend himself to the consciences of men-
should so deal with them, that, without bis pleasing

them after the flesh, they shall yet think favorably

of him, and not in distrust turn away their heart

and ear—should show to every man all gentleness,

condescension, and readiness to oblige, and yet so

keep himself apart in the spirit of the cross, as to

be intent on pleasing, not men, but God (1 Cor. z.

33).

—

Diedrich : We may well trust those, who, in

their transactions with us, desire in everything only
to please God ; God certainly desires what ia best
for us. Such as would merely please us will at the
least, and without their knowing it, be unfaithful to

us.

—

Rieoer : Precious operation of the Spirit of

glory, who rests on the sufferers, and, in their deep-

est submersion in the baptism of sorrow, instructs

them still to keep their head up, and to say to their

God : For he knoweth the secrets of the heart (Pa,

xliv. 22).*

Vv. 6-7. Rieoer: We cannot do too much
for the sake of winning men's souls ; and, if the

world calls that flattery, we are to regard it as little

as Jesus left off eating and drinking with publicans

and sinners on account of the Pharisees. When,
indeed, one's aim with men is to steal some advan-
tage for one's self or one's friends, and lull others

to sleep to their own soul's hurt, in that case there

may be danger of indulging in words of flattery

:

and therefore the Apostle immediately disclaims

covetousness also.

—

Calvin : Where avarice and am-
bition rule, there follow innumerable corruptions,

and the whole man sinks into vanity; for these are

the two fountains, whence flows the corruption of

the eutire ministry.

—

Cdrysostom : Paul says not

:

We were dishonored, nor yet: We received no
honor;—that were to have reproached the Thessalo-

nians;—but: We sought it not [(Ecumemus ex-

tends the emphasis to i£ &y&p6xwr : " for the glory

that is from God they both sought and received : rV
yap iic beov *al Iftrovp koX l\dfifiavov.—J. L.]

J. M. Hahn: Although as ambassadors of the sover-

eign Lord of the whole creation we might have used
authority, yet we did not seek to extort from you
any such regard as that you should look upon us

with fear and awe. This is the way nowadays of

those who presume on their office. But what credit

have they with the people, and what hearts trust

them ? That is the very reason why they are uni-

versally abandoned. Not so the Lord's ambassadors

!

—Rieger : Therein consists a great secret of the

kingdom of Christ, that by means of love, whereby
the greatest becomes as the servant of all, He
effects more, maintains a more fruitful order, than is

achieved in any worldly empire by ever so rigorous

a distinction of ranks.

—

The same : Christians, it is

true, are not an abject people'; they deal in large

aims and hopes. They do not, however, seek honor
from men, nor in the present time, but take it on
credit against the resurrection of the just.

[Burkitt : Flattery in any is odious, in a minister

'tis monstrous, both because spiritual men ought to

be most plain-hearted, and also because flattery

about spiritual things is most fatal and pernicious,

both to the giver and receivers.—A. Clarke: They

* [Pi. xliv. 21 of the English version. Luther's version*

followed in our text : nun ktnntt cr ja unurs Htrun*
Grund.—J. L.J
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hat preach the gospel should live (not riot) by the

gospel. But woe to that man who entered into the

labor for the sake of the hire; he knows Dot Christ

ind how can he preach Him ?—J. L.1

Vv. 7-9. The Apostle's motherly love to tfcose

committed to his care, as shown 1. in the most in-

timate heart-communications to them, 2. in tender

affability, 8. in indefatigable self-sacrifice.—The con-

nection of official fidelity with personal love.—New-
born children often cry a great deal, get sick easily,

give also every kind of annoyance, and need much
care, and only a mother's love and a mother's patience

can bear with them(Buchsel : Erinnerungcn aus dem
Zeben einex Landgeistlichen, Evangelischc Kirchenzei-

tung, 1859).—Roos: Dost thou from hearty love

undergo day and night toil and trouble, which no
man imposes on thee, or repays ?

—

Calvin : Paul's

unwillingness to have his wants supplied was in

order that he might not hinder the gospel. For
good pastors must be careful, not merely to run
strenuously in their ministry, but of this also, that,

so far as is in» their power, they remove all obstacles

from their course.

—

Rieger : Ministers of the gos-

pel never want occasion to practise many an econ-

omy in housekeeping, in the education of children,

in clothes and comforts ; whereby in some cases one
has rather wherewithal to give to the needy, and in

other cases our income suffices, nor is there any
need to trouble ourselves and others with bo many
complaints, or with so much striving after changes.

And again, there is always reason why we should

not set so high a value on what we are compelled to

add from our own means, but reflect whether it is

quite as much, as when Paul along with his preach-

ing labored as a handicraftsman.—Paul made no
claims on this life—desired not to have things easy

in the present world ; and therefore also the world

could do him no harm.—J. G. Kolb : He who has
the Spirit of Christ is faithful also in his earthly

calling. That is, he is not too lazy to apply his

powers in that direction ; and neither does he do
too much, so as to waste his strength in vanity.

He gives his time to securing tho heavenly call-

ing in the midst of the earthly one. Such a man
is then so much more effective in the kingdom of
God.

[V. 10. Webster and "Wilkinson : Only be-
lievers can rightly estimate holiness and righteous-

ness ; and it betokens high attainments m religion to

be considered, and to be, an example of holiness

and righteousness to them.—J. L.]

Vv. 10-12. Rieger : He who in Divine things

seeks not his own, but serves the will of God, act*

holily; he who does no wrong to his neighbor in

anything, but shows him all love, acts righteously

;

and he who, moreover, in his behavior, speech and
entire conduct, puts it in no man's power to charge
him with an offensive contrast between his teaching
and his life, acts unblamably. A father has and
exerts an authority, but it is that of love, not of
law.

—

Spener says in one of his farewell discourses

:

I cannot say that I am pure from the blood of all

men ; for I cannot say that I have not ceased to
warn every one.—Paul a model, not merely in preach-
ing, but also in the care of souls, and in the union
of the two. The great Apostle, who filled the whole
world with the sound of the gospel, at the same time
went after individual souls with all zeal. The differ-

ent ways in which salvation must be brought near
to different men, and even to the same men at differ-

ent times. We must learn to vary our voice.—[M.
Henry : We should not only be good as to our gene-
ral calling as Christians, but in out particular call-

ings and relations.—J. L.]

[V. 12. Bp. Davenant, on Col. i. 10: By this

form of speaking we are admonished, that Christi-

anity consists in a perpetual journey towards the
celestial country, and that no one must halt by the
way.

—

Webster and Wilkinson: The kingdom is

glorious, and the glory kingly.—J. L.]

Ch. n. 18-16.

8. b. The Apostle now on his port also reminds the Thessalonians, with thanksgiving to God, that they had reoeired
his word as the word of God, as they have since continually experionood in themselves God's mighty working (v. IS).

They could not otherwise have endured such vexations from their oountrymen, as the brethren in Judea had from
the Jews (v. 14), whose enmity to the truth and the Apostles, moreover, need give the less offence, that they are

thereby rather only filling the measure of their sins, and ripening rapidly forjudgment (w. 15, 16).

13 For this cause 1
also thank we [we also give thanks to] * God without ceasing,

because, when ye received the word of God which ye heard of us [received

from us the word of preaching that is of God],f ye received it not as the word
of men, but, as it is in truth, the word of God [ye accepted, not men's word,
but, as it is in truth, God's word],* which effectually worketh also [also work-

14 eth]
§
in you that believe. For ye, brethren, became followers [imitators, fj^xrjTtu]

of the churches of God which in Judea are [which are in Judea, ru>v owrwv cv tq
lov&ua;] in Christ Jesus ; for ye also have suffered [suffered, brdQere] like things

Sthe same things, to, aura]
6 of your own countrvmen, even as they have of the

ews ; who both killed the Lord [also killed the Lord] T Jesus and their own
prophets,8 and have persecuted [and persecuted, cK&wfavTw] us,

9 and they please
16 not God, and are contrary to all men, forbidding us to speak [hindering us

from speaking, kwXvovtwv .... XaXrjo-ai] to the Gentiles, that they might [may]
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CHAPTER H. 13-16. 3£

be saved, to fill up their sins always : for [but, 8e] the wrath J

upon them to the uttermost [to the end, cfe tcAos],

is come [came] !

I T. 13.—Ko* lb read before 8td toOto [as veil as after it] ty Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Alford,] after A. B. [Sin.] ; buf
the authority is insufficieut (LuDcmaun).

V. 13.—{jcai jjpctc evYapurTovM**'. The koL belongs, as usual, to what immediately follows it.—E. V. renders evxape*
rrfe by to piee thanks in ch. i. 2 ; v. 18 ; 2 Thess. ii 13, and 23 times elsewhere out of 34.—J. L.]

3 v. 13.—[The above is Ellicott's version of vapaXafiotrrts AdyoK a*oifc trap* rifiiiv tow 0eov. Auberlen ; da ihr das Wort
4t Bottchafl Golte* von uns empfinget. Alford retains the construction of the common English Version. See Exegetical
Note 2.—J. L.]

« V. 13.—[lM£eur0« ov Atfyor ayftpwvMp, aAAd . . . \6yov 0eov. LQncmann : " The addition of a <u* (ov\ «t AtfyoK ivfy.
•AAa . . . «f AoyoK 0«oO), in itself superfluous (see Kuhncr II. p. 226), was so much the more inadmissible, because the
Apostle wished to express, not merely what the preached word was in the view of the Thessalonians, but at the same
time what it was in fact. Hence also the emphatic parenthesis, fta0w? ioriv aAij0£>9." To the same effect many others,

including Alford, Wordsworth, and Ellicott.—In the Cod. Sin. dAi)0<»?, omitted a prima manu, is supplied by oo .Tec-

tum.—J. L.]
* V. 13—[jcal Inpytlrat. The effectual]? of E. V., probably from Calvin's cMcaciter—Bishops' Bible : effccluously—

fa scarcely warranted; though neither is our simplo workeUi quite satisfactory. Auberlen : itch wirksam beweist = shows
itself operative ; and so many others.—J. L.]

* V. 14.—[So Sin. B. D. E. F. Ac, and the critical editors, instead of ravrd (Roc, after A. fto.).—J. L.]
T V. 15.—[If the first #eeu of this verse is rendered fcof/t, it must belong to top xvptov, as in Wiclif : which slowen bothe

the lard ihesus and tite prqfttis; and so others, including Conybeare, Ellicott, Vaughau. But see the Exegetical Notes,
It—J. I*.]

« V. 15.—I&ovc before wpo^ifw is wanting in A. B. D>. E>. J. O. iSin.] Ac., and is therefore cancelled by Griesbach,
T^mnnn, Tidchcndorf [and nearly all the other recent editors], but defended by Schott, De Wette, Beiche, «c. Even ii

spurious, it is at any rote an intelligent gloss. [Revision : " Tertullian asserts (Adv. Marc. V. 15.) that it was heretically

introduced (adjcctlo hardier). Do Wette, on the other hand, thinks that it mny have been dropped either in conse-
quence of the opotoT&cvToir (tow* iiioxn), or as offensive to the anti-gnostic spirit, and commends Schott for retaining
it."]

* V. 15.—[Or, as in the English margin : chased us out, rjfia.9 ««5iw£am>i'. Auberlen : uns veririeben halten ; Ellicott,

Alford : drovt us out; Am. Bible Union : drove usforth; &c—J. L.]
*• V. la—[The MAS. D. E. F. G. have the Vuigato addition of toD Beov after ^ opyij.—J. L.1
II V. 16.

—

[SpQaat (Lachmann: c$0axc, after B. D.).—The historical time is determined by that of avatrkupAaax.
Comp. the Greek of Matt xii. 28, and see the note in Revision. Wordsworth, Webster aud Wilkinson, Alford, and the
Am. Bible Union: came—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Y. 13.) For this causa we also give
thanks—AtA rovro : Because it is God who calls

you to His kingdom, therefor* we thank Him that

ye received our word, not as man's word, but^Sod's.*

—Kol j?Mc?r stands opposed to avroi yap oTb*are

(v. L) f and means Paul and his attendants, who
now, in further explanation of ch. i. 6 and *vs e*we-

rrp^are of ch. i. 9 sq., remind the Thessalonians of

their lively reception of the word of God, just as the

Thessalonians were appealed to, w. 1-12, as wit-

nesses of the pure and powerful ministry of the

Apostle among them ; see on chap. i. 8, Exeg. Note
1. We have mutually received from one another the

deepest impressions of an operation of the Divine

Spirit : that is the third argument, adduced in ch. ii.

1-16, whereby Paul seeks to convince the Thessalo-

nians of the reality of their faith. So deep an im-

pression did he retain of the faith of the Thessalo-

nians, with which they received his word as the

word of God, that he has ever since felt himself

moved to unceasing thanksgiving to Ood. If he
speaks of the matter to God, and here repeatedly

emphasizes this fact (comp. ch. L 2), they may at

once herein recognize a new indication, how little the

question is about something merely human (comp.

on &* rovro). So far r<p &e£ answers both to the

previous rod beov (v. 12) and to the subsequent

k&yar &co£. The discourse thus turns back here, at

the end of the entire section, to the beginning (ch.

i. 2. Ewald).

* [The same explanation of tta rovro is given by Ols-
Arss*, LCxzxanx, Alforo. Others prefer a reference to
** the general subjects of the preceding verses,—the earnest-

Bess and seal of the Apostle and his associates n (Ellicott ;

sad shmilarly Websteb and Wilkinson). Less probable is

YseeiLis's reference to what followa—J. L.]

t [Perhaps rather to v/Uvs of v. 10 : Ye are our witnesses,
sad mow we too are yours. Or as Zahchiub: Not you alone
ought to give thanks for this colling, butwe also. And simi-

larty Ellicott. Either explanation is better than Lcne-
Mum's: We, as well as every true Christian that hears
of your deportment ; or Alfobd's referenoo to those ex-

mtfoned in ch. 1. 7.—J. L.)

2. When ye received from us the word of
preaching that is of Ood.

—

TtapaXafi., the objec-

tive, outward, matter-of-fact reception, in distinction

from 8«x«<r^«u, the subjective, inward acceptance

(comp. ch. i. 6.)*

—

tutor) = ft-J^©, Is. liii. 1 ; Rom.
x. 14-17 —pass, what one hears, a report, announce-
ment preaching, message. A6yos ajcorjs (comp. Heb.
iv. 2) is one of those genitival connections, which
we iu German are accustomed to express by a com-
bination of nouns: Botschnftswort ; Ewald: Pre-

digtwort [as if we should say in English, message-

word, preaching-word]. The addition of axorjt marks
the audible, oral announcement, coming to men as

a (new, hitherto unknown) message : comp. Rom. x.

17, where axof) is distinguished from (typa &co0, the

latter going forth from God to His messengers, the

former from the messengers to the rest of men. The
anarthrous \6yoi atcorjs should perhaps be translated

a message, to indicate it as unknown, new ; comp.
\6yos Kvplov of ch. iv. 15 with 6 \6yos rov K. of ch.

i. 8. With this message Paul appeared among the

Thessalonians ; he knew that it was from God ; they

could not yet of themselves know that. This he
here represents to us in a measure by the purposely

anomalous arrangement, rrap
9 rju&v rov 6co0:

they received the word of the message immediately

from him, but behind him stood God as the Author
and Sender of the message, nop' fi/iav naturally

depends on xapoAajS., to which also the preposition

expressly points back (Dk Wbttk, Koch [Ellicott,

Webster and Wilkinson], &c.), [not on \6yos ojcorjs

(Beza, Pelt, Olshausen, Lunemann, &c.), whereby
the construction becomes very harsh and clumsy

withal, since toD d'sow would have to be a closer defi-

nition of the composite idea, A070* ajcorj j wop* r)fiuv.—Riggexbaoh.] ; toD dfoO, on the other hand, de-

pends on \6yoi axorjs
t
and is a gen. anions, as in

* [Gorman versions represent the two verbs by enxpfan-
gen and auf- or an-nehmen. For c&£a*0c Calvin has am-
plexi estis = ye embraced of Benson, Mack5ioht, and other
English versions.—Wobdswobth, Webstek and Wilkin-
boh* accepted.*—%f. L.]
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10 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

tvayyi\iov rod &foD of w. 2, 8, 9, 6 K&yox rod Kvpiov

of ch. i. 8, (see there Note 4). It comes last with

emphasis, the point in the subsequent context being

that the preaching was the word, not merely of the

man Paul, but of God. Thus the participial clause,

Tapaka$>rrts—wop* fifxuv rod dcou, takes in once
more the contents of w. 1-12 ; for there, from the

beginning to the end (see especially vv. 2, 4, 121 it

is shown that Paul had not labored among the Thes-

salonians in his own name or in an egotistic manner,
but, as an agent of God, had brought them His
message and call

3. Te accepted it, not as men's word, &c.

[Ye accepted, not men's word, &c.].*—The
Thessalonians, then, understood and acknowledged
the real nature, the Divine character and origin, of

the apostolic preaching. They perceived m the

word such a supernatural, essential power, as can
proceed from no mortal man, himself involved in

the disorder of the world's sin. They felt the

Godhead drawing near to them in the word of life

;

for the Holy Spirit was thereby active in their souls.

And as the inward sense and instinct of the Divine

light in the consciousness opened to, and allowed it-

self to be intimately pervaded by, the concurrent

light in the word, mightily judging and irradiating

their previous darkness (2 Cor. iv. 4-6; John iii.

19-21), they therefore accepted the preached word
for what it is, as the word of God.

—
'E8c£ao&c, comp.

Sc^a/tcwi ch. L 6—a text for general comparison.

As immediate object, \6yov aKorjs rod bsod must be
supplied out of the participial clause ; oh \6yov avbp.

&c. is a second accusative of the predicate : to accept

something as—Winer, p. 203 sq.

—

A6yov ar&p. in op-
position to &*ou indicates the origin, and at the same
time the quality, which necessarily passes over from
the source to what springs therefrom (Olsbausen).
The plural avdocbrw stands with reference to the
plurality of the preachers, and also indeed generi-

cally ; comp. Matt. ix. 8. Winer, p. 158. Atyor
&€o0, the word which God Himself causes to be pro-

claimed by men, whom He by His Spirit equips as
His instruments ; comp. Rom. x. 17. Rieger: An
expression of God's heart concerning us*—Ko&<£*

ioriv iAijdwi : a simple, forcible testimony to inspi-

ration.

4. Who [which] also worketh in yon that
believe.—"Of can be referred either to X<$7ov (<Ecu-
MENIUS, OlSHAUSEN, LtJNEMANN, &C. [CONTBEi-RE,
Peile, Jowett, Aleord, Ellicott, Wordsworth,
Webster and Wilkinson, &c.l; comp. Winer, p.

231), and in favor of this it is alleged that elsewhere
the active lv<pyu* is used of God, and the middle
iv*py*ur&eu only of things (yet comp., for example,
Col. i. 29 ; Eph. iii. 20) f ; or to bcou (Theodoret,
Luther, Benoel, &c), and this is preferable, because
the context treats, not of an energetic operation
generally, but specially of a Divine operation;}
Benoel : Deus ostendens, verbum vere esse verbtan
Dei (ch. iv. 8, 9 ; Acta xiv. 3). On the former view
the meaning must be : which also shows itself as such,

&c. [comp. Acts xx. 32].

—

Kal adds to the accept-
ance of the word as God's word on the side of the
Thessalonians the effective, and that a continuous,

• [f>ee Critical Note 4.--J. LJ
t [These two texts, in which the middle participle is con-

nected, not with ferfc. but with (the Divine) ivtoyua or Svra-
iuf, cannot properly be regarded as exceptional.—J. L.J

I [Ir may quite as well be said, that in the oontext "the
writer is magnifying the word, by wav of Justifying his con-
tinual thanksgiving to God fur the Thessalonian reception
«fit»(Acv/#i* W.L.)

confirmation of it on the side of God (ttc'£a0&e,

aorist; cVcpyctrcu, present).* From that time on-

ward you are in real communion with God, who
shows Himself operative in you by the power of His
heavenly Spirit, overruling everything human, aa
may be seen in the fact that even the strongest hu-
man ties cannot bind you, since you have suffered

severely from your own relations and countrymen
(v. 14). To?* -KHTTtvoveiv: so far is faith from being

some empty thins, that it is rather the organ for God's
operations in us (comp. v. 10 and Exeg. Note 26 ; for

the topics, Eph. i. 19).f
6. (V. 14.) For ye, brethren, became imi-

tators, &c.—On ydp, see Note 4. bfith resumes
the immediately preceding iv fyuV, v. 28, and stands

with honorable distinction foremost. MifirrraX 4yt-

rfiSnrrf, as in ch. i. 6. There the Thessalonian be-

lievers are described as followers of the Apostle and
of the Lord Himself; here, in terms of scarcely less

honor and encouragement, as followers of the origi-

nal Christian churches in Judea. The Apostle points

out historically a fundamental law of the kingdom of

God, that is now fulfilling itself in the case of the

Thessalonians : The bearers of the Divine are al-

ways expelled by the natural community to which
they belong (comp. Matt x. 86-37). Thus the

Thessalonian Christians by their associates of their

own race, and the Jewish Christians by the Jews,

who in like manner killed the Lord Jesus and the

prophets, and now also have driven out the Apostle.

So little need the Thessalonians allow themselves to

be disconcerted by the injustice done them by their

compatriots, that herein rather lies the evidence of

the reality and power of the Divine influences pres-

ent with them ; for only that which is really Divine

is hated by the world (comp. the forcible word of

Jesus, John vii. 7 ; xv. 18 sq.), just as the strength

to endure this enmity likewise rests on God's opera-

tion in believers. 'Et&ctc denotes strictly nothing

more than the actual experience (there has befallen

you), but according to the connection it includes the

inward endurance of what has happened. For in no
other way can xdVxeo' serve to establish the efficien-

cy of the Divine word in them, and in no other way,
especially, can the preterite tafrerc, which, being
parallel to the iMtac&e of v. 13, has primary refer

ence to the time of their conversion, serve to confirm

the present ivepyurat, than as implying that the

Thessalonians have really encountered the enmity of

their fellow-countrymen, and do not allow themselves

to be thereby driven into apostasy. Taken together,

vv. 13 and 14 thus answer pretty closely to the par-

allel statement in ch. i. 6; v. 18 to &e£aitcvoi row
\6yov iitrb. %apas xvevparos aylov, v. 14 to iv dAtyet

xoAAjJ ; comp. there Exeg. Note 14.

6. (V. 14.) Of the churches of God which
are in Judea, Ac.—Tow b*ov answers to the three-

fold mention of God in v. 18; r&v ovawv has U
twice connected with it : in the first instance, ir r%

'Iov&o/f, it denotes the external, geographical sphere;

in the other, 4v Xpiarf *Ii^roO, the inner, essen-

tial life-sphere, on which see ch. 1. 1, Exeg. Note 8,

and Dock and Eth. 1. By the latter specification the

Jewish-Christian congregations are distinguished

• [Kal if no less intelligible on the other view : " As it is

God's word, so also, and in a manner thai befits and pro-
claims its great Original, It worketh, Ac {Bevision). Elli-
cott adds, that perhaps it suggests also " a contrast with
the inoperative nature of the word, when merely heard and
not believed."—J. L.1

t [In the preface Dr. Rioobnback intimates his mssont
from his colleague's reference of the 5c—J. L.]
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CHAPTER H. 18-16. 41

from the Jewish, which also thai 9oKou<rt congrega-

tions of God ((Ecumenius).—TW iKK\7)<rtuy is also

to be noted in this respect, that the Thessalonians

were the first church out of Palestine that was per-

secuted as a church.

7. Countrymen.—2v/*$vA., those of the same
tribe, exhibits the natural connection (Luther only

too strongly : blood relations), and the epithet IMctv

gives it additional force, in order the more clearly to

uhow the gospel's penetrating, overcoming power as

supernatural, Divine. By the (rv^vXirau, therefore,

as the contrast rwv 'lovZalww shows, are meant chiefly

[only] Gentiles (Olshausen, De Wette, Luxemann,
£wald, [Altord, Ellicott, &c] &c), because the

Thessalonian church was composed almost entirely

of Gentile Christians (Acts xvii. 4). [Not Jews
(Chbtsostom, kc) : Calvin, Bengal, &c, think of

Jews and Gentiles both.

—

Riqgenbach.]—Avrot are

the members of the churches in Judea ; constructio

adsensum.
8. (v. 15.) Who also, Ac.

—

Kal is not perhaps

to be connected with the teal following= as well—as

also, since several koI follow one another in simple

series: it rather adds to what precedes something

new and correspondent: The Jews have not only

persecuted the Christian churches in Judea, but also

killed the Lord Jesus, &c. The subsequent strong

expressions respecting the Jews are at first sight

somewhat strange, indeed almost displeasing, espe-

cially because one does not well see, at least not at

once, bow the Apostle was led to them by the con-

text. Looked at more closely, they full apart into

two divisions, the first consisting of past participles

(kroxTttrdyrmVy Ulta>l<LvTQiv), the second of present

(ofHorcoVrw with Ivatnlwv, Kv\v6rr<*v), Both divis-

ions end in something that has reference to the

Apostle: vnai {jc8m»£., v. 15, KwXvSrrotp quas, v.

16. Thus, the point in question is the relation of

the Jews to the Apostle, on which comp. Acts xvii.

5. This seems also to have been used against the

Apostle by the countrymen of the Thessalonians.

They might say : " How can you still believe that

stranger? His own people, in fact, have driven him
out, and are utterly unwilling to have him draw you

over to his side ; "—an objection which might have

the more weight for the Thessalonian Christians, be-

cause most of them had previously been proselytes

(Acts xvii. 4), and so accustomed to seek and find

the truth among the Jews. To this Paul now an-

swers: ••Yes, they have persecuted me, but no
otherwise than they did the Lord Jesus and their

own prophets; nor are they willing to endure it,

that I should publish salvation to you, and the Gen-

tiles generally ; but in this they are merely contrary

to God and men, and fill up the measure of their

sins." Thus regarded, w. 15 and 16 have a mean-
ing and significance in where they stand, and thus

also is set aside the offensive harshness that seems
to lie in the words ; it is set aside from the same
point of view, which in the earlier sections removes

the offence of self-praise or of the praise of the

Thessalonians. But the treatment of this matter is

attached to this particular context for the reason

that it falls under the same law as the suffering of

the Thessalonians from those of their own race (see

Kxeg. Note 5): Paul had the same experience from
his countrymen, as they from theirs; and as they

were preceded by the Jewish Christians, so he him-

self by the Lord and the prophets. With such pre-

decessors, and with this uniformity of experience,

the offence must surely cease. It is moreover evi-

dent that the example in v. 14 is there selected witk

an eye to the fact, that Paul means presently tc

speak of the Jews. And this point he has kept ta

the close of the entire section ; for having fully re-

established his own authority with his readers, hi

can the more powerfully subvert their earlier author,

ity, the Jews. [While expositors generally deal with

the difficulty, some of the expedients adopted b)

them in accounting for w. 15 and 16 are very far-

fetched. Olshauskn :
u Paul foresaw that the Ju-

daizers, standing on the same level as the Jews,

would damage him in this Church also, and there-

fore, by way of precaution, he here expressed him-
self on the points in regard to which he was usually

blamed." But would any one attack the Jews be-

forehand, in order to resist a possible, later incur-

sion of Judaizing Christians, to whom, besides, sev-

eral things are here inapplicable, whilst their charac-

teristic peculiarities, especially their legality, are

wanting ? Von Hofilann, on the contrary, supposes

that some desired to persuade the Thessalonians,

that the gospel was purely a Jewish affair, and that

it is in opposition to* this notion that Paul here

speaks. But one cannot understand how this objec-

tion could arise, since the Jews were certainly the

first and most vehement adversaries of the gospel in

The8salonica ; and then an attack on the Jews would
still have been a very indirect and extravagant way
of defending himself against that objection. Ds
Wette contents himself altogether with the remark,
that the Apostle seizes the opportunity to give vent
to his displeasure with the Jews. LDnkmann is

correct in finding the occasion of the philippic, vv.

1 5 and 16, in the fact, that in Thcssalonica the

Jews were the real instigators of the persecutions of

the Christians, and that in other places likewise

they manifested the same obdurate spirit of contra-

diction ; but with this generality he stops, and so

fails to account for the complexion of the entire pas-

sage, as well as its particular phrases, and overlooks

the reference to PauL Calvin, who is followed by
Calixtus, comes nearest the truth : Poterat Thesea-

lonicensibus hoc venire in menUm : si hose vera est

religio, cur earn tarn infcutis animis opvugnant Jit*

dcei, qui sunt sacer Dei populusf Ut hoc offendic-

ulam tollaly primum admonet, hoc eos commune ha-

bere cum primis ecclcsiis, qua* in Judaea erant, pes-

tea Judcsos dicii obstinates esse Dei omnis sanat doc-

trinal hostes. The only mistake here is, that Calvin,

whilst he too overlooks the special reference of w.
15, 16 to Paul, and understands tru/i^vXrr., v. 14,

principally of the Jews, brings to bear on v. 14 the

point of view, that is applicable to v. 15 sq.—Rio-

GENBACH.]
9. The Lord Jesus and their own prophets,

&a—

T

by K<tpiov stands emphatically first, and is

still more marked in being separated by faoierctv.

from 'li)<rovr: Tea, the Lord Himself they killed

(comp. 1 Cor. ii. 8) ; is it to be wondered at, if they

persecute the servant (comp. John xv. 20) ? What
is expressed in the case of 'lyo-ovy by the prominent
putting forward of rbv idpiov is in die case of robs

Tpotfiras expressed by the addition of itiiovs:

their own prophets, &v Kal rh re^xf T*pt<ptpowji

(Chrtsost.), they treated no better than they have
done the Gentile Apostle. This internal evidence is

favorable to the genuineness of foiovs ; if regarded
as spurious, this makes no change whatever in the

thought; we lose merely that particular stroke.

Tobr Tpo^rar might grammatically be connected^

as Koch would have it, with what follows ; but com
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•nentators correctly refer it to what goes before,

both because in other places also mention is made of

the Jewish murder of the prophets (Matt xxiii. 81,

37 ; Luke xi. 47 sq. ; xiii. 84 ; Acts vii. 52), and on
account of Mivtdyrvy, of which presently.—When
Paul now proceeds: real rjfxas iK^ma^dyrtsy, we
are by this time so well prepared for it, that it can
no longer furnish an objection to him, but rather an
argument for him and against the Jews. 'Ek9i6k*&
is no doubt in the Sept Ps. xliv. 17 [16]; cxix. 157
the strengthened ZultKttv (Dk Wette, Lunem.) ; but
the proper meaning of the word (see, for instance,

Passow, who indeed gives no other meaning) is to

pursue forth, chase out, expel, persequendo encere

(Bbngel, who adds : frequent verbum apud LJCX.),

and so the word stands in the only other passage
where it occurs in the New Testament, Luke xi. 49
(in the parallel passage, Matt xxiii. 84, Zityer* ktrb

ir6\«*i tit xoAiy)—a point of so much the more im-
portance, as Paul probably has here in bis eye that

expression of Christ In this case we are (with J.

Mich. IIaii.v, Baur, &c.) to think simply of the ex-

pulsion of Paul and his companions from Thessalonica
[acq Acts xvii. 5, 18), the very thing at which many
I>eliever8 might stumble. [Bexgel, Pelt, Schott,
L"kkuanx, (Ellicott,) think of the persecutions

of Puui and the Apostles generally; but this ex-

tension of tfixai is against the context, Bee w. 16
and 17, as well as v. 13 ; besides, the aorist partici-

ple leads us the more readily to think of a single act,

since the Jewish persecutions of the Apostles in

general still continued (see Acts xvii. 13 ; xviiL 6,

12), so that it must have been footoKoVrw as well

as afterwards kw\v6vt<*v.—Riggenbach.]
10. And they please not God, Ac.—The par-

ticiples now pass from the aorist [Alford: definite

events] into the present [Alford : habits] and, as robv

koL rhy Kvpioy—lK$ic*tdvTcoy hangs closely together,

so again does all that follows as far as <T&Sa><nv.

For cot to please God and to be contrary to all men
are correlatives, and kv\v6vto>v, &c. adds to it no-
thing new and independent, but, having no koI be-
fore it like all the previous participles, is to be sub-
ordinated to kp«rK. and ivavriwv [with Lune&i.,
though he makes it depend only on iyavrlw (and so
ALFoan.—J. L.).

—

Riggenbacu.], comp. v. 6 sq.

;

11 sq. The subordinate clause shows to what ex-
tent the Jews displease God, and are contrary to all

men ; and thus at the same time these strong ex-
pressions lose much of their harshness.—8e£ fib

dpwK6yrcoy : the Jews were jealous at Thessalonica
(Acts xvii. 5), as they were elsewhere both before
and afterwards (ch. xiii. 45 ; xviii. 6-13 ; comp. en.

xxiL 21 sq. ; xxvu 19 [21]), because through Paul so
many Gentiles were converted, and this jealousy was
with them a zeal for God and His kingdom in Israel

(Rom. x. 2), whereby they thought to please Him
(comp. John xvi, 2). In opposition to this Paul
now says ; they please not God. Thus the subjec-
tive negative p4 does not imply placers non quarren-
Hum (Bengel, &c.) ; but, on the contrary, it denies
the Apfoicuy as conceived by the Jews and also by
the Thcssalonians (Winer, p. 428 sq.)* Ubi dicit

non placere Deo, hoc vuU, indignos esse, quorum ratio
inter Dei cuitores habeatur (Calvin). The very

* [Ellicott : " It is not correct alirays to find In the^
(as Alford here) a reference to the feelings or views of the
subject connected with the participle (compare on Gal. Iv.

6). It Bomotimes refers to the aspect in which the facts are
presented by the writer, and regarded by the reader." In
this correction Auoan now acquiesces.—J. I&)

softness of the expression has a peculiar force.

—

Tlaaiy &vbp. lyarrlw. as contrary to God, so con-
trary to men ; but the former passively = objects of
the Divine displeasure, the latter actively = hostile

to all men. toxjiv dv&p6rott, of course, excepting

themselves, aud so, as to the sense, = rots &ve<riy

in the explanatory clause. But Paul purposely holds
up to view the inhumanity of this state of mind.
When heathen writers, as interpreters are here in

the habit of reminding us, reproach the Jews with
adversus omnes alios hostile odium (Tac. Hist. V. 5

;

Juv. Sat xiv. 103 sqq. ; Jos. c. Ap. ii. 10-14 etcl
they do not at any rate properly distinguish m this

thing the Divinely sanctioned particularism of Israel,

and the proud, narrow-minded exclusivism of the

Jews. Paul, of course, blames only the latter,

which would not acknowledge that God Himself
had now abolished the former.

11. (V. 16.) Hindering us, Ac—KaAveVrw, see
Exeg. Note 10. Aakrjcrcu Tvo <r»dwij>, either: to

preach to the Gentiles, in order that they may be

saved, (Bengel, Olshausen, De Wette ; thus tak-

ing Ao\. as a meiosis or tapeinosis for *irtryyf\l(c-

ff&ai) ; or Xya is weakened, as in the New Testament
it so often is, and marks the object (Winkr, p. 2U9
sqq.) = \a\.ijaat xepl rrjs cvrripias, \a\r,a,at to €vay
yixiov V. 2 (Lunemann, [Ellicott, Webster and
Wilkinson], &&). The latter method is the more
simple.

1 2. To fill up their sins always.—E<s r6, Ac,
belongs, not merely to Ku\v6yrw, but to the whole
description from v. 15. The result is here presented

as an unconscious purpose, just as we say : tofill up
the measure [De Wette). [Wj, then, is not= &rrc,
of the result as such (Pelt, &c.) ; but neither does it

mark God's purpose in the sins of the Jews (Ol-
shausen, Lunemann)* : the expression belongs not
so much to the Pauline style of thought, as to or-

dinary speech.

—

Riggenbach] :

—

avr&y stands em-
phatically before ras kfiapr. : tfieir sina, while they
are persecuting others, God's messengers, as sinners.—'Ayav\7ipa>aai, comp. Matt, xxiii. 32, teal fyt€is

T\7)p6<raT9 to fxirpov r&y Tartpay tuwy [also Gen.
xv. 16]. The compound ayux\rjp. means to fill up,
to fill again higher, so that, as it were, the still

empty space in the vessel becomes ever smaller.

We thus get a simple explanation of vdrrore (which
is thought to be difficult by De Wette, and strange

by Olshausen, who, with Bretschneider, would take
it a3=**Eyr«*, xavreXw*). The subsequent clause like-

wise with its «Is rs\os, will in this connection obtain its

natural interpretation. ndVrore means always, at every

time, by the persecution of the prophets, of the Lord,
of the Apostle, the sins were always again filled up,
filled higher, till now the measure is full

13. Bat the wrath came upon them to the
end.—A*7 opposes to the sin its punishment, and to

the ever fresh increase the end. Parallel to the
heaping up of the sin went the heaping up of the
judicial wrath ofGod (Rom. it 5), which now, how-
ever, is come to the end, to the uttermost, where
it must discharge itself (Lunemann). On $ hpyti

[Jowett : either the long-expected wrath, or the
wrath consequent upon their sins.—J. L.] see ch. i.

10, Exeg. Note 14. Els r*\os is to be connected
with tyW*, which means simply pervenit (Vul-

*
[Altokd and Ellicott also agree in thinking this ine

main referenoe of ct? rrf, considered not grammatically, but
theologically. Jowbtt : the object and the result blended
together in one ; the natural event, as the Apostle regard*
it, in the order of Providence.—J. L.J
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gate, Calvin, Dk Wcttk, Lr/NEMAircc, Ac), not

vnetemt (Bezjl, Schott, Pelt, Ac), since in the

New Testament, with the exception of 1 Tbess. iv.

15, <p&&rtip occurs only in the later, weakened sense

of reaching to, with W* (Rom. ix. 31 ; Phil. lit. 16),

ixi rum (Matt, xii 28 ; Luke xi. 20 ; comp. Dan. iv.

25), &XP1 ™^J (2 C°r' x- 14)- Here ** ** connected

with two prepositions of the direction, one of which

(tls WAos) indicates the inward development to the

end ; the other (H> carrots), the outward movement.
[At this many interpreters needlessly stumble, and
have either taken els riKos adverbially (=zfinally or

totaUy\ or have thought it necessary to refer it to

4 Vr4 • tne wrath which lasts to the end of the

world, or for ever (Theodorot, Theophtlact,

CEcumekius, &C-X or till its full manifestation (Ol-

hacsmj),* or to the destruction of the Jews (Gro-
tius, Pelt, Flatt, Ac). The last view is shared
also by De Wettk, Ewald, &c, who connect els

r4x»s with ty&turc in the sense of 2 Chron. xxxi. 1

;

Dan. ix. 27,—to utter ruin, to complete extinction.—RiooENBAOH.]—Paul knows that the Jews, having
likewise rejected the Messiah and the spiritual wit-

ness of his Apostles, are now ripe for judgment,
which accordingly followed soon after in the Roman
destruction of Jerusalem. He neither appeals to
any revelation that he had received on this subject,

nor does he merely draw inferences from the political

situation of the Jews [Jowett: "To the Apostle,

reading the future in the present, the state of Ju-
dea at any time during the last thirty years before
the destruction of the city, would have been suffi-

cient to justify the expression, ' wrath is come upon
them to the uttermost.' "—J. L.], but in the light of
prophecy of the Old Testament and of the Lord Him-
self (Ewald mentions Matt, xxiii. 87-39 ; xxiv. 16
sqq. ; Dan. ix. 24 sqq.) he discerns with clear spirit-

ual glance the interpretation of the signs of the
time. With this earnest word on the near immi-
nence of the Divine judgment on the principal adver-
saries of the gospel the section closes, and so again
in a measure with an eschatological prospect (comp.
ch. L 10 ; ii. 12). While the Jews fall under wrath,
Christians are saved from wrath (ch. i. 10), and
called to God's kingdom and glory (ch. it 12).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

I. (V. 13.) It may seem strange that Paul
should thank God for something that the Thessalo-
nians had done (ttl£o*&f). We are not to infer

from this, that their acceptance of the word, or
their/otM, is thought of as an operation of God to

the exclusion of man'* free receptivity. Had Paul
meant to say this, he must have expressed himself
otherwise, as thus : We thank God that He wrought
the acceptance, or faith, in you. But the indication
in iUfpcb* of free receptivity is the more marked,
as it is only afterward that the operation of God in
them is named in confirmation of the Divine charac-
ter of the freely accepted word (hs *o) ivivytncu 4p

tyuwrois mor*6ovo'ui)A Nevertheless, Paul can and
must thank God for the faith of the Thessalonians,
partly because it would not have existed but for

# [Lfvims* :
«« even to its—the wrath's—end, that is, the

vt&th of God has come upon them to its extreme limit, so
that it must now discharge iUelf ; now must judgment take
the plaoe of the previous long-suflering sud patience." To
flu same effect Alvobd and Ellicott. See the note in Me*
•frfan.—J. L.)

1[Comp. Szegetical Note 4, with the foot-notes.—J. L.]

His preparative grace, and the accompanying infiu*

ence of His Spirit, whereby the Thessalonians war*
convinced that Paul's word was God's word, and
thus faith is no independent act of man (Olshausen),

but really rests on a Divine causality
;
partly be-

cause for every good thing that happens to the

Christian, and makes him glad—and the faith of the

Thessalonians was for Paul something in the highest

degree exhilarating (w. 19, 20)—he gives thanks
and honor to the Father of lights, under whose
providential guidance and control stand even the
free actions of men (Lunemann). Comp. ch. i. 6,

and its Exegetical Note 14, and Doctrinal Principles,

NTo. 3.

2. Paul calls his word God's word. To what ex-

tent he knew himself to be justified in doing so has
been shown already, especially in vv. 2, 4 and ch. i.

5. God Himself, by a miraculous call and the light

of revelation had entrusted him with the procla-

mation of His glad tidings to the world (comp. Gal.

L 11-16 ; 1 Cor. ii. 6-16 ; CoL L 25-29 ; Eph. iil 1

-12), and now in Thessalonica, as in Corinth and
elsewhere (1 Cor. ii. 4, 5 ; Rom. xv. 18, 19), he has
preached the gospel in the energy of the Holy Ghost.

There are thus two essential points in the case: 1.

The apostolic call and illumination (inspiration),

which, effected by special acts of God, concerns the
whole man, and assigns to him an official mission,

a fundamental position and significance in the king-

dom of God (comp. Eph. ii. 20) ; 2. the separate
acts of proclamation, performed on the ground of
that general inspiration, and yet again in every par-
ticular instance, " in power and in the Holy Ghost
and in much assurance," or " in demonstration of
the spirit and in power." Now what is true of the
oral proclamation of Apostles holds good of the
written. " For the relation between word and writ-

ing is ordinarily this, that the writing compresses
the copiousness of the spoken word into a settled

elementary form—the final expression, made clear

and strong by deliberate reflection, of the inspired

thought—and so in Holy Scripture we have the ripe,

developed fruit of inspiration " (Martesskn, I)og-

matik, 2d edM p. 455). We are therefore at liberty,

and are bound, to call also t/ie written word of> Apos~
tie* (and Prophets

J
the word of God. And down

through all centuries the Church has borne to it in

the power of the Spirit the same witness, that the

Thessalonians did to Paul's oral proclamation ; she
has freely recognized and accepted it as God's word.
The testimonium Spiritu* SaneU continually asserts

itself as the subjective correlative and living evidence
of inspiratio.—But now, as regards the uninterrupted

oral proclamation of the word of God in the preacJ*

ing of the Church, on that point Paul says in the

Pastoral Epistles, which may be regarded as his

legacy to the Church in its gradual transition from
the first age of the Apostles into the common course

of history :
*' Hold fast the form of sound words,

which thou hast heard of me," and : " The thing

that thou hast heard of me, the same commit thou
to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others

also " (2 Tim. i. 13 ; it 2). He will thus have the

Church's doctrine and preaching expressly bound to

the fundamental apostolic word, and, though here

too the reference is to what is spoken and heard, yet

we properly may and ought once more to think of
the written word, which, indeed, is the only authen-

tic tradition of the oral for later generations (1 John
ii. 7, 24; i. 3, 4; 2 Pet i. 13-15). Essentially,

therefore, the Church's doctrine and preaching is a
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propagation, reproduction, an ever new appropria-

tion of the apostolic word. But as the preaching

Apostles would not have fulfilled their task by a

mere dry communication of God's revelations, but

for every announcement they had to be freshly

endued with the Spirit from on high, that the gos-

pel might be brought powerfully to bear on the heart

and conscience of the hearers according to their gen-

eral find special needs, as, for example, on the Jews
otherwise than on the Gentiles, so likewise for our

preaching the objective agreement with apostolic,

Orthodox doctrine does not suffice, but there must
always be a subjective fulness, and thnt in conjunc-

tion with the Holy Spirit It is not the preaching,

but the preacher, that preaches (comp. eh. i. 5, and
its Exegetical Note 12, and Doctrinal Principles,

No. 4). This, in fact, is precisely what is proposed

in the oral word, to bring near to men in a human
way the objective gift of God—to convey it to them
with a spiritual, personal vivacity. The preacher is

not a mere messenger, who may have no interest in

the intelligence he has to bring; he is a witness,

guaranteeing what he says by all that he is (John
xv. 27 ; Luke xxiv. 48 ; Acts i. 8, 22 ; 1 John i. 2).

And, accordingly, he too can and should testify to

his hearers the one apostolic truth in the freedom of

the spirit, ever according to their needs, in this or

that form, from this side or from that The more
these two elements mutually interpenetrate, the ob-

jective agreement with the apostolic doctrine and
the subjective, spiritual fulness of the individual, so

much the more may even the preaching of the

Church be called the word of God. At the same
time we here perceive that the Divine does not in

its revelation and communication exclude or sup-

press the human, but assimilates it, fills it with

itself, and so consecrates it for its own organ.

[When our Confessions teach : " Sacramenta et ver-

bum propter ordinationem et mandatum Christi

aunt efficacia, etiarasi per malos exhibeantur " (Conf.
Aug. 8 ; comp. Heb. L), this contains a truth, no
doubt ; and yet there is here a somewhat hasty makr
ing of a virtue out of necessity, and especially the

difference between the word and sacrament, in re-

lation to the personality of the minister, is not duly

considered. Comp. 1 Cor. L 14-17

—

Rigqenbach.]
Thus, in the connection of our passage with earlier

statements in the Epistle, and in its harmony with

expressions of the Apostle elsewhere, it furnishes

essential features to the doctrine of the verbum divi-

nwm, both as written and as preached.
3. (Vv. 13-16.} At that time there had arisen

even among the neathen a searching after truth.

The great world-empires had along with the popula-

tions shaken also the gods and the religions. Light

and happiness were sought in schools of philosophy,

in the renewal of the mysteries, from the Goetae,

&c. There had ensued, as in our day, a dissolution

of the spiritual life—a confused, conflicting throng

of all possible standpoints and attempts at deliver-

ance. The point then was, to discriminate between
man's word and God's. Fur this end the conscience

is of service (2 Cor. iv. 2 ; v. 11), which is given to

us as a compass on the swelling sea of life. When
it is aroused, a separation is made between what is

Divine and what is human. At this time many, at

Thcs8alonica also, had already attached themselves

as proselytes to the Jews, because even in the pre-

paratory revelations of God they found the best sat-

isfaction of their needs of conscience. Such were in

a peculiar degree prepared, inwardly and outwardly,

to accept the Gospel as the word of God. They
were so more than the Jews, because the latter gen-
erally held the law and the prophets in the way
merely of outward tradition, whereas the former
consented thereto with heart and life. Tims fre-

quently upright men, belonging as to their external

potation to the world, are nearer to the kingdom of
God than others, who have perhaps from their youth
up been associated with the pious. In like manner
churches, which assume to be those in which alone
salvation is to be had, or which boast of their ortho-
doxy, are not exactly those which bring forth the
most children to the Lord, because the Spirit departs
in a measure proportioned to the reliance placed, as
by the Jews, on institutions, the form of doctrine,

&c. (Rom. ii. 17 sqq.)

4. (Vv. 14-16.) We can here almost perceive the
growth in- Paul of his leading view of the position
of Gentile Christians in relation to Jewish Chris-
tians and Jews. The latter are the proper enemies
of the gospel, not only amongst those of their own
nation, but also in the Gentile world ; for this reason
he sees the judgment now breaking in on them. On
the other hand, he recognizes in the Gentile Chris-
tians the followers of the Jewish Christians, of the
true congregation of God in Israel. They belong

—

this thought here presents itself as a matter of
course—to the genuine seed of Abraham, and take
the place of the exscinded branches (Rom. iv. and
xi.). The condition for this is simply faith, on which
such special stress is laid in v. 13 ; through faith a
man quits his natural connections, and enters the
circle of the Divine operation in the world (the con-
nection of vv. 13 and 14). To the Jews were en-
trusted the \6yia rod btov (Rom. iii. 2) ; to believ-

ers from among Jews and Gentiles is not merely en-
trusted outwardly the \6yos &eoC, but God thereby
works in them with a living power (v. 18). We
have thus here, in regard to the history of the king-
dom of God, the genesis of Paul's objective, funda-
mental view respecting the setting aside of the Jews
and the participation of the Gentiles in that king-
dom, just as in Acts xiii. 88, 39 we have the genesis
of his fundamental view of subjective salvation, of
the doctrine of justification by faith. Then in the
Epistle to the Romans both views are developed
jointly.

5. But it must not be forgotten, that our text is

not the last word of the Gentile Apostle respecting
the Jews. It is rather in the Epistle to the Romans
(chh. ix.-xi.) that he has uttered this. There, with
an extreme, self-denying love, he expresses his pro-
found, continual sorrow on account of the rejection

of Israel (ch. ix. 1-3 ; x. 1, 2). He places the ulti-

mate aim of his Gentile apostleship in this, that by
means of the converted Gentiles the Jews should be
provoked to emulation (ch. xi. 13, 14). He makes
it the duty of Gentile Christians not to be proud and
severe in regard to the Jewish branches broken off
on account of their unbelief, because otherwise the
same fate awaits us (ch. xi. 17-22). To his Gentile
Church, accordingly, which has so often, alas, actu-
ally fallen into that spirit of arrogance toward the
Jews which he repudiates, and is still for the mos
part ensnared therein, he has rather bequeathed it is

her task, by means of her walk of faith before
Israel, and her loving sorrow in their behalf, to win
over the blinded people. The Church has a mission
of faith and love to the Jews ; she has and should
have a Jewish mission. If among us evangelicals

this obligation is again here and there acknowledged
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rod discharged, yet these efforts are but feeble, slight

genua and beginnings. The Jewish mission is still

ir too much a thing singular, peculiar ; it is too lit-

tle sustained by the intercessory sympathy of the

believing Church. We must in this thing learn to

walk more fully in the steps of our Apostle and of
the Lord Himself, of whom in reference to this very

people Matt. ix. 36-38 stands written. The Jewish
nission, moreover, is in a quite special sense the

nission also of hope. For the very last word of the

Jentile Apostle respecting Israel is this, that the en-

tire people shall yet be saved, and from the receiving

of them again shall a new life stream forth to the

nations of the world (Rom. xi. 12, 15, 23 sqq.).

This national conversion of Israel is, indeed, not a
matter that we can introduce; with other develop-

ments in the kingdom of God, it is connected with

the coming of Christ (Matt, zxiii. 39 ; Acts iii.

1^-21) [Zech. xii. xiii. xiv.—J. L.J. But in order

to this, to say nothing of the salvation of individual

souls, the Jewish mission has to perform the office

of a forerunner, and prepare the way.

6. The result of the entire development of the

Jewish people during more than fifteen centuries was
their division into a believing minority (v. 14^ and
an unbelieving majority (vv. 16, 16), which op-

pressed and persecuted the former. Already, in-

deed, had the prophets prophesied of the remnant
which alone should be converted (comp. Rom. ix.

27-29 ; xl 1-10). This division [Seheidung] being

completed, there came the crisis [Jinttcheidung], the

judgment (Kpltris includes both) in the destruction of

Jerusalem, from which the believers were delivered

(Pella, &c), whereas ruin befell the unbelieving peo-

ple. The same result will follow the development

also of the New Testament Church and of the Chris-

tian nations. On this rests the deep, biblical truth

of the distinction between the visible and the invisi-

ble Church. We too stand in the time of separa-

tion, and are advancing toward the crisis.

7. (Vv. 15, 16.} It is worthy of notice that the

ideas of w. 15 and 16 obviously lean on a sentence

of the Lord, and are evolved from it. Comp. with

v. 15 Matt xxiii. 84 ; Luke xi. 49 : avoffrt\<* xpo-

f^raf Kal avoorSkov* ttai l( avr&r kwoierevown koX

laSu^ovtriF, and with v. 16 Matt, xxiii. 32 : k*L fifths

vAipdfrorc to fxtrpov rStv wripmr vfi&y, and v. 86

:

%{«i ravra vdrraM tV ytrthr ralriiv. We thus

see how, under the illumination of the Spirit, the

words of the Lord and the Apostle's own experi-

ences originated his thoughts. At another time it

was words of the Lord, which the Apostle received

in immediate revelations from heaven. In his escha-

tological teachings which we shall have later to con-

sider, we shall see both kinds of words codperating,

and along with them Old Testament prophecy. The
sayings of Jesus were evidently not unknown to

Paul. With him they frequently sound still in a
freer form (preceding the written determination of

them).

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

* V. 13. Rimer: Where we said : / am glad, I
ewer (kink of it without joy, there the spirit, in

which Scripture is written, impels us to say: We
thank Qod, that He may ever be acknowledged as

-he Giver of these joyful providences, and that joy
itself may be so seasoned with salt, that the flesh

shall be less able to attribute aught to itself.

—

J. Mica. Hahm : How greatly must it rejoice a ser-

vant of the Lord, when he is permitted also to see
fruits of his labor 1 Or are we going to find fault

with this joy, even though it be a joy in the Lord ?

Or have we perchance any cause to blame the Apos-
tle, when, for the strengthening of the faith of those
dear to him, he exhibits to them something of the
fair fruits of the Spirit? Did not Jesus Himself firs*

tell His churches of whatever good things they had,

and then of their evil, if they bad any?

—

Riegkr:
Perhaps some one thinks, it was possible for the
The8salonians at once to accept as the word of God
the word from the mouth of such a gifted Apostle

;

but who will require of us now, that we accept for

God's word everything that sounds from pulpits?

That time also had its own difficulties. Paul was not
regarded at Tbessalonica with quit£ the same degree
of respect that we can now feel toward him. Out-
wardly he was to be looked upon as a mechanic (v.

9} ; inwardly the opposition he had to endure gave
him great trouble. The acceptance in these circum-
stances of his word as the word of God was pro-

moted by means, that would still be effective in the

case of our expositions at the present day—by
searching the Scriptures, whether those things are

so (Acts xvii. 11). That at least accept as God's
word, which thou canst so accept with the concur-

rence of thy conscience.—The apostolic word (the

word of the Bible) is God's word, and certifies itself

as such by its Divine, spiritual working in us (the

witness of the Holy Ghost).—Roos : You experience
a Divine working within you. Before you believed,

there was none of this Divine working. It exists

while you believe, and ever since you believe. You
feel it, and may thence infer that what you believe

is the word of God.

—

The same : Is it not the effect

of the Divine working, that you can allow yourselves

to be harassed by people of your nation, without be-

coming thereby disheartened or enraged ? Who has

at any time seen this fruit of the Spirit in an unbe-
lieving Gentile or Jew ? Thus the patience and faith

of the saints (Rev. xiii. 10; xiv. 12)—these two
main elements of the suffering and contending
Church—are likewise the main proofs of the Divine

character of her foundation, as laid in the apostolic

word. In this sense the Church is the proof of the

Divine character of Scripture (comp., at ch. i. 6, 7,

Doctrinal Principles, No. 6). This is, indeed, no
glorious proof, such as might strike even the natural

sense, the merely logical or mathematical under-

standing. On the contrary, it is a proof from her
humiliation. But the very fact that the Church of
Jesus amidst all depressing and adverse circum-

stances, and while having the whole world opposed
to her, still endures, is a proof that supernatural,

Divine powers here rule—that Jesus has given to

her the glory which He received from the Father

(John xvii. 22 ; 1 Pet iv. 14).—The preached word
as God's word (comp. Luke x. 16): What this in-

cludes, 1. for preachers (see Doctrinal Principles,

No. 2), 2. for hearers : a. the obligation not to carry

themselves with indifference or even offensively

toward the word, but to receive it as a real message
from God attentively and willingly ; b. the blessing,

that from the word thus received there proceed Di-

vine influences upon us.

—

Pfjjtf : God's word can-

not be without stir and fruit, wherever it is but

allowed to rule, any more than fire and light in cold

and darkness.

—

Zwinoli : The persecutors of God's

word, in order to render it odious, put forward the

name of Luther or Zwingli. The believer alone can

decide whether it is God's word ox man's ; that is.
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when God works in the hearers, and arouses and
quickens within them the external, preached word,

so that a new man is born.

V, 14. See on v. 13.—Roos : Novices in Chris-

tianity are commonly spared by the Lord sharp tri-

als ; but this was not the experience of the Thessa-

lonians, the Lord often indeed showing that He does
not always act according to one rule.—Though in

our Christian world relations are in part changed
from what they were then, yet even now also the

convert has often to suffer, and that severely, from
kinsmen and other companions. But let us be
thoroughly penetrated by the power of the Divine
word, and we are thereby enabled to hearken unto
God more than unto the dearest of men. Then too
have we the best hope of drawing after us those con-
nected with us, when they see how the truth is sa-

cred and precious to us above all things else ; this

inspires them first with respect for it, and afterwards

perhaps with love to it.

—

Benqel : The same fruits,

the same afflictions, the same experiences of believ-

ers of all places and times afford an excellent crite-

rion of evangelical truth.—Roos : A congregation or
a household of believers may take comfort from the
example of others, and, in particular, converts in

Christianity may do so from the example of older

Christians.

—

Zwikgli: The churches in Judea be-

lieved first on the Lord Jesus, and then the Gentiles

also followed them ; they did not, therefore, follow

the Roman church or the Pope. [Moreover, the
promise given to Peter, Matt. xvi. 18 sqM was ful-

filled in Jerusalem at Pentecost and afterwards, Acts
ii sqq., not in Rome.

—

Riggenbach.]
[Mattiikw Henry : The cross is the Christian's

mark : if we are called to suffer, we are called only
to be followers of the churches of God ; so perse-

cuted they tlie prophets that were before you. Matt. v.

12.—J. L.]

Vv. 15, 16. On the Jews, see Doctrinal Princi-

ples, Nos. 3-6.—The sin of the Jews was peculiarly
grievous, and more grievous than that of the Gen-
tiles; for it consisted not merely in the doing of
evil, but in the rejection of the help offered them
against the evil, in their hostility to the messengers
of salvation, in hardening themselves against the
ever new and higher revelations and more urgent

invitations of God (Matt xxi. S3 sqq. ; xxii. 8-7).

Indeed, the real sin is unbelief (Mark xvi. 15 sq.

;

John xvi. 9 ; v. 46 sq.). What was true, therefore,

at that time of the Jews is now true of Christians

;

since the light shines now for us, for us is the day of
salvation.

—

Bengel : Stubborn resistance to the word
is that which most of all fills up the measure of sin.

And Rieger: He who neglects his own salvation

grudges to see in others greater zeal for their salva-

tion; and so by the persecution of others is the
measure of sins commonly filled up.

—

Diedrich:
To love Christ, and that alone, is truly to love hu-
manity ; for true humanity is in Him alone, and by
His word it is propagated and trained.—There is

among us Christians also a Jewish illiberality, which
thinks to please God by drawing the circle in some
one sense very tight This is a zeal for God, but not
according to knowledge (Rom. x. 2), a zeal which, as
with the Jews, is ever connected somehow with self-

righteousness (v. 3), and does not duly understand

Christ as the end of the law (v. 4). Let us allow

grace to be really grace, and we shall recognize it

also in its universality, nor will we make the strait

gate still straiter. We learn to unite with a strict

confidence a wide heart and a free vision.

—

Pfaff :

God seldom punishes the first sin, but He suffers

iniquity to mount for a certain period and to a cer-

tain pitch. When it has reached the measure fixed

by Him, He breaks in with His judgment ; but this

limit is not very discernible before the event. Fore-
tokens of it, however, are not obscurely to be in

ferred from, for example, the long duration and hei-

nousness of the sins, from contempt of the richly

proffered means of grace, from obduracy, &c

—

Burkitt : It is a singular support to suffering saints,

to consider that Christ and His Apostles suffered be-
fore them, and by His sufferings has sanctified a state

of affliction and persecution to them.—A spirit of
persecution seems ofttimes to run in a blood,

and passes from parent to child through many genera-

tions. The Jews killed Christ, stoned the prophets,

and persecuted the Apostles.— Paul ranks them
that are enemies to the preaching of the gospel

with the obstinate shedders of Christ's blood;
they are enrolled amongst the capital enemies of
mankind.—J. L.]

n.
i

Cu. II. 17-Ch. m. IS. -:

What Paul did for the Thessalonians after his departure,

Ch. n. 17-20.

1. Ho had oaoe and again earnestly purposed to come uato them, but was hindered.

17 But we, brethren, being taken [having been bereaved by separation] from
you x

for a short time, in presence, not in heart, endeavored the more abundantly
1

8

[the more ab. end.l * to see your face with great desire. Wherefore we woulcl

have [wished to, rjieXrja-apfv] come unto you, even I Paul, once and again [both
19 once and again, kol aira£ k<u &Ys] ; but [and, kqx ] Satan hindered us. For what is

our hope, or ioy, or crown of rejoicing [glorying]
4
? Are [Or are] * not even yo

[ye also, *al vpcis], in the presence of [before, ipirpoa-Sev] our Lord Jesus Christ f

20 at His coming ? F
t
or ye are our glory and joy.
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i V. 17.—[«*op^oyi?ftrre? od' v/t^y. German: verwaiset von euch; Vaughon: "literally, orphaned from you.''

The doable aw6 emphasises the met of separation ; 6p^ayca0., the feeling of bereavement and desolation that ensued.—
Pole, Ellicott, Yaughan and others : torn from wu; rcile adding, and

• Bobinson : ** bereaved and separated."—J. L.]
Jowett : bereaved in being taken from

* V. 17.—[The Greek order, " throwing the emphasis more distinctly on the more abundantly" (Ellicott).—J. L.l
* V. 18.—Instead of U6 Lachmann, Lunemann [Xisohendorf in the first and latest editions, Alford, Elliooit] and

others, read, after Sin. A. B. D. 1 F. Gk and some other manuscripts, 6t6n, whereas Tischendorf (ed. 2), De Wette,
Rekhe and others, retain Si6 of the reoeired text. At any rate 6i6ti must be= on which account, therefore, and so

equivalent to U6, as Lunemann also supposes j but elsewhere 6t6n is with Paul = because; comp. in our Epistle ch. iL

8;iv.8L
« V. 19.—[ftovYijffcwc. See the English margin^ and 2 Cor. vii. 4 •, comp. also Rom. xv. 17, and the several instances

(8 out of 12) in which the noun is in our version rendered boasting.—J. L.J
* V. 19.—(The $ before ovxl cot is wanting in Sin. 1

, but was added by correction; and the same thing is true of ^
* * irejra#a in v. 20.—J. L.]

• v. 19.—(Ellicott : •• The addition x/hotov (Bee, with F. G. L. \ many Vv.) is rightly rejected by Lachmann, Tisch-
endorf, and most modern editors," and our German text. It is wanting in Sin.—J. L. J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (V. 17.) But we.—'H/tm, emphatic in itself

and bj its position in front : As to what concern* its.

Having spoken, vv. 13-16, of the Thessalonians

(comp. the i/uts standing foremost with like empha-
sis in v. 14), Paul again reverts to himself, in order

to do away with a second imputation or doubt, as if,

since he has been gone from the Thessalonians, after

they had been readily persuaded and won over, he

had left off caring for them. Suspicionem contemtus

tt negligcntim prcevenit (Calvin; similarly Pelt
and others). Thus, as the first section (ch. i. 2-ii.

16) sketches for us a lively picture of Paul's ministry

at Thessalonica and of the founding of the church

there, a like sketch is given in the second section

(ch. iL 17—UL 13) of the manner in which, during

the interval of some six months that has since

elapsed, the founder of the church has cared for it

and been active in its behalf. This authentic infor-

mation respecting the Apostle's doings in the estab-

lishment and rearing of churches is of high value.

—

[j^ti«, resumed from v. 13, and now contrasted

—

W—with the persecuting Jews of vv. 15, 16. So
LU5EMASN, Alford, Ellicott.—J. L.]

2. Bereaved of you.—Chrysostom : Paul does

not say separated, but more than that 'Op<pav6s

and lp<f>aAz<* are even in the classics used, not

merely of children bereaved of their parents, but

also of parents bereaved of their children, and in

other similar relations. The expression is one of

tenderness, and belongs to the same category as the

figure of the mother (w. 7, &) and of the father (v.

11) [so that Paul does not really compare himself to

a child, as Chrysostom &c improperly assume.

—

Biooexbacb]. The Apostle would, first of all, inti-

mate to his readers, that, so far from having forgot-

ten them, his separation from them has been for him
a painful experience. Hence also the two additions

:

for the space of an hour, that is, only a very short

time, as we say : for a moment (elsewhere icpbs t»paw,

for a short time, Philcm. 15 ; Gal. ii. 5 ; 2 Cor. vii.

8, or irpbt KcupoV, for a time at least limited, Luke
viu. IS ; 1 Cor. vu. 5 ; here both are strengthened

by being joined together), and : in presence only, not

in hearty which ever remained with you (dative of

reference, comp. 1 Cor. v. 3 ; and, on the opposition

between wpoWror and xapHia, 2 Cor. v. 12 ; 1 Sam.
xri. 7, LXXA Thus: We had almost no sooner
been parted from yon, and that only outwardly, not
inwardly, than we again had a great longing to see

yon. [ripof Ktupbr &pas does not state that the sepa-

ration altogether lasts but a short time, as if Paul
here anticipated the fulfilment of the wish expressed
ia ch. iii. 10 (D« Wbttk, Koch), or even thought of
the reunion at the approaching parousia (Olshau-
iXX).—RlOOENBACn].

J. Endeavoured quite earnestly [the more

abundantly endeavoured].—When the idea, with

which the comparison exists, is at once understood

from the context, it is not uncommon for the com-
parative to stand alone, and it then has the force of

a positive, as in Acts xvii. 21 ; especially does this

happen with the comparative of adverbs, as rdxioy,

naWoy, wepio'O'OTfpojs.* Alex. Buttmajjn,

Orammatik dee neutestamentlichcn Sprachgebrauche,

1859, p. 72 (on the form Tcpioffortpus, ibid, p. 61).

If it is desired to specify the idea round which the

comparison turns, it is evidently from the connection

the Tp6oarwotf purposely repeated in opposition to

KapSla : Because the Apostle was not separated from
them in heart, though in face [presence], he there-

fore strove the more keenly to see again their face

also.f Less suitable supplements are introduced by
others.} "Ex woAAj iw&jpla is a reiterated con-

firmation of iffvoviitrufity. The one confirmation

stands at the beginning, the other not less emphatic-

ally at the close, of the sentence. Here also the

Apostle's love again shows itself so fervent, and as it

were that of a bridegroom, that Chrysostom, im-

pressed thereby, remarks; ipd/xeyos Ijy /iovik6s tis

Kal iucdbeiCTOi Kal OKapriynrox cU Qtidav.—To see
your face is a select phrase of love, instead of the

more prosaic to come unto you of v. 18 ; comp. ch.

iii. 10.

4. (V. 18.) Wherefore we wished to come
unto you.—From the general disposition, v. 17,

proceeded positive resolutions, for the non-fulfilment

of which Paul is not to be blamed.

—

%

tly& fity

Uav\os : u«V soliiarium for the greater prominence

of the subject. From this too we see, as from

Kap&iar v. 4, and tyuxds v. 8, that in the first person

plural Paul intends to include Silvanus and Timothy
(Lunemann). Had he meant himself alone by it,

the addition of iy& ply TlavKot would have been

unnecessary. But here especially he had to distin-

guish himself, because indeed Timothy had in the

meanwhile como to Thessalonica. But having once

singled himself out, he afterwards speaks even of

himself alone in the plural; so even in our verso

ilfias, and with peculiar distinctness in ch. iii. 1, 2.

—

Kal &ra4 go) Ms, not simply 8ft, nor yet &Va| iced Ms
(which is used indefinitely = more than once), but

stronger than the former expression and more pre-

cise than the latter : both once and twice, not only

* rn«p«r<roTA*K oocurs eight times in Paul's other Epis-

tles (besides Heb. iL 1 and xiii. 19), nnd in some of those In

stances does it stand for the positive.—J. L.)

t [So De "Wette, Koch, Ellicott, and others. Tho ob-
jection to this is, not merely that, had the separation been
in heart, there would have been no desire whatever to see

them again [LCkemajciO, but that ov xapAt? is simply an
incidental, parenthetical correction of the main thought,

airop^ai'urWKTO ty* vyMV. I prefer Calvin's explanation

:

The writer's love, instead of being lessened by absence, was
rather the more inflamed thereby (and so Arxticb, Gill,

Wiser, WoanswoaTH, VAtJOHAH. anH others).—J. L.]

t [See Notes in my Revision of this verso.—J. I*]
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48 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

once but twice (comp. Phil. iv. 16) : " testatur non
tubitum fuisse fervorem, qui statim refrixerit, sed

hujus propositi sefuisse tenacem, quum varias occa-

siones captaverit " (Calvin).

5. And Satan hindered us.—Instead of M,
Paul chooses the Hebraistic connective, which in this

case is almost the more energetic.

—

Satan, the per-

sonal devil (comp. ch. iii. 6), in whose existence,

therefore, Paul not merely believes, but refers to his

agency even such comparatively trifling and external

matters, because therein there lies prepared a hin-

drance to the kingdom of God (comp. Eph. vi. 12

;

otherwise at Rom. i. 13 ; xv. 22 ; Acts xvi. 6 sq.).

The Apostle, then, does not everywhere, and as a

matter of course, speak of Satan, but he knows how
with testing insight to distinguish. There is nothing

about him of mere cant In what the restraint con-

sisted, we know not ; only it cannot have been an
accumulation of business, or anything of that sort,

but must have been something of evil—whether on
the side of the Thessalonians or on that of Paul.

In the first case we should have to think with Dx
Wbtte &c. of the enemies of the gospel at Thessa-

lonica, whose hatred had been a source of danger to

the Apostle on his arrival in Thessalonica ; in the

other case, either, with Chrysostom and others, of

trials in the churches where Paul had since been,

which rendered a removal from them impossible for

him, or, perhaps better, of some sickness of the

Apostle, and m connection with this we might think

of Satan's messenger, 2 Cor. xii. 7—a topic, it is

true, on which we know just nothing very clear and
certain. (Comp. also ch. iii. V.) It is even very

possible that both kinds of reasons concurred ; that

the first time, for example, and this would best agree

with v. 17, Paul desired to turn back again to Thes-

salonica from Beroea, but was hindered in that by
the Thessalonian Jews (Acta xvii. 13.—See Calvin,

Bkngel, and others.)

6. (V. 19.) For.—Paul gives the reason of his

longing after the Thessalonians, and of his repeated

purpose to come unto them. Ilium denderii ardo-

rem inde confirmat, quia in ipsis felicitatem suam
quodammodo repositam habeat ; perinde enim valet

hate senieniia ae si dixisset : Nisi me ipswn oblivis-

car, necesse est ut vos expeiam (Calvin).

7. Who * [What] it bur hope, &c—*H o»xl

fro! fyiJit belongs to ru, and it i9, of course, merely

incidental that 5j is coincident with the fj before %ap&
and <rri<pavo% ; fpirpoff&tv rod Kvplov &c belongs to

i\vU % x«p^ &c-t But °*X* K<& */**" k pur-

posely put between, so that l/urpooft-ej' &c attaches

itself immediately to these words, because the Apos-
tle would have it observed that, so far from his rela-

tion to them being a transient one, it is rather to

reach on to the coming of Christ, and verify itself

before the eyes of the Lord.

—

Hope and joy, here,

of course, objective = the subject of hope and joy.

This the Thessalonians are not, in so far as Paul

hopes in regard to them that they shall be found

blameless (Lunemann), but in so far as they are the

fruits of his ministry, after which the Lord at His
return will inquire (see Luke xix. 15). To this also

there is special reference in orttpavos tfavx^o-e*?, an
expression derived from the garland that crowns the

competitor at the goal in the successfully contested

race (1 Cor. ix. 25 ; 2 Tim. H. 5 ; iv. 8). Ka(>xn<ris,

moreover, is not glory in the objective sense, but

• [So Luthvr, and other German versions.—J. L.]
t [This is frequently indicated by a oomma after ffavjrf-

**•*, and another after vjutf.—J. L.J

glorying ; not gloria, but gloriatio ; and so a crown
for glorying = in which I may glory (comp. Ez. xvi.

12 ; xxiil 42 ; Prov. xvi. 31 ; LXX.). Roos : We
hope on your account to have some great experience

at the coming of Christ ; we shall then be able to

rejoice over you ; we shall be able to parade with
you, as one parades with a crown won in a contest

of the games.—Te also, as well as other churches

;

those, for example, in Philippi or Corinth (see Phil,

iv. 1 ; 2 Cor. L 14—parallelisms also for the expres-

sion).

8. (V. 20.) Te are verily* [For ye are],

Ac.

—

Tip confirms and strengthens the readily un-
derstood affirmation in the oratorical question of v.

19 (comp. Winer, p. S96). Our glory and Joy.
The expression glory [Herrlichkeit] is properly re-

tained in translation here also by Ewald and J.

Mich. Hahn, and is by the latter emphasized in a
theosopbic way. A6£a is weakened, when rendered
merely by renown or honor [Lunemann : Jtuhm ;
Luther, De Wette : Ehre.—J. L.] (Comp. 1 Cor.

xi. 7, where the woman is called the W{a of the

man, the man the efeAr koX 96^a of God ; and 2 Cor.

viii. 23, where approved brethren are distinguished

by the title, Wfo Xpiarov.) As do*£a in God Him-
self is His life-impression, life-form (see at v. 12
Doctrinal Principles, No. 8), so with such genitives

it denotes the representation of the life, resting on
the communication of life,—the copy, standing in

essentia] connection with, the original, belonging to
it, and forming as it were one whole with it, so that

the latter is surrounded by it with a halo, as the sun
by its beams, as the head by the crown (&<J|a parallel

with ertfayos jraux^o****).- Thus it is with die man
and the woman taken from him ; with Christ and
believers; with Paul and the spiritual children be-

gotten by him.—That such objective, actual glory

then becomes in the subjective experience a matter
of joy, lies in the nature of the case.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 18.) Satan appears in Scripture in a three-

fold activity ; as tempter and seducer, as accuser, as

destroyer. In the first relation he is the first and
perpetual author of sin amongst men (6 iretpdfor, ch.

iii. 6 ; Matt. iv. 8 ; 6 w\avwv, Rev. xii. 9). As ac-

cuser (icaT^ywp, Rev. xii. 10), he seeks, when the
sin is accomplished, to make the most of it with
lying exaggeration before the Divine Judge (Zech.
iii. 1), ana also to exhibit it in the worst possible

colors before our inner judge, the conscience, in
order to bind the sinner inwardly, rendering him
fainthearted and paralyzing his resistance to sin.

Here belong the two roost common names of the

devil, the Hebrew "JEW ,
properly adversary, espe-

cially in court (comp. "fc&b, Zech. iii. 1, and
avriliKos, 1 Pet v. 8), and the Greek tiid&o\os, in-

former, slanderer, defamer, properly one who strikes

through with words. As destroyer (comp. *AiroA-

XtW, Rev. ix. 11) Satan works, in so far as he, as
prince of the fallen world, sets in motion all the

* [Ihr teid ja—making the yap intensive, as is done also
by Lftheb, Scholztield, Ellicott, and many others. But
the rendering of our oommi n rersion is quite as good ;—the
20th verse nowJustifying, as if "after reoonsideration

"

(WsBsnut and Wilkinson), the confident tone of the pre-
vious question by the triumphant assertion of what is there
only strongly implied. The reader will notioe likewise the
emphatic fort.—J. L.J
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powers of physical and moral evil against salvation,

the kingdom of God, and in behalf of mischief,

which in the last instance is Aanfowa, eternal dam-
nation. It is thus that he appears in our text In

the two first relations he is a liar ; in the last, and

—

in so far as that lies as the ultimate aim at the bot-

tom also of the earlier—in all three, a murderer
(John viii. 44). In the case of Judas he succeeded
first in his trade as a seducer, then in that of an ac-

cuser ; hence the end of the former in despair and
suicide, whereby he fell a prey to the destroyer.

2. (Vv. 19, 20.
J

Paul's hope is to be adorned
with the fruits of his ministry before the Lord at

His coming. Holy Scripture everywhere lays stress

on this point, that evert/ man shall receive his own
reward according to his own labor (1 Cor. Hi. 8).

The fundamental relation of every man to God in

respect of faith or unbelief decides the question of
his happiness or misery (Eph. it 8 ; Mark rvi. 16

;

John iii. 18, 86 ; v. 24). But within these two great

classes there is still possible an extraordinary diver-

sity in the life-acting of faith or unbelief—in prac-

tical honesty and dishonesty. Through faith we are

become children of God; but now we must yield

ourselves to be also trained as such, and renewed
ever more and more into the image of the Father
and of our first-born Brother (x<W mudfrfwro,
TitiL 11, 12; comp. Heb. xii. 7-10; Col. iii. 10;
Bom. xii. 2 ; viii. 29 ; 2 Cor. iii. 18), that we remain
not weak, new-born children, but grow to the ripe

age of a perfect man (Heb. v. 18, 14 ; comp. Eph.
ir. 13, 14). We are rooted in the right ground and
toil, and bear within us the full germ of life ; but
for that very reason it concerns us now to grow and
bring forth fruit (Col ii. 7 ; L 10, 11 ; Matt xiii.

23; Mark iv. 26-28; John xv. 2; Phil. i. 9-11).

The whole walk of a man contributes to the forma-
tion of his disposition and character ; all the issues

of the life exert a formative reacting influence on
our inner man—impress and stamp themselves also

in ourselves (character from x*^^*)- In the Di-

vine judgment, therefore, justification and condem-
nation are made to depend even on our words (Matt,

xii. 36, 37) ; but especially is our fate determined
according to our works, or (in the singular) our
work, life-work, so far as therein is exhibited the
total result of the religious and moral life, rearing

itself on the foundation of faith or unbelief (Rom.
5- 6 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; Rev. ii. 23 ; xx. 12 sq. ; xxii.

12 ; Matt xvi. 27 ; John v. 29). As a man walks,

so he becomes ; and as he becomes, bo is he also m
death; his works do follow him (Rev. xiv. 13), and
agreeably thereto his destiny in that other world
spontaneously shapes itself; on which account there
will be among the blessed and among the lost very
different degrees of glory or of torment (comp., for

example, Luke xix. 17-19 ; xii. 47 sq. ; Matt xi.

22-24 ; 1 Cor. iii. 12-15. Of course, this is not the
place to go into more precise definitions respecting
heaven, hades, hell, the first and second resurrec-

tions, Ac). By this view justice is done also to the
scriptural idea of reward, without our falling into the
Catholic idea of merit And in this way, especially,

sanctification, a spiritual walk, inward growth, and
the outward activity of the life, here acquire an im-
portance which in the original Protestantism was not
duly recognized and acknowledged—a defect, that
has been in many ways prejudicial, and here and
there is so still, to our evangelical doctrine and prac-
tice. It is true, our Confessions teach emphatically,
that faith by an inward necessity brings forth good

4

works ; and yet the main point of view, from which
they had to handle this doctrine over against

Catholicism, was the negative one: that righteous-

ness and salvation depend neither for their attain-

ment nor their preservation on good works. For
this reason, and the kindred one, that for the doc-

trine of faith and justification that of regeneration
was neglected, it was impossible for the idea of sanc-

tification, and what is connected therewith also in

eschatology, to reach fully its positive, scriptural de-

velopment and significance. Meanwhile, there is by
no means any want of good suggestions, particularly

in Melancthon's excellent discussion de dUectione et

impUHone legis in the Apology for the Augsburg
Confession.

8. (Vv. 19, 20.) Whatever work we perform in

an earthly calling, even in art and science as such,

belongs to the domain of the perishable—of means,
not of everlasting ends. Only what of good or evil

is wrought in the souls of men is of eternal import
And the highest service is to help a soul to the life

in God. On this rests the singular dignity, and also

the responsibility, of the ministerial office. In an
altogether peculiar sense, this is work for the day of
Jesus Christy whether we are now good shepherds or
hirelings.

4. Paul hopes on the day of the Lord to be sur-

rounded by those converted through him, as by a
glory. This W|o, this crown of glorying, is the trud
halo, when, coming into the presence of the heav>
enly Judge, one is able to say : Behold, I and the
children whom God hath given me. At His coming
the Lord will present to Himself His entire Church
glorious, without spot or wrinkle (Eph. v. 27; 2
Cor. xi. 2). But the Church is an organism, not
merely in the sense that the body as a whole depends
on the head, but also in that it is composed of vari-

ous members, the weaker depending on the stronger.

Thus do spiritual children hang on their spiritual

fathers, and are as it were embraced in them, and
ruled by them. In this sense Paul hopes to be sur-

rounded by his Gentile churches; in this sense is

the promise made to the Twelve of ruling the twelve
tribes of Israel (Matt xix. 28 ; Luke xxii. 29, 80).

This agrees with the fundamental view which Scrip-

ture, in this case also the true interpreter of experi-

ence, takes of humanity; It regards it, not as an
atomic mass of individuals,, but as an organism, de*
pending for its. natural life on Adam, for its spiritual

life on Christ ; and that in such a manner,- that from
these two genealogical heads the membership branch-
es off to every single individual. Hence the im-
portance pf progenitors and their primitive doingsin
the sphere itself of nature and of race (Adam*.-
Shem, Ham, Japheth, Abraham, David, &c. ; Adam's,
fall, HanVs. misdeed, Abraham's faith, the gracious

treatment of David's descendants for DavidS sake,

Ac.), just as prominent prophetic and apostolic per-

sons are centres of light and union in the spiritual

sphere. The case is similar with the- Lord of the
world's history.

HOMrLETJCAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 17. The Apostle's loving union with bis

churches even when absent from them. J. Mich.
Hahn : In the Apostle, who certainly loves all the

children of God, and even all 1 the Lord's dearly re-

deemed, with a priestly, cordial love, there is yet a

predilection for his spiritual children (1 Cor. iv. 15

;
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3al. iv. 19). The reason of that is the closer affin-

ity of spiritual kindred. If it is so in the earthly

nature, and cannot be said to be improper, who then

shall blame it in the spiritual ? Whoerer blames it,

would mend an arrangement of the Creator, who is

also our Redeemer.

—

Rikokb : As matters now
stand with us, we are unable to estimate what a ben-

efit it was to come together in person, and strength-

en one another concerning the common faith.

—

Dixdrich : Christians may well even long to tee one
another, whilst they are in the flesh ; worldlings are

soon fain to get out of one another's way.—[The
same principles of the new creature, that led the

primitive Christians to delight in pertonal inter-

course with one another (comp. Acts iv. 23 ; xz. 36

;

Rom. L 11 ; xv. 24 ; 1 Thess. iil 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 4

;

2 John 12 ; 3 John 14), were still more powerfully

operative in their relations to their Lord (comp.

John xir. 3, 19; Phil. L 23; 1 Thess. iv. 17;
1 John Hi. 2 ; Ac.—J. L.]

V. 18. Calvin: It is certain, that whatever
opposes the work of the Lord proceeds from Satan.

Would that it were a firmly settled conviction in all

pious souls, that Satan is continually making every

effort to retard or hinder the edification of the

Church 1 We should certainly be more intent on
resisting him; we should have more at heart the,

preservation of sound doctrine, of which Satan

takes such eager pains to rob us.—A part of that

sound doctrine is the doctrine of Satan himself.

—

[Bishop Wilson: Non-residence. N. B. It is the

work of Satan, and his desire, to keep a pastor from
his flock.—J. L.]

Vv. 19, 20. It is important that a man should

not merely be assured of his gracious standing and
salvation, which, indeed, is the first thing and most
important, but should also be zealous to bear fruit

for the day of the Lord, and to be able hereafter to

say to the Lord : Lord, my pound hath gained ten

pounds (Luke xix. 16). He can also set his aim too

low, and cover with false humility his own drowsi-
ness and sloth.—A great and main point for the
preacher, that he appear not empty before the Lord
in His day.

—

Calvin : At the last day Christ's ser-

vants will obtain glory and triumph according as they
have spread abroad His kingdom. Therefore should
they even now rejoice and glory in nothing save the
blessed result of their labor, in seeing the glory of
Christ advanced through their service. In this way
also they will attain to a true love for the Church.

—

Theodoret : Paul has compared himself to a
mother (v. 7), and mothers are wont to call their

young children their hope, joy, ke.*—Chrysostom :

Who would not exult in such a numerous and well-

bred troop of children?—To whose lot fall these

joys of spiritual paternity ? Do we even know any
thing of them ?—The Apostle's joys and cares of

spiritual fatherhood are a pattern for us also in re-

gard to our children after the flesh, how we should

be faithful in our families, and should carefully en-

gage that not one of the members be lost—To keep
the coming of the Lord at all times before our eyes,

that is to be likeminded with the Apostles.

—

Rie-

oeb: In the gospel the Lord's coming shines in

upon us so near, that it affords us already at every

step much light for our feet.

—

[Matthew Henry :

The Apostle nere puts the Thessalonians in mind,
that though he could not come to them as yet, and
though he should never be able to come to them, yet

our Lord Jesus Christ will come ; nothing shall hin-

der that

—

Benson (Macknight, Barnes, &c.) : Paul
expected to know his own converts again in the

great day ; and particularly to rejoice in them. We
may, therefore, hope tof know our friends in the
future state.—J. L.]

• [tn this suggestion Thsodoskt, as usual, follows
Chiysostom. Wordsworth : " * These are my JtweU,* as
the Boman mother, Cornelia, said of her offspring. Comp.
Pror. xvii. 6, <rWgayor ycpoVrwir, rinva rSnw, «ca*xqfMi M

-J. I*.]

Ch. III. 1-5.

2. Being unable to oome himself Paul sent Timothy.

1 Wherefore, when we could no longer forbear [endure, otcvovtcs], we thought
it good [thought good, €v&oKrj<rafX€v ;

sin., as b.: *Moc*r«p«r] to be left at [left behind
2 in, KaToXct^^i'at &] Athens alone, and sent Timothy our brother, and minister

of God, and our fellow-labourer [our brother and fellow-labourer with God] ' in

8 the gospel of Christ, to establish you, and to comfort you [exhortl " concerning

iin
behalf of] 8 your faith, that

4 no man [no one, fw^a] should be moved by
in, iv] these afflictions ; for yourselves know that we are appointed thereunto

unto this we are appointed, cfe Tovro kci/ac&i]. For verily [For even, koI yap]

when we were with you, we told you before that we should suffer tribulation

[are to be afflicted, piWoficv $\lp€<r$<u] ; even as [as also, koSok koi] it came to

5 pass, and ye know. For this cause, when I P also, icdyw] could no longer for-

oear [endure, orcycDv], I sent to know your faith, lest by some means [lest haply,*

firjirw) the tempter have [had] tempted you, and our labour [toil, koVos] be
[should prove, ycvrjrai] in vain.

1 V. 2.—Among the many ysriations Is that one which first lies at the basis of the different readings, and presents a
mitable advanoe : thv a&tkfrv w»v *<u <rvr*py1>* rod 0co» (I Oor. iii. 0). [This reading is followed by Oriesbaoh and
yearly all the later editors, as well as by oar text. God. Sin. thus : to? A3, j^u*? teal lUxovov 0«©O.—J. L.]

* V. 2.—[irapaKaJUo-at, as in ch. It. 1 ; r. 14 ; 2 Thess. iii. 12 ; &c ; here closely connected with its object in r. 3.—
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CHAPTER m. 1-5. 51

The second dfUt is rejected by Schott, Lsohmann, TischendorJ; Alford, Ellioott, Wordsworth (after Sin. A. B. D.» F. O
4c), and by oar text.—J. L.J

" V. %.—[cures Ofaubem halber. This represents the reading, adopted by Grieebach and later editors generally, of
&*+ (Sim. . B. D*. ftc), instead of «pf. -J. 1.]

« V. 3.—The Recepta r* is supported only by minuscules ; the best manuscripts [including Sin.] give to* (see Winer,
8th edit. 1 14, 5. 1).

EXEGETICAL ANI> CRITICAL.

1. (V. 1.) Wherefore (because ye are thus our

joy, ch. ii. 20 ; my crown of glory, which I hope to

bring before the Lord, ch. ii. 19),* when we, &c.

;

mdre exactly : f as those who could not longer en-

dart it. Xrey*, in old Greek, to cover, then (of a
Teasel), to contain, and then (Philo and Paul), to en-

dure; so 1 Cor. ix. 12; xiii. 7. This suits our

place; but not, to conceal. No longer endure,
namely, to be separated from you, and hindered

from coming to you (ch. ii. 18)4 There is tender-

ness in the met, that his anxiety is scarcely hinted

at, is at most intimated in the expression vreyoms,
and is not more distinctly announced till v. 5.

2. We thought good, were pleased (ch. ii. 8

;

the imperfect, continuously) ; here the aoriet (on one

occasion); Calvin: promtam animi inclinationem

designat § The plural, according to the restriction

already introduced by the explanation in ch. ii. 18,

of Paul alone ; for ch. iii. 1 sqq. is closely connected

with what precedes; equivalent, therefore, to the

lingular in v. 5. Otherwise Grotics, Benqel, Roos,

Hofmann, who, because the singular first comes at

t. 5, think that the plural here does not denote Paul

alone (and so Roos and Hofmann at v. 6 also). But
all three (ch. i. 1) cannot be meant ; Timothy, being

sent forth, is not one of those left alone. We
should thus have to understand by the plural two out

of the three ; but that is more arbitrary than to ex-

plain it (after ch. ii. 18) of Paul alone, [as is done
by Schott, Db Wette, Lunemann, Alford.—J. L.]

Generally, indeed, it is he who decides. With this

too Acts xviii. 5 is at least more readily reconciled.

8. (V. 2.) In Athena, Ac, end sent, &c.

;

therefore from Athens. According to Acts xvii. 15

Paul sends a message from Athens to Bercea, that

Silas and Timothy should come to him with all

speed ; according to Acts xviii. 5 they both came to

him at Corinth from Macedonia. With this agrees

1 Thesa, iii 6: Timothy comes from Thessalonica

(Macedonia) to Paul, with whom Silvanus also is

present during the writing of the letter. The narra-

tive in the Acts has in the interval a gap, that can

only be filled up conjecturally. Either (1 a.) both

had come to Athens, and from that place had again

been sent to the north, Timothy to Thessalonica,

Silas perhaps to Philippi (a'so in Macedonia). (If

Mft+ofitr included also Silvanus, this would be a
necessary supposition.) Or (1 b.) only Timothy had
come to Athens, and been sent to Thessalonica,

|

Silas being still detained in Beroaa (likewise in

Macedonia). Or lastly (2.) both did not come to

• [So IifrMMUix ; but better, with Alford and Elli-
cott after TnaonoBST and Calvin : Because of our affec-

tion, and lmarailing desire to see you.—J. L.]
t [As better representing the subjective psxtfn with the

,*rtioip>--;. L.]
1 [This is not expressed by our Common Version, which

Blucott follows, though his paraphrase also is: "no
longer aMe to control mylonging, Ac."—J. L.]

S [Bather, a conclusion, determination of the judgment
sad will, as Alford, Elucott, Ac—J. L.]

I [So MiCRinoHT, Palit (see bis Harm Paulina, ch.
ul, No. fr., with Jowrtt's unsatisfitctorv criticism), Elu-
cott and others. Oomp. Oohybcarr and Howsoh's Lift
**d Epistles of St. PauL London ed., vol. I. p. 409, and the
Kote at the end of ch. xl-J. L.]

Paul, so long as he lingered in Athens, but the lat-

ter (moved, it may be, by accounts of persecutions

in Thessalonica) sent after the first order (for them
to come) a second in like manner from Athens to

Beroea;.that Timothy, instead of coming to him
directly, should rather go in his stead to Thessaloni-

ca, and only after that follow in his route (so Huo

;

Wieseler, ChronoL dee apostotischen Zeitalters,

249). He would thus have countermanded Timo-
thy's expected arrival in Athens. This would accord

well with Mpty. (without iKt&sv); less naturally

with Kcrra\u<p&., which, strictly taken, signifies not
merely left alone, but left behind alone. Difficulty

there is none, only a gap, which cannot be filled up
incontestably in only one way.

4. Our brother, Ac—The Cod. B. gives, our
brother and fellow-laborer ; A. and Sin., our brother

and God's servant ; others, and God's servant and
fellow4aborer ; the Eccepta (not altogether after

late authorities only), our brother and God'* servant

and our fettow-laborer, where the arrangement is

wanting in solidity ; we should have to justify it per-

haps thus : as God's servant he is our fellow-laborer.

But the reading which first lies at the basis of a1
'

the variations is that followed above (D. Ambrosias
ter) ; tuUoros &eov is common, sometimes in a com-
prehensive (2 Cor. vi. 4), sometimes in a narrower
sense (Acts vi. ; 1 Tim. iii. 8). My fellow-laborer,

says Paul, Bom. xvi. 21 ; GW'j fellow-laborers, 1

Cor. iii 9. In the glad tidings of Christ ; in the

act, that is, of preaching the same.—It can scarcely

be said that Paul gives Timothy these several titles

of honor involuntarily, and on account merely of the

latter being his faithful helper (Lunemann) ; he
probably means also to show the Thessalonians what
a helper he has deprived himself of for their sake

(Chbtsostom) ; quo melius ostenderet quam bene Wis
consultum voluerit (Calvin); and at the same time
to certify his own perfect agreement with Timothy,
and confirm whatever he has done (Von Gkrlach).
Somewhat too refined perhaps is Hofmann's conjec-

ture, that they were not, because Paul bad not come
himself, to think too highly of the coming of Timo-
thy, and that he desires to guard aginst this.

6. To establish you (in the persecutions;

that Timothy was to do) and to exhort, literally,

to call to, which is to be understood, according to the

context, either of exhortation or of comfort (Acts

xv. 82 ; 2 Thesa. ii. 17). But Paul expresses no dis-

trust of their standing as believers. That the oldest

authorities omit \>pas after xapax. makes no differ-

ence in the sense ; nor yet that they read ftrcp in-

stead of wepL For the former likewise means on
account of in consideration of as in Rom. xv. 9 ; 2
Cor. i. 8 ; 2 Thess. ii. 1 ; afleast, it is not necessary,

with Lunemann [Jowett, Alfobd, Ellicott], to

press the signification in favor of for the benefit of
(in order to support your faith).

6. (V. 8.) That no one should be moved,
&c.

—

'lair* (from oV*, <refo), in the New Testament
only here, means to move to and fro ; of dogs, i*

wag the tail ; hence to flatter, deceive through flat

tery (so in many places in Wetstein). Thus Bengel
that no one be deceived (by enemies, relations, hi

own heart) ; similarly Ruckert : blanditiis corrumf
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[a seme suggested also by Wordsworth, after

Thxophtlact ; likewise Jowrrr :
** not simply

moyed, but rather moved to softness."—J. L.] On
the other hand, the Greek interpreters (familiar with

the language), and so the moderns generally, in-

cluding Lineman*, understand by it, to be moved,

shaken, like <ra\tv&rjrcu of 2 Thess. ii. 2. Hofmahh
disputes this explanation, reduces even Lunemann's
examples from the classics to the sense of deluding,

and understands thus : in (in the midst of, not by
means of) the persecutions seeming well-wishers

might delude you with suggestions.—Ts? could not
mean because that (as in 2 Cor. ii. 12 [13] ), but
must be equivalent to els r6, for the end that, like

the Hebrew b. But this were without example,

and, besides, the accusative r6 is attested by almost

all the uncials. The latter Lunimaxm [Alvord]
understands as in apposition to els to trip* Ac.:
that is to eay that; which is at much at to toy
that;— not good. Others [Schott, Koch]: m
reference to, as in Phil. iv. 10 (where, however,
another view is possible); best (Ewald, Hofmaxn
[Winer, Dr Wettb, Ellicott, Webster and Wil-
kinson] ) : it marks the purport of the charge, of
the wmpamXivai ; comp. ch. iv. 1, 6.

1. In these afflictions j which after Paul's de-

parture befell the Thessalonians as well as him (ch.

ii. 14). From v. 4 it is inferred that they imme-
diately subsided. That they might return any day,

and did actually break forth again, is shown by 2
Thess. i. 4. Chrybobtom and others err in suppos-

ing that he speaks of hit own afflictions, by which
the Thessalonians were rendered anxious, as soldiers

are by the wounding of the genesal.

8. For yourselves know, without any repeat-

ed admonition of ours; know then also, that I am
right in requiring, /cn&tVa valrev&ai.—That unto
this we) (Christians generally) are appointed)
Ktlfuba like ri&«>*da (Luke ii. 84; PhiL i. 16).

Improperly Koch : are prostrate (in misfortune and
suffering) ; Phil. i. might perhaps be so understood,

but not Luke ii. Rather : by God ordained, there-

unto appointed ; els rovro, to afflictions, as the way
into the kingdom of God (Matt v. 10-12; x. 21,

22, 84 sqq. ; John xv. 18 sqq. ; xvi. 2 ; Acts xiv.

22; 2 Tim. iii. 12).

9. (V. 4.) KoJ ydp, for •en, for indeed.—You
should therefore know it. from our telling you before.

—

Thatwe are to be afflicted, u&Aopt? dAi'0. (again,

Christians generally), that there awaits us ; not sim-

ply equivalent to the future, but : according to God's
purpose ; because darkness is opposed to light, the

flesh strives against the spirit. Notwithstanding such
undisguised forewarning, the gospel wins believers.

An example of how far the Apostle's word was from
flattering speech (ch. ii. 5).—As also it oame to
peas (with you, as with us), and ye know; not

:

that it must come to pass, that were tautological with

v. 8 ; but : that according to our forewarning it has
come to pass. By this remembrance there accrued

from an outward event an inward experience. As
the subject of Ktipeba (v. 8) and /xdteoper (v. 4),

therefore, we understand Christians generally. Hof-
mank, on the contrary: the same as in the case of

Hfiep and Tpoe\eyopey, and so only the Apostles. No
doubt, in the clause, " when we were with you,™ the'

we can only mean the Apostles. But in the case of

ircf/ic&a there is nothing before to suggest this limita-

tion ; and opposed to it is the fact, that thereby the

most natural connection with what precedes is dis-

turbed. To comfort the Thessalonians in their afflic-

tions, he reminds them of the rule that affects all

Christians. But, if we understood him to say*
"that we Apostles are appointed thereunto," it is

only in an ingenious, roundabout way that we could
get at the point of the confirmation and exhortation

:

Admit no such insinuation, as that we misled yon
into misery, while we secured ourselves.

10. (V. 5.) For this cause (on account of
these afflictions ; unnaturally Hctmakn : because we
els rovro Ketfie&a\ when I also, &c. Olshacsex
interpolates: as you in your core for me;—Lt'KX-

uajxh : as the others, Timothy and the Christians in

Athens ; * but there is nothing said of their having
no longer endured ;

—

Hofmaum even : as we two,

Silvanus and J, sent Timothy, so now also I alone

(the singular) sent some one unnamed! On the
other hand, Ds Witts would refer the teal in icayt*

to the whole sentence ; without proof. Just ss here
after fca rovro, so it stands at Eph. i. 15 ; comp.
CoL i. 9 [both texts cited by De Wette.—J. L.J.
And, just ss there, it opposes to what was said of
the Thessalonians (ye have had experience of suf-

fering) f what he too now had done.—Sent, Ac. is a
resumption of v. 2. He says nothing any more
about whom he sent ; he merely adds, for whatpur-
pose. Nor to it any longer here, as at v. 2, what
Timothy was to do, but what he thereby sought for

himself. At no time mere tautological repetition.

For Pelt and Olshausen erroneously refer ymxu
to Timothy, though indeed not named, as the sub-

ject ; it belongs rather to the subject of the princi-

pal verbfLttNXMAKN).
11. Your faith, whether [leat],t Ac.—Every,

thing concentrates in this, whether they stand in the

faith. Without our supplying Qofiovperos, ulprvs

expresses solicitude, and first indeed, with the in-

dicative preterite, in reference to what was past:

whether perhaps it has already occurred ; there ex-

ists oppression from without ; now he is anxious to

know, whether haply this had wrought inwardly so
as to become a temptation for the Thessalonians,

that is, to the disturbance of faith ;—then, moreover,

with the subjunctive, in reference to what was im-

pending, which in this case might possibly occur;

for, even though the wtipafffJs should have already

occurred, this would still be by no means decided
;

the temptation might, indeed, still be resisted, and
the entire frustration of the work still be warded off.

Similarly Gal ii. 2 ; comp. Wiker, 6 ed., 56, 2A
The tempter is Satan (ch. ii. 18); the substantival

participle marks his settled characteristic (Matt iv.

3) ; that is what he is always after. That the sub-

ject snd the predicate are from the same stem gives

emphasis to the expression. For els k*v6p, to come
to nothing, to be frustrated, comp. Gal. ii. 2 ; PhiL

ii. 16; Hebr. p-nb, *T1?b , 2J3x!>, Is. lxv. 23;

Jer. vi. 29; Mi©. L 14.'—Our toll; you surely do
not mean to make me so poor ? he thus speaks to

* [Axfosd : " A delicate hint that Timofheus also was
anxious respecting them : or it may have the tame refer-

ence as Jtai fcitft oh. ii. IS—via. to the other Christians who
had heard of their tribulation."—BmsioH : " I no more
than my companions." -WxasTsn and Wilxissox: "I in
my sympathy with-yon."—J. L.)

t [Better at least than Ellicott : " As they had felt for

the Apostle (more fully so in v. 6), so he &c."—J. 1*1

t [BiooKxnACH translates m4*»*» ob niekt ; and in this

he follows very many of the best interpreters, whose names
are given in my Rkvisiom of the verse. Note 3. But. as is

there remarked, '* I do not find that either the simple pif,

which occurs so often, or fujm*, which occurs other 11

times (and, excepting Acts xxvii. 29, always in Paul's Epis-

tles), is ever thus u*ed"—that is, as an indirect interroga-

tive—" in the New Tostamcnt."^J. L.]
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CHAPTER m. 1-5. 52

their heart It would he to their own hurt, if they

fell away. But he in his love for them would reckon

it a sensible loss for himself (Rikoir). Now at last

and in such an affectionate manner, after he has

already strengthened them, does he mention the dan-

ger byname.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 1.) It was a sacrifice, to remain in so diffi-

cult a position without the outward and inward sup-

port of faithful helpers; rather to dispense with

something himself, than allow the Thessalonians to

waut for anything. Love gives others the prece-

dence (comp. Phil, il 19 sqq.). Calvin : DetiderH

iUiut *m JUem facto, ee majorem Ulorum quam tut

raHomem kabvme ottendit. It is at the same time

an instance of that so frequent change in his plans,

which was misinterpreted to his disadvantage at

Corinth (2 Cor. i. 17). What was said of another

servant of God is to its full extent true of him

:

41 The singleness of his eye kept him steadfast to his

purpose under all the varied and trying circum-

stances of his life. He changed his plans according

as he observed a change in the intimations of Provi-

dence, but his purpose remained fundamentally the

same—the furtherance of the gospel by all means."

BerlesUmrger Bibel : A servant of the Church must
accommodate himself to the circumstances of the

Church, and yet in such a manner that, while doing

one thing, he do not neglect another.

2. ( v. 2.) The mission to Thessalonica was no
small task for the youthful Timothy (1 Cor. xvi. 10,

11 ; according to 1 Tim. iv. 12 he needed encour-

agement in the presence of older men). In the

Acts the presence of Timothy at the founding of the

church there is not once mentioned; plainly be-

cause he was less conspicuous, and for the same rea-

son the persecution did not affect him. Paul, how-
ever, would not have entrusted a stranger to the

church with such an important commission. The
Apostle understood the wisdom of selecting a gentle

manager, who yet was no skulk, but in a spirit of

self-sacrifice sought, as few others, the things that

were Christ's (PhiL ii. 20-22). The difference of

gifts is of service for different tasks. It is not every

one that can root out stumps and stones, nor is this

always in order. There is a time also for easy going

—careful watering, and ministers with gifts adapted

to that work. Even in war different enterprises are

promoted by different sorts of weapons.

3. (V. 2.) Ihnothy, the brother. Care is to be
taken that the name of brother do not become trite,

nor yet be so claimed for a particular circle, as if it

belonged to that especially, and to every member of

it officially and as a matter of course. Rather it is

doe to oft living Christians, to whom Chrxtt ad-

dresses it (Matt. xii. 49, 60). Only on this basis is

official brotherhood a truth. Elsewhere Paul calls

Timothy his beloved, faithful, genuine child (1 Cor.

ir. 17; 1 Tim. L 2 [and 18] ). The child, dependent
on his father, grows up to be an independent
brother. In the spiritual life it is possible for the

degrees of kindred to become variable without dam-
age, since through hallowed, tender love they co-

exist, yet without confusion. Even the common
human relations show images of this. A son when
grown no may find his friend in his father.

4. That we are called God's fellow-laborers, is for

us a high dignity. God will not drive everything

through alone (Rizgkr), but will act also by meant
of our agency, weak as it may be, yet strengthened

and continually sustained by Him alone. For He it

is, indeed, that worketh in us to will and to do, and
then gives the increase (Phil. ii. IS ; 1 Cor. iii. 6,

10) ; nevertheless he requires of us faithfulness (1
Cor. iv. 2)—that we lay hold of what He proffers.

5. (V. 3.) Confirmation and exhortation arc

needed even by believers, to arm them against threat-

ening and temptation. A comfortable support is

communion in prayer. Calvin: The communion
of saints includes this, that the faith of one member
should be a comfort to others. But to fasten on to

men as men would be unsound and unprofitable,

unless we allowed ourselves to be aroused to the

recollection of what lies in our own consciousness of

faith (ye younelvet know)—unless, animated by the

example, we made use for ourselves of the open way
of access to the Lord.

6. Chrtsostom : Who has ears to hear, let him
hear : The Christian is appointed to suffer affliction.

It is, therefore, just when we are appointed to a time
of refreshing, that a strange thing happens to us

{1 Pet iv. 12). According to the world's sentiment

(and that of our natural sense), it is to our discredit

when things go troublesome and hard with us ; we
almost suspect that everything is wrong with us.

According to the word of God, that is rather a
badge of Christians, a badge of honor; hoc lege

sumut Chriitiani, Calvin. The Lord, indeed, must
even again show Himself as the Breaker* (2 Cor. vL
8-10 ; Rom. viii. 37). Besides, affliction that befalls

us as Christians on account of our faith is still some-
thing different from such natural trouble or tempta-

tion of one's own flesh, as all men must meet with.

But Christians, after all, are really nothing but men
on whom the Divine training takes effect; and all

suffering sent by God, not merely persecution prop-

er, can and should be turned into a cross, and as a
cross be taken up and borne—as a crossing of our
self-will. To be sure, our scriptural knowledge, and,

on the other hand, our lively recognition of facts

and ready acceptance of whatever is plainly laid on
us, very often do not keep pace with each other.

Hatred for Christ's name's sake is not to be pro-

voked bv us (Phil iv. 5) ; \ provided only we do not

escape the trouble by reason of our excessive world-

liness, our compliances, denials, and quenching of

the pursuit of holiness. But the question always

concerns only what God lays upon us, not a studied

self-torture. When external persecutions fail, there

may come upon us inward assaults from flesh and
blood, refined and enhanced by the spirits that rule

in the air—daily piercings of a needle, more irksome

than the blows of a club.

Y. (V. 4.) The forewarning obviates much vexa-

tion (John xiiL 19 ; xiv. 29 ; xvi. 1). Hardship, in-

stead of frightening, is then an actual confirmation

of the prediction ; hostility itself must redound to

the glory of the Lord. Chrtsostom compares to

the physician, who foresees the course of the dis-

ease, and thereby quiets his patient. God, however,

beholds beforehand not merely what will happen, as

if it happened without Him, but what, even of that

which is wicked and hurtful, He will work as Judge,

according to the relation between the seed and the

harvest (Gal. vi. 7, 8) ; and so the Divinely opened
vision discerns this working of God even in the

wickedness of men.

* [DurchbricJur—TjVTHHS.'* word at Mlo. ii. IS.—J. L.]

t [r6 frtfutfc vft&r, your "forbearanci."—J. L.1
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34 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

8. What must the gospel be as a divine power,
that, with prospects so little flattering to the flesh, it

yet wins believers ! It is true that to a certain de-

gree even an equivocal cause may gain by persecu-

tion. To make martyrs of men is to call forth and
strengthen the spirit of contradiction. That is a
noble impulse (of an independent character) carica-

tured (resistance to essential truth). But only in

the element of truth is there a steadfast and lasting

perseverance. Bcrlenburger Bibel: But is it wise

management, to talk of the cross to young Chris-

tians ? True wisdom conducts- into a school, where
we learn to be blessed. The lost blessednbss is to be
regained in no other way than the strait and narrow
one. Tribulation, however, is laid on us, not as a
legal burden, but as an evangelical condition. And
this very distress must serve to purify us.

9. (V. 6.) Affliction from without becomes
temptation within, insinuates itself as a trial of faith,

urges to the experiment, whether we might not have
less of the cross. The same word irtiptur^s Luther
translates sometimes by Vermekung [temptation],

sometimes by An/echiung [trial].* This corre-

sponds to the two sides of the idea. The design of
Satan, who against his will must serve the purpose
of God, is the wicked one of overthrowing by temp-
tation ; thus it is said : God tempts no man ; and
even Satan finds scope for his temptations only in

man's own lust (James i. 18 sqq.) ; and yet we are

not to think it strange, we should rather count it joy,

when we fall into divers temptations [Luther : An-
fechlungen] (1 Pet. iv. 12; James i. 2 sqq.), as

Abraham was tempted (Gen. xxii.), or Israel (Gen.
xv. 25 ; xvi. 4). This is temptation with the Divine
purpose of trial and proof, and to this end, therefore,

should the prayer :
" Lead us not into temptation,"

be directed ; not : Avert from us all trial, but : Re-
strain it within such bounds, and give to it such an
issue (1 Cor. x. 18), that it become not to us an
overpowering temptation. Thus Satan himself must
serve the Lord in the salvation of men. From this

wonderful complication of motives, Divine, devilish,

human, is explained, even alongside of the word:
" We are appointed to the suffering of affliction

;"

that other word again : " I endured it no longer."

This is neither impatience nor a faint-hearted anxie-

ty, but the faithfulness of love in doing its own part

and neglecting nothing. He has no thought of set-

ting aside or deprecating all Divine wcipaa/ufc ; but
he would assist those under trial, so that no Satanic

W9ipeurfi6s should overpower, alarm, or deceive

them ; for both fierce foes and seeming well-wishers

(Matt xvi. 28) can work to his mind. Paul is withal

a wise instructor even in this, that he just as ten-

derly avoids agitating them beforehand with images
of terror, as he again openly announces the danger.

HOMILETICAIi AND PEACTICAI*.

V. 1. What diligence in watering is shown by
Paul I In the case of young plants this is especially

necessary. But the tender and encouraging treat-

ment has no other aim, than to lead them on to a
Christian self-dependence. Thus Paul not merely
passed through among them as a proclaimer of the
word, but he was their father, and continued to be

* [A similar variation marks the Common English ren-
dering of w«ipatru6t and Its cognate verb. Generally, in-
deed, our Translators use the word temptation, but some-
times with the other shade of meaning predominant.—
J. I**]

their pastor.—A true Apostle is intimately knit tt

the >souls of his children, and can never forsake

them. Such a spirit of love and truth forms the

true apostolic succession.

Y. 2. Starke : He incites others to do what he
cannot (Eph. vi. 22).

—

The same: A few faithful

laborers can accomplish more than many unfaithful

ones (1 Cor. xv. 10).*—Towards laborers worthy of
the name, therefore, must the prayer of Matt ix. 38
be directed, and also the attention of church-rulers.

It is well for an assistant, whom an approved princi-

pal can commend, as Paul did Timothy.—Stares :

No man can be a true servant of God and helper in
the gospel, unless he be a child of God, and on this

account also a brother in Christ
[Vv. 1, 2. Matthew Henry: Those ministers

do not duly value the establishment and welfare of
their people, who cannot deny themselves in many
things for that end.—J. L.]

V. 8. Heubneb : The Christian's honorable call-

ing ; Christianity's first welcome : The position of a
Christian, a position under the cross.—Staheum :

The best ground of comfort, to save us from fainting

in tribulation, is to consider well and firmly believe,

that God in His goodness and wisdom has appoint-
ed to every one what in his station, and according
to the measure of the powers granted to him, he is

to suffer. Comfort and tribulation are by turns our
heavenly companions ; God be praised for both !

—

Hecbner : We must have a hard heart toward the
temptations of sin, but a soft one toward the suffer-

ings of our brethren.

—

Rieoer: It is better to be
appointed to suffering in time than to wrath (cb. v.

9) ; to you it is given to suffer—as great a gift as

:

to you it is given to believe (Phil. L 29).

—

Diedrich :

We must have tribulation, for we contend with the
whole world, and a mighty prince.

—

[Bubkitt : See-
ing then that afflictions are appointed to us, and we
appointed to them ; seeing there is a decree of God
concerning them, a decree as to the matter of them,
as to the manner of them, as to the measure of them,
as to the time of them, when they shall commence,
how far they shall advance, how long tfeey shall con-
tinue, seeing everything in affliction is under an
appointment, how meek and humble, how patient
and submissive, ought the Christian's spirit to be
under them, and with what steadiness of expectation
may and ought he to look up to heaven for a sancti-

fied use and improvement of them !—J. L.]

Starke : The word of the Apostle is confirmed
by all the history of the Church. Here open ene-
mies, there false brethren. But contending Chris-

tians have the surest hope of victory over their ene
mies, because they contend under One as their Lead-
er, who has overcome the world and the prince of
the world.

—

The same : Before a man rightly under-
stands the mystery of the cross, he is offended
thereby, and supposes that, if a person acts prop-
erly, outward things must also at

x
the same time go

well with him ; and therefore beginners in the Chris-

tian profession should be guarded betimes by good
instruction against this offence.—To others applies

the word of Chrtsostom : Of you also it holds true,

that ye have not yet resisted sin unto blood ; and well
is it, if only that is true, and not rather this : Te have
not yet even despised riches, &c. So much has Christ

suffered for us enemies ; and we for Him ? nothing
for Him, but only from Him innumerable benefits,

* [This reference 1s scarcely to the point, since Paul
there compares what Divine grace enabled him to do with
what was done by the other Jpottltt.—Z. L.)
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CHAPTER IH 6-13. 5£

V. 4. To find one's bearings by the word of pro-

phecy—this was a great consolation for the Lord Jesus

in His career of suffering (Luke xviii. 81 ; John xvii.

12 ; Matt, xxvi 54) ; to say nothing, then, of ourselves.

For us, when in tribulation, it is indispensable that

we know, that so it must be—it was told us before.

Y. 5. Hkubxeb : The Apostles, like Jesus, did

not deceive by empty promises.—Partnership helps

to carry the burden. Am I to be my brother's

keeper? Not in the sense of a faint-hearted care-

fulness, as if we could guard him, as if he were not
in a far better Hand ; but, just because we believe

this, ought we to be intent in faithful love, as God's
fellow-laborers, not to neglect our ministry ; to look

diligently after our brethren, no( to pore in curious

speculation ; to encourage them by examples and in-

tercession ; to hold forth to them the prophetic

word ; to arouse the remembrance of their own ex-

perience of the truth of God ; to point them to the

gospel of Christ, who, stronger than the strong one

[Luke xi. 21 sq.], knows well how to keep faith

firm.— Hecbner : These were church-visitations,

where the inquiry was as to the state of the heart.-*

Even the loving consideration, that, to please theis

spiritual fathers, they should contend stoutly, niaj

be made available for the strengthening of zeal;

there is a sense of honor in the spiritual family.

[Observe the apostolic style of address to indi-

viduals and churches, as liable to fall away from
their Christian standing and profession.—Faith, the

Christian's defence against Satan's devices; comp.
Eph. vL 16 ; 1 John v. 4.

—

Burkitt : Though the

labor of faithful ministers shall not be in vain with

respect to themselves—their reward is with the Lord
(the careful nurse shall be paid, though the child

dies at the breast)—yet with respect to their people

they may be in vain, yea worse, for a testimony

against them; Mark vi. 11.

—

Matthew Henry:
Faithful ministers are much concerned about the

success of their labors.—J. L.]

Ch. HI. 6-13.

3. Timothy having brought good tidings, Paul is fall of joy and thankfulness to God. to whom he at the same time
<ays without ceasing, that he may be enabled to come onto them, and supply the deficiencies of their faith.

6 But now, when Tiraotheus came [But Timothy having just now come, cym
& c\£oVro$ TipoMov] from you unto us [to us from you, irpos ^/*as £©>' vfuav], and
brought us good tidings of your faith and charity [love, tiLydTnjv]* and that ye
have good remembrance of us always, desiring greatly [longing]

1
to see us, as

7 [even as] * we also to see you ; therefore, brethren, we were comforted [for this

cause we were comforted, brethren,]* over you in all our affliction and distress

8 [distress and affliction]
4 by your faith : for now we live, if ye stand fast

6
in the

9 Lord. For what thanks can we render to God again [render to God, t<3 Sew
dVrairooowat] for you, for all the joy wherewith we joy for your sakes before

10 our God ; ^-^* —' ^-«—'— ^^«,i:«»iw r™«~ ^^,>ai~~u,i • *v*o* *™ ™:~i,*

11 lacking . _ ¥ u
Himself and our Father [But may He Himself, our God and Father]* and our

12 Lord Jesus Christ,* direct our way unto you : and the Lord make you [but you,

may the Lord make] 10
to increase and abound in love one toward another

[toward one another, efe aAXijAovs], and toward all men [all], even as we [we also,

13 Ktu ftfuxs] do toward you ; to the end He may stablish [establish] your hearts

unblamable in holiness before God, even our Father [our God and Father],
11

at

the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ" with all His saints [holy ones].
18

> V. 8.—[hnvotovmt. Comp. Bom. i. 11 ; 2 Cor. is. 14 ; Phil. i. 8 ; ii. 28 ; and the Exegetlcal Notes, 3.—J. L.]
* V. 8.—[«a*ivfp, as in ch. ii. 11. The English Version retains the emphasis, as above, at ch. iii. 12 ; iv. 5 ; Bom. iv.

e;lCor.i.M;iiL18.-J.L.)
' V. 7.—[&a tovto—as in v. S—trapcxAij&wta', *8tA£ol. Here, as in the preceding Terse, and so often elsewhere, the

Greek order ii quite needlessly changed by our Translators.—J. L.1
* V. l.— Avayiq) k<u 0Aty« is given by the oldest authorities (including Sin.], instead of the inverse order. [And sc

many of the modern editors, including Lachmann, Tischendorf. Alford, Wordsworth (though he lays stress on the fact

that Tertullian, in quoting this Epistle, has Chritti here, as well as Chritto at oh. ii. 19), EUicott.-J. L.)
* V. 8.—On the reading ffnjxm after i&v, comp. Winer, ed. 6, p. 284. The Sinaiticut, however, reads onforc [a

prima manm; for there is a correction of it into <rn^c*r«, with A. F. O. Ac—In v. 9, for Oey, Sin. 1 reads xvpty with D. 1

x. G., end, lor #tov, it has kwkov.—J. L.]
* V. 10.—

{

\nr*fMKT*puT<rw = more than superabundantly ; Webster and Wilkinson : vilh more than excess. Comp. ch.

r.lS;Eph.iif.20v-J.ETl
• f V. 10*

—

[*ai xaropruroi ra v<rrcpifcu»ra rip truntm% vuS>p. See BxegeUoal Note*, 8.—J. L.]
* V. 11.—(Avt** H 6 fed* kou var^p rjfjuov. For the double reference of wutr, see p. 49, Note t ; and. for the various

istructions of afcnfe, see my BevUion of this verse, Note a. The above translation corresponds to that of our author

:

£r *eO*t aber, unser GoU vnd Voter. Strictly speaking, however, I prefer to regard «Mt as merely emphasising o $*b?~
Istvv* (xpurrfc), and to make these latter words themselves the immediate compound subject of the verbs.—J. LJ.

* [8In., m B., has v/i&r before wl<mv as well as after iy^nrjy.—J. L.]
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56 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIAN&

• Y. 11.—[Xpurr* is wanting in the oldest authorities including Sin. It is bracketed by Schott and Biggenbatb,
and cancelled by Lachmann, Tiscbendort, Alford, Ellicott.—J. 1*1

*• V. 12.—[»p*c 61 e K*puK. Revision : *• 8uch is oar prayer tor ourselves: but you. whetherwe come or not {Bengal *

•fee not vonitmut, iive minus) Ac."—J. L.] Only a few scattered authorities here omit Kvpwt, or add 'I«eovc» or ohanga
itintotafc.

V. IS.—[As in v. ll.-J. L.)
.13.—Here J"JLpurrov is wanting in stfll more authorities [including 8in^ and is rejected by BJggenbach, as well

pann, Tischendor^ Alford, Wordsworth, EUkott.—J. L.J ; at the end of the Terse some (few ; also

»» V.
as by Schott,
the SinaUiau [a prima sum*.—J. L.] ) hare «jt^r.

" V. 13.--[*Yu"» Bee the EzegeUcal Notes, 12.—J. L.J

EXEGETICAL AM) CRITICAL.

1. (V. 6.) Bat, Timothy haying just now,
&c.—Casual, resumed afterwards in 9ia rovro.—
"AfTi, just, at present (Matt. ix. 18 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 1),

is best referred, with Grotius, Bengcl, Pilt,
Ewixd, HonfAiiif, [Alford, Wordsworth, Wkd-
ster and Wilrinsok, Ellicott in the Commentary

;

his Translation follows the Common Version.—J. L.]

to the participle; the Epistle was written imme-
diately after Timothy's return, and hence the fresh

joy and gushing love. Dr Wxttr and Lunimann
[Jowett] would connect ipri with (the somewhat
remote) wapeiOJi^njuw, v- ?» thus making the main
thought to consist in the prominence given to the

consolation in opposition to the sending of Timothy.
But we should then be compelled unnecessarily to

find an anacoluthon in bia rovro. To us, that is,

Paul ; possibly even, Paul and Silas, if the latter had
already arrivrd before Timothy.

2. And toonght ni good tidings, Ac.

—

ebayy., Heor. *)^2 (1 Sam. xxxi. 9, Septuagint);

here in its original signification, as at Luke i. 19 of

the birth of the Baptist ; elsewhere, throughout the
New Testament, ot the good tidings kot* i^oxh^ the

tidings of redemption. The birth of John, more-
over, is a part of these tidings of salvation. And
here too there is something peculiarly earnest, an
expression of his great joy, in the fact that Paul
uses this word. It is to him a sort of gospel, a fruit

of the gospel in the specific sense, the announcement
of a Divine work, when he hears a good account of
their faith (the root, without which love were- merely

S work of nature), and of their love (the fruit, the
evidence of the living existence of faith ; compre-
hensive love, as 1 Cor. xiii. ; comp. 2 Thess. i. 8).

Chrtsostom : So great a good does he consider their

confirmation to be. And thus be, the bringer of
glad tidings, himself receives the glad tidings of the
Divine work, the fruit of his gospel

8. And that ye have (retain) a good (a truly

loving, thankful, prayerful) remembrance of ni;
that they had thus not even been misled in regard
to their teachers (Hofmahn). Not: ye make hon-
orable mention of us (Grotius; that were frigid,

and would require woicur&s, L^nkmann). This per-

sonal interest is connected with the main topic If

they continue in faith and love, the natural result of
that is attachment to the Apostle. The waWorf,
always, and so immovably, we most naturally refer

to the preceding «x«rc /utt'or (not, as Hofmann, to

what follows); the further explanation, as to how the
remembrance shows itself, U given by cwiwodoi/r-

rcr : in that ye earnestly long ; or, if the word is

equivalent to the simple verb (Koch, 252, after

Fritzschr) : * for this ye long, to see us. Brnqrl :

A sign of their good conscience.

4. (V. 1.) For this oaoa*--embracing the
contents of the participial construction in v. 6 ; as
the Greeks sometimes elsewhere use offrus for re-

* [And bo likewise Altos* and Ellicott make the Jrf
directive, not intense.—J. L.)

sumption; wt ware comforted over yon, on
your account * not superfluous even with 8iA rovro

;

the persons are named in whom he finds comfort

;

then special mention is made of that quality of,
theirs, that is comforting to him : by your faith (the

medium of the comfort); it was their faith about
which he had been* anxious. Between the two is a
second M, denoting the situation in which he found
himself: inf (2 Cor. vil 4) all, our whole; the
distress, taken together as a totality; not: every,

which would have required voVn without the article.

'Ardytcr) denotes the distress from without, the evil

condition; &Atyi$, its inward operation, affliction,

anguish.]: It would be improper to ascribe to the

former any special reference to pecuniary need.g
Altogether to be rejected is the idea of anxiety about
the Thessalonians ; for this would now certainly

have been removed ; whereas the M shows that he
intends a distress that still continues, but in which
he was comforted by the faith of the Thessalonians

(LtWRMANN).
5. (V. 8.) For now we live, Ac. ; comp. Ps.

xxii. 27 [26. Webster and Wilkinson refer to
Gen. xliv. 80 ; 1 Sam. xviii. 1 ; Gal. iv. 191. He
thus explains his having been comforted. Life in

the full sense, opposed to distress and anguish,

which is a death, a dying daily (1 Cor. xv. 81).

Calvin : Here we see, how Paul almost forgot him-
self for the sake of the Thessalonians. Rom. vii. 9,

where he speaks of a death by sin, goes yet deeper.

Seldom does Paul use (v" of the mere bodily life.

If ye (emphatic) stand nut, remain steadfast

;

<rrfi**w, R later verbal form, derived from cVrrwira,

frequently employed by Paul: Rom. xiv. 4; PhiL
iv. 1 ; In the Lord, as your life-element, most inti-

mately united to Him, rooted and sheltered in Him.
He again employs U» for the future as wanting con-
firmation; not, however, as doubting them, but
merely as a stimulus : It depends on you, to help in

preparing for me death or life. Calvin : Hoc gratu-
latio vim exhortationis habet. He thereby precludes

all rising of vanity in himself and the Thessalo-

nians ; but especially by means of the thanksgiving

that follows.—Hornann, it is true, finds it impossi-

ble that the Apostle should make his present life

depend on a condition, the occurrence of which only
the future could show. He would therefore refer

the words Sid ttJj tump riortos to what follows, so
that we should have to assume an inversion at 5rt ;

—

* [J+* fulr—the basis of the wmpixXrfaxt. Scbott, Elli-
cott.—J. L.]

t (German : beL Ellicott describes thisM as bavins;
what no calls a umiloeal force, and as carrying the idea of
" ethical contact" WRBsrxa and Wilxiksox : " with oTU
The ideas of saooession and coexistence are involved in hrl
thus used, principally the latter : comfort came after sor-
row, hut while the sorrow was still felt—came as a remedy
or alleviation. Comp. 2 Cor. i. 4, and the exactly parallel
circumstances and expressions in 2 Oor. vii. 4-7."—J. L.) *

I [An altogether untenable distinction. Da Warn re-
fers both words to the Apostle's inward anxieties; LCkb-
MAmr (followed by Axvoan and Ellicott), to his outward
troubles.—J. L.1

t [A suggestion of Macxxtobt, and allowed by 8chott.
—J. L.]
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ennecessary, for even in the strongly emphatic yvp

there lies a sufficient expression of the present

condition for present life :
" now (just because ye

believe)
; " * and if the words, in Hofmann's con-

struction of them, support the addition, as to the

sense, of: and shall continue to live, if ye continue

to believe, then so they do also in the ordinary con-

struction. On the whole, Hofmann's division of the

dames in vt. 7-10 is extremely artificial and cum-
bersome.

6. (V. 0.) For what thanks, Ac.—Thereby
Paul confirms the weighty (»/i§v [Alford: "ac-
counts for, and specifies the action of, the (*4 just

mentioned."—J. L.]: What greater blessing could

we have, for which to give thanks? The bvraxo-

fevnu (dbti , Joel iv. [iil, in the English arrange-

meut—J. L.] 4, Septuagint) marks the thanksgiving

as a return, requited for what was received ; in 2

Thess. i 6 it is used of primitive retribution. In

the sphere of free, spiritual love it is thanksgiving,

Pa, cxvi 12. For the third time, and this time most
emphatically, he expresses his thanks (ch. i. 2 ; Hi.

13); this time also for the ascertained stability of

the Theasalonians.

—

Tlepl, on your account ; hit, on
occasion of all the joy (the article marks the joy as

a whole), wherewith we joy. [Webster and Wil-
kinson : he has two subjects of thankfulness, their

fidelity, and his own satisfaction therein.—J. L.1

;

$ by attraction for 1jy, since the accusative should

have stood (Matt it 10; Winer, § 32. 2). The
dative, indeed, occurs also without attraction, John
ul 29; comp. Luke xxil 15; Winer, § 54. S.

But in these places the dative of a substantive cog-

nate to the verb goes to strengthen the verbal idea,

like the Hebrew infinitive absolute. We might,

therefore, rather compare such texts as Acts ii. 80

;

xvL 28, where the dative is to be understood instru-

mentally.

—

Al t/tas belongs to xalpoyusv, not to what
follows, which is already sufficiently defined; like-

wise tpvpoc&tv Ac (before our God, who is ours

and we His) still belongs to what precedes ; for, re-

ferred to what follows, it would make the. sentence

drag, whereas, connected with Ycdpousr, it is by no
means superfluous (Ewald, Hofmann); rather is

the import already riven quite correctly by Calvin :

sure et absque simulation* ulla ; Lunrmann : with a
pure joy, therefore, to which nothing earthly ad-

heres (Alford : one which will bear, and does bear,

the searching eye of God, and is His joy (John xv.

1L).-J. Lj
7. (V. 10.) Night and day, Ac—Comp. ch.

H. 9 ; as according to that place his manual labor, so

according to the present his fervent supplications

also (2 Tim. i. 8) are prolonged into the night

;

Tory exceedingly, above measure exceedingly;

a lively Pauline climax (ch. v. 13 (var.) ; Eph. iil

20 (tar.); comp. Mark vL 51).—According to Lunb-
minr [Alford : praying as we do, Ellioott, Ac.]

the participle tedpow should depend on oWpe&a,
v. 9. Hot only, however, does that lie too far off,

but, as regards the sense also, it is little suitable,

sines that oVpap. has an interrogative force, and pre-

supposes the answer: We cannot indeed say what
thanks would suffice. Luther and Von Girlach
take v. 10 as the answer to v. 9 : What thanks f in

that we pray; the thanks, that is, that we pray;—
a fiur sense, but too artificial. We do better, there-

* rAxronn : rwV—"implying Che fulfilment of the oondi-
fioa M») which fellows ; ''—Ellioott : " logical and argu-
Mtsave, approaching in meaning to in Aec rsrvm statu,

ntaisfcMAAfeatiftftu'W.I'.]

pra
Yot

fore, to take Scrf/i. as in apposition to go/popcr (Dr
Wette) : wherewith we joy, white we (at the same
time) unceasingly pray,

8. That we may see, &c—The object of the

prayer is expressed in the form of a purpose : We
ay, in order to see ; as ch. it 12 ; 2 Tbess. it 2.—
our faoe, as ch. ii. 17. Not merely, however, to

luxuriate in sensibilities, but with the holy aim of
redressing, supplying, completing ; Kwrapri^w, from
iprios

y
integer, to mend, restore what has been dam-

aged ; the nets, Matt. iv. 21 ; spiritually, 1 Cor. L
10 ; Gal. vi. 1 ; but also to complete what has not
been damaged ; the creation, Heb. x. 5 ; xi. 3. Nor
in this case is it meant to convey a reproach of de-

generacy ; synonymous with vpoo-arawkripovv, 2 Cor.

ix. 12.—Td farspftjuvro, the deficiencies, that wherein
one is behindhand ; of poverty in external things,

2 Cor. ix. 12 ; what is still 6utstanding of sufferings,

Col. i. 24. We may distinguish, but not separate,

deficiencies in the insight of faith from deficiencies

in the power of faith in the life. They need instruc-

tion, exhortation, intercession. The «**V of v. 8 had
already reminded them that no one, so long as he
lives in the flesh, must imagine that he stands and
cannot fall; ch. iv. shows, that Paul exhorts the

Theasalonians in matters of practice, as well as in-

structs them in those of theory (Lunemann, against

Olshausen).

9. (V. 1U But* may He Himself, &c—
Lunemann : But may God Himself, our Fat/ter—
refers j^t&r without reason to va-rfip only [and so
Alford, Ellicott, &cl. We understand (against

De Wette) that there is here a contrast with the

Apostle, who prays that God Himself would do His
work, and that in a twofold respect: 1. when he
directs, smooths, expressly guides, our way to you
(Luke i. 79, the feet ; 2 Thess. iil. 5, hearts ; comp.
Rom. i. 10 [Sept Ps. v. 8] ), only so do we escape

from empty places of our own, which Satan thwarts

(ch. ii. 18) ; 2. but you (v. 12), whether we come or

not (Benoel), the Lord alone can duly confirm ; we
are, indeed, merely instruments for the Kocraprlcrcu,

which proceeds from God.
10. Our God and Father and our Lord

Jesus Christ: God gives only through Jesus;'
Christ also is invoked with the Father, comp. 2
Thess. ii. 16 sqq. ; 1 Cor. i. 2 ; the verb in the sin-

Silar shows, that the two are yet not two, but one
ivine essence,f

11. (V. 12.) But you, may the Lord make,
&c.

—

TlKsoydatu and wcfuo-o-cvVcu, as previously ica-

tcv&jW, are three singulars of the optative aorist

active, not infinitives (mat would require the accent

wepurasveat, and could only be understood as an
arbitrary ellipsis); ir\tord(fir occurs elsewhere in

the New Testament only as an intransitive, here

transitive (like the hiphilj, and so in the Septuagint

(of things, not persons), Num. xxvi. 54 ; Ps. ixxi.

21 ; vipurffwiv, generally intransitive, but also

transitive : of things, 2 Cor. ix. 8 ; and the passive

(Matt. xiii. 12) implies a transitive active. So then

:

May He make you perfect % (not : through increase

* (W—not simply pcro0arurdV (Ellioott : Now), but
with its proper adversative foroo : But—in spite ot all Sa-
tan's hindrances, and notwithstanding the ftdlore hitherto

of our own repeated attempts and ceaseless longings.—
J. I*.l

t [AthakAsm, Oof contra Arianos HI. 11. : tV M*
TlJTft TOW VATpOV KOi TOW WtOW i^vkaltV.—J. L.j

X [German : er vutohe euoh voWcomwun ;—a needless de-

parture from the strict meaning of nAcor&nu, and one no4

justified by the parenthesis.—J. L.J
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of numbers, but, as no doubt connected with that,)

m love (dative, as in ch. ii. 17), and richly to

abound ; toward one another, therefore in brotherly

love (ch. Xv. 9), and toward all (who are not yet

brethren^ ; not merely : toward all other Christians,

30 that tne first member should mean only ; toward
you Thessalonians one with another ; still less is the

second member merely epexegetical : and that in-

deed all (Thessalonians). A groundless narrowing

of the comprehensive sense.—Even as we alio
do toward yon. Since the word is i^ifZr, not

fjfias, we cannot supply an optative, but only wcpur-

atvofiw (intransitive) ry aydry. (Grotius : ifffiiv.)

We are m fact your model, as was said already, ch.

L 6 ; ii. 10 ; and that (Hofmann) in love even to

those who are not yet brethren ; otherwise, indeed,

wo should not have come to you. Had we not loved

you, before you were Christians, you would never
have become such.

12. (V. 13.) To the end He, &c—The final

aim and effect of being perfected in love is the

establishment of the heart ; to become unblamable
is the result of the <m)pi(w ; on the day, not to

the day, because the end is regarded as attained;

breviloquence, for «j rb cTwu A/tl/urrovf, 1 Cor. i. 8,

and often. Winer, § 66. 3. The negative (6ft.)

stands in the positive : in holiness (belongs to

d/j.(^.xrovs). That should be the issue with the

Thessalonians, as with the Apostle (ch. ii. 10). Ho-
liness, the result of sanctification (ch. iv. 8), compre-
hends the whole life in and from the Spirit. The
uiiblamableness in holiness has place before God's
scrutinizing glance at the coming of the Lord Jesus.

MrrtC &c leans closely on vapowrla ; it does not be-

long to the more remote atic/movs. Therefore:

when He comes (xdpcort) with all His holy ones;

His, Acts ix. 13, that is, Christ's (not, as Lunemamn
would have it, contrary to the arrangement of the

words, God's). In that lies the stimulus : see to it,

that ye come along with them.—But who are the

Hyioi ? The angels, His angels, are Christ's attend-

ants at the judgment (Matt. xxv. 31 ; xiii. 41 ; xvi.

27 ; 2 Thess. i. 7) ; they are called in the Old Testa-

ment 0">^~p, Septuagint simply Sytot, Ps. lxxxix.

6 [6
J (?) ; Dan. iv. 10 ?13l ; viii. 13 ; at Zech. xiv. 5

it might be doubted whether angels only are meant.

In the New Testament, on the contrary, Ayioi with-

out any addition never elsewhere denotes the angels,

always Christians, Col. hi. 12, and how often ! At
Col. i. 26 one might possibly (comp. Eph, iii. 10)
think of holy men and angels together. But do
holy men come with the Lord ? Rather, to Him, to

meet Him (ch. iv. 16, 17), says Pelt. In the mean-
while, however, they are with Him immediately after

death (Phil. i. 23 ; 2 Cor. v. 6), and He will bring

them with Himself (ch. iv. 14) ; rising before the

living [before the rapture of the living.—J. L.1,

they may be described as coming with Him [caught

up" to meet the Lord in the air, they then do come
with Him.—J. L.] ; and with this must be compared
1 Cor. vi. 2, 3 ; xv. 23, 62 ; 2 Thess. i. 10. Thus,
in favor of the reference to the angels (De Wette,
L&nemann, and others) is what is said of them else-

where, and the Old Testament phraseology ; against

it is that of the New Testament (on which account
Yon Gerlach, Hofmann and others, understand by
the word tho sleeping believers). We should then
perhaps have to suppose, that the style of Daniel

prevails in our Epistle, as likewise in 2 Thess. ii.

—

Bkngkl and Starke [Alforo, Ellicott, Webster
and Wilkinson, &e.] understand by ayitty angels

and glorified men together, and in favor of this very

view reference might be made to Daniel, where
besides angels men also, members of the people

of God, who take the kingdom, are called F^?*?
(ch. vii. 18, 22). Moreover, Heb. xii. 22, 23 puts

the angels in company with the Church of the per-

fected first-born, who indeed have become fodyyt\o.

(Luke xx. 36). The Lord is Head of the Church, as

of principalities and powers (Eph., Col.).
—

'Ap^r,
which is added by A. D. 1 E. Sin. It Vulg., suits the.

devotional strain, but for that very reason may have
been of liturgical origin, or added by the copyist

DOCTBINAL AtfD ET1UCAL.

1. (V. 6.) Faithfulness to the gospel is naturally

connected with thankful love to those who publish

it. Boos : It is well, when after some time matters

stand thus between teachers and their former bear-

ers, whose spiritual fathers they are. Backsliders

cannot think kindly of their former spiritual fathers,

and have no longing desire to see them again, since

shame and fear, or even a malignant bitterness, do
preclude this.—The Apostle is far from fostering a
false dependence, that leans on men rather than on
the Lord Himself (l Cor. i. 13 sqq. ; iii, 4 sqq.).

When a separation is necessary to a proper indepen-

dence, the Lord brings it about for the upright in

due time.

[BuRKiTT : Christian love doth earnestly long to

evidence itself in Christian fellowship, and passion-

ately desire the communion of saints, for the mutual
comfort and spiritual advantage of each other.—
J. L.]

2. (V. 7.) A man of faith, like Paul, needs com-
fort, and says so without disguise (Rom. i. 10) ; he
takes no such high stand, as if be bad no need of it

We scarcely form to ourselves an adequate idea of

the agony of bis soul for all his churches, and easily

mistake in thinking generally of highly endowed
and advanced Christians, forgetting that in the con-

flict they are most exposed and harassed.

3. In v. 7 Paul speaks only of the faith of tho

Thessalonians, the root ; whereas at v. 12, the root

being firm, his desire is turned simply to their in-

crease in love, that expression of faith in the life,

whose growth then again reacts to the strengthening

of faith. Happy he, to whom the faith of others is

a comfort, that enables him to disregard, yea, to
vanquish, his own troubles. Only then, indeed, is

there life (v. 8) full, blessed, worthy of the name,
when such love finds its occasions of thankfulness.

4. (V. 10.) What we could not allow gram-
matically, that the prayer is the answer to the ques-

tion, What thanks can we render? is yet perfectly

true in reality. Prayer is the chief part of thanks-

giving {Heidelberg Catechism, Qu. 116), according to

the riches, that is, of God's goodness, which we honor
by receiving out of its fulness grace for grace. Sup-
plication is thus thanksgiving, and leads to thank-

fulness for what has been already received, as on the
other hand thanksgiving is supplication for the con-

tinuance of the blessing, and impels to further and
unceasing supplication.

5. Paul has to touch on the deficiencies of the

Thessalonians; and how affectionately docs he do
so ; with as much fatherly frankness as tenderness,

and in a manner remote from all pedantry; not

until he has* testified his greatest joy. And they
certainly agree with him—are in this also sensible
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af his pare lore—say not : Have we any deficien-

cies*—Stahelin : A true faith is still always defec-

tive. Frequently there is wanting a really con-

vincing knowledge, whence doubts afterwards arise

;

frequently an assurance of the truth and sincerity

of faith, and this arouses a struggle of self-denial

;

frequently growth in the same, when for many rea-

sons a man is compelled for a long time to exercise

himself in expedients alone ; frequently the strength

to do all things duly in faith. Through the word
and prayer these deficiencies are supplied.

—

Berlen-
BcaGKR Bibel : Faith is a thing that can (and

should) grow. We are not to stand still and be-

come careless, as if we thought : Now the Church is

planted. For the Church has enemies, and those

planted are still novices.

6. (V. 1 1.) That, even when the matter on hand
concerns the promotion of outward arrangements, as

of a missionary journey, Jesus also is invoked, though
not so prominently, almost exclusively, as the Sav-

iour is among the Moravians,—this shows how the

Apostles understand Matt, xxviii. [18] : all power in

heaven and iu earth. Not merely, therefore, in the

heart, by means of the truth ; that were to be a Pro-

phet without being King. But this can be nothing

else but the return of the glory, which He had before

the world was (John xvii. 5). The Socinian theory,

fiiTored also by later writers, of the glorification, dei-

fication, of a man, who was not God from the begin-

ning, is irreconcilable therewith. Gess : If for God
to become man is something miraculous, for a man
to become God is something monstrous. To make a

creature Mediator between God and the creatures is

to change the Mediator into a partition wall. If New
Testament believers are not to be put in a lower posi-

tion than those of the Old Testament, who depend-
ed on Jehovah Himself,* then must Jesus not be a

7. The Apostle's desire and prayer was first

granted years after (Acts xx.). How much higher,

then, truly are God's thoughts than even an Apos-
tle's thoughts, and His ways higher than an Apostle's

ways ! His object, the confirmation of the Thessa-

loniana, was attained through other means, especially

eten by means of his letters.

8. (V. 12.) Brotherly love and universal love

are concentric circles—the centre, Christ The nar-

rower circle is not an occasion of bigoted exclusive-

aess, but a focus of refreshment for the wider one
(2 Pet L 7). All, indeed, are called to be brethren.

Between such as are so already, and such as have yet

to become so, there exists before God an essential

difference ; before the eyes of men the transition is

often imperceptible ; no guild ; no see here, see

there. Where God really fills the heart, there also

does love. But God only can give proficiency in

this fulfilling of the law, as well as a beginning in it

He requires from us what exceeds our powers, that

we may learn to obtain from Him by prayer the

power to perform it (Calvin). To become perfect

in love imparts to the heart a steadfastness in willing

nothing that is contrary to the will of God, Rom.
xifi. 8, 10 (Hofmann).

HOUILETICAL AND PBACTIOAL.

V. 6. Chrtsostom : Who is like Paul, who re-

gvds the salvation of his neighbors as his own, feel-

* [Bat not without the blood of sacrifioe, and priostly

hfaraarion, nod both as types of Him who was to come.—
J.L.J

ing toward all as the body toward its members?—
Riegeb : What love to the sheep, that good news of

them could so vivify him !

—

Diedrich : So does the

shepherd's love identify him with the flock. This is

the difference between the shepherd and the hire-

ling.—Jacob revives on hearing that Joseph is alive

,

still more blessed is his joy, who has a faculty for

bearing good in the highest sense of another (3 John
4 ; Luke xv. 7).

Chrtsostom: Hear, how scholars are admired,

who have a good remembrance of their teachers

;

how they are esteemed happy !

—

Rieger : The Apos-
tle regards the remembrance of him and the longing

after him as in themselves good impulses, and as a

proof of the value which they put on the gospel,

anil so likewise on strenuous laborers therein.

Vv. 7, 8. Heubner : The steadfastness of others

strengthens ourselves.—In God's gift and work we
find life. Without that, it deserves not the name.

—

Senkca : Etiam in longissima vita minvnum est,

quod vivitur,—[The spiritual welfare of the Church,

and the strength and joy of her ministers, alike de-

pend on the Church's faith.—J. L.]

V. 9. We cannot sufficiently give thanks! It

were often more true to say : We do not sufficiently

give thanks, even as we might God's kindnesses,

however, are in any case greater than that we should

be able to repay them.

—

[Matthew Henry : When
we are most cheerful, we should be most thankful.

What we rejoice in, we should give thanks for.—
Adam Clarke : How near his heart did the success

of his ministry lie !—J. L.]

V. 10. The calm collecting of holy thoughts in

the night season—intercessory prayer in times of

sleeplessness—is a good imitation of the Apostle.

Heubner: The more prosperous the beginning,

with so much the greater zeal prosecute the work.

—

Alone with joy over a good condition, two things

are always needed to save us from falling into con-

ceit, ostentation, presumption, self-sufficiency, and
vain glorying in men : that the honor be given to

God, and that we do not lose the recollection of

actual deficiencies.

—

Calvin : Even those, who are

far ahead of others, are still far from having reached

the goal.—No standing still; faith would be, not

merely once established, but ever newly cherished

and promoted.

—

[Matthew Henry: When we are

most thankful, we should also give ourselves to

prayer ; and those we give thanks for, yet have

need to be prayed for.-—J. L.]

V. 11. The Apostle's fervent spirit overflows in

prayer, not merely in his chamber, but in the Epistle

itself.

Heubner : All our steps and ways are in God's

hand ; to everything He must give His consent (Gen.

xxiv. 40 ; Jer. x. 23 ; James iv. 13-15).—[To com-

mit our way unto the Lord, the grand secret of a

safe, contented, happy, and truly prosperous life.

—

J.LJ
V. 12.

—

Heubner: Love should not he scanty,

poor, but rich, exuberant.

—

Chrtsostom : Love after

God's kind embraces all. If thou lovest this man,

and that roan not at all, this is nothing but a friend-

ship after a human sort.

—

[Matthew Henry : We
are beholden to God not only for the stock put into

our hands at first, but for the improvement of it

al8o.—The more we«ire beloved, the more loving wo
should be.—J. L.]

Y. 13. Roos: Establishment of the heart comes
through growth in holiness, and this consists espe-

cially in love.—Chrtsostom : By it the heart be
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60 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALOXIANS.

comes unblamable, from which otherwise proceed

evil thoughts, that cannot be there without outward
act There is no sin that is not consumed by the

power of love, as by fire.—Love, feeding on the

hope of heaven (CoL L 4, 6), can only confirm, not
prejudice, the salvation of souls.—[Bntsoic : Befor$
God—\t is a small matter to be accounted holy
among men.—J. L.]

SECOND PART.

DIDACTIC AND HOBTATOBT.

Ch. IV., V.

Warning against Fornication and Covetousness.

Ch. IV. 1-8.

1 Furthermore, then, we beseech yon, brethren, and exhort you [Finally then,

brethren, we beseech you, and exhort] * by [in, &] the Lord Jesus, that, as ye
have received of [according as ye received from] • us bow ye ought to walk
and to please GodJ [even as also ye do walk,]

4
so ye would abound more and

2 more [ye would abound yet more]. For ye know what commandments we gave
3 you by the Lord Jesus. For this is the will of God. even your sanctification

[God's wjll, your sanct., Sikrjfm toC $€<&, 6 ayiacyAos v/iwv] ; that ye should abstain
4 [ye abstain] from fornication ; that every one of you should know how to pos-

sess his vessel [every one of you know how to possess himself of his own v.]
*

5 in sanctification and honor, not in the lust of concupiscence [in passion of lust,

b Trowel ImSvfuas], even as the [also the, *<u ra\ Gentiles which [who] know not
6 God ; that no man [one] go beyond and defraud his brother in any matter [in

the matter his brother, (v t<J irpaypart rov <t8cA<£6v avrov] : because that the Lord
is the avenger of all such [an avenger for all these things, 2*6ucos . . . wept

irdvTtov toviw], as [even as, ko&os] we also have forewarned [also told you
7 before]

T and testified [fully testified].* For God hath not called [did not call,

ov . . . &aWcv] us unto uncleanness, but unto holiness [for uncleanness, but in
8 sanctification].* He therefore [Wherefore then he]

10
that despiseth, despiseth

[rejecteth, rejecteth]" not man, but God, who hath also given [also gave] unto
us His Holy Spirit [His Holy Spirit unto you].

1*

i V. l.-fr* Aoiwfcr (oomp. B. V. 2 These. UL 1 ; 2 Cor. ariii. 11 : Bph. vi. 10: Phil. iii. 1 ; iv. 8, and see Exegetloal
Kotos, 1. In this case nearly all the uncial manuscripts, including Sin., and modern editors omit the rf, as at 2 Cor. xiii.
11) oeV, ££«A^oi, loMTMfify vpof xol wyxaXovtitv.—J. JL]

* V. 1.—B. D. 1 and others giro fee xaAic, and resume at the end of the rerte : &a vsptov. [Lachmann, Teschendorf;
Alford, Ellicott).—Sin. A. and others omit the first Ira.

V. 1.—VcmBmt wpkL&m (when we were with you) «W.—J. L.]
4 V. 1.—KaM* k<u vtptirartirt is given by a large number of the oldest authorities f8In. A. B. D. E. F. G., Vulgate,

Ac. ; and so Wells, Lachmann, Teschendorf, Alford, Wordsworth, EUioott, Am. Bible Union.—J. L.] ; it was probably
omitted as cumbrous.

• V. 1.—{v«ptowtiFerf poAJyor. Gorman: nock mehr; Wakefield, Oonybeare at v. 10, Ellicott: aUU mart; Sharpe,
Alford : yet more.—In v. 2, for itwcatitr, Sin. roads Mmc.t with one or two cursives.—J. L.)

* V. 4.—[iiAbxu tkeevor v/iur to Jovtov <nccik* ktwAu. See the Ezegetioal Notes, 3.—Sin. 1 repeats br before n*©.—
J* L.]

T V. 6.—[*«d a-poc/irafMF—again referring to the time of his personal ministry at Thcssalonioa*—The form of the
second aorist, vpottw Ofitvia given by Griesbach, Schola, EUioott * (7).—J. L.]

* V. 6.—[6tcpaprvpa>«0a. The eti is recognised as intensive by many of the commentaries and versions. Bona
mtttveranttr ; Benson, EUioott : toUmnly ; Maclmight, Peilo : /fcttjr; Alford : constantly ; &c—The t> before mJjxo* in this
verse is wanting in Sin. 1 A. B. D., 1 and is cancelled by Lachmann, Tlsohendorf, Alford, Ellicott.—J. L.]

• V. 7.—[to aita0apirU, aAA' iv aytaoTty. See the Exegetioal Notes, 5.—J. L.]
19 V. 8.—[So Macknight and EUioott render rotyapovr a. Oomp. the E. V. at Heb. zii. 1—the only other instance

of rotyapow.—J. L.J •
11 V. 8.—fin both cases &6rr4m ; for which Erasmus and other Latin versions here change the tpemit of the Vulgate

Into rtficU or rtpmdiat, as many German versions (though not Biggenbach's) do Luther's vtrachUt into verwir/L The

• [So at least in the text of the American reprint But, as the Commentary gives the first aorist, a#t«r» this la pea*
laps one of the too numerous errors In these otherwise comely editions of Ellxoott.—J. L.]
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B. V. marginal rejecteth is preferred by several English translators, including Alford, in the Commentary, Ellicott, and
the Am. Bible Union.—J. L.]

19 Y. 8.—The authorities are diridod between Mm. [the led. rae.. retained by nearly all the editors, after A. K. I*.*

msfcMtra [Lachmann, after Sin. 1 B. D. E. F. 0.), both with or [Lachmann] without jcoZ.

l* V. 8.—Ire vrcvpa avrov rh Sytov etc vpacl The preponderance of authority is for vftat (Sin. B. D. E. P. O. &c
(be Byriac ana other versions] instead of fe*«* [A., Vulgate, $c.—Almost all the critical editions nave uftat.—J. L.J.

EXEGETICAIf A3Q) CBITICAL.

1. (Vv. 1, 2.) Finally.—AonroV (for which the

evidence here preponderates, comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 10),

not materially different from to AofwoV, 2 Thess. iii.

1 ; Phil iv. 8 is used either with a temporal mean-
ing: henceforth, now (Matt xxvi. 45), or in the

sense of moreover; but not, as Chrysostom ex-

plains it: evermore. In the second signification it

introduces the close of the discourse; Grottos:
locuiio properantis ad fincm* That is the case

even here ; from what is personal Paul turns to the

dosing exhortation, which indeed is prolonged.*

He advances from wishing to exhorting (Roos).

That thej may become unblamable (ch. iii. 13 ; with

which the oiv forms an immediate connection), he
beseeches and exhorts in those particulars, in which

there is yet room for improvement in the deficien-

cies of their faith ; thus letting the icarapricai begin

meanwhile by letter, first in vv. 1-12 in reference to

their walk, then in w. 13 sqq. in reference to their

knowledge. In the classics Ijnrrav means only to

aik a question, bnt in the Septuagint it already

stands for bx© (Ps. cxxil 6), and in the New Tes-

tament it often means to beseech (2 Thess. ii. 1).

—

And exhort, by virtue of apostolic authority ; but
the evangelical exhortation is a friendly entreaty,

which respects freedom. The entreaty and the ex-

hortation are exercised in the Lord Jesus ; the

fellowship of His life is the element (2 Cor. ii. 17)

;

the Apostle acts as Christ's organ : he reckons not
himself sufficiently worthy even to beseech or ex-

hort The object of the exhortation is marked sub-

standvely by r6 (Luke xxii. 23, 24 ; Rom. viii. 26

;

Whir, § 13. 3). The aim of the walk is to please

God (as the Apostle pleases Him, ch. ii. 4). [Web-
srxt and Wilkinson : " Oca? without art, such a
being as God is,"—J. L.]—Even as also ye do
(actually) walk, recognizes what they already are

;

and this is implied also in the /laAAor: yet more
(than yon now do) should you become rich and
abound (here intransitive) f therein. But not : Tou
are to do more than is commanded.—For, con-

firms the exhortation by an appeal to their own
knowledge of what commandments (1 Tim. i. 5, 18

;

the verb at v. 11 and 2 Thess. iii. 4) they had re-

ceived (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 1 ; Gal. iy. 13).—By the
Lord Jesus, is not quite equivalent to *V of v. 1

;

*e might have expected him to say: Jesus gave
them ey us ; but he says on the contrary : We gave
them fry Him the Mediator of all truth and all au-

thority; not oV iuavrov did I command; comp.
Beta. xv. 30. Synonymous with «V by6uari, 2 Thess.
m. 6 ; 9th rod Mparos, 1 Cor. i. 10.

1 (V. 3.) For this is God's will, Ac. (ch.

v. 18); [Webster and Wilkinson : " The art. with
.toy draws attention to the circumstance that God
had just been spoken of as one to whose will it

should be our main object to conform, * our God,'

.
* [Vatobajc • « literally, As a remaining thing: mark-

is* aa approach towards the. conclusion of the Epistle, bat
ft* aeceaauily a very near approach."—Webster and
wtixroox : t* Aotvfer o*V, " Now then, what else I have to

•J tf" ; AeonJr, •< Let me say farther.' 1—J. L.)
* (wpwtiMM contracted with the transitive rotowrf-

VKofca.2u.l2.-J.L.l

the God we serve."—J. L.] ; with this begins the

special detail of the rapayytKiat. The subject is

rovro ; the predicate Mxypa (according to the best

authorities, without the article). What follows does
not embrace the entire will of God on all its sides

;

multrn sunt voluntates, Acts xiii. 22 ; Bengel.*—In

apposition to rovro,\ and substantially the subject

of the statement, is # hyuuru6s, which differs from
hyusevvn, ch. iy. 18, in that the latter denotes the

religious and moral character, but ayuurp6s the re-

ligious and moral process, the work of sanctification.

Not materially different is Hofmann's view, accord-

ing to which o ay. were merely appositional (to

&«Ai)/ia?), and the proper definition of the rovro
would be first given by the following infinitives. In
our Epistle Paul has as yet no occasion, as in Rom.
iii.-vi., to develop, in polemic opposition to Jewish
legality, justification as the basis of sanctification

;

nor is that the case in the Corinthian Epistles ; Paul
has no set form ; but the soul of his thought and
action is this : " By the grace of God I am what I

am" (1 Cor. xv. 10). Olshacsen, like some of the

older interpreters, would understand ay. as opposed
to the immediately following iropvsia, in the special

sense of chastity. But that is ayvcla. Not even in

Rom. vi. 19 ; 1 Tim. it 15, is the narrower sense

found. And aKc&apvla likewise, v. 7, is more com-
prehensive, including also covetousness, as in ch. ii.

8, 6. Though ydp of v. 7 shows indeed that v. 6
must come under the contrast between uncleanness

and sanctification, yet it does not at all follow from
that, that the idea of the former is here limited to

unchastity (see on v. 6). Rather, abstinence from
fornication is merely one (chief) instance of the sanc-

tification which he recommends.
3. (Vv. 8-6.) That ye abstain, Ac—The

(accusative with) infinitive is epexegetical or appo-
sitional to ayiaoyA*. On the subduing of fornica-

tion, comp. 1 Cor. vi. and vii. Chrysostom : When
he says,

* 4 from all fornication," he leaves it to those

who know, to think of the various kinds of lewd
ness. With the negative Paul couples the positive

in the form of a coordinate accusative with infini

tive: that every one of you know, slMvai as

scire, understand how to, be able to—(we only prop-

erly know, what we can also do)—acquire, get,{

not possess, which must have been expressed by the

perfect Ktfcrrjo'&cu ; no other tense means to possess,

not even Sir. vi. 1; li. 20. By oksvos, however,

vessel, utensil, tool, •'bJD , some (Tertullian, Chry-

sostom [and the other more eminent Greek commen-
tators, Theodoret, Theophylact, (Ecumenius.—J.

L.], Calvin, Grotius [Bishops Hall and Wilson,

* [Ellicott would explain the ahaenoe of the article

simply hy reference to the substantive verb preceding.—

t [Ellicott [after Alvord] says, "to the preceding
0Aqp« tou 6tov." But his previous remark, that one rea-
son why rovro, the subject, is placed somewhat emphatic-
ally forward is, that it may "direct the reader's attention
to the norm in apposition that follows," naturally suggests
the other and, I think, better view.-nj. L.1

t [German : erwerben, for kt&t&u.. Jowxrr and Elli-
cott: get himself. In *ho Revision I suggested : possess

himselfof—a phrase which Vaughan lias adopted, words-
worth: "acquire and hold; 1 * Wsbstbr and Wilkinson :

secure thepossession of.—J, L.]
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Hammond, Whitby, &c,—J. L.], Bengel, Olshac-
sen, Pelt [Wordsworth, Webster and Wilkin-
son]* understand the body; others (Theodore of

Mopsuestia, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Zwingli,
Wetstein, Schott, De Wette, L&nexann, Ewald,
Hofmann [Jowett, Altord, Ellicott] ), + the wife.

The former say that Scripture in still other places

speaks of the body in this sense—does not treat it

contemptuously as the prison of the soul—recognises

indeed the trouble that it makes for us as the seat,

not the origin, of sin—but requires that it stand in

the Lord's service as a sanctified organ of the Spirit

(1 Cor. vi. 13) ; comp. 2 Cor. iv. 1 (where, it is true,

the epithet birpdiciva is not to be overlooked) ; the

Rabbins, moreover, use 01*3 of the* body ; Philo

says repeatedly: rb tt)j tyxn* kyyuw rb a&pa;
Barnabas, 7. 11 : vssevos rov w*4paros; but also,

ch. 21, simply : rb kc*)>v mccSor. In our text iavrov
might, if necessary, take the place of awl/toro*.
But how does jrrar&ai, to get, to obtain, suit with
this? For to possess is not the meaning of the

word, but acquirer*—an argument already employed
by Wetstein. Accordingly kt&t&cu would have to

signify to get the mattery over ; Chrtsostom : Only
through sanctification do we gain the body for a
axtvos ; sin, on the contrary, gains it, when we are

impure. As this is of itself somewhat artificial, so

it is entirely at variance (De Wette, Lunemann
[Eoch, Aleord, Ellicott] ) with the fact, that to

KT<ur&cu really belongs also the negative definition

(v. 5), uh iv m&ti iT&vplas (the genitive as in ch. i.

3 ; passion peculiar to lust, concupiscence ; eVid. is

the natural element of sin (Rom. vii. 7), which swells

to passion ; comp. w&ij frnpfar, Rom. i. 24, 26).

So then : You are to acquire tlie <tk*vos in sancUfica-
tion, not in passionate lust ; this does not suit the
assumed meaning of <nreDor ; for, in truth, it is only
by sanctification that the mastery over the body is

gained ; by lust comes the opposite, the loss of the
mastery. Gain the mastery over the body, not in pas-
lion, were to give an absurd turn to the prohibition.}

We are thus driven to the other explanation, for

which, it is true, Scripture furnishes as little as for
the first any perfectly exact parallel For passages
where man is described generally as a figure of clay

(Is. xlv. 9, and often), or expressions as <tkcv»j

4\Joos> Rom. ix. 23, and such like, are too dissimilar.

The one that comes nearest seems to be 1 Pet. iii.

7 ; but even there the wife is described as the weak-
er vessel, to wit of the Divine grace, merely in the
relation of contrast, over against the stronger vessel,

but not as the vessel or instrument of the man.
Among the Rabbins, however, the latter idea is

* rl should say, a majority of all the commentators.—
J« L.J

t fEllicott : " and apparently the majority of recent
expositors." Most of the older commentators go the other
way.—J. L.]

t [I must still question whether tho above argument,
however plausible, is quite as demonstrative, as has been
supposed. As I remarked in the Revision: "If the writer
really meant to say : 'Instead of serving divers lusts and
pleasures (Tit. iii. 8, ftovA«i?orr«? Ini&vplais ktKA, and
thus making the body your tyrant (Bom. xvi. 18 ; 2 Pet. ii.

19) and your Ood (Phil. iii. 19), let every one of you seek to
gtl possession and control of it, in a holy and honorable
use, not in a vile abuse,' it does not appear that such a
construction would be in any respect more harsh and diffi-

cult than what is often met with; e. g. Bom. iii. 8 ; 1 John
iii. 12." Comp. I Cor. ix. 27. Jowbtt: "The words Iv
sulci hnAvfUa*, though forming an antithesis to iv ayuurpuf
koX Tt/tp, need not necessarily, when applied to the heathen,
carry us back to. icreUrtfat rt retvoc. In v. 5 these latter
words are lost sight of, and some general idea gathered
from them, such as 'living' «V rflct rfirtSv/ua*."—J. L.J

found (with the blunt explanation: cut imrntitUur
semen) : vas meum quo ego utor, MegilL Estb. 1. 11

;

and, besides, rroVdcu is used of taking a wife (Ruth
iv. 10, Septuagint ; Sir. xxxvi. 29

[24J ).

It is objected, 1. that this would be to speak too
meanly of the wife, as of a dependent instrument of
the man, contrary to the reciprocity of 1 Cor. vii. 4 ;

2. that the opposition to took would be taken some*
what too narrowly, especially if we understand the

matter thus : You are to contract marriage in sewc-

tificalion, not in lust ; in this way the exhortation*

would be, not for such as still remain single, or for

widowers, and for others, even only in regard to the
formation of the marriage tie ; 3. (a point made by
Olshausen, and also by Calvin before him), that

the exhortation would thus not at all apply to the
woman. It may be replied (with Di Wette and
LttKEMARN), 1. that the wife is not in every respect

viewed as the instrument of the man, but only in the

special relation suggested by the opposition to wopr.

Keep yourselves from vaga libido ; procure rather

every one his own instrument, to wit, for the instinct

in question, not as . one in vopy. procures a ewcrfor,

not his own, in passionate lust Here, as in 1 Cor.
vii., Paul speaks plainly and undisguisedly, but yet
briefly and decently. 2. This exhortation is gene-
rally applicable; that is to say, those who do not
possess the gift of continence (1 Cor. vii. 2, 9) are,

for the sake of avoiding *opw., to take to themselves
every one his own regular wife (if they are still sin-

gle or widowers), and not use a ewefot that is not
their own ; but neither are they to marry in a merely
fleshly way, and just so they are not to lead their

married life in that spirit. It concerns both the
formation of the marriage relation and the subse-
quent life therein, when it is said: Obtain your
ffKtvos (at first and ever afterwards) in sanctification

and honor. 3. This exhortation Paul directs with
perfect propriety to the men as the specially active

parties, who readily allow themselves greater liberty

in this thing. The inference as regards Christian

women was self-evident.

LCnemann thinks that in sanctification and
honor is merely an explanation of what is implied
in the expression, his own vesseL But the sense is

richer, if we thus distinguish : 1. Let every one ac-
quire his own vessel, and that, indeed, 2. in the
proper way, as it should be acquired (and then also
kept accordingly). It is not enough that one have a
wife ; it is likewise important, in what way he has
got and now holds her. " For a man may be drank
even on his own wines." The proper mode of the
KToVdcu is therefore described : in sanctification in-

wardly, before God, so that there is an imitation of
the love of Christ (Eph. v.) and a mutual further-

ance in the service of God and in the rule of the
spirit ; whence follows in the relation between man
and man : and in honor (Col. ii. 23 ; 1 Pet. iii. 7)

;

in maintaining one's own honor, and in the respect
or manifestation of honor that is shown to the wife ;

as opposed to the inula of him who sinks himself
below the beasts, desecrating and degrading the
ffKtvos by a sinful abuse through *c&. «**<&. in forni-

cation, or even in carnal excesses within the limits

of marriage.

Even as also the Oentlles *, ical in compari-
sons, v. 13 ; Rom. iv. 6 ; !&j% as frequently for

ibviKoL

4. (V. 6). That no one go beyond, &c, is

added by asyndeton, with this variation, that now
r6 stands with the infinitive. To uh vTcpfkUytu*
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aonot depend on etBtrat ; if on account of the arti-

cle it could not be parallel to &Wxc0$cu and fftftVot,

then neither is it parallel to jrraV&cu, which without

the article depends on tlMvau Bknqbl sees in the

asyndeton a proof that Paul is proceeding with the

Mine topic, the r6 bringing confirmation and climax

to what was last said. It is, on th^whole, supposed
by many (Chrysostom : the subversion of marriage
it worse than the robbery of treasury Jkrome,
Erasmus [Bishop Wilson], Wststein, Olshausbn,
Pelt, Vok Gerlach [Jowett, Alforh, Ellicott,

Yaughah, Wordsworth, Webster and Wilkin-
sox, and most others] ), that *AforcicTf?jr (to over-

reach, injure) stands here, not in its ordinary mean-
ing, bat figuratively of violated marriage, as Pror.

vi. 29-32 compares the thief and the adulterer (that,

however, is not to describe the adulterer figuratively

as a thief) ; comp. 2 Sam. xil (but that is an express

parable), and the tenth commandment (of the Re-
formed division),* which embraces both kinds of
sins. Paul (they think), having said before that for-

nication is contrary to sanctification, and therefore

to God, now goes on to say that it wounds also

brotherly love—is, so to speak, a greedy grasping at

conjugal property, an injury to the rights of a
brother. The specification, iv ry rpdynart, would
then be used euphemistically : " in the matter " (that

mentioned in vv. 4, 5 ; 2 Cor. vii. 11). On any
other view, it is thought, there would be a quite

abrupt introduction by asyndeton of a new subject,

whereas even the ydp of v. 1 shows that v. speaks

of the uncleanness of lewdness.

Against the last remark, see Exeg. Note 2 (on v.

8) ; hu&apaia is all impurity of the natural man, the

dominion of the flesh over against the spirit ; covet-

ousness also belongs to it On the other hand, there

is no example (for a parable like that of Nathan is

not one) of the asserted figurative use of wAfortK-

ntr ; and even the asyndeton does not prove what
these interpreter* wish. Indeed, closely viewed,

something even false would be the result of this.

That is to say, were to ph &c of v. 6 merely appo-

sitional to w. 4, 6—if nothing but a new side of

wpnla were to come out of it—then the adulterous

wA*er##a must be a characteristic of all fopvtla ; a
man, in other words, must thereby invade the rights

of his brethren ; which yet is not the case, for there

is many an instance of *o/>r., which violates no
brother's right of possession ; that is the case only
in a single definite relation, and must consequently

have been mentioned as something new, not simply
as an apposition to what precedes. Even LOnemann
is here too punctilious, when on account of the r6
he would take ph frrc/>£. as coordinate, not with

aWx- and cftfau, but with 6 07100710* : The will of
God is 1. your sanctification, abstinence from forni-

cation, and so forth; and 2. the n^ i>T*p&aly*iv.

But in this way there results the awkwardness of
understanding aytacrp6s of v. 3 in the narrower sense
of chastity, whereas in v. 1 it is understood by
LfrfSMAXV himself (who takes v. 6 as an exhorta-
tion against covetousness) in the wider sense. We
cannot be driven to this by that article.

Even if we had to acknowledge in this a slight

roggedness of style, we should yet say with Hof-
mass, that the very article shows that something
new, and of a different nature, now comes in. The

* flatter's Catechism retains the Roman Oathollo ar-
nagement of the decalogue, which divides the tenth com-
aadmeot into two to make up for the omission of the
ttcondW. L.j

difficulty disappears, as soon as (in reading) we punc-
tuate somewhat more strongly after 071007x0* tiu&r,

and again after pj) eUMra rbr frcoV. Thus (with

Oriqkn, Calvin, Zwinqlt, Grotius, De Wette,
Lunexann, Ewald, Hovmann, and others) we recog-

nize in v. 6 a new exhortation to a second evidence

of sanctification (along with chastity as the first) in

honesty of dealing, instead of a reckless and covet-

ous overreaching. Many take vwip&alyuv absolutely,

without an object, modum excedere ; Luther: to

grasp too far ; H. 9. 601 ; Plato, Hep. 866. A
But since the one to p4j takes the two verbs close

together, we shall do better by referring also, with
Hofmank, the addition cV r? wo. and the object to

both verbs; and then frrco/S., to go beyona\ is the

same thing as to take no notice of, recklessly to die-

regard; in what? even in wkeorctla, the desire to

have more. The verb is transitive also in 2 Cor. xii.

17, 18 ; r£ enclitic, for tiw, as Grotius explains it,

is not according to New Testament use—not even in

1 Cor. xv. 6; Iv r$ wo. means: in the business

(Rom. xvi. 2), or even lawsuit (1 Cor. vi. 1), on hand
at any particular time.*

His brother—is this to be understood of
brother in the widest sense, as equivalent to

vkti<rlov ? That, however, is contrary to the usage.

Even ns denotes a member of the people of God.

But should the limitation, as in Deut xxiii. 19 sq.,

indicate a difference in the treatment of brethren

and of strangers ? By no means ; it does not con-

sist with the context, that those who are not breth-

ren should be otherwise treated (comp. ch. iii. 12)

;

Paul, looking simply at the intercourse of Christians

with one another, requires that the same should be
fraternal, and he uses the name of brother as an
argument against unbrotherly overreaching ; cetiolo-

gia fugienda transgressionis, Bengel; just as in

1 Cor. vi., where In like manner the transition from
fornication (ch. v.) to covetousness is by asyndeton,

hurried and abrupt In other places also Paul puts

close together these two capital vices, Eph. iv. 19

;

v. 8, 6 ; Col. iii. 5.

Confirmation of the warning: Because that
(Rom. i. 19, 21) the Lord (Bengel: Christus

judex) if an avenger (vindex, Rom. xiii. 4) for
all these things j the most diverse sins (suits bet-

ter, if the previous discourse was at least of two
kinds of sin, and not merely of two forms of the

same sin) ; comp. 1 Cor. v. 11 ; vi. 9, 10 ; Gal. v.

19 sqq.f

* [Per contra, Ellicott: "Tho clause is not merely
parallel to the anarthrous cidfau, but reverts to the pre-
ceding Aytavprff " (Ellicott on this point agreeing with
LfKBMANX), "of which it presents a specific exemplifi-
cation more immediately suggested by the second part
of ver. 4. first, nopvtU is prohibited ; then a holy u«e
of its natural remedy affirmatively inculcated ; and lastly,

the heinous sin of potxefa, especially as regarded in its

social aspects, formally denounced. So rightly Chrys.
GtmivSa ««pl /UMYfioc favir avwrtfm W «ol s-cpl woprtiae

vrfffip), and after him Theod., Theophyl., CEcura., nnd the
majority of modern commentators. To regard the verse
with Calv., Grot., and recently De "Wette, Lunem., Koch,
as referring to the fraud and covetousness in the affairs of

life, is (a) to infringe on the plain meaning of t£ vp&ynun

;

(0) to obscure the reference to the key-word of the para-
graph, atcaBapoxeLy ver. 7 : (y) to mar the contextual symmetry
of tho verses ; and. lastly, to introduce an exegesis so frigid

and unnatural, as to make us wonder that such good names
should be associated with an interpretation so seemingly
improbable." So Alvord and Jowett. Comp. Notes i and
b in the Revision of this verso.—J. L.J

t [Our Translators, following the Bishops* Bible, soem
to have taken rovrwr as masculine, for the transgressors

fWxLL*, Bauxxs. SnARpB, CoNYBKABK), or for the injured
parties. Bat all the other older English versions have
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Bvfn as w alio told you before, not

merely before this Epistle ; that idea lies simply in

the aorist (when we were with you, even then onr
oral teaching was to no other effect); but the *pe
(comp. vpoKeyv with rpo&rov, Gal. v. 21) contains a
reference to the coming of Christ to judgment:
** before it happens

;

n and (by way of corrobora-

tion) folly testified (ch. ii. 12 [11]). Calvin:
tanta enim est hominum tarditas, ut nisi acriter

perculsi nullo divini judicii sensu tangantur.

5. (Vv. 7, 8.) For God did not call, &a—
What prompted the exhortation, a return to. the fun-

damental idea of v. 8. The change from iwi to 4v

is not without design. The former might possibly

mark the condition: on the ground of But to

specify a ground, even in a negative way, does not

accord with the free grace of the call. But, since

the purpose of an action is the motive of it, M
may also express for the purpose of hoc lege ut esse-

mu*, Gal. t, 13; Eph. ii. 10; Winer, § 48, G.

[Werstkr and Wilkinson :
'* on the understanding

oCn—J. L.] ). 'Ey, on the contrary, is internal ; it

may be understood by breviloquence (in order to be

in) as equivalent to tls (Winer, § 60, 6 ; 1 Cor. vii. 15

with Col. iii. 15); but also of the essential nature

o( the roAfir (Bxnoel, Hofmann) : in the offer and
operation of sanctification the icaXsi* existed ; that

was the element in which the Kaktir moved. The
Apostle does not think so specially as we do of sanc-

tification as a gradual subdual of the flesh, but it is

for him separation from the world for God, the being

made partakers of His Spirit ; iy as Gal. i. 6 ; Eph.
Ti. 4.

Wherefore then ho that despiseth [reject-

eth] ;
*—A&cTf7r, to invalidate, treat a* null ; more

rarely with a personal object: to reject (Luke x. 16);

in the Septuagint frequently for 122 . Is. xxi. 2

;

xxiv. 10. To the participle some supply ift4, others

toDto, tV iy kyuuru*} KAjpw, rkt wapayysXlas (v.

2), not incorrectly as regards the sense, but gram-
matically it is better to take it (with De Wettr,
LUNEMANN, HoEMANN [JOWETT, AlFORO, ElLICOTT] )

as without an object, substantively: the despiser

[rejecter]. In what follows we must not take owe

for ov fiyoy, which weakens the force of the state-

ment, but thus : The man, through whom the com-
mands were conveyed to him, does not even come
into view by the side of the despising of God, from
whom they spring. In the case of fafywror, to

think with (Ecuminius, Pelt, of the overreached

brother, v. 6, or even with Hornann of the misused

woman, and the brother injured through covetous-

ness, is still more out of the way.1

In the addition : who (also, \ together with the

calling) giveth (continuously), or gave (once) His
Holy Spirit onto yon, lies the climax of the

exhortation. With the reading, unto us, one might
think of the Apostles, who speak from the Spirit

(1 Cor. vii. 40), whose word therefore is not to be
despised, or again (since this apologetic assurance is

here uncalled for) of Christians generally. The bet-

the word thing*, and nearly all commentators agree m
muting the pronoun neuter.—Our author's remark on
varra rovra—made frequently by those who take his riew
of t* mH *wtp0. «.t.A.—is of no weight. Why may nut the
reference he to the various forms of fleshly unoleannees !—
J.L.]

• [See Critical Note 11.—J. L.]
t [Blucott : "a man, any man, with a latent reference

to the Apostle."-J. L.J
I [The author brackets the «*i also in the translation.

Bee Critical Note 12.-J. L.]

ter attested buas, however, is for the readers : He
giveth (or gave) into you [in euch hinein, for <ls

spot
J

His Spirit, the Holy Spirit, who incites to

sanctification, to dwell in you ; and thus (Be Wette,
Olshausen), along with the commandment, the gift

also of discernment, illumination through the proph-
ets among you (ch. v. 20), and the spirit of discern-

ment in yourselves (ch. v. 21), so that ye are able to
judge whether I speak from myself—so that ye are

dtoftftarrot (v. 9) ; and thus to you, moreover, sanc-

tification is made a possible thing, for surely ye have
not in Tain received His Holy Spirit (Ewai.p); ye
are, therefore, also the more inexcusable, if ye de-

spise His commandments, grieve the Holy Spirit,

and resist His discipline (Eph. iy. 30; LtNEMAxa,
HornANN).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 1.) There is danger in knowing the way,
and not going forward (James i. 22). Standing still

tends to backsliding. The point is, to walk continu-

ally, step by step, even to the mark. Ciirybostom :

The earth returns more than is given to it,—But this

as fruit, from the living force of the seed ; no opera
supererogationis. The true wfpwrrfcti' is not any
acting over and above the commandments (v. 2), but

a more and more willing fulfilment of the command-
ments. Zwingli : No one can here be perfect, and
he that standeth, let him take heed lest he fall

Daily we fall and sin ; let us also daily arise.—That
requires an ever fresh exhortation and admonition in

the midst of the frivolity of an age, which heed-

lessly despises the judgment of God.— Rieoer:
When one has once received from another some-
thing pertaining to instruction in the matter of sal-

vation, this forms a tie between hearts, such that one
may hope to effect a still further advance. A word
received with love into the heart communicates to

us also an impulse to become ever more perfect.

[Matthew Henry : The Apostle taught them how to

walk, not how to talk.

—

Adam Clarke : God sets no
bound* to the communications of His grace and
Spirit to them that are faithful. And as there are
no bounds to the grace*, so there should be none to

the exercise of those graces.—J. L.]

2. (V. 2). Bekobl remarks, that in the Epistles

to the only recently founded church at Thessalonica

the Apostle speaks frequently of his commands ; but
seldom in Epistles to churches of longer standing.

Evangelical freedom is no antinomianism. The ordi-

nances of God require the obedience of faith. Ab-
solute autonomy and creaturehood are mutually

irreconcilable. The way to true Christian freedom
lies through the obedience of faith.

8. (V. 8.) Sanctification is separation from the

things of the world, purification from the pollution

of the flesh, the surrender of ourselves to the ser-

vice of God, to the dominion of the spirit over the

flesh, for a pure offering to God who is holy, that is,

who abides like Himself, asserting Himself in His
spirituality, and therefore with an absolute superior-

ity, not only to everything impure, but to all that is

created. Lev. xix. 2, Te shall be holy, for I am
holy.

—

Rieokr : Under the impulse of His Spirit it

pervades the whole man, so that all his powers and
members are occupied in the service of righteous-

ness. .To this points even the emotion of shame,

wherein is proclaimed a consciousness of the fall,

and a longing after original innocence.—The same :

We must not regard sanctification as such a lofty
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virtue, thai only a very few are required to strive

titer it (comp. fieb. xii. 14).

4. (W. 3-6.) We need not be surprised at this

warning against gross sins. The gospel does not cut

off magically at one blow all danger of seduction.

Gross sins on one side, great workings of the Spirit

on the other—such is the mighty contrast in the

primitive churches. Nowadays everything is brought

much nearer to a level. Besides, the lust of the

flesh and the thirst for gain are the capital vices, not

merely of heathenism, but to this very day espe-

cially of so many a rich commercial town.

5. (8-5.) Sensuality is a peculiarly powerful lust

of the natural man, and strives against sanctification.

Heathen laxity accounts it a matter of indifference,

onless some right of wedlock is infringed ; nay, by
a reciprocal influence of error and lusts (Eph. iv.

22), and in consequence of a wicked ignorance of

the holy God, heathenism, while deifying the natural

instinct, sanctions even a "holy" debauchery, and
that even to the most unnatural abominations (comp.

my Discourse on the calling of the prophet Hosea,

Basell Even the nobler heathens, e. g. Plato in

the Symposium, sometimes commend in the wise

man as a sublime continence that without which a

Christian were no Christian, while they speak of

shameful things without any holy abhorrence. How
feeble is their protest even against pederasty ! And,
sore enough, what a state of things was that of the

Roman world at that time 1 A quite different spirit

of earnest opposition was shown already even by the

for of the Old Covenant (Lev. xviil 30 ; Deut. xxii.

21 ; xxiii. 17) ; and the gospel thoroughly enforces

the demand for resistance even to the secrecy of the

thoughts (Matt. v. 28). On one occasion the Apostle

appeals to the Christian sense of honor: Te will

not, surely, take the members of Christ, and make
them the members of a harlot (1 Cor. vi. 16)? and
then again as here : Te will not be willing, I hope,

to live as do the heathen? Such admonitions are

still needed by us. For the prevailing tendency is

to think far too lightly of the fleshly lusts, which yet

war against the soul.

—

Rieger : When a stale Chris-

tianity is ever anew reviving all heathenish vanities

in operas, plays, novels, shameful pictures and im-

ages, it falls again likewise, along with heathenish

unbelief, into heathenish fornication.—To subdue it

is not an affair of a single resolution, but of con-

tinuous practice.—Chbysostom : of an earnest dis-

cipline—grounded in a knowledge of one's own
bodily and mental disposition, and showing itself by
caution in intercourse, avoidance of all temptations,

of all impurity in look, gesture, touch, of all seduc-

tive reading, whereby the evil treasure of the heart

is enlarged, by laying hold of the Divine help, turn-

ing to account past experiences, perseverance in

Sayer, serious contemplation of the shortness of

e and the preciousness of the faculties vouchsafed,

by exerting the same with faithful diligence, and,

above all, by overcoming in the blood of Jesus (Rev.

xii.ll).

A principal means, and one of Divine appoint-

ment, is the holy and honorable use of marriage

;

" incontinentia medicina et eontinentia ipsa/1
C.

Helv. 29. But it must not be contracted in a way
of carnal frivolity, nor carried on in a spirit of car-

nal license. Paul speaks of these things without any
absurd prudery or spurious spirituality; what be-

longs to nature he mentions without disguise, does
not dispute what is due to a natural necessity, but

"on discipline and a hallowed method in the

5

satisfaction of this instinct. We ought to be thank-

ful for this sober teaching, equally remote as it is

from a false burdening of the conscience through
monkish perversencss (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 8-6, in op-

position to a merely nominal marriage), and from a
privileged explanation of immoderate fleshly lust.

Nor are we at liberty to decline even the humiliation

implied in the assignment of motive, 1 Cor. vii. 2.

Zwinoli : Paul does not altogether forbid the
affections-gut* enim sine affectu cohabitat vxori
sues?—but whatever in that regard is immoderate
and disorderly.—What is essential in holy wedlock
is the helping of one another to grow in the rule of
the spirit (Rieger: sanctification with reference to

God and His service) ; this Divine aim in connection
with what is humanly noble, to be mindful of one's

own honor, and not less of the honor and dignity of
the woman in a due regard to her personality. This
requires a constant modesty; for the Divinely or-

dained instinct (Gen. i. 28 ; ii. 24) is no longer since

the fall to be regarded as uninjured '(Gen. iii. 7).

Whoever abandons himself without reserve to lust,

in his case it degenerates for his punishment into a
ruling passion, of which he becomes the slave.

6. (V. 6.) That the Gentiles know not God (GaL
iv. 8; Eph. ii. 12; iv. 17 sqq.); this statement

seems to be contradicted, not merely by so many
beautiful expressions of the heathen respecting Di-

vine things, but by the Apostle's own words, when
he pronounces them inexcusable, Rom. i. 19 sqq.,

for the very reason that they know God by His crea-

tion. But the principle of reconciliation is found in

the last mentioned passage itself. When they knew
God, they glorified Him not as God, and thus their

thoughts became vain and their foolish heart was
darkened. They held down* the truth in unright-

eousness. They consequently do not know God as

the God before whom we stand, the Holy One with

eyes of flame, who is Spirit and not flesh ; whom we
know only in proportion to our sanctification ; for it

is only when we are willing to strive after that which
is the will of God, that we receive also the witness-

of the Spirit, and attain to the full knowedge of Him-
as the Searcher of our life. Even of men, whom wo
know merely by sight or from hearsay, not from per-
sonal intercourse, we do not say that we know them*.

In this full, living sense, therefore, the heathen know
not God (rhv &t6vy

the one, true God). This is a»

guilty ignorance, of which the general and the indi-

vidual guilt are in an inverse proportion. But even
the better views—bow fragmentary are they, and;

how little do they amount to an undoubting, salu-»

tary, popularly pervasive knowledge !

7. (V. 6.) Paul frequently brings together the-

two capital vices, lust and covetousness ; comp. also

Heb. xiii. 4, 5. Between these two diverging sins

there is affinity and contrast. Both are character-

ized by unfaithfulness, unbelief, as if God did not

see or avenge—as if He were not a Spirit, nor holy.

The man who is unfaithful to God in regard to his

body, that nearest of possessions, is easily so like-

wise in reference to property of every kind, and vice

versa. Or perhaps sin develops itself in a one-sided

way. Libertines may be loyal and generous in

money matters ; honest people are frequently covet-

ous, niggardly, bent on their own advantage. In-

deed, covetousness is the vice of upright people, and

is often joined to a pharisaic religionism ; it is also

much more rarely confessed than* other sins. Binit

• [German : niederhalten, for KarexfrVru*.—J. L.)
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gives us the statement of a Catholic confessor, that

in twenty years innumerable sins had been confessed

to him, but not in a single instance covetousness.

Then perhaps, in circumstances of special tempta-

tion, the mischief breaks out also in the other direc-

tion. Not being thoroughly faithful, they have no
power of resistance.

8. (Vt. 7, 8.) The Divine call, and, along with

that, the communication of the Holy Spirit, enhance
responsibility (Luke xii. 48). And indeed' the final

measure of all sin is not the injury done to our

neighbors, but the contempt put upon God (Ex. xvi.

7 ; 1 Sam. viii. 7). People are fain to put forward

as an excuse their dislike to men.

—

Zwinou : The
parson I will not listen to, the false teacher, the

heretic ;—such is the talk of those who do not dare

openly to reject God,—To what extent may the

cause of the teacher be identified with that of God ?

A wicked, hierarchical abuse is certainly possible,

and occurs when the privilege of the teacher's posi-

tion is throughout, and without question, asserted as

infallible ; contrary to Matt. xvi. 17, 23 ; Gal. ii. 11

sqq. ; 1 Cor. x. 15; 2 Cor. i. 24. Nevertheless,

Luke x. 16 remains in force, in so far as the servants

of Christ take upon themselves, above all things, the

obligation implied in this promise. And all peniten-

tial confession is complete only in the direct personal

reference to God (B. Ii. 6 [4] ) ; when the sinner

begins clearly to perceive, that God's commandments
are no human fancies. The more light a man has

received, so much the more heinous is his transgres-

sion. To grieve the Holy Spirit, with an ever-

increasing constancy to do Him despite, may grow
into the sin that is never forgiven. Cotnp. on this

point my Discourse in the apoXogetieche BeitrSge von
Gess und Riggknbach, Basel, 1863. For this rea-

son the exhortation, which began with beseeching in

Christ, becomes at the close a menace pointing to

the vengeance of the Judge. The gospel knows
nothing of the idea, that the fear of God's judgment
is an inadmissible motive. Its preaching is through-

out two-edged.

HOMILETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.

"V. 1. To beseech, where one might command, a
model for Christ's ministers (2 Cor. v. 20).

—

Hecb-
ner : The exhortation proceeds, 1. on the command
of Christ, not of men (nor yet arbitrarily) ; 2. by
His love to us ; 3. by our love to Him ; 4. by His
future appearing.

—

Burlenburger Bibel : God be-

seeches and exhorts, though according to His right

and His power he might well threaten and command.
Therein appears his kindness and love toward man
[Tit. iii. 4J. With so much the greater force should
this gracious style of injunction shame and subdue
the otherwise hard natural heart.—[See Bishop Bsv-
eridgkV Brief Notes on this Terse.—J. L.]

V. 3. Stahelin: First holy, then peaceable;
this will of God thou wilt not be able to annul

—

Hkudnkr : All commandments have one object,

sanctification. The special Christian motives to

sa:ictification : 1. It is an obligation of gratitude;
•"2. it is the sign of the reconciliation received [Rom.
v. 1

1J
; 8. Christ is made unto us sanctification [1

Cor. l. 80] ; 4. we owe it to the world ; without it,

we do the world an injury, and dishonor Christ

—

The same: The call of Christianity, a call to sancti-

fication.—Burlenburger Bibel: To this point is the

sum and substance of all Holy Writ directed, that

the people of God should also live godly. It is not
possible that an unholy person should come into fel-

lowship with God, the Holy One.—[For this is the

will of God, your sanctification ;—the text of Mas-
sillon's third Sermon pour une profession r#
ligieuse,—J. L.]

Hecbner : Christ the Guardian of our chastity.

—

Chrtsostom : Hen are led to fornication by luxury,

wealth, levity, idleness, leisure. These occasions

must be cut off. In particular, he gives an impres-

sive warning against adultery, as the consequence of
the early practice of fornication. "Bear with me,
if I seem to speak what is impure, as if I had laid

aside shame and blushing ; for it is with reluctance

that I submit to this, but for their sakes, who are not
ashamed of the deeds, am I compelled to utter the

words. Tou are ashamed to hear of it ? It is, how-
ever, the deeds that you are ashamed of, not of the

words." He speaks of these things, he says, as a
surgeon probes a festering wound. " It is not youth
that is responsible for them, otherwise all young men
must be licentious ; but we fling ourselves into the

funeral pile."

—

Burlenburger Bibel: A man may
restrain himself from all outward eruptions of evil

lust, and yet be inwardly full of the stench of the

filthiest thoughts and desires.

V. 2. Who is allowed to say that he knows God ?

The man who loves Him, keeps His commandments,
stands in sanctification.

Vv. 3-6. The similarity and difference of the two
capital vices mentioned by the Apostle.—Covetous-
ness itself is an uncleanness.

[V. 7. Lkighton : It is sacrilege for you to dis-

pose of yourselves after the impure manner of the
world, and to apply yourselves to any profane use,

whom God hath consecrated to Himself.—J. L.1
Vv. 6-8. Dread of the Judge and Avenger is not

set aside even by the gospel. 1. Servile fear, indeed
(Rom. viii. 15), hath torment and is not in love (1
John iv. 18); but every one who does not fear is not
therefore a child of God ; better than careless or in-

solent frivolity, the fear of God is the beginning of
wisdom. 2. Nay, within the sphere of grace, it is

needful to use it with fear and trembling, that it be
not turned into lasciviousness (2 Cor. v. 11 ; Phil,

ii. 12 [Jude 4] ). 3. But the fear of God, the only
Judge, is identical with trust in Him, the only Sa-
viour and Protector (Matt x. 28-81).—[Lkighton :

Men are ready to find out poor shifts to deceive
themselves, when they have some way deceived their

brother, and to stop the mouth of their own con-
science with some quibble and some slight excuse,

and force themselves at length to believe they have
done no wrong. Therefore the Apostle, to fright

them out of their shifts, sets before them an exacter
Judge, who cannot be deceived nor mocked, who
shall one day unveil the conscience, and blow away
these vain self-excuses as smoke ; and that just Lord
will punish all injustice.—J. L.]

—

Bcrunburger
Bibel : The despising [rejecting] occurs also through
a hypocritical faith, when the way of sanctification is

refused as savoring of legalism. The flesh makes
ever-fresh trials, whether it may be able to regain its

old ascendency.

Vv. 1-8. Stockmeyer (in a series of manuscript*

Sermons, of which he has most kindly allowed us
the use) : Exhortation to sanctification : 1. Why is

it still a necessity for a church even of true Chris-

tians? Their standing is already in sanctification,

but they need to become ever more perfect : a. they
are still far from having attained to the measure of
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Christ's example ; it behooves them to strive against

the temptation to a self-satisfied stationuriness ; b.

the tendencies to sin are powerful ; earlier habits of

to still retain an influence ; whereas no department

tf life is to remain unsanctified, and no toleration is

to be given to stubbornness, indolence, excuses, or

palliations ; otherwise sanctification gradually ex-

pires. 2. What are the particular points made
prominent by the Apostle according to the special

need of his readers? the two capital sins of the

facatben world, fleshly lust and greed of gain. a. To
offer wanton apologies for the former is to sink

back into heathenism, which knows nothing of God.
b. The second is a reckless encroaching on one's

neighbor. Against this Paul warns, at the same
time that he fully recognizes brotherly love (vv. 9,

10) ; for a man may contribute to charitable objects,

and yet all the while seek advantages in trade, that

are an overreaching of his neighbors. But he whc
on these points is free from reproach, let him try

himself whether there are not others, in which his

sanctification is still defective. 3. What is the sen
ous admonition with which the Apostle confirms and
strengthens his word of exhortation? The pro-

claimer of evangelical grace speaks of punishment
from an avenging God. On all ungodliness of men
rests God's wrath; he, therefore, who scorns the

way prepared by God's grace for escaping that

wrath, forsakes the way of grace, and must be over-

taken by the wrath
;
yea, he is worthy of a far sorer

condemnation than heathens and Jews, just because

to him the Spirit was given. Yes, help to achieve

the victory is proffered to him in the strength of the

Spirit.

1 Thess. iv. 1-7 is the Epistle for the Sunday
Heminiscere,

TL

Incitement to growth in brotherly love, and, that love be not prejudiced, to quiet

and sober industry.

Ch. IV. 9-12.

9 But as touching [But concerning, irepl 8*] brotherly love ye need not that I
vrrite [have no need that one write] ' unto you : for ye yourselves are taught

10 of God to love one another : and indeed ye [for ye also, *a! yap] do it toward
all the brethren which are in all Macedonia [that are in the whole of M.] :

* but
we beseech [exhort] * you, brethren, that ye increase more and more [to abound

11 yet more],
4 and that ye [and to] study to be quiet, and to do your own business,

and to work with your own * bands, as [according as, #ca$o$s] we commanded
12 you ; that ye may walk honestly [becomingly] * toward them that are without

[those without, rovs c£o>], and that ye may [and may] have lack [need] 7
of

nothing.
1

* V. 1.—(©» XPf"" %« yp^*w- Comp. cb. v. 1 ; and i. 8, Critical Note 4.—J. L.] A. D.»E.K.L. 8in.», and
oany read cycrc ; D. 1 F. G. Sin." [Vulgate, Chrysostom, Laohmann, &&], ?xojicv, which is easier; B., cooper; 4 minue-
caln, with «x*r<, hare •ypo^cofai, oomp. ch. v. L See the Exegesis.

* V. 10.—[rofe iv oAg tj} Max.] It is of no importance to the sense, whether we read or omit rove after o&A^oife.
SbL 1 ii quite alone in reading *6. vfuor Iv.

* V. lO.—{wafMJcaXovfi€v. Comp. ch. iii. 2, Critical Koto 2.—J. L.]
* V. 10.—iwtpuTwcw paAAor. Comp. v. 1, Critical Note 5.—J. L.)
* V. 11.—t&ott is wanting in B. D.» P. G. [Lachmann, Teschendorf; Alford, Ellieott. The last—probably through

inadvertence—retains it in the Translation.—J*. L.J, but is found in A. D.* R. L. Sin. 1 [Knapp, Hahn, Riggenbaoh,
bracket it.—J. I*]

* V. 12.—{(vo-ropftVuf* Revision: " The use of honest as = honorable, comely <seo K. V. Horn. xii. 17 ; 2 Cor. xiii.

7; PML ir. 8 ; &c.) is now obeolete."-J. L.)
1 V. VL—{Revision: «• The word xp«** occurs 49 times in the N. T., and is nowhere else lack in E. V., which here

Mows the Bishops* Bible.*'-!. L.J
* V. 15.—(Or, as in the English margin, of no man ,•—which Riggenbach, and very many others, including Ellieott

(ia the Commentary, not the Translation) prefer. See the Exegesis.—J. L.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Vv. 9, 10.) Bat concerning brotherly
tore, Ac.—The exhortation here turns to a new
side of sanctification. Brotherly love (ch. Hi. 12) is

lore to our fellow-Christians, who have the same
Father (1 John v. 1), and is the centre of love to all

men (2 Pel i. 7), the Christian loving generally his

neighbors on account of the hope, to which he
knows and believes them to be called (Col. i. 4, 5 *).

The proof of love which Paul praises in the Thessa-

•
fA Tery questionable reference. The love there spo-

ken of is lore to the saints ; and, besides, the &uL of v. 5 is

test connected, not with njv ayamjy of t. 4, but with
<*fpm*par of V. J.—J- L.1

lonians (wo««?tc, v.
10J,

is perhaps chiefly, yet not

exclusively, the rendering of actual help to those in

distress.—The reading Ix«t« with ypdtpuv Lunb-
mann declares to be meaningless. But the two va-

riations, ixopev or ypdftcr&cu, might still suggest as

the more difficult the reading rejected by Lunkmann.
As the subject of yp&pew we most supply rjfxas, or

assume that it is used impersonally : that one write

unto you (of the writing to you ye have no need).
*

Regularly it would be in the passive, as at ch. v. 1

(Heb. v. 12, tow 8i5dV«€iy fyioj totC, is, of course,

somewhat different *). On the use of the infinitive

* [Besides that the npd there is often read tow, aw?
construed with r« oroixtZa.—J. L.J
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68 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

active, where the passive might have been expected,

comp. Winer, § 44. 8, Note 1. Llnemann, indeed,

would allow of the application of this rule only where
the infinitive is used simply as a substantive, not

where it governs a case.

—

Olshausen (with the read-

ing ex*/*") finds the antithesis : When God teaches

you, / may be silent. But fx«rc likewise gives an

antithesis : Ye need not that one write unto you ; fir

ye yourselves are, &c* Taught of God, dfoftftcutro.

not respecting God, but according to the analogy ol

such compounds, by God (comp. John vi. 45 ; Is. liv.

13 ; Jer. xxxi. 84 ; Ps. xvi.
7J;

not merely, that is,

historically, but of God's word in the Old Testament,

or from Jesus1 commandment of love (John xiii.), or

through the prophets amongst you (ch. v. 20), but

inwardly through the Holy Ghost (v. 8).—Eij r6, as

ch. iii. 10 and several times already, marks the end
and aim of the teaching.—For ye alio do it (the

fooi-oV), and thus show by deeds that ye are taught

of God. Toward [all] the brethren that are
In the whole of Macedonia, not merely in Thes-

salonica ; which implies a lively intercourse with the

Christians in Philippi, Bercea, and perhaps at small

scattered stations, offshoots from the central church-

es. Of this zeal of love he must have been in-

formed by Timothy. The interval since their con-

version was long enough for the purpose (against

Baur).—But why was it necessary to write to such
persons against fornication, and especially against

irA.topt^la, according to our view ? Was not this ex-

cluded beforehand by brotherly love? Well, the

very purpose of his warning is, that temptation

should not overthrow them. He certainly makes no
such reproach as: "There are amongst you many
r6pvoi ; " nor yet : " many irXcoWrrcu ; " merely

this: "You might be threatened with it; tempta-

tion is strong ; " and even with a good disposition a
man, whose integrity is not perfect, may deceive

himself in regard to prevailing sins. It is with indi-

viduals that the evil begins (a little leaven, &c, 1

Cor. v. 6); and there are particular sinful tenden-

cies, the criminality of which is less recognized

(again : a little leaven). There are, in fact, inward
contradictions, imperfect conditions ; and so even a
tendency to uncleanneas, to greediness, where there

is yet, on the other hand, a zealous love. Now, the

Apostle would strengthen them, while he writes en-

couragingly: Tou know truly what brotherly love

requires, and act accordingly ; only it is still impor-

tant, that ye become ever more perfect; then too

will you be ever less in danger from trKtovetfa.

Thus in u Ye have no need that one write unto
you " we have no mere figure of speech (Iransitio ;

[Chrtsostom, Theophtlact, Pelt, Lineman*, El-
licott]! no delicate turn of mere urbanitas

[ScnoTTj, but what was intended as a serious ac-

knowledgment of the actual existence amongst them
in power of brotherly love. The figure of speech is

real ; it appeals to what is already true of them, and
then says: Go on, improve (so De Wktte). To
abound yet more, was the general exhortation of v.

1 ; it recurs in> v. 10 in this particular rclution ;—in

brotherly love, not in a mere outward spending for

cases of necessity. (Unnatural is Ewald's reference

of ircpur<r*vtiv to what follows : Yet far more and
tmulously to be auiet).

2. (V. 11.) And to place your honor there-

* [LCnemaxh and Ellxcott lay "the principal emr ba-
ils on the foot of their being already taught *f—9toUtaK-
roc ;—Alpow>, on ovtoi v/tcif.—J. L.J

in [And to study] •.—We are not to supply from
what precedes, in brotherly love. Opposed to this is

the fact, 1. that <pi\orifitur&at commonly governs an
infinitive, and most naturally, therefore, in the pres-

ent instance, the immediately following rt(rvxd(<tr
kc. ; for, 2. unless the latter I e allowed to depend
on <pi\oT., it would stand (awkwardly) attached by
asyndeton. The word 4>iAor. has two meanings:
to be ambitious, fond of honor ; with the infinitive

:

to place one's honor in a thing, to emulate, zealously

strive (2 Cor. v. 9 ; Rom. xv. 20). Here, in what ?

in something that the world does not highly value.

Bengel notices the u Oxymoron : tfxAo-rt/ifa politico.

erubescit fiovx4>C*w" I* **» therefore, instead of
shining and seeking a false renown, to seek honor
rather in being quiet ; tranquil, calm in God (in con-

trast with a wordy volubility, Rikoer); concerned
about the training of the hidden man of the heart

(1 Pet. iii. 4); comp. r,<rvxfo, 2 Thcss. iii. 11, 12;
1 Tim. ii. 2, 11, 12; where the opposite is irc-

pupydfa&at, voXuTpcryiwcvyr), a loud, ostentatious

officiousness—the driving disposition, which with its

zeal about incidental matters affects a deceptive sub-

stitute for Phil. ii. 12. This V^X- branches out in

the sequel on two sides: a, t& titta wfxWfiy, and
b. 4pyd(«T&ai ra7s x*pclv, which is not the same
thing. The former—in the classics, ra iavrov or

lavrwv wpderfftir (see Wetstein)—is to attend to one's

own affairs, and so to serve God with fidelity in the

calling which every individual has received for him-

self, instead of that bustling, obtrusive meddling
with other men's matters (1 Pet iv. 15V in which
spiritual conceit finds occupation. This, conse-

quently, belongs to the spirit of the calling, accord-

ing to its individual characteristics; and the mani-
festation of this proper feeling is to work with one's

own hands. The work does not jar with the quiet-

ness, but is promotive of it. It is only by a multi-

plicity of aims that the quietness is disturbed. With
the hands, as Paul did (ch. ii. 9 ; Acts xz. 34).

—

According as we commanded you. This ex-

hortation, therefore, belonged also to the command-
ments which he had given from the first (v. 2);
comp. 2 Thess. iii. 10. From the beginning he
clearly foresaw the possibility of an unwholesome
deterioration; nor did this require longer time for

its development (against Baur). Most of the Thes-
salonians, it is probable, were literally handicrafts-

men, and hence the expression, from which then
follows an application of the principle to every call-

ing. But even spiritual employments were con-
nected with manual labor (Paul). And in Ps. xc 17
the expression, the work of our hand*, goes beyond
mere handicraft.

3. (V. 12.) That ye, &c.—This statement of
the purpose is by Ewald made dependent on irapiry-

y*l\a+Lcv, and so on the parenthetical clause ; better

by LtvNEMANN, Hofmann and others, on the verb of
the principal clause, *apaKa\ovfitv—-4>i\oriu. &a ; it

not merely was, but it still is, the object of his ex-

* [4n\<mn«~t<r$<u—found also in Bom. xv. 20 and 2 Cor.
v. 9. Elucott : "In all, perhaps, some idea of t*/»< may
be recognised, but in 2 Cor. I. c. and in the present passage
that moaning recedes into the background." In most ver-
sions and commentaries, however, it is retained, as by our
German: die Ehrt dartin tu tetten; and Worbswoeth:
" The lore of glory, the moving passion of the Greeks. . .

.

The Apostle turns the eager stream of their vainglorious
activity, loving ever to be seen, and oxu'ting in tho foam
and spray of its own restlessness, into a quiet lake of re-
ligious life, clear and deep, reflecting in its peaceful mirror
the calmness of heaven." And he quotes Is. xxx. 7.—
J.L.)
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CHAPTER IV. 9-12. 6S

sortition. This object likewise again divides itself

into propriety, seemliness of deportment (1 Cor. xlv.

40 ; vii. 35), and a generous independence ; such
will be the result of a quiet performance of one's

own business, and of diligence in labor. The first

thought was of God ; then come the brethren ; and
finally those without also are not forgotten. This
was the title given by the Jews to the Gentiles ; by
the gospel, to those who are outside of the true

Church, whether Jews or Gentiles (1 Cor. v. 12).

Toward them also Christendom has an obligation of
.ore, the Missionary office (comp. CoL iv. ft ; 1 Cor.

x. 32).—And may have need of nothing [or,

of no one]. As people who earn their own bread.

MqtoJf is by Calvin (nulla re), Bengel, Lune-
mann [Jowett, Alford, &c], taken as neuter:

*anl for nothing [Rev. iii. 11] ; Lunem. :
" To

stand in need of no man is for man an impossibil-

ity." But the limitation of the idea is obvious from
the context [so Ellicott]. If Lunemann did not
twist the idea into that of indigence, he would have
to object to his own explanation, that it is not less

impossible for a man to stand in need of nothing. Of
course, it cannot absolutely be proved neither, that

the word must be taken as masculine. The strongest

argument is its proximity to robs tf£«. To have need

of no one—of those without? but to them they
could least apply ;—of the Christians ? for this there

is least in the context. We do best to take it (with

Schott, De Wette, Hofmann) quite generally and
without more precise definition : Through honest
labor and quiet trust in God you will be free from
the necessity of having recourse to men. Where an
eiigency arose invincible even by the most faithful

diligence, there was then scope for the exercise of
brotherly love.

4. (Vv. 9-12.} But a question still remains as to

the connection of the two halves of this section, and
particularly of vv. 10 and 1 1. In the close connec-
tion of the two infinitives wc/>«r<r. and Qi\ot. by
means of koI many, since Chrtsostom, Theodoret,
&c^ have recognized the indication of an inward
union ; Chrtsostom : It is the part of love, not to

receive, but to give. Others otherwise. Many, as

Di Wette : I exhort you to grow ever in brotherly

love, still to increase in your readiness to benefit

your brethren, and also in your care not to endanger
Iotc through indolence, whereby you would become
a burden to one another (ch. v. 14), and would at

last incur the blame of rendering it impossible, that

all should any longer love the brethren aright This
would be said especially to the poor: Beware of
tbusing this doctrine. Ye too may practise brother-
ly love, if ye walk orderly

; ye too would fall into

rAcarexrcZr through indolence, particularly that of a
feemingly spiritual sort. But Lunemann protests

with reason against the division of the church into

two classes. Even <fn\orifi. &c. is said to all, and
the working with their own hands comes in only
secondarily, being preceded by that about being
quiet and doing their own business, which concerns
all Luxexann, however, appears to be mistaken in

regarding ^iXorifx. as something new hastily fastened

on, and having no reference to what goes before.

The connection of the two infinitives by teal binds
them together as one exhortation : Still to grow in

love, and also in your zeal for being quiet, every one
"oriring out his own salvation, and faithfully per-

forming also his external labor—every one emulous-

)y inciting his neighbor, and allowing himself to be
incited, to fidelity ; this too belongs to love (Heb. x.

24, 25). Thus, the new exhortation likewise is

added with a view to saving brotherly love from
being damaged; and even outwardly among the

worldly-minded the opposite course of conduct would
create offence, and so in that quarter also would vio-

late the obligation of love (Hofmann compares Eph.
iv. 28).

The excitement, against which Paul has to want
the Thessalonians, is not at all of a political

(Zwingli), but religious nature. They were adrift

in a new world of ideas, and in more than one in-

stance perhaps had thus been deprived of bread,

Neandkr and most assume an eschatological com-
plexion, as if they were absorbed in the kingdom of
heaven. De Wette, on the contrary, would confine

himself to pious excitement generally, because Paul
makes no mention of the eschatological ground, but
rather speaks quite freely (ch. v. 1 sqq.) of the last

things, and indeed in such a way precisely, as might
easily through misapprehension occasion an increase

of the agitation ; which he would hardly have done,
had the agitation already been of that character.

He therefore confines himself to the supposition of

an idle officiousness, proselytism, concern for the

salvation of other people's souls, &c. [Words-
worth also speaks of the spirit of vepiepyla, iroAw-

*paypo<rvrrii and hWorpiorxiaKovia as " characteris-

tic of the Greek population long before the gospel

appeared. Comp. Acts xvii. 21 ; 1 Tim. v. 13; 1

Pet iv. 15 ; and the commentators on Juvenal, iii.

61-70."—J. L.] Still Lunemann is right in holding

fast to the idea, that the expectation of the last

things, whereby earthly interests were reduced in

importance in their eyes, had formed the centre of
their excitement To this, ho thinks, we are led by
the context, the transition to the eschatological ques-

tion, v. 13 sqq., being well accounted for by the

association of ideas, and the writer then resuming,

ch. v. 12 sqq., his practical exhortations (somewhat
differently Hofmann, see on v. 13). We only add,

that even the section ch. iv. 13-v. 11 results in prac-

tical exhortations, against despondency, and to a
sober vigilance. In giving heed to the v4\<p<aixiv of

ch. v. 6, 8, they would not be cut off from watchful-

ness and waiting for the Lord, but only from an un-

sound To\v*paryfioa4rri. The Apostle's words, there-

fore, contain really nothing, whereby a spurious

excitement, even if it were of an eschatological

nature, could be increased.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 9.) Christian beneficence was a new vir-

tue, altogether unknown to the heathen. "See,
how they love one another 1 " was the saying

amongst those, who still looked on from without

(comp. John xiii. 34, 35 ; 1 Pet i. 22 ; 3 John 5, 6).

But the outward manifestation must not be separated

from its inner root, brotherly love. Almsgiving

from sympathy with external suffering, doing good
generally on principles of humanity, philanthropy,

faith in mankind, these things are not to be de-

spised, but must be distinguished from Christian

brotherly love. In many philanthropic enterprises

there has been exhibited a remarkable persistency

that may well put Christians to shame; but fre-

quently also motives of selfishness, calculation, am-
bition have betrayed a temper at variance with the

Christian spirit The Christian, understanding by
his own case the ruin of man, knows that the deep
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70 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIAtfS.

est root of an enduring lore, the true strength of an
unwearying patience, the assurance of the highest

aim over and above the mere outward relief, con-

sists only in his loving his neighbors as sons of the

same Father through the One Son of the Father.

Wherever this life from God really exists in force,

there is found the capacity of a vigorous, unob-

structed love. And this is no spirit of particularism

—as little so, or even less so than the Old Testament
separateness of the people of God. Human perver-

sity, it is possible, may turn it into a matter of nar-

row sectarian partisanship, and thereby vitiate love

itself. The truth is that love to those, who are

already brethren in fact, is the hearth at which the

flame is fed, that we may further love those also who
are still to become so. This brotherhood, however,

does not stand in a formula, but in the life from
God, of which the first token is a sense for what is

holy.

2. To be taught of God is the great end to which
all are called. God, who is love, teaches to love

;

" doctrines divines vis confluit in awiorem," Bengel.
With regard to the means : God's word of the Old
and New Testaments, expounded by its living

preachers, is not to be refused; but it does not
elucidate what is most vital, the immediate relation

between God and man, between Spirit and spirit.

Id the consummation no one will teach his brother,

saying, Know the Lord, for they will all know Him,
and that from their own experience of the forgive-

ness of sins (Jer. xxxi. 84). This does not exclude,

as the way to this highest end, mutual assistance, the
edification of one another (ch. v. 11), the service,

especially, of gifted members (1 Cor. xii. 8, 28)

;

and this is the ordinary way, for the Divine illumi-

nation is not one independent of means, or magical,

but an introduction to the historical salvation. But
even now, in this preparatory stage, with the full

use of means through instruction and education, a
point is reached, where human help must cease, and
those alone are made manifest as true disciples

(/la&irrof), on whom the light of the Spirit moving
in the word arises inwardly—for whom the lessons

received from the word are inwardly interpreted,

made illuminating, written on their hearts. Only an
evil, hierarchical turn of mind regards with distrust

this growth of an independent Christianity ; * to a
godly-minded instructor it is the greatest joy, when
he detects it in those under his care (comp. John iv.

42). It is the Spirit bearing them witness that they
have received a life from God, and shedding into

their heart the love of God (Rom. v. 5 ; viii. 16,

16; 1 Cor. ii. 12; 1 John ii. 27; v. 6). It is a
teaching, which is at the same time an influence,

such as the law cannot exert And, moreover, with
the testimony that this is a Divine, holy, blessed,

eternal life, there is joined an assurance that we have
received this life from this source, and from none
other. The witness of the Holy Ghost certifies to

us that we are the children of God, and certifies us
at the same time, that no otherwise do we become,
or have we become so, than through being begotten
of the incorruptible seed of the Divine word (James
i. 18 ; 1 Pet. i. 23). In the last passage likewise

there is connected with this an exhortation to broth-
erly love (v. 22) ; comp. 1 John v. 1.

3. (Vv. 10, 11.) We perceive the Apostle's deep
insight in this, that, after the warning against covet-

ousness, he now also directs bis warning to the oppo-

*
fOf course, this roust not be strained so fax as to con-

tradict 1 Cor. xii. 12-40 j Eph. ir. 11-16 ; Ac—J. L.)

site side, that they who are careless and indifferent

in things of earth may not fancy that they are in nc
danger. Above all, a still inexperienced spiritual

character may easily degenerate into a certain vain

perverseness. What is true in the matter of mutual
exhortation is recognized by Paul (ch. v. 11) ; but it

is something different, when a man pragmatically

sets up for a guardian of souls, without warrant
takes the brethren under his charge, gratuitously

troubles himself about others—as if there were no
longer need for us to work out our own salvation

with fear and trembling. A singular instance of this

perversity is given by the Apostle, 1 Tim. vi. 2.

There is already a taint of unsoundness, when one
connects the Christian character so closely with the
outward appearance, that he values, for example, a
simple, faithful nursery-maid less highly than he
does a deaconess. It is not Christianity that is to
be blamed for this, but the heart of man in its abuse
of Christianity. True fidelity, again, in the care of
other souls can proceed only from the man who
looks well to his own.

4. With this fidelity in working out our own sal-

vation the Apostle joins in particular, the faithful

industry of humble labor in our earthly calling. He
tolerates no neglect of the ordinary duty of labor

under a spiritual pretext. A certain officiousoess,

which under pious pretences abandons itself to sloth,

allowing itself to be supported by others, and giving

most reasonable offence to worldly-minded persons,

shows itself especially in great cities (Yon Gkrlach).
(In the country people know one another more inti-

mately.) Our passage is very important as pointing

out the true position of the Christian in regard to

the tasks of this earthly life. By example and ex-

hortation Paul checks all shame of a false spiritual-

ity, all arrogant and sluggish pretension, as if Chris-

tians were too good to labor in the sweat of their

face. He teaches us to recognize the worth of in-

dustry. True, the Christian should have bis treasure

and heart in heaven (Matt. vi. 19 sqq.); should not
be bent on becoming rich (1 Tim. vi. 9 ; comp. v.

17 sqq.) ; should have as though he had not (1 Cor.

vii. 29 sqq.) ; and yet he is not to suppose that he
must flee out of the world (John xvii. 15); tit the
world to be kept from the evil, that is his aim ; to
seek, not worldly gain, but yet an economical inde-

pendence ; no religiose vivere in the hermit's sense
(Thkophylact : Is lasting, or sleeping on the
ground, to work with the hands?); no morality

without the religious foundation ; but at the same
time no religiousness without moral authentication.

Such is the apostolical order. The moderns, per-

haps, were not the first to set this light on the

candlestick, but our Reformers restored it to its

place (bona opera ruzta vocaiionem). Faithful in-

dustry is a test of humility and sincerity, a means
of discipline and self-control. The sons of Indian
princes must on their conversion stand this test.

The objection, that Christianity disqualifies for a
life on earth, affects not Christianity itself, but merely
its unwholesome corruptions. History shows what a
blessed influence the Christian spirit has exerted in

all the departments of human activity. This is

shown in the largest sphere, and not less in the
smallest and most inconspicuous. Indeed it is pre-

cisely in this devoted fidelity that a main proof must
Tt>e given of a sincere Christian feeling.

5. The Apostle is possessed by an earnestly ex-

pectant hope in the coming of the Lord, and, even
when his business is to calm the emotions, he can-
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not do it by saying to them like the wicked servant

(Matt. xxiv. 48): My Lord delayeth His coming.

Bat what is great and admirable is the discretion

with which, with all his liveliness of aspiration, he
yet avoids all revolutionizing of this aW, and not-

withstanding that he hopes for the Lord's coming as

rugh at hand, nay, on account of this hope, he only

the more insists on daily fidelity in earthly things (1

Cor. vii. 20 sqq.). " O world, thou art for us too

taudl
! " This he understands throughout not in

any monkish, but in a sound and sober sense. So-

briety consists in never neglecting our daily duty

—

in being at all times faithful in ordinary, every-day,

petty and extraneous concerns, not indeed because

the material of our labor, but because the exercise

of fidelity on that material is of importance for eter-

nity. Two men working together in one field, two
women at one mill—such is the order until the com-
ing of the Lord. The difference, according to which
they are taken or rejected, is in their inward spirit

at their work.
G. (V. 12.) With worldly-minded persons the

predominant consideration has respect to their equals.

Christians inquire first, as to God, then as to the

judgment of their brethren who have some under-

standing of Divine things, and lastly as to what oth-

ers say;

—

lastly; and therefore they are not en-

tirely indifferent to that This were contrary to

humility and wisdom, which are willing to be told a
truth even by the malevolent; and it were also a
violation of the missionary obligation, and conse-

quently of love. Roos : Give no occasion to those

without to say, that faith in Christ makes idlers and
beggars. Indeed, Chrysostom already mentions,

that the heathen called healthy beggars Xpurrcp-

*6povs. But not begging merely, a lazy enthusiasm

also could not but discredit the gospel This it was
important to avoid. That the Church should be
respected, that even her enemies should not be able

to upbraid her with anything, and that no other re-

proach than that of Christ should rest on her (1 Pet.

ii. 9, 12), is an advantage towards which every one
must be careful to contribute his share, and a condi-

tion of a blessed outward efficiency. The gospel

loes not destroy, but sanctifies, the delicate sense

of honor and self-reliance—fostering the indepen-

dence of a character which has its foundation in

God. This is something quite different from a
haughty severity, and is quite compatible with the

ample acceptance of that which God, in a time of
Divine visitation, presents also by the hand of
brotherly love.

HOMTLETCCAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 9. Heubneb : Brotherly love was to be the
moat familiar thing for every Christian.—Theophy-
lact : What is extremely important needs not to be
taught; it is obvious to all.—Berlenburger Bibel:
For what reason may the admonition about brotherly

love follow that respecting continence? That we
may understand ft of no other than a pure love.—
Ukutiser : The Christian is a genuine divine, taught

by the Spirit, not formed merely by others' teach-

ing.

—

The same : He who does not practise what he
knows, has learned nothing yet from God.

—

(Ber*

lenburger Bibel: He knows it merely after the

law and the letter, but not after the Spirit.)

—

The
same : Not until God takes us into His school do we
learn anything aright.—His teaching is^at the same
time a conferring of strength, pleasure, impulse.

V. 10. Wisdom unites encouragement with in-

citement.

—

Thbophylact : Halt not behind expecta-

tion under the idea that you are already perfect.

—

Diedbich : True love never satisfies itself, and
would wiHingly be urged to ever higher perform-

ances.

—

Starke : Thinkest thou that thou art already

rich enough in love ? Thou errest greatly, and art

still weak in thy knowledge.—The debt of love is

never fully paid off (Rom. xiii. 8). The further one
gets, the greater becomes his task.

—

Berlenburger

Bibel: They who dwell together are neighbors to

one another. But true Christians do not confine

their love so narrowly, but spread it abroad to all.

God is essentially boundless Love ; the love of be-

lievers is boundless through grace.

V. 11. Von Gerlach : The Christian should live

more inwardly than outwardly. The inner quietness

will then show itself also in a quiet, industrious life,

in which each man cares first for himself and those

belonging to him, before he will help others.—This

is not selfishness, but fidelity in one's calling.

—

Starke : The spiritual or inner Sabbath of souls.

—

The obligation to work exists also for the rich ; for

women.—Rikoer : A man's mere intentions about
some matter give him more trouble than the busi-

ness itself. The one ensnaring thought of a deter-

mination to become rich is more fatal to quietness,

than hands full of necessary work.

—

The same:
Occupation and work are not hostile to quietness,

but promotive of it.

—

[Barrow has two Sermons on
this verse.—J. L.]

Vv. 11, 12. True honor, not in the first instance

from men, but from God, and so at last from men
also; *Vb5, is an essential, weighty glory; W|o,

amongst men merely an empty show.

—

Rieqer : Oh
what a great thing it would be, if we could only
restore to men the true conception of honor, and
divert them from much false seeking for honor in

what is sheer vanity ; so that one should seek his

honor in quietness, in the education of the inner

man of the heart (1 Pet. Hi. 4). Carefulness to

please God supplies a stronger motive to an honor-

able walk, than ever comes from inculcating ever so

largely the desire of honor.

V. 12. The value of independence, not merely
from a human, but from a Divine point of view.

Abraham, Gen. xiv. 22 sqq.

—

Berlenburger Bibel:

Whoever desires much from the world must be its

slave; which is not becoming in the royal priest-

hood.

Heubner: Two reasons for industry: 1. The
honor of Christianity before the world demands it

;

2. A noble independence of human bondage exists

not without it— 1 Thess. iv. 1-1 is the Eputle for

the Sunday called Remimacere [2d Sunday in Lent].
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72 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

m.

Ch. IV. 13-V. 11.

Instruction and Exhortation in regard to the Coming of the Lord.

Cn. IV. 18-18.

1. They who have fellen asleep will rise again, and so at the Lord's Advent will suffer no loss.

13 But I would [we would] * not have you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning
them which are asleep [those who are falling asleep],

8
that ye sorrow * not, even

14 as others [the rest also] * which [who] have no hope. For if we believe that
Jesus died and rose again [arose],* even so them also which sleep in Jesus [so

15 also those who fell asleep through Jesus]
e
will God bring with Him. For this

we say unto you by [in, iv\ the word of the Lord, that we which are alive and
remain [who are living, who are being left over] 7 unto the coming of the Lord
shall not prevent them which are asleep [shall in no wise precede those who fell

16 asleep].
8 For [Because, 6Vi] the Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with

a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God [with voice
of arch., and with trumpet of G.],

9 and the dead in Christ shall rise [arise] first

;

17 then we which are alive and remain [who are living, who are being left over] ,0

shall be caught up together with them [shall together with them be caught
away] " in the clouds [m clouds],

18
to meet the Lord " in the air [into the air]

;

,4

18 and so, shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with
these words.

I V. 13.—All the uncials [and all the recent editors] gire StkSfLcv Instead of the Recepla B4k».
* V. IS.—A. B. Sin. give the rarer jcoi/M»pfa»i' ; the other majuscules, the more frequent kckmpimx&w ; only one

manuscript of a late date has the aorist, as in yv. 14, 16. [jcotpttfLfoup = are falling atltep from time to time, comp.
ir«ptAetirtf/ieyot of vr. 15, 17 ;—or simply, are sleeping; so Am. Bible Union, Alfbrd, Ellicott. Alford quotes the epitaph

:

itpbv vtrkov KOt/xarot.—J. L.]
* V. 13.—The subjunctive XvwriaOt is given by B. Sin. and others ; but XwrtiaBt by A. and others. On Ira Kith the

present indicative, see Winer, p. 259. Formerly all such places were corrected ; at present we begin to recognize a care-
lessness in the later speech, the only question being, whether it shows itself as early as the Apostle's time, or is charge-
able on the copyists.

4 V. 13.—[got oi Xoivol. The koC belongs to oi Aotirol as ono member of the comparison, not, as might bo inferred
from our Common Version, to goto*.—J. L.)

* V. 14.—[aviorrf. Only in a few instances out of a large number is irforwit in our Version " to raiso up again,"
" to rise again." Comp. v. 16 ; Rom. ziv. 9 ; &c.-^J. L.I

* V. 14.—[ovmt «u 4 %tht rovt Koynflivrms fed tow 'ItproS. Petition: " The aorist here and at v. 15 implies a back-
ward look from the time ofthe resurrection, when of each one of the departed it may be said, as of Stephen (Acts vii. 00)

:

fcotpij0i}.
v
Comp. also E. Y. Acts xiii. 86 and 2 Pet. iii. 4.—For the connection of 6tdTov lipoO, see the Exegetical

«.• « _ «, _ «*__-» , l 11V1 ' * * * *** *—J. L.l
f Koniuiiivwv, v. 13, in Note 2 above. Here, In

„ teing left over, as our brethren in Christ suoceesivoly depart.-r-
vcptAetir. ; in the New Testament only here.—J. L.]

8 V. 15.—[ov fri) 4>$<Mrwn<r robs Koiiirflivrat, For the double negative, see E. V. Matt. v. 18, and of.cn elsewhere*
Gorman : durchau$ nicht.—For the force of the aorist participle, see Note 6 above.—J. L.]

9 V. 16.—(These nouns are anarthrous in Greek ; and toe indenniteness is Just as allowable and as expressive in
English.—Worthy of note also is the Greek arrangement of the whole clause : " Because the Lord Himself with a shout,
with voice of archangel, and with trumpet of God, shall descend from heaven.**—J. L.]

10 V. 17.—(The same phrase as in v. 15 (though Sin. has here ircptAiir6>croi). See there Note 7.—J. L.]
II V. 17.—[Sua avvavroU opxayTw-duefla. Revision: "The direction is determined, not by the verb, but by etc

aipa" Comp. Matt. xiii. 19 ; Acta viii. 39 ; &C.-J. L.l
" V. 17.—[i* rc*Aat* as in Mark xiii. 26.—J. L.)
» V. 17.—(Literally : unto meeting of the Lord ; German, sur Begegnung des Berrn,—J. L.]
** V. 17.—[tit a^M—connected with *pwayrKr6iuBa. Riggenbach follows the modern German versions in changing

Luther's in der Lvfl into in die Lufl. And similarly Alford, Ellicott (the Commentary—to which, however, the Transla-
tion, as occasionally happens, is not conformed), Vaughan, dec—J. L.)

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

1. (Y. 13.) But we would not have you to
be ignorant, Ac.—This or some kindred phrase is

frequently used by Paul, when he would introduce

pome new and important instruction (1 Cor. x. 1

;

xii. 1 ; Col. it 1 ; PhiL i. 12); occasionally also in

communicating something personal, in which he feels

a special interest (Rom. L 13). Here in particular

he now begins to supply their deficiencies (ch. iii.

10) in respect of knowledge ; in a very kindly spirit,

in a way not of rebuke but of encouragement, there

being no occasion for him to censure any deliberate

perverseness. With a lively transition (as in 1 Cor.

t. and xii. and frequently) he leads in media* re*.

The Thessalonians perhaps had asked a question, or

Timothy may have given information respecting

their uneasiness about some of their number who
nad died. Whether these were many or few, or

even none at all, so that they were troubled merely
by the imminent peril of death, they had no clear-

ness of view as to their fate. On the connection
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CHAPTER IV. 18-18. 73

with what goes before, see on ch. iv. 9-12 the Exe-
getical Note 4. Formerly Hofmann likewise so un-

derstood the matter ; now (since what follows is not

instruction generally respecting Christ's return, but

merely a consolatory addition with regard to those

asleep) he rather assumes as the connecting thought

their brotherly love in its anxiety about the depart-

ed. That ye Morrow not, he says ; not : that ye be

not excited. Ch. y., however, adds still another ad-

monition to sobriety. In questions of this sort no
decision of exclusive validity can be hit upon.

—

Those 'who have fallen asleep (perfect), or

those who are falling asleep (present ; who are

continually going to deep ;—as afterwards : the liv-

ing, who are being left over, continually); so he
calls the dead, by a gentle euphemism, 1 Cor. xi. 80
(present) ; xv. 20 (perfect). Comp. Soph. El. 609

;

then the Septuagint Is. xliii. 17 for 2287 ; Job iii.

IS, for \t* ; Dan. xil 2, Septuagint jra&ffoeiv.

But it is more than merely an expression to veil a

terrible reality, nor does it denote merely the re-

freshment of rest, deliverance from earthly trouble

;

en the contrary, it is the promise of an awaking,

now especially that there is an Awakener (John xi.

11). We are not to think of a sleep of the soul, an

entire unconsciousness. The figure is taken from

the body, a dead man resembling one asleep.

Zwisqli, Calvin and others oppose with reason the

PsTchopannychians, whose dogma expressly contra-

dicts other passages—the parable, Luke xvi. 19

sqq. ; the promise, Luke xxiii. 43 (To-day f); the

apostolic statements, 2 Cor. v. 8 ; Phil. i. 23 ; Rev.

xiv. 13 (Blessed from henceforth—with the Lord).

Even here the circumstance that Paul opposes to

their sorrowfulness the resurrection, and only with

this connects the being with Christ (v. 17), by no
means implies that those asleep in Christ are not yet

Messed, or are not with Christ, as Phil. i. expressly

teaches. He looks beyond the intermediate state,

because he would offer the entire fulness of consola-

tion, and that with reference to the anxieties of the

Thessalonians, of which Note 4 will speak.

2. That ye sorrow not, even as the rest

(of men, those not Christians) also (in comparisons,

see v. 5) &c, Xutovvtcu; who have no hope.
Here he speaks not exclusively of the heathen, as in

v. 5 : who know not God. In Eph. ii. 12, indeed, it •

is specially the heathen whom he describes as stran-

gers to Israel's promises, having no hope (in the

widest sense, with reference to all Messianic prom-
bes), and without God in the world. Israel, on the

contrary, had promises and therefore also hopes, and
7 the Saddncees rejected these, there is yet in that

place no thought of them. There is indeed, how-
ever, still a difference between having the promises
and the acual living holding fast of the hope, and it

is not merely among the heathen that the latter is

wanting. Even supposing that he has them espe-

cially in his eye, it is yet not without reason that the

expression is kept general. But the Apostle does
not require that Christians shall not sorrow at all

(LrxDumr : because the phrase is not, ph rooovrov
&i*^, but simply : their sorrow should not be of the

suae sort as, etc (*a&fo, as in Eph. iv. 17. Hof-

* rAuoKD, Elucott, Webster and Wixjcxksoh, agree
fth I£nxAjrw ; of course, without denying the lawful-
** of meh sorrov as is spoken of In John xi. 36, Phil. il.

fthl

&*< *c They understand the Apostle to be thinking solely
of a sorrov occasioned by the apprehension that death is in
**** vst a calamity to believers, and that sorrov he for-

Wiabsolaioly.-J.L.]

uann [Woroswobth, after Augustine; and st

most—J. L.] ).

3. (Y. 14.) For if we believe, &c—He thus
gives the reason why they should not sorrow in a
heathenish way ; ci is not used in the sense of siqii*

dem, but the hypothetical turn just so much the

more challenges their assent : if as we at least have
no difficulty in believing (ch. i. 8, 10 ; ii. 1 3) ; if

we not merely hold it to be true, but build thereon
with confidence (the meaning of irtorcvuv), making
it the foundation of our life;—from this he then

draws the conclusion, from which we in our ready

despondency hang back.—That Jesus (he uses the

human name) died (here not, fell asleep, but with-

out any disguise he speaks of death). And did not

every one believe that? Certainly we are not to

assume here (with some Greek interpreters) a cau-

tion against a Docetic denial of the bodily death.

Christ's death and resurrection are really to him the

two inseparable pillars of the faith : He died (for us,

ch. v. 10), and what more? did he remain in death ?

no ! died and arose j as the Firstfruit (1 Cor. xv.

20), He brought to light a victorious life. But he
arose out of death, was not glorified without passing

through death; not even Christ.—So also those
who, &c Otirus is not simply a sign of the

apodosis (Olshausen), any more than it is so at v.

17, but : so, as Hie Crucified arose (Rev. xi. 5) ; or

:

so, as the consequence of that (Rom. v. 12); still

better : so, as made like Him in death and resurrect

tion

;

—God will bring them with Jesus; it is not
said: He will awake t/icm.* The turn which the

apodosis takes is concise and forcible, the clause,

if we believe, being followed, not by another of the

subjective kind : so we believe also, but objectively,

by a matter of fact : so God will do thus and thus.

If this faith of ours is the truth, if on this truth of

God we firmly rely, then it follows, &c. Otherwise

Koch and Hofmann ; if we believe expresses, they

think, a condition : then, in that case, so will God—
that is, bring with Jesus those who in this faith have
fallen asleep. But this is a harsher incongruity than

what Hofmann censures in the other explanation ; it

must then have been said : So will He, when we fall

asleep, awaken us.—It is still disputed, to what 8<a

rod *lr)<rov belongs. Almost all the moderns (De
Wette, Lunemann, Hofmann, and others) refer it

to &(€(, as being unsuited to Koiun&tvras, which
would require iv r$ *lne-ov, as at v. 16 iv Xptarf,
and so 1 Cor. xv. 18 ; and because to say that iv

stands for tid [Sid for iv. So Jowett still; also

Webster and Wilkinson.—J. L.], and both for

a , is obsolete. But &£« has already its more pre-

cise specification in *hv avrf, and with Koiunbtvras

it is desirable to find their Christian character, not
merely indicated by the context, but expressly de-

clared (opposed to the view of Koch and Hofmann).
The meaning, moreover, may well be this: those

who fell asleep through Jesus, whose falling asleep

is through toe mediation of Jesus [Webster and
Wilkinson: rod *lijaov—the article referring em-
phatically to Jesus as presented in the first member,
Jesus who died and rose again.—J. L.] ; so Chrt-
sostom, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Hil-

oenfeld, and others.1 He will bring them with

* [Alford em in making the bringing of departed
saints = •• their being raised when Jesus appears." Thciz
resurrection is tmp/i'ed in their being brought.—J. L.1

t (Several, as AfrscuLrs, Abetius, Hammond, Tillot-
soif, &c. t unduly restrict the reference, as if martyrs only
were meant : who /ell asleep on account of Jesus, for Jesus*
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74 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

Him (Jesus)—this many take as pregnant for (awak-

sn and) bring. (Through Jesus as Mediator God
effects the work of quickening, John v. and Ti.)

But it is still simpler, if we understand otirus as

above explained : so He trill bring them, when con-

formed to Jesus in death and resurrection, along
with Him (as the Shepherd, whither He goes);

Lgther : thither, where Jesus abides ; Roos : to

glory, to rest, to the aoal of their hope ; Starke :

with Him, when He shall come to judgment ; Hop-
mann : when He brings Jesus into the world again
(Heb. i. 6), He will bring them, cause them to come,

along with Jesus, will let them sliare in His heavenly

manifestation. How he comes at this &ytiv, is

shown vv. 16, 17.

4. (V. 15.) For (to explain) this we say unto
you, etc.—He thus illustrates what was said in v.

14, first negatively (v. 15), then positively (w. 16.

17). Tide (what follows) we say unto you in a word
of the Lord ; tV, as in 1 Cor. ii. 7, marks the me-
dium in which the discourse moves ; not in my words
do I speak ; my statement confines itself within

the sphere ofa word of the Lord ; comp. for the matter

1 Cor. vii. 10, 12, 25, and for the expression 1 Kings

xx. 35, i"!jn^ ">-ia, lxx. Pelt supposes him to

iv'or to Matt. xxiv. 31 ; to which Ewalo adds Luke
>Jv. 14; Hofmann, Matt. xvi. 27 sq. ; Zwingli and
otl-crs, Matt. xxv. 1 sqq., John v. 28 sq. Toeophy-
la« t and Calvin think of a word orally utered by
Christ, and so probably a \6yos &ypa<pos, like Acts
xx. 35. But such a one is in that place introduced
differently ; and not one of the texts cited makes
the special disclosure that here follows, respecting

the relation between the dead and those still living.

It is therefore more correct to think (with Chbysos-
tom and other Greeks, Bengel, Olshausen, De
Wktte, Lixemann) of a revelation from the exalted

Lord, an aroKd\v\pis rod fivarvpiov (Chrysostom, it

is true, adduces not only 2 Cor. xiii. 3 on one side,

but also Acts xx. 35 on the other). At 1 Cor. xv.

51 also Paul says something similar on a similar

occasion ; comp. GaL i. 12 ; Rom. xi. 25.—That
we who are living (here : in the earthly body),
according to the more precise explanation : who
remain over (are left over by God) unto the
coming (return) of the Lord (that is : wbo live

to see that coming), shall in no wise precede
those who fell asleep : ov ^ in the New Testa-

ment indifferently with the aorist subjunctive or the
future indicative; Winer, § 66, 8. This coming
(1 Cor. xv. 23) is coincident with Matt. xxiv. 31

;

Rev. xix. 11 sqq.; xx. 5 (not xx. 11 sqq.). Here
we learn to understand the trouble of the Thessalo-

nians. They sorrowed on the supposition that who-
ever does not live to see the Advent suffers loss (in

the Fourth [in the English Apocrypha, the Second]
Book of Esdras, ch. vi. 13, we meet with such
ideas ; see Wieseler, Chronol. des apost. ZeUalters,

p. 250). But how did they conceive of this loss ?

Evidently Lfnemann goes too far, when from the
words : Ye are not to sorrow as they who have no

inlet. Other*, as MicnAKLis, Scott, Bakxh, Alford,
Wordsworth. Ellicott, Vauohax, Ac, mako the idea to
be that through Jesus the death of Christians is rightly ac-
counted a sleep. Ellicott, however, allows that which of
tbe two connections is the right one *' must remain to the
last an open question." It is in faror of that with *|ft,
that both in the Bible, and in profane literature, classical
as well as modern, the figure of sleep is used for death in
general ; and that the other connection would rather have
bad : rovt 6td rod 'Iiprou Kouirt$4vra*. Bee my note in the
Il*visl*.-J. L.)

hope, he (as Calvin and others before him) draws
the inference that they believed in no life at all after

death, and supposed that the dying were absolutely

excluded from the kingdom. That does not lie in

the comparison, any more than v. 5 :
" Indulge not

in lust, even as the Gentiles who know not Goa\n

charges them with not knowing God; rather, Be
cause ye know Him, be not like those who know
Him not." And so here: " Sorrow not as those
who have no hope

;
ye do have a hope." He then

reasons, as in 1 Cor. ?:v., from the connection be-
tween Christ and believers, the Head and His mem-
bers, as an indissoluble unity :

" The Head cannot for-

sake His members." He does not in this imply the
existence of any deniers of the resurrection, as at

Corinth ; what we allow is simply that they suffered

from dimness of apprehension. To the Greeks gen-
erally the resurrection was a difficult topic (Acts
xvii.). The Thessalonians, indeed, expected with
firm faith the coming of the Lord (ch. i. 10 ; and in

ch. iv. also it is presupposed). But the significance

and operation of that event they did not duly per-

ceive. They seem with Grecian fancy to have taken
up the idea of the outward splendor of the appear-

ance, without considering with sufficient earnestness

that the Crucified One, who arose from the dead, will

come again ; the Conqueror of sin and death. Paul
therefore reminds them of this fundamental truth,

and thence infers that we shall not precede those
fallen asleep, shall not be admitted to the Lord ear-

lier than they. It is only by ingenuity that Lvne-
mann can here hold fast to his idea : Paul, he thinks,

is engaged with the figure of a race, where those
who are outstripped, and have to lay behind in mid
course, do not reach the goal at all. But Paul does
not intimate that he has here any thought of this

figure ; and besides, such a preoccupying of solva-

tion, as would deprive others of it, is not within tbe
compass of truth. This were a one-sided pressing

of the figure of a race, that would turn it into an
untruth. Rather, in saying : We shall not antici-

pate the dead, he lets us see that the Thessalonians

cherished such an idea ; but that this leaves open all

the while an undefined prospect at least for the later

comers. But what prospect? On this point their

view is not clear to us, perhaps was not so even to
themselves. Olshausen, De Wette, Hofmann and
others suppose that they bad no doubt about the
resurrection at the final consummation, only they did
not distinguish between the first and the second
resurrections; that, in fact, they knew nothing of
the first resurrection (of the just), of the hailing of
the returning Lord by His risen ones, and of their

fellowship with Him during tbe glorious period pre*

ceding the general judgment; that their idea was,
that in the kingdom just at hand the dead would
have no part ; that, however, they really believed in

the remote, final resurrection after tbe kingdom of
glory, but found in that no living consolation. Still

it is by no means clear how they should have mas-
tered and believed in such a precise arrangement of
all the stages of the last things (Advent, Kingdom
of glory, Lost Resurrection) with only tbe single ex-
ception of the First Resurrection at the Advent ; nor
yet how the Last Resurrection should have been of
so little consequence in their estimation. Are we,
then, to be driven back on LInemakn? Not that

either; but we suppose that Paul had powerfully

preached in Thessalonica the coming of Christ to set

up His kingdom, but had not had time to enter into

all questions of detail. Now the Thessalonians, with
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a lively impression of this message, bad yet a rather

dim, worldly understanding of it, from their con-

coring of eveiy miraculous occurrence as rather

simply an exhibition of power, and not duly consid-

ering that the path lies through death to resurrec-

tion, through decease to the new life. To be gath-

ered unto the Lord (as even in Matt. xxiv. 31 the

resurrection is not expressly named)—for them this

desire absorbed everything. Whoever lives not to

see that, he suffers loss—such was their thought.

They did not, like the Corinthians, deny the resur-

rection of the dead, for the Apostle certainly does

not reprove them as he does those ; and quite as lit-

tle perhaps can it be asserted so positively as Ols-

HitsEK assumes, that they believed only in the last

resurrection ; but whether there was anything, and
what, still to be expected for the dead, this was to

them an obscure matter ; their whole hope and aspi-

ration was bent or the one- point, to remain exempt
from death;—the thing that Paul likewise desired

(2 Cor. v.-4), but not so partially. This anxiety was
such as could be felt only in the first period of in-

struction still imperfectly apprehended. (See the

Introduction, p. 12. On tee who are living, see

Exeg. Note 7.)

5. (V. 16.) For He Himself, the Lord*
[Because the Lord Himself], &c. For, not

that (Koch) ; f he shows how there is no such thing

as Qbdrctr. Dk Wette and Hofmann would here,

as at ch. iii. 11, understand merely: He, the Lord

;

but here, as there, the Apostle makes an emphatic

antithesis both of subjects and predicates; not:
" We shall first come to Him," but : "He Himself
will descend? otherwise no one at all would come to

Him. *Ejf signifies in, with, attended by, as 1 Cor.

iv. 21 ; Rom. xv. 29. K4\twrfia (another form,

K^Xevfia) Luther translates Feldgescnrei [war-cry],

and understands by it the joyful exclamation of the

angelic host, " the van and guards ; " English Bible

:

with a shout; but more correctly the Vulgate: in

jvxsm ; for the word signifies a shout of command,
proceeding from the leading huntsman, or from the

pilot of a ship, requiring the rowers to keep time, or

from a charioteer, or a general; Prov. xxx. 27,

Sept. ; also Thucydides ii. ?2 : avb Ivbs KcKefoparos

ip&atiearrcs, where iceX. does not denote the battle-cry

of the combatants, but the meaning is that at a word

of command they shouted. Christ is, therefore, de-

scribed as a victorious Captain, whose order sum-

mons to battle, for the destruction of His enemies and

the extermination of the antichristian power (2 Thess.

fi. ; Rev. xix. 11 sqq.> To thi3 is added : with
the voico of an archangel, summoning the other

angels, the great hosts of heavenly spirits, who sym-

pathize in man's salvation, cooperating at the giving

of the law (Acts vii. 53 ; Gal. ill 19) and afterwards

at the judgment (Matt. xiii. 41 ; xxiv. 81 ; xxv. 31);

which last event brings a consummation also for

themselves (Eph. i 10). In canonical Scripture the

archangel Michael appears again only at Jude 9;
Gabriel is not so called, nor the seven angels before

God (Rev. viii. 2 = Tob. xiL 15). Yet to the name
archangel, prince of angels, corresponds the designa-

tion C-.O, &pxor7*s, Dan. x. 13, 20 ; and already

Joafc. v.* 14, njn^-jrar->fcj, Sept. apxurrpdrnyos

Zvrd^tms Kupiou. By the archangel Ambrosi aster

[Jkbemt Taylor] and Olshausen would understand

* [Den* er s%Jbst, der Hern—so Rigoexbach and others
er Lctbbb ; bat erroneously.—J. L.]

t (Who connects with A4yopcr of v. 15.—J. L.]

Christ, the Lord of angels; others still more un-

suitably, the Holy Spirit ; but he must be an angel,

the highest amongst the angels, answering to the
high priest as compared with the priests. Lastly,

with a trumpet of God (the last, 1 Cor. xv. 52)

;

this is not merely a nota superlativi, the very great,

though it is indeed the Divine, and not a human,
majesty that is antithetically described ; but, besides

that, we are to understand it thus : which is used by
God's command, in God's service, which belongs to

Him ; Db Wftte compares K&dpas rod 3eov, Rev.
xv. 2. What should it be ? How will it sound t is

not to be searched out. The future reality is de-

picted in images of present reality. It will be
heard, as the sign will be seen, Matt. xxiv. 27, 30.

As to its import, it is the conclusive echo of Sinai,

the highest form of all the signals, whereby the peo-

ple are called together before the Lord, that by which
the enemy's stronghold, mightier than Jericho, falls

(Num. x.; Is. xxvii. 13; Zech. ix. 14; Rev. viii.

Seven trumpets). This is not a mere notion of Jew-
ish Rabbis, but the prophetic word receives apostolic

sanction. Lunkmakn and Hofmann would under-
stand the archangel's voice and the trumpet as in

apposition to frlAeiHTjua,* but without reason. [Wit-
si us, after Glories, identifies the archangel's voice

with the trumpet as blown by him.—J. L.1 We
have rather to recognize three particulars, following

each other hi rapid succession: the Commander's
call of the King Himself; the voice of the arch-

angel summoning the other angels; the trumpet,
which awakes the dead, and collects the believers.

[Dr. JonN Dick : " Three sounds are distinctly men-
tioned, but I do not pretend to know what they

are."—J. L.]

The descent from heaven presupposes the ascen-

sion thither (Acts i. 11). And the dead in
Christ shall arise first j iv Xp:<rr$, though with-

out the article, belongs to ol yticpol (Winkh, § 20,

2). He speaks here only of the resurrection of the

iust (Luke xiv. 14), r&v rod Xpiffrov at His coming
(1 Cor. xv. 23), who have died in the Lord (Rev.

xiv. 13), qui in Chrisii corpore continentur (Cal-

vin) ; not of all without distinction arising in Christ.

The correction in Codd. F. G., ol vetcpoX ol is not at

all necessary. The same Codd. together with D. 1

road (instead of wp&roy) wpuroi ; Itala and Vulgate,

primi, which is altogether unsuitable, for the con-

trast here is not (as Theophtlact and others sup-

pose) between sucn as rise first and others who do
not rise till afterwards ; but between what will take

place first (the resurrection of those who fell asleep

in faith), and what next (firerra) occurs in the case

of the living.

6. (V. 17.) Then we Ac shall together with
them be snatohed away, caught away; has-

* [And bo Bishop Hall, Olshatozx. Jowktt, Alford,
Ellicott. I do not perceive why this view should be reck-
oned "more plausible" (Ellicott) than the other. It
might much rather be said to bo ii. forior In martial pre-
cision and grandeur. See the note of Websteb and Wil-
xnvsox. In favor of ascribing the xiXrvo/ia to the Lord
Himself, they refer to the parallel of tho delivery of the
law, where, besides the ministry and voice of angels, the
sound of tho trumpet, and tho tire, we have also tno voice
of God (Ex. xix. 16, 18. 19 ; xx. 18, 19 ; Dout. iv. 12, 15,
S3 ; v. 4, 22-26 ; &c.) ; likewise to John v. 28, 29 ; Heb. xiL
19, 20, 25-27 ; Job xiv. 12-15 ; Ps. 1. 1-€ ; Matt. xiii. 30, 41

;

xxiv. 3L So Milton

:

•« The Son gave signal high,
To the bright minister that watoh'd ; ho blew
His trumpet, heard In Orcb einco perhaps
When God descended ; and perhnp* once more
To sound at general doom." Par. L., B. xi.—J. L.)
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76 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIAN&

tily, swiftly, irresistibly, by the overpowering might
of God ; this lies in the expression (also 2 Cor. xii.

2, though in a different application); in (on)*
clouds, as one received the Lord (Acts L); not

into tine clouda (ds\ but in the cloud* (inwrapped),

or on them (throned, as on chariots of God ; Chry-
sosTOii); comp. Matt. xxiv. 30; xxvu 64; Rev.

xi. 12; xiv. 14 ; unto meeting of the Lord,

PJOpb ; instead of awdW. rod tevplov others (weaker

authorities) give vxdvr. r$ Xpierf. Both words,

kirdrnio-is or vvdyr-nait, govern the genitive (Matt
xxv. 1) or (like the verb) the dative (Acts xxviii 15).

Chrypostom and other Greeks :
•• to meet Christ, as

persons of distinction meet a king to salute him,

while others must wait for him, as criminals for the

judge." For the matter, 2 Thcss. ii. 1 is to be
compared. It is a description, so to speak, of the

Church's Ascension, in which the Head brings His
members to Himself. Possibly the clouds here, as

in Acts i., indicate a veiling of the transaction. But
at any rate this rapture necessarily presupposes the

previous sudden change (1 Cor. xv. 62 ; 2 Cor. v.

2 sqq.), which is here only not expressly mentioned,

but without which a soaring away into the air were
not conceivable. Only by means of the glorified

corporeity (Phil. iii. 21) can such an event take

place. Luther (appealing to Heb. ix. 27) insists

that all men must once die, that is, leave this life

and enter another. For those left over, therefore

[die " Ueberlinge," as if we should say, the over-

ling*.—J. L.], the change would be their death.

These shall not sleep, but in a twinkling will die and
live again.—And so (as those who have been
caught away into the air, the risen and changed
ones, or, still better : as those who have thus met
Him) shall we ever be with the Lord j Hot-
manm : continually, not meeting with Him merely in

transient or occasionally repeated salutation; oiv
expresses the intimate union, fierd simply outward
companionship. This is the main point of comfort
which he had in view : to be with the Lora\ insepara-

bly united to Him. Thus we reach the &yur avv
ainf (v. 14), the marriage supper of the Lamb
(Rev. xix. 7-9), But it is not in the air that this

being ever with Christ takes place (as Pelt, Ustkri,
Weitzel think, with a quite mistaken appeal to Eph.
ii. 2 : the air as the region of spirits, but of evil

spirits !). Only the meeting takes place in the air,

not the abiding. Already Augustike (De Civ. Dei,
xx. 20, 2) saw the truth : Venienti ibitur obviam,
non manenti. The Lord is come from heaven, but
not quite to the earth, so that a rapture into the air

leads to His presence. He comes to fetch them
(John xiv. 2, 8) into the heavenly kingdom (2 Tim.
iv. 18), which is so called, not merely because it is

of a heavenly quality, and even the earth receives a
heavenly glory, but because at the coming it really

transports the glorified into heaven ; they shall be
with Him, as Bengel says, non modo in a'ere, ted in
ccelo unde venit. Others think of a coming with Him
to the earth to judgment. Hilgenfeld thinks that

the meeting is followed by the coming with Him to

the glorified earth. But that may even be reservedf

* [aw/—a useless variation, not justified here by the
«rt, in a similar connection, of other texts.—J. L.)

t [Of course, this is quite compatible with the previous
idea, of a coming with Christ to judgment, and that the
latter is a scriptural representation there can he no doubt

;

comp. Is. xxxii. 1 ; Dan. vii. 9, 10 ; Zech. xiv. 5 ; 1 Cor. vi.

2, 3 ; Kov. ii. 26, 27 ; iii. 21 ; xx 4 ; &o. It is also worth
noting that, ns I remarked in the Lcduru, " there are only
three other places in the New Testunent where the phrase

for a later date. In fact, the description is not one

that exhausts all particulars ; it is carried only so far

as is necessary to make it clear, that the dead shall

be in no way inferior to those who survive. (See

the Doctrinal and Ethical Notes, 5.)

1. (Vv. 15, 17.) We who are living, who
are being left over.—Here Paul evidently reck,

ons himself among those of whom he considers it

possible, and a thing to be desired and hoped for,

that they may live to witness the Advent
;
just so

1 Cor. xv. 61 sqq. (according to the correct leading

of the text, rcc., and also of the Cod. Vat.).» The
strange evasions, by means of which the Fathers and

others sought to make out, that Paul nevertheless is

not speaking of himself, are justly set aside by

Li nemann. '(To this class belongs the' explanation

of (Ecumenus, that the dead are the bodies, the

living arc the souls ; &c.) Nor ought it to be im-

puted to him, that he uses iiptis merely in the way

of comtnunicatio (Theophylact : representing in his

own person all who shall then be living), though

knowing that he will not be present ; of this knowl-

edge we see nothing, rather a hope inconsistent with

it. But it were just as inconsiderate to say bluntly,

that the Apostle's expectation has been plainly con-

victed by the event as erroneous; as if thus the

whole eschatological prediction collapsed. In that

case, indeed, Paul would be a false prophet (Deut

xv iii. 20 sqq. ), and his appeal to the Lord's word an

untruth. This word of the Lord, as even Lf keiiaxx

allows, told him only generally in what relation the

dead would stand to those surviving, not who be-

longs to each of the two classes ; it was, therefore,

not : " Thou, Paul, shalt be of the number ; " other-

wise he could not again have spoken doubtfully on

the point at Phil. i. 21 sqq. ; ii. 17 ; 2 Cor. v. 8,

and in still a different tone at 2 Tim. iv. 6. Alto-

gether, just as here, in speaking of those who live to

the Advent, he says j}/ic?9 by communicalio in the

sense of hope (Grotjus: putavit fieri po&*e\ he

elsewhere says as freely by communicatio on the

opposite side :
" God will raise u* up," 1 Cor. vi. 14

(this alongside of ch. xv. 61); 2 Cor. iv. 14; comp.

1 Thess. v. 10 ; Acts xx. 29. He expressly reminds

us at ch. v. 1 sqq., that we know not the times and

the seasons, and were not to know them ; as the

Lord declares even of Himself in his condition of

self-denial (Mark xiii. 82), and as He represents to

his Apostles (Acts L 7). Had he meant to set it

down as certain : / shall not die, that would really

have been at least a knowledge of the yp6voi ; and

not less so, had he asserted : 1 shall die before that,

it trill not Jiappen in my time. Moreover, if quels

expressed the definite expectation : I shall yet be

there, it must equally follow that to all his readers

of that age included with himself in yucts he makes

the promise, that they shall live till the Advent;

which were indeed utterly absurd. Rather, he op-

poses the two classes to each other; here those

asleep, and on the other side the living, those re-

maining over ; he himself, of course, is among the

living ; but both classes are in a state of constant

flux. What did not come to pass in the case of

Paul and bis cotemporaries, then holds good for

those who follow after, and shall actually live till the

Advent Certainly the Apostles do all of them ex-

here translated to meet occurs ; and in all of them (Matt.

xxr. 1, 6 ; Acts xxriii. 15) the party met continues after the

meeting to advance still in the direction iu which be wot
moving previously."—J. L.)

* [whereas Sin. agrees with A C. F. G. : mims m«
KOtpiphjarffLefa, ov vaVm W aAAay.—J. It]
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CHAPTER IV. 13-18. 77

press often enough the expectation of the Coming
as near; c. g., 1 Pet. iv. 7 ; 1 John ii. 18; James
t. 8 ; and Paul, 1 Cor. vii. 29 sqq. ; Rom. xiii. 1 1,

12 ; Phil. iv. 6 ; this, however, not as a dogma
whereby the ignorance of the x/xfvot would be re-

moved, but merely as a living hope and longing

expectation. See Holemann, Die SUllung SL
Patdi zu der Frage um die Zeit der Wiederkunft
Christy Leipzig, 1858 ; and the Doctrinal and Eth-

i-al Notes, 6.

8. (V. 18.) Wherefore comfort one another
with these words j £<rrc with a following im-

perative also at PhiL iv. 1 ; and so 9i6, ch. v. 1 1.

The comfort should check the sorrowing (v. 13);
irith these teords, which rest on the word of the

Lord, not ratioiiibux, argumentis, but simply the

words of tbe evangelical message.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 18.) It is not sorrow altogether for the

dying that Paul forbids ; he rather takes it for

grinted that they will have to sorrow ; only let it

not be as tbe sorrow of the hopeless. Nowhere does
Scripture overstrain unnaturally its demand, as if

death should cause no pang. It merely rebukes de-

spondency, as if God were not God, and home were
not home. But strength of faith is not a thing to

be commanded, nor can its triumph be enforced.*

Christ Himself shed tears, and Paul knew what it is

to sorrow even for the dying (PhiL it 27). On the

whole (Starke) : The believers of the Old Testament
and of the New wept and sorrowed, but within such
Emits as the law already prescribed (Lev. xix. 28

;

Dent. xiv. 1), and the light of faith illustrates. The
Apostle requires no Stoic insensibility, no icy hard-

ness. Calvin :
'• aliud eat frcenare dolorem nos-

trum, ut subiicialur Deo, aliud abjecto humano sensu

instar lapidum obdurescere" And for this reason

hope is an important element of the Christian life

;

ch. L 3 ; Rom. v. 2-5 ; viii. 24 sqq. ; 1 Cor. xiii.

2. The rest, who have no hope, are in the widest

sense all who stand not in Christ, tbe only Source
and Guarantee of true life. In the Old Testament
is the sound of many lamentations over the life in

tbe shadowy realm, as being no life, but as gloomy
as in the Homeric songs (Is. xxxviii. 18 sq. ; Ps. vi.

* [51; Ixxxviii. 11-18 [10-12]; cxv. 17; Job x. 21
[and 22] ; &c.) ; not because the right conception is

still wanting, but because the actual curse of death
is not yet broken. The gleams of prophetic hope
(Ps. xvi. 9 sqq. ; xlix. 16 [15] ; Prov. xiv. 82 ; xv.

24; xxiii. 14 ; Is. xxvl 19 ; Hos. xiii 14 ; Dan. lii.

2) are first realized through Christ. But it is espe-

cially the heathen, of whom the Apostle's judgment
holds good. It might, indeed, be a question here,

as at v. 5, whether he does not assert too much.
For do we not find among all nations some hope of
immortality ? and among the philosophers, as Socra-
tes, Plato, &&, elevated thoughts on that topic, and
arguments in its favor? True; but, measured by
toe full resurrection-life, what a state of death is

that which the heathen call the other life ! And
how isolated is the more cheerful hope, how slender
ks thread, how feeble Us knowledge, for the very
reason that it is founded, not on the actings of God,

• [Whatever Is matter of doty is properly matter of pre-
tept; £pb. ri. 10; 1 These, v. 10. Faith's brightest tri-

umph is amidst the tears and straggles of nature; Ps.
ixii. 4.-J. L.)

but on disputable, more or less problematical argu
ments, accessible only to the refined thinker. How
weak are the Consolationes of a Cicero, Seneca, Plu-

tarch ! nothing but probabilities. Even now obser-

vation shows how those who do not rely on the writ-

ten word, and, inquiring merely about tho immor-
tality of the soul, would thus simply recognize a
permanent separation of soul and body (though this

would be a permanent reign of death),—how these

persons with all their arguments never get the better

of their doubts ; nay, how more and more the most
decided amongst them no longer have or allow any
hope. It were easy to bring together a number of
disconsolate sayings from the classics ; for example,
J2schylus, Eumen. 638 (648) : &ro| &av6rros oVns
sVr* hwdtrrauris. Theocritus, Idyll. 4, 42 : lAirfSe? ip

(taoiffiv, aWAwtoroi 8c dovoVrej. Catullus, 5, 4

:

Soles occidere et redire possunt: Nobis, cum Kernel

occidtt brevis lux, Nox est perpetua una dormienda.
Starke: In Plutarch's time people mocked at the

l\Ti<TTucovs. It was an affected witticism of the
dying Vespasian : vcb, puto deus fio. And this is as

it should be ; it is proper that we should not get to

be certain of our personality, until we are sure of
our God and Saviour. On this true basis, however,
Scripture regards as normal the undivided life, when
the spirit and the body are together ; being equally

remote from materialism, which seeks in matter for

the root and strength of all spiritual life, and from
idealism, which sees the most perfect spirituality in

being released from the body. The glorified body
as the perfect organ of the ruling spirit—this is the

reestablishment and consummation of the condition

originally designed by God (PhiL iii. 21). Luther :

We shall again receive enriched and improved that

which we lost in Adam ; for we should have had it

in Paradise ( Works, ed. Walch, xii. 2628).
'3. Death a sleep; Starke: (I) Because in both

the body rests, the soul remains alive ; (2) because
from both the body also awakes

; (3) because both
are a desirable release from trouble and toil

; (4) be-

cause after both we again joyously salute and wish

one another good morning.—Still the likeness exists

only for faith, not for sight. According to what is

visible, the word of triumph :
" death, where is

thy sting?" sounds frequently like a scoff. Die-
drich : The death of those dear to us still confronts

us often as a frightful mystery.—Not only does the

Old Testament call him the king of terrors [Job
xviil. 14], his name in the New Testament also is

still Vie last enemy. A natural horror in the pres-

ence of death is expressed by the Apostle himself in

2 Cor. v., and is seen in Gcthsemane.* Corruption

wears a different aspect from sleep. So much the

greater must tbe Awakener appear to us.

4. (V. 15.) Paul appeals to a word of the Lord,

like the old prophets (1 Sam. iii. 21 ; Is. L 10; Jer.

i. 2) ; not as one who steals and deceitfully gives out

the Lord's word (Jer. xiv. 14; xxiii. 80); not as

one who has merely adopted rabbinical opinions.

(Whence, indeed, have the Rabbins the substance of
their doctrine?) Nor does he speak in heaped-up
images of a transcendental vision (when he really

had such a one, with what modest reserve does he
speak of it ! 2 Cor. xii.) ; but his words have a clear

* [A statement strangely erroneous in both its members.
The Apostle expresses no horror whatever of death. His
groans are forced from him, not so much evtn by tho pres-
sure of present suffering, ss by the earnestness of his long-
ing for the heavenly state. And still more objectionable is

the relerenoe to Gethsemane, in so far as it overlooks th<
supernatural elements in our Lord's passion.—J. L.]
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78 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE TI1ESSALONIANS.

and sober import. From the most intimate converse

with the Lord he gives forth his explanations re-

specting the course of the kingdom of God, the

crises of Divine providence, and its final issues:

Eph. iil 3, 5 sqq. ; Rom. xi. 25 ; I Cor. xv. 51 sqq.

;

and here. It is a weighty problem, and, God be

praised ! it is also a privilege vouchsafed in ever

larger measure to our times, to bring one's self into

living communion with the prophetic word. Our
very reverence for it should, indeed, restrain us from
precipitate conclusions.

5. (Vv. 15—17.) Our passage furnishes no com-
plete doctrine of the last things. In Scripture gen-

erally there remains over for curiosity a multitude

of unanswered questions ; and even the legitimate

desire of knowledge must acquiesce. Whatever is

necessary to salvation, and serves to further the

process of sanctification, is nowhere wanting. In

this spirit should the doctrine of the Christian hope
be dealt with (Luthardt, die Lchre von den letzten

Dingen, Leipzig, 1861). Our passage says nothing

beforehand of the condition that immediately follows

death ; nothing beyond calling it a sleep. A pre-

liminary judgment, an introductory stage of blessed-

ness, is indicated by the passages cited in Exeg. Note
1. A being with Christ is there promised to such as

die in Christ
;
yet must it be inferior in fulness and

power to the life of the resurrection (comp. Rev. vi.

9-11), without our being able to define precisely the

difference. Paul takes the less notice here of this

topic, from Bis having to correct the anxiety of the

Thcssalonians in regard to the disadvantage which
the dead might be under at the Advent. What is of

use to this end he holds up to their view. Nor does

he in our passage go further. But it easily admits

cf being combined with other passages into a gen-

eral representation. Now what Paul says of the

Coming was understood by the Reformers altogether

of His Coming at the Last Judgment ; as by Cal-
vin, in express opposition to the Chiliasts, though
under the supposition, to be sure, that they teach

the wild doctrine of a resurrection for only a thou-

sand years. But even in the Apocalypse there is no
mention of any such thing. If we take into view
the passage in the Revelation, xx. 1-6, the question

is, whether and in what way it may be reconciled

with the doctrine of the Apostle Paul. An obvious

expedient apparently is to identify the Advent here,

v. 15, and 1 Cor. xv. 23, with the return at the set-

ting up of the (millennial) kingdom, and in like

manner the first resurrection of the Apocalypse with

the resurrection of the just (Luke xiv. 14) or the

gathering together of the elect (Matt xxiv. 81), but
positively to distinguish this from the final judgment
on the whole world (Matt. xxv. 31 ; Rev. xx. 11

sqq.);* this last judgment, including the general

resurrection, would then be comprehended in the

end of which Paul, after making mention of the

resurrection r&v rod Xpi<rrov, says: tlra to rfkos

(1 Cor. xv. 24). More closely examined, however,

the passages do not quite so readily admit of mutual
adjustment. In the first place, at the text last men-
tioned no one without the Apocalypse would think,

that this c?ra embraces a thousand years.f And for

* [It should not be hastily assumed that Matt. xxv.
31-40 refers, at least exclusively, to the same process of
jiidgment as Rot. xx. 11 sqq. See Bickbbstbth's Practical
Guide to tlie Prophecies, en. xvii. ; Brooks' Essays on the

Advent and Kingdom of Christ, Fart ii. Essay iv. ; Wood's
Last Things, eh. iii. Prop, viii.—J. L.]

t [And yet there can be no doubt that the Smira of v.

23 embraces the longer interval between Christ's resurrec-
tion and that of his followers.—J. L.]

this reason, accordingly, the Reformers, disregarding

the Apocalypse, conceived of the raising of the dead

as occurring at one and the same time, and sup-

posed that such passages as John v. 28, 29 ; Acta

xxiv. 15; 2 Cor. v. 10 speak of a simultaneous

resurrection of the just and the unjust, and that

Matt. xxiv. likewise refers to no other coming of

Christ than Matt xxv. In like manner, and this is

the second point, Matt. xxv. shows us the saved

alongside of the lost, and says nothing of a first

resurrection which had already, a thousand years

before, brought the elect to glory. In our passage,

indeed, and just so in 1 Cor. xv., Paul is entirely

silent about those who are lost. Calvin : The ob-

ject here is, not to alarm the ungodly, but to heal

the immoderate grief of the pious. The resurrec-

tion to judgment, therefore, might be thought of as

contemporaneous with that of the pious, or on the

other hand as following at a later date. Only it is to

be noticed that 1 Cor. xv. represents the raising of

those who belong to Christ as something done once

for all ;• then follows the end, when He Bhall deliver

up the kingdom to the Father, after He has abol-

ished all hostile rule. This does not sound as if still

another host of those belonging to Christ would not

share in the salvation till a later and final judgment,

as must yet be the case, if Matt. xxv. speaks of this

final judgment On the whole, as it is important

to fulfil the condition on which alone we can be sure

of salvation, so it is difficult, if not impossible, to

set up unexceptionable tests, according to which

some are made partakers of the first resurrection,

others only of the second, who are nevertheless

saved. After all, the relation might rather be

this, that the Pauline statements, as well as the pas-

sages which speak briefly of the last day, the last

hour (John vi. 39, 40 ; 1 John ii. 18 ; comp. 2 Pet

iii. 10, 12), comprehend the coming of the Lord in

one view, which the Apocalypse then distributes into

various stages. But as the day of the Lord divides

itself in the later revelation into a series of steps, so

also the resurrection of those belonging to Christ,

since the first resurrection by no means merely

passes by the raising of the lost to judgment, but

shows likewise a later resurrection to life as still pos-

sible. To the end belongs the glorification also of

the terrestrial world (Rom. viii. ; Rev. xxi. xxii.)

;

and after that the saved have reigned together with

Christ in the kingdom (2 Tim. ii. 12), and have co-

operated with Him in the judgment (1 Cor. vi. 2, 3).

That is to say, from their heavenly thrones (Rev. xx.

4) the kingdom will pass into its stage of highest

fulfilment, when God shall be all in all (1 Cor. xv.

28). In many places, however, these stages are

viewed together indiscriminately. Such a compre-

hension of details, which are only kept apart by

later prediction, meets us also elsewhere in all

prophecy.

6. The last remark affords us light also in regard

to the hope of the nearness of the Advent (see

Exeg. Note 1). From the patriarchs down through

the entire line of the prophets every one contem-

plates the fUture salvation as one whole, with all its

details, without any one being able to say : TTiere is

here a want of perspective, an optical illusion.

Rather, the living fulness of the future is conjoined

with the virying standpoint of the present in one

bud. The certainty, that the* Lord is coming with

His salvation, is so stirring, bright, overpowering,

that the man who is full of it says : Quickly! The

Assyrian period is Isaiah's horizon, into which he
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sees Imraanuel enter, bringing salvation (la. vii.

xxix. 17). And again there was a delay of four

hundred years, before the promise in Malachi (ch.

iil) began to be fulfilled. Prophecy is not the

knowledge of the history of the future, but a con-

templation of the essential steps of development
Instructive is such a passage as Ezek. xii. 22 sqq.

;

especially even because it is there shown to us, how
long-suffering delayed the judgment, and how con-

tempt of the long-suffering accelerates it. Thus
there came to pass finally what for so long a time

the prophets had promised and threatened, and the

scoffers had scoffed at ; it came, according to human
reckoning, later than had been supposed, yet not too

late for any one, rather too soon for many. And as

the New Testament time came, so will come the

final term promised by Christ and the Apostles.

Yea, they declared with truth that it had already

arrived. With Christ began the world's last hour,

and there comes none later, to establish another and
higher relation between God and humanity. If the

period of waiting for the revelation of the Lord has

reached much further than the Apostles supposed,

and even than the words of Christ gave them reason

to expect (Matt x. 23 ; xvi. 28 ; xxiv. 29), it is to

be considered, first, that in this very way scope was
afforded for the development of the series of stages

in His coming ; and, secondly, that it behoves us to

recognize long-suffering in the fact that, after the

first step of the judgment (on Jerusalem), the sec-

ond was deferred (2 Pet iii. 8, 9, 15). But, while

acknowledging His sparing long-suffering, we ac-

knowledge also that His government is so arranged

as to admit of modification according to the faithful-

ness or unfaithfulness of men ; that we are wrong,

therefore, in taking, much more than we are aware

at, necessitarian views of prophecy. So much the

more short-sighted were it to say, that a disappoint-

ment respecting the date is proof that such last

things are not to be expected at all. A denial of

the world's end would require us also to assert that

humanity has never had a beginning; and this would
imply that the life of humanity has no aim, and that

the establishment of a perfect, holy reign of God is

not to be looked for. But he alone is a Christian,

who directs his life toward this mark. Of the time

and the hour he knows nothing. " The Lord delay-

eth His coming ! "—that he leaves the wicked ser-

vant to say ; that the Bridegroom may tarry, he is

well aware. There are also things that must still

precede ; not the conversion of the nations, but the

preaching of the gospel among all nations (Matt.

xxir. 14) ; along with this, the universal security of

those who believe in no Advent, and by means of

their unbelief are witnesses for the truth (1 These, v.

3 ; Matt xxiv. 37 sqq. ; Luke xviii. 8) ; the apos-

tasy of Christendom from the faith (2 Thess. ii.).

All these signs are perceptibly growing. The life of
humanity, including the individual life, goes forward

on the brink of eternity and to eternity. It is read-

ily conceivable that the experience of a longer dura-

tion of the world, according to man's measurement,
has modified in some degree our views of the last

things, and turned the eye chiefly toward the death

of individuals. But only too frequently does this

way of thinking assume such a form, that the long-

ing lor the coming of the Lord and the glory of His
holy kingdom, as well as sympathy in the fortunes

of the Church at large, is too much impaired. At
times, on the other hand, and amongst the pious,

when the life of faith rules in due force, we again

meet likewise with the apostolic hope and aspiration

in living freshness. That watching and hoping are

so unfamiliar to us, is a defect The more we be-

come heavenly in our character and thoughts, the
more also does the stream of human history appear

to us as a hasting towards the coming of the Lord.

1. (V. 17.) The being caught away to meet the

Lord is in the Irvingite * interpretation erroneously

explained in a manner that seems to bear the dignity

of an inviolable dogma. Comp. the work, which
otherwise contains many good practical exhortations,

by E. L. Geering, Mahnung und Troet der Schrift

in Betreffder Wiederkunft Chruti, Basel, 1859. It

is there taught (p. 55) that, previous to the coming
tribulation, the company of disciples, who are wit*

nessing for Jesus and waiting for Him, is brought
into a condition of safety. Indeed, the saints will

with Him judge the world (1 Cor. vi. 2) ; their de-

liverance, therefore, through being taken away, pre-

cede* the Lord's return; and on p. 60 mention is

made of servants of Christ who are not, it is true,

recklessly profane nor yet hypocrites, but still are

not looking out for the coming of the Lord, nor
striving towards it and, as their punishment for this,

have no part in the rapture of the faithful servants,

but must undergo the rule of Antichrist's reign.

They have forfeited their title to be kept from the

hour of temptation, of the great tribulation, which
comes on all (Rev. iii. 10). They might have been
preserved and taken away from it.—This whole in-

terpretation has at least no sort of foundation in our
text. The German word entriicken (to snatch from)
might give the impression that it refers to the taking

away from a threatening danger. But Paul speaks

of a swift-coming to meet the Lord, without regard

to the question whether this is before or after the

endurance of tribulation. To the view of Christen-

dom in general he holds up, as prior to the coming
of the Lord, the coming of the apostasy, and the

tyranny of the Man of Sin (2 Thess. ii.). The keep-

ing which the disciples need is not necessarily a
being kept from the experience of this persecution,

as if to be kept in the midst of it, to be kept while

in the world from the evil—the thing which the Lord
seeks in prayer for His disciples (John xvii. 15)

—

were a penal condition. There are various ways in

which the keeping may rather take place : 1. by a
previous death (Is. lvii. 1, 2 ; Rev. xiv. 13) ; 2. by
endurance of martyrdom without renouncing the

faith (Matt x. 28 sqq. ; 2 Thess. ii. ; Rev. xl 7 ; xiii.

15; xx. 4); perhaps also, 3. by remaining hidden,

in the case especially of the humble class, like the

seven thousand in the time of Elias (Rom. xi. 4).

There may be a participation in the judgment by
those caught away to the Lord (as assessores judicii,

Bekgkl), without the interpretation which we op-

pose. Altogether it is possible to love the coming
of the Lord Jesus, without adopting the peculiar

Irvingite exegesis. To represent the two things as

inseparable, and to determine accordingly the re-

ward of being caught away or the penalty of being

left—this is, 1. in itself a wrong, as in every case

where a human dogma is set up, and salvation con-

nected with the acceptance of it ; 2. it misleads to

a groundless confidence, and is a sort of illusory

promise, that is not free from an effeminate fear of

suffering. Comp. Luthardt, 1. c. p. 37 sqq.

* [The reference 1* to that in many respects remarkable
body of Christians, which chooses to call itself tho Catholic

Apostolic Church, Tho other name of Irvinffitcs they ex-
pressly disclaim as a misrepresentation at once of the origin
and tho spirit of the movement.—J. L.]
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HOMTLETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

V. 13. It is a heathenish ignorance of which a
Christian must be ashamed, when he knows nothing

of hope for the dead.—He who does not believe is

ignorant; faith is not opposed to knowledge.—
Zwinoli : When we fear death, it is a sure sign

that we have no love to God.—In so far as there is

still selfishness in our lore, and for that reason dis-

composure at the death of our friends, to the same
extent are we not jet duly taught of God.

Death a sleep, but only through Christ ; and only

for faith, which knows the Awakener.—Roos : Death
has an entrance, and also an outlet. We must and
we desire to go the way that Christ went.

Scripture does not forbid us to mourn, but only

to mourn as those without hope.

—

Rikgkr : By the

examples of others, that nearly concern us, the

thoughts of our hearts are revealed to us—our own
dying agony.

—

Luther : Holy Scripture not merely
indulges, but commends and praises those who are

sorrowful, and lament for the dead (Abraham, Jo-

seph, the people at the death of Aaron and Moses).

The Apostle simply distinguishes between the mourn-
ing of the heathen and that of Christians.—The
same : It is an artificial virtue and fictitious fortitude

of heathens and schismatics, when they pretend that

we must entirely extract what is creaturely in us,

and hold no terms with nature. Such a hard heart

has never truly loved, and would fain dissemble be-

fore people. He is a Christian, who, while expe-

riencing sorrow, yet so restrains himself therein that

the spirit rules over the flesh.—We are allowed to

weep for death. It is one thing, when Christ, who
wept Himself, dries our tears, and another thing,

when men would forbid them to flow. But we have
no occasion to weep for the lot of those who have
fallen asleep in the Lord. Whoever laments with-

out measure or restraint, acts as a heathen acts.—
Bengel : The effect of the Christian faith is neither

to abolish nor yet to aggravate grief for the dead,

but gently to moderate it.

—

Diedkich : We need not
be in a state of fearful uncertainty about any Chris-

tian, whether living or dead.

—

Heubner : Christian-

ity teaches men to rise superior to natural sorrow,

yea, to rejoice therein.—The ancient Christians called

the day of the believer's death his birthday.

[Ignorance of the truth and purposes of God, so

far as these have been revealed, injurious to our
spiritual comfort and edification. "I would not

have you to be ignorant, brethren "—a common
scriptural formula.

—

Doddridge: Let us charge it

upon our hearts, that we do honor to our holy pro-

fession in every circumstance, and particularly in our
sorrow as well as our /oy*.—M. Henry : All grief

for the death of friends is far from being unlawful

;

we may weep at least for ourselves, if we do not
weep for them ; weep for our own loss, though that

may be their gain. Yet we must not be immoderate
or excessive in our sorrows.—J. L.J

V. 14. Luther : Our death Paul calls not a death,

but a sleep; Christ's death he calls a real death,

which has swallowed up all other deaths. [So Bur-
kitt : Jesus die^ the saints sleep, ... I do not find

that Christ's death is called a sleep ; no, His death
was death indeed, death with a curse in it—J. L.]—Luther : If Christ is risen, that must surely not
be in vain and without fruit.—I The text of Arch-
bishop Tillotson's Sermon on " The certainty and
the blessedness of the resurrection of true Chris-

tians."—J. L.]

Vv. IS, 14. Rieger: The two main sources of

all comfort, and of all resignation in dying, lie in Um
death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus (Rev. i
181 Whatever is trying and severe in death comes
either from attachment to the visible from which we
are separated, or from the uncertainty in which we
stand in regard to the invisible. The former trouble

is relieved by the death of Jesus, the second by his

life.

—

Stahelin : If thou thyself wOuldest not, or if

thy friends are not to sorrow, see that thou fall

asleep through the Lord Jesus.—Hast thou hope?

1. On what is it founded ? on the belief that Jesus

died and rose again ; 2. To what does it impel thee ?

to a life in Christ, that we through Christ may fell

asleep ; 3. Of what does it assure thee ? that God

will bring us with Jesus.—[Bishop Wilson has a

Funeral Sermon on these verBes.—J. L.1

Y. 15. Luther : God has spoken die word, not

Paul out of his own bead.—It is with the Apostle a

great certainty : The Lord speaks through me. It is

a folly that we find it so much harder to trust to the

word of the Lord with our whole heart than to that

of men, who are yet but dust, and liars to boot, is

disciples of these men of God, we should endeavor,

in what we say of Divine things, to say it as the

word of God in the assurance of faith (2 Cor. iv.

18).

—

Luther: The voice or word of oil teacher?,

who preach the gospel pure and simple, is not their

word or voice, but God's (Luke x. 16).—Staree:

Man's words have little power, but God's word pene-

trates the heart, is strong to comfort, and endures in

sorrow and death (Rom. xv. 4).

The experience, that the coming of the Lord has

been delayed longer than the Apostles hoped and

desired, is indeed a severe discipline for us while

waiting. It is nevertheless a weakness, when watch-

ing and longing are relaxed, and drowsiness seises

even the wise virgins.—Rieoer : In the unbelieving

world the feeling of security is diffused from one

generation to another, and comes to its height

amongBt the last scoffers ; and so, on the other hand,

in the communion of saints readiness for the coming

of Jesus spreads from one generation to another.*—

Berlenburger Bibel: The word is prophetic, and

goes through all times.

—

Vietor (ztcei (Mervndiff'

ten, Bremen, 1859, p. 24): In the world there is

derision and laughter, when a man would say, that

he knows not whether the Lord will not come during

his lifetime. The world can conceive of nothing

wilder or crazier. Passing on in unbelief, the world

says :
" The Lord comes not at all." Passing on

with a show of faith and a half-faith, the world says:

44 My Lord comes not yet for a long time." Oh, see

to it, that thy heart consent not to either speech.

Y. 16. The Lord comes to take us to Himself;

only thus can we come to Him.

—

Luther : What the

trumpet is, I know not ; we would not gloss Paul**

words, but let them stand just as they are. In

another place: These are merely verba aUegmca,

He would fain represent the matter, as one must rep-

resent it to children and simple people,f
[J. Lillie : No phantom, nor providential euV

* [The parallel would he more complete, if, as has some-

times been inferred from Mai. iv. 5. 6 and Bct. xix. 7, 8. as

well as from the analogous work of John the Baptist before

the first appearing of the Lord, the last generalion of I tie

Church ifl Co witneaa a special work of preparation for the

marriage-supper of the Lemb.-^J. L.l
t [This, it must be confessed, is nothing more than a

somewhat venturesome gloes. I prefer the caution of ihc

previous remnrk. See my Lectura oh th* ThwaloniMh
pp. 264^265.-J. L.J
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stitate, nor even the vicarious Spirit ; but the Lord
Himsdf—the personal Lord*—this same Jesus.

—

Vacqhax : Not a mere amelioration, gradual or sud-

ien, of the condition of the Church or the world

;

not a mere displacement of evil and triumph of

good ; not a mere crisis of human affairs, issuiug in

times of universal blessing and happiness : it shall

be a personal coming. Matt. xxiv. 30 ; Acts i. 11.—

J.LJ
they who are asleep in the Lord are still, even

«s dead persons, always in Christ (Luke xz. 38).—
Starkc : Whoever is found to the last in the holy

fife of Jesus, falls asleep through Jesus.—Comp. Ps.

txvi. 15, and Luther's comment, Werke, ed. Walcb,
in. 2652 sqq.

V. 17. SrABKX : If we would one day be caught
ap to Christ, we must even now follow His gracious

guidance, and lift up our heart to Him. If we
would be, with body and soul, ever with the Lord,

we must with our spirit be with Him even now (Col.

nL 1, 2).—Thi samx : All believers shall one day be
near and with Christ, because, 1. such is His prom-
ise to them (John xiv. 8) ; 2. He has asked this for

Himself from the Father (John xvii. 24; Is. liii.

10-12) ; 3. He, the Head, and they, His members,
are inseparable (Eph. L 22, 23 ; Horn. viii. 38, 39).—
Rieoer : To be forever with the Lord is a brief but

comprehensive description of eternal life. When
kept as seed-corn in the heart, not stowed away as

knowledge in the head; when fruitful in love to

Jesus ami in patience under suffering, not directed

to glorying over others, these truths will evidence

their consolatory power, and may also be suitably

applied in mutual exhortation. Oh, the preciousness

of communion with Jesus, and of that boast of faith

:

Whether we live or die, we are the Lord's

!

[M. Ucnrt : It will be some part of their felici-

ty, that all the saints shall meet together, and remain
together forever: but the principal happiness of

heaven is this, to be with the Lord, to see Him, live

with Him, and enjoy Him forever.—Dr. Donne has a

sermon on this verse.—J. L.1

V. 18.—Zwraou : This is a quite different con-

solation from: Provide for so many soul-masses;

Call in so many priests.—But {Berlenburger Bibet) :

%

It ts also a false consolation to suppose it to be a set-

tled matter, that every one through death enters

heaven.—It is not death that saves us, but Christ

through death, and at last from death. They who
have died through Him unto sin, and have spiritually

risen with Him, may be sure that they shall also live

with Him in the body. So likewise the talk about

meeting again, when we do not rely on Christ, and

are not united in Christ with them that are His, is a

very weak and delusive consolation. We should in-

deed maintain a union in heart with our dead, but in

Christ the Lord ; as those introduced into connection
with the unimpaired Bible order of salvation and the

kingdom, in which hope rests on a living faith in

Christ, and holds out to every individual member tho

prospect of the higher stage of blessedness only in

union with the entire body.—Comfort one another
with these words; with that, which will cause the

kindreds of the earth to wail

—

Hkubnkr : The gos-

pel is the true book of consolation. Entering this

sanctuary, we enter a quite different world. We
learn that our own personal concerns are far from
equalling in interest the holy concerns of the king*

dom of God. We enter a circle of people, who,
leaving all personal interests aside, only serve the

Lord.—The consolation of the gospel consists in

teaching us to save our life by giving it up for the

Lord's sake. In Him we find again also our loved
ones, who are become members of Christ. (Con-
cerning those who had no opportunity of learning

the knowledge of Christ, comp. Apologeltnehe Bex-

trtige by Gkss and Riggknbach, Basel, 1863, p. 168
sqq.

; p. 234 sqq.)

—

Starke : Since in this vale of
tears no one is wholly free from affliction, and we
have frequent need of comfort and encouragement,
every believer, even if not a teacher, should regard

it as his Christian obligation to comfort others. One
Christian ought to be the priest and comforter of
another.—It is not said merely: You teachers or
preachers, comfort the common people.

On the whole section : 1 Thess. iv. 13-18 is the

Epistle for the 25th Sunday after Trinity. Hkub-
nkr: The Christian revelation on the future life:

1. It gives us, a. a consolatory hope, which lifts us
far above the hopelessness of such as are not Chris-

tians, because, 6. it rests on the sure foundation of
Christ's death and resurrection, and therefore, c.

embraces those who through all time belong to

Christ. 2. It gives us, moreover, special disclosures,

a. respecting the visible Advent, and revelation of
the glory of Christ; 6. respecting the manner of
our participation therein, and thus opens to us, c.

the richest source of consolation.

The same : The ground of the Christian's com-
fort in the death of those he loves. Jesus the bond
between the living and the dead.—Looking by faith

toward the coming of the Lord helps us to look on
our brethren with hallowed love.

The passages from Luthkb aro taken from his

sermons on this section, delivered by him on occa-

sion of the death of the Electors Frederick and:
John, 1525 and 1532; see Werke, ed. Walch, xiL.

p. 2578 sqq.

Ch. V. 1-11.

f. But when He win come, we know not; let your walk, therefore, be at all times watchful and «o*er..

1 But of [concerning, v€p(\ the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have no
2 need that I write [it oe written] ' unto you : for yourselves know perfectly that

3 the* day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. For when [When] *

they shall say [are saying]
4

: Peace and safety, then sudden destruction coraeth

upon 4 them, as [even as, exnrcp] travail upon a woman [her that is, ti}] with

4 child, and they shall not [in no wise] * escape. But ye, brethren, are not in
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5 darkness, that that [the, ij] day should overtake you as a thief.* [For] 7 ye
are all the children of light, and the children of the day [all ye are sons of light,

and sons of day]

:

8 we are not of the night [of night, vuktos], nor of darkness.

6 Therefore [So then]
9

let us not sleep, as do others las do also the rest]

;

10 but
V let us watch and t>e sober. For they that 6leep sleep in the night [by night,

i-uktos] ; and they that be [are] drunken are drunken in the night [by night,

8 iw#ero9j. But let us, who are of the day [being of day],
11 be sober, putting on

[having put on] " the breastplate of faith and love, and, for an helmet, the hope
9 of salvation. For [Because, ort] God hath not appointed [did not appoint, owe

Zdcro] us to wrath, but to obtain [to the obtaining of, cis irtparoirjaw] salvation by
10 [through, &a] our Lord Jesus Christ, who died for

1 ' us, that, whether we
wake or sleep [are watching or sleeping],

14 we should live together with Him.
11 Wherefore comfort yourselves together [comfort one another, TrapaKaX&T* aAAiJ-

Aovs], and edify one another [one the other, els rbv «>a], even as also ye do.

i i]n4p*s. The vptU ia emphatic For tons, nee B. V., 2 Them. ii. St

I V. 1.—[ufuV yp&$w$au Ellioott, Webster and Wilkinson : ye have no need to Ite written unto. Vaughan better

:

that anything be written to you. Tho impersonal form of the Oreok is preserved by most of the Latin, and by several
German, versions. Comp. oh. It. 9, Critical Note 1.—Sin. 1

: rov yp4$co4oi vp.lv ; bnt a correction omits tow.—J. L.]
• V. 2.—[Sin. and) most of the old authorities omit [and so Lachxnann, Tischondurf, Wordsworth, Ellioott. Alford

brackets] the article ij, without change of the sense ; comp. Winer, f 19, 1, 2 ; Phil. i. 6, 10 ; ii. 16. (llofmann correct y
against Luncmann.)

• V. 3.—The Stu> yip of the Recepta has in its mvor only a few of the older authorities ; B. D. E. 8 n.» give orar 64 ;

but the preference is due to orav, A. F. O., Vv., also 8m. 1
, as the simplest reading, which afterwards received vaiious

glomes, [orojr is the reading or Griesbach and the critical editors generally, except that Lachmann udds 6c in brackets.

4 V. 3.—[Acywow. Comp. E. V., Matt. vi. 2, 5, 6, 16 ; z. 19, 23 ; Ac.—tytoTara* ; Sin. : iwiorwrax.—J. L.]
• V. 3.—fov uq. Comp. ch. iv. 16, Critical Note 8.—J. L.J
• V. 4.—Lachmann has only A. B. and the Coptic for his reading, xAcVraf, which gives no good sense, and has a too

one-sided (Alex.) support.
T V. 5.—[Sin. andl almost all the uncials [and critical editors] gnre yap.
• V. 5.—[raVrcf yap itfuif viol $*»rrff ion itai viol qpApaf. The vp*U is en

and generally.—J. L.J
• V. C—[apa ovv. Revision : " Paul's favorite, though unclassical, Spa oflr—(no one else uses it ; and he, I think, IS

times) soiv es for the vivid introduction of an immediate (apa. 8ee Hartung, p. 422, &c, and Passow, s. v.) inference
(ofo) from what he has been saying ; very much as our Why then J is sometimes employed."—J. L.J

10 V. 6.—Kai [cancelled by Lachmann, and bracketed by Kiggenbach] is wanting in A. B. Sin. 1
; most of the authori-

ties have it. [Comp. ch. iv. 13, Critical Note 4.]
II V. 8.—[mUpa* ovret. Revision : "'Orris, without the article, is not used to specify a class ; it rather assumes, as

"the ground of the exhortation, what had just been asserted, v. 5."—Tltt same : " Throughout this context the distinction
' * "

"

' ' *
-»•

.
- -

•
.. .

. ... christians now belong, and
»-J. L.J
Vaughan: «*A single act,

never to be undone."—The words xol ayarm are wanting in Sin. 1
, but supplied by correction,—In v. 9, for aAA' «i$, thus

.latest editors generally give *AAa c«c, with Sin. B. D.» E. Ac—J. L.]
18 V. 10.—Instead of vwip {/or, in Javor of) B. and Sin. give wept (on account of, with reference to). [Sin.*

:

t&wip.—J. L.]
14 V. 10.—{c!re yprfyopAfiev, tin *a$eMmu*p—tLt the Lord's coming. The former verb occurs 23 times in the New Tes-

tament, and, excepting in this instance, the idea of watchfulness, vigilance, is always expressed in our English version*
Here, where the word is used of the believers who shall bo living when the Lord returns, it is assumed that they will also
tbe watching for that event.—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Vv. 1, 2.) Bat concerning the timet and
the seasons, &c,—Here Paul treats of the Advent
from the other side, and exhorts us to be at all times

composed and ready for the day of the Lord

—

equally remote from anxious calculation or impatient

expectancy : Now He comes / and from the drowsy
security which says : Not for a long time yet ! How
much of erroneous opinion, if any, existed in Thes-

salonica (but see v. 2) ; whether they had caused a
question to be put to him, and so forth—on these

points we know nothing very precisely. The Second
Epistle gives evidence of greater excitement in the

church, not as if the First Epistle were responsible

for that, but at most the misunderstanding of it, and,

in particular, the want of attention to our present

section. As here, the two expressions xpoVot and
Kcupot stand together at Acts i. 1, and there too the

Lord says: ov% fy"** iovlv yvvvai. In like manner
Acts iii. 19, 21 puts the teatpol &.yaftt*mt by the side

of the xp&voi &wo«rarao'Td
!

o'c«r, &a (Whereas Matt.

xxiv. 86 and Hark xiii. 82 connect %fi4pa and Spa.)

According to the old .lexicographers and general

usage (see Wbtstein), the difference is that xpotai
denotes duration, spaces of time, periods; iratpol,

points of timel crises, the times appropriate to a de-
cision, the epochs of a catastrophe. The plural ia

especially worthy of notice, as pointing to the possi-

bility of a repeated alternation of periods of devel-
opment and crises of decision, and so to a possibly

longer duration. On this subject ye have no
need that it be written onto you (see on ch.
iv. 9) ; at ch. iv. 18 the Apostle found it necessary
to remedy an hyvouv ; here is a recurrence merely
of the need of confirmation, as at ch. iv. 9. They
have no need, not because there is no instruction to
be given, not because they are already watchful
(Benoel), but because, of what was sufficient for
them to know, they themselves had already an ex-
act, positive certainty ; to wit, not of the when, that
being altogether uncertain, but of something quite
different, namely, the quality of the Coming, the
suddenness of its arrival—the o&rus, instead of tbe
wore. The iucptfZws would lead us rather to expect a
fixing of the time ; there is something surprising in

this turn : ye know precisely—that the time cannot
be known I Indeed, that lies in the nature of tho
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case ; die day is to be a surprise to the whole world.

There is do determination of the time—only of the

signs of the time. This is implied in the distinc-

tion : aa a thief in the night j at a time, there-

fore, when the secure are asleep, resting without

eve. H instead of wishing to calculate dates, re-

gird is had (and inquiry directed, 1 Pet i. 1 1) to the

consideration of the signs (Matt. xvi. 8), this is not
forbidden, but required, by the uncertainty of the
crisis. The day of the Lord is a synonym of the

Advent, eh. iv. 15 ; but the former expression makes
more prominent the idea of the judgment-day, and
stands opposed to the time preceding, as of prevail-

ing night Then too it may be of longer duration

than a day of earth, so that one can perceive that

the Advent brings the dawn of that day. Already
the prophets speak of the day of Jehovah, in which
He manifests Himself in His Divine glory ; Joel L
15; it 11 ; iii. 19 [of the Hebrew arrangement; in

the English Bible, 141; Is. ii. 12; Zeph. i. 15
(Volg. : Dies ires, dies ula) ; Ezek. xiii. 5 ; Mai iii.

2, 19, 23 [English Bible : iv. 1, 5]. The reference

is, indeed, partly to particular, preliminary judg-
ments ; but more and more to the conclusive, final

judgment. In the New Testament Christ is the
Lord, who will appear in the day of the Lord, 1 Cor.

! i. 8, and often. This day comes—oxymoron : as a
ikief in the night ; so it is said of the day in 2 Pet.

SI 10 ; of the Lord Himself, Matt. xxiv. 43 and the

parallel passages ; Rev. iii. 3 ; xvi 15 ; ios /rAtwnp
b quite strongly resumed by etfrmsi* in such a
manner it comes ; Hofmanx : such is the manner of
its coming (not, as Brmqcl would have it : so as the

following verse declares). It comes ; the suddenness
is not implied in the present (Benokl) ; that might
mean : surely and in the near future ; it is better

taken as a doctrinal present : such is the manner of
it, without regard to the time, as 1 Cor. xv. 85.

[Alfoed : " It is its attribute, to come," Ellicott :

M
Its fixed nature and prophetic certainty."—J. L.]

The figure of the thief seems to be an ignoble one

;

but the Lord is not so nice. The comparison is

striking, and describes the coming not merely as
something sudden and unexpected, but also as un-
welcome, terrifying for the worldly-minded, plunder-
ing them of that to which their heart clings, strip-

ping them of their possessions (Hofmann). In the
ancient Church there was connected with this com-
parison the notion, that the Advent would take place
in the night, and still more precisely on Easter-night,

Eke the Passover in Egypt ; hence the Vigils (Lac-
taetius and Jebome, in Luvcmann). It deserves to

be noted, bow closely the Apostle in his preaching at

Thessaloniea must have conformed to the escbato-

legieal discourses of Christ in Matt. xxiv. and the
parallel passages; though there is no evidence for

Ewald's opinion, that Paul had given the church a
written document.

2. (V. 3.) When they are saying: Peaoe
•ud safety, &c—"Oro? ydp would explain the

OJmjs ; friar 94 would be a transition from k\4t-
rss to the description of a false peace : But this

will happen precisely then. It is best to regard the
description as going forward by asyndeton, and as in

!

ks very form representing the swiftness of the oc-
currence. When they are saying—these for whom

I

k comes as a thief, the ungodly-minded, the people
who hare no everlasting hope (ch. iv.); Christians

re people of no such drjowsy slumberings (v. 4).

* [The order of the Greek being = The day of the Lord
ate fitter in Ike night so comdh.—J. L.J

The human heart longs for peace ; but, where it is

unreconciled to God, there it lulls itself in treachen
ous hopes and semblances of peace, Jer. vi. 14;
Ezek. xiii. 10. Peace, and a safety without dan-
ger,* sciL l<rrtv. In the passages just cited from
the prophets nB3J is not added, but in the Sept
Deut xii. 10, and frequently, this word is well trans-

lated by fety&cio. At that very time they are on
the point of destruction, which comes on them as a
sudden thing (comp. Luke xxi. 84); as travail
(Mu for £«/», Winer, § 0. 2. note 1) ; ov yAi, as in

ch. iv. 15. Very suitable is the comparison to a
woman with child, and in the prophets it recurs re-

peatedly, Is. xiii. 8 ; xxi. 3 ; xxvi. 17 ; Jer. vi. 24,
and often. The point of comparison is the sudden,
inevitable occurrence of the rending pain, the mor-
tal anguish; also perhaps (Calvin, Rieokr): that

they bear within themselves the cause of their sor-

row ; but not (as De Wettk would have it) the im-
minence of the Advent, on the ground that a preg-

nant woman knows, not indeed the day and hour,

but yet the nearness of the period. That is not
what Paul would here emphasize, but, on the con-
trary, worldly men are to be represented as taken
altogether at unawares ; they might know that it is

unavoidable, a little sooner or later; but they do
not even think of the matter, it falls on them sud-

denly ; moreover, the signs of warning are for them
as if they were not, till of a sudden it becomes
manifest that they were pregnant with their ow?
ruin. (The view of the Greek interpreters also does
not differ from this.) The figure is applied in an-
other direction, when used to depict the pangs of
the new birth with their favorable issue, John xvi.

21 ; Luke xvii. 33.f

3. (Vv. 4, 5.) Bat ye, brethren, are not in
darkness, &c.

—

Ye, in opposition to those who are

saying Peace ; brethren, blessed society ! tors' with

ovk, not ulii fa necessarily indicative. He does not
enjoin, but asserts. It is a comforting encourage-
ment: Te are in such a position, and that by a
Divine right, that ye do not have to fear the day at

a thief; ye are not in darkness, held fast, abiding.

De Wette and others correctly : It is wrong to un-
derstand by darkness merely a want of intellectual

insight, or simply moral corruption in practice ; both
sides cohere throughout in the case of light and
darkness. Ye are not therein, fro—this is not
equivalent to Sots [Jowett, Webster and Wilkin-
son], not even in Oral. v. 17 ; though In the Greek
of the New Testament the idea of finality appears to

be somewhat weakened (Winer, § 58. 6), it is yet
everywhere present in some degree. Here it does
not, as Luxemann supposes, indicate the purpose of
the Divine punishment,^ but, as Hofmann expresses

it, that the being in darkness would be required in

order to sucti a surprise ;«—De Wette : in order to

* [Ellicott : " Eip$n| betokens an inward repose and
security ; acr^aAtta, a sureness and safety that is not inter-

fered with or compromised by oatwnrd obstacles."—J. L.]

t [Lake's word, indeed, is £moyowfa<i ; bat in neither
of the abovo texts is there. J conceive, any reference,

strictly speaking, to the now birth, but rather to the expe-
rience of the regenerate—to the blessed result of Christian
sorrow and seIf-«acrifloe.—J. L.] •

t [Alfobd :
** Tho purpose in the Divine arrangement

:

for with God all results are purposed." Ellicott : ** The
purpose contemplated by God in II is merciful dispensation
implied in owe icrt iv <rxerti. ... It may be doubted, how-
ever, whether we havo not here some trace of a secondary
force of Iva (see on Eph. i. 17), the eventual conclusion
being in some degree mixed up with and observing the idea
of finality ; comp. notes on Gal v. 17."—J. L.)
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have you overtaken ;—it would be the unintentional

purpose of being in darkness ; comp. «ls r6, ch. ii.

16. Therefore, even if the day does come sudden-

ly, still it brings to you no terror or loss (there is

somewhat of greater emphasis in fyiaj, over against

the secure ones of v. 3, when, as in a series of

uncials, it appears prefixed ; * yet the Vatican and
Sinai manuscripts are for the common position after

4ifi4pa). Only on such as are in darkness does the

day come as a thief; it is no longer said: the day of
the Lord ; nor yet : as a thief in the night ; because

now the day (the day of the Lord, it is true) is put

simply as the time of light breaking in on the dark-

ness (Hofmann). The various reading &s KXrrras

(not confirmed by the SinaiQ goes farther. Gro-
tius, Lachmann, Dk Wktte, Ewald, favor it as the

more difficult reading, the sense being (Dx Wetts),
that the time of light, triumphant truth and right-

eousness, overtakes thieves, who ply their trade in

the night ; Ewald : On you the day need not come,

as on those who creep in the dark, as if ye your-

selves were night-loving thieves, robbing God of His

gifts and His glory. The variation, however, is too

generally neglected by the other manuscripts, ver-

sions, and Fathers, and the change of the thought,

likewise, is too abrupt, it being only at vv. 6 and 8

that we find the transition from the narrower to the

wider conception of foepa. The reading is, there-

fore, properly rejected also by Lunbmann and Hof-
mann.—For (nearly all the uncials give ydp), con-

firmatory of the previous negative by the opposite

S)sitive declaration: all ye are sons of light.

e thus expresses his cheering confidence to a

church converted with such wonderful quickness:

Ye are so indeed on the assumed premises ; saints,

entered into a condition of salvation; though still

deficient, and therefore not without need of fresh

incitement (v. 6 sqq.). Sons, *Z2 , is a Hebraism,

signifying not merely the fact of belonging to, but

descent, a specific nature : who from light have their

life, Luke xvi. 8 ; John xii. 86 (comp. Matt. viii. 12,

torn of the kingdom, there indeed degenerate).

Light is spoken of in another application in the par-

ables of the virgins, and of the servants with their

lamps (Matt, xxv.j Luke xii. 35).—And son* of
day \ a strengthening synonym, connected with <p»s

also at John xi. 9, 10 ; over against night and dark-

ness (chiasmus). It is not generally asked how
these synonyms differ. It will be correct to say that

day is the time of prevailing light, night the hour

of darkness ; thus light and darkness denote the

nature of the disposition, day and night the corre-

sponding outward circumstances, the ruling power,

and so either the kingdom of light (of spiritual dis-

cipline) or the dominion of darkness (of ungodli-

ness). Accordingly, where the inner man is in the

light, there also is a wakefulness suitable to the

dominion of light in bright day ; but where in dark-

ness, there he seeks also the night, a dark environ-

ment Here we have the transition from the day of

the Lord (v. 2) to day in general Moreover, the

day of the Lord is essentially light, before which no
darkness endures (Lunbmann); it puts an end, at

last, to the darkness. The continuous state of day

(xpfoos) is by the day of the Lord (as icaip6t)

brought to its crowning consummation. Only the

man, who is a son of day generally, can expect with

comfort also the day of the Lord, which is helpful to

* [vuMt if w*f>*. So A. D. E. F. G. Vulg., dec Lich-
Vaxx , Elucott.—J. L.]

that, in which consists the nature of the sons of day,

in obtaining the victory.—We are not of night,
Ac ; we Christians generally ; the Apostle includes

himself with them (4ar4, C.
1
F. G., is a conformation

[to the 4ar4 of the first clause] ) ; the genitive now
expresses, according to the Greek idiom, belonging
to night (the ruling darkness) or to darkness (in our
inner nature) ; comp. Wjnkr, § 80. 5 ; 1 Cor. vi.

19 ; Heb. x. 89.

4. (Vv. 6-8.) So then let us not sleep, &c—
On his good confidence : God has wrought Hie work
in you, he now rests the powerful exhortation : Let
us also, then, not steep (Ewald : fall asleep). There
is cordiality, and encouragement for the readers, in

his including himself with them in this. Of the
sleep of sin he speaks also in Eph. v. 14 ; thereby
denoting the sluggish, dull, confused nature, unsus-

ceptible of what is Divine, indifferent to salvation

;

as it is found in the rest (ch. iv. 13), those not Chris-

tians, the children of darkness.—But let ns watch;
yprryopur, a later word, formed from iypt,yopa, as

<rrf)K*tv from c<rr»j*ca. What is meant is clearness

of spirit, the freshness of the sharpened sense, vigi-

lant waiting for the Lord, circumspection over against

the enemy—And be sober, is frequently joined
with watchfulness, 1 Pet. v. 8, and often. As in-

toxication in the literal sense disposes to sleep, so is

it here understood in a comprehensive signification.

The innate weakness and sluggishness of the flesh of
itself inclines to drowsiness (Matt. xxvi. 41); there-

fore should we avoid what would involve us in the

guilt of self-stupefaction, and of thus aggravating

this tendency. Already Chrysostom remarks on the

other side : Sobriety is the augmentation of watch-

fulness.—For—extends over vv. 7, 8, and confirms

the summons of v. 6 : truly it becomes us not, to do
as the children of night. In the night they sleep

and are drunken ; the latter referring to the custom
of nocturnal symposia. It is too far-fetched, when
Koch and Hofmann would from the first understand

the night only figuratively: With those who sleep,

and get drunk, it is night ; no ; when it is night,

they do so ; Bcngel : a die abhorrent But, of
course, what is said in the first instance literally is

meant as a simile : Where night surrounds them,
there they haunt, and indulge their dull, sluggish

tendency ; nay more, they make the case still worse,

by practices which subject them more and more to
the power of darkness.—But let us, as belonging
to the day, where light rules, walking in day toward
the great day, be sober j here, on the tide of the
positive exhortation, this only is repeated, which it

is incumbent on us to do, lest we deprive ourselves

of watchfulness.—Having put on} they who watch
are also clothed ; they who are called to the conflict

are equipped with armor. The inward, courageous
preparation is the main thing ; but that impels to the
use of the right means. As those who have put on,
&c, we should shun intoxication, which disables the
combatant The Christian, called to the fight of
faith (1 Tim. vi. 12), roust be ready for assaults, and
watch as a soldier at his post. To put on the new
man (Eph. Iv. 24)—the vesture which comes from
above, and, remaining not on the outside, swallows
up the old nature (1 Cor. xv. 54)—is the same thing
as to put on Christ (Rom. xiii. 14). That is his
adornment, the covering of his nakedness, the robe
of righteousness (Is. lxi. 3, 10). But, with refer.

ence to the conflict, it is his armor (Is. lix. 11 •

Rom. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. x. 4; and especially, for de-
tails, Eph. vi. 18 sqq.). Iu the last passage mention
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« mtde of the breastplate of righteousness, and,

along with that, of the shield of faith, and the hel-

met of solvation. In our passage the figure has a

loniewhat different turn, such figures being devel-

oped freely and variously, while the fundamental

bought is the same. Here the breastplate is called

(he breastplate of faith (on which, indeed, rests

our righteousness) and love; the genitives are

genitives of apposition : consisting in. And, for a
helmet (this strictly in apposition), the hope of
deliverance, salvation; genitive of the object, as

in ch. L 3 ; Bom. v. 2. Salvation is to be taken

comprehensively, a complete redemption from sin

and death. The equipment is here carried out only

on the defensive side. Sobriety is of no avail, un-

less we are armed with faith, love, hope. Sobriety

keeps us circumspect—shows us what we have to do

;

bat it is only with faith, &&, that we can accomplish it.

5. (Vv. 9, 10.) Because Ctod did not appoint
oi to wrath>—He confirms the 4\wlba ffvrripias:

we have such a hope ; that was the highest point of

what was said before. Let us be stoutly prepared,

for indeed God wills our salvation. This being God's

will, we may have hope. It is certainly, therefore,

a confirmation of v. 8 (against Hofmaxn, who trans-

lates Sri by that, and finds in it the substance of the

hope, as in Rom. viii. 21 ; but there ikwls has not

iu substance, as here (<r*rriplas\ already defined).

God did not appoint us, the Hebrew b UW
(Judg. L 28, Sept.), ordained, appointed to (John

xv. 16; 1 Tim. i. 12; 1 Pet. ii. 8). (Hofmann:
brought into being, in order to perish—an unimpor-

tant d*urtinctioo.)—-To wrath, that is, to the endur-

ance of it (ch. t 10 ; ii. 16 ; iv. 6). God wills not

our destruction, but our salvation. In His entire

purpose there is nothing to harm us, and so neither

will there be at the appearing of His day.—But to

the obtaining of salvation; vtptroiuv, to make
to remain over ; in the middle : to save for one's

self (1 Tim. iu. 13); hence the substantive: gain,

acquisition (2 Thess. ii. 14; Heb. i. 39). In a

peculiar sense, 1 Pet. ii. 9 : people of the Divine

possession [comp. Eph. i. 14]. Here too Thbophy-
lacr would understand it thus : that He should keep

us at a po*ses*ion for Himself, But this does not

suit the addition of wrfk-Through Jesus
Christ, might be connected with f&ero, but more
obviously with xiptwoinair osrrnplas; Luther: to

possess [besitzen] salvation through Jesus Christ.

Hence no anxiety in the expectation of the last

things.—-Who died for us; that is the foundation

ef our vtptrol. vmr. as in ch. iv. 14 of our hope

;

He died /or us, for our benefit (bw4p\ or on our

account (vtpi). Neither one nor the other is pre-

cisely equivalent to ami, in our stead. But there

any be cases where the bw4p cannot otherwise be
accomplished than by a doing hrri, e. g. Philem. 18

;

and it is really hrri that stands in the discourse,

Matt. xx. 28 (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 6V. As the object of

Christ's dying, the final aim of the redemptive work,

Paul names a powerful consolation in death (thus

dosing the discussion begun at ch. iv. 13).—That,

whether we are watohing or sleeping, we
should live together with Him. That fro,

though after a preterite, governs the subjunctive, is

explained by Winbr, § 41. b. 1. This reacts on

•frc—«frc, so thai here also, as with 4dr r*—id* tc

(Rom. xir. 8), the subjunctive is used (see Winer,

p. 363). It is Impossible that the watching and

steeping can here be taken in the previous ethical

for in the case of sleeping the Ira (fovfitr

would be forfeited. To understand it literally

[Whitht, and others] would yield a poor result:

whether at the Advent we are watching in the dag*

time or lying asleep in the night. It must therefore

be equivalent to the (wrres TccpiXclireaScu and trot*

fieUr&cu, ch. iv. ; in meaning, the same as Rom. xiv.

8 ;
ypiryoptur is in this sense without authority ; for

Ko&cuftcu', comp. Matt. ix. 24 ; Dan. xii. 2, Sept.

Dk Wettk finds in this change of senses a violation

of the rule of perspicuity. But what the Apostle

means has always been evident Von Gerlach, in

deed, remarks, not without reason, that the sleep of

death, under which we still suffer, is itself a part of

the curse of the sleep of sin. But provided only

that we do not Ka&tvtiofitv in the sense of v. 6, let us

securely Ko&rifciy = Koi/xaa^ai (ch. iv. 13). There
is in this a certain joyous, triumphant pleasantry:

Whether at that time we have our eyes still open, or

must previously close them, we are (as the result of

Christ's death) to live together with Him. By fi.ua

Bengel would understand : Simul, ut Jit adventus ;
but the necessary supplement would be, not: to-

gether, when He cotnes, but : together, when He lives,

and that does not suit. Others (Lukemann) take

&fMa by itself, = *T1^, all together, one with an-

other (Rom. Hi. 12);* and separate from it <rvv

ovr? ; but Hofmann is right in connecting Si/xa <rhv

avrf, as in ch. iv. 17 ; together with Him, united

with Him. It may still be asked, whether the state-

ment means : We are now already living in fellow-

ship with Him, and they likewise who are asleep are

joined to Him ; or : In that day, when His life shall

appear, we shall appear as living with Him, whether

His coming finds us watching in life, or sleeping in

death. But the latter view, it is obvious, brings the

thought to a more completely satisfactory termina-

tion. Again, as compared with fao/icta (ch. iv. 17),

the expression (frff*n*» shows a fine, truly Pauline,

advance : To be with Him will be the true life out

of death.

6. (V. 11.) Wherefore encourage [comfort]

one another j as in ch. iv. 18 ; only here, it would

seem, the moral incitement to watchfulness is more
prominentf Lunehann finds the idea of consola-

tion, after vv. 9 and 10, preponderant here also. In

the Greek there is no such sundering of the two

ideas.—And (as the consequence of the vapcuraAeij')

edify one the other, promote one another's estab-

lishment on the foundation laid. Grotius: Monets

verbis, csdificate exemplo ; but Jude 20 comprehends
instruction and example. One another; he does

not in the first instauce urge official obligation, as if

everything was to be turned over on that; rather,

that follows first at v. 12. Els to* era, along with

oAA^Xovy, is good Greek. To read sis rov era % hi

unnecessary, and indeed improper (see, against it,

LttNKMANN).—Even as also ye do, comp. ch. iv.

10. Noble young church, where such things can be

said! Calvin: With this addition he avoids the

appearance of reproving them for negligence ; and

yet he has exhorted them, because human nature at

all times needs the spur. Go on so I A pithy ener-

gy, a morning freshness, a joyous hopefulness, are

observable throughout the entire section.

* [So Jowktt, Alford, Eixicott, with others named in

Revision; which see.—J. L.]

t [German : sprechet einandtr su; whereas at ch. iv. 18

the phraeo is, trdstel einandtr. See Revision.—J. L.]

t [Revision : " No edition has elf top Ira, the cmstruc-
tfon adopted bv Fiber (ad unum usque, to a man), Whjtby
{into one body), RCcxkbt (who understands by top fna,

Christ).* »
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DOCTBDJAL A2*D ETHICAL.

1. (Vv. 1-3.) In exact accordance with Christ's

teaching, the Apostle declines all close definition or
calculation of the times, and points instead to the
signs, which the disciples of Christ are required to

consider. For those secure in their ungodliness
there are no signs; on them the thief comes sud-
denly, the pangs seize them all at once. But they
themselves are for a sign to believers who watch and
observe. It is the triumph of the cause of God, that

even the despisers must render it the service of their

testimony. Stupidity in Divine things, security and
self-confidence, increase more and more ; as it was,

says Christ, in the days of Noah and Lot (Luke xvii.

26 sqq.). They ate, they drank, they married and
were given in marriage; thus Jesus does not once
upbraid them with the scandalous crimes which they
committed, but with that very thing in their way of
life which was commendable, but which becomes
hideous, when nothing higher can be told of an age

;

when its whole life is a worldly life, in which God is

no longer taken into the account. A great increase

of outward power and culture, reliance on science,

industry, the conquest of the external world, lead to

an arrogance that no longer admits its dependence
on God. Lea question* de disette ne tout que des

question* de transport, they sometimes say. And
because the threatened judgment so long delays, peo-
ple regard it as a fable ; mundum ttatuent (sternum
(Bekgel). But this is just a fulfilment of the
prophecy, which gives previous indication of this

very disposition.— victor : We will therefore care-

fully avoid saying : The Lord will come within such
and such a time ; He will come during our life on
earth. But we will just as carefully avoid saying

:

He will not come during our life on earth.—How
great is the injury done to the Christian hope by the
first of these errors, in consequence of the rebuffs to

which it is inevitably exposed, was made plain to

many in the year 1836. It is, moreover, quite con-
ceivable, that the course of historical revelation has
somewhat changed the form of faith's expectation,

and accustomed many to think more of the day of
the individual's death than of the day of general
judgment The former, as well as the latter, comes
on unavoidable, indeed, but unannounced. In this

there is certainly a narrowing of the horizon, when
regard to the universal consummation is too much
lost It were improper at each text to distinguish

:

Here the destruction of Jerusalem is meant; here
the day of the individual's death ; Ac. The pro-
phetic view rather comprehends all judgment under
the figure of one day, and yet itself shows us that

the fulfilment is distributed over a series of acts.

Thus at one time (Rom. ii. 16), the prospect of the
day of judgment is (without discrimination) held out
also to the heathen, who yet, according to the com-
plete scheme in the Apocalypse, do not appear be-

fore the judgment-seat till the last resurrection ; at

another time, on the contrary (John vi. 89, 40, 44,

54\ the 4<rx&rn fjptpa (without the distinction of a
first resurrection) is described as the day of resurrec-

tion for believers also. We say therefore, that with
the Advent the last day appears ; but how long and
how far it shall reach, on that point there is nothing
prejudged ; and instead of unprofitable, if not per-

nicious, calculations, it is the observation of the
signs that is helpful in the practical life.

2. (Vv. 4, 5.) The Scriptural ideas of light and
darkness are quite different from those of the world.

According to the latter, the thoughts become clear

through enlightenment of the understanding, the Ate
serene through art and culture ; and very many re*

vile the witnesses of the gospel as dullards wh' hin-

der the light, and the faith as a dark view of life.

Now a truly evangelical sense will not shut itself in
against any kind of knowledge. But (Heubnkr).
The illumination, of which unbelief makes its boast,
is darkness. The light of knowledge in Divine
things is inseparably connected in reciprocal influ-

ence with the earnestness of sanctification
;
just as,

vice vena, the corruption of the will and the blind-
ing of the perception act reciprocally on each other.—
Rieger : To be in darkness is to stick fast in igno-
rance, security, earthly-mindedness, indifference to
the Lord Jesus, enmity against the light, repugnance
to having one's hidden things come to the light, and
in this condition to be willing to remain (John iii. 19
sqq.). But God is light, and begets us by the word
of truth to be children of light, exciting in the hid-
den man a delight in the truth, which allows the evil

there to be reproved by the light, and that which ia

wrought in God to be made manifest, thus withdraw-
ing itself from the evil, and establishing itself on the
good ; and in this way is acquired a pure heart, and
a single eye, to which the light is pleasant as its ele-

ment, and so to a believer, as a child of light, even
the day, which makes all clear, becomes supportable
and desirable (1 John i. 5 ; James i. 17 ; John i. 4 ;

iii. 12 ; Rom. xiii. 11 sqq. ; 1 Cor. iii. 13 ; iv. 5 ;

in the Old Testament, Is. ix. 1 sqq. ; lx. 1 sqq.).

—

For Christians the day has already dawned inwardly,
though it does not yet prevail without As children
of light, they are now already doing that which shall

be their everlasting employment, in the day which will

make all things manifest. But there is implied an earn-
est work of renewing, if a man is to rejoice, and not
be alarmed, at such a manifestation (Matt x. 26).—It
is also too little thought of, how great is the dignity of
our calling, that is expressed in the fact, that the high'
est splendor ofearthly glory, even ofthat of the earthly
intelligence, is described as dark night, when contrast-

ed with the brightness that shall be revealed in us ;
ov* e tilenzio e tenebre la gloria chepaud (Manzoni).

8. (Vv. 6-8.) The exhortation : Ye are so and
so by a Divine right, and know that ye are so ; let

us, then, also act accordingly 1 is peculiarly power-
ful. Just so Rom. Ti. 11, 12 ; CoL iii. 3, 0. First

:

Reckon yourselves to be what the operation of God
has made of yon ; the righteousness of faith, which
He imputes to you, do ye also impute to yourselves

;

then: Walk also accordingly. By this resting on
the work of God's grace the Sisyphus-toil of self,

righteousness is abolished, and man is cheered, while
at the same time his zeal also is stimulated. Here
the exhortation is directed towards watchfulness and
sobriety. From the tendency of the new nature,
which has come into being through the Divine opera-
tion, proceeds watchfulness ; and the task proposed
is, that we cherish it by vigilance over ourselves, and
so strive after a symmetrical and stable character.

Intoxication, on the other hand, is an aggravation of
the bias of the old nature, for which we ourselves
are responsible. It arises from giving one's self op
to worldly glory, to the honors and possessions, the
enjoyments and cares, the doctrines and tendencies
of those who ask not after God. In 1 Cor. xv. 84
the denial of the resurrection is described as a de-
bauch.* It is a judgment, when God pours out to

* [Greek : licvty*<n-
enneea.—J. I*.]

'Jvntke** as from a fit of drank*
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t people the cup of trembling.* We should seek

for holy, Divine reality, not ideal mist and foam of

words. Whoever gives himself up to sleep and stu-

pefaction, seeks for the night; that is, he screens

and hides himself in the ruling power of the un-

godly nature, attaching himself to companions of his

own dark character. Where circumstances are suit-

able, and it is the hour of darkness, he gives his dis-

position the reins. An apostolic description of

sobriety, on the other hand, we read in 1 Cor. vii.

29 sqq.

4. (V. 8.) Under the figure of armor, we have
here a recommendation of faith, love, and hope,

these three, as in 1 Cor. xiii. ; faith and love, as

having a peculiar intimacy of mutual connection, as

in ch. i. 3 ; iii. 6. Theophvlact refers the love to

Christ and our fellow-men ; Thbodorit only to our

neighbors* and in such a relation this might be more
in accordance with PauFs usage (Gal. v. 6, 14 ; over

against 1 John iv. 10, 19 sqq.). Faith lays hold of

the forgiveness of sins, and the strength of Him who
is stronger than the world (1 John iv. 4) ; love over-

comes the evil with good (Rom. xii. 21), and pre-

cludes the rise of selfishness, bitterness, wrath, and
hatred. The one cannot be without the other.

Genuine faith is not a harsh dogmatism ; it dwells

only in a heart touched by the love of God, so that

of necessity love grows out of it. A faith that does

not justify itself in the way of love is not the genu-

ine ; it is a reliance on notions, instead of a personal

trust in the God of grace ; and through the inflation

of knowledge it lays itself open to the enemy. A
love, moreover, that loves not the life that is born

of God (1 John v. 1, 2), but spares the ungodly na-

ture, is not genuine love. Only where faith and love

are really and intimately one, is the Christian heart

(the centre of all inward and outward life) secured

within the shelter of this breastplate against all con-

demnation, against all thrusts of the accuser, against

all devilish assaults. And that the blows shall not

reach the bead, that the Christian is able without

fainting to carry it aloft in suffering and affliction,

that he should have the power, in steadfast endur-

ance and with clear thought, of looking the enemy
boldly in the eye—this comes to pass only when he
is helmeted with the hope of an eternal consumma-
tion of salvation and deliverance. Deliverance from
perdition—such is the Christian's salvation. With*
out the hope of it, faith and love also would be
maimed. For a God that gave man no eternal hope
were at the same time a God, that did not make Him
the object of His eternal love, and would be no such
God as man could personally trust in.

5. (Yv. 9-11.) Here again the work of God and
man's doing are intimately conjoined, the former
with the latter (see Note 3). • By God's appointment
Christ died for us, that we might live with Him.
Through Jesus Christ we may and ought to make
salvation our own. He has accomplished it, and on
mis foundation alone can there be any mention of
our obtaining it. We do not, however, realize its

benefits as a matter of course, ex opere operate Jem
Christy but only when we allow what he has done
far as to work in us. To this end is mutual ex-

hortation directed.

6. (V. 11.) The Scriptural idea of edification is

something different from the sickly, effeminate ex-

citement of the feelings, that is spoken of here and
there as edifying. The thing to be done is to build

lather's word at Zeohariah xiL 2.—
J.lJ

the temple of God, to establish it on the right foun*

dation, to fashiou and fit stone upon stone (1 Cor.

iii. 16; viii. 10;* Eph. ii. 20 sqq.; 1 Pet ii. 4
sqq. ; Jude 20). Comp. Zaun, Eiwas fiber den
biblkchen Begriff der Erbauung, Bremen, 1864.

The question concerns the dwelling of God in hu-

manity, and the mutual adjustment, therefore, of

living stones for a habitation of the Spirit. This is,

on the one side, a work of God, which becomes ever

more inward ; on the other side, it is man's labor,

with an ever-growing fulness of earnestness, and
with spiritual means throughout; both directed to

the end that it may some day be said : Behold, the

tabernacle of God is with men ! (Rev. xxi. 3). By
word and by walk should we further one another

herein. But it is certain that many an occasion,

when without being obtrusive we might exhort, com-
fort, edify our neighbors, is lost by us through shy-

ness and sluggishness, for want of faith and love.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 1. Zwingli: The Lord hides from us His

day, that we may continually watch, and never relax

through ease and the immoderate desire of pleasure

;

Calvin : tjjat we may stand ever on the watch

;

[Burkitt : upon our watch every hour. ... No hour
when we can promise ourselves that He will not

come.—J. L.1—Boos: Men frequently indulge a
prying spirit in regard to truth submitted to them,

and would know more than is needful for them.

—

Hkubnrr: An unreasonable curiosity about that,

which God has concealed, always betrays a heart not

yet occupied with the man's concern.

—

Von Gkr-
lach : Nowhere do the Apostles declare that the

time is long.

—

Diedrich : There is here no use in

fancies of all sorts, but much harm is easily done.

V. 2. Ye know perfectly, What? That the time

cannot be known.

—

Quesnkl: All knowledge re-

specting the day of judgment consists in believing,

that we cannot know it. With this we must learn

to be satisfied ; it is really sufficient

—

Stockmkyer :

That the Lord cometh, let us hold all the more firmly

in those very times, when there is the least appear-

ance of such a thing ever happening.—To the care-

less it might be agreeable to know the hour when
the thief comes, that they might sleep quietly till

then, and have' themselves wakened at the time.

For such as love the Lord there is no need of know-
ing it ; for He comes, indeed, unawares to them also,

but not as a thief, but as a Friend and Saviour.—[If

the approach of this day of the Lord is fitly com-
pared to that of a thief in the night, stealing upon
us we know not when, " at even, or at midnight, or

at the cock-crowing, or in the morning " (Mark xiii.

85), this seems to preclude the idea of a thousand

years of millennial glory before its arrival.—J. L.]

V. 3. Calvin : We regard as fabulous what does

not at once meet our eyes.—Their thought is: It

will not fare so ill with me ; I shall be sure to look

out for myself; am sharp enough.

—

Hkubnee: The
treacherous peace of the unbeliever is founded on an
absolute denial of the Divine judgment, or on the

hope of its great remoteness. In this peace is in-

volved the shocking consideration, that God is

looked upon as an Enemy to be dreaded, with whom
one is never happy but when let alone by Him.

—

Chrysostom : Seest thou how the devil has succeed-

ed in making us our own enemies?—Livingstone

* [The word which our English Version here render!
emboldened is oucoAo/iif0jj<rcrai.—J. L.]
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88 FIRST EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

found negro tribes who cried : Give us sleep ! when
they meant peace ; and the explanation of it is their

dread of nocturnal assaults. But the Christian's

peace must be a wakeful one.

—

Berlenburger Bibel

:

There is no surer snare of Satan, than when ho is

able to suggest mere thoughts of security. Of these

Is also that : God will not take matters so strictly

;

He is truly merciful.—Roos : The world would not

be helped at all by an exact definition of the seasons

and times; it would not believe them, and would
sleep on in its darkness.

—

Stahelin : If, then, thou
dost feel no disquiet, and dost perceive no danger,

thy misery is so much the greater.—Disquiet the

way to true quiet. [Barnes : One of the most re-

markable facts about the history of man is, that he
takes no warning from his Maker.—J. L.]

Starke : Here in the world the ungodly escape
•many a deserved punishment, since God looks on,

and they who should have punished the wrong often

fail to do so ; but in that great judgment-day there

will be no longer any forbearance.

—

Heubnkr : Here
man has still the power of withdrawing himself from
God, to wit, from God calling, warning, arousing;

but whoever thus withdraws himself from Him, will

fall into His hands as a Judge and an Avenger.—To
flee from God, or to flee to Christ ; sueji is the dis-

tinction between a wicked, worldly fear and the salu-

tary fear of God.—Already the precursory judgments
are frequently characterized by a sudden precipita-

tion ; so the flood, Sodom, Bclshazzar.

—

Rikgkr :

How much better and more advisable is it, to yield

one's self to the salutary pangs of travail, in which a
man is born ogain to a living hope !

[A spirit of indifference to this subject of the

Lord's coming, no proof of piety or Christian wis-

dom. The topic was full of interest for the children

of God in the apostolic age ; and the grounds of
that interest cannot have been impaired by the lapse

of eighteen centuries.—J. L.]

V. 4. It is a strong consolation, when one can
truly be reminded of the standing of a believer,

wherein by the grace of God he is set.

—

Calvin :

Nulla densior caligo quam Dei ignorantia.—Stock-
meter : The Lord's return breaks in on the horror
of the darkness of sin, whether of a more refined or
grosser form, like the clear, all-revealing day, when
everything appears in the true light just as it is.

—

Christians, who can claim the Saviour as their own,
are able to say: For us, He may come when He
will ; we are looking for Him all the time.—It is in-

deed a great thing to be in such a state of readiness,

as is independent of all knowledge about the time
and the hour.

Vv. 5, 6. Stockmkter: Happy the church, to
which it can be said : Ye are all of you children of
light and children of day! Am I so likewise?
How do we come to be so ? no otherwise than by a
judgment, when we allow ourselves to be judged by
the Tight of God.—Zwingli : We are ashamed to act

badly before men, and are not ashamed to sin before
God. Such is our wickedness and folly. Where
faith exists in force, we shall be more ashamed be-
fore the all-seeing God, who is the Eternal light,

than if a man saw us.—He who seeks the darkness
involuntarily betrays his inward feeling, that he is

not yet hidden (Ps. cxxxix. 11, 12).—A special

characteristic of the darkness is, that sins are no
longer called by their own names.

—

Berlenburger
Bibel : Wickedness must no longer be called wicked,
but merely an infirmity.—Starke : The man who
has not Christ, the Sun of righteousness, walketh in

darkness.—But whoever inwardly walks in the light,

for him the coming of the Lord serves to perfect his

blessed condition with regard also to what is out-

ward.—Stockmeter : Blessed thought, that the per-

fect day is coming, when all darkness disappears,

and we shall be altogether light.—[W. Jay : Three
distinctions may be here made. Heathevs are the

children of night. . . . The Jews were all children of
the dawn. . . . Christians are the children of the
dag,—Lkighton : Base night-ways, such as cannot
endure the light, do not become you. . . . O that

comeliness which the saints should study, that deco-
rum which they should keep in all their ways, cvoxn-
fi6vusf

one action like another, and all like Christ,

living in the light ... in the company of angels, of
God, and Jesus Christ—J. L.]

V. 6. [Watchfulness and. sobriety ; frequently

thus joined together, and commonly also introduced
in immediate reference to the coming of the Lord

;

comp. Matt xxiv. 42 sqq. ; Luke xxi. 84-36 ; Rom.
xiii. 11-13; Phil. iv. 5; Tit ii. 11-13; 1 Pet i.

13.—Christian sobriety, not torpor or inactivity.

—

See John Howe's sermon on this verse.—J. L.1

V. 7. Eph. v. 11 : Have no fellowship with the
unfruitful works of darkness.—Luke xxi. 34 ; 1 Cor.

v. 11; vi. 10; Rom. xiii. 13: Drunkenness too be-
longs there ; not merely the figurative, but also the
literal.

—

Zwikoli : Wiue in excess stirs up many a
commotion and passion in the body ; it is oil in the
fire. Similar to it is the deliberate fostering of the
passions generally.

—

Heubxer : Drowsiness is con-
tagious.—It drags down like a leaden weight; so
likewise in what is spiritual. Criminal outbreaks arc
not the worst; insensibility for the things of God,
forgetfulness of God, proud self-sufficiency arc more
wicked.

V. 8. Roos: Art thou watching? Art thou
sober? Is it day or night with thee? What is

most required is, that we regard ourselves and all

outward things with a spiritual eye, and avoid filling

and loading body and soul with eating and drinking,

impotent science, proud conceits, cares, &c.

The Christian's position that of a soldier.

—

Rie-
ger : With a warrior much depends on the inward
courage and the confident self-possession ; but, be-
sides that, much also on the equipment assumed, and
the use made of it.

—

Calvin : Against our powerful
foe weapons are needed.

—

The same : Setnivictus est

qui timide ae dubitanter pugnai.—Chrtsostom : Not
even for one brief moment are we permitted to
sleep; for at that very moment the enemy might
come.

—

Stockmeter : We are not at liberty to take
our ease, to unclasp the breastplate, and lay aside

the helmet ; otherwise the enemy spies out the un-
guarded moment

—

Zwingli : Munimentvm pectoris

adeoque vita fide* est.—Roos : Art thou clothed with
the armor of faith, if a trial or a doubt will discon-

cert thee ? and with the armor of love, if an offence

will exasperate thee ?

Art thou impatient, when thou findest not thy
satisfaction in the world ? or hast thou put on the
helmet of the hope of salvation ?

[Faith and love

:

—An unloving faith, or a love
that springs not from faith, no protection.—J. L.]

Y. 9. Roos : God has not made us Christians,

servants of His, partners of His kingdom, that we
should still after all experience His wrath.

—

Stock-
meter : The day of the Lord is one of two things,

a day of wrath or a day of salvation. [Burkitt : It

is the greatest piece of folly imaginable, from the
appointment of the end to infer the refusal or neg.
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CHAPTER V. 12-24. &
loot of the means.—W. Jay : He has not appointed

*s to wrath. He might have done it. We deserved

it, ke. But to obtain salvation. Four things with

regard to this appointment : the earliness of it—the

freeness of it—its efficiency—its appropriation.—

V. 10. Chrtsostom: The mention of Christ's

death shows us whence come our weapons, faith,

lore, hope.—[W. Jay : How well does the Apostle

call the Redeemer " our life " ! Three modes of

expression : we are said to live by Him—to Him

—

tetth Him,

—

Thb same : Proof of Christ's omnipres-

ence and divinity ;—the happiness of Christians. . .

.

Voltaire more than once says, in his letters to Mad-
ame da DeflUnd, " I hate life, and yet 1 am afraid

to die." A Christian fears neither of these. He is

willing to abide ; and he is ready to go. Life is his.

Death is his. Whether we wake or sleep, we shall

live together with Him.—J. L.]

V. 11. Hkubnkb: It is a rare thing to hear
aught about people reminding one another of the

last day. The warning voices are regarded as impor-

tunate disturbers and enthusiasts.

—

Thsophylact:

Dost thou object :
" I am no teacher n ? • Teachert

alone are not sufficient for the admonition of all.—
Stahkhn : Blessed therefore are the congregations,

which in Christian order devoutly observe this rule.

Blessed also the teacher, who is able on this point to

commend his hearers.—That contempt for the teach-

er's office is not the right thing is shown presently,

v. 12.

Vv. 9-11. [The source, the method, and the na-

ture of the gospel salvation.—J. L.]

Vv. 1-11. This section is one of the pcricopea

for the so rarely occurring 27th Sunday after Trin-

ity.

—

Heubner: Christian deportment in view of
the last day : w. 1-6, its nature ; vv. 7, 8, grounds
of obligation; vv. 9-11, blessed results.

—

Kolb:
Most men are pleased with themselves. He whose
eyes are opened knows that by reason of the fall we
are by nature children of darkness, and only through
regeneration are to become children of the light.

Our high destination is, to go forth from the dark-

ness, and press forward into light. God already

looks on that as in existence, which is only in process

of growth.

IV.

Closing Exhortations : to honor the presidents, to live in peace, to keep them-
selves free from all bitterness against persecutors, to unite vivacity with sobriety of

spirit ; ending with the prayer, that God may keep them.

Ch. V. 12-24.

12 And [Now, or : But] ' we beseech yon, brethren, to know them which labor

[those who toil, tov* Koiruurras] among you, and are over [preside over] * you in

13 the Lord, and admonish you; and to esteem them very highly [very exceed-
14 ingly] * in love for their work's sake. And be [Be] at peace among yourselves.4

Now [or: But]* we exhort you, brethren, warn [admonish]* them that are

unruly [the disorderly],
7 comfort [encouragej * the feeble-minded [faint-hearted],*

15 support the weak, be patient [be long-suffering]
10 toward all men [all]. See that

none render evil for evil unto any man [any one, wi] ; but ever follow [always
pursue, iraVroTc . . . Suokctc] that which is good, both among yourselves, and to all

16 men [both toward one another, and toward all].
11 Rejoice evermore [always,

17, 18 tovtot«]. Pray without ceasing. In everything give thanks : for this is

19 [w]
w the will of God [God's will] in Christ Jesus concerning you. Quench

20, 21 not the Spirit. Despise not prophesyings. Prove [But prove] 14
all things

;

22 hold fast that which is good. Abstain from all appearance [every form] " of
23 eviL And the very God of peace [But may the God of peace Himself ]

16
sanc-

tify you wholly ; and J pray God your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be pre-

served blameless unto [and entire may your spirit and soul and body be kept
24 without blame at] " the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is Ho that

calleth you ; who also will do it.

1 V. 11—[U; transitional, or with a slightly adversative suggestion of the special urgency of this particular pre-
cept—J. L.J

* V. It—{vpourrapfow (Sin. A. : irpofrroyoplrovf), stand before ; Germ. vorstehen.—J. L.]
1 V. 13.—-It is of no consequence, as regards the souse, whether we read with the Elzevir (also Sin.) virepcKir*p4<r<ro$.

*im (with B. D.» P. Q.y. [Wimann, Tischendorf; Alford, Eilicott.]
4 V. 13.—The ©odd. A. B. D.1 E. K. L., many minuscules, Copt, Goth., Ac, give iv iavroU ; but 8inM D.» F. G.,

Jyjn Vulg. cum eis, ftc, ir avrotf ; Sin., primA manu, even «ai tiprjv. [the corrector cancels *eu'.—J. L]. See the cxpo-

* V. 14.—(W ; opposed perhaps to the idea, that peace (v. 13) was to be sought at the expense of purity and mutual
rthihliioM, or tint the duty of admonition was confined to church officers (w. 12, 13).—J. L.

J

* V. 14.—[novtVrctTv ; the same word as in v. 12 ; 2 Thess. iii. 15 ; dec —J. L.)
' V. 14.—fro** sT&cTovt. Revirlon: " The only instance of araxrof in the N. T., as our Second Epistle contains th«

«uj instance also of the kindred verb and adverb. E. V. margin j comp. 2 Thess. iii. G, 7, ll.n—J. L.]
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• V. 14.—[vapanv$el<T0€ ; oomp. oh. ii. 11, Critical Note 22.—J. L.)
• V. 14.—{ oAiyo^vxovc . Jievision : ** Another N. T. airof Aeyonerov, though common in the Sept."—J. L.]
** V. H.—ifLOKpoOvfitiTt. Conip. E. V. 2 Pet. iii. 9 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 4. The noun is almost always in our Version long*

suffering.—J. L.J
11 V. 15.—[*ai ctf aAAijAov* rat civ vaWoc] Before ct« AAAjjAov* B. K. L. Sin.* [most of the cursives, Teschendorf's

later editions, A I lord, Wordsworth) give *ai ; but it is wanting in Sin. 1 A. D. E. F. G., versions, [bchols, SchoU, Lach-
maim, Kllicott.—The avoooi of Sin. 1 was corrected in Sin.*—J. L.]

ia V. 18.—[Revision : •* Lachmann alone reads yip lonr."—J. L.]
1S V. 18.

—

1ftcAijpa. 0«ov (Sin. 1
; tov $*ov) = one part of the Divine will ; comp. ch. iv. S.—J. L.]

>« V. 21.—««" afcer warra is given by most of the uncials [and critical editors ; Itiggenbach brockets it] ; it is wanting
only in A. Sin. 1

, Copt., 8ys., dec 8eo the exposition.
14 V. 22.—[warrix crfou?. See the cxpoMtioE.—J. L.]
»• V. 23.—[Avr6f 6« o 0t6* rfc ctpijnp. Comp. ch. iii. 11, Critical Note 8, and the foot-note to Exeg. Note 9 ; also

here Exeg. Note 6.—J. L.]
17 Y. 23.—[kcu oA&cAifpop (found again at James i. 4 ; here belongs to the predicate) vp*»> to vrcvjui itol jy ^v;rn "«*

to im^a apl/i*"** ** . • • rrjprt$«ii). On this last word it is remarked in my Revision of Judo 1 : " 'ihe verb ™k« occurs
76 times in the N. T and in £. V. is 58 times rendered to keep ; only here and 1 Thosa. v. 23, topreserve. Wherever,
as in this verse, it is used of believers, I prefer to translate it to keep* not so much on tho general ground of uniformity,
as on account of the l.iree use of that term in the same connection in our Lord's high-priostly prayer (John xvii.). The
present safety of the Church is the Father's answer to tho Son."—J. L.)

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Vv. 12, 13.) Now [or, But See Critical

Note 1.—J. L.] we beseaon you, &c—The clos-

ing section contains exhortations, which are improp-

erly described [De Wbtte, LCnemann] as miscella-

neous. It is no fortuitous selection, but we recog-

nize an order and purpose. It is natural that in the

A|M><itk*'s closing exhortations there should always be
much that is generally available ; but in every case

the selection proves to be singularly appropriate to

t'.ic particular exigency, short and striking, every

sentence weighty (comp. Rom. xii. and other places).

In our passage Paul passes (oV, see Lukkmakn) from

what all ought to do (v. 11) to that which peculiarly

concerns the presidents, on whom especially devolves

the office of exhortation and edification ; Chrysos-

tom : that they might not suppose, that he would
raise all to the dignity of teachers ; Hofmann : but

in your activity forget not what you owe to the

office ; ipar&fityy
as ch. iv. 1 ; he begs, where the

question is about the presidents, whereas he exhorts,

v. 14, when urging upon them their own active du-

ties; he has nothing of the hierarchical temper.

Perhaps their neglect of the presidents was connect-

ed with the excitement of enthusiasm (ch. iv. 1 t\
;

he was not willing to have this spread ; sobriety (ch.

t. 6 sqq.) was to be shown in this direction also.

The presidents are not designated by their official

titles (wpecrfitrcpot or 4*1<tkotoi\ but by a brief indi-

cation of their functions ; who labor\ take pains ;

Koxiaif denotes severe labor, whereby one is wearied

;

for that very reason they deserve recognition. Here
it is not added as in 1 Tim. v. 17, in word and doc-

trine ; and without this addition the expression has a

wider reach, embracing the performance of all ser-

vice. *Ejr Ofuy can mean on you (Hofmann, Winer,

§ 48. a. 8) or among yon, in your circle ; not, in

iiour luarts (Pelt), for that is not man's business.

The Korify is defined by what follows ; for wpotvrao--

do* and vovbrreiv cannot refer to other persons,

officers, classes, since participle is joined to participle

by a simple icoi ; under the one article are included

statements respecting the same persons; they who
labor and preside and admonish are one and the

same ; the same work is conceived of on different

sides : in regard to the exertion of the individuals

themselves it is a koti$v; in its relation to the

church, a xpotoraa&ai ; in application to the erring,

a vov&rruv. They preside over you in the Lord,
since they themselves live in Him ; therefore also

their work is in Him, in His strength, and a presid-

ing, guiding, overseeing in His behalf; they are no
civil magistracy. [Webster and Wilkinson: t4 tV

K., added as the highest sanction, and at the same

time limitation of their authority."—J. L.] Unsuit-
able and not correspondent to the word is the expla-

nation of Chrysostom, Theodoret, and others : who
intercede for you with God in prayer ; that were
rather Ivrvyxivw &***(* rivos. Finally, youdcrclr is

properly to correct one's ideas, and so to admonish,
remind, warn ; to this submit yourselves. Nor is

that even in later times the business of another
office (against Olshausen), but merely a special side

of the presidency: the exercise of discipline for the
prevention of errors. [Webster and Wilkinson :

44 By the use of participles instead of nouns of
office, ministers as exercising rather than as having-
certain functions, are represented as the objects of
regard."—J. L.] These men—such is his request

—

ye ought eiZt'yai, pregnant: respicere, to recognizs

and acknowledge them as being what they are ; like

iiciyiyfoKuv, 1 Cor. xvi. 18, and Prov. xxvii. 23,

Septuagint for Tt* ; indeed, **}* is translated also

by uZevai, when the meaning is to interest one's self
in a matter (Gen. xxxix. 6) ;—no doubt, a different

case from one in which there is a personal object.

But it is unquestionably harsher, when Ewald, de-
clining the pregnant signification of e*o\, supposes
that what is to be known about them is first resumed
in j^yciodai, &c Hofmann understands it thus:
You should know how it is with them, what you havs
in them; Stockmeter: what position they hold.

But Pelt alone introduces the idea of showing grati-

tude to them by a stipend.*—And to esteem
them very exceedingly, &c. ; still dependent on
iptn&uev. According to the two interpretations

that are here possible, r,yt?abcu, Jtc is somewhat
harsh and without any quite analogous example

;

either (Theodoret, Grotics [and many others] )

:

to esteem them exceeding highly, and that (modal
definition of this esteem) in love, therefore not in
fear, or such like sentiments ; but elsewhere tyfta&ai
(with an accusative) means to take one to be some-
thing, not, by itself, to esteem highly; this would
require the addition of wept woAAoO, v. wAct>rov, and
for that vrepetcsepiaaov can hardly answer. Besides,

* (Eixicott : " To know, regard* recognise fully. No
instance of a similar or even analogous usage baa, aa yet,
bren adduced fttwn classical Greek."

—

PeriHon : *• Be not
strangers to them—their calling and work—(heir necessities

and trials. What follows in v. IS would be the result of
the knowledge. There is no need, therefore, of straining
the common mean'ng of the verb into acknowledge, recog-
nise, care for. take an interest in. regard with favor, rever-
ence, Ac, us is commonly done m the commentaries, Ten-
sions, and lexicons. The other ordinary references, in
behalf of this alleged Hebraism in the use of ctttivu, will
bo found on examination to be, very often at least, delu-

sive. . . . Indeed, the Hebrew yi^ itself is frequently i

interpreted in the same direction."—J. L.]
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ft is then quite too tautological with ttdtoau Bather,

therefore, with Chrysostou : rryeurbai ainobs to

bydrp ry &p&v b+*l\*iv uvcu, rjy. airr. a\lovs tov

kymUr&ai (Theophtlact : thou lovest him who se-

cures for thee an entrance into the kingdom of

besven), or Pelt : in carissimorum eo$ loco habete

;

and just so Lunkmann, Hofmann : hold them in love,

like *x«* T»* ** *nv (Thucyd. ii 18). Thus, along

with respect (v. 12) he recommends (v. 13) the high-

eat love,* although, nay, rather because, they admon-

ish you.—For their work's take; the indolent,

therefore, hare no claim, but they who faithfully

perform the serious work for souls. [Ellicott :

" on account both of the importance of the work

(Heb. xiii. 17), and the earnest and laborious man-
ner in which it was performed ; comp. PhiL i. 22

;

iL 80."—J. L.]—Be at peaoe among your-
selves, to kavrois equivalent to to oAA^Aw, John
Til 35 ; for the matter, Mark ix. 50 is to be com-

pared. The variation to axrrois (which arose proba-

bly from the brevity of the sentence, that seemed
unable to stand independently) is followed by Chrt-
sostom, Theodoret {contradict not what they say),

Theophtlact, Lcthkr (be at peace with them),

Zwisoll, Calvin and others. Zwinoli: Be well

content with them ; but he proposes also the expla-

nation : In them (through them) ye have peace. But
the connection leads us to expect an imperative

;

had the word been meant to be indicative, it would

have been said : to avrols yap tip. But the refer-

ence to the teachers is not good ; 1. to would not

suit well ; /urd (as in Rom. xii. 18) would in that

case be the right word ; 2. an exhortation to peace

with the presidents would almost necessarily imply a

previous quarrel with them, which is at least im-

probable ; 8. lastly, towards presidents the question

would not be merely to keep the peace, but to be

obedient to them in the Lord. Better, therefore,

according to the reading, to fauroi*; among your-

sttots. This exhortation is connected indirectly (Dx
Wette) with the preceding. Peace in the church

(like brotherly love, eh. iv. 9 sqq.) was most threat-

ened, when any snowed themselves meddlesome,
neglected 4i<rvxi(*tv, *pa\r(nur ra fflto, &c, and for

that reason did not, it is probable, sufficiently esteem

the presidents. On the other hand, deference to the

presidents and compliance with their exhortations

promoted the peace of alL Since the foes of peace

are within in every heart, such an exhortation was
salutary, even though there were no serious disagree-

ments on foot. Undoubtedly that by which peace
was most threatened was the aratcrCiy, to which he
forthwith proceeds.

% (V. 14.) Now [or, Bat—see Critical Note
5.—J. L.] we exhort you, Ac.—Esteem for their

presidents and peace among themselves should and
will lead to proficiency in their tasks: 1. in refer-

ence to the faults which still cleave to the brethren

(t. 14); 2. in relation to their enemies (v. 15); in

both relations be directs them, 8. to the right dispo-

sition toward God (w. 15-18\ and therefore also

toward the gifts of His Spirit (v. 19 sqq.).—At v.

14, as at v. 11, he exhorts all the brethren ; for it is

a mistake to regard the exhortation, with Chrtsos-
tov, Theophtlact £Contbbare], and others, as ad-

dressed to the presidents. Truly spiritually minded
Christians will, indeed, yield themselves to the guid-

ance of the presidents (vv. 12, 13), but will them-

* (And io LCirzMAXir, Ellicott ;—but the aocoracy of
the remark depends on the real import of •ltova*.—3. L.]

selves also (v. 14) assist them in the same spirit.

The Apostle is far from entertaining extravagant

ideas of office. He immediately reverts to what all

have to do; the difference from v. 11 consists in

this, that Paul now treats particularly of the manner
of dealing with the erring, or the in some way
weaker members.—Admonish the disorderly}
not altogether, in general, those who live in the vio-

lation .of the commandments of God (Chrysostom :

all sluners are aVcurroi; Theophtlact: be who in

any way infringes order, the drunken, the slander-

ers, the covetous), but here probably in the narrower
sense that appears in ch. iv. 11, 12; also 2 Thess.

iii. 6, 11, kratcrws wrpurarciy, v. 7, hraicruv; aVa#c-

ros, inordinatus (Livy), is the soldier who keeps
not his rank and file; then, by transference, who-
ever forsakes his rd£is, place, rank, station ; who-
ever quits the straight track, driving round irregu-

larly and aimlessly. There were such in this flour-

ishing church.—Encourage (ch. ii. 11) the faint-

hearted; dAryotf'., Septuagint for various Hebrew
words, Is. liv. 6 ; lvii. 15 ; fjuKpo^vx^ a*80 occurs.

We think first (so already Theodore?) of those who
grieved for the dead (ch. iv. 13 sqq.); Hofmann will

not allow this, because theirs was a case, not of
faintheartedness, but of error ; still the error result-

ed in faintheartedness, and they therefore needed to

be cheered with comforting truth (ch. iv. 18). No
doubt, however, there might be yet other despond-

ing persons, to whom, when under persecution,

Christianity seemed too grievous a thing (as in like

manner Theodoret ; Theophtlact : who could not

endure trial); or tempted persons, whose thought

was: For me there can be no forgiveness.—Sup-
port the weak

J
ajrcx«r&cu, to hold fast to some-

thing, adharere ; Tit i. 9, to cleave to the word

;

Matt vi. 24, to one's master ; and so here : to the

weak, as a precious treasure ; but also in Prov. iv. 6

Septuagint for IB© : Wisdom will keep thee, will

adhere to thee as a protector. Hofmann: Take
pains with them, instead of despising them ; a con-

trast like that in Matt vi. The temptation would be
to become weary of the feeble, as people that are

continually making new trouble for us, without ever

reaching a definite result But this would be a dan-

gerous self-pleasing (Rom. xv. 1 sqq.). The word
ao-bcvcis might mean the sick (1 Cor. xi. 30), but

also those without spiritual strength, the weak in

faith and conscience, who do not get forward (1 Cor.

viil. 10 ; ix. 22 ; Rom. xiv. 1) ; and to this we are

led here by the context; the disorderly and the

faint-hearted are single instances, but to be weak
shows itself in still another form. It is very con-

ceivable that in so young a church there were yet

people who, like young children, easily stumbled,

and in whbm the old things continued still to work.

They might become weakest, when they thought

themselves strong (1 Cor. viii. and x.). The oppo-

site quality is denoted by avdptfab*, Kparaiovcrfo

(1 Cor. xvi. 13), or again by the iyialvw of the

Pastoral Epistles.—The most general precept comes
last : Be long-suffering toward all \ as love acts

(1 Cor. xiii. 4; comp. 1BX ^"pan, Prov. xix. 11

;

Sept.). Patience allows time for the growth of the

godly man. A necessary exhortation for such as are

yet young Christians, who are apt to be young also

in their zeal Toward all—Theodorrt, Olshauskn,
Lunemann [Alford, Ellicott] would understand

this, as in v. 15, of all men ; Hofmann [Jowett]
would take the clause in immediate connection with
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92 FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

t. 15. But 4parc, &a indicates a new start, whereby

be passes to the true Christian treatment of all men

;

whereas in v. 14 it is still the behavior of Christians

to one another that is spoken of; and so Theopht-

lact even refers the expression (only somewhat

too strictly) to the three classes before mentioned.

Therefore: Be long-suffering toward all, the disor-

derly, the faint-hearted, the weak, and whoever else

in the church requires your patience (De Wette).

Who does not? [Webster and Wilkinson: cer-

tain classes required particular treatment, all re-

quired patience.—J. L.J
3. (V. 15.) See. be careful, be on your guard

(Matt. viii. 4) ; /3x/irerc also occurs in this sense

;

see to it, needfully, for it is not an easy matter (Cal-

vin) ; that none render evil for evil unto any
one (1 Pet. iii. 9 ; Rom. xiL 17 ; Matt v.). Not
merely, therefore, that ye do not violate pojepoftvp/a,

in an excessive, spiritual zeal, but also that no one,

as quite commonly happens, give way to the re-

vengeful disposition of the old man; toward any
brother or non-Christian, possibly a persecutor.

Chrtsostom, Tbeopdtlact : If we are not to return

evil, then so much the less should we begin by giv-

ing evil for good.—Alas, that there is ever fresh

need of such exhortations 1 But Paul does not say

:

fi-fl rts bluer, and from this De Wktte infers that it

is taken for granted, that a spirit of revenge is so

unworthy of true Christians, that to them it is mere-

ly said: Guard against its breaking out elsewhere

even in others. This Lunemann rejects, 1. because

Paul could not have supposed, that with those who
had been heathens vindictiveness was something so

entirely laid aside, since it was rather a new, spe-

cifically Christian commandment, to avoid it ; 2. be-

cause, therefore, all needed for themselves the ex-

hortation to vigilance and self-conquest, whereas 8.

it is but seldom that one is able to restrain others.

Nevertheless it may still be asked : Why does Paul

not employ the second person plural? De Wette
is somewhat too one-sided

;
pA\ ns admits of both

applications, to every one for himself, and to the

warning of others; Hotmann compares Heb. iii. 12

;

iv. 1 ; xii. 15 ; and even among Christians no one is

perfectly secure against fits of revengefulness. Ac-
cordingly : Let every one look to both himself and
others; the discreet is to restrain the passionate.

Most judiciously Bengel : He who is incensed by
wrongs is prejudiced ; therefore should others see to

It, and seek to moderate him.*—But always pur-
sue that which ia good—not merely what is salu-

tary, useful (Olshausen), what is good for one (Hor-
mann), alienis commodis (Grotics), nor yet benefi-

cence (Pelt), but what is right before God (the

opposite: kok6v\ morally good (Rom. xii. 9, 21).

Of course, this is also beneficial to one's neighbor

;

the special application of what is morally good to

our neighbor consisting in those offices of love,

which are to be rendered to him (Starke). The
good is just everything that furthers the triumph of
truth and love. Aim at doing this even to him who
injures you. Paul does not always move in such
generalities and abstractions (to do good for the sake
of good, and such like) ; but to rich, concrete, par-
ticular exhortations he subjoins these comprehensive
and simplest fundamental principles (comp. 2 Cor.
xiii. 7, and often). To attain to this (amidst mani-
festations of enmity) requires a h&ctiv. We must

• [Bixokl'b own Latin : Quismts custodial et stst alte*
rum* Lmtut, qui in/ervort est, ntmitm videt ; ergoproximi
videre dcbenL—J. L.]

pursue that which is good, it does not naturally be*

long to us ; the evil, on the contrary, comes of itself

(comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 1, follow after charity ; Heb. xii.

14, peace and holiness).—Toward one another,
that means the brotherly love of Christians (ch. iv.

9, 10) ; and toward all, even non-Christians (ch.

iii. 12) ; here the opposition is expressed. What is

good ; that is still more than what is becoming (ch.

iv. 12).

4. (Vv. 16-18.) Rejoice always [2 Cor. ri.

10; Phil. iii. 1 ; iv. 4 J. L.].—Whether you attain

the end with your neighbor or not, do you pursue

after it, so much as lieth in you (Rom. xii. 18), and,

for your own part, rejoice evermore; Theocobet:
even in poverty, sickness, contumely, torture, pris-

on ; as those for whom all things work together for

good (Rom. vin. 28). Here he speaks of the right

disposition, no longer toward men, but before God.
All that goes before is to be attained only when this

peace rules within. Should there be a failure of joy
because of the difficulty of overcoming evil with

good, then raise yourselves above all that depresses

you by prayer.—Pray without ceasing (ch. i. S

;

li. 18 ; Rom. i. 9). Already Chrtsostom and Theo-
phtlact recognize the connection : r^v tXov I8ct{cw

Without ceasing ; this does not mean, with a contin

ual, indolent folding of the hands ; as Paul prayed
night and day (ch. iii. 10), so likewise he labored

night and day (ch. ii. 9) ; and yet he had also inter-

vals of sleep ! The next thing is therefore obvious

:

Never omit the practice of prayer ; be as regularly

diligent therein as in labor. This then infers a con-

stant spirit of prayer, breathing through the whole
life. But in order to the stirring up (2 Tim. i. 6)
of this, and so to the quickening of joy, he exhorts

further: in everything give thanks; Bf.hgel:

even in what seems adverse. Give thanks for the
great grace already received (comp. Col. iv. 2 ; Phil,

iv. 6). In the last place we find in like manner iv

mum. This is not the same thing as vdVrorc (which
stands with it at 2 Cor. ix. 8), for Kcupy should not
have been wanting ; but it means, in every point,

every matter or situation, equivalent to §eark vtCrra,

wcpl wairrff, Mp vdrrwv (Epb. v. 20).—For this
is* God's will, &a (ch. iv. 3) ; not the will, since

that of course includes more than this one point.

The subject is rovro, this, the giving thanks in
everything ; Grotius [Schott] : prayer and thanks-
giving ; but in that case we should have to go still

a step further, and, with Yon Gerlach [Corn.
Lapidk, Jowett, Alford, M5ller] bring in also the
rejoicing ; not quite everything from v. 14, for that
is not so homogeneous that it could well be em-
braced in rovro as one topic. In consideration also
of the fact that iv vavrl cvxapurrcire is added by
asyndeton, it may well seem more advisable to refer
the rovro, with Bengel, only to the giving of
thanks, which indeed is the means of quickening
prayer and joy. Hofmann : The interruption of the
exhortations takes place, where one of them is spe-
cially confirmed. On the predicate Bekgbl re-

marks : Voluntas semper bona, semper speetans sal*-

tern vestram in Christo. But not as Calvin gives
the turn : Of such a nature is God's gracious will in
Christ, that we have therein abundant cause for
thanksgiving ; but : God's will is this, that we give
thanks, and this will of God is established in Christ,

mediated through Him; Christ strengthens us to
give thanks, because in Him all things are ours (1

* Only Lachmakk reads ytfp imv.—J. L.]
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Cur. iiL 21 sqq.), all things work together for good
(Rom. viii. 28), all things help forward the subdual

of the flesh and the relief of the spirit finally tls

ifiasy quoad vo*
y
toward you, in reference to you.

0. (Vr. 19-22.) Quenoh not the Spirit.—
From prayer and thanksgiving he passes to the

source from which they flow ; a right frame of heart

toward God should show itself in the right use of

His choicest gifts ; in a proper bearing toward the

manifestations of the Spirit in the life of the Church;

—a supplement to v. 14, where the defects of the

church and their proper treatment had been touched

upon. The Spirit is He who is received from God
(ch. ir. 8 ; 1 Cor. ii. ; Gal. iii.), and who, working in

original fulness and freshness, distributes manifold

gifts (1 Cor. xii.); the connection with t. 20 points

in this direction. Caltin: Spiritus genus, pro-

phetia apecit*. Quench—literally, extinguish—Him
not ; the sacred fire ; comp. Rom. xii. 1 1, r£ wrctf-

pari &orr*s, and 2 Tim. L 6, krafawvpciy ; Theo-
raTLAcr : In the night of this life God gave us the

Spirit for a light But Wetstbin shows by many
examples that a$ivyvfu is used also of the stilling of

a wind. The fire is nourished by prayer, thanksgiv-

ing, exercise; is quenched by neglect or suppres-

sion, by want of wood or by pouring on water ; Von
Ge&lach: by contempt, suspicion, a fleshly mind,

contradiction or inattention ; Calvin : by unthank-

fulneas. But a still more precise question is this

:

Does it mean : Stifle not the Spirit in yourselves by
impurity of doctrine and life ? or suppress not the

Spirit's utterances, when they meet you in the

church? The connection with v. 20 leads to the

second explanation ; it being always understood,

that to decline the Spirit's influences in our .own

hearts renders us also averse to what we meet with

in others of His extraordinary movements. This

disaffection might work not only against prophesy-

ing, v. 20, but generally against the most various

manifestations of the Spirit But when Db Wette
conjectures that there were, in particular, timid,

pusillanimous presidents, who, because they saw with

regret the spiritual excitement, restrained those in-

spued from coming forward, there is no satisfactory

evidence of this. The exhortation is quite general

in its tone (v. 27 will bring us to a similar question).

Altogether unsuitable is Olshausen's inference from

our passage, that IJaul can therefore have had no
misgiving about the Thessalonians being in danger

of becoming a prey to enthusiasm, according to the

subsequent indications of the Second Epistle. No

;

Paul knew how matters stood ; he admonished the

disorderly ; he exhorted to careful examination ; but

surely he could not write : Quench the Spirit ! On
the contrary, HoncANN will not allow, that there

existed in Thessalonica a partial disinclination to

spiritual utterances ; Paul, he thinks, would merely

regulate their bias towards what was extraordinary,

the main emphasis being on the after-clause, prove
all thingt. This may be too exclusive on the other

side. How easily, in presence of enthusiasm and
even false prophesying, might a distrust of every-

jthing out of the common course take possession of

other minds ! Paul corrects both the one tenden-

cy and the other. So already Theodoret: Some
wished, ya account of the false prophets, to stop

also the true.—One particular instance of spiritual

manifestations is mentioned in v. 20 : Despite not
prophesyings (where they occur). The word
stands without the article, in the plural, denoting the

individual cases. Prophesying does not respect the

future merely (though this also is not excluded, Acts
xxi. 10 sqq.), but is an utterance of Divine myste-
ries ; mytUriorum retectio tt prmentium et futuro*
rum. Pelt ; a speaking to the church under a special

influence of the Spirit, but with clear conscious
ness, and thus distinguished from the speaking with

tongues; on the other side, it is not one and the

same thing with teaching, the reflective development
of thought ; but a speaking from Divine inspiration,

affecting hearts with a thrilling power, strengthening

them with the fulness of consolation, unfolding the

mysteries of judgment and of grace in the adminis-

tration of the kingdom and in the sway of individual

hearts. At all times one prophet has connected with

the word of another; still mere exposition is not
prophesying; to the latter belongs somewhat of
originality ; but this shows itself as well in the elu-

cidation of the past (prophetic history), as in the
spiritual flashes that disclose what is coming (comp.
1 Cor. xii. 10, 28 ; xiv., especially w. 24, 25 ; Eph.
iv. 11 ; Rom. xii 6 ; Acts xi. 27 ; xiil 1 ; xv. 32

;

xix. 6\. This gift despite not, old Greek 4tov&€y$7v ;

-4<* likewise occurs (Mark ix. 12, various reading);

the Swiss verniite answers exactly in etymology and
import Other gifts might be more brilliant, al-

though this also, 1 Cor. xiv. 1, 39, is especially com-
mended. The disaffection probably proceeded rather

in undue resistance from the intellect and love of
order; not, as in Corinth, from an overvaluing of

the ykwraat. Not to despise, however, does not
mean to receive without judgment and blindly.

Hence : Prove all things. The variations, wdVra,

wdVra ft}, ZoKiiuk(orr*sy
instead of -fere, and lastly

koX to Ko\Ay, seem to lead back to the asyndeton,

wdVra ZoKind(tT9y
as the simplest reading. But

should the preponderance of authorities be deemed
decisive iu favor of the addition of 4V, the sentence

would stand in opposition to what goes before, and
the two following sentences would be arranged by
the trial enjoined into 1. Hold fast that which is

good, and 2. Abstain from the evil. Prove, the

command is to all Christians, not to a privileged

class.* The object of the trial is to be aft tilings ;

primarily, according to the context, what the proph-

ets say. The word has come to be a peculiarly trite

commonplace, in which the second half of the verse

is frequently forgotten : Hold fast that which ii

good, fair, noble ; what farthers you in the Divine

life—what amongst the xdVra (primarily in the

prophesyings) you find excellent—that hold fast, in

opposition to the itov&trcTy. A point of peculiar

importance, however, is, not merely what, according

to the Apostle, is to be proved, but especially how.

The object is everything that claims to be spiritual,

as in 1 Cor. xiv. 29 also it is precisely to what the

prophets say that the direction applies : duucpirfrm-

<rav. There is, therefore, no fanatical demand for a
blind submission, not even to the apostolic word (1

Cor. vii. and x. 15). Of so much the greater conse-

quence is it to be certain that we really possess the

true Divine criterion. What that is, Paul does not

say ; but plainly it is none other than what they had

received from him and through the Spirit had made
their own, the apostolic word of truth, originating

with the Spirit, and sealed by the Spirit (ch. ii. 13

;

* [Eixxcorr would apply It "more restxictedly to thost

who had the special gilt" of the discernment of spirit*.

But the limitation is not in the text, nor is it required.

The churoh might properly be exhorted to do as a church
what she was enabled to do effectively in the exorcise of
her own special endowments.—J. It.)
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It. 1,2; 2 These. II 5 ; iii. 4, 5) ; answering to the

anointing of 1 John ii 27. The trial of the spirits

Li a special charism (1 Cor. xii. 10 ; comp. Heb. v.

14). See more under the Doctrinal and Ethical

head, No. 4.—To wdVra ZomifidCert Cyril of Alex*

andria prefixes the words, ytv*<r&9 $p6yiftoi rpa-

wcfn-cu (money-changers, argentaru, nummularii).

In the other Fathers this sentence is, y. Mxifioi

rpaw. ; and from this arises a telling contrast : Be
proved yourselves, that you may be able to prove

(comp. Hansel, in the Stud. u. Krit., 1836, I.).

This expression is ascribed generally to Holy Writ
by Clemknt of Alexandria and the Oonstit. Apost

;

to Jesus in particular, by Jerome, Epiphanius ; to

the Apostles, by Diontsius of Alexandria ; to Paul

(in connection with 1 Thess. v.), by Orioen, Basil,

and especially by Cyril. Does it come from some
apocryphal book? rather, it is a fnyia 6ypwpoy.

Such is Hansel's view, who thinks that it may at

any rate have been in the Apostle's mind, and that

tioicifid(eT9 is to be explained by the technical lan-

guage of exchangers, as also cfto* in v. 22 : Abstain

from every aort of bad money. But unless money-
changers and coins had been expressly spoken of, it

could occur to no one to think of that ; especially

not, that cZftot without yofdaftaros, and that too in

the second member, instead of the first, could sig-

nify a kind of money. We therefore hold to the

more general signification.—But what is the mean-
ing of v. 22 ? The Vulgate : ab omni specie mala.

is still itself ambiguous. Luther : Avoid every evil

appearance; so also Calvin, Gbotids [Words-
worth, Webster and Wilkinson]; the English

Version, from all appearance of evil ; the Dutch,

van alien schijn dee /woods ; Martin and Ostervald,

de toutc apparence de mal. This were an altogether

beautiful sense: What is finally to be regarded is

the fvaxOfdrvs ircptirarciy (comp. ch. iv. 12); it is

perhaps impossible for the Christian always to avoid

every evil appearance, but to the best of his ability

he is to do so. Lunemann objects that this would
imply on the other side : Hold fast merely the ap-

pearance of what is good ; but that does not follow,

inasmuch as the opposition might include the cli-

max: Even from that which should have only an
.appearance of evil we are willingly to abstain, in

order to give no offence. Rieger: That we may
not forfeit the confidence of others ; but first we are

to accept what is proved to be good. Still this in-

terpretation must be rejected, as violating the ex-

pression ; that is to say, tVtos means form, aspect,

then kind, species* (Jer. xv. 8, Sept.), as a sub-

division of the genus; but not appearance. Then,

to avoid an evil appearance would not suit the mat-

ter here spoken of, namely the trial of prophesyings.

It would be an independent sentence, introducing

something altogether new, whereas evidently vorqpos

stands opposed to ko\6s, and aWxe<r&c to jcot^x«t«i

as the two sides, the negative and the positive, of

toieifidfay. For Lunemann's idea is plainly too re-

fined, that, because we have not simply aitb rod
*oyi\pov, v. 22 cannot form the antithesis to v. 21,

but must contain a more general thought. Why
should not Paul be able slightly to modify and inten-

sify the expression ? We shall see with what good
reason. Hilgenfeld is unwilling to understand cfto;

in the sense of kind; that would be too flat; it

should rather signify spectacle, figure, and be referred

* [So the preat majority of the best interpreter!. 8oe
Revision.—J. L.)

to the shameful and seductive exhibitions of he*
thenisro. Already in like manner Roos thinks that

what is meant is an image that seixes the mind, fan-

tasticalness. But in this way also the connection

would be given up, and the idea limited to fome sin-

gle matter, of which one does not of one's own
accord readily think ; whereas the context lends to

the seemingly general idea a more specific import.

Still it may be asked whether vovijpov, because with-

out the article, belongs as an adjective to efflot*

(Bengel, Schott, Pelt), or as a substantive depend-
ing on efflot*. The former construction would be
advisable only in case the expression already im-
plied, of what things the tUoy is intended, and those

things such as that their good dfcij are distinguish-

able from the bad. It is better, therefore, to take it,

^with De Wette, Lunemann [Jowett, Alford, Elli-
cott] and others, as a substantive (comp. Heb. v. 14,

wpbs %i&Kpi<Tiv iraAov Tt iced kokov, also without arti-

cle ; comp. Joseph. Ant. x. 3. 1, wo* cloot vwijpfos;

Hofmann refers also to Plato, Rep. p. 857 c, 6p$s
re ettos aya&ov [to which may be added Crrysost.
Horn. viiL on this Epistle, ov&4y iariy cftos kojcIos

torep MKprrror.—J. L.]. So the antithesis is : Hold
fast that which is good (the good is one); from
every kind of evil abstain (the evil has various 'cftif,

and hence the climax); even from the seemingly

spiritual kind of evil ; Theodoret : as well in doc-

trine as in conduct. Even that which comes forward

as prophesying, or generally as a spiritual gift, is to

be proved; even that kind of evil, which asserts

itself under sacred pretexts, you are to avoid. There
is evil of a human, natural, fleshly sort, but also of a
demoniacal (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 14).

6. (Vv. 23, 24.) But may the Ood of peace
Himaell &c.—A contrast both as to the subject and
the predicate, as cb. iil. 11 ; iv. 16 ; not you alone

have to do this, nor could you so accomplish it, but
God must effect it; and that not merely here a
Karf'xci*, and there an aWxcir&at

—

not isolated acts

merely—but the main comprehensive work of life,

your sanctification and preservation to the end. He
is called the God of peace, its Lord, Author, Source,

Rom. xv. 33 ; xvi. 20 ; similar combinations in Rom.
xv. 5, 13. Everything advanced in vv. 14-22 is

here taken together, and brought into view as all

aiming at true peace. And truly the work of God,
whereby he guides us to peace, is our sanctification,

and, through that, our preservation to the Advent.
Our sanctification is, indeed, His will (ch. iv. 3, 7)

;

our entire surrender to His will and service;—

a

Uiing which He alone can achieve, to wit, by His
Holy Spirit (ch. iv. 8). Already has it begun ; in

their principles Christians are Sytot ; but it is only

by slow degrees that perfect sanctification pervades

aU their powers. And this consummation marks the

advance in our passage as compared with ch. iii. 13.

In what follows Bengel distinguishes between io?i-

versi (all without exception) et singuli (every one
entirely); but that does not lie particularly in the

first clause. 'OXmXiTs, in the New Testament &ro£

\ey., means either : you as complete, entire, so that

no sort of evil is in you; Luther: through and
through; or (Pelt and others): May He sanctify

you to be a perfect people—accusative of operation

;

with this verb without example. This word, no less

than b\6kkr\pop, may suggest the faultlessncss of

sacrifice. The latter is equivalent to integer; at

James t 4 it stands with riXtios ; in the Septnagint

for Db©, D^CIJ; and unhurt, in all parts uni**
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jured, may your mrit, &c. be kept, &c. Db Wette,
Olsdausen, and LI'Nkmann would understand it

quantitatively* to distinguish it from kfiipwrmi
every pari by Uetlf entirely, all spotless. But AAixA.

denotes the quality,* the full healthy life, conip.

&\ox\ty(* in the healing of the lame man (Acts iii.

16), and is yet sufficiently distinct from a^M*™*,
1. as a positive expression opposed to the negative

;

2. as marking the nature of the subject itself, over

again* what expresses the verdict of the Judge;
and lastly, 8. since 6\oK\rip(a is a predicate, whereas
the adverb oW/urr** is to be understood as quali-

fying the verb. On the latter point most interpret-

ers do not clearly express themselves, or they take

the adverb as if it were an adjective, comparing per-

haps ch. ii. 10, ajUfimis 4ytrfi$yu*v, and the brevilo-

quence ch. iii. 13 (where, however, we find a^M*-
reus), as if it were rnpn^tlr} #If rh ap4*WTas y*vrj&r)'

nu lw—. But that is too artificial Lunemann un-

derstands the adverb as more closely defining b\6-

Kkty>" 'Tfipn^uri ; f but to be perfect without blame
would be a pleonastic description,^ since perfection

with blame is something inconceivable. There re-

mains, therefore, only (as recommended also by the

order of the words) the reference of the adverb to

the verb alone. The rn/ni&i)ttu, it is true, is the act

of God, and so far the adverbial qualification seems
to be unsuitable ; but since the being kept implies

nevertheless a reciprocity between God and man, the

prayer is in order : May your spirit, &a be kept in

such a way as can incur no blame at the Coming.

§

'OAicXiypoK, standing foremost, belongs as to sense

to all the three members; the construction being,

therefore, xeugmatic. The phrase, spirit, soul,

body, is not a mere rhetorical amplification [Dx
Wette], nor yet of itself a proof of a trichotomy
of human nature (Olsh.), borrowed by Paul from
Philo (or Plato). The phraseology of Scripture is as

exact as it is popular ; but it does not favor such a
division. Even the texts, Heb. iv. 12; 1 Cor. ii.

14; xv. 44-46, show indeed incontrovertibly, that

Scripture distinguishes between the spirit and the

soul, but not necessarily as between constituent

parts, substances, but as between two relation*,

sides, function* of the same essence, according to

its upward or downward direction. For wrcvfia,

TO"), is the spiritual nature of man as directed

upward, and as capable of living intercourse with

God. The power of thought, vovs, is not the same
thing as wrevfia (comp. Rom. vii. and viii.) ; for the

rm can be entangled and enchaiued in the flesh

(CoL fi. 18); the vrcvMa is the essence quickened,

emancipated, become dominant through regeneration

by the Spirit of God, and that by means of which
man is lord of nature and of the flesh. Of this

there is mention here: Hay your spirit, in which
God's spirit dwells and rules (Rom. viii. 16 ; 1 Cor.
H. 11 with v. 12), be kept safe. It cannot be the
Holy Spirit Himself, for He can suffer no hurt, and

*
[Alfoid CWkbttir and "Wilkihsoh) : " h\<mX«U

•eema to refer to the entlreneas of eanotifioation, whioh Is

preMitly expressed in detail. . . . = &Aov*." Elucott :

"Tbe aspect of toe former word is (bare especially) mainly
fnaatffa&ee, of the latter, mainly qualitative."—J. L.]

t [Ellxoott in like manner thus : " The adverbial
predication of quality, appended to nipntaft}, oArfcXaoov in-
Twivinathat of quantity/'-J. L.]I quan
_? [Such pleonasx
nu;eomp. especL
*>»»•»$.—J. L.]

> [Ibis, again, restricts the ift^urret altogether to the
human and Um important dements in the njpi^nu.—J.L.]

, however, are common enough with
ly Sph. i. 4, ctrat v/t«$ aytovs «ai

so needs not to be kept ; to beware of grieving Him
(Eph. iv.) is something differeut. But man's spirit

is threatened with defilement (2 Cor. vii. 1), whereby
the divinely renewed life might again become retro-

grade, so that at last the ^v%uc6s should (as it were)

no longer have any spirit (Jude 19).—On the con-

trary, r-vx4> C
*SJ)

& the spiritual nature as the

quickening power of the body, as in animals ; hence
excitable through the senses, with faculties of per-

ception and feeling. 2£po, finally, is the wisely

arranged instrument of the soul, and destined, there-

fore, likewise for the service of the Lord (1 Cor. vi.

13 sqq.) ; whereas vdpt, which denotes first the bod-

ily material, is further used to designate the whole
man, as he with all his powers is enthralled by the

sin-tainted corporeality ; comp. "C3 already in Gen.

vi. 3.—The Apostle, then, expresses the wish that

not merely the spirit may be kept (with reference to

what had just preceded) from falling back out of the

life of regeneration, but that the soul also in its

strivings may be held still under the discipline of

the spirit, and thus the body, freed more and more
from the dominion of its lusts, become an obedient

instrument in the service of sanctification. In this

way covetousness, with its violations of brotherly

love, will be overcome ; believers become one heart

and one soul-(Acts iv. 82) ; and fornication will ever

more completely lose its power of allurement. This

will be a sanctifying of the personality in all its pow-
ers and functions.—[For additional remarks on the

scriptural usage in regard to vv*vpa and tyxhi Bee

the Doctrinal and Ethical Note 5.—Dr. Hodge (on

1 Cor. xv. 43, 44) denies, like our Author (and

comp. Edrard on Heb. iv. 12), a triplicity of sub-

stance in the constitution of man. " The Bible/* he
says, " recognizes in man only two subjects or dis-

tinct separable substances, the soul and body. And
this has ever been a fundamental principle of Chris-

tian anthropology." In like manner Webster and
Wilkinson (Wordsworth) find here u a tripartite

division rather of man's faculties than of his nature."

On the other hand, Dr. Candlish {Life in a Risen

Saviour, p. 171) remarks on our text: "There,
according to a view of man's organization, or the

constitution of his nature, these commonly received,

spirit, soul, body, are specified as its constituent parts

or elements. The spirit, or that higher principle of

intelligence and thought peculiar to man alone in

this world, to which we now usually restrict the

name of mind or soul ; the soul, or that lower prin-

ciple of animal life,—with its instincts selfish and
social, its power of voluntary motion, its strange

incipient dawn of reasoning,—which, common alike

to man and beast, is so great a mystery in both ; and
the body, made to be the material organ and instru-

ment of either principle, the higher or the lower;

these three in one, this trinity, is our present human-

ity."

—

Alford :
u to xwOfia is the spirit, the high-

est and distinctive part of man, the immortal and

responsible sou/, in our common parlance : ii^vxh is

the lower or animal soul, containing the passions and

desires (atria Kirf}a**s (minis (&**> Plato, Deff, p.

411), which we have in common with the brutes, but

which in u* is ennobled and drawn up by the wrc^o,
That St Paul had these distinctions in mind, is plain

(against Jowett) from such places as 1 Cor. ii 14.

The spirit, that part whereby we are receptive of the

Holy Spirit of God, is, in the unspiritual man, crushed

down and subordinated to the animal soul .(v*vx4) :

he therefore is called tfwx<#c4s, w«0^o owe *xw*S J""6
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19."—To which may be added part of Ellicott's

note in loc. : " Distinct enunciation of three compo-
nent parts of the nature of man : the wrevpa, the

higher of the two immaterial parts, being the 'vis

superior, agent, imperans in homine ' (Olsh.) ; the

tyvxht ' vis inferior qua agitur, movetur ' (#.), the

sphere of the will and the affections, and the true

centre of the personality." I should say that, on
Ellicott's own theory, this distinction belongs rather

to the vycvfia.—J. L. ... * It may be remarked
that we frequently find instances of an apparent
dichotomy, « body and soul ' (Matt. vi. 25, z. 28, aL)
or * body and spirit » (1 Cor. v. 8, vii. 34, al.), but
such passages will only be found accommodations to

the popular division into a material and immaterial

part; the tyvxflt in the former of the exceptional

cases, including also the vrcv/io, just as in the latter

case the wyevpa also comprehends the fvx^- ... To
assert that enumerations like the present are rhetor-

ical (De W.), or worse, that the Apostle probably
attached 'no distinct thought to each of these

words ' (Jowett), is plainly to set aside all sound
rules of scriptural exegesis. Again, to admit the
distinctions, but to refer them to Platonism (Lunex.),
is equally unsatisfactory, and equally calculated to

throw doubt on the truth of the teaching. If St.

Paul's words do here imply the trichotomy above
described . . ., then such a trichotomy is infallibly

real and true. And if Plato or Philo have main-
tained (as appears demonstrable) substantially the
same views, then God has permitted a heathen and
a Jewish philosopher to advance conjectural opinions

which have been since confirmed by the independent
teaching of an inspired Apostle."—-J. L.]

Faithful is he who oalleth youj not dis-

appointing confidence, worthy of credit; Thkodo-
ret : uAn&4*. The participle is in the present : He
does so continually (ch. ii. 12; Gal v. 8); or as a
substantive: Such is His nature (ch. i. 17 [12]);
He ever lets operate the drawing of His Spirit

—

Who also will do it, the sanctifying and keeping,
positively ; through grace is not irresistible, yet so
that there is no failure on His part The little word
also gives prominence to the idea, that the keeping
will answer to the calling of the faithful God, as car-

rying it out even to the end. He perfects His entire

work (Ps. xxiL 82 [81]; xxxvii. 5). The Epistle

began with thanksgiving to God and His inXoyh ; it

closes with praise of His faithfulness to the end.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (Vv. 12, 18.) In all churches, however young,
vp*<rf}vrcpot were soon appointed (Acts xv. 23),
without whom a church could not exist as such.

God is a God of order (1 Cor. xiv. 88) ; and, with-

out regulated {guidance, the vpdratiy r& IBta must
have been neglected, and the npitpydfa&cu must
have prevailed (1 These, iv. 11). In the earliest

Epistles, however, the presidents have certainly as
yet very little prominence ; the vpoierdutros (Rom.
xii. 8) and the tevfaprfptts (1 Cor. xii.

28J occupying
a modest position behind other rifts ana functions.

Government, command, is not in the Church of
Christ the first thing. In this place teaching is not
yet attached to superintendence, but stands beside
it as a special free gift Nor even for the exercise
of discipline (for example, 1 Cor. v.) is the office at
all described as exclusively authorized, and so respon-
sible ; and quite as little is obedience to the bishops

commended, as in the IgnatUn Epistles, as a pana*

cea ; rather the Apostle foresees the possibility of
corruptions even among the elders (Acts xx. 201
But a due esteem for faithful and laborious presi-

dents is for the welfare of the church. The simple
way in which our Epistle speaks of these relations,

marks it as one of the earliest But if at a later

date we meet with fuller instructions (Eph. iv. 11,

and especially in the Pustoral Epistles), still nowhere
are the presidents clothed in the post-apostolic fash-

ion with a character of absolute authority, as if they
bad an exclusive dignity different from the general

priesthood of Christians (1 Pet ii. 9). Their rule is

rather conceived of always as standing in necessary

connection with the Holy Spirit ruling in the whole
Church (comp. 1 Pet v. 8) ; the spiritually minded
members of the church must exercise the ministry

of office, that it may really appear to be spiritual

work, and not merely an acting of hierarchical su-

premacy, or even of a paid office. Nor does even
the abuse of the vipitpydfa&ai drive the Apostle to

a narrow and anxious one-sidedness in putting life

into official chains—a proceeding, indeed, to which
Moses himself was averse.—As regards the designa-

tion of office-bearers, the opinion that has most
widely prevailed is, that in the earliest period vpc«r-

fitrepos (elder) and Mtricovos (overseer) are synony-
mous ; and this is, in fact, favored by such texts as

Acts xx. 17, 28 ; Tit i 5, 7. Yet the view of Gun-
dkrt (in Rvdklbach and Guericke*8 ZeiUchrift,

1854, p. 56, sqq.) is worthy of examination, that in

the earliest period xpsaftintpos was the general title

of honor for all church functionaries, who fell apart
into 1. M*K<nroi and 2. tiidtcoroi, the two divisions

that meet us Phil. i. 1 and in the Pastoral Epistles

;

James v. 14 speaks of those who waited on the sick,

and calls them vpta&trtoot;* on the other hand,
Acts xx. and Tit i. speak only of the higher class

of presbyters, the bishops; f whereas 1 Tim. v. 17
distinguishes amongst the elders those who labor in

the word and doctrine from others who do not, and
yet ch. :ii. 2 requires from every Maiewos that he
be apt to teach. Those icom&rres, therefore, amongst
the elders would probably be bishops. If one de-
sired to maintain, even in the passage of the 6th
chapter, the identity of bishops and elders generally,

he would have to find in Komdrrct the description

of those who take pains therein ; but in that case
would the others who proved deficient be neverthe-
less worthy of double honor ? \ With the teaching

* rThe presbyters whom James speaks of are not repre-
sented as in regular attendance on the rick, but as called in
on an emergency lor the performance of their appropriate
ecclesiastical functions; and besides, tho article—rod*
wpwflvripovs—shows that the body of presbytery as such, is
intended, and not any supposed inferior class.—That tho
deacons were at any time regarded as presbyters is an
utterly arbitrary suggestion, though made by others before
Oundert (see Moshkui's Historical Commentaries, Cent. I.
% 37), and is, indeed, at variance with all the indications of
the New Testament .—J. L.]

t (But to say that in the Church of Ephecus there ex-
isted a plurality of diocesan or monarchical bishops, or that
Paul left Titus in Crete to ordain a number of tuck func-
tionaries in every city, would be self-evidently absurd.—
J. IQ

X [The most natural inference from 1 Tim. v. 17 is, that
at the time when that Epistle was written there were elders
who ruled, but did not teach, and who, if they ruled well,
were to be accounted worthy of double honor ; while this
honor was especially due to those of the elders, who,
whether by a higher official appointment, or by agreement
amongst the elders themselves, not only ruled, and ruled
well, out labored also in the word and doctrine ; just as on
the very snme principle it might be said, that double honor
was still more emphatically due to such elders of the
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bishop, and under bis direction, there might be de-

veloped the richest abundance of spiritual gifts,

which were not confined to office (1 Cor. xiv. 26-32)

The mode of election, final!y, is not yet constitution-

ally regulated. Roos : There was at that time no
disputing about the right of patronage.—If the

Apostle requires that a bishop must have a good
report even of them which are without (1 Tim. iii.

1\ so much the less, certainly, would presidents have

been forced on a church, in whom it had no confi-

dence. The Apostles could allow the churches large

•cope, for they could trust them, that they yielded

themselves to the guidance of Christ's Spirit. But
where tab prerequisite should not exist, to think of

helping the Church by committing to the congrega-

tions comprehensive rights of government—this were
a proceeding for which there could, at least, be no
appeal to the Apostles. It is certain that the Apos-
tles would have laid hands on no one of whom they

had known : He stands not in our doctrine, which
we have received from the Lord (comp. Acts ii. 42

;

1 Tim. v. 22).

2. (Vv. 13-15.) Respect for the presidents is

connected with the peace of the church ; and, on the

other band, peace relieves for them the burden of

office. Peaceableness, however, must not be a cor-

rupt allowance of all disorder. A true keeping of

the peace does not exclude, but includes, discipline.

It is a morbid symptom of our time, that it can so

little endure discipline. It is true that to administer

it in a proper way is a delicate matter, requiring both

inwardly and outwardly much wisdom, love, patience,

and self-denial. But it is none the less a false lenity

and a criminal selfishness, listlessly to allow others,

who are intrusted to us, to go to ruin. If a man is

vflfing; not merely to deliver lordly admonitions to

others, but to begin with the beam in his own eye,

and also not to sin against his brotlier by neglecting

to admonish him (Lev. xix. 17 ; Ezek. iii. 17 sqq.),

bat to warn him at whatever risk of suffering for it,

he can in this way maintain peace even amidst the

assaults of enemies.
*. (Vv. 16-18.) The gospel produces no joyless

snUenness, but true joy for all people (Luke ii. 10),

m hope (Bom. aril. 12), in the Holy Ghost (Bom. xiv.

17), in the Lord (Phil iv. 1 [4] ). When vexed
with temptations, we cannot, indeed, fed it as joy,

bat we should so account it (James i. 2). Whatever
occasion of sadness is contained in affliction (ch.

Uifi.), it nevertheless promotes our salvation ; and
the man who not merely seeks, but has the Lord, in

him is the fulness of joy (John xv. 11 ; xvL 24;
xvfi. IZ), Prayer is the means to this end. From
fear of mechanism in prayer, some would regard

merely its free spirit. But the likely result of that

fa a yielding to hindrances. We are not so free from
corruption, that we should be able to leave the mat-
ter to our Inclination. Practice, when attended to

not as a legal penalty, but in hearty fidelity, awakens
the right disposition; only in this way can one

(*9*s assist another, so that the intervening xpoW
shall be filled with the spirit of prayer, and prayer

become the keynote of the soul. Pklag. : Sijuatter
so* potet lingua, tamen corde. Who acts thus?
who not? why not? Comp. Luke xviii. 1; Bom.

Cbsreh. Catholic, as discharged also apoatolio functions
(1 Pet. v. 1). The other text, 1 Tim. Hi. 2, when taken in
waaectkm with all the text* which demonstrate the iden-
tity of the bUhop and presbyter, can prore nothing more
than that at this period the mrmer title was confined to the
tsachmgpcoibjtflrs.—J.L.1

xil 12; Epb. vt 18. If, for the quickening of de-

votion, the Apostle counsels us to give thanks, it is

but the other side of the same truth, when the coun-
sel of an experienced Christian was : Still repent

!

for that only is true thanksgiving, which confesses

:

Of Thy favor I am not worthy ; and that only true

repentance, which utters itself in thanksgiving, that

God is nevertheless our God.
4. (Vv. 19-22.) It is a real trial of the spirit, the

way in which a man treats the manifestations of
spiritual gifts, and also their excesses. How easily

do we fail either into a temper of undue excitement,
whereby the limits of propriety and discretion are
broken through, or, in opposition to this, into an un-
easy or haughty, cold distrust of everything unusual 1

In movements of the stronger sort there is, indeed,
an element of discomfort, disturbance, offence ; they
contain a presumption of abandoning the common
track, and the danger is imminent, that with con-
fused or even impure minds every path of order may
be despised, and that what began m the Spirit may
find its sad end in the flesh. By word and example
the Apostle shows us, that we are neither blindly to
assent to everything, nor suspiciously to reject every-

thing. Quench not the Spirit. What is really spirit,

should develop itself in a free and living way. The
only thing required is, that it stand the proof that it

is really spirit from the Spirit of God. In that case,

though it may be strange and troublesome to the
world, a spiritual man confesses it. It is owing to

the narrowness of our hearts, that we are so annoyed
by whatever is not according to our way. On the
other hand, there may be a large-heartedness that

neglects to try whether something is of Divine qual-

ity, and that perhaps just while a false appeal i*

made to the apostolic word : Prove all things. On
this poiut Riegkr has already remarked, that that

has come to be a huntsman's halloo, as if in every
heap of rubbish we must look for pearls. When,
for example, one asks us to inquire whether there is

not more truth in the Chinese religion than in the

Christian, that has nothing at all to do with the word
of the Apostle. According to this, as according to

that of John (1 John iv. 1), the question is, to try

the spirits, whether they are of God. But there are
spirits which are not so; false prophets (2 These,

ii.); deceivers or deceived; nay, with an honest
intention erroneous human inferences may be drawn
from what the Spirit saith (comp. Acts xxi. 4, 1 1-14).

There is really nowhere a formula, in which a man
can comfortably rest. The matter must therefore be
tried ; but how ? The great thing is to try by the
right test, and not mere cavils and idle talk. Even
in the things of this world it is folly to criticise aught'

without knowledge; much more, then, in Divine
things. There we must be sure that we actually

have the Divine rule. Even entrance into the faith

does not take place blindly and without proof (John
vii 17) ; the knowledge, that the gospel is what our
deepest necessity requires, admits of systematic de-

velopment as a branch of apologetic science. But
here Paul speaks of a trial, where a standing within

the evangelical faith is already presupposed, and the

question now is, whether this or that novelty is in

accordance therewith. On what assurance of the

truth the Apostle himself proceeds is shown by GaL
i. 8. A trial, therefore, in the Apostle's sense pro-

ceeds on the certainty of the fundamental apostolic

truth. Even Ds Wettk does not claim, that the

rationalistic first principle, as to natural reason being

the judge of Divine revelation, is to be derived from
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our passage. For, 1. he says that the object of the

trial is not revelation itself, but its reproduction,

application, appropriation by those Christianly in-

spired ; and, 2. that the rule is not to be the ration-

alistio reason (that unknown z), but the Christian

xvnvfxa ; a legitimate trial requiring faith as a pre-

requisite. But then De Wette himself again in

some measure introduces rationalism, when he says,

1. that in Scripture we have simply the apostolic

reproduction of the original revelation (as if the

latter were not thus reduced to an x /), and, 2. that

man carries in himself the germ of the vrcO/xo, the

reason, which, indeed, is first unbound and unfolded

through Christ ; Christians, consequently, would have
to test by means of the Christian consciousness awak-
ened in them, with the Christianly enlightened rea-

son. But Christian consciousness is too weak an
expression for the wtvjxa according to the sense ol

Scripture. For this supposes, not merely illumina-

tion, but regeneration, and so a real, practical pro-

cess of sanctification in submission to the word. At
all events, we attain to the vytvfta in quite another
way than that of criticism. Whoever has received

it, bears in himself the witness that the Spirit is

truth, and that this spiritual life is attained in no
other way than from this source. Comp. Gess, Das
Zeugniss de* Hcil. Geistes in the Apologetitche Bei-

tr&ge of Gess and Riggexbacii, Basel, 1863. Hence
follows the right treatment of the extraordinary gifts

of the Spirit in different directions. The prophetic

element, awakenings amongst the people, and such

like, should not, alongside of the regular ministry,

be despised, or suppressed, but tested, and held to a

steady sobriety. And so, on the other liand, with

regard to the gift of yvwis, a profounder scientific

research and knowledge, against which there easily

arises in excited circles a spirit of contempt and dis

trust. The gospel, however, is no dead letter, but

itself invites to ever-new labor of thought. Nor is

the right of examination limited to teachers, or even
to a council of bishops. According to 1 Cor. xii. 10
the 8i&Kpuris Tvtvfxdrvy is a peculiar cbarism, a kind
of receptive prophesying, incapable, therefore, of
producing, but of inestimable value as a sound coun-
terpoise to possible irregularities; a mark of the

JKoKkripla of an apostolic church. This gift roust

rsliow itself by its connection with the truth of God

;

only one in whom God's word is a living, sanctifying

power gives evidence of the ability to test ; and it is

then a spiritual labor of no .slight character, nor to

be reached through external regulation. To train

the laity to a Christian self-dependence is the aim of

a truly evangelical ministry. Where that gift is

present, there is possible a wise, confident treatment

of intellectual and spiritual movements
;
people then

stop saying to one another what the Wurtemberg
superintendent Weber heard from the peasant

Michael Hahn :
" How comes it that our parsons

arc always preaching that men ought to be convert-

ed, and, when one is converted, they cannot bear
it ? " to which, after being silent for some time, he
replied, " God knows he Is right ! " None the less

mindful, however, are we still of the truth, that it is

' not everything claiming to be Divine that is so ; as

the lady Yon Krudener confessed on her death-

bed: "Often have I taken for the voice of God
what was nothing but the fruit of my fancy and my
pride." Yet she was able to add: " What good I

have done- will remain ; what evil I have done, God's

mercy will blot out."

5. (Vv. .23, .24.) Peace is here properly to be

taken in its fulness of meaning, Hcbr. cftc, life

unimpaired (comp. AAoicXijpoj, t£c), the full feel-

ing of life in the strength of the atonement. With
this agrees also the opposite, confusion (1 Cor. x'v.

33). This peace alone makes joy possible even in

suffering, and thanksgiving even in distress and
affliction. But God alone brings us to the enjoy-

ment of a true peace, not only with one another (v.

13), but first in and with Himself. This comes to

pass through an all-pervading sanctification. Spirit

and wn*/—»the two designations may be used indiffer-

ently, when the question is not about diversity of
functions, but solely about the one and the same
substance; thus tyvxh stands with avjia, Matt. x.

28; and again w*vjxa with ro/ia, 1 Cor. viL 84
(whereas here the point is, not simply the preserva-

tion of life, but sanctification and the service of

God); mvfia with vipl (1 Pet. jii. 18, 19; 2 Cor.

vii. 1) denotes the two ruling principles. But where
the exact testing and sifting of the motives of action

arc spoken of, whether they proceed from above or
from beneath, there it is said that the word of God,
as a two-edged sword, pierces to the dividing asun-

der of soul and spirit (Heb. iv. 12). And so here

the discourse regards the sanctifying and keeping of

all man's functions. For the spirit cannot truly

serve God, if soul and body continue in their natu-

ral state of estrangement from the life that is of
God, but they too must (slowly, gradually, with con-
flict and trial, with daily mortifying of the <r*V(, and
yet with carefulness for the ar&pa) be drawn into the
sanctifying process, and that must be inwrought into

them. Otherwise our reason apologizes for sin ; it

savoreth not the things that be of God, but those
that bo of men ; the conscience is lulled to sleep

;

the emotions and feelings of the soul sway up and
down; the body is allowed to go unchecked in its

wants and impulses. The whole must be changed.
Very well Von Gerlach : The spirit of man is sanc-

tified and kept, when God's Spirit dwells in it and
rules it; the soul is sanctified, when the Divinely
sanctified spirit controls it, when all its feelings, all

its longings and strivings, however necessary to the
maintenance in man of his proper life, and to the
exertion thereby of an influence also on the world
around, are yet perfectly subordinated to God and
the spirit. The body is sanctified, when its instincts

and wants are ruled and regulated by the spirit

through the soul, and its members are made alto-

gether instruments of holiness. It might seem as if

in the sanctification of the spirit the sanctification of
the soul and the body were already included. But
it is of importance that the latter also is mentioned
here and frequently, to guard us against the danger-
ous error, that possibly the spirit might serve God,
whilst the soul and the body persist in serving sin.—
The Apostle here, as throughout the entire Epistle
(ch. i. 10; ii. 19; hi. 18; iv. 15), directs our view
toward the coming of the Lord. Then only will the
true judgment be held, as never once before the pri-

vate conscience (1 Cor. iv. 3-5).

No peace, therefore, with sin ! In order to our
standing in that judgment, we need to place our re-

liance not on ourselves, but solely on the faithfulness*

of God. Having begun His work in us, He will also
perfect it (Phil. i. 6 ; 1 Cor. i. 9 ; x. 18 ; 1 Pet, i. 5).
Human exhortations and resolutions, necessary as
they are, and though an emanation from God's faith-
fulness, an instrument in His hand, an occasion of
growth in a varied experience, yet do not carry
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tithin themselves the guarantee of success. Only
that which the grace of God supplies is a pledge of

the greater gift : He will not forsake His own work.

This alone secures for us the possibility of reaching

perfection. Am I already holy? perfectly holy?
who would dare to make such an assertion, in pres-

ence of Phil. Hi. 12 ; James Hi. 2 ; 1 John i. 8-10 ?

and still we are not at liberty to indulge ourselves in

a comfortable repose. Certainly the last text shows
as, how little 1 John HI 9 is to be explained in the

tense of a frightfully erroneous perfectionism. Even
the maturest Christians, when dying, draw their com-
fort from the thought, not how holy they are, but

that they are in Christ. The holiness of the Saviour

covers their sins and imperfections. But this new
garment consumes the old man. Faith, which, ap-

prehended by Christ, apprehends Christ [Phil HI
12], is no idle amusement of vain hopes, but a going

forth out of ourselves, and a casting of ourselves

with all oar powers on Christ To be kept in Christ

with spirit, soul, and body, that is to be kept indeed.

The man who stands there is not yet, it is true, per-

fectly holy, but that is the point, nevertheless, toward

which he will strive heartily. Such is the evangeli-

cal doctrine of perfection. On the certainty of sal-

vation, comp. the Apolog. Beitr&ge of Gkss and Ri©>

gesbach, pp. 230-288.

HOMILETICAI. AND PRACTICAL.

Vv. 12, 13. Heubner: Paul beseeches. A sen-

timent of cordial esteem and gratitude is something

so tender, that it does not at all admit of the co-

ercion of a command; especially esteem for our

teachers.—Berlenburger Bibel: What the Holy Spirit

might command, for that He beseeches and im-

plores.—*The game: Know them; that it may not

be said : They knew nothing of Joseph.— Who labor

amongst (or on) you ; Zwingli : Non enim est otian-

dum, non stertendum. El labor arduus est, prcedi-

eare wrbum Dei—Calvin : From the number of

masters must be excluded all slow bellies [Tit. i.

121

—

Berlenburger Bibel: Teachers are not called

to laziness, nor yet to an animal (mere outward bod-

ily) activity. Spiritual labor is the soul's earnest

painstaking, wrestling, and searching, not only for

one's self, but for others ; a laboring in prayer and
patience (comp. 2 Cor. xl ; also Col. L 29 ; H. 1

;

Gal. iv. 19).

—

Hbubnkr: Teachers desire to make
something of men ; this labor is a great thing ; but
it is not always recognized as such.—To choose labor-

ing for souls as one's exclusive calling is a service

that requires effort, and in which at the same time
the heart of faithful labor shuns admeasurement.

—

Calvin: It is not in vain that these marks are

noted ; by them believers are to distinguish the true

pastors.—Chrtsostom has already very unapostoUc
effusions on ill-will towards the priests, through
whom alone we receive admission to the kingdom of
heaven and its tremendis myxterii*.—Heubner: To
misapprehend those who wish us well, and to frus-

trate their labor, brings us sensible damage.

—

Berl.

Bib.: The labor divided into presiding and exhort-
ing.—If thou observest defects in the presidents, do
not withdraw from them thy loving intercession.

—

To preside is not to domineer (1 Pet. v. 3 ; 2 Cor. i
24).—The fame : To preside is to lead the way, not
haughtily to tyrannize.—A legitimate presidency is

exercised in the Lord, therefore not in one's own
It is subject to the trial of spirits. But the

presidents are not merely the mouths by which thi

church speaks ; they serve the church as belonging

to Christ; they serve Christ in it—Admonition is

not the pleasantest duty, but the severest.

—

Thi
same: Presidents must learn to have zeal with

knowledge, to correct with wisdom, to rebuke in

love.

—

The same: Exhortation includes all Divine

methods of admonition, encouragement, excitation,

It is the particular application of the word to this

and that person ; not merely publicly, but in private.

Heubker : The love of an honest teacher has no
price ; only warm love is its worthy reward.

Diedrich: Quarrels and divisions easily occur,

when the preacher's office is not honored.—On the

other hand, where there is a tendency to strife, there

the warnings of the presidents are disregarded.—
[Vaughan : Subordination is peace,—J. L.J

[M. Henry: Ministers should rather mind the

work and duty they are called to, than affect vener-

able and honorable names they may be called by.—
J. L.]

[Lectures: Christian liberty not an anarchy.—
All Church organization finds its warrant, vitality,

and blessing in Christ. The whole relation of pastor

and people grows out of their joint relation to Him.—Thiersch : The Church, although composed of

members who are all called to be filled with the
Holy Ghost, has yet been from the beginning not

mere Spirit, but the very Body of Christ, in which
every part has that place and duty which have been

assigned to it by God, and no other. The Church is

the most perfect of all organizations, and Christianity

the completion of all ordinances.—J. L.]

Y. 14. Heubner : It is the duty of all to further

the teacher's work, and to take part in his cares.

—

Rieger: There is nothing more unhandsome, than
when one will be everything, and is afraid of missing

aught through the co-operation of others ; whatever
God grants to another to perform, that we ought to

enjoy as really a common good.—Zwingli : It is the

duty of all to exhort one another, and so much the

less to be displeased, when others perform it.—By
no means should we leave exhortation to teachers,

and ourselves maintain a sluggish peace. It is not
to maintain peace, when no one dares to say aught,

and no one allows aught to be said to him. True
peace exists only where the truth sanctifies all.

—

Every one is known by his neighbors better than by
his minister, from whom much is concealed.

Calvin : Remedia morbis sunt accommodanda.—
Heubner : It is truly a Christ-like work [ein wahres
Jesuswerk], to interest one's self in souls for which
others regard labor as lost. Rude persons, who will

submit to no order, need earnest correction, reproofs,

challenges ; faint-hearted ones, the class opposite to

the rude, despondent, never satisfied with them*
selves, need comfort ; the weak, failing often, doing
their part imperfectly, need help and support ; every

man needs patience, because every man has some-
thing about him that others find troublesome and
repugnant—The 6ooner exhortation is given, the

easier it goes.—To comfort may prove wearisome,

especially when what is desired is not the evangelical

comfort, to be still under the hand of God.—Cal-
vin : When with one or two attempts at consolation »

we do not reach our end, we easily become annoyed.

—Berl. Bib. : We must not take on airs with the

lowly, but put ourselves on their level.—Those weak
in understanding, faith, love, inclination to holiness,

we must so much the less abandon to themselves.—

Patience is not indifference, for it endures what U
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recognizes as evil ; therefore is it a grace, to be able

to be patient (1 Pet. il 19).* Impatience is weak-
ness.—Starke : This Divine disposition (to be slow
to wrath) we too should have in ourselves ; as a fruit

of the Spirit (Gal v. 22).—Every Christian has yet

his faults ; what is there in me that others have to

bear (Eph. iv. 82)? Let us therefore exercise pa-

tience towards the members of our family, and not
merely towards strangers ; towards those in a hum-
ble position, and not merely towards the eminent.

V. 15. Hecbnkr : It is the duty of Christians to

maintain the spirit of love in the Church, and de-

stroy all seeds of bitterness.—Eye for eye, tooth for

tooth, is a principle of Divine justice ; but selfish-

ness would execute it in an arbitrary style.

—

Starke :

To requite good with evil is devilish ; to requite evil

with evil is heathenish ; to requite good with good
Is commendable ; to requite evil with good is Chris-

tian.

—

Chrtsostom : What harm can be done to the

man, who is able even to requite evil with good ?

Whereas the bee, along with its sting, parts with its

life.—Abigail knew how to warn David. Zinzen-

dorf said, that his chief aim was to love those who
injured him.

Vv. 12-15* Stockmeter: The Apostle is con-

cerned about two things, that there be mutual ex-

hortation, and that peace be maintained. Both are

important; both must go band in hand. Neither
should be a hindrance in the way of the other. The
one can prosper only when the other does ; and the

welfare of the Church, only when both are duly re-

garded.

V. 16. Hkudner : The Christian is always under
the cross, and always in joy.. Christianity the way
to true gladness. But the gladness of a Christian is

inward, deep, silent. And the path to this gladness

lies only through sorrow. Ret severa verum gau-
cKum.—There is much sorrow in the world ; but it is

only true mourning that is blessed (Matt. v. 41 The
work of God's grace is the most glorious tnat can
gladden the heart of man. Joy likewise belongs to

the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22).—Rieger: We
may even be assailed by a variety of fortune ; only
the foundation of hope, as the proper source of
Christian joyousness, should under all changes re-

main the same,-—2fer7. Bib.: Many suppose that

there is not in the world a more wretched, unhappy
man than a true Christian ; in this way the devil dis-

heartens people.—But prayerful joy alone is true

joy.—[Barrow's Sermon on this text opens thus:
44 Rejoice evermore I good Apostle, how accept-

able rules dost thou prescribe 1 gracious God,
how gracious laws dost Thou impose ! "—See also a

Sermon by Dr. Donne, and four by Dr. Gale.—
j.y

V. Vl. Zwinoli : True prayer is the lifting of

the heait to God, not empty, wordy babble.

—

Lu-
ther, in Starke : The whole life of a genuine Chris-

tian goes on continually in prayer. For, though he
is not constantly moving his lips or multiplying

words, yet the heart, like the artery and fceart in the

body, goes on beating unceasingly with sighs, and
the more that blows, vexation, and distress become
severely afflictive and urgent, with so much the

greater force does this sighing and praying proceed,

even orally, so that you can as little find a Christian

without prayer as a living man without a pulse,

which stands never still, though the man is sleeping

or doing something else, and he is not aware of it.

—

* [Tovro yip x<£pi«, K.T.A.—J. I*.]

Rieger: To pray without growing weary, without

yielding to hindrances, without despairing of the

salvation of God, is to pray without ceasing. All

sayings of Scripture must be reduced to practice also

in that Spirit by whom they were uttered; under
whose auspices we never take aim too high, nor is

any indulgence given to the sluggishness of the

flesh.—When you do not at once receive the thing

prayed for, do not therefore give over; hold on
(Rom. xii. 12).

—

Berl. Bib. : Four great hindrances

to prayer: 1. too much outward business unconv
manded by God ; 2. too little subduing of the body

;

3. too litde privacy; 4. too great slothfulness.

—

Tfu
tame : If thou wouldst not cease to pray, cease not

to desire. The fervor of love is the cry of the heart.

[Augustine, as quoted by Wordsworth : Continuous
desire is continuous prayer. If you cease to desire,

you are dumb, you have ceased to pray.—J. L.]—
Kundig (in the Erfaltrungen am Kranken- und
Sterbebette, p. 218) does not allow the validity of the

complaint : / cannot pray ; as you have complained
thus to me, a man, you can just as certainly sigh to

God, and say : Alas, Goa\ I can no longer pray f

and so you are already engaged in prayer.—[See two
Sermons by Barrow on this verse.—J. L.]

V. 18. That man is very unthankful to God, to

whom the righteousness of Christ and the hope of
eternal life are not of so much consequence, that ho
can rejoice in the midst of sorrow. Thanksgiving is

a bridle on our desires. We are indeed permitted

to pray earnestly, yet so that God's will be dearer to

us than our own.

—

Rieger : One finds always occa-

sion for thanksgiving, when we learn to understand

how even that which seems adverse is thus well

arranged for the quelling of the flesh and its dispo-

sition, and for the relief of the Spirit.—Berl. Bib.

:

The best thanksgiving is expressed in obedience, so

that we again present to Him all that we have re-

ceived from Him.

—

Chrtsostom : Hast thou suffered

some evil thing? Why, if thou dost so choose,

there is nothing evil in it. Give God thanks, and
then it is changed into a blessing. With Chrtsos-
tom it was an axiom : There u but one calamity, stu.

And after many sorrows he died with the words:

God be pravted for everything ! [tifya t* 6c$
w&vtup Zv(Kfv.]—To the thankful there is ever im-

parted an increase of blessing, Ps. L 23 * [A beau-

tiful hymn on this verse by Mrs. Meta Heusser, see

in Schafp's German Hymn-Book, Philad. 1859,

No. 30.]

Vv. 16-18. Stockmeter : In what way may we
attain to the ability of complying with the summons
to be always joyful ? The will of God is first of all,

that thou too shouldst be in Christ Then hast thou

God for thy Father ; then is thy whole life in God
and with God, with a heart that ever prays, that is,

is ever directed toward God. Then art thou joyful

in God (Ps. lxxiii. 25 sqq.), though not always tri-

umphing aloud. When in the very depths of the

soul is a still unreconciled conscience, no man can
be truly glad ; but let the peace of God dwell in the

heart's depths, and it is possible for thee, as a child

of God, to weep as if thou wept not—to be sorrow-

ful, and yet always rejoicing. 2. But how shall we
attain to this sure and constant communion through

Christ with God? There are very many interrup-

tions to the course of our prayers
;
pleasure and sor-

* [According to iAmrea's vorrion : " War Dink npftrt,

d>r preitct mich ; und daUlder Wtff, dasi teft ihm ttigt da*
HeilGotles:*—J. L.1
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row find as often unprepared. Now even that must
incite us to prayer, and also to thanksgiving. If

still unable to give thanks for everything, we may
nevertheless in all things, at least for the earlier

blessings already received ; not as if all that was to

50 for nothing; till we learn also to give thanks

eren for chastisement itself. But especially is that,

which God in Christ has done in thee, worthy of the

loftiest praise. To be still uncertain as to our gra-

cious state is a heart-trouble, sorer than all suffering.

Whereas to have found mercy makes temporal afflic-

tions light. We perceive also how little salutary

would be a time of undisturbed prosperity, in which
the heart would become corrupted and ever more
greedy. Not till sin and infirmity lie wholly behind

us, will our whole life be everlasting devotion and
unspeakable joy.—Corap. Paul Gerhardt's Hymn,
Kieht so traurig, nicht so sehr, Ac.

V. 19. Stahelin : The Holy Spirit in His gra-

cious workings is quenched by the pious against their

will through carelessness, so that the light of joy and
strength declines in them, and they have to rekindle

it with ardent sighs ; but the ungodly suppress the

Holy Spirit's knocking by wanton resistance.

—

Berl.

Bib. : Check the power of the Spirit neither in your-

selves nor in others. By dissipation amongst vani-

ties we quench the Spirit in ourselves. We should

always resist ourselves rather than others.

—

Rikoer :

In things of the Spirit we do not exercise as much
reasonableness as in the affairs of civil life, where we
know bow to turn to use the gifts and intelligence

of every citizen ; whilst in spiritual things, on ac-

count of the apprehended abuse, we attempt an utter

extinction.

—

Von Gerlach : One main cause of the

decay of our Church is, that the activity of the laity,

the manifestation of the gifts vouchsafed to them for

the common advantage, has no regular sphere of

operation (comp. 1 Cor. xiv.).—There the life is con-

tracted and withered.

V. 20. Heubneb : Prophesyings are, strictly

speaking, considered by the Christian ; he is not a
sceptic, nor an unbeliever, but neither is he credu-

lous.—Prophets appear even along with the written

word ; only not t» opposition to it ; they are rather

those in whom the word becomes living, and through

them also for others. The Reformers were the

prophets of their century ; Spenir one of those of

the century that followed. Nor was there wanting

to them also the stamp of the hatred which they had
to endure (Matt. v. 11, 12).—Berl Bib. : We should

duly regard the manner in which God works won-
drously even in novices, and give the glory to Him

[On w. 16-20 Bishop Beveridoe has Brief

Notes, and a Sermon on v. 18.—J. L.]

V. 21. Zwinqli: Prove all things; that holds

pood of things that are still doubtful, and respecting

which the judgment is still unsettled.

—

Berl. Bib.

:

It b one thing, to prove ; another, to destroy. For
the trial there is needed the Spirit of God, and a
humble mind, that will bend and bow.—Whatever
novelty presents itself is to be proved by the already

authenticated gospel. We are required to discern,

not only ungodly spirits, but likewise human admix-
tures with the truth. We are to allow ourselves to

be proved by the Spirit of God (Ps. cxxxix.). Hu-
man reason judges differently in different individu-

als, so long as we are unenlightened (1 Cor. ii. 14)

;

the Apostle's exhortation is directed to such as

ttood in the frith.

[Boson : What a glorious freedom of thought

do the Apostles recommend ! And how contempti-
ble in their view is a blind and implicit faith I—
Watkrland's Sermon on this verse: L Care and
discretion in choosing ; II. Firmness and steadiness
in retaining.—J. L.1

V. 22. Verum index sui et falsi.—Heidelberg
Catechism, Quest. 114: (We should) with earnest
purpose begin to live, not only according to some,
but all, the commandments of God.

—

Stockmeter :

Shun evil of every kind, even when there is no in-

tention of evil; when it is not a lie, but an error;
even when it is found in an otherwise well-enlight-

ened, respectable, beloved person ; even when it is

proposed in connection with what is true and good

;

even when it has much that is plausible and attract-

ive. Whatever conflicts with the word of God is

of evil, let it seem never so obvious.
V. 23. Without peace no sanctification [Char-

nock : God is first the God of peace, before He be
the God of sanctification.—J. L.J, without sanctifica-

tion no peace.

—

Rieger : Man can indeed do noth-
ing without God ; but God also will do nothing with-
out man, and the proof of his obedience at every
step.—Starke : Blessed the man, to whom God is a
God of peace in Christ, and not a God of vengeance
out of Christ*—The God of peace has thoughts of
peace toward us.—Rieoer : Peace with God is first

of all the atonement, effected on the cross by the
blood of Jesus, and received by us in faith. But
here the idea is still broader, and embraces likewise
everything whereby God holds us in subjection to
Himself, so that all striving and cavilling against
God ceases, and on the contrary everything in man
submits itself contentedly under God, passes under
the easy yoke of Christ, is kept by a cheerful and
willing spirit to a joyful life according to the will of
God, and so peace with God and in God rules in the
heart. This God of peace, drawing us thus entirely

to Himself, by the very same means sanctifies us.

For truly our sanctification is the willing and con-
tented surrender to God, to His will and service, and
cleaving to Him forever.—This requires on our side
pursuit and effort, but in the strength which God fur-

nishes (Phil ii. 12 sq.). Therefore, no peace with
sin, not even with any favorite sin ; entire sanctifica-

tion is the aim.

—

Berl. Bib.: By the fall we are
wholly corrupted; the sanctifying process would
take possession of us wholly. Presently we are
afraid that we may become too holy.—[Bishop Wil-
son : spirit, sou/, body. All these have been defiled,

and all must be regenerated.—J. L.]
V. 24. Benqel : In this brief word is contained

the sum of all oonsolstion.-Berl. Bib.: We must
not rest in the best of rules, but betake ourselves to
God Himself. Otherwise an idolatry grows out of
the rules.

[Vauohan: God not only speaks, but will do.
With Him words are never disjoined from deeds,
nor promises from their performance.—J. L.]

Vv. 23, 24. Stockmeter : From the Apostle's
benediction, as earnest as it is comforting, we may
see that the question concerns a thorough sanctifica-

tion ; 1. What is it? Not a superficial transforma-
tion here and there, but a renovation of our entire

nature ; 2. Why is it so highly necessary ? Because
that will be the subject of inquiry and judgment on

• [It is a still more serious thought, that as tho God of
vengeance, no less than as the God of peace, God is in
Christ ; John v. 22; Acts xvii. 81 ; Rev. six. 11-21 ; &c—
J. I*.J
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the day of judgment and decision of our eternal

destiny; 8. How is it possible? Not in our own
strength ; nor are we referred to ourselves, where we
should find only weakness and corruption, but to the

steadfast, gracious will, and the thoughts of peace,

of Almighty God.

—

[Irekscs, in Wordsworth:

What reason had the Apostle to pray for a perfect
preservation of those elements (soul, body, and
spirit), unless he knew the reunion of all three, and
that there is one salvation for them all ? They will

be perfect, who present all three blameless to God.—
J« L.]

V.

Conclusion of the Epistle with Salutation and Benediction*

Cn. V. 25-28.

25, 26, 27 Brethren, pray for us. Greet all the brethren with a holy kiss. I
charge [adjure] * you by the Lord, that this [the, ryvj epistle be read unto all

28 the holy * brethren. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ oe with you. Amen.*

1 V. 27.—A. B. D.» E. iropffff** [found nowhere else] ; Bin. and most others, V*f£», which if, indeed, more common
in the New Testament {Mark v. 7 ; Acts xix. 13 ;—the only other instances], and therefore, perhaps, in the present
Instance merely a correction. [Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford, Ellicott edit cvo/mc.—Nearly all versions and commenta-
ries give the full force of the Greek verb, aa K. V. does in the other instances, and here in the margin.—J. L.)

V. 27.—aylois is wanting^in_B. D. E. F. O. and in Sin. primA tnanu ; but is found in A. K. L., Sin. secundA went*.
and in most of the versions. De Wette is probably right in holding, that it was omitted as being unusual and apparent]v

, rather than it was added ; it is found also at Heb. iii. 1. [It is omitted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Alford.superfluous, i

Kiggenboch brackets it in his version.—J. L.]
V. 28.—aM^K at the close is wanting in B. T). 1 F. O. ; most of the authorities hare it, and so Sin.

editors generally omit it j Biggenbach brackets.—J. L.]
[The critical

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (V. 25.) Brethren, pray for us (*ro) *cp/,

B. P. 1

, is unsuitable [Lachmann inserts the kcU in

brackets.—J. L.] ). The closing words are concise

and hearty. First, be solicits intercession in behalf

of bis apostolic calling ; this be frequently docs, lay-

ing stress upon it, and humbly suing for it (2 Thess.

iii. 1; Rom. xv. 80; Col. it. 3; Epb. vi. 18, 19;
Phile. 22).* Bengel notes that in the Epistle to

the Galatians and in the First to the Corinthians he
does not do so, because he was there compelled to

Admonish his readers with fatherly severity,f
* 2. (V. 26.) Greet all the brethren with a
holy kiss j tplXrifxa, a lore-token (Rom. xvi. 16

;

1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiil 12); ^fAn/ta 070**77;

(1 Pet. v. 14) ; in the Latin Fathers, and first Ter-

tullian, oseuium pacts [signaculum pact*.—J. L.],

also simply pax. The kiss, a general mark of salu-

tation, especially in the East, was here to be hal-

lowed as an expression of brotherly love, and of the
common joy in the Lord. It had its place especially

after prayer, and before taking the Holy Snpper, &c.
According to Tertullian it was omitted on Good Fri-

day (on account of the kiss of Judas}. Later eccle-

siastical rules (with a view particularly to cutting off

every pretext for heathen calumnies) insisted that

enly men should kiss men, and women women. The
custom remained till the middle ages, and it still

prevails in the East at Easter (comp. Augusti, Hand-
buck der chr. ArchSol., II. p. 718 sqq.). Because in

the other Pauline passages it is said: &nr£ro<r&c
oAX^Aovf, but here: robs MbXQobs vdVra*, De
Wkttx and Lineman* infer that the Epistle, re-

• [Comp. 2 Oor. i. 11 ; Phfl. i. 10 ; Heb. xlH. 18.-J. L.J
t (Bbkobl also remark* that this reqneet is wanting

likewise m the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, either he-
cause Paul addressed them as his sons, or because he could
already count on having their Intercession.—J. L.)

ceived and read in public by the presidents, requires
them, first of all, to salute and kiss all the brethren
in the Apostle's name. Ewalo even asserts that w.
25-27, beginning so abruptly, were plainly added by
Paul in his own hand for the authentication of the
letter, according to 2 Thess. iii. 17 (in pursuance of
the untenable hypothesis, that our First Epistle was
rather the Second); and that these words, accord-
ingly, were intended first for the presidents ; Timo-
thy having probably informed him that our Second
Epistle (which was rather the First) had not been
duly read in public before the assembled church.
But even the appeal to 3 John 9 has no power to lift

all this out of the category of utterly groundless
hypotheses. In opposition to it Hofmakh properly
reminds us, that the invitation in v. 25 is addressed
to all the Thessalonians, and therefore also the next
v. 26 ; hence : Deliver my salutation (in connection

1

with the holy kiss) to all the brethren—thx the Thes-
salonians did collectively, when on bearing these
words they kissed one another.

8. (V. 27.) I adjure yon, Ac. ; 6Wf« or Irop-

kI(u has also a different construction from the pres-
ent, but here it is construed with two accusatives,

one of the human person addressed, and another of
the Divine Person by whom the adjuration takes
place (comp. Acts xix. IS) ; top tcvpiov affording an
indirect proof of the divinity of Christ [Deut. vi.

18 ; Is. lxv. 16 ; Matt. xxvi. 63.—J. L.]. What fol-

lows might mean: that the Epistle be read by all

(dative after the passive); but better: that it be
read to (before) all, including also those who could
not read ; also before women and children ; omnibu*
auscullantibus (Bengel). Not: acknowledged as
genuine ; which is against the usage, and equally at

variance with the state of the case, the Second Epis-

tle having first to speak of spurious Epistles. Before
all the brethren^ to wit, in Thessalonica ; not abroad
in Macedonia generally (Bengel [Wordsworth] \
for that must have been expressed. But why this
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urgent, solemn adjuration ? For in the supposition,

that we need not take the strong expression so

strictly [Jowett], we dare just as little acquiesce in

this instance as at 1 Cor. viii. 13 and Rom. ix. 3.

Everywhere the Apostle has his good reason for

speaking so. Already Theodoret and then Ols-

bavssn conjecture that there was a slight feeling of

distrust that the presidents might not read the Epis-

tle to all ; Calvin and Yon Gkrlach suppose either

that malevolent, envious persons might suppress the

letter, or that a false prudence and caution might

communicate it only to a few. The latter idea is

more conceivable than the former. But without

dearer evidence it is scarcely right for us to take up

a reproach against the presidents. The incidental

disturbances at Thessalonica really proceeded from

the &tc£wt<h*, and the most that was to be appre-

hended was, that all (presidents or others) might not

have exactly the right tact in dealing with them. It

is not said: if iicicXjncHa (comp. CoL iv. 16), but

emphatically: to all the brethren; De Wette: as

much as to say, that no one should miss the reading.

There is no foundation for Baur's statement (Paulus,

p. 491), that the view of a later period betrays itself,

according to which the apostolic letters had the au-

thority of sacred things, to which due reverence was

to be shown by a repeated reading in public, and
th*t Paul himself could never have found it neces-

sary solemnly to adjure the churches, that they

should not leave his letters unread. But that he

does not do at all ; only that the Epistle shall not be

withheld from any one, for this he makes them an-

swerable before God ; and as to a repeated reading

for the sake of showing honor (a strange idea in

itself), there is again no mention of it, as the very

aorist infinitive shows (Lunemann).*—But why,

then, this urgent exhortation ? There is no second

instance of it, and to us, with our inexact knowledge

of the circumstances, it is not perfectly intelligible.

But, remembering how greatly he longed to see the

Theasalonians (chu iil), we understand thus much,

that he considers it of high importance that his writ-

ten exhortations should come straight to all, and

have their influence on all, in order that no false

reports may arise from a false reserve ; also that no
one may be allowed on any pretence to avoid hear-

ing them, and that generally all discrepancies may
be at once crushed in the bud. Hofmann refers

to the circumstance, that the Thessalonians, who
yearned so earnestly for Paul's personal return,

might be tempted somewhat to undervalue the writ-

ten substitute for that ; and this he guards against.*

—This passage by no means implies the existence of

a series of apostolic letters ; on the contrary, we
rather set the impression that writing to churches

was stiff a new business for him, and hence his ex-

* [Auonn likewise uses this argument from the aorist in
frror of a single act. But it "moat certainly not be
iraemL" fay jSllxcott. "as this tense in the infinitive,

espedauy after verbs of 'hoping,' 'commanding,' &c, is

often used in reference not merely to single acts, but to
vast is either timeless . ... or simply eventual, and depend-
ent on the action expressed by the finite verb."—J. L.]

t rELLieoTT : M we may perhaps fall hack on the reason
Mated by Tbbodohkt and expanded by recent expositors,
—thai a deep sense of the great spiritual importance of this
Epistle, not merely to those who were anxious about the
iwaffpfroi (ch. iv. IS), but to all without exception, soar-

ftHed the unusual adjuration.''—Lectures: "It wss well
ftat the common right of l alt the holy brethren* to the

ion of the apostollo writings should be thus ex-
ly endorsed on the very first of the canonical Epis-
-J.L.]CS

ceeding anxiety that the Epistle should act on all.

This rirst Epistle he recommends to be read, at

Moses and the Prophets were read (Deut. xxxi. 11

sqq. Bengbl.).

4. (V. 28.) The grace, &c. sc. cfq, &rr» ; the

ordinary benediction at the close of the Epistles;

somewhat shorter still, 1 Cor. xvi. 23 [according to

the reading that omits fjftwv.—J. L.] ; shortest of

ail, CoL iv. 18 ; for the most part rather more ex-

tended; but always somewhat similar. This all

need. At the beginning and end of the Epistles be
desires grace for the readers, and that the grace of

Jesus Christ. And this implies not merely that

Christ is alive, but that He is Divine. No one would

venture to wish for his readers the grace of any

mere man.

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 25.) Advanced Christians are readily for-

gotten by us in our intercessions, which we regard

as less necessary for them, and we think perhaps

that they pray themselves, and better than we. We
do not reflect, that they are also the most exposed to

the enemy, and must contend in the front rank.

2. (V. 26.) Even without the external form,

recommended by the Apostle, a hearty brotherly

love is a possible thing. And yet it is true that

there can scarcely be a prevailing neglect of all the

evidences of love, and Christian love itself not grow
cool. External rules are of no avail ; but the ten-

dency of the inner life creates for itself loving

manifestations.

3. (V. 27.) The earnest adjuration shows that

Paul perceives how it is the aim of the enemy of

truth to withdraw it from the people.

—

Calvin:
There are always to be found those who will deny

that it is well to publish what they yet acknowledge

to be good.

—

Benqel: Quod Paulus cum adjura-

iione jubet, id Roma tub anathetnate prohibet The
passage is fatal to all Bible-prohibition,—BerL Bib.

:

He must have noticed that there were sciolists

amongst them, who might say : Who knows whether

it is suitable for all (ch. v. 19 ; iii. 6)? Who then

will now pretend, in contempt of such an adjuration,

to forbid the laity to read the Scriptures ?—Where,

too, is there even a trace of any fixing of an authen-

tic interpretation?

—

[Benson: Paul did not look

upon ignorance to be the mother of devotion;

neither did he recommend it to them, before they

read the Scriptures, first to read a system of divin-

ity, drawn up by uninspired and fallible men.—
WonnswoRTH : This public reading of the Epistles

was a Divine provision made by the Holy Spirit

Himself, not only for the public promulgation of His

own will and word, but for the perfect assurance and

unswerving belief of all reasonable men in the genu-

ineness, authenticity, integrity, and inspiration of

that word.—J. L.]

HOMELETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 25. BerL Bib.: Pray for us; I need it as

well as you.

—

Theodorit : 1. He desires their inter-

cession ; 2. gives them an example of modesty.

—

BerL Bib. : in the Church militant one member
should help another, and may well seek that other's

help.
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[Barnes: There is do way in which a people

can better advance the cause of piety in their own
hearts, than by praying much for their minister.-—

J. 1*1

V. 26. Berl. Bib. : The holy kiss is opposed to

the false kiss of the world.

V. 27. Earnestness adjures.

Vt. 26-28. A church is well guarded, when 1«

mutual intercession is cherished in it ; 2. brotherly

lore is alive in it; 3. the word of God is rightly and
faithfully dispensed; and. 4. the grace of Jesus

Christ rules over all.
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THE SECOKD EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO THB

THESSALONIANS.

INTRODUCTION.

I L OCCASION, TIME, AND PLACE OF WBITINQ.

Thb Second Epistle, on the whole, indicates the same state of things as the First, and

nores also in a similar circle of thought. Here too we still find no sort of reference to any

Jewish-Christian adversaries of the Apostle. Silvanus and Timothy are still as in the First

Epistle his helpers, and joined with him in the composition of the letter. From this very

circumstance it may with great probability be inferred, that this Second Epistle also was

written at Corinth. After the period marked in Acts xviii. we no longer find Silas with the

Apostle. Bnt when the subscription says, from Athens^ that is here as erroneous as in the

first Epistle. As regards both the situation of the Apostle and the state of the church we
may observe in the Second Epistle a further development, which shows us that it was written

some time after the First ; not too soon after, for the First Epistle must have been in opera-

tion for some time, if we are to account for the appearance of spurious Epistles (ch. ii. 2)

;

aor yet too long after, certainly not after Paul had left Corinth, for ch. ii. 5 ; iii. 8, 10 imply,

ss Blues: properly remarks (in his Introduction), that Paul had been but once in Thessa*

lonica* Paul has to endure an obstructive hostility (ch. iii. 1, 2) ; and this agrees with the

fetter period of his stay at Corinth (comp. Acts xviii 9, 12). Moreover, there are branch-

chnrches near Corinth (ch. i. 4) ; which implies that Paul had already been working there

some time (comp. 2 Cor. i. 1 ; Rom. xvi. 1). In Thessalonica, on the other hand, the develop-

ment shows itself in three particulars, of which Paul must have been apprised orally or by
letter:

1. An outbreak of new persecutions (ch. L 4) brought with it the necessity for new con-

fanatioa in the faith.

2. The excitement in regard to the expectation of the Advent had increased, but in a

modified form. They no longer entertained any solicitude as to the dead ; on that point 1

The*, iv. 13 sqq. had given them sufficient light ; but as they did not receive the instruction

* soberly as 1 These, v. required, so their minds had been agitated in another way, partly

through terror and consternation, partly through a vehement longing, whilst they supposed

that Christ's return was immediately imminent. Suggestions that claimed to be from the

Bpirit, and even forged apostolic letters (or at least one letter) increased the violent commo*

* (See Introduction to the First Epistle, p. 9, end foot-note.—J. L.]
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*

tion (ch. ii. 1, 2). To correct this error, the Apostle insists on the terribly grave character of

the catastrophe, that was still to be looked for previously. For believers, indeed, the result

will be a happy one ; but first the severe trial of the dominant apostasy, of the Antichristian

period, will be gone through ; and, until this passage is effected (which something at present

restrains), the dawn of Christ's blessed Coming is not to be expected. It is not satisfactory

to say with Db Wette, that Paul seeks to cool off somewhat the too lively expectation*

Rather, he seeks to deepen the too lightly cherished hope, and prepare the readers for a time

which will be more trying than they supposed. Here likewise, though in a different direction

from 1 Thess. iv., it again appears that they were still too little reconciled to the serious path

of the cross and of death, and too readily overlooked the a&ivts.

8. It is probably connected with this, that the outgrowth of a disorderly, lazy officiousness

had not declined, but had deplorably increased. If their thought was : " Now, indeed, every-

thing that exists is presently dissolving ! " so much the more might many break bounds.

Against this the Apostle directs, ch. iii. 6 sqq., his sharp word of reproof, and enjoins sterner

measures of discipline.

Thus the Second Epistle throughout presupposes the First The First relates the history

of the conversion of the Thessalonians ; the Second shows us the progress of their develop-

ment. The First treats of the possible nearness of the Advent ; the Second corrects a mis-

apprehension of this doctrine. The First gives friendly warning against a spirit of disorder

;

the Second is required to attack more sharply this stubborn evil. Besides, 2 Thess. ii. 15

refers to the First Epistle (tbe reference at least includes our First), and 2 Thess ii. 1 to 1

Thess. iv. 17. •

Some expositors, it is true, would invert the relation. In the first place, Gkotius supposed

that the Man of Sin (ch. ii. 3) was the Emperor Caligula, who attempted to place his statue

in the temple ; moreover, that an ap\ns (<&• "• 13) i* onty to be understood by supposing

that the Epistle was addressed to Jewish Christians who had come from Palestine, and
amongst them Jason ; finally, that the mark of genuineness (ch. iii. 17) is to be regarded as

a notice communicated by Paul to his readers at once in his first letter. But the whole of

this is utterly arbitrary. A mark of genuineness was not wanted by readers until spurious

letters were forthcoming, and this again is not conceivable prior to the existence of genuine

letters. Nor are the Palestinian recipients of the letter anything but a fiction, invented to

render somewhat more plausible that which contradicts all chronology, the reference of the

second chapter to Caligula.

Less impossible d priori is Ewald's hypothesis, that the Second Epistle, put last as being
the shorter, is rather the First, and indeed written from Beroea ; that Paul therein corrects the

misunderstanding in regard to his preaching of the speedy Advent ; that only by this correc-

tion is there explained that anxiety on account of such as died before the Advent, which he has
now occasion to remove in his second letter (1 Thess. iv. 13 sqq.). It is certainly not d priori

impossible, that from a misunderstanding of 2 Thess. ii. there should have arisen such an
anxiety as 1 Thess. iv. implies, though we would still find more natural a different effect of

2 Thess. ii. But the entire relation of the two Epistles is not at all satisfactorily explained

by Ewald's method. In a first letter we can understand the fact and reason of Paul's revert-

ing so particularly to the history of the conversion of the Thessalonians (on that point comp.
the exposition of the First Epistle) ; in a later letter, after that our Second had preceded as

the First, we should no longer comprehend it; nor again the fact, that our First Epistle

should be so entirely silent respecting the Second, in that passage (1 Thess. ii. 15 [5] sqq.)

where the Apostle recounts all his cares and efforts in behalf of the Thessalonians. Of the
mention of the churches, in which Paul gloried in the Thessalonians (2 Thess. i 4), Ewald,
who makes him write so at Beroea, has no other than a very forced explanation. At 2 Thess.
ii. 2 Ewald himself has to admit, that from that it is evident that our Second Epistle had
already been preceded by an earlier Epistle ; and should that have been, not our First, but
another lost one ? That were, however, a groundless conjecture. Nor is there at Beroea
adequate opportunity for the vexations which the Apostle had to suffer, ch. iii 2 ; for when,
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»

after some time of unobstructed activity in that city, the agitators arrived from Thessalonica,

his sojourn there came immediately to an end (Acts xvii 14). So we will rest in this, that

the old established succession of the two Epistles is likewise the correct one.

f 2. GEIOJINENESS OP THE EPISTLE.

The external evidence of the Second Epistle is precisely the same as for the First, and as

for the Epistle to the Galatians. An allusion to 2 Thess. iii. 15 sq. see in Polycarp, Phil. 11.

If the First Epistle has on a close examination of even its minutest features proved itself to

be genuinely Pauline, that of itself tells in favor also of the Second. The latter likewise has

never been suspected until the 19th century, and then on so-called internal grounds ; first by
Johx Ernst Christian Schmidt, who began (1801) with merely explaining ch. ii 1-12 as a

Montanistic interpolation, and subsequently called in question the whole Epistle. De Wette
took sides with him in the first edition of his Eirdeitung [Introduction to the New Test.—J.

L], but subsequently he himself refuted the grounds of doubt. On the other hand, Keen
attacked the genuineness of the Epistle in the Tubingen Zeitschr\ft

y 1839, II. ; after him
Baur, Patdus, p. 485 sqq., and in a modified form in his and Zeller's ThedL Jahrb., 1855, IL

p. 150 sqq. ; most recently Htlgenfeld (who regards the First Epistle as genuine) in his

Zcfackrijl far wusensch. Theohgie, 1862, HI. p. 242 sqq. Amongst the defenders of the genu-

ineness are especially to be named Guebicke, Beitrdge, 1828 ; Reiche, authentic* posteriori*

ad Th. epititolcB vindicia, 1829; Large, Da$ apost. ZeitalUrr, L p. Ill sqq.; the expositors

LftraxAiRf, 2d ed., with special thoroughness, and Hofmann. Nothing but what Hilgen-

fxld brings forward of his own remains still unanswered.

Many of the scruples alleged are in the highest degree trifling. One time the Second

Epistle should be too like the First, merely an imitation ; then again the expressions (of

which every Epistle contains a number), that cannot be matched out of other Epistles, are

urged as grounds of suspicion. In truth, the Second Epistle has no greater resemblance to the

First than the Epistle to the Ephesians has to that to the Colossians, or than many passages

of the Epistle to the Romans have to the Epistle to the Galatians ; it has, besides, its alto-

gether definite and appropriate aim. Nor are the peculiarities of expression for that reason

nnpauline, as the exposition will have to show. Amongst other points, indeed, Hilgenfeld
thinks that ch. i. 6, 7 has an unapostolic sound, as if one merited the kingdom of Qod by
suffering ; moreover, that in ch. ii. 15 we light upon an almost Romanizing recommendation of

the Apostle's oral and written traditions in general, and so forth ; but others will have diffi-

culty in seeing in what way the latter text is so essentially different from 1 Cor. xi. 2 or xv.

I; and as for the former and others such, it is the less necessary to anticipate the exposition,

u the result in reference to the question of genuineness is in any event too unimportant

;

indeed; Hilgenfeld himself does not in this relation go further than to say (p. 245) : " Cer-

tainly we are here brought at least to the extreme limit of the Pauline mode of statement."

A ground of suspicion, on which Baur especially lays stress, is what we read in? ch. ii 2
of forged letters of the Apostle, taken in connection with the token by which according to

ch. iii 17 the readers were afterwards to recognize the genuineness of an apostolic document.

The former passage Keen would not understand of a spurious letter, but rather that it speaks

of a misconstruction that had appeared in Thessalonica of the First Epistle. And so it is

understood also by Bleek (Einl, p. 886), who yet regards the Second Epistle likewise as

genuine ; but in consequence of that interpretation his explanation of ch. iii. 17 proves to be,

* HrLOEBTFELD properly remarks (p. 263), very unsatisfactory. If, however, ch. ii 2 speaks

of a forged letter, as almost all since Oeigex have understood, then it is held to be incon-

eerrable that such a thing should have occurred at so early a period ; also that Paul could

*>t possibly have thought already in the beginning, when he had as yet written very few let-

fen, of setting up a mark of genuineness for all subsequent letters : " This is the sign in

«rery Epistle, so I write

;

n that, moreover, the similar phrase in 1 Cor. xvi. 21 is the natural

expression of his love in the salutation, whereas here, in an altogether unpauline manner, it is
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made the mark of distinction between genuine and spurious letters ; that this takes us to a

time when spurious letters had come to be known, and there was occasion to ask for the tests

of genuineness.

These arguments lose every appearance even of validity, as soon as we realize to ourselves

the state of the case. The point was, to secure the Thessalonians against repeated deception,

and for this the best expedient was the precaution that Paul hit upon :
" So I write ; let no

future letter be put upon you as sent by me, which does not contain the salutation written by

mine own hand." Now, it is true that only in other two instances, 1 Cor. and CoL iv. 18, do

we meet with the same clause : " The salutation by the hand of me, Paul," and in neither of

these two places is the same object asserted as in our text. So much the less could a forger,

with this and other Epistles before him, have thought of writing : This is my token in every

Epistle. For, in fact, he did not find it stereotyped in all the Epistles. But the real Paul

might, so write to the real Thessalonians, whilst using the salutation of cordial love (and this

it certainly was in our Epistle likewise first of all) as at the same time a precautionary meas-

ure. The salutation was as to its contents a token of love ; as to its form, as being written

by Paul's own hand, a token of genuineness. But with this it is not at all necessary to

suppose, that the same words must continually recur ; the only thing required was the auto-

graph subscription. In what way Paul understood the word would be perfectly plain to us,

if we possessed a third Epistle to the Thessalonians. It is true, indeed, that such a provision

could only have been suggested to Paul by the fact that spurious letters were already known;

but according to ch. ii. 2 this was precisely the case. After the Apostle's death the tempta-

tion to such forging of letters might easily make itself felt ; but why not as well in those

times when writing to the churches was still a new thing, so that in any greatly excited circle

such a letter readily seemed to be the appropriate means for securing an entrance for peculiar

notions.

Thus regarded, everything becomes intelligible ; on the other hand, what these critics

charge upon the forger is utterly incomprehensible. Looking at the matter in a purely

rational light, how foolish would it have been for any one, who desired to forge a letter (and

the case, we see, actually occurred), to draw attention so pointedly to this consideration:

Suffer no spurious letter to be imposed on you, that has not my own subscription. Was he,

forsooth, even in his autograph to imitate the Apostle's handwriting? That would not

merely have been foolish, but it would have betrayed such a degree of callous obtuseness of

conscience, as could never be reconciled with the character of holy earnestness and thoughtful

purity, by which undeniably our Epistle likewise is distinguished. In fact, to infer that the

more positively any one says : I am the Apostle, there is the stronger ground for suspecting

that it is not true—this is surely unjust, so long as the impossibility of his speaking the truth

is not shown conclusively. In the Epistle to the Galatians the Apostle speaks with far larger

reference to his own person, and yet no one questions the genuineness.

The main ground of doubt, and really the only one that comes into serious consideration,

is the contents of the section, ch. ii 1-12. It was from this point also that Schmidt's first

doubt started. It is asserted that the doctrine of the Antichrist, which is here presented, is

not Pauline. But in this, by dint of reasoning in a circle, people cut out and fashion for

themselves a fictitious Paul. Yet what Paul says about the groaning creation occurs only in

Rom. viii., and the prospect he holds out of Israel's conversion only in Horn. xi. Is therefore

the Epistle to the Romans to be regarded as spurious ? On the whole, there is scarcely an

Epistle that does not contain some point of doctrine peculiar to itself.

It is said that the expectation of Antichrist rests on a Jewish foundation, especially on the

prophecy of the book of Daniel ; that by the development of that arose the Christian apoca-

lyptic doctrine ; that, as for this being found also in Paul, there is nothing to object, to that,

since in other respects also he discovers a way of thinking and looking at things that is per-

vaded by Jewish elements ; but that we should beware of attributing to him more of what is

Jewish, than can on decisive grounds be established. We shall better describe the true state

of the case, if we say that the Apostle's faith and thought are rooted in the Old Testament
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revelation. What, then, is really Pauline is not to be determined d priori, but gathered from

the sources ; and of these we shall not pronounce any to be spurious, merely because it pre-

sents something also that is peculiar, so long as it is not shown that this peculiarity contra-

dicts the nature of the Apostle. But in the question before us this is not at all the

esse.

Baur, indeed, will detect a great difference between the Epistles to the Corinthians and

those to the Thessalonians. The truth is, that here as there we find original features, which,

however, most beautifully complete one another. Thus it is with the being clothed upon

[2 Cor. v. 2] and changed (1 Cor. xy.), and then the being caught away into the clouds

(1 Thcss. iv.) ; the one thing necessarily requires the other. Of the same sort is the relation,

when 2 Thess. ii. speaks particularly of Antichrist, whereas 1 Cor. xy. designates death as the

last enemy, and so intimates that, prior to the last enemy, other enemies are to be overcome.

That 1 Cor. xy. specially harmonizes with Ps. ex., and 1 and 2 Thess. with Daniel, we readily

grant ; only this proves no contradiction and no difference of authorship. The two supple-

ment each other in the same way as do Horn. y. and 1 Cor. xy. But we shall by no means

reckon the doctrine of Antichrist among Rabbinical notions, if along with Daniel, Ps. ex., and

other Old Testament places, we think of 1 John ii 18, 22 ; iv. 8 ; 2 John 7 ; and the Apoca-

lypse.

It is true, they would even form an inconsistency between 1 Cor. and 2 Thess. There, it

is said, Paul hopes to live till the Advent, whereas here the aim already is by means of a cer-

tain theory to account for the fact, that the Advent cannot yet occur so soon. This, it is

alleged, at once implies a tedious, fruitless expectancy, on account of which the non-occur-

rence is explained on the ground of a certain hindrance ; and altogether the prospect carries

ns to the end of the Roman monarchy, far beyond the stand-point and time of the Apostle.

Bat if Paul looked for the Advent as possibly occurring soon, why might he not also think

of the antichristian domination as occurring soon and speedily expiring ? he even says him-

self, that its beginnings are stirring already. There is not a word of correction for such as

perhaps began to go astray, because the Advent was so long in coming ; on the contrary, Paul

sets right only those who supposed that it was even now at the door, and thereupon too

lightly overlooked the severe path of the cross and of death, through which they had first to

pass. The Apostle merely reminds them of this, but he -does not say : It will tarry for a long

time yet. Luxbmaxk is quite right in comparing the prophecy of Israel's conversion (Rom.

xl 25 sqq.), of which it might likewise be said, and with just as little reason as of the

prophecy in regard to Antichrist, that it points far beyond the stand-point and time of the

Apostle. Besides, was not the expectation of the Advent of itself an outlook to the end of

the Roman monarchy ?

Batjb himself, moreover, as good as abandoned that argument, when in 1855, in a new form

of bis hypothesis, he designated the year 68 as the earliest date of the Second Epistle to the

Tfossalonians. Is it not strange that what was to arouse suspicions against Paul is, a few

years after the Apostle's death, accepted without any suspicion at all, as soon as the matter

concerns a forger ? Already Kirn puts, the composition of the Epistle into the time between

16 and 70, between Nero's death and the destruction of Jerusalem. For the Antichrist, he

thinks, is Nero, whose return, as Rev. xvii. 10, 11 is supposed to show, was looked for; the

cmjpir, again, being Vespasian, and the falling away the detestable wickedness of the Jews in

the Roman Empire. But Ds Wette and Lunemann properly declare against such an infusion

of the political element into the interpretation of our passage. Battr, on the other hand,

going still farther in the track of Kern, comes to this result : that the Second Epistle was

|written soon after the year 68, but the First Epistle considerably later, after that the expecta-

tion of Antichrist had in consequence of his non-appearance subsided (against the latter

point see the Introduction to the First Epistle) ; that, in particular, in 2 Thess. it we already

have an example of specifically Christian apocalyptic doctrine ; that Antichrist is none other

than Nero, and that the statements of our Epistle presuppose the view of the Apocalypse

;

that the divine worship, which according, to Bev. xiii. 12r-15 ; arix. 20 is paid to the Beast,
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agrees with 2 Thess. ii 4 ; and so the Beast which was, and is not, and shall be * (Rev. xvii.

8), to wit Nero, who passed for dead, bat who should come again, is meant also in 2 Thess.

ii. 6, 7 ; that the aakaftrjpai of 2 Thess. it 2 has reference to the agitation about the pseudo-

Nero after Galba's death, of which Tacitus, Hist, ii 8, gives this account : Achaia atque Asia

falso exterritcBj velut Nero adventaret : vario super exitu ejus rumore, eoque pluribus vivere eum

fingentflm* credenUbusque (Baub thinks this delusion was of Christian origin, but what follows

does not fit the Christians). Inde late terror, multis ad celebritatem nominis credit, rerum notch

iwn cupidine et odio prasentium. Gliscentem in dies famam fors discussit*

There are altogether three spurious Neros recognized : this one the first ; a second in tho

year 832 U. C. under Titus in Asia Minor (according to Zonaras) ; the third, twenty years

after Nero's death under Domitian, of whom Tacitus, Bxst, i 2, makes mention (comp. Sueto-

nius, Nero, 57) : Mota prope Parthorum arma falsi Neronis ludibrio. Our place, says Baub,

refers to the first, as is indicated also by the excitement in the Christian regions of Achaia

and Asia. The Epistle, he thinks, was written after that, 1. the adkcvZrjvai, that is, the com-

motion occasioned by the pseudo-Neronian disturbances, was now passed, the famam fin

diseussit had occurred, and the futility of the affair was already demonstrated. He supposes

that the tarix*** was Vespasian, but that whether the temple in Jerusalem was still standing

is doubtful, since ch. ii 4 may be explained otherwise (Jahrb., p. 158). According to this

scheme, the author wrote, 2. not until the Apocalypse was pretty generally recognized ; and

his object was to impress on his readers the wisdom of letting the mistake which had been

committed teach them this lesson, that the Advent cannot come before Antichrist comes, nor

Antichrist without the apostasy, nor that without the removal of the kcit*x<»v ; consequently,

Vespasian must first be overthrown I and Antichrist must show himself as a wicked despot,

and set himself up as God. For the future, therefore, let us be circumspect, and not suffer

ourselves to be deceived by any falsi Neronis ludibrium.

This entire hypothesis, however, stands in glaring contradiction to the plain tenor of our

Epistle :—2 Thess. ii. 2 does not at all sound as if Christians had to be corrected, who had

already once allowed themselves to be deceived into the notion that Antichrist was present,

and to them it had now to be said : No doubt He will come, but you must be far more heed-

ful in the examination of the signs. The Apostle rather speaks to such as suppose that the

Lord is here, and they must be reminded that Antichrist comes first. The <raXcv3ijwu of 2

Thess. ii. 2 has a quite different motive from that which Baub imputes to it But generally,

even as regards the Apocalypse, the whole issue of fantastic, politico-spiritual allusiveness, is

by no means the result of correct exposition ; and in the case of our text such ideas are noth-

ing but a sheer importation. Baub's concession (p. 168) is worthy of note, that there is not

one of the features in 2 Thess. ii so specifically Neronian, that the author would have to be at

once set down as having failed in his part. Baub sees nothing in this but the prudently sus-

tained effort to pass for the Apostle Paul. But is it not more prudent, that is, more natural,

to admit that the writer is not merely acting a part, but is really the Apostle Paul ? If that

is the case, and if Paul wrote the letter in the year 54 at the latest, and had already the year

before, according to 2 Thess. ii 5, preached the same thing orally, it then follows that Paul

had spoken to his Christians of Antichrist even before Nero became Emperor. LCkemax*

also is quite right in his remark (and so Ewald, p. 29), that the description in 2 Thess. ii., as

compared with the Apocalypse, appears still to be very simple and little developed, and there-

fore of an earlier date than the latter.

It is at any rate strange, when Htlgenfeld expressly asserts to the contrary, that 2 Thesa.

ii, as contrasted with the Apocalypse, shows an important advance in eschatology, and

belongs to a far later period. The result of his combinations is to remove the composition to

the time of Trajan. In the mystery of lawlessness he would recognize the Gnostic heresies;

most arbitrarily ; since the worship of a supreme Deity is something quite different from self-

deification. The writer, according to Hilgenfeld, is led to speak of the Kar^v hy the fad

# [According to the better reading, *ai Tap«rT<u.—J. L.]
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of a longer delay having already occurred than the Apocalypse gave reason to expect, and

therefore also the Second Epistle is in irreconcilable contradiction to the First, which accord

ing to Hilgehfeld is genuine. The doctrine of the First Epistle, that the day of the Lord

comes quite suddenly and at a time that cannot be calculated, like a thief in the night, is not.

he says, the doctrine of the Second, which rather specifies very distinct tokens of Christ's

return, to wit, the rise of the apostasy, and the self-deification of the Man of Sin. Had Paul

really taught thus in Thessalonica (v. 5), he would then in the First Epistle have again com-

pletely renounced his own doctrine. But the whole of this assertion is perfectly groundless.

As regards the *arc'xa>i', we cannot here further anticipate the exposition ; every one must

allow that an explanation which leads to such a result as that of Helgekfbld, cannot at least

be & priori the only possible one. But that the signs of the time, mentioned in the Second

Epistle, are to be considered as in irreconcilable contradiction to the coming as a thief in the

night, is an extremely arbitrary assertion. Certainly the time and the hour are not at all

thereby determined, and, on the other hand, to regard the signs of the time is everywhere

required of the disciples. Even the First Epistle furnishes such a sign, namely, the utter,

careless security itself of those who are no disciples (ch. v. 8). The apostasy, of which the

Second Epistle speaks, is nothing but the highest development of that evil disposition, and

when the deceptive power of the Man of Sin comes to an end in the Lord's taking him
away* by the Spirit of His mouth (2 Thess. ii. 8), that will be the consummation of those

pangs which come suddenly on her who is with child (1 Thess. v. 8). The whole is aimed

merely at a wicked, careless security. " But the day," says the Apostle to the Christians (v.

4),
u does not come on you as a thief, for ye are sober and watchful

;

n and again : " Tou do

sot allow yourselves to be befooled by the deceptions of the antichristian period, and have

your eyes open for the signs of the time.1' One must read with a preconceived opinion, to

assert the irreconcilableness of the two Epistles.

The development of the doctrine beyond the Apocalypse Hilgenfeld sees especially in

this, that the antichristian ruler, who in the latter is distinguished from the false prophet,

already in our Epistle coalesces with him. But is it not far more natural to acknowledge that

here we have rather a first step, on which, not yet clearly discriminated, there comes forth the

party by whom the lying wonders are performed, the object of which is to secure credit for

the self-deification of the Man of Sin ? In that case, however, 2 Thess. ii. does not pre-

suppose the Apocalypse, but precedes it. On the whole, the prophecy of Daniel is quite suffi-

cient as the basis of 2 Thess ii. ; even the exaltation above ail that is called God or that is

worshipped meets us already in that place (ch. xL 86 ; vii. 8). This old prediction of the

consummation, by its being concentrated in a head, of enmity against God and His anointed,

is renewed by the Apostle, whose own eye is opened, and he thus foretells the acme of the

wickedness of which the beginnings are already stirring; all, as Baub admits, without a

single specific Neronian fsature ; in truth, all "before even Nero was Emperor. It is very con-

ceivable how the Christians might subsequently fall into the way of finding at once in the

Emperor Nero the Antichrist whom they expected ; but even this presupposes the existence of

the prophecy of Antichrist. This knowledge is also of importance for the interpretation of

the Apocalypse.

The question as to the genuineness must therefore be decided essentially by the exposition

of the second chapter.

f 8. OOTTESB OF THOUGHT IN THE EPISTLE.

In this case the old division of chapters has, on the whole, hit the right mark. LtfNE-

mas, indeed, would divide differently. After the salutation (ch. i 1, 2) and introduction

(w. 8-12), he distinguishes a doctrinal part (ch. ii. 1-12) and a hortatory (ch. ii 18-iii. 15),

to which are added in conclusion the salutation and benediction (w. 16-18). But it is, in the

first place, unsuitable to describe ch. i. 8-12 as being simply introduction ; then the distinc-

# (According to the reading followed by Rioqexbacr in 2 These, ii. 8.—J. L.]
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tion between a doctrinal and a hortatory part is rather a modern than an apostolic concep-

tion ; and, moreover, it is overlooked that the exhortation in ch. it 18-17 belongs strictly to

the instruction concerning Antichrist, whereas t6 Xocirrfy, ch. iii. 1, obviously introduces the

closing section. The last point is recognized by Hofmahk, who, however, on his part infers

too much from it, namely, that the exhortation in ch. iii. forms a sort of supplement, uncon-

nected with the main instruction of ch. ii, and that, consequently, even the officious idleness

here reproved by the Apostle does not at all originate in eschatological excitement. But tliat

is to assert more than, can be proved.

According to what has been said, our Epistle divides itself as follows

:

1. Oh. L contains an address for the consolation of the readers under the fresh outbreak of

persecutions ; after the salutation (w. 1, 2), the Apostle thanks God for their growth in faith

(w. 3, 4), cheers them by the prospect of judgment and salvation (w. 5-10), and prays that

God would make them partakers of perfection (w. 11, 12).

2. Ch. ii supplies instruction and exhortation in regard to the antichristian consummation

of evil ; the warning, against allowing themselves to be easily misled into the notion of the

day of the Lord being at the door (w. 1, 2), is confirmed by reminding them that, as he had

already told them orally, the Man of Sin must previously be revealed (w. 3-5) ; that the

mystery of lawlessness is still for the present restrained by an obstructive power, and will

only reach its height when this is removed, and will then also come to its end by the appear-

ing of the Lord (w. 6-8) ; of what sort the lying power of the enemy will be, is hereupon

more exactly described (w. 9-12) ; but the Christians, whom God saves from this ruin, he so

much the more encourages to stand fast, and implores in their behalf the Divine guardianship

(w. 18-17).

8. Ch. iii. closes the Epistle with regulations in regard, chiefly, to those who walked dis-

orderly ; after a short introduction, in which he seeks their prayers, and commends to them
generally a faithful perseverance in the true Christian spirit (w. 1-5), he gives particular

directions as to the treatment of those who will not desist from a pragmatical idleness (w.
6-16). To this are attached in few words the parting salutation and benediction (w. 17, 18).

The Epistle is short, but not on that account the less important. The way in which the

Apostle comforts his readers by a reference to the righteous judgment of God, is of itself

very instructive ; still more the peculiar instruction respecting the impending consummation

of hostility to God, which deserves the more to be laid to heart, the more the signs of the

time reveal the impress of the antichristian nature ; and, lastly, the Apostle's severity likewise

against all sham-spiritual indolence is to be well considered, and the discipline, the exercise

of which he requires from the church, is in the highest degree fitted to hold forth a mirror to

the Christendom of our day.

As to the literature, there is nothing more to be noted, after what has been cited in § 2.

What was said in the Introduction to the First Epistle, holds good also for the Second, excepS

only that Koch's Commentary does not extend to the Second Epistle.
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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL
TO THE

THESSALONIANS.

Address for the Consolation of the readers under the fresh outbreak of persecutions.

Ch. L 1-12.

Alter the salutation (yv. 1, 8), the Apoetle thanks God for their growth in faith (tt. 8, 4), cheers them by the pros*
pact of judgment and solvation (w. 5-10), and prays that God would make them partakers of perfection (vv. 11, 12).

1 Paul, and Silvanus, and Timotheus [Timothy], unto the church of the Thes-
2 salonians in God our Father 1 and the Lord Jesus Christ : Grace unto you, and
peace, from God our ' Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.

$ We are bound to thank [give thanks to] * God always for you, brethren, as

it is meet, because that your faith groweth exceedingly, and the charity [love,

4 ayavrj] of every one of you all * toward each other aboundeth ; so that we our-

selves * glory in you in the churches of God, for your patience and faith in all

5 your persecutions and tribulations [the afflictions] ' that ye endure : which is a>

manifest token [a token, <W>ciy/ia] of the righteous judgment of God, that ye
may be counted worthy of the kingdom of God, for which ye also suffer::

6 seeing pf indeed]
4

it is a righteous thing with God to recompense tribulation

7 to them that trouole you [to those who afflict you affliction]/ and to you* who
are troubled [afflicted], rest with us, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed [at
the revelation of the Lord Jesus, h rjj cWo#caAitya tov K. 1.1 from heaven with His

8 mighty angels [with the angels of His power, per dyyc'W %)vaix€<as aurov], in flam-
ing fire,* taking vengeance on them that [rendering vengeance to those who, Si&Wos
cKduo^riv tow] know not God, and that obey not 7

the gospel of our Lord Jesus
9 Christ:

8 who shall be puuished with [shall suffer punishment, ounp' rurovciv^
everlasting destruction from the presence [face]* of the Lord, and from the

10 glory of His power ; when He shall come to be glorified in His saints, and to
be admired in all them that believe [those who believed] " (because- our testi-

11 mony among you [to you, i<f> fytas] was believed), in that day. Wherefore [To
which end, Eis o] also we pray always for you, tnat our God would count [may
count, a$u*ry] you worthy of this [the, t$s] calling, and fulfil all the good
pleasure of His goodness [every desire of goodness]," and the work of faith

12 with power; that the name of our Lord Jesus Christ" may be glorified in you,
and ye in Him, according to the grace of our God, and the Lord Jesus -Christ."

1 V. 1.—(Sin. 1 Inserts ttaL before swpl—the rending of two cursive manuscripts, hut corrected In Sin.*—J. L.J. l-4ir is wanti <g only in B. D. E. ; it is found in the majority of uncials (also Sin.), versions, and Fathers* [II
to hraofroted by Lechmaan, and cancelled by Tlsohendorf and Alford.—J. L.]
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. 3.—[Ei>x*f*<rrtlv ; see 1 Thess. ii. IS, Critical Note 1- -Sin.1 omits vavrwv.—J. L.]

. 4.—For ii/tat avrovc, Sin., with B. and a few cursives, reads avrovc »/*«•—Revision : " Grammatically, 1

» V. 3.-
I V. 4.- __. -fr._, —.--„„ -, -— . .

belongs only ioit^yiioU, and only rot* $Xi+*<rt# to at* iWxeaOe."—In the First fipistle E. V. always renders flAufrtf qjtte-

Hon, and often elsewhere.—J. I*.]

« V. 6.—[civ-cp, hypothetical, not causal ; see the Exegetical Note 4. Vulgate, si tamen ; English Version in four

out of the other five cases of cortp, if so be (that), and so Alford and Ellicott here ; De Wetto and Luuemann, worn
anders.—J. L.l _

• V. 6.—[roU BKifiovoty v/u* Bktytv. Ellicott, who retains the Greek order : "The change seems to preserve more
clearly the antithesis, and also to bring more into prominence the * Ux talionis' that is tacitly referred to."—J. L.]

•v. 8.—irvpi AAoyte is given by Sin. A. K. L.. nearly all the minuscules, Chryeostom and others ; 4*oyt vvpef, by
B. D. E. F. O. [8c»iols, Laohmann, Wordsworth, Ellicott]. Teschendorf prefer* the former, because the otner as being

the more common might more easily arise from correction, and in other places where it is genuine there is never any
appenranae of change.

• V. 8^—(Or : and to those who obey noL This construction, naturally suggested by the repetition of the article, is

adopted by very many, and understood to designate a d ffcrent class from the m «46Vt Oebv. See in opposition to this

view Exegetical Note 4, and in iavor of it the Revision of tbis verso, Note a.—J. L.]
« V. 8.—Xpurrov is added in Sin., A. F. G., and many versions j it is wanting in B. D. E. K. L., Coptic and others.

—[Riggenbach follows Enapp and Lochmann in bracketing Xp. j it is omitted by Bengel in his German Veraicn, Tisch-

endorf, Alford, Ellicott.—J. t.]
• v. 9.—[wpoaiixov. Comp. Matt, xviii. 10 ; Luke i. 76 ; 2 Cor. iv. 6 ; 1 Pet. iii. 12 ; Bev. xx. 11—J. L.)
»• V. 10.—All the uncials [and critical editions] give niarevaaatv ; only a few minuscules have vurrevovour.
II V. 11.—[waaav tv&wtiav ayofcmrvnp. See the Exegetical Note 6, and Revision, Notes q and r. Desire (Rom. x. 1),

though not precisely an equivalent for «too*ia, is in this instance convenient, and at least more readily intelligible than
ElUeott's phrase, evert good pleasure of goodness. Am. Bib.e Union : all Uie good pleasure of goodness.—J. L.J

19 V. 12.—In this case Sin. does not stand with Codd. A. F. G., which add Xpurrov. [Riggenbach omits it, as do
TischenUorf, Alford, Wordsworth, E.llcott. Enapp and Laohmann bracket.—J. L.)

" V. 12.—[Or : our God and Lord Jesus Christ. So Riggenbach and some others. Generally, however, this case is

regarded as an exception to the ordinary rule of grammar, on the ground that ** Kyoto* '1. X. is a common, title of

Christ, and is often used independently of all which precedes it" (Middleton).—J. L.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Vv. 1, 2.) See the First Epistle.

2. (Vv. 3, 4.) We are bound, &c—As in 1

Thess. i. 2, only that he there says simply evxapitr-

rovfur, and here declares the obligation (ch. ii. 13),

in the earnestness of his spirit,, drawn from the

greatness of the grace; urgente animi exultaiione

(Bengel) : We arc bound to do this, and it is a debt

which we shall never be able fully to discharge. It

is by no means obvious, why this should be un-

pauline 1 is it only because we do not so read in any
other Epistle ? ! The words, as it is meet, are re-i

ferred by some only to b<p*l\ou*v, as confirmatory

of the obligation, and, taken thus, they seem to be
somewhat dull and pointless ; better therefore : " so

to give thanks, as the greatness of the unmerited
favor deserves

;

n Bengel : ob ret magnitudinern ;
Hofmann : as the state of the case requires. Theo-
phylact (along with another explanation): tfi a
worthy manner, by word and deed ; for this is true

thanksgiving. Too subtle is Lunemann's interpreta-

tion ; who, because ica&tus does not mark the degree
(though it does the way and manner), and because
the insertion of obeKipol forbids the close backward
reference to €vx*purruv (but why ft, would connect
&£ioy closely with what follows: "as it is meet,
because." But it is more natural to understand art

thus: "We are bound to give thanks (for this),

that." * Twepavtdyeiv is such an emphatic expres-
sion of entire commendation as the Apostle is fond
of; av^dueiv is used elsewhere transitively, but once
also as intransitive, Acts vi. 7 ; and so the compound
hero :

u your faith groweth even beyond expecta-
tion;! and love increasethj continually." Paul
thankfully acknowledges the fulfilment of his wishes
and exhortations (1 Thess. iii. 12 ; iv. 10) ; Rikger:
the fruit of his exhortations and intercessions. Faith
and love, of which Timothy (1 Thess. iii 6) had re-

ported the existence among the Thessalonians, had

* [LC'nemaxn's construction, however, is the common
cue, and is preferred by Alford, Ellicott, Webstfh and
Wjlxinsow : « Added to introduce the special subject of
thankfulness, as one that fully justifies the assertion, evv.
tyeiAo/*w.»—J. L.]

*

t {fiber die Snoartung. Bettor in the version : ubersehr,
'exceedingly, beyond measure.—J. L.J

J Inuhrt tfc/*; in the version, sunimmt.—J. L.)

only become stronger in the tempests; at 1 Thess.

i. 3 he had added faro/tor^ rfjs ihxLBoSy and that fol-

lows here in another form.—Of every one of you
all, he thus quite explicitly applies it to every indi-

vidual ; toward each other j he speaks therefore

of brotherly love. How can Paul thus praise, when
in chh. ii. and iii. he has yet to add reproof? Ols-

iiacsen well : Even those excrescences (we add

:

which were found rather in individuals merely) were
at least excrescences simply from a good stock.

There is something of cordial encouragement in the

fact, that Paul first recognizes the good that he finds

in them, even though with some their faith and love

are still lacking in wisdom.—So that we cur*
selves, not others merely, glory in you. Hor-
mann winks this would require a icoi, and prefers to

understand it thus : we of our own accord, without

being prompted; too artificial. De Wettx (and
Chrtsostom before him) recalls 1 Thess. L 8 :

u We
have no need to speak of it, since everywhere people
are telling of it

; " whereas here :
" Not merely do

others talk to us and speak of it everywhere, but we
also (overcoming a modest reserve) must in our ex-

ceeding joy proclaim it." To be sure, attention is

not drawn to this contrast by any particle of time

;

it at once results, however, from a mere comparison

of the two places. Paul not merely thanks God ; he
glories also before men. Instead of the Heccpta

Kavxaoftai, A. B. Sin. 17 [Lachmann, Tischekdobf,
Alford, Ellicott] give the rarer and on that ac-

count, perhaps, the preferable £ywouxa<rdcu (A. B^
not Sin., write 4vk.\ which at the most slightly

strengthens the sense; tcavx- iv means to place

one's honor in something, to boast of a thing (1

Cor. i. 81 ; ill 21) ; there Paul forbids to glory in

any men whatever ; does be not here do so himself?

By no means ; he means to boast, not of the Thessa-

lonians as men, but only of the work of God in

them (1 Thess. ii. 19). The relation is the same as

between the av&p&rois hpitrKuv that is forbidden v

(Gal. I 10, flattery of the old man) and that which
is enjoined (1 Cor. x. 33, the cherishing of the new
man with tender fidelity). He boasts of them in
the churches of God, those of Achaia, where he
is sojourning; LtNEMANN: Corinth and its branch
churches (the plural points to the surrounding re-

gion, comp. Horn. xvL U : an advance on 1 Thess.
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CHAPTER L 1-12. ltt

L 8. Without any reason Hiloenfeld (p. 243)
ffould detect a disagreement with 2 Cor. L 1, alleg-

ing that the genuine Paul does not at all describe

the churches of Achaia as properly churches along

with that of Corinth. The simple fact is, that in

that place of the Corinthian Epistle he does not do
a, it being surely equally possible for him to ad-

dress a large number of saints, or to take them to-

gether as churches; but if one were disposed to

extort from 2 Cor. i. 1 the idea that the scattered

Christians of Achaia had not yet been gathered into

churches, we should then have to infer also from
Bom. I 7 ; Phil L 1 ; Col. i 2, that no churches had
yet been organized in Rome, Philippi, Colosse, when
Paul wrote to the Christians of those places !

—

Ben-
oil's reference of the torty, &c to the remote tbxapw-
ruv is unnatural ; it is rather a closer definition of

iymux. «V *>pZv : for your patience and (your)

faith; their endurance stands first; the thing glo-

ried in is, that they stood their ground not merely
against a single attack ; the root of genuine patience

is frith, which is then again in its turn purified by
patience. In faith everything is concentrated (1

Thess. iii. 7); it is not of itself the same thing as

hope [D« Wetti] (1 Thess. L 3); nor, because

aforcer is connected with vwofiovrjt by one article,

are we required (as Olshacsen and Lunemann sup-

pose) to assume for vtaris the meaning of fidelity.

No doubt, by omitting the second article Paul com-
prehends patience and faith, so to speak, under one
conception ; faith, however, retains the sense which
it commonly bears elsewhere (and for the Greeks
that is certainly less remote from the idea of fidelity

ton for us). There may be an endurance that does
act proceed from faith, that is, from holding fast by
the invisible God ; and this would have no value

;

but just as little would a faith, that did not approve
itself by its own steadfastness in affliction. In Rev.
xfii. 10 also the two are joined together. The mani-
festation of both takes place in all your persecu-
tions and the afflictions that ye endure, pa-

tiently bear, Hofmank; the oTj oWx«r&t in the

second member answers to the fl/wr of the first

The persecutions proceed from hostile men ; &Atye-
9w is more general, and presents the idea, how pain-

ful and distressing the suffering is in the experience

of it ; off, it is generally said, is an attraction for

is; Luhemann, for S>r; both constructions occur;
in the New Testament elsewhere always the genitive

(Col iii. 13, and often). The present dWx«<r&f (over
against the aorist of 1 Thess. ii. 14) shows that there

had been a fresh outbreak of persecutions.

3. (V. 5.) A token, &c.

—

Muyna is not
equivalent to els M. (cod. 73) [slightly favored also

by the Syriac, and the Vulgate in exemplum.—J.

£], nor does it belong appoeitionally to the 67*"*

concealed in «Wx«r&< (that would have required

mnts ti£crypa, besides yielding no good sense) ; but
it is (similarly as in Rom. viti. 3) an apposition to

the clause alt &Wx€<r&e, see Winkr, § 59. 9 ;* it is

to be regarded as a nominative (De Wette, Lune-
MAXif [Alfobd, Ellicott, Webster and Wilein-
805, Ac.]), not an accusative; hence: which is a
proof; Irfciyfia does not occur elsewhere in the
New Testament, though M*t£is does (Rom. iii. 25, 26

;

FrnX i 28). It is not the mere suffering of tribulation

that a of itself an evidence of the judgment, as being

* [Rather to all that precedes from vwtp rfc farojionfc to
rtp**. So Futzdckb, Da Wettb, Lcnemakx, ALFoan,
buror. See the Revision, Note k.—J. L.)

perhaps an atonement for sins (Estius), or as an indi-

cation that the judgment must come ; such is not th«

effect of mere suffering in itself, but of suffering in

patience and faith, and accordingly ols aWx'T&c **

said to those whose patience and faith can be boasted
of; and aWx«r&c itself implies the patient accept-

ance. This patient endurance, then, is a proof of
the righteous judgment of God. But to what extent
is it so ? The great majority of interpreters (Cal-
vin, Pelt, De Wette, Lunemann, Hofmann, &c.)
understand frftcrypa (without warrant) as a presage
of the future judgment, which has not yet appeared
but is certainly impending ; a token from which it

may be inferred that it will come ; so also Luther :

which shows that God wilt judge rightly. They say
that Mti^is so stands in Phil. i. 28 ; but the perdi-

tion and salvation, whose evidence is there spoken
of, are by no means impending merely in the future,

but are already in progress at present, comp. 1 Cor.

L 18 ; and the M^ts of the righteousness of God, of
which Rom. iii. 25 sq. speaks, is altogether meant as

present In behalf, however, of the view that our
text speaks of a presage of the future judgment, there

is alleged 1. the article, as indicating the judgment
Kar l&xhv, and 2. the connection with vv. 6, 7,

where there is very explicit mention of the future

retribution. Granting the latter point, still, if &*-

ttiyixa in v. 5 by itself is to mean a presage, its rela-

tion to the following els rb koto$. is anything but
clear. Estius, Benqel, Hofmann, and others, makr
the latter clause dependent on oWx«?&e, and it is

true that this would not necessarily lead to the Cath-

olic doctrine of merit (just as little as Rom. viii.

17), but in the present connection it would have this

inconvenience of depressing hfocy/xa, &c into a sub-

ordinate parenthesis, whereas plainly in that word is

to be seen the new principal thought, the beginning
of «the new line of thought, which is then carried

forward in v. 6 sqq. This is perceived by De
Wette and Lunkmann, who are therefore essentially

correct in assuming that ds rb xora|. depends on
tiuc. Kpl<T(ws ; but how ? shall it mean merely : with

reference to Vte fad, that f or shall it be an epexe-
getical conclusion, like 2 Cor. viii. 6 : wliose remit
will o«, that (Lunemann) ? or shall it even express

simply the substance of the judgment (De Wettr) ?

Theophtlact even takes it as an equivalent to owep
iarl irara|. De Wettb gives this paraphrastic ex-

planation of the connection : By their steadfastness

in persecution the Thessalonians approve themselves

as worthy of the kingdom of God, and from this

subjective worthiness may be inferred the objective

righteous judgment of God, by which it is realized.

But this is a singular confounding of two different

modes of viewing the causal relation, as it were
thus : Which steadfast suffering, since it shows what
sort of people you are, is also a presage of what we
have to expect from the righteous judgment of God,
in pronouncing you worthy ;—evidently an artificial

and forced thought, which would still be but very

unintelligibly expressed.* But on the whole it is

* [The above is scarcely an exact representation of Ds
"Wette's view. He indeed parenthetically suggests as a
possible explanation of tit r6 the idea of the tubstanct cr •

purport (InhalC) of God's righteous judgment, as he docs
also that of Luwemahk (Folge, result) ; hut he himself
plainly prefers allowing the Greek phrase its usual final
force : der Zweck det gbUUcInn RtditUprudit*. Nor does
Db Wettb speak of the subjective worthiness being real-
ised by means of the objective judgment of God : what he
saysK that by the latter the TheniBuv.iians shall be actu-
ally and in &ct translated into God's kingdom : das Recta*
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116 SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANa

always best, wherever it is possible, to hold fast in

eis r6 the idea of aim. Add to this the arbitrariness

of understanding Mstyua as a foretoken of some-
thing future, as also Hilgenfeld remarks.

The preference, therefore, is due to the interpre-

tation, which we find not quite distinctly in Zwingli,
and then in Olshauskx, needing only a somewhat
more rigorous confirmation ; the interpretation, name-
ly, according to which Metyua denotes the evi-

dence of God's righteous judgment already at pres-

ent in force. The article can be no obstacle to this,

since the judgment of God, present and future, is

one process (like eternal life, John xvii. 3) ; and w.
6, 7 also form no counter-argument, for there we are

shown that coming issue of the judgment, of which
the present judicial administration (v. 5) is the pio-

neer. But bow, then, can the patient endurance of
suffering be described as a manifestation of the

already present judgment of God ?

Here it is of importance rightly to understand
the scriptural conception of righteousness and judg-
ment Now since the righteousness of God is cer-

tainly not synonymous with grace, we must not con-

found these ideas; it is the self-consistent relation

of His holy love to the free creature ; dispensing on
both sides, to the believer according to bis faith, to

the unbeliever according to his unbelief. A judg-

ment awaits also the former ; Olshauskn refers to 1

Pet. iv. 17, 18 ; likewise 1 Cor. xi. 32 points us to

a judgment for discipline and purification; thus:
God fulfils in you His righteous judgment, not for

your destruction, but for your trial, that He may be
able to declare you worthy of the kingdom; He
proves your standing in faith, and there is a right-

eous requital also in this, that He rewards faith with

patience ; or as Stockmetkb beautifully and clearly

carries out the idea on this one side (in an nnprinted
sermon; see the Homiletic bints on 1 Thess. iv.

1-8) :
" First of all he represents to them the judg-

ment of God as something, whereof they are now
already permitted, in the midst of their tribulation,

to have an experience in the highest degree joyful

and comforting. That the Thessalonians were able
to abide so patient in persecution, and so firm in
faith, was already an evidence of the righteousness

of God. Thereby God already proved Himself in
their case to be the righteous rewarder of all that is

good. For their obedience, in that they had re-

ceived the gospel, God rewarded them by bestowing
on them new grace, and new strength to suffer for
the gospel's sake, without becoming weary and
faint-hearted (Matt, xiil 12)." What one might find

to be wanting in this statement is, at the most, that

it would suit the expression, proof of the riahteous-

neat, better than it does the one before us, proof of
the righteous judgment. It must therefore be sup-
plemented by remarking, first, that for believere also

the operation of the Divine righteousness comes in-

deed to be an effective judgment, but that it is a
strong consolation to fall into the hand of God, and
not into the hand of men ; moreover, as Yon Ger-
LAcn notes, that it is the most frightful token (not
merely a presage) of bursting doom, when God so
hardens the ungodly that they persecute His chil-

dren. Even this, however, must redound to the
advantage of the latter.

urtheil Oottes, durch welches He wirUieh und in der That in
das Reich Qottes werden vtrteUt werden. He em merely
in restricting the Divine judgment to its future manifesta-
tion.—J. L.J

The thought of our passage, therefore, would be
this : Steadfastly and believingly ye endure your per*

seditious ; that is a proof of God's righteous judg-

ment, of His inviolably self-consistent work of win-
nowing ; which proof is to the end (els ri) * that ye
should be deemed worthy, that He should be able to

pronounce you worthy, of the kingdom of God.
Toward this mark the judicial and sifting operation

of God is working; it will prevail with those who
allow His judgment to take effect on them to then-

purification. It is obvious that, taken thus, els to
icara£. acquires a much better sense. Of course, as

Stockmiter goes on to say, this declaration of judg-

ment, that already takes place at present, stands in

closest connection with that last perfect demonstra-

tion of it, which is the hope of all believers. (The
connection with v. 6 sqq. : If it is a righteous thing

that God should some day render a perfect retribu-

tion, there is already now a proof of His righteous-

ness, in directing His judgments toward that end.)f
The kingdom of God, whereof we should be ac-

counted worthy, is the holy dominion which, in dis-

tinction from the Church of the present time (the

kingdom in the form of a servant^ shall one day be
revealed by the return of the King in victorious

glory. Knee flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom, what avails for that is the death of the old

man, as the Apostle says: for which ye also
anfier j he says also, to express the agreement that

exists between their actual experience and God's
plan4 The Mp is understood by most to mean:
in order to its attainment ; and this again would no*
express any legal meritoriousness, any more than
Rom. viii. 17, but would amount to this: Ye suffer

for your faith in it, your confession of it, your faith-

fulness to it, when grace had received you. Hil-
genfeld insists on the meaning, not : in order to Us
attainment, but : in order to He promotion ; simi-

larly Hornann : to introduce this state of things;

and even so there would be no warrant for the asser-

tion of the former, that there is here betrayed an
unapostolic estimate of martyrdom. But Mp (as in

Rom. i. 5 ; Acts v. 41) means: in reference thereto,

in behalf of the kingdom, and includes the two
ideas of serving it and participating in it.

4. (Vv. 6-8.) If indeed it is a righteous
thing, &c—The thought is expressed hypothetic-

ally, for the very purpose of strengthening its im-

* [Lectures : " Such being the design and tmdency, and
such the certain result, of God's righteous judgment con-
cerning His afflicted wants."—J. L.j

t f I cani ot but fear that the above elaborate discuasioo
still leaves the matter somewhat obscure. Elucott, per-
haps too rigorously, confines the tutaia KptVtt to that which
•'will be displayed at the Lord's second coming ;" but be
appears to be quite right in saving, that •• to refer it solely

to present sufferings, as perfecting and preparing the Tlies-
sal'-nians for future glory (Olsh.), is to miss the whole
point of the sentence : the Apostle's argument is that their
endurance of suffering in faith is a token of God's right-

eous judgment and ox a future reward, which will display
itself in rewarding the patient sufferers, as surely as it will
inflict punishment on their persecutors.1' In my Revision
and Lectures the case was put thus : " The patience and
mith of the Thessalonians under persecution indicated the
righteous judgment of Ood, by which they were eren now,
and herenfter were to be still more gloriously, accredited
as meet heirs of His kingdom ; just because, and in so far
as, there was thus indicated the realization in the'r charac-
ter and condition, as God's justified, sanctified, and at the
same time suffering people, of the very grounds on which,
by the laws of that kingdom, such a judgment must pro-
ceed."—J. I<.J

t\Elucott: "The koI with a species of oonsecutrv*
force supplies a renewed hint of the connection between
the suffering and the iraTaf(a»09mu, «.tJL" Alvo&d- : ** q. &.
ye accordingly."--J. L. 1
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port, and to indicate that it is altogether incontest-

able, the writer appealing to bis reader's own judg-

ment. TasoPHTLAcr : The hearers cannot but say

:

iAAd pV ZIkouov. It it a righteous thing with God
[Vulgate: apud Devon; Syriao = coram Deo.—J.

L], righteousness is therein fulfilled ; to recompense,

propeily to render back (1 Thess. iii. 9)y to thote who
sjUet you affliction, and to you who are afflicted re-

(mutton, release, rest, refreshment (2 C&r. ii. 12,

13); in opposition to &Atytf, 2 Cor. vii. 5 ; viii. 13

;

similarly &rttyv£t*, Acts iii. 19 ; comp. also the rest-

ing in Rev. xiv. 13. For the present, be exhibits

merely that negative side of the M£a, for which the

afflicted person first longs, freedom from earth's sor-

rows; the positive side comes afterward, vv. 10, 12.

—With us, says the Apostle in the assured joy of

faith ; without warrant is Benokl's explanation (and

Ewald's): us, the saints in Israel; Dx Wette
would understand it generally : with us, Christians

si large ; that may well be involved in the remoter

deduction ; but obviously the immediate suggestion

of the actual phrase is : with us, the in like manner
sJRctsd Apostles (ch. iii. 2), the foremost champions

of the faith [Alpobo and Ellicott : the writers of

the Epistle ; Webster and Wilkinson : Paul.—J.

UJ. Looking back from the final retribution (v. 6),

we see that all the previous dealing also (v. 5) is

righteous throughout Of course, the &\lfc(r&ai is

tot of itself meritorious, but v. 7 likewise takes for

granted bkifafifrovs of steadfast faith (v. 4); so

that Hilginfeld's censure of an unpauline thought

falls to the ground.—Rest and refreshment will God
give at the revelation of the Lord Jesus 5 it is

alar more forced construction, when Guotius would

refer this specification of time to the remote jtarati*-

ftpai. Of the Lord Jesus is a genitive of the

object, though He is also the subject of it. Revela-

tion is the same thing as vapowrla ; only there is

still more conveyed by kroicdKutyis ; not merely that

He will be present, but also that He will unveil

Himself in His glory (1 Cor. 1 7 ; Luke xvil 30),

whereas He is now hid in heaven (Col. iii. 3, 4), and

U only invisibly nigh to us (Matt, xxviii.). The way
and manner of His coming is shown by what is

added: from heaven, comp. 1 Thess. iv. 16;
with the angels of His power, comp. 1 Thess.

iii 13; the expression means that they belong to

Hi* power, therefore also form His power, are its

servants and executors. Comp. the orpartVftxna of

leaven, Rev. xix. 14. Not : with His strong anaels,

mighty angels (Theopbtlact expressly, owwriV), as

if twinem were an adjectival definition of kyy.,

and ahrsv were to be connected with &yy. Hor-
Mjua (because it is not said : urra raV hyyiXmw rti$

fcr. ovrov) would understand it as meaning with a
hod of angels* ayy. being put first emphatically, to

dlsUncuish the heavenly forces from all of an earthly

kind (but for this there was no occasion), and Zvvafus

signifying an army-force likewise in Luke x. 19

;

sxL 26 (?), and in the Septuagint for H2S ; aitrov,

finally, be refers to what follows. This whole view
is too artificial ; and when he takes the words abrov

** wvol fkeyht Zilirrot together, and refers them to

God, and at the same time regards iv rg &wo*. &c
at the beginning of this participial construction, this

ia, to sty the least, as cumbrous as the ordinary view,

according to which br ry ax. Ac more closely de-

* (And ao the Peaohtto Syriao, Dbttstcs, Michakub,
torrty except that they connect the ainov with «yy&»v.—

»

J.L.)

fines what goes before—There might certainly be a

doubt as to where lr wvpl <p\oy6s belongs (the varhv
tion which we have noted meets us in like manner
at Acts vii. 30 ; the Recepta means flaming fire,

glowing fire, not faintly burning). Too subtile is

Theophylact's remark, that the expression denotes
fire that burns merely, and gives no light, it being
merely consuming for sinners, and for the righteous

merely luminous. It is possible to refer it to what
follows as a specification of detail (Tiieodorkt : rrjt

rificoplat rb el9os ; Hilgenfkld : In point of fact the
fiery flame belongs immediately to the punish-
ment) ;

* but it may also be regarded as the last fea-

ture in the description of the revelation, and this is

still simpler [and so Altord and Ellicott]. Theo-
pbtlact recognizes both explanations, and refers for

the second to Ps. xcvii. 3. The Lord is revealed in

flaming fire, as in the burning bush, or as on Sinai

;

His throne is [not, as in E. V., is like.—J. L.] glow-
ing flame (Dan. vii. 9); as in the Old Testament
God, so here Christ comes in fire ; thus shall His day
also be revealed (1 Cor. iii. 13); this agrees with

the &f£a at His coming (Matt. xxv. 31); somewhat
more remote is the glowing flame of His eyes (Rev.

xix. 12) ; He Himself is a consuming fire (Heb. x.

27; xii. 29); comp., moreover, in the Old Testa-

ment, Is. xxix. 6 ; xxx. 30.

The terrible splendor of His majesty, which con-

sumes all opposition, is concisely, but powerfully,

delineated. We are not to inquire curiously into

what is physical in this manifestation ; not till the

last end will the fire that melts the elements come in

power (2 Pet. iii. 7, 10); but at every epoch of
judgment fire is also the figure of the purifying

ardor of the Holy Ghost, consuming all impurity

;

comp. Matt. iii. 11, 12.—The reference of what fol-

lows, (Jesus) rendering vengeance, dispensing

punishment, is by Hofxann without reason felt to

be a difficulty. The Greek expression answers in

the Septuagint to the Hebrew fttti^ "jr? , Ezek. xxv.

14, and elsewhere; comp. Minos, 1 Thess. iv. 6;
worn* Ik&Ikhw, Luke xviii. 7 ; see also Luke xxi.

22, 23. The Apostle now traces back to the general

Divine administration what he had previously prom-

ised to the Thessalonians in particular. Jesus will

execute the Divine judgment on those who know
not God \ that it is not simply a want of knowU
edge, but a criminal blindness, that is here intended,

is evident ; comp. 1 Thess. iv. 5 ; instead of seeking

God (Acts xvii. 27), many hold the truth down
[«aTcx6Vr«r, depress, repress] in unrighteousness

(Rom. i. 18) ; in angry defiance, like Pharaoh (Ex.

v. 2). In the First Epistle the Gentiles were ex-

pressly so described (comp. Ps. lxxix. 6); here is

described more generally the fundamental delinquen-

cy, ungodliness. It is further said: and to those,

who obey not the gospel, Ac. ; the Lord Jesus

has a right to claim obedience ; faith is, after all, an

affiur of the will, the obedience of faith (Rom. i. 5;
Acts vi. 7). The repetition of the article rois in the

second member appears to place the disobedient as a

second class alongside the first ; and so indeed many
(Gbotids, Bknokl, Ewald, LDnemann, Hofmann
Jowett, Alford, Ellicott, Webster and Wilkin-

son, Ac] ) distinguish, findiug here the two classes

of persecutors who vexed the Thessalonians ; those

who know not God would be the heathen, those who

obey not the gospel the Jews (comp. Rom. x.). But

this same excessive strictness of historical reference

* [So the Syriao, Bxxa, and many others.—J. I*.]
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If not at all advisable ; Paul speaks generally of the

judgment of the world. Moreover, Bengel himself

say* merely Judans maxim*
}
and Hofmawn also

iKrfTics, CoccEirs, Whitby, Pkile, Revision, Ac.

—

. L.] tees in the second class all who reject the gos-

pel, whether heathens or Jews ; in this we recognize

the correct feeling, that to limit the second designa-

tion to the Jews is unjustifiable; but in that case

the contrast is no longer clear, and there comes in

the recollection of Christ's reproach to the Jews,

that they know not God (John viii. 65 ; xv. 21 ; xvi.

8 ; they are wanting in the knowledge described in

John xvii. 8) ; with which the Apostle's expressions

aro to hi compared (Rom. iii. 11 ; x. 2 ; xi. 8 sqq.).

On the whole, since the antithesis here is different

from that in Rom. ii. 12, one looks for a condemna-
tion at last only on account of the rejection of
Christ, in which alienation from God culminates.

The olrtvss also of v. 9 comprehends in one the two
seemingly different classes ; so that we shall do bet-

ter to find already in the eighth verse a description,

not of two classes of men, but merely of the two
poles of enmity against God : the fundamental aver-

sion of men generally, and the consummation of
their contumacy, when the opportunity of faith has

been afforded them; so Calvin [Bishop Hall],
Pelt, Dk Wettk, Olshausen ; the repetition of the

roif cannot force us to the opposite view,* if we com-

Saro Rom. iv. 1 2 [see also my Revision of Rev. xvi. 2,

ote j. These two are much better examples than

those which Ellicott cites, and objects to as ques-

tionable, viz. Matt xxvii. 8 ; Luke xxii. 4.—J. L.].

Moreover, the fryioi and the irurrsfoamt, v. 10, are

not two different classes (as Benokl consistently

would have it), but two parallel designations of the

same persons. At any rate, wo see hero that the

&\1&ovt*s of v. 6 come under the judgment, not as'

being merely human oppressors of men, but as ene-

mies of God. [Worp8worth : p4 implies that their

Ignorance and disobedience is the cause of their pun-
ishment—J. L.]

5. (Vv. 9, 10.) Who [ofrim, who, as tuck.—J.

L.1 shall suffer punishment, Ac. : properly pay,
discharge ; but the etymology disappears, as the op-

position would otherwise be incongruous: (namely)

••Hasting destruction} JXcdpof we had at 1

Thess. v. 8 ; l\4bfHor [Lachmann] is given only by
A. ; this were an adjective to Ziicrn* ; but it is too

feebly supported (the Sin. is also against it), and is

unsuitable to a*£ &c., and to Mnji which already

has an adjective [?]; the mistake was occasioned

probably by ahbtor. The latter word might perhaps

denote a long but still limited period ; against this,

however, is the parallel £«*; aiaW*, Matt xxv. 41,

46; therefore, without limits. Olshausen thinks

that Paul has not another text of equally decided

import ; but, though he does not use this expression,

he yet does say unconditionally : /SanXdor &tov ov

«Xiyavop«>at«i (1 Cor. vi. 9, 10). The Jbrrf, Ac. is

variously understood; Chbtsostom, Bengel, Pelt,

• I Ellicott, howerer, is of opinion that it renders that
view Tv all but cvrtain.*'—J?«*ls»m : *• I mo no rt-ason in the
present owe to waive the operation of the ordinary aranv-
laatkat rule, especially aa ifwsrnwcs a/ God ts frequently
with Paul the speciflo characteristic of GentOism ; 1 These.
It. 5 (comp. SepV Jer. x. 25) ; Acts xvii. 33, SO; Bom. L 28

;

Gal. ir. S ; Eph. iL 12, *c ; and it is, moreover, probable
that the preset I (rv. 4, ft)» no less than the preriotts (I

Thess. ii. 14 ; Acts xrii &, fccA snffierints of this church
had a double source, in the blind ungodliness of the hea-
then in reoeral, and the special nahanity of all sach as

Ithegiaoaef ta« gosnei.'W. L.1

De Wette, Ewald, Hofmaitx explain from the
£ac* as of the efficient cause (Acts iii. 19, where,

however, it is connected with c*Afe*>r); vpotronrov

would be not simply equivalent to person, but more
expressive : from Hi* face, which will be turned
toward them in a threatening, penal, terrible man-
ner; that mere look destroys them; Chrtsostox:
He needs but to appear, and they are punished;
Hofmann compares Jerem. iv. 26; Sept.* De
Wette supposes that the second member especially

:

from the glory of His power, compels ns to

think of the efficient cause ; but of that too an ex-

planation may be found, that agrees still better with

Mian* tIo-owtiv, 6\&pov aldriow, namely, as Bee a,

Lt nimann [Jowktt, Alford, Ellicott], and oth-

ers understand it, away from. Olshausen com-
pares Is. ii. 10, 19, 21, Sept : They will hide them-
selves, fleeing faro wpwrdrov rod $6$ov icvplov xaX

avb rr\s 96^ns rrjs laxtos ovtop, and.finds in our text

a breviloquence (as it were, hiding themselves from).
But that is not at all necessary. We get the finest

sense, and, as Lvnemann properly remarks, a real

advance, and not still the same thing merely that

was already implied ir rj) faro*., when we under-
stand it as destruction (away) from the face of the

Lord (Jesus Christ) ; like krd&c/ia hxb rov Xptorov
(Rom. ix. 8) ; comp. &x6 also in Rom. vii. 2 ; 2 Cor.

xi. 3 ; GaL v. 4.f This is destruction, to be sepa-

rated from the blessed vision .of His face, from the
Source of light and life, from the influence of His
gracious aspect ; comp. Matt vii. 23 ; and from the

alory (the effulgence) of Hi* strength ; tliere is the
less need of understanding this in Dk Wktte's
sense, that it is not said simply, from His strength,

but from the &6£a of His strength. Lunbmank's
explanation indeed : from the glory which is the cre-

ation [Alford: visible localized result] of His
power, is somewhat far-fetched; the parallelism

leads us rather to understand by that something be-
longing to the Lord Himself; comp. also the He-
brew 13St» 1TH , Is. ii. 10 ; Hofmank : from His
strength appearing in its glory ; Diedrico : the
glory of His omnipotence, in its creation of a new
heaven and a new earth, and in its entire communi-
cation of itself to the saved. And is not this a
calamitous deprivation, to be separated from that

glory of Christ's power, which will glorify man into
the likeness of the Lord ? (Phil. iii. 21) ; and so to
remain without any share in that which follows in v.

10: When He shall come, more exactly, shall

have come [Alford, Ellicott, Wordsworth]. And
now the parallel members pour forth in the splendor
of the prophetic strain, and bring the positive sup-
plement to the &y*eis of v. 7. To be glorified in
His saints does not mean simply to be praised by
or amongst them in words, but to be actually shown
to be glorious in the glory that He effects in them,
by letting His glory appear in the glorification of His
saints, by dwelling in them, and imparting Himself
to them ; see v. 12 ; John xvii. 10, 22 sqq. ; Rom.
ix. 23. And so it b taken also by most expositorsL

The saints here are certainly Christians, not angels ;
the latter, indeed, were particularly named in v. 7.

• JComp. eh. fi. 8; Ex. xir. 24; Pa. dr. 32; Hah. iii.

6. My JfevCstan cites Shakespeare, JmlHu Cfetor, L 3

:

M Cawar shall forth : the things that threatened me,
Ne'er look'd but cm my back ; when they ehall sea
The ace of Cesar, they are Tanished."—J. L.1

t (Also Gen. ir. 16 ; Pror. it. 29 : Jer. xxxii. 31 ; Matt.
zxtt. 13 ; 1 John iL 28 (in the Greek ;—and see the other
references in my ifcriota of that verse, Xote a>—J. L»J
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Nor does Bengsl succeed in proving, convincingly,

that the believers are a different class from the

saints ; we rather recognize in this place merely the

solemn parallelism of the members. But this does

not exclude the climax implied in the wturtv : in all,

therefore also in you (w. 4/7). The being admired
might be understood thus : In the heart* of His be-

liever* He will create for Himself an admiring ado-

ratio* ; but the parallel member leads rather to this

explanation : By that which He works in them He
will show Himself wonderful ; He will become the

wonder and admiration of creation (especially per-

haps of the angels, com p. Eph. iii. 10), when it is

revealed, what He has known to make of His be-

lievers. Thus it is taken already by Chrtsostom :

oY fcffow bavpatrrbs krolSeUyvrat ; Tbeophylact
[Wsbsteb and Wilkinson] thinks, in the presence

of those who are now stiff-necked ; Lunkmann: The
blessedness of believers being admired, Christ also

is therein admired as the Author of that blessed-

ness; comp. &avnao*&rjrai
)

Is. lxu 6, Sept. It is

worthy of note, how delicately ono member of the

statement answers to the other; the glory reveals

what despised holiness is, and when it becomes mani-

fest to what faith attains, that is a matter of wonder
(Hofmaxn).—Because oar testimony to you
was believed; fxaprtpiov, equivalent to KJipvyua,

tvayy*\ior; ty* vuas belongs even without an article

to fiapr. (according to Wins a, § 20. 2), that directed

toward you (similarly Luke ix. 5) ; were it to be re-

ferred to txurrcv&Tiy -wp6t must have been used.*

Bxnqxl seems to take ori as that, for he says : tno-

titwn admirationis, as if the clause supplied the

subject of davfiaffbrjym ; whereas its subject is still

the Lord. The words 8rc to fyiSj are already

rightly regarded as a parenthesis by Throdorbt and
Theophtlact, and then by Zwingli and Calvin;
1p -ni jjfju *V. goes back beyond that, but not, as

Bekqel would have it, to the too remote &dp [still

less, as Webster and Wilkinson would have it, to

Sfapr TiVoi^rir.—J. L.], but to &£<>£. and &av/uurby-

wau Altogether untenable is Luther's translation

:

Our testimony to you of that day ve believed; as

little does it answer to take incTcv^Tj for a future

or (Grot.) a future perfect ; to say nothing of other

misinterpretations. The sense of the parenthesis

with the verb put emphatically forward is this:

Bnee our testimony to you was believed, therefore I
eon speak of Turrewrarur in application also to you
(fyur, v. 7); yes, you too belong to the believers ;

he would fill them with the comfortable assurance

:

Ye are of the number. The addition of in that day,

on the other hand, says: It will not happen till

then; till then, patience! Calvin: fidelium vota

eahtbet, ne ultra modum festinent. [Perhaps also

the phrase, tit that day, was intended strongly to

su£gtst the thought, that the very same day, which
brings terror and ruin to the ungodly and unbeliev-

ers, brings rest and glory to their former victims.

—

J. L.]—Hovmann understands the passage other-

wise; to avoid the parenthesis, he supposes that

with Vrt hrurr. there is a new beginning ; and that
4r r§ 4f>* 4*< belongs to what follows, namely, to

U% ifims htuioy, thus getting now in his turn els 2

to hymv for a parenthesis ;—intolerably harsh 1 For
though the position of tV ry j}p» &• before Tvo might
perhapt be justified by Acts xix. 4 and similar texts,

yet to add to the inversion the parenthesis also is too
Much.

* (And then with the genitive, not, as here, the accusa-
tfnv—4. L.J

6. (Yv. 11, 12.) Darauf gent auch allezeil

unser Beten fur euch (Thereunto tend also at
all times our prayers for you); such was our
German paraphrase ; els 8 is not the same thing as

6Y 8, quapropter (Grot.) ; it might mean, in reference

to which (Rom. iv. 20 ; Lunemann) ; but the final

signification is to be preferred : aiming at which, to

which end (CoL i. 29; De Wette [Jowett, Re*
vision, Webster and Wilkinson, Am. Bible Union,
&c.]), and the objection to this, that the certain

truth of the purpose of grace (v. 10) would thus be
made dependent on the Apostle's prayers, loses its

force, so soon as we closely connect therewith wcpl

fyus* (with this view do we pray for you)* and fur-

ther perceive that fra, &c. merely carries out what
els 6 at the forefront of tho sentence indicates

; f at

1 Thess. iii. 10 likewise the import of the prayer U
expressed in the form of a design. Bengel : hoc

orando nitimur; that what was promised in v. 10
may fall also to your share. We also pray, he says;

we too for our part, in harmony with the purpose of
God. This we do besides giving thanks (v. 3). %

—
That our God (says he, with devout appropriation)

may count you worthy of the calling; § Gro-
tius, Bengel, Olshausen, Ewald, and many under-

stand it of making worthy ; Von Gerlach: that

He may bestow on you the necessary qualities, of
which what follows would thus furnish the explana-

tion. But a^touy is always to deem worthy, pro-

nounce [?] worthy; therefore: that He may count

you worthy of being adjudged the K\rj<ris. But wero
they not called long since ? what should this still im-

pending k\t}(tis mean ? One might think, as in the

parable of the supper, of repeated calls: that He
may count you worthy of the last, decisive, energetic

call, which brings you to-the object ; or as Hofmann
says (and this might be separated from his distorted

construction of our passage): that He may count

you worthy of a calling, which brings to completion

what began with our testimony and your faitlt there-

in; of the call Hevre (Matt. xxv. 84), to which
already Zwinoli refers. But we may also with

Lunxmann (without regarding Phil. iii. 14, ppa&uor
rrjs fcA^ff'tt*, as quite parallel) understand k\t,<tis as

meaning that to which you are called: May He at

last pronounce you Worthy of that, the opposite of

which might also, indeed, follow a want of fidelity

;

comp. Ikwts, of the thing hoped for, Col. i. 5. The
difference, after all, is really unimportant; for he,

who is finally thought worthy of the glory to which

•fit is, however, taken for granted throughout, that
the Thessalonians wero of tho number of tbo saved ; and
therefore the ultimate answer to the objection is that given
in my Revision : " It isno part whatever of Pauline philoso-
phy, that the gracious and unalterable purpose of God va-
cates the prayers and efforts of faith. Only by means of
these could Paul and his brethren aspire to be co-workers
with God toward the predestined result. See 1 Cor. iii. 9

;

2 Cor. vi. 1 ; Phil. ii. 12, 13. &c."-J. L.)

t [Not exactly so. Et« ft refers immediately to the
future glorification of the Lord in His saints ; Iva, &c. to

the preparatory sanctifiestion of the Thessalonians.—J. L.]

X [alfobd : " We pray also (as well as wish)." Exli-
cott : " Besides merely longing or merely directing your
hopes, we also avail ourselves of the definite accents of
prayer, the *ai gently contrasting the irpwrtvy. with the in-

fusion of the hope and expectation involvedm the preced-
ing words, and especially echoed in the parenthetical mem-
ber." Lectures: "As that (v. 10) was to be the result

of the Advent in believers generally, so also, and with a
view to the same consummation, Paul's continual request
at the throne was, that the necessary preparatory work
might be completed in the members of this particular
oburcb.»-J. L.)

$ [r^t jrA*>c»f ;—not, your enUinq (Pejib, Alpord, El*
ijcott). Comp. 3 John 7, irrip rov opo>«rot.—J. L.}
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Christians are called, is thought worthy also of the

last invitation : Come, then I * The Apostle's prayer

.is directed, moreover, to this point (in order that the

Qiovv may be realized): that He may fulfil

every desire of goodness, &c ; fytay does not

belong to this clause, v\rjpovy not governing two
accusatives, bat the meaning is, in you. If we dis-

regard obviously false interpretations (Grotius:
your goodnem, that is well-pleasing to Him ; simi-

larly Olshadsen and others), the only question is,

whether with Calvin, Bengel, Pelt, and other*, we
are to understand it thus : that He may fulfil all the

good pleasure of His goodness, ex parte xfet, adds

Bengel, and, at the second member, ex parte veetri.

But that is not well here ; De Wettb, Lunemank,
Ewald, Hofmann properly hold that the second

member, which denotes something wrought in the

Thessalonians, compels us to understand the first

also of &yc&x»<r6vrj in the Thessalonians. Besides,

Paul never uses this word of the Divine, but always

of human goodness (Rom. xv. 14 ; Gal. v. 22 ; Eph.
v. 9). And again, if God's goodness was to be spo-

ken o^ we must necessarily have had vcurav rV cv&,

and afoov after it. The correct view, therefore, is

:

thai He may bring (in you) to fulfilment every good
pleasure in, every inclination to, goodness [so Al-
ford, Ellicott, Webster and Wilkinson :

" bet-

ter, grace in them than towardt them," &c. Alforo
errs, however, in making kyv&wrirqs a gen. of ap-

position.—J. L.]. God must fulfil this; otherwise

we are prone to evil ; cu5o*c/a of the human dispo-

sition we find also at Rom. x. 1. Delight in what is

good is partly the first preparation for faith (John
vii. 17), and partly its fruit But here the Apostle
speaks, not merely of the furtherance of this dispo-

sition, but of its fulfilment. Thus we are not to

think simply of a growing sanctification, nor, as re-

gards the work of faith, simply, with Chrtsos-
tom, Thkodoret, Theophylact, of the endurance
of persecutions ; but Paul has his eye on the final

mark. On tpyov wftrrcatt, comp. the exegetical ex-

planation of 1 Thess. i. 8 ; for the completion and
slight modification of that let it merely be added,
that for the right understanding of that text it seems
to us indispensable, 1. to take the three genitives in

the same way, and 2. to avoid every interpretation,

by which one member of the statement would be
confounded with another. It is very clear that the
k6tos rrjs aydmjs is there the toil and labor spring-

ing from love, befitting love. This must guide us
also in the first member ; tpyov rrjs w&rrca* is the
work springing from faith, befitting faith ; not, how.
ever, die moral authentication of faith outwardly,
which would encroach on the second or third mem-
ber, but the fundamental inward work of faith in the
soul ; not the sum of the works which spring from
faith, but that which is presupposed as the founda-
tion of all moral activity, to wit, the primary act of
breaking loose from self-confidence, and casting one's
self entirely on the living God. Instead of Gal. v.

6, the text for comparison is rather Rom. iv. 20, 21.

• [Ellicott : " «X{pnc. though really the initial act
(comp. 1 These, ii. 12), includes the Christian course whioh
follows (Eph. iv. 1), and its issues in blessedness hereafter.'*
Bee Revision and Leeturtt. I am still inclined to refer Xva
•Vac aft**?!} rip *AiJ<r«#f to God's final judgment on the
Thessalonians as having walked worthy «/ their vocation
(a£t*K rfc icAifrtrfw* $« cxAij&rrc. Eph. iv. 1. Comp. the in-
variable New Testament use of a£t««, as in 1 Thess. il. 12,
and the import of ££u* in Matt. Hi. 8 ; Luke iii. 8 ; Acts
xxvi. 20). But as those whom God counts worthy He first
makes worthy, the rest of the verse describee this prepara-
tory process.—J. L.]

This energetic groundwork of faith Paul sees exist-

ing in the Thessalonians ; he notes it in 1 Thess. i.

9, whereas here his prayer for them is that God may
fully accomplish it, and through faith bring to per-

fection the new man ; h Bwdfut^ in power, with

force (1 Thess. i. 6); Lunemann: powerfully; ret

ardua, says Calvin. It belongs to vXrjpaKrp.—
That the name of our Lord Jesus, &a Com-
pared with v. 10, this word indicates that to Himsdf
we can bring no glory, but His name is glorified in

us, and we personally in Him. Tet is His (and in

general the Divine) name itself something real, as is

expressly shown by the present context, which in v.

12 asserts of the name what v. 10 says of Christ

Himsel£ Hallowed be Thy name ; in the name of

Jesus we pray, and in the name of God the Father,

&c we are baptized ; comp. Ex. xxiii. 81 ; Dent,

xxvi. 2 ; 1 Kings viii. 29 ; Jer. xxxii. 20 ; Ps. xlviii.

11 [101. What His name is in fact He Himself
makes for Himself; it is not a name given by mere
human invention and conception. He reveals Him-
self as he would be recognized and invoked, as He
who is what He is called, and is effectively present

wherever called upon. His name is glorified in us

;

and therefore this does not mean merely, that He is

celebrated in the praises of our lips, but (as the

second member shows) that He is in fact made glori-

ous, when the Lord shows Himself in us true to His

name, as the prayer-answering Saviour; when He
prevails with us to have His name named upon us,

as those who really belong to Him (Deut. xxviii. 10

;

Am. ix. 12 ; James ii. 7.)—And ye in Him, that

is, may be glorified ; a reciprocity, as in John xvii.

Most understand this as in Him, the Lord; LfcNx-

mann, Hofmann -. in it, the name. As regards the

meaning, the difference is unessential. This word
likewise looks to the consummation ; living in the

Lord, we are to be made partakers of His glorified

nature ; in the name of the Lord : the power of
that name, which is above every name. And all

this, according to the grace of our Ood and
Lord Jesus Christ. He thus quenches all human
pride. Since the article stands before dcov, and not
before icvplov, it is altogether most natural, with

Hofmann, to refer frcow also to Christ [but see Criti-

cal Note 13.—J. L.], without this being, as Hilgen-
feld supposes (p. 264), a mark of spuriousness ; for

not merely Tit. ii. 18, but also Rom. ix. 5 speaks of
Christ in loftier terms than are agreeable to our
modern critics (comp. John xx. 28 ; 2 Pet. i. 1, 11).

The distinction between God and Christ is not to be
sustained by an appeal to texts like w. 1 and 2, since

there the article is wanting also before &c£ and dcoi*.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 8.) It is important for all life, that H also

gx>w ; otherwise it stands still, or rather retrogrades,

ut growth in the kingdom of grace proceeds in part

differently from what it does in the kingdom of na-

ture. Even a tree, indeed, must grow as well below
as above. But still more does that saying of Starke
hold good of the Christian life : This growth takes

place either openly and sensibly, when a man, after

experiencing the sorrows of repentance, is sensibly

comforted and quieted in his soul (Ps. ciii. 1-5); or
it takes place in a secret, concealed, hidden manner
in circumstances of trial, when a man perhaps makes
the mast powerful advance, but God does not yet
allow Him to be clearly and properly sensible of it
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—Still more important is another distinction, to wit,

that every being in nature, even every man and
every people, reaches on the natural side a highest

point, and then declines and goes toward death,

whereas by Christ and His Holy Spirit is implanted

in the individual and in humanity a germ of imper-

ishable life, that does not decay, but ripens to per-

fection (v. 11), and is just then most powerfully mo-
tored, when tribulation even to death wastes the

outer man.

JBctrkitt : As it is our duty, it will be our great

om and prudence, so to speak of the graces of
God which we see and observe in others, as that

they may not be puffed up with any conceit of their

own excellencies, but see matter of praise and
thanksgiving due unto God only, and nothing to

themselves.—M. Henry: We may be tempted to

think that, though when we were bad we could not
make ourselves good, yet when we are good we can
easily make ourselves better ; but we have as much
dependence on the grace of God for the increasing

the grace we have, as for the planting of grace when
we had it not.—J. L.]

1 (V. 4.) Are we at liberty even to glory in

men ? Not so as to foster our own ambition, or to

flatter the ambition of others. Nor is all danger
obviated by saying, that we extol God's work in

them; the old man seeks to catch bis share also

therein. Where faith is really put to the trial of
patience (James i. 2-5), there is the least risk of
pride, and in such a trial there is incentive for oth-

ers. They, who are commended, are not allowed by
God to want for secret checks. For them too that

word holds good : noblesse oblige*

3. (V. 6.) God's rule is a constant righteous

judging and sifting with a gracious purpose; for

righteousness stands in the service of grace
;
grace

reigns through righteousness (Rom. v. 21). But it

is not always easy even for faith to keep track of
this. Not merely are wilful, impatient persons

offended, that it often seems to go ill with the good,
and so well with the wicked; not merely do the
frivolous and hunt-hearted ask, Where is now the

righteous God ? but even Asaph had well-nigh slipped

here. It is the triumph of faith, when it lays hold

of the Apostle's word, and in that very thing, which
seems to conflict with all righteousness, learns to

recognize the working out of righteous judgment.
On one side it is a terribly earnest declaration of
it, when God punishes sinners by giving them up
to sin (Rom. i. 24 sqq. ; ix. 17 ; xi. 8 sqq., 82)

;

the Christian likewise may be sensibly visited with

chastisement, and it is bard to stand beneath the

judgment of God; nevertheless, in the severity

itself there is comfort, since it lifts us above depend-
ence on men. And to him, who yields to the hu-
miliation, there is the further help vouchsafed, that

his faith is strengthened in the impossibility of the

righteous God allowing confidence in His promise to

come to shame ; and still more, t» the very confu-

sions of time he perceives evidence of the righteous

judgment of God, which in sending afflictions and
pemecutions, in hardening the ungodly, in the chas-

tisement and purification of the pious, in their sepa-

ration from the world, and in their confirmation to
a believing constancy, accomplishes itself from day
to day, till in the final consummation (v. 6 sqq.) it

reaches the end of righteous retribution. Until then
the account is still open ; then comes the settlement

4. Rikokb : A man becomes meet for the king-

dom of God under suffering ; not as if by suffering

he could deserve it. For truly our affliction is not
worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be
revealed in us (Rom. viii. 18). The mercy of God
in Christ alone makes us meet for this inheritance

(Col. i. 12). But God's plan and order is, to try

man's intrinsic worth and value by their endurance
in the fire of affliction, and whether they are pos-

sessed by a paramount delight in the invisible and
eternal, or by an irredeemable tendency to vanity

(2 Cor. iv. 17, 18). The heirs of the kingdom must
earn for themselves the witness, that they love not
their lives unto the death (Rev. xii. 11). In tho
judgment of the world, it is true, they suffer as evil-

doers, as wilful, unmanageable people ; but the testi-

mony of God in a good conscience bids them rejoice,

and leap for joy, and glory in tribulation, because
they suffer for the kingdom of God (Luke vi. 23 ; 1

Pet. iv. 13 ; Rom. v. 8 ; comp. Rev. vi. 10 sq. ; vii.

14 ; xi. 18).—We add, that a man cannot claim the

reward, as if he had. first given something to God
(Rom. xi. 35) ; but when God has trained, proved,

and tested a man, like gold in the fire, He crowns in

bira His own grace, and gives him the reward of bis

fidelity.

[Lectures: "That ye may be counted worthy,

&&;—if indeed it is a righteous tiling, &c." In
using such expressions—and there are very many of

them in the New Testament—the inspired writers

proceed upon the ground of that gracious covenant,

in which, through their union with Chrst, believers

stand, and whose merciful provisions, on God's part

absolutely sovereign and free, alone give them all

the claim they have on the Divine favor here or

hereafter. But that claim, though thus originating,

and because thus originating, is an infinitely and
eternally valid claim. It is deep and abiding, as the

love of the Father for the Son ; strong and sure, as

the word and oath of Him who cannot lie—cannot

deny Himself—or frustrate any hope which He him-

self has raised. In this respect, as in many others,

the gospel salvation reveals God's righteousness no
less than it does His love.—J. L.]

6. (Vv. 6, 7.) The jus talionis, " eye for eye,

tooth for tooth," or, " with what measure ye mete,

it shall be measured to you again," would be im-

properly described as a human right of retaliation.

It is rather just the inviolable Divine order, though
in a sensible, allegorical form. Jesus Himself does

not in Matt. v. 38 sqq. reject the principle (comp.

Matt. vii. 2), but merely the arbitrary Pharisaic

abuse of it. A Divine order it remains, and as such
is engraven on the human conscience, that guilt shall

recoil on the head of the perpetrator. However
much and however long justice may lie oppressed

amongst men, with God it stands unshaken. All

God's long-suffering does not annul the fact, that

His proceedings tend in tho long run to a perfect

retribution. For this reason even the purpose of

God's grace is not accomplished by means of an
amnesty setting justice aside, but through the satis-

faction of justice by an adequate atonement. Who-
ever rejects this, draws upon himself the final judg-

ment; whoever in the sense of a living, penitent

faith acquiesces in the economy of redemption, in

that man the righteousness of God can work out

salvation (1 John i. 9 ; Rom. iii. 26). On the wrath

of God, comp. the Apologet. Beilrdge by Gkss and
Rigqenbacit, p. 89 sqq.

—

[Barnes: If it is right

that the sinner should be punished, it will be done,—
J. L.]

6. Tho eschatological excitement in Thessalonica,
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though it was known to the Apostle, does not at all

binder him from discussing these great truths. An
abuse does not abrogate the proper use. And it is

true that he speaks on the subject for the very ex-

press purpose of comforting those under persecution.

But neither does he fail also to follow this up in ch.

ii. with the needful sedatives. One chief mark of

Scripture as originating with the Spirit of God is,

that both in the teaching of doctrine and in the

regulation of the life it speaks with so great depth
and force, and jet at the same time also with so

great moderation ; never one-sidedly either in the

way of exaggerating or in that of suppressing any
truth. It is to be observed, moreover, that this ex-

pectation of rest at the return of Christ stands in

distinct contradiction to the Irvingite doctrine of the

translation ; see the Doctrinal and Ethical Note on 1

Thess. iv. 17.*

7. (Vv. 6-9.) But how should the prospect of

the perdition of the ungodly serve to comfort the

pious ? This seems to savor of a malignant joy, or

at least to express a strange longing for vengeance.

To wait for the judgment of God, however, is some-
thing different from avenging ourselves (1 Pet. ii.

'>>). And 'the former should as little be wanting in

the children of God, as God ever ceases to be holy.

The oppressors spoken of here, as so often in the

lNnlms, are not at all opponents on trifling grounds
of human quarrel, but they hate God's servants and
children, because they hate God's truth. In our text

v. 8 especially shows that those are meant to whom
salvation was offered, but they have trifled away
their hour of grace. Respecting the violence and
scorn of the ungodly the living sentiment of justice

now cries to God. On this point no man can judge,

who has no inward experience of zeal for God's
glory. Paul testifies with joyful faith, that now
already the righteous judgment of God rules, but

wrrlial he holds fast, as a postulate, the final, com-
plete separation between the pious and the ungodly,

as in Mai. iii. 18. Scripture generally is far from
any abstract, idealistic surrender of the final and
absolute triumph of the cause of God. If then we
think of the Apostle's fervent longing to be made a
curse for his brethren (Rom. ix. 3), if they could
thereby be helped, we shall give up entirely talking

about vindictiveness. Tet how few have experi-

enced the vehement desire, that right shall still be
right, and God continue to be God, which must arise

in a soul compelled to endure the harshest abuse and
oppression of its faith I We need not wish to be
more merciful than the eternal Mercy (Matt vii. 14).

There is a point, at which the flaming majesty of the

holiness of God advances in power against the obdu-
rate despisore of His grace. Nevertheless, the love

of enemies remains in force (1 Thess. v. 15), so long
as there is still anything to be hoped for. Calvin's
admonition is, that, although Paul promises ven-
geance, yet we are not to wish for it against any
man. It is quite possible that the honor of God's
cause, and the salvation of those exposed to seduc-
tion, might impel an Apostle to call down a sharp
judgment on the adversaries (1 Cor. v. 6 ; Acts xiii.

10, 11); but the design always is, wherever it is

still possible, correction in order to salvation ; and
human violence is never allowed to interfere (Matt
xiii- 29. Give place unto wrath (Rom. xii. 19), that

• [I am not aware of any sufficient scriptural evidence
tf tbe doctrine referred to. But just as little, so far as I
•an tee, is it contradicted by our toxt.—J. L.]

is, to the wrath of God ; where that is kindled, H
becomes man, in the fulness of awe, and also of
bumble submission, as well as of sympathy towards
those who are judge 1, to stand aside. There thus
exists a fundamental likeness between tbe piety of

the Old Testament and that of the New. The differ-

ence does not consist in the setting aside in the New
Testament of the threatenings of judgment, but
only In this, that in Christ's redemptive work there

is revealed an inconceivably larger grace than the
Old Testament gave occasion to expect, whereby the
uttermost is done to render possible a deliverance

from judgment While the revelation before Christ

was to be altogether true—wholly that, and nothing
more than that, which humanity before Christ was
able to bear—yet, with all the glory of the words of
grace even in the Old Testament, it was still impos-
sible that the fulness of mercy should be made
known as it was by Christ in word and deed. Comp.
the essay on die jfachstenlieoe, Stud, und JCriL,

1856, p. 117 sqq.

8. On not knowing Goa\ see the Doctrinal sxd
Ethical Note on 1 Thess. iv. 5. The heathen also

are guilty, when they do not even inquire after

God ; but there are still many amongst them, who,
for their own part, are at least in some measure ex-
cused by the general degradation. This is recog-

nized in the words of the Lord respecting Tyre and
Sidon, Sodom and Gomorrah (Matt x. 16; xi. 22,

24). The consummation of guilt is, when the origi-

nal stupidity towards God develops itself into con-
scious rejection of His gracious counsel and work

;

and here again also blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost marks the highest point. 4* Whosoever de-
nieth the Son, the same hath not tbe Father" (1
John ii. 23^ ; this word is receiving an ever-growing
fulfilment m our day. It is possible for one to pray
to a God who yet is rather sought than known. But
wherever Jesus, the highest revelation of the true

God, is not merely still unknown, but is denied and
rejected, there at last nothing more is retained than
a power of nature, to which it is impossible to pray
as to a Father. But as the denial of Jesus betrays

the repugnance of the heart, so faith is a matter of
the will. In the former case, the mearing is : So
thou sat/cst, but I will not, and thus God is made a
liar (1 John i. 10) ; here the Apostle speaks of the
obedience of faith. For this very reason the princi-

ple stands firm also with Paul, that a man is judged
according to his deeds (Rom. ii. 6-11 ; 2 Cor. v. 10).

But the innermost soul of right conduct is obedience
to the command for the reception of grace; and
that is just faith.

9. Holy Scripture knows nothing of the entire

renunciation of all motives of fear and hope, such
as is required by philosophic morality; nor is it

known in actual life. Even the dullest indifferent-

ism, even the haughtiest self-consciousness, cannot
fully extinguish fear and hope ; nor should it The
only point of importance is, that the living God be-

come their object

10. The eternity of punishment is to many a
peculiar offence. But let us not forget that only
those are threatened with this (especially in Matt
xil. 81, 82), on whom the merciful God, Father, Son,
and Spirit, has brought to bear His entire work of
grace, and has done so in vain.* Through obdurate

* [This seems to mean that none are in danger of eter-
nal punishment but blasphemers of the Holy Ohest Be-
lieving this doctrine to bo thoroughly unscriptura], I shall
be allowed here eimply to express my firm dissent.—J. I*.]
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resistance to grace the state of inward desolation

nost hare reached such a pass, that from a man in

this condition even his neighbors necessarily become
detached; whereas on the other hand we cannot

think highly enough of the resources of the grace

of God. Now since the grace of God Himself,

being more fervent than a mother's love, cannot

forget, and therefore cannot, it would appear, cease

to lore, how is it possible that it should perpetuate

the life of the damned, merely to subject them to

perpetual torment? In the line of these thoughts

we reach various attempts to set bounds to the eter-

nity of the punishments of hell. The most obvious

device still would be to take alAvios in a limited

sense ; but the inference on the side of life [Matt
xxr. 46J would scarcely be accepted. It must be
allowed that, where we have to deal with first prin-

ciples and final issues, we are least capable of view-

ing things as God Himself views them, and there-

fore also are least entitled to lay down definite doc-

trines transcending the rule of Scripture. Comp.
Apolog. Betir&ge, p. 239 sqq. [On the subject of

this paragraph, see Lecture* on Thessalonians, pp.
4M-4«0.—J. L.]

11. (Vv. 10-12.) Who can form to himself a
sufficiently lofty conception of that glory, when the

Lord shall glorify His own in soul and body—shall

disclose to all the world their previously unknown
inward blessedness and sanctifying forces—shall

manifest them as the Temple of God, as His friends

and children, and introduce them to His everlasting

joy (Calwer Hindbuch der Bibderklarung) I What
amazement will it then awaken, to see this mighty
body (of which Christ is the Head), grown up from
the small seed-corn of faith, and now standing there

perfect in its beauty through the union of all its

members with the Head (Von Gerlach) 1

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 8. Beginning and progress—both come from
God ; even growth therefore is no merit of ours.

—

Hecbxer : As the individual, so likewise the Church
must be constantly on the increase.

—

Calvin : How
disgraceful is our sluggishness, that we scarcely in a

long while advance a foot !

—

The same : We owe
God thanks also for the good that He does to our

brethren. So dear to us should be the salvation of

our brethren, that whatever is given them we should

regard as our own good. The welfare of every

member tends to promote the prosperity of the

whole Church.—Paul seeks to keep all the churches

bound to one another in cordial sympathy.

—

Berl.

Bib.: In the growth of love consists the greatest

beauty of a church.

—

Theofhylact Iafter Chbysos-
tom): We should not love one, and another not;

partial love is not love, but the cause of quarrels.

—

The same : It is not tears and lamentations that our
sufferings deserve, but thanksgiving.—[Bishop Wil-
•on : If love abounds, faith also idcreaseth. This is

a test.—J. L.]

V. 4. Heubxkb : Temptations verify faith ; by
persecution is Christianity sealed.

—

St.mielin : The
fairest growth of faith, love, and experience flour-

ishes on the stem of the cross.—In such circum-

stances a mere notion does not hold its ground.

—

Cbetbostom : Where love and faith are weak, they
are shaken by affliction ; where they are strong, they

become thereby still stronger.—How is it that in

i faith grows ? and how love ?

Y. 5. To what degree is the patient endurance
of persecution proof of the righteous judgment ?—

•

When things go well with the ungodly, the carnal

mind says : There is no judgment.

—

Heudner : That
which now appears to conflict with the Divine right*

eousness is for faith a confirmation of it It is

shown that God saves those only who are proved
and sorely tried. Thy sufferings are necessary for

the justification and glorification of the righteous-

ness of God. Thou art thereby to appear as one
worthy of salvation.

—

Berl. Bib. : Satan must not

say: Christians do well to be pious; they are not

allowed to suffer.

—

Stockmeyek: When it is said:

Where is now the righteous God ? why does He not

own us ? understand that, in enduring with patience

and faith, thou hast already experienced a palpable

demonstration of the righteousness of God.

—

The
same: From the glorious end light is reflected on
the darkest experiences, wherein, however, the right*

eousness of God even already wrought, to make thee

by means of thy unjust suffering gradually worthy
of salvation.

—

Starke : There is such a tiling as the

holy vengeance of God; Antiochus, Herod, Nero
experienced it.

—

Hkubner : To vex, afflict, oppress

a man that loves God, and is loved by God, is in

God's eyes one of the most heinous offences.—-Ciiry-

sostom : We would not vindictively rejoice over the

punishment of others, but over our own deliverance

from such punishment and torment.—God will assign

to every one the position suitable to his inward state.—Berl. Bib. : The inward and outward and external

will there be mutually reconciled.

V. 7. There is such a thing as coming out of
great tribulation, a Sabbath rest, a blessed liberty of

the children of God.

—

Hkubnkr: Like faith, like

trial, like reward.

—

Calvin : Much greater deference

is given to those who have had long practice in tliat

which they teach ; Paul does not stand in the shade,

and bid the Thessalonians fight in the sun.

—

Hkub-
ner : The angels have power to execute the judg-

ments of God; the mightiest villain is powerless

against them ; one glance of an angel smites him to

the earth.

V. 8. Chbtsostom : By saying nothing about

hell, wilt thou thus extinguish it ?

—

The same : No
one who keeps hell in view, will fall into hell.

—

Tile

same : It is a great evil, to despise throatenings.

—

Theophylact : If those are condemned, who do not

obey the gospel, how much more those who prevent

the obedience of others

!

V. 9. Mark that terribly serious word, everlast-

ing,—Rieqeb: To appear before Jesus, and to be
unable to stand in the presence of His glorious

power, will be just as intolerable for the ungodly as

their punishment itself; even as the trial ana court-

day are often felt more keenly than the penalty.

—

Heubneb : To be banished from the face of Christ

is more than all torture.

"V. 10. [Leiohtok : Glorified in Hi* saint*, &c

;

—how much more in the matchless brightness of

His own glorious person !—J. L.]

—

Stockmeyer : It

will one day be manifest, that sanctification is glorifi-

cation ; at present many dread it as being the death

of the old man.—Roos : Every one will wonder (hat

from an insignificant root (faith) has sprung the

splendid flower of glory, or that faith in the preached

gospel should have drawn after it such glorious re-

sults.

—

Tub same: That Christ should be glorified

and admired in the saints requires that they too have

glorified bodies, and appear with Christ (Col. iii. 4).—Stockmeyeb: Many will be surprised, when too
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late, that many things which they pronounced impos-
sible have yet come to pass.

—

[Lardnkr : The wis-

dom, power, and faithfulness ot Christ, glorified in

the perfect holiness, external glory, and great num-
ber, of His people.-—J. L.1

V. 3-10 is one of the Epistles for the 26th Sun-
day after Trinity (or else for the 27th). It proclaims

to us the righteousness of Divine retribution, 1. as

consolation tor oppressed Christians, who are grow-
ing in faith and love: a. already in the midst of
their affliction let them recognize the holy rule of
the righteousness of God; b. let them confidently

expect, in the day of revelation, not merely rest

from their labor, but glorification; 2. as a serious

warning for the adversaries, who are not merely
a. driven now already from one degree to another
of hostility to God, but -are also, b. drawing upon
themselves everlasting destruction; nor can they
charge this on the gospel, but solely on their disobe-

dience to it.

V. 11. Stockmeyer: Whoever is able to suffer

for the cause of God, so long as it is still despised

and assailed, is worthy also to rejoice with it, when
it comes to honor.

V. 12. Hkubnee: Jesus is best glorified, and the

honor of His name vindicated, in the life of Chris*

tians. Were this apology furnished by Christiana,

no written one would be needed, and their slander-

ers would be struck dumb.
Vv. 11, 12. Stockmkteb: In this section are two

things deserving of all consideration: 1. that the

Apostle feels himself impelled, even for such a
Christian church as that was, still to make continual

intercession ; and 2. what it is that he asks for them.

1. The Apostles and Christ Himself lay great stress

on intercessory prayer, whether it be the pouring
forth of our heart's sorrow for such as are still to us

the occasion of sorrow, or whether it is because we
reflect on how much is involved in a man's persever-

ing to the end in the right way. Of course, inter-

cession is not a kind of convenient makeweight for

laziness, which likes to do nothnig otherwise ; but it

seeks the blessing of God, without which we can do
nothing. 2. The matter of the intercession is, that

God would bring them to a point where He can

count them worthy of the heavenly calling in its en-

tire length and breadth ; and, for this purpose, that

He would grant them grace to remain faithful and
obedient to the call to holiness. Thus will be ful-

filled the saying : " I am thine, thou art mine."

n.

Instruction and Exhortation in regard to the antichristian consummation of eviL

1. Ch. H. 1-12.

The warning, agninst allowing themselves to be easily misled into the notion of the day of the Lord being at the
door (vr. 1, 2), irt confirmed by reminding them that, aa he had already told them orally, the Man of Sin must previously
be revealed (w. 3.-5), lhat the mj story of lawlessness is still for the present restrained by an obstructive nower. and will
only reach its height when this Is removed, and will then also come to its end by the appearing of the Lord (w. 6-8)

;

of what sort the lying power of the enemy will be, is then more exactly described.

1 Now [But] * we beseech you, brethren, by [concerning, vw«p] the coming of
our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our [and our] gathering together unto Him,

2 that ye be not soon [quickljrl * shaken in mind [from your mind],* or [nor yet] 4

be troubled [alarmed],* neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from
3 [by, hid] us, as that the day of Christ [the Lord] * is at hand [is present]/ Let
no man [no one, firj tis] deceive you by any means [in any way] : for [because,
on] that day shall not come, except there come a falling away [the apostasy,
fj dTTooraata] first, and that [the, 6] man of sin* be revealed, the son of perdition,

4 who opposeth, and exalteth himself above [against

j

1#
all that is called God or

that is worshipped [every one called God or an object of worship],
11
so that he

as God w
sittetn [sitteth down, ko^mtoJ in the temple of God, showing himself

5 [showing himself forth]
w
that he is God. Remember ye not that, when I was

6 yet with you, I told you these things ? And now ye know what withholdeth,

V that he might be revealed [may be rev.]
M

in his [his own] u
time. For the

mystery of iniquity doth already work [For the m. is already working of law-
lessness],

1* only he who now letteth toiu let, until he [only until he, who with-

8 holdeth for the present,] " be taken out of the way ; and then shall that Wicked
• be revealed [shall be rev. the lawless one],

1* whom the Lord [Lord Jesus]
l
* shall

consume with the spirit [breath]* of His mouth, and shall destroy with the
9 brightness [appearing]*1 of His coming: even him, whose coming is after

[according to] ** the working of Satan, with [in, &] all power and signs and
10 lying wonders [wonders of falsehood],** and with [in, iv] all deceivablenesa

deceitfulness, dwrarfl] of unrighteousness in them that perish [for those who are
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perishing];** because they received [accepted! ** not the love of the truth, that

11 they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send [doth God send]
1

them strong delusion [a working of delusion, cvcpyetav irA.an/s], that they should
12 believe a lie [the falsehood, toJ ^cvSct] ; that they all " might be damned [may

be judged] " who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in " unrighteousness.

» V. l.—fRevision; •*«Ton see, then, what Is to be expected, and prayed for, as your portion at the coming of tho
Lord. But, in regard to that coming itself &o.* Or perhaps the Greek arrangement may rather suggest an opposition
bettrern ipmr+ntr fiftfif here and vooetvxeVefa wtpc vumr of ch. i. 11." The latter is Biggenbach's idea ; whereas
Webber and WiUdneon thus : "Such is our hope and consolation, but because it is such, by every consideration con-
nected with the great feet which gives it its oharacter, I beg of you, &c.M—J. L.)

9 V. 2.—{rax*** ; immediately on being thus tempted. Comp. £. V., Luke adv. 21 : xvi. 6.—J. L.]
* V. 2. [*»6 tov rods *> rendered as above, from your mind, in seTeral of the older Tersions (Tyndalo, Cranmcr,

Genera, Biauop*), and recently by Starke, Jowett, Wordsworth, Alford. Ellicott: from your sober mind; Kiggon-
bach: rem vemunftigen &'«•.—J. L.]

* V. 2.—The be-t copies [ noloding Sin., and Lachmann, Tischendorf; Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott, dec] give
paM, which is also the proper particle, and then fufre threo times. Comp. Winer, * 55. 6.

* V. 2.—[$po€i*e*t, a stronger word than aaXtvO^vcu. fcJuch equivalents as terrified, dismayed, perterreri, er-
tsarwefcen, dec, are given for it in the versions.—J. L.J

* V. 2.—Instead of the Rue. Xpwrrov, which has few authorities, the most and the best (also Sin.) give mplov [and so
sH the recent editions.—J. L.)

' V. 2*—[iWoramr ; Biggenbach, after Luther, vorhanden ware. On this word, see an elaborate note in Revision,—
J. L.]

* V. 3.—(«ora n^Ur* vpftW ; comp E. V., Rom. iil. 2 ; Phil. I. 8.—J. L.]
* V. 3.—instead of aaaorioc, wh en, however, has ma y old authorities, and amongst others Or. 5, in its favor, B^

fin., and some other Alexandrian sources give trouiae, arising probably from w. 7. 8.
10 V. 4.—[cvt with the accusative. Ellicott, in the Commentary : above (and against) ; in the Revision: against;

and so Wordsworth, and recent English translators generally, and the Am. Bible Union, dec.—J. L.]
11 V. 4.—[vaVra key6u*vov 9tb* $ oifiatrfia. Jtevision : " E. V. and the older English versions apparently follow the

Volg.mm quod = niy re, whio'a however, I find in no printed text but that of Beza, and there it is avowedly for no
nation except that Jerome mignt seem to have read it, and that in Beza'a own opinion it yielils a rioher bodso : mihi
tamen ubenus videtur." Biggenbach, likewise, retains Luther's uber alles das. But very many from Faber to Alford
and Wordsworth have preferred the masculine construction.—J. L.]

" V. 4.—The •* 0t*V before saBivai in the Elsevir is brought under suspicion as a gloss by A. B. D. 1 Bin., most of
the ventans, and the oldest Fathers. [It ia condemned by Mill, and oancelled by the majority of critical editors. Kig-
genbach likewise omits it.—J. L.]

» V. 4.—[ivoStutrvrra. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 9. Here, for the Vulgate oetendens, Augustine and others use osteniare,

Effieott: exhibiting, displaying; Wordsworth, as above.—J. L.)
•« V. 6.—(ct« rb croicaAv^ya* ; oomp. 1 These, ill. 10.—J. L.1
»* V. & —fry iavmi ; the time assigned to him—then, and not sooner.—Sin.1 A, K. : vtf avtov.—J. L.]
'• V. 7.—{TO yap fjiwmfoior ffirt lyipyiinu m apofuac . The emphasis of to uvorifnov, aa opposed to the double

a*ec«A»*ftirau of w. 7, 8, is strengthened by the Greek order.—J. L.]
»» V. 7.—GteW e k*t4x*p ifm foe, k.tJL See the Exegetical Note 8.—J. L.]
>• V. 8.—[«ro«aAv+fyoerai b aVouoc. Here again the revelatiou, as being now the main idea, Is put foremost.—

J. L.1
»• V. 8.—Iifows is supported by Sin. A. D.1 E > F. O. L.*, and most of the Versions and Fathers [and nearly all

tat critical editors.—J. L.J ; it is wanting in B. D. ' E. a K. L. 1
,,
and most of the minusculos.—The variation avtXel (from„ . __ _ „ "• | MM Ult

Is. xL 4, Sept. ?>. for ar«JU»*ct, makes no change in the sense ; if Sin. a prima manu givee «vaAoi [Sin.* : aycAot] that is

a corruption, holding the middle between the two readings.
*• V. 8.—fvrcvport. Comp. the English version of Is. xL 4; and so very many here, including tho Am. Bible

Unkm.-J. L.1
91 V. S.—[irt+at*li. This word occurs six times in the New Testament—once, In reference to the Lord*s first com-

ing ; five times, i.i reference to His second—and is always -elsewhere rendered in our Version, appearing. In tho present
tn«i«fl*t E. V. follows the Bishop's Bible. Alford and Ellicott have appearance, alter Tyndale, Cranmcr,, Geneva

;

Wordsworth, Webster and Wilkinson, Am. Bible Union: manifestation.—!. L.J
ts V. 9.—T«»t«. Comp. Eph. i. 19 ; ill. 20 : Sec-J. L.]
ss V. 9.—{Haaox ^eviovt. Tbe genitive belongs to all the three nouns.—J. L.]
** V. 10.—The authorities [including Sin. 1

] preponderate for the s mole dmive. whereos the Bee. prefixes iv.—{rift
before afcxtaf to wanting in 8in.* A. B. F. Om Laohmann, Tisobendorf, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott.—J. L.]

«* V. 10.—MU$xrro. See 1 Thess. ii. IS, Exeg. Koto 2.—J. L.)
m V. 11.—The present a-tfpvct [Scho's, Schott, Lachmann, Tischendorf; Theile, Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott.—J. L.]

deatrvss the preference over the future H/vfteu Here, aa in the previous Instance [v. 8], Sin. a prima manu goes with
the oldest authorities ; the correction by a later hand, with the Elsevir.

** V. 12.— For iwarrtt (all together), are Sin. A. F. O. [Tischendorf, Alford] ; for a-lrrct, B. D. E. L. The former is

to be preferred aa the rarer. [Aocord ng to the Amerio m edition of Ellioott, there is in regard to tho reading here an
fa*«4r**i*> of the too frequent discrepancy between the Commentary and the Translation.—J. L.]

10 V. 12.—{iqx&mai. Revision : " Out of 113 instances E. V. makes k/xVm = Karaxjtlpm only in 7, inc'uding Bev.
xvHi. 20 (where"see Revision. Note k); the others being John iii. 17, 18 (twioe); Acts xhi 27 ; Bom. xiy. 22."—For may,._

V-J.L.]
is given by

to r§ «A«#.> by B. D. 1 F. O. and Sin. a prima manu, [Lachmann braokots it.—^J. L.)

eoxap>. 1 Thess. ii. 16^-Jt _ .

*• V. 12.—iv is given by the Codd. A. D.8 E. K. L. and Sin. a secunda manu ; it is omitted (probably to conform it

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (W. 1, 2.) But we bsseeoh yon, Ac. ; as

Jn 1 Th«8. iv. 1 ; v. 12 ; over against the prayer of

lch. L 11* 12 be now turns to his brethren; on
account o£, in regard to the ooming, Mpy

as in

cfc. L 4 ; Rom. ix. 27 ; not an adjuration, per, as

yon dreed or desire that day (so Zwingli, Calvin,
and others) ; but this use of the preposition does
not belong to the New Testament; Lunkmann, too

artificially : in the interest of the coming [Jowett
and WotMwoBTH : en behalf of; the former add-

ing : " as though he were pleading in honor of that

day, that the expectation of it might not be a source

of disorder in the Church."—J. L.], to obviate all

mistakes on that subject ; but certainly the coming
itself has no such interest.* He is speaking, as in

* [Axvord and Ellicott partially adopt Lfrnaiainr's
suggestion. I should rather say that vwip here, instead of
w*p£ carries with it an indication of tbe strong personal
interest felt by tbe writer and his readers in their Lord*s
coming. So OansN. who refers also to Acta v. 41; Bom. ix.

29; 2 Cor. v. 12; viiL 23; ftc ; Wbbsteb and wilkihsow.
-J. L.J
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126 SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

t. 8, of the coming of the Lord to judgment (ch. i.

7, 8), and the setting up of the kingdom; with

ChruVs Advent he connects by means of one article

our gathering together away (or upwards, Lune-
mann)* unto Him; the two together form one
event, the first completing itself in the second. For
the topic, 1 Thess. iv. 17 may be compared ; for the

word likewise, Matt. xxiv. 31 (the verb ; the sub-

stantive is used in Heb. x. 26 of assemblies for

Divine service). The import of the entreaty is ex-

pressed in the form of a purpose ; eh r4, as in 1

Thess. ii. 12 ; iii. 10 ; that ye should not be
quickly shaken ; raxfas does not stand here, as

in GaL i. 6, in opposition to a previous better con-

dition ; nor does it mean, as Olshausen supposes,

so soon after my exhortation* to you; but (De
Wette, Lunemann): so soon as any one tells you
something of that sort, forthwith. 2oAcu&i)>rat,

moreover, is the expression that denotes the heaving

of the sea; then figuratively, to excite an uproar

(Acts xvii. 13}; connected with ax6 it has a preg-

nant force (like Karapytia&m kv6, Rom. vii. 2;
comp. also Rom. ix. 3 and 2 Thess. i. 9) : shaken
and thereby driven from [Wordsworth: drifted

off from] ; thrown out of your reason ; f for that

is the meaning of the word, as in 1 Cor. xiv. 14, 19

;

Rom. xiv. 6 ; not senfentia (Grotius), permasio

;

that were yv&w, or some such word. Accordingly

:

Hold fast a rational, sober thoughtfulness, which is

required for your peaceful trial, and the due per-

formance of your daily task. Attached to this, ac-

cording to the best authorities, by urfii (the manu-
scripts, indeed, vary exceedingly in the case of such
particles), is bpoeiabai, which, again, is not simply
synonymous with craAcu&. (that would be implied in

Mrc), but ascensive ; &pouy signifies to cry aloud,

make a noise, and then later, to frighten by uproar
(Matt xxiv. 6). Zwingli : to pernlez, confound;
Bexorl: moveaminiy mente ; turbemini, affectu;

according to Hofmann, bpoua&cu also should signify

merely to be discomposed; but then the climax
would be destroyed. That a -panic could not occur
amongst the Tbessalonians, it would be too much to

assert. Even a crisis that is longed for, when it is

one of so great and holy a sort, and so seriously

searches the heart, can strike a momentary terror
; \

whereas in <raXcu&. we think chiefly of being thrown
from the track by an overpowering hope [?].

—

Neither by spirit, &c. ; by this the Apostle in-

tends a spiritual suggestion, pretended prediction,

utterance of a prophet, comp. 1 Thess. v. 20 : De-
spise not prophesyings, but prove them, whether
error is not intermingled. It is a mistake to under-

stand thereby a false interpretation of Old Testament
prophecy, or—which is still more absurd—delusive

spiritual apparitions.—Nor by word nor by let-

ter as by us; Theodoret, Grotius, Wetstein,
De Wette, Lunemann [Davidson, Jievision, Elli-

* fThere !fl neither away nor upwards (bin oder empor)
in the fat, which simply " marks the point to be reached—
losing its idea of superposition m that of approximation to
rr juxtaposition " (Ellicott). "Webster, and Wilkiksok :

"tomeetlHm."—J. L.]
t [Rtvition: "The nearest approach that our idiom

allows is, when we speak of a man being driven out of his
mtnd."—J. L.1

X [If the Thessalonions were induced to believe that the
day of tho Lord had reallv come (the proper force of Manf
s«v), there would be a sufficient ground of alarm in the ap-
rarent failure in their case of the promise in 1 These, iv.
7. For a careful discussion of w. L, 2 the reader is re-

ferred to my Locturtt on the Thcualomans, pp. 491-504.—
J. L.]

cott] would refer &s ©7 f)u&r to the two preceding
members, as in v. 15 the Apostle's word and epistle

stand together ; and then some should have carried
round a pretended oral utterance of his, others even
a spurious letter. But v. 15 cannot determine for v.

2 ; and, reading ufas three times (the evidence for

the various readings is very precarious and unequal),
we must regard the three members as coordinate,
and not take two of them in closer connection with
each other. Unless, therefore, &s 6Y qu** is to be
confined to the last member merely, it must be re-

ferred also to the first [so Erasmus, Reiche, Barnes,
Webster and Wilkinson.—J. L.]. But that is not
possible, since a prophetic appearance could not be
invented for the Apostle like a word or a letter.

We thereforo adhere to Chrtsostom, Theophtlact,
Zwingli, Calvin, Ewald, Hofmann, in not regard-

ing \6yov as a word hawked around as apostolic, but
in understanding it, alongside of wyctyurrof, of a
b\baxh th&t reasoned without prophetic rapture,

rather perhaps with proofs from Scripture ; comp. 1

Cor. xiv. 26; Chrtsostom: vifayokoylcu There is

no occasion to think of a calculation of Daniel's

weeks of years. The last member, finally, first

Jerome, then Kern, Hilgenfeld [Hammond, Web-
ster and Wilkinson] and others, would explain to

the effect that the Apostle is speaking merely of a
misinterpretation of his First Epistle: Be not dis-

turbed by letter, as if we had taught so. But in

that case oY lTi<rro\rjs would not stand without the
article; 1 Cor. v. 9, 11 and 2 Cor. vii. 8 show the
style in which he appeals to an earlier epistle from
his hand. The two members, nrtvpa and \6yos, de-
note means of seduction that had actually occurred,

and had come, indeed, from people in Tbessalonica
(nothing suggests, as in Corinth, foreign intruders)

;

the same thing must hold good also of a letter, that
was falsely attributed to him ; Paul would not of
himself have thought of speaking of it [against

Jowktt] ; ch. iii. 17 also cannot be naturally ex-
plained otherwise than as a precaution against a
repetition of the forgery. It is as surprising that

such a thing occurred at that time, as that Paul
speaks of it so gently. Hug thinks that the forger
need have had no evil design ; he merely wished,
perhaps, with apostolic authority to agitate the se-

cure, and work a reformation. Still a pia fraus is

none the less a fraus. It is possible, however, that
the letter was written anonymously, and merely
shown around as Pauline. Otherwise, it is probable,
Paul would speak more sharply.

The import of this deceptive pretence was: as
that the day of the Lord la present [so Al-
ford. Ellicott : is now come.—J. L.1. &s before
Sri expresses what is supposed ; 2 Cor. xi. 21

;

Winer, § 65. 9 ; IviarnKsv denotes a standing at
the door, immediate presence (Rom. viii. 38 ; 1 Cor.
iii. 22; Gal i. 4). The emphatic position of the
verb in front shows, that the Apostle does not in-

tend generally to put far away the expectation of
the last day ; we are merely not to let ourselves be
surprised by the cry: Here it is now I Probably
the fresh outbreak of singularly violent persecutions

was explained in Thessalonica to this effect : Here is

the beginning of the last day.

2. (Vv. 8-5.) Let no one deceive you In
any way j be not deluded (Epb. v. 6) ; in none of
those three specified ways? or, in no other way I

Both views are possible; at 1 Thess. v. S he had
described the deception of a careless drowsiness, and
now he points to the opposite snare, when a con-
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seientioos vigilance is perverted into an unwhole-

some excitement, which is then likely, in conse-

quence of the exposure that follows, to threaten

faith itself with shipwreck. Against this delusion,

is against every other, they are to be on their guard.

—Because, be thus confirms the warning. The
protasis with i&* has no apodosis, as often happens
with Paul; so Rom. ii. 17, according to the best

reading; he lost sight of it in the course of the long

description ; sometimes also (Rom. ix. 22) there lies

in the ellipsis a certain reserve of judgment. Here
the very obvious supplement is ov fi^i wdpeortu 4
iuUpa, or ov StWrcu lAdw 6 $cvpios, or some such
expression. [Webster and Wilkinson: "The
omission arises from the fact that he is reminding
them of communications previously made concern-

ing two future events, and wishes to fix their atten-

tion upon that which must precede the other. It

may also be regarded as rhetorical, supplied in the

Apostle's dictation by a solemn pause, a gesture, and
the significant and emphatic delivery of the words
&r . . . w/wiw, or as suggesting the sentiment, /
oat sorry to have it to say it will not come before

;

and so Binoil, ahstxnet verbis qua non libenter

sudiret (motor adventus Christir—J. L.] Alto-

gether unsuitable is any thought of the oath-formula,

& tit, certissime [Storr], besides that this also

needs explanation as an ellipsis.—Exoept there
come the apostasy first (awoarcur/a, later Greek
for the older ixtkrrcum) ; this is erroneously applied

by Crktsostok, Theodoret, Theophylact, Augus-
tus, to Antichrist, as if it meant an apostasy in one
individual, whereas the two verbs suffice to distin-

guish also the two subjects ; nor yet is it to be un-

derstood politically or semi-politically, but according

to universal biblical usage it denotes apostasy from
the faith or from God [Acts xxi. 21. Comp. 1 Tim.
iv. 1 ; Sept. Jer. xxix. 82.—J. L.]. Hokmann, cor-

rectly : eh. L having commended their steadfastness

in the faith, the apostasy can only be one from the
faith in Christ ; and this is acknowledged also by
Calvik. Indeed, the article denotes that apostasy
known to the Thessalonians by oral instruction from
the prophets; comp. Dan. viii. 23; xi. 80; the
spreading apostasy from the faith. Then in kvopia
ef v. 7 we find an intimation of the further result,

that the revolt from God leads to the rejection of all

Wrine order. Already in those times of fresh faith

it this foreseen and foretold by Paul.—And the
Man of Sin bo revealed; frightful counterpart
to the revelation from above (ch. I 7) ; when there
b a disclosure of that which is maturing as the wick-
ed consummation of the evil principle in humanity
—of that which at present is still uwrHipio*, the
counterpart of the heavenly (v. 7), but shall one day
hare its wapowrla (v. 9). The Man of Sin, again
with the article, the one already known to them

;

plainly a single personality ; if Zwingli after some
of the ancients explains it collectively, as if it stood
for filii perditi, there is no warrant for this in the
context The complete opposite to Christ is not a
spiritual tendency, but a person. Nor is he called
fterely opopr«x4*, but the Man of Sin, in contrast
with Jesus, the Han of obedience ; so to speak, the
incarnate Sin, wherein the entire nature of sin is

concentrated, incorporated, culminates
;
just as what

follows marks the opposite pole to Gen. iii. There
As desire came up, but still in childish form, to wish
to be their own God ; what began there will here be
Wly ripened. Thus is his nature described ; and in

connection with that his final destiny : the son of
perdition, like Judas, his type, John xvii. 12.

With the fact, that he wholly belongs to sin, coheres

as fruit the fact, that be falls a prey to perdition

;

out of perdition springs his life in death ; tfc £xc£-

Xeioy forctyct (Rev. xvii. 11). Others would take it

actively, or at least unite the two ideas [Theodo-
ret] : one who is a sinner and falls into perdition,

and also drags others down into sin and perdition

;

according to v. 9 sqq. he really does that ; but in the

phrase, son of perdition, there is rather a designa-

tion of the power to which he belongs; Estids:
quasi ex perdition* tanquam matre aenitiis ; as if it

were even said, a child of death. The mention of
his fate is followed by a description of his manner
of working (as v. 8 by v. 9) ; it is said of him

:

who opposeth, like Satan, Zech. iii. 1, Sept. ; what
the latter is for the world of spirits, that the Han of

Sin is for the world of men ; no incarnation, there-

fore, of Satan. We can take 6 ayruetlpicvos abso-

lutely, and in thought supply of Ood or of Christ

;

the former, because he assails not merely the re-

demptive work of Christ, but the foundation of all

fear of God ; and for the second it may be said, that

in an altogether peculiar sense he will be the antago-

nist, adversary, caricature of Christ; according to

John's expression, the avrixpurros (1 John ii. 18),

the Antichrist ; fain would he destroy Christ's king-

dom, and opposes him, as Bengel says, corde, tin*

gua, stiloy factis, per se
%
per sttos. But considering

that the article is not repeated before the second

participle, and that thus the two predicates are com-
bined iuto one idea (negative and positive), we might
prefer to refer the M by an easy zeugma to both
participles.* Who ezalteth himself above all

that is [against every one] called God or an
objeot of worship; against the true God, and
every one so called, comp. 1 Cor. viii. 5 ; to this the

Apostle adds (every) <rcjSar/Aa, that is, object of

worship, numen ; Luthardt: whatever is holy to

men, and passes amongst them as un object of fear-

ful reverence; comp. Acts xvii. 23. To think of

the defamation of the imperial majesty (the Sc/Scur-

t6s) is still more inappropriate, than of angels ; it

was done in the interest of the interpretation which
saw in Antichrist the Pope, as the despiser of
worldly sovereignty. We have rather to understand

it thus : above all that is called God and is divinely

honored. He will thus no longer act as the old

kings, Pharaoh and Sennacherib, acted, who indeed
blasphemed the God of Israel, but still worshipped
their heathen gods ; he will despise also the gods of
the heathen. To adore these was a profound cor-

ruption; still even in that caricature the need of
worship announced itself! But the Man of Sin,

being the consummmate Arrtoeo*, as Chrysostom
calls him, will worship nothing any more, bow be-

fore nothing any more. All religion he treads under
his feet. Herein consists the ripe poisonous fruit of
evil, that with full consciousness self set? up to be
the centre of all power, wisdom, and glory. The
Apostle's brief picture reminds us of (though it still

transcends) Dan. vii. 8, 11, 20 sqq.: the horn with

man's eyes and a mouth speaking great things, which

makes war with the saints and overcomes them till

* [And ao Bkxson, Kovpe, Pelt, Webstbb and Wil-
kdtson. But tho best interpreters generally rejeoc the
Magma (Be "Wbtte, Lunemakw, Altoud, Elijcott, &c.).
In the New Testament airueci/xat is construed with the sim-
ple dative.—J. L.)
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128 SECOND EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

the judgment breaks forth. The modern interpret-

ers see in this for the most part Antiochos Epipha-
nes ; more correctly we shall recognize in this little

horn of the 7th chapter the yet future adversary, of
whom Antiochus, described in similar terms, is but a
type (see Aubirlxn's Daniel), Antiochus, the Old
Testament Antichrist, is meant in Dan. viii. 9 sqq.,

23 sqq. ; xi. 86 sqq.* The last passage, in particu-

lar, depicts him as speaking presumptuous things

against the God of gods, and as despising also the
gods of his fathers ; only on the God of strongholds,

that is, on military power, does he rely. Still, self-

deification is not expressly asserted of him ; Anti-

ochus even turned the Temple of Jerusalem into a
temple of the Olympian Zeus. Paul adheres to

Daniel's description, and can do so, just because
Antiochus is a type of the last adversary. For the
further stroke, with which he goes beyond Daniel,

the self-deification of the Roman Emperor furnished
him with a ready example.—So that he sitteth
down in [cfr rbv va6y, pregnant: intrude* into,

and tit* down in, Ac.—J. L.] the temple of God;
kc&Ivcu is intransitive ; avriv (not aur6v) is not re-

dundant (Pelt), but emphatic; he, the audacious;
he in person sits down enthroned in the temple;
does not merely have bis image set up ; in the tem-
ple of God, the article and the addition, of God,
showing that at any rate no heathen temple is to be
thought of, but, if one of stone, then no other than
that of Jerusalem, which, if the Epistle is genuine,
was not yet destroyed. That that one is not to be
thought of in an Epistle to a church of Gentile
Christians (Von GerlachI is a groundless objection.

The temple which Christ had cleansed, and in which
the first Christians prayed, and likewise Paul him-
self, that house of prayer for all people was an object

of interest to every Christian church. Still, one can
just as little perceive, why the sitting in the temple
must be interpreted with all the rigid literality that,

amongst others, Wieseler (Chronol. des apostol.

Zeitalters, p. 258) and Dollingm (Christenthum
und Kirche, p. 282) assert. We do not at once say
with Cbrtsostom and others, that the temple signi-

fies the Church in all lands, or with Hilgknfelo (p.

253), that the writer means figuratively the consum-
mation of heresy establishing itself in the spiritual

temple of Christendom (it then concerns him to
show the feasibility of the Epistle having been com-
posed under Trajan) ; but we suppose that, proceed-
ing on a sensuous wav of viewing the matter, and
painting, as a prophet (Ex. xxviii. 21 in colors of bis

own time, Paul depicts an act which, as a symbol of
permanent spiritual significance, is confined to no
locality, and means to say: He places himself in

God's room, and forces himself on mankind as a
Divine ruler.f See the Exegetical Note 8.—Show-
ing himself forth that he is Ood, as described
more at large in Rev. xiii. What belongs to Christ,

this impious person arrogates to himself, advancing

• fEtxicott : " This characteristic of haptens exalta-
tion is in such striking parallelism with thai ascribed by
Daniel to * the king that shall do according to his will ' (ch.
xl 86), that we can scarcely doubt that the ancient inter-
preters were right in referring both to the same person,—
Antichrist. The former portion of the prophecym Daniel
is apparently correctly referred to Antiochus Epiphanes,
but the concluding verses (ver. 86 sq.) seem only applicable
to him of whom Antiochos was merely a type and anadow."
—J. L.]

t [Eixicott, without excluding the figurative interpre-
tation of CHaTsosTOM. at the same time leans strongly to
in ultimate fulfilment in a future temple (Es. xxxvil. 26)
\ Jerusalem.—J. L.]

the claim, that for those on the earth be it God

;

and thus wickedness becomes frantic The self-

exhibition we understand, with Chhtbostom and

most, not merely of assertions in words or proclama-

tions, but of manifestations which should confirm

the point bj deeds; for the lying wonders, v. 9

sqq., shall deceive many. We cannot see why

Lunemann finds in this a contradiction of *ad/«u.—

Gently chiding them, the Apostle finally remind*

them of the instruction which be had orally impart-

ed to them. So far liad he gone during the three

weeks into the details of escbatology. But to the

Apostle this same point of doctrine was of more im-

portance than to our moderns ; comp. Paul at Ath-

ens, Acts xviL 81. [Notice here also the force of

fervor, Iwas telling, used to tell.—J. L.] Even the

medieval missionaries laid very great stress on the

judgment. As the Thessaloniuna had to endure

peculiar afflictions, Paul would seem to have led

them into a special acquaintance with Daniel

8. (Vv. 6-8.) And now ye know what

withholdeth) *o2 vvw is taken by Bekgrl, Stow,

Kern, Hiloinfcld and others as a temporal adverb

in opposition to *V« of v. 5. L&nemann's objection,

that in that case it must have been said : raffa fit*

fri

—

ww tie not, does not amount to a great deal,

except, indeed, that one does not exactly know how

the point in contrast should be conceived oil Are

we to understand it thus: Now, since you bare

learned the beginning of that matter, you know it

as you did not previously ? But what, then, had

occurred, that could give them such information,

even without the Apostle's explanation ? Here Roos

and Brandt think of the recent expulsion of the

tumultuous Jews from Rome, and similar facts,

which might show them how the pseudo-Messianic

element was held down by the Roman power. But

that would be at least very obscurely expressed, in a

case especially where they needed a renewal of their

earlier instruction ; and now would he in such an

altogether disguised manner announce the new topic,

which present circumstances supplied in contrast

with his oral instruction ? This has little to recom-

mend it Still more arbitrary is Hilgenfblds in-

ference, that in this opposition the later date of the

Epistlo betrays itself, as if koI yv* could only be

understood thus : and now, seme 40 years after ih$

Apostle's death t Dk Wette, LInemans, Ewald

[Alford, Ellicott] see in *ol pvy the indication of

a logical advance to a new thought : And now yt

know surely fLInemann : by way of passing on to a

further point). They appeal to Acts vii. 84 ; x. 5

;

xiii. 11 ; xx. 25; but in all these places rvr may

also be taken temporally, whereas in our text it is

not apparent why the simple gal should not have

been used. Olshacskn, Wieseler, and other?

assume an inversion, as in the case of tn in Rom.

r. 6 (various reading), Winer, § 61. 4. Of course,

it would have been easy to write : a*} re rh

k*t4xw t but i* is true that we most naturally expect

in the first member of the verse an offset to *r vf

iavrov Kcupf. This Hofmann would obtain by tak-

ing also v. 6 interrogatively, and the ov of v. 6 as

still operative: Remember ye not—, and knew {ye

not) now (when his time has not yet arrived), te&a*

withholdeth, <£c. / This, however, is too artificial

On the contrary, we obtain a very simple expla-

nation of vv¥ as a particle of time, if we understand

it thus : And now, when ye recall my oral instruc-

tion, ye know. And so it follows also, what must

have been probable beforehand (against Huge*
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rld), that the oral instruction already extended to

the tutrix*** on which account he can speak of it

the more briefly in writing. The meaning of the

latter word is not, as Dollinoer supposes, what pos-

smes, controls, but, as in Rom. i. 18, what restraint,

kinder*; Chbysostom: to K»\6or; Calvin: im-

pedimerUum, causa mora; but not: what hinder*

me from expressing myself freely ; that were an
altogether arbitrary interpretation, and is thoroughly

confuted by v. 7 ; but : what still retards the out-

break and manifestation of Antichrist. The neuter

in v. 6 denotes the power, the principle ; the mascu-
line in r. 7, a personality at the head of that power

;

at least, this is a priori the most natural suggestion.

Moreover, cfc r6 denotes, not so much the duration

(«*&/), as the purpose of God in the tcarcx*1* : that
us may bo revealed in his [own] time j he,

none other than the Man of Sin, is to step forth

from his concealment in his time, the time fixed for

him, measured out to him as his own ; a time will

come, that belongs to him, as the present does not

yet; measured out, indeed, to him also only by
God ; comp. Luke xxii. 58 ; the counterpart of the

fulness of the time, Gal. iv. 4. With the for that

follows Paul accounts for his having spoken of the

restraining of the Man of Sin, and of his revelation

as still future. The ungodly element was really

present already, and had a strong desire to break

forth, but must still work as a dark mystery; not

exactly in secret, but so that the wickedness does

not yet expose its full nature. Mwrr^pioy forms an

antithesis to axoKaXwpZrrivcu of v. 6; there is an

emphasis in its being put first, and separated from
its genitive, as in Gal. ii. 6, 9. The latter is a geni-

tire either of apposition [De Wette, Lunemann,
Alford] : the mystery which consists in lawlessness,

or of possession : which belongs to it;* ungodliness

also having its mystery, the /rightful counterpart to

that of godliness, 1 Tim. Hi. Id ; comp. the &<&n
TtS fforava, Rev. it 24, over against the pd&n rov

too?, 1 Cor. it 10. Hofmann would understand it

merely thus : the confounding, incomprehensible, in-

conceivable extreme of wickedness; but the contrast

with the revelation should not be set aside. Ols-

racskn goes beyond Scripture, when on account of

the antithesis he" speaks of an incarnation of Satan,

when it will be said : 6 Zu£0o\os 4<pay€pb&n 4v <rapfcl ;

there is nothing of that here, and even John vi. 70
is rather against than for it. Estius correctly : non
Habolms, sed diaboli prcecipuum organum est. Anti-

christ is, indeed, depicted as the caricature of Christ.

Bat v. 7 does not yet treat of his person, but of the

principle of lawlessness now already in action pri-

Tately. Thereby is denoted the profligacy which
violates every Divine law, knows nothing but a com-
piete autonomy, endures no will over it ; Dan. xi. 86
ay be compared : He will do Kara rh &4\nfM
earn. Here the remark is not convincing, that the

expressions iuroul* and, v. 8, ivouos point us for

Antichrist to the Gentile domain (Rom. ii. 12; 1

Cor. ix. 21) ; still more groundlessly others say, to

the Jewish. When Hofmann, starting from Daniel,

remarks that the faithless will fall a prey to Anti-

christ, as the apostate Jews did to Ahtiochus, that is

no doubt true ; only it does not necessarily follow

that he himself will proceed from among the Gen-
tiles. Rather we may say that the result of apos-

tasy from the gospel will be a new and consummate

* [Elliott? : " 8imply a gen. definitions, or gen. of the
dttxaeteruing principle or quality."—J. L.]

9

heathenism, the rejection not merely of faith, but of
every Divine ordinance. At the height of the Anti-

christian wickedness, however, the differences be-

tween Jews and Gentiles disappear, as they do on
the other hand under the gospel. The mystery is

already working (Inpyura* never passive,* but mid-

dle)
; ffSif is in opposition to v. 6, in his [own] time,

ana then &pri answers to <J8ij, and the rors of v. 6

to in his [own] time, Paul regards the phenomena
of the time with the eyes of the Spirit ; in the op-

position to the moral order of things, but especially

in resistance to Christ, he perceives the beginning

of the final rebellion against final grace. This is to

him the working of a terrible mystery, such as not

many yet recognize. He sees before him (Di
Wettk) the scattered, shapeless mass of ungodli-

ness, which is first to gain form and personality in

Antichrist, and by which his appearance is prepared

and introduced, as is the case with every historical

personage. In Thessalonica especially he had lived

to see the fanatical hostility of the Jews prove false

amongst the heathen to their Messianic hope (Acts

xvii. 7). The self-deification of the Emperor, and
perhaps also already the false Gnosis of a Simon,

were other features of that depravity.

In the sequel u6pov belongs not to what precedes

[thus Jowett suggests as possible a connection with

Hv<rrf)ptov : only a* a hidden mystery ; Words-
wobth connects with ivcpyurai: worketh inwardly

only ;—both constructions equally untenable.—J.
LA which is already defined by fUn, but to what
follows ; the clause introduced by it limits in a cer-

tain way the preceding statement. As the Vulgate

translates : tantum ut qui tenet nunc ieneat, so many
supply out of jrarYxwe a verb, Kar4x*h *o^|«,
Karcx#r«, or even (Bengel), from the following 4k

fi4aov y4rqrai, an in medio est. [Many supply sim-

ply the verb of existence, and with that Webster
and Wilkinson connect &tm : is now.—J. L.]

Zwinoli understands it thus (an interpretation

already known to Augustine) : " only he, who now
holds aught, should hold it fast (whatever he has

apprehended of the truth), till he (Antichrist) is

taken out of the way." But all these supplements

are arbitrary. Calvin, who construes correctly, is

just as mistaken in his explanation : until he (Anti-

christ), who now (that is, in the future for a short

time) holds sway, is removed; and then he must

refer the TdVt to v. 6. This view has simply every-

thing against it; I urge only the one point, that he

thus takes 6 kot4x»v in a totally different sense from

rh Kar4xovt
v. 6; whereas the remark cannot be-

avoided, that the one must correspond to the other,,

only that the masculine indicates a personality stand-

ing at the head. If again there are not two clauses

but one, we have merely to recognize an inversion,,

namely, that as regards the sense «»y ought to be

first, whereas 6 kolt. is put first for the sake of em-

phasis ; comp. Gal. ii. 10 [and so the clause is now
generally construed; see Revision.—J. L.]. Ac-

cordingly: The mystery is already working, only

until (so long must it remain a mystery), only until

he, who withholdeth for the prexent, is out of the

way. That the latter phrase might denote a violent

death, is not to be denied ; that it must do so, is not

to be asserted ; indeed, comparing Col. ii.. 14, and

not even reading here aXptoScu, but y€v4<r&cu (comp.

1 Cor. ii. 2 ; 1 Tim. ii. 14), we perceive that as to

* [As Bishop Bull makes it both here and at 1 Theas.

ii. 13.- J. L.]
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the manner, in which the Kartx»* gets out of tne

way, the expression says absolutely nothing; by a

peaceful withdrawal on his part, we shall of course

not say, since there is a judgment in his being called

off. Who now is the kvt4x**% ** really the darkest

point in the whole passage, now that we have no
longer the oral interpretation ; a proof, what oral

tradition would amount to without a written record.

Comp. the Doctrinal Note 3.—And then shall be
revealed the Lawless one j the Impta in person,

the Head of wickedness in full expression; cer-

tainly none other than the Man of Sin, v. 3.—From
the mention of the revelation, vs. 3, 6, 8, and of the

vapov<rla, v. 9, Hofmann finally infers (die Heilige

Scfirift neuen Testaments, L, p. 330 sqq.), that there

is here described a counterpart of Christ, that cannot

be fully understood unless we recognize Antichrist

also as already in existence, so that he will enter into

the world anew from the supermundane sphere. It

is not said, he suggests, that the two/da, but that the

&ropos will be revealed. This is the reason why
Hofmann was so bent on setting aside the antithesis

between uwrrfipior and ixotcaX. Antiochus Epipha-

nes himself, he thinks, may again be expected.

This, however, is an exaggeration of the Scriptural

statements, that lapses into extravagance. The Man
of Sin will come (vapoxxrla) aud be revealed (will

discover himsolf to be what he is, and what from a
child he was not taken for) in and by the complete

disclosure of the iwopla, which previously kept

working as uwrrfipior;—this surely is sufficient for

us to find in him the counterpart of Christ Even
Hofmann will not go so far as to assume an incarna-

tion of Satan. Comp. Auderlen, Daniel, 2d edi-

tion, p. 456 sq., and Luthardt, die Lehre von deii

letzien Dingen, p. 150. The latter properly refers to

Mai. iii. 23 [iv. 5], where there is a promise of the

sending of Elijah, which, however, is afterwards ex-

plained, in Luke i. 17; Matt xL 14; xvii. 11, 12,

of John, the new Elijah,* just as Rev. xi. 6 holds

out no prospect of the return of the former Elijah.

It is not the Elijah of history, says Luthardt, that

-we have to expect, but the Elijah of prophecy;
comp. also Ezek. xxxiv. 23. Such literal interpreta-

"tion as that practised by Hofmann should be left to

the popular fancy of the Jews (Matt xvi. 14).

—

Whom the Lord (Jesus) shall consume; he
thus becomes vtbs avco\*las ; the consolation that he
is to be destroyed, is attached by Paul immediately

to the mention of his appearance. The Godless one
comes at the time appointed for him by God, and is

consumed by Jesus; his tyranny, therefore, is no
sign of weakness on the part of God. Is. xi. 4 has

not merely had an influence on the reading, but it is

also a parallel for the subject matter.—with the
spirit [breath] of His mouth, &c ; in German
we do not have, as in Hebrew and Greek, the same
word for spirit and breath. We must not with a

coarse sensuousness think of a fiery wind, nor yet at

once idealize the matter, as if what is meant were a

word, shout, word of command ; why in that case

should not \6yos have been used ? The explanation

of the old Protestants was, that the word of God has

inwardly, ipiritually slam Antichrist (namely, the

Popr), and the Advent will make a full end of him.

The glowing parallelism of the clauses, however,
intends not two acts, but only one. It is a counter-

* [That the promise m Valachi was exhausted by the
ministry of the Baptist, is not quite so certain. Comp.

• Olshacskh on the passages cited, also Judge Joel Jokes'
Mote* on Scripture, Philadelphia, 1861.—J. L.J

part to the description of creation in Ps. xxxiii.

Sept. The view proceeds on the ground of sense

,

Nothing is required but the breath of the Lord,

which has power, as being the spirit of life, quicken-

ing for them that are His (John xx. 22), but, amongst
His enemies, who can bear it ? One breath of tfco

Lord scatters haughty power. Comp. Rev. xix. 15,

21, the sharp word out of Hit mouth; Grotics
refers also to Hos. xiii. 3. Equally sublime is the

second clause: and (shall) destroy (him) with
the appearing of His coming; KarapytTy, to

destroy, abolish (1 Cor. ii. 6 ; xv. 24), does not im-

ply the utter annihilation of his personal existence,

for indeed he is cast into the lake of fire (Revelation).

Elsewhere the Lord's coming is denoted either by
vapowria, or by IvityLvua, 2 Tim. iv. 8 ; here the

two are combined : by the appearing, the visibleness

of His coming; He could, of course, come also

invisibly. Zwikoli's application of this to the daily

coming of His word into the hearts of believers must
be rejected. Mere caprice also is the Irvingite dis

tinction between the parousia [coming], by which
believers from among the Gentiles shall be' caught

away to the Lord, and the subsequent appearing of

the paroutia [coming], in which the Jews are con-

cerned (comp. the Doctrinal and Ethical Notes on 1

These, iv. 17, and also Luthardt, p. 87 sqq., espe-

cially 43). Bk.ngel's remark might be more worthy
of attention, that the expression denotes the first

gleam of the Advent, as distinguished from the final

judgment; though here also somewhat too great

stress is put upon it.* But this much is true, that

there is needed merely the first outburst of the Ad-
vent, nothing but that He show Himself [Ps. xciv.

1], no organs for the exertion of His power

;

Bengel : pnma ipsius adventus emicatlo. An earn-

est of this in John xviii. 6.f
4. (Vv. 9-12.) Whose eomisg is, &c. ; o5, as

well as the or of v. 8, referring again to the fiyopos

of that verse. Only now, after he has already by
way of consolation shown the end of the wicked
one, is the description of his agency resumed. It

will be terrible and destructive, but for that very
reason will end in a holy judgment, and therefore

the description can again resolve itself into thanks-
giving, v. 13 sqq., that the Thessalonians do not be-

long to the apostates. Hofmann accordingly takes

w. 9-17 together, there being here shown, he thinks,

as in ch. i., that punishment of unbelief, in which
the appearance of the Lawless One will issue, in

opposition to the salvation which will be for the

Church the result of the proclamation of the apos-

tolic message. It is true that the theme of v. 3 (the

Lord comes not, till Antichrist has appeared) is dis-

charged at v. 8 ; but the description of his working,
v. 9 sqq., serves still for the completion of the pic-

ture, and indirectly for the warning of the readers

:

his power will be in the highest degree seductive

;

let every one, therefore, beware of the first begin-

nings of apostasy (vv. 2, 3) ; for whosoever believes

the lie is lost (vv. 10, 11). But ye, thank God, are

of those who believe the truth, and are chosen to

* [That there Is an in'erval of time between our Lord's
descent from the right hand of the Father into the region
of the air, where His gathered saints ore admitted into His
presence, and His coming with them to the judgment of the
nations, is not only in itself a perfectly reasonable and
scriptural idea, but one of use in harmonising the various,
and at first fight apparently discrepant, descriptions of the
manner of the Advent, and of the condition of the world in
that day.—J. I,.]

t [Comp. Revision, and Lecture*, on this Terse.—J*. I*.)
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salvation (t. IS) ; therefore abide therein, stand fast,

tod hold fast what ye bare received (v. 15). The
appearance of the Lawless ta, takes place, says the

Apostle in the present tense, doctrinally, without

regard to the time ; comp. 1 Cor. xr. 85.—Accord-
ing to the working of Satan, #rar<£, as in Col. L
29. Satan gives him power, as the Father does to

Canst (Rev. xiii. 2) ; it is the most perfect mimicry
of Christ: salvation (in wonders) without repent-

ance and the cross. But it is asked, whether Kara,

kc is a definition of the tVnV, or of i<rr\y tV, Ac.
;

whether his appearance is already of itself in the

might of Satan, or rather his appearance with won-
ders. Honeasm prefers the former view; that his

coming is 1. according to the working of Satan, and
2. a coming in wonders. But it is better, with

Lcxkxasx and others, to understand his coming as

attended with wonders to be that, the source of
which is assigned by Kar tWpy.* There will be in

it a putting forth of every power ; wqurn without the

article belonging by zeugma to all the three substan-

tives. Atra+us denotes the root of the operations

;

tttpcio, signs, in their significance as indicating the

divinity of him who performs them—here of course

deceptive; lastly, ripara, portenta, the marvelous-

ness of these indications. The three terms are often

used of the deeds of Christ and the Apostles. Here
we have the caricature ; comp. the wonders of the

false prophets, Matt. xxiv. 24, whereby even the

elect would be deceived, were that possible. These
prophets are, as it were, Antichrist's apostles; in

Rev. xiii. 13 sqq. it is the false prophet in the singu-

lar, who represents hypocritical, Godless wisdom,
and by his signs procures homage for the first beast

(the Godless despot). Paul does not yet say by
whom (as distinct from the aVo/iot himself) tho won-
ders shall be wrought.—The wonders are called

wonders of falsehood (i^cftovt again belonging

to all the three words) in opposition to the wonders
of truth in the case of Christ and His Apostles (as

Paul asserts that he had wrought wonders, 2 Cor. xii.

12). To find in the genitive ^cvtovs a designation

amply of the origin, or simply of the object, or sim-

ply of the quality of those wonders, is an unwar-
rantable separation of what belongs all together,f
Moreover, Augustine is already aware of a double

interpretation, what is meant being either a decep'

two of the senses by empty illusions without reality

(so Tbeodobxt), or real miracles misleading to a
false belief in them as performed by Divine power.

Acoustike, referring to Job, prefers the second
view, and so with reason most others. To this con-

chaon we are at once led by the emphatic descrip-

* [So the German rerrions and commentaries generally,
la behalf of the other view it was remarked in JievUion.
tint the clause mar sVfoyctoy row Saroyo, " taken by itself,

or at least as the leading feature in the statement, yields
tins toiler and more appalling intimation, that the entire

coning of the Man of Bin—his spirit and aims and meas-
ures throughout—will be instinct with the energy of Satan
(Cutsqst. : ir9p*ir6f nt naaav airrou fiegrfpcKOf T^v ivip-

yM» : 8ome man receiving all 8atan's energy. 8o Theo-
aoa. and (Eccmzx.), and that, eren as the Church is * the
body of Christ, the fulness of Him that filleth all in all

'

(Epb. L 13; comp. v. 19 ; Hi. 20 ; &c), so in Antichrist, his

sasterpiece, will Satan, so to speak, exhaust himself; put-
ting fcrth through him all his own resources of strength
•ad guile, in both the spheres of his operation, the external
(a> win tvriftii maX otytciotf kcu ripaat. frrvoovr) and the
annual (b wdrg awarn r*t aoWoc). In this regard, the
•jrriao is worthy of note, = Mranoca : for Ute coming of
Aat {aU One) is the working of Sa/aa."—J. L.1

t [Axroao likewise combines all three ideas : Elzjcott
aesiutes between the second and third, but inclines to the

tion by means of three synonyms. We also expect

as counterparts to the miracles of Christ real opera*

tions, which yet are called miracles of falsehood

(Roos), because men who regard them as proofs of

the divintity of the unrighteous One are thereby

miserably deceived. Performed by dark, gloomy
powers, they are indeed at bottom nothing really

creative, but assumptions, imitations, manifestations

of a sham strength which at lost is a wretched impo-

tence, monstrosities without any saving object, but

not, therefore, mere juggleries. The Bible through-

out treats sorcery in a more serious way than as if it

were empty legerdemain.—What follows likewise:

and in all deceitfulness of unrighteousness,
Ac., does not mean an idle illusion, but an agency
which has the glittering show of righteousness, and
yet is full of unrighteousness, proceeding from that,

and leading to it ; the absolute culmination of un-

righteousness is in robbing God of His glory. (The
oldest authorities omit the article at &&uclas

y
as well

as at if*toovt). The Apostle shows us as a mark of

the Man of Sin, besides the false miracles, the pro-

fanity also of his spirit and walk, and, besides lying

(which again is an intentional falsification of knowl-

edge), the wickedness also of his will generally;

both in contrast with the oA^&cco. This influence

he has, however, only amongst those who are perish*

ing
t

in their circle (if tV were genuine ; comp. 2
Cor. ii. 15; iv. 3); but the oldest authorities give

simply the dative (ineommodi

)

: for the perishing

(not a dative of judgment, as in 1 Cor. i. 18 ; iz. 2).

It belongs also to what is said at v. 9* The i,*o\-

\6fxiroi (1 Cor/i. 18) are not those who have already

perished, nor yet those who deserve to perish, but

such as are perishing, are actually on the way to per-

dition, and that through their own fault, as is said in

the next clause: became they accepted notj

aj&' eV, equivalent to fan\ to£iw 6V«, 1£JX RHP,
Luke 1. 20. He does not say : they received not t/ie

truth, but : the love of the truth. Chrysostom,
Theodoret, Theophtlact err in supposing that by
this Christ is meant, who has truly loved us (in that

case the phrase should rather huve been, t/ie truth

of love). The Apostle rather gives us to understand,

that the natural man by himself is not merely desti-

tute of the truth, but has not so much as the love

of the truth ; even this must first be implanted in

him. The sentence is to be understood comprehen-

sively of all truth, wherever and however it comes

to men. Its introductory stages are shown in Rom.
i. and ii., and in Christ it culminates. In like man*
ner, the want of love for the truth reaches its con*

summation in obduracy against Christ, when clearly

revealed to us by the Holy Spirit. For a long while

a man may go along undecided; Antichrist will

drive him to a decision, God does not force the

truth on a man, who suffers it not to grow up in his

heart. What hinders a man from receiving the

truth? That is indicated by the profound opposi-

tion between truth and unrighteousness ; comp.

Rom. i. 18, and the Doctrinal and Ethical Note, 5.—
[That they might be saved; *ls rb au&jrcu

* [Revision: "Looking at the passage in the light of »

Matt. xxiv. 24 and 2 Cor. It. 3, 1 am disposed to retain the

c'ose connection of these words with as-arp rifc aAuuac ; and
then it is intimated that Antichrist, though s'ttine; in the
temple of God, and displaying his pomp and his wonders
before all the worshippers, shall nevertheless succeed in de-
ceiving only the awoAA^evoi ; the reasons of which suoocst
immediately follow, as they exist on man's port (t. 10), and
(v. 11) on God's."—J. L.J
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abrott, in order to their being saved ; the end and
result of m reception of the lore of the truth, which
reveals m Saviour, and brings His salvation near.

—

J. L.J—And lor this oanie doth God sand
them j («oi is wanting .only in D.1

67) for this

cause—as a punishment—we refer rather to what
precedes than to what follows (so that efc to, &c
would be epexegetical). He tenth it to them—ac-

cording to the best authorities the present, like

ierir of v. 9 ; but it does not signify already now,

but is to be taken doctriually, irrespective of time.

-Again, Luther's translation is, strong errors [kr&f-

Hge Jrrthiimer] ; more correctly : strength or work-
ing of delusion. Does God do that ? Or does He
merely permit it to come, as the Greek interpreters

and others soften the expression ? No, indeed ; the

Apostle describes the mighty act of the Judee, pun-

ishing evil by evil. Not to believe the truth is sin

Sto refuse the love of the truth, still darker sin.

—

'. L.] ; to have to believe the lie is the punishment
of sin, the exposure of nakedness, like the abandon-
ment to vice in Rom. i. 24 ; in the lusts (tV), where-

in they are ensnared, He gives them up unto un-

cleanness (fit), lets them slide down on the sloping

path of their own desires, and that because they

would not have it otherwise. The object of the

sending is, that they should believe the false,

hood; not merely the error, but the conscious,

wilful, God-defying untruth. The singular with the

article denotes, not a single lie, but the entire force,

the entire element of the devilish perversion of all

truth (John viii. 44)y* Grotics compares Prov. i.

29-31.—That they may be judged, object of the

wi<rTfdrat, that is, God's purpose therein. God has

this decision in view, that they may be condemned
as those in whom evil has come to maturity ; Cbhy-
808TOM: convicted as without excuse, lltey all

together, who believed not the truth, who at

that time shall not have believed ; but had pleas-

ure in unrighteousness [Wkbstkb and Wilkin-
son : the ultimate and secret source of all the evil

which results in condemnation.—J. L.] ; over against

the ivZoxia byabcHrvvris, ch. L 11. A powerfully

warning conclusion ; Chrysostom : fpxcrw iKtyfar
abrots. The Apostle has thus more exactly denned
the nature of the judgment already spoken of in ch.

i. : The appearance of the Han of Sin must help to

bring about the complete separation. It is true,

therefore, that the matter does not proceed so swiftly

and smoothly as you fancy ; but yet with all terrible

earnestness it will proceed gloriously.

DOCTRINAL AND ETTIICAL.

1. (V. 2.) The Apostle's exhortations to the use

of reason are far more frequent than Luther's trans-

lation allows to be seen. It is its business to under-

stand the manifestation of God in the creation (wotty,

Rom. i. 20). The voice of conscience likewise is

heard as the law of the reason (Rom. vii. 23).f It

• [Ar.rord and Ellicott: ••the falsehood implied in
the preceding words, ov iariv—dfoxtac, not falsehood gen-
erally." Jievition : " Tho reference may be to the frcwow
of v. 9 (oomp. 1 John ii. 21, 22, fevfoe—6 ijrcvtmj*). or pos-

sibly to that characteristic lie of Antichrist, v. A, in which
tho 8atanio promise in the garden (Gen. iii. 6) may be con-
sidered as finding its last and highest, but still appropriate,
fulfilment."—J. u. ]

t [What Paul calls "the mind" (rofe) in Bom. vii. 23,

15 is nothing different from "the inward man" (& «*•»,

aVipMwoc) of v. 22 ; and Otat is not the natural man or car-

nal mind (Rom. viii. 7), but the soul as renewed.—J.U

is true that the power is not thus given to man, trul;

to overcome the law of sin in the members. That

is possible only for the spirit which is renewed bj

the Spirit from God (Rom. viii.). Without this the

spirit falls a prey to the carnality, vanity, pollution,

which affect it and the conscience (Col. ii. 18 ; Eph. iv.

17 ; Tit i. 15). But even in the regenerate it has its

work. Though the peace of God passeth all under*

standing, yet it too keeps the heart and thereby the

thoughts (votuara, Phil iv. 1). The Spirit of God re-

news the reason, bringing it under obligation, and

enabling it, to apply itself to a reasonable service of

God (Rom. xii. 1, 2), to attain a certainty of knowl-

edge with full assurance (Rom. xiv. 5), yea, to search

into the mysteries of God (Rev. xiii. 18; xvii. 9).

Whoever neglects to cherish it may, while standing

himself in the Spirit of God, become unfruitful for

others (1 Cor. xiv. 14-19). The fulness of the

Divine Spirit in the Apostle shows itself in this, that

he does not so readily as we, on account of the

abuse of which he too is aware, become distrustful

towards the right use. The limits of the reason are

indicated even in its German name [ Vemunft] : it

perceives [vernimmt] realities, which it does not

itself originate.

2. Our chapter suggests a special instance of the

sobriety required in 1 Thess. v. At 1 Cor. xv. 84

the Apostle describes the denial of the resurrection

as a case of intoxication . [An^^oTe, awake at from

drunkenness] ; here, on the contrary, he warns

against an error in the opposite direction. For it is

not merely the being overcharged with worldly pleas-

ures and tares (Luke xxi 84 sqq.) that hinders

watchfulness ; but the excitement also, which would

anticipate the glory, is in danger of turning into so

much the greater disappointment and lassitude, and

is far from being that joyful uplifting of the bead

(Luke xxi. 28), which implies jendurance to the end,

literally an faro/icVei*, a bearing up under (Matt.

xxiv. 18). An immoderate and presumptuous spirit-

ualism easily ends in making shipwreck of faith.

How many, who allowed themselves to be induced

by a fantastic excitement to dispose of their goods

and abandon their homes,* sank down afterwards

into a stupid worldliness ! It Is also very deserving

of remark, that already in the apostolic age fanati-

cism was the fruitful mother of fraud. The man,

who will carry out his nice fevorite notions under

the false pretence of an apostolic name, does not

stand before God. The really pseudonymous Scrip-

tures have a different character from those, which a

perverse criticism would add to them. It is no good

sign, when so many have no longer the sense for dis-

tinguishing an unwholesome, impure element from

the truth of God. Moreover, as regards the warning

of the Apostle, and the similar words Of Christ :
Go

not forth t believe them not (Matt. xxiv. 23, 26) !
it

may well seem strange, how often many have disre-

garded them. It is true, indeed, that a careless

security goes not forth in advance, does not even

believe that there is yet to be any Advent, and

knows just nothing of the prayer, Come, lord

Jesus t Still, a bustling, eschatological excitement

is merely a seeming faith, and in reality a self-willed

precipitancy. When He actually comes, it will be

as the lightning. Of the previous signs Paul says

to his readers: "They will be severer than you

• [Another allurion (see p. 336) to the sort of MUlorttf

agitation that prevailed in some parts of Germany in 1»°»
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Uiink;" as Jesus likewise saddens the heart of His
disciples, that He may then duly comfort them,
Lctharj»t properly remarks (p. 64), in reference to

the Inringite doctrine of the translation, that to

promise glory without the full experience of the

cross is a sign, that the flesh has to do with these

notions; and he describes (p. 49) as fanatical that

expectation, in which the eye is held in mere search-

es into the future, and draws from it no genuine
strength for work in the present. From experiences

of bis time, John George Muller of Schaifbausen
(as reported in Gklzer's Monateblattern, October,

1863, p. 21IX describes the reprehensible sect-spirit

as of ajdenunciatory (or as Lavater calls it, a hang-
man) nature, delighting in strained inferences, the

suppression of all reason, spiritual pride, supersti-

tion, the domination of a loud, talkative chief, Ac.

Apocalyptic study is of high importance, the more
the mystery of lawlessuess begins strongly to bestir

itself; bat it must throughout and constantly find

its counterpoise in ethics. Indifference to the claims

of the present, to the duties of the daily Christian

walk, to one's temporal calling, to the weal of our
fatherland, and such like interests, is not Christian-

ity. It is not she, that in the fulness of her truth

tarns Christians into unfruitful visionaries. The
very remembrance, that tbey are but strangers and
pilgrims on the earth (1 Pet ii. 11), is expressly

used to introduce those exhortations, which require

from every one according to his position the great-

est fidelity in details.

3. (Vv. S-10.) The ikstrdction concerning Ak-
ticbrist is a highly important part of the prophetic

word. The point, on which historically all are

agreed, is the affinity of this section with the Book
of Daniel ; its dependence on the Jewish eschatol-

ogy, say many ; we express it more correctly by say-

ing, that the Pauline prophecy has its root in that

of the Old Testament Let it be mentioned as a
cariosity, that Ttchsen would set aside the prophecy
by the assumption, that Paul quotes sentence by sen-

tence from a letter of the Thessalonians opinions

which he then refutes. We need not prove that

Paul is in earnest in delivering his doctrines. Be-
sides the commentaries, we refer to Wieseler,
Chronologic dee apoetolUchen ZeUalters, 1848, p.

256 sqq. ; Baumoarten, Apoetelgeechichte, 2d ed.,

1859, L 603 sqq.; and especially the instructive

excursus in Heubneb, p. 168 sqq., and in Dol-
LtseicR, Ckristenthum und Kirche in der Zeit der

Qrvndlcgung, 1860, p. 277 sqq., 422 sqq. Consid-

eration is doe also to what Ed. Bohmer has edited

in Liskier's Jakrbieher fur deuteche Theologie, iv.

3, front Scheeceekburoer's remains (stir Lehre vom
Antichriet) ; and yet, however learnedly the Jewish
opinions] and those of the primitive Christians are

here discussed, the essay presents not much that is

satisfactory for the understanding of our passage.

[Perhaps the best sketch in English of the history

of opinion on this important section is that given by
Ajltoro in his Prolegomena to this Epistle, and
mainly taken, as he intimates, from L&nemann.
See also the article Antichrist in Appendix B to

Surra's Dictionary of the Bible, where will be found
s list of the principal writers on the subject*—J. L.]

V?e classify the interpretations as follows

:

• (In the Amor, edition of 8Mrra*s Dictionary, now in
Sonne of publication, the article AuUchritt (by Rot. Fred.
Meyriefc), with additions by Pro! Hackett and E. Abbot, is

Rm dm its proper alphabetical order, voL i. p. 102-113.—
»• 8.J

L The interpretation of the ancient Church.
The Fathers are essentially agreed in expecting,

immediately before the still future appearing of
Christ, the appearance of the personal Antichrist;

only Augustine (de Civ. J)ei
y 20, 19) already takes

the idea in a collective sense, so as to embrace the

prince with all his adherents.* On the other hand,
many understand the apostasy personally of the An-
tichrist. Tueodoret [after Chrysostom] describes

the adversary as a man who receives into himself

the whole energy of the devil ; if he even speaks
of an imitation of the incarnation of Christ, he yet
again restricts the idea to this, that Satan chooses for

himself a man, who shall be possessed of all his own
might. Some would also have it, that he shall be
born of the tribe of Dan, and appear as a false Mes-
siah of the Jews; but these are Jewish notions,

which find acceptance only at a later period. Cyril
of Jerusalem, for example, teaches likewise (Catech,

xv. 4-8), that he will be very skilful in magic arts,

will at first appear with flatteries, but afterwards will

rage against the Christians with exceeding cruelty,

and that for three years and a half. Some of these

traits are derived from Daniel and the Apocalypse.

The sitting in the temple most explain as do fheck
doret and Theophylact,! of his usurping the presi-

dency or lordship in the Church, and giving himself

out as Christ and God. Yet Irenes (Adv. Hatr.

v. 25) and Cyril of Jerusalem understand it liter-

ally of sitting in the temple at Jerusalem, which ho
is to display great zeal in rebuilding (Cyr.). The
preparatory pwrrfiptov eVcoyov/ieyojr, or, as we may
even say, a strong type of Antichrist, Chrysostom
(and many after him) sees in Nero (inconsistently

with the date of composition); \ Theodoret, on the

contrary, in the Gnostic heresies, wherein, he thinks,

is hidden the snare of lawlessness. The most un-

certain point is the explanation of the a-otc'xon'.

Most saw in that the Roman Emperor (in the neuter,

the Empire). Chrysostom : As the Babylonian, the

Persian, the Macedonian, the Roman empires fol-

lowed one another, so shall Antichrist follow the

rule of the Romans. He, like Augustine and Je-

rome, supposes that the Apostle speaks so obscurely

of the end of the Roman Empire, in order not to

draw on himself the reproach of seditious preaching.

He acts thus, not from cowardice, but to teach us

that we should not provoke needless hostility.

Chrysostom is aware also of the explanation, that

the kot4x°* denotes the continuance of the extraor-

dinary gifts of the Spirit ; but this he refutes. The-
odore of Mopsuestia and Theodorrt propose an-

other explanation to this effect : What is meant is

not the grace of the Spirit, which cannot withdraw,

since without that no one could overcome ; nor yet

the Roman power, since this is followed by no other;

but what is meant is the purpose (8o#t) of God to

restrain the outbreak till the gospel be generally

spread abroad, and idolatry destroyed. In this there

is something aimed at that is correct as regards the

thought ; but the phraseology does not suit it The
Spot rev dtov should not 4k ftcVov ysrs'ff&ai, but

# J8t Augustine gives this simply as the opinion of oth-

er*, De Civ. Dti, lib. xx. cap. 19 : " Nonnuui, non iptum
principewty ted univertum quodam modo corpus ejus, id ttt,

ad turn ptriinentem hominum muttitudinem simul cum ipse

sua principe hoc loco intetligi Antichrislum volunt."—?. 8.)

t [Chrtbostom: xatWmoYro* tie rep roe* tow 6cov, of
top •¥ *Iej>o?oAvfUHf fiaVor, aAAd cat tig T*t wamaxpv buttef
elat.—J. L.]

t [Chstsootom's own words are : Ntfpupa lrrav$i to***!
£fare I rtfvor erra to* 'Ajrixpiorw.—J. LJ
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wXripubrjveUj as indeed Theophtlact expresses him-

self in explanation. On the whole, the interpreta-

tion of the Fathers is simply textual. Only as to

aow the prophecy adjusts itself to the temporary
horizon of the Apostle, on that point they have

little to say. It is not till the third century that

some (and first Commodian) adopt the idea, that

Nero will come again as Antichrist Then in the

middle ages fantastic notions were propagated about

Antichrist as an ungodly tyrant ; all sorts of fables

being told concerning the place and manner of his

birth, and the nature and region of his operation

(comp. Heubner, p. 170 ; Dollikoer, p. 432). But
as the established Church and its hierarchy antici-

pated the glory of the kingdom, the coming of the

Lord and also that of Antichrist retired more into

the background. On the other hand, the way was
preparing for

H. The interpretation of the Reformere. The
sects of the middle ages, which arose in opposition to

the secularized Church (Wiclifites, Hussites, like-

wise Savonarola and Gailer of Kaisersberg) de-

clared the Pope to be Antichrist, and the German Em-
peror (as being heir of the Roman Emperor) to be the

Kttrixw, This was also the prevailing interpreta-

tion of the Reformers, Luther, Zwinoli, Calvin
;

amongst the Lutherans even a doctrine of their

standards, Artie, Smalc, II. 4, p. 314, and in the

Appendix, p. 347 (Rechenbero's ed.). It was said,

that the removal of the Kcrrix** °f *^e western

Roman Empire cleared the way for Antichrist ; and
then the abominations of the papacy were enumer-
ated : A falling away from the gospel to command-
ments of men, lust of power, oppression of the con-

science, cruelty, insane pride, wicked assumption of

power in heaven and on earth, and that reaching

even into the life of eternity, the abuses of indul-

gences, charges to angels in certain bulls, the assert-

ed power of the priest in transubstantiation, author-

ity to change the faith and laws. In all this, it was
thought, the Pope puts himself in the place of God,
yea, arrogates to himself Divine attributes and idola-

trous worship. One is amazed to see how much of
this applies, and yet this interpretation must be
rejected ; that is to say, there is indeed no mistaking
the fearfully antichristian features of the Papacy,
and consequently its typical relation to Antichrist;

but still one cannot affirm, that the Papacy is the

Antichrist In the first place, it should have been
possible to show still more of the Popish fiwrrfipiov

fffti? topyotfurov, already in Paul's days. Appeal
was made perhaps to Gal. i. and ii; Zwingli re-

ferred to the false apostles already existing at that

time, who were still restrained by the great faithful-

ness and care of the Apostles ; Benoel to Rom. xvi.

17 sqq. and 1 Tim. iv. 1 sqq. In all that, however,
the Papal tendency did not yet reach a clear expres-

sion. The way, likewise, in which the jrcrrlx"" k
explained, is by no means felicitous. The German
Emperor, who took the place of the Roman, also

fell, and Antichrist did not come. But even if that

admitted of explanation, still the features of the

prophecy are not at all fulfilled in the Papacy itself.

In the first place, the word of the Apostle brings

into view one personality. It is said, indeed, that

the eerie* et eucceerio hominum are not inconsistent

with that, since, as in a monarchy, there is still but
one head; but perhaps that one may be a pious

Pope ? and besides our passage speaks of the one
(without followers) who is swept away ; which does
not agree with the Papacy. And there are yet other

points that do not suit Whilst there have been

wicked Popes (occasionally, also, those of a better

character), still the Pope cannot be charged with

utter apostasy from Christ He confesses the Triune

God, and does by no means despise vtfido-fiara.

Calvin tries in vain so to explain the Apostle's de-

scription, as if it did not imply an express self-deifi-

cation. If it is said with Bengel (and similarly

Brandt), that the abomination of the Papacy will

yet attain to the highest pitch, namely, to the cast-

ing away of the mask, and the open antichristianism

of the Wicked One, then we really give up the inter-

pretation of the Reformers, and reduce the Papacy
to the rank of a (momentous) prognostic of that

antichristianism. Of course, the Roman Catholic

Zollinger cannot consent even to that; he also

thinks that the supposition of an apostasy of such

universal prevalence contradicts the promises given

to the Church; as if the word about the "httle

flock," or about the " few that find " the strait gate,

had no place in the gospel. Boos, going beyond
Bengel, expressly remarks, that there is much that

is antichristian in the Pope, but that there are still

important deficiencies; since he still acknowledges
the supremacy of God, nor does he deny the Son.

The apostasy, he thinks, is here with us, but not yet

the Man of Sin. In the latter Roos properly recog-

nizes a single person ; according to the Apocalypse,

the last head of the beast; the false Messiah.' He
is of opinion, that that will be the highest pitch of

the Papacy, and that it presupposes, not the destruc-

tion, but merely a great alteration, of the fourth

Empire (of Daniel} ; the Pope, having seized all the

Imperial rule that has hitherto stood in his way, will

then have become Antichrist. To us it simply ap-

pears to be undemonstrated, that this consummation
of evil is to be looked for as the highest pitch of the

Papacy, and not rather of a Ccsaropapism. It is

yet to be noticed, that already some Greek interpret-

ers, and then Western Catholics, and also Protes-

tants, pointed to Mohammed as the Antichrist

Calvin reckons him and sectarianism as belonging

to the great apostasy ; whereas Melakchthon, Bfcfr,
Museums, Bullinger and others distinguish the

Eastern Antichrist from the Western. Our fathers

knew why they sang : " The mwrderovM violence of
Pope and Turk restrain."* In Mohammed also

there are antichristian features; he too belongs to

the "many Antichrists" (1 John ii. 18); but neither

is he the Antichrist, whom the Advent shall destroy.

Just so think Roman Catholics, when they in return

designate Luther as Antichrist Dollikoer (p. 438)
admits, that what was perhaps said in polemical

paroxysm is not really valid as the Church interpre-

tation ; and certainly Estius, for example, docs not

say here that Luther is the Antichrist described by
Paul, but merely that Luther learned from the devil

as his master, to designate the Pope as the Anti-

christ In his opinion Luther would fall under the

principle expressed by him at 1 John ii. 18 : omnis
heereticu* antiehristus.\—T\\G untenableness of the

Reformation references to this or that phenomenon
of Church history led to various

HL Rationalistic interpretation/!. We distin-

guish, a. such explanations resting on the history of

• [From Lunraa's hymn

:

ErhaU uns, Hcrr, by deinem Wortj
Und tleur* det PapiU und Ttorken Mord, Ac—J. Ii.)

t [For a good statement and defence of the Protestant
interpretation, see "WoanswoaTH in toe Be eiTes refer-

ences also to some of the earl'cr literature of the English
Church on the same side.—J. L.]
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the time as assert, that the prophecy has reference

to single individuals or phenomena of the past, and
was fulfilled in them or else not fulfilled ; for the

fulfilment can only be asserted, when the substance

of the matter is eliminated from the text, and merely

it most outward features are retained in a poor, dry,

spiritless way. Ingenuity can be shown in this, his-

torical erudition, and a sort of talent at combination,

but the whole is paltry ; the spirit of the passage is

lost. It is right to recognize the fact, that the im-

mediate reference to the Apostle's time should not

be overlooked, but it is wrong to limit his word ex-

clusively to the history of his time. The view which

[Hammond], Clkricus, Whitby, Schottoen, N6s-
selt, Krausb, Harduin support, understands by the

Coming the judgment on Jerusalem, and conse-

quently looks for the Antichrist somehow in the

Jewish people. They are themselves the Antichrist

(thinks Whitby), or the Pharisees and Rabbis

(Schottoen), or the Zealots (Nossklt, $rause), or

the Highpnest Ananias, Acts xxiii. (Harduin), or

the wicked ringleader, Simon, the son of Gioras

(Clericus). The apostasy is understood either of

the political revolt from the Romans, or of a re-

t'gious falling away, or of both. The restraining

poorer Clericus refers partly to the Roman gov-

ernor, partly to Agrippa II. and the Jewish authori-

ties, who disapproved of the rebellion ; Whitby and
X'>sselt, to the Emperor Claudius, who was favor-

able to the Jews ; Schottoen to the Christians, who
by their prayers delay the catastrophe. But this

limitation of the catastrophe to the Jewish people is

untenable. The Coming, of which the Apostle

fcpeaks, does not concern Jerusalem merely, but

likewise the Thessalonians, because it regards the

whole world; nor, according to Daniel to whom
Paul goes back, is the Man of Sin the Jewish peo-

ple, or a party in it, or even a member of it, but a

tyrant ruling all the nations of the world. This is

recognized by those who by Antichrist understand a
Roman Emperor ; first of all by Grotius, who here-

in found Caligula, that frantic madman, who would
be worshipped as the supreme God, greater than

Jupiter (Suetonius, Cal. 22 and 23}, and tried at

first to bring his statue into the temple at Jerusalem
(Josephus, AnL xviii. 8)—an attempt which the pru-

dence of Herod Agrippa I. succeeded in frustrating

(comp. Schneckenbubger, Neutestam. ZeitgeschichU,

1862, p. 41 and 212). The K<rWx«* is the Procon-
sul Vitellius, who advised against it But even after

his removal the outrage was not carried out ? Gro-
tius answers, that before God the will is as the deed,

as in the case of adultery with the eyes. He dis-

tinguishes, finally, the &ropos of v. 8 from the Man
of Sin of v. 8, and sees in the former Simon Magus,
along with the impius Prineeps the impius Doctor,

who is then consumed by the appearing of Christ, to

wit, in the ministry of Peter. As this last explana-

tion is utterly capricious, so the entire combination
falls to pieces, as soon as we think of the chronol-

ogy: Caligula was dead at least 10 years already,

before Paul even made his first visit to Thessalonica.

Wetstkin would recognise in Antichrist Titus (the

mild Titus !), who caused sacrifice to be offered in

the temple-site (but not himself to be worshipped
!),

or, in a wider sense, the Flavian house ; the kot^x**
being Nero, who must first be killed, and the falling

away relating to the struggles of Galba, Otho, and
Vitellius. Such is profane exegesis. The spirit of
the passage, however, is less destroyed, when Ham-
mond would find in Anticbriwt Simon Magus, the

father of heresy, who should reveal himself, that is,

cast off the mask of Christianity, when the icaTlxw*
to wit, the ySfxosy should be set aside.* But against

all these explanations may be urged the question

.

What is left of the parousia [the Advent] in the
full sense of the word ? They therefore tend strong
ly to the view that is frankly explained by saying,

that there is here an expectation expressed, which
long ago found its confutation in history ; so espe-

cially Kern, Baur, Hilgenfeld. According to

them, we are to understand by the fallling away the

profligacy of the Jews, wherein Christians also shall

participate, and by the mystery of wickedness the

Gnostic heresy (on this point the interpretation wa-
vers) ; but the Antichrist is Nero, whose coming is

looked for, when the fear/gap, namely Vespasian, is

removed. But that such personal severities of lan-

guage towards contemporaries should be concealed in

our passage has, among other objections to it, this

also against it, that it is & priori improbable that we
should find one Emperor m Antichrist, aud another

in the jearexw, two individuals, therefore, of the

same class. In the kot4xw we expect to perceive

a power of a different order from the Man of Sin.

This holds likewise against Dollinger, who does
not, as those last named, see in Antichrist the re-

turning Nero (which implies a post-Pauline date of

composition), but adjusts himself better to the cir-

cumstances of the time, in so far as in his view the

stripling Nero stands for Antichrist, and the still

reigning Claudius for the kot4x*v\ Nero was a

devotee of magic arts, and, as he began the Jewish
war, so he at least made a beginning of the profana-

tion of the temple by the worship of the Emperors

(p. 284). But this is surely a very inadequate fulfil-

ment of v. 4 ; Dollinger also concedes, that at the

end of the days a perfect fulfilment will occur. But
that the young Nero, who as yet had done nothiug

of so shocking a character, should have been re-

garded by Paul as Antichrist, and the dull Claudius,

moreover, as the k*t4x<*v (which he understands as

meaning, who is now in possession), this too, viewed
historically, is in the highest degree insufficient

Nor, finally, is it well that in the apostasy Dol-
linger sees a misleading by the Gnostic heretics,

that is entirely independent of Antichrist b. A
rationalistic speculation in the opposite direction is

that of those, who, like the otherwise sound Pelt
and others, divest the prophecy as much as possible

of everything concrete, and, retaining the general

idea, explain whatever is found therein of personal

features, as the dressing up of a tendency. Thus
Schneckenburgrr also speaks of the personification

of evil in its resistance to Christ The idea then is,

the climax of hostility to the gospel, prior to the

Advent ; but the Advent is by many regarded not

as a single visible act, but as the final and general

passing over of the nations to the gospel.* Pre-

viously there will occur a falling away, that is admit-

ted, but without the biblical sharpness of conflict,

and without any leading personalities. According to

Schneckenburger the jrar«x«i' should be the impe-

rial power of Rome as the binding head of the po»

* [Haxxond'b notion is, that tho temporary conformity
of the Apostolic Church to tho Jewish law, by appeasing
Jewish hatred, delayed the opportunity for which the early
heretics wore watching, of stirring up persecution against
the Christians.—J. L.J

t [This idea our author properly brands as rationalistic
On the contrary, very many, who pride themselves on their
evangelical orthodoxy, admire it as being what they call

spiritual.—J. L.]
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litical order; according to Pelt (as with Theodo-
bet), the purpose of God, who makes use of various

means ; in Paul's time, of the Roman sovereignty

;

at all times, of that resistance to utter confusion,

which proceeds even from a striving for honor and
possession, or, as we might say, of conservatism ; on
the whole, of the better leanings of humanity, the

never entirely extinct longing for salvation. The
/xv<rrfipiov, &c, on the other hand, is the moral de-

pravation already observable in Paul's time ; accord-

ing to Schnectlenbubger, Jewish sorcery, which
sought entrance also amongst the heathen (Elymas,

Acts xiii. ; the ayruceifuvoi woAAof, 1 Cor. xvi 9).

To these general descriptions one can altogether

assent; the neuters, rb Karixov and rb nvavfipior,

are explained satisfactorily, but 6 icarix** and the

Antichrist are missing. Why? Because many, as

Lucre (on 1 John), by setting aside individualities

think to make the idea " more conceivable.1
' But

this interpretation damages also what is said in 1

John ii. 18 (comp. with ch. it 22 ; iv. 3 ; 2 John
7): "It is the last hour, in which the Antichrist

cometh ; there are even already many antichrists ;

"

this does not mean : " These come instead of the

One," but : " These come as forerunners of the One,
the future chief personality." They show that the

fulfilment draws near , already now is rb rov km-
Xplvrov in the world " (ch. iv. S) ; which answers to

the fiwrHiptor of Paul, and is the sign of the Anti-

christ's coming. Consequently, the explanation,

which sets aside the personalities plainly indicated

in the words of the Apostle, tends strongly, c, to

that particular rationalistic view, in which the sense

of the Apostle is on the whole correctly given, but
is rejected as an opinion of the time. So De Wette
and Lunemann. The former will see in the entire

section nothing but a subjective outlook of the

Apostle into the future of the Church, wherein he
paid a tax to human weakness, in that here, as in 1

Thess. iv. ; 1 Cor. xv. ; Rom. xi., he wished to know
too much beforehand. A fanciful interpretation of
Daniel, in connection with philosophcal speculation,

furnished the form. Lunemann also thinks that

Paul erred, as the non-fulfilment has shown, and that

he was disposed to lay down more exact conclusions

regarding the course of events, than it is granted to

man, even when filled with the Spirit of Christ, to

know. But this at bottom is nothing less than the

rejection of all prophecy, in spite of an assurance

like that of 1 Thess. iv. 15 ; and for what reason ?

because people proceed on a view of Daniel diamet-
rically opposed to that of the Apostle, and on a cor-

responding modern speculation. At the same time,

an undue stress is laid on the fact, that the expecta-

tion was not realized in the apostolic age. There-
fore (LtJNEMANN) it is altogether capricious to look

for the fulfilment of the, prophecy only in a remote
future. Others will rather find in this assertion

nothing but caprice. At all events the question con-

cerns not merely the coming of Antichrist, but the

Advent of Christ Himself. If the expectation of
the latter is not to be rejected for the reason that it

was not realized in the Apostle's time, one cannot

see why, before the yet future appearing of Christ,

Antichrist also might not first appear in the future.

Paul, indeed, merely hoped that it might happen,

that he should yet live to see the coming of Christ,

but nowhere does he say that it will be so ; rather,

that the times and seasons are unknown to us. If

the prophecy of Immanuel (Is. vil-ix.) is brought
Into connection with the chastisement by the As-

syrians, without having gone into fulfilment at that

time, and yet after more than 700 years Christ was
the true Immanuel, why cannot the same thing occur
in the case of the Advent ? Comp. our remarks on
1 Thess. iv. and v.—To prove that Paul's vision does
not reach beyond the horizon of his own time, an
improper stress would be put on the sitting in the
temple, to wit, at Jerusalem. The Lord Jesus had
foretold the destruction of the temple (Matt. xxiv. 2,

15), and that, in a passage which agrees so thorough-
ly with Matt, xxiv., Paul should take no notice of
this is the less to be assumed, when we reflect what
a judgment he holds out in prospect to the Jews.
But we have said already, that his words need not be
pressed with so narrow a literality, as if they stood

or fell with the Herodian temple. He portrays, in-

deed, an outward act that connects itself with the

temple ; but this act is the expression of an abiding

disposition and purpose, that is not confined to the

one house of stone. It is possible that this or a kin-

dred act of outward pomp, and ostentation in the

sanctuary, serves as an expression of self-deification.

Who will see beforehand, where and in what form
of outward action it will come to pass, that the Man
of Sin shall force himself on all the world as God-?
The language of a prophet must be understood ac-

cording to the analogy of the prophets.

De Wktte, to be sure, does not scruple to assert,

that, without regard to the chronological difficulty,

the prediction is in itself untrue. The personifica-

tion of sinfulness and ungodliness, in connection

with all the forces and arts of devilish imposture, as

an exact counterpart of Christ, is a contradiction, he
says, to the reflective understanding as much as to

pious feeling and the honor of humanity. But this

is true only of that sort of reflective understanding,

which first misrepresents the Scripture doctrine of

the devil, as a philosopheme ; which thinks, that

what is said of blasphemy against the Spirit (Matt
xii.) is not to be taken according to the strictness of

the letter ; which indeed would be compelled in con-

sistency to deny all actual perdition. But there is

also another way of thinking which learns from Je-

sus, and a pious feeling which, instead of embracing
&cAo&pi)<ricc{a, bows itself in adoration before the

holy God. But as for the honor of humanity, where
is it in die case of an Alexander VI., or a Marat ?

in the abomination of the Papacy, or the abolition

of God in 1793, and the worship of a prostitute as

the goddess of reason? In a word, the apostolic

age is past, but the apostolic prophecy is still ex-

tant, and speaks to us with a high significance

—

most of all at a time, when the mystery of lawless-

ness is bestirring itself in greater strength than for-

merly.* This brings us to the view which we hold

to be the true one

:

. IV. The interpretation resting on the proper idea

of the history of the kingdom. Generally speaking,

there is concerned in it a resumption of the patristic

interpretation, avoiding the reference to single phe-
nomena of previous Church history, observing the

point of connection within the horizon of the apos-

tolic age, and leaving open the prospect of a still

impending realization of the prophetic picture. Of

• [Jowrt*! improved method of emptying the propbe-
cy of all Divine force and reality Is simply a combination
of several of the worst elements of the rationalistic intic*

8
rotation with a " conjecture " of his own to the effect that
le restralner is "the Jewish law. the check on spiritual

lioentiousness which for a little while was holding In H*
chains the swarms of Jewish heretics, who were soon to be
let loose and sweep over the earth" I—J. 1*1
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this view Benosl and Roos were already the pio-

neers, and it is since maintained by Olshausen (who
makes merely the unsuitable addition of the incarna-

tion of Satan), Hofmajjn (deducting his Antiochus

r<divimt*\ first in Weistagung und ErfuUuna (II.,

291 sqq.), then in ScJiriflbeweis, and lastly in the

HeiL Schri/i Neuen Testaments (I., 312 sqq.); also

by Lcthabdt, Baumoartkn, Yon Gerlach ; like-

wise, on the whole, by Heubnkr, as in part by Dol-
li.nokr (at least in so far as he affirms a second and
future fulfilment) ; then by Thiersch (Die Kirehe
tat apostolischcn Zeitalter, 2d ed., 1858, p. 62 sqq.,

p. 139 ; and in the pamphlet, Dollingek's Auffas-
vtng (Us UrckrUlentkums, 1861, p. 88 sqq.), Von
OrrnxG*:? (De peeeato in spiritum sanctum, 1856,

p. 156 sqq.), the Englishman Alford [Ellicott.

See also my Lectures, pp. 507-640], and others.

Let us direct our attention chiefly to three points:

1. the falling away, 2. Antichrist himself, 8. the

MT€X<W.

(1.) It is a momentous fact, that already in this

almost the earliest Epistle Paul writes to the glori-

ous young church about a falling away in Christen-

dom, as Moses and the prophets did about the falling

away of the people of God. For it is a falling away
in Christendom that he intends, a reaction against its

general extension. Thus Joel, Isaiah (ch. xxvii.),

Ewkiel (ch. xxxviii.), Psalms ii. and ex., foretell a
judgment on all nations, and so do Jesus and His
Apostles the rise of false prophets who should de-

ceive many, a grievous diffusion of the ungodly,

worldly spirit ; comp. Matt. xxiv. 10 sqq. ; John v.

43; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. iii. 1 ; Acts ji. 29, 80

;

Jade and 1 Pet. ii. ; 1 and 2 John, and the Revela-
tion. A prelude to this Paul had witnessed in Thes-

salonica itself. The Old Testament teaches the com-
prehension of the revolters under one enemy of God
at their head only, perhaps, in Ps. ex. 6 * and with

peculiar distinctness in Daniel; in the New Testa-

ment this is done in our text and in Revelation.

The expression ivrlxpunot is found only in the First

and Second Epistles of John. But in our passage
the falling away is by no means identical with the

Antichrist (as the Fathers understood it), or even
merely (as De Wette thinks) the working exclu-
sively of Antichrist ; rather, the general rush of vio-

lent departure from the faith precedes that finaj dis-

closure of the Antichristian despot. Thiersch : The
abomination in the holy place, which introduces the
judgment on Jerusalem, is the type of that desecra-
tion of the Church, which invokes the judgment by
Antichrist, and soon also upon him. Olshausen
and Hornann are correct in stating, that in the time
of the Maccabees faithless Jews broke,the covenant,
prior to the raging of Antiochus ; they then sided
with the tyrant, whereas the Lord's people took cour-
age^ and many actually died as martyrs. Brngel
reminds us that in the gospel likewise there is first a
proclamation, that the Kingdom has come nigh, and
then the King himself comes forward. Thus it is

only in the later periods of the Old and New Testa-
ments, that the concentration of evil in a single
head is plainly taught, but not as an isolated, pecu-
liar opinion, but as a recapitulation. Answerable,
ta*t is, to the apostasy spreading ever more widely,
•nd springing from it, is

(1) The Man of Sin, the ripest fruit of his time,
the consummate product of evil ; not so much a

* [tiir\ yn«, " He has smitten the Aead."-J. L.]

false prophet, as Wieskler imagines, as the Godless,

self-deifying ruler of worldly empire. The abomU
nable worship of the Emperors, to which so many
were enslaved, was a serious foretaste of this. Vain-

glorious falsehood, seduction, blasphemy, are the

characteristics of this being. In every worldly em-
pire a tendency to apotheosis had been observable

(Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander) ; of this current Paul
notes the shameless consummation. Why should it

be " more conceivable," that in this last empire the
personal climax should be omitted, which was want-

ing in none of its predecessors ? In all history there

exists a reciprocity of action between the actual

movement of the time and the achievements of an
energetic personality. For every historical individ-

ual there is a thousand-fold work of preparation, and
he makes his appearance not otherwise than as a

child of his age. And again the drift of the time
only reaches an irresistible supremacy, when one
man conceives the spirit of the time at its height,

with bold grasp brings to bear what is fermenting
half obscurely in a thousand minds, and so stamps
the age with his seal. He can do it, if he has the

courage—after all, it will be the effrontery—to ex-

press and carry out what is in a thousand hearts.

Those who were his forerunners then become his

servants and helpers.

Of course, we do not yet know himself, the

future head ; a prolepsis there was again, when
many were disposed to see in Napoleon I. more than
a type of him. But that the apostasy is advancing
in Christendom, who can hide from himself? It is

important to attend to this, in opposition to an over-

valuing of the outward Christianity of the popular
life and that of states. Faithfulness in little and the

least, the thankful administration of what is still

entrusted to us, will not be weakened in the smallest

degree, if we hold less to an untenable ideal. But
of this character is the opinion, that the develop-

ment of the kingdom of God advances on the

smooth and level road of " progress" in what is

good, and that the question is about the easy and
brilliant "transfiguration of the world" [Welt-

verkl&rung] by means of Christian culture.* On
the contrary, the prospect held out to us rather is,

that in the last severe conflict evil will even obtain

an outward victory, as over Christ on Good Friday,

but shall then be destroyed by the Lord Himself.

It is well worth while to give heed to the prophetic

word, and that so much the more, as the day comes
nearer ; not throwing it into the shade with a shrug
of the shoulder, as if it were a matter of fanaticism.

Paul himself would have us prudently try the spir-

* [This very familiar but plainly unscriptural delusion
was recently asserted with characteristic frankness by
America's most popular preacher in the following terms
(see the New York Independent, May 81, 1866)

:

" The last period is that which has iuxt come. I know
not whether the second advent of Christ Is at hand, or not.
I know not even what the meaning of it is. That there is

to be a literal visit of Christ to the earth again they may
believe who are wedded to physical interpretations of Scrip-
ture. I do not so read the Word of God. But that there
is to be a power of Christ upon the earth that may be fitly

called His second coming ; that the world is to be so filled

with His glory that no man shall have occasion to say to
his fellow-men, * Know the Lord/ because all shall know
Him, from the greatest to the least ; and that there is to be
a new heaven and a new earth, in which dwell righteous-
ness, I do profoundly believe. I believe in a glorious
period of development, that is to make the world's history
as bright as noonday. What it may be, I know not ; and
how near we may be to it, I know not. The signs of the
times are auspicious, and they all point in one way.**
Comp. 1 Thess. v. 8 and Ez. xiii. 10-16.—J. L.)
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ta, and hold fast our rofr. But the same thing

holds good also of watchfulness, that we lie not be-

fooled by the fanaticism of reason, intoxicated with

the giddy potion of the great words of philosophers

and poeU, nor suffer our sensibility to be dulled, till

it is no longer wounded by any blasphemy. We
refer the reader to the earnest words against the

false boast of the world's glorification by Christian

culture, instead of by the cross and regeneration, in

Aubkrlex's Daniel, 2d ed\, p. 234 sqq., 239, 264.

On p. 261 it is said : We are not to suppose that

during the present dispensation Christianity will

ever, or is meant to, succeed in Christianizing the

world in a true and proper sense. An ameliorating

influence it may and probably will exert on all the

departments of life ; but a proper glorification must
necessarily be preceded by a regeneration, that is,

by death and resurrection ; in, this way it behooved
even Christ Himself to be glorified. In accordance
with this Hecbner says (p. 177) : However the deli-

cate and tender-hearted may shudder at the idea of
such a degenerate, atheistical, as it were devilish,

generation, yet according to the course of things it

in probably what we have to expect In humanity
good and evil go forward parallel to each other

( Matt. xiii. 3o). As the culture of the understand-
ing, science and art increase, man attains greater

opportunity on the one side for improvement, but on
the otiier also for deterioration.—In truth, we can
truce more and more of this fiwrrfipM ff8* ir*pyw-
yuvov : a widespread, daring, fundamental unbelief

;

a more and more conscious hatred of the Divine

;

even in the better class of spirits a deep, gnawing
scepticism, that undermines the lowermost founda-

tions of Divine and human truth and authority;

thus little holds its ground in the consciousness un-
molested as sacred, as was formerly the case even
with rude transgressors; all piety is with many
utterly shaken, and revolt elevated to a principle;

to this is added the worship of genius, the emanci-
pation of the flesh, the arrogance of rule over
nature, a coarse self-deification. As a single in-

stance, we may note the proclamation of Napoleon
I. in Egypt, cited by Mcmzrl in his Die Utzten 120
Jahre der Wcltgeschiehie

y
II. 875. And how wide-

ly is this spread ! How strongly does history tend
to the result, that everything should assume the
dimensions of a world-empire 1 Hindoos often now-
adays despise, along with the idols of their fathers,

the living God, and devour the productions of Ger-
man and English infidelity, etc. Nor is it on slight

grounds that a feeling is so widely spread as is that

of uneasiness, yea, of horror, at the volcano fer-

menting in the depths of society.

One must be wilfully blind, to see in our popula-
tions nothing but an ill-understood bent of aspiration

after Christianity in a more human form. Let us
according to our ability become all things to all

men (1 Cor. ix. 22) ; let us change our voice (Gal.

iv. 20), in order if possible to gain some by new
methods. But do not let us forget, that he alone
finds entrance to the faith, and to the clear, bright

intelligence of faith, who does not disdain the strait

gate of fxrrdroia. But our testimony may give place
to that of others, and, before all, of Dk Wette, who
in the Preface to his exposition of the Apocalypse
holds different language from that in his exegesis of
the Thessalonian Epistle. There, under the impres-
sions of the year 1848, he says, p. vi : "I could not
help seeing in our time, though in a different out-
ward form and in yet darker colors, tho Antichrist

depicted by John. The self-deification of Antichrist

appears to me child's play, compared with the God*

denying, unbelieving, arrogant egotism of our day,

with its rejection of all restraint ; and what is a

material persecution of the Christian faith with fire

and sword, compared with the destructive dialectics

of Young Hegelianism, or with the flattering speech

and infatuation of the so-called love of freedom,
which springs from the worst inward bondage, and is

leading the poor people to a bondage both inward
and outward? According to the counsel of those

who pretend to stand at the head of the culture of

the time, and whose claim to that effect passes cur.

rent, the State should rid itself of Christian princi-

ple, and take up its position on the ground of indif

ference, if not even of atheism. What a progress—
to a new and hitherto unexampled barbarism !"

That, indeed, we have no reason to be excessively

amazed at this, Lcthardt asserts (p. 149), that, how-

ever much Christianity may come to be the world's

religion, and even gather the remotest barbarians

within the pale of the Church, the future that lies

before us is the complete inward estrangement of the

masses from the Christian faith, and finally their

open apostasy. And Yon Gkrulcb expresses him-

self thus : In our days there has actually been made
a beginning of a worship, in which humanity is dei-

fied and adored ; and the complete dissolution of the

Christian Church into the kingdoms of this world is

already expected by many. For, say these crrerists,

the State is the only form in which the infinitude of

reason, freedom, and the highest blessings of the

human spirit in reality exists, and no higher fortune

can befall religion and the Church, than that they

should essentially cooperate with this phenomenon
of the reason, and stand forth as institutions of the

State.

—

The same : Assaults on the foundations of

the Christian faith, more comprehensive and of deep-

er reach than ever before occurred—assaults, which
notwithstanding their folly meet with the greatest

applause amongst those whom the god of this world

has blinded—these are signs of the appearing of

the Antichrist, such as never existed in the times of
Papal power.

—

[Alfobd: u If it be said, that this

is somewhat a dark view to take of the prospects of
mankind, we may answer, first, that we are not
speculating on the phenomena of the world, but we
are interpreting God's word : secondly, that we be-

lieve in One in whose hands all evil is working for

good,—with whom there are no accidents nor fail-

ures,—who is bringing out of all this struggle, which
shall mould and measure the history of the world,

the ultimate good of man and the glorification of
His boundless love in Christ : and thirdly, that no
prospect is dark for those who believe in Him. For
them all things are working together for good ; and
in the midst of the struggle itself; they know that

every event is their gain ; every apparent defeat, real

success ; and even the last dread conflict, the herald

of that victory, In which all who have striven on
God's part shall have a glorious and everlasting

share. 1'—J. L.1—It is of great importance, that with-

out any faint-hearted anxiety, or hasty restlessness,

or censoriousness, we should yet have our senses ex-

ercised to discern what—sometimes under a fail

show, sometimes shamelessly enough—is not merely
unchristian, but antichristian. We shall be so much
the more thankful if at any time we fall in with the
hindering, restraining power. That is, indeed, the
obscurest point in the interpretation ; the question,

namely

:
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(8.) What is the fror/xo"? wn<> the jtotcxw?
It must at any rate be a beneficent force, which

only according as God permits, prevails, or is taken

out of the way, or, when He recalls it, retires ; a
power it must be, which already during Paul's life-

time was working (&pr(), and is still to-day working,

since the Antichrist is, indeed, not yet present Two
eading interpretations at once present themselves

:

it is either a political power that is seen here (with

the majority of the Fathers), or (with other exposi-

tors) one of a religious nature. The former view (in

Tertullian, De fiesurr. 24: Romania xtdtus) is

adopted by many Protestants and Catholics, who
think that in the Apostle's time the Roman Empire
was to be understood by the neuter, and its ruler by
the masculine. Paul knew by repeated experience,

even in Thessalonica itself, that the Roman Govern-
ment had a beneficent side (Acts xvii. 9 ; xviii. 14
sqq. ; xxi. 32 ; &c. ; comp. Rom. xiii.). By means
of the protection of law and its established political

order it not merely suppressed lawlessness and sedi-

tion, but it afforded also to the gospel, by its rigor-

ons resistance to Jewish malignity, a certain degree

of shelter and opportunity. Daniel likewise had a
similar experience of worldly power. By this meth-
od, however, it is rather the meaning merely of rh

Kar4xpy that is cleared up, not so much that of 6

nT^wy. The latter would have to be the Emperor
existing at any time prior to the final Antichristian

Regent. But wicked, in some cases most ungodly
rulers, like Caligula, or even like Claudius, could

scarcely- appear to the Apostle as representatives of
the power that still hinders the full outburst of evil

Even those less wicked were too much alike in qual-

ity to the bad men, in whom was exhibited the fxv-

vrliptor ffrn tvtpyo{>ncror. Hofmann says with rea-

son, that certainly amongst the evil Emperors, who
ruled in Paul's time, it could not but be particularly

manifest, that not men, but only a superhuman
power, still checked the outbreak of utter wicked-

ness. Wixselbr also insists on the idea, that what
hinders the outbreak of consummate ungodliness

must be something good, and the supporter of what
is good. 0L8HAU8EN would make the distinction,

that the same Emperors might have been personally

types of Antichrist, and in their official position rep-

resentatives of law, and so Kartxorr** ; but this is

certainly too refined and artificial.

If, therefore, we try the other view, which sees

in the a-orex*" a religious power, the perplexity be-

comes almost greater still, whether we say (with

Koppk, Schott, Hxtdxnrrich and others), that the

caWx** >* Paul "ith *"8 intercession; or (with

Zwisoli, Diedrich, Grimm in the Stud. v. KriL,
1*50, \r.\ the Apostles generally, their fidelity, and
vigilance, and spiritual power; or (with Calvin), the

proclamation of the gospel ; or (with Schottokn),
the intercessory Church. In the latter case, the mas-
culine singular would be strange; might that per-

haps be Christ ? but how would this agree with 4*

pAwoo y*r4<r&cu ? it is just after the brief tyranny of

Antichrist that He is to appear to judgment; or

Christ in them (Col. L 27), the young spirit of the

Christian cause (Baumoarten-Crusius)? But if

that withdrew altogether, there would no longer be
any Church; and the Church cannot be taken out
of the w.vr before the appearance of Antichrist ; it

is impossible that the Antichrist should not come till

after the Church is removed ; for that which, not
perhaps hinders his outbreak, but rather excites his

wrath, is just the Church itself, which he persecutes,

without being able to set it aside. Eren the Irving
ite reference to the compiny of the cho&en ones,

which should be caught away before the coming of
Antichrist, is thoroughly untenable ; that whole doc-

trine would have to be previously established, as is

not the case, to make the reference of the *aWx»>
to that company even at all plausible.

If, however, we limit the import of the expres*

sion 6 irar. to a small part of the Church, or even to

a member of it, the removal of the same becomes
indeed conceivable, but there arises a new difficulty.

If, for example, we were to suppose Paul to have
meant himself by it, we could not, indeed, pro-

nounce it & priori impossible that he should have
ascribed so great an influence to his apostolic inter-

cession in restraining the revelation of Antichrist

;

but it is impossible that he should have said to the

Thessalonians : I am the icarlx**', and I must first

ix pfoov yevfobcu. The latter phrase cannot be re-

ferred merely to his imprisonment, since his inter-

cession would still not have been terminated thereby

;

it would have to be understood of his death, and
then it is no longer intelligible how he could have
said here : Antichrist does not come, till I am dead

;

whereas in 1 Thess. iv. and 1 Cor. xv. he says : I re-

gard it as possible that I may live till the Advent.
And besides, whether we take Paul or the Apostles

in general, they died, and the Antichrist did not

come. This holds likewise against the interpretation

of WiESRLER, who seeks the Kartx** in Jerusalem,

where also the session in the temple should occur.

He understands by it the pious in Jerusalem collec-

tively, or, if it must be an individual, then James
the Just, who was called the bulwark of the people *

(Hegesippus, in Eusebius's Church Hi*tory
y

ii. 23).

Now James too died, and Antichrist came not. Bui
to say nothing of the mistake, which we are not witlt-

out reason to charge on the Apostle, it is likewise

& priori unimaginable, that Paul should have spoken
to the Thessalonians of James alone in a way which
we should find scarcely conceivable as coming from
the Jewish Christians, by whom the latter was re-

garded with an extravagant veneration.

Thus it seems that we are driven back on the first

explanation, which understands rb jraWxov as the

shelter and protection of the authority, at that time

of the Roman, but still even now of essentially the

same power ; thus, in the judgment also of Langk
(Positive Doamatik, p. 1270) : It is the old social

order, Church and State, the latter especially, Rom.
xiii. ; and, on the Catholic side, of Luttkrdk.ck

(Nevteet. Lehrbegriffey
II. 231) : It is every orderly

power in the world. In the same sense Lujhardt
says (p. 157 sqq.) : In the doctrine of antichristianity,

as being the issue of worldly power, there would be
for Christians a danger of putting themselves in

thought, and perhaps also in outward conduct, in a

false relation to public life and to the rulers of the

civil commonwealth, did there not stand alongside

of it the other doctrine, that in the civil order the

will of God is fulfilled, and a blessed force has sway.

Therefore also the Apostle enjoins subjection to the

higher powers, as the Divinely appointed guardians

of justice (Rom. xiii.), and that prayer be made for

them, that through them the Church may enjoy quiet

and dwell safely (1 Tim. ii. 2 ; comp. 1 Pet. ii. 13

sqq.). In the present consciousness of Christians,.

* [That being the import of his other onme Ohlias, franc

5Bb oy.-^r.L.]
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moreover, there is scarcely anything more certain

than this, that the moral and legal order is a Divine

dike, which at present still holds back the floods of

a gloomy abyss, and who knows for how long ? For
it is the spirit of ungodliness, which declares itself

also in the subversion of the order of human law.

And thus it will be the moral forces of the natural

life, which the Apostle understood to be that check

upon ungodliness.—This appears to us to be a per-

fectly sufficient explanation of what rb kot4xop is

;

but 6 jcctWxw? D0W i* tn*9 power to be compre-

hended in a single masculine subject ? We saw how
far it is from being satisfactory even for the Apos-

tle's time, to find this subject in any Roman Empe-
ror of that period.

Ewalo, who feels the necessity of recognizing

here, not merely, with Wiksklkr, a good, but, with

Hofmakn, a supernatural power, has proposed an
explanation of his own ; that what is spoken of is

nothing else but the expected return of Elijah, who
is at present still in heaven, but, when he comes, will

withstand the Antichrist, so that the latter will not

reach his full power, until Elijah is removed (Matt,

xvii. 11 ; Rev. xi. 3-12). There is thus an Elias

redivivus, as with Hofmann an Aniiochus redivivus,

only that Hofmann himself seriously believes in the

latter. But, looked at closely, it is untenable that

even Paul himself should have thought of Elijah.

For how could the tarrying of Elijah in heaven be
described as the Karixov, and Elijah himself, who
must first come, as the very kotIxu* &ori? That
must be a personage who was already working, while

Paul was alive.

Who he is, has been best shown by Hofmann
(already in Weissagung und Erfullung, etc), and he
is joined by Luthardt, Baumgabten, Auberlkn
(Dan*^ 67), Von Oettingen. He starts with this

idea, that since Paul appeals to his oral instruction,

which, so far as the Antichrist is concerned, unques-
tionably rested on Daniel, it is to be expected that

we shall best find in the same source the solution

also of the a-aWx*' > and so it is too in fact* In

Dan. x. 5, 13, 20 an angel prince says to Daniel : " I

withstood the prince of Persia ; " * that is not the

human king ; v. 13 shows that there is a distinction

made between the D">D cbo and the superhuman

prince, D^O M331D ^O; but an evil spirit is

meant, who tries to incite the king of Persia to evil,

and to whom the good angel has offered successful

resistance. This good angel, therefore, is in Persia

6 Kaerix*Vy who strengthens whatever there is of rb
Kar4xovt

and disposes the Persian king to treat with

kindness the people of God. It is the good spirit,

still active i n the worldly power of heathenism. In the

Greek empire, be intimates, he will no longer have
this influence ; there, to use Paul's phrase, he will

have to Ik /ifoov ytvfo&cu, quit the field, and then
this will be followed by the coming of the Old Testa-

ment Autichrist (Antiochus). The very same pros-

pect Paul holds out for the period of the Christian

Church : through the conservative action of a good
spirit opportunity is given for the Spirit of Christ

;

when the former is compelled to withdraw, then will

Antichrist come. Indeed, we speak also of the spirit

of a time, in a good as well as a bad sense, meaning
thereby a prevailing, or, so to speak, epidemic force,

mightier than any individual ; only we understand it

• [laterally
1

: "The prince of the kingdom of
vithrtood me>-J. L.]

Persia

as impersonally, anonymously, as in a neuter form,
whereas Scripture adds to this the masculine, and
shows us in the background of individual and na-

tional life a struggle of good and evil powers of a
real and personal kind. It is obvious that this con-
flict of the two principles—on the one side the mys-
tery of ungodliness, and, on the other, the restrain-

ing force—is the soul of history. It were a great
matter to bring the lovers of truth to a consciousnesi

of this ; that they should no longer be satisfied with
talking in a mere empty, formal way about progress,

but bethink themselves: Progress—whither? Let
both grow together I until the harvest /

[By the kclt^xov and icarlx** Alfobd under-
stands respectively ** the fabric of human polity, and
those who rule that polity, by which the great up-
bursting of godlessness is kept down and hindered."—Ellicott inclines to the view which refers to
Kardxor to "the restraining power of well-ordered

human rule, the principles of legality as opposed to

those of avoula—of which the 'Roman Empire was
the then embodiment and manifestation," and on the
change of gender to the masculine he remarks:
u Perhaps the simplest view is to regard it, not as a
studied designation of a single individual («. g. St.

Paul, Schott, p. 249), or of a collection of such
(e. g. the saints at Jerusalem, Wiisii.br, ChronoL, p.

273, or, more plausibly, the succession of Roman
Emperors, Wordsworth), but merely as a realistic

touch, by which what was previously expressed by
the more abstract rb tcarixov is now, as it were, rep-

resented as concrete and personified ; comp. Rom.
xiii. 4, where the personification is somewhat simi-

larly introduced after, and elicited from a foregoing
abstract term (^owW)."—J. L.1

(4.) (Vv. 9-12.) If false prophets can work mira-
cles, as did the Egyptian magicians, it is evident that

miracles alone do not prove a cause to be Divine

;

rather, they themselves need confirmation, in order
to become in their turn demonstrative signs. Al-

ready in Deut. xiii. it is announced that there may
be wonders wherein a temptation lurks ; if they aim
at misleading to idolatry, the honest Israelite is to

know what to think about them. And so with the
powers of a Simon (Acts viii.) or Elymas (Acts xiii.).

In these cases it is impossible for us .accurately to

determine how much is idle jugglery, and how much
real power of a baneful sort, nor is it required that

we should so determine. When we perceive the
criminal object in view, we should restrain ourselves

from meddling with the matter. There is an un-
wholesome impulse to fall in with everything that

has merely some show of the wonderful and ex-
traordinary ; we should understand that such a spirit

may open the door to the Antichristian delusion. It

is unskilful apologetics, that in this merely outward
way would found on the supernatural the argument
for the Divine. But it is not less mistaken, to reject

altogether the evidence of miracles. What is obvi-

ous to common sense is stated by Jesus in express

words, Matt. xi. 5, 20-24 ; John x. 25 ; xiv. 10, 11

;

xv. 24 (over against ch. iv. 48, and similar textsX
and so by the Apostle, 2 Cor. xil. 12 (over against

1 Cor. i. 22), namely, that we should have regard to
Divine signs. To demand signs in wilful conceit ia

a perverse thing ; but to disregard the signs which
God vouchsafes is not less improper. Of those that

are really given by God the convincing power lies in
the harmony of the inward with the outward ; on
the one side, the powers of a higher order, which,

healing and helpful, penetrate the death-life [1 Tim
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?. 6] ; on the other, an impress of holiness, which

attests itself simply and clearly to the conscience.

In the agreement of these two sides there is a

strength of evidence, which neither the one nor the

other possesses apart ; and in what is called in John
[xvii. 4] the work of Christ the two sides are

thoroughly combined. That the wonder-worker is a

holy man of God, lies in the foundation of our trust

in him. We judge the matter by the rule which
God has planted in our conscience, not by one that

we hare made for ourselves. For this reason also,

far from exalting ourselves above him, we bow in his

presence. The want of this stamp of holiness would
be a warning to us agaiust a deceiver. And again,

on the other hand, an individual, in whom we recog-

nixe the energy of sanctification, may probably be
of service to us iu* the powerful edification and fur-

therance of our inner life. But without the power
of extending a healing virtue likewise into our outer

life, and guaranteeing to us a future perfection of
life, the Saviour would still not be a complete Sa-

viour. The work of Divine redemption must not be
reduced to the proportions of a human tragedy.

(5.) The contrast between truth and unrighteous-

ness is of frequent occurrence (Rom. i. 18 ; 1 Cor.

liii. 6; comp. John iii. 20, 21). Though at first

sight it appears to be not altogether valid, yet it

proves to be very striking, when the inward develop-

ment is examined. Whoever seeks satisfaction in

sin and loves unrighteousness, thereby suppresses the

truth of God which might germinate within him.
Whh the truth, the question would be, to seek God
and His righteousness,—to discern the way in which
we are delivered from evil, and enabled to do well

;

hot whoever cleaves to unrighteousness, in his case

the uncleanness of the will is the beginning also of
the obscuration of the intelligence, which thus be-

comes enslaved to falsehood. And inversely, for be-

coming righteous, for regeneration and sanctification,

the first beginning is nothing else but in hearkening
to the truth, yielding to the truth, submitting to be
reproved by the truth. The man who pauses, and
from a desire to see how he stands before God comes
to the light, attains with this knowledge to the be-

ginning of a change of mind. Only in him, who
allows this love for the truth to be aroused within

him, can the truth itself take effect, and become a
power for righteousness.

—

Rueokr: There is in the

truth, as in the natural light, something lovely, de-

lightful, comforting. In nothing has man so great a
ta&faction as in the truth. But, of course, it comes
with us into conflict with other violent tendencies.

Truth, and faith therein, are obstructed by man's evil

desires, by the pleasure he takes in unrighteousness,

and by his impatience of being reproved by the

tight And where the truth is not received into the
love of the heart, there also it exerts no saving

power. Only in the love of the heart can the truth

take root, and bear fruit. But the truth does not
force itself against their will on those who despise it.

God knows how, in connection with the truth, to re-

gard also His own honor, and maintains His reserve.

,Ax first a man takes matters easily with respect to

tjc truth and to being misled into error ; he trifles

trith both, does not yield to the truth his heart's

k>ve, but thinks that neither shall the error and the

deception overmaster him. Behind error, however,
lurks a power that is perilous to every one who is

not armed with love for the truth.—Roos: They
who perish have had the saving truth, but they re-

ceived not the love of the truth. One cannot love

the truth without believing it, nor can one believe it

without loving it. It is certain, and should therefore

be believed ; it is beautiful, lovely, consistent, salu»

tary, containing most excellent things, and should
therefore be loved. But the world loves it not, but
makes its greatest boast of the fact, that it still toler-

ates or endures it ; whereas it is only of that which
is evil that we say that it is tolerated or endured, to

wit, when we cannot or are not disposed to prevent
or exterminate it. Truth, on the contrary, should

be loved, not tolerated. But there can be no greater

unrighteousness than this, to take delight in invent-

ing, reading, hearing, and still further propagating

doubts against the sure, true, dear and precious word
of God. The end of such must be, to believe the

lie.

(6.) Does God Himself send an energy of delu-

sion? The Greek Fathers thought this too harsh,

and softened the expression by taking the sending
for a bare permission ; but improperly. Our fathers

of the Reformation especially insisted on recognizing

the will of God as powerfully active even in judg-

ments of this kind. Already in the Old Testament
He Bends evil spirits (1 Sam. xvi. 13 sqq. ; 1 Kings
xxii. 22) ; to wit, for the punishment of sin by sin

(comp. Rom. i. 24 sqq.). He is the holy God, and
therefore is never the first Author of evil ; but tho

evil that already exists He turns to Bis own holy

ends. He does not produce in the heart falsehood

and wickedness ; but where they are already in the

heart, there He puts a lying spirit in the mouth of

the false prophets. From the corrupt seed that is in

the heart he brings forth this fruit, that it serves His

purpose. Thou art to have thy will, and reap what
thou hast sown. This judgment is never a faint, im-

potent permission, but a powerful operation, though
to the last with a salutary aim (Rom. xi. 32) ; only

in cases where the period of grace is trifled away,

does it issue in irreclaimable obduracy (Matt. xiii. 14,

15). But even the rebel must in his way, since he
would not otherwise, serve the gracious counsel of
God. Frequently an evil is for a long while not yet

manifest as such ; it lies dormant, it lurks in am-
bush, its consequences have not yet broken forth.

The power of delusion is so much the more effective,

when truth and falsehood are mingled, and interest-

ing individuals defend this mixture ; even that which

is worst can adorn itself with a fair seeming, and
with plausible words deceive the hearts of the sim-

ple (Rom. xvi. 18). The exhortation is : Take heed,

and turn from them ; and the promise : The God of

peace shall bruise Satan under your feet. This He
does especially even by means of that judicial mani-

festation of the evil fruit His action over against

the free creature consists in the mere solicitation of

its freedom. This proceeds from God ; but it is iu

man's power to say yes or no to it* Thus faith if

• [Sein Thun gegenuber der freien Krtalw bttteht in

tauter SoUitiliren der Frtihtil ; von OoU grht e» au», der

Munich aber kinn e$ bejahen oder verneinen—un unguarded
statement, I should say, and itself an undue softening of

the plain representations of 8cr'pture In retrard to man's
spiritual bondage and he' p'essness. True enough, our fall-

en nature, which now says No to God, still retains the very
same faculty of will with which it was originally endowed
for the purpose of saying Yes. But, pcrvertoa and par-

alysed by sin, it has never yet in any single instance since

the fall said Yes, and in no single future instance will it

make that response, except as, not mere'y $olicitedt but re-

newed, strengthened, and enabled by Divine grace. Wtat,
tl en, is the value of that figment of ability to pica*? God.
which, owing to the absolute and universal conditions of
the case, brings forth only fruit unto death (Bom. vii. 5)1

And how much better is it than inability T—J. L*l
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the work of God, and yet also that which God re-

quires ; and so the hardening of the sinner is de-

scribed sometimes as the act of God, at other times

as the act of man. Of immense significance, more-
over, and justice, is this form of judgment, that they

who would not believe the truth must believe the lie.

How many, who cry out against an implicit faith,

when the Bible is in question, are ignominiously en-

slaved by an implicit faith over against anonymous
journalists! How many, who in opposition to the

word of God have nothing but unbelief, sink down
into disgraceful superstition towards somnambulists,

fortune-tellers, and rapping tables I Already Chrt-
sostom remarks, that they who said : Since there is

but one Ood, tee could not believe in the divinity of
Christ, are deprived by Antichrist of all excuse.

And in our day, they who believe not that an
almighty, wise God created the universe, do believe

(for they have not seen it) that chance whirled to-

gether the atoms; and they, who believe not that

Jesus changed the water into wine, do believe that

the unconscious power of nature transformed the

ape into a man. This collier's faith of unbelief is a
judgment. Before all the world must it be made
manifest, that the motive of their unbelief was not a
noble protest against a dependence unworthy of the

spirit, but pleasure in unrighteousness. Verily, they

too believe ; only they would not believe in the holy

truth of God; and therefore their punishment is,

that their need of faith squanders itself on the most
pitiful vanities. That which we already now see of
this sort is a foretaste of what is coming. [Alford :

God is sending must not for a moment be under-
stood of permissiveness only on God's part—He is

the judicial sender and doer—it is He who hardens
the heart which has chosen the evil way. All such
distinctions are the merest folly : whatever God per-
mits, He ordains,—Ellicott : The words are defi-

nite and significant ; they point to that judicial in-

fatuation, . . . into which, in the development of His
just government of the world, God causes evil and
error to be unfolded, and which He brings into puni-

tive agency in the case of all obstinate and truth-

hating rejection of His offers and calls of mercy.-r-

Leciures: According to our Apostle, this child of
hell comes to execute on earth a judicial, punitive,

Divine mission. Paul does not say, that God com-
pels any man to believe in Him ; but he does say that,

in lifting the veil that hides the Antichrist, one of
God's designs is to begin to avenge the wrong
already done to " the truth," by showing that in the
free, spontaneous exercise of a depraved nature, the
wilful despisers of His own saving grace will yield

ready credence to the lie of the cruel and treacher-

ous Blasphemer.

—

The same: The whole, then, is

just as if it had been said: Men hate the truth,

which God sends to them for their salvation, and
even refuse to be reconciled to it. He then and
therefore, instead of destroying tbem at once, takes

measures to bring out all the sin and madness of
their hearts ; and this, in order to their being ulti-

mately brought into judgment, when He shall be jus-

tified in His speaking, and shall be clear in His judg-
ing (Eccl. xi. 9 ; Ps. li. 4). In other words, God's
purpose is, by means of an extreme manifestation
of human wickedness, to draw forth and vindicate

the declaration of the Divine judgment. u When
judged," says Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xx. 19. 4)—
judged, that is, for rejecting the truth—"when
jndged, they shall be seduced ; and when seduced,
they fhall be judged."—J. L.]

HOMtLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 1. The glory of Jesus and our glorification

are most intimately connected. Now already the

union with Jesus begins within; it will one day

break forth also outwardly, and be thenceforth with-

out hindrance.—Who can think highly enough of

the Christian's calling ! Who can be faithful enough

in that which is least 1

[Burkitt : At the day of judgment there shall

be both a congregation and a segregation.—M.

Henry: Christ the great centre of their unity.

They shall be gathered together to Him to be at-

tendants on Him, to be assessors vith Him, to be

presented by Him to the Father, to be vith Him for

ever, and altogether happy in His presence to all

eternity.—Thk same : The doctrine of Christ's com-

ing, and our gathering together to Him, is of great

moment and importance to Christians ; otherwise it

would not be the proper matter of the Apostle's ob-

testation.—Lectures : How much and how earnestly

were the Apostles and their churches occupied about

the coming of the day of God ! Can we persuade

ourselves that it is any improvement on their habits,

that we scarcely ever think about it at all, but have

taken to making the best of the present evil world?

—J. L.]

V. 2. Zwinoli : True Christians do not suffer

themselves to be frightened by idle alarms, knowiag

that they are reconciled to God, whether they live or

die.—If we eaanot but be frightened, that is a sign,

thai we are not standing in the full spirit of disciple-

ship. Art thou prepared ?—But only God's grace in

Christ can take away completely all terror from the

heart.

—

Luthardt : Let the Lord come by day or by

night, when He does come, that is His day.—Divine

truth, even when most clearly delivered, can easily

be misunderstood. The duty of the teacher is, as

far as possible to remove the misconception.-—Hkub-

neb : The Christian must exercise a holy criticism.—

Roos : On this false notion (that the day of Christ is

present) there would have arisen divisions amongst

true Christians ; some would have regarded it as im-

portant and necessary, others as futile.—Wherever

there is an awakening from the sleep of [spiritual]

death [Eph. v. 14], there is very apt to be a mingling

of flesh and spirit

Vv. 1, 2. To gaze from earth away towards

heaven, and to turn away from heaven to earth—

both may be wrong, and both right (comp. Acts i.).

The certainty, that the Lord cometh, must never

withdraw us from present duty.

[Alford: Every expression of the ages before

us, betokening close anticipation, coupled with the

fact that the day has not yet arrived, teaches us

much, but unteaches us nothing: does not deprive

that glorious hope of its applicability to our times,

nor the Christian of his power of living as in the

light of his Lord's approach, and the daily realiza-

tion of the day of Christ—J. L.]

V. 3. [Lbiohtok : He seems not to assert any

great tract of time to intervene, but only that in that

time great things were first to come.—J. L.]—

Calvin : Christ also warns His disciples to prepare

themselves for severe conflicts. When the Church

is torn in pieces, we are not to be frightened as by

something unexpected. The Church must first fall

into horrid ruin, before it is fully re-established.

How useful is this prophecy ! One might otherwise

think : This cannot surely be the building of God (it

being so wasted) ; or others might say : Christ can*
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not so grievously abandon His bride (and find in this

a pretext for all corruptions).—The preparation and
warning close with the promise of victory.

—

Rieoib :

God allows the evil free course, and scope for further

development. The loss, which His glory thus seems
for a time to suffer, He again makes good by judg-

ments, and meanwhile His time of patience becomes
salvation to many others.

Vv. 3, 4. Diidrich : The Man of Sin will make
Adam's sin his very religion, and will glorify sin.

This can only be an apostate Christian, a consum-
mate Judas.

—

Berl. Bib. : These things always follow

one upon the other: Apostasy in Christianity, and
an absurd, mad throne of government for the pun-
ishment of the previous folly, which imposed the

joke on itself.

V. 5. Calvin : How forgetful are men, when
their eternal salvation is in question !—Hence the

need of their being ever anew reminded of what has
beeu said—of an ever-fresh watering of that which
has been planted.

—

Chrtsoctom connects with this

verse a very impressive exhortation to the right hear-

ing of the word.
V. 6. Nor can wickedness come at its own will,

but only at the set time assigned to it by God. The
servant is not above his master (Luke xxii. 53).

V. 7. Heubner : Wickedness is a mystery

:

1. The origin of evil is a mystery, and hides in the

dark; so with 2. its connections, and the means
which it employs; 3. its progress; and 4. its ten-

dency.—At present the mystery of lawlessness is

stirring more strongly than formerly.

V. 8. Roos : Antichrist, indeed, is coming, but
Christ also comes behind him. Therefore let no
man's heart fail him, who is concerned for the honor
of Christ's cause.

—

BerL Bib. : The strong one can
be opposed only by One stronger than he.

—

Calvin :

God exhorts His people to patience, because it is

only for a little while that He afflicts His Church.

—

Berl. Bib.: Supposing that Antichrist and all his

adherents were brought under (subdued),* what would
it avail us, if we have an antichrist in our own body?

Y. 9. Diedrich : The whole being of Antichrist

comes from falsehood ; falsehood is all that he does

;

and again the object of the whole is likewise to pro-

mote falsehood.

V. 10. Diedrich : Whoever does not, like Paul,

seek for truth above all things, but is bent on gold
and honor and the friendship of the world, has come
under the power of the devil, and serves Antichrist
to his own steadily advancing and utter ruin.—The
troth itself excites love for the truth, but does not
force it.

—

Stahelin : Oh that we had but a greater

horror of the Antichristian abominations, prayed
more fervently for the poor, misled people, and
made use of the truth for ourselves in a more thank-
mi and devout spirit I

V. 11. Stockmeter: All unrighteousness is a
lie; in promising man satisfaction, it lies.

—

Dik-

• [UnUrgttnvcht (betbfff)—the former word being scaroo-
tf aov need in this sense.—J. L.J

drich : The just God rules also in this, that con
tempt for His pure, saving truth must be punished
thus (by belief in falsehood).

—

Rieger : God's word
and our own conscience sufficiently assure us, that

God has no share in what is evil ; and yet He can
employ the agency of evil spirits and evil men for

the attainment of His purposes.—[The reader is re-

ferred to two admirable Discourses of South on this

verse: "Ill-disposed affections, both naturally and
penally the cause of darkness and error in the judg-
ment. 11—J. L.]

V. 12.—Roos : To doubt, deny, start objections,

and be indifferent to all the articles of the Christiun

faith, such is the reigning fashion; but hereafter

people will believe lies.

—

Stockmeyer : To love sin,

and concoct for one's self a righteousness that is

nothing but unrighteousness whitewashed, this is to
block up the way of truth.

—

The same : Wherever
the truth reaches, it effects a separation

;
judgment

is separation, icplais.—Calvin: When he says a//,

he intimates that contempt for God will not be ex-
cused by the great multitude of those who refuse to

obey the gospel. God is the Judge of all the world,

and can just as well inflict punishment on a hundred
thousand, as on one individual.

Vv. 1-12. Heubner : What practical value has
this prophecy of Paul for us ?

1. It affords us important instruction on the na-
ture of the human heart, and also on the nature of
Christianity. Our race is in a state of corruption,
which must still more and more develop itself ; this

must fill us with shame and humiliation. But Chris-

tianity, because it contains the strongest antidote to

the evil, for that very reason stirs up the evil spirit,

and excites it to its most strenuous efforts; these,

however, the Lord Himself will bring to naught.
No religion has so unmasked and combated the evil,

as the Christian.

2. This prophecy warns us against indifference to

the earliest, weak beginnings of evil, and to the
motions of unbelief. We are to regard these as

approximations to that time of extreme degeneracy.
We are to watch and be on our guard against them,
even against the least assent to principles that dis-

parage Christianity.

3. So much the more is it our duty to hold firmly
and immovably by true Christianity, which can alone
preserve us from that aberration. The man, in

whom is the Spirit of Christ, cannot be harmed by
the spirit of Antichrist. We should also be con-
cerned for our descendants, to maintain the true
faith among them.

4. This prophecy, moreover, may console us, as
we look on the signs, the preludes, or finally the
actual irruption, of the Antichristan period. God
long ago foresaw it, announced it, permitted it ; it

cannot, therefore, destroy His work, but must rather
serve for the more certain and speedy consummation
of the kingdom of Christ. Christ will protect His
own, will comfort them under violence, secure them
against falsehood, and finally achieve their complete
redemption.
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144 SECOND EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANa

2. Ch. IL 18-17.

Exhortation, growing ont of the foregoing instruction : Christians, whom God has saved from the Antitbristlan rail
are the more encouraged to stand met, and for them the Divine guardianship is besought.

13 But we are bound to give thanks always to God [Greek order: to God
always] for you, brethren beloved of the Lord, 1

because God hath from the

beginning chosen you [God chose you from the beginning] " to salvation through

14 [inJ
* sanctification of the Spirit and belief [faithl

4 of the truth ; Whereunto He
called you * by our gospel, to the obtaining of the glory of our Lord Jesus

15 Christ. Therefore [So then],' brethren, stand fast, and hold the traditions

[instructions]
7 which ye have been taught [were taught, ^St&xx^rc], whether by

16 word, or our epistle [by our word or epistle].' Now our Lord Jesus Christ

Himself, and God, even our Father [But may He Himself, our Lord Jesus Christ

and our God and Father],* which hath loved us, and hath given [who loved us,

and gave, 6 ayairrja-as w*a?, koX Sovs] us everlasting consolation and good hope

1

7

through [in, lv\ grace, Comfort your hearts, and stablish you [establish you] " in

every good word and work [work and word]."

» V. IS.—(Sin.» A. : wwfc toO kv/hov.—J. L.J
* V. 13.—[elAaro—so nearly all the critical editors (on large uncial authority, including Sin.), instead of the R*.

cZAero-vpa? b *«&t a""' ApxijT.—J. L.) We retain the Rec. &jf opxfo* which, besides A. D. E. K. L. and most of tho

Father*, is given also by the Sin. The reading awapx^y B. F. G., Vulg. primUias [Lachmann], is an (unneoesssrr)

attempt at alleviation ; see the exposition.—[Sin. 1 D. 1
: cU. i^Us.—J. L.]

8 V. 13.—[iv ; comp. 1 These, iv. 7, and see the exposition.—J. L.]
* V. 13.—

f

itmttci with the genitive of the object. Revision : " See E. V., Mark xi. 22 ; Acts iii. 16. Nowhere e!w,

out of two or three hundred instances, does B. V. render wUrm, belief."—J. L.)
• V. 14.—The connection requires vpat, which, besides many other authorities, Is retained also by Sin. ; itadsm lei

in A. B. D.» to the reading qpat iLnchmann.—Sin. P. G. : etc ft «el he.—J. L.)
• V. 15.—[apa ofr. Sec 1 Thess. v. 6. Crftloal Note 9.—J. L.J
7 V. 15.—[wapcMont ; Biffgenbaoh : Ueberlieferungen. Revision: "Campbell : «The word tradition with us im-

ports, as the English lexicographer rightly explains it, ** anything delivered orally from age to age ; " whereas vofofosu
properly implies, " anything handed down from former ages, in whatever way it has been transmitted, whether by owl

or by written testimony ; or even any instruction conveyed to others, either by word or by writing.*' In thia last accep-

tation we find it used in ... 2 The*, ii. IS.' "-J. L.J
• V. 15.—[6iA Atfyov tire W fourroAfc iffimv = by word or by epistle of us. Ellicott (Am. Bible Union) : by word, w

by our rpisLle QeUer). But the ijaiwk belongs to both nouns.—J. jLf
* V. 18.-H[avTOf to b *vptoc j^u*? 'Itfaov? Xpurrbt kcu b •«&« «al irarijp tytwr. The grammatical construction is the

same as in 1 Thess. iii. 11, where see Critical Note 8, and Bxegetioal Kotos 9, 10.—J. L.) The reading *al $t6* without o

seems to connect 9*6* as another predicate for Christ with the previous jnf/uoc ; but the most important authorities that

omit tho article before $*6t (B. D. 1
) read for it afterwards 6 wanjp instead of *ai s-anjo, so that even this reading gives do

different sense from the Recepta. [Lachmann reads tLus : b xptoro« koX (4) 9tbt 6 vanjp ; Sin. 1 thus : Inc. Xp- «•**

•«o$ b irarrjp qp&r ; and a correction cancels the letter 4.—J. L.]
10 V. 17.—The majority of the oldest o«dd. [including Sin.) versions and Fathers [and modern oriticsl om\ihpas

after <rnj/x$ot, so that to this verb r&t icmpiime also belongs as object [to which Alford properly objects that these are

not the ngenta in Ipyor and Adyo*.—For vu»y r&t xapotaf, Sin., as A., reads rat Kapbias i>nwv.—J. L. J
11 V. 17.—The preponderance of authorities [also Sin.) is in flavor of the order, tpyif tax A4y? [and so nearly all ths

critical editors], instead of the reverse order of tho Recepta,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (Vv. 18, 14.) But we are bound, Ac.—Paul
concludes the section on the coming of Antichrist

with thanksgiving for the election and salvation of

the readers; with an exhortation to steadfastness;

and finally with a prayer for their stability. After

the serious and agitating topic, of which he had been
speaking, he is the more inclined to utter a word of
thanksgiving, exhortation, and comfort. Already
Thkophtlact remarks : He now softens his address,

after the words of terror. For even though the

prospect of the final conflicts was of itself a matter
of consolation for true believers, yet the grave ques-

tion still presented itself: How shall we endure?
We are bound to give thank*, he says, and so reverts

to ch. i. 8. There he gave thanks for their steadfast

faith amid persecutions from without Now his

thanksgiving is still further enlarged, the ground
being salvation likewise in view of the afflictions of
the last time ; and he gives thanks, notwithstanding

that he had to make mention of the apostasy within

Christendom (v. 3). We, he writes, namely Paul,

Silvanus, and Timothy [Jowett, Conybearr, Wkb-

ster and Wilkinson : Paul alone] ; most say : in

opposition to the perishing, v. 10, who fall away to

Antichrist But this antithesis does not come oat

right ; a suitable contrast to the perishing would be

the Thessalonians, not the preachers of the gospel.

.Thkophtlact perceives this, and therefore remarks:

" If ws give thanks for you, how much more are y*

bound to do so I
" It is better, therefore, to under-

stand the matter with Hofmann, thus : Ovtr against

the Antichristian deception which God will send (and

which, as an active mystery of iniquity, has already

begun), we, the preachers of the gospel, give thanks

for what He is now working by us, to save you from

the coming judgment, and we the more give thanks,

when we see now the way of this judgment is

already preparing.

—

Brethren beloved of the

Lord, this is his anchor-ground ; here is bis com-

forting assurance: Those grievous tinner* cannot
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CHAPTER H. 13-17. 145

htrt you. In 1 Thess. i. 4 the word is (nth deov,

which is given here only by D. 1 Vulg. ; Sin. and A.,

rov tvpiov ; most, tcvplov without the article ; which
is here distinguished from bs6s before and after, and
yet one with the Father : Christ ; in opposition to

Antichrist, to whom the others fall away. In the

former place Paul gave thanks for their U\oyh, here
in the same sense : ©Vi riXoro v/uis (this Alexandrian
form, instead of the Rec. cfArro is given by nearly

til the uncials). For yon, which is now more fully

explained: to wit, that* God chose you. Else-

where Paul says Uxlysahcu, to select for one's self;
only here, aipua&cu, to choose, that is, for something,
here cfr avnjplay ; in the Septuagint the word is not
of rare occurrence ; for example, Deut. xxvi. 18, of
the choosing of the people of God. Instead of air*

Vxfct Hofmaxx also prefers the reading kvapxh*,
which cannot be understood as in Rom. xvi. 5 and
1 Cor. xvi. 15. LlhEMANN observes that the Tbes-
ealonians could not be so called, since they were
neither generally, nor even in Macedonia mei-ely, the

first that believed. This reading is one of the con-

siderations by which Grotius would support his

strange hypothesis, that the Epistle was addressed to

Christians from Judea, Hofmann, according the

reference to earlier or later conversion, finds here
simply the idea of firstfruits consecrated to God, in

opposition to the mass of the profane, and compares
Rev. xiv. 4. But the reading is too feebly support-

ed. We therefore adhere to Aw' fyx3*> from the
beginning. Is this, however, to be taken rela-

tively, or absolutely? Such as prefer the former
idea understand it as Zwixgli : ab initio prcedica-

tionis, amongst you, or in Macedonia generally.

Nor can it be positively required that in this case

there should have been an addition like that in Phil.

iv. 15 {rov fvayy*?dov) ; for even without any addi-

tion the expression has this signification at 1 John ii.

7, 24. But certainly the connection there favors

this view, as it does not here ; for even to say, that

the phrase is to be explained in opposition to the

last things, does not suggest this limitation : tn the

beginning of the gospel. Moreover, the expression

so understood would imply that the time, when Paul
wrote, was already considerably remote from the

tune when the church was founded. Calvin re-

marks still further, that he meant to furnish a ground
of consolation, which should be available, not
merely for those converted at the commencement
of preaching, but for all the elect. Bat the decisive

consideration is this, that that restriction does not
suit clXoro. God's election is eternal, and only the

accomplishment of it by means of the call takes

place in time. It is therefore equivalent to from
eternity, as we men can form a conception of that

;

so far as we can go back in thought; or to vpb
KttrafioKrjs k6<t^ov (Eph. i. 4 ; corop. 2 Tim. i. 9).

'Aw* *fx5* fa similarly used in 1 John i. 1 ; ii. 18

;

Is. xKiL 13 Sept ; and thus it is understood by Cal-
vin, Bbkgel, and the moderns generally. He hath

chosen us to salvation, in opposition to those who
receded not the truth that they might be saved (y,
10). In the subsequent iv &?. alongside of cb De
Wrm would find an indication of the nearest object

(1 Thess, iv. 7): to sanctification ; but in this way
the thange of the preposition would be ill accounted
for. The ir, Ac. cannot belong to cTAoto, since the

* {So BnoEVBAGH, with many others (as Luther,
LtwntAB*, Dk Wbttk, Ellicott, Ac), prefers to render
theiru-J. L.)

10

objective purpose of free grace is not conditioned by
the subjective process in us. Even Llnemann's
view, that it belongs to the whole of cfAoro «'s

ffurnplav, and denotes the means through which the

past election to eternal salvation should be realized,

is liable to the some objection : It is not the elec-

tion, but the being saved, that is accomplished in

sanctification; Hoemann: The choosing docs not
need this means. In is instrumental—equivalent to

by means of as already Chrysostom explains iy by
9td, and lias a close connection with tls ovrrjplay, as

Theophtlact intimates: fewer vims, ayi£ras lia

rod wvftf/iarof.* Sanctification is now inwardly the
aim of the Divine counsel towards us (1 Thess. iv.

8), in opposition to the having pleasure in unright-

eousness (v. 12) ; it is the way likewise to the future

outward M£a (v. 14). But how are the two follow-

ing genitives to be understood ? &\i)&*tas must be a

genitive of the object, as in Phil. i. 27 : but wrevfta-

ros is not essentially so co-ordinate as that the paral-

lelism could force us to understand that genitive in

the same way. Were wrctf/taror also a genitive of
the object, it would denote man's own spirit, which
is to be sanctified through the operation of the Holy
Ghost, and then rule the whole man. It would be
strange, however, and contrary to 1 Thess. v. 23,

that the spirit alone should be designated as the object

of sanctification. And since even so the parallelism

would not be at all a conclusive one, it is better to

give it up entirely, and regard wr. (with Thbophy-
lact, Calvin, Ghotids, Benqel, and most of the

moderns) as a genitive of the author : in sanctifica-

tion proceeding from the (Holy) Spirit (1 Pet. i. 2)

;

and faith of the (Divine) truth, the latter clause

being opposed to belief of the lie (v. 11). It is un-

suitable to explain oAqdc/a* as an adjective : in true

faith (Chrysostom, Pelt). Olshausen makes a

great difficulty of the fact, that the first thing in

order (faith) here follows after, and therefore thinks

we must here understand that faith perfected in

judgment, which already presupposes sanctification ;-.

similarly Chrysostom, Theophylact: Even after

sanctification we require much faith, that we mayy
not fall away from it. But it is simpler to under-
stand with LfNEMANN, that the objective, the work-
ing of the Holy Spirit (whose final aim in this world

is sanctification), is followed by the subjective, the

receptivity of faith for the Holy Spirit's operation

;

faith following on ayicurfi6s, as the first thing that

the Holy Spirit works, and as the way to the achieve-

ment of sanctification. [Webster and Wilkinson :

No precedence of time, or sequence of cause and
effect is to be inferred from the order of the clauses

;

cf. 1 Cor. vi. 11. Holiness which is ascribed and is

due to the immediate action of the Holy Spirit, ,is

also produced instrumentally by belief. And belief

is the result of the Holy Spirit's influence upon the

heart, an influence which changes and sanctifies.

—

J. L.] The truth is to be understood- here in its

highest perfection, as in John xiv. 6 ; xviii. 37

;

whoever is faithful in the first principles of truth, is

then open to the voice of truth in its perfection.

[Elucott: "The prep. iv may he instrumental

(Chbysost., LttifKii., al.)f but is perhaps more naturally

taken in iU usual sense as denoting the spiritual state in

which the cUare «if •otimuu' was realised." Wsbsteb and
"Wiucncsox: "iv ay. following ttX. indicates that their

present state, character, and qualification for future bless-

edness, are the effect of God's cholesy involrcd. in it, as

part of His original purpose of grace towards them. So in

2 Pet. L 1, 2. And see Bom. viii..29; Eph. i. 4, 5, U'»-
J.L.J
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146 SECOND EPISTLE OP PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

The contrast to this is, that iZucta, on the other

hand, rushes into bondage under falsehood (v. 11

V

—Whereunto He called you; it is not said As

V (ir/(my
}
or some such word), but its 8, so as to

embrace ail that precedes; whereunto, namely, to

this <r<o&TJvai *v ay. teal *l<rr. (LDnemann). The
voXcty is the carrying out of the ttXaro ; 1 Thess. it

12 ; iv. 17.—By our gospel, our preaching of the

glad tidings (1 Thess. i. 5); the gospel which we
proclaim (to that extent only, ours; Rom. ii. 16).

LBuhkitt :
" It is also a word of esteem, love, and

affection; what we love, we call ours."—J. L.]

This is the historic condition ; how can they believe,

if there be no preaching? (Rom. x. 14.) Now fol-

lows a second sir, an explanatory apposition to

€<* 8,* or the final object of faith and sanctification

—a distinction of no importance, and depending
merely on whether wo understand the a^Cco-bai, con-

tained substantially in cfr 8, in a narrower or a com-
prehensive sense. At all events the Apostle is now
speaking of the final consummation of the avrnpla

:

to the obtaining, acquisition, taking possession,

of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ j to a

participation therein, to be glorified with Him. So
we are to understand xcpnrobjirif (comp. 1 Thess. v.

9), with Grotius, Olsoauskn, Dk AVette, Lune-
mann, Ewald, Hofmann. Incorrectly Luther [Cal-

vin, and others. See the Revision on this verse,

Note e.—J. L.] : for a alorions possession of Christ,

namely, that we should become so ; but it is not well

to sink M&is to a merely adjectival idea, and in the

explanation of wtpir. to vary from 1 Thess. v. 9.

Paul does not mean merely: Thy purchised heri-

tage, but : Thy purc/utsed heir am I. Still more
unsuitable is the explanation of Chrysostom, Theo-
pnvLACT [Vatablus, Corn, a Lapidk], and others

:

to acquire glory for Christ, the glory of Christ, the

Friend of man, consisting in the salvation of many.
The thought would be a beautiful one, but in that

case we must have had r<p Kvpitp. What Paul says

is rather in substance the same as in Rom. v. 2 ; viii.

17, 29 ; Phil. iii. 21 ; John xvii. 22 sqq. (participa-

tion in the life of Christ's glorification). Such is the

description of the final consummation of the re-

demptive work: the receiving of spiritual life, pow-
erful, and exempt from death. That will be the

.crowning of the last stage—of sanctification, namely
—that is aimed at in the unglorified, earthly life.

The destiny thus promised to the Thessalonians is

confirmed by the exhortation that follows.

2. (V. 15.) So then, brethren, stand [fasti

;

since such an end awaits you, and God overlooks
nothing that concerns you, do you your part En-
couragement (by a thankful recognition of the good
that exists) and exhortation stand always together in

reciprocal relation. [Webster and Wilkinson:
The most assured hope of salvation does not render
exertion and admonition unnecessary; on the con-

trary, the exhortation to steadfastness and watchful-

ness here follows as an inference from the assertion

of certain safety.—J. L.] Standfast (1 Thess. iii.

8) in the conflict ; opposed to the caXw^yai of v.

2; and hold (the same word in Mark xvil 3, of
the Pharisees), nil addentes, nil detrahentes, Benorl

;

in order to personal steadfastness it is required to

hold fast the traditions [instructions] ; Luther :

Satzungen [statutes] ; Zwinoli : institutions ; Cal-
vin rightly: not merely external discipline, but

# [Better this, than to call it with Ellicott «• a more
• txact specification of the preceding tit mmipuu'."—J. L.]

whatever was offered to you in doctrine and precept

for knowledge and practice. We are not to think so

much of transmission from fathers to children, as of

the delivery of that which the Apostle had received

for them from God; comp. vap&uKa, of Christ's

death on the cross, 1 Cor. xv. 8 ; of the Lord's Sup-

per, 1 Cor. xi. 23 ; ras vapMacis KorsxtTf (M here

jfpaT€?T«), 1 Cor. xi. 2.—Which ye were taught
(comp. Winer, § 82. 5) ; whether by word (at

first, oral preaching) or by epistle (the subsequent

confirmation) of us : iyx&y belongs to both substan-

tives, word and epistle denoting merely two different

forms for the same substance, and cfrc—cfrs show-

ing the closeness of the connection (1 Cor. xiil 8);

Zwinoli : qwecunque docui sive prasens, sive absent.

By ©V bcurr. without the article is denoted not an;

single particular epistle, but the one method of in-

struction over against the other ; not merely there-

fore the First Epistle, though, of course, the expres-

sion suits that in the first instance, but they should

also hold what they were taught in this Second Epis-

tle, and, should he follow it with a third, they were

to lay that likewise to heart, and generally to give

heed also to the epistolary instruction (comp. 1

Thess. v. 27), holding fast whatever in word or

writing really comes from him, and is not merely

ascribed to him falsely, as that letter of v. 2.

8. (Vv. 10, 17.) But may He Himself &c-
The Apostle concludes the section with a benedic-

tion, as at 1 Thess. iii. 11 ; v. 23. He Himself no*

merely we, who taught you ; not merely you, whom
we exhort: <rr4*cre.—Our Lord Jesus Christ
and our God and Father: Father, that is,

through Christ Commmonly the Apostle follows

the reverse order; but here he goes back from

Christ (who is for us also possessor of the glory that

was last spoken of ) to the Father, the ultimate

ground of all blessedness, the ultimate Source of all

exhortation, comfort, and confirmation. Theodore?
(in the interest of the controversy with Arius) finds

herein a proof, that the sequence of the names is no
indication of a difference of dignity.*—Who loved
us (all Christians) and gave us everlasting con-
solation (flowing from this love). The root of all

is the unmerited love of God ; the aorist denotes the

historical proof of love, the work of redemption
(comp. Eph. ii. 4 ; John iii. 16 ; 1 John iv. 10) ; the

same thing is said of Christ, Gal. ii. 20 [Eph. v. 2,

25]. The everlasting consolation is by Chrysostom,
Theophylact, and others, improperly taken as

synonymous with hope; Pelt interprets it of the

everlasting blessedness (Luke vi. 24 ; xvi. 25 : to be

comforted). The latter is no doubt the highest end,

but too far from being a present attainment, and
still too tautological with what follows. Properly to

distinguish it from that, we understand by everlasting

consolation something real, now already present,

which makes us of good courage now under the dis-

tress of the present time ; not so personal, as in

Zwingli's explanation : qua est ista consolatio t

Christus Jesus ; but yet a benefit now already granted

us in Christ, and showing itself to be an inexhaustt

ble source of joy ; namely, reconciliation with God
as the foundation of all further hope.f With this

* [Chrysostom employs the same argument.—J. L.J
t [Lectures, p. 652 : " Who loved ut. This is sometimes

restricted to God the Father" (LCxbmaxx, Elucottx
"and to His act of sending the Son to save us" (LCk*-
mAirc, Rigoexbach). " I prefer to understand ft of the
eternal love—the lore 'from tho beginning' of both the
Father and the Son. (To this the singular u no objection,
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the hope of the consummation of glory is connected

iko in Rom. v. 1, 2 ; and the same truth its a some-
vhat different combination is expressed likewise in

Rom. riil 28 sqq.—And good hope
J
with which

should be compared the blested hope of Tit. ii. 13,

in Aflnwn, Col. i. 5, which non-Christians, the hea-

then especially, do not have, 1 Thess. iv. 13.—In
grace, without merit of ours, is best referred to

Uk, not so well (with Ds Wkttk, Li nemann [Cas-

talio, Estics]) to both participles (it being less

suited to ajar.). This is the foundation of his con-

fident intercession : Such a God is ours, and in ac-

cordance with this His disposition I am able to desire

for yon, that He may comfort your hearts j for

(be two subjects the verb stands only in the singular

(1 These, iii. 11); the two are one, even in the

innermost and most glorious operations of grace.

Herein shines the Divinity of Christ ; it is not possi-

ble that the name of any man could be so often

joined with the name of God. It is better here to

understand the calling to [zutprechen, TapaKa\4<rcu]

on the side of comforting encouragement, than on
that of exhortation [as in 1 Thess. iii 2 ; see there

Eiegetical Note 5.-—J. L.] ; the question is about
their holding faith, and being free from fear and
iniiety (v. 2), even in view of the aggravation of
their afflictions ; comp. Ps. cxix. 32.*

—

[Elljcott :

"The Apostle does not say merely fyio*, but &/i*r

rtt mp&ias (comp. CoL ii. 2) ; it was the jropSfo, the
seat of their feelings and affections, ... the icapXla

that was so full of hope and fear about the future,

that the Apostle prayed might receive comfort."

—

J. L.]—And establish, &c ; if we do not read
•pas, it is simplest to regard the preceding icap&ias

at still the object ; it is less natural to supply in

thought, with Lukkmann [and most others; see
Critical Note 10.—-J. L.1, a fyub out of i>p&r. May
Ht strengthen [ettabHeh] them, that your sanctifica-

tkw may be perfected, and ye be not entangled in

the apostasy of Christendom.—In every good
work and word % not by work and word [Chry-
wstom, Theophylact, Bknqel], to wit, God's work
«nd God's word ; but with this rami does not well
tgree, and &yad$ still less ; since in that case no
distinction would be necessary between good and
had. The adjective belongs to both substantives,
not, as Lcthkb translates, in every doctrine and
P°d work. Nor is k&yos properly restricted to the
idea of doctrine, as Calvin too would have it : $ana
fcdrtao, and Pelt, because, he says, it so stands at
. 15. But there the connection is different, the
parallel member in this instance being tpyy, which
comprehends every action, and so does koyv like-

wise (especially with tarrl) every good word;
ZvutQU : bonus eermo. Doctrine is a part of that.

The order, word and work, would be ascensive ; in
the more strongly supported reading work has the
precedence as being the main thing; that must
*pe*k first of all. May God strengthen you in
<*ry good work wherein you are engaged (in oppo-
fition to unrighteousness), and then also in every

9*4 word, of truth, faith, love (in opposition to

out tUi rerr anomaly Is admitted in the next Terse.)
Aattfccn the latter hall of the Terse refers to the manlfee-
J*ti°o and effects of that lore in time : and gave tu, in the
faxbed redemption of the cioos, in the forgiveness of sin,

the presence of the Comforter, &c" The same distinc-
tem vul be found applicable to nearly all the texts cited
•*»0Te.-J. L.]

* [LrrRxa's semewoat free translation of the latter
-*aae of that Terse being : Wenu du mein Herz trdslcst,

^«a/ert,4cM-^.L.J

falsehood) ; when it comes from the bottom of th€

heart, and corresponds to the work, it is itself a
work, yea, the criterion of perfectness (James iii. 2).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (Vv. 13, 14.) On election, see nt 1 Thess. i.

4 and ch. v. 23, 24. There is no question of a ca-

pricious preference of one, and disregard of an-

other ; such partial views are not taken by faith as

faith ; rather, in those who believe the consciousness

prevails, that their salvation is not at all founded on
their own merit. A faith even, which should be
ever looking only at itself, would £or that very rea-

son be constantly threatened again with disturbance

and agitation. Assurance is maintained only by
going out from self, and casting one's self on the

everlasting love and grace, whose purpose from the

beginniug, before the creation of the world, was the

salvation of believers. Excellently Biigkr : In the

description of the most formidable troubles eternal

election is often introduced as the shelter of the

saints, Matt. xxiv. 22, 31; Rev. xiil 8; xvii. 8.

But that which comes first is not the triumphal song

of Rom. viii., but the way of righteousness (Rom.
i.-viu). Election provides a secret deposit ; sanctifi-

cation is election disclosed ; and the root of that is

faith in the truth.* But how docs one become sure

of his election? Riegkr: The purpose is seen in

its accomplishment ; the building shows the plan.—
Calvin: Because we are unable to penetrate into

the secret counsel of God, that we may there become
certain of our salvation, He gives us more accessible

tokens and pledges of our election, to wit, in our

sanctification by His Spirit, and our illumination in

order to faith in His gospel.—Bohl : The Second

Helvetic Confusion (Vienna, 1804"), p. 19 : It is in

the way that we are to discover, whether we are on
the way ; we should not torment ourselves and oth-

ers with the inquiry, whether even before the foun-

dation of the world we were put on this way ; we
are rather to examine ourselves whether we have the

way beneath our feet ; and Christ is that way.—For
the same reason we are not at liberty to place a false

reliance on a donum persevcraniioz, as if we could be

sure of any such thing out of Christ. The following

admonition to steadfastness (comp. 2 Pet i. 10) is

seriously meant, and so is the benediction with which

the section concludes.

2. (V. 15.) This verse is one of the words, by
which of old (as early as Chrtsostom) it was pro-

posed to show the equal authority of oral tradition

alongside of Scripture. But when John Damascene
with this amongst others defends the worship of im-

ages, we have a Striking instance of pretended tradi-

tion in conflict with Scripture. It is indeed clear,

and no one contests it, that Christ did and spake

many things that are not recorded, and in like man-
ner that the preaching of the Apostles was first of

all oral, which was then fixed and ascertained by
writing ; of course, in a short Epistle like ours, only

very partially, still so as to guard against misappre-

hension and deterioration of doctrine. If then it is

said that we are to believe also oral tradition, we

.

answer : Yes, when its apostolic origin and character

* [In this Is implied, what Scripture no doubt teaches,

that election is the Uivine root of faith. Sec v. 13 ; John
vi. 37 ; Acts xiii. 48 ; Bom. viii. 28-30 ; Eph. ii. 8 ; 1 Pet,

i. 2 ; &c—J. L.)
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148 SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUIi TO THE THESSALONIANS.

are proved to us. But this very chapter shows us,
f how quickly the oral teaching was forgotteu (v. 5),

ir1 was subjected to misconceptions or even falsifi-

cations (v. 2^ so that it needed to be corrected and
certified. The evangelist John also says (ch. xx. SO,

31), that Jesus truly did many things which are not

written, but that the preceding selection was written

for the confirmation of faith in the Son of God, and
of life in that faith. For this, therefore, the written

word is a sufficient source, and for whatever claims

to be apostolic the only authentic rule. But can that

be a genuine tradition, which cotitradicts the written

gospel ? Paul knows simply a double form for one
and the same substance, nothing of additions that

introduce a new and heterogeneous substance. In
point of fact, there is beside the Bible no well-

attested tradition. Zwikgli : Paul, however, had
taught nothing else but the gospel of Jesus Christ.

* Calvin : When Paul will cast no snare on the Co-

rinthians (1 Cor. vii. 35), how do they pretend to

give out all their self-made ordinances as of equal

dignity with the Pauline ? Heubner : Paul does not

say, that the tenor of the oral teaching was different

from that of the written. [Maccnioht: No doc-

trines merit the name of traditions in the Scripture

sense of the word, but such as were taught by the

Apostles of Christ, or by other spiritual men, who
received them by immediate revelation from Him.

—

J. L.]—It must be considered, on the other hand,
how emphatically the Apostle here asserts the au-

thority of his written word. It is no dead letter,

but a seed-corn that is quickened in every suscep-

tible heart. We know also that generally the writ-

ten word is still more carefully weighed than that

which is spoken. Many have an unintelligent aver-

sion to all authority. They confound it with coer-

cion and bondage. But authority is such an ascen-

dency as rests on intellectual preeminence,* com-
mends itself to rational conviction, and educates the

obedient into true freedom. The mere fact that men
are not self-created, implies that they cannot be ab-

solutely autonomous ; to say nothing of sinners, who
need redemption. The true freedom is that with

which the Son makes free (John viii. 36), and the

means to this emancipation is holding fast His word
in the obedience of faith. The highest freedom and
joy is to live and move in the word of truth.

8. (Vv. 16, 17.) Evangelical comfort is some-
thing different from a transient and essentially vain

• feeding with illusions. Christ and His Apostles

seem first to trouble the hearts of those whom they

comfort, and show them that there may come a much
severer experience than the frivolous mind imagines*

but that all comes from God and for the promotion
of His kingdom. To have God for ours, throughout

even the hardest fortune, such is the everlasting con-

solation of the gospel. We must not at once think

of the worst, that it will not turn out so bad ; this is

to comfort with unwholesome vanities, after the man-
ner of the world. Such theoretical optimists readily

become, when things go ill, practical pessimists, and
in their despair disgracefully lay down their arms.

It is better to be theoretically a pessimist, prepared

for the worst, and practically through the grace of

God an optimist, confident even m the worst.

—

[Jowett : The Greek philosopher would have spoken
of wisdom as an Urptia ifwx»?*, M we speak of the

gospel as remedial to the ills of human nature. St.

* [In things pertaining to God, on a Divine ooromis-

Paul uses stronger language ; with him the gospel is

a consolation. Within and without, the Christian is

suffering in this evil world. The gospel mokes him

sensible of this state, and at the same time turns his

sorrow into joy. . . . Rom. xv. 6 ; 2 Cor. L 8.—

J. L.]

HoamsncAX and practical.

V. 13: Rieoer: With every contemplation of

what the enemy has done and will yet do, the ser-

vants of God nevertheless lose not their joy in God's

husbandry [Matt, xiil 25, 28 ; 1 Cor. iil 9] ; they

are merely driven the more under the wings of Gtxf

s

grace.

—

Heubner : The election of a man to saha-

tion is for others also a subject of thaiiksginng.—

Diedrich : Allow thyself to be sanctified in faith,

and it is certain that thou art eternally chosen.—

Chrtsostom : Not by works, not by righteous con-

duct, but by faith of the truth do we attain to salva-

tion.—Stockmeter : So we resist not this will of

God, but yield ourselves to it, who shall be able to

hinder its being carried through to a glorious issue?

—Berlenb. Bibel: They who perish are ruined, not

because they are absolutely rejected, but because

they have no care for the truth. Believers sre pre-

served, not because they deserve it, but because they

cleave earnestly to God. Whoever concerns him-

self about the truth, so as to lay hold on God, is

saved. But whoever meddles with God's word, and

that not rightly, is only made worse by it—[Bcs-

kitt: 1. Election is to the means as well as to the

end. 2. Sanctification and holiness, not the cause

of our election, but the effect and fruit of it 8.

Sanctification being the fruit, it is also the evidence

of our election. 4. The necessary connection be-

tween the sanctification 6f the Spirit, and the belief

of the truth.—J. L.]

V. 14. Zwinoli : The gospel is God's alone; but

ofttimes God communicates to us what is His. Paul

could say that the gospel was his, as regards service

and office.

—

Dieorich : Whatever Jesus has, that

according to the will of the Father is also to be

wholly ours.

V. 15. Over against the Antichristian deception,

It concerns us to abide the more firmly by the word

;

only by the word can we overcome, as Christ over-

came ; Matt, iv.—[M. Henry : He doth not say, Ye

arc chosen to salvation, and therefore ye may be

careless and secure ; but therefore standfast, Comp.

1 John it 27, 28.

—

Lectures : An unwavering ad-

herence to apostolic teaching is at once the great

manifestation, and an essential condition, of Chris-

tian stability.—J. L.]

[Whitbt: How can she (the Church of Rome)

be relied on as a sure preserver and true teacher of

(unwritten) traditions, which hath confessedly (As-

sklm, Estius) lost one of great moment (w. 5, f\
deposited with the Tbessalonians, and the primiuve

Church?—J. L.]

Vv. 15-17. Stockmeter: There is no success

without our own earnest willing and doing, nor with-

out our own pains and labor ; but the power which

worketh in us both to will and to do is the Lord's.

For this reason also, the Apostle is able to express

what ho had on his heart, in behalf of those who

had become believkg Christians, in a twofold man

ner, as an exhortation, v. 15, and again as a benedic-

tion and intercession, vv. 16, 17. The one does not

exclude the other. The one is possible only through

the other.
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V. 16. There is mention of a good hope also in

Prov. x. 28; xL 23.•—[Lectures : Good, because

of the preeminent excellence of the object of it, the

impregnable basis on which it rests, and the purify-

ing influence which it exerts in the heart and life.

—

W. 10, 17. Roos: Whoever has no experience

of the love of God, and has obtained no consolation

reaching into eternity, and no good hope through

grace, on that man no doctrine and no exhortation

to good works has any hold. When Qod comforts,

He strengthens the soul, and when He strengthens,

He comforts it.—[M. Henry : 1. Comfort is a means
of establishment ; for the more pleasure we take in

the word, and work, and ways of God, the more
likely we shall be to persevere therein. And, 2. our

establishment in the ways of God is a likely means
in order to comfort ; whereas if we aro wavering in

frith, and of a doubtful mind, or if we are halting

and faltering in our duty, no wonder if we are stran-

gers to the pleasures and joys of religion. What is

* iLtthek'« version of the latter text : Dcr Gerechten
Wmttek muss dock wohl geratouu—J. L.1

it that lieth at the bottom of all our uneasiness, but
our unsteadiness in religion?—J. L.]

—

Hecbnkr:
The consolation of Christianity is an everlasting con-

solation, true, certain, satisfying, a consolation of sal-

vation ; the consolation of the world is a spurious,

pitiful consolation, which leads the deeper into per
dition. God alone can put comfort into the heart,

penetrating and abiding. Here is comfort: God
loves thee, God chooses thee, God keeps thee.

—

Berlcnb. Bibel : The everlasting consolation is a per-

manent, new-created life of the spirit, implanted
amidst the anguish of suffering in truly following

Jesus Christ, and so not liable to death or destruc-

tion.

V. 17. Word and walk must always go together.

Vv. 13-17. The good assurance of an evangeli-

cal preacher in behalf of his converts rests entirely,

in its beginning, middle, and end, on God : 1. Eter-

nal election, fulfilling itself in time in the call to

faith and sanctification, makes the beginning ; 2. the

exhortation to steadfastness in apostolic truth forms
the middle ; 3. the end can be prosperous only by
God carrying out in His everlasting faithfulness the

work that He has begun.

m.

Closing Exhortations.

l. Ch. m. 1-6.

The Apostle seeks their prayers, and commend* to them generally a faithful perseverance in the true Christian spirit.

1 Finally, brethren, pray [Greek order: pray, brethren,] for us, that the word
of the Lord may have free course [may run]

l and be glorified, even as it is with
2 you [also with you]

;

9 And that we may be delivered from unreasonable [per-

3 verse] * and wicked men : for all men have not faith [not all have faith].
4

feut

the Cord is faithful [faithful is the Lord],
6 who shall stablish [establish] you,

4 and keep you from evil [or: the evil one]. And [But] T we have confidence in

the Lord touching you, that ye both do and will do the things which we cora-

5 mand you.* And the Lord direct [But may the Lord direct]
,0 your hearts into

the love of God, and into the patient waiting for Christ [the patience of Christ].
11

• *—f?P*XB' Revision : " E. V. margin, and everywhere else. Here it combines Tyndale, Geneva, Bishops'

<xxvc frtt passage, with theKhemish : have course."—J. L.1
* V.

Bible : have free passage, n . „__
; . .. . . ..

s V. L—[«*1 vpfc v/uif. Ellioott : " The mat gently contrasting (!) them with other* where a similar reception had
taken place.** Bather, the itmi compares thorn with—puts them alongside of—others, where, in answer to their prayers,

annular reception should yet take place.—J. L.1 «.,*«. .,,.3.
* V. *.—faroWr. The English margin, Hammond, Wordsworth: absurd; Benson, Scott, Conybearc, Alford'a

Eaghsa Test, Ellioott, Am. Bible Union : perverse ; Biggenbach : verlcehrtcn. See the Exegetical Note.—J. L.1
* V. «.-{•* yip *Avrm* * tkw, ~* * ^ ~" m " "' * M —~ ' " '

s *"- '°~*— -- -»- *

EMeott litis not mil that havefaith. I

•V.3.—There is a preponderance c_ _„_„___. ,_. ^ _ .., r— .„. .-..-,-
F. O. Vulg. Lachmann.—J. L] is likewise the met, that according to parallel passages, such as I Cor. i. 9, it is the more
ebrioue. (The Greek order should be retained in the translation, as it is by Biggenbach, Ellioott, Am. Bible Union, and
ether*, making *urr6t the instantaneous echo of nion*.—Sin.1

: o xvpede ion* ; but corrected into lor. 6 icvp.—J. L.J
* V. &—[nm nornpov. 8ee the Exegetical Note.—J. L.]
* V. i.—{&4. Revision : u Not only do we rely on the faithfulness of the Lord, but we hare a gracious confidence

also in you ; nor, indeed, can you expect the promised confirmation and security, apart from your own obedience, and
{attest continuance in well-doing, but only in and through that."—J. L.)

* V. 4.—The reading varies between votcirt and koI woulrt [Biggenbach*B translation follows the former, which if

that of Shu1
, while Sin!9 has the other.—J. L.J ; the insertion of koX ivoifaare before «al iromra is too feebly sup*

parted (B. P. G-, but not Sin.).
. . . ,.

* V. 1—9tuv is wanting in 8in. B. D.» Vulg. [It is cancelled by Alford and Ellioott ; Lachmann brockets it, as ho
4os» also the words sol feotaWa ««*.—The latter half of the verse is arranged in Greek thus : Utat tlie things which we
o—amend yon ye both do and will do.—J. L.]

»• V. &—(a be nvptot narevoVvai. EUicott : " A gentle onithesis (S4) to what precedes ;—« I doubt you not, my confl-

»ee is in the Lord ; may He, however, youohsafe His blessed aid.' "—J. L.1
» V. 6.—Before *wojoor*> all the uncials give the article njV, which is omitted by the Elxevir alter a few late

aarlaorfeies. The English Version translates vwo^okiJ, patience, here in the margin, and always elsewhere, 31 times,

«n«ptBom.iL7and2Cor. Le. Here it follows the Bishops' Bible.—J. L.)
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i50 SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONIANS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAI*.

1. (Vv. 1, 2.) Finally, pray, &c—T© Xotw6m

(here the article is wanting only in F. G.), equivalent

to AotiroV, 1 Thess. iv. 1 [Ellicott :
w but, owing to

the article, slightly more specific." Comp. 1 Thess.

iv. 1, Exeg. Note 1.—J. L.]. Grotius : Vox pro-

perantis ad finem. It might be understood tempo-
rally : henceforth ; but here it is better to take it in

the sense of furthermore, moreover, what I have still

to say, after the leading instruction on the subject of

the last things. Pray for us (see 1 Thess. v. 25,

and the note there), as we for you. These words

also show the conclusion to be near. The subject of

the prayer is again expressed in the form of purpose.

It is a thoroughly disinterested prayer that he con-

templates ; not for his own personal concern, but for

a main object of his apostolic calling (comp. Eph. ri.

19) ; not, that God would strengthen him in faith ;

—

Paul did not, indeed, assume any such lofty position,

as that he himself could not be a castaway (1 Cor.

ix. 27) ;
yet it would have been contrary to deco-

rum, to ask his children for their prayers in that re-

gard [?] ;
—but, that the word of the Lord may

run j the word of the Lord (1 Thess. i. &\ or the

word of God (1 Thess. ii. 13), is the gospel. At 1

Thess. iv. 15 the phrase had a somewhat more spe-

cific meaning. To run is to fulfil its course swiftly

and without hindrance ; not bound (2 Tim. ii. 9) ; to

spread itself to where it is not yet ; and, where it is

already, to bestir itself, and come into proper circu-

lation. [Comp. the Sept. Ps. cxlvii. 15 : c«s rdxovs
ZsMjxurai 6 \6yos ainov.—J. L.]—And be glori-

fied, not merely commended, and its glory recog-

nized (Acts xiii. 48), but really glorified by its fruit,

and actual demonstration of its Divine power and

truth ; Calvin : in the renewal of men into the

image of Christ ; whereby, certainly, are called forth

many praises to God (comp. ch. i. 12 ; Rom. xi. 13).

—Even as it is also with yon (1 Thess. Hi. 4)

;

he thus cheers them (comp. 1 Thess. ii. 13). Tour
prayers are to help the missionary work. The two
present tenses after Iva denoted something continu-

ous ; whereas the aorist subjunctive with the second

Iva: and that we may be delivered, marks a

single occasion, deliverance from an actually existing

pent Here now in the second instance is a ques-

tion of personal preservation, but here also again

with a view to his office, that he may be kept safe

for that. We may mean / Paul, or else J and Sil-

vanus and Timothy ; but certainly not, / and you
Thessalonians, since he reverts to them again at v. 8.

Thkodorkt remarks that the prayer seems to be two-

fold, and yet is but one ; for when the ungodly are

subdued, the word of the message also has unob-

structed course. Theopbylact : He prays thus, not

that he may run no danger, for to that he was even

appointed; But we cannot understand the deliver-

ance as does Calvin: sive per mortem, sive per

vitam ; for his desire here is to be preserved to his

earthly office. The aroxoi are properly such as are

not in their place ; the neuter denotes at Luke xxiii.

41a criminal act ; the masculine is here rendered by
the Vulgate, importunis ; Cicero explains it once by
ineptus ; but here it signifies not merely people who
ict improperly, but such as hinder and resist Divine

and human order ; Wktsteih : facinorosus, ftagilio-

sus. Still there is rather couched in the expression

a certain reserve, though it does denote perverse,

base men ; Berlenb. Bibel [Bengkl] ; ungereimte

[absurd] ; and then xQvrip6s has a more forcible inv

port: bad, wicked. Paul has in his mind delirer.

ance from snares, as at Rom. xv. 31 ; for it would be

a mistake to think of the contradiction of hernia
(Chrtsostom, Thfophtlact: such as Hymenaug
and Alexander; Zwingli thinks that Paul intends

hypocrites and false brethren; Calvin: at least

faithless Christians in name, along with furious Jew-

ish zealots). The early date of the Epistle does not

accord with the idea of false teachers, but very well

with that of fanatical Jews, who expressly laid wait

for the Apostle at Corinth (Ds Wette and the mod-

erns generally); Acts xviii. 9, 10 answering per-

fectly to our v. 1, and Acts xviii. 12 sqq. (the accu-

sation before Gallio) to our v. 2. This again is a

fine stroke of unstudied, artless coincidence with the

apostolic history; a proof of genuineness.—For
not all have faith. He thus gives the reason wot
he is compelled to speak of such men, from whose
hands the point is to be delivered, and for whom one

cannot simply pray : Convert them ! (comp. John
xvii. 9 with v. 20). Some allege that Paul cannot

be bringing forward the common-place : All do not

believe, and thence infer that we must understand his

meaning to be : It is not all who pass for Christians,

that have true faith (so Calvin [Jowktt] and oth-

ers) ; they therefore think that the adversaries are

(Calvin : at least in part) false Christians. But

there, is thus introduced what is not found in the

expression, j? t/otjs meaning Christian faith abso-

lutely, not true faith in opposition to that which is

merely pretended. However, the sentence is no

bare commonplace; nor yet is it suitable, as the

phrase is abused for a frivolous excuse ; and as little

is it an assertion of the absolute Divine decree, as if

God were unwilling to give faith to all ; but a griev-

ous charge: There are even people too frrorw *ta)

xornpol, treacherous and impure, to be susceptible

of faith.* It is a fine remark of Bengel, how
appropriately Paul writes thus to those very Thessa-

lonians who had been so prompt to believe : Be not

surprised, if this is not the case with all.

2. (V. 3.) But faithful is the Lord.—Not in

German, but in Greek [and English] there is observ-

able an antithesis between ri<rr6s and trieris of v. 2

(comp. 2 Tim. iL 13). But this is no reason for

translating that vl<rrts by fa'thfulness ; $ xfrra
denotes Christian faith ; but this is essentially faith-

fulness to God, trust in His faithfulness, whereas un-

belief is faithlessness, distrust of His grace. There

is peril in bavins to live amongst such unbelieving

and therefore also faithless men. To this grief,

therefore, he at once opposes the consolation—to

man's unfaithfulness the invariable faithfulness of

God. The faithful Lord suffers cot the M*ws «rol

rotnripofo to get the upper hand. The Lord (accord-

ing to the best reading) is Christ That it can here,

as in the Septuagint, mean only God (namely, the

Father), is asserted by Hiloenfeld in the interest

of the spuriousness of the Epistle, but without any

valid reason (comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 7 along with Bom. i.

• [/Br den Glattben emRf&nffUch—tht expression em-
ployed also by Ds Veto and LCmemaks. It is not, how*
erer, of a want of susceptibility of faith in the most des-

perate class of sinners, that Paul speaks, but of the actual

destitution of faith in some to whom the gospel cent*.

And the fact is " stated in general terms ; not so much as
something that had just transpired in the particular city or

region where the Apostle was now lttboring, but rather as
something that holds good, as with the force and reswlanty

of a law. wherever the gospel is preached " {Lectvm, jw

560). Comp. Matt. xix. IL—J. L.1
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10). It is to bo observed that Paul does not dwell

on his own distresses, but the reflection, that the

ThessalonianB in their locality have the same experi-

ence of human wickedness as himself in Corinth,

leads him at once back again to his own afflicted

spiritual children, who are, indeed, as yet less expe-

rienced than be.—Who shall establish you (not

limply may, ch. ii. 17), so that such as have not faith

shall not be able to drag you off with them ; and
keep you from the eviL How this last word is

to be taken is doubtful, as in Matt. vi. 18 ; John
itu. 15, and elsewhere. It may be that it is to be
understood as neuter, as at Rom. xii. 9 : from the

evil with which perhaps bad men threaten you ; the

Lord will keep you, so that whatever is done to you
outwardly shall do you no inward hurt, and that

which is properly •woynp6v shall not come to you, nor

shall you be worsted in the conflict; and He will

also so far avert outward harm, that the trial become
not too severe (1 Cor. x. 13).* Possibly, however,

it is to be regarded as masculine ; 6 *orr)p6s, the

Prince of evil, whose instruments evil men are,

dares not touch you (comp. Eph. vi. 16 ; 1 John ii.

13; v. 18). It is at any rate improper to take the

singular: the evil (man) as collective for evil men
[the Dutch Annotations, Koppe, Rosenmuller,
Flitt, allow this interpretation.—J. L.]. But Lune-
max.Vs assertion that it mint be understood as neu-

tral, on account of the opposition to ch. ii. 17 [a

point which Alpord also makes.—J. L.], is ground-

less; especially after the separation made by rb

AecroV (v. 1), of which, indeed, Lukemann gene-

rally makes too little account (see the close ot the

Introduction). In favor of the masculine are Cal-
vin, Bekgel, Rieger, Von Gerlach, Olshacsen
[and very many others, from (Ecumenius and Tuso-
rBTLACT to Ellicott and Wordsworth.—J. L.1,

also Hofmanh : From the evil man he comes to the

Evil Oh*, who might rob him of the fruit of his

labor/ we add, by persuasion or else by seduction,

and refer to 1 Thess. ii. IS ; Hi. 5. Whether it be
neater or masculine, Paul's promise is: God will

establish you for the conflict, and protect you in it.

3. (Vv. 4, 5.) But we have confidence in
the Lord touching you-—After reliance on God,
there now follows again (as in ch. ii 15) an exhorta-

tion, expressed in the delicate and winning form of

confidence. Tdeodoret: For he is not forcing

them, but seeking their free conviction : keep your-

selves worthy of this good opinion. Tou can surely

do so, since the Lord strengthens and guards you.

This at once leads to, and prepares for, the special

exhortation of v. 6 sqq. In the Lord, the same ex-

pression as in Gal. v. 10 ; comp. Phil. ii. 24 ; Rom.
xiv. U. In Him our confidence in you has its strong

foundation ; we boast not of the flesh, and place not
our hope in you as men, but only in the Lord ; and
yet in the Lord touching you ; * because ye stand in

Him as we do ; ye will thus receive the exhortation

in the name of the Lord, and the Lord in whom ye
stand will guide your hearts, and make you willing

and able. The verb •KapcryyiKKuv is found also at

1 These iv. 11, and the substantive vapayyeMia at

1 Thess. iv. 2; it is synonymous (at least on the

* (Taken as neuter, rod *on|poS might perhaps have " a
social reference to the great current of evil which had
already begun to flow, and which in the second chapter
•ad been traced ;?waxd to its fatal issue." Ltcturu.—
J.L.)

*
[ty* *fwc: Urrard* and upon you, in regard to you;

Genua/ cm*.—J.I*.]

practical side) with vapdtoais, ch. it 15. As faith

originated only in an act of obedience, so likewise it

is only in this way that it can be maintained. Obe-

dience is thus connected with preservation. By un-

derstanding the verse in this way : What we com-
mand and ye do, that ye will also do, we should rend
asunder what belongs together. Far more natural is

this: what we command you, ye both do and
will do (henceforward and with a constant impiovc-
ment). This exhortation he immediately seals again

by a precatory benediction: But may the Lord
direct, &c. Theodoret: We need both, purpose
and strength, from above.* The Lord alone can
give you success. The Lord is, as always, Christ

;

not, as Hilgekfelo again decides, God (the Father).

Basil the Great, Tdeodoret, Theophtlact [Words-
worth], would have it, that Paul is speaking of the

Holy Spirit, because it could not be said: May
Christ direct your hearts into the patience of Christ

(were this valid, it would hold still more strongly,

inasmuch as it concerns the first member of the

verse, that it could not be said : May God direct

your hearts into the love of God), But the argu-

ment is not convincing. It were contrary to the

whole usage of the New Testament, to understand

by the Lord the Holy Spirit ; 2 Cor. iii. 17 (to be
explained by v. 6) is of quite another sort. Rather,

Christ is repeated at the end of the second member,
because it is remote from the subject, and separated

from it by d#o0 (comp., moreover, 1 Cor. i. 7, 8).

Thus Christ, the Faithful (v. 8), who alone can make
you do what is right, in whom alone we have confi-

dence in you (v. 4), may He plainly direct (1 Thess.

iii. 11, our way ; here) your hearts (2 Chron. xii.

14, Septuagint), so that they reach out sincerely

towards the mark. But the passage in Chronicles is

not an irrefragable proofj that here also the mark of

the Kartvbvvtiv must necessarily be a proceeding of

the Tbessalonians ; the mark itself might be a Divine

concernment, to which their hearts are to reach out

in faith and trust. In the case of the first member,
the love of God, it would no doubt be simplest to

regard the genitive as a genitive of the object : love

to God [De Wette, LlNKMANN, Alford, Lectures,

Ellicott, Webster and Wilkinson, &c], not the

love which God gives or prescribes, though, of

course, our love is awakened by a discernment of

the love which God has to us. But in the second

member a similar explanation does not present itself

as quite so natural. Calvin translates: expectation

nem Christi, and explains it still more distinctly to

be the hope of the coming of Christ, under the con-

stant endurance of the cross. Already Chrtsostom
proposes this view amongst others. And so Hor-

Mann : It denotes the waiting of him who holds to

Christ as his hope ; but what he alleges for this,

—

that, for example, in Jer. xiv. 8 Septuag. God is

called the inrofxov^ 'Itrpa^A,—is a different expres-

sion from what we read here. Even the hvauivw
%
litaow (1 Thess. i. 10), or the faouorii r^s iXriios

rov Kvp. (v. 3 there), does not support the assumed

sense of (ncouov^i rov Xpurrov. Proof is wanting,

that the last phrase denotes a waiting for Christ

Rev. iii. 10 likewise is probably to be understood

differently. Moreover, patientia propter Christum

preestita (Bekgel) goes beyond the simplest geni-

• r Wir bedurfen oeuZet, Vortalt und Kraft, von oben—
sound doctrine, but scarcely an accurate rendering of:
aixjxnipvv wur ym£o, #cai wpo$4<rt»v ayaftfc #cat rfc a*»$t9
pvpcpyclaf.—J.
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tive. Nor can we well judge otherwise of the inter-

pretation :
" patient, steadfast adherence to Christ."

Dk Wcttb appeals on behalf of his explanation:
" steadfastness in the cause of Christ," to wad^uara
rod Xpiffrov (2 Cor. i. 5, and similar phrases in Col.

"
i. 24 ; Heb. xi. 26), which, however, is by no means
quite homogeneous with the expression before us.

But if we explain, as Pelt would have us do (and as

Calvin holds to be possible): patience at coming

from Christ or as wrought by Him, or with Gao-
tics: cujus causa est Christus, we then exchange
the genitive of the object for the genitive of the

author. Even the first member Pelt would actually

understand in a corresponding way : love, which God
infuses into our hearts ; but such a sense of kydxrj

&co5 he cannot establish even by his appeal to

9iKcuo<r6rri &tov. Is it necessary, then, that both

genitives be taken in the same way? Lunemann
rids himself of the parallelism, and understands the

matter thus : love to God (object) and the steadfast-

ness of Christ (genitive of possession) ; the latter in

the sense that it also is ours, in so far as the Chris-

tian's endurance in affliction for the gospel's sake is

essentially the same with the steadfastness that was
peculiar to Christ Himself in His sufferings. To this

would belong the idea which Chrysostom also ad-

mits as possible: endurance as Christ endured,*

For our own part, we did not consider ourselves

bound by the parallelism at ch. ii. 13 ; but there

vvituarot and aXifrelas were reallv more heteroge-

neous than the parallel genitives in our text. In-

wardly, also, the latter are too strictly coordinate,

for us to venture on quitting the parallelism. We
should therefore prefer with Olshausen to under-

stand both genitives as genitives of the subject

Nor indeed is it said : May the Lord fill your hearts

with love, Ac. (which could then be nothing but a
dispositon of heart in the Thessalonians), but : May
He direct them, according to our understanding, into

the love which God has to us, and has especially

manifested in the work of redemption, and into
the patience of Ohriit, to wit, that with which
He resigned Himself for us to suffering, and at all

times supports us. May He direct your hearts to

this centre, from which proceeds all the Christian's

strength : the love of God, as most fully revealed in

the patience of Christ This will be to you not
merely an example, but a source of strength for

withstanding the evU (v. 3). The Thessalonians par-

ticularly needed this admonition to humility in order
to check their eschatological impatience, which
showed itself practically in their &rdxr«y xcptxaruv
and Tepitpydfa&ai (vv. 6, 111 The address thus

introduces in the most natural way the exhortation

that follows.

DOOTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (V. 1.) That the word of God have free

course and be glorified is not a thing that happens
of itself, but is in part committed also to our fidel-

ity. Every praying person, even though he himself
has not the teaching faculty, is on his part a co-

worker therein. [Scott : The success of the gospel
is as really promoted by fervent prayer, as by faith-

ful preaching.—J. L.] We are not indeed to see
life and movement in the Church only where extra-

* [So—besides Lcmbxaxk—Alpord, Ellicott, Lectures,
fro. : "pattenoe such as Christ exhibited."—J. L.1

ordinary phenomena are making a stir. On the in-

conspicuous advance of quiet, faithful labor there

rests a constant blessing. And yet the drowsy state

of nominal Christendom must weigh npon our hearts,

and raise the question whether we have been as

assiduous as we ought in that spiritual work, which
the Apostle requires from Christians.

2. (V. 2.) Faith is not every man's affair—this

is a word which, like that other, prove all things

(1 The3s. v. 21), is often enough subjected to fiivo-

lous abuse. Many an individual takes shelter in the

subterfuge, that he is not at all organized for faith

;

for others faith may be the right thing, perhaps even

honorable in them ; but for him it is impossible to

believe ; nay, the Apostle himself says, &c. It is,

however, of perverse and wicked men that he says,

that faith is not for them (see the Verantwortung
des chrisllichen Glaubens, 2d ed., p. 16 sq.). Roos:
What is here spoken of is not that natural unaptness

for faith, which exists in all men, but an unaptuess

which a man brings on himself by a prolonged de-

parture from God, and by contracting a Satanic

obduracy and wickedness.* Stockmeyer : Faith is

not a thing that a man has so completely in his own
power, that he can say at any moment when he

pleases : Now I will believe ; there is required a cer-

tain preparation of soul, that is not found in every

man. But it is a very perverse application of this,

to say : " I too belong to the very class that has no

concern with faith. What, then, can I do in that

direction ? And if faith is not every man's affair, is

it so, that so much really depends on faith ? is it so,

that one can be saved only by faith ? Surely God
will not be so unjust ! " But the Apostle does not

say that a man can do nothing in this direction, so

that he is innocent in the matter. Whence comes
it that the disposition of many men is unsusceptible

of faith ? Did God make them so f Is it God, who
to some only will grant what is necessary to faith,

while he refuses and withholds it from others, how-
ever earnestly desirous even they may be to obtain

it ? That be far from Him ! f The Apostle teaches

us to derive all want of susceptibility from a quite

different source, even men's own fault (comp, ch. ii

10-12). He will by no means apologize for un-

belief, as if it were an unmerited fate from which
some men cannot at all escape. He rather refers us

to their own guiltiness, namely, their destitution of

love for the truth, and that from the pleasure they

have in unrighteousness.—At the commencement
especially of a living Christian state we readily sup-

pose, as the truth has become too strong for us, that

others also should in like manner yield to it. Or,

if that does not happen, we readily fall to blaming

our elders and teachers for not having testified the

truth with sufficient fervor. They, indeed, are re-

quired earnestly to examine themselves, whether

they are not chargeable with some neglect or mis-

management. But the example of the Apostles, yes,

of Christ Himself^ shows us, that even the most faith-

ful preaching is resisted by the natural heart of man.

* [See the foot-note to p. 156.—No doubt, there are de-
grees of wickedness in unrenewed men, as there ore degrees

of grace, faith, and holiness in Christian men. Bat is the
case of every Christian man it is true, that his faith is " the
gift of God" (Eph. ii. 8) ; and of every unrenewed man to

whom the gospel comes it is no less true, that his unbelief

is the sinful product of a sinful and blinded heart (John
iii. 18-20 ; 2 Cor. iv. 8, 4 ; &c—J. L.]

t [Das set /erw« /—the Gorman version of *} yfrstTOj

which in our English Testament is, God forbid I Gamp*
E. V. Gen. xriii. 25.-J. L.]
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To this fact we must learn, with whatever loving sor-

row, to reconcile ourselves, and least of all are we U)

try by means of false concessions to make the truth

plausible to the enemies of the faith. Roos: A
preacher of the gospel tries with all fidelity to set

such people right. But, if he has a clear insight

into the state of their souls, he finds personal relief

even when seeing no fruit of his labor. He knows
that God will not require their blood at his hand.

Such is the consolation of Jesus Himself, Matt. xiii.

14,15.

3. Roos : Deliverance from the wicked did take

place, but not in such a way as the human sense

might have desired ; for Paul and other servants of

God were often until their death harassed with such

people ; and yet God saved them from them by re-

straining their fury (frequently by means of the Ro-
man authorities), by letting many blasphemers die at

the right time, by humbling the whole Jewish people

through the destruction of Jerusalem, and lastly by
so ordering all things, that the Apostles, harassed

and persecuted by the Jews in a daily trial of their

faith, were only the more widely driven around in

the earth.

4. (V. 4.) Roos : Paul wrote and did everything

in the Lord and by the Lord (comp. w. 6, 12 ; 1

Thess. iv. 1, 2 ; and elsewhere). These were not in

Paul's case mere customary pions phrases; he had
the feeling of them, and was convinced that in noth-

ing did his commands, hopes, and instructions go
beyond the power, and at the same time the light

and inward impulse, given him by the Lord Jesus.

He knew that he was not left to his natural reason

and discretion, but that, being in Jesus, he saw by
His liglit, worked in His strength, and by Him was
held and controlled. Happy is he, of whom this is

the experience. Whatsoever he doeth prospers [Ps.

L 3].—In the Lord we may also have confidence in

others, who likewise stand in the Lord. To trust in

men oat of the Lord leads astray, and one must
often learn, that all men are liars (Rom. iii. 4). The
idealism of faith in humanity is then easily changed
into that so-called knowledge of men, which looks

for nothing but baseness in every one. Love, on the

contrarr, hopeth all things, and believeth all things

(1 Cor. 'xiii. 7), without being blind to the corruption

of nature ; but it knows God who is greater than our

heart [1 John iii. 201, and believes in His power to

save and subdue. Relying on the Lord for every-

thing, it believes also in the perfecting of His work
in the hearts of His own, and throughout all inter-

ruptions still hopes for it. [Barnes : Not primarily

in you, &c He must be a stranger to the human
heart, who puts much confidence in it even in its

best state.—J. L.]

5. (V. 5.) Our heart must be directed to the love

of God, as the foundation of all faith, and to the

patience of Christ, as the chief manifestation of that

love ;—the latter, not merely in order to the contem-

plation of that greatest exemplar, but from this

direction towards the character of God and Christ

faith itself receives something of this Divine nature

[2 Pet. i 4], participates in these primary forces of

file, so that it now does everything according to this

role, and from this impulse. Love enkindles love in

it ; the patience which Christ learned and practised,

yea, with which He continually bears with us, brings

Una seed into the heart of the believer and from this

vine there grows as a branch the patience of the

Christian (Rikgkb). Patience must not be wanting
to lore ; otherwise the latter also would soon cease.

HOM1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

V. 1. Dirdrich: He had brought them by
means of the word to faith ; a stream of blessing,

should now also through their prayers and love flow
back again to him, so that he may be able to deliver

his testimony with ever-growing efficiency.

—

Chrysos-
tom : Let no one from an excessive humility defraud
us of this assistance.

—

Starke : Since upright teach*

ers carry the word of God amongst the people, it is

reasonable that they be remembered in prayer ; but,

if they do not at once see fruit, they should labor

on, and call to mind the Divine promises.

—

Heu fi-

ner : The Christian Church should not be a motion-
less sea; stagnation brings corruption and death.

The gospel must keep moving; it must run; this

running produces everywhere, even where the gospel
is not a stranger, new life and vivacity.—The mis-
sionary spirit knows no other goal than that de-

scribed in Is. xi. 9.

V. 2. Faith is not every man's, though God offers*

faith to every man, Acts xvii. 81 (Berlenb. Bibet)*
-~Grotius : Such as take pleasure in vice will not
believe us ; because they love the works of dark-

ness, they hate the light

—

Rixgxr : (We must have
this told to us) partly that under a similar experi-

ence we may be less frightened, partly also that we
may escape the frequently plausible temptation to

refine and cut and carve at the doctrines of the

faith, till every one should be able to find himself

suited.—Paul strove to become all things to all men,
but still he hoped for nothing more from it, than by
all means to save some (1 Cor. ix. 22).

—

Starke:
Patiently to undergo suffering for Christ's sake, and
yet to pray God for deliverance therefrom, are not

inconsistent with each other; especially when the

deliverance has for its object not so much our own
ease as the glorification of the Divine name.

[Lectures: kr6vur irol •wovnp&y bySpdrwy'

oh yap, k.t.K So far, then, from there being any
ground for exalting reason against faith, it is only

faith that can either restore the dislocation, or rectify

the depravity, of our fallen nature.

—

The same : No
man can reject the Divine testimony concerning

Christ, when fairly and fully presented to him,

without thereby inflicting immediate and serious

damage on his whole inward life—without, in fact,

becoming, whatever appearances there may be to

the contrary, a worse man, as well as a guiltier man,
than he was before.—J. L.]

Y. S. The faithfulness of the Lord is tho only

ever sure refuge.

V. 4. Chrysostom, Theophylact : We have con*

fidence in the Lord, that is opposed to pride ; touch-

ing you, that is opposed to indolence.

—

Bengel :

NuUi homini per ee fidai.—Calvin : Authority and
obedience have here their limits : Nothing except in

the Lord !—[Burkitt : The character of that obe-

dience which the gospel directs ; it must be univer-

sal and perpetual—J. L.]

V. 6. Dieorich: Truly Christ Himself is all

patience with us, and so He teaches us in Him also

to be all patience.

Vv. 1-5. Heubker : Exhortations to prayer and
faithfulness.

Vv. 4, 6. That heart is well disposed, and capa-

* [LxTTHaa's version of vwmr rcpo^x*** »«*w '- Jtder*
mann vorhdlt den Olauben ; English margin : qfcred faith.
—J. I*.]
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ble of all that is good, which through the grace of

the Lord is directed into the love of God and into

the patience of Christ. 1. The most natural thing

for us would be, to abide with all love by the love

of God, to which we owe ourselves and all things.

But, as regards God, we are truly unnatural children;

have little need of intercourse with Hiin, are fre-

quently able to go a long time without Him, readily

suffer ourselves to be withdrawn from Him by His

gifts instead of being thereby led to Him, become
altogether disheartened under the strokes of His dis-

cipline, do not love what He loves, His will, His

commands. He gives effect to his love by sending

His Son to save us from the fleshly temper of our

heart Not until our hearts allow themselves to be

turned towards this love proceeding from God (1

John iv. 10 ; Rom. v. 8), does there rise in us alsc

love to God. But, 2. that this spirit may take full

possession of us, there is need of continual labor and
effort; our hearts must allow themselves to be
directed to Christ, the perfect pattern of patience, as

He practised it throughout His whole life even to the
cross towards His disciples, towards the people,

towards His wicked foes. We must be thankful to

Him, that He becomes not weary of bearing also

with us. Thus we too learn patience, and receive

strength for it out of His strength; thus do we
learn to wait for His help, and patiently to hold
fast the hope of His glorious coming (after Stock-
heyer.)

2. Ch. III. 6-16.

Ho gives Impressive directions as to the treatment of those, who will not desist from a pragmatical idleness.

6 Now [But]
1 we command you, brethren, in the name of our* Lord Jesus

Christ, that ye withdraw yourselves from every brother that walketh [walking,

TTcpnraTovirosJ disorderly, and not after the tradition [according to the instruc-

7 tion] * which he [they] * received of [from, wapa] us. For yourselves know how
ye ought to follow [imitate] * us ; for we behaved not ourselves disorderly [were

8 not disorderly, ovk ^raicT^o-a/Licv] among you; Neither did wTe eat any man's
bread [bread from any one, aprov wapd rtvos] for nought, but wrought with labor
and travail night and day [but in toil and travail, working night and day],

6 that

9 we might not be chargeable [burdensome] 7
to any of you : Not because we

have not power [authority],
8 but to make ourselves an ensample unto you to fol-

low us [that we might give ourselves for a pattern unto you to imitate us]/
10 For even [For also],

40 when we were with you, this we commanded you, that if

any [any one] would [will, -Sc'Aci] not work, neither should he eat [let him eat,

11 &t5i€tgj]. For we hear that there are some which walk [hear of some walking,
aKovofjAv yap rtvas ircpt7raTouFras] among you disorderly, working not at all, but

12 are busybodies [being b., v€pi€pya£opivov$\. Now them that are such [Now such,
tow U TotovToi?] we command and exhort by our Lord Jesus Christ [or ." in the
L. J. C.],

n
that with quietness they work, and eat [working with quietness, they

13 eat, /xcra rjcrvxta? ^>ya£o/xevoi . . . co-^iWiv] their own bread* But ye, brethren, be
14 not weary in" in well-doing. And it any man [But if any one, cioctis] obey

not our word by this epistle [the ep.]," note that man, and l* have no company
15 with him, that he may be ashamed [shamed]. 1* Yet [And] ,e count him not as
16 an enemy, but admonish him as a brother. Now the Lord of peace Himself

give [But may the Lord of peace Himself give, avros 3c 6 Kvpto? . . . 80J77] you
peace always by all means [in every way]. 17 The Lord be with you alL

1 V. 6.—{W. Revision : " So far is it from being true, however, that the love of God and the patience of Christ arw
incompatible with the maintenance of a proper discipline, Ac" Ordinarily, indeed, this W is regarded as merely i&em-
Q*Tttc6v. Webster and Wilkinson think it refers to a xapayy. in v. 4 = Novo the command I have to give you is.—J. *L.)

« V. 6.—Only B. D. 1 E. 1 onvt yuMv ; the great majority of authorities have it ; also. Sin. [Il is bracketed by I*ach-
mann, and cancelled by Teschendorf, Alford, Kllicott.—J. L.l

* V. 6.—(xara t** vapa&xnr. See ch. ii. 9, Critical Note 23, and ch. ii. 15, Critical Note 7.—J. L.)
« V. 6.—The third person plural, if not genuine, would least of all have come by correction, presenting as it does a

slight inaccuracy of style ;—vavr<k points to a plurality, and so the sequel treats of the araxroif in the plural. The -ffe-
cepta wapiXafit has scarcely any support at all ; a-apcAa0«rt [Lachmann] is given, indeed, by B. F. G.. but obviously as
correction ; we have therefore to read either waptAaftw (with Sin.' D. B. K. L., Ac. [approved by Mill, and edited by
Bengel, Knapp, Schols, 8chott.-J. L.l), or still better xap<Aa0o<rav (with Sin. 1 A. D. 1 [Oriosbach, Tisohendori; AUord,
Wordsworth, Ellicott, <fca—J. L.) ), the rarer (Alexandrian) form ; see Winer, § 18. 2 ; Bom. iii. 13 ; and the Septuagint
often.

* V. 7.—[nift9hr0tu. • oomp. 1 Thess. i. 6.—J. L.]
* V. 8.—JAAA* iv (Sin. : aAAa cV) K6wtf max n6v9if, ruiera teal wipa* lpyaf6n*rou See foot-note to p. 162.—Lachraaim

reads rvrrfcf «ai fjutpat, after Sin. B. F. G.—J. L.J
7 v. 8—[As in 1 Thess. ii. 9.-J. L.]
* V. 9.—lefovriar. This word is rendered authority 29 times in our Common Vorsion, and so here in nearly all the

older, and in many modern, English Versions. Others have rigid.—J. L.J
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9 V. 9.—[w» favrofe rvwor (see 1 Thess. i. 7, Critical Note 7) Htfitv vtilv cif to infiturOat ^/iac—J. L.1
M Y. 10.—IkoX yap. Revision : «* And you cannot well doubt that such was our design For not only by our exam-

ple did we inculcate this rule, but also by express precept." Ellicott makes this yap "coordinate with the preceding ya>
in v. 7 " («> Lunemann), and finds* here a " second confirmation of Iho wisdom and pertinence of the preceding warnin?
that they ought to avoid those that were walking disorderly."—The rovro before vapwyc'AAopci' is wanting in Sin. 1

, but
•applied by correction.—J. L.J

11 V. 12.—The reading, iv kvo. *Iij<r. Xp. has the oldest authorities in its favor, A. B. Sin. 1 D. 1 E. 1 F. G., Versions
(iAchmann, Teschendorf, Alford, Ellioott, Biggenbach] ; the other, 6ufc tow m/p. ^pur 1. X. [Sin.8 I).3 £.* X. L.], is moio-
orer the more usual with wapaKoXtlv.

w V. 13.—(For €KKaxrt<nfTtt Schott, Lachmann, Teschendorf; Alford, Wordsworth, Ellicott, road ey- (Sin.) or iv
'

TfTt.—J. L.]
1 V. 14.—(rqt brioToXrp; Revision: " which I hare just written, and which he will soon hoar road." Ellicott,
rer: "This, perhaps, may remain as one of the/f * "' ~-l--~*- IJS— -- J —v —- ---

-

lS *'~ •- *- —*-*-—-
the pronominal translation ; " as does likewise Alford.-

This, perhaps, may remain as one of the few cases iu which idiom and euphony may justify us in retaining
pronominal translation ; " as does likewise Alford.—J. L.J
*« V. 14.—The Kal is wanting in A. B. Sin. D.a E. [Lachmann], and with this is connected the fact, that nearly the—ie authorities give the infinitive <rwava^.iywv9<u [Lachmann] ; many codd., to be sure, nro constantly confounding ex

and «, as the Sin. also just before gives <nwteiov<r0flu ; see the exposition. [Uiggenbach brackets «ai.—J. JL]
" V. 14. -[See I Cor. iv. 14 ; and so Ellicott here.—J. L.]
>• V. 15.—[*<u. See the exposition.—J. L.]
11 V. 16.—4hr wayrl rpivtf. Comp. ch. ii. 3.—J. L.] The only suitable reading rpomp is sufficiently supported by

AJB. Sin. D.*E. K. L., Versions and Fathers; i6wif (A. 1 D. 1 F. G. [Yulgato]) arose jprobably from such places as
I Cor. i. 2, and was improperly favored by Beza and Orotlus. [Lachmann alone edits it.—J. L.]

The other various readings—v. 8, wkto? xol milpa?, instead of vvicra koX wipav ; v. 11, a different position of the
word rtpurarovKrac ; v. 13, ivKax^njTe, instead of <«e.—are of no consequence whatever to the sense.

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

1. (V. 6.) Bat we command you, &c.—An
adequate foundation having been laid, he comes now
to speak of the matter specially in hand. The order

a addressed to all the brethren, not, as Olshausen
supposes, to the presbyters ; Theodoret says merely,

that the leaders of the Church must follow this rule.

Bat the meaning of the Apostle is, in regard to all

who are not themselves &toktoi—all on whom he
can rely, Sri voccirc iral woi^ccre, &c. (v. 4)—now to

tell them what they have to do.—In the name of
oar IfOrd Jesus Christ is this command given

;

as representing Him, standing in Him, we command,
have confidence to do so ; Chrysostom : It is not we
that say it, but the Lord speaks by us ; He who has

the right to enjoin, and the strength for execution
;

equivalent to v. 12 : in the Lord, or by tlte Jj>rd

;

for the Lord Himself and His name are inseparable.

Again, v/jms is not the object of <rWAA.c<r$ai (this

would not suit the middle voice), but the subject in

the case of an accusative and infinitive ; tliis occurs

elsewhere only when the infinitive has a different

accusative from the accusative or dative governed by
the finite verb [comp. Acts i. 4 with 1 Cor. vii. 10] ;

bat here ipos stands, because xapayy. lyiiv is already

somewhat too far removed from the infinitive. The
expression <rr4ww&cu Hesychius explains by Qo~

0f<0doi ; Theodoret by x^pff^ai. The idea starts

from a sensuous point of view: timidly to with*

draw; hence: to be afraid; 2 Cor. viii. 20, with

wro ; but in Mai. ii. 5 Sept with oW, in the sense

:

to be infear of Here this meaning is not suitable,

smce he is not exhorting them to fear, but directing

a course of proceeding, the breaking off of intimate

intercourse; Gal. ii. 12, {nricreXKev iavr6y (because

in this case the middle is not used ; the far- implies

secrecy*); akin to Rom. xvi. 17, fojcXtVarc ax*

a^r«r.—From every brother j no such discipline

is to be exercised towards those without (1 Cor. v.

11, 121 but only towards those who desire to be
called brethren. According to Matt, xviii. 15 sqq.

likewise a brother only is the object of Church dis-

cipline.—Walking disorderly, and not accord-
ing to the tradition [instruction] (ch. ii. 15)
Mich they received from us, namely, the

brethren, even those &tclktoi ; comp. 1 Thess. it 13

;

* [So Matthias and Olshausen explain virforcAAcv,
whereas Ellicott agrees with Db Wette in regarding that
ratber as the initial act, which lod to the second—the sepa-
*""--

J.L.]

iv. 1. The receiving was through the medium of
oral instruction, and this was confirmed by example
(v. 7). On the ardxras wcpiw. see already at 1

Thess. iv. 11 ; v. 14. Here as little as there does it

denote a life altogether unregulated by Divine law,

and utterly vicious; v. 11 shows that those are

rather meant, who without any occupation bustled

around in fanatical idleness. Before giving this

more precise description of them, he prefixes a still

more exact confirmation of his demands. Disorder,

connected probably with eschatological excitement
(ch. ii. 2), and with this Ewald would also join a
mistaken appeal to a fraternal community of goods

(1 Thess. iv. 9-12), must with some at least have
been on the increase, in spite of the Apostle's ex-

hortation. For this reason Paul, over against the

tender, lenient words of the First Epistle, now ap-

plies a second and sharper course of discipline. The
point is, to act vigorously against the unreformed, in

order to arrest the contagion, preserve the church,

and, if possible, exert by means of the stronger

measures a saving influence on the obstinate offend-

ers themselves,

2. (Vv. 7-9.) For ye yourselves know how
ye ought to imitate us (1 Thess. i. 6) ;

ye know
it by word and deed on our part ; he thus justifies

the reproach which he makes against them in regard

to the wapoooVcis, by setting forth what they them-

selves knew.—For we were not disorderly
(without occupation) among you ; he thus confirms

the assertion : ye know ; we might also connect this,

as well as w«f, &c, and as an explanation of that,

with offlare: that toe (that is to say) were not dis-

orderly;* so [Am. Bible Union] Hofmann, who
even (clumsily) makes v. 9 still governed by Sri.

—

Neither did we eat bread from any one f for

nought; for nought, as a gift [Alford: there

seems to be an allusion in the construction to the

original sense of Za>p*£y.—J. L.], without paying for

it ; he speaks humbly, as if labor in the gospel were

no labor; that is the way, moreover, in which the

worldly mind judges. It is a remark already of tho

Fathers, that it would not have been tiwocdir, had

Paul even performed no manual labor. [See Matt,

x. 10 ; 1 Cor. xv. 10.—J. L.] Bread is the plain

and main article of food ; to eat bread, a Hebraism,

cnb Vsx (Gen. xliii. 25 ; Luke xiv. 1), equivalent

* [Ellicott: "in Vial we behaved not disorderly.—
J.L.]

t i«W two*. "Webster and Wilkixsojc inotc the pro-

vincial English idiom : off any man.—J. L.]
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156 SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE THESSALONUNS.

to the simple io&itw (v. 101 Moreover, the Ger-

man proverb also says : Whose bread I eat, &c.

—

But working in toil and travail night and day
Slut in toil and travail, working night and

y],* that is, we ate bread. De WErrs would
needlessly assume that the participle is used irregu-

larly for the finite verb, or that 1ju*r is to be sup-

plied, as at 2 Cor. vii. 5. Much more obvious in the

present instance is the supplement tycCyo/Acy, so that

4pya(6/ju form the antithesis to topcdV.

—

That we
might not be burdensome to any of you;
oomp. 1 Thess. ii. 9 sqq.—(What I mean is) not
that, or still better: (We did this) not because
we have not authority, that is, to live of the

gospel, or here, rod Z<*p<hv tprow <payt?y
y
as in 1

Cor. ix. 6, tow fih 4pyd(wfrtu ; comp. the discussion

in 1 Cor. ix. 4-14 ; Luke x. 7, the laborer is worthy

of his hire.—That we might give ourselves for
a pattern unto you (1 Thess. i. 7) to imitate us

;

such was his object, comp. Acts xx. 35. Hilgen-
feld will have it, that to give the churches in this

way an example was merely the result of the apos-

tolic labor, but could not be the original design, as

the forger here asserts. But really one cannot see

why the Apostle, who represents to us details of his

life as providential, as in 1 Cor. i. 14, 15, might not

much more readily say with perfect truth, that he
had wished to train his churches also by his own ex-

ample.

3. (V. 10.) For also when we were with
you

J
in confirmation of the example he says : For

indeed we also (ko1 yip [see Critical Note 101),
when we were with you, commanded you that which
our example showed you; command and example
were harmonious. Lumemann [Altord] puts an
improper emphasis on the toOto, when he inter-

prets thus: "For also this we commanded you";
with what other things ? This distinction of several

commands is here altogether an interpolation, and is

besides contradicted by the verbal arrangement.
Were we required by xai to seek for some other
antithesis than the one indicated by us, it would be
far more proper to understand the matter with Hor-
mann thus: For even when we were with you,
already at that time, we commanded you ; we do not
now for the first time lay upon you a new yoke. At
all events we perceive that already at his first visit

Paul with keen pastoral insight saw the necessity of
the warning. We commanded you, he speaks in the
imperfect; this was our repeated order: that, If

any one will not work, neither let him eat
;

if one would not work, as well as the Apostle who
did double work, he did not at all deserve that food
should be given him. If one will not, although ho
could ; no reproach is cast on those unable to work

;

nolle vitiwn est, says Bengel. The word is a pro-

verbial sentence, to which Grotius and Witsteim
adduce many parallels from the Greeks and Rabbins.
We are not at toftUiv to think in the first instance

of the Holy Supper.

4. (Vv. 11, 12). For we hear, &c—Paul ex-

plains why tho command (v. 10) was given.—Of

* [Biqqkxbach's construction is the more oommon ; bat
the other, " which makes iv crfsy koX /tdVty the positive com-
plement, in opposition to fopcaV, of aprov ty&yopsv, and
then adde nkra koX imtpa* ipyaCiiupw as an explanatory
parallel " (Revision), is adopted by the Dutch Version, Dx
Wbtte, Wines, Comybearb, Ellicott, Am. Bible Union,
and others. Elucott : " The emphatic position of tops**
apparently suggests the sharper antithesis, which the sepa-
ration of the members here seems to introduce."—J. L.J

some (not many, but even a few are a hurtfcl

leaven, 1 Cor. v. 6) walking among you dis-

orderly; this is now explained, and that in an

earnest word-play, already imitated by Zwingli in

the Swiss dialect: Sy thund nut und thund zuvil

[They do nothing, and do too much.—J. L.] ; Gal
vin : nihil operis agentes

y
sed curiose satagentes;

Ewald: nicht arbelt treibend, sondern sich herunu

treibend.* The vcpifpydfabai is, in fact, the phan-

tom of a dutiful ipyi&cbau ; the giving up of one's

self to idle roving, to aimless bustle, to by-matteri

and other people's concerns, with which we hare

properly nothing to do; instead o£ as we ought,

rd fJia wpdWciy (1 Thess. iv. 11). The adjective

•wsplspyot is found 1 Tim. v. 13 ; comp. Acts xix. 19,

rd nrtpUpya w/wWfiy. Thus already in that time of

freshest life there appeared this frivolous humor
under the pretext of activity for the kingdom of

God. A further stage of degeneracy is afterwards

described in Phil. hi. 19; Rom. xvi. 18.—Now
such (those who are of this sort) we command;
addressing himself though indirectly and in the

third person, to those very persons; it was to be

expected that all would be present at the reading of

the letter (1 Thess. v. 25), and that no one would

avoid listening to it. He at once softens his lan-

guage, and speaks still in a more kindly tone, as he

also requires at v. 15 : and exhort j avrovt is now

to be taken out of the dative roiotnoit, by an obvi-

ous zeugma : in the Lord Jesus Christ $ in Him
our exhortation has its strength. If we read ft**,

then it is : by means of Him, while we avail our-

selves of His name, and by His sacred person give

impressiveness to our words : as you love the Lord

Jesus, and fellowship with Him. The subject of the

exhortation is expressed in the form of the object:

that working with quietness they eat their

own bread ; i^ovx/a, comp. ^o-ux4fcur, 1 Thess. ir.

11, denotes rest, inward composure, retiredness, and

avoidance of show, and stands opposed to vepupyi-

fco&cu; their own breaa\ that is honestly earned,

obtained by faithful and diligent labor with God's

blessing, not begged bread, implies therefore ipy&h
and stands in opposition to the owpcdV of v. 8.

5. (v. 13.) Bat ye, brethren j he thus turns
,

once more to those free from blame, and them only

he accosts with cordial address.

—

Be not weary,
dispirited (2 Cor. iv. 1, 16) ; in all the New Testa-

ment instances we find the variation tytcaKtiv (writ-

ten also cVjtdffcu') given by the oldest authorities,

instead of 4kkokuv. The sense, as developed by

Passow, is at the most according to the etymological

genesis slightly different (to be cowardly in anything,

or to turn out ootoardlu)
y\ but in the end both come

to the same thing ; iKteatcur not being common else-

where, the copyists probably introduced their familiar

*yK.—Become not disheartened In well-doing.
Calvin, Estius, Pelt, De Wkttb, Ewalh, Voir

Giblach, and most others^ refer the word to benefi-

cence, and without question this thought would suit

very well That is to say, the Apostle, having in v.

* [Esrrus : " Quasi dieas, nihil operanUs, std ciratmop*-
ranlts." Robxvsom: "Doing nothing, but over-doing; not

busy In work, but busy-bodies." Ooxtbearb: "Buff
bodies who do no business;" Jowktt: "busy only with
what is not their own business;" Webster end wmu*-
sox : " working nothing but overworking."—J. L.J

t [Ellioott, on Gal. vi. 9 : •• If eexox. exist, the differ*

enoe will be very slight ; imcaxtly may perhaps mean, * to

retire from fear out of any course of action ' (nearly «««••
K€tv) : fyjccumr, ( to behave cowardly,' ( to lose heart,' when
in it.*'-

•
.L.J
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10 forbidden a mistaken almsgiving, now glances

also at the opposite danger. Alter many disturbing,

discouraging experiences of dishonesty, unworthi-

ness, sloth, abuse of kindnesses, it is necessary to

check the growth of displeasure and distrust, lest

those who are in real distress should have to suffer

innocently. Chrysostom even remarks particularly,

that Paul's meaning is that the idle should be pun-

ished, but not left to famish; Thbodoret: Bodily

support is not to be withdrawn from the delinquents,

toy more than from sick members ; others : They
should be dealt with patiently, till they are trained

to self-dependence. But Grotius, Bkkgel, Rikgkr,
Olshacsen, Lunkmann, Hofmann [Alford, Words-
wortr, Ellicott], properly object, that the meaning of
KaXoroitiy is wider and more comprehensive, namely,

to act honorably ; Lunemann : as is right and proper

;

Bengel: bene facitnte*, etiam manuum industria;

comp. Gal. vi. 9; and in our Epistle substantially

ch. i. 11,; ii. 17. The same expositors, however,

do again partially restrict the meaning in another

way. Linemann thinks that, since v. 14 shows that

the discourse still turns on the same theme, we are

to understand it thus : Be not discouraged, but per-

sist in not allowing yourselves to be tainted by the

evil example. Hofmann finds this too exclusively

negative, aod therefore takes the more exact defini-

tion this way : Become not weary in doing what is

befitting, whatever, that is, conduces to the welfare

of the moral community. To this we are able to

assent, only with the remark, that we understand the

phrase as comprehensively as possible—as including,

therefore, both their own unblamable walk, steady,

loving, earnest discipline (w. 14, 15), and also a due
beneficence. Suffer not yourselves by any means to

become weary in the performance of your duty ; act

in every way as followers of God (Matt. v. 45

;

STARE*).

[Lecture*: After the solemn command and ex-

hortation in the 12th verse to the idlers, the Apostle

immediately turns round again to the sound portion

of the church, and seeks first, before proceeding with

his disciplinary instructions, to confirm them in their

more consistent course. But ye, brethren, whatever
others may do, and great as are your discourage-

ments within the church, as well as from without, be
not weary in doing what is right. Unaffected by
these examples of a restless fanaticism and ignoble

indolence, do still as you have done hitherto. Lead
quiet and peaceable lives in all godliness and hon-
esty. And, in particular, see to it that nothing in

your own opinions or sentiments be suffered to inter-

rupt the diligent prosecution of your lawful callings.

—J. L.] Wisely, plainly, in few words, Paul says

whatever is needful In all directions.

6. (Vv. 14, 15.) Bat if any one obey not.

Ac—What has just been said is not to be understood
in the sense of a spurious complaisance that does not
do what is really good. Paul speaks with the au-

thority of truth, though not so strongly moved, be-

cause the case is not so frightful, as in 1 Cor. v. 1-5.

The words &d tt)s htierr, are annexed by [Erasmus]
, Calvin, Luther* Grotius, Bengel, Pelt [the Eng-
lish margin], and others, to what follows. Luther :

Jfofe that man by a letter ; and Winer as late as the
6th edition (18. 9, Note 8) marks this as at least a
possible interpretation. But Olshausen, Be Wette,
Lcvemann, Ewald, Hofmann [and most others] are
with reason opposed to it, and connect the words (as
is already done by Chrysostom, THeophylact, Beza)
with what precedes. There are these objections to

the first-mentioned interpretation: 1. The article,

8<d rijs he. (wanting only in F. G.) is not natural Ij

explained ; Wi*jer's account of it : in the letter

which you have then to write, which I then hope to

receive from you, is certainly too artificial ; and this

the more so, because 2. 9th ttjs 4w. from its promi-

nent position would have an altogether unaccount-

able emphasis. But again, 3. the middle <nj/i«oi/<r&€

would not be very suitable, since war might rathei

have been expected. And lastly, 4. as to the matter

itself it would be very strange, that Paul should

have kept the churches in such a state of depend-

ence, as to require an epistolary record of every

offender, as if it were necessary that he should pro-

nounce or at least sanction the punishment. Yon
Gerlach thinks that this happens only on account

of the newness and inexperience of the church.

Still what a paralysis of ail self-dependence would
this have involved 1 How difficult also would it

have been even to comply with the injunction, since

Paul certainly was not stationary always in the same
place. And having just told them how they were to

proceed, is it to be supposed that he again takes the

matter out of their hand ? he, who in a far worse

case reproaches the Corinthians for not having them-

selves interfered (1 Cor. v. 2) ? Everything, then,

concurs against this explanation. But that of Ben
gel and Pelt is not tenable : By means of this letter

(this very Second Epistle to the Thessalonians), rely-

ing on it, holding it forth to him, proceed against

him ; Bengel : notate (hunc) no/a censoria ; but

this is not at all the import of onptiova&c. Accord-

ingly, tiia rijs iviar. must be closely connected with

ry k6yy %uwv, although the article t<£ is not repeat-

ed ; it might be omitted (Winer, § 20. 2), because

the whole from r£ to ivurr, forms together but one

idea. *H ivurr. is the present Second Epistle, as in

1 Thess. v. 27 it is the First. Hence : If any one

obey not our word announced to him by the reading

of this Epistle (especially vv. 10, 12) ; or (Lune-

mann): my command renewed by means of this

Epistle; that man anuttovab*. This word in the

middle signifies, to note for one's self; it is used of

physicians who mark the symptoms of disease ; also

of grammarians who make remarks : ce^tfoxreu, note

this. Hence: Note him for yourselves, mark him
down, as one to be avoided. Bengel compares the

synonymous vapatetyuarifav ; Chrysostom adds as

a statement of the object : that he may not remain

hidden. The meaning is not simply : " Make him
known by all withdrawing from him ; " but : " Point

him out by an agreement in the church, in order that

this may be done." The sense is essentially the

same, whether we read icol /ify ovvavaftlyyvff&t, or

u)j awayofiiywiT^at (the latter reading is perhaps to

be explained by the influence of 1 Cor. v. 9, lit

The passage runs more correctly, if we read : Mark

him for yourselves in order u)i awavaplywc&ai,

&c, Ka\ u)i &s ix&P°* frvciudf, without ovtoV, be-

cause here likewise belongs still the previous roxnov ;

whereas the omission is not so natural, if a separate

imperative with the dative has intervened. Still this

is far from being conclusive. With the other read-

ing the inaccuracy is ribt greater than perhaps at v.

12.* The Apostle's command is, not to mix them*

selves up, that is, to have no dealings, with such a

one, to cultivate no fraternal intercourse with him.

* [Tba two oases are by no means parallel, and in

neither ease can the construction properly be called inaccu-

rate.—J. L.)
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It is essentially the same as had already been en-

joined in v. 6, <rrfo\€0-&cu vuas k*6, &c; except

only that what was there indicated as the act of indi-

viduals appears in this instance to be a general pro-

ceeding of the great majority ; if nearly all did so,

and that by agreement, it was no longer an act

merely of individual members, but of the church.

The design of it was : that he may be shamed
j

Ewald : that he may repent and reform. The active

is found at 1 Cor. iv. 14 ; here we have the passive

inot middle), as in Tit. ii. 8 ; the middle with rivd

in classical Greek, tiv6s) signifies, to regard one,

fear him (Luke xviii. 2). The passive, on the other

band, will mean: that be may be brought to the

point of turning in upon himself; that he may be
led by disapprobation to a knowledge of himself,

—

And count him not as an enemy ; that is to say,

as an enemy of God and the church ; &s might be
dispensed with; it makes more strongly prominent
the subjective side of the conception [Ellicott:
" &s being used (here almost pleonastically . . . )

to mark the aspect in which be was not to be re-

garded."—J. L.j, and is indeed a Hebraism, comp.

3 2«n, Sept. ijry. &nrtp (Job xix. 11). The con-

nection with what precedes is made by /cat, not M,

So doubt, Kal like the Hebrew 1 frequently serves

for a connection that is loose in form, while yet

really marking opposition. But here it is still more
simple to understand Paul as having in his eye as

the main exhortation what follows oAAcC, and as

merely in the first instance removing with uij &s,

&c what might stand in the way of wholesome ad-

monition. [Ellicott :
u

jcai . . ., with its usual and
proper force, subjoins to the previous exhortation a

further one that was fully compatible with it, and in

fact tended to show the real principle on which the

command was given : it was not punitive, but cor-

rective." Revision : " That the moral result aimed
at (Vva Ivrpmf} may not be hindered, this, of course,

must be the spirit and style of your discipline : count

him not," &c—J. L.] Accordingly: Admonish
him as a brother j comp. 1 Thess. v. 12; prop-

erly : set his mind right. Theophylact : vov&truv
is not bv*iZl(uv. The Apostle immediately repeats

his warning against an excess of human severity.

Due admonition belongs to brotherly love (Lev. xix.

17). Inconceivably capricious is the assertion of
Hilgkntkld (p. 262), that disorderly idlers did not

attain to this superior importance until the rise of
Christian heresy, or that the later writer endows
mere idlers with the features of error in Christian

doctrine. But in truth there is not in the text a sin-

gle hint of this sort For it would be a groundless

and arbitrary abuse of ch. ii. 4, 7, to regard it as a
proof of the heretical character of the &t<Lkt(*s

vipivarovms. Thus too we lose the instructive

fact, that Paul already expresses himself with whole-

some rigor against things, which we perhaps judge
too loosely.

7. (V. 16.) But may the Lord, &c—This

closing prayer is the fourth solemn desire in this

short Epistle ; Paul is full of prayer and supplica-

tion. The turn of the phrase is the same as in 1

Thess. iii. 11 ; v. 23 ; 2 Thess. ii. 16. In opposition

to your doing, the Lord Himself must show you and
impart to you what is right. In 1 Thess. v. 23 the

word is : 6 bibs rris tip. ; but here : the Lord of
peace; and that is not the Father, as Wetstein
thinks, and Hiloenfkld, who sees therein a trace of
•puriousness 1 but Christ, who has this peace, and

authority to dispense it, the Prince of peace (Is. ix

5 [6] ; John xiv. 27 ; xx. 19 sqq.) Why should it

not have been just as possible for Paul to call Him
so, as icvptos rr)s Mfqt (1 Cor. ii. 8)?—Give yon
peaoe ; that is something greater than merely agree-

ment amongst yourselves, though the taming of the

refractory (Calvin) is included in it. But, in par-

ticular, the article shows that we are here to under-

stand peace in the whole compass of its meaning—
everything pertaining to it—above all, peace with

God, inviolate life and salvation, and the full, joyful

sense of that ; finally, a peace that overspreads the

entire world. LDmemamm remarks, as Theodore?

before him, that to wish one peace at the conclusion

of letters is the Christian modification of tftwe&e.—

May He give you tliis always (so Bth warr6s is to

be understood likewise at Rom. xi. 10) in every

way j comp. Phil. i. 18, varrl Tp6*tf without lv\

the import of the last phrase is : t» every sense, and

therefore to a larger extent than simply in the last-

mentioned relations; this thought is given with

specifications in 1 Thess. v. 23. He concludes in

the briefest style with the benediction : The Lord

be with you all ; therefore also with the erring.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. (Vv. 7-9.) On the manual labor of the Apos-

tle, see at 1 Thess. it 9, the Doctrinal and Ethical

Note 6. There the question is primarily about obvi-

ating suspicion, as if he sought his own profit ; here

he completes what was there said with the positive

consideration, that his aim in that matter had also

been to train them by his example to Christian dili-

gence. In the preacher everything preaches, saya

Harms ; and many things are better taught by ex-

ample than by word. Paul clearly recognizes the

right of preachers of the gospel to be paid ; but in

his Gentile mission he ordinarily waived it, that he

might be burdensome to no one, keep no one by it

from the gospel, avoid even the appearance of self-

ishness (/ seek not yours, but you, 2 Cor. xii. H),

and make the gospel without charge (1 Cor. ix. IS

;

2 Cor. xi. 7), so that it should appear as really a gift

of free grace. It is still in our day a surprise to the

heathen, when missionaries do not like merchants

seek for gain amongst them. The Apostle thus con-

tinued free from a dependence injurious to the gos-

pel, kept under his body (1 Cor. ix. 29), and gave

the churches an example of industry in union with

godliness. His conduct formed a very marked con-

trast to the proud Roman contempt for-manual labor,

and is also a rare instance of a Divinely refreshed

elasticity of spirit It is a great thing so to walk,

that the appeal can be made to the glory of God:

Imitate us. It is important that the pastor and his

house should in all respects preach also to the eye,

and should feel a joy in setting an example. Tliis

requires a self-discipline, before which arrogance dis-

appears. The last and highest point no doubt is:

"Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of

Christ "(1 Cor. xi. 1).

2. (Vv. 10-13.) Here the Apostle states the

principles of a sound Christian support of the poor

(comp. on 1 Thess. iv. 10, 11, and 12, Doctrinal and

Ethical Notes 4-6). The rule in v. 10 goes back to

the primary command in Gen. iii. 19, that curse

which yet is equally a blessing (Ps. exxviii. 2), and

which is not to be hastily set aside under a pretence

of spirituality, but in fact through fleshly indulgence
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and sloth. An excitement that does not go deep
easily brings with it such disdain of outward activity,

that a person fancies himself raised in heavenly rap-

tare above labor, almost as if it were dishonorable.

Here, then, the test is very soberly applied: Art
thoa raised also above eating ? like the angels (Ben-
gil)? In the Old Testament, especially the Prov-
erbs (comp. also Ps. xxxvii. 21), industry is more
largely spoken of ; in the New Testament the heav-

enly calling preponderates, but this, wherever it is

necessary, with a very plain and sober protest against

misapprehension and abuse. The gospel cannot be
degraded into a mere hod-carrier for civil uses, but
no less does it repel all such noxious perversity as

would bring 1. an unmerited reproach on Divine
troth, and 2. damage to the heart of the erring

themselves, a sore recovery from a brief debauch.
God, it is true, cares for the birds and the lilies, but
for them according to the nature of birds and lilies,

and for men, in the way that is good for men. In
oar text the sharpest discipline is appointed for idle-

ness, even of the refined, seemingly pious sort : it is

to reap its natural fruit, namely, want and hunger.

So then, you are to work ; not all with your hands

;

bead-work also is work. Even those who give should

observe the principle of v. 10, and not by an im-

proper bestowal of charity out of their own or the

public means injure the recipient, and confirm him
in his sin. Alms is ikeripoarfyri ; but it is an evil

tenderness, to foster an unmoral mendicity. What a

repudiation is there in our passage of the mendicant
orders, who made their rd£is to consist in living

ardxrv*! Brnoel inquires: What would Paul have
said to such wows ? not to mention that such beg-

gars affect to be the greatest saints. The dignity of

the individual, and inevitably also his religious inde-

pendence, are depressed and enslaved by the enjoy-

ment of alms received in indolence. A different

thing is innocent poverty ; as a Divine humiliation,

it may exert a salutary influence. Stockmeykr:
The Apostle does not say that whoever does not

work shall not eat. That were harsh and unmerci-

ful For many a man does not work, who yet

should eat ; the old, who have passed their life in

labor, and whose strength for labor has thus been
exhausted, these have an honorable place reserved

for them at the table of the prosperous ; those in

like manner, who through bodily or mental infirmity

are incapacitated for work, have a free seat at the

table of love ; and, lastly, such as would fain labor,

but just at present they find no work ; they them-
selves beg :

u Give us not bread, give us work ; we
desire to eat our own bread ; " to them work should

be given, but, until that is found, they should not be
left to perish. Only to those who will not work
does the Apostle's injunction apply. There is no
reason to fear that any one will thus die of hunger.

Before it comes to that, hunger will drive to labor,

and for the idler that is the greatest kindness, indeed

his salvation. To give blindly, wherever we are

tpphed to, is frequently to do, not a favor, but an
Jijury. It is true, however, that little is done by
merely turning away from the idler, and regarding

him as an enemy of society. He is still a brother,

though an erring one, who deserves to be shamed
and censured in earnest {v. 15), and, if we are not

yet at liberty to open to him the liberal hand, we are

not to refuse him the hand of brotherly compassion,

that seeks to lead him in the right way.—Amongst
those who are suffered to eat, without having to

work, children also are to be numbered ; not, how-

ever, the rich. Stockmever explains how the bless-

ing of a quiet, orderly condition becomes ours oniy
through faithful, unassuming labor. Many persons,
indeed, are so burdened with work, that we might
well desire for them more leisure for the tranquil

culture of the inner man. Still, less depends on
freedom in that respect, than on the right direction

of the heart. And when labor itself exerts a whole-
some influence on the soul of man, it leads it from
dissipation into a state of collectedness, from enprici

to orderliness, from bustle to calmness, so that in-

deed during labor it finds time for self-introspection,

and for sanctifying and strengthening itself in look-

ing upwards to God. Idleness, on the other hand,
has precisely the opposite effect. Though the body
enjoys a lazy quiet, the spirit roves the more rest-

lessly to and fro, and becomes the prey of the most
unregulated thoughts and desires. And then there

is work of the most various kinds, from the cultiva-

tion of the soil into fruitful fields, on through all the

relations of life, to the culture of man's spirit and
heart itself. In this task every one should be inter-

ested, every one on his part by orderly activity con-

tributing to the good of the whole. Those, there-

fore, to whose lot wealth has fallen, without their

having needed to earn it, have before men a certain

right to eat their bread even without labor ; but not
before God, if they would be His good stewards, nor
yet before themselves, if they desire their own
profit. This must be urgently impressed on their

heart: Find work for yourselves along with your
bread ; if you have no need to work for yourselves,

work for others, work for the general good ; only

then will the blessing rest on your bread.—Amidst
the many disappointments which one experiences in

intercourse with the indigent, it may become a diffi-

cult tiling for the naturally selfish heart to preserve

its love. It must be made a matter of earnest study,

to be evermore a cheerful giver. But on the whole
(Stockmeykr) there is so much to make us weary in

well-doing. Sometimes.it seems to us that the work
required of us is really too much ; sometimes it

seems to be as it were in vain, and crowned with no
result ; sometimes even, instead of encouragement,

we meet with nothing but misconception and ingrati-

tude. But how is it that the Apostle can forbid us

to become weary ? We become so without wishing

to do so. Yes, but one may wish to get the better

of his weariness, and in this we arc aided by the

fountain of refreshment and strength, to which we
are pointed in that reference to the love of God
which appoints unto us an eternal Sabbath, and to

the patience of Christ, who had to experience still

greater ingratitude, and seemed to labor with even

less result, than we (v. 5).

8. (Vv. 6, 11, 14, 15.) The injunction here given

by the Apostle is, after the extraordinary judgment

on Ananias and Sapphire, and the penal sentence on

Simon the sorcerer, the first example of Church dis-

cipline. It is the more worthy of notice on account

of the Apostle's subjecting to it an error, which wc
probably should not have regarded so seriously.

With a keen spiritual insight he practises the prin-

cipiis obfta, as in 1 Cor. xi. 8 sqq. ; where he resists

with such marked emphasis the first stirrings of a

Women's Emancipation. On Church discipline comp.

Godet'b Report in the Swiss Reformed Preachers,

Association at Neucnburg, 1650, and Fabri on
Kirchenzucht im Sinn vnd Oeut des Evangdium*,
Stuttgard, 1854. Both agree in proving Church dis-

ciplino of a genuine and thoroughly evangelical kind
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to be an act of severity proceeding from love, and in

recognizing in the historical development of excom-
munication a very unevangelical penalty, and one
rather befitting the police. Both incline somewhat
too much towards reducing all Church discipline to a
cure of souls. The ground-text from which they

properly start is Matt, xviii. 15 sqq. As we are to

give no offence to our neighbors (v. 6 sqq.), so just

as little are we to sin against them by neglecting to

admonish them. It is a brother who is liable to cen-

sure. If he will be a Christian, and still persists in a
sin that is inconsistent with his Christian profession,

he should be convicted of this contradiction, first

privately, and, if that does not avail, then by taking

with us one or two witnesses. Neither in the case

of the first complainant, nor of these further wit-

nesses, is there any assertion of the need of an offi-

cial character. Only they must be Christians, whose
hearts are affected by the injury done to the Chris-

tian calling. If again he hear not the two or three,

then tell it to the Church,—her, namely, whose estab-

lishment and invincibleness were spoken of in cb.

xvi. 18. And if he hear not the Church also, let

him be to thee as a heathen and a publican. - In the

earlier stages a protest was made from his confes-

sion against his sin, but now it is from his sin, since

he will not forsake it, against his confession. Let
him be to thee as a heathen, that is, to thee, the first

complainant ; nor is this to be at once generalized.

But certainly there is now further connected here-

with a promise given by the Lord to His disciples,

that whatever they bind or loose on earth shall be
ratified likewise in heaven. They have made God's
cause theirs ; God now makes their cause His ; and,
if they have no other weapons than the prayers of

two or three gathered together in the name of Jesus,

He will hear their prayers, and will cause the bind-

ing and loosing to act with power.
InJ Cor. v. we meet with a casef in which Paul

reproaches the church for not having taken measures
against a peculiarly grievous scandal There too he
by no means makes the office-bearers especially re-

sponsible. There too the man, whom discipline

should have reached, is one who desires to pass for

a brother, and nevertheless holds fast stubbornly to

his sin (v. 11). In that instance Paul omits the first

and second exhortations, because in a notoriously

bad case these were no longer admissible. But he
insists that the church, to be free from participation

in the guilt, should have broken off all intercourse

with the impenitent sinner (vv. 9, 11); and he fur-

ther declares, by virtue of his apostolic authority,

yet in such a way that it appears to be the rule

which the Corinthians should have executed, that he
delivers that wicked person unto Satan ; be does not
mean, to damnation, but, if possible, for salvation,

namely, for the destruction of the flesh, to a bodily

disease, or some such trial, that the spirit may be
saved (v. 5 ; comp. 1 Tim. i. 20 [1 Cor. xi. 80] 1
The suspension of intercourse answers to the wora,
let him be to thee as a heathen and a publican ; the
delivery to Satan, on the other hand, is a special

mode of binding, and is effected through the prayer
of faith, invoking, when necessary, a terrible punish-

ment as a means of salutary discipline. This, of
course, can be imitated in a very evil and fleshly

style ; but however often fanatical priests may have
practised such an abuse, this does not annul the
legitimate use, that keeps within the limits of the
word and spirit of Scripture. Men are required,

who really have the Spirit (John xx. 22, 23), or who

pray sincerely in the name of Jesus (Matt, xviii. 19,

20) ; only such can practise especially this extreme

measure. And then it is just as important, not to

neglect a timely restoration ; as the Apostle sets us

the example, when he will not allow that the un-

happy man be swallowed up with overmuch sorrow,

and so destroyed by Satan (2 Cor. U. 7, 11).

In Thessalonica the question was not about any-

thing so unusually wicked, as there in Corinth. For

this reason, there is as yet in the meanwhile no men-

tion of a delivery to Satan, but simply of the rup-

ture of brotherly intimacy. As Bkkoxl says, the

affair was a lobe* qua non nisi lautas animas tentat.

And therefore the offenders here are not to be re-

garded as publicans and heathens, but as brethren

who must be admonished, and who accordingly must

even be told what there is against them. They must

be dealt with as diseased, not as amputated, mem-

bers.

It has been asked whether in the suspension of

brotherly intercourse, which according to 1 Cor. v.

11 was a refusal to eat together, carried with it an

exclusion from the Holy Supper. Godct will not

admit of the inference, that, if not even ordinal?

fellowship at table was granted to him, then much

less was the Supper ; this he thinks not at all self-

evident, the first being a matter of personal allow,

ancc, the second not so. But the distinction ia per-

haps too nice, and for the apostolic age especially

untenable. A publican or a heathen might be pres-

ent at the preaching of the word, but he had no part

in the fraternal repast. The shrine of the covenant

was for no one who was delivered unto Satan. Nor

indeed was the Supper at that time observed as a

separate act of worship ; it formed the conclusion

of the love-feast or agape, and the two together were

called ItiTvov tcvpuucSr. If the one half of this was

refused, then, of course, so was the other. On (his

point, therefore, Fabri also does not agree with

Godbt. What most readily admits still of a doubt

in our passage is, how far the discipline reached,

since it is here said expressly : not as an enemy, but

as a brother admonish him. At any rate, however,

the apostolic writings do not anticipate an insolent

demand for the Supper on the part of those under

censure, but repentance unto life.

Then as to the manner in which the church de-

clares itself, that is not, it is true, clearly defined.

When Jesus says : Should he not hear tlte church,

the church must have found some way of expressing

its mind. The mode is left undetermined ; but our

passage shows that, as soon as the church as a whole,

or by a large majority, obeyed the word of the Apos-

tle, the eriwKT&tu, an individual affair in the first

instance, came to be a cnjjtfiowr&tu on the part of

the church. Because nowadays we do not generally

have churches, that could in this way harmoniously

express themselves in the Spirit of the Lord, we are

not at liberty to deny the existence of such a state

of things even in the apostolic age. At present

there may be no possibility of anything much be-

yond the private care of souls ; but this does not

prove that church discipline is essentially nothing

but the private care of souls. Nor is the desien of

it by any means solely the reformation of the offend-

er. When the Basle Confession says : e* bonnet <ht

christenliche Kyleh nit dann umb Benerung f*&»

[the Christian Church does not excommunicato for

the sake of amendment], it also supplements this

onesidedness by exhibiting the other object : damil

die Kilch jr Oestali sovil mbglich on Maun (oh*
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fleeken) behalte [thai the Church may preetrve its

aspect at free from blemishes as possible]. In other

voids, the restoration of the erring person is cer-

tainly the first thing aimed at by the genuine ear-

nestness of love ; but whether he repents or not, it

is just as important to saye the church from a spread-

ing scandal, and the church conscience from moral
stnpe&ction ; and not less so, finally, is the removal

of an} such stain as would imperil the outward mis-

sionary calling of the church (1 Cor. v. 1 ; x. 82).

Discipline, therefore, contemplates something beyond
the mere influence on individuals. It is, as Nitzsch
says, a judicial act. So it is understood likewise in

the Articles of Schmalkald, III. 9, where the lesser

excommunication is very briefly spoken of, for the

purpose, chiefly, of pressing the distinction between
it and civil penalties ; and just so in the Heidelberg
Catechism, Quest 86.

How is it with us to-day ? By a manifold un-

christian banning and cursing ; by an admixture of
civil penalties, of such, in particular, as by disgrac-

ing exasperated ; and by a wicked distinction of
classes, there has so much damage been done to the

practice of ecclesiastical discipline, that a zealous

rigorism, which would reestablish the old methods,
has here the least possible prospect of any result

whatever. But, while in our circumstances the set-

ting aside of an unevangelical Church police merits

the highest approval, it is not so with the wide-

spread relaxation of all discipline, and the resent-

ment of many against whatever looks like it. When
an officer of Berne was required to see that his sol-

diers, after a night riotously passed in drinking and
whoring, were on the next morning without any
rebuke whatever ordered to the Holy Supper, it is

conceivable that the wounded conscience might be
driven even to separation. And yet it is not said

that this expedient was the right one. But a pri-

vate proceeding, which without arrogance testifies

tn unwillingness to be made a partaker of another's

guilt through intercourse with the sinner, as if we
favored his sin (2 John 10, 11), that is the duty in-

cumbent first of all on the individual. It will be
blessed, the more one is willing to suffer for the

truth. The <rWAAcod«u, performed by one or a few,

when many are not yet ripe for it, is an act of fidel-

ity to the apostolic word ; and a prayer of two or

three has in this .case a special promise from the
lord. Roos : The directions are left still standing
in the Bible, if peradventure it may be possible for

small societies here and there to make use of them

;

and we wait for better times, when their use will be
more complete and general.

4. (V. Id.) Roos : When animosity was mingled
with exhortation, or self-willed people despised it, it

might produce discord. Paul therefore wishes for

than peace in the heart, in the family, and the

church ; peace with the Lord, with their stumbling

^fetbren, and also, so far as possible, with thoso

without.—Not by covering up what is evil, but by
overcoming it, is true peace to be obtained. The
sin that troubles it must be extinguished. But that
,we should have to contend with our neighbors should
sot cease, however necessary H may be, to be pain-

ful to us. Peace must ever be our aim. A cheerful

warfare in the spirit of peace only the Lord of peace
can give.

HOICELETIGAL ANT> PRACTICAL.

V. 6 sqq. in connection with v. 5. Roos: A
11

directing of the heart into the love of God is neces-

sary, when we are to denounce something that is

opposed to the glory of God, and abolish it in our*

selves or others ; and a directing of the heart into

the patience of Christ is necessary, if, according to

the injunction in v. 15, zeal is not to be carried too

far.

V. 6. Disorder may arise in the best churches.—
BerL Bib.: To command in the name of Jesus
Christ requires the humility and long-suffering of
Jesus.

Calvin : Those live disorderly, who reflect not
on the end of their creation; those orderly, who
walk according to the commandments of God.

—

Roos : These people were not idle, but they did not
attend to their own business, but meddled with the
affairs of others, and so did not maintain the neces-

sary quietness. Their work, accordingly, was no
work, but a restless occupation that was troublesome
to others. They ran around (Dikdrich) in restless-

ness, excitement, inaction, and eccentricity.

—

Calvin
calls such sponging drones.

—

Hiubner : If one found
no companions, that of itself must be an end of bis

enjoyment.
Vv. 7-9. Calvin : Our teaching has much more

weight, when we lay no burden on others but what
we bear ourselves.—Chbtsostom : Talking is easy

for every one ; the difficulty is in acting, when there

is need for it.

—

Hkubnkr : A position of high con-

sideration often misleads into taking undue liberties.—Dikbrich: (The Apostle acted thus) that they

might see, that a Christian should work and earn his

own bread.—Mental labor is by many not reckoned
to be really labor.

—

Calvin: All men are not so

reasonable, as to acknowledge what is due to a niin-

ister of the word ; many grudge them their living,

as if they were idlers.-Paul insists on the right, but

shows them (Dikdrich) that he would rather do
double work, than accept of a gratuitous support.

—

Heubner: The common maxim is: I do not put
myself to inconvenience for the sake of others.

—

The sank : True freedom restricts itself.

Y. 10. Heubnkr: Every morsel admonishes:
Dost thou deserve to taste ?

Vv. 11, 12. rtyiffpTd'fcffdai is in French: /aire

des riens.—Dikdrich : Such fanatical, labor-shirking

folks fancy that they are beyond all others zealou*,

pious, and holy. At such fanaticism weak people

are accustomed readily to stare.

—

Stahklin: It is

sinful indolence, when one does not Christianly labor

in an honorable calling. But that calling is honor-

able, which in itself is not displeasing to God, nor
scandalous to our neighbor, but in which we are led

by God to stand, and to which we are permitted to

ask His assistance. Idleness and Christianity do not

agree. The more pious the Christian, the more dili-

gent the worker.—Starki : He who without neces-

sity eats other people's bread is no better than a
thief.—DiiDRicii : Our glory and our heavenly treas-

ure we have within ; we can therefore perform all

outward labor, and should do so willingly, that we
may serve our time by what is temporal. They who
belong to the eternal Lord should not beg or steal

what & temporal. Thus (in such a seemingly lowly

way) will God perfect us for the highest glory.

[Scott : A slothful man is a scandal to any soci-

ety, but most to a religious society.—Lectures

:

What a practical, reasonable, orderly thing Christian-

ity is ! It would have every man at work—at work
of some kind—and every man at his own work.—
The 8ams : And eat their own bread I How often
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has that one noble phrase quickened the pulse,

and nerved the arm, of honest industry! It has

done more for the poor of Christendom, in Prot-

estant countries at least, than all the devices

of philanthropy and all the provisions of law.

—

J.L.1
V 13. Zwinoli : Many call those good works,

which are not at all good. Nothing is good, but

what comes from God.

—

Dikdrich: Become not

weary in this good way of a sober, discreet walk.—
Roos : (Paul's wish is that) they should not drive

this precept (w. 10-12) too far, and, if those breth-

ren should perhaps be unable fully to earn their own
bread, they are not to be reluctant to help them.

—

Chrysostom : It is not the giving, but the miscon-

duct of the beggar, that should cause us pain.

—

Berl.

Bib. : Fret not thyself because of evil-doers (Ps.

xxxvik 1, 8).

—

Rikoeb: The Apostle had frequent

occasion to warn against despondency (2 Cor. iv. 1,

16 ; GaL vi. 9 ; Eph. iii. 13).

Vv. 14, 15. Apostolic Church discipline presup-

poses genuine churches, wherein the rule of God's
word is recognized, and those who have the Spirit

decide. Chbtsostom already bewails the decay of

discipline.—Roos: Paul demands obedience, and
hints at still greater severity. He writes at one time

mildly, at another sharply, according to the exigen-

cies of persons and cases as they occurred. He de-

sires to draw the upright Thessalonians also into fel-

lowship in his zeal.—Church discipline should not
merely exclude gross scorners, but should also hold

members living in the dissipation of inactivity to

quietness and work.—Roos : Penitent shame makes
all right again.—It looks well, when the few dis-

orderly persons blush at being put to shame by the

reserve of others.

—

Rieger : Many a man in his self-

love and fond fancy supposes that he hits it far bet.

ter than others ; but by the withdrawal of confidence

and intercourse he must be made to feel, that he has

reason to be ashamed.

—

Calvin : Not flattery, but

exhortation, is the true sign of love.—Roos : Matters

stand ill in a Christian church, when we arc not able

and willing to shame disorderly persons by withdraw,

ing from them, and treating them with reserve. In

such a case love has not salt enough.—In how many

places is the mass composed of the listless or the

malevoleut !—Roos : Who will make them blush,

when they are defiant, and not ashamed of wicked-

ness?
V. 16. Rikoeb : We need peace in the Church,

in the commonwealth, in households, marriages,

families, trades, in regard to eating one's own bread,

in regard to opinions, wherein one is often puffed up

against another. But (Yon Gerlach) : Peace, not

at the cost of the holy war against impurities, but

just by means of such a conflict.

Vv. 6-16. Stockmeyer : The word of God

would especially take under its discipline and care

our inner man, and implant in us a heavenly mind,

but not as if earthly relations were something alto-

gether indifferent, or even something so low, that

the Christian is not at all to meddle with them.

Rather, the heavenly mind is to show itself in those

very things (Luke xvi. 10).

8. Ce. m. 17, 18.

He concludes with a parting Salutation and Benediction, under hit own hand.

17 The salutation of Paul with mine own hand; 1 which is the [a] token* in

18 every epistle : so I write. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with yon all.

Amen. 8

1 V. 17.—[The Greek is : 'O a<murfiht rp ifj.fi v«tpl IlaiJAov, which Riggenbach renders : Der Qrus* mil meter
Paulughand. Oar English Version gives it in three forms : " The salutation of me Paul with mine own hand " (1 Cor.

xvi 21 : and so Ellioott in our text) ; " The salutation by the hand of me Paul " (Col. iv. 18) ; »« The salutation of Paul
with mine own hand " (2 Thess. iii. 17). The second mode was adopted in my Revision of this Epistle.—J. L. ]

9 V. 17.—f<nj/i«tor, without the article ; and so De Wette, Lunemann, Oonybeare, Ellioott, and others.—J. L.1
* V. 18.—Most authorities give ifujr ; it is wanting in B., 8in. & prima man*, and some others. " "

that Amen was added by the church, when the Epistle was read,
bach likewise omits it.—J. L.]

Grotius decides,

[It is cancelled by Tischendorf and Alford. Eiggca-

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

1. (V. 11.) The salutation of Paul with mine
own hand } IladKov is in apposition to «>g, which in-

deed as to sense is the same thing as pov. Hitherto,

therefore, Paul had dictated ; and that was his cus-

tom (Rom. xvi. 22) ; though Gal. vi. 12 [11] purports

otherwise.—Which is the [a] token) 8 might be
explained by attraction, the subject being conformed
to the gender of the predicate ; but it is better to

understand it thus: which, to wit, the fenrdfeirdcu

rV 4*$ x«ff-—** every epistle i on which Theo-
phtlact already remarks: *> warp r§ bcurr. tJ
Xffttt wc/i^dipro/icVp icphs vfuuy

I) koI ar\vs «V wdVn
rg *pbs o&rnmi. [Ellicott : V Apparently with

reference to every future epistle (tJ vpbs oborwas
o^totc, Theoph. 2) which the Apostle might here-

after deem it necessary so to authenticate,—not

merely those he might have contemplated writing to

ThesMalomea (Thkoph. 1, LttNEM.); for considei

1 Cor. xvi. 21 and Col. iv. 18. If it be urged that

these last mentioned are the only Epistles in which

the autograph attestation seems to have found a

place, it may be reasonably answered that the vaVp

must be understood relatively of every Epistle that

was sent in such a way or under such circumstances

as to have needed it. All the other Epistles (except

1 Cor., Col., which have the arjfiuop^ and 1 Thes&,

which was sent before circumstances proved it to be

necessary) are fairly shown both by De Wettk and

by Alford in he. to have either been delivered bj

emissaries (2 Corinth., Phil.), to bear marks (Gal

vi. 11, and perhaps the doxology in RomM Eph.),

or to be of such a general character (Rom. ? Eph. ?

and those to individuals) as to have rendered such

a formal attestation unnecessary."—J. L.]<—8o I
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write; not, that is, these word*, as if there were
cause for surprise, if we meet with them again only
in 1 Cor. and Col. ; it is not ravra, but otfrm, and
Di Wktte's inquiry, why the words recur in the

smallest number of the other Epistles, is quite super-

fluous. He says merely : This is my handwriting (see

the Introduction to Thess^ p. 114). Grotius, Ben-
gel and others, thought of an intricate monogram,
difficult of imitation ; but that is untenable, and not
consonant to antiquity. It may be further asked,

whether by the autograph salutation Paul means v.

17, or v. 18, or both together. Very improbable is

Dixdrich'8 idea : The salutation and benediction in

v. 16 are written by my hand. The word is referred

to v. 18 by Chry806Tom (iuniwrfihp icaXei tV cdx4')i
Thiodorkt, Theophtlact; by Lunemann, on the

other hand, only to t. 17, favor/to*, he thinks, being
something different from a benediction. But proba-

bly this is to distinguish too nicely, and besides it is

scarcely to be supposed, that Paul should have writ-

ten v. 17 with his own hand, and then again have
dictated v. 18. Nor does Lunemann assume this,

bat regards both verses as autographical. In that

ease, however, the separation between salutation and
benediction also fails, as Hofmann properly remarks.

The closing salutation might be compressed, or ex-

tended. The Apostle wrote it himself, but not
always in the same words, nor always expressly

drawing attention to it : 6 far*., &c In this place

it is the salutation of love, and at the same time a
precautionary measure for the future. After what
has been said, LInimann's other inference is like-

wise untenable, that, if Paul here says for the first

time: sZrsn ypd<pwf and thus shows that his hand-
writing was still unknown to the Thessalonians, then
in the First Epistle he had not written the salutation.

Bat he might there too have written the words of
benediction, and merely not have found occasion to

make express reference to his handwriting. So Hof-
masx with reason. Utterly groundless is it, when
Grotius also infers from our passage that this Epis-

tle was the first, since, had they already received one
at an earlier period, this notice would have been
unnecessary.—A thorough knowledge of Paul's cus-

tomary procedure could only be got from the original

letters. But we know enough to say, that to regard
the warding off of a pernicious forgery, as just a

mark by which a forger betrays himself, is the most
perverse abuse of our passage.*

2. (V. 18.) The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ be with you all j as in the First Epistle,

only that here all is expressed ; no one, therefore,

even of the delinquents is excluded.

DOCTRIKAL AND ETHICAL.

(W. 17, 18.) Paul takes great pains even for the

fides humana of Scripture. The interest which faith

has in scientific criticism consists in this, that it

must be of importance for us to place confidence in

nothing that is precarious. Now the original apos-

tolic manuscript is not accessible to us, but we are

referred to a series of intermediate processes, through
which copies of the original are delivered to us, and,

were we obliged to verify the trustworthiness of
these mediums, we should remain in a painful uncer-

tainty. But, on the whole, it is only through the

fides divina that the fides humana first receives its

full authentication. Only because this Epistle also

bears the stamp of the Spirit of God, is the asser-

tion of the writer, which we read at v. 17, worthy
of credit, and it becomes a moral impossibility for

us to impeach it as a falsehood. Not the Apostle's

handwriting, which we no longer have before us, but
the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, which pervades
the Epistle, is for us the decisive seal of authenticity.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Stahklin : Truly this is also the mark of all

those who are a living epistle of Christ (2 Cor. iii.

2, 8), that the grace of their Lord Jesus, whom they

have received in faith and love to their justification,

sanctification, and salvation, is by them continually

embraced and held fast as their souls* only comfort

and joy.

* ["Webstkb and "Wiucrxsox :
uWe have here a strong

proof that St. Paul regarded himself and desired the
churches to regard him as tbe sole author of his Epistles,

whatever might be tbe association of the superscription,

or the corresponding phraseology of the composition."—
J. L.1

THE END OF THESSALONIANS.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

It is not without a degree of reluctance, that I here offer to the friends and patrons of tl.e

Jtibl&work of Lanoe my commentary on the Pastoral Epistles and that to Philemon, which I

hare undertaken by the wish of the honored Editor. It lay, however, in the nature of the sub-

ject, that this new task, although of less extent, must present greater difficulties than the

treatment of the Gospel of Luke. A Pauline epistle demands a labor less pleasant and easy

than one of the synoptic Gospels ; a pastoral epistle, again, is more difficult than many others;

and, still more, a meeting with the errorists of the apostolic time is never so agreeable as the

study of the delightful scenes in the life of Jesus. He, however, who has shared the pleasures

of this common work, should not refuse its burthens ; and he who, like the author of this com-

mentary, has seen his life divided for years between the tasks of theological literature and a

laborious official charge, may have gained in part, perhaps, a practical preparation for the treat-

ment of these epistles, which are an exhanstless mine for all the ministers of the Gospel in our

own time, and, if possible, beyond even other portions of the apostolic legacy. I have thus,

then, put my hand to this work; and it is indeed less difficult in this respect, that I have,

after earlier doubts, become strongly convinced of the genuineness of the pastoral letters, and

yet more of their composition during the second imprisonment of Paul at Borne.

This last conviction I must have wholly given up, had I been able to agree with the main

arguments of a work* which I met with shortly before finishing my own. I refer to the

striking book of Dr. 0. W. Otto, in which the theory of one only imprisonment of Paul at.

Borne is again keenly defended, and the opinion which forms the basis of the present commen-

tary opposed at almost every point. This thorough monograph on one of the most confused

points of introductory criticism has led me to a new study of the position, which I had reached

not without much conflict and toil; and had the learned author convinced me of my mistake

in this point, I would not have hesitated to erase my almost completed work. This, however,

is not the case ; nay, I do not believe that Dr. Otto's work, deserving as it is in many respects,

will lead many writers of introductions and exegetes to his conclusion. We must admire,

doubtless, in many points the striking power of combination shewn by the author ; and especi-

ally acknowledge the masterly way in which he has arranged and summed up the external

proofs for the genuineness of the pastoral epistles. Yet, on the other side, his whole argument

confirms anew my opinion, that the genuineness of these epistles cannot be maintained, if

we consider the second imprisonment of the Apostle a mere legend. The method in which

Dr. Otto seeks to prove that the first epistle to Timothy was written on occasion of the Corin-

thian discords, as little satisfies us as his exposition of 2 Tim. iv. 6-8 ; according to which the

Apostle expresses only his deep sorrow, with not a word of premonition concerning his death

;

and we are thus to infer that he speaks of the end of his missionary labor, not of his coming

martyrdom. We may fully grant, that there is a unity in principle among all the erroneous

teachers opposed in the Pauline epistles, without drawing thence the consequences, which the

author admits in regard to questions of introduction and of chronology. We at least are still of

the opinion, that between the prediction of the errorists, whom Paul looked for in the future

(Acts xx. 29), and their open appearance and activity at Ephesus, there must be a greater

period than that claimed by Dr. Otto. The whole direction and management of the community
is more systematized and developed after the firs£ letter to Timothy, than at the time of the

first imprisonment of the Apostle at Rome ; and, besides, we do not know how to explain the

* The historic relation! of the Pastoral £piitles examined anew. Dr. C. W. Orro. Leipzig. I860,
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iv AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

various personalia in the second epistle to Timothy, unless we admit a second imprisonment.

The position of the case is not, that to save the genuineness of the epistles, we accept in a quite

arbitrary way the hypothesis of a second imprisonment, and thus bring in oor proof a tutvori;

but on the contrary, that in these epistles, of whose genuineness the external evidence is

enough, we meet with the record of facts, for which no conceivable place can be found in

Paul's life, so far as it is given in the Acts of the Apostles; and which therefore in and by

themselves compel us to the decision, that the Apostle was released from his prison (Acts

xxviii. 80, 31). For this reason the second epistle to Timothy is a sufficient proof of the

second imprisonment; and it is yet further strongly confirmed through the church tradition,

although not beyond all doubt* We fear that the Author has not done sufficient justice to this

last point, although we readily acknowledge that he has avoided with greater foresight many

of the rocks on which we have seen Wieseleb stranded.

Yet this iB not the place to speak of all the particulars of a still unsettled inquiry. We
heartily hope that others will give to the book of Dr. Otto the thorough judgment which it

claims in every view. Perhaps in the present case we have been so much the harder to con-

vince, because we formerly held more or less the same position, and have since renounced it

In addition, we must be content to point to the remarks of Dr. Large on this question in his

article Paulus in Hebzoo'b Heal encyelopadie [vol. xL p. 289 ffi] ; and above all to the small,

but weighty essay of L. Ruffet, St. Paid, %a double eaptivite & Borne. Paris, 1860. Without

apparently equalling Dr. Otto in learning, the author of this last-named brochure satisfies as

far more with the result of bis inquiry, and we gladly subscribe his own words ; " In a ques-

tion of this kind we cannot ask a mathematical certainty ; it only concerns us to know on the

side of which hypothesis are the more probabilities : and after a serious study, undertaken with

strong prepossessions against the idea of a double imprisonment of St. Paul, we must range

ourselves in the last result with Gibseleb, Langs, Guebioke and Neandee, notwithstanding the

learned pages of Reuss, Wieseleb, and Edmokd db Pbessense "—we will add—of Otto.

Beyond this, I have little to say as to the editorship of this part of the Bible-work. It

will, 1 hope, be found an advantage, that I have sought to make not a very scientific book of

exegesis, but a practical commentary, designed non coquis, eed eonvivie. Discussions are for

this reason avoided as far as possible, and only results given. The self-denial, which here and

there was necessary in the treatment of a difficult subject within a few words, where I often

had more to say and should perhaps have said it, I have willingly borne on account of the aim

of this edition. In points of difference regarding doctrine and confessions, it was not hard for

me to express myself with moderation, although, as I hope, with sufficient decision. Moreover,

I have designed to give not only multa, but multunu As to the epistle to Philemon in con-

clusion, it is also a kind of pastoral letter, a great, unique example of the apostle's pastoral labor

and cure of souls. Regarded from another side, it would perhaps be best treated together with

the epistle to the Oolossians. But here the isagogio point of view should not be decisive. In

a practical Bible-work the epistle will be sought in its accustomed place ; and as an evidence

of apostolic practice it stands justly there. Thus I must decide, as Paul did before, to receive

Onesimus, as otherwise a homeless wanderer. The wish, of the Editor to add the pages on

Philemon as a sort of appendix to the rest, has been therefore readily complied with. A
request from so esteemed a source cannot easily be denied* My honored Mend Dr. Ljlkob has

now, therefore, the personal responsibility, should any think that he has perhaps laid on me

more of the Bible-work than my shoulders oan well bear.

I ought not indeed to hope that my commentary on these epistles will bring such unlocked

for and happy results as my Luke, a new edition of which is in the press. May it only please

the Lord to crown with his blessing these weak efforts for the spread of his kingdom ; and

that He may grant me aB well as my brethren in the ministry, to become through this study o*

the pastoral letters, what Paul proposed to Timothy: <nr<JvWov etavrop b6Kip<n> irapatrnjvai

rf 3«£, ipyarqv dptiralox^vroPf dpXoroftovvTa *£? \6yov tijs oXySctof.

J. J. VAN OOSTERZEE.
Rotteedam, November•, 1860.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Tim intimation of the respected publishers, that a new edition of my " Pastoral Epistles "

bag become necessary ; and the added request, that it might be prepared for the press as soon

as possible, came to me at an inconvenient time, when I was called to an important charge in

my official position, which claimed almost exclusively my time and strength. I have, however,

done what I could ; and a comparison of both editions will readily show, that this last may

rightly be called " a newly corrected and improved " one. All at least, which seemed to me

worthy and needful to add after the completion of the first, I have fairly incorporated ; slight

errors in form or matter have been corrected in various places ; and although the main idea,

from which I believed I must start, remains unchanged, yet here and there a position has been

more closely defined, modified or completed. Had more decisions of any importance suggested

themselves to me, they might indeed have led to a larger revision. It appears to me a just

duty to express my thanks for a treasure, as unexpected as it is invaluable, which I have found in

the Codex Sinailicus for the settlement ofthe text of this edition in doubtful passages. It would

not have been difficult for roe, to have given a marked enlargement to the homiletio annotations

by the help of the earlier or later literature of the pulpit : but I thought it the main purpose of

this work, that the ne quid nimit should be kept in mind. I wished as little a/on* as a pons,

bat simply a useful guide for personal study in homiletics. With this view, I now give the

work anew into the hands of our present and future practical divines, with the prayer, that

the study of the Pastoral Epistles may increase and hallow their capacity and love for the

Krvice of the Word, which preaches redemption.

J. J. YAtf OOSTERZEE.
Utrecht, June, 1868.
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THE PASTORAL LETTERS.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

1 1. CHARACTERISTIC* OF THE PASTORAL LETTERS.

As there appear in heaven solitary stars, and again larger groups which form together one

shining constellation, so we find the like phenomena in the heaven of Holy Writ Here are

many distinct writings, which can hardly he compared with each other, hy the side of others

which have such a common relation and character as more or less divides them from the for-

mer. Thus of the thirteen Epistles whose authorship is usually ascribed to the Apostle Paul,

there are several wholly independent (e. g. 1 Cor. or Phil.), while, again, others more or less

complete each other (e. g. Rom. and Gal. ; Eph. and Col.), and still others form a small cycle of

apostolic writings, as is the case with the three Pastoral Epistles. Even from the most super-

ficial ?iew of these Epistles it is clear, that in many relations they show different features from

the remaining letters of the same Apostle ; and hence it is well worth our study to understand

their peculiarities folly at the outset.

While all the other letters, except the private one to Philemon, are addressed to whole com-

munities, these three are sent to individuals, co-workers with St. Paul in the Gospel. As a

wbtle they treat chiefly of the same objects, the preaching of the Word and the organization

of the Body; and thus far are rightly called hy their usual name of Pastoral Epistles. They
contain rules for the pastoral office of Timothy and Titos ; roles flowing from the heart of a

true shepherd, and thus entirety fitted to form these disciples after the likeness of the Chief

Shepherd of the flock (1 Pet v. 4). They hear, therefore, less an official than a confidential

character, and have many expressions, many turns of language, which are not found, or at

least in the same manner, throughout the other writings of this Apostle. While their style

is less fresh and life-like than that of the earlier letters, they have a deeper tone of fatherly

friendship and tenderness, and betray the most heartfelt anxiety not only for the communities,

at whose head Timothy and Titus were placed, hut also for their own spiritual and temporal

welfare. Although, again, nothing is wanting in them in regard to the weightiest relations

of Christian doctrine, yet these three Epistles hear a practical rather than a doctrinal color-

ing, and are directed, no less than the other letters of the Apostle, toward the demands of

the time. Many momentous hints, warnings, precepts and forebodings are addressed to both

these young overseers of the community, and through them to the whole Body, although these

letterswere not designed, like most of the others (Col. iv. 16), for publio reading. They furnbh

ns in their complete form a deep insight into the heart of the Apostle, whom we meet here in

the closing period of his life bowed down more than ever before by many persecutions and toils;

ret filled on the one hand with glowing zeal against the foes of the Divine kingdom, on the

other with the inmost fatherly love toward both his spiritual sons in the faith. They clearly

exhibit, at tba same time, the feeling with which he looked forward to the impending dismem-

berment of the Church, as well as to his own near end. More than the other Epistles, they

remind U3 of the Apostle's word, that he hns " the treasure of the Gospel in earthen vessels;
''

but they *how, also, the truth of what follows, " that the exoellency of the power may be of
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TEDS PASTORAL LETTERS.

God and not of ns " (2 Cor. iv. 7). Among the three, there are, again, two which have a

strong likeness to each other ; the first to Timothy and that to Titus, although the relation of

the Apostle was much closer to the former than to the latter. The second to Timothy so fir

differs from both, that it may be called, so to speak, the apostolic-prophetic testament of the

great Apostle of the Gentiles ; his legacy to his friend and in him at the same time to the whole

Church. After this view of the characteristics, we need no longer postpone the inquiry,

whether the genuineness of these Pastoral Epistles, and, indeed, that of the whole three, can be

defended on satisfactory grounds.

IS. GENUINENESS,

The external proofs for the genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles, apart from the tradition of

the ancient Church, are as numerous and undoubted as for the other writings of St PauL We
will name those which appear to us the weightiest, without denying the importance of others,

here omitted. We find citations from, or clear allusion to passages in the First Epistie to

Timothy, in Clemens Rom. Epu. Prim* ad Corinth, cap. 29. Cotnp. 1 Tim. ii. 8. Ibid. cap. 64.

Comp. 1 Tim. Hi. 13. In Poltoarp, Ad Philipp. c. 12. Comp. 1 Tim. ii. 12. Ibid. c. 4. Corap.

1 Tim. vi. 7, 10. In the letter to Diognetus (Just. Opera, p. 501). Comp. 1 Tim. iii. 16. In

Irekaus, Adv. Bare*, i. o. 1. Comp. 1 Tim. i. 4. In Theophylus, Ad Autol c 8. Comp.

1 Tim. ii. 1, 2. In Clemens Alex. Strom, lib. 2. Comp. 1 Tim. vi, 20, 21. Lib. 2. Comp.

1 Tim. v. 14, 15. Admonit. ad Gent p. 55. Comp. 1 Tim. iv. 7, 8. In Tbbtullian, de

prescript, hmret., c 25. Comp. 1 Tim. vi 20 ; De PudidU c. 13. Comp. 1 Tim. i. 20.

The Second Epistle to Timothy is quoted by Barnabas, Epkt. c 7. Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 1.

By Ignatius, Ad Ephee. c 2; and Ad Bmyrn. c. 9, 10. Compare 2 Tim. i. 16, 18. By Poly-

oabp, Ad Philipp. c. 5. Compare 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12. By Irenacs, Adv. Bora, v. c. 20.

Comp. 2 Tim. iii. 7. By Clemens Alex. Strom, lib. L p. 270. Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 1, 2, 15. Ad-

monit. ad Gent, p. 56. Comp. 2 Tim. iii. 15.' Tebtuluan, Scorpiac c 13. Comp. 2 Tim. iv.

6, 8. By Eusebius, B. E. ii. 22. Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 17.

The Epistle to Titus, finally, by Clemens Rom. Epiet. prim, ad Corinth, c 2. Comp. Tit

Hi. 1. By Ignatius, Ad Trail, c. 8. Comp. Titus ii. 8. By Ibenaus, Adv. Bare*, iii. c 8, §4.

Comp. Titus iii. 10, 11. Ibid, i 16, 8. Comp. Titus iii 10. By Thbofhylus, Ad AutoL I %
p. 85. Comp. Titus iii. 5, 6. By Clemens Alex. Strom, lib. i. p. 289. Comp. Titus L 12.

Adm. ad Gent, p. 6. Comp. Titus ii. 11-18. By Tebtuluan, De pramript. Baret. c 6. Comp.

Titus iii 10, 11.

If now we add, that Eusebius without any question reckons the three Pastoral Epistles to-

gether among the homologoumena ; that they appear in the Peschito as well as in the canon of

Muratori ; and that their rejection by the earlier Gnostic heretics can be explained from their

partly polemic character, we must fully grant that the external evidences are entirely sufficient,

and that Jeboms was right, when in his preface to the Epist to Tit, he declares in regard to

the heretics who rejected these Epistles among others : " Et $i qwidem redderent causae, curem
Apoetoli non putarent, tentoremue aliquid respondere etjortitan eatitfaecre lectori. Nunc vero

cum hwretiea auctoritatcpronundent et dicant :
i illaeputola PauU est, hoc non tet? ea~ aueto-

ritaU rcfeUi $e pro teritatc intelligent, quA 4p$i non crube&cunt falea simulate." Since the

time of Tatian, the genaineness of these writings has remained undisputed to the beginning

of the present century. It is now, however, chiefly on internal grounds that objections are

brought forward against those Epistles, especially against the first to Timothy. J. E. C. Schmimj,

and particularly Sohleiebmaohee, in 1807 opened the series, and were answered by Planox,

Weoschexdeb and Beokkaub. Soon after, Eichkobn directed his weapons against the three

Epistles, and was sustained by De Wettb, Sohot* and Sobbadbb, whilst even Neandeb and

UsTEBf expressed themselves in doubtful tone as to the genuineness of the First Epistle.

Cbsdneb in his introduction to the New Testament, p. 478, gave to the context a peculiar torn,

since he ascribed the three Epistles, at first only in part but later as a whole, to a fictitious

source. Next, on the other side, Huo, Beetholdt, Feumosbs, Gtraross, BShl, Grain*
Klotu, Hetoxneeioh, Ifaok and others appeared as defenders. But the Pastoral Letters re*
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§2, GENUINENESS.

aeived their worst attack from the side of tbe newer Tubingen schooL F. 0. Baub in 1885

assaulted them with a strong hand, hut soon found in Battmgabten and Bottqeb well-armed

opponents, while Matthixs, Wdesingeb, Distlsut, Thisbsoh and Hutheb wrote in favor of

their genuineness. J. P. Laxgb, in his History of th$ Jpoetolio Age
y L p. 84, and Sohaff

HiiL of the ApotU Churchy § 87, also defended them. Among the most recent critics, who in

spite of such strong apologetic works have given ajudgment partly unfavorable, partly uncer-

tain, are Broow, Mangold and Rkuss. The latest contribution to tbe history and literature

of this question may be (bund among others in Hutueb in his Commentary, second edition,

p. 40 et seq, The external evidences for the authenticity of the Pastoral Epistles are very

thoroughly given by C. W. Otto in his later work, p. 875 et seq. ; where it is shown conclu-

sively that the external evidences not only prove nothing against the genuineness of the Pastoral

Epistles, but rather confirm them in a striking manner, so far as is possible from the character

of church literature in the first century after the apostolic time.

It will hardly need any apology, if we here speak at the same time of the genuinenss of the

three Pastoral Epistles. According to Battb's own admission (Paulus, p. 499), there is such

a homogeneity in the three Epistles, that neither can be separated from the other two, and

heaoe we may justly infer the identity of authorship.

As to all the internal objections, of which we must speak, they are partly of a philological,

partly of a chronological, partly of a historical nature. A brief word on each of these three

chief points of criticism.

The first objection concerns the peculiarities in the language of these Epistles, which are

•sen by comparison with other unquestionably genuine letters of St Paul. There are reckoned

jn the first Epistle to Timothy eighty-one &ra£ Xcyo/M»o, in the second sixty-three ; in the

Epistle to Titus forty-four, of which some are found only in the later Church writers. Yet it

is to be noted in regard to these (1) that even in other epistles of Paul there occur phrases,

which are not found in him elsewhere; e. g. in Epistle to Philippians filly-four, and in Epis-

tles to Ephesians and Oolossians together, more than one hundred and forty. (2) That the

peculiar character of the objects, here named, makes the use of new words and forms of

speech partly necessary, and partly very explainable. (8) That these Epistles, as will be later

shown, belong to the last period in the life of the Apostle, when his style had reached its

fullest capacity. (4) That in a pastoral letter to his special friends and scholars, quite another

style would be admissible, than in an official, apostolic writing to the whole Church. (5) That

erery author has the liberty to say the same things in a very different manner ; and that he will

sake use of this freedom so much the more, as his style becomes subjective and his personality

more fully developed. (6) That the Holy Spirit wrought in regard to the speech of the apos-

tiea, in the truest sense with a progressive power of creation and life. (7) That the Apostle

often reverts to the glowing and sharp language of his opponents, whioh he combats in these

Epistles, so that many expressions, now seemingly foreign, are borrowed, perhaps, from the

iptMma verba of those errorists. (8) That not a few words and conceptions, held to be un-

Panline, are found in other unquestionably genuine Epistles of Paul ; and that a forger, writing

in the name of an apostle, would certainly have taken double care to exclude anomalies of such

a sort from his fictitious work.

The second objection regards the fact, that in these Epistles, many points are referred to and

discussed, which point to a later than the apostolio time. Of this sort, especially, is the descrip-

tion of the heretics here named ; tbe constitution of the Church here anticipated as if present

;

diet whioh the Apostle says in the first Epistle to Timothy in regard to widows, etc. It must

be remembered in respect to this : (1) that the identity of these heretics with tbe Gnostics of

the second century is not at all made out as yet ; and even the opposite is provable from other

apostolic letters, that at least the seeds of their errors were already scattered in the time of

Paul, and had partly sprung up. The grounds on which Baub, for instance, has supposed that

be comld find a reference here to the Marcionites, are arbitrary and weak in the extreme. The

heresy here opposed is no other than that w bich the Apostle examines, among others, in the
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Epistle to the Colossians; and it is a priori probable that the errorists, who appear with so

much strength in the second century, did not suddenly shoot np as if oat of the ground, bat

rather had their irpfopopoi already in the earlier period. Warnings against such earlier errors

as we meet in the first Epistle to Timothy, would no longer be necessary in the second century,

when the Churchly and the Gnostic ideas had already reached a period of absolute division.

(2) It must, undoubtedly, be granted, that in these Epistles there is fuller mention of churchly

institutions and organization than in the other writings of the Apostle. But it is clear, mean-

while, from the Book of the Acts (chap. vi. 1), that Jthe diaconate was already very early estab-

lished ; and that Paul had been wont to appoint bishops almost everywhere, is clear also from

the Acts (xiv. 23 ; xx. 17). Now it lies in the nature of things, that definite rules were neces-

sary for the fulfilment of these offices, and, therefore, that such rules could have no better place

than in these Epistles to Timothy and Titus. The hierarchical tendencies which have been here

discovered, lie solely in the imagination of critics, as will appear plain at once, if we even

superficially compare the Pastoral Letters with the letters of Ignatius. Of the later episcopal

order no trace is here discoverable; the wp*<rpvr*poi and imaKonoi are in no way as yet

separated from each other ; they are rather identical ; the diaconate is not once mentioned in

the Epistle to Titus, and the rules for the office of a bishop are given with the utmost simpli-

city and brevity. If Paul knew and weighed the significance of Church organization for the

welfare of the Christian body, which can hardly indeed be doubted, then it is altogether con-

sistent that at the close of his life, before he left the scene of his earthly action, he should

express himself more fully on the subject ; and with his knowledge of the many dangers threat-

ening the community, this care for its overseers would lie more earnestly on his heart. It has

been said, indeed, that Paul did not in general give the slightest weight to Church institutions;

but the proofs of this remain, in our view, quite wanting. And (8) last of all, as to the regula-

tion in regard to widows (1 Tim. v. 8-14). It might, perhaps, appear that the Epistle belongs

to a period, when the name xhp* was giveQ to all in the community who continued unmarried

for the Lord's sake
;
yet no proof whatever has been offered us by Battb that the word widow

-must here be understood in this wider sense. No n-opdcW are here meant, but real widows;

and the rule given them can in no case be called a law* for a distinct, ascetic mode of life. On

the question whether we are to understand by these widows actual deaconesses, we shall speak

-further in this Commentary. That Christian widows had received a place of honor in the com-

munity, and already in the day of Paul had consecrated themselves wholly to such a life-service,

-cannot, in itself, be held at all improbable. Of still less weight are other internal doubts, which

ihave been offered against the Pauline origin of the Pastoral Epistles. The apparent agreement

seen in all the three is sufficiently explained from the fact, that in the same period of the Apos-

tle's life they are directed to two men, whose position and wants were in many points alike,

That Timothy is treated as an inferior, and addressed in the tone of a schoolmaster, has only a

show of truth, when we linger on the sound of the words, without looking at the heart of the

writer, and taking into account his consciousness of high apostolic authority. Not only here,

but also in other letters of the Apostle, a peculiar prominence is given to pure doctrine against

-rising errors ; and thus, too, the Christology of these Epistles is the same as, e. g., in the Epistles

to the Romans and Corinthians, as will appear from the exposition of some striking passages.

The want of logical connection in the conceptions and ideas, so peculiar to our Apostle else-

where, but here far lias apparent, is not really so striking as has been represented ; it is partly

the result of the practical and pastoral tenor of the Epistle, and partly, again, due to the relative

advance in the age of the author. The predominant ethical view of life, the constantly repeated

call to good works, etc., is nowise in irreconcilable strife with the Pauline doctrine of grace

;

but finds many echoes in other writings with which the Pastoral Epistles here and there agree

•so strikingly, that a new proof of forgery has been seen in this very circumstance. Why should

not Paul, however, in handling the same subjects, find a necessity now and then for the same
.phrases? That beside these special instances, there are abundant traces of likeness in spirit,

tone and drift to the other, genuine Epistles, becomes more palpably clear with each now
•comparison.
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The chronological objection remains, then, the chief one. In the history of Paul as known
to us, no point can be named, which we can exactly receive as the date of the authorship ; in

hicji view, therefore, we cannot conceive how these Epistles could have been written in

very near succession. We acknowledge in so far these difficulties, that we hold the compo-

sition of these letters It/ore or during the first imprisonment of Paul at Borne to be in the

highest degree improbable, not to say impossible ; and we must regard as useless the various

attempts to bring one of these Epistles into the life of the Apostle, as known to us in the Book

of the Acts. But the question is, whether we should not admit a second imprisonment of Paul

at Borne ; and in that case we should place these letters in the time of his life just preceding

his martyrdom. We believe, for our part, that we must give an affirmative answer to this

question ; nay, we find in the Pastoral Epistles themselves the strongest proof, that the church

tradition of a second imprisonment of the Apostle at Borne is in the main well-grounded.

In the Epistles which Paul writes in his first imprisonment, there is seen throughout the

expectation, that notwithstanding his desire to depart and to be with Christ, he shall be freed

and restored to the community (Phil, i 26, 26; ii. 24 ; Philem. xxii). In his second letter to

Timothy, on the contrary, he speaks of the sure prospect of his soon approaching martyrdom

;

and we learn that at his first answer all men forsook him (2 Tim. iv. 16). It is alike improb-

able, either that the first named hope of the Apostle remained unfulfilled, or that the last

named statement refers to his first imprisonment His release from the first captivity is by no

means incredible ; but rather it may be easily explained by the favorable feeling which was

personally excited in many toward him (Phil. i. 12, 18 ; conf. Acts xxiv. 28-27 ; xxvi. 28-82).

No wonder, therefore, that the church tradition quite early favored the view of a second im-

prisonment, during which the second Epistle to Timothy might have been written. Eusbbixjs,

H.E. ii. 22, speaks of it in the phrase : \6yos cgef, by which he did not at all mean a wavering

or doubtful legend, merely of sporadic growth, but a general, prevalent conviction, a tradition,

which he repeats as such. The view, which thus generally obtained in his time, that the

Apostle was really freed from his first imprisonment, rested on the witness of older writers,

whom Erasmus does not indeed cite by name, but whom he probably had known. The

classic passage in this connection from Clem. Bom. Eput. prim, ad Corinth, c 5, has at least in

our view a decisive weight here. It reads thus: "Tlavkos— *qpv£ ytpoVaw tv re t§ dvaroXy

nu cV r$ tivoci, top ytppaiop rrjs iriorews avrov xXc'or cXajScv ducaioavvrjr fiibd(as okov top koV/xo*,

cu «Vt to Ttppa Ttjs duaca)* cAda? Kol fxaprvpqaas €ir\ top rjyovfjittHDV, ovtws amjXkayt) rov KoVyiov #cat

ut tow totsov ayiop ciropftoy." * If now this sentence, e. g. in the words SXov top koV/io*, may bear

a rhetorical stamp, still it is by no means to be thence inferred, that the plain declaration con-

tained in it may be wrong. Although Paul was not in the literal sense of the word a herald

of Christ through the whole world, yet the distinct assurance of Clement that he preached

in the west as well as the east, has its full weight. The limit in the west which Paul reached,

according to his own account, cannot be Borne, but rather Spain (conf. Bom. xv. 28). The

supposition that a Boman, who wrote this, should have represented Italy as his utmost limit,

is as arbitrary as the notion that we are to think of a purely subjective limit here, which the

Apostle had sketched for himself, in which case the pronoun tavrov could not possibly have

been omitted. That Paul in fact had fulfilled his plan of journeying to Spain, which could

only have happened after his release from the first imprisonment, is inferred not merely from

the tradition descending from the fourth century, but also from the well-known fragment from

the canon in Muratori, written in the second half of the second century, in which the journey

of the Apostle is given as a historic fact, in the words: profectionem Pauli db urbe ad Spaniam

prqficitcentis.t The early conjunction of the martyrdom of Peter and Paul in the church

tradition has here also a certain significance, since it cannot be admitted, that Peter came to

*A proof eo much the less questionable, in that Clbxsnt probably had personally known tho Apostlo, whose disciple

be perhaps va*(FhaL iv. 3) ; and that he lived in Borne, where they would have preserved an exact knowledge of the

las* fortunes of Paul (Bumr;.
tWniauB is purely arbitrary. " Such opinions as seem indicated in the canon of Muratori, which may have been

hdd by this or that individual, although they have not reached us from the original sources, may have been the meaning

«€ ZosnnTsinhisAoyoff fen."
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Rome during the first imprisonment of Paul (Acts xxviii. 80, 81) : and either he coald not hare

suffered death with him, or it mast have been at a later time. The rise of this tradition of

a second imprisonment cannot be satisfactorily explained, if this lacks historic ground* We
have, for the rest, as little occasion here to inquire whether the actual presence of Paul in

Spain can be affirmed, as to give a connected picture of the life and doings of the Apostle in

this last period of his career. Enough, that even apart from the Second Epistle to Timothy,

the tradition of a second imprisonment deserves credit on external and internal grounds, as it

has been in every time defended by powerful and eloquent voices : e. g. by Palet, Eorm Pau-

Una, ad A. £., an author, who even now may claim to be consulted in our contest with the

latest destructive criticism. If his treatment of the evidence be just, then there is a whole

period in the life of Paul, in which we can place the authorship of the Pastoral Epistles; so

that the chronological objection to their genuineness is as little beyond confutation, as the

philological and historical. Corop. G. Asnto, Spec. Mteg. H\$tor.. de alt Pauli Coptwitate,

Tr. ad Rh. 1859. H. Buffet, la double Captivite de St. Paul d Some, Paris, I860. We may
further compare the Special Introductions and Exegetical comments which follow, and the

article " Paulus " in Hbbzog's ReaJrEneyelopddie.

[Among the more recent English expositors, Alfobd, Ellioott, Oonybbabb, Howbon and

Wobdswobth, maintain the ground of St. Paul's release from his first imprisonment. V. Al-

fobd in loco for a thorough summary of the evidence. The argument for one imprisonment

is well stated by Davidson, Introd. to the IT. 71—Tb.]

S3. IMPORTANCE.

The value of tbe Pastoral Epistles is beyond all doubt. They belong to the most precious

memorials of the Apostolic time, which have come to our knowledge. They give us new aids

toward a right judgment of the character of the great Apostle to the Gentiles, and his rela-

tion to his friends and co-laborers ; toward the nearer knowledge of the earliest polity of

the Christian church, and of the errors so soon arising within its pale. Thus they serve

as invaluable material for biblical biography and the oldest church history. They contain,

besides, a choice collection of counsels and warnings for the teachers and guides of the church,

which remain always important through all centuries. Criticism has said, that the directions

of St. Paul to Timothy are too vague and insignificant to be worthy of him ; but it has not

given sufficient weight to the fact, that it was not so much the Apostle's design to establish tbe

legislation of the church, as to lay down in his writing the high principles and weighty rules,

whioh should remain unforgotten by the shepherds of the flock. Calve* is right in so far,

when he writes of the Second Epistle to Timothy : " In hie duabue eputolis quasi in vivd tabuld

depietum habemue verum ecclesia regimen." Undoubtedly we should go too far in our estimate

. of these writings, if we considered them as a complete pastoral charge, or a full compendium

of pastoral theology. They have neither that thorough order, nor that completeness, nor that

universal application in all the rules here given, which would be demanded for such a pur-

pose.* Much has exclusive reference to circumstances of person and place ; much is likewise

directed to the wants not only of the chief minister bat of the community itself; as to which

Calvin notices, that these Epistles do not bear exclusively the character of a confidential

private writing. u Eanc epistolam aliorum magiequam Timothei causa seriptum em judico"

thus begins his exposition of the argument on the First Epistle to Timothy,—" et mihi amenii-

entur, .qui ddligenter omnia expenderint. Non equidem nego
%
quin que quoque docendi et

manendi rationem Paulus habueri% sed multa hie contineri dico
y
qum supervacuum finsset

scrib&re, si cum solo Timotheo hdbuisset negotium." But however this may be, the Pastoral

Epistles certainly deserve to be the vade mecum of each present or future religious teaoher, who
will find embodied here a rich treasure of doctrine and counsel, of comfort and encouragement

Especially in days like ours, when so many questions in reference to church organisation are

• [It should be noted here, as the true canon of criticism, that St Paul does not give in these letters the formal

•(institution, aooording to which the church is to be built ; but he is writing of an already existing reality. The theorj
does not precede the feet ; but the feet precedes the theory, which explains it.—TaJ
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asked with new energy, the weighty precepts of the Pastoral Letters deserve to he expounded

with ail earnestness. Where they hold before our eyes a speaking picture of the simplicity of

the ^poetolio age, they belong to the whole work of Protestantism against the usurpations

of the Papal hierarchy. The heretics here opposed and unmasked are and remain in many
regards the types of later false teachers ; the warnings against * oppositions of science, falsely

so called,' which were needful for Timothy, are no lees so in our day against so many, who
hire learned nothing and forgotten nothing. Here, too, as it were in passing, there is given a

strong witness to many a cardinal truth of Jthe Gospel, so that these brief writings are rela-

tively rich in loci clamci for the doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture, the Divinity of Christ,

the work of atonement, and the new birth through the Holy Ghost, &c, as will be shown in

various places and passages. That furthermore Christian ethics finds here manifold warnings

against certain sins, and encouragements to certain Christian graces, is self-evident at the first

gUnce. Thos the contents of the Pastoral Epistles justify the honorable place which they hold

among the canonical writings of the New Testament, and prove themselves also the fruit of the

Holy Ghost, who influenced the Apostle in no mechanical manner when he took his stylus in

his hand, as if he were one of the actuarii and notarii of the Spirit ; but inspired him so fully

even in writing, that he was enabled clearly to develop the Christian truth, to exhibit the

Christian life in a living way, and to give the pastor and teacher suggestions regarding its

normal principles, worthy to the end of time of the earnest reflection of all ministers of

the Gospel. We can thus with good conscience repeat, in reference to all three Epistles, the

praise given by Stabkb: "This Epistle is sorely a rich treasure of truth, since in words,

seemingly at first so simple, there lie such depths, that a preacher will only truly grasp them

after much experience of their large spirit and high wisdom ; and will still find enoogh remain-

ing always for his study,"—nay, with good reason he adds, " that in this Epistle there is

contained a true house-tablet for all estates of men." Thus, too, the directin of the Saxon

church canon was a just one : " that a minister of the church should most diligently read the

Epistles of Paul to Timothy and Titus; and read again and often repeat, that he might learn

how to maintain himself both in love and life, and how to rule his own household and himself."

Huthkb : " The weighty question : ir»r dec cV oucq> $t&v amuTTpifa&Sai has here an answer,

harmonious in spirit with what is expressed in all the other letters of Paul. Might the

question never have been answered, and never be answered in any other spirit in the church I

"

f 4. THEOLOGICAL-HOMILETICAL TREATMENT OF THE PASTORAL EPI8TLEa

It is not necessary to our design to give a complete view of the literary history of these

Epistles. A rich collection of writings on the general subject, or on particular chapters and

terses, will be found among others, in Wines, Eandbuch d. Thcol. IAteratur. I. p. 265 ; and in

J. A. J. Weistngeb, in his Commentary, Konigsberg, 1851, p. 257. We shall name only those

writings whose study and use is desirable for practical divines and pastors. Among the Ke-

formers Lutheb mast especially be named. Scholia ct Scrmona in Prim. Joh. Ejnst. atque

Amott. in Pauli Epist. (priorem ad Timoth. ct Titum, edit. Bruns. Lfibeck, 1797. Then the

Commentary of Calvin ; that on both Epistles to Timothy, dedicated to Edward, Duke of

Somerset ; that on the Epistle to Titus, to his co-workers, Fabel and Tibet, whose labor he

had received and carried forward at Geneva in somewhat such manner as Titus the work of

Paul at Crete. Also Melanchthon: Enarratio Bpictolm prim, ad Timoth. ct duorum Oapitum

•eomdo, Wittemberg, 1561. Among later authors, who have labored in the spirit of the

Reformation, Bengsl must least of all be forgotten. His Gnomon contains precions material

for the right understanding of the Pastoral Letters. Not to cite among the expositors thobe

whose labor has become more or less antiquated from the present standpoint of science^ we
mention only the exegetical works which we wish to see especially in the hands of the clergy,

bo would prepare themselves by independent study for preaching or Bible instruction. Beside

tie Commentary of Wiesingeb already named, which appeared as the continuation of Olshattb-

nr's Commentary, and contains likewise the Epistles to the Philippians and Philemon, we ought

12
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specially to mention the thorough exposition of the Pastoral Epistles, with particular reference

to the authenticity, place and time of authorship, by Dr. 0. S. Mattbtbs, Greifswald, 1840,

which has made the earlier works of Platt, Maok, HetdekbeIoh, and others quite superfluous

Further, the brief exposition of the Epistles to Titus, Timothy, and Hebrews, by Dr. W. M. L
Db Wette, 2d ed. 1847 ; but before all others the noble eritical-exegetical treatise on the Epis-

tles to Timothy and Titus, prepared by Dr. J. E. Hutheb, 2d enlarged ed., Qotting., 1859,

11th part of Meybb'b Comment, on the If. T.* Among the writings which have appeared be-

yond Germany, and which specially claim to be consulted in regard to St. Paul and these

Epistles, we name Mr. J. Da Costa ; Paulus, eene Schriftbeschonwing. 2 Th. Leyden, 1846-47.

Dr. H. E. Vinxe : Be Zend brieven van den Ap. Paulus aan Timoth. Titus en Philemon, met

oppelderende en toepasselyhe Aanmerhingen. Utrecht, 1859. Ad. Monod ; St. Paul, cinq discoun.

Paris, 1851. Conybbabe andHowson: Life and Letters ofSt. Paul. London, 1860-53. 2 parts,

in 4to ; admirable both in form and contents [republished by 0. Scribner, New York]. From

the Danish there has appeared in a translation (Jena, 1846), an excellent work of Dr. G. E.

Scbabuko. The latest essays on these Epistles, both for their exposition and their relation to

Biblical Criticism and the Canon. Among English introductory works which have been de-

voted to the Pastoral Epistles, we must specially name Th. H. Hornet an Introduction to the

Textual Criticism of the New Testament, 8d ed., revised by S. T. Tbbqbllbs. LoncL, 1862, pp.

547-560. Finally may be compared the latest writers on the Apostolic age : Neandeb, Schaff,

Thiebsoh, Lakob, and others. Wibselbb, Chronol. dee Apost. Zeitalters, Gdttingen, 1848;

although he admits no second imprisonment of Paul at Rome. Lbohleb: Das apost. und

naeh-apost. Zeitdlter. 2d Aufl. 1857. We name also, J. Dieobioh : Die Briefs St. Pauli an Timo-

theus, Titus, Philemon und der Brief an die Hebr&er, Kurz erhldrt fur heilsbegierige aufmerk-

same Bibelleser; but especially copious, and rich in learning, the work of Dr. C. W. Otto (which

appeared after the preparation of this part of our Bible work); The Historical Relations of the

Pastoral Epistles anew Examined, Leipzig, 1860 ; with which should be compared also athorough

recension by Wbisse in the Studien u. Kritikcn, 1861. 111. In a peculiar way the genuineness of

the Epistles has been defended by Prof. Mabckeb in a short but interesting essay on the position

of the Pastoral Letters in the life of St Paul, although he allows only one imprisonment

Meiningen, 1861. The Commentary of Hutheb furnishes powerful weapons for the strife

against the hypercritical views of the Tubingen school. As to exegetical or practical aids for

the study and use of particular parts of the Pastoral Epistles, we shall speak in the proper place.

[It is unnecessary, in adding the more important English works connected with these

Epistles, to give more than a passing notice of older expositors, as Hammond, Whitby, Ben-

son, Macknight, Newoome, and Bloomfibld in his Greek Testament They are learned and

judicious ; but at this day of less worth, as they do not fully meet the more difficult ques-

tions since raised as to the genuineness of these Epistles ; and the later historic criticism has

thrown new light on some special topics, e. g. the early heresies, and the order of deaconess.

The Horn Paulina of Palet, however, deserves to be always remembered, as one of the earliest

and most ingenious essays in that comparative history of the Acts and the Epistles, which has

since been so largely explored. The more recent exegetical works have added much to our

knowledge of this part of the New Testament Among them, that of Coktbeabb and How-
son : Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 7th American ed. 1866, is the richest contribution to the

history and literature of the Apostle's age. Alfobd has given a thorough criticism of the

Pastoral Epistles, in his Greek Test, with Notes. See especially his Prolegomena for a discussion

of the evidences oftheir genuineness. Chb. Wobdswobth: Greek Test, with Introd. and Notes,

London, 1866, is of chief value for his large citations from Patristic history and theology in

regard to the Pauline time. Ellioott : Comment. Epp. to Tim., is worthy of careful study.

Davidson : Introd. K T.
}
is the ablest English writer who has defended the theory of one im-*

prisonment In addition to these, much valuable matter concerning the life of St. Paul may be
found in Labdneb : Hist. Apost. and Evang. Smith : Voyage and Shipwreck of St. PauL
Tate : Continuous History of St. Paul. Lewis : St. Paul.—Tb.]

* [It Ib to be hoped that tthe adnrirablo Commentary of Meter, m yet the boat In any language for critical ability

-wlU before long be translated for the nee of English and American readers.—Tn.]
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FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

»•»

INTRODUCTION.

SI.

Timothy, to whom two of the Pastoral Epistles are addressed, was from Lycaonia, or

according to some, from Lystra (Acts xvi. 1), according to others, from Derbe (Acts xx. 4).

The son of a Jewish mother, Eunice, and a Greek father, be had from the former, as also from

his grandmother, Lois, a devont training and instruction in the Old Testament Scriptures

(2 Tim. i. 6 ; iii. 14, 15). That he was a relative of St. Paul (Origen) is as unproved, as the

supposition {Starke) that his father belonged to the trtfiofupo^ the proselytes of the gate. In

this family the Word of the Lord (Matt. x. 84-36) was truth ; for while the father remained an

unbeliever, the mother and son were already converts to Christianity before the second mis-

sionary journey of Paul, who became acquainted with them at Lystra. The Apostle found the

youthful Timothy ready and willing to accompany him on his farther journey, as he had a good

report with the brethren (Acts xvi. 1, 2). From the fact that the Apostle calls him his son

(now, 1 Cor. iv. 17), we may justly infer, that he had received the Gospel through the preach-

ing of Paul, at his first sojourn in Lystra (Acts xiv. 6, 7). Out of consideration for the Jews

he circumcised him, as his father was a Greek, and then took him into the chosen companion-

ship of his confidential friends and followers (Acts xix. 22). He journeys with the Apostle over

Troas to Philippi, Thessalonica, and Berea, where he first remains, to follow Paul later to

Athens (Acts xvii. 14, 15). Not long after he was sent by the Apostle to Thessalonica, to

strengthen and comfort that young community (1 Thess. iii. 1-6), and to join Paul again in

Corinth (Acts xviii. 5 ; 1 Thess. iii. 6). Where Timothy had lived in the time between the

second and third missionary journey of Paul, the history does not tell us, but we find him again

on the third missionary journey at Ephesus by the side of the great Apostle to the Gentiles

(Acts xix, 22), from whence he entrusts to him a message to Macedonia and Achaia (1 Cor. iv.

17; xvi 10, 11). When Paul wrote his second letter from Macedonia to the Corinthians,

Timothy was by him (2 Cor. i. 1), and accompanied him soon after on a journey to Corinth,

from whence also his greeting was borne to the community at Rome (Rom. xvi. 21). On the

Apostle's return through Macedonia, he sent Timothy, among others, beforehand to Troas

(Acts xx. 4). £till later we meet him again at Rome ; at the time of the Apostle's first impris-

onment, in his 'close neighborhood (v. the beginning of the Epistles to Colossians, Philippians,

and Philemon). From thence Paul was minded to send him as soon as possible to Philippi, to

learn the condition of the community there (Phil. ii. 19), of which design, however, it docs not

appear later that there was an actual fulfilment As we infer from our Epistle, the Apostle,

after his release from his first captivity, had left him behind in Ephesus on a journey to Mace-

donia (1 Tim. i. 8), and hoped soon to meet him there again (1 Tim. iii. 13). Probably on this

occasion (not at the outset of the journey, Acts xvi.) he was consecrated by solemn laying on
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10 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

of hands to the work of the ministry (1 Tim. i. 18 ; iv. 14), so that the tradition is mainly righl

which makes him the first Bishop of the Church at Ephesus, although we do not explain ttiii

title in the later hierarchical sense. Probably he had labored there for some time, until

an urgent letter of Paul, during his second imprisonment, called him very speedily to Rome

(2 Tim. iv. 21). When and where he was cast into prison, from which he was again released

according to Heb. xiii. 23, can only be inferred by conjecture. Tradition says, that he suffered

martyrdom under the Emperor Domitian (81-96 a. d. Nicepuob. iii. 11); but according tt

Babonius, it was under Trajan, a. d. 109. Of his personal Christian character, all which wt

know with certainty or can fairly infer, gives the most favorable witness ; and it is wholly

without ground that any have questioned this from the admonitions which the aged Apostle

thought needful in view of Lis youth. In the fullest sense of the word he deserves the honor-

able name "man of God," wbich the Apostle gives him (1 Tim. vi. 11), and he must stand still

higher in our eye?, if wo look more closely at the difficult circumstances with which he had

more and more to contend at Ephesus. His connection with Paul, so far as we learn from

history, is from the outset unbroken, intimate, inexhaustibly happy for himself, yet for the

Apostle also a source of refreshing and comfort in his trials. Not only does he appear in this

equal to the other co-workers and friends of Paul, but it is recorded that he surpassed them all

(Phil. ii. 20) ; which doubtless was partly due to the admirable training given by his mother.

Niemkter, in his Oharact eristics of the Bible, I. p. 442, says truly in his prak3: "The Apostolic

history tells us how closely he always walked in the counsels of his teacher, how diligent to

spread the gospel, how he renounced all, even harmless comfort, that he might not throw the

least stumbling-block in the way of Christianity (1 Tim. v. 23). That noble feeling, that heart

wholly given to God and Christ, binds him so fast to Paul, that he cannot speak of him save in

the tendered language ; that he calls him his denr, upright son, and commends him with such

warmth to the love of other communions. Hallowed indeed to us—hallowed peculiarly to all

the teachers of religion, be the remembrance of tho noble man, the earliest emulator of the

great Apostle." The article on Timothy, by A. KOhleb, in Hebzog's ReaLEncyldop&die, XVL
pp. 167-172, deserves here to be compared ; and not less that by T. Ranke in Piper's Evangel.

Kalender, 1850, pp. 70-74 ; as well as the Biblitche WMerhteh fur das Chruliche Volk

Stuttgart, 1857 in voce.

S 2. TIME, PLACE, AND DESIGN OF THE COMPOSITION.

From the Epistle itself we can infer only what follows, as to the time when the Apostle first

wrote to Timothy. According to Chap. i. 8, the Apostle was, when he wrote this letter, on the

road from Ephesus to Macedonia; while he had left Timothy at the first-named place, and then

was minded (chap. iii. 14) to return as soon as he could, although he thought a delay quite pos-

sible. We can almost definitely assume, that nothing is said in the Acts of this stay of the

Apostle at Ephesus. For the first time he remains there only a very short season (Acts xviii.

19); the second time he had resided there indeed from two to three years, yet it is clear from

various circumstances, that this journey from Ephesns to Macedonia (Acts xx. 1) cannot be the

same the Apostle speaks of (1 Tim. i. 8). On this occasion Timothy is not left behind as Bishop

of the Church at Ephesus ; he has rather, according to Acts xx. 8, accompanied the Apostle,

already three months later, on his further journey. Besides, Paul was not intending (Acts

xx. 1) so soon to return to Ephesus as had been his design according t6 1 Tim. iii. 14 ; on the

contrary, he was on the way to Jerusalem ; he did not remain at this time at Ephesus, nay, he

expresses his foreboding that the elders of that community will see his face no more (Acts xx.

16, 25). We are hence compelled to infer another journey of Paul from Ephesus to Macedonia,

and can fix it only after his release from his first imprisonment at Rome.* From the want of

sufficiently sure historic data, we must be content with a certain measure of probability as to

the question, how long after the release this letter was written. If we now suppose, that the

* MiiacKKE, a. a. O ; p. 6, attempts to justify, but only by a forced method, his yiew that we are here to understand

the journey, Acts xviii. 21, to Jerusalem. He explains, solely on internal grounds, the words, B. SI, «t« Man&ovU** ma

spurious. Tho complete Impossibility of supposing this one of the journeys, of whkh ire are told in the Acts, is veil

ihown by Buffet.
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§2. THE, PLACE, AND DESIGN OF COMPOSITION. U

Apostle was early informed of the appearance and (powth of erroneous teachers in Asia Miuoi

and Ephesus at that time, then the probability is unavoidable, that very soon after his release

from his chains he hastened thither, and from thence, after leaving Timothy, journeyed to

Macedonia and Greece. If now we suppose (Wieselkb) that the first imprisonment of Paul

at Rome was during the years 61-63, then we are induced to place the composition of this

letter at the end of the year 63, or the beginning of 64. The contents of the letter have

nothing to prevent our supposing this comparatively early date.

Where Paul was at the writing of this first Epis.le, cannot be precisely known. Tbe desig-

nation of Athens as the place of composition in the tens, Copt, et Erp. lacks every historic

ground ; and it is equally so with the old subscription found in many manuscripts, as well as

the Peschito, which gives Phrygia Pacatiana. This last supposition points to a later time,

since before the age of Oonstantine tfie Great, there is no mention ofPhrygia Pacatiana, If we
might suppose that the first Epistle to Timothy was composed shortly after that to Titus, we
might perhaps have thought of Nicopolis ; but the internal probabilities lead us to give to

this first letter to Timothy the priority among the Pastoral Epistles. Another hypothesis,

that the letter was sent from Laodicea, would hardly have been received, had not some con-

founded it, groundlessly, with the cViotoXi) in Aaoducttar, to which Col. iv. 16 alludes (Theo-

phtlaot). From the obscurity which hangs over this less important question, it is best to be

content with tbe general suggestion, that the letter was probably composed in Macedonia, at

leastin its neighborhood. u The hypothesis that the letter was written in the prison at Oesarea,

and contained a charge to Timothy for Macedonia, is too forced to deserve a more precise

refutation." (Db Wettk).

The occasion and purport of this writing are clear enough from the contents. What the

Apostle at his earlier departure from Ephesns (Acts xx. 29) had feared, he had only too soon

realized.* Heretical teachers had arisen (chap. i. 4) ; and Timothy, still comparatively young,

needed much this counsel and guidance for his action in such a case. We prefer to show
later the proper character of these erroneous teachers, and to answer better, in our exposition

of the letter itself, the question in what relation they stand to other like phenomena in the

apostolic time, since we can then consider together their various features. Enough, that in

their doctrine there were seen the dvr&tattf Ttjs \j/€vfto)vvpov yvu<r*a>f • (1 Tim. vi. 20), whose

seeds already showed themselves in the days of Paul ; and the Apostle considered the con-

tradiction between their doctrine and practice on the one side, and his gospel on the other,

as wholly irreconcilable. With so much greater eagerness he turns his eye toward Timothy,

because he recalls his youth (chap. iv. 12). He must be warned partly against deviations

in conduct, partly against despondency; and as his position in the church was by no means

equal to that of the Apostle, he needed a public testimony to the agreement of his teaching

with that of Paul. To this end, then, the Epistle was written, although his own position and

that of the church was also kept in view. Wieselkb says somewhat too strongly : " The whole

composition of the letter presupposes a slight practice and experience of Timothy in the rule

of the affairs of a Christian community." However, he was not as yet self-poised and spirit-

ually ripe, and thus he was not only counselled here to hold fast to the confession and profes-

sion of the truth, but he was enlightened as to the weighty matters regarding the direction and

guidance of the chnrch. No further design for later times, undoubtedly, passed consciously

through the mind of the Apostle ; but he who believes that the Spirit of Truth guided his

writing, and cared for the wants of tbe church in the coming ages also, will find here expressed

not indeed the fixed forms, in which church polity and the organization of the Christian com-

munity must move from century to century in all lands, yet their great, unchangeable ground-

laws. Thus Luther is right, when he says in his preface :
" St. Paul writes this Epistle as a

model for all Bishops, what they shall teach, and how they shall rule the Christian Church in

all ciicuinstances, so that they need not guide Christian men by their own human darkness."

* Thi supposition of Dk. Otto, that the first Epistle to Timothy was written on account of the Corinthian troubles, it

by so mums favored by a deeper study of the Epistles to the Corinthians compared with the character of the heretical

toaehets here described.
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12 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.
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S 3. CONTENT8 AND DIVISIONS OF THE EPISTLE.

For the purpose of a general view of the ooDtents of this Epistle, it will be useful to give

here its chief divisions, although their mutual connections can be better explained by the

exposition itself. After the apostolic greeting, Paul at once (chap. L 8) recalls the exhortation

which he had left to Timothy, and gives a short account of the erroneous teachers whom

he must above all oppose (v. 4). In relation to those who deceitfully present themselves aa

teachers of the law he now brings to view the true meaning of the law (vv. 6-10) in regard

to which he expresses his personal gratitude for the mercy which had befallen him in his own

conversion and calling to the service of the Gospel (vv. 11-17). Here he returns to his starting

point (v. 8), and counsels Timothy to fight the good fight of faith as a soldier, while he recall!

for his warning the sad example of two well-known heretics (vv. 19, 20). In the following

verses he counsels the diligent use of public prayers, whilst he supports his counsel by many

motives (chap. ii. 1-7), and then in particular shows, how both men and women should conduct

themselves in this and in the social assemblies of the church (w. 8-15). This opens the way

(chap, iii.) for his special discourse on the appointment of bishops of the church (w. 1-18).

He shows what wants Timothy must particularly consider (w. 1-8) in the selection of bishops

and (w. 9-13) of deacons; as to which he remarks that he expects soon to visit him, but

writes this beforehand, that Timothy may know how he is to act in the church ofGod (w. 14, 15).

Here follows a passage on the great mystery of godliness (v. 16), which better agrees with the

connections of the fourth chapter, and leads the Apostle to show in its true light the troth

preached by him, in contrast to the errors he opposes (chap. iv. 1-5). The Apostle refers to

the prophets, who predicted the times of apostasy, in which dangerous errors should go hand

in hand with immoral precepts ; but again he passes on (w. 6-16) in a tone of paternal anxiety,

to give Timothy various admonitions as to the exercise of his official duty. In the fifth chapter

he proceeds to write rules of conduct for different classes in the Christian body. Sometimes

more briefly, sometimes more fully, Paul points out here, how he should act toward the old

and the young (vv. 1, 2), toward widows in regard to their support by the community (vv. 8-8)

;

further, what rules he should adopt in his choice of deaconesses, and what should be his

counsel as to the young widows (vv. 9-16). In regard to the elders he gives many observa-

tions, partly how the church (vv, 17, 18), partly how Timothy himself must act in various con-

ditions and circumstances (w. 19-22) ; in which he offers a wholesome rule for his own health

(v. 28), and he adds a general counsel, rich in the knowledge of human nature (vv. 24, 25),

which shall make him cautious in judgment of others. In the last chapter his advice is directed

partly to the church, in reference to different classes. He informs servants how they must

conduct themselves toward unbelieving as well as believing masters (w. 1, 2), while immedi-

ately after follows a strong rebuke to those who, from impure motives, preach another doctrine

than that of the Apostle (w. 8-5). In view of their insatiable covetousness, the Apostle shows

the indivisible connection of godliness and contentment, and warns against the love of money,

which is not only for the individual, but the church, the root of many evils (vv. 6-10). In oppo-

sition to this bad state of things, Timothy must remain true to his high calling (vv. 11-16)

and fight the good fight of faith, remembering his own good confession, and that of his suffering

Saviour, as well as his hope of the glorious appearing of Christ. Here, perhaps, the Epistle

would fitly close
;

yet the thought of the richer members of the community draws out a

special warning from the Apostle's heart (w. 17, 18), whilst his love of Timothy compels

him once more to gather all his counsels in a strong, closing exhortation, which he then seals

with his benediction (vv. 19-21).

From this summary sketch, it appears that there is to be found here no systematic order

of thought, as, e. g. in the Epistles to the Romans and Ephesians, but a free, natural outpouring

of the Apostle's heart. It is impossible to show any organic connection, but rather the varied

counsels of this letter remind us of pearls of varied color and size, yet strung on one thread.

The spirit remains one and the same in all these exhortations, so that the remark of our old

Starke is just: " The style is plain, simple, and artless, yet pointed and impressive, as a father
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is wont to write to his son, caring moro for the quality of the things than the nicety of the

words. Yet there shines everywhere a lofty spirit and a great truth, which a teacher, the

oftener he rightly reads and reflects on, discovers more and more."

, S4. LITERATURE.

Beside the authors already named in the first General Introduction, we may compare Wit-

sits : de vitd Timothei hreviarivm, in the Miscellanea Sacra, II. Herborn, 1712, 2d ed. p. 557

etteq. T. A. Wegsohbideb: The First Epistle of St. Paul to Timothy, newly translated and
expounded, 1810. G. E. Leo : Epist. prim, ad Timoth. Grace cum comment, perpetuo, 1887.

J. Bkeeeman: Sc6? ifavtp. iv vapid, or, Critic. J>issertat. on 1 Tim. iii. 16. London, 1741.

J. G. Buekhabdt: Dissert. TheoL Inaug. de locol Tim. iii. 16. lips., 1786. The Treatise

on this Epistle, in the New Testament by 0. v. Geblaoh. Dr. H. L. Hbubneb: Practical Expo-

sition of the New Test, 4 vols. Potsdam, 1859, containing both Epistles to Timothy ; and others.

[In addition to the English expository -works named in the General Introduction, we may
refer to a few which should be consulted in regard to the special topics of the first Epistle.

The history of the heresies in St. Paul's time is handled with much ingenuity by Stanley:

Comm. on Ep. Corinth., whose theory, however partial as to the Gnostio traces in other parts

of the New Testament, has strong confirmation in the Pastoral Epistles. We should name
specially also Schafp's Apostol. Church, B. IY. oh. 8. This work, although of German
authorship, stands foremost in learning and ability among all which have been written in

our own language. Bubton : Lectures, has given much light on the Jewish origin of these

heresies. See also, for some striking observations, the late commentary of T. L. Davies:
Epp. to Ephesians, Colossians and Philemon. London, 1866. In regard to the primitive rule

of deaconess, v. Howsoir * Deaconesses, London, 1862, and the admirable volume of J. M. Lud-

low: Woman's Work in the Church, London, 1866. The vexed question of Episcopacy and

Presbytery, as connected with these Epistles, has employed many writers in the English

Church ; but as they are of more ecclesiastical than exegetical value, they are not here

mentioned*—Tb.]
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THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL

TIMOTHY.*

Superscription, and wish for Blessing.

Ch. L 1, 2.

1 Paul, an Apostle of Jesus Christ ["Christ Jesus] * by [according to] the com-
mandment ' of God our Saviour,

1 and Lord Jesus Christ,
4 which is our hope

;

2 Unto Timothy, my own son in the faith : Grace, mercy, and peace, from God
oar * Father and Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus] * our Lord.

9 [Latin : In&ptt ad TiwioOuun prima. English Version : The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy ; which
is a translation of the title in the Rtcepla.

1 Ver. 1.—-ncpcerod 1i|ro8, instead of 1*r. Xpurr., the reading of the Bceepla, and of Lachmann also.

m ZpMrr. Is^r.—E. H.)
The

1 Ver. I.—(Mtr* fcrwayjr. 8o all the authorities. The 81naitJcas has mat btayytXia* = according to the promise,
At; et 1 Tim. L 1. But the true readina. doubtless, is the reooived.-E. H.]

• Ver. I.—-re«od cmr$pot jftimv ; the order of these words varies much in the later M8S. See Teschendorf ; so
Esther.—B. H.)

* Ver. 1.—Received text : Lord Jesus Christ. [Omitted by Ioohmann and Tisehendorf ; found in the Sinsitious.
Is the Minuscules. «*i Is left out, or placed sometimes before' ewrMoe, aooordin? to Huther.-E._HJ

• Ver. 2.—[nn*r ; in the JUcepta, but to be omitted ; is omitted by our author in his text.-
• Ver. 2.—{Xfiumv 1*rov

cat the same.—E. H.)

_.._, ___ „ _. ____„_, . E. H.)
so Taonmann and Tisehendorf supported by the weightiest authorities. The Sinaiti-

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

Ver. 1. PsraL See, in reference to his person,

Ike statements of the Acts of the Apostles, and the

preceding Pauline Epistles.—By the command-
ant, Kor* iwmyi*. The Apostle begins his work
tins, because he would enforce his apostolic author-
ity against heretical teachers. The same expression

occurs in Titos L 3, and refers to the Divine commis-
sion of the Apostle, the foundation of which was
ttfcsan tow* to which he alludes in other places, as

» Tim. L 1 (comp. Gal. 1 1). We do not, however,
discover in this an undesigned expression of his con-

nenee in the Divine origin and character of his

tposdeship (Matthles). We believe, rather, that the

Apostle uses this word designedly, in order to give
to his admonitions their due authority.—Qod our
Saviour, ffmr^pos h*"* (comp. Jude, 25 ; Luke i.

47). The representation of God the Father as Sa-
viour is peculiar to the Pastoral Epistles ; while in

the other Pauline Epistles, the name is usually given

to Christ. It is obvious that this name is applied to

the Father, in view of that which He has done,

through Christ, for the salvation of mankind.—Our
hope. One of those rich expressions which lose

their power and beauty in any paraphrase (comp.
John xi. 25 ; CoL i. 27 ; Eph. ii. 14, and similar

passages). The conception is as little exhausted,

whether we consider Christ exclusively as the foun-

dation, or exclusively as the object of hope ; rather,

both conceptions are to be so blended, that we shall

see in Christ the living centre of the Christian hope.

"In eo tolo rendu lota ialvHt nottra materia;"
Calvin. It is Christ, in and through whom alone our

hope in the Divine ccrrnpla is realized.

Ver. 2. Own son in the faith, ynpltr Wtn^*
not Kara adpua, but «V wlffru; which last word
must not be joined with 7rn<rfe#, but with Wk*?,
and denotes the sphere in which the relationship has

grown between Paul and Timothy (comp. 1 Cor. iv
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16 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

14-17 ; Gal. iv. 19). Titus, in chap. i. 4, is greeted

with the same name of honor, jcot« Koiy^y w&r-

w. The Apostle feels inwardly moved to give

such prominence to the bond which unites him in

Timothy ; and from this spring of inner love now
bursts his noble intercessory prayer. [The English

Version reads, " in the faith ; " but it is better " in

faith." So Conybeare, and others. Alford and
Wordsworth, however, retain the former reading.

—

W.l—Qraoe, mercy, and peace. A new charac-

teristic of the Pastoral Epistles, that mercy is named
in the salutation, while elsewhere St. Paul is wont to

entreat only grace and peace for his readers (com-
pare, however, GaL vi. 16 ; Jude 21 It is not pos-

sible that a writer of fiction would have allowed such

slight deviations ; he would rather have been careful

to copy, as literally as possible, the Apostle's usual

form of salutation. This difference gives us an in-

ternal proof, in its degree, of the genuineness of the

Epistle. The chief motive by which the Apostle felt

himself compelled, from the fulness of his heart, to

join this third word to the other two, was doubtless

his own personal feeling. As his life drew nearer

its close, and he felt more deeply his weakness, his

coming end, the &co* was the foundation of his

hope ; and for Timothy, too, with grace and peace,

it was the one thing needful. ** Miscricordia dicit

gratiam quasi ttnenorem erga mUerabilt*, et hujus
misericoraue divines ezperientia afferi kabilitatem ad
ministeriurh evangelicum? vers, 18, 16; Bengel.
We may call grace the highest good for the guilty,

mercy for the suffering, and peace for the struggling

disciple of the Lord. In its harmony, this ravish-

ing threefold chord expresses all the spiritual gifts

which the Christian should ask for himself and his

brethren.—Christ Jesus. Here, as very frequently

in the Epistles to Timothy, the official name, The
Christ, in which the Messianic promises are fulfilled,

is placed before the name of the historic person,

Jesus.

DOCTRINAL A2TO ETHICAL.

1. As it was not necessary for Timothy to be
assured of the apostolic authority of Paul, since he
had not the least doubt of it, it becomes more evi-

dent here that the Apostle attaches to it a high sig-

nificance, when it is named even in the beginning of
this letter. We often hear the superficial notion
advanced, that the Apostles, as the first witnesses of
the personal appearing of Christ, had some advan-
tage over later teachers, but that there is, after all,

no essential inequality. If this were true, the Pas-
toral Epistles would have, in many respects, an en-
tirely different character. We hear in them not
merely an elder teacher addressing his younger
brethren in office, not merely a spiritual father ad-
dressing his son, but an Apostle giving exhortations
to his youthful fellow-laborers, in a tone which ad-
mits no contradiction, and expects nothing but obe-
dience for Christ's sake in all he prescribes and
ordains (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 15, 16). If we once
admit that the spirit of truth was given to each one
(*pbs rh ffvn4>4por

%
1 Cor. xii. 7), it lies in the very

nature of the case, that with the munus apostolicum
qua tale

y charismata were joined, which other teach-
ers of the church could not enjoy, or, at least, to the
same degree. The Lord, who has appointed some
apostles, and some evangelists (Eph. iv. 11, 12), has

by no means made the latter equal to the former.

This misconception of the principle of authority

begets the most unchecked wilfulness and private

opinion, and brings us not to the feet of the Apos-
tle, but under the sceptre of every writer who may
place himself and his word above that of St. Paul
The recognition of the apostolic authority is the best

palladium against the threefold enemy which assails

the evangelical church in our day—Mysticism, Ra-
tionalism, and Romanism; comp. P. Jalaouyxe,
Inspiration du Nouveau Testam,, Paris, 1861 ; espe-

cially p. 61-89.

2. The recognition of Jesus Christ as our hope
involves, if it have any significance whatever, the

recognition of His real divinity. If the Lord be
nothing more than a mere man, as many modern
theologians represent, then we are not free to call

Him our hope, without narrowing greatly our con-

ception of its meaning. The Scriptures pronounce
a fearful judgment upon all who trust in an arm
of flesh ; comp. Jer. xvii. 6, 6 ; Ps. cxviii. 8, 9

;

cxlvi. 8.

8. The apostolic benediction, "Grace, mercy,
and peace," illustrates the character of the gospel,

as essentially different not only from the law, but

from every merely human and philosophic system of
religion. All grace, mercy, and peace which God
can bestow, come to us only through and in com-
munion with His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ ; comp.
John xiv. 6.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The significance of Paul's title, the Apostle of

the Lord.—Paul the Apostle, for all ages and centu-

ries.—The calling of Paul to the apostolic office a
good to all Christendom.—The nature, foundation,

and value of the apostolic authority.—God the Sa-

viour of all men, but especially of those that believe

(1 Tim. iv. 10),—Christ the Lord of the Church.—
Christ our hope : (1.) What does this name involve ?

(2.) What does it demand ?—Christ (1.) can be our
hope, for He is the true God

; (2.) will be our hope,

for He is the Mediator between God and man
; (3.)

must be our hope, for there is salvation in no other.

—The communion of saints.—The strong tie mat
unites together spiritual lathers and their children.

—

The high value of the gospel blessings.—The grace,

the mercy, and the peace of God, in their relation to

the faith, the love, and the hope of the Christian.—

Jesus Christ the source whence all spiritual blessings

flow to us.—What must the Christian ask first and
chiefly for his brethren ?

Osiandeb : If Paul be a messenger of God, we
ought to regard his writings as nothing else than

the infallible word of God (Luke x. 16).—No man
ought to preach without a due calling in the church

(Heb. v. 4).—Anton : The majesty of God can only

be constantly and lovingly manifest in the face of
Jesus Christ. If Christ be our hope, then we cer-

tainly roust not rest our hope on the saints, or on
our own merit, but recognize Christ as the only Re-
deemer.—The office and work of the preacher are
means by which spiritual sons and daughters are born
to God (Philem. 10Y.—Langx's Opus bU>L: Every
believing reader of this benediction should put him-
self in the place of Timothy, and make it hfe own,
since he knows and honors God as his Father, and
Christ as his Lord.
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CHAPTER L 8-11. 17

IL

Occasion for the writing of this Epistle.—Preliminary description and condemnation
of the heretical teachers who had appeared at Ephesus, who misunderstood
equally the nature both of the Law and of the Gospel

Ch. I. 8-11.

3 As ' I besought thee to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia,
4 that thou mightest charge some that they teach no other doctrine, Neither give
heed to fables and endless genealogies, which minister questions [questionings],
rather than godly edifying [the dispensation of God] * which is in faith : so do.

5 Now the end of the commandment is charity out of a pure heart, and of a good
6 conscience, and of faith unfeigned : From which some having swerved have
1 turned aside unto vain jangling ; Desiring to be teachers of the law ; under-
8 standing [considering] neither what they say, nor whereof they affirm. But we
9 know that the law is good, if a man use

8
it lawfully ; Knowing this, that the

law is not made [set forth = posita] for a righteous man, but for the lawless and
disobedient, for the ungodly and for sinners, for the unholy and profane, for

10 murderers of fathers and murderers of mothers,
4
for man-slayers, For whore-

mongers, for them that defile themselves with mankind, for men-stealers, for liars,

for perjured persons, and if there be any other thing that is contrary to sound
11 doctrine : According to the glorious gospel [the gospel of glory] of the blessed

God, which was committed to my trust [which I have been entrusted with].

1 Ver. 8.—(No apodosis to xo&fc. Lachmann brackets vera. 5-17 ; but this scarcely meets the case. Perhaps ire
had better supply, with our author, at the end of tot. 4, so now also I exhort thee. Bo likewise Conybeare and How-
HH.-E. H.l

1 Ver. 4.—Dispensation (HaushaUung), according to the reading oucopoftiav. instead of the oIkoSoiiCop of the Recepia,
which has scarcely any critical confirmation at all. The reading oixovoulav is supported by such weighty authorities
(bow also by the Sinaiticus), that its accuracy cannot bo doubted. Mattb&i says :

*• oUorofixav, ila omnes omnino met,
« U quidetrij qui scholia habent, etiam in scholiis uli quoque interpretea edili. ohto&ofilo* nihil nisi error est typothe-
Utnm Srarvti, 8 cum v confuto nisi Erasmus deliberate ita correxerit ad latinitm: tediflcationem

;

n Huther.
1 Ver. 8.—(Lachmann, on the authority of A., reads xpijtnjrot ; tho rest hare xpipm. So also the Sinaiticus.

—

£. H.)
4 Ver. 9.—[warpoh^fatt, jnp-poAyatf. Lachmann, Tischendorf, Sinaiticus, instead of rarpa., jnppa.—E. H.l

EXEGETICAL A3D CRITICAL.

Ver. 3. Besought. For the occasion and object

of this exhortation, see the Introduction. Timothy
must remain at Ephesus, vpoo-pclyai (the same word
occurs in Acts xviii. 18), in order, by his presence,

to oppose tho evil which was becoming apparent
there. The simplest explanation of this somewhat
angular phrase, is, that Paul had already, at Ephe-
•os, ghren this injunction to Timothy, and had then
left him in order to set out on his journey to Mace-
donia. According to Chrysostom, the form in which
tins admonition is couched is a proof of the friend-

ly spirit of the Apostle towards Timothy: "ov
ftp Irrcy: 4wero£a, oM Mkcwra, ov& Taprjvfo'a,

AAAa ri ; wapex&ccrd <rf."—Some. In other places,

abo, the Apostle speaks, without any personal desig-

nation, of those whom he calls upon Timothy to

oppose (Ten. 6, 19 ; chap. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. it 18).

Timothy knew them from his own experience, and
needed, therefore, no more exact advice. He was to

charge them, not at once publicly (Matthies), yet in

an earnest and emphatic way, to teach no other doc-
trine than that which the Apostle had before deliv-

ered. 'Ercpo8(8a<nraAc?y (comp. chap, vi 8 ; Tit. i.

IS). The word indicates the strange elements that

may mingle with the teaching of the gospel, and
easily assume a character hostile to it. The same
warning Paul had already given, in another form, to

the elders of the church (Acts xx. 29). The pure
doctrine, in which men must steadfastly abide, is

naturally, in his thought, identical with his gospel

(2 Tim. ii. 8).

Ver. 4. Fables and endless genealogies
(comp. Tit. i. 14 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. iv. 4 ; Tit.

iii. 9). It is difficult to know with certainty what
Hv&ot and ytutaXoytai are here specially meant.
From all that we gather, however, in this Epistle, it

is most probable that reference is made to fables of
Jewish form and origin, which were endlessly spun
out, and had called forth much dispute in the
church. " Although there were many fables among
the heathen, yet the Apostle has in special view the
Jewish tradiUones; for it was asserted that Moses
bad not written down all the mysteries revealed by
God, but had given much orally to the elders, by
whom they were handed down as a traditional law,

or Kabbala, although these Jewish notions were
mostly of their own invention, and in part, too,

drawn from heathen philosophy;" Starke. The
genealogical records here mentioned appear also to

nave been mainly of Jewish origin, and, as we know,
were held in high repute, and gave occasion for

many useless and curious questions; although we
need not entirely exclude a reference to the doctrine

of Emanation, taught by the heretical schools. The
(VrrVci* are nothing but the foolish questions (Tit.

iii. 9), which lead to strife and discord. This love
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18 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

of fables and genealogies is held by the Apostle in

such great aversion, because it furnished such mate-

rial for dispute, rather than for a right knowledge
of the essential way of redemption (oUopofila).
44 MaAAoy, non temper comparationit ted tmpu* cor-

rections et oppottkonit nota est (comp. 2 Tim. i.

4J;" Glassius. Most commentators agree that the

clause which begins the third verse should be under-

stood to close at the end of the fourth verse, with

an othot *tol vvv wopo/raXd, which certainly might be
most fitly inserted in this place. Otherwise it must
be supposed that the Apostle, after a long digression

(vers. 6-7), takes up again, at ver. 18, the thread of

the broken exhortation ; ver. 5 or ver. 12 forms no
perfect conclusion.

Ver. 5. The end of the commandment. It

is a question, whether reference is made to the com-
mand given by Paul, ifr ver. 8, to Timothy, or, in a

wider sense, to the Divine commandment in general,

which Timothy is to impress upon his hearers. The
latter is the more probable, since the Apostle begins

forthwith to oppose a false view of the Mosaic law.
44
TlapayyiXJa, practical teaching as the chief ele-

ment of the tii&unca\ta (rytaiyowra ; a contract to the

pSdot;" De Wette.—End; Luther: The sum, as

this word designates that to which we are chiefly to

look, and toward which we are to strive. "The
ultimate aim of all the admonitions of the Christian

preacher should be practical—to call out a true

love;" Olshausen. Even to Timothy, Paul writes

very little of the mysteries of Christianity, that, by
his example, he may yet more put to shame this ger-

minal Gno8ticism.--Charity out of a pure heart,
Ac Love, i4 the bond of all Christian virtues," the

fruit of the tree, whose root, faith, is presupposed

as already existing, and commended at the close of
the exhortation. This love can only spring out of a
pure heart, cleansed from all selfishness and evil de-

sires ; out of a good conscience, which, being free

from the guilt of sin, and reconciled with God, can
then first love in truth; and from an unfeigned
faith.—Unfeigned, kmnr6Kpiros ; that is, no empty
thought or fancy, but a spiritual light and spiritual

life not consisting in words, but in a living assurance

of the heart, and proving its life in its fruits. With-
out real faith there is no good conscience ; without a
reconciliation of the conscience there is no pure
heart ; without a pure heart there is no true Chris-

tian love conceivable. Thus all are blended in the

closest union. [Alford: "It is faith—not the pre-

tence of faith, the mere Scheinglaube of the hypo-
crite. . . . Wiesinger well remarks, that we see that

the general character of these false teachers, as of
those against whom Titus is warned, was not so
much error in doctrine, as leading men astray from
the earnestness of the loving Christian life to use-

less and vain questionings, ministering only strife."]

Ver. 6. From which • • • vain jangling.
*flv, that is, from the Christian dispositions and
virtues mentioned in ver. 6. The polemic character

of the Epistle of Paul appears immediately after the
statement of the riKes rijs vapayyeXlas. The here-

tics were separatists, toroxfivarrcs ; they had failed

of the end which the Apostle has set forth—the
same word occure in 1 Tim. vi. 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 18

—

and were thus astray in a false path, because they
had turned els uwrwokoyUw, The etymology indi-

cates the meaning of this word, which, besides, is

found only here. (Tit. i. 10, fueratoXoyoi occurs).

Heie is suggested that waste of words, that empty
talk, :a »hich there can bo found no rational sense,

no unity of conviction. Compare the jBI£i)Am

Ktpofvrlcu (chap. vi. 20), and the 0*fa\oi *al

yoa&eis /iv&oi (1 Tim. iv. 7 ; Tit. Hi. 9). The
character of this vain jangling is more exactly de-
fined by what immediately follows, in ver. 7.

Ver. 7. Teachers of the law, vonoZitiaicaKoi,

not in a good, but in a bad, unevangelical sense of
this word ; men who so mixed together law and gos*

pel, that the latter was weakened, and who would
likewise force a Mosaic system upon the Christian, in

the notion that they themselves had pierced deeper
than others into its nature and spirit. It is the same
Jewish legalism, which, in its special relation to the
Gentiles, the Apostle opposes in Rom. xii. 17 and
Gal. vi. 20; because, in its inmost spirit, it is in

irreconcilable conflict with Christian truth and free-

dom. In the keenest way, throughout the following

verses, it is held up to view in its utter nakedness,

fill poovmsy K.T.A. " Bonut doctor debet esse intelli-

gent, simu'que certut: ittit, inquit Paulus, utrutnqut
deest ;

n Bengel. They themselves understand not
what they say, nor whereof they affirm. If we may
draw a distinction between these two expressions,

the former seems to mean the subjective opinions,

the expressed ideas, the fictions of these men ; while

the second designates the objective views, the mate-
rial, on which they based their convictions with the

greatest confidence, but into which, according to the

assertion of Paul, they bad no clear insight So
also Raphelius : " Qui nequc ea, qua loguuntur tatk
intelligant, negne qnibus de rebus loquantur, con-

siderant.
1
* What these wpofttftdViraXof held as to

the unaltered authority of the Mosaic law, rested on
their plain ignorance of the very purpose of the

law; which is therefore, in the 8th and following

verses, designedly placed by the Apostle in its true

light. It appears, also, from this whole argument,
that these heretics were not already separated from
the community, or in opposition to it—in which case

Timothy could have had no further influence over

them—but they were still within its pale. It is wor-

thy of note, too, that they continually sought author-

ity in the writings of the Old Testament for their

half-heathen speculations.

Ver. 8. But we know. An authoritative

apostolic oX&m*v, of quite other worth than that of

the Scribes and Pharisees (John ix. 29, 31). The
Apostle places the declaration of his knowledge,

which he had learned in the school of the Holy
Ghost, against the arrogant view of the false Gnosis,

Perhaps its advocates had thought to raise a sus-

picion against him, as if be despised the law, or, at

least, denied it any real worth. He opposes to this

his doctrine, which he fully knows will be received

by Timothy—that the law is good (properly, beauti-

ful, tcox4*), and in itself blameless (comp. Rom. rii.

12) ;
yet only on condition that every man use the

same lawfully, rofdfu»st
which was not done by these

heretics. A play upon the word ; as if to say, that

the law must be fulfilled according to law. We
have special cause to be thankful that the true defi-

nition of the law has been so fully stated by Paul in

the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, as rightlv

to explain 1 Tim. i. 8-10. N<yd/u»s is the use of

the law by the man who allows it to exercise its

proper office, who is brought by it to a knowledge
of bis own sin and liability to punishment. " Thia
knowledge will give us its spirit and intent—not
room for idle questions and subtleties, nor for self-

deception through a feigned and outward righteous-

ness. This lawful use of the law is meant by Christ,
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CHAPTER L 8-11. 19

when He promises life to those who keep the law

(Luke x. 28 ; chap, xviii. 20, et seq.)
;

n Von Ger-

lach. It is self-evident, also, that Paul in this place

speaks not of the hearer or the reader of the law,

but solely of its application by its teachers, who may
well reflect on the verses which follow.

Yer. 9. That the law Is not made for a
righteous man. It is not strange that this passage

should at first awaken surprise in many readers, and
that, at the time of the Reformation, it should have
been controverted by Agricols, The first question

is, whom the Apostle means by this righteous man

—

a question which is at once answered by the antithe-

sis following it, kySfxots 8), ir.r.A. In distinction

from this, the person meant by ZUcuos may be one
whose life is righteous and moral according to the

requirements of the law. But since, according to

the invariable doctrine of the Apostle, all who are

under the law are also under the curse of the law, so

that by the works of the law no flesh can be justi-

fied (Gal. iii. 10; Rom. hi. 20), it follows, that by
the righteous Christian man must be meant one who
has been justified by faith in Christ, and wholly re-

newed by the Holy Spirit (Justus per justificationem,
et per sanctificationem). Of such a man Paul says,

that the law is not made for him, vSfios ov kutm.
As the article is wanting before r6fios, it may be
thought that only a general proposition is stated as

to the nature and purpose of any moral code (Chry-

sostom, Brentanol But the mention of the gospel

in contrast with the law (ver. 11), and the argument
against the pofiotitdurKaXoi (ver. 7), imperatively re-

quires us here to understand the Mosaic law alone.

On the omission of the article, see Winer's Gram-
mar, in loco. This law, then, is not made for the

righteous man ; that is, it is not given to him, as

such. When De Wette says, " This view of the law

seems foreign to the Apostle," he seems to for-

get entirely such passages as Gal. v. 18-23. The
thought, that the letter of the Mosaic law possesses

no more binding force for the redeemed in Christ, is

so entirely Pauline, that it forms one of the main
pillars of his whole doctrinal structure. It certainly

gives also a fulfilment of the law from the Christian

standpoint, as It is announced in Rom. iii 31 ; viii.

4, and in other places. But in this passage the

Apostle expressly shows its meaning for the wholly

unconverted, in order to expose more clearly the

folly of those heretics who will put the law by the

side of, or even above the gospel, for the Christian.

fAugustin on Ps. i. : " Justus non est sub lege, quia
t* Uge Domini est voluntas ejus ; qui enim in lege

est, secundum legem agitur ; tUe ergo liber est ; hie

serwus.n Hooker, Eccl Pol., B. 1, c 8. "A law

is a directive rule unto goodness of operation. The
rule of Divine operation is the definitive appoint-

ment of God's own wisdom set down within Himself
The rule of natural agents that work by necessity is

the determination of the wisdom of God, known to

God, but not unto them. The rule of voluntary

agents on earth is the venture that reason giveth

concerning the goodness of those things which they

f
arc to do. . . . Neither must we suppose that there

needcth one rule to know the good, and another the

evil by. For he that knoweth the straight, doth

even thereby discern the crooked. Goodness in

actions is like unto straightness ; wherefore, that

which is done well, we term right."—W.]—But
for the lawless. In contrast to this, true spirit

of law, the Apostle now names a long list of evil-

doers, for whom the law remained in full force ; a

list in which one familiar with the Pauline writings

will not expect completeness, systematic order, or
logical strictness, in its various conceptions; yet
which by no means lacks connection, and has clearly

this thought at the bottom, that they who are most
zealous for the law often most grossly transgress it

(comp. Rom. ii. 20). He names, at the outset, two
by two, six classes of wicked men—-ay6fiois /col

amntordicTois ; that is, such as care nothing for the
law, and have altogether refused obedience to it

(comp. Titus i. 6-10); 1urt04<ri jro) kfxaproKoTs, god-
less (comp. Titus ii. 12) and gross sinners, who have
no fear of God in their hearts (comp. Rom. iv. ;

v. 6). Here the hostile attitude toward God be-

comes more prominent, while the preceding two are

violators of the law in general. 'Avociois iced /3c0^-

A.oif blend both the first conceptions, as the irre-

ligious and profane, here depicted, are alike de»

spisers of the Holy God, and of His holy law. Here
follow, more in detail, certain specimina malt, from
which we may suppose that, with the exception of
the Inst vitium, irtSpKots, the various statutes of the

second table passed before the mind of the Apostle.

He names the murder of father and mother—those

who violate the first commandment with promise
(Eph. vi. 2), and grossly abuse their parents (itarpa*

Kolas ; 6 rbv var4pa artpdfar, rtnrrmw $ rrcbw

;

Hesychius). Murderer, consequently a breaker of
the sixth commandment, artpwpSrois ; in the New
Testament an £ro£ \ty6n*yoy. Further, those who
sin against the seventh commandment, commit forni-

cation with women (xSpvots), or with the male sex
(ap<r€roKoirats)y comp. Rom. i. 27 ; both natural and
unnatural crime (comp. Levit. xix. and xxiii.). Then
follow transgressions of the eighth commandment,
here wholly concerning men—the sin of man-Heal-
ing, specially forbidden in Exodus xxi. 16 ; Deut.

xxiv. 7 ; avZp#irotit<rrcus
y
plagiariis. It was, besides,

no rare crime among the Greeks to steal boys or

girls, that they might be sold into slavery. Lastly

follow those who break the ninth commandment,
tf/cD<rrcu, Mopteot ; such as deliberately speak false-

hood, or swear to a falsehood, or break an oath
already taken. By the following «f re Hrepor, *.r.A.,

we may suppose meant transgression against the

tenth commandment, which is here omitted. We
find, however, in this eatalogus eriminum^ no orderly

reference to the commandments of the first table

;

and Bengel has clearly gone too far, when he writes,
" Paulus pro ordine decalogi hie nominal injustos"

This is true only of the second half of the deca-

logue.—And if there be any other thing that
Is contrary to sound doctrine. Sound doctrine

—one of the expressions characteristic of the Pas-

toral Epistles (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 3 ; Titus ii. 1, and
elsewhere). Not healthful doctrine is meant (Lu-

ther), nor a sound morality (Leo), but the Christian

teaching in general is approved in its inner sound-

ness, as opposed to the fiarauoXoyla of the heretics.

This phrase is used also to express those symptoms
of disease which St. Paul saw with grief springing

np in the church (comp. 2 Tim. it 17). [It is ob-

servable that the word *' wholesome w occurs nine

times in the Pastoral Epistles, and always in refer-

ence to doctrine ; Wordsworth.—W.l
Ver. 11. According to the glorious gospel

. . . committed to my trust. Hard is not used

here for the more exact definition of sound doctrine,

as some have thought ; for, in that case, rf) would
have to be repeated before xard; nor need it be
supposed in apposition to ovtIkutcu, which would
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20 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

give a very awkward conclusion. Verse 11 is an
addition, which refers to the whole preceding line

of thought, and means that, according to the gospel

of Paul, the law has no other purpose than that fully

explained in vers. 6-10. The Apostle would hare

us understand, that his view of the law is not the

fruit of his private opinion, but rather the true sum-

mary of the gospel committed to him. This qualifi-

cation of the gospel is really apologetic The gospel

of glory, rip Mfrf, not signifying fj4o|or (Heyden-

reich), in the sense of blessed, glorious doctrine, but

the gospel by which the glory of God in Christ has

become manifest to the world ; whose especial and
chief substance is this Divine glory (2 Cor. iv. 4),

and indeed the glory of the blessed God, rod fiaxa-

piov 09ov (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 161 If God Himself be
blessed, then the revelation of His glory, which has

been proclaimed, not through the law, but through

the gospel, will be full of blessing. Perhaps the

repeated use of the epithet in this Epistle has a cer-

tain reference to the system of ./Eons taught by the

heretics. This gospel is committed in trust to Paul,

h ArioTfteip' iy*. A peculiarly Pauline construc-

tion, on which, comp. Winir, Orantm. N, T.
9 p.

40. In other places, too, the Apostle speaks with

warmth of this his dear prerogative ; as Bom. xv.

16 ; Eph. iil 8 ; Col. i. 25. Those who oppose the

genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles, are therefore

wrong in thinking such emphatic reference to his

person and his office at all extraordinary. The con-

sciousness which Paul had of his high calling, rises

with redoubled power as he contends with the here-

tics ; and in this letter to his friend and scholar he
follows the warm outpouring of his spirit, not in a
logical order, yet in harmony with his whole thought,

as we read in vers. 12-17.

DOCTBINAL A2XD ETHICAL.

1. Two opposite views, in regard to the character

and condition of the early Christian Church have
prevailed, with more or less success, in our time,

both of which are disproved in the opening verses

of the first Pastoral Epistle. In the one view, it is

thought that the apostolic age was a kind of para-

disaic state of the young community—a state full of
love, and innocence, and purity; in contrast with
which the post-apostolic age seems a fall, like that

of our first parents (Thiersch, and others). In the

other view, there was at first only a chaos of mani-
fold parties and tendencies, out of which there

gradually rose, in the second century, after many
conciliatory efforts, the harmonious structure of the

Catholic church (Tubingen school). But the little

we have already learned from the Epistle to Timothy
neither favors the one nor the other view. It is

apparent that already, soon after A. D. 60, heresies

and factions sprang up in the church, hostile to the

original spirit of Christianity, which the Apostle be-

lieved that he must oppose with all his energy. We
find that the germs of Gnosticism, whose formal
development we can trace in the second century
under manifold shapes, were already broadcast in

the second half of the first century. But, on the
other hand, this error appears only as a fleck of rust

on the pure metal of that truth, earlier taught and
fully acknowledged. We see the Apostle, clothed
with an authority which no one can defy with impu-
nity, and rising high above the strife of parties. His
gospel is no other in substance than that proclaimed

by his fellow-Apostles, and by his and their co-

workers. His word becomes the sharp but healthful

corrective of the errorists, who have gained head so

early ; and it remains the norm of its development
for the church, in the second and the succeeding

centuries.

2. The characteristic marks of the heretics of the

first century rise here already to our view. A sickly

search after the discovery of the unattainable, with

a thankless misconception of simple truth ; an undue
valuing of lesser things, with a depreciation of the

essentials of Christianity ; a striving after their owl
honor, while they cared little for the edification of

believers ; a fastening of their own philosophic theo-

ries on the falsely-interpreted letter of the Scrip-

tures, whose spirit they sadly misconceived ; a denial

of the practical nature of Christianity, while its real

freedom is abused as an allowance to the flesh; a

falsehood as to the special relation between the law

and the gospel of Christ ;—all these symptoms of

disease are found anew, in countless forma, among
the sectaries and heretics of later days.

8. The Apostle is alike removed from the one-

sided view either of a love without faith, or of a

faith without love. He will neither have the fruit

without the tree, nor the tree without the fruit He
knows only the one requirement of the gospel-
love

;
yet only the love blossoming in a heart puri-

fied through faith. Here, as afterwards more fre-

quently, purity of faith and purity of conscience are

linked in their inmost relationship.

4. " Love, out of a pure heart," &c In this

statement of the chief requisite of Christianity there

is confirmed the essential unity of theology and

morality, whose arbitrary separation so often does

unmeasured injury to each, and has kept many from

the right understanding of the gospel.

6. We have here a weighty help toward answer-

ing the question, how far the Mosaic law has a bind-

ing power. But fully to understand the Apostle's

mode of thought upon this subject, the Epistles to

the Romans and Galatians must be specially com-

pared. Here, also, Paul appears the same glowing

and zealous advocate, as he had before shown him-

self, of the right of Christian freedom. While be

exalts the worth of the law in its own proper sphere,

beyond any disparagement, he shows its entire in-

sufficiency whenever it is placed by the side ofj or

above the gospel.

6. We find the chief forms of Judaism in the

time of our Lord, again existing in His earliest

chorch—Pharisaism and Sadduceeism. Against this

united power of self-righteousness and unrighteous-

ness, the disciple no less than the Master is pledged

to bear the sword of the Spirit with all power (Matt

xvi. 6).

7. A precept, of the first importance in pastoral

theology, is here given by the Apostle to the preach-

ers of the Word. It is not enough to preach the

truth free from all error ; but they are also bound to

contend with every energy against error. Persecu-

tion of heretics is indeed unchristian and unevan-

gelical, and its frightful traces remain on many a

page of Church history, marked with blood and

tears. Yet he would be no less to blame, who, like

Timothy a ruler in the church, capable of large in

fluence, should allow the errorist to go unchecked,

and remain satisfied, if not himself corrupted by the

leaven of error. The bee whiqh has lost its sting

can produce no more honey. The saying of Calvin

is that of every true witness of Jesus Christ:
%lA
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dog barks loudly when one seizes his master; and
should I be silent when the truth of God is as-

sailed?" Polemics against leading heretics ought

not to be the chief staple of gospel preaching ; nor

iboald this be wholly and always lost sight of.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

No doctrine should be permitted or preached in

the church but the unadulterated apostolic doctrine.

—The relation of Mythology to Christianity.—The
difference between the holy " mystery of the gos-

pel," and a sickly mysticism.—A sermon whose first

and last fruit is strife and dispute, instead of the

promotion of the Divine way of redemption, is

thereby self-condemned.—The sum of the command-
ment: (l.J No Christianity without love; (2.) no
Christian We without purity of heart; (S.) no
parity of heart without a good conscience ; (4.) no
good conscience without an unsullied faith.—How
far we may swerve from the end of the Divine reve-

lation, even when we believe ourselves very near to

it—The attitude of the Christian toward the law.

—

Among the confessors of the gospel there were and
are at all times (1.) some, who are neither under the

law nor under grace
; (2.) others, who are indeed

under the law, but not yet under grace
; (8.) others,

who are under grace, and no more under the law.

—

The worth of the law as a bar, as a mirror, as a seal

[German : RUgd, Spiegel, «. SiegeL]—For whom the

law is given, and for whom not—The Christian re-

deemed from the curse of the law, so that the right-

eousness required by the law is fulfilled in him.

—

Erery gross or slight, open or concealed immorality,

fa directly opposed to sound doctrine.—A noble
eulogy of the gospel : (1.) The gospel of the glory

of God ; (2.) this God, the blessed God
; (8.)

through this blessed God, the ministry of the gospel

fa entrusted to a man like Paul.—Every estimate of
the law that does not accord with the gospel of Paul
deserves to be rejected.—The ceaseless alternation

of Legs ism and Antinomianism in the Christian

Church: (I.) Its traces; (2.) its causes; (8.) its

import; (4.) its only remedy.

—

[Ignatius: 'Apxh

phr wforii, raXes r) iydrrj. Faith the beginning,

but love the end, or final cause.—W.]
Starkr : Osiandir: The pure doctrine is a great

gift of God, therefore it is to be guarded well ; a 4
costly loan, therefore to be well laid out

—

Lange's
Opus BibL : Pure doctrine and, a godly life must
always go together.

—

Hkdinokr: What helps not

growth in godliness, we ought to banish from church
and school.

—

Anton : If the enemy cannot else lead

us astray in our Christianity, he sings to us of high

things, which common Christians do not know.

—

Lange's Op.: Theologians must especially care

that they do not become loose talkers, and thus

corrupters of others.—In nothing is pride more per-

ceptible, more hurtful, and perilous, than in spiritual

things.—Every preacher of the gospel is also a teach-

er of the law ; for the gospel shows bow man can
and ought to hold the law of God in the gospel way.—Qcxsnel: Gospel doctrine does not so hold up
faith as to bend the law (1 Cor. ix. 21).—Sins must
not be judged by human fancy, but according to the

law and the gospel.—Sins that are forbidden in the

law, are also contrary to the gospel (Rom. iii. 81).—
Anton: In the office of preacher, the whole aim
must be to know the gospel as a gospel of the glory

of God (2 Cor. iv. 6).

[Cudworth, Sermon J. : Christ came not into

the world to fill our heads with mere speculations, to

kindle a fire of wrangling and contentious dispute,

whilst, in the mean time, our hearts remain all ire

within toward God. Christ was vita maguter, not
•choice; and he is the best Christian whose heart

beats with the purest pulse toward heaven ; not he,

whose head spinneth out the finest cobwebs. Ink
and paper can never make us Christians—can never

beget a new nature, a living principle in us—can
never form Christ, or any true notions of spiritual

things, in our hearts. A painter that would draw
a rose, though he may flourish some likeness of it in

figure and color, yet he can never paint the scent

and fragrancy.

—

Donne, Sermons: As the soul is

infused by God, but diffused over the whole body,

and so there is a man ; so faith is infused from God,

but diffused into our works, and so there is a saint

Practice is the incarnation of faith ; faith is incorpo-

rate and manifest in a body by works.—W.]

m.

The Apostle's communication upon his calling to the ministry of the gospel, and
npon the grace, in its high significance, which was glorified in him by nis con-

version.—Doxology.

Oh. L 12-17.

12 And 1 I thank Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for that he
13 counted me faithful, putting me into the ministry; Who was before* a blas-

phemer, and a persecutor, and injurious [insolent]: but I obtained mercy,

14 because I did it ignorantly in unbelief. And [But] the grace of our Lord was
15 exceeding abundant with faith and love which is in Christ Jesus. This is a

faithful saying [Faithful is the saying], and worthy of all acceptation, that

Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners ; of whom I am chief [first

16 amongst whom am T\. Howbeit for this cause I obtained mercy, that in me first

[<. ^ rfnner] Jesus Christ might shew forth all * long-suffering, for a pattern to
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22 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

17 [of ?] them which should hereafter believe on him to life everlasting, Now nntc

the King eternal [of ages], immortal, invisible, the only wise [alone wise] * God,
4, be honor and glory for ever and ever. Amen.

1 Ver. 12.—col It wanting in A. P. Q., and others, and upon fhii account has been left out by Laohmann. On
the other hand, it it retained by Teschendorf. It it not in the Sinaiticus.

* Ver. 13.—tT&r »por., Becepta. The authorities are in fiwor of re*. 80 also Lachmann, Tisohendorf, and the
Sinaiticus. Tfcr was probably an attempted correction of the text. After ivrm. Lachmann inserts jm ; Tischendorf
omits ; not in the Sinaiticus.—E. H.J

* Ver. 18.—TiraVov ; ivavar is the reading adopted by modern critics. 80 also in the Sinaiticus.—E. H.J
« Ver. 17.—Reoeired text : p«Vy *o+£ ; wherefore, al*«o, Lather : »» To the alone wife." On the ground of A. D.>

F. 6., and others. Griesbach removes ov** from *be *ex* J an* his example has been almost universally followed,

rot* is also not in the Sinaiticus. [The English Version, like Luiher, •• only wise.'*—E. H.1

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 12. And I thank, kc Criticism asks how
this .sentence can have any just connection with the

rest and finds in this prominent setting forth of the

apostolate a ground of doubt Psychology might
better ask, whether a man like Paul, in a familiar

letter, could withhold such an expression, since in

ver. 11 he had begun to speak of his high preroga-

tive. Besides, this personal allusion is the less out
of place, because, among the heretics at Ephesus,
there were some certainly who sought to undermine
the authority of Paul by allusions to his former his-

tory, or even by venturing doubts of his miraculous
calling from the Lord. This reference to himself
was, again, most appropriate, as an illustration from
his own living experience, of his statement in vers.

8-11, in relation to the law and the gospel.—Who
hath enabled me. We need not refer this exclu-

sively to ability for the conversion of men (Bengel),

or for the endurance of trial IChrysostom), or for the

doing of miracles (Mack), although none of these

need be left out Without any limitation, Paul re-

fers here to the Divine power which he had in every
way received, from the time of his calling to the

present " Quo verbo non modo intelligit, $e dei

tnanu principio me formatwm, ut idoneut ad munus
tuum foret, eed titnul compUctitur continuant gratia
subministrationem. Neque enim tutis fuitset, eemel
esse fidelem declaration, niri eumperpetuo auxilio

confirmauet Christus;" Calvin.—F"or that he . .

.

into the ministry, TurroV pc ^yficraro. Fidelity

is the trait especially required of the ministers of the

gospel (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2). Thus the Lord counted
Paul faithful—in other words, saw in him one who
would prove faithful; and this was the mark of
Christ's trust, that He had given him such an office,

Mptyos tls Ziaxoviav
;
just as a proprietor gives one

of his dependents a striking proof of his confidence,

when he makes him steward over the rest The
omniscient Lord of the Church foresaw Paul's fidel-

ity, and sanctified him as a chosen instrument That
the Apostle regarded this fidelity not as of his own
merit, but as a gift of grace, appears from 1 Cor.

vil 25.

Ver. 13. Who was before, &c. A fuller con-
fession of his former character, in order to express
more clearly the ground of his thankfulness (ver.

12).—Blasphemer, against the name and truth of
the Lord (comp. Acts xvi. 11).—Persecutor, of
Christians, both in word and in deed (comp. Acts
xxii. 4; Gal. L 13).—Injurious, tfyurrfis, (comp.
Matt xxii. 6; Rom. i. 30). "The last phrase
strengthens the preceding, as it refers to the abuse
springing from arrogance and contempt of others ;

"

Wiesmger.—But I obtained mercy, &c. Not
only because he obtained forgiveness of sins, but

because, also, he was called to the apostolic office,

established in it, and counted faithful ; ver. 12. And
why? Because I did it ignorantly, in unbe-
Het The Apostle does not at all deny that his un-

belief was sinful, and thus deserving of punishment;
he here refers merely to the one fact, which should

mitigate this just sentence. The ayyom in which he

had lived made forgiveness possible, since he bad
not yet begun to sin against the Holy Ghost (comp.
Luke xil 45 ; xxiii. 84 ; Matt xii. 81, 82). His

ignorance did not at all merit forgiveness, but it left

the possibility of it, without impairing the holiness

and righteousness of the Lord. The positive ground
of this act of mercy lay, at last, altogether in the

Divine grace (comp. ver. 14 and Titus iii. 6). [
u How

could Christ have judged St Paul faithful, when
a persecutor? Some of the schoolmen, as Aqui-
nas, suppose that *urr6s is said by anticipation of
St. Paul's future character, ex provitit meritu;"
Wordsworth.—W.J

Ver. 14. Andf the grace of our Lord was
exceeding abundant, foepfwAfdWf—the only in-

stance in which this word is found in PauL When
he speaks of sin (Rom. v. 20), he there uses the

word lT\*6r<ur*v ; when, on the contrary, he tells of
the mercy bestowed on him, he adds this most sig-

nificant Mp. It is as if he wrestled with speech,
fully to utter his overpowering feeling.—With faith
and love, whioh is in Christ Jesus, Faith—
not a childlike trust in God in general, but a faith

whose object is Christ; here, as commonly in the

Epistles of Paul, a faith united with love to Christ
" Not the love that Christ has and exercises, but that

which He imparts to men " (Olshausen). This faith

and this love are ip Xptorf 'Iiprov, because Jesus
Himself is their centre (comp. CoL i. 4). And when
the Apostle says that the grace of the Lord was ex-
ceeding abundant, with faith and love (jirrd\ he
does not consider the process or the effects of this

grace, but that personal, inward life in men which
accompanies it: indicator, *.*.&., quasi comiie*

fui$*e illiit* x*Vr<" (Leo). Through this iaith and
this love he had reachea the real possession and
enjoyment of the mercy with which the Lord, of His
free grace, bad enriched bim.

Ver. 15. Faithful saying, &c. Bengel : "n«r-
t6s} fidut, gravUsima prafandi formula, Seii
Pauluey quod dicit ei de quo confirmet ipeaque #er-

monis simpliciiate refutat etcu* docentes, to commu-
niora tractant, ted decore, quo abetrunora affect*-

bant alii. Be quoque; " Tit ii. 1.—And worthy
of all acceptance, wJurns AwoSoxfc, worthy of be-
lief without any reservation whatever. The Apostle
means an acceptance from which every doubt is ex-
cluded, and which thus acts through the intellect aa
well as the heart—That Christ Jeans, Ac The
expression, came into the world, has its fuD ex-
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CHAPTER L 12-17. 23

position in the truth of our Lord's preexistence

(comp. John xvi. 32). The word k6<fixqs is here to

be understood not in a moral, but in a physical

sense, as an opposite to the higher moral order of

the world. Paul states the object of this incarnation

without any limit whatever ; for which reason, too,

the article is omitted, A/tapraAofo <rw<rcu (comp.
Luke xix. 10; Rom. t. 6). The Pauline concep-
tion of (rcmjpia is not opposed to a state of unliap-

piness in general, but to a lost state: " Subest in

hoc verbo emphasis, nam qui qfflcium Christi ease

fotcnfur salvare. cogitalionem tamen hanc difficilhis

tubmttunt, quod ejusmodi salu* ad peccatorcs perti-

neaL Semper enim abripilur semus noster ad
Ttspedwn dignitatis, simul atque indignitas apparet,

eonHdii fiducia

;

" Calvin.—Of whom I am chief.

In a psychological view, it is noticeable bow much
trouble commentators have taken to turn aside from
the clear import of this word, being more concerned,
apparently, for the honor of Paul than he was him-
self, The best of these explanations may be found
in De Wette. But whoever believes that a personal

confession like this exceeds the bounds of truth,

proves that he has very little conception of the
humility and love of the Apostle, who freely allows
that be is chief in the long catalogue of sinners, be-

cause he knows his own sin better than that of others,

and gladly, too, esteems others better than himself
(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 9 ; Phil. ii. 8 ; Eph. iii. 8).

Ver. 16. Howbeit, for this, &c. In propor-
tion to the depth of his humility, he rises now in

boldness of faith. Should any one wonder that such
grace had reached the chief of sinners, Paul sets

against this the cause (&x\4), and shows the world-
wide significance of his own conversion. So great a
sinner had for this very reason received grace, Xva

Xptfrls 'Itjo-ovs Mtifyirtu rfiv Zrcuxav ficucpo^vfilay.

—Long-suffering. The Divine attribute of the
Lord, whereby He does not at once punish the sin-

ner, but prolongs the opportunity of repentance.
In the pardon of one less wicked than Paul, this

grace could not have shown its full glory; but in

nim, ry wp^ry, is revealed ij tfrcwa /ia*po&., so that

PanFs conversion appears a very marvel of the love
of Jesus Christ for sinners. How much farther the
purpose of this miracle reaches than to the Apostle
and his contemporaries, is evident from what imme-
diately follows.—For a pattern to them ... to
life everlasting. By the word frror&rwo-i*, which
is used again only in 2 Tim. L 13, is denoted the
original, normal, typical character of the event
(rim, Rom. v.^14; vrStttyna, 2 Pet. ii. 6). Paul
stood before the eyes of all after generations as a
witness to the power, the grace, and the love of the
Lord ; so that the greatest of sinners need not doubt
that grace. The Lord had dealt with him as the
king of a rebellious city, who should release at once
the rebel chief; as a physician in an hospital, who
should cure the most diseased ; so that thenceforth
no guilty, no sick, need doubt the possibility of
grace and salvation. In this sense Paul was a type,
rwr fuXXivrw vurreiW lit kvr$ ;

" not so much in

himself as an object of faith, but rather in his trust-

ful belief, as the perfect assurance of our salvation,"
Rom. ix. 33 ; Matthies. The aim of this believing
trust appears again from what immediately follows

:

«t («V allnov. See, in Bengel, another less proba-
ble relation of the thought. It is not strange that,

when the Apostle gives to this grace toward him a
significance so great for all coming ages, his heart
riee* in a hymn of thanksgiving (ver. 17). And no

18

wonder, also, that he speaks so fully here of bis

highest privilege ; for not by the law, but the gospel

only, could he praise the mercy of the Lord to him,
and to so many after him. Thus this whole confes-

sion serves also as the confutation of the heretics,

who had placed the former above the latter (comp.
vers. 6-10).

Yer. 17. Now unto the King eternal, r&»
alwvoov. According to some, King of the worlds;

atuuts is here taken in the sense of Heb. i. 2 ; so,

e. g.y
Leo : regem toHus tnundi. It is better, how-

ever, on account of the preceding r&y peAA. ir«rr.,

to suppose that the Apostle had in his mind not the

conception of space, but that of the succession of

ages. Only in the process of time can the typical

significance of the conversion of Paul (ver. 16) be
fully realized ; and God is the King of all the ages,

in whom the later believers are brought together.

The conception that the* kingdom of God is an eter-

nal dominion, lies not so much in the words r&v
cuuvoov (Wiesinger), as in the following tup&dprtp.

It may be that this lofty yet rare expression (it

occurs only in the Apocrypha of the Old Testament

;

comp. also Ps. cxlv. 13) may have flowed the more
readily from the pen of the Apostle, because, in this

letter, he opposes those heretics of Gnostic tendency
who were wont to speak of jEons in an entirely dif-

ferent and fanciful sense.—Immortal (comp. Rom.
i. 23 and 1 Tim. vi. 16), who alone has immortality.

—Invisible, not only who is not seen, but who, in

the nature of the case, cannot be seen (comp. John
i. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 16 ; Heb. xi. 27).—Only. 2o$$
with ft6yy is a spurious interpolation, probably trans-

ferred from Rom. vi. 27.—Forever and ever
(comp. Gal. i. 5 ; Phil. iv. 20X [Host recent Eng-
lish expositors agree with trie German in reject-

ing <ro<p$ ; e. g. y
Alford, Ellicott, Conybeare.—W.]

This doxology, if compared with others, shows in

every feature such a Pauline character, that it de
serves to be placed among the evidences for, not
against (Schleierraacher, and others), the genuine-

ness of the Pastoral Epistles.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is admitted that Paul was wont to regard'

the whole history of the Divine revelation, under the

old covenant, from a typical and symbolic stand-

point. The creation, for instance, of the man and
the woman, the first sin, the life of faith in Abra-
ham, the relation between Sarai and Hagar, the pas-

sage of the Israelites through the Red Sea, and their

fortune in the desert, are not isolated historic facts,

but point with higher significance to great truths, or

to ever-recurring laws (see l Cor. x. 1, &c. ; Gal. iv.

23, and elsewhere! In the same manner he consid-

ers the event or his own conversion. It stands

before his view as a mirror, which images the meroy
of the Lord to the greatest sinner in all succeeding,

times. This thought gives us the point of view from
which we must always regard the most striking ex-

amples of Christ's power. The Lord works not only

dynamically, but symbolically; and every new act

of His might and love is a sign of what He will con-

tinually repeat in still higher measure.

2. The conversion of Paul is one of the highest

revelations of the majesty and* power of the Divine

grace. We see in it a grace not- only overpowering

and searching,, but forgiving, strengthening, and

purifying. It is alike- dear what are the natural and
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24 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

insurmountable barriers in the reception of this grace

;

as where one sins wilfully, so that there remains no
more offering for sin (Heb. x. 26). Had Paul had
no &yvoia> his forgiveness would have been quite im-

possible, since, in that case, he would have committed

a sin unto death (1 John v. 16, 17), by which the in-

ward link of connection with the Divine mercy, salva-

tion, and atonement would have been entirely wanting.

3. We find a self-revelation like this of Paul, on
a larger basis, in the confessions of S. Augustin. It

is worth our study, in an ethical view, to compare,
with this feeling of personal unworthiness, the gross

Pelagian self-conceit of Rousseau's confessions. It

is this union of the deepest humility with the most
unshaken faith, that unlocks the secret of such sin-

gular grandeur of character in Paul.

4. " Christ Jesus came into the world," Ac—

a

gospel within a gospel ; as John Hi. 16 ; 1 John iv.

9, 10, and several other places. Observe how sim-

ple the Apostle's confession of faith becomes, as he
draws nearer to the close of life. In the great an-

tithesis of sin and grace, all is finally resolved. The
gospel a glad message for the lost ; this is all, but

this is enough. Here is exactly seen the accord, on
one side, which the gospel finds, and, on the other,

the discord against which it clashes.

6. As with Paul, so with many since, we see how
the worst foes of the truth, after their conversion,

have become its strongest witnesses. Thus, S. Au-
gustin ; later, John Newton ; in the history of mis-

sions, Van der Kemp, and many others.—The natu-

ral cause and deep significance of this fact.

6. If the conversion of a single Paul called forth

such a hymn of thanksgiving, how much louder will

it resound when the kingdom of God is come, and
all His wonderful ways for the redemption of the

manifold millions are revealed before all saints.

HOMILETICAL AND PKACTTCAL.

No higher ground of thanksgiving than for con-

•version to the truth.—The great contrast between
the once and the now in the life of Paul. How far

it must be repeated with every Christian.—The glory

of the minister of the gospel whom the Lord has
counted fuithful, and has placed in office.—The dif-

ference between pardonable and unpardonable sin.

—

How far the ignorance of unbelief is self-condemned.

—The conversion of Paul an evidence of the power
of grace : (1.) No fall so deep that grace cannot de-

scend to it
; (2.) no height so lofty mat grace cannot

lift the sinner to it.—The inseparable union of grace
on the side of the Lord, and of faith and love on
the side of the sinner.—Faith and love no merito-

rious cause of grace, but only the means through
which it is appropriated.—That "mercy has been
given to me,*1 the highest boast of faith.—What
grace works in the sinner, before, in, and after his

conversion.—In what way the Christian, after the

pattern of Paul, must look back on his early errors

:

(l.J With thanksgiving for his redemption (ver. 12);

(2.) with constant humility (vers. 13-15) ; (3.) with
unshaken and steadfast faith

; (4.) with glad glorify-

ing of the Lord (ver. 1*1).—The great end of the
manifestation of the Son of God in the world.—The
gospel a glad message, which (1.) embraces all sin-

ners
; (2.) is worthy of all acceptance.—Paul a pat-

tern of the deepest humility, united with the greatest
faith.

—" Of whom I am chief" : (1.) How far can
each one repeat this word for himself? (2.) why is

this confession necessary ? Without it, (a) there it

no desire for redemption ; (b) no delight in redemp-
tion

; (<•) no knowledge of the worth of redemp-
tion.—What can the greatest sinner learn for his

encouragement and guidance from the pardoned
Paul?—God the King of the ages: (1.) He sways
them with His mighty will; (2.) He outlives them
on His eternal throne.—The glorification of God the

highest end of redemption.—The conversion of Paul

a worthy subject for the glorifying of God on earth

and in heaven (comp. Gal. i. 24V.

" Of whom I am chief," a beautiful preparatory

theme for the Holy Supper. " I have obtained mer-

cy," an appropriate subject for the celebration of the

Supper itself. " Now unto the King eternal,** a fit-

ting topic for the sermon of thanksgiving, where, as

through Holland, it is preached after the celebration

of the Supper. Ver. 12 specially suited for an ordi-

nation, or for a church festival

Starkx: Lanoe's Op. : In the work of our

conversion, we must ascribe nothing to our own
power, but all to God (Phil. ii. 13). Every teacher

must be sure of his Divine call to the office (Act*

xx. 28).—Although he who is justified knows that be

has forgiveness of sins, still he regards that time of

his life with a constant feeling of shame
; yet this

will be joined with a spirit childlike and resigned to

the will of God.

—

Osiaxdkr : The grace of God is

the richer and more abundant the greater our trans

gressions have been, when we have repented truly

and from the heart (Rom. v. 20).—As often as the

example of a converted sinner is offered in the sa-

cred Scriptures, our faith in the forgiveness of sins

should be strengthened.—Is God an eternal King?
We need not fear that tyrants will drive Him from

the throne of His majesty. Since He cannot die, let

us fly to Him in all our trials, and reflect, God still

lives !

—

Heubxer : Because Paul acted openly and

sincerely as a persecutor, God accepted him. Here
the saying of Johnson applies: "I love a good
hater ; " i. «., I love one who, with true, frank con-

viction, is opposed to me.—Christianity is for sinners,

not for the righteous.—The long-suffering forbearance

of God toward the unbelieving.—What incalculable

results may come from the conversion of a sinner

!

Vers. 12-17. The Epistle for the seventh Sunday
after Trinity, in the Grand Duchy of Hesse, and
elsewhere: Beck: Mercy meets us as (1.) the

ground
; (2.) the way

; (8.) the end.

—

Linokmaxs :

How encouraging a faith is this faith in the merer
of God! It awakens us (1.) to sincere humility?

!2.) to steadfast patience
; (3.) to heartfelt repose

;

4.) to a thankful joy.—Schmaltz : The blessedness

of grace.

—

Alt : Man in his rejoicing over the gra-

cious work of God.

—

Natoep : What deep cause we
have to humble ourselves before God.

—

Ad. Moj?od :

The signs of a true conversion shown in the exam-
ple of Paul : (1.) What it is

; (2.) what its purpose

;

(3.) how it originates. See his third sermon on Paul,

in the introduction of the work already mentioned.

[Jeremy Taylor: This consideration St. Pan!
urged as a reason why God forgave liim, because

he did it ignorantly. For heresy is not an en or

of the understanding, but of the will. And this

is clearly insinuated in Scripture, wherein faith and
a good life are made one duty, and vice is called

opposite to faith, and heresy opposed to holiness.—

Bishop Hall :
" To save sinners." Add, if thou wilt,

44 whereof I om chief." Thou canst say no worse of
thyself than a better man said before thee, who, in the
right ofa sinner, claimed the benefit ofu Saviour.—WJ
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IV.

Paul exhorts Timothy to fight the good fight, and strengthens this exhortation by
referring him to the faSing away and condemnation of some, two of whom he

mentions by name.

Ch. L 18-20.

18 This charge I commit unto thee, son Timothy, according to the prophecies

which went before on thee, that thou by [in] them mightest war * a good war*

19 fare ; Holding faith and a good conscience ; which some having put away con*

20 cerning faith have made shipwreck : Of whom is Hymeneus * and Alexander

;

whom I have delivered unto Satan, that they may learn [be taught] not to

blaspheme.

1 Ver. 18.—[«rp«Tcvt . R*xpta
y
Lachnann, Tischondorf, Sinaiticuf, «rp«mS<rp.—E. H.]

• Ver. 20.—{Sinaiticas, 'Yp/rcot . But in 2 Tim. ii. 17 it has 'Y/i^otof—the commonly received spelling.—E. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18. This oharge I commit unto thee,

npar&e/ioi, commiito tM ; yet not uL auditoribus

pnpen** (BengeH ; for it is obviously a precept for

toe official life ana work of Timothy himself. Here
the Apostle, after his more personal disclosure (vers.

5-H), returns to his original exhortation (vers. 3, 4),

and again directly addresses Timothy, whom he has

for awhile lost sight of. The question, what vapay-

yVda properly means, is differently answered by

commentators. It seems best to seek the answer in

the clause immediately following, tra <rrfot., K.T.A.,

and thus to explain Ira as a particle referring to the

object. Thus Matthies, De Wette, Wiesinger, Hu-
ther, and others. It is not so much a command, in

the strict sense of the word, as a tender, fatherly

counsel, that Timothy shall show himself a true sol-

dier of Jesus Clirist, and so fulfil the high expecta-

tions that were justly cherished concerning him.

We notice here that Paul already employs military

figures (Otto). TlapayyiXla is used of a military

command; Xe*ophon, Hell. 11. Paul, in a Chris-

tian sense, assigns to Timothy the command against

the heretics.— According to the prophecies
which went before on thee. Heubner: "Ac-
cording to the good hopes which thou didst awaken
in thy youth—hopes that wise, devout men ex-

pressed of thee, and likewise prophetically foretold,

as Staupitz in the case of Luther." Instead of this

superficial view, we have every reason to refer these

words to the x4pMr/'a *$* xpo^iyre/aj in the Christian

Church at the time of the Apostle, and to compdfe
it with 1 Tim. iv. 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 6. Prophesyings

are here, as always in the New Testament, spoken of

as the fruit of a supernatural influence of the Holy

Ghost ; and we can easily conceive that such utter-

ances were not wanting at the solemn ordination of

Timothy to the ministry of the Gospel. These

prophesyings went before in him (xpoayovo-as iwi

r<\ preceding his entrance upon his Christian

course ; and Timothy would turn this hope to shame,
if he shewed himself untrue to his calling. 'Ey

«5to*s, in conformity to them. The view, that those

prophesyings were the weapons which Timothy must
put on for the conflict, seem? too artificial, and not

strictly Pauline ; it is simpler to i"g.ird them ns the

rule which must determine his conduct, or, if we
will, as the limits within which he must act.—War
a good warfare. De Wette is too general : " That
thou, in the conduct of thy office, demean thyself

worthily and bravely. 11 Far more happily Luther:
44 That thou therein do a knightly work." Irpartla

here does not mean the conflict of the Christian life

in general, but the conflict as a leader in the church,

which Timothy was to wage specially against the

heretics of his day. It is a warfare, in a strict sense

of the word, under the banner of the King of kings.

For a correct understanding of the figurative expres-

sion, comp. 2 Cor. x. 4 ; Eph. vi. 10-18 ; 1 These,

v. 8; 2 Tim. ii 8, 6.—Cbrysostom: &a rl icaXti

OTpareiay rh iroay/M ; SijXwx, flri v6h«fios iyfiytpTcu

cQodpas Ta<ri ftcr fid\urra M r£ 8*&ut*«£A4>-

Ver. . 19. Holding faith and a good con-
oienoe. In the conflict which we wage outwardly

against the enemy, our chief concern is with the

inner state and disposition of the heart. "Ex** ls

here to be taken in the sense of jearlxw, as the

participial connective denotes the manner in which
Timothy must follow the exhortation (ver. 18). That
faith is here set forth as a weapon, as Eph. vi. 16

(according to Matthies), is improbable, on account

of the inner connection of irlortv and ovv*l9ti<rw

iyafrfiy. The Apostle simply means that Timothy
shall guard both—that is, shall hold fast, and not
renounce them. There is thus the same connection

of faith tfnd conscience here as in ver. 5. Unbelief

is with the Apostle not theoretical, but practical

—

bound with the inward state of our moral life, as is

shown by what immediately follows.—Which some
having put away, kc. The sense is : through the

defilement of a good conscience, some have lost not

only this, but also the faith which they before pos-

sessed. *Hy rurls ftxoxrdVci'oi ; which— t. e., a good
conscience—some have rejected, as a troublesome

creditor whom they will be rid of at any cost.

—

Have suffered shipwreck. Vavayuv is a word
used in Greek, Roman, and Hebrew writers, and

#

common with us to denote severe, irrecoverable*

losses. It is only found in the New Testament, in

its proper sense, in 2 Cor. ii. 25, and here in a

!
figurative sense. Should it be thought that the

' image of a shipwreck had in the preceding kitwri-
'

ixivoi passed before the mind of Paul, then a good
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26 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

conscience must be regarded not as the rudder

(Mack), but as the anchor (Wiesinger), with whose
loss the whole vessel is ruined. The proposition,

xspi, c. actus., denotes especially what they had lost

in the wreck. " Metaphora a naufragio, sumpta
aptissime quadrat, nam innuit, ut satva fides ad
portum usque pervenit, navigations nostra cursum
bona eonscientia regendum esse, alias naufragii esse

periculum, hoc est, ne fides mala eonscientia tan-

juam gurgiie in mart procelloso immergaiur ; " Cal-

rin.

Ver. 20. Of whom Is Hymeneus and Alex-
ander. Hymeneus ; perhaps the same mentioned
in 2 Tim. ii. 17. 'Alexander; probably not the same
mentioned in 2 Tim*, iv. 14 as 6 xaAjcefa, since, in

this case, the excommunication would have the ap-

pearance of personal revenge; perhaps we should

refer it to the Ephesian named in Acts xix. S3, who,
without doubt, was well enough known to Timothy.

—Whom I have delivered unto Satan. The
formal sentence of excommunication, by which any
were separated from the church and given over to

the powers of darkness which ruled in heathendom
(Col. i. 13 and 1 Cor. v. 5). Here, as in the pas-

sages just cited, the Apostle seems to point mentally

th 6\&p. rrjs rapicSt, as may be inferred from the

following Iva xai8«u&., k.t.A., which, however, should

not be regarded as the effect of the ban of the

church per se, but rather of a just, divine recom-
pense. That the Apostle here speaks only of what
he had done in his own mind (Planck, Matthies), is

mere conjecture. The expression admits of no other

explanation than that of a fact already completed,

which he either for the first time disclosed to Timo-
thy, or for good reasons mentioned again.

—

That
they may learn, Iva vaititv&w<ri, with the added
thought of the chastisement which, in the view of
the Apostle, ought to restrain them from a repetition

of the blasphemy which, without doubt, they had
already uttered against God and Christ. "Facto
fidei naufragio, blasphemies periculum adesi; n Ben-
gel. [The phrase here used may probably have
been drawn from the formula of excommunication
used in the apostolic church. Alford thinks the

delivering to Satan "an apostolic act for the pur-

pose of correction, which might or might not be
accompanied by extrusion from the church," Vide
in loco. But the solemn strength of the phrase

seems hardly to admit the idea of a lesser penalty.

The kingdoms of Christ and of Satan are conceived

of as two opposite*. Augustine well calls this dis-

cipline of excommunication, *' Medicinalis vindicta,

terribilis lenitas, charitatis severitas.
n Ad IAter.

Petition. 3, 4.—-W.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As the life of the individual Christian is a

constant warfare, so may the life of an upright min-

ister of the gospel be specially regarded from this

point of view ; and above all, in the days when error

lifts its head boldly and arrogantly, as in the time of
Timothy. There is, however, a false lust for strife,

as a false love of grace, against which the young
minister of the word cannot be too earnestly warned.
Striking suggestions as to the way in which he must
wage the koaV trrpartlav, and guide his official life,

may be found in the old, well-known work of J.

Valentin Andrea, entitled, " The Good Life of a
Righteous Servant of the Gospel," which is referred

to by Herder, in his " Lett( rs on the Study of The-

ology," and is still worthy of study. His contrast

of the good and bad teacher ought not to be forgot-

ten: *' Prceceptor bonus duett, dum malus trahit;

lucet 'die, hie offuscat ; docei tile, hie confundit;
regit iUe, hie impellit ; excitat tile, hie deprimit;

oblectat tile, hie angit ; format tile, hie destruiU

Paucis dicam : nisi praceptor ipse liber, imo biblio-

theca, et museum inambtuans sit, nisi laboris brevia*

rum et manubrium, nisi linguarum artiumque re-

pertorium et formula, nisi insuper patrics et ecdesut

ornamentum audiat, non sapit ad ingenium nostrum.

Nam libros repetere et exigere, ad laborem agere d
stim^dare, pracepta, regulas dictaque obtrudere, cum
vis est ; summam ret monstrare% facilitatem apertn,

applicaiionem adhibere, usum docere, exemplo pro-
ire, denique ad Christum omnia referre, hoc opus,

hie sudor Christianus est, quern nulla orbis opes re-

penderint.n See Hagenbach's "Lectures on the

History of the Reformation," in loco.

2. The Pauline conception o£ the inner relation

of faith and conscience is of the highest significance.

As unbelief nearly always leads either to grosser or

more refined immorality, so not rarely it begins from

an immoral ground, at least when faith existed be-

fore. This conception is thoroughly Pauline ; comp.
Rom, i. 21 ; and, again, our Lord's own view of it,

John vii. 17. It is a deep mental truth ; for it is far

too common to represent faith or infideLty as a mat-

ter of abstract opinion. Gospel truth is no mere
work of the understanding or the memory ; the light

of the gospel is life, and its work is power. It can

only then be grasped, when knowledge and affection

and volition are joined, so that the thought has root

in the affections, and activity in the will ; as, re-

versely, an action severed from Christian knowledge
and affection can never be Christian. It would be
interesting to study the history of heresies from this

point of view, and to seek the deepest moral ground
of the greatest errors. On the other hand, it is

obvious that a conscientious, moral life, is essential

to the stability of the life of faith. Compare the

essay of Ed. Gvder on " The Scriptural Doctrine of
Conscience ; " Theol. Stud, und KriHk., 1857 ; Otto,

p. 98.

3. What Paul says of Hymeneus and Alexander,

shows us how highly be valued church discipline,

and bow much the looseness and indifference of
many churches in this respect directly contradicts

his spirit and example. Tet it should be noticed,

that he only resorted to this in extreme cases, and
then solely with the view to effect reformation bj
such punishment, and to save the soul from eternal

harm. The inquisition of the Roman Church is thus

as fully condemned here, as the indifference of many
members of the evangelical church.

HOMLLETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.

The Christian life, as well as that of every true

minister of the gospel, a warfare.—Wo to the herald

of the gospel who does not fulfil all that is justly

expected of him.—Faith lost, all lost.—The inner

connection of faith and conscience, of the religious

and moral life.—The shipwreck of faith : (1.) How
easily one can suffer shipwreck

; (2.) how disastrous

the end.—The sight of another's apostasy ought to
lead us to greater diligence, to greater truth and
watchfulness.—Ecclesiastical discipline : (1.) Its prin-

ciple; (2.) its right; (3.) its purpose; (4.) its
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CHAPTER IL 1-7. 27

mode
; (5.) its limits.—Even tne punishment of sin

may be transformed into blessing.

Starke : Lance's Op. : Our spiritual strife does

not cease, but lasts as long as we live, for our spirit-

ail enemies never die.—What the eye is to the

bead, and the heart to the body, the conscience is to

faith and to a complete Christianity.—It is very ten-

der, and must therefore be well guarded.—It is not
in unavoidable necessity that any should fall away
from the grace of God, but rather it is possible and
necessary to abide therein to the end (1 Cor. xv. 13).
—Osiaxder : The departure of Hymeneus and Alex-

ander from the pure doctrine, shows that some will

always fall away, although the servants of the church

fulfil their office truly (2 Cor. xi. 28). The Romisfi
excommunication is different from the apostolic, as

darkness from light ; for it does not come from God,
but is rather a work of Satan ; not against the ene-

my, but to destroy the friends and witnesses of the

truth (John xvi. 2, 3).

—

Heubner: The remem
brance of the hopes of a former teacher is a great

stimulus, an earnest call to be and to do what others

have expected of us.—It is a grave truth : sinful life

leads to unbelief; religion becomes doubtful; it is

for our interest to doubt. Strive, then, earnestly to

abide in communion with Christ—Chastisements are

healing messengers of God for the recovery of
men.

Exhortation to supplication for all men, especially for those in authority.

ch. n. i-7.

1 I exhort 1
therefore, that, first of all," supplications, prayers, intercessions,

2 and giving of thanks [thanksgiving], be made for all men ; For kings, and for
all that are in authority

; [,] that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all

3 godliness and honesty.* For this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our
4 Saviour ; Who will have all men to be saved, and to come unto the knowledge
5 of the truth. For there is one God, and one mediator between God and men,
6 the man Christ Jesus

; [,] Who gave himself a ransom for all, to be testified
4
in

1 due time. [,] Whereunto [In respect of which] I am ordained a preacher, and
an apostle (I speak the truth in Christ,* and lie not) [I speak the truth in

Christ, I lie not] ; a teacher of the Gentiles in faith and verity.

1 Vox. 1.—[irapaxaXto ; trapaxaAet. G.—evidently, as Huther says, a conjecture for the sake of giving to the Apos-
tle's address to Timothy the form ox a command.—E. H.]

* Ver. h—^nprnrov wAVt. ; not, at the beginning or opening of pnblic service (C. and H. after Chiysostom), butu before ail things M—as the author, who follows Huther. observes, the words are to be connected with vapa*aA£.—

* Ver. 2.—[<TtpLv6rryn. If the English word retpectabilUy had not lost its meaning, it would perhaps be the proper
word to express the sense of the Apostle here. Dignity is too stately. Vulgate: "caslitate." Calvin: " honestaU."
C. and EL : "gravity." German Version : " Ehroarkeit." The word means on utatt or condition of honor, &c,
founded upon the possession of the corresponding moral quality, honesty.—E. H.)

* Ver. 6.—(ts iio*r6ptov\ omitted by A., and rejected by Lachmann. It stands in the Sinaiticus without the
trtie'e. In some MSS. o5 was written before to nap. The omission from A. is certainly singular. The sense is muoh
better with than without the words. Tischendorf retains them. Huther says that Lachmann did ; but this is a mi&-
taks—at least, they are not in tho large edition of 1850.—E. H.]

* Ver. 7.—The words of the Recepta, iv Xpurrg, are wanting in A. D. 1 P. G., and others, and for this reason havo
been left out by Griesbach, Schols, Lachmann, Tischendorf. and others. Perhaps thoy were introduced from Bom.
ix. L The Sinaiticus has retained them. [They are not in Murdoch's Syriac Translation.—E. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ter. 1. I exhort therefore, that, first of alL
There is not a marked connection between this and
the former chapter, but the Apostle passes simply
from the genera* command (ver. 18) to the special,

and states at once what in his view is especially im-
portant. The whole of the second chapter contains

precepts concerning the Christian Church. Vers.
1-7 declares for whom and on what ground public
prayer ought to be made ; vers. 8-15 how men and
women should conduct themselves in this respect;
and, indeed, the last portion is not without some
more precise suggestions as to the calling of women
in general.—I exhort therefore, irapcucaKw. The
Apostle now personally counsels Timothy what he
most do to fight a good fight in his pastoral office,

and what should be his first task in bis relation

to the church. Xlparoy must not be joined with
Toititr&at (Luther), but with xapaKoXw ; ody is here
a connective, which joins the exhortation to vers.

18, 19, and was necessary on account of the digres-

sion in ver. 20. [The English Version reads: "V
exhort therefore, that, first of all." This reading is

sustained by many expositors, as Luther, Calvin,

Bengel, and later, among the English, Conybeare.
But Alford adopts the same reading as is here given

:

" / exhort first of all ; " so also Heydenrcich, Mat-
thies, Wiesinger, De Wette, Huther, Ellicott.—W.]
The ground on which the Apostle chiefly urges these

intercessions can be only probably determined. Per-
haps, in time of persecution, they had been some*
what neglected, or were less earnestly conducted by
the believers at Ephesus, after they had left their
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28 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

first love (Rev. ii. 4); perhaps some persons had

been excluded by party spirit, or by the want of

unity. Whatever the reason, the Apostle exhorts

that intercessions be made for all men-—for mankind
in its wholeness.—Supplications, prayers, inter-

cessions, the giving of thanks j four words which

mark the earnestness and comprehensiveness of all

Christian petitions. In respect to the first three, the

words of Calvin are of value : " Neque tamen super

vacanea est verborum congeries, sea mihi tidkur

Paulu* consulto tres voces in eundem finem simul

eonjungere, ut precandi studium et assidtritatem

magis commendet et vehemenHus urgcat." As to the

meaning of the thxapurria, the Apostle elsewhere

teaches that Christian devotion, as is implied in its

nature, must at all times be accompanied with thanks-

giving (1 Thess. v. 17, 18 ; Col. iv. 2). The view

that the Apostle in each of these words would desig-

nate a special kind of prayer, is as arbitrary as the

opinion that this is a mere empty tautology. But
since one and the same subject is here denoted by
different words, we may at least attempt to reach a

more exact definition. That arbitrary exegesis into

which many earlier and later commentators have

fallen, will be entirely avoided if we study the gram-

matical force of the language. Atrjcts, from Ztapai,

tgco, signifies generally a prayer which springs from
the feeling of want ; Tpwrtvxh, a petition, not with-

out regard to whom it is offered, like the preceding

word, but distinctly addressed to God ; comp. Phil,

iv. 6; 6t€u£ij (from irrvyx&v* = adeo aliquem)

means not intercession in and for itself (comp. chap.

iv. 6), but here, where Mp wdrr. ky&p. follows, it

signifies prayer offered not so much for our own
needs, as on behalf of others ; cvxapievla, finally, is

thanksgiving joined with all before, both for preser-

vation from evil, and for the good in which men
rejoice. Those for whom all such prayers are made
are not only Christians, but Jews and heathen like-

wise; and the whole exhortation, therefore, is op-

posed to an unchristian exclusiveness.

Ver. 2. For kings, and for all that are in
authority. After this general injunction, some are

named who need a special place in public prayers.

There is no designation of Antonine and his associate

rulers (Baur)—whicbj certainly, would be internal

evidence of the spunousness of the Epistle—but a
general designation of the class, including the Ro-
man emperor then or afterward living, and all under
him invested with high office (comp. Rom. xiii. 1).

—

That we may
J
not a statement of the character of

the prayer, but of its purpose ; and this, too, not in

the subjective, but objective view. The Apostle

does not mean that the church should be influenced,

through such petitions, to lead a quiet and peaceable

life under authority ; but he supposes that God, who
guides the hearts of kings as the water-brooks (Prov.

xxi. 1), will, in answer to the prayer of the church,

move the hearts of kings, and of all in authority, to

leave Christians at rest—A quiet and peaceable
life. No immoderate striving after the crown of

martyrdom, but a quiet life to the glory of God, is

the highest ideal. According to Olshausen, liptfxos

denotes an inward, ^e^>xios an outward rest; but
others differ. It is most desirable that Christians

should thus pass (tidytw) their lives in all godliness
and honesty. [The word rendered honesty should

be gravity, according to Alford, Conybeare, and oth-

ers. It should be remembered, however, that hon-
esty, at the time of our English Version, came nearer
than now to the idea of honorable or respectable,

which lies at the root of c*fi»6rqs.—W.l These last

two words mark the sphere of the Christian life.

EfcrljBci?, a word which, with Paul, occurs only in

the Pastoral Epistles, and denotes our disposition

toward God; c%p»6m\s, an expression also peculiar

to the Pastoral Epistles, refers to the outward rela-

tion of the Christian toward his fellow-men. Wie-
singer justly remarks, from a manuscript note of

Olshausen, that a strong light is thrown on this

whole exhortation, when we recal the conduct of the

Jews shortly before the destruction of Jerusalem.

It had been already enjoined in the Old Testament
that the Jews should pray for their Gentile rulers

(comp. Jer. xxix. 1 ; Ezra vi. 10). The custom re-

mained among them. Augustus ordered that a lamb
should be offered for him daily in the temple ; and,

until the destruction of Jerusalem, this usage lasted

;

but the Zealots regarded it as a Divine worship, and
demanded that the offering should cease. Joseph.,

De Bello Jud. ii. 17. [This injunction of St. Paul

became the rule of the early church ; and it is inter-

esting to trace it in the prayers for kings found in

almost all the primitive liturgies. IMurgia Basilii,

Goar, Hit, Gracn pp. 171, 178; Liturgia Marei,
Renaudot, Lit, Orient^ torn. 1, p. 133 ; Miss. Scr-

ub. Missa pro Rege, Lit, Gattc, Mabillon, p. 246.

Cbrysostom informs us that it was the custom, in bis

day, to offer daily prayers for kings and all in au-

thority. Horn. 6 in 1 2\m. The prayers for the

royal family, in the English Version, although they

do not appear to have been translated from any very

ancient offices, are yet, in substance and expression,

conformed to the primitive. See Paliixa, Grig.

Liturg. We have here the true reverence of law

which Christianity teaches. But we are never to

confound this, or like maxims

—

e. g., Rom. xiii. 1

—

with any theory of the divine right of kings, or with
" passive obedience" to any tyranny, as has been
done by some divines. The political duty of men in

a Christian state cannot be the same with that of the

primitive church under a Nero.—W.]
Yer. 8. For this is good and acceptable;

rovro sc. roiuo&at irrtt$. The Apostle now adds
various motives (vers. 8-7) toward obeying the ex-

hortation given in vers. 1, 2. The first is, that every

such prayer is good in and for itself, Ka\6y ; it shows
the true Christian spirit which marks the professor

of the gospel ; it yields us the enjoyment of that

privilege named in ver. 2. It is again, as a second
motive, ftw&fjrror iv&wiov rod asrriipos fo*r &*ov.

This is God's will ; it befits His desire and purpose

;

it is already expressed in the name cvrfjp, and this

appears clearly from the following (vers. 4, 5). Our
Saviour wills that all should be saved ; and thus we
pray for all, as the objects of His gracious will.

Yer. 4. Who will have all men to be saved.
Paul teaches not only here, but in other places (comp.
Rom. viii. 32 ; xi. 32 ; Titus ii. 11), that the de-

sire of God to bless all sinners is unlimited, yet it

can be only in the ordained way of faith. And here,

perhaps, he affirms it, in order to maintain this

doctrine plainly against every Gnostic limitation of
salvation, as well as to give a fit motive for prayer.

For, had God willed the contrary of what is here
revealed, it would be foolish and fruitless to pray for

the welfare of others, when perhaps this or that per-

son might be shut out from the plan of salvation.

Yet more, the Apostle speaks here of the 3«A«r of
God in general, not of the &ov\r)n*, which regards

believers (Eph. i. 1
1
). It is therefore entirely need-

less, by any exegetical gloss, to limit the expression,
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CHAPTER II. 1-1 2?

all men, or to understand vivras kvbp. in the sense

of all classes of men (which would make ver. 1 an
absurdity).—Unto the knowledge of the truth

j

properly, not all truth, not even all religious truth in

general, but Christian truth. This added clause

explains through what means the coo&nvai of all men
must be wrought.

Ver. 5. For there is one God • . . the man
Christ Jesus. The ground of the general redemp-
tive plan of God is here so shown (ydp) as to give a

third motive in justification of Christian interces-

sions ; the unity of person whence the plan of uni-

versal salvation has gone forth, and through whom it

is completed. The unity of God, which the Apostle

clearly declares in other places (Rom. Hi. 29, 30;
1 Cor. viii. 4 ; Eph. iv. 61 is here placed distinctly in

the foreground, to show now arbitrary is any limit of

Christian intercession ; the unity of the Mediator, to

prove that the Jew has not the least advantage over

the heathen, since both must be saved in one and
the same way. Mea-lrns, lie who stands between
God and man, In order to effect a new union (comp.

Gal. iii. 20): "inter Deum atque homines medius
constitutes ;

n Tertullianus. When Paul colls Him,
finally, with special emphasis, the man Christ Jesus,

it is not absolutely necessary to infer that he was
opposing the heresy of Docetism (lluther), although

such a purpose is quite possible and probable, when
we think how early the real manhood of the Lord
was doubted (1 John iv. 3), and what high dignity

the first Gnostics ascribed to ^Eons and to angels.

The thought, too, is genuinely Pauline (see Rom. v.

15; 1 Cor. xv. 31; Phil. ii. 7, 8; Heb. ii. 16, 17),

and it is most fitting in this place, since the Lord,

had He not been real man, could not have been
also h«tItt)s ; while, again, the iur&pdww just before

called out almost involuntarily this emphatic 6.ydp(»-

woj.

Ver. 6. Who gave himself. This expresses

the mode in which the Mediator has fulfilled His

office, and the universality of the redemptive plan.

Has given, 9ovt
y
comp. Gal. i. 4 ; Titus ii. 14. The

voluntary character of the offering of the Lord is

here, as often before, set forth by the Apostle ; and
although he does not speak in express words of this

sacrifice in his death, yet it follows from the very

purpose of the Mediator to give a ransom for all

;

since the price of redemption could be nothing less

than Himself, His blood, and life. 'AvrlAvrpor,

somewhat stronger yet than the usual ktnpov (Matt.

xx. 28), since the idea of an exchange, which lies in

the substantive itself, gains special force from the

preposition (Mattbies). In connection with arri-

Avrfor, Mp is not, in this place at least sim-

ply to be understood in eommodum (Huther), but
here the idea of substitution must be firmly held.

This one ransom weighs more than all the souls in

whose place it is reckoned; and here, too, these

souls are spoken of as wdVrcf. See further under
Doctrinal and Ethical thoughts. [It appears by no
means just, either on exegetical or doctrinal grounds,

to draw the idea of substitution from this passage.

The phrase arrlXmpor simply includes the meaning
of satisfaction, freedom purchased by a sufficient

ransom. Undoubtedly the truth of a vicarious sacri-

fice in its living sense, Christ in us and we in Him,
fe the blessed truth of the word of God. But it has
been the vice of theology always to lower this holy
mystery of a Divine love and sacrifice to a commer-
cial contract. The cur Leu* homo of Anselm can-

not explain that mystery so truly to the Christian

reason or heart, as the few words of St. John the

Divine: "God is love. God so loved the world,

that He gave His only-begotten Son." And it may
be well for any who read this image of St. Paul, to

weigh the following profound sentence of Coleridge •

" Forgiveness of sin, the abolition of guilt, through
the redemptive power of Christ's love, and of His
perfect obedience, is expressed, on account of the

resemblance of the consequence in both cases, by the

payment of a debt for another, which debt the payer
had not himself incurred. Now the impropriation

of this metaphor (i. e.
y
the taking it literally), by

transferring the sameness from the consequents to

the antecedents, or inferring the identity of the causes
from a resemblance in the effects, this view or scheme
of redemption, grounded on this confession, I believe

to be altogether unscriptural ; " " Aids to Reflection,

Aphor. 19, on Spirit. Relig."—W.]—To be testi-

fied in due time ; rh \iaprvpiov Kcupols Mots, Lu-
ther: "That it should be preached in his own
time

;

w Vulgata :
" cvjus testimonium temporibus

mis confirmatum est" Chrysostom, and other

Church fathers, incorrectly understand the suffering

and death of the Lord as itself the naprtpior. But
the idea (Huther) that the reference is to the preach-

ing of the gospel, which has now been sent at a fit-

ting time, seems alike arbitrary, since in this case the

beginning of ver. 7 sinks almost to flat tautology.

We think, rather, that uaprvptov should here be held
in apposition to arrlKvrpou ; to wit, that the Apostle
calls this sacrifice of the Lord in death for our ran-

som the great uaprvptov; the witness of the truth

stated in ver. 4, which is raised above all doubt
through this blessed revelation of grace. Since this

offering is made, there cannot be any further ques-

tion whether God wills the salvation of aU. The
Apostle does not speak of a testimony which be is

the first to affirm, but one to which God has given

witness already in His Son; and in ver. 7 he first

alludes to his own personal connection with it.

" Innuitur testimonium redemtionis universalis; 11

Bengel.—In due time, KcupoTs l&iois; that is, in

the time foreordained by God, and for this reason

most fitting; in other words, in the vkftpup* r.

Ktupou (Gal. iv. 4) ; comp. 1 Tim. vi. 15 ; Acts xvii.

26 ; Titus i. 2.

Ver. 7. Whereunto I am ordained. Eft 4,

ad quod (testimonium, se. annunciandnm) ; another

remembrance of his apostolic calling and dignity, as

chap. i. 12. Paul points to the universal character

of his calling, as proof of the universality of Divine

grace ; and this again as the great motive to pray for

all.—A preaoher \ this general design of his call-

ing is denoted by a name suited to all messengers of

the gospel, and precedes the specific official title,

oxArroAo*.—I speak the truth, &c. (comp. Rom.
ix. 1). A solemn adjuration, which, in view of so

weighty a matter, and the many personal misjudg-

ments concerning Paul, is quite appropriate here,

and may well awaken confidence, not distrust. Al-

though this digression has no logical force, it agrees

well with a friendly, confiding letter like this, where
his heart speaks in the most artless manner.—

A

teacher ox the Gentiles. A more exact state-

ment of the special sphere in which he is called to

the work of his apostolic office. This mention of

his peculiar gift lends new force to bis exhortation

to pray for all men.—In faith and in verity. Not
only in true faith (Heydenreieh, Mack, De Wettel
but both conceptions are to be closely distinguished.

Faith (a noteworthy variation, iv xvtv/xaTi), means
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faith in Christ, which is the great personal motive in

the life of the Apostle ; truth, that objective Chris-

tian truth itself, which is known and received by

faith. The. preposition iv seems, as often, to denote

the means whereby the Apostle sought to reach the

appointed end. That the words are to be taken as a

formal assertion, like oA^&. A^yw (ver. 6), is not

probable.

DOCTBIXAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The doctrine of Christian intercession, which the

Apostle teaches with such heartfelt power, breathes the

whole spirit of Christianity.
.
The Lord Himself com-

mended it, even for our enemies (Matt. v. 44). Thus,

too, James, who was so fully quickened by the spirit

of his glorified Master (James v. 16) ; and it is evi-

dent how strongly, and how often, Paul enjoins

the intercession of the brethren. That the early

Christians likewise earnestly kept this apostolic pre-

cept, and, even amidst the worst persecutions, did

not cease to pray for kings and for those in author-

ity, is clear from the early liturgies, as well as the

testimony of apologists and church fathers. Thus,

e.
ff.%

Tkrtcllian, Apol, cap. 80 :
•• Manibus ex-

pansis oramus pro omnibus imperatoribus viiam

Wis proliram, tmperium securum, domum tutam,

exercifus fortes, senatum fidclcm, populum probum,
orbem quietum, et quaxumque fiomiuis et Ccetaris

vota sunt." And Polycarp, ad Philipp.% cap, 12,

says: " Pro omnibus Sanctis orate. Orate etiam

pro regilus, et potestatibus et prlncipibus
y
atque pi'o

persequtntibus et odientibus vos, et pro inimicis

cruets, ut fructus vesier manifedu* sit in omnibus,

ut siti8 in Wo perfecti" with this practice of

Christian prayer, the Apostle exhorts believers to

lead a quiet and holy life ; and in this he shows his

confidence, that such prayer for the community will

obtain a blessing from God ;—an unreasonable hope,

if be speaks only of an influence on our own minds,

not a supernatural power in prayer. This injunction

is thus an indirect proof that there is not only a sub-

jective, but also an objective connection, granted

and assured of God, between prayer and its effects.

2. According to the express teaching of the

Apostle, Christianity is the great instrument of sal-

vation for all men. If the word iKKXnala is rightly

understood, the saying, extra ecclesiam nulla solus,

has a sound sense. The right of Christian mission-

ary work is grounded in this faith. The universality

of God's plan of redemption is the mightiest spur of

that Christian humanity which embraces all men.
It is impossible, therefore, to bo truly human, if one
is not truly Christian ; and it is alike contradictor

to profess ourselves truly Christian, without being
human.

3. " God wills that all men should be saved." It

is a sorry dogmatism which would weaken the proof

given in this passage for the universality of the plan

of redemption, by exegetical arts ; e. g.y
when any

seek to explain will in the absurd sense of desire

;

or all men in the sense of all classes—as Calvin and
others have here done. Exegetical honesty forbids

us to find in this place less than what is said, in

other words, in 1 Tim. iv. 10 and 2 Pet iii. 9. The
inevitable necessity of an aroKarda^rcuris xdrrwv,
from the fact that at some time, sooner or later,

what God wills must be fulfilled, does not follow,

however, from this position. The will of God here
spoken of is not absolute, but conditional ; t. <?., God

wills that all men be saved by means of faith ; but

as faith, on the one side, is a gift of grace, so, on
the other, it is a duty, whose neglect deserves pun-

ishment, and unbelief is a guilt that must have its

reckoning. Against such views of Universalism we
urge also, in their full force, the many positive ex-

pressions which set forth the eternal blessedness of

believers, as grounded in the free decisions of God,
and His grace in Christ True wisdom lies not in

sacrificing one series of these conceptions to the

other, but in holding both with equal strength, since

the unity of the seeming contradictions must be

always a problem for Christian philosophy. These

apostolic expressions, finally, give the fullest right to

the freest, most unlimited, and powerful announce-

ment of the gospel, while it must be left to God to

show us the perfection of His purposes, and to jus-

tify them before our eyes. [It is the error of every

theological 6ystem like that here alluded to, that it

does not take its starting point from the moral facts

of the Christian consciousness, but from the abstract

idea of the Divine will. The iron chain of its logic

must therefore end in a fatalism, which excludes all

moral conditions based on the free choice of man.

Such a premise may end in the dogma of absolute

decrees and limited atonement; or it may equally

lead to Universalism. If the will of God be irre-

spective of human action, there can be no limit to

His grace. Or, again, if it be a logic within the

circle of purely speculative ideas, it will end in the

Pantheism of Spinoza ; in an impersonal substance,

of which all human actions are only phenomena,
without any moral quality of good or evil. All these

are forms of the same ground error. A Christian

theology begins with the facts of our personal being,

of sin and responsibility, and thence reasons to the

character of God. The sentence of Hooker, B. 1, c,

2, is profound :
" They err, who think that of the

will of God to do this or that, there is no reason

besides His will" And this of Cudworth, JSerm.

/., breathes the heart of the gospel: " It is the

sweetest flower in all the garland of His attributes,

that He is mighty to save ; and this is far more mag-
nificent for Him than to be styled mighty to destroy.

For that, except it be in a way of justice, speaks no
power at all, but mere impotency ; for the root of

all power is goodness."—W.J
4. If the death of the Saviour is revealed as a

ransom for all, it is most important to distinguish

between the power of His death, which is great

enough to effect the redemption of all, and the fruit

of His death, which is shared only by the believing

and regenerate. As to the first point, the words of

Augustin are weighty; JSertno 114, de tempore:
" Und morte universum mundum, sicut omnium
condilor

f
ita omnium reparator, absolrit: indubi-

tauter enim credimus, quod totum mundvm redemil*

qui plus dedity quam totus mundus valeret." The
other point is met by the words of the Saviour:
" The good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep

;

"

and again :
u

I pray not for the world, but for those

whom thou hast given me ; " John x. and xvii.

5. According to the express doctrine of onr

Apostle, the mediatorial office of the man Christ

Jesus is not only the cardinal truth of Christianity,

but the conditio sine qud non of the eternal salva-

tion of man. The existence of the only God would

be, indeed, no glad message for fallen man, did be
not hear also of a Mediator between God and man.
In contrast to this soteriological doctrine of the

Apostle, the boldness of many at this day is Strang*
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indeed, who assert that they need no Mediator, but

that man can go directly to the Father without the

Son. Such men lack above all the living knowledge

of the desert of sin, and the holiness of God. The
God whom they approach is not the God revealed in

the Scriptures, but rather the idol of their own dark-

ened understanding.

[We may fitly append here a passage from
Aichbishop Trench's " Sermons," which sets forth

the living view of the mediatorial sacrifice, as it

b distinguished alike from any forensic theory of

imputation, and any denial of it on moral grounds.

"Could God be well-pleased with the sufferings

of the innocent and holy ? What satisfaction conld

He find in these? Assuredly not: but he could

have pleasure—nay, according to the moral neces-

sities of His own being, he must have the high-

est joy, satisfaction, and delight—in the love, the

patience, the obedience, which those sufferings gave

Him the opportunity of displaying. . . . Nor
was it, as some among the schoolmen taught, that

God arbitrarily ascribed and imputed to Christ's

obedience unto death a value which made it equal

to the needs and sins of the whole world. We
affirm rather with the deeper theologians of those

and all times, who crave to deal with realities, not

ascriptions and imputations, that His offering had in

itself this intrinsic value. . . . Christ satisfied herein,

not the Divine anger, but the Divine craving after a

perfect holiness, righteousness, and obedience in

man."—W.]
6. Against all Docetist tendencies which now and

then appear in the church, the Apostle's assertion of

the real manhood of Christ has always the deepest

significance. There is among the strong defenders

ofthe divinity of the Son far more Crypto-Docetism,

far more fear of allowing the full and undiminished

truth of Christ's humanity, than they themselves

know. On the other side, it is much to be wished

that all who rightly hold the fobpavos 'I. Xp., could

as readily accept what the Apostle further says in

the Pastoral Epistles, in respect to the divinity of the

Lord; see 1 Tim. iii. 16; Titus ii. 13. The very

Docetism so early visible in the apostolic age, is an
indirect proof of the superhuman character of the

Saviour. His appearance was so wonderful, that

men could not at first believe Him to be real

7.
u Christianity knits the ties by which natural

religion binds men to one God still more closely,

through the one only Mediator ; for He points to the

one centre of all. Christ is the bond of the God-
head and manhood ; " Heubner.

8. The apostolic command to pray for all men
has been often interpreted as allowing prayers for

the dead. The words of Luther are noteworthy on
this subject, Kirchenpostille, Dom. /., Post Trin.

:

** We have no command from God to pray for the

dead, therefore no one can sin who does not pray for

them. For, in what God has neither commanded
nor forbidden, no man can sin. Tet, because God
has not granted us to know the state of the soul,

and we must be uncertain whether it has not met
already its final doom, and therefore cannot tell if

the soul be condemned, it is no sin that thou prayest

for the dead ; but in such wise, that thou leave it in

doubt, and say thus : ' Dear God, if this soul be in

that state that Thou yet mayest help it, I pray Thee
to be gracious unto it' For God has promised to

bear as in what we ask. Therefore, if thou hast

prayed once, or thrice, thou shouldest believe that

thou art heard, and pray no more, lest thou tempt
God."

9. If we have, according to the doctrine of the

Apostle, only one Mediator between God and man,
then the invocation of saints, and Moriolatry espe-

cially, as practiced in the Roman Church in recent

times, is already condemned in its very principle.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTIOAL.

Public prayer no secondary thing, but the chief

element in the assembly of believers.—The duty of

special intercession : (1.) Its extent (ii. 1, 2) ; (2.)

its ground (ii. 8-7).—To pray for others: (l.) Its

intrinsic worth; (2.) how seldom and poorly per-

formed.—The relation of Christian subjects toward
their rulers.—The influence of religious life and
prayer on the welfare of the Church.—God wills

that all men be saved : (1.) No mere show or pre-

tence of will, but a right earnest will
; (2.) no inac-

tive will, but mighty, and working for the good of
all; (3.) no absolute and despotic will, but a con-

ditioned and holy will, against which the stiff-necked

enmity of unbelief can hold out to its own eternal

shame.—The knowledge of the truth, the Divine

means for the eternal redemption of the sinner.

—

One Mediator for all : (1.) What a privilege to know
Him t (2.) what a curse to reject Him I (3.) what a
duty, after man has found Him, to make Him known
to others also!—The high significance of the true

manhood of the Lord. Without it, (1.) There is no
perfect revelation of God in Christ

; (2.) there is no
true reconciliation of the Divine and the human, in

and through Christ.—Christ the ransom for all:

(1.) From what
; (2.) for what

; (3.) to what the

Christian is thus redeemed.—The manifestation of

Christ the pivot of the world's history.—God's time

is always the best.—As Paul, so every minister of

the Gospel must be assured of his Divine calling.

—

Faith and truth the great means to bring others to a

knowledge of the gospel—Missions to the heathen

a continuation of the work of Paul.

Starkr: Osiander: Christians ought not only

to pray for those who, like them, profess some sort

of religion, but for all men, that God will guide their

hearts to the gospel of Christ.— Lange's Opp.

:

There is in intercession for others the purest exer-

cise of love for others.—-One of the best and most
valuable kinds of tax which we owe and may pay to

our rulers, is to pray for them, and to thank God
heartily for the good we receive through them.

—

Anton: Prayer is a real Noah's ark, in which we
may shut ourselves amidst threatening floods.—We
cannot else pass through the tossing world (Luke

xviii. 7, 8).—Bibl. Wurt.: If God is minded to

bring all men to the knowledge of the truth, who do
not wilfully shut their eyes to it ; if Christ has given

Himself in death for all, that they may be kept from

eternal ruin, we ought also, as holy children, to fol-

low this example of God and Christ, gladly encour-

age all to seek their eternal health and salvation,

and omit nothing which may aid toward it (Rom. x.

1).

—

Lange's Opp. : How can the Christian religion

be other than true, since it leads to the knowledge

of saving truths, while all other truths are only

phantoms ?—If it be the earnest will of God to save

all men, none can excuse himself who remains god-

less and unbelieving.—Since the satisfaction of

Christ is the masterwork and centre of the gospel,

it must be chiefly urged by all teachers, and most
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fully embraced and believingly applied by all hearers

(1 Cor. i. 23; GaL ii. 20).

—

Osiander: The gospel

of Christ belongs to the Gentiles also (Isa, xlix. 6).

—

HtCBNER : Common prayer is a means of uniting

hearts, a true bond of the Church.—Where the best

Christians are, there are the best citizens.—Polythe-

ism severs nations ; Christianity binds all in one.

—

An angel could not be the Reconciler of the world.

—AH perfect virtue is self-sacrifice, a denial of my
personal self, just as every ungodly life is egoism.

—

Christian integrity speaks truth.—Lisco: The duty

of common prayer.—Intercession a work of love.

—

The greatest thought, the noblest deed, and the holi-

est decision.

Vers. 1-6. Epistle for Rogation day, in the Grand
Duchy of Hesse and elsewhere.

—

Bki k : Interces-

sion, the consecration of a life of prayer.—Interces-

sion the crown of prayer.

—

Knippknbkrg : On the

right spirit of Christian intercession.

—

Draseki:
Christian intercession considered, (1.) In its nature;

(2.) in its dignity; (3.) in its effects.

—

Dietzsch:
The wish of a Christian people for the welfare of it!

rulers.—W. Hofacker : Of the right priestly spirit,

as the need of our time.

VL

By whom and how Prayer is to be made, and how especially women should conduct
themselves in that respect

Cn. II. 8-15.

8 I will therefore that men pray everywhere, lifting up holy hands, without

9 wrath and doubting.
1 In like manner also, that women * adorn themselves in

modest apparel, with shame-facedness [shamefastness] and sobriety; [,] not with

10 braided [plaited] hair, or [and ?] gold," or pearls, or costly array
; [,] But

(which becometh women professing godliness) with good works [by means of

11 their good works]. Let the women learn in silence [tranquilly] with [in]

12 all subjection. 6ut I suffer not a woman to teach,
4 nor to usurp authority

13 over the man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve.

14 And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived* was in the

15 transgression. Notwithstanding [But] she shall be saved in child-bearing, if

they continue in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety.

1 Ver. 8.—rfitaAoyumou. Sinaiticrifi, SiaXoyarfiov. Grieshach, pov, in text
; ftS»yt in margin. Tischendorf, fccAo-

ytaiimv. The singular form, being the more unusual, is probab'y the true reading.—E. H.J
Ver. 9.—ItoaavTwc «. rit yvv. Lachmann, uaaafrmf ywmxmas ; so alto the fiinaiticus. Teschendorf ixrth. c

ywoutac.—E. Ii.

J

* Ver. 9.— [ii xpvro ; Teschendorf; ral XPWf- Sinalticus the some. Lachmann, A. O., koX xpy<ru?-—E. H.)
4 Ver. 12.--{yvvauti to bAavictiv. Lachmann (A. D. O.) has itMamtv 6i yvpouct ; so also the Sinaitious. Tfacben-

dorf has retained the order of the words in the Recepta.—E. U.)
* Ver. 14.—[as-arqlcto-a. Lachmann, Tischendori, Sinaitious, i&aw+nfltuxa. The authorities are cousontient here.

—E. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ycr. 8. I will therefore, &c Bofaofuu olv.

h6v\t<r&at is stronger than &4\ur ; it is to ordain,

by the power of his apostolic authority; olv con-

nects the following exhortation with vers. 1-3, and
is needed on account of the brief digression in vers.

4-7. As the Apostle thus reverts to the public

prayers just commended, he now states more exactly

when, how, and through whom these should be con-

ducted ; and with this he adds his special counsel to

the women as well as the men. The latter, in ex-

press distinction from the women, are alone to direct

public prayers. It thus appears that, in the assem-

bly of believers, this duty was not given exclusively

to the presiding officer, but was performed without

limitation by the members of the church. The
Apostle does not object to this, but only orders that

the women shall abstain entirely from it, which, per-

haps, in more recent times, they had not always
done.—Everywhere. Not only to be joined with

vpoffftxtvSai, but with the whole proposition ; in

which it is further taught both that men ought, and

how they ought to pray everywhere. The somewhat
singular phrase, «V tokt! riwtp, is surely not a de-

signed contrast to the Jewish localism, which held

the temple or the synagogue almost exclusively as

the fit place for prayer, but is probably explained by
the fact that the Ephesian church, like many others,

consisted of different iKK\r\<riai jcot* fcxar, and thus

had several places of meeting.' Perhaps, also, in

these different circles, the same customs were o%4 in

use ; or some held oue place holier than others. In

view of this, the Apostle gives a precept which is to

be remembered by all ubi cvmque rinL—Lifting up
holy hands j a Jewish custom, no: only in taking

an oath, or in benediction, but especially in prayer

(see Ps. xxviii. 2 ; lxiii. 6) ; and, as appears from

this passage, a usage of the Christian cliurcL ; corop.

Clem. Rom. ad Corinth, cap. 29—Holy hands;
such as are not stained with wilful sin, in contrast

with the unclean hands of an evil-doer (Ps. xxiv. 4 ;

xxvi. 6; comp. James iv. 8). In regard to the

form, iatovs x«*P« (instead of i<r'ias
f
as some Codd.

really have it), comp. Wikkr, Oramm.
t
6th ed-, p-

64.—Without wrath, kc. Wiu«vat wrath and
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contention. Luther less accurately Bays, ohne Zorn
tmd ZiceifeL The latter, contention, is the out-

ward expression of the former. The Apostle refers

directly to the wrath and contention of believers

among themselves—it may be in questions of re-

ligious dispute, or other outbreaks in daily life. It

is most probable that such disturbances had hap-

pened at their meetings in Ephesus, or, in the judg-

ment of the Apostle, were to be feared. [The Eng-
lish Version and that of Luther are the same.

Alford renders " without wrath and disputation;"

thai is, in tranquillity and mutual peace. Words-
worth renders, u without doubting or disputing."

But see Ellicott.—W.]
Yer. 9. In like manner alio, that women.

At the opening of this verse, Bo6\apai must be
anew supplied from the preceding; in the remain-

der, however, the construction is difficult and in-

volved. It seems best, after yvrcuKas
y
to supply, not

Tpocrt^xttrdtu, but TpocwxofJ-tt'as, since the axravrws

forbids the supposition that the Apostle has now
dosed the subject of public prayer in order to give a

general rule as to the dress and attire of the women.
It U more likely that Paul now passes on to the con-

duct of the women in the church, since they are not

included in the preceding exhortation, having no
right of speech in public prayers. They must ap-

pear in modest attire; kwt<utto\j\ = Mima; wept-

fro)J) = axijfta eAuaros, Kttrptos = xpdrovaa yv-

wu&r trayytWopfycus rrjr &*o<r4(S€tav (ver. 10).

The object of the Apostle is not to enjoin a general

rale of life for Christian women, but specially for

their demeanor at the place of prayer. He does not

forbid all ornament, but only the excess which is a
mark of frivolity and love of display, and awakens
impure passions. They should adorn themselves,

but with bashfulness and modesty (Luther : " with

shame and modesty "). Both expressions refer not

alone to the outward garment, but more to the

inward spirit befitting the modest dress. Aftcfo

expresses the inward aversion from everything un-

seemly; <rmty>o<rvvri, the control of the passions

(Huther). This is the only ornament allowed to

Christian women at public prayer. [Shamefastnes* ;

not, as in modern reprints of the English Version,

skamefacedness ; see Trench, N, T. Synonym**,
This u an early Saxon form, which has unhappily

become obsolete in this case. Wordsworth, how-
ever, is surely wrong when he calls it a word akin to

steadfastness. It is to be found in the original edi-

tion of the Version of 1611.—W.]—Not with
braided hair, IUlypa, insinuaii multiplier in
orbe eritus ; but the general sense of a head-dress,

or dress of the hair, should not be lost (comp. 1 Pet
bl 5 ; Iaa. iii. 24). These braidings of the hair are

put first, but the following substantives denote the
dreso ornaments of gold, whether bracelets, rings,

or chains, pearl*, or costly clothing, xoAvrc\^f,
nearly the same as in Matt xL 8, uaXaxa IfUria,

and in Luke vii. 25, Ifuerifffths Mo^ot. Compare
with this whole precept the Divine denunciation of
female luxury (Isa. ill), and like passages in the

Cfcorch fathers; «. g., Tertullian, De Fosmineo
GUt*. " VestUe vos serieo probilalis, bgsso sancti-

safct, purpura pudicitice.™ Augcstin, EpiL 73:
"* Ycnu amatol*, maxime Christianorum et Chris-

tUnarum, nan tanium nullus mendax focus, verum
*•* auri quidem vestisque pompa, ned mare* bani sunt."

Compare the remarkable "Eulogy of Seneca," ad
Heiv. cap. 6.

Ver. 10. Bat what beoometh. The main

clause must here be distinguished from the subordi

nate clauses. The chief proposition is that in which
the Apostle states what is the true ornament of a
devout woman. I will, he says, that they adorn
themselves with good works. Good works, on
the occasion of their public worship, can scarcely be
any other than offerings of love for the poor, as

Heydenrcich has remarked ; which, however, Huther
without reason calls wholly arbitrary. Why should
not this be styled the true ornament of a Christian

woman, that, like Dorcas, she is full of good works
and alms deeds ? " Hi operibus testanda est pietas,

in vestitu etiam auto apparere hoc professio debet; "

Calvin. The words, which beoometh, &c, we
regard not as a panenetic clause, which would offer

great difficulty, but as denning the reason of Paul's

praise of such an ornament, 2 = kc& 5 = Ac vpixfi.

This dress, from his point of view, is the only be-

coming one.— Professing godliness, frayycXA.
&€o<r. ; an expression peculiar to the Pastoral Epis-

tles. Luther: die Oottseliakeit beweisen ; French:
qui font profession de piete ; Dutch : die godvruch-
ligheid belijden. *Ewayyt\K^ who glory in some-
thing, or lay claim to something, or will pass for

something, or who employ themselves in something.

Compare the Horatian " qua medicorum tint, profi-

teri" In this meaning of the verb, in this place, it

is so much the less advisable to connect it with the

following words, dV tpyvp aya^&v.
Ver. 11. Let the women learn in silence

with all subjection. Although the following

counsels of the Apostle may readily be referred to

the general relations of the sexes, still the connec-

tion requires us to regard them as here aimed at

public teaching by women. Not the docere, but the

dUcere; not prominence in outward rank, but the

inrorayfi in the place of prayer, is their proper call-

ing. It appears that the Christian women at Ephe-
sus were inclined to put themselves forward more
than became them. The Apostle therefore enjoins

silence upon them; and in the Jewish synagogues
likewise, whose order was followed by the Christian

assemblies, it was the rule that women should hear,

but not speak (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 34, and Conntel.

Apt), iii. cap. 6). Thus Tkrtullian wrote, De Virg.

Vet^ cap. 9 : " Nan permittitur mulieri in ecclenia

loqui, nee docere, nee tingucre, nee ulliu* virili*

muneris, nedum sacerdotalis officii sortem, sibi vin-

dicare."—*Er fovxta ; the women, without uttering

a word, are humbly and believingly to hear the in-

struction, which is given solely by men, in the holy

place.

Ver. 12. Bat I suffer not a woman, &c.

The parallel is so complete between vers. 11 and 12,

that we can refer this verse to nothing save public

instruction. Not any general authority of the wife

over her husband is here forbidden—although the

Apostle without doubt opposes this—but especially

the assuming such superiority in the church. Even
to ask concerning what she does not understand, is

not allowed to a woman in public (1 Cor. xiv. 8f»),

but only in her own house. Au&eirfiv, in the earlier

Greek, is equivalent to avrox<lp*C*w \ m tue later,

to 4$owia(€iv. 'Ayty6s\ the remark of Bcngel is

excellent: "Id non tanium marilum nota\ *ed

tolum genus virorum."—To be in silenoe. tlvai

iv Jjai/x<e ; not only tacere, but still more, in silen to

versari ; so that silence is almost the distinct sphere

assigned to woman in such circumstances. We have
an instance, however, of hUcxny on the part of a

woman in Acts xviii. 26, which the Apostle certain lj
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34 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

would not have forbidden. Finally, the Apostle sup-

ports this rule of silence on two grounds, which are

both taken from the book of Genesis.

Ver. 13. For Adam . . . then Eve (comp.
Gen. ii. 1, 18-23). Just as, in 1 Cor. xi. 8, the

Apostle refers to the priority of Adam's creation,

and thence infers the dependence of Eve in birth

and condition ; and, in her, of all women. Not
always, indeed, yet here the priority warrants the

superiority. *• The Old Testament narration, as the

Scriptures in general, is held by the Apostle as a
holy, spiritual utterance of Divine truth ; Adam and
Eve are prototypes for all humanity of the manly
and womanly nature; and in the creation of the

primeval pair is the real ground of the law, that the

woman must not teach, and, yet more, not be de-

sirous to rule ; " Matthies.

Ver. 14. And Adam was not, Ac. (comp. Gen.
iii. 1). A second ground, directly connected with

the preceding. In ver. 13 it was stated why no
authority was given to woman over man ; in ver. 14,

why she is justly forbidden to teach.
u Deceptio

indicat minus robur in intellectu, atque hie nervus
est, cur mulieri non liceat docere ;

" Bengel. It is

true that Adam also was misled, yet by means of the

woman ; but she was deceived in the strongest sense

of the word, and she alone. She allowed herself to

be enticed by the treacherous speech of the serpent,

while Adam simply accepted the fruit from her hand.
This passage does not conflict with Rom. v. 12, since

Adam is there named as the head of sinful human-
ity, without reference to Eve ; while here St. Paul
regards the origin of sin as given in the Jewish nar-

rative, which, in 2 Cor. ii. 3, also is ascribed to Eve.
With Adam, then, was a simple vapdfiaara; with
Eve, ardrn and irapdfkuris together. Adam was
therefore in the transgression, in the state of disobe-

dience to the positive command of God. The read-
ing 4|airar7)&f?0-a, defended by Lachmann and Tiscb-

endorf, strengthens yet more the sense and force of
the antithesis. " In this matter the Apostle's view is

confirmed by the character of the female sex, and
the experience of all times, which proves how sus-

ceptible woman is to such guile and persuasion ; and
his reasoning needs therefore no defence, but its

truth is clear in the very nature of the subject;"
Mack. [It should be remarked here, that this narra-

tive of the fell has been held by many sound exposi.

tors as a moral truth of primitive history, not to be
understood in its literal sense, but portrayed in a
symbolic form. The note of Coleridge, although
somewhat too much in the vein of Origen, may well
be added: "We have the assurance of Bishop
Horseley, that the Church of England does not de-

mand the literal understanding of the document con-
tained in the second (from ver. 8) and third chapters

of Genesis as a point of faith ; divines of the most
unimpeachable orthodoxy, and the most averse to

allegorizing of Scripture history in general, having
from the earliest ages adopted or permitted it in this

instance. . , . Nor, if we suppose any man conver-

sant with Oriental works of anything like the same
antiquity, could it surprise him to find events of true

history in connection with the parable. In the tem-
ple language of Egypt, the serpent was the symbol
of the understanding. . . . Without or in contra-

vention to the reason, the spiritual mind of St Paul,

the understanding (fptrriua o-apKos, or carnal mind)
becomes the sophistic principle, the wily tempter to

evil by counterfeit good; ever in league with and
always first applying to the desire as the inferior

nature, the woman in our humanity; and through

the desire prevailing on the will (the manhood,
virtus). . . . The Mosaic narrative, thus interpreted,

gives a just and faithful exposition of the birth and

parentage of sin, as it reveals itself in time ; " u
Aids

to Reflection,'* p. 241, ed. 1840. Read also, for a

like interpretation, Henry Mors, " Defence of the

Moral Cabbala," c. 3.—W.]
Ver. 15. She shall be saved in child-bearing,

kc. The Apostle seems to fear lest he may have

disheartened the women, and he now adds an en-

couraging word. Probably it was written in the

recollection of the sentence which is coupled in Gen.

iii. with the story of the fall. God had changed the

curse into a blessing for her as well as for Adam,
and made the penalty of sin a means of grace. She

shall be saved, ca&fifferat. A share in the salvation

of Christ is not withheld from her, although she has

no part in public teaching. Tet she can only gain

the personal enjoyment of tliis grace when she re-

mains in her allotted calling. Through child-bear-

ing, 9ia rrjs rucvoyovias, proceeds the Apostle ; and

this expression has often been a stumbling-block.
" Do you think it was Paul's opinion, at the time he

wrote 1 Cor. vii., that the salvation of the female

sex depends on child-bearing? " asks Schleiermacher,

when he opposes the genuineness of the Pastoral

Epistles. The reply must be undoubtedly in the

negative ; but it should be added, that no reasonable

man, apostle or not apostle, would take this propo-

sition unconditionally ; since, in that case, the great-

est number of children would best entitle the mother

to salvation. We are simply to suppose that the

Apostle has in view Christian women only, for whom
the question is, how they, who already believe ra

Christ, should personally gain the salvation they

seek. It is, then, quite unnecessary to interpret the

8«£ as meaning the outward mode of the o-u&fjcrerw

;

still less to give it the sense of "notwithstanding"

(Flatt) ; it denotes simply a condition in which the

woman becomes partaker of such blessing. On this

use of the preposition, see Winer, p. 339, who gives

various examples. The Apostle would say : Far be

the thought that the true fulfilment of the duties of

a mother, as each might perhaps fear, can hinder the

salvation of woman ; on the contrary, she will then

obtain it, when she remains in her allotted sphere of

borne (comp. chap. v. 14). Tenvoyovla does not

mean merely the munus puerpera in the strict sense

of the word, but includes the Christian nurture and

training of children. The notion that ywfi refers to

Eve alone, or to Mary, the mother of the Lord,

needs no serious refutation. The Apostle speaks of

the Christian wife in general, and therefore can

directly use the plural for the singular, when he
adds, iav p§iv»<ri*. That this last clause does not

refer to both men and women (Heydenreich), nor

to the children (Chrysostom, Schleiermacher, Leo,

Mack), is quite obvious. The last would, on account

of the preceding rejewyoWa, be grammatically possi-

ble ; but it is not probable, since the salvation of the

woman would then be made dependent on the con-

tinuance of her children in fellowship with Chris*.

Calvin justly denied this view, when he wrote:

"Alqui urtica vox est apud Paulum rtwoyoria.

Proinde ad mulieres referri, necessarium est th*

ficlywiy, k.t.X. Quod autem plurale verbum «s*»

nomen veto singulars, nVtil habet incommodL Si
quidem nomen indefinilum, vbi scilicet de omnibus

communis est sermo, vim coUectivi habet, ideoque

mutationem numeri facUe patitur. Porro ne totam
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CHAPTER H. 8-15.

vwlierum virlutem in conjugalibus officii* inclu-

deret, coniinno post etiam majores adjicit virtutes,

quibus pias mttlteres exee lere convenit
y
ut a profants

differant. Imo tune demum generatio gralum est

Veo obuquittm, quum ex fide et earitale procedit."

This last must especially be held in view. The
slightest trace of singularity vanishes, when we see

what the Apostle requires of women in their Christian

life. They must endure even to the end, if they
will be saved (Matt. xxiv. 13). Ilumr, kydrr),

hytatrfids, are for them the chief aim, as well as for

every man. By the connection of these words with

ffeKppoaxunjy mode*tia, the exhortation again returns

to its starting point, the subordinate rank of woman.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It belongs to that universal character of Chris-

tianity which Paul has unfolded so strongly in vera.

4-7, that the worship of God must be confined to

special times aud places (comp. John iv. 21-24).

When the Apostle assigns to the male members of

the whole church the duties of preaching and in-

struction, he condemns, on one side, the clerical

delusiveness which allows the laity in no way to

preach the word in the church, and, on the other

ode, the Quakerism which permits men and women,
without restraint, to come forward when moved by
the Spirit.

2. It shows the deep spiritual insight of the

Apostle, when he urges the removal of all wrath and
strife, as irreconcilable with common prayer. A
similar suggestion is found in I Pet iri. 7. Com-
pare the beautiful essay of A. Vinkt, entitled, La
colere et la priere, in his ttvdes Evangel., p. 436

;

and most specially see the precept in the Sermon on
the Mount (Matt. v. 23-25).

3. How incalculable is the debt which women
owe to Christianity ! how holy is the calling allotted

to the believing woman by the gospel ! (comp. La
Femme, deux ducour*, par Ad. Monod, Paris, 1855.)

While woman before was a slave, the property of
the man, the mere victim of his sensual lusts, she is

now joint-heir of eternal life (1 Pet. iii. 7). Al-

though, however, the gospel sanctifies the commu-
nity and the family, it does not reverse the natural

order of things, but requires each to remain in the

position God has given to each. This whole passage

(vers. 8-15) is a continuous practical exposition of
the great principle which Paul has affirmed in 1 Cor.

vii.24.

4. The high worth which the Apostle here gives

to the duties of the wife and mother, shows likewise

with what restrictions we must receive his partial

praise of celibacy (1 Cor. vii.), and is a sound cor-

rective of all false asceticism.

5. Christian morality must be shown in our
attire ; and it is never to be forgotten, that the first

garments after the fall were sewed by the hand of
shame. Still, it would be absurd and petty to push
the outward letter of this appstolic precept, as is too

often done, although this rule of St. Paul has by no
means only a local or temporary meaning. Comp.
Di Wette, Lehrbuch der chrittlichen Sittenl, p. 73.

The question raised by the precept in ver. 9 (comp.
1 Cor. xi 14), whether men should wear long hair,

provoked in the Reformed Church of the Nether-
lands, in the seventeenth century, a long and hot
dispute. See, for a full account, the learned work
of Dr. 0. D. J. Schotkl, Bijdragen tot de geschiede-

n» der kerkelijke en wereldlijke kleedinq : Haas.
1856.

HOMUVETICAL AND PBACTICAL.

The public prayer of the church.—The holy di*
position needed for holy action.—No really devout
prayer without mutual love and peace.—Humility
the best dress for woman: (1.) The best home
dress; (2.) the best travelling dress; (3.) the best

mourning dress; (4.) the best grave-dress.—The
special position which Christianity has assigned to

woman : (1.) What Christ is for women
; (2.) What

women must be for Christ.—The eloquence of a
Christian silence.—Ministering love, true greatness

in the kingdom of God.—The subordination of
woman to man grounded not in man's arbitrary will,

but in the order of God at creation. Woman should
not forget that sin has come into the world, not first

through man, but through her.—The last created

was the first deceived.—The Xanthippe character

not only unchristian, but unnatural.—The curse of
sin on the woman changed, through the grace ofGod,
into a blessing.—The nobleness and blessedness of

the calling of a mother.—We may be lost even in

the bearing of children, if we remain not in faith

and holiness, as well as chastity.—The saving power
of the gospel in our home life.—Christianity pro-

motes reformation, not revolution.—" Let all things

be done decently and in order" (1 Cor. xiv. 40).

Starke : Hedinger : Prayer without glow, with-

out an enkindled spirit, is not good.—Unbelief de-

stroys the best.

—

Lange's Op. Bibl. ; Although prayer

specially concerns the heart, yet the right direction

of the heart will lead to the fit manner of prayer.

—

Spener: The Apostle specially wishes that, in the

public worship of God, our thoughts should be more
on the inward than the outward.—Women, when
they pray or attend Divine service, must not think

that they are to prepare for it by splendid dress,

gold, pearls, outward ornament, or that such array

will please God.

—

Hedinger: Lavish ornament is

the fruit of pride.—Both errors are to bo shunned

:

pomp, and slavish copying of every empty fashion,

as well as neglect, uncleanliness, and disorder in

dress; for neither becomes a Christian.

—

Lange's

Op. : In dress we must be guided partly by neces-

sity, partly by comfort, partly, too, by the custom
of the country ; and thus we must reject all servility

and all vain show (1 John ii. 15, 16).—If woman
should learn, then man should allow her the oppor-

tunity, to be a good teacher at home, not only in

words, but in deeds also (1 Cor. iv. 85).—Much of

the discord among married persons usually springs

from the fact that the wife will not be subordinate,

or the husband does not know how to rule with in-

telligence and love, and thus misuses his rule (1 Pet.

iii. 7).—Osiander : Since woman is given to man as

a help-meet, not a ruler, the right of authority and

precedence belongs to man.—Even before the fall,

Eve was weaker than Adam ; so that Satan turned

not to Adam, but to Eve, and led her first astray

from God (1 Pet. iii. 7).—The Apostle does not deny

salvation to childless women, but only teaches what

is the appointed culling of women, in which holy

mothers, by the grace of the Mediator Christ, through

faith, attain eternal life.

—

Lange's Op.: As faith

is not without love, so faith and love are not without

salvation.

—

Hedinger: Believing women who have

children have this comfort, that their hardest pain,
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36 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

and even the loss of life, U only a trial sent from
the heavenly Father, never a hindrance to salvation

(Rom. viii. 35).

Von Gerlach : It follows from the right spirit of

prayer, that our works should be in harmony with our

words, and especially in public devotion.—Man, at cre-

ation, was complete ; but the woman had given her, in

her origin, the lot of dependence,—Many who have
children are lost ; many who are childless are saved.

Heubnie: The prayerful Christian consecrates

everyplace asa temple.—The holiest places cannotbeb;

him who prays with an unholy spirit.—Dress, the most

foolish ofvanities.—The Christianwomaneven in dress

shows herself Christian.—True order in the Christian

Church edifies the whole.—The woman is blessed as

a mother, when she cares for the good Christian nur-

ture of her children.—The specific duties of man and

woman.—Lisco : Husband and wife in prayer before

God.—The right place of women in the sanctuary,—

The true ornament of the Christian in worship.

VIL

The proper temper of the overseers of the community, of the deacons, and of

their wives.

A.—Dignity and nature of the office of the overseer.

Ch. ra. 1-7.

1 This is a true ' saying [Faithful is the saying], If a man desire [aspire unto]

2 the office of a bishop, he desireth a good work. A bishop then must be blame-

less, the husband of one wife, vigilant,* sober, of good behaviour [decorous

3 = omo/nm], given to hospitality, apt to teach ; [,] Not given to wine, no striker,

not greedy of filthy lucre;' [,] but patient, not a brawler, not covetous;
[,]

4 One that ruleth well his own house,
4 having his children in subjection with

5 all gravity
; [—] For if a man know not how to rule his own house, how

6 shall he take care of the church of God ? [—] Not a novice, lest being

lifted up [blinded] with pride he fall into the condemnation of the deviE

7 Moreover he must liave * a good report of them which are without ; lest he fall

into reproach and the snare of the devil

1 Ver. 1.—{*wrrb$; all the authorities; the Sinaitioua, But A., Oriff. also, IwOp&rtvot ; humanus, kme lectio «•-

tusMor at Hitronytno. But no one is rath enough to approve it. Mntthai, quoted by IIather.—E. H.]
* Ver. 2.—[nf^Acor. Everyone now reads nftiAtor.—E. H.)
1 Ver. 8.—uij aurxpoK*p6ri. wanting in A. D. J?. G., and others, and upon this account Laohmann and TIschen*

dorf have left it out. The Sinniticns has it not. Apparently it has been intercalated from Titus i. 7.

So Rtctpta, Lachmann, Tisohendorf. The Sinattious reads wpourray6^i€ror—peculiar acd* Ver. 4.—[wpolffTifitror.
exceptional—E. H.J

• Ver. 7.-[5tt ft a&nJr

;

in the Sinaiticus.
, avr6r left out by Lachmann and Tisohendorf (wanting in A. F. O. H., and others); not

In G., the' whole seventh verse is written in the margin ; according to Lachmann.—E. H.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. This is a true laying. There is no
reason whatever to refer this phrase, which often

occurs in the Pastoral Epistles, to the preceding

remarks (Chrysostom) ; it is clear, on the contrary,

that here, as chap. i. 15, there begins a new line of

thought. After the Apostle, in the former chapter,

has treated of the duties of the church as a whole,

especially in regard of public prayer, he turns to the

special view of certain persons, the episcopi and
diaconu Undoubtedly it would fall to the lot of
Timothy, in his intimate relations to the body, to

appoint such officers; and as there might arise a
difference of opinion, it was desirable for him to

have a written direction from the Apostle, to which
be might always appeal Paul begins, therefore, by
informing him, as Titus (chap. i. 6), what special

qualities such officers should possess. It is from his

own knowledge, doubtless, of the high importance
of this function of the episcopus, that he considers
first its weighty requirements.—If a nun desire,

&c. It appears as if, at that time, there was in

Ephesus, and its neighborhood, an eager strife for

such a presbyterial rank—a strife which contrasts

strikingly with the reluctance shown to its accept-

ance by so many eminent men in the third and
fourth centuries ; and as it certainly did not spring

with all from the purest motives, it does not give us

the happiest proof of their Christian spirit. Yet we
need not understand hpiyrnu in the sense of an

ambitious rivalry (thus De Wette, against which

comp. Heb. xi. 16), since the Apostle would surely

have rebuked it with decision. It may have been

joined, on the part of many, with an active seal for

the church, which needed only a partial check and

guidance.—The offioe of si bishop, iruncM.
The word does not before occur in this sense in the

New Testament, with the exception of the citation

from the Old Testament (Acts :. 20). As to its real

meaning, it is proven beyond doubt that in the days

of the Apostle the hcioicmt had no higher rank

than the irpwfitrcpoi, although Paul (1 Tim. v. 17)

makes a distinction even among the latter * and it is
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CHAPTER III. 1-7. 3?

certain, likewise, that first in later times, by the

combined influence of various causes, a higher place

was given to the bishops among their fellow episcopi

(Acts xx. 17, 28). The rule of the church at large

was entrusted to the Apostles; that of the indi-

vidual communities, to the episcopate or presby-

Cerate. On the diaconate, which is not at all iden-

tical with these last, see below, ver. 8.—He de-
airath a good work, KaXoy tpyov br&. The
adjective expresses the excellence, the noun the

difficulty of the work ; since tpyop, in this connec-

tion, is not the same as wpaypa or xfiiuu The
Apostle regards it not as a passive, bat an active

reality ; and Acgustin thus far wrote with truth,

De Civ. Dei, xix. 19: "Episcopates est nomen
eprri*, non Aonorta."—Jerome : " Opus, non dig-

nitatem, non delicias ; opus per qttod humilitate

ieerescat, non intumescat fax&gio? Brnokl : " Ne-
ye&tan, non otium.1

* On the whole subject here

treated by Paul, we may well compare the Tracta-

tes by Jon. de Wiclkf, De Officio Pastorali, pub-
lished by Dr. G. B. Lechler, Leipzig, 1863. He
treats of two points, de sanctimonh vita, et de

salmbritate doctrina, and gives suggestions to be laid

to heart.

[Note, on the Presbyter-Episcopal Office.—Thia

verse is the crux of the whole controversy concern-

ing the ministry of the apostolic church, and should

not, therefore, be passed by with so slight notice as

m this commentary. We will endeavor here to give

an impartial, critical summary of the evidence con-

tained in the Pastoral Epistles. It is clear, from
1 Tim. iii. 1-7 ; Titus L 6-9, that the titles " episco-

pus" and ** presbyter" belonged at first to the same
rank. See Bingham, "Ch. Antiq.," B. 1, c. 8;
Sciurr, *« Apost. CbV' B. 3, c. 3, and the citation

from Jerome, Ep. 82, Ad Oceanum. Presbyter was
the earlier Jewish-Christian name, nomen tetotis;

episcopus the later, taken from political usage among
the Greeks, nomen officii. The former very proba-

Uy denoted the general ministerial dignity ; the lat-

ter, the oversight of a particular church. The re-

striction of the episcopate to a superior order, there-

fore, came later. Was it of apostolic date or au-

thority? We turn to this Epistle, and it is clear

that Timothy had the power of judging presbyters

;

1 Tim. ir. 11, 14; ch. v. 1, 17-24; and the power
of ordaining them ; 1 Tim. v. 22. The power of
ordaining elders in every city is also given to Titus,

L 2; the injunction to rebuke with all authority,

Titus h\ 15. We omit 2 Tim. i. 6, 14 ; chap. ii. 2,

since these are too vogue for any fair argument.
Timothy and Titus, then, were commissioned by St.

Paul, and had the two powers of ordination and of

judicial rule. See Hooker, Ecd. Pol., B. 7, c 11,

where the argument is forcibly stated. But the

next question is, was this superior office a tempo-
rary or permanent one ? Were these diocesan bish-

ops, or only evangelists, sent on a special mission ?

It cannot be proved with certainty, from these Epis-

tles, that they were more than evangelists. Timo-
thy, moreover, is charged to " do the work of an
evangelist," 2 Tim. iv. 5. Titus is spoken of, 2 Cor.

Hi 23, with other brethren, as " messengers of the

thurches." See Calvin, Inst. iv. 3, s. 4. The feet

of their superior authority appears to us, then, a pre-

sumptive argument for the establishment of the epis-

copate; yet it cannot be a demonstration. But a
further question remains : How can this change of

name be explained, by which the later bishop be-

came higher than the presbyter ? It is the received

theory of the Episcopal divine, that when the apos>

tolic authority had thus passed into this diocesan
form, the official title was restricted to the higher
rank. The name, it is said, is unimportant, but the
fact is the essential See Bingham, B. 2, c 19.

But this does not wholly meet the difficulty. It is

not at all likely, had these new diocesan rulers been
appointed directly, like Timothy and Titus, by the
Apostles, that they would have taken a name appro-
priated to a lower order. The change points natu-

rally to some election of a presbyter by the college

as their chief. This sufficiently explains the case,

and appears the most probable custom in the early

church. Thus Field, " Of the Church," B. 5, c.

27. Tet it is, after all, uncertain whether this

was done in all cases, as he claims, by the direct

choice of the Apostles, or by the choice of the
body. There can be little doubt, however, from
the appointment of Timothy and Titus, that such a
superior order of men was becoming the general
rule of the church, and that, too, with the permis-
sion, if not by the ordinance of the Apostles. We
must, then, draw our conclusion from these meagre
and uncertain hints. The chief error has been on
either hand, that men have judged the plastic, grow-
ing institutions of the early church by the fixed

order of a later age. It is enough to say, that

toward the close of the lives of St. Paul and St.

John, there was a natural, historic change of the

church, as it became settled in its great social cen-

tres, from the general rule of the apostolate to a dio-

cesan structure. See Rothe, Anf&nge d. christl.

Kirche, p. 498, ff. Wo see, in the cases of Timothy
and Titus, the germinal form of such an episcopal

office. It was a legitimate outgrowth. It had the

sanction of the Apostles. To say that it was the

invention of a later age, an apostasy from primitive

parity or democracy, is unhistoric Such a structu-

ral change could not have token place without con-

flict; and the very silence of the sub-apostolic

records, the undisputed right with which diocesan

episcopacy emerges at the opening of authentic

church history, confirms it as primitive. Yet it is

alike unhistoric to rear this fact into a jus divU

num, or to identify this simple episcopate of the

early church with the type of a later hierarchy.

Compare also the numerous works on the Ignatian

controversy, by Cureton, Bunsen, Baur, Lipsius, Uhl-

horn, and others.—W.]
Ver. 2. A bishop then must be, &c. Here

follows a long list of qualifications, partly negative,

and wholly concerned with the circle of daily, house-

hold life ; since the Apostle is not speaking here of

the higher gifts of Spirit and faith, which should be
lacking in no Christian, least of all in an episcopus.

All which is needed for the life hid with Christ, is

passed by in silence, that he may consider solely the

special requisites of the office. This fully met bis

purpose, as he speaks only of the aspirants to the

episcopate, not of those already in it ; and this apos-

tolic rule was to serve Timothy as a safeguard

against the importunity of incapable and unworthy

men.—Then, ofo, joins the following counsel with

the previous praise of the office. Bengel :
" Bonum

neooHum, bonis committendumy—Blameless, the
husband of one wife. Two qualifications are

named first, which the Apostle holds of highest

worth. The episcopus must be blameless, aKcwiArpr-

roy tlvtu, in good repute, without offence in the eyes

of believers, as well as of the unbelieving world.

Thus he would be by no means blameless, were he
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THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

not fuat ywaucos hvfip. Is this phrase to be under-

stood as forbidding polygamy or deuterogamy to the

newly-appointed overseer? Scholars are not agreed,

and the subject itself is far from clear. It is cited

in favor of the former view, that polygamy was by
no means strange among the Jews ; see Justin If.,

Dial c. Tryph.
% § 134, ed. Colon ; that this custom

was less common among the Greeks, and might give

offence ; that Christianity expressly enjoins and de-

mands monogamy. The champions of the other

view maintain that Timothy hardly needed the warn-

ing not to choose an episcopus who had several

wives, since the unfitness of so sensual a man for

this spiritual office would be self-evident; that, on
the other hand, a second marriage might not have

been approved by the Greeks; that Paul did not

prescribe this abstinence as a general rule (the oppo-

site is clear from 1 Cor. vii. 8, 39), but that this may
rightly have been enjoined on such officers, who
were to set an example of the highest self-restraint

;

and that, finally, in chap. v. 9, it is required of a

widow, chosen as deaconess, to have been once only

married. The last reason seems of the greatest

weight ; and we therefore agree with those who hold

this command of Paul to be directed against a second

marriage, as unseemly for the episcopal office. As
to the question how far this rule should be consid-

ered binding now, we cannot better reply thau with

Heubner, in loco : " Perhaps the rude, quarrelsome

disposition of the stepmother, in the servile condi-

tion of women at that time, was the cause of this

law. With us such a reason is no longer applicable

;

and, on the contrary, the nurture of the young often

requires a second marriage. If we regard marriage

ideally, as the heartfelt union of two persons, wholly

surrendered to each other, then a second marriage

seems to disparage the first, or to be rather a thing

of policy than love. Our general inference is, that

a church teacher should conform to the usages of

the country or the society in which he lives, so far as

he can." That, however, Christian antiquity had
really no favorable opinion of second marriage, is

seen from Athenag., LegaU pro Chritto, p. 37.

Thkophilus ad Autolyc. iii. p. 127, ed. Colon.

Minucius Felix Octav. :
** Unius matritnonii vin-

culo libenter adh&rcmus, cupiditate procreandi aid

unam scimus, aid nuUam." Tkrtullian. ad ux.

i. 7. Exhort Castti., c 7. Be Monogamia, c. 12.

Origenes, Contr. Celsum, iii. p. 141, and elsewhere.

(According to Dion. Sic. xiii. 12, the old Sicilian

legislator Charondas had deemed that he who gave
his children a stepmother, should not hold office as

judge.) The wisdom of this apostolic rule was
specially suited to that time, when Christians were
anxious to avoid whatever might harm their reputa-

tion with the heathen. The view, that Paul speaks

here only of the married state, as a conditio sine qud
non for the episcopi, or that he merely discourages

anything unusual, immoral, or illegal in the married
life of such officers, does not fully explain his lan-

guage. We may mention, as a curious view, still

another of some Romish expositors, that by the ywfi
here named should be understood the church. Such
finespun ingenuity cannot destroy the strong argu-

ment which this passage contains against the law of
Gregory VIL enforcing celibacy. [Conybeare has
here a suggestive note. " In the corrupt facility of
divorce allowed both by Greek and Roman law, it

was very common for man and wife to separate, and
marry other parties duriug the life of each other.

Thus, a man might have three or four living wives,

or women who had successively been his wives. Ai
example of this may be found in the English colony

of Mauritius, where the French revolutionary law of

divorce had been left unrepealed by the English

Government; and it is not uncommon to meet in

society three or four women who have all been wives

of one man, and three or four men who have all been
husbands of one woman. This successive rather than

simultaneous polygamy is perhaps forbidden here."

—W.]—Vigilant, sober, of good behaviour, &c
Vigilant, vrt<p<i\ios; here probably in the sense of

spiritual vigilance, since it would else make a tau-

tology with ver. 3 ; having thus the same meaning
as prudent, judicious, and joined, therefore, with

<ft6$pw, the opposite of that violent disposition

which can never keep the right measure. Of good
behaviour ; orderly, so that his whole conduct has in

it nothing unseemly; the outward sign of the in-

ward state, expressed by *&pp*v.—Given to hos-
pitality (comp. Titus i. 8); especially toward so

many Christian brethren (Rom. xii. 13 ; Heb. xiii.

2 ; 1 Pet. iv. 9).—Apt to teach. It appears, from

chap. v. 17, that be counts worthy of special honor

the episcopi, who labor in word and doctrine (comp.

2 Tim. G. 241
Ver. 8. Not given to wine = ^ ofry woAAy

irpoa4xorrasy ver. 8 (comp. Titus i. 7) ; a vice usually

leading to quarrel, and hence the phrase just after':

No striker j one who, in bis rage, would soon nse

blows against his opponents. [Wordsworth notices

that this injunction against striking shows the impul-

sive vehemence of the Oriental character. We mty
add, that it shows the half-Christianized morality of

the early Church, which could need such precepts in

regard to the first rules of social conduct. The his-

tory of church councils in the East supplies too

many shameful illustrations.—W.]—But patient,

bruiKT); the opposite of a quarrelsome character.

Luther: Gentle.—Not a brawler. fipaxor; shun-

ning all needless strifes. Luther : Not wrangling.

—

Not covetous, tyixApyvpov ; free from that selfish

greed which so often begets wrath and strife (comp.

1 Tim. vi. 10 ; Heb. xiii. 5). We know bow often

the Lord warned His disciples to beware of covet-

ousness (Luke xvi. 14, and elsewhere),

Ver. 4. One that ruleth well his own
house. Bengel : " Multi, forts mansueti, domi to

minus coercent iracundiam, erga conjuce*," &c.

The Apostle requires of the episcopus that he shall

make his own family a little Christian community.
House here embraces the members of the whole

household, the private family, in distinction from the

public affairs of the Christian body (ver. 5). Slaves

are therefore included ; but the Apostle has in spe-

cial view the good training of the children.—Hav-
ing his children in subjection. Here, as often,

txovra = Kar4xovra\ see Wolf on this passage.

Subjection is regarded as the wholesome rein to

check all lawless, froward actions in the children.

—

With all gravity, does not apparently refer to the

children (Wiesinger, Huther), since the word fitly

signifies the gravity of the manly and the epicopal

character; it betokens, too, the way in which the

father must do his duty (comp. Titus ii. 15), by the

needful exercise of his paternal power. The justice

of such a requirement is obvious, as the firmness

which enables us to rule our own household must be
needed to guide the community ; and he who kcks
this in the smaller, personal sphere, cannot exhibit it

in the greater. In the following verse this is still

more plainly urged.
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CHAPTER III. 1-7.

Ver. 5. For If a man know not, &c A pa-

renthetical proposition, containing a conclusion a
minori ad majus.—Take care, &ripe.\c?<rdcu ; to

nourish, provide for, administer—almost identical

with the foregoing irpctarcur^at. It is used in Luke
x. JH, of the care of the Samaritan for the wounded
Jew. Theodoret : "ira truucpa oIkovo/auv ovk citbs

t*s Ivnrrcu r&v Kpwrr6tmw Ktd &*lw iruTTtv&rjvcu

Ver. 6. Not a novice, vc6<pvTosy
newly plant-

ed; L *., who has shortly since become a convert

to Christianity. Undoubtedly, in a community so

recently established, there must have been such a
novice now and then placed in the episcopal office.

But in Ephesus, where the church had existed some
years already, Timothy could more easily choose
among those who, earlier or later, had professed the

gospel; and it was wise, therefore, not to include

the latter among those raised to the episcopal office.

This meets the objections of De Wette. It was not

merely youth, but the lack of necessary knowledge
and experience, which marked the novice ; and be
would, besides, be in danger of being misled by his

pride.—Lifted up, rwpo^tis; literally, beclouded,

darkened, befooled ; t. «., from pride and self-delu-

sion, through his promotion to such rank above even
older converts. There could be no readier sin for

the newly converted than such self-exaltation, and,

above all, if they were placed in any eminent posi-

tion; the grace of God must keep them in the path
of humility, discipline, and suffering. The following

words, lest he fall into the condemnation of
the devil, are variously explained. Luther has:
u That he be not puffed up, and fall under the judg-

ment of the slanderers; 11
t. e., give occasion to

slanderers. Others (Mosheim, Wegscbeider) refer it

to calumnious men. But there is no reason, when
to» &a£. is here used, to understand by it aught
sire the father of lies, the murderer from the begin-

ning. Nor is the idea satisfactory (Matthies), that

the principle of evil is here denoted ; but we think

it should nave the significance of the inward spirit-

ual Power of evil. But what is the condemnation
(iptpa) of the devil ? Not the judgment which the

devil brings on those who fall under his influence

{ChniL subject*) ; for here Bengel's remark applies

:

"DtaboUt po'esl opprobiium inferre, judicium

inftrre won potest ; non enim judical sea judica-

tory But it is rather the judgment which has been
falfiDed in the case of the devil (Genit. objecti\ and
will reach, likewise, all who are led astray by pride.

Jerome :
** Tale judicium, in quod etiam diabolus

meiditn Kpi/ta is not merely denunciation, accusa-

tion (Matthies), but, as often, in the sense of tcard-

x*4fui or Tifivpla — the sentence of condemnation.
If we compare this passage with 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude
6, we may infer that pride was the chief cause of

the devil's fall. Bengel :
*4 Videtur prius quam alii

angeU ad pratfecturam super multos angelos, licet

mmllis junior esset, fuisse suscitalus et erectus, quod
ijmtm ei quoque occario superbia fuit." Comp.
Aktkiioxics, ad init. Joh. prafecL, p. 23.

Ver. 7. Moreover, he must, &c. A last re-

quisite is added to the rest It is not enough that

the episcopus should be blameless in the eyes of the

community (ver. 2), but be must have a truly good
report from those without ; that is, who are not, or
no krager members of the Christian body.—Lest
he tall into reproaoh and the snare of the
derwiL If before his nomination he had lived in

gross sin, yet had been appointed, the remembrance

H

of his old vices would still remain with those who
bad known him, and this might bring suspicion on
the office itself. It was better for such a man, even
after a genuine conversion, to retire into the seclu-

sion of a private life, than take a prominent place.

Otherwise he would fall tls hvt&uriUi-*—into sus-

picion,—whether deserved or not, and from those,

too, within as weM as without the community ; and
thus, in his weakness and depression, he might
readily fall into the snare of the devil, vayltia r.

iiafi. Deprived of his good name, he might lapse
into the same sins which he had scarcely renounced,
and become as evil as he was reputed to be. " Quid
enim spei ratal, si nullius peccali pudor?" Calvin,

As 6v*iZurp6p and xcryfta are not separated by cb,
we must consider the former no less than the latter

as the work of the devil.

DOCTEDfAL AND ETIIICAL.

1. The worth of the episcopal office, which Paul
has here so impressively set forth, has been affirmed

in all ages and in manifold ways. Compare, e.g.,

Chrtsostom, De Sacerdotio; Baxter, * 4 Reformed
Pastor;" Burk, "Pastoral Theology in its Exam-
ples;" and the well-known writings of Harms,
Vinet, Nitzsch, Ebraro, Moll, Lohk, and others.

"Pastor habet triplex officium; primo, verbo Dei
spiritualiter pascere oves suas ; secundo, purgare
prudenter oves suas a scabie, ne sese et alios magis
inficiant ; terlio

y
defendere oves suas a lupis rapaci-

bus, tarn sensibilibus quam insensibilibus ; " Wicle£
2. Undoubtedly the Greek church, in forbidding

second marriage to its clergy, has a support in the

fuas furauebs atrfjp of Paul. Yet it is quite another
question how far the Apostle enjoins the literal ful

filment, in all countries, times, and circumstances,

of the precept which he gave for Ephesus. The
opponents of the papal hierarchy—which has found
so strong a prop in the law of celibacy—rightly

point to the liberty given by Paul to the episcopi,.

of entering once at least into marriage. A compul-
sory abstinence, without any special calling to it, is

surely most unlike the spirit of the Apostle. Yet,,

whether the eagerness, with which many young pas-

tors of the evangelical church unite their entrance

into the ministry with their marriage, would always
have his sanction, is quite a doubtful question. All

depends on the time and circumstances ; but it

might be wished that, in the choice of their wives,

clergymen would not quite forget the Christian

church to which they may be so useful. Compare
the " Mirror of a Good Clergyman's Wife," by Chr..

Bdrk, 1842. [See Wordsworth for a valuable note

on the usage of the Eastern and Western churches-

in regard of the Apostle's rule. It seems to have
been a general, unwritten law, yet not held of per-

petual obligation, or enforced by any decree of

general councils. In the time of Collistus, at the

beginning of ihe second century, we learn from
Hippolytus that persons twice or thrice married wero
admitted to the ministry. The whole passage, how-
ever, is most striking as a picture of the simple,

healthful household life of the primitive clergyman,

in contrast with the later diseased type of the Latin

church.—W.]
3. It Is a noteworthy proof of the practical spirit

of Christianity, that the Apostle gives such special

worth to the domestic and social virtues oven in the

official rulers of the community. A life of faith and
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40 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

morality are indiyisible in his yieir. The pastor of

the church must above all be a good father in his

own family, and that even to the least particulars.

If there be those who think that the care of their

wider sphere of labor will not permit them to attend

to such private duties, the Apostle sets before them
our Lord's words : " These ought ye to have done,

and not to leave the other undone " (Matt. xxiiL 28).

The family of the clergyman must specially deserve

the name of a little household church. " He mast
have a hundred eyes on every side; his spiritual

vision must be sharp, not short-sighted. He must
be awake, not for self, but for others ; " Chrysostom.
It is notable that the same Church father laments, in

eloquent words, that bis care fbr his large flock

hardly left him time to think and watch over his own
soul. 44 Horn, in Act. App. Opp. ix. p. 335, ed.

Montfauc.

4. With reason Paul here enjoins that an epiaco-

pus should be bpi\dpyvpo$. If this vice be the root

of all evil in general, the life of Judas Iscariot and
Simon Magus show what injury it has done to the

clergy and the church ; and we may say in this view,

that the history of simony is no less shameful than
that of celibacy.

5. The words of Paul on the condemnation of
the devil is a striking contribution to the New Testa-

ment cuemonology, although he gives us but a glance

behind the raised veil. The representation of Satan
as a fallen angel makes a marked distinction between
this scriptural doctrine and the Persian dualism from
which it is so often sought to be derived.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The high worth of the episcopal office.—" If any
man desireth the office of a bishop, he desireth a
;ood work." This is clear from (l.) Its origin;

2.) its nature; (3.) its lineage; (4.) its object;

5.) its fruit.—The episcopal office : (1.) A work

;

(2.) a noble work; (3.) a work which every one
should not desire.—The due qualifications named by
Paul are: (1.) Manifold; (2.) difficult; (3.) just;

•(4.) rich in blessing.—The evangelical clergyman is

called to be a pattern of all personal, domestic, and
social virtues.—The clergyman (1.) a householder

of God in the church
; (2.) in his own dwelling.*

Use and abuse of the saying, ** Whoso careth not for

bis own house," Ac—The rocks which are in ue
way of a newly-converted man.—Through high to

low, through low to high.—The value of a blameless

youth to him who would feed the flock of God.—
The snare of the devil in the office of pastor and

teacher.

Starke : Art thou of high rank, and therefore

ashamed to be a preacher of Christ? yet believe it,

the office is noble and weighty ; it has to do with

the greatest things ; it regards the salvation of tools,

and eternal life.—A preacher may be onrntrried

without wrong, yet it is better for many reasons that

be marry.—Continence of body must be joined with

soberness of soul, in him who would grow in spirit-

ual prudence, discretion, foresight.—Largs's 0m:
Covetousness is a hidden, shameful lust, especially hi

a clergyman.

—

Starkk : A clergyman fray be zeal-

ous, but not deal blows like a godless roan.—

A

teacher who would not make bis family an offence to

the church, must look to it that he choose a devout

help-meet; else, if he make a blind and carnal

choice, he will lay the corner-stone of great evil-

A man can more easily rule his household, than t

whole community: (1.) Because it is far smaller;

(2.) because the household will sooner obey than

strangers
; (3.) because he associates more with them

than with others ; (4.) because he naturally treats

them with more affection than others.—If a ae*

convert be unfit for the office of teacher, how much

more an unconverted person.—The shame and rice

of a teacher are snares of the devil, whereby Sdan

robs his office of its blessing (1 Cor. ix. 12).

Lisco : The personal characteristics of a servant

of the word.

Hecbner : The bishop must consider his good

appearing, his good fame, not hold it lightly becanse

of bis real purity ; for his good fame adds to his

influence.—Covetousness is a blot on the character

of a clergyman.—Loss of honor often makes a nan

dull and base ; honor leads to self-respect—Perhaps

the Apostle regarded the higher virtues, here omit-

ted, as acknowledged requisites, and would only keep

us from undervaluing those lower ones ; or he wonld

guide us upward from the outward conduct of life*

here sketched, to the inward gifts.

B.—Character of the Deacons and Deaconesses.

Ch. m. 8-13.

8 Likewise must the deacons be grave, not double-tongued, not given to much

9 wine, not greedy of filthy lucre
; [,] Holding the mystery of the faith in a

10 pure conscience.
1 And let these also first be proved ; [,] then let them u*e the

11 office of a deacon, being"found blameless. Even so must their wives be ffrave,

12 not slanderers, sober, faithful in all things. Let the deacons be the husbands

13 of one wife, ruling their children and their own houses well. For thev that

have used the office of a deacon well, purchase to themselves a good aegree

[secure to themselves good standing], and great boldness in the fiuth which is

m Christ Jesus.

» Ver. 9.—[The 8iDattlcua is peculiar here. All the critical authorities read i* ««*ap? <rw*i**r«, instead of wtfd

It has Kafiapat ewctMovMc. Were this the true reading, the sense would be, " holding the mystery of the faith and*

'

, pare oonsdanoe*—E. II.]
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CHAPTER IIL 8-13. 4]

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAL.

Ver. 8. likewise the deacons. Alter the

Ads of the Apostles have told us the origin of the

diaconaie (chap. vi. 1-5), we may learn from the

fcstoral Letters the qualifications needed, in Paul's

judgment, for a good deacon. This passage is im-

portant, as it is the only one which portrays the

character so clearly as to be a true mirror for all

after Umea. Here, as with the episcopi (vers. 1-7),

the Apostle omits the higher requisites of spirit and
disposition, to consider rather the domestic and

moral qualities which men readlily see and judge in

others. It is true that the characteristics here named
agree in many points with those of the presbyter

(rera. 1-7); but tb :s likeness lies in the nature of

the case and the relationship of both offices, and
thus, instead of being at all extraordinary, furnishes

an added proof of thf genuineness of these Epistles.

For, were a marked difference made between the

episcopus and diaconus in rank and character, this

Epistle would bear the unquestionable stamp of a
later age, since, in the day of Paul, both munera
were nearly alike. Besides, both divisions differ

sufficiently in slight details, which show again the

wisdom of the Apostle. See, on the diaconate in

general, Lcchler on Acts vi. 1-6.— Grave,
sot double-tongued. There is no proof that,

in the apostolic time, there existed a special, ex-

duare class, a collegium of church assistants, who
had eharge of the various duties of the diaconate.

All depended on individual activity; and it was
therefore the more necessary that such persons

should be of superior worth, and honorably fulfil

the office. It is not, however, difficult to see the
design of the Apostle in urging these requirements,

although naturally we may not expect a complete
sketch or an exact order in the recital of them.

—

Grm (with wravrcts we must supply 8c? tlvcu from
the preceding), rtftvohs (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 2 ; Titus
ii 2); not so much a special virtue for a deacon, as

a Christian quality which every church officer must
possess. We may take Stephen and Philip as pat-

terns of the true a*iur6rt\s of a Christian deacon.

—

ifa doubl+tonffufd, p)i IkkSyovs ; a word used only
tee. Bengel :

uAd alios alia loquentes." In the

manifold relations of the deacons with different per-

**» and families, they might readily fall into this

Twe, so wholly unworthy of a man of character.

—

Not given to much wine (comp. Titus ii. 8).

He who would not merely aid poverty, but as far as

possible heal it, must be himself a pattern of tem-
perance—Not greedy of filthy lnore, /4 al<rxp°-

ttfWr (comp. ver. 3). Any who was capable of
(oia, would soon appropriate dishonestly the gifts

entrusted to him for the poor.

Ver. 9. The mystery . . » pure conscience,
fee is the same inward connection of faith and
conscience as before, chap. i. 18 ; and it is an equally
*rong proof that the Apostle is by no means con-
tent with the mere outward blamelessness of the

fhareh officers, if this higher spiritual faith be lack-

ing-—T* fiwrrfipioy tijj wfcrrecM ; a peculiar expres-
swu, not occurring elsewhere. The mystery here, as

1 Cor. iL 7, the truth, before hidden, but now re-

pealed (comp. Bom. xvi. 25).—Of the faith; a
Genith. subject^ just as, in ver. 16, to fiwrrfiptov

r$s (h<T($(ias; a mystery which is the object of
kith, and can be understood only by faith. The
Apobtle presupposes that this mystery is like a

treasure in the actual possession of the deacons;
and to the question, how it can best be preserved,

he answers with this precept: u"Ex<hto* to juvot^-

piov rrjs viiTTtots iv Ka&ap$ Guv*Mi<r9Ln The pure
conscience is the coffer in which the treasure is best

deposited. "Exorras used here, as often, almost in

the sense of Kar^xoyras. Although we must grant
that this clause does not directly refer to the diaco-

nate, but is entirely general (De Wette), yet it is

obvious that such a life of faith and conscience must
be most useful toward even official duty. As teach-

ing and preaching were not the usual charge of the

deacons, they must so much the more upbuild others

by their action ; and without this personal faith and
conscientiousness they could not fulfil their difficult

task. "Additur pura con&cientia, quae cxtenditur

ad toiam vilam, turn two, ul sciani se Deo servire ;
"

Calviu.

Ver. 10. And let these also first be proved.
These no less than the presbyters. The Apostle had
not, indeed (chap. ii. 1-7), expressly ordered a pre-

vious toKifidfeiv for these persons, but it lies in the

nature of the case, especially in the restriction, ver.

5. We are not told by whom this proof was to be
made, or to what special points it should extend. It

could not have been a public one, before the whole
community, since it was already presumed that those

called to the diaconate enjoyed a good name and
character. It is better to suppose an inquiry by
Timothy himself, and the associate episcopi, since

the deacons had probably their formal appointment
from these last That it was an examination in the

proper sense (Heubner), is as improbable as the

notion (Heydenreich) that we are to suppose the
" united voices, and questions all around," from in-

dividuals of the congregation. This is surely too

official and modern a conception. Far simpler Ben-
gel : " Diaconi debebani prius edere specimen sui in

tpsd diaconid, quam plene immitterentur in munus"
They could enter on their office, after their blame-
lessness had been proved. This proof was thus, in

the main, of a prohibitory character, to keep the
unworthy from office.

Yer. 11. Even so must their wives ... in
all things. This direction concerning the wives
has a somewhat singular place amidst the rules of
the diaconate. Were not the passage beyond all

critical doubt, we might regard it as an interpolation.

The connection does not allow us to think of Chris-

tian women in general ; nor does the Apostle speak
of deaconesses alone, as such, since in chap. v. this

class is distinctly treated o£ We are almost un-

willingly forced to apply this to the wives 'of dea-

cons (Matthies) ; although it is remarkable, again,

that the Apostle should give such express precepts

for these, yet none for the wives of the presbyters,

who had yet higher rank. The reason of this may
be found, however, in the fact that the wives of the

deacons were entrusted also with the office of dea-

coness; which compels us to the opinion that, by
the word ywcuicas, must be understood the wives of

deacons, in so far as they were deaconesses also, and
thus subject to certain rules here suggested before-

hand, but more expressly given in chap. v. These
requisites are such as every Christian woman should .

have, yet they are specially desirable and indispen-

sable to the sisters who would undertake a public

office in the church.—Not slanderers, ph 3<a£4-

\ovs ; literally, not devils—which they undoubtedly
would be should they be guilty of lying and slander.
'* Why is it that evil-speaking is so characteristic of
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ifomen? A woman has do arms, weapons, brute

force, like man ; her tongue is her weapon ; and her

natural feeling of dependence makes her more sus-

ceptible to envy and rivalry;" Heubner.— This

qualification of the deacons* wives has its relative

contrast with the requirement made of the hus-

bands; fi)i tii\6yovs, just as the ntfaXiovs points

back to the preceding, fi) otty voWf trpoo-^xorrat.

—Faithful in all things, is a precept indeed for

all, but specially for women, who in their allotted

sphere must practise this fidelity in little things, and
therefore not overlook or despise it.

Ver. 12. Let the deacons be the husbands
of one wife. See ver. 2.—Ruling their chil-

dren and their own houses welL See vers.

4, 6. The domestic virtue of deacons must not be
inferior to that of presbyters. Care of their own
children was doubtless the best preparatory school

for care of the poor and sick.

Ver. 13. For they that have used, Ac. To
call forth an earnest attention to his precepts, the

Apostle points to the noble reward of the faithful

man. Undoubtedly, in his view, they only would
deserve it who made such rules their own, and thus

fulfilled them.—Such purchase to themselves a
good degree, /Sod/tor *a\6r. Bc&fi6s> gradut, the

Ionic form of the Attic fkurpJs (from fadrv\ may
be understood either in reference to church office, or
to the spiritual state. I£ in the former view, we see
in this phrase a promotion to the presbyterial office

(Jerome, Bengel, and others), we must presuppose a
kind of hierarchical order, which is quite foreign to

the apostolic time. Tin's interpretation is not at all

necessary by grammatical rule ; indeed, the descrip-

tion of this higher official degree as jcoAiV sounds
somewhat singularly; nor can we conceive of any
connection between such advancement and the xajS-

fairia spoken of just after. We therefore prefer

their view who interpret it as a good step in spiritual

life, or future blessedness—two meanings which may
well be united, and between which to put either—or
(De Wette, Huther, and others), we think unneces-
sary. The Christian life here and hereafter is, in the

Apostle's view, one united whole ; and in proportion

as we advance here in our spiritual growth, snail we
reach undoubtedly a higher degree of blessedness.

It has been often said, indeed, but never proved,

that Paul knows no degrees in future happiness.

The opposite rather appears from 1 Cor. iii. 15 ; zv.

41, 42 ; 2 Cor. ix. 6, and elsewhere. A faithful ful-

filment of our calling in the Church of Christ is the

means blessed of Him to win here, as in eternity, a
good degree of growth and of salvation. [It seems
most agreeable to our conceptions of justice, and is

consonant enough to the language of Scripture, to

suppose that there are prepared for us rewards and
punishments of all possible degrees, from the most
exalted happiness down to the extremest misery, so

that our labor is never in vain ; whatever our ad-

vancement in virtue, we procure a proportionable

accession of future happiness ; Palky, *• Mor. Pbil.,
n

B. 1, c 7.—W.]—And great boldness in the
faith whioh is in Christ Jesus. This second
part of the promise expresses the reward which such
fidelity will gain from others ; as fkurp6s referred to

that which the diaconus would gain for himself

Tlapfao-la, used in this absolute sense, does not mean
boldness of faith before God, but boldness of con-
science before men, and, indeed, before the church,

in whose employment such deacons as breathed this

fpirit could not have reproach. Bengel joins them

both :
u Fiducia erga Drum d homing." Failh in

Christ Jetu$ does not belong exclusively to raf^ipfa,

but as well to fk&fi6s ; meaning the ground in which

this confidence is rooted, and on which this degree a
built. It is obvious that iriaris must not be taken

objectively of Christian doctrine, but subjectively of

the personal life of faith. [fia$p6s is rendered, by

Conybeare, position. A 1ford inclines to this reading,

but refers it also, with De Wette and Wiesinger, to

the hope of the future, as well as the present life.

We cannot, however, see force enough in the above

reasoning to reject the generally received idea of an

official promotion. Undoubtedly the hierarchical

ideas of the day of Jerome, when the deacon vat

styled a Levite (Ep. 27), do not belong to the church

of St. Paul and Timothy. But there is nothing

strange in the supposition, that a deacon of ex-

cellence in his calling should rise to the rank of

presbyter. The custom, as it afterward obtained in

the church, although it may have been by no means

the rule of that early time, seems to have arisen

naturally enough out of just such instances. Why

should not such a promotion be ko\6s1 and *hy

should not one who had attained it have greater

u boldness in the faith " ? The opposite interprets,

tion seems to us far-fetched and fantastic See fa-

ther, Ellicott and Wordsworth in loco.—W.]

DOCTEIKAL AKD ETIIICAL.

1. It appears, from these precepts given to the

deacons, bow highly the Apostle valued the charge

of the poor, which he would entrust only to those

worthy of this special honor. All his directions may

be called a practical commentary on two sayings of

the Lord : " Woe to biro through whom the offence

cometh " (Matt, xviii. 6, 1) ;
u Whoso is fcithfnl in

the least, is faithful also in much " (Luke xvi. 10).

The Apostle in this, moreover, remains true to his

own rule, that God is not " a God of confasion, hot

of peace," and therefore all must be " done decently

and in order" (1 Cor. xiv. 88, 40).

2. The offices of deacon, presbyter, ftc^ in the

apostolic church were not immediately* ordained by

Christ, and as little arranged by human wisdom after

a predetermined and measured plan ; but they cant

by degrees into existence, under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit and in the process of circumstances, and

were thus the source of rich blessing to many. They

had from the first a spiritual character, the diaconite

not excepted; for this office is very superficially

valued, if we suppose it designed to meet the physi-

cal wants of the sick and poor. Here, rather, the

beautiful saying is true : " The soul of charity is

charity to the soul," Amalia Sieveking ; and,
u The

service of the poor is the service of God," Angel*

Merula. Hence sueh an office can be worthily exer-

cised by those alone who are united truly with Chria

and the brethren by the spirit of faith and love, and

for Christ's sake ready to meet every sacrifice, every

trial, and every opposition.

8. The apostolic directions regarding the office

of presbyter and deacon have to the present tine

been far more truly kept in the Reformed Chirrch

than in the Lutheran ; whilst in the Roman Church

they have been caricatured, and are hardly to be reccf*

nized. It is from this common cause that the presby*

terate and diaconate, in the life of the church, form, to-

gether with the office of preacher and pastor, a tirdj

of working forces, whose rights and duties are st«
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too little understood and prized by many. Compare
the " Manual for Elders and Deacons in the Evan-
gelical Church, and those who are to become such/'

by G. B. Leciiler, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, 1857.

4. "It is beyond doubt that much is given to

those who are entrusted with the office of elder or

deacon. An office is given them of primitive Chris-

tianity, honorable by its antiquity, and at the same
time evangelical, Protestant, of needful service for

the edifying of the Christian body."

5. The apostolic rules regarding deacons re-

miin, in spirit and substance, normative for all such

officers; and a wholesome corrective for the many
deviations from those principles which are seen to-

day iu manifold shapes.

6. See further, chap. Hi. 1-7, and chap. v. 9

dttq.

HOMELETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

How the diaconate must be exercised in the spirit

of the Apostle Paul : (1.) Its duty
; (2.) its re-

quirement; (3.) its blessing.—Whoso would suc-

cessfully watch over others, has double need to know
his own condition.—The relation of a good servant

of the church (1.^ to honor; (2.) to pleasure; (3.)

to the goods of the world.—The inward connection

of a firm faith and a pure conscience.—Women may
direct the work of Christ (1.) to great gain

; (2.) to

incalculable harm.—The church a family ; its pastor

a father of the household.— Connection between
fidelity in the guidance of our own family and of
that entrusted to us.—The laborer is worthy of his

aire.—Faithful duty to the Lord the best way toward
our own growth in holiness and grace.—Rectitude

before God goes hand in hand with boldness before

men.—Faith in Christ the spring of the true wisdom
for life.—Whoso lacks the requirements of Paul,

till not only be a poor deacon, but a poor Christian.

Stirjle: Hedixger: Pure doctrine and pure

conscience must always go together. What worth
in much knowledge, without self-knowledge ? much
teaching, without our own conversion ?—None can

be a true Christian, still less a teacher, who has not

faith and a pure conscience.

—

Starke : How needful

proof, trial, experience, evidence, to those appointed

to the spiritual office !—The more prominent the

place God allots any one, the more blameless should

be his life, since many observe him.—When all is

well in the clergyman's home, there is a good exam-
ple for his people ; if not, it is a slaughter-house,

where souls are destroyed (1 Sam. iii. 13).—The true

servants of God do not mourn over their sweat and
toil ; if they stay here without further promotion,

they will have a degree so much the higher in

heaven (Dan. xii. 8 ; 1 Cor. xv. 41, 42).

Hecbner: The strictest examination before our

appointment to the spiritual office cannot equal the

holy claims of the office.—Our whole life is indeed

an examination followed by a judgment—No office

has such claim (?) to future honor and blessedness as

that of the Christian teacher.—It is a strong spur to

higher, Christian competition, when we remember
that there are degrees even in salvation.

Von Gerlach : Fidelity in little is the test of

genuine fidelity in great things.—Many are seem-

ingly truer in the great concerns of life than in the

less, where they constantly offend in their everyday

faults, which all can see ; and therefore such fidel-

ity in greater things is worm-eaten, done from men-
pleasing, from worldly ambition, not love to God
and the brethren.—Lisco: The personal traits of
the almoner of the church, ad vers. 1-15.—Charac-

teristics of a good clergyman.

—

(Synodal Sermon) :

We have the richest and the hardest office in the

communion of the Lord.

[Donne, Seitnons: The ministry to tho poor.

Heaven and earth are a musical instrument ; if you
touch a string below, the motion goes to the top.

Any good done to Christ's poor members upon earth,

affects Him in heaven.—W.]

VHX

Weightiness of the preceding admonition for the Church.

Ch. m. 14-1«.

14 These things write I unto thee, hoping to come unto thee shortly:

15 But if I tarry long, that thou mayest know how 1 thou oughtest [one ought]
to behave thyself [one's self] in the house of God, which is the church of the

16 living God, the pillar and ground of the truth. And without controversy, great

is the mystery of godliness : [,] God [Who] was manifest in the flesh, justified

in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the

world, received up into glory.

1 Ver. 15.—How one (wit man). Some authorities—«. ?., D., Arm., Vnlg., and others—have inserted *«, for the
sake, it appears, of explanation, but for the rest, without reason.

* Ver. 16.—See the exegeticnl explanations. [There are difficulties here both in the proper reading and in the
translation. OS Is easily convertible into ©2. In the Oriental Church the powerful Christ ofogical Interest might easily
save overlooked an alteration in the text, which was the result either of inadvertence, or of a dengn to give greater
emphasis to the doctrine of the Incarnation here enunciated. We find that the reading in the Lectionaries, in Chrysos-
ton, Tbeodoret, John of Damasc, (Ecumcnius, Theophylact, and others, was 6«6t ; but this was not the reading of the
rreat uncial 1188. Bishop Pcaraon has an elaborate note upon this text ("Creed," Am. cd., p. 104), in which he
awumea, however, that the " Greek copies " all read CM*, which is an error. It is not denied that many of the Greek
fathers read edr ; the question is, what is the evidence that it is the true reading ? Tho reader is referred to the
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44 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

author's critical remarks.—Nor is tho translation ea*y. Our author is ingenious here, but not oonrmdiiff. He brack

ets the following words : (*' Ein Pftiler und QrundftxU der Wahrheit, und anerkannt grots itt das Geheimnist der Gott*

„ a pjjj^j. and gr01ind of the truth, and confessedly great is the mystery of godliness." """ *He ikns coaaecU

eat Is the mystery of g»>dlinoss," with what precedes. It has, indeed, a connection with the foregoing,

ray of grammatical structure. We can, with the modern exit foal edit >rs, place a full period at the end of

Then we can find the logical connection thi

uligkeU ") =

the clause, " great I

but not in the way t_ „ ___,._
the 15th rerse. Then we can find the logical connection thus : the mystery of godliness is the truth just referred to; tbt

especial substance of that " truth " is then expressed in the words that follow : " Who was manifest," &c Yet fc

creates the greatest difficulty in the way of structure. But it may (so Huther) be regarded as referring to a subject act

yet named expressly, but which, of course, must be Christ Then, if we regard the passage as taken from a carreat

Christian hymn, the difficulty disappears in a measure.—£. H.)

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ycr. 14. These things write I unto thee.

The Apostle does not mean here the whole Epistle,

but only the admonitions which he has given in

chaps, ii. and iii. Probably, before he parted from
Timothy, he had left behind for him a general direc-

tion, but not special rules for each individual case.

He now does this, hoping, &c. 'EAwfflw does not

mean the cause of his writing, but is to be taken

sensu adversativo, although 1 hope; see Winer,
p. 214.—To come shortly

j
properly, sootier

;

rdxiWy in comparative ; i. «., sooner than is expect-

ed, or perhaps than I think o£ The various read-

ings, iv r&x*h raxcioy, or raxt*st
are only exposi-

tory corrections, against which we hold, difficilior

lectio praferenda ; for which reason Tischendorf has

justly retained the Receptee Besides, the compara-
tive r6.xioyt J°nn x"i* 27, is used in almost the same
sense with rax^

Ver. 15. But if I tarry long, &c. It might
happen that the expectation of Paul to return soon

would be disappointed ; and in order to prevent any
embarrassment to Timothy, he writes him the neces-

sary instructions. BpoJiW, the same word used

2 Pet. iii. 9 of the promise of Christ's coming.

That Paul will meet Timothy in Corinth, to go with

him to Macedonia (Otto), is a conjecture, only forced

on the text to favor a pet hypothesis.—How thou
oughtest to behave thyself in the house of
God. The expression has a general sense, although

it apparently refers to Timothy in particular. The
explanatory «*c has this degree of weight (Luther,

too, reads, how thou shouldst behave) ; but critically

the evidence is too weak to admit it into the text.

See Teschendorf on this passage.—*Aycurrp4<pta^at
means not Christian life in general, but here the life

of the Christian officer, which belonged to Timothy
and bis fellow-episcopi. The scene of this avatrrpopfi

is the house of God, the Christian community not
exclusively in Ephesus, but in general.

—

House of
God

y
oIkos e«ou. It is well known how frequently

this scriptural expression occurs in the other letters

of Paul ; most strikingly 1 Cor. iii. 9-17. If the

temple at Jerusalem, as well as Israel itself, the Old
Testament people, bore this name (Matt. xxi. 13;
Heb. iii. 2, 5), it might certainly be used with

greater truth of the Church of the New Testament.

It is the house whose owner is God, since He built

it, inhabits it, and will complete it in His own way
and time (comp. Lisco, "Parables of Jesus," 4th

ed., p. 505). The conception of inward unity, as

well as of indestructible steadfastness, is obviously

expressed in this word. These attributes are pos-

sessed by the Christian church, because it is the

house of the living God. Bengel's remark is deeply
spiritual :

u Ecclesia Dei. viventU opponitur fano
Diana Ephesiorum. Vita Dei fundamentum spei

nostra? cap. iv. 10, et fons verttatis
y
h. /.—Pillar

and ground of the truth. We have thus reached
by degrees one of the most difficult passages in these
Epistles. The words which are chiefly to be dis-

cussed offer nothing doubtful in a literal sense

trtxot is the support on which the roof of a boose

rests, its upholding pillar (comp. Rev. iii. 12; Gal

ii. 9). Wahl says very truly :
tt Omne id, cut" ut

primario et pra ceteris insigni inniiUur aliquid?

Etpalwpa means the ground,* the foundation (comp.

&tp4\ios
t
2 Tim. it 19), which is as necessary for the

stability of the whole house. Pillar and ground

of the truth can only refer to the religious truth per-

sonally revealed and manifest in Christ. But do*

the question is, whether these words are in apposi-

tion to oIkos rov faov firros just before, or belong

to fcal SiioXjoyovfAJpas, jc.t.X., just following them.

Both constructions have been often defended and

attacked with alternate success by learned and de-

vout men. In De Wette and Huther may be found

the names of the various champions of either view.

Here, where we do not aim at strict exegetical dis-

cussions, but rather to give the results of our own

inquiries, we shall simply state why the latter view,

as is seen in our translation, seems preferable to the

former. The statement of Paul's design in the pre-

ceding portion is already closed with ver. 15 ; and

while the description of the church as the house of

the living God has a good and valid sense, the fol-

lowing phrase, u a pillar and ground of the truth,"

if it be considered as an addition to this figurative

expression, is exceedingly dull and heavy. It is

most improbable that the Apostle should in one

breath describe the church, which he has called an

olicor, as also a orvXos Kai ttpalu/xa. We cannot

possibly expect such a violation of all aesthetic rule

from a man like Paul. The conception of the

church as such a pillar and ground of the truth, is

indeed quite explicable in a sound sense, yet it is in

itself far from clear and as far from Pauline (comp.

1 Cor. iii. 11). But if the new proposition (ver. IG)

begins with the words nai Sfxok. /titya, then the

copulative Kai is entirely without a purpose, and a

singular commencement, too, of a proposition. We
need not here recall the misuse made by Romish

interpreters of the idea : " The church a pillar of the

truth " (comp. Calvin on this passage). A striking

view of this conception of the church, as colvmna

verttatisy in the Protestant light, is giwen by Melanch-

thon on this sentence.—For all these reasons, we
believe that we are right in beginning, with ctvXos,

a new proposition, which continues to the end of the

chapter. It must be granted that the construction

remains singular and hard : <rrfaoj *al tZpaimpn vis

aXrfttlas Kai 6uo\oyovfi4vus fi4ya i<rr\ to rri$ «&"«-

0*tas iMwrr4ipiov\ especially the article rh had best

be removed, i£ according to our view, <rrv\os . .

.

&Atj&. is the predicate of rijs cfa*e0. /war. Yet we
do not find this objection so overwhelming, as Gro-

tius and others do, against our construction. The

evolution of thought is rapid ; the Apostle speaks

so forcibly, that he does not painfully weigh and

arrange his words. The representation of the 5$

idiar., k.t.\., in ver. 16, directly after, as not only a

fiva-rfipiov rijs cwr€/9*(oj, but as likewise a crfaos *.

itpaiupa T7j5 a\rj&clas, the denial and opposition to
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whicL is fully noticed chap. iv. 1, is entirely in the

Apostle's spirit ; who, as we know already in earlier

letters, gives a special importance to the essentials

of the gospel. If a new chapter bad been begun
with the words, " a pillar and ground of the truth,"

the whole connection would perhaps have been
viewed in another light. The interpretation of

rrvkos koI iBpcdw/jM rys &\-ift. as referring solely

to Timothy, deserves scarcely any notice save as an
exfgetical oddity. To exhort a pillar to behave
itself {tuwrrp4<p«TSai), sounds a little hyperbolical

Only three of the foremost Apostles are called

trruXMy Gal. ii. 9 ; but never their associates.

Ver. 16. And without controversy great,

Ac, Ka2 6fio\oy. fxtya, k.t.A. This must, as ffrttkos

col f5pM be regarded as the introduction of the sum-
mary statement Zs tyorep., jct.A. Mwrrfjpioy is the

Pauline expression for that truth, before hidden,

now brought to light (see Eph. iii. 3-5) ; fivcrr. rrjs

twrtfklasy that which is the object of cwrcjS., like

ftmn. r. vicr. (ver. 9) ; whence it appears that the

translation, a godly mystery (Luther), is somewhat
arbitrary. This mystery is great, not wholly un-

fathomable (comp. Matt xiii 12), deep in meaning,

weighty (comp. 1 Cor. ix. 11), confessedly great,

6fio\oyovncv<»s ; not strictly, made known (Luther"),

but rather in the sense of indubitable, secundum id

quod in confesso est apud omnes. Summa ; a mys-
tery now revealed, whose weight and worth no Chris-

tian can doubt What, now, is this mystery ? The
very thing called vtOXss *. iZpaiotfia r. &A. The
phrase lacks, indeed, in a degree, the climax which
we might here expect; but this difficulty vanishes

when we balance against it the fact that the Apostle

has expressed bis meaning first in a tropic, then in a
literal mode ; whilst the following clauses show now
in their order what the subject is which was called

bnproprie a pillar and ground, proprie a mystery
of godliness. The remark of W.iesinger, following

Schieiermacher, that the third adjective of definition,

6fut\oy. fitya, cannot grammatically be connected

with two predicates like orihos and Itpalufia, seems
to ns at least without any proof. [The reference of

the ** pillar and ground 1' to the church, is more
strongly sustained by exegetical argument, both by
writers of older and later times, than this view of

our author. Huther, Schieiermacher, and Wiesinger,

among many, bold the grammatical construction to

point to ticKXrjffia. Alford has perhaps summed the

evidence as concisely as any of our English exposi-

tors; and in his view the structure of the whole
passage demands this application. His answer to

the chief objection offered by our commentator, on
the score of good taste, seems sufficient, viz., that

the «bcot contains in itself pillar and basement.
Conybeare is one of the few who apply the phrase

to Timothy; but this sense seems frigid, and un-
worthy of this great passage. There is a striking

suggestion of Arnold, which may well be added:
44 If the words are to be applied to the church, they
do not describe what it is de facto, but what it ought
to be. Take care that no error through thy fault

creep into that church, which was designed by God
to be nothing but a pillar and basis of truth;"
u life and Letters," p. 31, v. 2, Amer. ed.—W.]— Ood was manifest in the flesh [Who
was manifest in the flesh, in the German version].

The translation given above expresses already our
probable judgment on this well-known crux critico-

ntm. We can with a good critical conscience wholly
agree with the steadily increasing number who re-

gard neither &*6s nor 0, but fc, as the original read-

ing. See Tischkndobf, N. T., ed. 7, on this pas*

sage; and compare the very valuable Excursus aa
1 Tim. Hi. 16 in his edition of the Codex Ephr
Syri rescriptus, 1843. The Codex Sinaiticus has
also confirmed the reading Zs as the only true one.

Paul might, indeed, from bis Christological stand-

point, have very justly written $*6s\ but it does not
at all follow that be has done so. It is hardly credi-

ble that the original reading &e6s should have been
changed to Zs ; but very explicable that the original

Zs should have been changed to &*6s. WereMs the
true reading (Matthai, Scholz, Rinck), it would be
passing strange that such decisive proof-texts should
never have been used by the orthodox church fathers

in the Arian and other controversies; and, again,

Cyril, in his reply to the Emperor Julian, who de-

nied that Paul had ever called Christ b§6s, has not
appealed in a word to this passage, as he would
almost surely have done had he known the Lectio

Recepia. Besides, we find in the following clause?

several expressions (<?. gn &<p$Ti ayyc'Aou and &ye-

\f)<p&Tj 4v Mfy) which could hardly be used of God
absolutely, but only of the &§6s <paytpot^*ls. For all

these reasons, the reading Zs is not only critically

but exegetically proved to be best; and the view
often expressed, that it is an heretical corruption

of the text, is quite exploded. To the question,

whether we should supply an oZros after Is before

i$uccu6&7i, or whether all the clauses following this

refer to a subject not further named in ver. 16, we
must answer by the latter opinion. The designation

of the fiver, r. cv<rcj9. has the character of a propo-
sition, to which the apodosis is wanting; and this

fragmentary style of the whole expression confirms

yet more the conjecture, based on the metrical

sequence of the words, and already affirmed by
many, that we have here a part of an ancient Chris-

tian hymn. The unnamed subject of the proposi-

tion in ver. 16 can be only Christ; and although

the reading &§6s, in our view, is not critically justi-

fied, the passage still contains, by the reading Zs

i(pav€p6frn, a proof indirect but unquestionable of
the Divine-human nature and dignity of the Lord.

Manifest in the flesh can only be said of Him who,
before His incarnation, was personally with the

Father. Nay, more ; it is possible to keep the read-

ing 8r, with Tischendorf, yet avoid all the difficulties

which might possibly come from a surrender of the

Reccpta, if we consider the clause, XrvAoj k. IZp.

. . . fiv<rrfipiQv, as a long parenthesis, and thus read

the text, vers. 15, 16: u
Tk» cl£§j vus 9*7 iy oticy

Ibeov iwa<rTpf<p*<r&cu fais $<rr\y iKKKifffia &cov (dorros

{ori\os kcu iZoaicofia rijs &Aij&cfa* /col 6fio\oyovfi4»

yets piy* lori to rjj* tv<T(fetas pwrHipioy !) Zs

tyavcpAfri) ^y o-apid, icr.A." This conjecture appears

to us the simplest and most natural in the treatment

of a passage so often interpreted and misinterpreted.

If it be true, then the reading &s6s is critically un-

tenable
;
yet it is a right exposition of the Apostle's

meaning, since Zs reverts directly to deov (wyros.

That the Apostle often uses long parentheses, ap-

pears, among several instances, from Rom. ii. 13-15.

That be does it here, will seem less extraordinary

when we consider the fulness and rapid succession

of thoughts in this part of his letter. We readily

grant, moreover, that objections may be raised

against this view by those especially who regard

o*H\os k. ttpatwpa as in apposition with Uk\t)(tI<x r.

food (uyros. But this last view seems to us unsus>

tained ; and thus the only question is, in the choice
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10 THE FIBST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

of the many expositions, which has the fewest diffi-

culties? We have from our point of view the

double advantage, that we need neither violate our

critical conscience, nor surrender a dictum probans

for the divinity of Christ—Manifest in the flesh,

justified in the spirit. Six connected clauses,

which, ir the original especially, have a very eupho-

nic and metrical character.

—

Manifest in ihe flesh

Man is flesh ; the Son of God is manifest in the

flesh, since He came forth from the Father, with

whom He personally pre-existed (1 John i. 2). The
birth of the Lord is the starting-point of this mani-

festation ; its scene His whole earthly life. Bengel

:

"Hcbc manifestatio dicit totam occonomiam ChruH,
oculit quondam mortalium conspicui." If the ex-

cellence of this Divine manifestation is misjudged

and despised by many, yet God has confirmed it in

the most undoubted way. *E8<iraM&i} ir xvcbftavri ;

He is proved to be the very Person He truly was
(for this sense of justified, comp. Luke vii. 35). He
is by His divine glory known ir nrttpariy not as

Spirit (Baur), but in the Spirit, whereby this His

tucaiwrtt is effected. The Spirit who dwells and

works in Him, not by measure (John iii. 84), and

raised Him at last from the dead (Rom. i. 3, 4),

reveals Him in His high nature and dignity. We
have here, without any arbitrary severance of the

connection, a reference to all by which His divine

origin is made known (comp. John i. 14). In what
way has this wondrous announcement of this won-
drous manifestation been given? Paul answers in

the two following clauses.—Seen of angels, &<p&n
iryyi\ois ; not the Apostles, which would not be the

common use of the word, but the angels of heaven,

who often ministered to Him in the days of His

humiliation (Matt. iv. 11; Luke xxii. 431 and to

whom, after His resurrection, He revealed Himself
in His godlike glory. The power of Christ over these

heavenly beings is not here meant (Mack), but the

vision of His glory by those who wonder at the

brightness which they have never before seen, or at

least not in such perfection. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 12

;

Eph. iii. 10; Heb. i. 6. Chrysostom: "'dor* teal

iyychot fitdr* four elZor rbr vior rod &cov, vpfocpor

oi»x ip&yrts" u He alludes probably to a heavenly

scene, the contrast of the descent into hell ; " De
Wette. If we take &t6s as the subject of this

clause, we may perhaps find expressed here the

thought, that God, through His manifestation in

Christ, has been revealed in a higher light before

the angels. Whatever the truth of this, He who has

thus revealed Himself in heaven, has not been for-

gotten on earth.—Preached unto the Gentiles.

E&V7J., in a general sense, implying that the nations

have received, through the preaching of the gospel,

the same truth which the angels received by vision

—the glory of Christ, the Lord. Wiesinger justly

says : " It is a new commandment to both ; and the

mystery lies in this union of heaven and earth

around His person, in this wonderful blending of

such entire opposites." It is not the contrast be-

tween Jew and heathen, but between human and
superhuman beings, which the Apostle directly re-

gards.—The third couplet denotes, finally, the results

of this whole manifestation, and its announcement.
It had not been in vain. It was believed on in
the world, Arurrctoi} ir *6<rw This last word
must be here taken in an ethical sense, quite like

1 John ii. 16 ; v. 19. Amidst the multitude of
those who reject Him, the Son of God has found
faith with many where He has been preached (comp.

2 Thess. i. 10); and is finally received tip intc

glory, &reX44&i? iy &<%• It is the most natural

view to refer this to the ascension of the Lord

(comp. Luke xxiv. 40, 61); nor is it any insuper-

able difficulty that the foregoing clauses in part

allude to a period after His ascension, since the

Apostle does not design to give a chronological view

of the events in the life of Jesus. Meanwhile, we
need not refer this last clause (ay*\4$&n ir W£p) to

ihe ascension exclusively, any more than the first

(i(pavcp<fo7j ir vapid) to the nativity of Christ. We
may embrace in the conception His whole heavenly

life in glory, taking the expression per attracHonem

;

aj/*\4i<pSri ch Mfcr, icol i<rr\r ir Wfy. Calrin:
44 Ergo sicuti in mundo quoad fidei obedientiam iia

et in Ckristo persond mira fuit conversion dum ex

tarn abjectd servi condition* erecttu est ad dexieram

Patris, vt Mi fiectatur omne genu." The three

couplets th is bring before our vision the advancing

glory of this Divine manifestation in Christ in a

series of acts, whose beginning is the earth, whose

closing is in heaven. It may appear, perhaps, an

incidental feature, that the whole consists of two

chief divisions, of which earth has two subdivisions;

the first two embracing the events on earth, the

third those of heaven (Huther), In any case, Paul

has not arranged this division in such an order by

any arbitrary rule of art. We probably, therefore,

have, as already suggested by Winer, Wiesinger, De
Wette, Huther, and others, in this whole passage the

fragment of an ancient church hymn (as Eph. v.

141 or a symbol of faith, which, when the praise

rov &co& (urros was sung, perhaps in some strophe,

no longer known to us, may have been as follows

*Oj—ptya ro nwrHipior—
itpttj/tpAShi ir ffaptdy

itiicau&dri ir irytvfum,

&<f&ij ayyihois,

'Eicriptx&il *v feiww,
ivtaredbri ir Ko\riupt

aycA^ftaf ^ *%•

All this is, in the Apostle's view, the great mystery

of godliness—the pillar and ground of the truth, on

which the house of God (ver. 14) rests unshaken;

and it is an apostasy from this in the bosom of the

same church to which he looks forward (chap. iv. 1).

Compare Rambacb, " Anthology of Christian Hymns
in all Ages of the Church," L p. 33, et seq.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The tone in which the Apostle here speaks to

his friend and scholar Timothy, and the deference

which he expects in the performance of his instruc-

tions, give us a fresh proof of bis apostolic au-

thority.

2. The tabernacle and temple of the old cove-

nant, in which it is said that God dwelt in a specie,

manner, were a type of the Christian Church with

all its blessings ; and Israel, the people of the eldei

revelation, a pattern of the kingly and priestly race

of the new covenant
8. It is the essential character of Christianity,

that it does not rest on abstract conceptions, and
inferences of reason, but on undeniable and change-

less facts (1 John L 1-8). The whole sum of the

Christian revelation is in the person and history of
its Founder, which the Apostle here condenses in a
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CHAPTER HI. 14-16. 41

few words. Each new proposition which he offers

opens a new world of Divine wisdom and love. The
creed here recorded is not the confession of particu-

lar churches, but of the one holy, catholic Church

of Christ in all centuries ; the oldest formula con~

corduB—the standard of the true Church against the

unbelieving world, on which a higher hand has writ-

ten, in hoe signo vinces.

4. The preceding words are roost important, as

dearly explaining to us the meaning of the uv<tt4\-

pm. The older theology considered mysteries as

dogmas, which lie wholly beyond and above the

sphere of men, which are to all eternity unsearch-

able to the finite understanding, and therefore best

veiled in a holy obscurity. Paul does not acknowl-

edge many mysteries ; he knows one only great mys-

tery, whose chief truth is here revealed ; and this is

its specific characteristic, that it was before bid, but

b now manifest. Yet there is no ground in such a
view for the position of modern rationalism, that

this mystery, now revealed, may be completely ap-

prehended by man. Even a revealed mystery has

its dark, hidden side. The sun, which has been long

veiled by the clouds, and suddenly breaks forth in

its full light, blinds the eyes as truly as the darkness.

"Mipteria quaniumvis revelata> vel sic tamtn obscura

naneni" (comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 11, 12). When Paul

presents the mystery as the object of the ewrc/fcfo,

be indirectly reproves their arrogance, who think

with their bounded understanding to search the deep
things of God, instead of keeping them in the sanc-

tuary of a holy heart.

5. This confession of faith is only the fuller ex-

position of the testimony which the Lord (John xvi.

28) gave of Himself. The last words should not

be overlooked, in which the question is answered,

whether Paul taught or no the bodily ascension of

the Lord Jesus.

HOMTXETICAL AND PILACTICAL.

Paul a pattern of tireless apostolic activity in

speech and writing.—Timothy, however rich in

spiritual gifts, yet in his church duties directed by
the authority of Paul.—The minister of the gospel
uust above all know bow to behave himself in the
bouse of God.—The Church of Christ a house of
tbe living God : (1.) Builded of God

; (2.) inhabited
by God

; (3.) consecrated by God
; (4.) completed

th-roogh God—The greatest blessings of the old

covenant are not lost in the new, but lavished in

fuller measure.—The manifest mystery of the grace
of God in Christ the essential fact we have in Chris-

tianity.—Tbe personal, historic, living Christ the
ground of His Church.—God's glory in Christ : (1.)

Manifest
; (2.) declared

; (3.) crowned with the de-
sired success.—The Divine manifestation: (1.) A
mystery

; (2.) a mystery which passeth knowledge

;

(3.) a mystery which the godly alone can understand
and prize, and which alone can lead to godliness*-**

The marvellous facts of tbe gospel history a chain,

in which not a link is wanting.—From these facts

the preaching of the gospel must proceed, and to it

constant y return.—The minister of the gospel is not

called to declare to tbe church the religious ideas of

his time, but God's eternal truths of redemption and
salvation.

Starke : Anton : A Christian minister must not

sit always in his study, but must so hither and
thither.

—

Hedinoer: The Church may tail, but not fall.—Anton : Behold the Church directly in your sight

What it is in God's eyes, let it be in yours.

—

Mwrrfi-

piov. This mystery is great : (1.) In its origin, foi

it comes from the inconceivably and inexpressibly

great love of tbe heavenly Father
; (2.) in its own

character, for who can think or know how it is pos-

sible for One greater than all angels, yea, equal to

the Father in power and glory, to have been mani-

fest in the flesh
; (3.) in its purpose, which is the

salvation of lost men, lying in the utmost ruin.

—

The same : The gospel is full of mystery ; it must be
judged not by the reason, but by God's revelation

(2 Cor. x. 6).—Preachers, who carry into the pulpit

an empty babble, which leads not to godliness, are

not gospel teachers (chap. i. 4 ; iv. 1).—The mystery
of the incarnation of the Son of God, received in

faith and shown in godliness, leads to eternal glory

(chap. iv. 10 ; Acts xvi. 80, 31).

—

Heubner : Each
Christian community must be a community of the

living God.—All Christians must agree in the essen-

tial truth of the Christian faith.—Christianity is the

holiest and worthiest revelation of God.—The spread

of the gospel is an outward enlargement of the glory

of Jesus ; the greater the number of His worship-

pers, the greater His kingdom.
Lisco : The inmost kernel of the Christian doc-

trine of salvation.—The confessedly great and blessed

mystery of the Incarnation : (1.) A mystery
; (2.)

the godly power which renews our life.

[Bishop Hall, " Mystery of Godliness :
" He that

should have seen Thee, Saviour, working in Jo-

seph's shop, or walking in the fields of Nazareth,

would have looked upon Thee as mere man ; neither

thy garb nor countenance betrayed any difference in

Thee from ordinary men. It was Thine all-working

and co-essential Spirit, by whose mighty operations

Thy divinity was made known to the world.

Bishop Andrewes, Hesp. ad Bellarminum, ch. 14

:

We reject not the voice of the Church ; nay, we all

do venerate it. But the Church to us meaneth not
the Pontiff, or the Roman curia; nor, unless you
have so prejudged it in your mind, will this title of

the Church much advantage you. It is the pillar of
the truth, yea, verily ; not that the truth is sustained

by it, but itself by the truth. This pillar truly bang-

eth not in the air ; it hath a basis : but where, save

in the word of God ?—W.]
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48 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHT.

IX.

Warning against errorists, and exhortation to bear himself against them as a good
soldier of Jesus Christ.—Description and in part confutation of the errorists.

Ch. IV. 1-5.

1 Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart

from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils
; [,]

2 Speaking lies in * hypocrisy
; [,] having their [own] conscience seared with a

3 hot iron
; [,] Forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats,

which God hath created to be received [for participation] with thanksgiving

of them [in or upon the part of them] which believe and know [acknowledge]

4 the truth. For every creature of God w good, and nothing to be refused, if it

5 be received with thanksgiving : For it is sanctified by the word of God, and

prayer.

Vcr. 2.—[Whitby translates ir, instrumental!?= &U. " Through the hypocrisy of liars." He appears to connect

the phrase with irpotrtfyorrcf ; so Wiranger and Huthor. The construction is difficult, several words being In apparent
apposition with fiotportMr, as if the devils were Hart, geared in their conscience, and the rest He would be a bold com-
ment ator who would maintain that the Apostle here calls heretics devils. Yet, in Phil, iii 2, he writes, M Bewared
dogs."—E. H.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1. Now the Spirit speaketh expressly.
The Spirit of prophecy is denoted, which under the

new covenant also continues to speak and to work.

The question whether this means a revelation of the

Spirit in the mind of Paul, or an announcement re-

ceived by him from others—in other words, whether

a direct or an indirect prophecy should here be
understood—can only be left to conjecture. From
Acts xvi. 6 ; xx. 23, it appears that the one as well

as the other existed in the first age of Christianity

;

besides, the writings of the Old Testament, as well

as many words of our Lord Himself, gave sufficient

ground to the Apostle to predict, in the tone of firm

conviction, a coming apostasy. To the inquiry why
he clothes this warning in the form of a prophetic

oracle, Calvin gives the correct answer : " Quo
majore attentione exeipiant omnet, quod dicturus est,

tn'afatur cerium cue et minime obscurum oraculum
apiritus Sancti. Non est quidem duhium, quia
reliqua ex eodem Spiriiu hauserit, verum utcumque
semper audUndus sit ianquam Christi organum,
tamen in causa magni pendens, voluit hoc testatum,

nihil se proferre, nisi ex spiritu prophetue. Bolemni
itaque prceconio nobis hanc prophetiam commendat,
nee eo contenhts, addit, esse claram nee ullo cmig-
mate implicitam."—lii the latter times. Alto-

gether undetermined; Iv xxrripois tcaipoTs; not, iv

ioX^rois Koup. (2 Tim. iii. 1). Not the period which
immediately precedes the advent of the Lord, but
the advent in general, is here denoted, whose first

development the Apostle already discerned in the

circle around him.

—

Some. The heretics them-
selves are not designated (Matthies, Heinrichs), but
members of the church who might be misled by the

heretics, as appears from the following.

—

Depart
from the faith (comp. Luke viii. 13; 2 Tim. ii.

18^. " Vera negando, falsa addenda ;
n Bengel.

—

Giving heed to seducing spirits. Here, as fre-

quently, the cause of the phenomenon is indicated by
a participial connective. The whole discussion in

the beginning of this chapter forms, too, a formal

antithesis to chap. iii. 15, 16, as is shown in ver. 1

of this chapter by the diminutive 94.—Sedncimg

spirits, xv§tua<n wAdVots, are not the heretics them-

selves, but the evil spirits or powers which inspire

them, and which are counted tools of the devil him
self (comp. Eph. ii. 2 ; vi. 12). This is evident, too.

from what immediately follows : and doctrines of

devils. This latter expresses still more exactly the

conception generally denoted by the preceding W-
fun-u These heresies have sprung from such demons
—were inspired and spread by them. From 1 Cor.

x. 20 it appears that the Apostle considered these

demons as personal powers ruling in heathendom,
and hostile to Christ.

Ver. 2. In hypocrisy, ir foroKplercu This verse

has been connected with the preceding in various

ways (see De Wette on this passage). It seems best

to refer the words directly back to *poatxWT€S
(Wtesinger, Huther). Just as this wpotrtxeiy was
the cause of the apostasy, so the irroKpivis was the

cause of the irpoadxsip ; here, therefore, the error

of the understanding bad a psychological ground in

the state of the corrupt heart.* •' The hypocrisy of
the heretics lay in this, that, giving allegiance to

such a spiritualism (ver. 3), they had the appearance

of a real spiritual life " (Huther).

—

Speaking lies,

tycvtoXoyot («*• A«yft7*0i ty*v9o*petfrrn$ (2 Pet. ii. 1\
and thus still more severe than the fiartuo\6yot(chap. L
6).

—

Having their conscience seared, «*a»njp-
cur/t&w tV 16W <rvv<ltiti<riv ; that is, those who, tike

criminals branded for crime, bore in their own con-

sciousness the mark of their guilt. Others with less

probability explain it thus ; their conduct hasbeen such,

that their consciences have by degrees become seared

against all moral and holy influences. Kovnfyu'afcy

(cauieris noiare) was done not only to slaves, but to
criminals, who were known to be such by the brand

on the forehead. It was thus with the heretics, 9*»
sauciam sceUrum conscientia habent mentem (Waul).

This insensibility was, without doubt, a natural con-

sequence
;
yet this is not exactly the meaning of the
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Apostle. While they profess to lead others to a true

holiness, they bear in their own conscience {IZlav)

the brand of guilt and shame.
Yer. 3. Forbidding to marry. As the Es-

senes and Therapeuts had before done (comp.

Joseph., A. J., 14, 2, and Philo, De vita contem-

plativa). According to lai %i Gnostic principles,

also, marriage and begetting children were wrong,

because the condition of marriage was looked upon
is an institution of the Demiurge ; and because, in

this way, souls pure and innocent in a former state

were imprisoned in impure bodies, and, by union
with corrupt matter, became sinful and wretched.

The germs of this tendency existed already in the

day of Paul, as is clear from the Epistle to the Co-
loasuins. The Apostle continued even to the end of

his life in conflict with this error.—And [command-
tag] to abstain from meats. See other examples
of an ellipse, such as occurs here, in 1 Cor. ziv. 34

;

1 Tim. ii. 12. How strongly the earliest Gnosticism

insisted on this, is plain from Col. ii. 16. Later,

Manichseus held that wine sprang from the blood

and gall of the devil. Perhaps the food here

designated is only meat (comp. Rom. xiv. 2, 21).

The command probably arose from the Gnostic

fancy, that the materials which nourished the body
were not the work of the Most High God, but of the

Demiurgus, and thus from the evil principle, the 0Aij

of Satan. The absurdity of this notion Paul clearly

shows in what follows.

[Much light is yet to be thrown by Oriental re-

searches on the heresies alluded to in the Epistles of
the New Testament Yet, so far as these Pastoral Epis-

tles are concerned, there is nothing to sustain the view
of Baur, who would disprove their Pauline origin by
referring these passages to the later Gnostics ; but it

seems clear that they describe the earlier Jewish error-

ists of the church. A collation of passages will prove
this. 1 Tim. i. 7, they are teachers of the law. Titus

i 10, deceivers of the circumcision. Id. v. 14, Jewish
fables. Id. iii. 9, genealogies are classed with strivings

about the law. If, again, we study the errors them-
selves, we shall find them connected with notions of

the Jewish schools. Our author has cited from Jose-

phus and Philo the peculiar tenets of the Essenes.

We must, however, correct one of his references.

The book of Philo, Omni* probus liber, gives a

sketch of the practical Essenes, who are nearer to

the type than the Therapeutae of the " Vita contem-
platwa." Abstinence from marriage and meats
formed the distinctive marks of this and kindred
ascetic sects ; 1 Tim. iv. 1-3. The genealogies,

1 Tim. i. 4 ; Titus iii. 10, are as fully explained by
the Jewish fables of angelic hierarchies, as by the
jEods of the later Gnostics.—See Nicolas, Doctr.
rehg. d. Juifs, c 2, p. 88 ; c. 3, p. 284. The trans-

lation of the Avesta by Spiegel has cast fresh light

on the Persian origin of the Jewish angelology.

JEtnUiluvg, c. 2. Lastly, the doctrine ascribed to

Hymeneus, 2 Tim. ii. 18, has its root in the Essenian
idea of the resurrection of the soul from carnal

ignorance to the life of the spiritual roan. Nicolas,
c 2, p. 88. See also, for an admirable summary of
the whole argument, Schaff, "Apost. Church, 1' B.
6, c. 3, and the account of Gnosticism in general, in
bia *• Church History," vol. i. p. 221. It is true, as
was said by older scholars like Prideaux, long before
Baur and Reuss, that no direct trace of the Esscne
school is visible in the age of the New Testament,
Yet it is not of Essenism as a distinct sect, but of its

Ideas and tendencies we speak, and these unquestion-

ably had largely leavened the Hebrew mind. All
the strange mixtures of Eastern and Greek theosophy
had their influence on the later Jewish culture, and
the Christian Gnosticism was only the ripening of
the germs then planted in the church.—W.]

Ver. 3. Which God hath created to be
received with thanksgiving, els fitrdxr^iy per*
tvxapurrlas = Xva ol wM K.T.A., fitra\a$<iaiy airrwv.

For the participation, the acceptance, and enjoyment
of His own creatures, God in the beginning ordained
food, and human nohibition is thus purely wilful.

—

With thanksgi-ing. This added clause meets the
conceit, that the Apostle gives an unbridled freedom
—a freedom that so easily leads to excess. Enjoy,
ment with thanksgiving must co ipso be moderate
and seemly, as befits those who believe and know the
truth. The irurrol are, in the Apostle's view, the
true yvtoffriKoi. As to the main thought expressed
in this restriction, we recall the words of Calvin:
44 Paidum de %tsu licito hie agere, cujus ratio coram
Deo nobis constat. Hujus minime compotes sunt
impii, propter impuram conscientiam, qua omnia
contaminate quemadmodum habelur ad Titum i. 16.

Et sane propiie loquendo, soils JUiis suis Deus totum
mundum et quidquid in mundo est destinavit, qua
ratione etiam vocantur mvndi hceredes"

Ver. 4. For every creature of God is good.
As the previous verse has shown us Paul's fidelity to

the position of genuine Christian freedom, which he
holds also in the Epistles to the Romans and the

Corinthians, so here, according to his usual custom
in the discussion of a special case, he utters a uni-

versal principle. This is an internal evidence of the

genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles, which should
not be overlooked.— Krlfffxa, creature, a created

thing ; while elsewhere, with Paul, icrlais occurs in

a passive sense. Naturally the word is to be under-

stood here of those Krio-fxara which are specially

made for our nourishment. Comp. Rom. iv. 14, 20

;

Acts x. 15.

—

KaKbvy good, suited to its end, health-

ful. In and for itself no food is objectionable, yet

on condition that it be used with thanksgiving to God.
Yer. 5. For £t is sanctified, 'Ayid^rai yap.

The ground of the preceding. The sense is : it is

set apart as food holy and well-pleasing to God
(comp. Lev. xix. 24). In itself, the food is not holy,

nor is it at all unholy, but mere matter. Yet it can

be raised to a higher rank, to that of things conse-

crated to God ; and it really becomes such by the
word of God, and prayer. By the word of God
is meant not a special passage of Scripture, e. g. y

Gen. i. 29 (Mack), nor a Divine command in the

general sense (Matthies), nor the prayer itself, which

is offered to God (Leo, Wahl), since this would be
tautological; but most probably the word of God
uttered in and with the ivrev^is named in addition.

The customary prayer at the table probably consisted

of words of holy Scripture ; or the person praying

should be regarded as speaking by the Spirit, and

thus with the word of God. For an example of

such a prayer at table, see Huthcr on this passage.

[One of the most beautiful models of the primi-

tive * 4 Grace before meat" is cited by Ccntbkarr
from the Apost. Constilut., 1, 49. We translate it

here :
* 4 Blessed be Thou, Lord, who hast fed me

from my youth, who givest food to all flesh. Fill

our hearts with joy and gladness, that, having always

what sufficeth, we may abound unto all good works,

in Christ Jesus our Lord, through whom be untc

Thee honor, glory, and power, forever and ever.

Amen."—W.]
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50 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As the gospel is the fulfilment of the prophe-

cy of the Old Testament, it contains also predictions

of those great events which precede the second com-

ing of the Lord. The Lord Himself had already

declared that false prophets also should then arise

(Matt. xxiv. 11) :
u Etsi omnia taenia inde usque ab

initio generis humani multas magnas eonfusiones

religioiium, bella et vastationes habuerunt, tamen vox

divina tape testator in ultima setieeta mundi ma-
jores futuras esse eonfusiones, guam fuerunt antea.

Et crexcunt mala propter Ires causas. Prima, quia,

cumulatis malis sequuntur majores poma. Sccuttda,

in his ip*is ZHccaiis ct pants natura fit languidior et

discipltna dissolution Tertia, quia rabies diabolo-

rum crexcit, qui jam sciences instare diem judicii,

odio filii Dei magis saviunt in Ecclesiam ; " Me-
lauchthon.

2. While the heretics, opposed by Paul in the

Epistle to Titus, are regarded as then present, he

speaks of them in both the Epistles to Timothy in a

more prophetic tone. Even then his prediction, though

rooted in the present, reaches on to the far future.

The errors here opposed are only the germs of those

which in the course of centuries reveal themselves

continually in new and varied forms; and which,

though not at all exclusively, appear in the papacy.

The Reformers consequently asserted the truth, but

not the whole truth, when they found in ver. 8 a

distinct description of the erring mother-church.

Such phenomena may be regarded as among the

many signs, although not the highest reach of Anti-

christ. Already in the second century the heresies,

here opposed, appeared in their first strength, and
the whole sickly asceticism of the middle ages is

only a variation of the theme here treated by the

Apostle. [Thus Latimer, "Sermons," ed. Parker

Soc, p. 162 : " Here learn to abhor the abominable

opinion of the Papists, who hold that marriage is

not an holy thing, and that the minister of the word
of God be defiled through marriage, which is clean

against God and His Word. Therefore, seeing be-

forehand in the Spirit, St. Paul saith, 1 Tim. iv. 3,

which prophecy is verified in this our time." The
stout old Reformer bad no nice criticism of the

text ; but he saw the real identity of the false prin-

ciple in the Jewish-Christian asceticism, and that of

the later Latin monkery.—WJ
8. Between the two clifla of spiritualism and

materialism we see the bark of the Church continu-

ally tossed hither and thither in the course of the

centuries. It has scarcely escaped the one, when it

runs into peril of being stranded on the other. In

our time, with the prevailing love of pleasure and
luxury, there seems little danger of such severe'

morality as Paul here describes. But will there not

be, sooner or later, a necessary reaction ? and does

not history clearly show that one extreme leads to

the opposite ?

4. It is a sad evidence of the blindness and pride

of the sinner, that, when God has freed him by grace

from a law that can only condemn him, he will not

rest until he has again put himself under the yoke
of a law fashioned by himself. So eager are we to

build up a righteousness of our own before God, so

loth simply to be blessed by free grace. Self-right-

eousness always remains the fond idol of the natural

man ; nor does he perceive that he must thus fall

into new and worse unrighteousness.

5. The perfect law of liberty (James i. 26) hai

annulled the letter of the Mosaic command in regard

to meats and drinks for the Christian man, and he

needs no longer agree with those who say, ** Thou
shalt not handle that, thou shalt not taste that, thou

shalt not touch that " (Col. ii. 21). But this very

emancipation from the letter of the law is the best

fulfilment of its spirit and substance ; for when the

Christian sanctifies all God's gifts through prayer

and thanksgiving, all food becomes pure, even that

which under the old Levitical code was unclean.

Thus Christian freedom is not a passport for license,

but the best bulwark against it.

6. " The special design of every outward gift of

God is to lead to the knowledge and praise of the

Giver ; to lead from the earthly and temporal to the

heavenly and eternal. As this design of God is not

fulfilled in the unbelieving, if they continue in un-

belief, He has in this view made all these things not

for them, but for His children who know the truth ;

"

Von Gerlach.

7. The dark visions which Paul opens to us of

the future, directly conflict with the optimistic and

sanguine hopes of those who believe that, from the

unceasing growth of knowledge, all on earth and in

the Church of Christ is becoming always better,

more harmonious, more peaceful. The same Scrip-

ture which gives the promise of the last' glorious day

for the Christian, utters its ever-increasing lamenta-

tions over the last times which are to precede that

day. Yet without the pains of travail, and oKdv&aXa,

in the ixrrtpois Kaipois, the full glory of the texi-

rn &pa cannot break forth.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The prophecy of the New Testament the con-

tinuation and crown of the Old.—The prophetic

character of the New Testament.—When God builds

a church, the devil builds a chapel hard by.—The
weeds in the Lord's garden do not grow slower than

the wheat.—The diabolical feature in the heresies of

the Church.—False spirituality not rarely the cloak

of immorality.—A forced celibacy the devil's mask.—" Is this the fast which I have chosen ? " (Isa, lviii.

5).—True and false asceticism.—True Christian free-

dom likewise the highest restraint—The high pur-

pose for which God created food.—Passing enjoy-

ment a chosen aid to lead us to the abiding good.—
u All things are yours, but ye are Christ's" (1 Cor.

Hi. 21-28).—The sanctity and worth of grace at

table.—To glorify God even in the little things of

domestic life, the Christian's honor, duty, and bless-

ing.

Starke: Great comfort, that God has revealed

to His poor Church what is to come, that it may
have the less cause to complain.

—

Cramer: The
devil always finds his followers; and it is vain tc

hope that in this world all religious strife shall cease.

—Aston : Whoso will shun false spirits, must first

beware of his own spirit.—False teachers use for

their craft hypocrisy, and the appearance of sanc-

tity ; they go about in sheep's clothing, and inwardly

are ravening wolves (Matt. vii. 15 ; xxiii. 28).—If

every creature of God be good, It is godless for the

Papist exorcists to pretend to cast out the devil from
water, salt, and oil, and, by certain passes with the

cross, and conjurations, drive him away.— Hed.
inger : If food should be received with thanksgiv-

ing, then man must not seek his bread by extortion,
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CHAPTER IV. 6-16. 51

cheat, theft, and the like; for no one can give

thinks for these.

—

Luthkb (in his "Larger Cate-

chism") teaches that "marriage is not to be es-

teemed lightly or scornfully, as the blind world and
our false spiritual guides do, but is to be regarded

according to God's word, whereby it is maie fair

and holy ; so that it is not only set on a level with

all other estates, but is honored before and above
them all ; wherefore both spiritual and secular

estates must humble themselves, and all accept this

estate."

—

Heubnkr: The devout spirit, enlightened

by God, may often have glimpses of the future, so

far as it is of importance for the present.—The cor

ruptions and discords of Christianity are allowed bj

God for manifold reasons.—All that God made is in

itself good ; only through man's distrust it becomes
evil The Christian knows how to sanctify even
his own pleasures.—The unholy and the holy en-

joyment of the gifts of God.—Lisco: The con-

tradiction of all mere outward restraints imposed
by man, to the witness of the revelation of God in

Christ.

Stirring exhortation for Timothy to genuine steadfastness in his Christian calling,

and to continuous growth in it.

Ch. IV. 6-16.

6 If thou put the brethren in remembrance of these things, thou shalt be a
good minister of Jesus Christ 1

[Christ Jesus], nourished up in the words of
[the] faith and of good doctrine, whereunto thou hast attained [which thou hast

1 followed]. But refuse profane and old wives' fables, and exercise thyself rather

8 unto godliness. For bodily exercise profiteth little :* but godliness is profitable

unto all things, having promise of the life that now is, and of that which is to

9 come. This is a faithful saying [Taithful is the word], and worthy of all
1

10 acceptation. For therefore [To this end] we both labor and suffer reproach 4

[strive = dyiovt{ofic^a], because we trust in the living God who is the Saviour
11 of all men, especially of those that believe. These things command and teach.

12 Let no man despise thy youth ; [,] but be thou an example of the believers, in

13 word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit,* in faith, in purity. Till I come,
14 give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine [instruction]. Neglect

not the gift that is in thee, which was riven thee by prophecy, with the laying

15 on of the hands of the presbytery. Ttfeditate upon these things [Care for,

Ac] ; [,] give thyself wholly to them; 6

[,] that thy profiting may appear to
16 all.

1 Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine [instruction] ; continue in

them : for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself, and them that hear thee.*

receired text has " Jesus Christ : " see Ttschendorf. The Sinaiticus also confirms the omission, rl
i slip here ; the question is of the proper order of the words. The Recepta reads, liprou Xpurrou

;

and modern ori ical editors, transpose, and read, Xpurrou lipou.—E. H.]

1 Ver. 6.—The receired text has " Jesus Christ :" see Tlschendorf. The Sinaiticus also confirms the omission, rl
flunk there is some slip hero ; the question is of the pro] **~~ -* A1u ~ ——*- *,n-~ " '-— J~ **— -

v
11 the authorities, and modern cri ical editors, transpose, i

* Ver 8.—[The Sinaiticus omits irpfe before itfyor.—E H.]
1 Ver. 9.—(The Sinaiticus omits n-apip before dwoSoxij*.—-E. H.]
4 Ver. 10.—[Recepta

t
o>ci£i£<$pe0a ; Lachmann, on the authority of A. C, has d-yewt^/ufa ; so Griesboch ; so also

8tenltieus.—B. H.]
* Ver. 12.—ck rvtvfian in the Recepta. Omitted by Lachmann and Tlschendorf. [Neither are they in the Sinaiti-

cus.—E. H.]
• Ver. 15.—(Vu'jf. is striking here, " in his etto."—E. H.]
T Ver. 13.— Er to be left out. See Tischendorf on the place.
• Ver. 16.—[<rov. Not in the Sinaiticus.—E. HJ

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 6. If thou put the brethren in
brance of these things. These thinge

y ravra,

'that is, the same which he has spoken of in vers.

8-5, in refutation of the heretics, whose errors, at

least in germ, had already sprung up here and there

in the neighborhood of Timothy. It is, however,
possible that the word looks back to the whole peri-

cope (chap. iii. 14 ; iv. 5); for the error here is the

entire opposite of the main truths of the gospel

which Paul had stated in the preceding verses.

—

Putting in remembrance-, foror&l/xcj'o?. Literally,

to put under foot ; henee, to suggest, to recommend,
or (Luther) to hold before. If Timothy does this,

he will be a good minister of Jesus Christ ; he will

fulfil rightly the IiokovIo. (2 Tim. iv. 5) entrusted to

him. The more exact description follows of the

character of a deacon, which Timothy would thus

manifest ; nourished in the words of faith and
of good doctrine, whereunto thou hast at-

tained. The \6yoi rijs xf<rrc»* are here rep.^esent-

ed as the constant means of growth and nurture for

the inward life of Timothy (comp. 1 Pet. ii. 2) ; and
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52 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

the present, as Bengel here rightly remarked, is used
"cum respectu prateriU." The Christian educa-

tion of Timothy is not here represented as incom-

plete (De Wette), but as still capable of develop-

ment. The Christian, or the Christian teacher, may
be complete so far as his present point of view
extends; yet he may be called to strive after a
higher one (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 16).—Good doctrine,

{r/udyowra tthuTKoXia (chap. L 10), in contrast to the

pi/dot, ytrtakoyiai, Ac, of the heretics.

Ver. 7. Refuse profane and old wives'
fables. Timothy is thus alike bound to a conflict

with the heretics, and to the maintenance of the

truth. Paul calls the opinions of these heretics

fivbovs, mere abstract speculations, without any con-

nection with the historical realities and practical ten-

dencies of Christianity, for the origin of which see

ver. 1. Timothy must reject all these, and not only
in his public capacity ss a teacher, but, as is clear

from what follows, in his personal conduct. The
exact description of these fables is noticeable ; Paul
calls them fitfi^Kovs (unspiritual ; Luther), profanes,
the opposite of 6<riovs (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 16) and
yppdtcis (£ira( \*y6/j..), from ypavs, vetula s. anus

;

the custom of old women ; silly, foolish (comp. 2
Tim. ii. 23). The first epithet denotes the character

of the pv&oi as to their matter, the latter as to their

formal statement.—Exercise thyself rather unto
godliness, vpbs ewrifaiav ; that is, that thou mayest
become truly godly. Without doubt Timothy bad
been such already from his youth (2 Tim. i. 5} ; but
the development of the Christian life is, according to

the words and example of Paul, unending (Phil. iii.

12-14). As regards the subject itself, we have here
a similar exhortation to that literally expressed in

the last chapter of this Epistle (1 Tim. vi. 11), and
figuratively in ver. 12. As to its form, it should,

however, be observed, that the figure, yvfjt*d(*iv,

forcibly denoted the effort which is necessary to the
exercise of godliness. The Apostle was perhaps led

by the preceding Ivrptyw&u to the use of imagery
drawn from the gymnasium :

" Paulus coram solitus

erat Timoiheum exercere, nunc jubet, ut Thnotheus
ribiipse Paulus sit ; " Bengel.

Ver. 8. For bodily exercise, <r«/iaruri^ yv-
uvatria. According to many, the physical abstinence
from certain food, from marriage, &c.—a discipline

which the heretics (see vers. 1-8) commended, but
Puul condemned. According to others, he means
the gymnastic exercises so much in vogue with the
Greeks, especially the Olympic games. The latter

view seems preferable, since the Apostle surely

would not attach the slightest use to the first named,
which he had declared a doctrine of the devil ; he
had, besides, said nothing further of it in the verses
just before, and probably used this substantive sim-
ply on account of the preceding yvuv&fay. It is

possible, indeed (Bengel), that Timothy had prac-
tised some bodily asceticism (1 Tim. v. 23), which
Paul did not condemn in itself, but regarded as

merely outward, far below the cW/Scta. The first

had indeed its use, yet only Tpbs bxlyov ; t. *., not,

for a short time, as James iv. 14, but, as follows
from the antithesis to irpbs jrdyra, in a slight degree.

It might serve for the increase of bodily strength,

for rescue from danger, for gaining a crown of
honor

; yet these were in any case temporal. It is

otherwise with the «W/5«a ; it is profitable for all

things, in the full force of the word ; even for that
bhiyov toward which the cwfiariK^i yvuvacia serves,
but beyond this, for an infinitely higher end. It has

the promise of life, both present and future ; that

is, God has given promises to a godly life, which
concern as well this world as that which is to come.
Salvianus, J)e gubernatione Dei: "Religion et

sancti viri et prmxenti* fidei obiectamenta capimnt et

beatitudinis futures pratmia consequuntur. Cal-

vin :
u Qui pietaiem habet

y
illi nihil decxt, e'.iamsi

careat istis admiuiculis. Nam pietas se tola con*

tenia est ad solidam perfectionem"— [Perhaps a

prominent idea of St. Paul, in drawing his imagery
from the Greek gymnastic, is the contrast of a

manly, Christian athlete to the false ascetic The
true exercise begins with the inner man, with the

tW/Seia, not with the auua.—W.]—Promise of

the life. Genitiv. object^ so that the present and

the future life are contained in the promise. The
life on earth (comp. Eph. vi. 2) and the life hereafter

is promised to the godly, as the natural result of

grace.

Yer. 9. Faithful is the saying. See chap. L

15 ; where, however, this expression refers to what

immediately follows, as here to what immediately

precedes. Paul here removes possible objections,

which perhaps might arise with Timothy against this

statement (ver. 8).

Ver. 10. For therefore we both labor, tc
Els tovto, sc,, ad hoc consequendum. This promise,

especially that of eternal life, rises before the soul

of the Apostle as the end for which he gladly under-

goes the severest toil and suffering (comp. Col. i.

29). Instead of the bv*ili$6u&* of the Rectpta,

A. C. F. G. and others have b.y**i(6u&cL
t
which is

accepted by Lachmann, but rejected by Teschendorf

as not fully authenticated. KotmUu, a fit phrase for

the toilsome labor of the Apostle, as well in action

as in suffering.—Because we trust in the living

God. This clause is not to be referred to both the

preceding verbs, but only to the last bytit. There

rises now to the view of the Apostle, with the image

of his work, the image of the trials inseparably con-

nected with it. Perhaps while writing this letter,

he had in his own experience a special motive, un-

known to us, which leads him so expressly to speak

of this trust He will not say that his enemies de-

signedly reviled him because he trusted in the living

God ; but he only names the real ground of all their

hostility. Tet at the same time this is his comfort,

for he has trusted in the living God ; no dead ab-

straction, as so many spun from the brains of these

Ephesian heretics, but a God who Himself lives, and

will bestow the hoped-for life on us (ver. 8).—Who
is the Saviour of all men. Not a relative clause

without any connection (De Wette), but of this

logical force, that God could not fulfil the hope rest-

ing upon Him if He were not likewise awrfip in the

full sense of the word. And, again, in so uncon-

strained a letter as this, it was a necessity for the

heart of the Apostle to give this chief place to the

sound and precious doctrine to which he had already

alluded (chap. ii. 4). In respect to God as the

<rarrf)p, see chap. i. 1. The abuse of this universal

proposition is easily met, if we only draw the just

distinction between those who are the object of die

yearning love of God, and those who through faith

already enjoy its fruits. The example of a true

gospel tenderness, without a surrender of its right

principle, is given by Calvin on this passage :
M In

telligit, Dei bencjicent^am ad omnes homines perv*

nire. Quod si nemo est morlalhin, qui non sentiat

Dei erga se bonitatem ejusque sit particcps, quanto

magis earn experieniur ;wt, qui in cum sperantf
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An non peculiarem ipeorum gerai curam, an non
muiio Lberalius ee ineos effundet ? An non dciiique

cmni ex parte ealvoe adfinem prcestabit 1
"

Ver. 11. These things command and teaoh.

TovTtt.
u Hoje.mieei* coterie /" BengeL The Apos-

tle here refers directly to all that he has said in vers.

8-10, not exclusively to the representation of God
is avrfip* Between command and teach (gebieten

vnd Uhren, German), this distinction may perhaps

be drawn, that the one regards rather the practical,

the other the theoretical side of the subjects of

which Timothy is to remind his hearers.

Ver. 12. Let no man despise thy youth
(eomp. Titus ii. 16). Not an express exhortation to

the church (Huther), that it show due respect to

Timothy as its teacher, in spite of his youth ; for the

following AAA* rvxos ylrov shows clearly that the

exhortation is designed directly and only for Timo-
thy himself. He must not allow any one to despise

his youth (<r<w depends on reJnrros, and not on
KBTwpportlrv, which would give a hard and forced

construction), but must also so conduct himself that

no one can rightly despise it In so far Bengel says

rightly : " Talon te gere, quern nemo poseit tanquam
JHtenem contemners" It is the negative side of the

rules of conduct which are positively given in the

following verses. As to the youth of Timothy, we
must infer, from Acts xvi. 1-3, that be was quite

young when he first met Paul ; and after this period,

ten or twelve years at least must have elapsed, so

that Timothy aow was perhaps a man of thirty-two

or thirty-four years. Thus, in comparison with the

presbyters, widows, deaconesses, &c, with whom he
must so largely associate, he might be called young.

Perhaps we may infer from chap. v. 23, and 1 Cor.

xvi 11, that Timothy was not very imposing in his

external appearance.

—

But be thou an example
of the believen ... in parity. A like exhorta-

tion is addressed to Titus, chap. ii. 7. The Apostle

names fire things (not six ; see the Critical notes) in

which Timothy should give an example. First, in
word, iw K&ytfy not exclusively in public teaching,

but as well in daily conversation ; in behavior,

h knurrpopy, which must be in full harmony with

ms words ; in love, in faith—the two chief ele-

ments of the inner Christian life of which language

and behavior are the outward signs; in purity,

last of all ; 4r &yreto, including the chastity becom-
ing the youthful Timothy ; but this is not here ex-

clusively denoted. This, like other kindred words, is

often used of the moral purity which embraces as a

fruit of faith and love the whole outer and inner

life. In view of the ascetic rigor of the heretics,

Timothy should avoid all that might give even ap-

parent reason for the suspicion that he preached a
lax morality.

Ver. 13. Till I come, give attendance to
reading, && (comp. chap. i. 3 ; hi. 14). During
the absence of the Apostle, no changes should take

place in the wonted order of things. All must re-

main continuous with the old. IlpdVcxe; &<*> ope-

ram et curcan.—Give attendance to—Heading, oVo-

yrfrtL The public reading of the holy Scriptures,

which with the Jews was taken out of the Law and
the Prophets (Luke iv. 16 ; Acts xiii 15) ; but in

following this custom, the Christians read at first

from the Old, and afterwards from the New Testa-

ment writings (comp. Col. iv. 16 ; Rev. L 8). A
description of this custom in the early Christian

church is found in Jcstin., Apol. 1, p. 67, edit.

Obcrtb,—To exhortation, to doctrine. Here, as

in Rom. xii. 7, 8, placed together. The former was
necessary for special cases, the latter daily for all.

Ver. 14. Neglect not, &c The same precept

in another form, as in 2 Tim. i. 6. At his entrance

on the office of teacher, Timothy received by the

Holy Ghost a special gift, of high value in the exer-

cise of his office. The office itself is not here de-

noted, but his Divine qualification for the office,

which was given through ($«£) prophecy, with the

laying on of hands of the elders. The brevity of

this allusion gives large room for conjecture. It is

possible that, at this solemnity there were Christian

prophets, who foretold a specially noble career for

Timothy; that these prophets belonged to the fel-

lowship of the elders (Tpt*0w*piov\ here regarded

as a college ; and that Paul himself, or one of his

companions in travel, had uttered this prediction.

But whatever the fact, this prediction was joined

with the laying on of hands, first by Paul himself

LTim. i 6), and again by the other presbyters.

—

ying on of hands. This was of old a symbol
of the communication of the Holy Ghost (Acts viii.

17 ; xix. 6 ; Heb. vl 2). Already in the Old Testa-

ment it was usual at the ordination of a priest (Ex.

xxix. 10 ; Num. viii. 101 or even in case of promo-
tion to a high dignity (Num. xxvii. 18 ; Deut. xxxiv.

9), and later, in the davs of the New Covenant, in

the healing of the sick (Matt. ix. 18) and the raising

of the dead (Mark v. 23). This laying on of hands
was without doubt connected with solemn prayer;

and it still continued in the Christian Church in the

case of ordination to the office of teacher and pres-

byter. Apart from the supernatural influence which
may have been joined with this act in the apostolic

age, it is clear that the personal effect must have

been very deep and beneficial To keep alive this

impression, Timothy must constantly renew its re-

membrance, and not allow the gifts entrusted to him
to slumber. But in what particular church this act

had taken place, remains uncertain. The church

tradition names Ephesus as then the sphere of Timo-
thy's labors ; and to this there can be no material

objection. [This passage has been often cited as a
proof of the power of presbyterial ordination. It

doubtless refers to the setting apart of Timothy for

the ministry
;
yet it may. be not to his higher office

as St. Paul's successor, but as a presbyter at Lystra.

See Ellicott, in loco. In that case, it proves only

that the presbytery shared in the laying on of hands

—a custom which from the first, till now, has con-

tinued in cases of persbyterial ordination. See Bing-

ham, Antiq., B. 2, eh. 19. It must be fully ad-

mitted, however, that the later hierarchical changes

greatly lowered the rank of the presbyter-bishop of

the primitive day.—W.]
Ver. 15. Meditate upon these things. A

general concluding exhortation. TaOro specially re-

verts to vers. 12-16. It must be Timothy's careful

endeavor to learn by heart the Apostle's precepts.

—

Give thyself to them. *Er ro&rots fa&j, lotus in

hie ceto ; heart and head, soul and body. It is not

enough for Paul that Timothy should follcw his call-

ing with the fidelity of a slave ; he must live wholly

in and for it Compare the Horatian maxim : Quid

verum atque ckoens, euro et rogo, et omnis in hoc

*um.—That thy profiting may appear to alL

Progress, vpotcoirf) ; a word which only occurs here

and in Phil. i. 12, 25, and is in each case genuinely

Pauline. This trponoirfi would be more and more
manifest to all Christians (weo-iy), if he truly and

heartily obeyed the precepts given in vers. 12-14
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54 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

Timothy must not be content with the height he had
now attained, but always strive after a higher and
higher development.

Ver. 16. Take heed unto thyself. A com-
prehensive exhortation at the close of this whole
chapter, in which Timothy is charged with a twofold

duty, each in its order, of watching as well over
himself as over the doctrine. Calvin : " Duo sunt

curanda bono pastori: ut docendo invigilet, ae se

ipsum purum custodial. Neque enim satis est, at

vitam suam eomponai ad omnem honestatem
y
sibique

caveat, ne quod edat malum exemplum, nisi assiduum
quoquc docendi studium adjungat sancta vita. Et
parum valebit doctrina, si non respondeat vitat ho*

ncstas et sanctitas. Non ergo abs re Paulus Thno-
theum incitaty ut tarn privatim sibi attendat, quam
doctrina in communem Ecdesics uium"—Continue
in them. 'Expert afrroir, t. «., in all the duties

mentioned. The connection with the following, so

as to understand the auduntes by atnois, is less

natural.—For in doing this. The sense of the

o-crrnpla is positive as well as negative. As to the

former, Paul probably meant the saving of Timothy
himself and of those that heard him, from false

doctrine and its unhappy effects. But with this is

joined the gaining of the salvation promised through
the gospel to all that believe, the blessedness of

which Timothy and his hearers would thus more and
more partake. A twofold and most alluring reward
jb thus assured to his fidelity.

DOCTEINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Personal growth in godliness is the chief re-

quisite of the pastor and teacher, not only for his

own sake, but for his flock and for the preaching of
the gospel. His discourse would be sounding brass

and a tinkling cymbal, were it not the revelation

and the outpouring of die inward spiritual life, which
he must cherish with the utmost care. As there is

a sickly asceticism, so there is also a sound disci-

pline, which is needed specially for the practical

theologian and pastor. The saying of an old Stras-

burg divine is brie£ but full of deep truth: "I
would rather make one soul blessed, than a hundred
learned " (Liitkcmann).

2. That godliness is profitable for all things, and
thus the most practical thing in the world, cannot be
too strongly enforced against an abstract idealism on
one side, and an irreligious materialism on the other.

How many there are who know indeed that godli-

ness is good for a peaceful death, but do not hold* it

necessary for a happy life; how many others who
think faith very beautiful for the poor, the weak, the

suffering, the dying, but not to make real, able, prac-

tical men. It must always, therefore, be remem-
bered that the gospel is a power which grasps the

whole man ; and the true Christian is not only the

happiest person, but the bravest citizen, the best

patriot, the most obedient soldier, the greatest chief;

in one word, in all relations, a co-worker with God,
and an honor to Christ. An excellent example of

this is found in the English General Havelock.

3. That this life, as well as the future, may have
a great reward, does not at all conflict with the doo-

trine of God's free grace, and the justification of the

sinner by it (see ** Heidelberg Catechism," Answer
63, and the essay of Weiss, The Christian Doctrine

of Reward, Stud, und Krit., 1852).

4. The xapfo/utra of the apostolic age were

partly extraordinary, fitted to that early period;

partly ordinary, and designed to remain for all ages.

To the former belonged the gift of prophecy, which

was exercised at the ordination of Timothy, and on

other occasions (see, for instance, Acts xxi. 9) ; ana

which, to all who had it, was a uaprvpia rov 'IipvS

(Rev. xix. 10)—a witness given by the Lord Himself

that they were not only His real, but His best sod

most approved disciples. If the xdftayia ia this

form has now ceased, yet the apostolic counsel of

1 Cor. xiv. 1 is as true for all believers ; and the

New Covenant has no other aim than to realize more
and more the ideal of Moses ; Num. xi. 29.

5. No office requires so much the whole man,

the surrender of all our personal powers, as that of

the ministry; the active hand is always with the

single and steadfast heart. The man who exercises

his office without living entirely for it, is no shep-

herd, but a hireling. Bengel thus illustrates ver.

15: "In his qui est, minus erit in todatitatibu

mundanis, in studUs alienis, in coiigmdis libra,

concJtis, nummis% in quibus mutti pastores notabilem

cetatis partem inscientes conterunL" Weighty ex-

amples of the blessing joined with this conscientkwa

fidelity, may be found, among others, in Tbolucx's

excellent book, u Living Witnesses from all ranks

in the Lutheran Church ; " Berlin, 1839. The name
of Chalmers, McCheyne, and other ornaments of

British Christianity, may here be cited with high

honor. And who will soon forget the noble Adolph
Monod ? Ave pia anima /

6. On ver. 13 : "Monet etiam Paulvs hie, Ecslt*

siam alligatam esse ad eertos libros, sicut sape alias

pracipUur (Isa. viii. 20). Neoesse est igitur, rtjid

doctrinas et illuminationes pugnantes cum hts librk.

Item opiniones et cxUtus extra hos libros ; " Melanch-

thon.

7. " Take heed to thyself, and to the doctrine."

Comp. Acts xx. 28. An excellent essay on this sub-

ject is found in the little golden book of Richard
Baxtsr, " The Reformed Pastor," translated from

the English, Berlin, 1833 ; which expressly shows
that there should be as little defect in the one as in

the other, and what belongs to each. " The paster

who takes heed to himself, must take heed that the

work of grace be truly accomplished in him ; that he
grow more and more in it; that his conduct do
not stand opposed to his doctrine ; that he do not

live in any sin which he condemns in another ; that

none of the qualities requisite for his office be lack-

ing in him. Whoso has to care for his flock, must

give heed that no other than pure doctrine is

preached ; and he will watch, likewise, that greater

stress be not laid on true faith than on true faith?

HOMILETICAL A1TD PRACTICAL.

There is no higher title of honor, than justly to

be called a good minister of Jesus Christ—The
word of faith the best food by which the pastor is

sustained.—How much must the true minister of

the gospel daily learn and teach.—The Christian dis-

cipline.—Bodily exercise not to be wholly despised,

but far less to be overvalued.—Exercise in godliness

must be practised: (1.) By every Christian; (2.)

every pastor
; (3.) especially every young pastor.

—

Godliness a business, which (1.) requires; (2.) de-

serves
; (8.) rewards daily exercise.—Not only eter-

nal, but temporal life and puceess, the blessing of a
true devotion.—No preaching of the gospel withoat
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work ; no work without offence ; no work and

offence without reward.—To the true preacher all

things must preach.—The youthful overseer of the

Deck must see that he be in advance of his years.—

Tbe Lord also says, as does His apostles : " Until I

come, give heed to reading, to exhortation, to doc-

trine."—Spiritual gifts must be most needfully cher-

tabed—Whoso hath, to him shall be given ; Matt
xS. 12.—The great expectations which the teacher of

t flock has early called forth, impose on him a double

doty.—To stand still in the spiritual life, is to go
back. '* StudiU profici, moribns vero defici, non e$t

mficL sea? deficit'—-The twofold calling of the min-

ster of the gospel: (l.)Take heed to thyself; (21
take heed to the doctrine

; ($.) take heed to thyself

do less than the doctrine, ana to the doctrine not

without constant heed to thyself.—We must look to

it, that, while we preach to others, we ourselves be

•ot castaways (1 Cor. ix. 27).—u The wise shall shine

ts the brightness of the firmament, and they who
tarn many to righteousness as the stars forever and
ever" (Dan. xh. 3).—The minister of Christ may
sr?e others, yet himself be lost.

—

Stares : Froward
minds, that always love to dispute and quarrel, and
think little of love and godliness, Ood mend them !

—Bodily exercise is only an attendant on spiritual

exercise.— Watching, fasting, toiling, self-restraint,

help thee in this, that thy flesh rule not over the

spirit, and so hinder godliness (1 Cor. vii. 5).

—

Autos: Godliness is not dead. Hast thou godli-

ness? It matters little whether thou hast bodily

exercise. But if thou hast not godliness, thy bodily

exercise is only hypocrisy.—Disciplined feelings are

found in ripe Christians, old in gifts, wisdom, snd
strength, not in years (Prov. iv. 9).—Samuel, the

youthful, was a faithful prophet before Eli the aged

(1 Sam. in*. 10). But so also was Samuel, the aged,

before his youthful sons (1 Sam. viii. 8).—Lanoe's
Omn: Nothing brings a young man, especially in

fas official intercourse with others, more respect,

than wise, prudent, exemplary action.—God's grace

and our toil must ever go together. For without

grace, no toil avails ; and without toil, no grace is

rightly used and kept unimpaired, far less increased

(1 Cor. xv. 10).—Cramer : We should stir up the gift

of God which He has enkindled in us, as a man stirs

up a ire in the ashes, piles on wood, and increases the

tame (1Tim. L 6).—The church authorities should care

for the preacher, that he be not drawn away from his

study (Bcclus. xxxviii. 20).—One cannot exist with-

out the other ; he who has no care for his own sal-

[
vation, will have far less for the salvation of his flock

j

(chap. iii. 6).

Hsubnrr : Much bodily exercise may cause spirit-

ual harm, may excite a coarse, brutal spirit, the

opposite of self-restraint and self-denial—Religion

awakens all our spiritual powers; the same man,
formed by religion, will do infinitely more than with-

out religion.—Man can never profit himself save by
godliness.—He who searches Scripture aright, can
exhort and teach.—It is a fearful sorrow to have
had good gifts, and not to have used them.—The pas-

tor who does not grow perceptibly, must, more than
all men, become immoral.—Care for our own souls,

and the souls of others, is very closely connected.

Li8C0 : How is a good minister of Jesus Christ

formed? (1.) By his inner life; (2.1 by his out-

ward activity.—Godliness is profitable for all things.

Yon Gkrlach : The capacity for the office of a
true pastor, as it proceeds out of a life with God in

his heart, must ever draw him back to his own life

;

his whole attention must be always equally given to

himself snd to the doctrine, to his own snd his hear-

ers* salvation.—How can a man think to form the

kingdom of God in another, if he has not given
heed to form it in himself? And, again, how great

is the reward of those who, without losing sight of
themselves, sacrifice self for the salvation of others.

Baxter : It is the great, widespread evil of the

Church, that it has unrenewed and inexperienced

pastors ; that so many become preachers before they
become Christians, and are consecrated as priests at

the altar of God before they are made holy to Christ

by the offering of the heart to Him ; and thus they
worship an unknown God, and proclaim an unknown
Christ, and pray through an unknown Spirit, and
preach of a state of holiness, and fellowship with

Christ, and a glory and a blessedness, which are wholly
unknown to them, and perhaps will remain unknown
through all eternity ! He must be indeed a heartless

preacher, who has not himself in his own heart the

Christ and the grace which he declares. Alas, that

all scholars in our universities might well ponder tins 1

:

Saurin, " A Sermon on the Profit of Godliness
"'

(ver. 8), in his Sermons, vi. p. 877 : The influence

of the fear of God on our health ; our good name ;.

our wealth ; on the rest of the heart ; the peace of
conscience; and what concerns the future life: all)

this becomes manifest in its power, when we consider

the devout man in his daily conduct, in his retire-

ment, at the Supper of the Lord, at the approach of
death.—Very rich in thought and clear in argument.

XL

Directions in reference to the Management of the Community.

JL—How Timothy must conduct himself toward aged and young persons of both sexes m the com-
munity, and especially toward the widows.

Ch. V. 1-16.

1 Rebuke not an elder [an iu?ed man], but entreat him as a father r [,]' and'
2 the younger men as brethren

; [,] The elder women as mothers
; [,] the*younger

8 as sisters, with [in] all purity.' Honor widows that are widows indeed.

4 Bat if any widow have children or nephews, let them learn first to* shew piety
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at home, and to requite their parents: for that
9

is good and acceptable before

5 God. Now she that is a widow indeed, and desolate, trusteth in God,' and

6 continneth in supplications and prayers night and day. But she that liveth in

7 pleasure, is dead while she liveth.
4 And these things give in charge, that they

8 may be blameless. But if any provide * not for his own, and specially for those

9 of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel. Let

not a widow be taken into the number under threescore years old, having been

10 the wife of one man, Well reported of for good works
; [,] if she haye brought

up children, if she have lodged strangers, if she have washed the saints' feet

[ieet of saints], if she have relieved the afflicted, if she have diligently followed

11 every good work. But the vounger widows refuse : for when they have begun

12 to wax wanton* against Christ, they will marry
; [,] Having damnation, because

they have cast off their first faith [have laid aside = turned away from their

13 first fidelity]. And withal they learn to be idle, wandering about from house to

house
; [,] and not only idle, but tattlers also and busybodies, speaking things

14 which they ought not. I will therefore that the younger women many, bear

children, guide the house, give none occasion to the adversary to speak reproach-

15, 16 fully. For some are already turned aside after Satan.7 If any man or

woman that believeth* have widows, let them relieve them, and let not the

church be charged
; [,] that it may relieve them that are widows indeed.

1 Ver. 2.—[In contrast with the common form, the 8inaiticus has *yvif.—E. H.]
» Ver. 4.—Received text :

•• That is good and acceptable." The words tcaXby max are, after A. C D. F. G., Sinutiaa,

and other witnesses, to bo 6tricken out.
* Ver. 5.—(Lachmann brackets the article tor, before 9*bv ; and the Sinaiticus, instead of Gcer, has xfoor, without

thearticle.-E.H.]
* Ver. 6.—[Vulg., vivent moriua erf.—E. H.)
* Ver. 8.—[irpoKoci ; Sinaiticus, vpovociTot.—E. H.]
* Ver. tl.—{KaT<urrpTivui<rw7w ; Lachmann ha*, in the margin, *<tro<rrpijrU<n>v<7-u'.—E. H.]
T Ver. 15.—(Instead of the common order, ifrtrp*TT)<rar tu*«, the Sinaiticus has runs clipper. ; also LachmaaB, a

margin.—E. H.j
Ver. 16.—[The received text, and, among the recent editors, Tiflchendorf, have tl «* vurrte § wot*. TheVwa

reads : ti quiijldelit. Lachmann omits nc wurrbs }. Nor arc these words in the Sinaiticus.—E. H.J

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. An elder. After the Apostle, at the

close of the previous chapter, has given Timothy his

general exhortation and counsel as to the conduct of
his high office, he passes to' a more exact view of his

duty in the guidance of the church, with special

reference to persons of differing positions, age, and
sex. Melanchthon: " Addil admonition** particu-

lars* aliquot de negotiis forensibut et ceconomicie, et

insigne testimonium est, quod Deo plaeeant officio,

debita coqnatis"—An elder, trpefffivr^p* \ not an
elder in the official sense, as is plain from the con-

trast with the rcorrlpot, but a member of the church,

protections cUatis,—Rebuke not \ that is, in case

he has been guilty of some offence, reprove him
not with violence and severity, noli eum inerepare.

Youthful zeal and impulse might easily mislead

Timothy in this, since many sins are really more
Dflfenphe when committed by the aged.

—

Bat en-
treat him as a father. Act toward him as a
right-minded son would to a father whom he per-

ceives to have fallen into wrong.—The younger
men as brethren, «&, xopoxdAet, without any self-

exaltation over them. Timothy must thus exhort
nil, without distinction ; but the tone and manner
and spirit of his words must be modified according

to the differing circumstances of those whom he
addressed.

Ver. 2. The elder women . . . purity. He
must keep toward the elder women the same con-
duct as toward the elder men. In respect to the
younger women of the church, he is reminded most
emphatically of the duty of hyvdf. Grammatically,

this requirement may be referred to all the pre-

ceding clauses, but logically it belongs only to

ytaripas. Although the ayvu<f here urged consists

first in chastity, its whole force is not thus exhausted

(comp. chap. iv. 12). The conduct of Timothy must

be morally pure in its fullest sense, so as to goad

himself not only from evil, but from the appearance

of evil—As sisters. Bengel well says: "Bk

respectus egregie adjuvat c€uUitaienun

Yer. 8. Honor widows. Xlipas is entirely

general, although afterward different classes among

widows are spoken of

—

Hold in honor, rlaa; not

merely by care and support from the treasury of the

church (De Wette), but again quite general :
show

them the honor and respect that belong to a widow,

as well as help in their necessities.

—

That are

widows indeed, to* for*s xhp«s ; * more ?*
description of those widows whom Paul specially

commends to Timothy. The following more fclly

explains his meaning. Those who still have chil-

dren, or other near kindred, who can and ought to

maintain them, are not xfipai in the free sense of the

word. That the Apostle chiefly speaks of the oot-

ward condition, not of the personal character of

widows (Schleiermacher), clearly follows from ver. i

(comp. also Yer. 16). In ver. 5 the Apostle first

alludes to the spirit and demeanor of the widow who

really deserves the name. In all that concerns the

local and temporal view of this subject, the follow-

ing verse is of special importance ; for it is the tall-

est passage in the whole New Testament, treating of

the character, the rights, and the duties of a Chris-

tian widow. In vers, i-8 the Apostle names the

widows who can justly claim Bupport from the
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church ; then, in vera. 9-16, the widows who should

be or should not be chosen for the service of the

church.

Ycr. 4. Bat if any widow have children or
nephews. According to Acts vi 1, widows were
ilmost the first objects of Christian beneficence;

and from various evidences in Justin, Ignatius, Euse-

bius, and others, it appears that they were very early

regarded with special affection. This beneficence

teems, however, to have been soon abused by the

indolence of some who had widows among their near

relatives, but sought to escape their own duty by
giving them to the charge of the church. The
church was thus burdened beyond its powers, and
Christian love exercised at the cost of natural rela-

tionship. Against this wrong condition the precept

of the Apostle was directed, and the community
was freed from the obligation of sustaining those

who had near relatives.—The children or nephews
[qrandcMldren] must learn (jiaybavtrwray)—not the

widows themselves (Matthies)—to shew piety at
home. By borne is here designated the whole
family, inclusive of the widowed mother or grand-

mother ; and the *wr*fruv which Paul sets forth for

them, does not mean godly rule (Luther), but the

exhibition of a childlike, pious spirit, as becomes
the children and grandchildren of such widows.

Thus they should requite their parents, especially

the widowed, kfioi&ks iurotiMvcu ; that is, show
thankfulness, by caring for their physical support

—

Acceptable before God; who has promised a
ipecial blessing on the true fulfilment of filial duty

(Epb, vi. 12 ; comp. Mark vil 10, 11). The connec-

tion of this precept is thus quite necessary; and
it is a riddle to us how Huther, in his commentary
on this passage, otherwise so able, explains these last

words not of the duties of the children, but of the
widows themselves; t. <?., that the widows were to

take care of the children and grandchildren, and
thereby requite the love which had been shown them
by the deceased parents. Even if, as we doubt, no
verbal difficulties prevented this exposition—which
.s defended by Matthies likewise, and many older

commentators—it would still be quite unnatural and
forced; while, on the other hand, the connection

favors our view ; and this, too, is in the main also

the view of De Wette. Theodoret had already given
the correct sense, when he wrote : fiay&avtTwcw ra
fryow Tip$r tV olietlav firirtpa fj /x&jjtfiriv. Tliat

by dtns is denoted all the persons belonging to a
house, including even the servants, is clear, among
several passages, from John iv. 58 ; Acts xvi. 31.

Ver. 5. Now she that is a widow indeed,
Ac. ** Vidwx, liberos habenti, opponilur ver. 5,

vidua, eui non sun/, a quibus mutuam vicem accipit,

q*a net uniee in Deo collocatas habet; " Bcngel.

—

A wdote indeed, Ivrm xflP* (comp. ver. 3). The
word xhp* expresses loneliness; and this idea is

now strengthened by the addition to it, and deso-
late, jto) n§tw**ii4pTi ; t. e., utterly without children

or grandchildren who could care for her. It fol-

lows of necessity that the church must support such
widows; and it is called to their remembrance in

er. 16. But here the Apostle gives a description

of the personal disposition of a widow, which con-
tains a like exhortation and comfort He sketches
the character of those whom Timothy should honor
(ver. 3), that he may counsel him as to his own duty
as teacher, and as to the requirements which he is

carefully to urge on such poor women. u The idea

of the true widow is not expressed abstractly, but in

concrete, by supposing a real person; and hence
instead of the imperative or the optative, the indica
tive is used (1j\TiKfr and irpwr/xtoi), as if some indl

vidua! widow were described as the representative

of all;" Matthies. Of the two traits here men.
tioned, trusteth in God is indirectly contrasted
with trust in children or grandchildren; while the
following, and oontinueth in supplications and
prayers night and day, is the precise oppo-
site of that disposition which, just afterward, is

condemned (ver. 6) in a word. (On 94ri<ris and
Tpoaeuxhi see note on chap. ii. 1.) We can scarcely

escape the thought that the Apostle, in sketching
this character, had before his mind a real person,

perhaps the prophetess Anna (Luke ii. 86-38), who,
although at the close of the Old Covenant, may be
called in many respects the type of the Christian

widow.
Ver. 6. But she that liveth in pleasure, is

dead. A true Pauline thought (comp. Rom. viii.

13), and a fine contrast to the picture of the
" widow indeed," who, while dead to the world and
its pleasures, in a higher sense was living. 2wara-
\£<ra (comp. James v. 5), according to Hesychius

;

kvaXiaKtiv iur&rm fro) &<r<vT»s oAafovetff<r&cu«— Is
dead while she liveth (comp. Matt. viii. 22);
.spoken of a widow with double fitness, " quippe qua
nee naiuraliter jam, nee spiritualiter frugx sit ; "

Bengel. That it is to be understood in this sense,

that she has no further support to expect from the

church-treasury, is neither directly nor indirectly

involved in the words of the Apostle. The entire

dissolution of the moral life is here represented as a
warning, while it is left to the wisdom of Timothy to

make the best provision for such cases. As to the

expression itself, comp. Rev. iii. 1, and the beautiful

words of Seneca, Epist. 71 : " Vita mors est et

quidem turpi*, inter feeda vtrtaniibus?

Ver. 7. And these things ... he blameless.
Tavra may be in various ways connected with the

preceding, either only with ver. 6, or with ver. 8 et

tqq., or even with vers. 5 and 6. The latter seems
certainly to deserve the preference; and thus the

following words, that they may be blameless,
definitely refer to the widows. For children, or

other relations who forget their duties to the widows,

the Apostle has a much more severe rebuke (ver. 8).

Beyond his careful attention to the physical comfort

of widows, he wishes them to strive, as befits Chris-

tians, after moral blamelessness, and reflect on his

words of encouragement and warning as they con-

cern their personal character. Apart from the ques-

tion of their claim to support, it is only thus they can

be blameless according to the will of the Lord, and
ornaments of His Church on earth.

Ver. 8. But if any provide not for his own.
The Epistle turns now from the widows, to those on
whom first (xprn-ov, ver. 4) rests the duty of their

support, and who, if they perversely refuse this

sacred debt, deserve a sharp censure. It is, indeed,

quite indefinite ; cl M tis, k.tIx., and therefore it

may rightly be taken as a general exhortation, imply-

ing the duty of each to care for his own kindred.

In this connection, however, it does not apparently

refer to the duty of widows to their children (Hein-

»

richs, Planck), but to any relatives who are under

high and sacred obligations to support widows
(comp. ver. 16). The Apostle would prick the con-

science of those who seek a pretext to escape this

duty.—Those of his own house, are not asso-

ciates in the faith (Gal. vi 10), but those of his
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58 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

family in the natural sense of the word.

—

Provide
not (comp. ver. 4).—He hath denied the faith,

tV vIctw Ijpmreu; the Christian faith, which is

active in lore and inseparable from love, and re-

leases no man from the fulfilment of natural duties,

but imposes them on all.—Is worse than an in-

fidel* Many of the heathen recognized and per-

formed the duty of caring for their needy parents

;

and thus the Christian who refuses it is below the

very idolater. Calvin : " Quod duabus de causis

serum est, nam quo plus quisque in cognition* Dei
profec t^ eo minus habet excusationes. Ergo in

Jidelibus sunt pejores, qui in clara Dei luce emeu-

Hunt, Deinde hoc genus officii est, quod natura ipsa

dictat, sunt enim arooyal fvcucat. Quod si natura
duce infideles ultro propensi sunt ad suos amandot,
quid de its sentiendum, qui nullo taU affectu tangun-
tur t Nonne impios ipsos ferocitate superant f

"

Ver. 9. I*et not a widow be taken, Xfipa

$twra\*y4o&». The Apostle passes now to the sec-

ond point, of which he would remind them in respect

to widows ; and the only question is, what is meant
by Karm\iyia>. The word itself presents no diffi-

culty ; it is to choose, to note or register in a list

(in catalogum referre\ as, e. g., citizens, soldiers, tax-

payers, are classed together, and thus publicly dis-

tinguished from others. As to its real meaning here,

we must decide whether it denotes a place on the

list of those publicly supported, or an enrolment in

the order of church deaconesses. Almost all the
older commentators are of the first opinion ; nearly

all the recent ones of the latter. (On the literature

of the subject, compare De Wette in loeoS We
think, too, that there are almost insurmountable diffi-

culties in the way of the first view. For if only the

maintenance of widows is here spoken of, why, then,

the rule that no widow under sixty yetfrs of age
should be admitted, while yet younger widows with-

out near relatives had an undoubted right to such
support? Why the requirement that they must
have the evidence of good works, that they must
have brought up children, lodged strangers, washed
the saints' feet, relieved the afflicted, followed dili-

gently every good work? Should those, who per-

haps had not once had an opportunity for the exer-

cise of such good deeds, remain excluded from the
charity of the church? Why, further, must a
widow, in order to be put on a list of the poor,

have had but one husband f Chkysostoic, therefore,

HomiL 81, De dwersis X. T. lode, has justly ex-
pressed himself against this view ; and it is indeed
only apparently favored by ver. 16. See further

below. All the evidence shows that the Apostle
designs here a selection for a distinct service in the
church—a service in the nature of things confined

to women, and therefore the office of deaconess
(comp. chap, iil 11), of which we have a pattern in

Phoebe (Rom. xvi. 1, 2); and it seems that only
those invested with such an office were to be main-
tained by the church. This last circumstance ex-

plains probably why the Apostle speaks fully in this

place of the female ministers of the church, and not
before in chap, ill, where otherwise it would have
agreed better with the whole connection.—As love
to the Lord had before impelled some women to
serve Him and His (Luke viii. 2, 8), so in the apos-
tolic age it had probably led believing sisters to
undertake the office of deaconess. The fact that

adult women were baptized made this arrangement
necessary; and again, the maintenance of the in-

valid poor, the training up of orphan children, and

other works of love, were best entrusted to such

hands. When the church had become accustomed

to such a service, it could not well dispense with

it ; and in the place of those retiring or dying, new

fellow-workers-—the first Sisters of Charity, so to

speak-—would be chosen and set apart For this,

definite instructions were necessary, which the Apos-

tle in this passage gives to Timothy. It is to some

degree apparent, from the requirements here made!

in what their office consisted—duties of hospitality,

of training children, Ac It cannot be proved that

only widows were inducted into this office of dea-

coness. As to Phoebe (Rom. xvi. 1), it is not known

whether she was virgin, wife, or widow ; and from

chap. iii. 11 it seems to follow that the wives of

deacons performed like services of love. Yet it by

in the nature of the case that widows of a certain

age must be specially allotted to such a service, both

because they were free from other duties, which ebe

might have had a prior claim (see ver. 8), sad be-

cause their love to the Lord and to the church ooold

not repay more fitly the charity bestowed on them.

It is of such a church-widowhood, a row* XY«*i
Tkrtulliar (De virgin, vcland., cap. 9) says:

tt Ad

quam tedem (viduarum) prater annos LX. mm to-

tem univira, i. e., nuptcs aliquando eliguntwr, aso*

et maircSy ed quidem educatrices JUiorum

;

" while

Jiromk speaks of it as a standing custom of the

church in his days; ad Nepot: "MuUas vm oft

EcdtsiOy qua qfflcium ctgrotanti prastant et best-

ficium accipiunt ministrando." Compare the thor-

ough essay of Mosheim on this passage, whose view

has been followed also by Bdttcher and Mack. Such

widows, called presbyteresses, seem to have had the

same*relation toward their own sex as the presbyters

toward the men ; and the later office of deacones

which we find in the ancient church, and which wai

first established by Canon XI. of the Synod of Lao-

dicea, was only, with certain modifications, the cann-

ing out of the outline here drawn. True, we find

no further trace of such an institution in the apos-

tolic letters ; but this one is quite sufficient, and the

oldest church-fathers also call it an apostolic nwfi-

tion. Meanwhile, we must observe that the later

solemn rites accompanying their institution do not

date from the apostolic age ; and without doubt it

was then marked by the greatest simplicity. When

De Wette, e. g^ says that the widows sat in a specific

place, next to the presbyters in the assembly, with

their heads uncovered; that they had an over-

sight over the women of the church, especiallj over

widows and orphans; that they were invested with

the vestis vidualis, and consecrated by the laying on

of hands: all this belongs, in the main, to a later

period. Baur, however, is in worse error, when, on

the strength of this passage, he opposes the genuine-

ness of the Pastoral Epistles, because he thinks such

an institution inconceivable in the apostolic age.

He understands by widows, xhp** m tnc ccclesias*

tical use of the word ; by which, on the ground of

Ionat., Epist. ad Smyrn., cap. 8, vap&twoi are in-

tended. But, granted even that there were in the

second century virgins who remained unmarned

from ascetic motives, and were therefore named

x4pot, it does not follow that these women named m

the Epistle to Timothy were other than real widows.

We conclude, rather, that it was the early custom tt

choose church-deaconesses from the class of widows;

so that widows and deaconesses were almost synony-

mous terms. The Apostle does not once touch thii

subject in connection with his remarks on church-
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offices and ministerial duties, but in an entirely dif-

ferent place. The young xhp*h whom Timothy
(according to ver. 11) must reject, are not unmarried

women, but such as had early lost their husbands,

md would be in danger, by a second marriage, of

renouncing the service which they had already en-

tered for the benefit of the churcL "No ascetic

antagonism between a married life and fidelity to

Christ is here in the least intended (see chap. ii. 15 ;

t. 14), but an unfaithfulness towards Christ, which

consisted in making the office of the deaconess a

stepping-stone to marriage ; " Lakgi, Apod. Zeitalt.

Lp. 142.

[Our author has ingeniously sought to combine
the two more probable of the three explanations.

He accepts the view set forth by Mosheim, and
defended by the best of recent English expositors,

as well as by De Wette, Wiesinger, and Huther,

yet he supposes that the order of deaconess was
afterwards developed out of this earlier one of

female presbyters. Such a view, however, is open
to grave objection. There can be little doubt that

the deaconess was a recognized officer of the church

before Canon XL of Laodicea formally established

the order. See Schaff, u Apost. Church," B- 8» cn-

3, p. 135, for a thorough summary of the facts and
the several hypotheses. The truth seems to be, that

such exact distinctions pf class and name do not suit

the character of the primitive age. The order

doubtless existed before the title was established.

We can easily understand that such a xop<*v X°P°h
or church-widowhood, had its official duty and honor;

and as the ranks of church authority became more
settled, as the deacon became at last the assist-

ant of the presbyter, so the deaconess, hitherto a

general phrase for such ministering women, became
an order next to that of the female presbyter. The
subject of the primitive deaconess has of late been
viewed with special interest. We refer the reader

especially to the essay of Howson, " Deaconesses," and
a recent volume by J. M. Ludlow, " Woman's Work
in the Church." It is clear that in the Greek Church
of the second century it was a most active and use-

ful ministry. It aided the clergy in many dudes

—

in baptizing women, in the care of the church-edifice,

and in messages of charity. Undoubtedly this order

differed in many features from the germ of the primi-

tive day. It had become a semi-clerical office, and
had its vow of ordination. No trace of this can be
found in the simpler deaconess of the Pastoral Epis-

tles. But it is not to be confounded with the later

type of female celibates in the Latin Church; on
the contrary, it is a striking feature, that, with the

change from the healthy, social life of a Christian

womanhood in the church to the conventual life, the

order of deaconess passed away. The just abhor-

rence of the Romish abuse has led the Protestant to

lose sight too often of the good which may be
wrought by such organized womanly charity, after

the pattern not of the convent, but of St Paul's

ixxXtfoia aw* oJkop.—W.]
Ver. 10. Under threescore years old. Hav-

ing thus fixed the point of view from which this rule

of the Apostle must be regarded, the wisdom of the

following instructions becomes clear.

—

Not under

sixty years of age. The participle yeyowta belongs

to the preceding, not the following words. (The

contrary in the Vulgata : Qua fuerit unius viri

uxor ; and so Luther also.) It denotes the advanced

time of life which these widows must have reached.

gach persons would with reason be expected not to

marry again, but might with undivided hearts dedi-

cate themselves to the service of the church. In
accordance with this, Theodosius the Great after-

wards established the law : " Nulla, nisi emeruis 60
annis, secundum prceceptum Apodoli ad Diaconis-

sarum consortium transfratur.n—The wife of
one man (see on chap. iii. 2), who had been once
married, but not again ; although Paul, in ver. 14,

advised second marriage for the younger widows.
" It cannot mean that Timothy should not choose a
widow who had had several husbands at the same
time ; for polyandry did not exist among the Greeks,

or Jews, or Romans ; and even if such a woman had
desired church-office, she would have been so marked
by public opinion, that a Christian bishop could

never have thought of giving her such a charge ;

"

Hack. The cause of this rule was, without doubt^

the same as in the case of the presbyter and deacon

(see above).—Well reported offer good works.
The Apostle briefly names many and weighty things

required of the xfrp*. She must have a good report

for good works. Not only must she be beyond ob-

jection, but she must be a woman of known moral
and devout character. Those good works which are

not exclusively works of charity, are regarded as the

living sphere (4v) in which she has won this good
testimony. What works the Apostle chiefly refers

to, is plain from the following clauses.—If she have
brought up children, ircKvoTpSfrifftv ; whether
her own, or the children of a stranger. The idea of

a devout, godly training, is not strictly expressed by
this word, but an education complete, and so far suc-

cessful.—If she have lodged strangers (comp.
chap. iii. 2 ; Titus i. 8 ; Rom. xii. 18 ; Heb. xiii. 21
As hospitality was in all ages an Oriental virtue, it

must be a Christian one.—If she have washed
the saints' feet (comp. John xiii. 15; Luke vii.

44)^ That which the Lord did in a symbolic way, is

here meant in its literal sense, following the common
Oriental custom, which the gospel had not abol-

ished.—-If she have relieved the afflicted,

brapKuv (in the New Testament found only here,

and in ver. 16). Afflicted, not exclusively pauper-
late, Bengel ; but afflicted by the manifold evils and
accidents of life.—If she have diligently fol-

lowed every good work. A general proposi-

tion, in which all before is embraced. The expres-

sion, every good work^ is still stronger than the refer-

ence to fpyois tcakris at the beginning of the verse.

It is therefore not to be restricted to charity alone,

but has a wider sense. To follow, does not stand

here in contrast to pratire, which is an obligation of

men (Bengel), but has the sense of imitate, or pur-

sue (Luther).

Ver. 11. But the younger widows refuse,

&e., p**r4pas ; not, strictly, all those who have not

yet reached the full sixty years ; but all, in general,

who, in contrast with the aged, belong to the cate-

gory of the young. He/use, tomutov; whenever
they apply for admission among the deaconesses, in

order to enjoy the honor and privilege of the older

widows.—For, when they have begun to wax
wanton, KaTaorpyridiTwi rod Xp. The word de-

notes a voluptuous desire, a pruritus libidinosus,

which leads them into open opposition to Christ, to

whom their fidelity was pledged. A formal vow of

chastity, like that of the later orders of nuns, was

naturally not required of them; and Melanchthon

says truly :
u Etiam si tune eonsuetudo Juisset foe*

endi vola, quod non dicit Paulas, tmmen ea vota die-

simillima fuissent votis monastic**, qua sine uU*
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iubitatione idolatria." Since the Apostle, how-
•vor, had directed that the widows mentioned should

bo married but once, this desire was an inward infi-

delity to Chrint, for whoso Church they were now
ttid always to live with undivided hearts.—They
will marry [again] ; an evidence that their pur-

Poho was not the indulgence of sensual sin, but a
second marriage ; and hence the exposition of Je-

rorno Is too strong—qum fornicates sunt. This, in-

deed, made them less culpable, yet none the less

unfit for the spiritual office.

Ver. 12. Having damnation. This design of
second marriage has brought condemnation on the

young widows («rpi/xa = Kardxpuris) ; not only a
deserved reproach from others, but tne judgment of
God, who is faithml, on all who are unfaithful to

their covenant with Him. [This interpretation

seems too strong. It is by no means to be sup-

posed, had St. Paul thought second marriage in any
omo worthy of such Divine judgment, that he would
have nrivltfcd and even urged It in ver. 14. It is

onough to read, having condemnation, being wor-

thy of blame. Our commentator seems in this,

and all |w\>wages relating to women, to have some-
what the tone of a later ascetic like Jerome. We
may say tho same of tho criticism of Calvin on the

sex, given with approval by our author, in ver.

13. This harsh spirit must not be made the ex-

poaitor of the loving, social law of the first Chris-

tian family.—W.]—They have cast off their

first faith. ArorsTix, on Psalm lxxv. :
M Vove-

runt tt mom mtdittrrunL" According to Calvin, the

vow of fidelity made at baptism is here meant ; but

it is difficult to see why a second marriage should be
irreconcilable with this vow. It seems better to sup-

pose* with most expositors, that the allusion is to the

vow, which was implicit*, included in their recep-

tion Into the common order of widows. They have
thereby dedicated themselves exclusively to the ser-

vice of Christ and His Church ; and as they had
freely chosen this work, knowing its duties and its

restrictions, a second marriage was in this view a
breach of troth to Ourtst

I

Ver. 13k And withal they loam, &c The :

Apostle sees a yet ereater evil in the employment

!

of youiyj widows, Sot only they have the desire
\

of marriage* but they are withal idle, *rH ; thus

'

aeclect their duties* and do what they should avoid,
j~ wandering about from house to hoo»e;|

i e^ they are wxmt to go without good cause,
J

MaaftaWai u best connected with w«ptt»x*««MK. !

Mauhtea says rightly :
w M«»&«V with the participle

'

express* a disposition which has become a habit

;

they have the wvnt of idle gaddirir ahouC*
—

'

Tattler* abo, and besybodiea. they beeome
poss^* i+A«*]M«; tTjy*vton\ XaX*«\ persons who
pry, without being asked, into lie business of oth-

ers* we*«mt voxwfcjv i Tbess. ui. 11V sneaking

th'.wea whseh they otuht not; in opr^tstrVm to all

before (coma. 4 *a *h» Titus t I IX The very

cojtravter of t>>e dwues tw3on$iag to ihe o&ee of
ftafev***^ bru«.r< then* ia cios* contact wuh nat
persons «*d Av»*i reUuv*\ nt*^e t>is tetvpeanoe

dosXy |*ret)v*tii Caitia ; *J*ri* ri^, »w»»»K*
|«r»«t a>x f**£ **W frnKinm /v*mmmm er~^A««^
»**^*r f«er»* at&.itf iMtafat K*mt m*t>rf*mi*+*

mm Mhvwr ^rt^ii,-** /*>>***# +}+&sh*%*-wr «** «e-

swi «; «v*wi* \*4 jaert dm) ** *.t# **ftr«*wH*r

-\ e*«* W44 voj^fcjAV «* a«K IT******

*rf *C«a irV>*fc»c r«*w**Mrt*-v*» -Wwa.
%W »«n* «e\ (W««m few tfnVv**/*,

ut ait Plutarchus, earere csquum est, qui simulatqm
aliquid hauserunt, nunquam cessant, donee ejfutu

verint. Praxertim mutieribus hoc contingu\ qua
natura jam propensee sunt ad loquacitatetn nullha-

que arcani capaces. Ergo non als re hoc tria «tmW
eonjuncta sunt a Paulo, oHum, curiositas et garru-

Uta*» •

Ver. 14. I will therefore, &c Paul silently

assumes that Timothy will ask how he shall check
this evil, and make the young widows, instead of a

shame, an honor to the church. Hence, be suggests

the wisest course. As, however, compliance with

his rule would not, even with the best intentions,

depend merely on the widows themselves (Schlcier-

macher), the apodictic fiofaofia* oZv is to he under-

stood not in an absolute, but in a limited sense. If

there were nothing to prevent, the young widows
(such as are described in vers. 11-18) sre counselled

to marry

—

yafiuyy
a word used in 1 Cor. vii. 39 like-

wise of second marriage.—Bear children, men-
yoruv ; a word in which, as in chap. ii. 15, not only

the actus parturiendi, but the training of the chil-

dren by the mother, should be included.—Guide
the house, obroffeoworctr ; mistress of the house-
that is, household affairs. Bengel: u Nubert, libt~

ros gignere, famUiam regere—tret gradus sociHails

domestical. Sic habebunt quod agant, extra otvm
et curiositalcm." [It is to be noticed how the do-

mestic and social spirit of Christianity appears here

in contrast with the conventual morality of later

times. St. Paul speaks severely of the conduct of

the younger widows ; but he must be understood as

referring to certain positive cases under his eye of

immodest and gossiping women. He does not forbid

second marriage, but, ver. 12, their specific trans-

gression of a former promise to devote their lives to

church-duty. On the contrary, he urges marriage,

true household life, as the best cure for such abuses.

It is curious to read in Roman writers

—

e, g^ A.

Lapide—the attempt to make out of St Paul's rea-

soning an implicit argument for the single state.

The same false ascetic tendency may be already

traced in Tertullian and Augustin, which led to the

exalting of virginity as a higher state of Christian

piety.—-W.]—Give none occasion to the adver-
sary to apeak reproachfully, rf Irrucunlty;
perhaps the devil, which Ter. 15 does not conflict

with ; or else in general an adversary, whether in

the heathen or the Jewish world ; since it most be
remarked that Paul viewed the world as under Sa-

tanic influences. Should the young widows follow

the wrong course, they would give occasion, bfopftivy

to what? As the final words, Xmtopias x*f°S <Jo

not depend on this, but stand by themselves, it

seems best here to supply, ocrasionrm sc. tnwa
awwvuJi/ Hwher. Tl* ytwng widows remain

ki;<\ ccrioaa* and tattlinsr. and die sure consequence

is. that the e>rat^cM*"fnd$ many opportunities to

eaten theaa ia his snare* ; and this would bring re-

proach oa the chsrch, as well as on themselves.

r>wfcain«i x*/er: nroperrr, to the advantage of

refvmca; a su^tiu- and hard construction (De

WeneV **< not awwe singular than many others

wfcacn aaak the sry> of the Pastoral Epistles. The
adversary i* rerresarted as watching his occasion to

revwe the Cfccrch of CVrfct, and overjoyed at even

t&* ar^eatanee etf k. TVre was, indeed, ahead? in

ti* c&erc* nvre than tJ»e aaere appearance of evil

Ver. IX F^r soaaa are already turned
aside after Satan* It is r*am that row refera

&«iart>t «» «ooe ywaig widows at Epbesns, of
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whom unfavorable reports must have reached the

em of the Apostle, although we need not deny that

his complaint might have had a wider application.

The mention of this was to enforce on Timothy the

need of following expressly the counsel given him
in ver. 14, since there would else be penadum in

mra\ 'Eterp. orlaca rod varava does not necessa-

rily mean a complete defection from Christianity, but

certairly a walking in paths of error, whether it be

hcrea7 or an immoral life. It is possible that some
bad united themselves in a second marriage with un-

believers, and had thus really severed themselves

from the church.

Ter. 16. If any man or woman that be-
lieveth, irurrbs 4) trurrfi. Griesbach and Lachmann
have, without good reason, omitted the words wiorbs

| (see De Wette and Teschendorf ). The Apostle,

while be sums here all his remarks on this point, is

not content with a mere repetition, but goes still

further. The duty which, in ver. 4, he has imposed

solely on the relatives of the widows, he now en-

joins, so far as circumstances admit, on every be-

liever without distinction. If any have widows, not

only in his own household, but in the larger circle of

friends or relatives, whose maintenance comes at all

within bis ability or duty, he should give it, and thus

lighten the burden of the church. To explain it of

others, of widows wholly deserted, has too narrow a

meaning. It would seem that the Apostle especially

refers to younger widows, who from selfish economy
sought the service of the church ; and from whom
he could be best relieved (ver. 11) by thus providing

for their support.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is not only among the requisites, but the

weightiest obligations ofa pastor of the church, to min-
gle with every rank and age, as each may need

;
yet

at the same time he should see that the holiness of his

office is not endangered, and that the adversary find

no occasion for reproach. Paul could without self-

boasting, in his exhortation to Timothy, allude to his

own excellent example. The highest example, how-
ever, is always that of the Chief Shepherd, the Lord
of the Church, in the days of His earthly life.

2. As the gospel is an inestimable good for the

poor, and pauperism appears in a wholly different

form in Christian lands than in those still in dark-
ness and the shadow of death, so it is in regard to

the condition of the widow. Widowhood has spe-

cial cause of gratitude to Christ, in whom the words,
u He is a Father of the fatherless, and a Judge of
the widow," huve had so noble a fulfilment. How
vast a difference between the fate of the widow of
the Brahmin of highest rank, and the widow of the

poorest disciple of the Lord ! [A significant illus-

tration of the influence of the Church in this respect

maybe found in Maine's "Ancient Law," p. 218:
M The provision for the widow was attributable to the

exertions of the Church, which never relaxed its

•olicitade for the interest of widows surviving their

husbands ; winning, perhaps, one of the most ardu-
ous of its triumphs, when, after exacting for two or
three centuries an express promise from the hus-
band, at marriage, to endow his wife, it at length
•oeeeeded in engrafting the principle of dower on
the customary law of all western Europe."]

^8. Christianity does not overturn the original

, or free any from the obligations which natural

relationship has imposed. Nothing, indeed, is more
honored by it than the natural oropyfi, the neglect

of which is most positively condemned (2 Tim. iii.

3). How holy and indissoluble the tie of children

and parents, is first clearly known when we have
found in it the true though earthly type of the per

feet unity between the Eternal Son and the Holy
Father.

4. The office of deaconess in the early church
came from the deep craving of Christian women to

serve the Lord among their poor associates. It is to

the honor of the Romish Church that it encourages
its Sisters of Charity to give themselves with noble
self-denial to so rare a work ; nor can it be denied
that Protestantism has too often, in condemning such
works of love, rejected alike the good and the evil.

We may rejoice that the evangelical Church in our
day has come back from this narrow one-sidedness

;

and the associations of deaconesses already' estab-

lished in many places, with their hospitals and nur-

series, are worthy proofs of it.

5. The apparent contradiction in the Apostle's

advice to young widows to marry again, and that in

1 Cor. vii. 32 et eeq., where ho speaks of marriage in

an entirely different way, is satisfactorily explained

when we recal the difference in times and circum-

stances. In Corinth, there was a youthful church in

possession of manifold gifts, whom the Apostle de-

sired to see dedicated, as far as possible, to the ser-

vice of the Lord ; here, on the contrary, was a dis-

turbance, indeed a retrograde, in a long-established

church, for which, therefore, rules of order and dis-

cipline were necessary as a step toward a high Chris-

tian ideal, wholly above many in the church. In
this very difference we have cause to admire the

wisdom of the Apostle.

6. It is important, in our church provision for

the poor,'that the limit which the Apostle here ad-

vises be remembered, as well as the enlargement of

our charity. The vocation of the deacon is not to

entirely support the poor, but to relieve their wants,

and to confine the constantly increasing stream of

pauperism, as far as possible, within its natural

bounds.

7. " Melius est, cum severitate d'digere, quam cum
Imitate decipere ; " Augustin.

8.
uApud templum Hieroeolyma fuerunt mu-

litres, qua eerviebant coquendo, lavando^ tarciendis

vettibuSy medication* Levitts et paupcribus. Hunt
morem Apostoli imitaii tranetuterunt et ad Eccle-

siam rueeerunt eligi grandee natu matronae, qua
agrotxs aid peregrini* eervirenty et km mercedee nabe~

bant ex eltimosynis, quae Eccleeia tunc liberaliter

conferebat, De hoc more loquitur Paulus, non de

votts monasticie ; " Melanchthon.

HOMTLETICAL AXD PRACTICAL.

A seemly conduct in the niinisterial office.—The
censure of wrong-doers must sometimes be public,

but always within due bounds.—The peril of gross

and of refined sensuality in the ministry.—Christian-

ity and the state of widowhood: (1.) What Chris-

tianity is to the widow
; (2.) what widows should be

for Christianity.—Children the natural helpers of

their needy parents.—The ideal of a Christian widow.

—The mirror of the Christian widow.—Alone, yet

not alone; John xvi. 32.—What special causes a

Christian widow has above others to place her trust

in God.—Promises of God to devout widows, and
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examples of their support and rescue, especially re-

corded in the Old Testament.—Every man who pro-

vides not for his own household, is worse than a hea-

then. How this saying is (1.) misused by those who
work only for the bread that perisheth

; (2.) is for-

gotten by those who work only for the bread of eter-

nal life, and neglect the care of their nearest kin-
' dred.—What is the cause that so many who labor in

a larger sphere often overlook the duties which lie

nearest to them ?—Fidelity in small things and fidel-

ity in great things must ever go hand in band.—The
task and the blessing of a Christian old age.—How
even in the garments of sorrow and widowhood we
may serve the Lord in His Church.—The widow
spiritually dead, and spiritually alive.—The danger
of idleness and the blessing of labor.—Better an
active vocation for the earth, than pampering the

flesh, under pretence of living for heaven.—He is

no believer who entirely neglects the care of the

poor.—Every Christian man and woman is called

within the social circle to be in a measure a deacon
or a deaconess.

Starke: Cramer: If we censure wrong-doers,

we must consider the age and the persons, that we may
make them better, not worse through exasperation,

and may avoid all scandal.

—

Lange's Opus : It is as

shameful as it is sinful, to give aged women names
of ridicule and scorn.—Happy they who grow old

in honor (Sir. viil 7; Prov. xvi. 81).

—

Cramer:
Widows must be honored, not oppressed ; for they

are privileged persons in the sight of God (Ex. xxii.

22 ; Ps. lxviii. 6 ; Sir. xxxv. 17).

—

Anton : An inferior

in his right sphere will be really honored by his supe-

rior.—Hkdingrb : It is a shameful wrong when chil-

dren, by neglect and extravagance, become so poor
that they cannot support their parents (Gen. xlv. 11,

23).—The more the widow is forsaken of men, the

nearer she is to God (1 Kings xvii. 12 el teg.).—The
church is a guild, not of the high and worldly, but
of the wretched and Buffering who hope in Christ-
Widows may easily fall, and should therefore walk
circumspectly, and avoid every appearance of evil,

that they may escape calumny (Eph. v. 16).—Hed-
inger : To call ourselves believers, and do no works
of faith, is hypocrisy. Hast thou faith ? then show
it in Christian duties (James il 18).—No church is

bound to maintain widows who can earn their bread
with their own hands (2 Thess. iil 12 ; 1 Kings xvii.

10, 16 ; Luke iv. 26, 26).—The poor can also help

the poor, if not in deeds, yet in wise counsel (Ads
xxvii. 8).—When widows marry again, tbey do not

sin (ver. 14 ; Rom. vil 8).—Those who have charge

of the poor should give good heed bow they bestow

their alms.—It is a most unchristian scandal, when
those who are well-to-do neglect their needy kindred

(Isa, lviii. 7).

Heubner : Christianity honors age ; it is a sign

of decay in a people when age is despised.—A life

of pleasure is death to the soul. Compare the

excellent exposition by Chrysostom on this pas-

sage.—The greatest unkindness is that toward near

kindred.—Hereafter, too, Christians will be put to

shame by Gentiles (Matt, xi 41, 42).—We must test

the love, before, we entrust an office to love.—
Widowhood is tempting by its freedom.—Indolence
leads to other vices.—The perils of social inter-

course.—From Christian families grows the well-

being of the Church.—The Christian who receive!

alms, should ask himself whether they are not need-

ed more by others.

Lisco : How the welfare of a Christian church

can be promoted: (1.) By a watchful discipline;

(2.) by the conscientious and careful aid of the poor.

—The helping women of the church.

Van Oosterzee : Christian women of the apos-

tolic age exhibited as (1.) precursors worthy of

love
; (2.) examples worthy to be followed

; (a) in

their true Christian, (6) their true womanly action

;

Bonn, 1869.

Ton Gerlach : Love expresses itself in various

ways, according to the object which it seeks. It is

full of zeal for the kingdom of God in its relation to

the children, whom it trains np for the Lord; it

is generous toward strangers; lowly and obliging

toward believers; hopeful toward the suffering; it

is all in all.

Baxter : Our way of teaching should be as sim-

ple and clear as possible, for it leads a preacher

straightest to his mark. Whoso will be understood,

must speak to the capacity of his hearers, ftuth

loves the light, and is most beautiful when it is un-

veiled. An envious enemy conceals the troth; a

hypocrite does it under pretence of teaching it;

overwrought, obscure sermons (like painted windows
wliich keep out the light), are often a sign of over-

daubed hypocrisy.

B.—Directions touching the Presbyters of the Congregation.—Weighty suggestions for Timothy.

Ch. V. 17-26.

17 Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honor, especially

18 they who labor in the [omit "the"] word and doctrine. For the Scripture saith,

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn." And, The laborer

19 is worthy of his reward.9 Against an elder receive not an accusation, but before

20 two or three witnesses. Them that sin rebuke before all, that others also [the

21 rest also] may fear. I charge thee before God, and the Lord [omit "the Lord-]

Jesus Christ • [Christ Jesus], and the elect angels, that thou observe these things
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24 and thine often [thy frequent] infirmities. Some men's sins are open before-

hand [openly mauifest], going before to judgment; [,] and some men they

25 follow after. Likewise also the good works of some are manifest beforehand
[openly manifest] ; [J and they that are otherwise cannot be hid.

1 Ver. 18.—{The commonly received order of these words is Bovr iXtmvf. Aw 4*M"***v. Lachmann, alter A. C,
merses it, thus : &r +tjt. frvv *Ao£r.—E. H.l

* Ver. 18.—[Instead of juofor—Jieeep/a, Tlsohendorf, Lachmann—the SinalHcns has rp<xf>fc.—E. H.]
* Ver. 11.—Reoeived text : jind the Lord Jttut CItrisL Kvptov to he rejected, beyond question. 8ee Tlsohendorf on

the place.
* Yer. 21.—[wp<J<ntAwir ; see Tischendorf's note. Lachmann has wp6<nc\i)<Ttt>. Ct Huthor.—E. H.]
* Yer. 23.—(Lachmann omits *ov after <rr6>ax4r ; so also the Slnaiticus.—E. H.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 17. Xiet the elders. With these words
the Apostle passes to a new precept, closely con-

nected, however, with the preceding. If the poor

of the church be supported in the right way, then it

is of importance that they be instructed in the right

way ; but this is impossible so long as worthy minis-

ters are not honored, and unworthy ones not re-

moved from among them. Accordingly Paul takes

this opportunity to give some wise suggestions on
the subject, from which it is most obvious with what
ample power Timothy was invested in the church.

Bengel says with reason on ver. 19 : " Habtbat ergo

Ttmot&eus poUsiatem jndicandi in Eccletia." It

lies, moreover, in the nature of the case, that such
instructions, although given directly to Timothy him-
self; must in part at least be put in practice in the

church as the occasion should arise.—That rule
welL The elders who exercise their office well

(raAws) are not contrasted with those who grossly

neglect it, but only with those who distinguish them-
selves less. Among the ministers, as among the

members of the church, eminent men were associ-

ated with those of moderate ability. It is of the

first the Apostle enjoins, that they be counted worthy
of doable honor. The rip4 which he claims for

them is not merely a pecuniary support, a mainte-

nance in general, to which they have a right, al-

though this is not overlooked (see ver. 18), but the

esteem due to them; which is called double, not
because it is literally twofold (thus, e. g., Melanch-
tboo: Duplid honor*, I e., victu et reverentia;

others differently, see De Wette), but because it

should be shown to them in greater measure than to

others (thus Cbrysostom, itwXrjt = woXXrjs rtfirjs).

Paul would have them esteemed worthy (o|iofodw-

ewr) by the church, which can show its gratitude to
them in no other way. " Upon a casual misinter-

pretation of this verse was founded the disgusting

practice, which prevailed in the third century', of
setting a double portion of meat before the presby-
ters in the feasts of love ;" Contbiarc and How-
bo*, vol 2L p. 472.—Especially those who labor
in the word and doctrine. The emphasis is on
this description of the elders as laboring (xowtmrrts).

No easy post of honor, but a large task was entrust-

ed to them. As laboring in word and doctrine («V
here refers to the sphere in which the labor is per-

formed), they have especial claim, from the severity

and the dignity of their work. By ktyos we are to

understand a discourse, either prophetic or hortatory,
while ii&amcaXla refers specially to teaching. It has
often been attempted, from this pdKurra of Paul, to
draw a marked distinction between the ruling and
the lacking presbyters. The fact was simply this,

that in the large field of labor assigned to the Chris-

tian presbyters, one felt himself drawn more to this,

another to that portion, since the revelation of the

Spirit was given to each wpbs to <rvtup4poy. But we
have seen clearly that raul honored more those

elders who, together with other duties, were engaged
especially in the instruction and comfort of believ-

ers ; because the capacity for this highest gift of the

presbyterial office was not found in all.

[No footsteps are to be found in any Christian

church of lay elders, nor were there for many hun-
dred years. St. Paul, prescribing Timothy (1 Tim.
iii.) how he should stablish the church, passeth im-

mediately from bishops and ministers of the word
and sacraments to deacons, omitting these lay elders,

that are supposed to lie in the midst between them.

The places of Scripture brought to prove this kind
of government are three: 1 Tim. v. 17; Rom. xii.

7, 8 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28. The two latter are too weak to

prove the thing in question. Touching the first,

some interpret it as noting two parts or duties of
the presbyterial office, not two sorts of presbyters

;

some, that amongst the elders some labored princi-

pally in governing, others in teaching and preaching.

Thus these words may have a very good and true

sense, without pressing the late conceit touching lay

elders. Field, "Of the Church," B. 5, ch. 26.
41 The offices of *p**p6r*pot and ftSdVicaAof were
united, at the date of the Pastoral Epistles, in the

same persons ; which is shown by fctarrurd'f being a
qualification required in a presbyter ; 1 Tim. iii. 2.

But though this union must in all cases have been
desirable, we find, from this passage, that there were
still some xp€<r/96rcpot who were not SiftdViraAei

;

t. e\, who did not perform the office of public in-

struction in the congregation. This is another
strong proof of the early date of the Epistle."

CoNTBiiRi and Howson, it 472. It must be al-

lowed, however, while this notion of lay eldership

has but slight warrant, if any, in Scripture, that the

idea which prompted it is not to be lightly passed

by. The whole tendency of the later Church was to

forget the distribution of the x«V«>M*Ta, which was
the most living feature of the primitive body, and
to identify the Church with the clergy. It would be
a great blessing to our modern Christianity, if we
could have preacher, pastor, and teacher each in his

own sphere. We have lost the flexibility of the

apostolic age.—W.]
Ver. 18. For the Scripture saith, Ac The

Apostle illustrates and confirms his doctrine by Dent
xxv. 4. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 9, where he has with great

emphasis set forth the same argument still more
minutely. In our text he cites the words of the Old
Testament merely as an instructive parallel, and
leaves to the reader the inference a minori ad
majut in regard to a human laborer. This idea, at

first suggested, is now clearly expressed : And the
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laborer is worthy of his hire. If tlie phrase

Aiyti y&p ij ypa&i be connected with these words,

the criticism is right which finds here a proof that

the composition of the Epistle was of a later date.

The Old Testament contains no passage which could

have occurred here to the Apostle (Ley. xix. 83;
Ex. xxiv. 14, cannot be meant) ; and that the saying

of the Lord (Luke x. 7 ; comp. Matt x. 10) should

already be cited here by Paul as ypa^Vy is as

groundless a supposition (comp., however, Words-
worth, in loco). But it is wholly unnecessary to

refer the words, \4yii ybp y\ ypa$4\, to both parts

of the verse. The last clause, &{u>*, K.T.A., seems
simply a proverbial expression, which bad been used
before by the Lord. (Thus also Calvin.) This whole
passage shows that the Apostle requires such a rtpfi

for the presbyters as should be shown in a due pro-

vision for their temporal necessities (comp. Gal. vi. 6).

Ver. 19. Against an elder receive not an
accusation. After Paul has shown how to act

toward presbyters who are worthy of honor, he pro-

ceeds more exactly to define the conduct of Timo-
thy toward the unworthy. It is obvious that the

Apostle does not mean here, by xptafimposy
an old

man in the general sense (Cbrysostom), but distinctly

a presbyter of the church, against whom any accusa-

tion might be brought. Timothy must receive no
complaint in such cases, except (iterbs *i fifa a well-

known pleonasm) before two or three witnesses.

This number was required by the Mosaic law (Deut
xvii. 6 ; Heb. x. 28), and by the Lord Himself in a
similar case (Matt, xvili. 16). This decision may
have occurred, perhaps, to the mind of the Apostle.
Timothy was not to be disturbed by unproved pri-

vate complaints, but to give due weight to the rights

of the presbyterial office, and to condemn no inno-
cent man unheard. " It might easily happen, in a
church so large and mixed as the Ephesian, that one
or another, from wounded feelings of honor, from
mere partisanship, or some selfish motive, would
seek to injure a presbyter, and drag him down from
his influential position ; and against this the precept
of the Apostle was the best safeguard n (Matthies).

It is noticeable that we have here not M <n6^ar.
Mo papr., but simply M Zvo puzpr. If the prepo-
sition be here understood in the sense of coram, asM fiapr. was often used by classical writers in the
sense of before witnesses (Huther), we have here the
rule that the personal presence of the definite num-
ber of witnesses must in each case be held neces-
sary; a rule probably designed to save Timothy
from the appearance of partiality. But we regard
it as more probable that only the testimony of two
or three men is here required (De Wette); and
there is surely no ground to refer this exclusively
(Huther) to complaints affecting the office of a pres-

byter, but to anything by which the character, public

or private, might be in the least degree injured.

Ver. 20. Them that sin rebuke before all,

&c. According to some, this denotes, in general,

sinful members of the church ; according to others,

sinful presbyters. The last, however, is here the
more probable, and the nature of the case itself

requires that kpaprdyorras should be specially un-
derstood of grosser crimes ; indeed, of those which
justly create scandal. The sinful persons are repre-
sented as still at the time living in sin, whence
the present is used where otherwise the perfect
would be expected. The question, again, is whether
the following words, rebuke before all, that oth-
ers also may fear, mean the other presbyters, or

all the other members of the church. Grammatical-

ly, one is as allowable as the other, and both expo*

sitions have a sound sense. Since, however, a cen-

sure of the guilty presbyter in the hearing of the

assembled church was not necessary, and might

easily lead to a depreciation of the clerical office,

it is perhaps better to suppose a censure coram

consensu presbyterorum ; a rule of unquestionable

value, since the associates of the guilty man, who
perhaps might be inclined to wrong, would thus be

moved by a wholesome fear.

Ver. 21. I charge thee before God (comp.

2 Tim. iv. \\ With this solemn attestation the just

and faithful execution of all these precepts is im-

pressed on Timothy. Perhaps the mention of the

pdprvpes (ver. 19) led the Apostle naturally to point

his friend and scholar to the highest ndprvs of bis

life and work. The subject was certainly weighty

enough to justify the most solemn chai-ge. Should

Timothy forget it, the injury to the church might be

incalculable. The cumulative style of the words

also proves how heavily this lay on Paul's heart

Bengel says well :
rt Reprctsen'at TbnotJteo sue judi-

cium extremum
y
in quo Deus revelabiiur et ChrisUu

cum avgelis coram conspicietur." He charges him

not alone before God ana Jesus Christ (ntpiov is not

genuine ; see the critical note), but before God and

the elect angels. Manifold expositions have been

given of this verse, especially in regard to the strik-

ing taXfjctw. Not to criticise the almost forgotten

notion of those who thought this an allusion to dis-

tinguished preachers of Christianity, or to the pres-

byters of the church, we name only the view (Baur)

which explains it by the Gnostic fancy of certain

angels, who stand in special connection with the Re-

deemer; a view which would again give internal

evidence of the later origin of the Epistle. This

argument, however, proves too much, since this con-

ception of elect angels, standing in a special relation

to the Lord of the Church, is of genuine New Tes-

tament origin (comp. 1 Peter iii. 22 ; Heb. i. 6, and

other places). For our part, we hold it most proba-

ble that the Old Testament idea of different ranks

and orders of angels passed before the mind of the

Apostle, and that he here refers to the highest

among them. Conybeare and Howson: u By the

chosen angels, are probably meant those especially

selected by God as His messengers to the human

race, such as Gabriel." The interpretation of the

passage as only an epiUteton ornans (Huther) seems

to us somewhat tame. For other views, see De
Wette in loco.—That thou observe these things.

Tavra refers to the exhortation immediately before

;

that is, respecting the presbyters deserving blame

(as well as to those worthy of honor ?)

—

Without
preferring one before another, x»pk xpoKplpa-

ros ; without hasty judgment, especially of an un-

favorable kind.—Doing nothing by partiality,

Karh Tpfokhiatv. The unjust disposition is meant,

which may easily lead us to look on the virtues or

faults of others through a magnifying glass or a

microscope. If xp6cK\ri<rw be the true reading (at

Lachmann thinks, on the authority of A. D., and

other MSS.), then we must infer that the Apostle

exhorts Timothy to do nothing coram judke Xo>

mano
y
ethnico (Bretschneider), which would give but

a very forced sense ; and it is therefore simpler to

regard this reading as a lapsus calami, *nd to adhere

to the common one.

Ver. 22. Lay hands suddenly on no man*
" Timothei erat, manus imponere vrtsbytem ;

*
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BengeL But the question is, to what laying on of
hands the Apostle here refers. According to De
Wette, he means the admission of such as had been
excluded from church fellowship. Without doubt

the connection favors this opinion ; and already at

an early day the laying on of hands was practised as

a sign of absolution for excommunicated or heretical

persons restored into the pale of the church. It is,

however, not capable of proof that this was custom-

ary in the apostolic age; and as the Apostle here,

without further definition, speaks of the laying on
of binds as a custom already existing, it is more
natural to refer it to the ordination of a presbyter or

deacon ; an exposition which is also favored by vers.

24 and 25 (comp. chap. iv. 14 ; Acts vi. 6). The
laying on of hands was not merely the mode of com-
municating spiritual gifts, but a recognition from
those who did it, a declaration that they would be
accountable for those ordained. If the latter were
unworthy, the former shared the guilt. For this

reason the clause was added, neither make thy-
self partaker of other men's sins. Timothy
gave to each man, in the laying on of hands, evi-

dence of his own esteem ; and should it appear
afterward that he was, through haste, deceived in the

person, then he would reproach himself as in some
measure answerable for the consequences of others'

sins. In the words, Keep thyself pure, the oppo-
site conduct was recommended to him. The mean-
ing of ayv6v is too much contracted, if referred

merely to chastity and modesty (comp. chap. iv. 12);

yet it is too extended, if moral purity in its full

extent is included in it. In this connection, purity

in respect to the sins of others is here especially im-

pressed upon Timothy. As to this whole precept

(ver. 22), lielanchthon's words deserve citation:
u OompUctiiur utilem doctriitam. Primum con-

format voeationem et ordinationem, qua fit per
homines in Eeclesia, quia approbat ordinationem,

mom Itmotheus faciebat imponen* manus u«, quos

EccUtia vel ipse elegeratj altera admonitio hoc est,

quod vult fieri ezjHorationem doctrlna et morum,
etc"

Ver. 23. Drink no longer water. It may
seem, in a superficial view, that this counsel of Paul

h of trivial value, and, in this connection, strange

and without purpose. As to the last point, much
most undoubtedly be allowed to the free, artless

style of this letter to his friend and pupil ; while

again the words just before, Keep thyself pure,

would give the Apostle a fit occasion, from the close

union of soul and body, to prescribe to Timothy this

change in his previous course of life. That Timothy
in this respect mav have been under the fetters of a

take asceticism (Wiesinger), can hardly be sup-

posed ; and as little (Otto) that he was in danger of

being warped in his judgment by the Gnostics, who
forbade the use of wine, or at least required absti-

nence from it as necessary for progress in the Gnosis.

It if more probable that the effort to check the ex-

cess of others by his own example, had led him
gradually to too rjgid a diet But those who fol-

lowed Gnostic or Essenian views might meanwhile

make a misuse of his example, while his own health,

apparently not very firm, was liable to injury. Hence
the exhortation, Drink no longer water, but use
a little wine for thy stomach's sake j literally,

be no longer a water-drinker. According to Winer,
Gramm^ 6th ed., p. 442, hZpoxoruv means, to use

water as a customary and exclusive drink. Who-
ever drinks a little wine, of course ceases to be a

water-drinker in this sense; and therefore jx6vo>

need not be connected in thought with these words.

The reason of this friendly advice is added in the
clause, for thy stomach's sake and thine ofter
infirmities. Chrysostom: Hero* wobs vyUiav, oo

irpbt rpv$4\v. If this, however, be the only ground
of this whole injunction, then there is not, indeed,

the slightest connection between it and what pre-

cedes or follows. It is still possible that his fear lest

Timothy might too strictly understand his command
to keep himself pure, drew this advice from the
Apostle. The conjecture (Heydenreich) is a des-

perate one, that this is an interpolation, to be
thus explained: that the parchment was finished,

and, for the rest of the letter, a new leaf was added
at ver. 24. After all was done, this remark, con-

tained in ver. 23, occurred to the Apostle ; but there

was no room on the last leaf, and therefore he wrote
it on the parchment, closing with ver. 22, at the eud
of which a little space may have been left " So
might I have done, had I been Paul ! " Better be
content to read in this verse a clear proof of the

genuineness of the Epistle, since surely it could

never have entered the mind of any romancer for

any conceivable purpose to have written it [Paley

has urged this keenly, as a proof of the genuineness

of the Epistle. " Imagine an impostor sitting down
to forge an epistle in the name of St Paul. Is it

credible that it should come into his head to give

such a direction as this—so remote from everything

of doctrine or discipline, of public concern to the

religion or the church, or to any sect, order, or party

in it? Nothing but reality, the real valetudinary

situation of a real person, could have suggested it.

. . . The direction stands between two sentences, as

wide from the subject as possible. Now, when does

this happen ? It happens when a man writes as he
remembers. In actual letters, in the negligence of a
real correspondence, such examples frequently take

place; seldom in any other production." Hora
Paulina, ch. 12, No. 4.—W.l

Yer. 24. Some men's sins aro open before-
hand, going before to judgment, &c. A general

observation (vers. 24, 25), with which this part of

the Epistle closes, and one which as truly proves

Paul's wisdom, and knowledge of human nature, as

it was fitted for the wants of Timothy in church dis-

cipline, and especially in the appointment of the

ministry. It would lead him to forethought, since a
hasty judgment, whether favorable or not, would be
followed by such frequent deception (comp. 1 Cor.

iv. 5).—Are open beforehand, xp6Zr\\oi ; not strictly,

are manifest Deforehand, but, before the eyes of all

(comp. Heb. vii. 14, where the same word is used,

not in relation to time, but place).

—

Going before to

judgment, cfj tcptaiv; in other words, they go as

heralds before them (as an evil report outstrips a

man) to a judgment, which therefore is beyond all

doubt The Apostle would say, that with such men
no special foresight is requisite ; they constantly con-

demn themselves; but it is not so with others.—

Some men they follow, Ac., se. <ls Kpietw ; i. *.,

their sins are first known after and by the judgment,

not known beforehand, like the first-named. In re-

gard to those whose character is not yet clear, cir-

cumspection in our judgment cannot be too strongly

urged.—They follow after, €xaKo\ov&ov<riv. "In-

terim pafienter exspectandum, dam re* se aperiat,

nee inquirendum morosius. Fidelem servum tamen

regit Veus, ut opportuna aaat et dicaf. PraposHio

M dieit intervauum non longum ; " Bcngel. Thi?
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66 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

Terse has indeed the character of a common proverb

(Huther) ; but it does not follow that Kpi<ris is to be
inderstood in a merely general sense, much less that

it signifies exclusively a moral tribunal (De Wette).

We must rather believe that the Apostle means the

judgment at the advent of Christ, as the goal toward
which all sins and all good works proceed; some
before their possessors, others after them; some

. before the eyes of the world, others hidden from
men, until at the last judgment, whether known
before or not, they are brought fully into the light

Ver. 25. Likewise also the good works.
What the Apostle has said above in regard to par-

ticular sins, he applies now to good works. Like-
wise also the good works are manifest before-
hand. Some have been for a long time known, and
there could be no doubt of them. It was not so,

however, with all good works, and therefore he con-

tinues : and they that are otherwise, «. «., those

good works which are not yet manifest, cannot be
hid j they come earlier or later by their own true

nature to the light. This is said as a consolation

to Timothy, in case be should be troubled by the

thought that the doers of many good works would
remain perhaps unknown to him, and might thus be
overlooked in the choice of presbyters in the church.

If we interpret they that are otherwise as meaning
evil works, the parallel fails, and we have only a
weak repetition of ver. 24. The harmony demands
that ver. 25 be explained as referring wholly to good
works; ver. 24 to evil works. According to De
Wette, both observations mean very little ; accord-

ing to Bengel, we have here, on the contrary, an
insigne d'ctum et hodie observandum. We agree
with the latter.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. It is a duty which the church should hold
dear, to provide amply for the support of its teach-

ers. The neglect or disregard of this duty leads to

an injury which falls back on itself. The minister

must always remember the word of the Lord:
"Freely ye have received, freely give;" but the
church, for its own interest, should not wish this

rule applied too literally. It cannot be denied, too,

that a certain independence of the minister of the
gospel, in his individual relation to the members of
the church, is greatly to be desired.

2. In respect to the proper discipline which, ac-

cording to God's word, must be exercised over the
ministers of the church, there are two perils equally

to be avoided. The maxims of espionage, of intimi-

dation, of suspicion, of censure in regard to the most
trivial things, have at all times borne bitter fruit

But there can be as little good from that moral lati-

tudinarianism, that false indulgence which is so often

seen on the other side. The best discipline for the
spiritual office is, however, that which the pastor, by
the light of the word and the Spirit of God, exercises

over himself.

8. Even if the word be purely preached and the
sacraments duly administered, yet the church re-

mains unfaithful to its calling if it has no desire or
power to remove bad men from its midst (comp.
1 Cor. v. 13). But, on the other side, those who
rightly mourn over the decay of church discipline,

often forget that the chief ministers of the church
cannot judge upon reports without evidence ; that

\bey must have substantial proof; and that all things

must be sustained by the word of two or three wit

nessee, who, when the trial comes, are usually missing.

4. The doctrine of various ranks and orders in

the angelic world is no fruit of Jewish superstition

or heathen theosophy, but of the Divine revelation

(see the book of Daniel, and the different sugges*

tions in Luke i. 19 ; Eph. i. 21 ; Col. L 16). The

error of the speculative gnosticism here lay in its

results and its method, but not, however, in its

ground-ideas. Even sound reason must find it prob-

able, d priori, that the spiritual world, the realm of

freedom, must be the scene of the richest variety.

It cannot, then, surprise us that Paul in this place

charges Timothy by the elect angels, when we reflect

that, according to the Apostle's own teaching, the

heavenly powers have the most lively sympathy with

the weal and woe of the Church of Christ (Eph. iii.

10 ; comp. 1 Peter i. 12).

6. Christianity is as far removed from a sensual

and epicurean view of life, as from a stoical and

ascetic one.

6. He who, from the precept of Paul in respect

to drinking water and wine, doubts the inspiration

of this Epistle, must have the most superficial idea

of inspiration. If, indeed, we suppose the Apostle

moved by the Spirit to write mechanically and

passively what it dictated, then sentences like the

preceding are strange indeed (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 13).

But he who holds that the whole personality of the

Apostle was filled and interpenetrated by the Spirit,

so as to be guided by it as well in a word of advice

to a friend as in the weightiest rules for the welfare

of the church, or in revealing the mysteries of the

future, will not even in such seemingly slight things

deny the presence of that Spirit, to whom, because

He is divine, nothing can be too great, nothing too

insignificant. On this whole verse, compare farther

the seventeenth Homily of Chbtsostom (De Statuii,

ad populum Ant ochJS

[7. The reading, " Be no longer a water-drinker,"

brings out more fully the .Pauline view of temper-

ance. Indeed, this trivial allusion, like almost all

the sayings of the Apostle, involves an ethical prin-

ciple. Christianity commands temperance: but it

plants the law of it in the character, and so makes

the man able to judge between use and abuse. To
put instead of this a law of total abstinence, is not

gospel ethics, but the very asceticism which Paul

rebukes in the false teachers of his time,—W.]

HOMILETICAL AXD PRACTICAL.

Among the rulers of the church, we meet with

men of mediocrity more often than of high ability;

but we must despise neither of them, although the

latter have the greatest honor.—The laborer is wor-

thy of his hire : (1.) No work without reward ; (1)

no reward without work ; f8.) no work and reward

except according to the rule of Scripture.—No man

can be condemned unheard with lees justice than the

minister of the word.—The object of church dis-

cipline is not only corrective, but prohibitive,—With

God there is no respect of persons; it should be

even so with men.—How must a Christian act in

judging the faults of another? (1.) Cautious in con-

demning a brother
; (2.) Strictly watchful over him

self.—The union of love and earnestness which we

should show toward the offences of others (comp.

Mark iii. 6).—The Christian and the false Gnostic

asceticism.—Even Timothy bad a thorn in the flesh.
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_Gure for the body is necessary even for the

minister of the Lord.—Not too hasty preposses-

sions in our intercourse with men, yet no unloving

distrust.—The day brings everything to light (1 Cor.

ui. 13).

Starejc : Osiahdkr : The weaknesses of a minis-

ter of the church should indeed be so far kept from
publicity, that the worthiness of his office of preacher

may not be despised ;
yet great and manifest sins

must not go unpunished, that the church may know
that what is rebuked in the hearers, cannot be right

in their ministers.

—

Hkdingsr : The holy angels are

also in the assembly of the Lord, and hence we
should be blameless (1 Cor. xi. 10).—Thou flat-

terest thyself thou hast not committed this or that

sin ; but if thou hast in any way helped it on, it is

the same as if thou thyself hast done it (Rom. L
32).—Be comforted by this example, ye servants of

God who are weak and sickly in body. Te can
nevertheless be useful to the Church of God.—
Asto5 : There is no web so fine-spun, but at last it

comes out In the sunlight.—Osiahdeb : The church

does not judge private and hidden things. What is

manifest, we must reform ; but what is hidden, we
must leave to God, the righteous Judge (1 Cor. iv. 6).

Hiubner : A moderate, scanty salary should be
a school of discipline for the true, pure, heavenly
spirit.—Church discipline is essentially different from
civil or temporal.—An evil ground in the heart can-
not long remain undiscovered.—A Christian judg-
ment of the character of others.—Christianity throws
light on the knowledge of men.—The worth of a
good reputation.—Von Gkrlach : It does not show
regard for the ministerial office, when the offences

of the pastor are concealed and gilded over, but
when they are specially punished.—Lisco (on vers.

17-21)* The love which should be shown to the
ministers of the church: (1.) Generous; (2.) for-

bearing love.—The discipline which pastors should
exercise over one another.

—

(Synodal Sermon) on
vers. 22-26 : On true prudence in the appointment
of the ministry : (1.) In what it consists

; (2.) Why
it is necessary.—A timely exhortation and a sure
foresight.

xn.

Various Prescripts, Warnings, and Exhortations.

Ch. VI. 1-21.

A—The obligation of Christian slaves.—Warning against false teachers.—Praise of moderation, and
warning against covetousness.

Ch. VL 1-10.

1 Let as many servants as are [as many as are servants] under the yoke count

their own masters worthy of all honor, that the name of God and his doctrine

2 he not blasphemed. And they that have believing masters, let them not despise

them, because they are brethren ;
*
[,] but rather do them service, because they

are faithful and beloved, partakers of the benefit [who are partakers of the

3 benefit]. These things teach and exhort If any man teach otherwise, and con-

sent* not to wholesome words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
4 to the doctrine which is according to godliness

; [,] He is proud, knowing
nothing, but doting about questions and strifes of words, whereof cometh envy,

5 strife, railings, evil surmisings, Perverse disputings' of men of corrupt minds,

and destitute of the truth, supposing that gain is godliness [godliness is a

6 means of gain] : from such withdraw thyself.
4 But godliness with contentment

1 is great gain. For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain * we
8 can carry nothing out. And having food and raiment, let us be therewith [with

9 these] content. But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare, and
into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and per-

10 dition. For the love of money is the [a] root of all evil : [,] which while some
coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through

with many sorrows.

> Ver. I.—(The wards Sn ttcA^ol tinr are wanting in the Smaitious.—E. H.]
* Ver. 3*-(The Sinaiticus, in oontrast with the other witnesses, has wpoWxcw.—E. H.]
* Ver. 5.—[Instead of the received reading, all the authorities have hawaparpifiaC.—E. H.)
« Ver. 5.—According to A. D. F. O., and others, these words axe to be regarded as a spurious addition, and art

esnaeonentlr left out by Tischendort They are not in the Sinaiticus [nor in Lachmann.—E. II.].

* Ver. 7.—[**Aer : no competent authority lor this word, although retained by Tisehendort It is omitted by Lacb*
auotn; nor is ft in the Sinaiticus.—E. H.]
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THE FIBST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

EXEOETICAL AND CBTTIGAL.

Ver. 1. Let at many servants as are under
the yoke, Ac. [Under the yoke, as bondservants.

AovKot is not the subject, but an explanatory predi-

cate; Ellicott, in loco.—W.] The Apostle begins

in this chapter to give counsel for various classes in

the community, as he has before set forth whatever
is required of its overseers and officers. At the out-

set he directs Timothy as to the duty of those mem-
bers of the church who belong to the condition of
slaves (vers. 1, 2). It was not strange that such per-

sons should think themselves placed, by their Chris-

tian profession, in a changed relation toward both
their heathen and their converted masters. They
might pervert the doctrine of a Christian freedom,

or they might find in the Jewish law, by which
slaves were released every seventieth or Sabbatic

year, some reason to withdraw, sooner or later,

wholly or partly, from the yoke. It was therefore

necessary to urge on them the duty of a constant

subordination (comp. Eph. vi. 5 ; Col. iii. 22 ; Titus

ii. 1, 9, 10 ; 1 Peter ii. 18). Christianity does not

abolish slavery at once, in opposition to law ; but,

on the contrary, the bondmen must, through their

true Christian conduct, offer a living letter of com-
mendation, to be read by all, of the true and living

character of Christianity. To further this end, the

Apostle counsels how Christian slaves (ver. 1) are to

demean themselves toward unbelieving (ver. 2) and
believing masters.

—

Let an many as are eervante

under the poke. Not referring directly to such as

were treated with special severity, but, in general, to

the oppressive character of slavery.

—

Count their

own masters worthy of all honor. Almost the

same literal injunction given in regard of the pres-

byter, in chap. v. 17. The Apostle points to a ti^,
which dwells in the heart, and is thence exhibited in

the words, demeanor, conduct.

—

That the name
of God—of the true God, whom the Christian

slaves honored, in contrast with their idolatrous

masters

—

and the dootrine—viz., of God (comp.
Titus ii. 10), the divine gospel—be not blas-
phemed j which would doubtless be the case

should the Christian slaves be guilty of disorderly

action. In another place (Rom. ii. 24) the Apostle
accuses the Jews, because through them the name
of God was blasphemed among the heathen ; and it

was counted the greatest sin of David (2 Sam. xii.

14), that he had made the enemies of God to blas-

pheme. The warning of the text is designed to pre-

vent a like danger.

Ver. 2. And they . . . exhort Christian

slaves, who, on the other hand, have the privilege

of believing masters, might easily forget that they

who, as believers, were their brethren, yet had
another relation as their superiors, and might thus

withhold the honor due to them. The Apostle

strongly opposes this exaggerated view of Christian

freedom and equality.—TOey that have believ-
ing masters—[see Trench, «* Synon. " § 28, on the

distinction between &«<nr<$nj» and Kvptos. The for-

mer signifies the relation to those who have been
bought, who are owned as property ; the latter the

family headship, the relation of the man to wife and
children. It is to be observed that in his other

Epistles St Paul uses KtJpioj as the general title.

—

W.]

—

(vKprobs is placed before emphatically) let
them not despise them, because they are
brethren j i. «., the masters. Such a contempt is

meant here as would wholly, or in part, lose sight

of the natural difference between master and Blare,

There is no respect of persons before God; but

before man the divisions of social rank must be held

in due regard.

—

But rather do them service,

because they are faithful and beloved. It is

almost unexplainable, that both these last objections

should have been thought to refer either to the

slaves (Wetstein^, or to masters and slaves togetlier

(Matthies). It is plain that the Apostle here ex

pressly distinguishes the masters, and in such wise,

indeed, as to persuade the slaves to honor and revere

them. As believers in Christ and beloved of God,

the masters can claim peculiarly the respect of their

Christian bondmen. It is a harder question, what

the Apostle means by the words : partakers of the

benefit, ol rfc tvepyeoias &priAap/9aW/*cm
;
[yd

participes sunt ; Vulgate.—W.] We might, perhaps,

suppose that cvtpyarla = %Apts^ signifying the bless-

ing of Christianity (comp. Rom. i. 7 ; thus Heyden*

reich and others). But this thought is already ex*

pressed in ityaw. and wurrof, and would thus be only

an empty tautology. It is then better to understand,

by finpyfalcL, the faithful service of the slaTes, so

that the sense should be : slaves ought so much

more to serve believing masters, because they who

receive such service are believers and beloved. The

remembrance that a true service, done from a Chris-

tian principle, would be a benefit to the believing

masters, was indeed well calculated to persuade

Christian slaves.—These things teach and ex-

hort. A*direct reference, as in chap. iv. 11 ; v. 7,

to what has been said just before.

[This exposition, while it seems true to the let-

ter, is untrue to the principle of Christianity. Un-

doubtedly St. Paul did not attempt to sbolish slar-

ery. But when it is inferred from this that the

moral action of the primitive Church gives us the

complete standard for all time, it is a petilio prw-

eipii. The Church of that day was composed of

men who had no political or civil ties outside their 1

little body ; to them, all else was " the world " of

heathendom. It was enough for St. Paul to incul-

cate the law of love, and leave the larger question

of Roman slavery to the future. But when Chris-

tianity became the religion of the State, and its

believers citizens, there arose a new, definite sphere

of social duty outside the church relationship. I'

may, indeed, be proven from this passage, that

slavery is not absolutely and in all cases a sin, like

lying or stealing ; that, like polygamy, it may be

one of the phases of social growth. But to sty

that, because Christian philanthropy did not then

touch it, it may now claim the sanction of Christian-

ity, is monstrous.—We might, indeed, draw from

this very passage one of the strongest arguments

against the modern apologist. St. Paul does not

counsel masters to be kind, but slaves not to despm

their masters, because they are brethren. The tone

of the whole proves that slavery in that Christian

community was hardly a yoke at all. What would

the slaveholders of our Christian time think of i

bishop who should mildly beg bondmen to treat a

master with respect, not scorn him, because he was

a brother?—But we take here the largest ground.

To say that Christianity is to-day confined within the

limits of St. Paurs action, is to say that in 1800

years it has wrought no change in the world it came

to reform. It is to say, that it is behind Judaism at

that very time ; for slavery, under the teaching of

humane Rabbis, had in St. Paul's day almost wholly
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vanished from Palestine. It is to narrow Scripture

;

it is to narrow Christian ethics; it is to narrow

Christian history. Civilization has, Step by step,

been fulfilling the first prophecy of the Lord, that

He came to u break every yoke." As early as the

code of Justinian, we have the statement of the

maxim, " Cum jure naturali omnes liberi naseeren-

tur ;" Coa\ JusL, lib. u tit 5. It was a social law

which the early Christian himself had not grasped

:

it was the new growth of social ethics. Christian

jurisprudence and Christian philanthropy have only

interpreted it. We may well demand, at this day,

that Scriptural criticism shall no longer make the

word of God the apologist of social wrong.—W.] *

Ver. S. If any man teaoh otherwise, &c.

The Apostle proceeds from the slaves to the false

teachers. The connection of his thoughts seems
this : that the false teachers have proposed dangerous

maxims in regard of Christian freedom and order,

which might, if they spread further, mislead the bond-

men. We may thus understand the crcpo&ioWjeoAfIr

definitely of corrupt maxims concerning the topics

just discussed, although we may add that the Apostle

takes occasion here, as in other passages of these Epis-

tles, to point out and oppose false doctrines in gen-

eral Their character is here described, and their con-

demnation given with a fulness of language that might
eeem somewhat irrelevant, if we do not consider how
dangerous such false teachers were, and how sad their

corrupting influence on many.—And consent not.
This more definite expression now marks the false

teachers as men who were directly hostile to the gos-

pel doctrine, which is enjoined by St. Paul as the

fountain and touchstone of the truth.

—

Consent not

[pb Tpoc4pxrreu)y naturally signifies that acceptance,

in a spiritual view, which leads of itself to agreement
(aecedere opinion^ alicui accedere). The words of
the Lord are spoken of as wholesome, in contrast

with the diseased character of the false doctrines

(comp. ro<rw, ver. 4) ; and the truth of the gospel is

here named as according to godliness (icwr* cfcrcjS.),

to show the indivisible unity between Christian truth

and morality, in consequence of which any, who has
mistaken the latter, has already in himself the sen-

tence of his condemnation. [Not " qum ad pietcUem

duett," but u qua pietati eoneentanea est

;

" Ellicott

—W.] Since Christianity directly quickens and de-

mands godliness, a lax morality cannot have union
with it The Apostle now proceeds, vers. 4 and 5, to

show the sources and effect* of each grievous error.

Ver. 4. He is proud . • . strifes of words.
A darkened understanding is the first characteristic

which St Paul ascribes to such an errorist (rcrv^w-
rat); he is beclouded, wholly blinded, from his proud
conceit (comp. Eph. iv. 18); knowing nothing
[aright] ; the result of the former vice. He who is

blinded in his view of the whole, cannot possibly look
at particulars from a right point of sight To judge
truly the special truths of Christianity, must require,

in some measure, a knowledge of its whole character.

To this sad state of the mind there is added a yet more
melancholy state of the heart—But doting about
questions and strifes of words, jww wcpl frr.,

CT.A. The proposition declares the objects in regard
to which this disease is manifest The false teacher
is unhappily busied with (rrrfirets and Koyo/xaxias.

He is tormented with the pursuit of those beyond the
good and needful limit ; and while he perhaps be-

* (On the relation of Paul to slavery, comp. also the ro-
-*" of the Am. Ed. in Com. on Ep. to Philemon.—P. 8.J

lieves that he may attain the right result, he opens
for himself and others a source of deep wretchedness.
What else can be the end of all these strifes ? (see

below.)—Whereof cometh, Ac, J{ £*, *c. (rrrhcus
Kcd \oyoixaxtas.—Envy, strife, railings j not
directly against God (Chrysostom), but rather against

other men.—Evil surmisings. " Suspicions malee,

per quae it, qui non statim omnia asserdiuntur, invidi

putantur /" Bengel.

Ver. 5. Perverse dispntingsj wapaZietrpifiat^

according to the common reading, to which, however,
another (ZiaTaparpt&al) deserves the preference {see

Tischendorf). The first denotes useless disputation,

the other, growing hostilities and conflicts (comp.
Winkr, Gramm., p. 92).—Men of oorrupt minds,
destitute of the truth. The Apostle states here
the deepest ground of this blindness, which he has
described in ver. 4. Here, too, the corrupt heart is,

in his view, the abyss out of which proceeds the dark-

ness which obscures the spiritual vision. " This and
the preceding participial clause denote, therefore,

that the errorists were before unperverted, and in pos-

session of the truth ; but both these royal jewels have
been forfeited, and, according to chap. iv. 1, through
demoniacal influence ; " Huther. As a signal proof
of the extent of this perversion, the Apostle adds the *

following.—Supposing that gain is godliness.
This trait completes the sketch of the false teachers,

who thus appear as unprincipled hypocrites, abusing

the spiritual gifts they had received to their selfish

ends (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 5). EWjSno is not here the

objective religion, which is 9j kot' cvvtfalay 8«oour-

KaXia (ver. 8), but godliness in a subjective sense,

the religious spirit, or piety. This was regarded by
the heretics as Topicfiis, a source of secular gain.

They put on the guise of godly, conscientious men,
from pure selfishness. A show of Christian life was
in their view a lucrative business (Titus i. 11, a
trade; Luther); and they may be thus called an
order of Jesuits before Loyola, since they followed

in this the rule, that " the end sanctifies the means.*1

The contempt of the Apostle for such worthless men
is seen in his choice of words ; and Timothy hardly

needed the express exhortation, "From such with-

draw thyself," which is not in the original text (see

Critical notes).

[There is a singular likeness between this sketch

of the false teachers, and the Sophists so keenly por-

trayed in Plato as the opponents of Socrates. Their

philosophy was a mere dialectic hair-splitting, with-

out any moral truth—a Xoyo^ax^ a word-fighting

;

and the (rjrfiffeis of this Epistle answer exactly to

the captious, questioning style of the Greek schools.

As a last feature, they were xptyurr«rr4t, and boast-

ed that they sold their wisdom to the youth of

Athens. See Gorpias, c. 7 ; Protag.
%

c. 3. It was
the same empty, immoral sophistomania, cropping

out in this refined Jewish-Christian shape.—W.]
Ver. 6. But godliness with contentment is

great gain. It might be thought that the Apostle

denied godliness to be in any sense a vopio-jjAs. To
correct so wrong an inference from his words, he
would show how far godliness gives true success;

and this leads him to a full view, reaching to the

end of ver. 10, of the Christian contentment. 'Eari

& xopi<rfx6s. Godliness is the very reality, although

in another and higher sense, which these errorists

pervert.—With contentment. If it be closely joined

with contentment, then it is a nobler gain. In this

concise and weighty meaning the Apostle expresses

both these main ideas, that godliness makes us con-
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70 THE FIBST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

tent, and to be content is the highest good. " EU-
ganttr, non tine ironicd correcttont in contrarutm

senium, eadem verba mox retorquet, ac ti dixtiset ;

perperam UU et nequiter, aui vtnalem habent Ckritti

doctrinam, guati vert ptetat ettet queettut. Ideo

autem tic voeat, quod plenam et abtoiutam beatitu-

dinetn nobis affert. lta vero f> licitat in pUtate tita

eat, hoc vero tuffieUntia ett vekUi quoddam aucto-

rium;" Calvin.

Ver. 1. For wa brought nothing Into this

world. In this and the following verses the Apos-
tle shows the many grounds of this Christian airrdp-

mm. The first lies in the very nature of those

worldly things for whose possession the unsatisfied

man strives. They are not our lawful property, but

a loan, received at our birth, to be soon surrendered

at the first summons. As we brought nothing into

this world (comp. Job i. 21), it is certain we can
carry nothing out (comp. Pa. xlix. 11, 18 ; Luke xii.

15-21). The absence of 8$Xw in A. F. G., ver. 17,

seems to us a mere error of the MSS., since this

word can hardly be dispensed with. It is hence
justly restored by Teschendorf, in his 7th edition,

although he had before erased it.

Ver. 8. And hawing food and raiment, let

us, &c A second "reason for contentment, because
men have fewer real wants than they commonly sup-

pose.

—

Havxng food and raiment, &iarpo<p*s *o)

o-ffffraVpcrra ; both words &ra$ \ey6fi. : that which
serves for the nourishment and clothing of the body;
under the latter, shelter also should be understood.

"*Exorrw» habentet, implicite affirmatury not habu
turot ette

;

" BengeL—-Lot ni be therewith con-
tent, apiectf&iprl/M&a. The future may here be con-

sidered perhaps as an exhortation. (Let us then be
content ; Luther). It is simpler, however, to take it

in the ordinary sense, as that which may be reason-

ably expected. The folly of discontent is thus at

once recognized.

Ter. 9. Bat they that will be rich, Ac. A
third reason of avrdoxtta, the sad result of the oppo-
site state. (The Vulgate is logically right, but not
strictly grammatical, nam out voluni, Ac.)

—

That
will be ; fiouK6fi§pot, not Mkorrts. Bengel justly

says: "Hoc voluntat animi tud torie contenti,

inimica, non iptat ope*, quae idcireo diviUt non ju-
bentur abjicere " (vers. 17-19).—Pall into temp-
tation j that is, into the temptation to increase their

worldly goods in an unjust way.—And a snare, tcaX

irayiZa. They are thereby fettered, and led captive

by evil ; with what results, appears directly after.

—

And many foolish and hnrtml lusts, which
drown men in destruction and perdition. The
last two words strengthen each other, and may per-

haps be distinguished by applying the former to the

destruction of the body, the latter to the perdition

of the soul It is arbitrary, In any case, to refer

them wholly to moral corruption (De Wette), into

which they are already so sunken as to be incapable

of any further degree; or to eternal perdition

(Huther), because that is only the complete mani-
festation of what is aleady begun on earth. The
here and hereafter in this warning of St. Paul must
not be wilfully disjoined. But that he has not spo-
ken too strongly here, is proved by the next verse.

[The force of the compound form awafo., and the
more abstract termination of the latter word, per-

haps, give a hint that a climactic force is intended

;

fecftpos is destruction in a general sense, whether of
body or soul; ar^Xtut intensifies it, by pointing
mainly to the latter ; EUicott, in loco.—WJ

Ver. 10. For the love of money is the root

of all evil The omission of the article before

pi(a should be understood. [A root ; Alford, Cony.

beare and Howson ; see, however, EUicott for the

other view.—W.] St. Paul does not say that ths

root of all evil is the desire of money, in which esse

this would be here represented as the source of all

other sins—a view opposed as well to sound sense as

to daily experience—but he only enumerates to-

gether the tcatcd springing out of the ptXmpyvpU;
although it is as true that the same can be said of

other sins; ambition, lust, indeed every evil pas-

sion which roasters mankind. Tet it must be ac-

knowledged that there is no sin which so entirely

rules, influences, and hardens men against every bet-

ter feeling, as this. (This is contrary to De Wette
m loco.) This love of money (<piXafyvpU) not

merely signifies the lust for gaining money in all

possible ways, but the desire of keeping it at every

cost—Which while some coveted after, they
have erred from the faith j is. tc. ^Xt^yofUt.
As this last is an Upt^ts, it must be granted that the

connection of thought seems not quite correct, since,

in a strict sense, the money itself, not the love of it,

is the object of such toilsome effort The sense is,

however, clear enough ; and it is therefore needless

to explain bptytvha* in the sense of deditum em;
Matthies. Whoever thirsts after money, seeks st

the same time to satisfy his passion with his whole

power, and thus he wanders from true Christian faith

(comp. chap. i. 6, 19), and has pierced himself
through with many sorrows. The ilvrcu, here

imaged as a sword piercing the soul (Luke n. SI),

and leaving a deep wound, are the pangs of con-

science which the covetous feel when their eyes

are opened to the shameful means they have used

toward the end. They are, further, the forewarning

of that ardXtta whereof the Apostle has spoken in

the previous verses. Personal recollections of this

or that covetous man may have risen to his mind.

Instead of wepiivetpaw, trantfixerunt, some critics

have wtpifarfipa*--* reading on which the Vulgate

translation rests (interuerunt), signifying that they

have surrounded their life with pain, as with a hedge

of thorns. It is clear, however, that the &*£fe>
which critically is far better sustained, gives us like-

wise a much stronger sense.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The injunction of the Apostle in regard of

slavery is important, because it defines, simply and
exactly, the relation of Christianity to it. The gos-

pel sustains indeed the principle of the new philan-

thropy, terviUum humani generit Magitium; and

condemns all abuse of the slave by the master. But

on the other hand, where bondage exists, it wfll hi

no way release the slave from his duty to his master.

It prepares the way for a better condition, but H
does not abolish this as by a magic stroke. Free*

dom, equality, fraternity, in the revolutionary sense

of the word, are positively an unchristian sentiment

;

and the boundary line is here sharply drawn between

revolution and reformation. The freedom to which

the Lord calls his disciples is not an egoistic, indi-

vidual one, which severs all bonds, but the freedom

to do good in our allotted sphere, and to serve others

through love.

[This sentence has in it a weighty side of Chris*

tian truth, but it may be made that half-truth whkh
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fa whole error. The gospel morality does not teach

mere political equality ; it does not upturn the just

distinctions of social rank ; but, while it first purifies

the heart, it seeks also to abolish unsocial caste. It

does not teach the slave to revolt ; but it does pro-

nounce slavery an institution debasing both to mind
and body, and at war with the growth of Christian-

ity. An Epictetus may be inwardly free in bonds

;

bet his virtue does not justify servitude. The quiet-

urn here taught, which severs the Church of Christ

from social philanthropy, like Simeon the Stylite In

the desert, has too often proved itself the worst ego-

ism, that of a selfish or an emasculated piety.—W.1
2. Here the Apostle commends a practical godli-

ness, in his hostility to all strifes of words. " Dieat
astern aliquis, unds discernam quofstiones utiles ab
tMutilibu*? Hispondeo

t
norma est fundamentum,

W Pauhts inquit (1 Cor. iii. 11). Complectitur

awtem fundamentum seripta prophetiea et apostolica^

et iUustre discrimen est legis et evangehu Item
<n*itia fidei ei operum. Item vert cultus, a Deo
mstituti et fain eultus ab homintbus instituti, etc.

Intra has metas coercendm sunt cogitation**, et fre*
nanda est euriositas, et prorsus fugiendat sunt ilia

pestes, ostentatio argutiorum, sophistotnania et amor
contentumis ;

n Melanchthon, on ver. 8.

3. The warning of the Apostle against avarice

recalls the impressive words of the Lord, especially

in the parable, Luke xii. 15-21. Compare also with

this the excellent sermon of An. Monod, Vami dt

Vargenty Paris, 1848 ; handled in part like the essay

of Habbis, u Mammon, or Covetousness the Sin
of the Church.*9 It is clear, from Phil iv. 11-13,
how far Paul himself had advanced in the art of the

Christian ahripxtuu

HOMILETIGAL AND PRACTICAL

Christianity and slavery.—The love of freedom,
and the service of love.—Woe to him through whom
the offence cometh (Matt, xviii. 7).—The Christian

and the unchristian communism.—-The old heresies

in many respects types of the new.—Arrogance and
ignorance go commonly hand in hand.—Vers. 8-5.

Heresy: (1.) Its characteristics; (2.) its sources;

(3.) its results.—Error, the caricature of truth.—The
connection of godliness and contentment. Godli-

ness (1.) makes content ; (2.) brings great gain.—
Three motives to contentment : {I.) We really pos-

sess nothing (ver. 7) ; (2.) we really need nothing
(ver. 8); (8.) we become poorer in happiness the
richer we become in worldly things (ver. 9, 10).

—

Avarice a root of all evil : (1.) As every cardinal

sin ; (2.) more than any other cardinal sins.—Ava-
rice the most utter egoism, in its diametrical hostil-

ity to the gospel of love.—The many examples from
sacred and secular history which confirm the power
of avarice.—The friend of Mammon his own enemy.

Starke : Anton : Man is inclined to leap beyond
bis sphere ;.but such aims are unwise (Rom. xii. 16

;

Sir. Iii. 19).—Spiritual brotherhood overturns no
cirfl organization (Matt xvi. 24).—The false men
of the world think religion harmful. Nay, it is

great gam But the enemy knows how to blind
them (Rom. xiii. 1, et seq.)—Lange's Opus: A false,

seducing doctrine and a corrupt spirit always go to-

gether, specially in perverted teachers. For as they
are unenlighteued, understanding and will are both
evfl (rer. 4).—Cbaxer: The devil has no more
direct way of doing injury to the Church, than to

16

become a lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets

(1 Kings xxii. 22). He begins with insolence ; then
come strife of words, hate, slander, envy, and one
misfortune on another, so that an incurable injury is

brought upon the Church of God (Ps. cxxxiil 1).

—

Starke : Whoever is godly, hath God ; whoso hath
God, hath all good.—Unhappy miser, restless with
his heap, and never owning enough !—Nothing can
more humble man, and help him to renounce the
vanity of the world, than when he reflects aright on
his entrance into, and his exit from the world (Job
i. 21). We need food and covering for the body

;

God has promised both, if we do His will
; yet He

has not promised luxury. Let those who have that,

be grateful, and all others contented (Gen. xxviii

20).—Osiander : The avaricious man wants what he
has, as well as what he has not—Avarice is an evil

mother, and has many hateful daughters.—Avarice
can as little coexist with faith, as can any other
ruling vices.—Avarice is fearful, not only because
the Divine condemnation rests on it (1 Cor. v. 11

;

Eph. v. 5 ; CoL iii. 5), but because no vice so mas-
ters the soul, and keeps it from conversion.

Heubner: Pastors should not neglect to look
specially after servants.—Meditation on death is a
safeguard against avarice.—The Christian limitation

of our wants.—Discontent is a source of discourage-

ment.—Avarice is already a lapse from Christianity.

The avaricious is his own tormentor.

Lisco (vers. 1, 2) : How Christian liberty proves
itself the true, by obedience (vers. 8, 10).—Godli-
ness: (1.) In relation to false doctrines; (2.) to

worldly goods.—The incompatibility of avarice with
godliness.—The wealth of the godly spirit.—E. J.

Klemm : The great prize of the Christian.—Gerok :

A contented spirit greet gain : (1.) Shields us from
the snares of the devil

; (2.) teaches us to strive

after heavenly wealth
; (8.) gladdens the brief time

of life
; (4.) prepares us to die.

—

Marezoll : En-
couragement and aid to contentment.

—

Dietzsch:
How incalculable a good is contentment in regard,

of our worldly possessions.

Ton Gerlach (ver. 5) : The gospel casts a won-
drous light, to warm and illuminate man ; but if it

fail through his own sin, then that light thrown back
from him flings its rays on the world, and dazzles

him with deceitful images, till he loses at last the trace

of truth, although he eagerly follows after its shad
ows. Sin remains undestroyed in his heart, and fleshly

desires take advantage of the confusion. Such were
the heretics of old, and such the Gnostics of all time.

[Pascal, Penseh, i., p. 6: The discontent of

man.—Our desires flatter us with the image of a.

happy condition, because they add to what we have,*,

the pleasures we have not ;: but when wo reach these,

we are no happier, for we then have still new da-

sires for a happiness beyond them.
Dr. South, Sermons t Godliness is gain. "To*

exhort men to be religious, is only,, in* other words;,

to exhort them to pleasure—a pleasure bi^h, ra*

tional, and angelical, with no sting, no loathing, no
remorses, or bitter farewells ; neither liable to acci-

dent, nor exposed, to injury*. And when age itself,

shall begin to remind us of mortality, yet then the

pleasure of the mind shall be in its full youthsvigor*

and freshness. A palsy may as well shake an oak,

or a fever dry up a fountain, as shake or imptir. tho

delight of. conscience. For it lies within ;_ it centres

in the heart ; it grows into the very substance of the

soul, so that a man never outlives it ; and for this

cause, because he cannot outlive himself."—W.j
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72 THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

B.—Address to Timothy.—A word for the rich.—Conclusion of the Epistle.

Ch. VL 11-21.

11 But thou, O man of God,1
flee these things ; and follow after righteousness,

12 godliness, faith, love, natienoe, meekness. Fight the good fight of faith, lay

hold on [the] eternal lite, whereunto thou art also
1
called [unto which thou wast

13 called], and hast professed a [the] good profession before many witnesses. I

give thee charge in the sight of God, who quickeneth * all things, and befm
Christ Jesus, who before Pontius Pilate witnessed a [the] good confession;

[,]

14 That thou keep this commandment without spot, unrebukable, until the appear-

15 ing of our Lord Jesus Christ [Christ Jesus] : [,] Which in his tames he shall

shew, who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of

16 lords
; [,] Who only hath immortality, dwelling in the light which no man can

approach unto ; [,
J whom no man hath seen, nor can see : to whom be honor

17 and power everlasting. Amen.4 Charge them that are rich in this world,
1
that

they be not high-minded, nor trust in uncertain riches [uncertainly of riches],

18 but in the living* God, who givetb us richly all things to enjoy ; J^J
That they

do good, that they be rich in good works, ready to distribute, willing to commu-

19 nicate, Laying up in store for themselves a good foundation against the time to

20 come, that they may lay hold on eternal [the true]
T

life. O Timothy, keep that

which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain babblings, and oppo-

21 sitions of science falsely so called [falsely named knowledge] : Which some pro-

fessing have erred concerning the faith. Grace be with thee. Amen.8

1 Ter. 1L—fLaohmum omits the article before e*ov ; eo also the Sinaiticus. In the same verse, «p«9r«ftfr feteti

preferred to the common reading, epotfrero.—K. H.)
* Ver. 12*—*al after «t $r is omitted by the modern authorities ; see Tlschendorf. [Not in the 8maitiawt—E. H.J

* Ver. U.—fHachendorf and Laohmann, after A. D. G., read (moyoroirrot. 8in«iticus has, like the **£•»
(mowoioimi. Etymologioally, of course, the words differ, but there is not much difference in the sense m this F**-

« Ver. 16.—(I suggest the following translation of vers. 15, 16 : Which in his own times the blessed and srie **•

ereign, the King of kings and Lord of lords, who alone has immortality, (who) is dwelling in light inaccessible, wbam do

iman (or, none amongst men) hath seen, or can see, shall shew. To whom be honor and power ererlsstiag. Ames.

—B.H.1
9 Ver. 17.—Instead of the usual Jr r? rvr mimrt, the Sinaitkus has ffstpy.
* Ver. 17.—This adjective is wanting in A. O., and others, and is omitted by Tlschendorf. In D., sad fa tbe

-flmaitious, the article is wanting. [The Sinaiticus has iwi #«£ ; Laohmann, tsi ry 6c£. Tlschendorf retains o.

* Ver. 10.—Instead of aimrlov, we should read, with A. D. 1 E. F. O., the Sinaiticus, and others, ton*. 8o Qriet-

rbach, in this place.
* Ver. 21.—Probably spurious.

not here to be taken eetuu forenei, but etnsu nurd*,

as uprightness, or integrity, CrodHneu, or, more

specially, the direction of the inward life towird

God (comp. Titus il 12). Faith, fate, the two pn-

mal virtues of Christianity, ore to be here under

stood in the usual Pauline sense. Patience, finafyt

concerns all which could disturb the soul; and

meelcnem (wooiHr&ffor, after the more probable row-

ing; see Teschendorf), refers to all which might

embitter the heart. So long as Timothy grew into

this moral character, he ran no danger of infection

from the shameless avarice of the heretical fc****

[These virtues seem grouped in pairs ; Ztiuiee+n ****

eM/too, touching general obedience to God's taw;

xlams and 070**1}, the inner springs of &***?*

character; tore/*, and woo0w., our spirit toward the

enemies of the truth ; see Huther, in. loco.—W.l

Ver. 12. Fight the good fight of W»
(comp. 1 Cor, iv. 24; Phil. iii. 12; 1 Tim. i 1»;

2 Tim. iv. 1). A repetition of the favorite image by

which St Paul is wotit to describe the Christian nft,

and especially that of the minister of the Lord.

Here, too, Timothy is not addressed merely si •

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 11. Bat thou, O man of Grod, Ac. The
Apostle turns suddenly again to Timothy, as if he
had entered almost too far into general topics, and
wished henceforth to keep bis young disciple wholly
in view to the close of the Epistle. There is an
emphasis in the tone with which he addresses him,

as not only his spiritual son, but the man of God,
the servant of the Lord. O man of God, is equiva-

lent to the Hebrew DTi^X tJ'K. This name places

Timothy, as a Christian prophet, by the side of the

chosen messengers of the Divine will in the Old
Testament (comp. 2 Peter i. 21).—Flee these
things, ravra ; that is, the <pi\apyvpla, already spo-

ken of, and again in vet 1% where St Paul men-
tions the trie use of earthly riches.—Follow after
righteousness, godliness, faith, lore, patience,
meekness (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 22). According to

Rom. xii. 21, evil must be overcome by good; and
thus St Paul sets against the opposite vices a series

of Christian virtues and affections. Bighteouenm is
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man or as an Evangelist, but in both relations. This

fight is called good, not only in regard of its moral
excellence, but as a lofty and noble one.—Fight
offaith ; not strictly because it is on behalf of the

faith (Mack and Heydenreich), but rather because it

u born of the faith, is proper to the faith, and has
its power only from the faith. The same figurative

jtyleis continued in what follows.—Lay hold on
eternal life; as the fipafiuo^ for which the athlete

strives, and which he grasps at the end of his course.

—Wherennto thou art called. This, according

to Heydenreich, should also be considered a figura-

tive expression, alluding to the herald who solemnly
gammons the athletes to the contest But this is

less probable, since such a summons, though re-

quired, indeed, for the strife, was not so for the
prize. We therefore understand 4k\.4&. here in the

ordinary sense of that outward and inward calling

which gave success to the confessor of the gospel
This remembrance would awaken Timothy to his

duty to press toward the mark ; it would strengthen

him in the assurance that, if he strove, his calling

was the pledge of eternal tife.—And hast pro-
fessed the good profession. A fresh motive for

Timothy in the fight of faith. Thou hast professed,

should rather (De Wette, and others) be considered

a new, independent proposition, than, as many do,

to make &>no\Ayn<Tas dependent on the preceding

& V, which gives a hard construction and a scarcely

intelligible sense. The good profession which Timo-
thy had made is not dearly defined by Paul. Some
think it the confession made at baptism ; others, that

given at his induction into the ministry; others, a
Christian testimony, given by him during some pub-
lic persecution or some severe conflict. But the
youth of Timothy makes the last view improbable

;

and as bis testimony (ver.- 13) is compared in some
degree with that of the Lord, who had borne witness

before Pilate in words as well as deeds, we may best

refer this to one of the two occasions already named.
The many witnesses, who surely were present at his

ordination rather than his baptism, lead us to con-
clude that the Apostle alludes to the same event,

named in chap. iv. 14 and 2 Tim. L 6. [This view
of the text is maintained by Nkander, " Planting
and Training of the Church,'" vol it ; also by Elli-

eott, and others, in loco. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that the authentic traditions of the Church
point back to the custom of such a " confession of
frith " at baptism. " Mo* ibi servatur antiquum, eos

fwi aratiam baptismi suscepturi sunt publice, id est,

JukUwn popuio audiente symbolum reddere ; " Ruf-
fikto, De Symb. 3. We do not suppose that the
later baptismal office existed in the apostolic day ;

'

but it is not at all improbable that the germ of such
a usage began at that time.—W.]

Ver. 13. I give thee charge . . . oonfesslon.
The allusion to Timothy's confession leads the Apos-
tle now to speak of the Saviour Himself, whose re-

membrance must awaken a new motive for fidelity

sod seal—/ charge thee (comp. chap. i. 8) ; a form
of solemn adjuration well fitted to the grandeur of
toe subject—In the sight of God, who quick-
eneth all things. " An encouraging remembrance
of the resurrection, and thus indirectly a motive
against the fear of death in the cause of Jesus, to
wmch the following clause also alludes ; " De Wette.
—And before Jeans Christ, who before Pon-
tius Pilate. *E*»2 does not signify under Pontius
filate (De Wette; so Bengel, periocha temporis
sotisttma), but, as Matt, xxviii. 14, and elsewhere, I

coram. The recollection that the Lord had lived

and suffered in the days of Pontius Pilate, was quite

superfluous; but the statement that His confession
was made coram procurator*, clearly shows to what
witness the Apostle refers. It can only be that nar-
rated in John xviii 86 and Matt xxvil 11 ; and this

was indeed worthy to be held up to Timothy, as the
pattern of a true confessor of the truth in face of
death. Maprvfxiv means here the same as bpoXoyur
in the verse before; and we may thus, when we
recall this passage, justly regard Christ as the first

Martyr of the New Covenant
[There is somewhat striking in the identity of

these words of Paul with the clause of the Apostle's

(freed, "suffered under Pontius Pilate." It does
not seem to us a mere verbal fancy, if we regard it,

when coupled with the *a\^ 6po\oyla made by
Timothy, as giving A hint in regard to the formation
of that first and simplest symbolum of the faith.

We reject, of course, the old, mechanical tradition,

that this creed was made by the Apostles, or existed

in its present written form before a later age. But
the various fragments of such a received " form of
words," as we find them in Justin Mart., Apol^ i
13, Dial., 85 ; Irenjbcs, Hares., 1, 2, and Tertul-
lian; all agreeing in (he ideas and general struc-

ture, while differing in detail, point clearly to some
original " confession of faith," probably oral ; and
although without sure date or authorship, yet run-

ning back so far toward apostolic time as to have
been naturally ascribed to it Thus this phrase,
u under Pontius Pilate," as cited by St Paul, may
have become incorporated with the earliest germinal
creed. We have here what seems the structural law

of growth in the church : first the age of organic,

yet undeveloped life, then of scientific formation in

doctrine and worship.—W.l
Yer. 14. That thou keep, &c St Paul now

sets forth the matter, which he has introduced to

Timothy with so solemn a charge. Trjoijo-al <re rV
IvroXiiv. It is not likely, after so lofty an adjura-

tion, that he meant merely his exhortation to flee

from .avarice (ver. 11), and like sins. We look
rather at his encouragement to the good fight of the
Christian life, and the bold confession of the Lord
(ver. 12, it seq.\ We may say that in this, as the
chief commandment, all is embraced which could be
asked of Timothy. The view of many, that we must
regard this word, oommandment, as the vapayyc-
\ia of the Christian moral law in general (chap. i. 5),

seems too far-fetched, and quite needless.—With-
out spot, unrebukable; not to be referred to

<T€, but to ivroX-fiv. "Paul exhorts Timothy so to

keep the law, that it may not be stained and open
to reproach, as with the false teachers ; " Huthcr.

—

Until the appealing of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The final wapovaia of the Lord, at theJudgment of
the world, which in the apostolic age was expected

as nigh at hand. Bengel justly says : " fldeUs in

praxt $ud proponebani sibt diem Christi ui appro-

pinquentem ; nos solemn* nobis horam mortis pro~

ponereJ1 We must, however, add that the Christian

life of many has gained nothing by the change.

[It is to take nothing from the essential author

ity of the apostolic writings, if we grant their belief
.

in a speedy advent of Christ Indeed, our Lord de-

clared that they had no revelation of the times (Acts

i 7). The prophecy was, in its nature, a dim one,

only to be interpreted by history ; and it was natural

that to them the lofty truth should be a present real

ity. It is thus by degrees the crude millennial theo-
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ties of a Papias hare faded away, because through
eighteen centuries the Church has seen always a new,
further horizon rise before it, and can more soberly

read the historic plan of Christianity. Tet the king-

dom of God should be to our mature faith a nobler

reality than if we believed it literally at hand. See,

in Neahder's ** Planting and Training," some ad-

mirable remarks on the spiritual cliaracter of St.

John's doctrine of the todqvcIol—W.]
Ver. 15. Which in his times, Ac., %v tccupots

ttlots 8f(|<(, K.T.A. ; a peculiar expression, unlike the

usual style of St. Paul, yet clear in its meaning.
God. the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, will show,

set forth, bring to pass, the glorious revelation of His
Son (Uucvtvcu). Christ is unseen for a while: the

time of His manifestation in full glory (brupdvita)

rests in the counsels of God, who has appointed the

exact moment.

—

In his times (comp. Titus L 3 ; Gal.

iv. 4).—The blessed and only Potentate. This
mention of God, as One through whom the Epiphany
of Christ is to be made known, calls forth from the

Apostle a psalm of thanksgiving, in which he ex-

presses those attributes of the Almighty which con-
firm this Christian hope, and which are contrasted

with the desires of man after the transient goods of
this world. Blessed, signifies one who has in Him-
self alone the sources of the highest joy ; the only

Potentate, the one only who has and exercises

power. Perhaps poVos is indirectly contrasted with

the Gnostic notion of the many JSons—a notion

which existed in its germ already in the Pauline age.

—The King of kings and Lord of lords j not
only in a spiritual, but a cosmical sense.

[We cannot but think that this passage, taken in

connection with the whole sketch of these errorists,

refers emphatically to a Jewish doctrine of JSons.

It may be clearly traced to the mystics of the

Esseue type. They held a hierarchy of Powers,
emanations from the first Principle, and presiding

over certain cosmical spheres. It was the germ of
the Sephiroths of the Kabbala. and the JSons of the

Gnosis. See Ewald, GeseK a. Volkes Israel, B. 4,

p. 208. This was the esoteric science, kept for the

illuminati, while the people held only the Jewish
angelology in its exoteric, fanciful form. Such float-

ing seeds of error may easily have fallen into the
Jewish-Christian soil of the Church. See, for a clear

lew of this earlier Jewish Gnosticism, Rxuss, Theol.

ChreL, toL lj). 871, et teo.—W.]
Ver. 16, who only hath immortality. The

Apostle continues to praise the excellencies of God

;

and here he specially sets forth that completeness,
whereby in His eternal Being He is lifted above all

changing things. "Ac si dixisset Pau/u$, solum
Deum nan a seipso tantum esse immortalem et suapte

naturay sed immortalitatem in potestate habere, ut

in creaturas non competal, nisi quatenu* suam Hits

virtuUm insmrans eas vegetat;" Calvin.

—

Dwell-
ing in the light which no man can approach
onto. Possessor of the light, as He is possessor

of the life. Like descriptions are found in Ps.

civ. 2. God is clothed with light, as a garment,
1 John i. 5. God is light, &c—Whom no man
hath seen, nor can see. A description of the
invisible nature of God, which includes also the idea
that He is incomprehensible (camp* John i. 18;
1 John iv. 12 ; Col. i. 15 ; Heb. xi. 27 ; Rom. xi.

83-86).—To whom be honor and power ever-
lasting) t. *., to whom they properly belong.
Borne suppose that we have here, as chap, lit 16,
he fragment of an ancient church-hymn.

Yer. 17. Charge them that are rich in tUi
world. The Apostle might have fitly closed the

Epistle with this doxology. But he once more tumi

back to the topic, which had been interrupted by his

digression (vers. 11-16). He had named the dan-

gers of those who would be rich ; he now addresses

those who are rich in worldly goods. Bat be it

once shows the merely relative worth of their wealth,

in calling it of •• this world.** He does not, bow.

ever, speak of the rich as having their part exefo

sively in this world (Luke xvi. 25) ; rather, be en-

courages them to Christian godliuess, because their

wealth, though in itself temporal, may, by a win

and reasonable use, be raised to somewhat higher.

Timothy must, therefore, warn them of their peril,

and charge them not to be high-minded—a pecu-

liar vice of rich men (Jer. ix. 24; Ps. liii. 9)

Pride may be found without wealth ; but it is bard

to have wealth without pride.—Nor trust in un.

certain riches. The Apostle, in speaking not only

of uncertain riches, but in substant. of the uncer-

tainty of all riches, beautifully conveys the thought

that he who trusts in them rests on that which ii

itself dSnX^rvr, and so is in worst peril—Bat in

the living God, who giveth us nchly, kc if

(mm is critically untenable, many of the comments

here are useless ; yet those of Melanchthon and Cal-

vin deserve notice. Instead of trusting in wealth,

the rich should trust in the Giver, who wills that

we should enjoy His rich gifts. Fit hxSXmev, not

strictly contrasted with asceticism, but with exces-

sive desire for earthly things. " To enjoy, not to

rest our hearts on ; " Wiesinger.

Ver. 18. That they do good . . . oomntuni.

oate. The Apostle does not merely warn the rich

against error, but sets before them the right way

which will gain the enjoyment God allows. To

do good, is a general conception, like fryadovoua

(Acts xiv. 17) ;
promoting the happiness of others.

—Rich in good works j meaning not Christian

beneficence merely, but good action in general The

two next words are specific : ready to distribute,

willing to oommunioate (comp. Luke EL 11;

Epb, iv. 28). If there be any distinction here, the

former may mean the generous hand, the latter the

sympathetic heart ; both conceptions, however, are

connected, and neither of worth without the other.

. Ver. 19. Laying up in store, ke^ kndr
emvpi(orras iavrois. St. Paul makes clear, that

through such works of love we promote our own

eternal interests. Our action toward others is a

treasure for ourselves (comp. Matt. vi. 21). It is ob-

vious that spiritual treasures are meant, as a good

foundation against the time to come, &«?&<*

KaXhr els to p4\Xor. This view of a treasure at

beptXtor is not strange in such a concise style as the

Apostle here uses, evidently hastening to the dose,

and critical conjectures are thus superfluous. The

conception is at bottom the same with that of our

Lord (Luke xvi. 9).—That they may lay hold

on the true life. "0»r»r instead of oMov (see

textual note above). "Iva reAtjr»s, not Jfr/krriK»s,

is here to be understood. The attainment of a true

life is thus the highest end, which the rich must

seek by the wise and worthy use of his wealth.

Thus he reaches the fya&uovy
which St Paul set

before Timothy. Bengel very finely says: "Merca-

tor, naufragis salvus, thesauros domum promts**

iwvenit? [This strong expression of St Paul seems

at first glance hardly Pauline. It must not be

abused into any notion of a deposit of meritorious
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works, as it has been by some Roman expositors.

In the deepest sense, eternal life is a gift, and its

only dt/UXior the grace of God. To be charitable

for the sake of gaining heaven by it, is absurd-

ity for the selfish motive vitiates the act It is

the same fallacy which in former days so often led

the rich noble, after a life of bloodshed, to wipe
oat his sins by building a church. But St. Paul
alike denies that empty faith which has no fruit in

real charity. The love that is " rich in good works,"

grows within as it gives away ; and that wealth of
the heart a Christian man shall " carry with him
when he dieth," for it is of the very being of the

souL—W.]
Ver. 20. O Timothy, keep that, Ac. Once

more the Apostle sums the whole Epistle in one
heartfelt, closing injunction. Timothy, he says

oat of the fulness of his fatherly heart, keep that
committed to thy trust, tV vofMurora^inir

+4katnr (comp. 2 Tim. L 12). As there is no exact

statement here, there is room for many conjectures,

and there have been enough, older and newer. It

seems obvious, from the occurrence of wapaKcrra&^jrs

at the close, that something general and of high
value is meant; it may be the sound doctrine, it

may be the ministerial office, or both together. The
former view seems preferable, since ftkounrw is

better referred to the treasure of the word, than of
the tuuKovia; and yet more there seems to be, in what
directly follows, an antithesis between sound doc-

trine and error. TlapafrfiKri as well as wa^aicarad^inf

in the Greek signifies the deposit of anything with
a person, who holds himself bound to return it un-

injured ; and hence the word is applied to the thing,

the dcposUum itsell—Avoiding, &c. ; denoting the

way in which Timothy should keep this trust—Pro-
fane and wain babblings (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 16).

Nothing is here meant beyond the fiaraioXoyia and
Xtyo/mxtoy whose worthlessness St. Paul has already

shown; the error of the heretical teachers, here
anew branded as at bottom empty negation. He
adds a yet farther feature : oppositions of soienoe
falsely so called j i. «., unworthy of so good a
name. The errors are called ft>r<&4r€tt, not only

because they were utterly opposed in themselves to

pure gospel doctrine, but brought forward in a direct

polemic way against it. For other explanations, see

De Wette. Gonybeare and Howson well say in
loco: ** The most natural interpretation (considering

the junction with KtroQtnrlas and the kayouaxlas
ascribed to the heretics above, ver. 4) is to suppose
that St. Paul here speaks not of the doctrines, but
of the dialectical and rhetorical arts of the false

teachers." These antitheses were the fruit of the
falsely so-called science. It is acknowledged that

the errorists already in that time boasted of a higher
knowledge in the mysteries (Col. ii 8). But St.

Paul, at the close, explains how this yrucis was the

direct enemy of the wfoni, the principle of faith in

the truth.

[This expression at the close deserves for more
study than most expositors give it. It clearly shows
(hat these false theories not only existed in a spo-

radic way, but had already assumed the denned form,

and erec the name of a Gnosis. No explanation of
the hn&Uis is satisfactory, from our almost entire

ignorance of the methods of that early school. Per-
haps some earlier Marcion had brought forward his

views in the shape of an antilogy to the received

teaching. But, in any case, St Paul recognised the
distinct chasm between a Christian truth and a false

science. The one was a theosophy, the other a liv-

ing spiritual fact The one turned Christianity into

a Rabbinical school, with its doctrine of divine ema-
nations and the dualism of an evil material princi-

ple ; the other taught the plain revelation of God in

the incarnate Son. The one held the union of the

soul with the divine by a rigid asceticism, or a spirit-

ual ecstasy ; the other knit Christian growth with the

ties of household and social life. The one gave an
esoteric knowledge for the few initiated ; the other

a religion of duty for all men. We cannot read this

Epistle, and that to the Colossians, without clearly

seeing the seed-vessels of all, which ripened in Mar-
cion and Valentinus.—W.]

Ver. 21. Which some professing, &c. The
worst peril of a Christian man is surely, in losing the
straight road of the gospel and straying into the

byway. It had been so with many so-called wise,

whose hapless end should be a warning to Timothy.
Which soms profetsing, fy runs AroyycAA^ifyoi

;

Quam nonnuui profiUntu, quite as in chap. ii. 10.

They professedly sought salvation in their knowl-
edge, and in this very way have erred concerning
the faith, ^(rrlxw** (comp. 2 Tim. it 18). Ben-
gel :

u Veram sagacitatem, qua fidei est, amuerunt,
non capienles quid sit eredendum ct quid sit credere "

(comp. 2 Tim. iii. 7, 8).—Grace be with thee.
Amen. Mere <roB; according to A. F. G., hyAv
should be read, in which case the church would be
included, so far as it had any knowledge of the

Epistle. As, however, it is addressed specially to

Timothy, no more salutations are added. In the
Second Epistle it is otherwise, since it was. in a
measure, the farewell of the Apostle to the church,

and to life.

DOCTBIXAL A27D ETHICAL.

1. The illustration, drawn from the ancient ath-

letic contests, sketches most strikingly the character,

the calling, the dangers, and high hopes of the Chris-

tian life. It is not strange that it has been a favorite

figure of believers in all times, as well as of Paul.

But it sets before us likewise the object of the min-
ister of the go*peU who is called to be a witness of

the Lord. His life is a combat, but a combat which
assures him, if he be faithful to the end, of the

heavenly crown.

2. The remembrance of the solemn profession

made by the Christian on entering the church, must
indeed inspire in him a true and steadfast zeal. We
also, as well as Timothy, have, in our union with

Christ and His Body, confessed before many wit-

nesses—ministry, teachers, friends, the whole visible

and invisible Church—nay, before the Lord and His
angels. This confession is, then, more than an out-

ward show ; it is to be confirmed by our life. Next
to the thought of the Lord's coming (Matt x. 82,

881 this of our good confession has the strongest

influence on our fidelity. (Compare the view of the

nature and importance of confirmation, by Nitzsch,
" Pract TheoL," vol ii., p. 486).

8. Shallow and unsatisfying as the rationalistic

view is of our Lord's suffering and death, as only the

confirmation of His teaching and the bestowal of a
high example, yet it would be as one-sided if we for-

get that He was the first, noblest witness of the

truth. It is to be noted, that martyrs and witnesses

(fuEprvgff) are the same word.

4. The doctrine of the invisible being of God,
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rightly understood, is a needful safeguard against all

anthropomorphism and anthropopathism (comp. Ex.
xxxiii. 18, 23). Whatever in this truth of the on-

seen Jehovah was hard for Israel, is done away for

us Christians, who have seen the Father in the Son
(comp. John i. 18 ; xiv. 9).

6. The name here ascribed to God—King of
kings and Lord of lords—is the same given (Rev.

xvii. 14 ; xix. 16) to the glorified Saviour; a clear

proof of the divinity of the Son.

6. Christianity does not forbid the use of riches,

and assigns no other limits to the lawful enjoyments
of life than what reason and conscience approve.
But it warns the rich of his special perils, and strives

to make earthly wealth the means of growth in the
heavenly. The story of the rich young man (Matt
xix. 16-21) is a weighty illustration of St. Paul's

precept

7. The relation of wforu to yrmcis has been
always an essential question. The credo ouia ab~

turdum and the jucero inteUigere, ut credam, are

alike one-sided. The true position is given in the
credo, ut inUUigam. Man must rise through faith to

knowledge, and again pass through knowledge to a
growing faith. The true connection is nobly pointed
out by St John (1 John v. 18) : " These things have
I written unto you that believe in the name of the
Son of God ; that ye may know that ye have eternal

life, and that ye may believe in the name of the Son
of God." Irrational as it is to scorn knowledge in

the name of faith, it is as fruitless to recognize noth-
ing as the object of whrns, which has not been first

reached by yrmeis. The credo, quamquam abtur-
dutn, finally, is truer than the non credo, quia ab-

turdum. The yvwrts may develop the truths of
faith, but can in no way take the place of faith.

[St. Augustin : Reason should not submit, unless

it decides for itself that there are occasions when it

ought to submit Its very submission is then rea-

sonable.

Pascal, Penteh : Nothing is so rational, as the
disavowal of reason in what is of faith. And noth-
ing is so contrary to reason, as the disavowal of rea-

son in what is not of faith. Both extremes are

alike dangerous : the exclusion of reason, and the
admission of reason alone.—W.]

9. ** Nullum* erao in Ecclesia Ckrieti prefect**
habebitur religion*** Habtatur plane et mcxtmw,
ted ita tamen ut vere pro/ectut tit iRe fidei, non
permutatio. SAquidem ad pro/ectionem pertinet, ut
ro setnet ipsa una quaque ret amplificctur, ad per-
mutationem two, ut aliquid ex alio in aliud traits-

vertatur, Creecat igiiur oportet
y

et multum vehe-

menterque proficiat tarn einguhrum quam omnium,
tarn unxue nominis quam totiut Ecctetic* atatum ac
tteculorum gradibue tnteUigentia, ecientia, eapientia,

ted in tuo dumtaxat genere, in eodem tcilicel dog-

mati, eodem tentu eademque tentenUa. Jmitetur ani-

marum religio ratUmem corporum, qua licet anno-
rum procettu numeros tuos evohant et explicant,

eodem tamen qum erant, permanent

;

n Vinceht.
Lirih., Commotutorium, chap, xxviii.

HOMTLETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

The minister of the gospel a man of God : (1.)
His inferiority to, (2.) his equality with, (8.)

"

rank above the prophets of the Old Covenant—Not
enough to escape error ; we must also excel is god

lines*.—Ver. 12 (specially fitted for connrmation)

:

The combat of the Christian life : (1.) The life of the

Christian a fight; (2.) a good fight; (8.) a fight of

faith ; (4.) a fight whose prize is life eternal
; (5.)

a fight inspired by the remembrance of our good

confession.—Jesus before Pilate, the archetype of

a confessor of the truth.—How the thought of tht

Lord's advent should fill us with steadfastness.—

Although the time of Christ's coming be wisely hid

from us, yet it is exactly fixed in the counsels of

God.—God, who only hath immortality: (1.) The

sublimity ; (2.) the comfort of this truth.—Dangers,

duties, blessings of wealth.—The illusion of worldly,

and the sure hope of heavenly riches.—Bow miy
wealth be a hindrance, how a help to eternal life?

—

The wealth of God : (L) He gives all things -, (1)

He gives richly ; (8.) He gives for us to enjoy.—

The unity of faith and knowledge in Christianity.—

The true and false illumination.—Christian faith also

true wisdom (comp. Luke x. 21).

Starke : Anton : There is much to endure ia

the office of the Christian teacher, but eternity lies

beyond. If we look thither, we shall not weary of

the combat (1 Peter v. 4 ; 2 Cor. iv. 14, 16).—

HxniNGKR : Knowing and professing [Erhennen u.

o*£tnn«n] should not be separated (Rom. x. 9.)l—

Anton : There is no higher comfort than in looking

to Christ Nothing can befall us in the work of the

ministry which has not a response from Christ (Heb.

xii. 2).—It is a well-tried Christian habit, to strength-

en ourselves through the sufferings of Christ—As

God is King of kings and Lord of lords, we most

never obey the kings and lords of this world when

they claim what is against God's law fActs v. 29).—

Cramer : God bath still as much to give as He hath

given. The earth is His, and all that therein is (Fa

xxiv. 1).

—

Starke : God gives many wealth, thst He
may try partly their gratitude to Him, partly their

kindness to the needy (Ex. xvi. 4).—He who helps

the poor, gives God his money on interest, and gains

more than he lays out (Prov. xix. 17).—The gospel

is a wealth entrusted us by God ; therefore must we

care, like all who hold trust funds, not to lose this

treasure (Rev. ill 10, 11).—Osianoer : The highest

science is, to know, to simply believe, and freely

obey God's word (Luke viii. 15).

Hkubner: The remembrance of past battles

strengthens for the new.—We should never fell be-

hind ourselves.—The sottishness of the proud is

trust in wealth.—Good works are a heavenly capital,

yielding an overflowing profit— The notes of the

true knowledge (see Jsmes iii. 11\.

Yon Gerlach : " Whoso builds on the change-

able, must needs bo lost ; whoso builds on the im-

mortal, changeless God, lives in His life, His wealth,

and shall share His eternity."

Lisco : The Christian life (1.) strives after per*

fection (ver. 11); (2.) fights against sm (ver. 12);

(4.) endures till the life of glory (vers. 12, 14).—

Counsel : (1.) for the worldly rich
; (2.) the mentally

rich, who overvalue knowledge.

—

Nitssch (vers, ll

15) : How right and needful that we make a good

confession to the best of Confessors (Sermon Vn p.

188).—Beck : The high calling of the man of God

:

(1.) To what
; (2.) for what-JiscHER : The charae

terkioe of the Christian life.
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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL

TIMOTHY.

INTRODUCTION.

f 1. TIME, PLACE, AND PUBFOSE OF COMPOSITION.

The second letter to Timothy was written by Paul from Rome, after he was imprisoned

the second time, and saw his martyrdom at hand. It plainly shows that the condition of

the Apostle is wholly changed since the sending of the first letter ; and this, together with his

dear view of his approaching end, gives to this writing a wholly unique character ; so that it

has been not without reason called the testament of the dying Paul to his spiritual son, and

to the whole community. The hope with which the Apostle had sent his first letter, viz.,

that he should soon return to Ephesus (1 Tim. iii. 14), was not to be fulfilled ; he was now
in bonds (see 2 Tim. i 8, 16). That it is impossible here to think of his firet imprisonment,

appears directly from this, that Mark is not present (chap. It. 11), who was with him,

however, during the first imprisonment (Col. iv. 10), as well as Timothy himself (Phil, i 1).

At present, then, the Apostle no longer has the expectation, as before, of being released.

On the contrary, though for the moment he is freed from the rage of the lions (2 Tim. iv. 17),

yet he is strongly convinced that the time of his departure is at hand (chap. iv. 6). The

year of Paul's death, as is acknowledged, is variously given by the biblical chronologies of

all times. The opinion of Wiessler (OhronoL de$ apottolUchen ZeitaUeri), that he died in the

year 64, agrees with his denial of the second imprisonment, and, hence, he places the death

of the Apostle somewhat too early. Eichhom, with greater truth, considers his death to

have been between 65 and 68. After a mature reckoning of all the reasons, the last-named

year is, however, in our view, hardly probable ; and we may accordingly name the year 67 as

the vU4mu$ terminus ad quem. At the beginning of this, or toward the close of the previous

year, this letter to Timothy must, then, have been sent from Rome. A closer reckoning is

superfluous for our purpose, since the difference of a few months has no decisive influence

either on the explanation of the language or the view of the facts. The view of Baronius

already expressed, and accepted in passing by Bengel, that June 29 of the year 67 was the

true day of the Apostle's death, has no other origin than a tradition, worthy of little con-

fidence.

At this time Timothy was at his post at Ephesus, where the First Epistle likewise had

reached him, whilst the condition of the community still caused the Apostle just anxiety.

His letter, which fully bears the character of a private communication, is designed to

encourage Timothy, to acquaint him with the condition of the Apostle, and urge him, as
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Boon as possible, to come and bring Hark with him (chap. iv. 9, 11, 21). The tone of the

whole letter is, if possible, still more natural and affectionate than the first to Timothy ; and,

while in that the holy indignation of the Apostle against the errorists of the church is more

apparent, there speaks in this rather the tender grief of a departing father. The mention of

a great number of individual persons and names, which appear here, is an internal evidence

of genuineness ; and, among the pastoral counsels, there occur many expressions of surpassing

worth for the doctrine as well as for the apologetics of Christianity (chap. ii. 8-18 ; chap. iii.

15-17 ; chap. iy. 7, 8, and others).

f 2. ITS CONTENTS AND DIVISION.

After the usual introduction, together with the apostolic greeting, Paul thankfully calk

God to witness, how unceasingly he thinks of Timothy, and heartily desires to see him, who

had received so early the unstained faith of his grandmother and mother (chap, i 8, 6).

The admonition, added to this, touches first on the holy gifts (chap. L 6-18) which he had

received though the laying on of hands. Timothy must stir up these gifts in himself (yen.

6, 7), and rightly employ them (ver. 8) through patient suffering (vers. 9-12), and through

true adherence to the doctrine, which he had heard from Paul (vers. 18, 14). After a short

sketch of the personal experiences of the Apostle (vers. 15-18), there follows a second

admonition (chap, ii 1-18) to suffer boldly what is appointed him for the cause of the

Lord. He must be a true soldier of Jesus Christ, a zealous workman in His great field,

remembering the resurrection of Christ, and in view of the example of Paul, confiding in

the truth of the Lord. But soon the tone of the admonition begins to grow more polemic,

directed against the errorists, whose word and example might mislead Timothy to walk in an

opposite path. The third great division of the Epistle (chap, ii 14-28) contains advice,

which concerns closely the conduct of Timothy toward these false leaders. He must avoid

all strife of words (ver. 14), rightly divide the word of God (ver. IS), and, as far as possible,

shun idle babblings (vers. 16-21) ; he must flee also youthful lusts, and not only seek to over-

come his opponents, but also shame them, and strive to improve them through mild and

friendly action (vera. 28-26).

The Apostle now passes to the fourth principal division, in which he encourages Timothy

to bold fidelity in view of the approaching apostasy of the last times (chap, iii 1-5). He

describes the immoral character and the wicked strivings of those, who should soon be made

manifest even to that debased generation (chap, iii 1-9) ; and sets before him the example

of patience, which Timothy had seen in him (vers. 10-18) ; and at the same time the task,

which he would have to follow (vers. 14-17) ; in which light he points him specially to the

inspired Scripture, as the best defence against the overwhelming falsehood. Then, in the

most solemn tone, the Apostle sums up with a few words the warning in regard to what

lies before him, as well as the remembrance of what he has to do (chap. iv. 1-15).

Now the Epistle hastens to its close (chap. iv. 6-21). Paul prophesies his approaching

martyrdom, and records his Joyful hope of eternity (vers. 6-8). He adds the prayer, that

Timothy will come to him as soon as possible, since otherwise he may never perhaps see him

again in the land of the living. This invitation is yet more strengthened by a brief account

of the Apostle's forsaken state (vers. 10-12), which is only relieved by Luke ; wherefore he

earnestly wishes to see Mark also by his side. Timothy is asked on this occasion to bring

with him some necessary things for the Apostle (ver. 18). Paul speaks further, before be

reaches the close, of a severe opposition which he had experienced (vers. 14, 15) ; but abo of

a mighty aid, when forsaken of all, by which he is strengthened in the hope, that the hoar

will soon come of his complete deliverance, if not from death, yet through death (ver. 16-18)*

Holy greetings and benedictions, as well as some personal topics, close the letter, which

especially in this last part, bears so wholly undeniable a stamp of genuineness and reality,

that we cannot enough wonder at the desperate attempts to hunt up another author than

Paui (Compare the General Introduction.)
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Without any extended argument, the lasting authority of this second Epistle for the mar*

tyrdom of Paul is self-evident. It is a treasure for the Christian church of all ages, a noble

crown of his earlier testimonies. " Mortem habebat Pavlus ante oculos, quam subireparatus erat

pro EtangelH testimonio. Quaeumque igtiur hie legimus de Christi regno, de spe vita aterna, de

ckrisUand miHtid\ de flducid eonfessionis, de certitudine doctrine*, non tanquam atratnento seripta,

tfid tpttttf PavM sanguine aecipere convenit; nihU enim asserU,pro quo mortis ma pignut non

tpponat. Proinde hose Epistola quasi solemnis quadam est subscriptio Paulina doctrina, eaque

areprasenti;" Calvin.

I 8. LITERATURE.

Besides the writers already named in the first General Introduction, we may compare J.

Bbockheb, Comment*, de Bpist. posteriori Pauli ad Timothy Copenh., 1829 ; Programme ad

locum apostolicum, 2 Tim. ii 8-18, Tub. 1820. See further, on the Apostle's second imprison-

ment, in reference to the genuineness of the Epistle, the remarks of Wiesinger, in his com-

mentary on this passage, p. 581 et seq. Finally, in reference to the Pastoral Letters as a

whole, Dr. C. E. Schablino, u Latest Inquiries as to the so-called Pastoral Epistles of the

New Testament, translated from the Danish," Jena, 1846.
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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL

TIMOTHY.

I.

Superscription and Salutation.

Ch. L 1, 2.

1 Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, according to th«

2 promise ' of life which is in Christ Jesus, To Timothy my dearly beloved Son

:

Grace, mercy, and peace, from God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ,

1 Ver. l.-fCod. On. has foayvcAfo*.—E. H.1
1 Ytr. 1.—(The Rectpta, and all modern critical editions, hare a fullpoint after Hxry.—E, H.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. By the will of God, 9th dek^/utros.

In the First Epistle the phrase is, " by the command-
ment of God." The hrtrce^ is the fruit of the

Mtyio, and the choice of this latter word in this

plsce is to be explained perhaps thus : The Apostle,
in view of his approaching end, in Christian resigna-

tion, felt the need of directing his attention to His
*31, who, according to His own eternal counsels, had
led him along this pathway (comp. GaL i. 15, 16).

fycbologicalty, also, it is worthy of remark, how, in

the opening of this last communication, in the very
&ce of death, he places in the foreground the prom-
«* of lift in Christ Jesus.—According to the
promise of life, &o, *or> iwayy*\lcur fas. We
beBeve that in this way we can best render the
•cose of this enigmatical iwrd. It is known how
these words have been variously explained in all

periods. Luther has, according to the promise;
De Wette, for the promise (or promising) of life,

vhieh by itself without farther comment, is scarcely

intelligible; others, still, interpret otherwise. In
any event, something in the way of thought must
be supplied. Certainly, they who maintain that

inyyJM* here cannot mean proclamation, but
promue only, are in the right. Yet xard expresses

necessarily the object of the apostolical function of
Paal Paul can be named, however, an Apostle for

the promise of life, only from the consideration that

he is called, through the will of God, to the office

of proclaiming this promise (comp. Winer, Gramm.,
p. 358).

—

Promiee of life is that promise the main
substance of which is the true, eternal, and blessed

life. What kind of life the Apostle here denotes,

he states more particularly by the words, rfc «V

Xpurr. 'lrf<rov. Since, indeed, this life is revealed

and manifested personally in the Saviour, while in

His fellowship it becomes the inheritance of all be-

lievers, so likewise is He the grand centre forth from
which it streams without ceasing. It was the apos-

tolic calling of Paul to set forth this life con-

stantly ; and just herein lies the power of proclaim-

ing the gospel—its main substance being a promise

of life, as the sinner needs it, and which he seeks in

vain apart from Christ.

Ver. 2. Dearly beloved son, ayanrrrf Wwy.
Certainly it is arbitrary to wish to find in the Apos-

tle's use of this adjective, instead of ynptv (1 Tim.

i. 2), a proof that Timothy no longer deserved that

honorable epithet, on account of an open defect in

the temper of his faith (Mack). Ver. 5 establishes

the contrary. The reason why this word ayawrrrf

is here used, in our judgment admits of a very sim-

ple explanation. The Apostle, feeling that he must
soon be separated, speaks in a more affectionate tone

than before, and it is better suited to the wholly

more subjective character of this second Epistle;

which view is incorrectly questioned by Huther. It

was not so much in the mind of the Apostle to bear
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82 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

honorable witness to Timothy, as to express the in-

wardness of the relation in which both stood to each
other.— Grace, mercy, &c. See remarks upon
1 Tim.i.2.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. By describing the gospel as a promise of the

life which is iu Christ Jesus, the characteristic dis-

tinction between it and the law is strikingly brought
out, and its high, ali-wrpassing worth at the same
time is shown.

2. The gospel is no abstract system of doctrine

by the side of or even higher than other systems,

bat it is a revelation of the life which is manifest in

Christ, and which through Christ is conveyed to the

sinner. In this particular Paul and John agree
(comp. 1 John L 2). The high scope of the mani-
festation of Christ was not thai He might communi-
cate to the spirit of man even a new wealth in re-

ligious ideas, but that he might give to the heart of
the sinner, lying in spiritual death, the treasure of a
new life (Eph. h. 1). But such a communication of
life to the sinner, through Christ, is something; incon-

ceivable as long as one hesitates to acknowledge the
true Godhead of the Lord (comp. John i. 1-4).

S. The tranquillity with which Paul—as we be-

hold him not only in this opening of, but throughout
the entire Epistle—contemplated death, is not only
convincing proof of his true greatness, but it has

also apologetic value. The tone of the Apostle for

nishes proof alike of the glory of the gospel, and

the mighty working of the power of God in Hit

feeble servants.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Paul prepared to write the testament of love for

his spiritual son and brother.—Paul remains true to

his holy calling even unto death (comp. Matt xxir.

18 ; Rev. ii. 10).—The unwavering certainty of the

Apostle in respect of his call to apostlesbip : (1.) Its

foundation
; (2.) its noble value.—Ministry in the

gospel is no function of death, but a proclamation

of life in Christ Jesus.—Eternal life for the Chris*

tian is in part something actual, and in part some*

thing future.—The communion of saints.—The high

value of spiritual ties superior to those of flesh

and blood.—God the Father communicates His high,

est {rifts of grace to us, not otherwise than in per-

sonal fellowship with Christ.

Starke: BibL WUrt.: All true teachers are

spiritual fathers of their Christian and devout hear-

ers (1 Cor. iv. 15).—Cramer : Teachers and ecbotoi

should love one another as parents and children

(2 Cor. xil 16 ; 1 Thess. v. 18)1

Von Gerlach : " Life in Christ is to the Apos-

tle, standing at the end of his course, even in tie*

of the last, most bitter conflict, of the utmost mo-

ment."

* n.

Expression of the thankful remembrance of Paul at the continuous friendly rela-

tions with the beloved Timothy.

Ch. L 8-«.

8 I thank God, whom I serve from my forefathers with [in = bi\ pure oon-

science, that without ceasing I have remembrance of thee [how that unceasingly

4 I have remembrance respecting thee] in my prayers night and day ;
* Greatly

desiring to see thee, being mindful of thy tears, that I may be filled with

5 joy ; [J When I call* to remembrance [having remembrance of] the unfeigned

faith that is in thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother Lois, and thy mother

Eunice ; and I am persuaded that in thee also.

1 Ver. 3.—fLachmann connects rvcrfe «. ^plpsc with the words that follow. Tischendorf with the RteefU tad ti»

majority, with the preceding.—E. H.) . _ _ n
* Ver. 6.—Instead of AapAaWr, Xaflm* if to be read here. The whole weight of authority fevers H ; A.C x* »*

and others. Tischendorf, Lachmann, Sin.

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 3. Z thank Ood, xfa* *X* » instead of

the more usual e&xopurrd. A genuine Pauline be-

ginning (comp., e. g.t
the Epistles to the Thessalo-

nians^, but doubly striking in these relations. The
additional fiou in some MSS. (see Tischendorf on
this place), is nothing more than an imitation of
Rom. i. S.—Whom Z serve j a relative expression,

and it is entirely superfluous to inquire into the spe-

cial object of the Apostle in the use of it In a

friendly communication like the one now in band,

expressions are not so carefully weighed and meas-

ured. It is enough if; from the subjective tone of

the Apostle, they can be satisfactorily explained.

For the rest, that in this testimony which Paul gives

concerning himself there is anything objectionable

when compared with 1 Tim. i. IS, has been main-

tained even by Chrysostom : " Quandoaue itiam <&-

mi'at bonui Uomeru:" De Wette stifl &*<*?.**
in it only a disjointed compilation. But if, indeed,
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CHAPTER L 8-5. 83

the Apostle had always been zealous to serve God in

the best way, as well before as after his conversion,

occasion might prompt him to speak of it; and
yet here, just as in 2 Cor. i. 12, no charge can be
brought against him of an idle self-glorification.

With some critics it seems to be forbidden, at the

peril of life and limb, to give expression to particu-

lar religious experiences more than once, and espe-

cially when given in statements in any degree modi-

fied.—From my forefathers, i/rb vpoy6vwv; not

Abraham, or others, who, as a rale, are named
wvr4p*s by Paul (Rom. ix. 5), bat progenilores

proximi, so that pov can be supplied. We know
no particulars of the ancestors of the Apostle, but

there is nothing to interfere with the supposition

that they were truly God-fearing people ; and in this

case it is very conceivable that Paul treasured ail the

more, this historic continuity of the true service of

God in his own family, since he himself died with-

out leaving children behind him.—With pure eon-
scienoe. A glance, this, at the sphere of the inner

life in which the Apostle as well when Jew, as also

later when Christian, had exercised this genuine ser-

?ice of God (comp. 1 Tim. i. 6).—That . . . night
and day ( Wie ieh = how I). This incidental is con-

nected with the previous participial clause ; but we
must be cautious about having recourse too quickly

to the precarious assistance of parentheses.— &i is

to be translated how (Huther, Wiesinger), somewhat
as in Gal. vt 10, and signifies, indeed indirectly, that

the thankfulness to which the Apostle here gives

expression has reference to no one but Timothy.

—

In my prayers night and day j the latter words
serve to strengthen the &&id\uirrov, with which they
are most intimately connected, and they bring into

clearer distinctness the thought that Paul scarcely

ceased to think of his friend and pupil when pray-

ing, and that he bore him continually on his heart in

its supplications. It is hence unnecessary * to con-

nect nwrdf icol fl/itpas with the following +rtiro&vv
}

as Matthies has proposed.

Ver. 4. Greatly desiring, &c. (comp. Rom. i.

11; Phil. L 8). The utterance of such a desire,

which the Apostle expressed also in other passages,

is so much the more natural here, as he sees his life

approach rapidly its end (comp. chap. iv. 21). In a
most artless manner one participle here is subordi-

nated to the other. " The longing after Timothy
occasions the continual thought of him in the

prayers of the Apostle, and it is nourished by the

recollection of Timothy's tears;" Huther.—Thy
tears. Most probably those shed by Timothy on
his last departure from Paul, like those of the Epbe-
rian elders in an earlier day (Acts xx. 37).—That Z
Bay be filled with joy ; if; indeed, he shall see

Timothy again. We learn here how full of feeling

the character of Timothy was, and, indeed, no less

that of Paul himself (comp. Acts. xx. 37). " Lacry-
ma Jhs cordis, out summam hwocrisin aut sum*
nam stneeritatem indicant. Ludibrium ex lacrymis

tmUdum est provitotis scsculi no$tri ; " BengeL
Ver. 5. When Z call to remembrance.

.Luther less accurately : " und erinnere mich,"

Tv6funiffur must here, as usually in the New Testa-

ment, be understood sensu octivo (comp. 2 Peter,

i. 18; iii. 1). The Apostle also here says, that

through some circumstances, not farther indicated to

us, his recollection was aroused touching something
indeed which he knew already, but which now he

* [It nay not be neooasary, and yet well.—E. H.]

had observed anew, viz., the unfeigned faith which
dwelt in Timothy. Ammonius: u

ava\fi¥ncis, 5toj

ns ?Adp fff firfifivw r&v vaptX&Srrwv, &*6furncu

94, orttr &tf Mpov *ls rovro Tpoax&rj.—The tuv»

feigned faith, kmnr6Kpvros ; a real trueness of faith,

which, proceeding from the most inward, most liv-

ing conviction, stands opposed to all sham and to

all outward appearance.—Whioh dwelt first, &c.
He who loves to name specialities of the kind,

"something altogether too singular," can indeed
be a master in grammatical exegesis, but certainly

not in psychological. Such details, in a private let-

ter like this now before us, were just as natural upon
the part of Paul as they must have been agreeable

and edifying to Timothy ; while, on the other hand,

a forger would, without doubt, have taken pains to

avoid special items, which could subserve no tendency

{tendcnzX, There is no need, still further, of the

supposition (Origen) that the mother and grand-

mother of Timothy were also relatives of Paul. It

is enough that the Apostle had met both women on
his tour of inspection at Lystra and Derbe (Acts
xvi.), and had learned to value them as followers of

the Lord.

—

First, vp&rov; many years before the

conversion of Timothy (
u/ortasse ante nation Hmo-

theum;" Bengel), had faith dwelt in his grand-

mother and in his mother. It was not a bare, fleet-

ing, momentary feeling, but an abiding, indwelling

principle (comp. Eph. iii. 17); and in like manner
also the Apostle is fully persuaded (ireVciff/tou—ex-

pression of confident expectation) that the same
living faith dwelt also in Timothy himself, "quia
fide* est tibi quasi hereditaria " (Cornel, a Lapide in

this place).— Lois = the better known Aafr.—
Eforfjri) = Victoria. Although the ndftfin usually

denotes mother, yet it also often is used for grand-

mother, as is necessarily the case here, owing to the

context. Timothy can also in a measure, what Paul
wholly could declare, that he served God M>
TpoyoVw, which represents still more an affinity

and likeness between the two.

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Although piety can by no means be named a
natural inheritance, yet it may be said that, in many
families, faith and love are transmitted from parents

to children, and that Christian fathers and mothers
save not only themselves, but also their households

(comp. Acts xvi. 31). God-fearing families and
households, in which faith is a perpetual treasure,

and which renews itself in a certain degree within

them, are in contrast with the ungodly. Many illus-

trations can be found collected in Lange's interest-

ing treatise, Blutsverwandte ah Gtistesvervcandte in

der Ktrchen* und Weltgeschichte, in Gelzer's Mo*
natsbldtter, November, 1859.

2. As Timothy, in respect of his spiritual life,

was indebted extremely to his mother and grand-

mother, so is the kingdom of God rich in proofs of

the blessings which pious mothers have secured for

their subsequently distinguished sons. As examples,

we name the following: Mary, Salome, Anthusa,

Monica, Nonna, and others. Compare the beautiful

observations of Neander, in the first part of the
u Memorials," and, still farther, Lange's treatise

Ueber den Antheil des weiblichen Qeschechts an

der Sntwickelung und Oesehichte d*r Christliehen

Kirche, in Gilzkr's Monatsbimier, August, 1858.

8. In the character of Paul, it is remarkable that
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84 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

the greatest extremes meet in him without neutral-

izing each other. The same Apostle, who deserves

to be named a model of robust manliness, stands

here before our eyes agitated by the most delicate,

womanly feeling, and yet far removed from an
effeminate sentimentality. By the recollection of

the tears of Timothy already is his heart touched,

and the joy which he desires most of all, is to bo-

hold once more the face of his friend and disciple.

The man who in his mission-plans embraced the

whole Jewish and Gentile world, has, at the same
time, an open eye for individual family relationships,

and can comprehend the little world of the hidden

life of faith of a few modest provincial people. The
teacher who could secure from his youthful disciple

the inngaiiitn of his apostolic authority, did not

think it beneath hfedfgaity to call up before his

vision the kindly image of his nwtfcs* and grand-

mother. The Apostle, whose gaze lost itself m the

far future, abandoned himself with evident satisfac-

tion to the friendly reminiscences of a beautiful past.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Paul a pattern of obedience towards his own
prescript :

'* In eveything give thanks " (1 Thess. v.

18). The high value of the recollections of a beau-

tiful youth, especially at the close of the Christian's

course.—As sorrowful, yet always rejoicing (2 Cor.

vi. 10).—The longing of love.—The duty of Chris-

tian intercession.—The communion of saints: (1.)

In their rich enjoyments
; (2.) in their painful limi-

tations.—The infinite sublimity of the Christian fek

lowship of spirit, raised above the narrow limits of

time and space.—The proportionate value of tears in

the Christian life.-— Thankfulness and prayer are

most closely bound together (comp. CoL iv. 2).—

Home education the school for the formation of tree

piety.—Christian faith in its morning (Timothy), at

noon (Eunice), and at the evening of life (Lois).—

How Christian faith brings back again youth to old

age, and imparts, on the other hand, to youth some-

thing of the earnestness and dignity of age.—No
love without genuine trust, yet genuine trust does

not mean credulity.

Stakkjc : Well is it for children to have pious

parents, who from their youth will be led to godli-

ness.—Good breeding ends with good bearing.—The

parents* sighs are the children's defence.

Lisco : The memory of affection.

—

Bekgil: At

the end of the journey there is something specially

lovely in tte thought of devout ancestors.—Hie

older we become, so mock) tha more do we pereewe

that our own life, in itself considers* onr imme-

diate activity—amounts but to little.—It beeomn

ever clearer that we count only in fellowship, not in

our isolation.—Hence, it is in fact, and according to

a wise ordering of God, completely necessary that

we shall hold ourselves in humility.— Hetosbb:

The throne of God is the place of union of sej*-

rated friends.—The desire of one Christian friend to

see another, must spring especially from the expecta-

tion of receiving with him new strength and joy for

life, through the intercourse.—Piety drunk in with

the mother's milk passes over truly into sap and blood.

m.

Exhortation to Timothy to stir up and to apply well the gifts of grace which had

been conferred upon him.—The motive nereto ; reference to the example of

Paul, and others.

Ch. L 6-18.

6 Wherefore I put thee in remembrance, that thou stir up the gift of God,

7 which is in thee by [through] the putting on of my hands. For God hath not

riven us the spirit of fear
; [,] but of power, and ot love, and of a sound mind

1

8 [self-restraint]. Be not thou therefore ashamed of the testimony of our Lord,

nor of me his prisoner : but be thou partaker of the afflictions * of the gospel

according to the power of God ; [,] Who hath [omit "hath"] saved us, and called

us with a holy calling, not according to our works, but according to his own

fiurpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began
5

before the ages] ; But is now made manifest by [through] the appearing of

our Saviour Jesus Christ, who hath [both]
4
abolished death, and hath brought

11 life and immortality [incorruption] to light through the gospel: [,] Where-

unto [In respect of which] I am appointed a preacher, and an apostle, and a

12 teacher of the Gentiles. For the [omit "the"] which cause I also suffer these

things : nevertheless I am not ashamed ; for Iknow whom I have believed, and

am persuaded that he is able to keep that which I have committed * unto him

13 against [unto] that day. Hold fast the form of sound words, which thou hast

1

4

heard of [from] me, in faith and love which is in Christ Jesus. That good thing

[fair trust] which was committed unto [to] thee, keep by [through] the Holv

15 Ghost which [who] dwelleth in us. This thou knowest, that all they which

are [all those] m Asia be turned away from me ; of whom are Phygellus* and
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CHAPTER L 6-18. 85

16 Hermogenes. The Lord give mercy unto the house of Onesiphorus ; for he oft

17 refreshed me, and was not ashamed of my chain : [,] But, when he was in

18 Rome, he sought me out very diligently/ and found me. The Lord grant unto
him that he may find mercy of the Lord in that day : and in how many things
he ministered unto me at Ephesus, thou knowest very well [better].

1 Ver. 7.—{«MtpoM0p00v saltaestraint. It would, amongst other things, restrain " the passion of fear ; " Cony-
Mra sad Howaon.—E. H.)

* Ver. S.—f<rvy*«*oir«i0i)<roy = suffer evil along with, together with lfi4. Sin., ovy*«uc.—E. H.]
* Ver. 9.H[irpo xph*>v oimvimv = ante tempora teeularia ; Vulg. These times began with the creation of the world

:

Hatter.—B. H.1
* Ver. 10.—Instead of 'Iij<roS Xptxrrov, XpceroS lipvt). The English Torsion loses sight of the force of fidv and U in

tab sentence. The Vulgate has quidem and autem t perhaps we should say : «« Who hath both abolished death, and
'ftc.-E.lL]hath brought,1

ST. 17.—[<hrwwiwv. w

[Lechxnann's punctuation of this

• Ver. lJ.—fw«f*^n|r is the reading adopted by the critical editors.—Sin. also ; instead of the wapajcaTa0fap> of the
fa.—E. H.J
Ver. 15.—(Lachmann and Teschendorf, so also 8m., spell tifyeAor, and not +tfycAAof. Vulg., PbJCy)gelus.—E. H.]
Ver. 17.—(ffvovtcit*. by Lachmann, after O. A., Ortg. : so also Sin. Teschendorf retains ovov&uertpoK.—E. H.1

1 -"' section is noticeable.—E. HJ

EXEGETICAL AND CEITICAI*.

Ver. 6. Wherefore Z put thee in remem-
brance. With these words the Apostle introduces

an exhortation which is farther elaborated in the

whole chapter, and founded in differing motives.

A** \v akiay refers back clearly to what immediately

precedes. Just because Paul knows that the faith

of the mother and the grandmother of Timothy
dwelt in him also, he has the candor to address an
exhortation to him, which would have been entirely

out of place to an unbeliever—I put thee in rtmem*
brsnee, a^afufu^cint ; I remind thee, horiandi no-

tie** indued; WahL—That then stir up the

Sof Qod. 'AyaCanrvpeiy, composed of art and
tew; properly, to kindle again into a blaze the

hatfeonceafed coals under the ashes—to quicken
them anew. Hence the significance of the revivify-

ing of the inner spiritual fire. The LXX. use the

suae word (Gen. adv. 27), for the Hebrew ITO.
The gift of which Paul here speaks is compared with
a lire, precisely as in 1 Thess. v. 19, which is capa-

ble both of decrease and increase. The Apostle
here, as in 1 Tim. iv. 14, alludes to the gift of the

calling (Lehrberuf) received from God, and addresses

Timothy not as a Christian simply, but chiefly as

teacher. It is somewhat premature to infer from
this exhortation that Timothy was not fervent in

spirit (Bom. xil 111 Certainly the holy fire was in

hm, but it should blaze forth in a yet brighter

flame.—What teacher might not need continually

such an exhortation, without our construing it into

an indirect censure upon him ? In the main, it con-

tains nothing el9e and farther than what is written

in 1 Tim. vL 11, 12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 15.—By the pat-
ting on of my hands (comp. 1 Tim. iv. 14). The
Apostle had, it is likely, taken personal part in the
solemnity there mentioned ; and it harmonizes fully

with the more fatherly and confidential character of
las second Epistle, that he emphasizes specially this

his personal share in the transaction.

Ver. 7. For Ood hath not given us. The
exhortation to increase spiritual capital becomes
strengthened by reference to that which has been
received already. Paul is himself conscious that he
has received one and the self-same wrcvpa with
Timothy ; and knows, likewise, on the ground of his

own experience, how it operates, and what This
he states, first negatively, and then also positively.

It is no spirit of fear, fax/or (comp. Rom. viil

15); with this distinction, however, that there, slav-

ish fear before God, while here feeble timidity before
men, is referred to as being in direct contradiction

with the peculiar character of the Christian spirit

It appears obviously, that Timothy, who was of
gentle disposition, borne down by manifold dis-

couraging cares, was in special danger, more than
others, of yielding weakly to despondency, without,

however, being justly obnoxious to the suspicion of
defect in his faith, or of unfaithfulness in bis work.
" Timothy seems, from the persecutions which the
cause of the gospel encountered, and especially from
what Paul had suffered, to have become inwardly
affected and crippled (?) in bis activity. We cannot
well reach any other conclusion from the vrwua
tttXSas of 2 Tim. L 7. He did not exercise the

duties of the office conferred upon him with the

freedom and energy which the relations of the com-
munity demanded."—Bat of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind. The first characteristic

stands opposed to faintheartedness ; the two other

qualities are added, apparently, by the Apostle, so
that it may be distinctly manifest that he recom-
mends no wild, rough exhibitions of force, but only

such as were confined within legal limits. The
oVy«nr4 renders us capable for the offering of the
greatest sacrifice for the cause of the Lord ; the

<ra«pporur(x4s is that Christian self-control which im-

parts power to a wise bearing in action, and in all

things knows how to keep within true bounds.

Ver. 8. Be not thou therefore ashamed
• • • of his prisoner. From what he • had stated

generally in vers. 6 and 7, the Apostle now pro*

oeeds (in vers. 8-12) to particulars. He had de-

clared of himself (in Rom. i. 16), that he was not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ, since it is a power
of God unto salvation. Now it is his wish that

Timothy shall freely make the same confession,

although ridicule and shame attend the preaching

of the gospel.—-Of the testimony of our Lord,
is not the martyrdom of Christ Himself, nor even

the testimony of the death of the Lord upon the

cross in particular, but, in general, the testimony of

the truth which, by and with the preaching of the

gospel, was set forth, and of which preaching, the

Lord Jesus Christ was chief person and centre.

Very naturally, this admonition is connected with

what immediately precedes :
" Timorem pudor eomu

UUur
f
victo timore fugit pudor malue ;

n BengcL—
Nor of me his prisoner. The one thing was
inseparably bound up with the other. Were Timo-

thy ashamed freely to preach the Lord, then he
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would be in the highest degree unwilling to confess

that he stood in any intimate relation with the im-

prisoned Paul. In the mind of the Apostle himself,

his bonds were his badge of honor, which he would
be willing at no price to forego (comp. Acts xzyi.

29 ; Gal. yi. 17). How thence could it be a matter
of indifference to him, if any one. and especially

Timothy, should be offended at them?—But be
thou partaker, &c. Instead of avoiding, through
an ignominious retreat, suffering in behalf of the

good cause, Timothy must rather courageously sub-

mit to it. 2iry*oicoTt&i^roy ry cfayvfAty ; not, suf-

fer with the gospel, bear with it the disgrace attached

to it, but, suffer with me, who also am suffering (oM
forthe gospel, which must be preached at any risk, ana
is thoroughly deserving of the grandest sacrifices.

T£ ehayyeXl^ a dativus commodt, wholly like Phil
i 27. And in order to repel every possible objection,

as if the fulfilment of this heavy demand might far

Burpass the powers of Timothy, the Apostle now
adds : according to the power of God j which
words are not to be understood as in apposition

with r? cfaryTcAip, but with avyKOKowddnoor. The
Divine power which was already (according to ver.

7) in Timothy, would fit him for the offering of the

heaviest sacrifice.

Ver. 9. Who sawed us. That Timothy might
be still more emphatically aroused to courageous
endurance, Paul reminds him of the infinite wealth
of the salvation, to the personal enjoyment of
which ho had come through the very same gospel.

Here also, as usually in the Pastoral Epistles,

God is set forth as <r*rfip of the faithful through
Christ Of this nrnpfo, Paul and Timothy, like

all believers, are actual partakers. The means
through which this cmrnota becomes theirs, Paul
signifies epexegetically when he speaks here of the

calling. In wis passage, moreover, as generally

with the Apostle, we must not think of a mere out-

ward calling which happens without any distinction

between believers and unbelievers, but of an out-

ward and an inward calling, to which man, on his

part, has responded through the obedience of faith

(comp. Rom. viii. 80). It is in the highest degree
arbitrary to think here exclusively of a special call-

ing to the office of a Christian teacher (Heyden-
reich), since it is evident from the context that

nothing else than the general Christian calling is

meant It is called holy not so much because it

proceeds forth from the Holy Ghost, but chiefly be-
cause it urges and obliges to holiness. But wherein
the origin of this wholly incomparable advantage is

to be found, the Apostle states in what immediately
follows : Not aooording to our works, but
according to his own purpose and grace, Ac.

A genuine Pauline compendium of his preaching of
the gospel (comp. Rom. iii. 24 ; Eph. i. 4). The
standard (tcard) is not our works (comp. Titus iii. 5

;

Eph. ii. 8, 9), but solely and alone the free grace
of God, the only ground of which is in Himself
(avroKirirros\ and is excited, merited, or called forth

through nothing in the creature. Consequently, the
emphasis here must be placed upon tttos ; and the
grace which was given us in Christ Jesus before the
world began, is to be regarded as the actualization

of God's idea of that which He had purposed in

Himself (comp. Eph. L 10). "What God deter-

mines in eternity, is as good as already made actual
in Time ; » De Wette. Here, as always with Paul,
Christ is represented as the centre of Divine grace

(x*>")» That this grace is already bestowed be-

fore the world began, *po xjxW aWwr, is •

proof, moreover, that it is entirely independent of

the works of men. "Ab ordins temporu, oro>
mentalur

y
nobis sahttem gratis esse datam, quarn

minims eramus promeritt. yam si ante mmdi
creatumem elegit no* Dcus, nonpohcit opervm halm
rationem, qua nulla erant, guum nondwn estetm

ton. Nam quod sophistas cavillantur, Deum ojxri-

bus, gum pramdebat, fitisss adduction, non long*

solutions indiget. Qualia enim futura erant opera,

si essemus a J)eo prateriti, guum omnium bonorum

fons et initium stt ipsa eUctiof" Calvin. "From
the order of time he adduces argument that ealrv

tion is given to us freely, we being in no degree de-

serving of it For if God chose us before the crea-

tion of the world, he could not have the ground

(rationem) of works, which were null when we were

not yet in existence. For the cavil of the sophists,

that God was governed by the works He foresaw,

does not need a lengthened discussion. For what

were future works, had we been passed by by God,

since election itself is the fountain and beginning

of all good works ?
"

Ver. 10. But is now made manifest, Ac.

Over against what God had purposed from eternity,

the Apostle sets forth now what He had done in the

fulness of time to realize His determination. Be

means a forlpawt*, not only through the word of

the gospel, but through the highest deed of Divine

love, visible in the manifestation of Christ Tbe

Apostle states a sort of antithesis to this in Bom.

xvi. 25. The manifestation of the Lord, Arif&na,

is not only His coming into tbe world per «e, but

His earthly manifestation in its complete circnmfer.

ence ; and the fulness of blessing from it is ex-

pressed, negatively and positively, in these words:

who abolished death, and brought life and

inoorruption to light. Tbe antithesis of life

and death is thoroughly Pauline. Both words

here must be understood also in their full force.

By death, we must not think simply of the moment

of separation between body and soul, but of that

death which, as tbe wages of sin, forms a decided

opposition to spiritual and eternal life, (*4. We
must think of death as the power which has seized

the entire man, body and soul, in consequence of

sin, and which makes physical the precursor of

moral death (Wiesinger). Life, on the other band,

is that true, spiritual life, which is perfectly identical

with the highest happiness, is enjoyed, indeed, this

side tbe grave, is not destroyed by death, and is

perfected beyond. The exegetical clause, ml kt&ep

vtar, denotes it as eternal, imperishable ; so that tbe

idea coincides nearly with the f«^ alfom of John.

Christ now has destroyed this death. Kanpyta
signifies here also, as in 1 Cor. xv. 26 ; Heb. h. 14,

such a destruction that death is despoiled of bis

whole power. "In Greeds scriptorious hoc sens*

legere non memini; n Winer. Already now, for

believers, death is nothing; the time* will come

when it shall cease to be. On the other band,

Christ has brought to light life and immortality.

*Hrrl(<iv
y
an expression which is chosen all tbe more

appropriately here, since also the power of death is

a power of darkness. Not only because Christ has

imparted this life and immortality to His own

(Huther), but chiefly because He has revealed this,

and placed it before our eyes, can it be said of Him

that He has brought both forth from darkness into

light Never would the world have experienced

what eternal life and immortality, in the fall l
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ing of the words, are, had it not beheld them in

Christ. We are not accustomed to think here ex-

clusively of the death and resurrection of Christ,

although these are in no way excluded. Through
His entire manifestation and activity He has be-

stowed upon us the blessings here mentioned. For
the rest, it is obvious that the revelation of life

which is given in Christ is likewise, for believers

in Him, a communication of life.—Through the
gospel; here brought forward as the instrument

through which the revelatiou of life, which was given

objectively in Christ, comes subjectively to the

knowledge of believing Christians.. The gospel is

not considered here simply as doctrine, but also as

the power of God to save all who believe in it (Rom.
L 16: 1 Thess. ii. 13).

Ver. 11. Whereunto ... a teacher of the
Gentiles (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 7). This also is an

addition, which does not spring from apologetical

considerations, but from the personal heart-necessi-

ties of the Apostle. It is as if he felt with twofold

force the need of setting forth to himself, in his

deep humiliation, his high rank. The accumulation

of the words here is in no way a tautology. K^pv|
is the general signification of the Christian office

• of teaching, which embraces also evangelists and
prophets. Of this genus, ax6<rro\os is a species,

while liMatcaXos fovtar is the designation of the

tphen in which the apostolate of Puul mores.

There is no sufficient ground for removing foyw *

from the text, as critically suspicious.

Ver. 12. For whioh cause, &c. Here also,

as in ver. 6, oV V curlew belongs to what imme-
diately precedes. Because, indeed, I am appoint-

ed a preacher, &cM *cai ravra vdurxw. The Apos-
tle thinks of his present imprisonment, with all

the calamities connected with it, which for Timothy
require no more explicit description.

—
'AAA' ouk

hwrxkopai ; namely, of the suffering which I must
bear for the Lord's cause. The Apostle wishes, evi-

dently, to encourage Timothy, through his own
example, to carry out his prescript (ver. 8). And
upon the question whether it be possible for him to

reach such a height, he refers to the source of his

own joyfulness.—For I know, &c. *fl *wf<rr«wca

;

pudorem pellit fiducia futuri; Bengel. Christ

might be the implied subject of discourse (comp.
ver. 10) ; but it is more evident that God is (comp.
Acts xxvii. 25 ; Titus iii. 8), although it is obvious

that not God in Himself but specially God in Christ,

is the object of the believing confidence of the

Apostle. That which immediately follows, shows
upon what ground this trust can be so firm and un-

wavering.—And am persuaded that he is able,

kc. The certitude here expressed is that of living

faith, the object of which is the almightiness of
God.—To keep that which I have committed,
fcc, rV rapafrfiKTiv pay (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 20). As
the same word is used in ver. 14 in this chapter, the

presumption is, that in all these places the same
thing is denoted ; which certainly is possible, though
by no means necessary. If we understand the word
in the sense in which it is used in 1 Tim. vi. 20,

then we must think necessarily of the apostolic

function (De Wette, Otto, and others), and find this

thought: I am persuaded that the Lord, according

to His might, will ever guard that, the administra-

tion of which He has entrusted to me, &c But
bow could the Lord guard, in the strict sense of

• [Omitted m A.—E. H.)

17

the word, the office of Paul, when Paul himself
should no longer be upon the earth, while, in fact,

he was expecting to fall asleep before the Parousia ?

Hence it is more simple, by tV *apafrfiK7)y pov
y
to

think of something which Paul, on his part, had
confided to the Lord, and had given in trust as a
costly treasure, so that now he would not be solicit-

ous about it even for a moment. And on the ques-

tion what this could be, it is altogether the simplest,

we hold, to think here of the eternal salvation of
his soul, and also to understand the word in the
sense in which Calvin wrote upon this place : " Ob-
serva etiam nomen deposits pro vita aterna ; nam
inde colligimus

% non alitur in manu Dei salutam
nostrum esse, ae sunt in manu depositarii, qua ipsius

fidei aistodiendi tradimus. Si penes nos esset solus

nostra, quot assidue pericults exposita forel f Nune
vcro bene est, quod apud talem custodem reposita

omni discrimine est superior"—(" Observe also the

name deposit for life eternal : for we collect thence

that our salvation is not otherwise in the hand of
God than those things are in the hands of a trustee,

which we yield under the guardianship of faith itself

If salvation were in our keeping, how constantly

would it be exposed to dangers. Now indeed it is

well that it is in the keeping of such a custodian,

and above all risk.") Other views can be found col-

lected and examined by De Wette and Huther on
this place. By the indefiniteness of the expression,

and the absence of any clearer indication in the

context, it is difficult to hit upon a view which
leaves no single difficulty remaining.— Against
that day j the day of the coming of Christ, when
that which is hidden shall be brought to light, and.

the crown of life shall be given to all who love His.

appearing (comp. chap. iv. 8).

Ver. 13. Hold tost the form, &c. "Repetit'

praceptum de conservanda puritate doctrines, quod 1

sapissime in divinis concionious recitatur. Et summa-
comprehensa est in hoc dicto: si quis aliud Evan-
gelium docueru\ an'a'hema sit. Usus est Paulus hie

singulari verbo : rttineas formam sanorum verbo-

rum, i. e., qua tibi antea declineata est. Vult et res

ipsas retineri et modos loauenii perspicuos et usitatos

prophctis et apostolis. Quamquam enim non supev-

stitiose postulat ubique eadem verba recitari
y
tamen

vult vitari ambiguttatcs et koyouaxias ;" Melanch*

thon. (
u He repeats the precept concerning the

preservation of the purity of doctrine, which iss

most frequently uttered in Divine addresses. Audi
the sum is comprised in this saying i If any one*

shall have taught another gospel, let him be anathe-

ma. Paul uses here the verb singular: hold fast*

the form of sound words

—

i. «., which has been set

forth to thee before. He desires that both things be-

held fast, and also the clear modes of speaking, and!

such as were customary with apostles and prophets.

For although be does not supcrstitiously demand
that the same words be everywhere recited, he
wishes nevertheless that ambiguities and Koyouaxiai

be avoided.") By {nrorvvoHTis is to be understood a

brief sketch of Christian doctrine over against an

extended treatise. Some commentators (e. g. y
Her-

der) have thought here of a written draft, which

Paul had left behind as a guide to Timothy. But in

this case Paul would not have said, which thon
hast heard of me, but, which I have sketched for
thee. He has certainly written the form here indi-

cated, but in such a style as is meant, e. g., in 2 Cor.

iii. 3. Upon the mind of Timothy the urorvxwrts

was impressed in indelible colon,*and. therefore be
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could do notliing better than to keep himself up to

it as closely as possible. "Excis? also here is equiva-

lent to koWxc"S as well as <pv\d4T<r*w, ver. 14.

—

In faith, &c. (not, of faith and of love ; Luther).

No indication, this, of what were the content* of

sound words, but an exhibition of the ttyle and way
in which Timothy should hold fast the words of

the Apostle. Not in an outward, mechanical way,

but also that faith and love might be like a vase in

which the model referred to would be preserved ; so

that (jt that reason likewise also, it was the personal

and spiritual characteristic of Timothy. If this last

existed, then would he reproduce independently,

without the slightest injury to the truth, the sound
words of the Apostle, and repeat them, in no degree

only as an echo, in a lifeless way. By the addition,

love whioh is in Christ Jesus, is signified that

this love must bo kept up and preserved in per-

sonal life-fellowship with the Lord Jesus Christ

This love of the heart sharpens the memory of

the understanding in the preservation of the sound
words, as this is seen, e. g., in the Evangelist John,
who in his advanced age was still in condition to

repeat the extended dialogues and discourses of the

Lord.

Ver. 14. That good thing which was com-
mitted unto thee, keep, &e. A concluding ex-

hortation, in which all that is said in vers. 6-13 is

yet once briefly summed up. (Upon vapad^ftn, see

on 1 Tim. vi. 20). There is no adequate ground for

understanding tnis word here wholly in the same
sense as in ver. 12. There the Apostle spoke of a
deposit (depositum) with which he had entrusted his

God ; here, on the other hand, he speaks of a cause

which God had confided to Timothy. Many inter-

preters think exclusively of the sound words spoken
•of in ver. IS ; but in this case there would be a flat

tautology. This exhortation is referred more appro-

priately, perhaps, to ver. 6, and by xapcfrfjicTj is un-

derstood the x4>«TM* rov 0cov which Timothy had
.received for the work of his ministry. This trust

committed to him is named good, in the same sense

in which the Apostle earlier (1 Tim. vi. 12) bad spo-

ken of the good fight of faith. Timothy ought to

keep this free from all harm, not through his own
strength, but through the strength of the Holy Ghost
who dwells in us, the believing, without distinction,

and along with Whom the power to remain true and
: steadfast is imparted. " Timothy should not apply

any human instrument to the keeping of the irapa-

briKTi ; the only instrument must be the Holy Ghost

;

that is, he must permit Him to rule and work with-

out trammels and freely in him, and do only that to

which He directs him " (Huther).

Ver. 15. This thou knowest, that all, &c.

As a warning for Timothy, who ought to see, in the

examples alleged, the consequences of a want of

watchfuluess, Paul reminds him of what he had suf-

fered at the hands of the unfaithful Asiatics. This

thou knowst, dtltas rovro ; the thing itself is known
: indeed to Timothy, but it is here most appropriately

recalled to his memory. " It is indeed very natural,

that while he exhorts one to courage, he sets be-

fore hira examples of cowardice and inconstancy"

.(Schleiermacher). Perhaps, moreover, the place ad-

mits of translation in the form of a question, thus

:

" Knowest thou indeed this ? " Ofto* rovro =
i&rydwas fit (John xxi. 15). The matter itself to

-which Paul here alludes is somewhat obscure. By
. Asia, Asia proconsularis is to be understood here—
?Afysia, Phrygia, Lydia, and Caria (Asia cis Taurum,

or, according to Ptolemy, ij %tws jeaAova&s 'Agfa).

There is no occasion, in the meanwhile, to think, by

those who are in Aeia, (4y ry 'Afftf), exclusively of

the teachers of false doctrines, since through their

errors they had already become separated from Paul

in principle. There were also believers in general,

who, after they had first followed the Apostle to i

certain point, had, in a way not known to us, turned

from him. *Airo<rrp4<pcw = avereari, to turn the

face from any one, to turn the back upon ; also, in-

wardly to renounce any one. A wide field for con-

jecture has here opened itself to exegetes. The moat

prevalent view (Chrysostom, Theodoret, et al) is,

that persons from Asia Minor, who, upon some occa-

sion, had come to Rome during this imprisonment

of the Apostle, were ashamed of him in his bonds,

and had not taken any notice of him. The Tier

also has some probability, that certain persons had

come to Rome from Asia Minor with the design,

originally, to serve Paul as witnesses upon his trial,

but, when they observed that his cause would termi-

nate unfavorably, had prudently withdrawn. The

only difficulty, then, were that we should expect to

read, 6i Ik *A<r(oj, while Iv 'Ada is written. If we

bear in mind, however, that they had their dwelling

in Asia, and that, when this Epistle was written,

they had returned thither, this difficulty disappears.

Others think otherwise. Of Phygellus and Hep
mogenes, whom Paul mentions here by name,

either because their conduct had affected him most

unpleasantly, or also because they were specially

known to Timothy, we discover no farther trace.

Over against these, was the bearing of him of whom

honorable mention is made in part in vers. 16—18,

doubly praiseworthy.

Ver. 16. The Lord give mercy • . . Osed-

phorus. The Onesiphorus here mentioned wis

probably, too, an " Asiatic," dwelling at Ephesos

(see chap. iv. 19). It is not impossible that be was

a merchant, and had come to Rome upon business,

and felt himself impelled, by this opportunity, to

manifest his sympathy in the fate of the Apostle.

The express mention of his house, and the pious

wish of the Apostle for Onesiphorus himself (ver.

18), gave occasion to the supposition that this dis-

ciple dwelt no longer among the living when this

Epistle was written. Be this as it may, he oft

refreshed me, writes the Apostle ; through prac-

tical proofs of love, and not, indeed, merely through

meat and drink (De Wette), but through everything

he had done, to give joy to the heart of the Apostle.

'Kvfyvfr* an &ra£ Acyrfp., which signifies, in general,

to cool off, to refresh. Indeed, this one circumstance,

which Paul here expressly mentions, was not with-

out some influence upon his exhortation (ver. 8)i—

And was not ashamed of my ohain; bad also

contributed richly to his comfort. Onesiphoruj bad

acted, in fact, in a way entirely in contrast with the

others who were u of Asia,"

Ver. 17. But when he was . • . and found

me. In a city so populous, in which there could be

no scarcity of prisoners held under the most diver-

sified accusations, it was not easy, indeed, to find

the imprisoned Apostle, especially since wl»osoeT(T

put too definite inquiries, thereby perilled his own

safety. Onesiphorus, meanwhile, as he himself

probably afterwards informed the Apostle, shrank

from no inquiries, allowed himself no rest, until he

had found his forsaken friend. Here also is a proof

that the relations of the second imprisonment were

far unpleasauter than those of his first (comp. Act!
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xxvui. 30-31). According to the evidence of A. 0.

D.
1
F. G., and other MSS., provftofos seems to de-

serrc preference to the usual reading, <nrov9ou6rtpoy.

Ver. 18. The Lord grant unto him ... in
that day. What the Apostle himself cannot repay,

that, he hopes, the Most High Judge will. Were
Onesiphorus already asleep, then also it follows from
this place that the Apostle thought of the supreme
decision a3 not occurring immediately after death,

bat first iu the day of the -rapowrla of the Lord,
whose appearing he, in the meanwhile, represented

ts wholly near at hand, so that the interval between
death and that great event, for his way of thinking,

was fused into an insignificant moment—The Lord
grant onto him that he may find mercy of
the Lord ; a form of speech without art, in which
we may take the second Kvpios for the pronoun
rejUxurvm, Tap* 4avrov. But in case it is believed

necessary to distinguish the subjects, then by the

second to/plot Christ must be certainly understood

;

by the first, either God the Fathen, or God in the
entire fatness and incommunicability of His essence.

—And in how many things he ministered, &c
The Apostle does not speak here exclusively of the

serrices done unto him (so Luther : " How much he
has served we," &c.), but wholly in a general way
of the services which Onesiphorus, at Ephesus, had
rendered to the cause of God's kingdom. This,

Timothy, as dwelling there, knows very well—better,
€.

<f^ than the Apostle could tell him (comp. upon
this Comparative, Winer, p. 217).

DOCTBINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As every true Christian has received his

tfWjua, so the most sacred obligation rests upon
htm to employ this gift without ceasing. The fire

which is not blown upon, goes out ; and the spirit-

o*l capital which we possess is ours only as long as

we care unceasingly for its preservation and in-

crease. Here, also, the word of the Lord applies

:

"He that hath, to him shall be given," Ac (Matt.

nU 12). The means through which the awakening
of this entrusted gift is brought about, are chiefly

threefold : Prayer, whose breath makes the glim-
mering fire burn brighter; reading of the Word,
through which the Spirit speaks to us, and is awak-
ened in as; and the fellowship of the saints, through
which the individual life is preserved from sickly

conditions and death. Rightly says Melanchthon on
this place :

•' Homo renatus non es\ ut statua, sed
ideo datur Spirilus Sanctus, ut inchoetur in nobis
Kbertas, et possumus jam inehoare obedientiam, nee
SpiriUu Sanctus e$t olium, sed est flamma et agilatio

£vtM, repugnant diabolo et infirmitati carnis et

eeeedens motus tales, quails ipse Spirihts Sanctus
«£ Hue pertinet tota parabola ae negotianlibus,

l*c. xix." Divine and human agency move here
inseparably together.

1 What exercitia puiatis in particular are to
be recommended to the minister of the gospel, is a
difficult question (comp. Observ. on 1 Tim. iv. 7).

The Catholic (Roman) Church has surely done too
much of a good thing, and laid upon the clergy a
daily burden of private exercises (fenripm), whereby
the spirit is deadened, and valuable time is passed in

* mechanical routine. On the other side, it is cer-

tainly to be deplored that so frequently the freedom
of the evangelical clergyman, in this respect, is mis-
spent for want of discipline, and that, in the due care

for others, his own spiritual well-being is often en*

tirely forgotten. Labor would doubtless be more suc-

cessful, if the study were also more of a closet for

prayer. Without precisely binding himself formally

to a strict private rule (privat agende\ as this, in

the last age, was more than once recommended, it is

not to be overlooked that the freest development of
the spiritual life needs continuously training and
guidance. To the helps which can be recommended
freely without qualification, belongs, amongst the

rest, the reading of biographies of those of the

clergy within whom Christ has gained, above many
others, a fulness of stature, as, e. g., Louis Harms,
Chalmers, Oberlin, Hofacker, Spleiss, and others.

8. Although Paul had laid Ids hands upon Timo-
thy with desirable effect, still it in do degree follows

that the ordinary communication of the Holy Ghost
is bound up sacramentally with the laying on of
hands, and that a character indelibilis must be as-

cribed to ecclesiastical ordination, as this is insisted

upon by Rome, while appeal is made, amongst others,

to ver. 6. There is here absolutely no mention of

ordination in the later, hierarchical sense. The ex-

hortation to stir up the Spirit, presupposes much
more, that in spite of the tvl&wis rwv xc(P*|r

f
He

would otherwise become extinct, and in so far

proves against rather than for the character indeli-

bilis. Upon the treatment of Ordination in the spirit

of Christ and of the evangelical Church, one can find

striking words in Nitzsch, PrakL Theol., Bd. 2,

p. 441 et seq.

4. To be ashamed of the cause of the Lord is

possible enough, especially in gentler Melanchthon-
natures, such also as Timothy seems to have been
—natures which are better fitted for patient suffer-

ing than for courageous conflict for the truth. Here
also the power of sin is manifest, that men are so

often ashamed of the very thing which they should

esteem their highest honor ; and inversely, they find

their highest honor in that which must produce their

deepest shame. Fundamentally, sin has destroyed

all, but grace restores again, alL

5. The doctrine of the free grace of God in the

calling and election of the sinner, is one of the chief

foundations in the structure of Pauline soteriology,

and likewise one of the greatest treasures of the

Church, reformed according to the word of God.
He only who exaggerates and presses in an unspirit-

ual way this doctrine, the supreme consolation of

believers, can make it resemble a heathen fatalism.

(Comp. P. Lange'8 treatise on the question, u What
authority is due still to the peculiarity of the Re-
formed Church in the scheme of faith (Glaubens-
lehre) of our own time ? " in the Miscellanies, New
Series, ii., pp. 1-52. Bielefeld, 1860.)

6. Paul is to us (ver. 12) a speaking exemplar
of the blessed certitude of faith, whereby the claim

of many, that such certitude is the fruit of spiritual

pride and idle conceit only, is strikingly contradict-

ed. The Roman Catholic Church denies that the

Christian, this side the grave, can be assured of his

salvation ; and upon this point many Protestants are

almost cryptocatholic Nevertheless, it is palpably

clear that the believer does not build his certitude

upon anything he finds or is competent to within,

himself, but upon the eternal grace and fidelity of

God, which certainly will complete the good work
(Phil. i. 6). Perhaps the misunderstanding of many
would be removed, if less were said of the perse*

verantia, and more of the conservatio sanctorum,

[This is well expressed. I think, however, we
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should distinguish between the certitudo gratia and
the certtiudo beatitiidinis cetemce. Certitude is only

one form of the fiducia which is the essence of justi-

fying faith. Of this we may be, ought to be
assured ; but of the certitude of everlasting salva-

tion we cannot speak as an essential or factor in

the consciousness of the believer. It is very de-

sirable that we revise our habits of teaching upon
this article. The reader is referred to the following

observations by the late Sir W. Hamilton (" Discus-

sion on Philosophy/' &c, London, 1852, on pp. 493,
494.) These are important in themselves, and tend
to justify in an original style the remark so frequently

made, that Protestants and Roman Catholics do not
differ as much now as formerly in the article of
Justification

:

" Assurance, personal assurance (the feeling that

God is propitious to me, that my sins are forgiven,

fiducia, plerophoria filei\ was long universally held
in the Protestant communities to be the criterion

and condition of a true or saving faith. Luther de-

clares that he who hath not assurance, spews faith

out ; and Melanchthon makes assurance the discrimi-

nating line of Christianity from heathenism. It was
maintained by Calvin—nay, even by Arminius—and
is part and parcel of all the Confessions of all the
churches of the Reformation down to the Westmin-
ster Assembly. In that synod, assurance was in,

Protestantism, for the first time, declared not to be

of the essence of faith ; and, accordingly, the Scot-

tish General Assembly has, subsequently, once and
again condemned and deposed the holders of this,

the doctrine of Luther, of Calvin, and of the older
Scottish Church itself. In the English, and more
articulately in the Irish Establishment, it still stands

a necessary tenet of belief. Assurance is now. how-
ever, disavowed when apprehended by churchmen,
high and low ; but of these, many, like Mr. Hare,
are blissfully incognizant of the opinion, its import,
its history, and even its name. This dogma, with its

fortune past and present, affords, indeed, a series of
the most curious contrasts. It is curious that this

cardinal point of Luther's doctrine should, without
exception, have been constituted into the fundamen-
tal principle of all the churches of the Reformation,
and, as their common and uncatholic doctrine, have
been explicitly condemned at Trent. It is curious

that this common doctrine of the churches of the
Reformation should now be abandoned virtually in,

or formally by, all these churches themselves. It is

curious that Protestants should now generally pro-

fess the counter doctrine asserted at Trent in the

condemnation of their own principle. It is curious

that this, the most important variation in the faith

of Protestants, as, in fact, a gravitation of Protes-

tantism back towards Catholicity, should have been
overlooked as indeed in his days undeveloped, by
the keen-eyed author of " The History of the Varia-

tions of the Protestant Churches. 1' Finally, it is

curious that, though now fully developed, this cen-

tral approximation of Protestantism to Catholicity

should not, as far as I know, have been signalized

by any theologian, Protestant or Catholic; whilst

the Protestant symbol (Fides sola justificat—Faith
alone justifies), though now eviscerated of its real

import, and now only manifesting a difference of
expression, is still supposed to discriminate the two
religious denominations. For both agree that the
three heavenly virtues must all concur to salvation

;

and they only differ, whether Faith, as a word, does
x does not involve Hope and Charity. This mis-

prision would have been avoided had Lutber and

Calvin only said, " Fiducia sola justificat?
M
Assur

anoe alone justifies
; " for, on their doctrine, assor

ance was convertible with true faith, and true faith

implied the other Christian graces. But this pri

mary and peculiar doctrine of the Reformation, is

now harmoniously condemned by Roman Catholics

and Protestants together."—E. H.]

7. The evangelical doctrine here alluded to (ver.

10), that the Lord has overcome death, is illostrated

yet farther, chiefly from apostolical expressions, as

1 Cor. xv. 55-57 ; Heb. ii. 14. Upon the question,

how and whereby Christ has achieved this victor?,

one can refer : 1. To his whole manifestation, bj

which the true life in its full glory is revealed ; 1
to His death, through which sin, the sting of death,

is atoned for, and the law, the strength of sin, it

fulfilled ; 3. to His resurrection on the third day,

through which He has burst asunder the bands of

death, and triumphed over the power of hell ; 4. to

His intercession in heaven, whence also He sendi

down His spirit unceasingly, who imparts the troe

life, and delivers from the spirit of death; 5. to

His final wapowrfa, with which He will banish death

from the creation (1 Cor. xv. 26; comp. Ber.

xxi. 4).

8. What Paul says of the Holy Ghost as tatW-

ing within the believer, refers us to the highest

blessing of the New Covenant, in which the Holj

Ghost is the immanent vital principle of all the

redeemed. During the Old Covenant, He owr

shadowed momentarily individual holy men of God;

in the New, He abides perpetually in the heart of

each Christian.

9. What the Apostle says in praise and recog-

nition of the proofs of love shown to hira by Ones-

pborus, is also a practical explanation of the wonfa

of Jesus (Matt xxv. 34-40).

10. In case, even, that Onesiphorus were really

dead at the time of the writing of this Epistle, still

the Roman Catholic interpreters are in error when

they find, in ver. 18, a proof of the lawfulness and

obligation for intercessory prayers for the detd.

The case here was altogether special, and cannot,

without great wilfulness, be applied as the founda-

tion of a general rule for all the dead. On the other

side, it is often forgotten that the gospel nowhere

lays down a positive prohibition to follow with our

wishes and prayers, if our heart impel us thereto,

our departed while in the condition of separation;

and hence, in any case, it is well to distinguish be-

tween the Christian idea which lies at the foundation

of such inward needs, and the form of later church

rite, and practice.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Fire is a striking image of the Holy Ghost in

this, that it must be kept up and fanned without

ceasing.—It is not enough to be in Christ ; one most

be rooted in Him, grow, and bring forth fruit.—Do

ye not know of whose Spirit ye are children ?—The

Spirit of power, of love, and of a sound mind-*

threefold chord, where no tone can be wanting or

transposed without sharp dissonance.—False shame

about the gospel of Christ: (1.) How general; (1)

how unfounded; (8.) how destructive it is.—The

Christian (1.) need not be ashamed of the gospel;

(2.) dare in no case; and (S.) also will not be

ashamed of it, if he will in truth be a Christian.—It
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b not enough to contend fbt* the truth ; one must
know also how to suffer for it—There is no better

protection against false shame than firm faith in

iree grace,—The deficiency of merit, and the neces-

sity of good works in the Christian's life of faith.—
u
Xi*i optra videam extra, nan credam fidem ette

intra;" J. Huss.—Jesus the death-conqueror: (1.)

The enemy which He, as such, overcomes
; (2.) the

peace which He, as such, restores; (3.) the crown
wUci He, as such, merits.—In how far is death

already conquered for the Christian, and in how far

not yet ? Comp. " Heidelberg Catechism,'* Ans. 42.

—The gospel a revelation of life.—u I know in

whom I believe/
1 the sublimest science of faith.—

A

science has so much more a higher value, the more
(1.) it moves in loftier spheres ; (2.) is built upon
firmer foundations; and (3.) presents a greater

realih in practical results. All this is true of this,

as of no other science.—The way, degree, ground,

and fruit of the Christian assurance of faith.—There
is no firm hold in sound doctrine which could sig-

nify anything in Paul's judgment, as long as it is not
coupled with personal faith and love in life ; ver. 14.

(1.) No servant of Christ is without a committed
trust

; (2.) there is no trust which does not require

careful watching; (3.) no careful watching is con-

ceivable without the power of the Holy Ghost dwell-

ing within us.—Paul, as the Lord, was also forsaken

in distress by unfaithful friends.—True Christian

brotherly love (vers. 16-18) (1.) tested; (2.) con-

firmed; (3.) requited.—No labor of love which is

positive, goes wholly unrewarded (Heb. vi », 10).

—

Think of those in bonds, as bound with them (Heb.
xiil 3).

Starke : Bibl. Wiiri. : As sparks go out in the

sshes when one does not rekindle them, so also the

gifts of God are lost when they are not made use of
for the glory of God, for the Church, for the public,

and for the benefit of one's neighbor, as that for

which they are bestowed (Matt xxv. 80).

—

Langii
Opm B. : The prisoner of Christ, nevertheless God's
child, redeemed of Christ, and His ransomed posses-

sion, and yet His prisoner ; this belongs to the mys-
tery of the Cross.—The power of God, which is

mighty in them that believe, one never sees more
gloriously than in sorrow.—He who allows hands to

be laid upon him for the office of preacher, allows

them also to be laid upon him for imprisonment, if

God so order (ver. 6).—Believers are already saved
in the kingdom of grace.

—

Hkdingkr: Christ has

obtained for us twofold blessings, privaiiva and
potitiva; He has taken away the noxious, and
brought for us the salutary.—Wilt thou doubt thy

salvation? As truly as thou believest, and art

assured of thy faith, canst thou be assured of thy

salvation.— Conflagration, plunder, and war take

away all ! What is there more?— The best k
secured. It is on high, in heaven, well secured.—
He who will have the assistance of the Holy Ghost,

especially in the office of teaching, must have Him
also as an indweller.

—

Starke: We think often,

with Elyah, as if we were alone and forsaken ; but
God preserves for Himself always a Church amongst
much erring, godless, and abandoned men (1 King*
xix. 14-18).—Faith is not high-minded; it asso-

ciates affectionately with the mo3t insignificant and
miserable.—Canst thou not requite thy benefactors,

then wish and pray heartily that God will (2 Sam.
xix. 32-39).

Heubner: Inspiration must not be fanatical

ecstasy.—To desert a friend and benefactor who is

fallen into misery and disgrace, is baseness to the
last degree.—Where apostolic earnestness is, can
ignominy not long stay away.—The deliverance of
the human race is the supremest wonder of Divine
love; precisely therefore, also, there is no nobler
office than the office of reconciliation.—The hope of
immortality first through Christianity is firmly estab-

lished.—If all Christians should possess the Holy
Ghost, how much more the teachers.—Where there

is no agreement with Jesus and the Apostles, there

is no Holy Ghost—The persecution of the shep-

herds shows what genuine sheep are.—Next to suf-

fering for the sake of the gospel, the grandest thing

is to support the persecuted against the world, to

incur danger for them; as Jerome for Huss, Fred-

eric the Wise for Luther.—Jesus recognizes that as

done unto Himself (Matt. x. 40-41).

Lisco (vers. 8-14) : The power of faith.—(Vers.

1-14) : What ought to move Timothy to fidelity in

faith and in the preaching of the gospel : (1.) The
example of his ancestors

; (2.) the gift of the Holy
Ghost; (8.) the example of Paul.—(Vers. 7-14,

Whitsun Sermon): The Spirit given to us.—Not
fear, but love, is the mark of the Christian.—(Vers.

15-18) : The conduct of the Christian towards true

and false friends—that, amid prevailing unfaithful-

ness, love nevertheless should not grow cold.—To
the merciful, the Lord gives grace here and there.

Leipoldt (ver. 12), in the collection, " Manifold

Gifts and One Spirit," ii., p. 279 : The blessed certi-

tude of faith.

—

Palmer, sketch of a sermon for the

close of the year, on the same text, EvangelUche
EomiUtxk, 4. Aufi.y

A 840.

Van der Palm (Ver. 3), Reformation-Sermon:

(L) Through the Reformation we are once more in

the possession of sound doctrine ; (2.) This posses-

sion must make itself known through faith and love

which are in Christ Jesus.—On ver. 8, comp. a ser-

mon by Van Oosterzke on the cognate text, Rom.
i. 16, in the Langenberg " Collection," 1852, pp.
225-250.

IV.

Instruction how and why Timothy should suffer for the cause of the Lord.

Ch. IL 1-13.

1 Thou therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus.

2 And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses 1

[in the

presence of many witnesses], the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall
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3 be able [also] to teach others also. Thou therefore endure hardness* [suffer

4 thou affliction with me], as a good soldier of Jesus Christ* No man that

warreth entangleth himself with the affairs of this life ; that he may please

6 him who hath chosen him to be a soldier * [may please the commander]. And
if a man also strive for masteries, yet is he not crowned, except he strive law-

6 fully. The husbandman that laboreth must be first * partaker of the fruits.

7 Consider what I say ; * and the Lord give ' thee understanding in all things

8 [for the Lord will rive thee, &c]. Remember that Christ Jesus, of the seed

9 of David, was raised from the dead according to my gospel : Wherein 1 suffer

trouble, as an evil-doer, even unto bonds ; but the word of God is not bound.

10 Therefore I endure all things for the elect's sake [on account of the elect], that

they may also obtain the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory.

11 It is a faithful saying [Faithful is the saying] : for if we be dead with him, we

12 shall also live with him : If we suffer, we shaft also reign with him : if we deny*

13 him, he also will deny us

cannot deny himself.

If we believe not, yet he abideth faithful : [for] * he

1 Ver. 2.—f&A iroXXutv fiaptvomp= amid, i. e., in the pretence cf, yet not = ivmwwr ; so Huther. These wftnes*s

atsisted by their pretence.—E. H.]
9 Ver. 3.—mryitaxowdfyrov. The ordinary text, Zeide dick. The reading cvy*«*o»<£fc>*or must, on the authority

of A. C. 1 D.» E. 1 F. G., Sin., and others, be preferred to the usual cv ow ««xo*aMw. [Lachmann also radi

rvy*<urov<£0ij0-oi'.—E. H.l
» Ver. 3.—[Xmotov li^eov is preferable to 1i»<rov Xot*rov ; is supported by the weightiest authorities--E. H.J
* Ver. 4.— ipf crparoXorffaam ; badly translated in the English Version ; though it would seem to hate sssu

support in the Vulgate—cim $e nrobavil.—E. H.)
mm-op ; so all the authorities and modern critical editions ; but the Sin. reads wptfrcpor.—E. H.l

• Ver. 7.—(& A#y» ; Lachmann and Teschendorf on the authority of the evidence, read i. The Sin. also has i

• Ver. 6.—[npttrov :

• V " -- '

B.H.]
i Ver. 7.—W«, not *** ; see Tischendorf. [The English Version misses the sense, and leares out the Alston

particle here, which has some emphasis.—E.H.]
• Ver. 13.—[The Rtctpla has ippoifpcfa. Lachmann, and, after him, Tischendorf, reads ipravtVcS*. The stthon-

ties are in its 1b,yot.—E. H.1
• Ver. 13.—[The particle yap was not in the text our translators used.—E. H.l

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Thou therefore, &c After the state-

ment (chap. i. 15-18) of the unfaithulness of many,
and the fidelity of one, be addresses himself to

Timothy with new exhortations. If he have excited

him (chap. i. 6-18) to stir up the gift within him
as much as possible, without allowing himself to be
held back through false shame, he now gives him
express direction how and why he should Buffer for

the Lord's cause. "The glorious paragraph (vers.

1-18) contains, in compressed brevity, all that could

animate and encourage not only the beloved pupil

of the Apostle to fidelity in Christianity, but what
also can strengthen the teachers and Christians of
all ages to the firmest and most heroic resolution in

faith and conflict
; " Heydenreich.—It will appear,

from the comment itself, how beautifully everything

is connected together. The exhortation (vers. 1, 2)

can be regarded as a kind of introduction to that

which follows immediately ; while the Apostle ex-

plains farther (vers. 8-7) how and (vers. 8-13)«%
he should suffer for the name of Christ.—Thou
therefore, my ion. The contrast to the foregoing

1b not to be overlooked here. Be the conduct of

others as it may, do not allow thyself to be turned

from the way thou art upon, but be strong according

to the inward man.—Be strong in the grmoe;
about equivalent to, be strong in the Lord ana in the

power of hie might (Eph. vi. 10). *Er9vranov<r&cu,

to encourage one's self, to strengthen one's self in-

wardly.

—

In the grace, not only through the grace

;

so that ir must be explained as 9td ; besides, also,

that the grace of Christ makes up, as it were, the

element of life in which Timothy moves, and from
which his strength is born.—In Christ Jesus ; the

grace which dwells in complete fulness in C&riat,

and in His fellowship becomes the personal posses-

sion of believers in Him. If this power first were

received and preserved, Timothy would be in a con-

dition to fulfil the demand now following. The

more deeply Paul feels that the moment is drawing

near when he shall quit the scene of his activity, so

much the more, naturally, must it be in his mind to

leave behind, in his friend and pupil, a courageous

and bold witness of Jesus Christ. To this end be

gives him now, before all things, a command (rer. 2)

how he must act with the treasure of doctrine which

he has received from the Apostle.

Ver. 2. And the things that thou nstt

heard of me, &c We find no sufficient grounds

to think here (Huther, Pc Wette, and others) of a

definite transaction— of which mention is made

also in 1 Tim. iv. 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 6—vii^ the ordina-

tion of Timothy. We believe much rather (Mat-

thies) that the Apostle is thinking here of his public

statements of doctrine, of his own preaching of

evangelical doctrine and history, which Timothy

must have heard, naturally, often, and which had

been made before many witnesses. The correctness

of this view appears clear from the fact that Timothy

must commit what he has heard to such men as, in

their turn, might be in condition to teach others

also ; from which conclusion of the verse we may

well infer that the Apostle, in its beginning also, has

referred to his doctrine, and not to special official

prescripts, which could find application only in the case

of individuals. If a connection be sought between

this exhortation and the context, whether preced-

ing or following, then it may be said that Timothy

must not only himself fight (ver. Z\ but must also

gird others, and in this way, as a good soldier of
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Jesus Christ care for his covenant-comrades (Hu-

ther). Perhaps it is still jet simpler, if we consider

this exhortation, standing entirely alone, as coming
from the Apostle's pen rather without design, and
then say : the Apostle does not bind himself to ex-

press through the context what is exercising his

mind. In vcr. 3 he continues the series of reflections

already begun, uninterruptedly. "But thus writes

oo forger—so after a plan, yet so spontaneously,

"

(Wiesinger). Obviously, after what has here been
laid, the design of the Apostle is now clear. It is

not enough for him that Timothy himself preach the

truth purely and plainly ; he must also have a care

that it be transmitted and preserved in its purity and
plainness. To this end, all the admonitions occur-

ring here, serve. Timothy has heard the Apostle's

word among many witnesses, 9ik woxx&y fiaprt-

pay; properly, intervenientUnis multis testibus—under
the interposition ; i. <?., here, in presence of many
witnesses (Winer, Gramm., p. 338). That which
he also must transmit is, in a certain respect, no
longer a private possession, but has become already

common property. This shall he entrust to faith-

ful men j and now so much the more, since it is his

intention (chap. iv. 19) to quit Ephesus, and to go
to Paul. " Antequam isthine ad me proficiscare ;

"

fiengel. By iturroh av&pdxois, we do not under-

stand faithful in general (although it is self-evident

that this is presupposed), but true, reliable men, who
can guard well, and wisely administer the committed
trust (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 2, 7, 25).—Who shall be
able. Not a new quality added to the foregoing,

but, as often, oXrtws in the sense of quippe qui apti

erunt—to teach others also j in other words, to

set forth again to others, for their instruction and
edification, the gospel which they themselves have
first heard. We cannot possibly see here anything
else, than that by Mpous we must think of the

members of the congregation, and not of teachers.

The idea that Timothy—as Paul had done—should
gather pupils around him, and that these again

should train pupils, so that in the community an
order (stamm} of apostolic men might continue

which could devote itself to the unimpaired trans-

mission of apostolical doctrine (Huther), appears to

us to be thrust into the text, and, when clearly and
consistently developed, to lead either to the notion
of a sort of esoteric doctrine, or to point to the

Roman Catholic theory of tradition.—[" The things

agreed on, and consented to by all the other Apos-
tles, do thou commit to able men, and appoint them
as bishops to the several churches under thee ; " so
Br. Hammond. " I think there is no foundation for

all this in the text; n Whitby, in loco.—E. H.]—We
avoid this difficulty when we simply so interpret the

exhortation, that Timothy should care for the trans-

mission and confirmation of the gospel in the con-

gregation, through other qualified teachers (Lehr-
organe).

Ver. 3. Thou therefore endure ... of Jesus
Christ. Ailer what has just been said, the Apostle
proceeds farther to the express exhortation to suffer

for the cause of the Lord. Svyfcaxow^^roy, suffer
with; the true reading, instead of the Recepta, ah
eh Kaj&Td&Tjo'ov ; which, through the superfluous

repetition of the <rb obv (ver. 1% gives a flat, cum-
brous sense. The word KaicoTc&<7y (comp. ver. 9,

sad chap. iv. 5) is also often used, by the classical

writers, of the fatigues, burdens, and deprivations

which are connected with military service. Under
three distinct figures the Apostle now places before

Timothy his Christian calling. The first is that of

a soldier. Serving, as such, under the banner of

Jesus, he must feel bound partly to endurance and
partly to abstinence. Tertull., Ad Martyres, cap

3, p. 1S8, Edit. Rigalt : " Nemo miles ad beUum cum
deliciis venit, sed de papUionibus expeditis et sub-

strictis, ubi omnis duritia
}
imbonilas et insuavitas

consistit." Also elsewhere, 1 Tim. i. 18; vi. 12;
1 Cor. ix. 7 ; 2 Cor. x. 4, 5 ; and especially in

Eph. vi. 12-18, is the same figure employed by the

Apostle.

Ver. 4. No man . . . that he may please
him that, &c. As the soldier, especially when in

active service

—

6 orpartv6p*vos—must bear more
than others, so, still farther, has he less freedom
than others to do everything he may wish. 'Epir\4-

Ktrai signifies, especially, entanglement in something

hindering and obstructing (comp. 2 Peter ii 20).

By wpayfiar€iai (comp. Luke xix. 13), we must not

think exclusively of lawsuits, but especially of busi-

ness affairs, and generally of all those occupations

which the support of daily life renders necessary, but

which also are wholly irreconcilable with a faithful

fulfilment of the duties of a soldier. Amongst the

ancients, the nunatural combination of one line of

activity with another was forbidden by positive laws.

Ambros. De Offic., libr. 1, says : " Qui imperatori

mililat, a sunceptionibu* litium, actu negotiorum

forensicum, venaitione mercium prohibetur humanis
legibus."—" He who fights for the Imperator, is pro-

hibited by human laws from litigation, the pursuit of

forensic affairs, the sale of merchandise." \MUitares

viros civiles euros arripere prohibemus. Quoted by
Whitby.—E. H.l—The sole calling of the crpart^rns

is that, through the faithful performance of his duties,

he please the commander
% r<p crrparoXoyficayri ; i. ?.,

the commander-in-chief. The Catholic Church (Ro-

man) has interpreted this prescript literally, in that

it has forbidden the clergy, peremptorily, a certain

number of uuclerical occupations (see Waltkr's
EZrchenrecht, 5th ed., Bonn, 1831, p. 398). On the

other hand, upon the Protestant side, the following

application was characteristically given to this pas-

sage by Melanchthon : " Ita vult ministrum Evan-
gelii totum servire propria vocationi et non ingerere

se in alienor in gubernaiionem politicam. Non
habeat minister Evangelii alterum pedem in templo

%

alteram in curia." (" So he wishes the minister of

the gospel to serve in his own vocation unreservedly,

and not to engage in outside affairs, in political man-
agement. Let not the minister of the gospel have

one foot in the temple and the other in the curia.")

If we ask in what way the Apostle himself has, in

his own example, explained this his prescript, then

it becomes plain that it must be understood not

absohttSy but cum grano salis. Paul also, while

working with his hands, has eaten his own bread

(Acts xx. 34 ; 1 Cor. iv. 12 ; /&., ix. 6) ; and cer-

tainly he will not have given this counsel to Timothy
unconditionally. But, assuredly, epecial tact and
wisdom are necessary so to manage the inevitable

cares and occupations which daily life brings with it,

that the cause of the kingdom of Ood shall be there-

by in no wise injured, but rather can gain advantage

from their results; as was the case actually with

Paul himself, who found occasion, in his own activ-

ity, to set forth his example to the community for

imitation (see 2 Thess. iii. 6-9).

Ver. 5. And if a man also strive for mas-
teries, yet is he not crowned except he strive

lawfully. The Apostle develop* now, yet farther,
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94 THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.

the same thought in the form of a second figure.

To strive, is not synonymous here with aTparefaa&ai,

but is an expression borrowed from the Greeks
(i^XeTA to which he alludes also in 1 Cor. ix. 24
and 2 Tim. iv. 7, 8 (comp. Heb. xii. 11 It is not
enough, he wishes to say, that a man snail himself

only take part in the contest, indifferent how, in

other respects, he carries himself; but, chiefly and
before all that he conduct himself according to the

laws of battle, since without this he can lay no claim

to the honor of being crowned. He who fights

against the laws of the contest, forfeits his crown

;

voplixms abK'tian = conformably to the laws. The
specific, not tropical sense, is as follows : The minis-

ter of the gospel dare not arbitrarily exempt himself

from this or that portion of his task, or even direct

his activity according to his own discretion ; not the

bias of his own heart, but the will of the Lord alone

must be his standard ; so that, without this, it is im-

possible for him to hope for His approval and recog-

nition.

Vcr. 6. The husbandman that laboreth
mnat be first partaker of the fruits. The third

figure, borrowed from the husbandman, develops
once more the same idea, though in a measure, in-

deed, upon another side. Here, too, there is no
promise (De Wette), but an exhortation, grounded
upon a comparison with the y*»py6s. Kovi&rra is

put forward with emphasis, for a proof that the

Apostle is speaking of a privilege which is accorded
exclusively to the laboring, but in no wise to the

not-laboring husbandman. There must be work
especially with persistent exertion, if one will—what
every husbandman naturally wishes—actually gather

the fruits of his field. The question only is, in what
sense rponov is to be taken, and with what this

adverb is to be combined. Not in the sense of

ita demum (Heinrichs ; also the Dutch translation)

;

as little as an hyperbaton = rbv y*vpy6v Kovimvra
vp&ror, k.t.\. ; but that also it be connected with

ueraXafifMycur, and considered equivalent to first,

before all others. The Apostle will say, finally, not
every husbandman, but he only who labors with
assiduity, must first, before all others, enjoy the
fruits of his labor. If^ consequently, Timothy will

claim this privilege for himself, there must be un-
remitting toil upon his part

;
just as above, in ver. 6,

his coronation was made dependent upon lawfully-

conducted contests. That, for the teacher, the right

of a suitable support upon the part of the commu-
nity exists, is without doubt a Pauline thought (see

1 Cor. ix. 7, et seq.) ; this, nevertheless, is not taught

Jure.

Ver. 7. Consider what I say, &c Accord-
ing to De Wette, this exhortation is apparently super-

fluous, since the foregoing comparisons were easy

for Timothy to understand. "But the sense of

the verse is not meant to enlighten the understand-

ing of Timotheus as to the meaning of the meta-
phors, but as to the personal application of them ;

"

Conybeare and Howson. Hence, also, it is not

necessary to adopt the notion (Mosheim, Michaelis),

that some secret sense lies hidden under the fore-

going comparisons.—And the Lord give thee
understanding in all things. This reminder is

here all the more appropriate, since an unspiritual

understanding of the prescripts of the Apostle, irara

%nr6v, not jrara ttdyoiay, was certainly possible, but

not desirable for the community. For the rest,

these words, although they refer exclusively to the

foregoing, make nevertheless an appropriate transi-

tion to what follows (vers. 8-13); in which Terse*

the Apostle names various motives which should de-

termine Timothy to the true fulfilment of the dur;

which hitherto had been pressed upon his heart

Ver. 8. Remember that Jesus Christ, of

the seed of David, raised from the dead, fcc.

First motive : remembrance of the resurrection of

Jesus Christ. Paul directs the view of his friend

and pupil back to that great event which is the

foundation of all faith and of all hope of Christians

(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 12-20). He should hold Jesus

Christ in remembrance (here, where there is occa-

sion to speak of the Lord as an historical person,

not the name of office—Christ—but the individual

name—Jesus—stands first), not in general, but here

especially the risen from tne dead (iytytpptvop, not

tycp&tvra). Through the addition, of the seed of

David (comp. Rom. i. 3), not the lowliness of the

person of the Lord, also not His Messianic dip

ni f

y (Hutber), but simply His human descent, Bis

origin is denoted, and truly, indeed, with indirect

" polemic " against the docetic error of false teach-

ers ; and upon this circumstance special stress b

laid, because Timothy could perceive from it that

Jesus Christ, although man of flesh and blood as lie

himself, nevertheless was raised from the dead ; and

this could contribute, amid the feeling of his own

weakness, to his consolation and encouragement.
44 Banc unam genealogiam a Timotheo vuit attend*,

quae argumenlo est Jesum esse Christum ;
n Bengel

—Aooording to my gospel (comp. Rom. ii. 16

;

xvi. 25 ; 1 Tim. i. 11). That Paul is thinking here

of the gospel of Luke (Jerome, Baur), is wholly on-

proven. Not without indirect polemic against the

preaching of those who do not place the resurrection

of the Lord in the forefront, or who reject it de-

cidedly, Paul speaks here so expressly of it, since

his train of thought occasions him now, in what fol-

lows immediately, to speak of his own person.

Yer. 9. Wherein I suffer trouble . . . unto

bonds. A second motive for Timothy. He should

direct his look not only backwards, but also aremnd

him, to the example of his own teacher and fellow-

soldier.— Wlierein ; for the sake of which—the gos-

pel—«V f, "cujus annuntiandi munere defungen*;*

Beza.

—

I suffer, kokotc&& (comp. ver. 3).—Ere*

unto bonds, ufa* 9**ui*r. His present bonds are

the ullimus terminus ad quern, whither his suffering

has gone on until now (comp. Phil. ii. 8), s^jtf*

dararoG.—As an evil-doer. " Malum passionis,

ac si prateessisset malum actionu ; " Bengel. The

word Kcutoupyos, which occurs besides only in the

gospel of Luke (chap, xxiii. 39), sounds very well in

the mouth of the Apostle, who had so fine a feeling

for honor and shame, just to express the nature of

his own position ; and this so much the more, since,

at the latest, his case had taken an unfavorable torn

(comp. chap. iv. 16, 17).—But the word of God
is not bound. Parenthesis, in which the Apostle

gives account of what serves especially for his en-

couragement amid his heavy sorrows.

—

The word of

Ood ; designation of the gospel, specially upon the

side of its Divine origin (comp. 1 Tfaess. ii. 13); not

of the Holy Scriptures in general, nor of the Iurine

promises in particular.

—

Is not bound, ov Seta**.

Antithesis to bis own imprisoned estate, Tperw (-

Thess. iii. 1). The gospel is preached in spite of the

imprisonment of Paul, not through himself (as De

Wette explains, while he appeals for his interpreta-

tion to Acts xxviii. 31, for we have to do here with

the second imprisonment), but through others.
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Ver. 10. Therefore . . . glory. Ata rovro;

therefore, because the word of God is not bound.

The unimpeded course of the gospel is to the Apos-
tle a new proof of its all-embracing power ; and the

thought inspires him to suffer willingly for a cause

which otherwise might seem lost. The additional

clause, for the elect's Bake, must thence be un-

derstood not as a new ground, but as a more definite

statement. By the 4k\ckto(, we must' think here

exclusively just as little of those to whom the gospel

ii not yet preached, as of those who have already

received it (comp. Titus i. 1). The conception is

rather to be taken generally. For their sakes he
endures all. Tro/ifrw denotes not only passive

endurance, but steadfastness, as of a soldier on the

attack of the enemy (Wiesinger). It is not so evi-

dent what the Apostle means thereby, when he adds
yet, that they may also obtain the salvation
which is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory.
They also, icai avrot; as now already the Apostle
himself, upon his part, was conscious of the (ramjpla

in Christ. It is nevertheless a question, in what way
the sorrow of the Apostle could serve to the further-

ance of the same end with the iKktieroL That he
regarded his own suffering as in no way sin-extin-

guishing, requires indeed no special mention. The
view, further also, that he wishes only to express the
salutary influence which the consideration of his

vroporfi would exert upon the 1k\*ktoi (De Wctte,
Huther), will not fairly satisfy us. Certainly it is

better, if we paraphrase his thoughts thus : that he,

amid all the burdens of his calling, endured, without

yielding up the high task of his life, that thereby
the elect of God might be partakers of the eranipia

in Christ, through his persevering, continued preach-

ing (comp. Acts xiii. 48). This <rwrt\pl* is here
united with its highest reach

—

pera W^j alwlov.
" Cum gtorid aternd. Hoe finis est salutis, quam
in Christo coruequimur, solus enirn nostra est, Deo
there, qua incipit a regenerations nostra, absolvitor

eutUm plena nostra lweratione
%
quum no? Deus ex

mortal* vita arumnia eductos in regnum mum eoU
UgiL Ad hone solutem oecedit partieipotio ccUestis

adeoque divines gloria. Ergo ut Christi gratiam
amptifearety nomen aterna gloria saluti apposuit ; "

Oalvin.—[" With eternal glory. This is the reach of
the salvation which we obtain in Christ. For our
aalvatica is to live to God, which begins from our
regeneraticTi, but is completed in our full deliver-

ance when Ged gathers us from the calamities of our
mortal fife into His kingdom. Participation of
heavenly and so of divine glory happens to this sal-

vation. Therefore, that he may magnify the grace
of (Christ, he aids the name of eternal glory to sal-

vation."]

Ver. 11. It if a faithful laying, Ac. Finally,

the Apostle adduces a third motive. He directs the
look of Timothy forward to the remits which are

connected in the future as well with the faithfulness

as with the unraithfuluess of the servant of Christ.

Faithful is the wort^ must not, as 1 Tim. iv. 9, be
referred to the preceding, but, as 1 Tim. i. 15, to the

immediately following. The Apostle strengthens a
general thought, and ydp is equivalent to indeed.
'* The recent interpreter consider the following sen-

tences, corresponding to each other, as strophes from
a church hymn, respectiug which, again as before,

nothing more can be said than that the passage
answers thoroughly well for a hymn, but it cannot
*>e proved to have been takm from one ; " (Mat-
thies). But if, now, iho word*, do not constitute a

portion of an old Christian church song, surely the}
deserve to be employed as the text of a Christian

hymn.—For if we be dead with (him), we
shall also live with (hina). A genuine Paulino
thought. It is known how (amongst other places,

Rom. vi.) the whole Christian life is comprehended
under the category of a dying and rising again with
Christ. Not only the outward resemblance, but also

the personal fellowship of the Christian with the
Lord, is here meant; and, indeed, he speaks of a
death and life in a spiritual sense, not in a pure
natural sense. Yet the spiritual dying must cer-

tainly attain to such height, that we must be pre-

pared, if necessary, to renounce our natural life for

the sake of the Redeemer ; while, on the other hand,
the true spiritual life which is enjoyed here in conse-
quence of that spiritual dying with Him (mitstirbehs)

issues in a personal participation of the blessed life

in eternity.

Yer. 12. If we suffer, we shall also reign
with (him). (Comp. Rom. viii. 17; Eph. ii. 6.)

Not suffering wholly in general, but with Him, ahv
avr£, is here meant. Reigning with Him is some-
what the same with the phrase, " to reign in life

"

(Rom. v. 17), when, indeed, the Messiah's kingdom
shall be revealed in its full glory.—On the other

hand, if we deny (him), he also will deny us.

Perhaps an allusion to the Lord's own words, Matt.

x. 33 ; Mark viii. 38 ; to which also 2 Peter ii. 1

;

Jude 4, seem to hint To deny Christ, is, in gen-

eral, to be ashamed of Him by word or deed. Here,
with special reference to the work of the minister of

the gospel, to be ashamed, through fear of men, to

confess Him freely. He who is guilty of this, finds

his sentence already recorded (Matt. vii. 23).

Ver. 13. If we believe not, &c. ; not in gen-

eral, but are unfaithful to our holy calling, and to

the vows made before the Lord. That condition is

meant, indeed, which constitutes the ground of the

denial of the Lord just referred to. " Si abnegamus ;

ore, si non eredimus : corde;" Bengel.—Yet he
abideth faithful (comp. Rom. iii. 3, 4). He will

not, as we in like case, become untrue to Himself.

For he cannot deny himself (see Critical re-

marks). It is a gross misunderstanding to interpret

this last reminder as a word of consolation in any
such sense as this :—if we, from weakness, are un-

faithful, we may calm ourselves with the thought

that He will not break His word ; and that, notwith-

standing it, His faithfulness to us will be forever

confirmed. In a certain sound sense this thought is

certainly true ; but the connection of the discourse

here plainly shows that the Apostle will warn with

emphasis, and, in other words, will say : Fancy not,

if thou art unfaithful, that the Lord's punishment
will fail. He is just as faithful in His tbreatenings

as in His promises. He remains ever like Himself,

and can also just as little endure the unfaithful, as

He can allow the faithful to go unrewarded (comp.

Heb. ii. 3 ; John iii. 20).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The prescript of the Apostle in ver. 2 is spe-

cially weighty on this account, because a very sig.

nificant hint is given for the true relation between

Scripture and tradition. Certainly it is true that an
apostolic tradition existed before and also apart from

the New Testament ; so that, in a certain respect, it
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can bo said that tho Church has not to thank Scrip-

ture for its origin, but was established independently

of it. It was this truth which orthodox Protestant

theologians have only too often forgotten, but which
has been bandied, amongst others, by Lessing, with

power and good success. On the other side, it is

also equally certain that we would not know and
authenticate purely the apostolic tradition, if, early,

a Scripture had not been at hand, in which it was
deposited, and unless this Scripture were the neces-

sary corrective, by which all that presents itself to us
as tradition must be proved, and also according to

which it must become ever modified.* In the gos-

pel of John (chap. xxi. 23), we have the earliest

proof in point—how impure tradition already in the

earliest age would become, were it not fastened in

Scripture, and even explained thereby. " The pub-
licity which the Apostle here palpably claims for the

pure transmission of his original doctrine, stands,

moreover, in noticeable contrast over against the

. eil of the mysterious, in which false teachers fre-

quently envelop their doctrines.

2. As the threefold figure of the soldier, the
athlete, and the husbandman, presents to view the

culling and the burdens in the life of the minister of
the gospel, so also the calling of each individual

Clirfetian, at all times and in all places, admits easily

its reapplication.

3. The high value which the Apostle attributes

to the bodily resurrection of the Lord, here and in

other passages, is, in a remarkable way, in contrast

with the spiritualistic and indifferentistic evaporiza-

tion of this chief article of the gospel, on the side

of the modern speculative rationalism of our days.

4. " The word of God is not bound." Through
this thought, which is applicable in the widest sense,

the peculiarity of the gospel in opposition to every
human institution, even to the law of Moses, is

devoted, as well also as its rapid and unhindered
spread is explained ; while its future conquest over
every, even the greatest obstacle, is guaranteed.

5. The suffering of the witnesses for Christ was,
and is at all times, one of the most powerful agen-
cies for the furtherance of the gospel (comp. Phil. i.

12-14 ; CoL i. 24 ; 2 Cor. i. 5-7). " The sorrow as
well as the consolation of a minister of the gospel,

as of a leader in Christ's contest, extends to other
Christians for consolation and welfare. His sorrow,
in this, that each suffering for Christ, in and with
Christ, is a victory ; while persistent strength of faith

in fierce battle overcomes sin and the world in them,
the spectacle is the consolation of all who behold
their conflict, and who fight after them. And while
the witnesses for Christ again are consoled, now also,

according to the deeper experience of life, a rich

source of comfort and power streams forth from
them into the hearts of others ; " Gerlaeh.—Com-
pare Vinet's beautiful essay upon Col. i. 24 : " Le
julcle achevant lee souffrances de Jesus Christ" in his

Etudes fivangeliques, pp. 112-146.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

What and how the Christian shall suffer for
Christ.—The holy calling of the minister of the
Lord : (1.) The extent of this calling (vera. 1-7).
Presented under figures (a) of the soldier, (b) the

• [An important principle, well stated.—E. H.J

athlete, (<?) the husbandman
; (2.) motives for the

exercise of this calling (vers. 8-13) : (a) a look back*

wards (ver. 81 (b) a look around about one (vera. &,

10), (c) a look forwards (vers. ll-13).-.The grace of

the Lord Jesus Christ the true strength of Bis ova.

—Even the best Christian needs, like Timothy, con-

stant strengthening.—Scripture and tradition.—Tho

worth and the want of worth of tradition.—The

Christian teacher a soldier of Christ : (a) The enemy

against whom, (6) the Leader under whom, M the

weapons with which, (d) the crown for which he

strives.—The inevitable, necessary self-denial which

is bound up with the service of the Lord.—"Whit

the Christian teacher can learn from the husband-

man: (1.) No fruit without labor; (2.) no labor

without reward.—Hold in remembrance, that Jesoi

Christ is risen from the dead : (1.) Why shall this

be thought of? This recollection gives power to

work, to endurance, to conflict, to dying
; (2.) low

shall this be thought of? Continually, faithfully (in

a believing spirit), in joyful hope.—The word of

God is not bound, (1.) to any person who preacbei

it, (2.) to any form in which it is preached, (8.) to

any time, place, or other circumstance.—The suffer-

ing of the ministers, the gain of the congregatiocf.

—Through dying to life, through enduring to reign-

ing, through denial to being denied.—The thought

of the faithfulness of the Lord an inestimable con-

solation for His own, but likewise a most earnest

warning.—The great antithesis and the inner con-

nection between the this-side and the beyond-side in

Christian life,—The higher the calling, so much the

heavier the responsibility.— He who will win the

highest, must also venture the highest—The faith-

fulness of the Lord not bound to our onfiuthfaL

ness.

Starke : Bibl Wurt : Christians must not only

stand by Divine truth, but they must do their utmost

that it be transmitted to posterity, upon which

account they should support churches and schools,

and should help care for their preservation (2 The*,

iii. 1).

—

Cramer : Beautiful evidence of three main

articles of the Christian faith : that Christ is true

man, born of the seed of David, was really dead, and

is really risen from the dead (Luke xxiv. 6, tyf
Hedikger : The suffering and glory of Christ in

common with His members.—It belongs to the mj*

tcry of the cross of Christ, that, the more purely any

one preaches it, the more persecution, or at least

evil report of tho doctrine, he experiences on ac-

count of it

—

Quesnel : Happy, and eternally glori-

ous, are different—That God gives eternal life to

them who, for the sake of Christ, die the martyrt

death, no one doubts ; but that every Christian ia

under obligation to die with Christ through the mor-

tifying of his own pleasures and desires, and to put

to death his former sins through tho martyrdom of

penitence, is not believed, and yet it must be be-

lieved just as much as the other.

Heubwer : God has formed for Himself; oat of

weak and despised ones, the strongest instruments.

—No human power can suppress the word of God,

or hinder its course.—No rejected person will be

able to complain to the Lord, and say He has not

kept His word.

Lisco : What adorns the minister of Christ*—

Be faithful even unto death.—The picture of a good

soldier of Christ: (1.) His quality (vers. 1-7); (-)

his encouragements and strenthenings (vers. 8-13).

—Wholly to Christ do we belong in life, suffering,

and dying.—Of the conflict and of the crown of the
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Christian.

—

Palmer : The entire pericope, as an ad-

monition to Christians, confirmed.—Schroder : The
confirmation solemnity a farewell solemnity: (1.)

What is the home we thereby leave ? (2.) what is

the strange land into which we are introduced ? (3.

what staff is thereby given into our hands ?—Ver. 8,

appropriate especially to the Festival of Easter, oi

the Sunday following.

Directions to Timothy how he may become further efficient in the preservation

of the truth, and iu his conflict with error.

Cn. II. 14-26.

14 Of these things put them in remembrance, charging them before the Lord

'

that they strive not about words * to no • profit, but to the subverting of the

15 hearers. Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth
16 not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. But shun [the] profane

and vain babblings : for they will increase unto more ungodliness [for they will

17 fell into a greater measure of ungodliness]. And their word will eat as doth a

18 canker : of whom is Hymeneus and Philetus ; Who concerning the truth have
erred, saying that the resurrection is past already ; and overthrow the faith of

19 some. Nevertheless, the foundation or God 4
standeth sure [the firm foundation

of God standeth], having this seal, The Lord knoweth them that are His. And,
Let every one that nameth the name of Christ [the Lord] * depart from iniquity.

20 But in a great house there are not only vessels of gold and of silver, but also

21 of wood and of earth ; and some to honour, and some to dishonour. If a man
therefore purge himself from these, he shall be a vessel unto honour, sanctified,'

22 and meet for the master's use, and prepared unto every good work. Flee also

youthful lusts : but follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace, with [all ?]
7 them

23 that call on the Lord out of a pure heart. But [the] foolish and unlearned ques-

24 tions avoid, knowing that they do gender strifes. And the [a] servant of the

Lord must not strive ; but be gentle unto all men, apt to teach, patient [of evil],

25 In meekness 8
instructing those that oppose themselves ; if God peradventure

will give them repentance to the acknowledging [in reference to the knowledge]
26 of the truth ; And that they may recover themselves [awake to soberness] out

of the snare of the devil, who are taken captive by him at his will.

1 Ver. U.—[toS mpiov ; so Reccpla, Lachmann, Tlschendorf. The 8in. has 8«o0.-E. H.J
' Ver 14.—un \oyofta\tlv, instead of JUryo/tax"* I4 " difficult to decide upon the proper reading here. The reador

is referred to the critical comment upon the verse. [Lachmann put* a fall period after Kvpiov, and thus connects the
first clause of the sentence with the preceding section. . The new section would thus begin with ji? Aoyojiaxet. I con-

feu to a preference for this latter arrangement, «it ©to.,' *.t.A.—B. H.]
9 Ver. 14.—[The critical editions, and the Sin., read €*{.—B. H.J
* Ver. 19.—fr. ecov. Bin., r. cvpfov.—E. H.]
* Ver. 19.—(A- G. A. G., Tisohendori; Lachmann, Ood. Sin., m/plov instead of Xptorou.—E. TL]
• Ver. 21.—The Bocepta has a connecting kox aftor iiyuurtUvovt whioh is omitted properly by the critical editors

;

omitted also in the Sin.
' Ver. 22.—(Lachmann, on the strength of A. C. G., has vaVro after jwtA.—E. H. 1

• Ver. 35.—(IZeeejrti, wpa&nfr^ IIpaBnirt, Lachmann, Tischcndorf, Sin. ; in met, the Beeepla is entirely exceptional

here.—E. H.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 14. Of these things pat them in re-

membranoe, ravra foropf/unprjef. With these words
a new part of the Epistle begins, which runs through
to the end of this chapter. If the Apostle, in the

first half of the second chapter, exhort Timothy to

patient suffering, now he rouses him to vigorous

ictio*, ana communicates directions to him on the

manner and way in which especially he shall act

tgainst false teachers. The beginning of the admo-

nition refers back to vers. 11-13, since the recollec-

tion of the great judgment in the glorious appearing

of the Lord is preeminently fitted to hold any one

back from every insignificant strife of words. The
question whether the immediately following words,

dtafJMprvp6fitros Mvwv rod tcvplov, belong to the

preceding, or to the following ^ Kcryoiiaxtiv, de-

pends upon another, viz., whether the reading here

of the Rcccpta be genuine, or whether, with A. C,
Vulgat,, Ital., J5th., and the Latin church-fathers,

we must read XoyopAx** ; which last reading Lnch
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mann also has adopted, and Matthies and Huther
defended. In this event, the words tiauapr. Iv4nr.

rou Kvp. must be referred to hrouiurncKc. We
believe, nevertheless, that the usual reading, ^
Koyouax^v, ** weu on account of the number as of

the tceight of the witnesses, deserves the preference,

and that this latter was what Timothy should testify

to his hearers, ivunriov rod Kvpiov. The admonition,

not to strive about words, was more appropriate

and necessary for the surroundings of Timothy, than

for Timothy himself The Xoyouaxiai (1 Tim. vi. 4)

were much sought after and liked by the heresiarchs

of those days, since, through their dexterity in dis-

putation, they endeavored to win for themselves the

reputation of deep thinkers and forcible rhetoricians

;

against which folly, and the obscuration connected

with it, the Apostle has already, earlier, declared

himself (1 Cor. i. 17). The desire to engage in such

controversies could easily enough transfer itself from
the false teachers to the congregation, in which event

it must feel itself impelled naturally to enter the lists

in behalf of some party, and it is in so far forth not

necessary to consider this exhortation as directed

exclusive'}/ to a teacher. The reason why Paul op-

poses this perversion with so great emphasis, appears

from what immediately follows : to no profit, but
to the subverting of the hearers. This is also

an oppositional addition of an entire proposition, in

which the foregoing exhortation is enforced through
a more definite statement of the nature and result

of the said \oyouax<tr> I* (^oe8 not breed the slight-

est advantage {jcpfiaiuos only here ; comp. the for^-
ceis avoxpt\<?s k. udratoi, Titus iii. 9), but, on the

contrary, direct harm, since it calls forth just the

reverse of the desired olieotouii. KaraarpofJi =
Ko&cdptffis (2 Cor. xiii. 10), subversion, perversion,

corruption, since in this way only vanity and caprice

are awakened, and schism is nourished, which in-

deed is not the conscious aim, but is, nevertheless,

the inevitable result (M) of the deplorable Xjoyo-

paxw.
Ver. 15. Study to . . . which needeth not

to be ashamed. After the Apostle has now point-

ed out to Timothy the evils he has to contend with
in his sphere of action, he tells him what he must,
in his own person, seek to accomplish.

—

Study,
mrotocurov ; be zealously affected thereto. " Ver-

bum conveniens characteri totius epistolat ;
n Ben-

gel.—To show thyself approved unto God.
aSkiuos = spectalus, probcUus ; to be taken here
absolute, not to be connected with the following

ipydrriv. Tlapaorrjcrai t£ 0cy (comp. Rom. vl. 13,

16), not only = (vdpttrroy thai r$ 0t£, but so that

he become manifest to God as i6iciuos. In what
character he must address himself to the service of
God, appears from the words which immediately fol-

low : a workman, &c.
%

Epydrris, also Phil iii. 2

;

2 Cor. xi. 13, is used of labor in the field of the

kingdom of God. 'Aynralaxwros, he who is not
ashamed of His cause (comp. Phil. i. 20 ; 1 John ii.

26) ; strictly, barefaced, impudent ; hence, one who
does not expect confusion. " Cut sua ipsius con-

scicntia nullum pudorem incutiat," Others explain

:

one who, without being ashamed of himself, comes
forward freely for the cause of the Lord, as in chap.

\. 8, which explanation is less supported by the con-

text than the foregoing.

—

Rightly dividing the
word of truth. A more precise designation of
the laborer " approved unto God,M which has made
much trouble for the interpreters of every age. The
word of truth can be, naturally, nothing else than

the gospel which Timothy preached. 'Opdorquir,

ree'e secare ; strictly, to cut in the true direction.

In respect, now, of the question in how far this con-

ception can be applied to the \6yos rrjs oAi^dos,

we must certainly agree with De Wette, when

he says that, without proof from usage, men

have had in their minds the dissection of an

animal offered in sacrifice, or of the cutting up

of bread upon the part of the qIk6vquos. His own

view, however, that the metaphor is borrowed

originally from ploughing, admits just as little of

satisfactory proof as the other supposition, that

the figure is taken from the work of the carpenter

(Conybcare and Howson). It was likewise entirely

arbitrary when certain church-fathers (Chrysostom,

CEcumenius, Theophylact) were pleased to hare

thought of the cutting off of what was foreign, or

of false teachers ; and, least of all, is there any

ground here (Calovius, Olshausen) for supposing that

the correct distinction between the law and the

gospel is enjoined. If we weigh all maturely, De

Wette's interpretation will, in the end, have the

most in its behalf (comp. Kaiyoroufiv, nova via itut

dere). As the farmer, when he cuts crooked far-

rows, injures his field, so also the minister of the

word, who does not rightly deal with it. That also

which Paul here desires of Timothy, is just the re-

verse of the xaicnXtfair rb* \6yov rov &cov (Gal ii.

14 ; 2 Cor. ii. 17) ; and the old church-fathers were

in so far forth right when they used, now and then,

6p&oTou(a in the sense of 6p&oto£la. In any erent,

there is here an opposition to heterodidatkaUoy no

prescript for the practical conduct of Timothy, which

must be wholly adjusted to the word of God.

Ver. 16. But shun . . . unto more ungooX

ness. Of profane, empty chattering (see Onsen, on

1 Tim. vi. 20).—SAuw, wcf>it<rrouro, avoid; strictly,

go out of the way of (comp. Titus iii. 9). Why we

must go out of the way of this, the immediately fol-

lowing phrase shows: for they will increase

unto more [fall into a greater measure of] un-

godliness. 'Acrc&tlas is to be understood here cs

genitive, dependent upon M wAciop ; and the entire

expression is to be considered not merely a warning,

but also a prophecy, as chap, iii 18. The Apostle

speaks of error itself, not of loose babbling (Luther),

and especially shows how apparently pure theoretic

error has nevertheless a pernicious practical tendency.

Ver. 17. And their word will eat as doth

a canker. "The blessed Luther has translated

y&yypair* by cancer (Krebs\ but it signifies a still

more miserable evil ; because he who is afflicted

with cancer can still nevertheless preserve his life

from ten to twenty years ; but he who is smitten

with gangrene dies in a few hours, if the bmb

wherein the disease is be forthwith not cut off; for

it deprives one limb after another of life and sensa-

tion, through the entire body, the Greeks call this

disease, usually, <t<P<Lk*\ov, and amongst us it is

named gangrene" (kalte* Brand); Starke, The

lertium comparaUonis is the extensive and intensive

spread of the disease in the body of the entire con-

gregation. Jerome, in the Commentary upon the

Epistle to the Galatians: " Doctrina perversa <A

uno incipient, vix duos out tres primum in exordia

audiiores invenii, sed paulatim cancer scroti in cor-

pore."—Hymeneus and Philetus. ["That these

two were Gnostic teachers, none of the ancients do

insinuate; nor did the Gnostics teach that the

* resurrection was past already,' but that the flesh

was not fit to rise," &c ; Whitby. We should he
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cautious in making assertions about Gnosticism in

the apostolic age. The Gnostic temper was in being

then, but how much of it had come to the surface

under a distinctly Christian form is still au obscure

matter. C£ Gibbon, vol. L, chap. 15 ; Baur, Christ-

liche Gnosis, p. 36 sqq.—E. H.] Hymeneus, men-
tioned also in 1 Tim. h 20, remained in his error

;

the other (an ordinary nomen proprium, see Wet-
item on the place) is not known farther.

Yer. 18. Who concerning the truth have
erred! cKtuhs fttpi r^v toJi&tiav ii<rr6xvff*v ; lit-

erally, who. in respect of the truth, have missed the

way (De Wette); comp. 1 Tim. vi. 21 (aoroxw;
strictly, to lose or miss the good). Wherein the

core of their error consisted, the Apostle states in

the words: saying that the resurreotion is

past already. The resurrection can only be the

resurrection of the dead bodies, which Paul, upon
the ground of our Lord's own words (John v. 28,

29), teaches us to expect at the end of the pres-

ent dispensation, simultaneously with the personal

parousia of the Lord (see 1 Cor. iv. 53, 54 ; 1

Thesj. it. 13-18). It is also in the meanwhile evi-

dent, from 1 Cor. xr. 12, that already, very early, in

the congregation, there were persons to whom this

&po*tolic doctrine was offensive, and who either de-

nied it, or, through a false spiritualism, avoided it.

The view (Baur) is consequently wholly superfluous,*

that there is here a pointed reference to Marcion,

which, in that case, still further, would be a proof
against the genuineness of the Epistle. In so far as

we can learn the very earliest Gnosticism from the

genuine Epistles of 'Paul, the view contains noth-

ing improbable that already in the Apostle's time,

at Ephesus and other places, false teachers ap-

peared, who understood, what the gospel teaches of
a resurrection in the specific sense, of a spiritual

resurrection to some higher gnosis, or also to a new
Ufe in fellowship with Christ, and misapplied perhaps
eren expressions of the Apostle, as Rom. vi. 8 ; Eph.
5. 6, and other passages, for the purpose. They found,

indeed, amongst the Essenes and Therapeutic, and
still more amongst the Sadducees, manifold points of
contact, and they stood, through their morbid ideal-

ism, in principial opposition to the healthy and
vigorous realism of the apostolic preaching [Predict
= Jc^try/io, the thing preached.—E. H.], while they
also overthrow the faith of some. The hope
of the future resurrection was indeed an essential

factor of the Christian faith, and Paul always laid

the greatest stress upon it (comp., e. <;., Acts xxiv.

15). The denial of the future resurrection must also

lead to a perversion of the fact of the resurrection

of Christ, which had already taken place, and shake
to its foundations the whole fabric of the Chris-

tian faith (krarptxwy Vulg., labefactare), especially

amongst the knic&us and iurrfipucroi, of whom there

is mention in 2 Peter iii. 16.f
Yer. 19. Nevertheless, the foundation of

God, &c. " Paulus vngressu* in hanc tristem com-
mmorationem de dissipationibus Ecclesim, opponit

consolaHones duos, alteram publicam, alteram perti-

nenlem ad singulos ; " Melanchthon. It is as if the

Apostle were feeling the need of encouraging him-

* (Baur liked to find rapport for his theory of a later
fate for the competition of some of the Epistles (this
wnoagst the rest) in such allusions and hints, often en-
tirely vithont reason.—E. H.l

t [Probably the two errors which our expositor here
names as separate explanations of this passage should be
naite«L-W.r^

self, together with Timothy, with a nevertheless, like

that of Asaph (Ps. lxxiii. 1). The firm foundation

of God, however (6 p.lvroi <rrcpcbs &ep4\ios rod
BfoD), the hard foundation-stone, the firm foundation
laid by God Himself. It is incorrect to maintain
that &*p4\ios here = olicla ; rather, the foundation

'

of the building must be understood, although with
the firmness of the foundation, the firmness like

wise of the building itself is secured. Apparently
the Apostle here refers to the latter, and one can in

so far forth say that the &c/ie'\iof rod OeoD denotes
nothing else than the congregation founded by God
Himself "But Paul designates this as &tfi4\ios,

not because this expression means in itself a build-

ing, but in so far as the congregation, as it has been
established originally by God, forms only the sub-
structure of the edifice, which is to be gradually
completed ; " Huthcr. So all becomes intelligible

enough ; and it is just as useless as it is arbitrary to

think here, by &e/icAior, of believers in general
fChrysostom), or of the entire evangelical truth

(Theodoret), or of the doctrine of the resurrection

(Michaelis, Ernesti), or of the decree of election (Cal-

vin), or of the Divine promises (Ambrose), or, in a
word, of anything for which the connection, as well

as the literal meaning of the words, gives a support
equally feeble.—Standeth sure. "Effrniccv, not-

withstanding, and in spite of all human efforts to

shake or to destroy the building of God.—Having
this leal, "Ex&y tV <r<ppary7$a rahrqv. From the
remote ages, it was the custom to place inscriptions

upon door-posts, as well also as upon corner-stones

(comp. Deut. vi 9; xi. 20; Rev. xxi 14). In
other passages, also, the Apostle uses the word
o-ippayis in a metaphorical sense ; e. g., Rom. iv. 11;
1 Cor. ix. 2 ; Eph. L 10. Here, by the same word,
a superscription is signified which stands legible on
the XiSr. dc/tlA., whereby the peculiarity of the house
of God built thereupon is expressed, and also secur-

ity for its imperishable continuance is given. The
superscription is twofold (symbolnin\—perhaps with
reference to the two sides of the seal, each of which
is furnished with a special motto. The first, The
Lord knoweth them that are his, by the judg-

ment of most interpreters, an allusion to Num. xvi. 5,

LXX : "Eyiw icvpios rohs oWa* adrov. More proba-

bly, however, it is a reminiscence of the word of the

good Shepherd (John x. 14).—And, Let every one
that nameth the name of Christ [the Lord]
depart from iniquity. The second side ; accord-

ing to some, an allusion to Num. xvi. 26, or to Isa.

lit 11. A thought so simple and clear requires no
searching, however, after an Old Testament sympa-
thetic chord. To name the name of the Lord is not
precisely the same as to call upon this name for sal-

vation (Seligkeit = blessedness) (Acts ii. 21), but it

means, to confess this name as that of Christ, the

Lord (comp. 1 Cor. xiL 3). The invocation of this

name is completely inseparable from a renunciation

of unrighteousness, which, of itself, banishes the sin-

ner from the kingdom of God (Mark vii. 23). 'A&Wa
includes also here the doctrine of the false teach-

ers, in so far as this of itself leads to hrt&ua (see

ver. 18). The obverse side of the inscription re-

fers also to the highest consolation of the faithful

(Bengel: "NbvU amanter, nee nosse desinit, sed

perpetuo servat suos"), the reverse side to their

holy calling; while the union of the two pithy

sentences shows that in this way the immovable
firmness of the building of God, both upon tht

part of God and also of men, is secured perfectly
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Since the Lord knows indeed them that are His,

so also, in point of fact, He distinguishes them
from those who do not belong to Him, and will

never permit Himself to make any mistake through

the mere outside of these latter. If every one
who names His holy name must depart from all

unrighteousness, then sin can never succeed, even
when it has already crept into the temple of the

Lord, in destroying it wholly. A building which
demands holiness, carries within itself no ground of

dissolution and overthrow.

Ver. 20. But in a great house, &c To the

question whether, by the great house, we are to

think here of the whole world, or in particular of the

Christian Church, Calvin returns the proper answer

:

"Non convenit inter interprets, an domus magna
Ecclesiam tolam, an toium mundum tignifket. Ac
eontextus quidem hue potiu* not duett, ut de Eecletia

inteUigamus ; neque enim de eztranei* disputat Pau~
lu«, ted de ipsa Lei familia. Quod tamen pronwi-
t'at, generakter verum est, adeoque alUer ao eodem
Apostolo ad totum mundum extenditur."—[" It is not
settled amongst interpreters whether * great house'
signifies the Church only, or the entire world. And
the context indeed leads us rather to uuderstand
it of the Church. For Paul is not discoursing of
outside matters, but of the family of God itself.

Nevertheless, what he declares is true generally, and
so elsewhere by the same Apostle is applied to the
whole world"] (Rom. ix. 21). He expected, ap-

parently, from Timothy, the not unnatural objection

as to why evil, if only here in time, is permitted
generally within the temple of God, and is not rather

at once wholly cast forth from it. In the way of
answer, Paul refers to the fact, that with the com-
paratively large extension of this building, it cannot
well be otherwise than in other great houses; in

other words, that in a community so numerous in

membership, significant moral diversity amongst its

individual members must necessarily exist There is

no reason for thinking here exclusively of the minis-

ters of the congregation, since, rather, what is here
said can be equally well applied to its members. By
vessels of gold and of silver, we may understand
the true, the faithful, the eminent teachers and mem-
bers of the congregation ; by vessels of wood and
of earth, not the less distinguished, yet who, at the

same time, are ever upright believers (it is not neces-

sary to purify the house of such, ver. 21), but mere
Christians in name, and false teachers; in other

words, those who are represented, in the well-known
parable of the Lord (Matt, xiii.), as the tares among
the wheat, as the worthless fish in the net. The
first-named vessels are to honor, the last to dis-

honor ; not of the house nor of the proprietor, but
only in respect of themselves, in so far as they sub-

serve an honorable or an ignominious use. The
Apostle says besides, moreover, in Rom. ix. 21, that

they have been lirotfuurutya thereto. In both these

classes, as is manifest from the diverse materials here

named, there are gradation$, whereby before all it

must not be overlooked that the first are made of
imperishable, noble metal, the latter, on the other

hand, of fragile wood or earthen ware, and are not
designed for enduring, but only for temporary use,

after which they are cast aside. How often the visi-

ble Church is compared by Paul to a building, is

«iown (comp. upon 1 Thn. iii. 15).

Yer. 21. If a man therefore purge himself,
&c. " H<kc mundatio non ett desertio congregationis,

ted converrio ad Deum

;

" Melancbthon. The in-

ward separation from the evil is here denoted, with

out which there can be no moral purification (comp.

1 Cor. v. 1).—From these, can only refer to thost

persons in the congregation whom the Apostle, ii

the preceding verse, has described under the figura

tive expression, " vessels of wood and earth.*
1

The

breaking away of all fellowship with these was the

first requisite, if one would reach the high ideal of

Christian life set forth in the words that follow.—

He shall be a vessel unto honor ; consequently,

an ornament of the house of God, a living member

of the congregation, like the good wheat in the

field and the good fish in the net. The hint here

given applies, first of all, to Timothy, but then also,

in a wider sense, to all the members of the congre-

gation.

—

Sanctified—as belonging to the Lord-

land) meet for the Master's use [without the

intervening and (ical) ; see the critical remark].

ECxpv<rT0Sy here, as m chap. iv. 11 and PhiL 11,

good to use, fitted directly for the service of the

Master, for whose use, indeed, the others also—the

vessels of wood and earth—serve, but are neTerthe.

less prepared only indirectly and temporarily for the

purpose,

—

Prepared unto every good work
(comp. Eph. ii. 10). Prepared for every kind of

useful service, and also not worthless and unfruitful

on the day of the coming of Christ (2 Peter L 8, 10).

Yer. 22. Flee also youthful lusts. Would

Timothy be a vessel unto honor, then he must not

only purify himself from the corruption vtlAont

(t. *., outside of) him, but must do battle also m-

teardlg with that which was impure within him. In

this way this exhortation hangs together with the

foregoing context, without any violence. The youth-

ful lust* (Vulg., juvenilia desideria) do not consrt,

as some are pleased to fancy, in a search after nov-

elty, or in a propensity to think out new doctrines,

or to secure approbation for them (yc»rfpl(tar
y
rt*

novas moliri)—an explanation which is just as little

called for, through the context, as through the needi

of Timothy—but, as this appears also from the an-

tithesis which immediately follows, we must think

here of those lusts which usually make themselrei

felt especially in youth ; not merely of woprcfo, but

more, in a general way (Ambrose), of the vohtpttU*

mundana, by which, for the most part, we are se-

duced in the first half of our lifetime, to which, also,

inordinate enjoyment of the senses and an idle honor

belong.

—

But follow (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 11) right-

eouanesa, faith, charity, peace (
u inward fellow-

ship and concord ; " De Wette) with them that

©all on the Lord out of a pure heart The

words with them do not refer to the earlier ftfac,

but to the immediately preceding tlobnp. Timothj

ought to keep this peace with all who call upon the

name of the Lord—a qualification of believers, like

that given in 1 Cor. I 2. The calling upon the

name of the Lord is also mentioned in Acts ii. SI

;

lb. ix. 14 ; Rom. x. 12, as the peculiarity of the

confession of Christ.

—

Out of a pure heart j
con-

trast with the heretical teachers, to whom this was

wanting (comp. 1 Tim. L 6). A genuine Christian

catholicity, which is also enjoined upon Timothy,

over against all separatistic exclusiveness (sonde*

wesen). The more decidedly he must take bis stand

against certain persons, for the sake of the Lord, so

much the more shall he attach himself towards oth-

ers, with whom he feels united in the great cause,

Ver. 23. Bat the foolish and unlearned que*-

tiona avoid (comp. 1 Tim. i. 14 ; vi 4). Here also

the (rrrfjiTtis are the peculiar m*rk of the herencil
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teachers. They are foolish, papal (comp. Titus iii.

9\ since they are in themselves groundless and
weak, and are useless (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 16, where

the reverse is maintained of the Holy Scriptures)

;

properly, uneducated, uninstructed ; hence, inapt,

insipidus, and, in consequence of this, unfit also to

accomplish any good; yea, as appears from what
follows, engendering not little evil.—Knowing that
they do gender strifes* Forth from the egoistic

impulse which lies at the bottom of such (qrliaus,

necessarily spring, sooner or later, uaxal. Calvin

:

uKe ergo not placendi ambitio ad eaptandum ex tali

odentatume aratiam sollicitct, semper nobis occurrat

hoc Fault elogium, qua in tnazimo pretio hebentur

evadioneSy esse tarn insulsas eo, quod sint infruc-

tuosa, Deinde malum etiam, quod parere solen f
t

tmrimit, nee aliud dlcit, quam quod experimur quo-

tiote, eas scilicet jurganai et digladiandi prabere
maUriem"—[" Lest the ambition, therefore, of pleas-

ing seduce us to the winning of grace by such osten-

tation, this saying of Paul often occurs to us, that

questions which are held in the highest estimation

are senseless because they are unfruitful. Thus he
expresses also the evil which they are accustomed to

bring to light, nor docs he say anything else than

what we daily experience, viz., that they furnish

material for jangling and quarrelling."]

Yer. 24. And the servant of the Lord most
not strive. Everything which causes strife and
contention is, precisely upon that account, in contra-

diction with the calling of a minister of Christ, who
strives not nor cries—whose crying must not be
beard in the streets (Matt. xii. 19, 20). We scarcely

need a reminder that the Apostle does not forbid all,

but only useless and ignoble strife, all actual wrang-
ling, upon the part of the minister of the gospel

(Luther, short of the mark : Shall not be quarrel-

****).—Bat be gentle unto all (men); ffwior,

mild, gentle, benevolent, and affectionate, emphatic-

ally, towards all ; not alone towards his associates in

the faith, but towards those with whom he comes in

contact.—Apt to teach, SiXoktikSs. Not only apt,

but always ready to teach all who are willing to

*eceive instruction from him.—Patient [of evil],

hr^Uoxos; toUrans malorum (comp. Book of Wis-
dom, chap, it 19). It is not used here in respect of

troubles generally, but for the designation of patience

under every opposition, upon the part of men, as is

dear from what follows immediately.

Yer. 25. In meekness. A farther exposition

of the manner and way in which Timothy should

exhibit the temper just enjoined. In meekness, iv

vpmirr\Tt ; incorrectly joined by Luther to the pre-

ceding verse.—Instructing those that oppose
themselves. The atmBiaTt&tusyoi here designated

are, naturally, no personal opponents of Timothy

;

not, farther, unbelievers in general, but the false

teachers who, principially and diametrically, resisted

the pure doctrine of the Apostle, together, perhaps,

with such members of the congregation as were led

away through them. These must he teach, and, by
this teaching, ascertain if God poradventore will
give them repentanoe. The conversion of those

in the opposition ( Widersaeher) should be also the

supreme object of his teaching ; an object the attain-

ment of which is in the highest degree difficult, but
not in any way hopeless. God must effect this con-

version (non est enim opis humancs: molivum pa-
tien&B;" Bengel), and it first leads to the ac-
knowledging [icnowledgej of the troth, Irlyvw-

«t; here also, as in Titus -i. 1, plena et accurata

cognitio. As atiicl* is the deepest ground of their

error, so also is uerdroia the indispensably necessary

requisite in order to the attainment of a genuine
4wlyvm<ris. How desirable it is that such a usrdrota
fail not, the Apostle states in the concluding verse.

Ver. 26. And (that) they may recover
themselves, &c. Immediate result of die conver
sion wrought by God. 'Avavfi^w, to become cool

again, to awaken out of a drunken fit, to come to

one's senses again.—Oat of the snare of the
devil, it rris xcryteoj; eonstruetio pragnans, koX

fiv&wrw might be supplied. Here also, as in Epb.
iv. 27 ; vi. 1 1, the devil is represented as an author

of evil : in his snares (mcyftfs), t. e., by his entice-

ments, are the false teachers not only led cap-

tive, but also delivered over into slumber. They
have also a twofold need—to be awakened, and to

be delivered.—Taken captive by him, iiwypnui-
vot for* avrou; made prisoners alive by him; t. *.,

the devil. Designation of their actual moral com
dition.—At his will, tts rb iicslvov Mkriua. In
the judgment of some, this is spoken of the will of

God ; according to others, of that of Satan, The
latter, indeed, is the most probable, judging accord-

ing to the entire connection ; and Utlvov can very

well refer to the same subject as avrov (see De
Wette). The captives here referred to are also

ensnared through Satan to do his will ; ad illius. sc.

seductoris tyranni voluntatem peragendum. Just

this thought of the unhappy fate of those "that
oppose themselves " should dispose one to the gen-

tleness enjoined in vers. 24, 25, which otherwise is

difficult enough.

IXXTTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. To the duty rightly to divide the word of

truth, belongs, in the broader sense of the word, not

only the representation of the truth in the form
most appropriate thereto, but likewise a represen-

tation and development of its contents, which is

directed and sustained by the Spirit of Truth in all

particulars. " Nihil praftermittere, quod dicendum
su\ nil adjicere de suo, nil muUlarc, discerpere, tor-

quere, deinde diligenter spectare, quid feral audito-

rum captus, quidquid denique ad adificationwn con-

ducat ;
n Beza.

2. The rapid growth of evil, and the slow

progress of good, as the experience of all centuries

in the history of the kingdom of God shows, is a

convincing proof of the inner untruth of Pola*

gianism.

3. The denial of the resurrection can be made
under manifold forms, and its apparent force is

partly founded In the fact, that the proper distinc-

tion is not made between resurreciio carnis et cor-

poris. [This is a pregnant suggestion for American

preachers.—E. H.] The declaration of Paul (1 Cor.

xv. 50) should just as little be thrown into the shade

as the promise (in vers. 53, 54). This denial, how-

ever, is always conjoined with a misconception of

the great truth which is the key to the entire biblical

eschatology.— Bodily form (Leiblichkeil = bodili-

ness = that of which body can be predicated) is

the scope of God's way3. [A saying of Oetinger.—

P. 8.]

4. Paul is just as far removed from a narrow-

hearted separation as from an unchristian syncretism.

No outward separation, but an inward purification

from everything which is perverted in the visible
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congregation of the Lord, is here also his motto.

As strongly as he declares himself against all false

and violent union with those of whom we are con-

vinced that they do not build on the same founda-

tion with ourselves, he is equally decided against the

donatistic effort to erect a perfected separatists

church, and so to cut off all the tares, as if the field

were already the granary. [It is surprising how this

patent teaching of the Bible is still obscured.*

E.H.]
5. It is a proof of the profound wisdom of the

Apostle, in teaching, that he enjoins upon Timothy
no high, rare virtues, for the exercise of which op-

portunity presents itself only extremely rarely, but

precisely such as can be required also of the least

important disciples of the Lord, and which can come
anew daily into exercise. ** Never should a minister

of the Lord allow himself to be betrayed to neglect

or to despise these simple attributes of an ordinary

Christian, for the sake of other pretended excel-

lences."

6. The often diversely answered question, in

how far the carrying on of controversy is per-

missible in the minister of the gospel, is here set

forth in its true light by the Apostle (vers. 2, 3 et

*eq.). If our love bo true, *. <?., a holy love, it is

impossible for it to preserve an indifferent bearing

over against error and sin ; and Augustine is right

in his saying: "Melius est cum servUate diligere

quam cum lenitate dtcipere.v On the other side, we
must distinguish clearly between persons and things,

and our sympathy become aroused, just through

reflection upon the unhappy condition of the erring.

Hence, he who cannot bear calmly and reply with

dignity to contradiction, is just as little fitted for the

ministry of the gospel, as the physician, would be for

his profession who would allow himself to become
moved by the abusive speech of a patient in fever-

delirium, either to forsake the sick-bed, or to hurl

back the abuse.

7. The minister of the gospel must not be afraid

of the conflict with the wisdom of the world. That
is a great expression of Gregory the Great, viz.

:

" Deus prima collegit indocto*, postmodum phifoso-

phos, nee per oratores docuit piscatores, sed per
piscatores subegit oratores."—[" God first gathered

the unlearned, afterwards philosophers ; nor has He
taught fishermen by orators, but has subdued ora-

tors by fishermen."—E. H.]

HOMILETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.

Not a strife about words, but a strife about prin-

ciples, is the true strife in the sphere of God's king-

dom.—The Christian principle of utility as the

measure of everything which shall or shall not be
defended.—As much as a man is before God, so

much is he really and truly.—Preach also that thou

mayest please God (a very noble homiletical prin-

ciple of Theremin).—Not only the wheat, but tares

also must grow.—The denial of the resurrection an

unchristian error.—Error is manifold, truth. but one.

—The rule of Frederic the Great : Let every one get to

heaven d sa facon,—Before the tribunal of Paul the

Great.—The divine structure of the Church: (L)

The architect ; (2.) the foundation
; (3.) the inscrip-

tion.—Grounds of tranquillity amid the attacks with

which the divine structure of the Church is threat-

ened : (1.) It is a building of God
; (2.) the Lord

knoweth them that are His
; (8.) let every one that

nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity.

—

The temporary union of true believers and of nomi

nal Christians in the same community: (1.) Ac
original fact

; (2.) an invaluable benefit
; (3.) an

earnest alarm-voice for both.—Every separatistic

impulse a precipitate anticipation of the final sepa-

ration in the future.—The Christian should be just

as little indifferent as impatient of the tares in the

field.—The value of the fellowship of the saints in

the days of increasing strife.—Avoiding and seeking

united in the same life.—Our Christianity cannot be

simple and practical enough.—In how far the minis-

ter of the gospel may strive, and in how for he mar

not—He who will be anything to many, must wish

to be all things to all.—Conversion of the heart, the

way to a purer illumination of the vnderstandi*g<—

God bestows conversion, yet not without instruments

(means) ; without our merit, but not without our co-

operation.—The demonic background of much ap-

parently very profound error.—Sight of the unhap-

piness of many opposers of the truth must more us

to so much the deeper sympathy with their perver-

sities.

Starke : Cramer : A preacher must often repeat

an exhortation, because we dwell in a land of forget-

fulness.

—

Hedinger : We should distinguish well

between doctrine and people. All kinds of food are

not suited to every one. What is best, can become

poison through a hurtful misuse upon the part of the

hearer. Alas 1 that through much confusion upon

this point, the ministry of the word must become to

many a savor of death.—Skill in disputation is useful

in the preservation of the truth; but it becomes

misapplied in the palliation of lies (Prov. xxii. 24,

25; 2 Kings xxi. 9, 11).—Cramer: The doctrine

against the resurrection is the way to more error*,

yea, to the greatest evils.—Every age has, usually,

its special defects, to which before all others it is

inclined.—Towards erring opponents of the troth,

we must use patience and gentleness, just as towards

the drunken and the insane (chap. ii. 24).

Heubner : Strife and contention must be bated

by the Christian.—The opinion of Hymeneus and

Philetus is pernicious : (1.) If the body in itself be

the source of evil, then evil is not the guilt of free

will : (2.) if the dead do not rise, the resurrection

of Christ, and (3.) all resurrection, and all immortal-

ity are uncertain.—The virtues which Timothy should

desire are just those which are over against youthful

failings.—Lisco : In the Church of Christ there is a

mixture.—The right preaching of the gospel : (1.)

That from which it keeps itself free (vers. 16-18};

!2.) that upon which it lays emphasis (vers. 19-21);

3.) that by which it is sustained (vers. 22-26).—In

what does the glory of the temple of God consist?
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VL

Prophecy of grievous times, and warning against dangerous, false teachers.

Ch. in. 1-9.

1, 2 This know 1
also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. Foi

men* shall [will] be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud,

3 blasphemous, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy. Without natural affec-

tion,' truce-breakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are

4 good, Traitors, heady, high-minded [puffed up ?] lovers of pleasures more than

5 lovers of God; [,] Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof:

6 from such .turn away. For of this sort are they which creep into houses, and
7 lead captive

4
silly women * laden with sins, led away with divers lusts ; Ever

8 learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. Now as

Jannes and Jambres • withstood Moses, so do these also resist the truth : men
9 of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith. But they shall proceed ne
further : for their folly shall be manifest unto all men, as theirs also was.

1 Ver. l.—fyfrwffrc. ywuvicm is the reading adopted by Lachmanii, after A. G-. Huther inclines to this. Th«
Qsoal readjng is retained by Tiachendorf, is in the 8in. v and is defended by our author.—E. H.]

9 Ver. 2.—(Cod. 8in. omits the Article before artatvot.—E. H.J
» Ver. 3.—(ampyoi ; omitted in Cod. Sin.—E. H.]
* Ver. 6.—(aiypaA»T«iforr«f. The weight of authority is in mvor of aixpaAttrt^omft adopted by Griesbaoh,. Laoh
in, Tisehendorf; Huther, Wordsworth, &c—E. H.]
* Ver. d.—The article tA of the Reeepta is not genuine.
* Ver. i.—[VulgM Jfamftro.-E. H.]

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. This know alio (comp. 1 Tim. iv. 1).

Tbe Apostle passes on now to a new part of his

Epistle, which proceeds regularly on to chap. iv. 5.

Just as, in the first chapter, he directed a glance

over Timothy's past life, and, in the second chapter,

communicated to him weighty hints and doctrines

for the present, so now he turns towards the future,

whue at the same time he once yet again enjoins

upon him, for his consideration, the admonitions

already given, through reference to the speedy ap-

proach of troublous times. As in 1 Tim. iv. 1, he
had foretold in what style the falling away from
the faith would reveal itself, so now he announces

the outward immorality which would be coupled

with this failing away, notwithstanding the preserva-

tion of the Christian name and of Christian forms.

What the Apostle here communicates is not a mere
subjective supposition, but wholly, as in 1 Tim. iv.

1, the fruit of a revelation of the Spirit.—In the
last days, iw iaxdreus iiptpais. Not a statement,

in a general way, of the Christian era, as, e. g., Acts
ii. 17 ; Heb. I. 1, but in particular of the last days

of this era, which precede immediately the last, per-

sonal Parousia of the Lord (1 Peter i. 6 ; 2 Peter iii.

8). The Apostle also directs the attention of Timo-
,thy expressly to a world-period still future, the germs
of which, nevertheless, were then visible (see vera.

6, 9), though it must not be forgotten that he ex-

pected the return of the Lord as nigh at hand.

—

Perilous times shall come, ivarficrovrat ; not =
immincbunt

y
but = aderunt, days of which the word

(Eph. v. 16), " Ubi vix reperias, quid agae
y

n
sliall be

applicable in full force.

Ver. 2. For men shall be, &c. Such men as

18

the Apostle here describes, there have been at air

times, and the Apostle does not say that they will

be then such for the first time, nor that all men
without exception shall be such, but he describes

(cxcepiie exeipiendi*) the moral-spiritual physiogno-

my of the times which he beholds approaching, in

which the beneficent influence of the gospel upon
the heart, the household, and the daily life will be
less seen than in the apostolic age.—Lovers of
their own selves, <pi\avroi (oVa| \ty6p.). Origi-

nal cause of all wickedness, so that they make their

own I the centre of their thinking, feeling, willing,

and doing.—Covetous, <fuxdpyvpoi ; wholly like the

Pharisees (Luke xvi. 14 ; comp. 1 Tim. iii. 3).

—

Boasters, &\d(oy<s ; noisy self-assertore, like criers

in the markets, who rove about everywhere. Am-
brose, itisolente*.— Proud, fofp^woi ; who not-

only plume themselves at all times upon their own
advantages, but also look down contemptuously upon'

others.—Blasphemers, fikirffi/iot (1 Tim. i. 13);
used specially in reference to God, employed here-

more generally.—Disobedient to parents (comp..

Rom. i. 30), where, in like manner, several of the

corruptions here named are stated. Tbe rejection

of lawful authority is also, in Jude 8, a distinguish-

ing trait of the antichristian way of doing, and is

here, moreover, adduced as the source of the sins

now to be mentioned.—Unthankful, ^xdptcrroi
\

men who will know nothing of thanks for heavenly

or for earthly benefits (comp. 1 Tim. i. 9 ; Luke vi
85).— Unholy, hv6<rioi\ profane, irreligious, to

whom nothing holy is holy.

Ver. 3. Without natural affection, foropyoi ;

not only tine affeclione (Vulg.), but sine affecdone

naturali (comp. Rom. i. 31).— Truce-breakers,
OOToySoi; "as well those who will make no com
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pact, as those also who do not hold to a compact
they have made—breakers of agreements

;

M Huther.

—False accusers, Sid&oKoi (l Tim. ill. 11 ; Titus

ii. 8).—Incontinent, iueparets ; who cannot control

Jiemselves (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 5).—Fierce, krfapoi ;

untamed, wild.—Despisers of those that are
good, kpOsAyc&oi ; for the opposite, see Titus i. 8.

Ex&pol mafrbs byc&oii ; Theophylact.

Ver. 4. Traitors, vpoZ6rcu ; not openly (which

would conflict with ver. 6), but men with whom
neither truthfulness nor faith is found.—Heady,
TporercTr ; rash, fickle (Acts xix. 86), men under the

influence of their prejudices, who do not act accord-

ing to high principles, but by the pressure of cir-

cumstances.— High-minded, rerv^o>fi4yoi (comp.

1 Tim. iii. 6 ; vi. 4), beclouded wholly through vain

self-delusion.—Lovers of pleasures more than
lovers of God, <pi\tfovoi imXXov I) <pi\6&€oi ; who
pursue pleasure more than they ask after God (comp.
1 John ii. 15 ; Rom. xvi 18 ; Phil, iii 18).

Yer. 5. Having a form of godliness, from;
pSpfoMriv cvffcfclas. M6p<poMTis stands here as an-

tithesis to substance (Wiesinger) ; and also, observ-

ing, in thorough pharisaic style, the forms of the ser-

vice of God with the neglect of the essence of the

thing.—But denying the power thereof (viz.,

t. ffarciScfar), tV 8* Zlva^iv avrrjs tyrnfttyoi ; so

that they not only miss the power of godliness, but
wilfully reject it (comp. the delineation of false

prophets, Matt vii. 15-20). With these last traits,

in a measure the summary of all the preceding, into

which they resolve themselves as into a higher unity,

the Apostle ends this large register of sins.—From
suoh turn away, *al rofoovs avorpivov. He says,

therefore, without any qualification, 'Axorpbreadw
;

occurring here only = cxrpeirfff&cu, aversari (1 Tim.
vi 20). When we compare this unqualified admo-
nition with the requisition to gentleness which is

given in chap. ii. 24-26, in respect of the erring, it

becomes clear that the Apostle had in his mind there

entirely different men from those here. But if one
ask how he could warn against such men with so
great assurance, it becomes obvious, from ver. 6,

-that he already recognized their vpotyifiot and spirit-

ual kith in the immediate neighborhood of Timothy.
Ver. 6. For of this sort, &c. Such will these

persons be, for that can be seen from their forerun-

ners already at hand.—Which creep into houses,
ivHvovrts *ls rks oIkIos. It is known within what
narrow limits, in the East, mutual intercourse be-

tween the sexes was confined. The evil-minded per-

sons here designated would venture, so much the

less, to carry on their designs publicly, since they

not only had an evil conscience, but would, besides,

endeavor to preserve the appearance of godliness

most carefully (ver. 5).—And lead captive silly

women, yvvatfcdpia ; designation of a measurably
contemptible class of females ; the slighting expres-

sion denotes their weakness, and the ease with which
they are led astray Aixpa\*rffc<r, strictly to make
captive in war ; here, to bind to one with body and
soul. Calvin : " Dicit, eas captivas duci, propterea

quod variis artificiis ejusmodi pseudo prophetce eas

sibi obnoxias redduiit, partim curiose omnia rimando,
partim blandiendo"—Laden with sins, a*<revpw-

utva a/xaorlcus (comp. Rom. xii. 20) ; cumulates pee-

catie, ana are thereby so inconstant that they lend

an car readily to false teachers, who promise them
rest through the enticing discourse of a wisdom con-

cealed yet from others.—Led away with divers
lusts, &rv6utva ix&vutais vouct\cus. Over against

the awakened conscience stands ever the governing

sinful passion, which seeks satisfaction in a system

set forth and lauded by unprincipled teachers (Ten.

1-5). As the Lord already accused, in His day, the

Pharisees, and those learned in the Scripture, of a

like thinking and acting (Matt. xiii. 14), especially in

respect of widows, so also was it the business of the

false teachers, in the days of Paul, to operate, before

all, upon women. They were most easily led; it

the same time, also, they were instruments for the

gratification of the sensual desires of their corrupt-

ers ; and when once they became bound, body sad

soul, to their cause, they could soon, in their tun,

win new adherents. From different testimonies of

the church-fathers, made with allusion more or less

explicit to this word of the Apostle, it appears that

the ancient heretics availed themselves especially of

this instrumentality in the furtherance of their de-

signs. In this respect, the passage of Jerome, in his

letter to Ctesiphon. is classical: "Simon Maya
hares in condiait aajutus auxilio Helena merttridt;

Nicolaus Antiochenus, conditor*omnium imvm&
tiarum, ehoros duxit famineos; Mareion qwotu

Romano pramisit mulierem ad majorem latewem,

Apdles ThUemonem comiiem haouii; Montam
Friscam el MaximUlam primum auro com/pit^ dt-

inde haresi polluU ; Arius, ut orbetn dedperd, ton-

rem principio ante decepit. Donatus LuctUa ooiim

aajutus est% Mpidium cotcum Agape coca mail,

I'Hseilliano juneta fuii GaUa.v—"Simon Magus

founded his heresy by the help of Helena, a prosti-

tute ; Nicolaus of Antioch, the founder of all im-

purities, led about troops of women ; Mareion also

sent in advance a woman to Rome for his greater

pleasure; Apelles had Philumena for a compan-

ion ; Montanus first corrupted Prisca and Man-

milla with gold, and then polluted them with heresy;

Arius, that he might deceive the world, deceived fin*

the sister of his prince ; Donatus was aided by the

fortune of Lucilla ; the blind Agape led the blind

Elpidius; Galla was allied to Priscillian."— [Bnt

Jerome himself sought and enjoyed especially the

association of women. If it be true that hereaiarchs

have been aided by them, it is equally true that they

have rendered, in all ages of the Church, valuable

assistance in all good work.—& H.]—Silly women

(ywauedpta = little women [perhaps, according to

the modern phrase, small specimens of the sex.—

E.H.]).
Ver. 7. Ever learning, and never able to

come, &c. A fine irony, which renders the Apos-

tle's inward hatred of this sham-holy life all the

more conspicuous. Because learning is not the

actual design in the intercourse of these women

with the false teachers named here, but only the

means and excuse for the gratification of their anfol,

bad desire, they never come to an end with it—And

never able to come to the knowledge of the

truth, because moral receptivity, the disposition of

the heart, which, according to John vii. 17, is grant-

ed, fails them wholly. Calvin: "Discuia\ vti**t

curiosa
y
deinde animo inqtdeto, sed iia, ut **W

unqtiam certi nee vert assequantur. Jfoe evttm

praposterum est studium, cui non respondet ***"*[%

Quamquam videntur sibi tales egregie topers ttd

nihil est, quod sciunt, dum veritatem non tcnent, qv&

fundamentum est omnis sciential"

Ver. 8. Now as Jannes and Jambres. Fwl

shows, by an example, still more P*^^**^
Jj*J

relation in which known misguided minds had placed

themselves towards Christian truth. Jannes and
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Jembra, according to the Jewish tradition, were the

chiefs of the Egyptian magicians, who tried their

aits over against the wonders of Moses, and thereby

held Pharaoh back from faith in the word, and from
obedience of the command of God. According to

the legend, they were brothers (the names were
written variously ; «. g.t

'ludvtnjs instead of 'lavyijSy

ud Haft$p^s instead of 'lafifiprjs), sons of Balaam,
first the teachers, afterwards the opponents of Moses,

and who perished also in the Bed Sea during the

permit of the Israelites (see Wetstein on the place).

As to the question how the Apostle could have come
into possession of the statements here given, Origen
answered that he had derived it from aliber seeretus.

Theodoret, on the other hand, that he had become
acquainted with it from Jewish tradition, and from
revelation of the Holy Ghost It is worthy of re-

mark, that not only Jewish, but also heathen writers

(Pliny and Numenius), mention both names; whence
we may properly conclude that this tradition must
have been pretty generally diffused, and from these

grounds may also assume that Paul, as he elsewhere
quotes Greek authors and cites proverbial expres-
sions, so also he derived something for once out of
the not always muddy source of Jewish tradition

;

which, moreover, he does not use, while he appeals
to it, to prove anything doubtful, but only to repre-
sent his meaning more distinctly through reference
to traditionary names and actions, the correctness of
which may, in other respects, remain uncertain.
When he says, Now as Jannes and Jambres wlih-
aW Moses, tv rp6vov

y
it is not indispensably neces-

sary thence to conclude that the false teachers, who
vere opposing themselves, made use of the same
JKttftt as Jannes and Jambres ; but it can just as
well signify that they did the tame with like furious-

Mai We cannot, however, pronounce the former
riew utterly incredible, when we think of Simon
Magos, of Elymas the sorcerer, of the vagabond
&ril*conjmrers amongst the Jews, and of the de-
ceiving magical art practised from of old at Ephesus
(eomp. Acts xix. 19). Amid the wide extension of
Chaldasan wisdom and art in those days, and taking
into accoint the immoral character of the false teach-
«s here branded, it is probable a priori that they
*oaU not have been ashamed of such instrumentali-
ties, which were eminently fitted to work upon the
senses and the fantasy, and also found a powerful
tapport in the superstition of the multitude.—Men
ofcorrupt minds, tcartip&apixivoi rby rovv (comp.
1 Tim, vi. 5). The Apostle has in his mind not the
darkening of the understanding, but the moral base*
fleas of their disposition.—Reprobate concerning
the faith, iMtufioi **p\ r)\v irl<mv ; who are not, in
respect of the faith, in condition to stand the tests

(Titus i. 16)—the natural result of the moral dis-

order which was delineated in the immediately pro-
dding words. Over against this temporary suprem-
acy of error and of sin, the Apostle has occasion to
remind both himself and Timothy that this power
will not last forever.

Yer. 9. Bat they shall prooeed no farther.
This positive assurance does not at all contradict the
opposite warning (chap. ii. 16), and the prophecy
(hat follows (ver. 13). Here the Apostle speaks of
fbe outward result ; there, on the other hand, of the
intrusive^ advance from bad to worse. Not without
reason did Luther often apply these words to the
pnests of Rome. Bengel : " Non proficiuni am-
tf****

m
qvamauam ipsi. et eorum similes profieiarU

i* pejus." The history of most heresies actually

teaches that error constantly spreads, but that the
eyes of many are thereby opened so much the
quicker. Comp. Conybeare and Howson on this

place. We must expect this here, no less than with
the Egyptian magicians, just because absurdity and
unrighteousness so often overstep all bounds.—-Fo*
their folly shall be manifest onto all men, as
theirs also was (comp. Ex. viiL 18, 19 ; ix. 11).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. As Peter and John, so also the Apostle Paul,

towards the close of his life, becomes prophet, and
announces the remote destinies and the future of the
Church. The apostolical Charisma completes itself

in the prophetic The general delineation of the

crimes in the last days, which the Saviour Himself
(Matt, xxiv.) has given, is not mechanically repeat-

ed, but is enriched with a number of new traits. It

is here also revealed that the optimistic view of the
World, which expects but a continuous triumph of
humanism, an advance steadily to a higher freedom,
culture, and dignity in the future, cannot stand be-

fore tho tribunal of Scripture.

2. It is a remarkable revelation of the divine

Nemesis, that they who, with the denial of the faith,

begin not seldom with the beautiful phrase, that

they are zealous for morality, and wish to maintain
the morals of the gospel, while they reject dogma,
just upon this road advance gradually to the most
decided immorality. He who digs out the tree, can-

not also enjoy the fruit Emancipation from all

authority theoretically, leads practically to the pro-

mulgation of the rights of the flesh.

3. It is a remark as demonstrable as it is humili-

ating, that as the truth, so also error and sin have
found ever a powerful support in the weaker sex
(comp. 1 Tim. ii. 14). There lies in the womanly
character the foundation, as for the highest develop-

ment of the power of faith, so also for the highest

revelation of the power of sin (comp. Rev. xvii.).

Josephus also states that the Pharisees especially had
found much support amongst the women (" Antiq.,"

17, 2). Compare the account, moreover, of the rich

Fulvia of Rome, who was induced, by two Jewish
impostors, to furnish a considerable sum of gold,

under the supposition that it was for the temple at

Jerusalem (18, 3).

4. The opposition of the Egyptian magicians
against Moses was in no wise the fruit merely of
human cunning and deception, but was the work of
daemonic powers out of the kingdom of darkness,

which, as a new period for the kingdom of God
began with Israel's redemption, revealed its force in

increased measure, and employed the magicians as

its instruments.

5. " The battle of wickedness against the truth is

from the beginning; the whole world-history is a
struggle between the kingdoms of light and of dark-

ness. Jannes and Jambres are a type of all seducers

and deceivers, as Moses is a type of all faithful wit-

nesses of the truth. How does hostility to the truth

manifest itself? At first, the truth and its witnesses

are rendered suspicious, and there is complaint of
,

falsehood and error. Then, a counterpart of the

truth is set up—a phantom, which is decked out

with all deceiving attire. At last, the witnesses for

the truth are attacked with persecution ;
w Heubner.

6. Just because error becomes more scandalous

the longer it lasts, do its defenders find it impossible
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to cany it on permanently. Its triumph becomes its

overthrow. Error is a palace of ice, which at last

must melt and tumble down necessarily, when but

one ray of the sunlight of truth penetrates it

7. If the sins here designated be, in and of

themselves, so abominable, they are still worse when
they are revealed in a preacher of the gospel The
word of Baxter to his brethren is of force here:
" When Satan has led you to destruction, then surely

he employs you to lead others to destruction. Oh,
what a victory does he think he has won, when he
has made a preacher corrupt and faithless, when he
has entangled him in the snares of covetousness, or

of some offence. He will boast against the whole
Church, and say :

4 These are your holy preachers

!

Tou see how it ends with their strictness, and whither
they come with it

!
' He will boast against Christ

Himself, and say :
' These are your heroes ! I can

make Thy best servants false to Thee—Thine own
stewards deceive Thee,' " &c.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

True love does not conceal danger, but warns
against it—In how far can the doctrine (EccL vii.

10), even in the sphere of Christianity, avail in

respect of the ever-increasing sin and misery of the

future ?—The higher the sun rises, so much the more
does it lift vapors from the earth.—Egoism the source
of all evil.—The relation in which children are accus-

tomed to place themselves towards their parents, is

also a sign of the time, and a measure for judgment
of their inner sentiment towards God.—The differ-

ence and the agreement of false prophets in the dif-

fering centuries of Christianity.—The show and the
power of godliness: (1.) How often does the one
take on outwardly the form of the other

; (2.) how
it is possible to distinguish each from the other.

—

Whence comes it that the errors of a false Gnosis
have, at all times, found so much sympathy in many
women's hearts ?—The blending of religiosity with
refined sensuousness.—Resistance of the truth : (1.)
Its weapons : (2.) its sworn comrades

; (8.) its stub-

bornness; (4.) its final fate.—Also even in the
sphere of error, nothing new under the sun (EccL i.

9, 10).—The truth triumphs often late, but never-

theless surely at last—The power and the impotence

of error.

Starki: Spkkxr: Self-love is twofold: (L) A
proper and divinely commanded (Matt nil 89);

(2.) an unrighteous and sinful—False accusers tie

hateful in name and deed ; they are <Uab<A, devils,

and have the devil's trick.—To be rash, and to rush

on, to the injury of another, belongs to the cor-

rupted being of the world.—Show, pomp, and osten-

tation of Christianity enough, but there is dearth of

what is best—What is shell, without kernel!—One

cannot get rid utterly of bad people, otherwise oie

must leave the world ; enough that one knows their

wickedness, and abstains from their scandalous wan,

and avoids as much as possible their society (1 Cor.

v. 10).

—

Hedingkr: The more dangerous it is for

women in the world, so- much the more must they

keep watch over themselves, and implore God for

assistance amid temptations (Ps, cxliii. 101— [Comp.

Monod's famous Sermons, "La femmef Serwm,

troitibne Sirie, Paris, 1859.—E. H.]—Let no one

think, when he has carried on his rascality for a long

while, that he will go forever without hindrance and

puiiishmeDt—Errors and false doctrines have indeed

the show of truth, but the mask is easily torn off

them (1 Tim. iv. 1-6).—Cramer : If the magvcUa

of Pharaoh could not hinder the purpose of Moses,

God will carry on His work indeed, notwithstanding

the devil still blocks its way so often.

Heubmr : How does the Christian judge of his

own time ?—The Christian understands his own age

best—Never can one vice remain alone.—The cor-

rupt heart makes itself averse to the good.—When

the most powerful agencies for improvement are at

work, then, by the rejection of them, must the

result be a correspondingly scandalous deterioration.

—On the part of many, employment with religion is

a sort of pastime and amusement ; dispositions so

formed always rove, and never come home.—To s

true faith belongs a true upright heart—The fate of

the old enemies of the truth gives consolation to the

friends of truth.

Lisco : Of the false teachers of the last days:

(1.) Of their moral corruption ; (2.) of their frightful

end.—Of the tares in the Lord's Chnrch.-<Fast-

day Sermon) : Of the shadow-side of life, which we

recognize in the light of the gospel.

TO

Warm praise of Timothy on account of his better disposition, and incitement

to continue therein.

Ch. HI. 10-17.

10
^
But thou hast fullv known ' [followed] my doctrine, manner of life, purpose,

11 faith, long-suffering, charity, patience, Persecutions, afflictions, which came upon

me at Antioch, at Iconium,1
at Lystra ; what persecutions I endured : hut out

12 of them all the Lord delivered me. Tea, and all that will [desire to] live

13 godly* [piously] in Christ Jesus shall [will] suffer persecution. But evil men

14 and seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving and being deceived. Bat

continue thou in the things which thou hast learned and hast been assured et,
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15 knowing of whom thou hast learned them ; [,] And that from a child thou hast

known the holy Scriptures, which are able to make thee wise unto salvation

16 through faith which is in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is given by inspiration

of God,6 and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof/ for correction, for instruo-

17 tion in righteousness : [,] That the man of God may be perfect [complete],

thoroughly furnished unto [for] all good works [every good work].

* Ver. 10.—[Soo the exposition. Iaohmann reads, vapipoAoi&ipra? ; so likewise the Cod. Sin. Wordsworth agreei
rith Tlechcndort, and rends «-api)*oAov0ijieaf, port—E. H.)

* Ver. 11.—(The spelling here in the Cod. Sin. is peculiar : Avrioxiq, tixovuf.—E. H.)
8 Ver. 12.—(Cod. bin., &v cva-cft**, instead of the usual order ; so also A., Orig.—E. H.l
* Ver. 14.—With A. C F. G., and others, row, instead of rivoe, must be read. Also Lachmann, Teschendorf,

Cod. Kin.
* Ver. 16. -(Vulg., " Omm's Scriptura divtnUus inxpirata utilU est," &c. Murdock's Syriao-English Version : " Al

rripture that was written by the Spirit is profitable," &c. Origen onoe (quoted by Huther), 6«6wevoTo* ofcra, «ty£Upof
ten. Bishop Pearson: "All scripture wis given," &c. ("Creed," Am. ed., p. 490). Wordsworth's critical note upon
this passage is simply amazing. See the place, vol. fi., p 477. lie renders : "Every portion of Scripture being inspired
(•'. t, because it is inspired), is also profitable," and makes it apply not only to the Old Testament, but also to all the
boob of the New Testament, which wore written before A D. 67.—The following, by tho lato Henry Kolson Coleridge,
vho edited 8amuel Taylor Coleridge's "Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit," may interest the reader (pp. 96, 07):
"The English version is: * All scripture is given by Inspiration of God, and is profitable,' &c And in this rendering
of the original, the English is countenanced by the established version of the Dutch Reformed Church : * AUe de Sctirift

vmwt jocrrpir**/ u, utomum +i+ov*t imw, m**h« cow uu, «bv* mjj jjuuivi • xnnri uw fcTww y ». w/i uvii ortycycw<, «•» wvhm€
«r,» Jkc And by Calmet : * Tout* PEcrilure, qui est inspires de Dieu, est utile,* &c. And by the common Spanish
treaslatton: l Toda Escrilura, divinamenlc inspirada, es utilpara ensefiar,' &c. This 1* also tho rendering of the
Srriac (Pesch.), and the Arabic version, and is followed by Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and most of the Fathers.
See the note in Oriesbach. Tertullian represents the sense thus : ' Legimus, Omnen Scripluram, xdiflcalione habitem,
4ifimtust inspirari, De Habit. Mai., c. iii. Origea has it several times, 0«fari«v<rTo? ov<ra, «ty&tp<fc ion, and once as
in the received text."—E. H.]

* Ver. 16.—(Lachmann reads {Arypor, after A. C. O., instead of £Acyxor ; so, too, Sin. The meaning is the name.-
E.H.J

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 10. But thou, &c, Tv tl But thou; with

these words the Apostle returns to Timothy, not to

praise him unnecessarily, but to appeal to Timothy
himself, as to it witness, that his teacher and friend

had walked an entirely different path from that of

those false teachers. The recurrence to the example
famished him by the Apostle (vers. 10-13) serves to

introduce also the exhortation to enduring fidelity

(vers. 14-17).-—Thou hast fully known my doc-
trine, T<s/»)4roAotoi}<ra* (after A. 0. F. 6.; Tisch-

endorf has, after D. E. L K., and others, vapTjKo-

Xsfoqicas, as in 1 Tim. iv. 6); either, thou hast

sttended to my doctrine, &c, as an eye-witness (or

in thought), or, Thou hast followed my doctrine,

tc^Bsu it were a pattern. The latter most proba-

Wr. " Tbe Apostle's fc&urxoAioi, &c, are regarded

u the leaders by which Timothy allowed himself to

be directed in the course of his life—guiding stars,

is U were, which he followed ; " (Huther).—Man-
ner of life, Tj) ly*yn (comp. Esther ii. 20) ;

general

designation of the rule of conduct pursued by Paul,

tbe ratio vivendi et agendi (Luther : " My way ").

—

Purpose, Ty wpe&eVci (comp. Acts xl 23) ; the de-

cided resolution of the heart to remain true to the

high calling of his life.—Faith, long-suffering,

charity, patience- There is nothing incongruous

in the thought that Timothy also had suffered for tbe

cause of Christ, but under this suffering, true to the

example of Paul, had been as little discouraged as to

allow himself to be allured into resistance. The
mention of the facotiorfi gives the Apostle occasion

for a still more definite communication respecting

the circumstances in which this Christian virtue had

Bardcolariy served his turn.

Ver. 11. Persecutions, afflictions, &c. (comp.

S Cor. xt 24-28 ; Col. L 24, and other places).

—

Which came unto me at Antioch, at Ioonium,
at Lystra (comp. Acts xiii. 60. ; xiv. 19). The
question has been asked, why the Apostle selected

just these pages from the journal of the history of
his sufferings. The reason is obvious. In those

regions Timothy was known from childhood ; there

hud he first met the Apostle ; there had he received

the first impression of his word and work ; and per-

haps the lofty spirit of Paul's faith, which he evinced

under these persecutions, had co-operated in the

conversion of Timothy. Besides this also, before

all, towards the end of his course, the recollection

of the first deeds and sufferings of the servant of
Christ came forcibly into the foreground.—What
persecutions I endured, dtovs tiiuypobs MjyeyKa

;

no exclamation (Erasmus, Flatt, Mack, Heydenreich),

but a simple relative proposition in proof of his

hrofwrfi, but at the same time a transition to the

humble glorifying of God.—But out of (them) all

the Lord delivered me (comp. chap. iv. 17, 18).

Calvin : " Consolatio, qua* tempered afflictionum

acerbitcUem, quod sctl. prosperum finem habent.

Ergo perinde hoe valet, ae si dixisset: expertus «,
deurn mihi nunquam defuiste, ita non est, quod
dubileSy meo exemplo ipsum sequi"

Ver. 12. Yea, ana all . . . suffer persecution.
Just as the Apostle desires to avoid the appearance

even of regarding his persecutions for the cause of

the Lord as anything entirely exceptional, on ac-

count of which he might be not a little proud, he

adds the observation, to what has already been said,

that in the kingdom of God, on the contrary, the

rule is of force for all, to enter into glory through

suffering, and that therefore Timothy also, if he de-

sired it even, would not be able to avoid this suffer-

ing, unless he wished wholly to deny bis calling.

Although it is not improbable that he utters this

prophecy of distress especially in view of the ap-

proaching Kcupol xoAcirof (comp. ver. 18), his word
need not be at all restricted thereto. He proclaims

persecution for all that will live godly in

Christ Jesus, efaorrts used here, with emphasis,

of the governing determination to follow after godli

ness in spite of all hindrances. The words have the
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sense, all wJto resolve, who are discreet therein, to

live piously, &c. (see Winer, Gframm., p. 641).

The Christian life is represented here designedly as

% life of godliness, with a side glance at the immoral

life and endeavor of the false teachers. But that no
other godliness than that which springs forth from

the roots of a living faith is here under considera-

tion, is sufficiently clear from the additional clause,

in Christ Je$u*.

Ver. 13. But evil men and seducers, &c.

Once again the Apostle comes back to what has been
said, vers. 1-9, as well to refer to one of the imme-
diate causes of the predicted persecutions, ver. 12,

as also to remove from Timothy the possible miscon-

ception that be would be able to disarm wholly the

enemies of the truth by a godly walk and endurance.—Evil men and seducers, ySrrrts; here no species

of the general genus xorqpol &v&ponroi
y
but a more

specific designation of these latter, in proof that be
speaks expressly of those bad men whom he had
described before, and, ver. 8, had compared with

Egyptian magicians. (Upon these Goetae generally,

see Lkchlsr, "Acts," p. 103.) It is a very flat

explanation to translate the word, without farther

signification, only in the sense of deceivers.—Shall
wax worse and worse (see upon chap. ii. 16;
iil 9).—Deceiving and being deceived, vXav&v-

T€s iral TXMf&fjL*vot ; occupied continually in deceiv-

ing, and in error. He who leads others in the way
of error, remains himself, by no possibility, in the

right way.

Yer. 14. But continue thou, &c. Here also,

as in ver. 10, is Timothy placed, in a complimentary
way, over against the false teachers, but at the same
time is warned emphatically to continue to walk in

the way already struck upon.—But oontinue thou
in the things, to oh — to rovWois, & tfia&cs (comp.

John viii. 31 ; Matt xxiv. 13).—Which thou hast
learned and hast been assured oL The last

word is added, because, without this subjective con-

viction of the heart, it would not have been possible

for Timothy to bold out in the things he had learned,

amid so many persecutions. Uurrfo = confirmo,

rurrovy rira ; to convince any one of anything, to

furnish him with authentic knowledge (the Vulgate

incorrectly: qua tibi credita sunt; and Luther:
" And to thee is entrusted "). The Apostle will sim-

ply state that the thing learned was the possession

of Timothy not objectively only, but subjectively

also. Still one, but one touching (intime) recollec-

tion, he now adds : Knowing of whom thou hast
learned them j in other words, Thou knowest that

thou hast not learned the truth from an unknown
and suspicious quarter, but from a quarter which
deserves thy highest confidence. If the Recepta,

xapa rlvos, be the genuine reading, then we must
not, with some interpreters, think of Christ, but of

Paul exclusively, as the teacher of Timothy (comp.

ver. 10). If, on the other hand, with Tischendorf

and others, we adopt the reading in the plural, mpa
rivwvy according to the rule, lectio difficilior pro-

ferenda, then this reminder is related to chap. i. 5,

and recalls to the memory of Timothy the religious

instruction of Lois and Eunice, the benefit of which
he had received so early, and the power and value

. of which it was impossible for him now to mistake.

In no event, in the meanwhile, are we to think here

of the woAAol fxdprvpts (chap. ii. 2).

Ver. 15. And that from a ohild, &c. A
second motive, which runs parallel with the first,

and concludes with an encomium upon Holy Scrip-

ture itself (vers. 16, 17). That, 5ti; not to he

understood in the sense of because (Yulg., Lutherl

but to be conjoined with cfccfc ; " which particle u
used to denote not merely knowledge, bnt also re-

flection ;" (De Wette).— From a child up, ho
Pptyovs (comp. chap. i. 5).—Thou hast known
the holy Scriptures. [" The word Upd, tscrtd,

is to be distinguished from Syia, holy, sanda. The

former word, Upd, expresses the reverence with

which these writings were regarded. It bespeaks

the sacredness of the Scriptures in the general

esteem and veneration of the Jewish and Christian

churches ; and as separated from all common mil

inffs. Cf. Horat., A. P. 897: "Secernere mcra
profanis; n Wordsworth, in /oeo.—E. H.] The

Holy Scriptures here are exclusively those of the

Old Testament, not at all those of the New Testa-

ment (upon an alleged citation of Luke in 1 Tim. t.

18, see upon this place). As memoranda of the

especial revelation of God to His chosen people,

they are called elsewhere, ^ ypatfi, ypaejd frywu, 4c

Upon their division at that time, amongst the Jew?,

see upon Luke xxiv. 44.—Which are aWs to

make thee wise unto salvation. Sofacu, used

in a somewhat different sense in 2 Peter L 16 also,

is here not to be understood of elementary, mere

foundation-laying instruction, but of practical knowl-

edge, penetrating ever deeper and deeper. Avripm

must not be construed as Prateritum (Bengcl : q**

poterant), but as Pratsens. It signifies not only *h»t

the Holy Scriptures did in the youth of Timothy,

but also what they are able to accomplish continn.

ously. To make wise unto salvation, cij wmplw,

is to make so wise that one becomes actaaDy, for

one's self, a partaker of the Messianic inrrripia. The

Holy Scriptures of the Old Covenant do this indeed,

not in a magical-mechanical, but in an ethical-p^*

etiological way; and therefore Paul adds, through

faith which is in Christ Jesus $ u *, ty

means of faith, if indeed the faith in Christ Jews

be in thee. The Apostle names an mdispensaMy

necessary subjective condition for the right use of

the Old Testament, through the absence of which,

it is much to be feared that the use of it will not

leave behind the wished-for fruit. Not every oae

can be made wise unto salvation by the writings of

the Old Covenant, but only every one who bclieTea

in Christ Faith in Christ is, as it were, a torch, by

the light of which we can first read aright and under-

stand the dim colonnades and mysterious ascriptions

in the ancient venerable temple of the Old Cove-

nant. [" Observe that the Apostle doth not say

that these Scriptures were of themselves snffiaent

to make Timothy wise to salvation, but only tint

with * faith in Christ Jesus* they were sufficient

for that end;" Whitby, in loco. "Or may not

the due appreciation of the Scriptures collecn?*-

ly be more safely relied on as the result mo* coo*

sequence of the belief in Christ . . .?
n «*•

Coleridge.—" Das Ansshen der heiligen 8ckr*p

kann nicht den Glauben an Christum *#'*"**'

vielmehr muss dieter sehon vorausgeseUt went* «»

der heUigen Schrift ein besonderes Jnsehen «*

zuraumen ; " Schleiebmacheb, Glaubtnshhn, ?

128.—The two foregoing extracts refer to Canonical

Scripture as we recognize it. " Do we reoeite the

Holy Scripture first, as authority in matters to »
believed, and therefore Christ? Or do we recejre

Chrst first, and therefore the Scriptures? v*

question is not, whether we must know anything

of Scripture, whether we must receive any of i»
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Statements, whether we must accept its witness for

Christ prior or subsequent to faith in Him ; but it is,

hether we shall receive it as coming, in some
special sense, from God, as bearing His mark, as

Tested with some authority, prior or subsequent to

faith in our Lord. Commonly, the order now insist-

ed upon by preachers and apologists for the gospel

is, the Holy Scriptures first, and therefore Christ 1

believe in the reversal of this order, and maintain,

Christ first, and therefore the Scriptures

;

M Sermon
on th3 " Order in Things to be Believed."—E. H.]

Vcr. 16. All Scripture is given by inspira-

tion of God. [" Every portion of Scripture, being

inspired (>'. c, because it is inspired), is also profita-

ble;" Wordsworth on the place.] Although the

article is wanting here, nevertheless, by virtue of the

connection, it is not to be doubted a moment that

the Apostle is speaking decidedly and exclusively of
the ypcupJ) of the Old Covenant, as of a well-com-

pleted whole. All Scripture is to be taken in the

some sense as *a<ra oiKotiofifi (Eph. ii. 21), the whole
building ; va<ra varpla (Eph. iii. 15), the whole race

;

fin bwrrpopfi (1 Peter i. 15), the whole conversa-

tion. In no case can the absence of the article in a
word so frequently used as ypatfi surprise us, since

it is employed, in fact, almost as a proper name.
The Apostle speaks also of the collection of the Old
Testament Scriptures, without excepting any portion

either directly or indirectly, although he will not
hare attributed, naturally, to all the books of this

collection an equal value. Had he wished to say
only : Each Scripture which is given by God is use-

ful also (De Wette), he would not only have written

something very vague and of little importance, but
also he would have lost sight of the whole distinc-

tion between sacred and profane Scripture, which in

this place, least of all, could have been his purpose.

-(&w by inspiration of God, QtSvytvcTos ; first

attribute of Scripture, whereupon further, in a
breath, the other praise follows, iced tfy&i/ioi, k.t.X.

Luther incorrectly : All Scripture, given by God, is

useful, te. ; Bengel, better : " ec6w. est pars, non
nbjecti, ted prcedieati quam enim scripturam dicit

Patting per se patet." It is just as arbitrary to

leave oat *al, as it is to translate it here by also

(Heinrichs). That an inspired composition was also

useful, was intelligible of itself indeed ; but it is evi-

dently here the design of the Apostle to give his

witness to Scripture by a general commendation, and
to direct the attention of Timothy to it for (in view
of) the time when Paul would no longer be here.
" EUam poet Pauli obitum Timotheus eo magie ad
Seripturam alligatur, Non ad eese unum Paulus
adtlringit Timotheum, sed cum quamlibet adultum
in fide filium Scripturas jubet adhibere. Hoc per-

pendere, debent, qui doctoribue suis, quorum dis-

cipline semel innvtriti erant, ita se addicunt, ut

extra eorum circulum nihil e scriptura deinceps obla-

tion admittant; " Bengel.*-Given by inspiration of
Goa\ ecoVrcvdTof ; to be taken, like l/ATycwrros,

and others, in a passive sense (see Winer, p. 88)
= diviniter inspirata, breathed through and inspired

by God ; so that the Divine Spirit makes up its prin-

ciple (comp. 2 Peter i. 21). For the behoof, further,

of the right conception of the matter, the passages
of the classical writers, where they make mention of
the divine afflatus, are to be compared; e. a., the
known word of Cicero, "Nemo vir magnus sine alu
quo ajfiatu divino unquam fuit." De Nat. Deo, ii.,

66, 4c~ quoted by De Wette upon this place.—And
it profitable for doctrine, robs t&curicakiay ; for

theoretical instruction in everything in the sphere
of religion, which without it would remain unknown
to us.—For reproof, vpbs JfArvxov (or i\cyp6y)
(comp. Titus it 15 ; 1 Tim. v. 20) ; for the reprov-

ing conviction of all that is unholy and ungodly in

man.—For correction, vpbs ivavSp&wrw (&ra$
KrySji.) = emendatio ; strictly, the placing right

again.

—

For instruction, vpbs taiUlav, ad institu-

Honem (comp. Titus iL 12). The Holy Scripture of
'

the Old Testament remains the instruction-book for

the new man in Christ Jesus.—In righteousness,
rijr (sc. vcuZtlav) 4y Succutxrvyp ; a more precise ex-

hibition of the sphere of life in which the just-named

vafida moves, namely, that of unfeigned godliness.

Ver. 17. That the man of God, &c. ; state-

ment not of the aim of Scripture in general, but of
the design of the just-named instruction, which in-

deed is secured only through the Scripture. The
man of God (1 Tim. vi. 11); a special description

of Timothy (see the place) here, of the Christian

generally, as of a man who is born of God through
the Holy Ghost, and is affiliated with God. For
every Christian who makes the prescribed use of tho

Scripture, aims at the instruction it imparts, there is

the same high goal.—Perfect, &prios (&ra£ \ey6fi.)

= tVAcioj (Col. i. 28); strictly, fitting.— Tho-
roughly furnished unto all good works fcomp.
Eph. ii. 10) ; in other words : Aptus ad omne bonum
opus peragendum. Usually the word Ipyo* aya&Sr
ra construed here in an official relation (Bengel:
" Genera talium operum enumerantur" ver. 16)

;

but there is nevertheless no reason for confining the

meaning of the Apostle in such narrow limits. He
wishes to say, in a wholly general manner, what in-

struction by the Scripture will secure for every be-

liever, continuous, growing, inward capacity and
readiness for the accomplishment of everything

pleasing to the Lord.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Paul, also in this portion of his communica-
tion to Timothy, himself an example of a true and
conscientious pastor. " Are artium est tcgimen anir

marum." Saying of Gregory the Great in his cura
pastoralis.

2. It is an inestimable privilege, when one feels

free, as Paul, to refer not only to his word, but also

to his example. This can he only, who, with the

same fidelity as the great Apostle, knows how to

surrender himself to the principle, that with the

preacher even everything must preach.

3. The history of the sufferings and of the deliv-

erance of Paul, is in many respects typical for sub-

sequent ministers of the word.

4. The education of Timothy is a convincing

proof of the blessing of family devotion to God.

Church and school must be inwardly united, if they

will work upon the heart for faith and conversion.

There is no more effectual agency for the unchris-

tianizing of a State, than the banishment of the Holy
Scriptures from the schools, in consideration of in-

differentists, deists, and Jews, as is the case now,

e. g,, in Holland [and likely to become the case in

the United States. A very serious matter for the

Christian people of this country. We are organized

under a Constitution which guarantees liberty of con-

science. There are some millions of our citizens who
are conscientiously opposed to the use of the Bible

in the public schools. The Constitution was framed
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by Protestants ; but the unforeseen character of the

immigration has demanded, and demands now, an
utterly unforeseen application of our organic laws.

Positive Christianity cannot therefore be taught in

the public schools of the country, under the sanction

of the Constitution.—E. H.]

5. There was a time when the Old Testament
. wag placed unhesitatingly side by side with the New,
and the theologian confirmed religious truths pro-

miscuously by a number of citations from both, as

the jurist appealed to the Corpus Juris. Through
the influence of the Schlelermacher-theology, on the

other hand, an undervaluation of the Old Testament
has come up, which likewise has brought no blessing

upon the Church. For the development of modern
theology, much will depend upon the relation in

which it will place itself to the Scriptures of the Old
Covenant. The Apostle gives us here (ver. 15) a
valuable hint for the right decision, which is as far

removed from an undervaluation, as from an over-

estimate of it.

6. Upon this statement of the Apostle (vers.

15-17) is founded the churchly doctrine of the

pcrsptcuitas ct sufficientia sacra Scriptures. What
is said here actually of the Old Testament, can be
affirmed with far higher propriety of the New ; and
the Roman Catholic prohibition of the Bible has
difficulty iu maintaining itself against such convinc-

ing testimonies (comp. John v. 39; Luke xvi. 81,

and other places). It is worthy of remark, that

Paul, in view of death, has likewise given such a
testimony concerning Scripture. Certainly it is

proof that he, the Apostle of liberty, bowed unquali-

fiedly and humbly before the well-understood author-

ity of the word of God. It is as if he foresaw the

whole calamity which departure from the words of

Scripture would one day bring upon the Church of
the Lord. A faithful and honest adherence to Scrip-

ture is the best Palladium for the Church against

rationalism, mysticism, and Romanism.
7. The dogma of the inspiration of Scripture be-

longs also to those which urgently demand a new
treatment and development [John Sterling, ac-

cording to the late Archdeacon Hare, "grew to

regard an intelligent theory of inspiration, and of
the relation of the Bible to the faith which it con-
veys, as the most pressing want of our Church.
That it is a most pressing one, is indeed certain

;

and such it has long been acknowledged to be by
those who meditate on theology." (Hark, m Mem.,"
p. cxix.). This is only one voice ; but the echoes
of it are audible in every quarter. It may be doubt-

ed if the subject admit of reduction to dogmatic
form. What the authority of the sacred Scripture

is, may be readily stated; what its inspiration is,

will inevitably be stated under a variety of forms

—

certainly until men will, by common consent, ob-

serve the difference between inspiration and an
infallible intelligence in the person inspired. I

look, therefore, to an ** intelligent theory" rather

than to a satisfactory setting forth, under new forms,

of the dogma of inspiration.—E. H.l While the

notion of a purely mechanical inspiration, according

to which the sacred writers were nothing more than
scribes et actuarii Spiritus Sancti, simply without
volition, has been properly relinquished as unten-
able, very little has as yet been done, comparatively,

for the development of the conception of Scripture

as an organic whole, by which as well the divine as

the human side must be distinctly set forth. An
article by Richard Rothk, Zur bogmatik, in the

TTuologische Studien und Kritiktn, 1859 [and pob>

lished in book form, Zur Dogmatik, 1863], contain!

valuable hints. Our passage has always bem n>

garded correctly, in this respect, as classical, since

what the Apostle here says of the Old Testament is

still more emphatically true of the New. We most

nevertheless acknowledge that this passage alone is

not sufficient to found a theory of inspiration upon,

since the relation of human activity to the disposing

power of the Spirit of God in the composiuon of

Holy Scripture is not stated in words, and the que*,

tion, whether we must consider here an inspiration

of words, or of things, remains wholly unanswered.

A correct theory of inspiration will not rest upon

this or the other passage of Scripture, but can truly

and vitally result only from a consideration of the

object which is the product of Divine inspiration.

The Baconian observation—method (induction) car-

ries us farther here, than the atomistic procedure

of those who, in their critical zeal, cut up Scripture

into a number of pieces, but who, amid this, hare

no eye for the complete unity of Scripture, and

who do not observe the forest, in their preference

for particular trees. One can consult farther, upon

this disputed point, the dogmatic writings of Twet-

ten, Martensen, Nitzsch, Lange, and others, and al»

particularly what always remains a significant work,

even when one cannot follow in all respects the

views of the author : Gaufsen, Theopneustie <m in-

spiration plenUre des saintes Jicritures, as well as

also the weighty letters of Fred, de Rouoexost,

Chris* et ses Temoins, Paris, 1856, 2 vols. Further-

more, the sterling French productions of P. Jab-

guyer, Merle d'Aubigne, not to mention others of

late years. Among the ablest advocates for the au-

thority and inspiration of Holy Writ against modern

unbelief in the Dutch Reformed Church, the name

of Isaac da Costa (1860) deserves always to be held

in honor. We need also here the " non now, *td

nove " of Vincentius of Lirins.

8. The quadruplex usus of the Sacred Scripture

of the Old Covenant, is confirmed by the Apostle'i

own example, who, in his writings, often employs

the Old Testament for all these different ends. For

doctrine, he makes use, e. g.t
of the history of Abra-

ham (Gen xv. 6), in the discussion of the doctrine of

justification, Rom. iv. For reproof, as often as be

puts to shame his opponents by citations from the

Old Testament, e. g., Rom. ix.-xi. For corredm,

e. g., 1 Cor. x. 1-10. For instruction (comp. Heb.

xif. 7\ Rom. xv. 4. Amongst all the Apostles, no

one deserves in a higher degree than Paid the boo

orable title of a doctor biblicus. The manner and

way in which he has considered, employed, and

quoted the Old Testament, alone would deserve to

constitute the subject-matter of a special inquiry.

9. " Holy Scripture is the treasury and armory

of the Christian Chnrch. It meets every need of the

children of God. Each irresolute, struggling Chris-

tian, powerless in doubt, must lay the blame upon

himself if he do not employ this source of strength

and of life ; " Heubner.

nOlOLETIOAL XSD PRACTICAL.

Timothy a pattern of true devotion : (1.) To the

example of Paul
; (2.) to the words of Holy Scrip-

ture.—Well for the teacher who has a disciple tike

Timothy, but well also f>r the scholar who has a

leader like Paul— The path of suffering of the
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' Apostle Paul a revelation : (1.) Of the power of sin

which pursued him ; (2.) of the greater power of

faith which sustained him
; (3.) of the omnipotence

of the Lord who delivered him out of all—The way
of suffering the way of glory for every disciple of

Christ: (1.) An old way
; (2.) a difficult way

; (8.) a

ttfe way; (4.) a blessed way.—Fanaticism and in-

tentional deception are usually most closely con-

nected in false teachers.—"Hold fast that which
thon hast learned " (text for confirmation address).

—The overestimation and the undervaluation of the

Old Testament are both condemned by Paul—The
blessings of a God-fearing education.—The value,

the authority, and the right use of Holy Scripture.

—

The bread of life, by means of which the new man
shall grow up.—The effect of the word of truth a
convincing proof of its heavenly origin.—The entire

pericope (vers. 14-17) pre-eminently adapted for dis-

courses at Bible-celebrations or Reformation-ser-

mons.—The value of the Sacred Scripture especially

for the evangelical Church.

Stark* : Cramer : If there be many corrupting

and evil babblers, there are notwithstanding, here
and there, also truthful and good teachers.—Let the

former go, follow the latter.—Wilt thou be pious,

and have good days only ? Thou errest Consider I

So it has been good for no saint ; here do battle,

there rest

—

Hedinoer: If one be persecuted, he
most not therefore conclude at once that he is a
hypocrite or godless.—To have been led away, does

not exculpate, yet has the seducer the greater sin,

although both are ruined.

—

Osiandkr : He who will

teach others rightly, and will himself live rightly,

most beforehand learn rightly.

—

Langii Op. : Let

each Christian consider that, by virtue of his baptis*

mal covenant, he must be a man of God, who does
not live unto himself, nor unto the world, but with
denial of self and of the world, uuto God.—Tho
perfection of a Christian shows itself amid the imper
faction therein, that he apply sincerely and continually

the received divine power of grace not only for one
and for another, but for all good works (Heb. xiii. 21).

Heubner: Are we able to bear witness before
God, that we, for Christ's sake, would suffer perse-

cution ? then have we in so far forth abundant con-

solation (Matt v. 11).—There is no standing still in

evil.—Is there a more melancholy spectacle than a
man who ever sinks deeper and deeper ?—An actual

conviction, not a mere outwardly received opinion,

alone gives courage in preaching.—It is especially

the mother's duty to make the children acquainted
with the Bible.—The Bible should be the propei
storehouse for the clergy.—Lisco : As the walk, so
the reward.—Search the Scripture.—Of the power
of the Divine word.—The word of God an indispen-

sable teacher, a severe ruler, and a genuine helper

to salvatiou.

—

Tboluck : Seven remarkable sermons
upon Holy Scripture, as means of grace, according

to the leading of this text, in the fourth volume of
his "Sermons," 1848, pp. 48-139.—Van Ooster-
zee, Sermon on vers. 14-17. Upon the value and
right use of Holy Writ: (1.) Its value (vers. 16,

17J;
(a) Its origin; (b) its uses; (e) its power;

(2.) its use (vers. 14, 15 ;
(a) Search the Scriptures

early
; (6) use them believmgly

;
(c) remain true to

them always.

Tholuck :
" A Book that has had such a past as

the Bible, will have also a future.'
1

vm.

Solemn concluding exhortation to Timothy to fidelity in his work, strengthened by
the prophetic announcement of the approaching decease of the Apostle.

Ch. IV. 1-8.

1 I charge thee therefore * before God, and the Lord * Jesus Christ, who shaU
iudge the quick and the dead at * [and I charge thee by] his appearing and his

2 kingdom : T,] Preach the word ; [,] be instant in season, out of season ; M
3 reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long-suffering and doctrine. For the time will

come when they will not endure sound doctrine
; [,] but after their own lusts

4 shaU they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears ; M And they shall

5 turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables. But watch
thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make full

6 proof of thy ministry. For I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my
7 departure is at hand. I have fought a [the] good fight, I have finished my [the]

8 course, I have kept the faith : Henceforth there is laid up for me a [the] crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall [will] give me at

that day : [,] and not to me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing.

1 Ver. 1.—Tho o«r of the Secepta to be omitted. See Tischendorf on the place. [So, too, with fyw.—E. H.J
• Ver. 1.—rov cvptov of the Rectpta. A. O. D.» F. GM Cod. 8in. 31, 37, and others, are against it.

• Ver. 1.—With Tischendorf, we read koI, instead of the tori of the Recepta.
• Ver. 2.—[Vnlg*. : Insla oportune importune.—E. H.]
• Ver. 1—(Cod. 81n., wapeuc britlm ; so O., Orhr.—B. H.]
• Ver. 8.—(The reading of the Hecrpta, rctt fo&fUac rd? !&a?, is relinquished universally now. TLe true reading
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doubtless is, Kara raf Mae cvttfvjifo ; A. 0. D., 1 and others ; Griesbach, Tischendorf, Lachmann, "Wordsworth, Cod.

Bin.—E. H.j
7 Ver. 6.—[Lachmann reads rrjs ApaAwrcwf /iov, and so the Cod. Sin., instead of the r. epfc ivaA. of the Raxyta,

which is followed hy Tischendorf.—E. H.J
8 Ver. 7.—{r^ aywra rbv «aA&r, Bccepla. Lachmann, Cod. Bin., t. xoA&r ayiya. Tischendorf and Wordsworth

adhere to tho Beccpta.—E. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. I charge (thee), Ac. The Apostle evi-

dently is hastening to the end, and recapitulates once

more, in few words, all his previous admonitions.

AiapMprvpofxai ; the same solemn injunction occurs

in 1 Tim. v. 21 ; vL 13.—Before God and the
Lord Jesus Christ, Ivdnrioy ; so that both, as in-

visible witnesses, were considered personally present—Who shall judge the quiok and the dead,
refers directly to Jesus Christ, who stands already

prepared to appear as Judge. Nothing is more fitted

to fill the mind with lofty fervor, than the thought

of the accounting which shall be made once before

His judgment-seat. The quick, are they who shall

be alive at the Parousia ; but then, suddenly, in the

twinkling of an eye, shall be changed (1 Cor. xv. 51,

52). The dead, on the other hand, are they who
have fallen asleep before the return of the Lord, and
tlien shall be awakened (comp. John v. 27-29).

—

And (declare) his appearing and his kingdom.
Were the reading of die Recepta, tcarb ify twupd-

v€toy, correct, we should be compelled to consider

these words as the fixing of the time for the Kpivuv
;

but external and internal grounds combine here to

give the preference to the iced. [" This restoration

of Kal is a happy one. It indicates that the Apostle

has a clear view of Christ's coming and of His king-

dom, and by a noble prosopopoeia appeals to them
as witnesses : * I conjure thee in the sight of God,

and the future Judge of all, by His coming and His

kingdom.1 This mode of speech had been suggested

by the Hebrew Scriptures, especially in the LXX
Version (Deut. iv. 26), where Moses calls heaven and
earth to witness : Aiafutprvpoficu v/juv ajipcpor rhv ri
oupayby koI rV yf\v. See also Deut. xxx. 19 ; xxxi.

28, where this phrase introduces solemn appeals to

the elements as God's witnesses of His dealings with

His people, and as remembrances of their duties to

Him ; " Wordsworth, in loco.—E. H.] (See Tisch-

endorf on the place.) Atatxaprtp. must also be re-

peated once more, and the following accusative, Hip
ixi^fioy, not be regarded as the witness before

whom the solemn "charging" takes place (De
Wette), but as the object which is " charged " sol-

emnly. ["I adjure thee before God, and Jesus

Christ, who is about to judge the living and the

dead ; I adjure thee by His appearing and His king-

dom," &c ; Conybeare and Howson.— E. H?J
Whilst the Apostle declares by it that he has also

m view the return and the kingdom of Christ ex-

pressly, he imparts a lofty emphasis to his succeed-

ing admonition. The appearing (ivupdvtta) of Christ

(comp. 1 Tim. vi. 14) is His last coming in glory, in

contrast with His first appearance on earth in the

form of a servant , the kingdom, /tarAcfo, which He
will consequently reveal and set up.

Ver. 2. Preach the word, &c. Knpfofftip

signifies a loud and open proclaiming, like that of
the KypvZ who announces the approach of his king
(for the contrast, see Isa, lvi. 10). The word; viz^

of the gospel, in its whole compass, without taking

away or thrusting into the background any part of

it—Be instant [therewith] (Vulg.: initio), in
season, out of season, cfooupa*, tucalpas. Pro-

verbial mode of expression, which means that Timo-

thy should always declare the word of God where it

was not made impossible for him, naturally or mor-

ally. For various examples of like juxtapositon, in

Greek and Roman writers, see Bengel on this place.

For the rest, what concerns the exhortation iteelf, it

is obvious that it must be interpreted cum grm>

ealie, and find its natural limitation in the Lord's

own command (Matt. vii. 6). Timothy should fulfil

his calling, not indeed when the time was so inop-

portune that they could receive no benefit, but when

to himself it might be inconvenient. "For the

truth, it is ever the fitting time ; who waits until

circumstances completely favor his undertaking, will

never accomplish anything, but will remain in inac-

tivity ;" Huther. In the verbs here following, the

separate parts of the public ministry thus enjoined

are set forth : Reprove, IXrygop ; convince, set

right, blame, not only what manifests an heretical

character, but, in general, whatsoever is not accord-

ing to the word and will of the Lord.—Rebuke,

Ivtrlwo-oy ; somewhat stronger than the foregoing—

blame, with expression of repugnance (comp. Judo

9).

—

Exhort, vapcucdKarop ; speak to, so, hewer,

that it be neither impatiently vehement, nor without

proper insight, but rather ip wdVi? /uurpodvjifa, <d

Stfaxp, no bendiadys, but a reference to the frame

of mind and form in which the admonition should

be given. It must be imparted with the greatest

gentleness, and at the same time so directed that it

shall actually communicate instruction. For the

rest, in the cvKcupwy, iucalpvs, the statement of Ben

in particular deserves mention: " Nanpe qvod ed

carnis prudentiam pertinet, nam alioqui ^7**"**$

eancice prudentta spiritu*, captant oceatbn* «*

cedificationem opportunas."

Ver. 8. For the time will come. The ex-

hortation is strengthened here also by reference to a

disturbed future, the more definite relations of which

are fully designated in 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; 2 Tim. Hi. 1,

and of which the germs are already existing. Ben-

gel, in so far correctly :
4t Adertt et jam ed."—

when they will not endure sound doctrine.

To an idle and wicked minister, this would serve as

an excuse for silence ; to Timothy it would serve so

much more as a reason for speaking in order to pro-

claim the truth. By this tiyuuvofanjt SOamkias is

to be understood, moreover, as in Titus ii. 1, and

elsewhere, the original apostolic doctrine which »

founded upon the facts of redemption and tends to

godliness, over against the abstract and unfruitful

controversies of the false teachers. All who cannot

endure this (obit &W|orra<), manifest thereby an in-

ward disinclination, which results from the secret

collision of their own sentiment with the substance

and claims of sound doctrine. The natural sequence

of this antipathy is stated immediately after :
But

after . . . shall they heap. 'Ewuraycfar, W
\ty6fi. To heap up, abundantly provide (Luther:

44 To load themselves with "). Although the idea of

a load, which they thus burden themselves with,

»

not expressed precisely, yet the contemptible and

objectionable trait of their whole striving and work-

ing is here plainly enough signified. Their ***

lusts (ffliai emphatic), which direct them in this,
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itand in direct opposition to the demands of the

word of God to which they were bound to submit.

It is less, in itself considered, the large number of

teaebers chosen in this way, than the ceaseless

change which pleases these men, and for which they

crave. The innermost motive is expressed in the

words: Having itching ears, rvrfiSfxcvot r^v
htof\w\ strictly, while they are tickled in hearing

(mnfr. passive) ; i. *., while they wish to hear what
pleasantly tickles the ear. We find a striking paral-

el to the description of these men in the portraiture

of the contemporaries of Ezekiel (F.zek. xxxiii.

30-33). Paul brings to the notice of Timothy as

well the reason why they heap up their own teach-

ers, as also the standard which they apply in the

choice of them.
Yer. 4. And they shall turn away, &c. It

is the eternal punishment of him who departs from
the apostolic witnesses, that he loses himself in the

.

whirlpool of manifold errors. Whosoever will not
listen to what is true, but only to what is pleasant,

will, at last, wholly abandon himself to silly fantastic

chimeras.—Shall be turned unto fables. The
familiar pv&oi of the false teachers (see upon 1 Tim.
ir. 7). In general opposition to the iM&eio, we are

to understand not only fables in the peculiar sense

of the term, but all those expressions of their own
wisdom, without the light of heavenly truth, which
we have learned to recognize as without ground his-

torically, untenable doctrinally, and without aim or
uses practically.

Yer. 5. But watch thou, &c, yrj<f>* ; t. «., not
only watchful, in opposition to those who are sunken
in spiritual death-sleep, but sober, in opposition to

the condition of spiritual drunkenness in which they
find themselves who are described in vers. 3, 4.

They can be overcome only when one, over against

their exaggeration and self-will, keeps and well looks
to the greatest possible caution and clearness of
spirit, that one be not one's self entrapped.—En-
dure afflictions, KaK<r*d.§Ji<roy (comp. chap. L 8;
S. 3, 9).—Do the work of an evangelist. Here
also tpyov, to signify that Timothy had not merely to

maintain a dignity, but to fulfil likewise a weighty
task. Of evangelists generally, see Acts xxi. 8;
Eph. iv. 11. when Paul exhorts Timothy to pursue
zealously the work of an evangelist, we understand
that to be fully against the tiling in his apprehension

(8 Tim. iv. 4

—

M 8i robs fit&ovs iierpeaHiffoyrai).

Against myths, nothing is more effectual than the
dear testimonies of history.—Make roll proof of
thy ministry, *\rif>o$6(rr}<rov ; t. e., so exercise it

that thou duly give attention to all its parts. The
lull measure of an efficiency is signified to which not
the least thing should be wanting The Dutch trans-

lation less correct : Work that one may be fully
mwred of thy ministry. So also Beza: " Verts
argumentis eomproba, ie germanum esse Dei minis-
trim." Not upon the proof, but upon the perfect-
nm of the ministry, does the Apostle here decidedly
insist. In a certain respect, we can say that this one
sentence is the summing up of all his exhortations
in this and in the previous Epistle. In vers. 6-8, this

exhortation is farther strengthened by the announce-
ment of his own approaching end.

Ver. 6. For I am now ready to be offered,
«Wr8otuu (comp. Phil. ii. 17). I am about to be
poured out as a drink-offering; i. *., not (Heyden-
feich), I am about to be consecrated to a victim's
death, or (Wahl) sensu medio : I bring my blood for

sacrifice; am? much less still does it signify the

ceasing of the apostolio work of Paul (Otto), but
with unmistakable allusion to his death. I am about
to be offered as a libation ; my blood is to be shed
as a drink-offering. So certainly is he convinced of
the near approach of bis death, that he beholds it in

spirit as actually present, and in his affliction recog-

nizes its beginning. In a most significant way he
compares' his own martyr-death not with a sacrifice

proper or a burnt-offering, but with a drink-offering

(Num. xv. 1-10), of a little wine and oil which is

added like a supplement, and thus connects his

dying for the truth with the sacrificial death of the

one only fxdprvs (comp. 1 Tim. vi. 18 ; Col. i. 24).

Like the Lord (John xii. 24), so also he represents

his violent death under a gentle, lovely figure ; and
the repose with which he speaks, shows sufficiently

how little he feared the approach of the fatal hour.

—And the time of my departure is at hand
(not, "is present;" Luther); in other words, the

time of my death, now long foreseen, is to be ex-

pected. 'AydKvais = diseessus (comp. Phil. i. 25).

Not derived from banquets, where those who went
away were called ara\ioyr*s (as some will, in order

to bring this figure into connection with the preced-

ing), which would be extremely forced, but rather

from the loosing of anchor and rope, by which the

ship is impeded in steering to the place of destina-

tion [" Kcupbs aya\xnr«0i is the season of loosing the

cable from this earthly shore, on a voyage to the

eternal harbor of heavenly peace ; " Wordsworth,
in loco.—E. H.] Now, after the Apostle has reached

this point, he looks back yet once more (ver. 7), and
then (ver. 8) hopefully forward.

Yer. 7. I have fought the good fight. The
one figure supplants the other. Yet once more the

especially favorite comparison of his life with a bat-

tle comes into the foreground ; a comparison which

we have met before (1 Cor. ix. 24-27), and which
occurs oftener in the Epistles to Timothy (1 Tim. vi.

12; 2 Tim. ii. 4). Now, in his own feeling, he
stands at the end of the conflict (iry&vurtiai, perfect),

and expresses his meaning in the following words,

still more explicitly : I have finished my course,

rhp Hp6fio¥ tctcXcko. He compares his agitated

apostolio life with a race, which is completed only

now, when, having arrived at the goal of his minis-

try, he sees death before his eyes (comp. Acts xx.

24 ; Phil. iii. 12-14).—I have kept the faith, tV
fiortv renjp^Ka; namely, the faith in Christ, in

spite of all temptation to unfaithfulness. Of course,

it is possible (Hcydenreich) that even here the figu-

rative mode of address is still continued, and that

»(<rnr also signifies literally the fidelity in the ful-

filment of the vow which, in the undertaking of a

combat and race, was wont to be made to the judge,

viz., that one would submit one's self entirely to the

rules of the strife. In the following verses, also, the

figurative mode of address still continues. On the

other hand, however, it is simpler and safer to pre-

serve here also the unvarying signification of xfori?,

and to consider the faith as a trust for which Paul

had cared honestly, so that he had lost nothing out

of his hands (comp. 2 Tim. i. 12). Benzol :
" Res

bis per metaphoram expressa nunc tertio loco expru

mitur proprie.n

Yer. 8. Henceforth there is laid up, &c.

The Apostle had begun with a steadfast gaze upon
his death ; he now concludes, looking beyond death

and the grave. 'AWjrctraf /uoi ; the prize is laid up
for me ; it is there already for me, and cannot pos*

sibly escape me (comp. Col. i. 6 ; 1 Peter i. 4).—
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The crown of righteousness ; the crown of vic-

tory, as for the winner in the race. The crown of

righteousness is not the crown deservedly merited,

but entirely like that of life or of glory, which con-

sists therein that one become actually full partaker

of the tucaioofon ; t. e., of the righteousness which

is by faith.—Whioh the Lord—Jesus Christ, the

rewarder

—

the righteous Judge—clearly a contrast

with the unrighteous, worldly judge, by whose sen-

tence he was about now to be put to death

—

shall

give me—&iroftc£<rci, shall present to me publicly

—

at that day. The Apostle refers to the day of the

last personal Parousia of the Lord, whom now he no
longer hoped to live to see on earth, while the inter-

val between his death and that moment is rolled up
into a minimum.

—

And not to me only (sc. will

He give it), but unto all them also that love
his appealing. 'Evupdytta, here, as in Titus ii.

13 ; 1 Tim. vi. 14, of his second appearing, which is

represented as the object of the longing desire of all

the faithful (comp. Rom. viii. 23). A pregnant hint

for Timothy, at the same time, that he too might
obtain the crown, yet only when if, like Paul, he
would persevere faithfully in his course ; and like-

wise also an indirect encouragement to a strict fol-

lowing of all the admonitions which had been pre-

viously given to him. (Upon the perfect iryav, as a
continuing condition, see Winer, p. 244.)

POCTmNAIi AND ETHICAL.

1. " Tametsi nunc regnal Christus in eado tt in

terra, nondum tarnen constat elara regni ejus mani-
festation quia potius et sub cruce latet obsenrum el

violenler ab hostibus oppugnatur. Ergo turn vere

stabilietur ejus regnum, qiium, prostralts inimieis et

omni adversaria poteslate vel sublata vel in nihilum
redacta

y
suam majestatem proferet ; " Calvin.

2. Noticeable also in a psychological view is the

stress which Paul, just towards the end of his life,

lays upon the promoting of Christian gentleness.

He himself, in these two Epistles, gives many exam-
ples of it, and stands before us here as a John the Bap-
tist, who, gradually, is glorified entirely into a John
the Evangelist In the more recent history of the
Church, also, men are not wanting who, without sac-

rificing any one essential principle, any one sacred

conviction, have gradually become gentler and more
tender-hearted ; e. g., Adolphe Monod.

3. The obligation to fulfil, in all particulars, the

office of an evangelist, in widely extended and large

congregations especially, is so vast, that assuredly

the question arises with many among us, in 2 Cor.

ii. 16. Hence, the correctness generally of the non
omnia possumus omnes must be recognized also in

this sphere ; and it is to be much deplored, that it

be demanded of so many a clergyman to be at the

same time preacher, pastor, and catechist, not to

mention once the continued study of theology as

science, or ecclesiastical administration. By a more
equal distribution of the work, especially in a field

where many colleagues co-operate, we might be able

to remedy many evils, if attention only were directed

especially to each particular character. But as mat-
ters now stand, that of every one strictly everything

is required, it is best to ascertain, by conscientious

self-examination, which is our strong and which our
weak side, and then, while we neglect entirely no
department of the ministry, to devote ourselves

'or the most part to that branch to which we feel

ourselves, outwardly and inwardly, most strongly

called.

4. The cry of victory with which Paul greets his

approaching end, has always justly been considered

one of the noblest proofs of bis true apostolic great-

ness. It is marvellous criticism, to which the feeling

effusion of his heart, in vers. 6-8, appears contradic-

tory, either with the representation of his doctrine

of grace elsewhere (De Wette), or with the humil-

ity which he displays in other places ; e. g.y
1 Cor.

iv. 3 ; Phil iii. 12^14 (Baur). Whosoever is suffi-

ciently unpartisan to wish to see, will readily per*

ceive that Paul expects no other reward than that

which is accorded to him of grace; and that the

glory of bis hope, far from ending in himself, pre*

supposes and requires the deepest humility ; which,

e. g., 1 Tim. i. 16 has expressed. In a comparison

of this language with his earlier statements, we must

not forget, moreover, that we have here his latest

account of his hope for eternity, wherein all other

tones of the symphony are blended in the loftiest

and most beautiful, viz., in that of the assurance of

hope. Here also the word, so often forgotten, ajv

plies : Distingue tempora, et concordabii scriptura.

5. The expectation which faith of and for the

Parousia of the Lord must cherish, is, in so far aa

the chief subject-matter is concerned, unalterably the

same as in the days of Paul, although the general

expectation, in the apostolic age, of a speedy return,

has not been realized in that form.

6. The affectionate longing for the appearing of

the Lord in glory, presupposes a high degree of spir-

itual life ; and, on the other side, is admirably fitted

to nourish, to perfect, to purify that life.

HOMILETICAIi AND PRACTICAL.

The Christian fidelity of Timothy in his sacred

calling strengthened by a glance : (1.) At the advent

of the Lord ; (2.J
at the increasing corruption of the

times; (3.) at the approaching end of Paul.—Tia

Saviour of the world is at the same time ordained to

be its Judge.—The connection of the individual

judgment, directly at and after death, with the uni-

versal world-judgment at the end of the ages.—The

coming again of Jesus the complete manifestation

of His kingly glory.—The union of earnestness and

love in the right-minded servant of Christ—To con-

tend is sometimes, to be gentle is always necessary.

—Ebb and flow in public sympathy for sound doc

trine.—Church-going from idle curiosity over against

that for true desire of good.—The opposition to

evangelical truth (vers. 8, 4): (I J) Its signs; (2.) its

sources
; (8.) its consequences.—The unworthy strife

for human applause upon the part of the preacher of

the gospel.—" Preach so that thou mayest please

God."—The true Christian sobriety in the minister

of the gospel.—Suffering and striving heroism inti-

mately united together.—The true Christian fidelity

in office : (I.) True, in the greatest matters as in the

smallest
; (2.) true, in the consciousness of a holy

calling.—Paul at the close of his life.—The retro,

spect glance and the look into the future of the

great Apostle, at the end of his life.—The tct&umi

of Paul a fruit of the rcrltarrcu of Jesus.—The

dying strains of the departing ambassador of the

cross.—The similarity and the diversity between the

departure of Paul and the departure of Moses.—The

greatness of Paul in his farewell to life. He stands

here before us : (1.) As a prisoner, who expects his
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release ; (2.) as a combatant, who surveys the strife

;

(3.) ad a victor, who awaits his crowning
; (4.) as an

ally, who encourages his comrades.—The Christian

according to the chief particulars: (1.) Placed on
the same battle-ground

; (2.) assured of the same
victory; (3.) called to the same crown; (4.) filled

with the same peace, as the great Apostle of the

heathen.—The farewell of Paul a manifestation of

the power of his faith, his hope, his love.—The
death of the Christian a gentle release.—How much
one can lose in case of necessity if one only keep
the faith.—The connection between the doctrine of
fiee grace and ofjust reward.—The crowning festival

of eternity : (1.) The judge ; (2.) those crowned

;

(S.) the feast of joy.—The Christian longing after

the advent of the Lord : (I.) How high it rises
; (2.)

how suitable it is
; (3.) how richly it pays.—Each

true disciple of Christ has in his nature somewhat
apocalyptic—Even in heaven loneliness will be no
blessedness.

Starkj : Cramer : The office of correction must
be guided by discretion.

—

Osiander: a preacher
most transform himself in sundry ways, as it were,

now to rebuke earnestly, again to admonish kindly

and gently.

—

Cramer : The naughtiness of human
nature is so great, that it will only hearken to what
b new ; therefore the old truth is crushed out, and
falsehood established.

—

Starke : Preachers arc placed

by God as watchmen, therefore must they hold faith-

ful watch of the congregations over which they are

placed.

—

Laugh Op* : Every upright preacher must
be an evangelist.—5>od still yet grants to many souls

the especial grace to see beforehand certainly and
to speak of the time of their death, which contrib-

utes so much the more to a better preparation for

H; yet no one must depend upon that, nor expect
it, but hold himself in readiness at all times for a
Messed departure.

—

Cramer : A Christian knight

must (as the ancients have remarked) have three
hearts: a Job's heart, for patience in affliction (1
Peter iv. 1); a Jacob's heart, for perseverance m
prayer (Gen. xxxii. 37) ; a David's heart, for joyful,

ness and trust in God (Ps. xviii. 80).—It is no sin to

say, in simplicity, what is best of one's self (2 Cor.
xi. 18}.

—

Laugh Op, : Patience, pious cross-bearer

!

in a little while thou becomest a crown -bearer.

—

Here, comfort and joy I—God will crown and glorify

not only the great saints, but all likewise, provided
they do but continue in faith.

Heubnkr : The spirit of the time, the prevailing

taste, should not be at all the .rule for the preacher

;

he should rather resist the spirit of the time, which
for the most part is perverse.—Preachers should
take for themselves an example in the prophets of

the Old Covenant, who spake the truth freely to high
and low.—The choice of teachers, according to what
is it to be regulated?

—

Gloria sequentem fugit,

fugieniem tequilur.—Rash and incautious ways bring
about sore mortifications.—Preaching only can avail

for a complete fulfilling of the evangelical ministry.

—The life of a true minister of God is a perpetual

sacrifice, a giving up of himself.—The joyful looking
forth upon death is the effect of a godly life.—The
worth of a life rich in deeds.—For the true cham-
pion, death is a victory.—The expectation at death
should strengthen for the battle and the race.

Rieqer (vers. 7, 8) : How the end of Christianity

is better than its beginning : (1.) The beginning is

good
; (2.) the continuation is better

; (3.) constancy
to the last best of all.—Lisco : The retrospect of a
faithful pastor over his course.—The prospect of the

believer in eternity.—The true minister, and his re-

ward.

N. B.—Vers. 6-8 appropriate especially for fune*

rals, as also for funeral addresses, but not indeed for

every one.

IX,

Last Wishes, Directions, and Salutations.

Ch. IT. 9-22.

8, 10 Do thy diligence to come shortly after me ; For Demas hath forsaken

me, having loved this present world, and is departed unto Thessalomca; [,]

11 Crescens to Galatia,
1 Titus unto Dalmatia. Only Luke is with me. Take Mark,

12 and bring* hira with thee: for he is profitable to me for the ministry. And
13 Tychicus I have sent to Ephesus. The cloke that I left at Troas with Carpus,

when thou comest, bring with thee and the books, but especially the parchments.

14 Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil [laid many evil charges against

15 me] ; the Lord reward * [will reward ?] him according to his * works : Of whom
16 be thou ware also ; for ne hath greatly withstood * our words. At my first

answer no man stood with me,8 but all men forsook me: Ipray God that it

17 may not be laid to their charge. Notwithstanding the Lord stood with me,

and strengthened me ; that by me the preaching might be fully known, and

that all the Gentiles might hear *
: and I was delivered out of the mouth of the

18 lion. And s the Lord shall deliver me from every evil work, and will preserve

me unto his heavenly kingdom : to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.

19, 20 Salute Prisca and Aquih, and the household of Onesiphorus. Erastus
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21 abode at Corinth : but Tropbimus have I left at Miletum Bick. Do thy diligence

* to come before winter. Eubulus greeteth thee, and Pudens, and Linus, and
22 Claudia, and all the brethren. The Lord Jesus* Christ be with thy spirit

Grace be with you. Amen. 10

1 Ver. 10.—[Cod. Sin. 1b peculiar here—yaXXiav ; so, too, C—E. H.]
8 Ver. 11.—[Tiachendorf reads iyayt, aner A. Lachmann, aye ; so Cod. Sin.—B. H.]
* Ver. 14.—[See our Author's exposition. He adheres, with Tiachendorf, to the Recepta, ano&fa. Ta^wam., aO^

weighty authorities and Greek Fathers, reads avo&aei ; so the Cod. Sin. and Wordsworth.—B. H.)
* ver. 14.—[avrov ; left out of the Cod. Sin.—E. H.J
* Ver. 16.—faHWonjjtt Lachmann, after A. C, and others, ivriarn : so Cod. Sin., Wordsworth, and is adopted by

Huther.—E. H. J

* Ver. 16.—[OTfurapryA'CTo. The weight of testimony is in favor of vaptyivcro ; so Lachmnnn and Cod. Bin.—E. H.]
1 Ver. 17.—rModern critical editors have adopted tbe plural form, axov<T<*<nt>, instead of the singular, ss in the

Rec&la.—R. H.J
8 Ver. 18.—[koC in this place to be omitted.]
* Ver. 22.—[Instead of the reading of the Recepta, A rip. 'Ino-. Xpurrfc, Lachmann has, A m/p. Iqrofc, which Hntber_J - "*"" -*-' %

'
'

' " " ' "' Wot' " ' ' "- " "' "" *
"**'defends. Tiachendorf, o *vpto* siraplyj so, too, the Cod. Sin.

19 Ver. 22.—{ifiq* not genuine.—E. H.]
fordsworth retains the reading of the Becepta.—E. H.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 9. Do thy diligence to come shortly
unto me. Alter the glance into future glory, the
eye of tbe Apostle reverts once more to the present,

with its comparatively petty cores and concerns. He
has yet a geeat number of little commissions and
wishes as alast testament, which meanwhile open to

us a deep insight into the heart of the testator.

First, he desires to see Timothy with him (comp.
chap. 14; iv. 21). Perhaps Tychicus had already

(ver. 12) conveyed to him the same wish. The occa-

sion of this was in the absence of so many who had
been at Rome, but who had now gone away (ver.

10). It is a genuine human feeling in the Apostle
which awakens his desire to have near him, at the

approach of the last conflict, his best-beloved Mends.
The Lord himself had likewise expressed the same
need (Matt xxvi. 38).

Ver. 10. For Demas hath forsaken me.
Literally, left in the lurch (comp. ver. 16 and 2 Cor.

iv. 9). The aorist participle iycorfieas gives the rea-

son of the apparently strange conduct, but contains

also, at the same time, an indirect warning to Timo-
thy.—Having loved this present world, ror
vvv alotva ; t. &, the earthly, visible world, with its

good things, in opposition to the invisible, still

future kingdom of Christ, which was the object of
the highest love of Paul, and for the sake of which
he endured willingly the heaviest affliction.

—

And
is departed unto Thessalonioa. According to

some, to carry on trade there ; according to others,

because it was his native town. According to Col.

iv. 14; Phil. 24, he was with the Apostle as co-

laborer at the time of his first imprisonment, and
seems also to have accompanied him again just after

his release. But now the prospect of the approach-
ing death of Paul appears to have awakened in him
again the desire of earthly comfort. According to

the tradition (Dorotheus, Synopt.\ he became an
idol's-priest in Thessalonica ; which, however, is not
very probable. The text, at least, gives no sort of
occasion for supposing an immediate falling away
from Christianity. It could not have been difficult,

moreover, for men like Demas to hold on to their

easy Christianity in such way that they ran no risk

cither of being troubled by persecution, or of being
compelled to offer too great sacrifice.—Orescens
—otherwise wholly unknown—to Galatia, Titus
to Dalmatla (comp. Rom. xv. 19), a province of
Roman Illyricum, on the Adriatic, southerly of

Liburnia (see Winer, Real W6rtn on this place).

It may be that these last journeys were made in con*

sequence of an apostolic order, at least with Pad's

knowledge and approval. From the brevity of tbe

expression, it is not possible to determine anything

here with certainty.

Ver. 11. Only Luke is with me. Assuredly

no other than the author of the gospel, and of tbe

Acts of the Apostles (comp. Col. iv 14 ; Phil 24.).

The question (De Wette) where Aristarehus was

then, disappears when we distinguish correctly be-

tween the Apostle's companions during his first and

his second imprisonment. *' The Apostle's helpers

did not come to him at Rome to remain with him,

but to depart again from him, and execute bis

orders ; " Otto.—Take Mark, and bring Urn

with thee. He also, according to Col. iv. 10, bad

been with Paul at Rome during the first imprison-

ment: where he was then, is unknown; probably

near Timothy. According to the almost generally

received view, we have here John Hark, who fc*»

merly (Acts xiii. 13) had not shown enough con-

stancy, and upon this account was thought by Paal

to be unfit to accompany him upon his second jour-

ney, but afterwards, not only in the estimation of

Barnabas, but of Paul also, had shown himself far

more trustworthy, so that now his presence has be-

come properly more desirable to the Apostle than

that of others.

—

For be is profitable tomefer
the ministry, cIs tiicucovtay. The absence of tbe

article must not be disregarded. Tbe ministering

of the gospel in general is not meant here, but ser-

vice to be done personally to Paul (vpar/tfrip, Pbfl.

9) ; certainly in his high calling, in so far as he

could carry this on in prison.

Ver. 12. And Tychicus have I sent to

Bphesus. Tychicus, co-worker with Paul (comp.

Acts xx. 5 ; Titus iii. 12). According to Col. iv. T

;

Eph. vi. 21, during Paul's first imprisonment at

Rome, a commission to Ephesus was entrusted to

him, which must have been distinct from this. That

Tychicus was the bearer of the Epistle before us

(Wieseler), we consider not probable; rather, we

might conjecture that he was sent by Paul to Ephe-

sus in advance of the latter, to take the place of

Timothy during his absence, so that the latter could

leave his post for an indefinite time, all the more

easily, according to the wish of the Apostle, and be-

take himself as soon as possible to Rome. Other

conjectures see in De Wette.

Ver. 13. The cloke that I left . . . bring

(with thee). Tbr $€\6vt\v (according to other

MSS^ <pai\win)v
y
tf>cu\6rr}yy $€\&vnv\ pcBntdam. Ac-
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cording to some interpreters, a travelling cloak in

the strict sense of the term ; according to others, a
portmanteau, portfolio, bookcase. The grammatical

grounds for both views are about equal Against

the first, it is urged that it is not probable Paul
would have left behind a travelling cloak at the out-

set, or during the progress of a missionary journey

;

against the second, that he means especially the

fitfiKia. Besides (Calvin) : " Qucsret hie quupiam,
ouid sibi velit Paulus vestem petendo, si mortem, sibi

tatter* sentiebat. Hoc quoque difflcultas me movet,

at de arcana accipiam," although he adds, by way
of precaution : "Potuit tamen aliquis esse tunc usus
testis, qui hodie not latet" If Paul hoped to live

through the winter (ver. 21), it could well be that

such an article of clothing might be wished for.

[Is it not true in fact, and psychologically worth
noting, that even when men know they must die

soon, and are entirely resigned to death, neverthe-

less they frequently speak of things, and of their

affaire, as if they expected life to move on as usual ?

And is not this the true solution of St. Paul's words
in this passage, which have moved not only the great

Calvin, but many lesser lights and plain people ?

—

E. H.1 Of more moment is the account that he had
left the +c\&*riv with Carpus (beyond this not
known), at Troas. It is very improbable that the

same sojourn at Troas is here meant of which there
is mention in Acts xx. 6, since this happened years

before, and the effects here named could readily

have been conveyed upon the ship in which they
were then carried from Troas to Assos (ver. 13).

Paul, consequently, must have been once again at

Troas, later ; and. here, consequently, we have a new
proof of the probability of a second imprisonment.

—And the books; uncertain whether sacred or

secular writings, which were written upon papyrus
(bat) especially the parchments, pdkurra rat
/uptydMu; naturally, written parchments, the con-
tent of which was dear to him; since unwritten

parchment was readily enough to be obtained in

Borne.

Ver. 14. Alexander the coppersmith did
me much eviL [" itsttltaro = fecit public* ;

"

Wordsworth. The same writer thinks the Apostle
is speaking here not of the first law-suit at Rome,
" but of some more recent peril in Asia."—E. H.]
Wherefore, we cannot believe this to have been the

same' Alexander mentioned in 1 Tim. i. 20 (see upon
this place). Were he the same mentioned in Acts
xix. S3, we might conjecture that he had been sum-
moned to Rome in the matter of Paul's law-suit,

that in his first apology (ver. 16) had appeared
against him, and now had returned again to Ephe-
sua, in the immediate neighborhood of Timothy
(Wieseler). Other opinions see in De Wette upon
this place. In any event, the bitter mortification

experienced by Paul at his hands must have been
of formidable, serious sort, and consisted in a with-

standing (contradiction) of his words (ver. 15).—The
Lord reward him according to his works,
tvottf. The effort to free the Apostle here from
the appearance of excessive harshness, has given

occasion to an alteration of the reading. A. 0. D. 1

E. F. G., as well as many translators and church-

fatbers, read avoUxrti, the Lord will requite him
according to his works. How weighty soever this

number of witnesses be, observation has justly

called forth some complaint nevertheless that there

has been here designedly a softening of the sense
of the word, so that the Recepla^ in the end. has

more inner probability. The Apostle utters hen
no vindictive judgment, but an imprecation which
springs from his Christian feeling for right and right-

eousness, where, under no circumstances, must it be
forgotten that he has to deal, not with a personal
enemy, but with an opponent of his word (ver. 15),
and of the cause of the gospel, as in Acts xiii.

9, 10.

Ver. 15. Of whom be thou ware also j for
be hath greatly withstood our words. The
soberness of this advice and the resoluteness of this

accusation is the best evidence that Paul, in the fore-

going words, had been in no degree blinded by per*

sonal revenge. The connection with the statements
in vers. 15 and 16 strengthens the conjecture that

Alexander withstood (Ar&^rnjKc) the words of the
Apostle, not during any previous ministerial activity,

but on the occasion of his recently delivered de-

fence, when Paul was defending not only his per-

sonal cause, but assuredly, for the most part, the

cause of the gospel
Ver. 16. At my first answer no man stood

with me, Ovticls fxoi cvufapaybero. Wolf: u
2w/i-

•wapaiylvw&tu indicat patronos et amicos, qui alios,

ad causam dicendam, vocatos, nunc prcesentia sua,

nunc etiam orations adjuvare sdubant" (comp.
ScHdMANN, Aft, Recht, p. 708). According to Ro-
man law, such assistance was perfectly legal, and
allowed the accused. Even Roman emperors were
accustomed not to shun their friends when arraigned.

Lucian (De Morte Peregrini, § 13) derided the zeal

of the early Christians who availed themselves of

this right. If any one, surely Paul might have ex-

pected that, upon the bench of the advocate, friends

would not have been wanting who would freely have
raised their voices in his behalf. To be sure, some
had gone away (ver. 11) ; but he was at Rome then

for the second time, and he had various, and,

amongst them, distinguished friends (see Phil. i. 18
;

iv. 22), consequently others could not have been
wanting to him. But here, likewise, human weak-
ness, and fear of becoming involved in the probably
unfavorable issue of his suit, had prevailed in full

force. It is hence likewise clear that his condition

now was entirely different from that during his for-

mer imprisonment—(I pray God) that it may
not be laid to their oharge, adds the Apostle, in

the consciousness, on the one hand, that an actual

sin had been committed, which certainly needed for-

giveness ; and, on the other side, that here no delib-

erate wickedness, like that of Alexander (vers. 14,

15), had been at work, but only weakness of the

flesh. In this his gentle judgment, moreover, he
exhibits likeness of the Master (Matt xxvi. 41),

whom he resembles in this, that, upon his entrance

at the path of death, ho found himself forsaken of

his dearest friends, und yet was not alone (comp.

John xvi. 32).

Ver. 17. Notwithstanding the Lord stood
with me and strengthened me. After the men-
tion of the dark side, the Apostle exhibits the bright

side of his situation in that critical moment The
Lord—viz., Christ

—

stood by me (wap4crrn)—with

the help of the Holy Ghost (oomp. Matt x. 19, 20)—
and (this the result of the assistance) strengthened

me (iyttvwdfUMrs /*», comp. Phil. iv. 13; 1 Tim. i.

12), in that he endued me with courage and rafi-

facta. The Lord has not only done what the Apos-

tle might have expected from his friends, but more
yet—The immediately following states the object

of this benefit: That bv me the DreaohW
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might be folly known (*?. of the gospel), *\ripo-

foprfrjj, comp. ver. 5 (without adequate grounds,

some Cod. read Tkyom&yY not only, that the preach-

ing of the gospel through me should gain fuller con-

firmation and recognition, but that it should thereby
reach, as it were, its culmination, since upon this

occasion it was rung forth impressively in the capi-

tal of the world, in the ears of the corona populi,

and (that) all the Gentiles might hear. The
Apostle regards the witness delivered upon this oc-

casion as the keystone of his apostolic message, and
all within its reach os the core and representation

of all heathen peoples (comp. Rom. x. 18 ; Col. i.

61—And I was delivered out of the mouth of
tne lion. " Multi sub nomine Leonis Nerorum in-

ttltigunt. Ego hoc locution* potius generdliter peri-

culam designari existimo, ac si diceret : ex prcesenti

incendio, vel ex faucibus mortis ; " Calvin. The ex-

planation, that there is reference here to the punish-

ment of being thrown to raging lions, is insipid

(Mosheim). Whether, again, Alexander the copper-
smith, or a certain J£lius Caesareanus, a deputy of

the Emperor, or also the chief accuser in the law-

suit, is here designated, is a matter wholly unde-
cided. It must not be overlooked that here the

statement is not of the lion himself, but of the

mouth of the lion, and that hereby, in a figurative

manner, the sum total of the dangers which, at the

moment, surrounded the Apostle, can be expressed
(comp. Ps. xxii. 22).

Ver. 18. And the Lord shall deliver me,
Ac. The Apostle foresees that the issue of the de-

cisive final hearing, now imminent, might not be
comparatively as favorable as that of the first hear-

ing, from which he bad gone forth unharmed ; but
he does not lose courage upon that account He
who has delivered him thus far out of all dangers,

will do it yet again. 'O xvptos f>v<rrral fit fab
vdvTos tpyov vorripov. In and by itself, it were
possible that he here refers to tpya -romrjpd which he
himself might perhaps do, in reference to which he
now, nevertheless, hopes in the Lord to be gra-

ciously delivered from (Grotius :
•* Liberabit me, ne

quid agam, Christiano, ne quid Apostolo indig-

num "). At this high level of his spiritual develop-
ment, and with death immediately before him, it is

not probable that the Apostle could have felt and
expressed fear in this respect, and hence the view is

far more acceptable that Paul was thinking here of
the tpya xorrjpd of his enemies (so to say, further

openings of the lion's mouth). That he neverthe-

less, as would appear from the tone of the words,
expected no deliverance from the real danger of
death, or a restoration of his former freedom, is evi-

dent from what follows immediately: and will
preserve (me) unto his heavenly kingdom;
in that kingdom which, although it be founded upon
earth, and will, at the Parousia, be revealed in all

its glory, is, nevertheless, here considered decidedly

as in the beyond: ff&rsi els = <r&fav &£« fit els

(Heydenreich). The heavenly kingdom is the re-

ceptaculum in which Paul will find complete deliver-

ance, after, through death naturally, he shall have
been transported thither. We have here conse-
quently no other idea than iu Phil. i. 23.—To
whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
Here, too, as in Rom. ix. 5, the doxology is dedi-

cated to Christ, through whom he enjoys this deliv-

erance. A worthy conclusion of this entire passus
of the whole Epistle, to which, moreover, only a few
more particulars of less importance will be further

added. "Doxologiam parit spes, quatdo majorat

res;" BengeL
Ver. 19. Salute Priaca and Aquila (see Acts

xviii. 2 ; Rom. xvi. 3 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 19). Here also,

as it often occurs, Prisca is named before her hus-

band. It may perhaps be considered a proof that

she was his superior, either as regards character or

in respect of the development of her spiritual life.—

And the household of Onesiphorus (see chap.

I 16-18).

Ver. 20. Brastus abode at Corinth, 4c—
Besides here, Erastus is also mentioned in Acts xix.

22 and in Rom. xvi 23, as chamberlain of the city

of Corinth (arcarius civitatis, or financial administra-

tor). Yet it is a question whether the perdon here

alluded to is the same as the one last mentioned.

The very saying that he abode at Corinth speaki

against it, since from ohtM/ios this would rarely

have been self-evident, unless, indeed, he had ilreadj

resigned his office, or, perhaps, bad been deposed

for his avowal of Christianity.—But Tropbimu

have I left at Miletum siok. From Acts xx. 4;

xxi. 29, we are acquainted with Trophimus as a

Christian from among the heathen, also an occasional

travelling companion of Paul, and the innocent

cause of that storm which then arose against the

Apostle. This time, also, he had wished to acconv

pany Paul on his journey, but bad been left by him

sick at Miletus, a city on the seacoast of Quia (not

the Miletus in Crete). A statement again, wWeh

remains inexplicable if we assume that this Epistle

was written during the Apostle's first imprisonment

at Rome, since it is surely impossible to place this

incident in that last journey to Jerusalem mentioned

in Acts xx. and xxi. (see Acta xxi 29). Well up

De Wette : " The idea of leaving refers to a prior

companionship.'*

Ver. 21. Do thy diligence to come before

winter (see ver. 9). " Ipsa hieme navMio oli*

fere nulla, et imminebat martyrium Pauli;" Ben-

gel.—Bubulus greeteth thee ... and aD thy

brethren. Names of certain Christians of Rome,

of whom we know nothing.—Linus, according to

some writers, is the same person whom Easebte

and Irenseus name the first Bishop of Rome. [ibe

tradition was generally received.—E. H.]

Ver. 22. The Lord ... be with thy spirit.

A blessing differing somewhat in form from the con-

clusion usual to the Apostle. In the kno^5
that it is his last Epistle, he has purposely so divided

the blessing that the former part concerns Trootbj

alone (jtrri rov Tvciuarr6s erov^ but the latter,
*jj

the believers with him who would read it 0»»

fyiwr). See 1 Tim. vi. 21.

DOCTBDJAL AKD ETHICAL.

1. We are now at the end of the last Epftk

which the Apostle Paul wrote, and are therefore of

necessity urged to cast a glance upon bis end. It*

uncertain whether bis last wash was fulfilled, u»

whether Timothy did come to him before the winter.

Nero died in the June of 68 A. D. ; so that, if ™
assume, with the tradition, that Paul suffered dlv-

tyrdom under his reign, we have then in this a*te

the extremest terminus ad quern. His rank ss Bo-

man citizen saved him from crucifixion, which,Re-

cording to the prophecy (John xxi. 181 fell
I

to

Peter's lot. By the testimony of Clem. H00^?^
tullian, Eusebius, and others,. Paul was beheaded
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with the sword. Jerome (Caial. Script.) relates

:

uBie ergo decimo quarto NeronU anno, eodem di*
t

quo Poiruty Roma pro Chritto capiU truncattu

tepuUutque est in via OttimslP [Comp. Conybeare
and Howson on St, Paul's death, vol. ii. pp. 486-
490.—E. H.] The sentence last added is by no
means improbable, if we reflect that death-war-

rants were often executed without the city when
extensive popular tumults arising from them were
feared, although, otherwise, execution without the

city was thought especially shameful Those legends

need in this place no criticism, which report that

milk instead of blood flowed from the neck of the

Apostle ; nor those others, that from the spot where
the bead, in falling, touched three times the ground,
there leaped up springs of water.

2. The last wishes, regulations, and blessings of

the Apostle before his death are of double impor-
tance. In the first place, thay show that we do not
stand here upon the soil of abstract ideas, but of the

soberest historical reality ; and, secondly, they con-

tain, just in the seeming unimportance of many of
the notices, one indirect proof more of the genuine-
ness of the Epistle. How could a forger have de-

vised an order like the one concerning, for instance,

the cloak, the books, and the parchments ? But he
who wishes in any case to find straightway, in the

innocent name "Linus"—only mentioned here by
the way—a sign of the second century, and makes
this salutation a basis for groundless hypotheses and
hypercritical combinations (Baur), must certainly

cUng very closely to his once-assumed -fixed idea.

It is to be hoped, too, that the opinion (Wieseler,
Ckron. Syn., p. 428) will find no general support,

that in deciding upon the composition and arrange-

ment of the apostolic Epistles, the personal refer-

ences are of no importance.

8. Just that genuinely human trait which ap-

pear* in Paul's longing for his friends before death,

and is expressed in bis sorrow for the faithlessness

of certain ones, shows us that the state of bis mind
(fen. 6-8) can in no way be called a fruit of enthu-

siasm and exaggeration.

4. The little we know of Deinas gives us no
right to use him, as he already has been, as evidence

against the evangelical precept of the peneverantia
Mmdorum. The word of the Apostle, 1 John ii. 19,

to rather of weight in this case. The use Bunyan
has made of this character in his " Christian Pil-

grim," is ingenious. We may say, in fine, that

when in us, or in others, only feeble germs even of

spiritual activity are found, the consideration of
Demas stimulates our vigilance ; while a glance at

Mark (ver. 11; compare with this his earlier his-

tory) quickens our courage. The former reminds us
of the saying : " Many who are first shall be last

;

"

and the latter :
u and the last shall be first."

5. Upon the difficulty which has been found in

ver. 13, against the Theopneusty of the Apostle,

compare what has been said on 1 Tim. v. 23, in
M
Doctrinal and Ethical."

6. The account that Paul left Trophimus sick at

XDetus, is, in the first place, an internal proof of
the genuineness of the Epistlo; for no wonder-
loving forger would ever have written thus, in the

Apostle's name ; but secondly, also, it is a remark-
able aid to a true judgment of the Apostle's power
to perform miracles, which was just as little unlimit-

ed on the one hand as wholly arbitrary on the

other. ** We may herein also notice the wonder-
working power of the Apostles, namely, that its use

19

lay not in their own will, but in that of God ; and
that when miracles were to occur, they were espe-

cially urged thereto by God; and that they were
used, too, only as introductory to the preaching of
the gospel, and as confirmatory of it, but, for the
rest, not in rivalry with the mystery of the Cross
and its passion, so that this might be dispensed with
at will, by means of miracles wrought upon our
enemies;" Starke.

HOMILETICAL AlO) Pl^ACTICAL.

Demas, in the New Testament, is like Lot's wife

in the Old.—Even when beginning to give ourselves
up to Christ, return to the present world is (1.) pos-

sible
; (2.) criminal

; (3.) disastrous.—Tho faithless-

ness of earthly friends compared with the fidelity of
the heavenly friend.—Moreover, timely regulations

at tho approach of death are by no means unworthy
of the Christian, of whom the greatest things are de-

manded.—Paul was as far removed from a spiritless

materialism as from a sickly spiritualism.—The spirit

of order should animate the Christian even in little

things.—The thought of an approaching end should
not weaken, but, on the contrary, strengthen our zeal

to " work while it is yet day."—" The zeal of thine

house hath eaten me up" (John ii. 17).—How a
Christian can be angry, and yet not sin fEph. iv.

26).—The consolation arising from belief in God's
justice notwithstanding every wrong man does us.

—

Alone, and yet not alone. At our last account also,

no one will stand by us except the Lord.—The Lord
can redeem His children through death, if he does
not redeem them from death.—The last closing

note of the Christian life a doxology always.—The
association of the saints should be more intimate

the shorter the lifetime becomes.—Aquila and Pi-is-

cilla the model of Christian wedlock : (1.) Closely

bound together; (2.) zealous in labor; (8.) richly

blessed (Traurede).—The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ in its all-surpassing value.

" ITow joyoua am I bore below

!

My trwaaure is the A. and O,
Beginning and conclusion."

Starke : Heoikger : How many brothers Demas
has, who love the world better than God (Luke viii.

13) !—Cramer : Not he who has begun well, but he
that shall endure to the end, shall be saved (Matt.

xxiv. 13).

—

Osiander : Many a one is at first weak
in bis charge, but afterwards zealous in the work of
the Lord. Hence we should not straightway de-

spise the weak, but hope for improvement (Rom.
xiv. 1).—Preachers must have books and paper;
reading and writing is their labor. Without these

they can hardly exist (1 Tim. iv* 18).

—

Heoikger:
A coppersmith withstands Paul, God, Christ's king-

dom and word. Thus the enemy can work by
means of insignificant people. One fly defiles much
ointment, one mangy sheep many others (Eccl. ix.

18 ; x. 1). One bad man, when subject to the devil,

can prevent much good by word and deed. May
God reprove Satan, that he hold his peace I—Imper-

fections and faults occur even among saints ; where-

fore we should edify and improve each other in com-
mon (Gal. vi. 1; Matt xxvi. 56).—When all our

friends, when father and mother forsake us, our God
will not forsake us (Ps. xxvii. 10).—Experience

brings hope with it ; he who has been so often in

peril, and has been saved—who feels, too, every day
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the saving help, can surely be of good hope that the

Lord will always save him.—A blessed death shuts

the door on every suffering.—Remember vour bene-

factor, and, if you can do no more, wish him a thou-

sand different benefits forever and ever.—To be
blessed by the holy, is honor and benefit.—Jesus
Christ all in all. "Where He is not, we can accom-
plish no good.

Heubner : If even a Paul experienced bad faith

from his friends, how much easier for us to find con-

solation !—Hints on the value and use of books, on
lectures, and scientific occupations.—There is a holy

longing to see evil punished for the sake of good.—

It is often wise to turn aside from your path.—Let
us be considerate and gentle with human weakness*

es.—The aid of God is assured to the witnesses of

truth.—The godly need not fear even the crudest

violence.—The final redemption of the godly is not

here, but will be there.—Even with the dignity of in

apostle, intimate friendship is compatible,—u Kot to

strange means, but to yield to God's law " (see 20 b).

Lisco : Paul's trust in God in his last extremity.

—The Lord our guard and aid : (1.) He stays when

men leave us; (2.) He protects us; (3.) He re«

deems us in the end.—Want of love, and love in

its origin and action.

THE END OF II. TIMOTHY*
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PREFACE.

The Editor needs say but little by way of introduction to the present Commentary.

Having made the profoundly interesting and difficult Epistle of which it treats a subject of

considerable and special study, he feels no slight pleasure in introducing the Commentary

of Dr. Moll to the English-speaking public, believing that it will be found inferior to none

that have preceded it in soundness of interpretation, clear conception of the scope and pur-

pose, and hearty sympathy with the Bpirit and doctrines of the Epistle. Its Exegetical,

Doctrinal, and Homiletical parts will be found alike rich and valuable. The Exegetical

portions, indeed, sometimes very full, might in other instances be advantageously expanded,

especially where turning on points of view which are more familiar to the German than the

American student. On many of these, as\of other points, the Translator has ventured to add

annotations, sometimes selected, but chiefly original, sometimes by way of illustrating the view

of Moll, sometimes giving his own dissenting opinion. To the Doctrinal and Homiletical

portions he has made no additions whatever, except to enrich the Homiletical parts with a

few of the rich treasures of spiritual thought accumulated on the pages of Owen.

In the textual notes the Editor has pursued a slightly different plan from that adopted in

the other volumes of this work. He has given first in a body the critical notes of the author,

with such occasional additions as he deemed necessary, and then followed these with his own

brief, chiefly philological notes, intended mainly, though not exclusively, to point out the varia-

tions from the common English version which would be demanded, or suggested by the original.

Of course, the suggestions thus made are not to be judged from the point of view of their

fitness for a popular translation, but simply as aids to the study of the original text. These

notes in many cases the Editor would have been glad to amplify : the necessity of the case has

made them brief. It is scarcely necessary to add that all the Editor's notes are in brackets, and

where they extend beyond two or three words, are marked with his initial K., except those

which are given as quoted, and accredited to their author. The majority of the Exegetical

notes are incorporated into the body of the text, the translator deeming that thus they would

be more likely to be read in their place, than if transferred, in a smaller type, to the foot of

the page.

The translator unhesitatingly concurs with Dr. Moll in the view now acquiesced m lw

nearly all scholars, which looks elsewhere than to the Apostle Paul for the authorship, at least

as to its form, of this Epistle. Without derogating in the slightest degree from the canonical

authority and the intrinsic excellency of the Epistle, he regards the evidence, partly external

and partly internal, of its non-Pauline origin, as overwhelming and decisive. He believes, too,

thai the suffrage of the Christian world will concentrate itself more and more upon Apollos.

28 8
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iv PREFACE TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

The Editor, finally, commits the work to the Christian public with the assurauou that

(whatever may be the value of his own additions) the Commentary of Dr. Moll will be found,

in its Exegetical, Doctrinal, and practical features, eminently worthy of the valuable work of

which it forms a part, and an important addition to the resources of the English student of the

Scriptures. May the Spirit of Truth bless it to the spiritual interests of the Churok

Rochester, March 1, 1868*
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THE EPISTLE

TO THB

HEBREWS;
INTRODUCTION,

J 1.—CANONICAL POSITION AND AUTHORITY.

Marvellous and enigmatical phenomenon—this production at once so obscure in its origin,

and so clear and full in its knowledge and recognition of Jesus Christ; already, on the very

threshold of the history of the Church, engaged in a conflict with tendencies to apostasy from the

Christian faith! Uttering its teachings from an Apostolical fulness of spirit, yet directly traceable to

no Apostle; with prophetic lips threatening, alarming, prophesying, yet this neither in apocalyptic

vision, nor in ecstatic trance I In its loftiest rhetorical flight still mindful of the goal; though

receiving at second hand, yet independent in its conception of the Gospel of Jesus, the Christ:

peculiar in expression, intermediate in its mode of apprehending the Gospel between Paul and

John: known to the earliest fathers, and yet of unsettled canonical position and authority: with

the force of deepest conviction declaring the merging and swallowing up of the Old Covenant

in the New, and that under forms of argumentation drawn entirely from the institutions and

utterances of the Old Testament itself: directed to Hebrew Christians in the purest Greek of the

New Testament: prompting the inquiry whether treatise or epistle; giving no certain clue to its

immediate origin or destination:—thus stands, Melchisedec-like, before our eyes, with the seal

of a spiritual anointing on its brow, this wondrous portraiture of the all-illuminating glory of

the New Covenant, and of its Theanthropic Founder

!

From what cause now should such a production be involved in doubt regarding its canonical

validity? In most MSS. it stands at the close of the Pauline Epistles. In the Peshito-Syriac

version, indeed, which originated probably (Ewald, Hist, of the Israel Nation, vii., 449) soon

after the middle of the Second Century, it stands without the name of any author;' then with the

name of Paul, in the Greek MSS., and in the translations made under the influence of the Greek

Church. In the Cod. Sinaiticus discovered by Teschendorf and published 1863, and in some other

MSS., it has its place even immediately before the Pastoral Epistles, in accordance with the Canon

60 of the Council of Laodicea between 343 and 381 ; as early as in the Sahidic or Upper Egyp-
tian version it stands exceptionally after the Second Epistle to the Corinthians; in the Codex
B. after that to the Galatians.

Luther, on the contrary, places it after the Epistles of Peter and John, and distinguishes it,

along with the Epistles of James and Jude and the Revelation, from " the certain, clearly authen-

ticated leading books of the New Testament," ( Works by Walch, xiv. 146 f.). This proceeding

of- Luther springs from his false interpretation of the passages—ch* vi. 4 f.; x. 26 f.; xii. 17, in

which he found a " hard knot that seems, in its obvious import, to run counter to all the Gos-
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

pels and Epistles of St. Paul." Apart from this he regards it as "an Epistle of exquisite beauty

;

discussing from Scripture, with masterly skill and thoroughness, the priesthood of Christ, and

interpreting on this point with great richness and acuteness the Old Testament." More-

over, he employs the Epistle variously in argumentation in the same way as the acknowledged

writings of the Apostles. For " he who wrote it is unknown, and wished, doubtless, for a while,

to remain unknown ; but this is a mailer of no importance. We should rest satisfied with the

doctrine which he so constantly bases upon the Scripture, showing, at the same time, a subtle

tact and moderation in reading and dealing with Scripture." In the same way Melancthon em-

ploys our Epistle, although he rejects its Pauline authorship ; in like manner, also, the Symboli-

cal books of the Lutheran Church, which, in using it, adduce the name of no author, but, instead

of this, simply the " writing " or " Epistle to the Hebrews," and only in the Formula Concordia,

and not even here in the German original, employ the term Apostle. This proceeding stands

connected with a change of views, in other respects also noticeable, regarding the conditions of

canonicity in any alleged Scriptural production. In ecclesiastical antiquity, the question turned

on the authority of the author; and precisely in regard to the author was there a diversity ofjudg-

ment in the case of our Epistle (see j 2). For this reason not only did the later Arians, on ac-

count of its non-Pauline origin, deny its authority in matters of doctrine, but the teachers in

the Latin Church also, even Novatian and Cyprian, refrained from its use until the middle of

the fourth century, because up to this time the Western Church did not regard Paul as its au-

thor. Augustine adduces it, indeed, (de doctr. Christ. II. 8) among the canonical writings, and

occasionally makes use of it; but he apologizes for it on account of the then existing opposition

of some in the Western Church to the already widely-spreading conviction of its Pauline origin.

Even Irenaaus, of whom Eusebius relates as something remarkable (HisL Eccles. v. 26), that in

his ptfiMov diatet-eov duzfdpuv he has a citation from the Epistle to the Hebrews, and one from the

book of Wisdom, and who (adv. haer. II. 30, 9), by alluding to the " word of his power," clearly

indicates his knowledge of our Epistle, makes no use of it, whatever, in his refutation of the

heretics. In the second Monkish Fragment (Iben. ed. Stieren 1, 854) Heb. xiii. 15 is, indeed, cited

as an exhortation of Paul ; but the genuineness of this fragment is very doubtful. And Origen,

in cases where its Pauline composition is controverted, does not insist upon a recognition of its

canonical authority, but either resorts for his proof passages to acknowledged canonical produc-

tions, or deems it necessary to make a special argument in favor of its composition by Paul (on

Matth. ch. xxiii.; Ep. ad African, ch. 9). Tertullian, too, employs it in but a single instance (de

pudic. ch. xx.), and that merely in confirmation of a point already established. " Volo tamen ex

redundantia alicujus etiam comitis Apostolorum testimonium superducere. In entire accordance

with this, also more recent Scholars, e. g., Michaelis (Einleit. ins neue Test. 4 ed. 2 Part, J 234)

and Zieoleb (Complete Introd. to the Epistle to the Hebrews, Gottingen, 1791, j 17), reject alike

the hypothesis of its composition by Paul, and its canonical authority.

As early, however, as Jebohe, who says, ep. 125 ad Evagrium: Epistola ad Hebraos quam

omnes Gr&ci recipiunt et nonnulli Latinorum, we find presenting itself (Ep. 129 ad Dardanum)

the view, nihil interesse cuius sit, quum ecdesiastici viri sit, et quoiidie ecclesiarum lectione celebre-

tur. According to this now, the decision turns no longer on the name and person of the author

but on a reception into the canon, ecclesiastically determined by a Synodical decision ; since, ac-

cording to Can. 59 of the Cone. Zaodic. in the 4 century, no fUQMa Uav6vtara were to be read in the

church. Ebasmtjs goes yet a step farther with the declaration : Imo non opinor periclitari fidrn

si tota ecclesia faUatur in titulo hujus epistoke, modo constet Spiritum Sanctum fume prinri-

palem auctorem, id quod interim convenit (Opp. ix. 595). Calvin, who does not regard Paul as

its author, still ascribes even to the cunning of Satan the denial, on the part of some, of its cano-

nical validity, and Beza holds decidedly to the inspiration of the author, and declares, there-

fore, the precise person and name to be a matter of comparative indifference. The attempt of

CABL8TADT (de canonic. Scripturis libeUus, VUeb. 1520) to distribute the books of the Old and the

New Testament, according to their rank, into three classes, assigning to the first class of the

New Testament books the four Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, to the Becond the thirteen

Epistles of Paul, and John and Peter, and to the third the remainder, including the Epistle to

the Hebrews, has failed to make converts. But since Mabtin Chemnitz (Examen Cone. ZridenL)
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it has been customary to speak of Apocrypha of the New Testament in the sense in which Ru-

finus had spoken of libris ecclesiasticis, and Jerome of uncanonical writings, which, like the

Apocrypha of the Old Testament, might servefor popular edification, though notfor establishing

the doctrines of the Church. Among writings of this class, the Wittenberg theologians in par-

ticalar, toward the end of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries, reckoned the Epistle

to the Hebrews, the 2d Epistle of Peter, and the 2d and 3d of John, and James, Jude and the Reve-

lation. A revolution, however, was produced by John Gerhard, who (Loci Theohg. ed. OoUa

Vol. II.) found fault with the term 'Apocrypha/ specially on the ground that in the early church

doubts regarding these portions of the New Testament were in part confined to individual

teachers or churches, and in part had reference only to the auctor secundarius. Gerhard in-

troduced the distinction between canonical books primi ordinis and secundi ordinis, the distinc-

tion, meantime, having a purely historical, not a doctrinal significance, and referring not to the

canonical consideration, or to the inspired character of the work, but simply to the greater or less

degree of confidence to be reposed in opinions regarding its author.

{ 2. HTPOTHESES REGARDING THE AUTHOR.

We encounter at first view the remarkable phenomenon that the Eastern Church, from the

time of Pantsenus, by testimonies almost unanimous, and apparently resting on tradition, as-

cribes the Epistle to Paul; while it was only after the Arian controversies that the Western

Church came gradually to adopt the oriental view. And this is all the more remarkable as the

Epistle* sent by the Roman Church to the Corinthian, and ascribed by tradition to Clement, as

the first to the Corinthians, an Epistle belonging at latest to the time of the Emperor Domitian,

87-96 (Hilgenpeld, the Apostol. Fathers, p. 84), but by others held to have been written before

the destruction of Jerusalem, makes a decided and peculiar use of our Epistle (Euseb. H. E. III.

28), viz., without expressly citing it, or naming an author, and by interweaving its clauses,

phrases and turns of expression. Since, however, this Roman Epistle does not bear a pure Pau-

line impress, but is merely stamped with a character kindred to the Pauline, its use of the Epistle

to the Hebrews does not argue an assumption of the Pauline authorship of this Epistle, but

would point only to some man who stood allied to Paul in Apostolic dignity. On the other hand

also Justin Martyr (1. 166) twice cites ourEpistle (KiRCHHOPERjQu^erwawm/tm^r, p. 239) with-

out designating the author; and the treatment of this question in the Alexandrian Church by

Panxbntjs, Clement of Alexandria and Origen (see Bleek I. 95 ff.), shows clearly 1. that it was

in that church strictly speaking only the ideas which were attributed to Paul ; 2. that there existed,

at least at the time of Origen, already various, and, in like manner, traditionary opinions, regarding

the disciple of Paul to whom should be ascribed the actual composition; and 3. that critical doubts

existed to which regard had to be paid, such as appear in Irenaeus and his pupil Hippolitus (Photii

Biblioth. Cod. 121 ed. Becker, p. 94, and the testimony of Stephen Gobarus of the 6th century,

L. C. Cod. 232, p. 291). Critical doubts like these did not prevail in the Latin Church, and scarcely

even dogmatical ones. There are, indeed, distinguished scholars who, with Spanheim (de auctore

ep. ad. Hebr., Heidelberg, 1659) and Wetstein, suppose that the Western Church was actuated

by hostility toward the Montanists, who appealed to ch. vi. 4, against the re-admission of the

lapsi into the church; but even Tertullian mentions, indeed, this Epistle during his Monta-

nistic period, but knows nothing apparently of its authorship by Paul. Cyprian makes no men-

tion whatever of the Epistle. We might be inclined to find an explanation of this silence in his

assumption of the number seven of the Pauline Churches, which should correspond to the

seven churches mentioned by John, an opinion also held by Victorinus Petabionensis (Fragm.

defabrica mundi bei Klee, p. 9 ; septan quoque cadi sunt—septem spiritus—septem cornua agni—
septem ecclcsice apud Paulum.) But these writers would have ventured neither to distort nor to

leave unregarded an existing tradition. J. Chris, von Hofmann thinks (deutero canonicalt in •

Zeilschrift fur Prot. und Kxrche, E1L 1857) that the Gentile Church of the West regarded the

three Epistles to the Jewish Christians (Peter, James and Hebrews), which, in the fragm. de

canone, published by Muratori, donot appearamong those, which the church has stamped with her

approval, as, in no way concerning them. But, on the one hand, the Epistle of James was even

in the East an antUegomenon; and, on the other, 1 Peter is cited by Irenaeus, Tertullian, and
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Cyprian as an Apostolical composition. The Western Chnrch has evidently no tradition as-

cribing the*authorship of our Epistle to Paul; for even the Roman presbyter Cains, in his con-

troversy with the Montanists, at the time of the Roman Bishop Zephyrinns in the beginning of the

3d century (Jebomb de viris ill. ch. lix.), knows of but thirteen Epistles of Paul (Eusebius, HisL

Eccle8. IV. 20), and in the above-mentioned fragm. de canone, probably belonging to the close

of the second century, there are, indeed, mentioned two spurious Epistles under the name of Paul

ad haresem Marcionis, viz., to the Laodiceans and to the Alexandrians; and some interpreters re-

gard the latter, others the former, as identical with the Epistle to the Hebrews, but both equally

without reason ; for while the Pauline composition of the Hebrews has been assailed, its doctrinal

soundness has never been called in question. The change of views is shown clearly in the circum-

stance that the Synod of Hippo 393, Can. 36, and the third Synod of Carthage, (397) Can. 47 ordain;

Pauli Apostoli epistolce tredecim; ejusdem ad Hebrwos una ("one, by the same, to the Hebrews"),

while Can. 29 of the Fifth Synod of Carthage (419), simply reckons fourteen Epistles of Paul

In this case we see clearly the influence of the East in the declaration of Augustine de pcccaL

mer. et remiss, I. 27 : majis me movet auctorilas ecclesiarum orientalium, quae hanc quoque in cam-

nicis habent, and through all subsequent time, we still hear the tones of occasional individual dis-

sent from this decision. Hence, is explained also the inconsistent proceeding of Eusebius (in the

first half of the fourth century). In his Commentary on the Psalms, he frequently cites oar

Epistle as Pauline, and reckons it (H. E., II. 17) among the Epistles of Paul, as also (H.RUL

3) he gives the number of the acknowledged and unquestioned Epistles of Paul as fourteen, and

places the Epistle to the Hebrews (H. E., III. 25) among the homologoumena. On the contrary,

(atH. E, vii.3) he places it among the antUegomena, and mentions it between the Wisdom of Solo-

mon and Jesus Sirach on the one hand, and Barnabas, Clement of Rome, and Jude on the other, and

says (H. 231,VI. 20), in confirmation of the view of Caius, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is not to

be reckoned as Pauline; "since we know that up to this time it is by some of the Romans regarded

as not the work of the Apostle." According to Wieseleb, {Inquiry regarding the Epistle tothe

Hebrews, particularly its author and its readers, 1861) the testimony of Tertullian in .favor of

Barnabas as its author (de pudicitia, c. 20; Extol enim et Barnabm titulus ad Hebrews, a Dee

satis auctorati viri) stands not so entirely solitary in the Latin Church, as is commonly supposed.

And, however questionable may be the interpretation of the passages (Philastbius, ter. 89, Je-

bome, Ep. 129 ad Dardanum, Isidobus, Etymol. 6, 2) in respect to the local extent and the con-

tinuance in time of the view which ascribes the Epistle to Barnabas, still it is undeniable that

the statement of Tertullian must rest upon afact existing within a certain circle. The hypo-

thesis which Schmidt, Twesten, Ullmann, Wieseleb (Chronologic des Apod. ZcitaUer),

THiEB8CH,have built on this fact, and to which recently Cbedneb (Hist, of the N. Test. Canon,?.

180 ff.) has given his adhesion, is thus destitute neither of historical, nor in part of traditional

support. This would be considerably strengthened if in the stichometrical list of the sacred

writings of the N. Test, in the Cod. Claromontanus, the Epistle to the Hebrews were actually

and simply designated as Epistola Barnabas. But in the list this " Epistle of Barnabas" is se-

parated from the Epistles of Paul by the Catholic Epistles, while in the codex itself the Epistle

to the Hebrews is separated only by this list from those of Paul, and a separate 'Epistle of Bar-

nabas' is found also in the Cod. Sinaitieus. In favor of Barnabas, the v&c irapocfcfaewc, may be

urged (without referring to the Myoc rijc irapoKtyoeus, Heb. xiil 22), first, that his position as a

disciple of the Apostles (defended by Tebttjllian de pudic. 20, against the assumption that he be-

longed to the 70 disciples, in Clem., Alex. Strom., II. 20, comp. Euseb. H. E, 1. 12) accords well

with Heb. ii. 3; and that he might be brought into relation with Timothy both by his accompa-

nying Paul on his missionary journey mentioned Acts xiii. 14, and by his later interviews with

the Apostle, Gal. ii. 9 ff.; secondly, that Barnabas along with Paul is called, Acta xiv. 14, &***'

toAoc and that the Syrian Church was founded by them both (ch. xi. 22 ff.) ; and finally that the

peculiar character of our Epistle, especially its doctrinal independence while yet resting on a

Pauline basis, and the position assumed by the author alike toward the members and the officers

of the church to which he writes, harmonize entirely with what we know of Barnabas. As a

Levite, too, and frequently in Jerusalem, the priestly element in our Lord's character would come

naturally under discussion (Acts iv. 36); and alike the purer Greek and the Alexandrian tinge
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of the Epistle would be in his case both explicable from the fact that he sprang from Cyprus,

which stood in intimate relations of commerce and intercourse with Alexandria. Nor need we
attach importance to the fact that, according to Acts xiv. 12, Barnabas appears inferior to Paul

in eloquence, since we have here not an oral address, but a carefully composed written composi-

tion; nor can we reason legitimately from the Epistle ascribed to Barnabas among the works of

the Apostolic Fathers, as its genuineness is more than doubtful. Yet, on the other hand, a per-

son brought up a Levite would scarcely express himself in the manner of our Epistle regarding

the arrangements of the Levitical service and the utensils and objects belonging to the temple

at Jerusalem, even granting that no positive errors in those points have crept into ch. 9; and

again Gal. ii. 9, the sphere of missionary labor assigned to Barnabas seems to have lain among
the Gentiles; for which reason also Wieselee, though in connection also with other grounds, is

inclined to look at least beyond the limits of Palestine for the recipients of the Epistle. [It seems

to me a sufficient reply to the first of these objections of the author, to say that the writer of the

Epistle is not in ch. 9 speaking at all of the regulations of the ritual service of the Temple at

Jerusalem, much less of the utensils, vessels, etc., found in it; but simply of the arrangements

and contents of the Mosaic tabernacle. There does not seem to be the slightest evidence that

he had especially in mind the furniture of the temple of his time, as, on the contrary, in regard

to most of the articles, it is certain that he could not.—K.].

The Syrian Church, on the contrary, although the Epistle stands in the Peshito without the

same of an author, from the middle of the third century regarded the Epistle as from Paul. For

(he Council at Antioch (264) in its letter directed to Paul of Samosata, refers to Heb. ii. 14; iv.

14, 15; xi. 26, and connects the last named passage with citations from the Epistle to the Cor..

as utterances of the same Apostle. In like manner, at a later period, Ephbaem Sybus (* 378),

connects Heb. x. 31 with Rom. ii. 16, and Eph. v. 15, by the introductory words, " In respect to>

this day, exclaims also the Apostle Paul," while he elsewhere, like his teacher Jacob, Bishop of

Nisibis, adduces passages of our Epistle merely in general terms, as words of an Apostle. On
this point the Egyptian Church seems to have had a controlling influence.

Unquestionably remarkable is not merely the testimony of the Oriental Church for the

Pauline composition of the Epistle, and the marked use of it by Clement of Home, but especially

the circumstance that the testimony of the Alexandrians may not (with Eichhobn, Schmidt,

Day. Schultz) be referred back to purely hypothetical assumptions; comp. Stenglein Historical

Testimonies of the first four centuries regarding the Author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Bam-
berg, 1835. True, indeed, as we have already intimated, the tradition in favor of Paul upon

which Panmnus, about the middle of the second century, seems to rely, is not so sure and deci-

sive as Stobb, Hug, etc., imagine. And entirely justifiable is the cautious language of Bleek,

who regards it as probable, on scientific grounds, that PanTjENUs already found different views

existing in his church regarding the Author of our Epistle, and that he had reference to an objec-

tion urged against hisown view in the words preserved by Euseb. If. E., VI, 14, that "Paul fromi

modesty and a spirit of reverence toward the Lord, did not designate himself as Apostle of the

Hebrews, because to the Hebrews the Lord had been sent as the Apostle of the Almighty, but

he, Paul, as Apostle and Preacher to the Gentiles, had written to them gratuitously and. outside-

of his appointed sphere of labor/
1

This sagacious position is needlessly surrendered in the otherwise valuable "History of the

N. Test. Canon, by C. A. Cbedneb, Edited by G. Volkmab, Berlin., 1860, p. 182/' according to

which Pantanus might merely have spoken the sentiments of those who, like him, wished to

connect the Epistle, that had originated, perhaps, but without clearly settled authorship in, the

Alexandrian Church, with the name of Paul as opposed to the Catholic Church, which, was dis-

posed to contest with him its claim to canonical authority. How decided, on the contrary, was

with others the consciousness and influence of a tradition infavor of its Pauline composition, is

conspicuously evinced by the fact that the Alexandrians themselves, while observing its ; diversity

of style from that of Paul, for this reason framed the hypothesis that the Epistle had. sprung

from an Aramaean original, of which Paul was the author (Clem. Alex.), or that Paul did not

dictate its language, but only gave the ideas (Obig.); while, meantime, Obigen concedes (Eus.

H. E., YL 25) that "if any church deems this Epistle a production of Paul, it is liable to no
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blame, ov yhp ehcq ol apxdlot ivdptq og Tlabfatv avri)v napadeduKaoiv, ("for not without cause—not at

mere hap-hazard—have ancient or the primitive men handed it down as Paul's "). This language

points to a real tradition, going back to men well-known, and already to be reckoned as ances-

tors, even granting it to have been held only here and there by an individual church. And the

circumstance that Origen regards this procedure as not groundless and irrational, is all the

more weighty as he gives in immediate connection his own dissenting view, resting on critical

grounds; viz., "that should he declare his own opinion, it is this, that the thoughts belong to

the Apostle, the style and composition to another, who has written down the ideas of the Apos-

tle, and carried out in his own explanatory language the statements of his teacher." Then

follow the words cited above, after which :
" But who actually committed it to writing, is known

to God." He adds that tradition ascribes it partly to Clement of Home, partly to Luke.

The weight of these facts has led to successively renewed endeavors to defend the Pauline

authorship of the Epistle. To this effect—after the assaults of an independent criticism com-

mencing with Semler—Meyeb, in the Journal of Ammon and Bartholdt II., 3; Cramer, in

his Commentary; and particularly Stobr: while Kleuker (Extended Inquiries, etc., Bioa, 1793

II.) sought to show that the assumption of a Pauline authorship was at least not unrea-

sonable. Against the assaults of Dav. Schultz appeared specially Steudel in Bengel's Arckk.,

IV., 1 ; Hofstede de Oroot (disput. qua ep. ad Heb. cum JPaulinis epp. comparatur, Traj. ad

JRhen., 1826); Stuart of Andover, U. 8., 1827, and Hug in the Second Ed. of his Inlrod. to the

N. Test., 1821. Even after the investigations of Bleek, the Pauline authorship was still de-

fended by Gelpke (vindicicB originis Paulines Ep. ad Heb.', Lugd. Bat., 1833) ; by Paulas in

Heidelberg, 1833; by the Catholic Klee, 1833; and by Stein in the Appendix to his Commentary

on Luke, 1830. More recently again L. Gaussen (Le canon des saintes Ventures, translated into

German by Pastor Grob, 1864) who, after Wordsworth (on the Canon, London, 1847,

p. 234), finds a direct and authentic testimony in favor of Paul as its author, in the closing salu-

tation (v. 25), in connection with a false explanation of 2 Thes. iii. 17.

Yet even the passage chap. ii. 3, taken in its connection, makes strongly against the Pauline

authorship, as, since Cajetan and Erasmus, is commonly conceded. It is, indeed, true that the

writer here in terms distinguishes himself properly only as a non-eye-witness from the actual

eye-witnesses of the life of Jesus (Hofm. Schriftbeweis, II., 2, p. 352). The contrast of Apostle and

non-Apostle is here not in question; and thus we might find in this passage, perhaps, noformal

contradiction to Paul's uniform and studious assertion of his Apostolical authority, Gal. i., and

2 Cor. xi. xii. But no less certainly does the author class himself with his readers as belonging

to a generation to which the salvation—originally uttered by the Lord—has been confirmed by

the testimony of intermediate ear-witnesses. And in such a manner Paul could not have ex-

pressed himself, however much, for purposes of instruction, he might have chosen for once to

Tiold his Apostolical claims in abeyance; for thus he would not merely have concealed—he would

have denied them.

Again the personal references of ch. 13 contain nothing which decidedly points to Paul

True, we may not specially determine to what considerable Christian man Timothy could, during

the life of Paul, have stood in any such relation of fraternal cooperation as ch. xiii. 23 indicates;

and just as little can we establish the fact that he, after the death of Paul, although bishop of

the Church at Ephesus, again made journeys as a missionary. But undeniably men like Luke,

Barnabas, Apollos, might thus express themselves in regard to Timothy, well-known doubtless in

his fortunes to the readers; and as Paul, 2 Tim. iv. 9, summons Timothy to himself from Ephesus

we are not required to regard him as fixed immovably at Ephesus. Further, against the

Pauline hypothesis are the facts that the expression ol Aa-d rfr 'IraXiac theyfrom Italy (13, 2*)

philologically, to be sure, can be understood of Italians, but hardly of them including Romans;

that the request to the readers (v. 19) to pray to God for his restoration to them, points to such a

connection with the Church addressed as Paul could not have had with the Churches of Pales-

tine ; that Paul could not expect so peaceful a return after his experiences in Jerusalem ; that ty.

18, 19 hardly point to an imprisonment of the author (since also at ch. x. 34, we are to read not

rols decfwlc fiov, but role deofilots) ; and finally that we can scarcely conceive how Paul should have

written to Hebrew Christians, if we remember the agreement made at Jerusalem among the
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Apostles, in regard to their spheres of labor, and the declarations of Paul himself in regard to his

position and the immediate duty assigned him, Bom. xv. 20; 1 Cor. x. 13. And besides, how
could Paul, who elsewhere always prefixes to his letters his name and opening salutation, have

written without affixing his name, and in such terms as at ii, 3, precisely to those churches that

bad sought to spread their doubts of his Apostolical authority even by their deputations to the

Gentile Churches?

To these grounds of doubt we may add the important fact that, alike in its train of thought

and the closely related character of its style, this Epistle stands clearly distinguished from the

undoubted compositions of Paul. "We may not, indeed, emphasize the doctrinal diversity so

strongly as does Dav. Schultz, and in part Ed. Reuss, who even maintains that the Christology

ofour Epistle has a "decidedly spiritualistic tendency whereby (afJrrup) obscurity is thrown upon

Christ's connection with humanity." Heb. ii. 14, 17, stands in decided hostility to this view. In

general the undeniable diversities in the doctrinal statements can be converted into discrepancies

only by misconception, and they are easily explicable from the character of the readers, and the

special object of the Epistle. Paul, starting from the condition and needs of humanity, points

usually to the subjective influences of the work of salvation, deducing thence the contrasted nature

of law and Gospel, and thus leading on his readers from these phenomena, to the profounder

truths of Christology. Our author proceeds by a reverse process. He deduces the infinite supe-

riority of the New Covenant to the Old, from the infinite elevation of Jesus Christ above all the

mediators of salvation, and all the servants and organs of Divine revelation. Paul again links the

death of Christ with that of the sacrificial victim; here it is linked with the fact ofpriestly interces-

sion, Paul lays the stress on that which was accomplished on the cross; here it is laid on that

which is accomplished in the heavenly sanctuary by the perfected Royal Priest, who is exhibited

before us in his entire personality as a sacrifice which, "through an eternal Spirit," has in a perfect

manner been offered to God. Yet the words of Paul regarding the exaltation of Christ above the

heavens (Eph. iv. 10), and regarding his intercession for the saints at the right hand of the Father

(Rom. viii. 34), contain the germ of the doctrine here unfolded of Christ's high priesthood in the

heavenly holy of holies. And in Paul's designation of the Old Test, ceremonial law as the "rudi-

ments of the world" (oroixeia rob icfofiov, Gal. iv. 3) lies enfolded all that is here taught regarding

the inability of the law to bring anything to perfection, as, on the other hand, our Epistle is but

an expansion and carrying through, in its own peculiar way, of the Pauline doctrine that Christ

is the riXoc rov v6pov
t
Rom. x. 4, and that the Law has partly a disciplinary and "pedagogical" (Gal.

iii. 24), partly a typical (1 Cor. x. 11 ; Col. ii. 17) significance. So also at once independent, and yet

standing in close relationship with Phil. ii. 7 f., is the treatment of the doctrine of the humiliation

and exaltation of Jesus Christ (ch. i. 4; ii. 9), who here, as with Paul, is not merely the mediator

of the New Covenant on the ground of the redemption wrought through His blood (ch. vii. 22;

ix. 15; xii. 24; GaL iii. 19; 1 Tim. ii. 5), but, as the Image of God, is also the Mediator in the

creation, preservation and government of the world (ch. i. 1-3;. 1 Cor. viii. 6; 2 Cor. iv. 4; Col.

i. 15-17; Eph. i. 10). And in the same reciprocal relation stand the declarations (ch. vi. 1; ix.

14; comp. ix. 9) regarding dead works and their distinction from good works, to which Christians

are mutually to incite each other (x. 24), as the Pauline distinction of works of law and good

works ; and faith is brought into direct relation not barely with the righteousness of man (ch.

xl 7; comp. x. 38), but also with the expiatory death of Jesus (x. 22). Any essential difference,

therefore, must not be assumed. But here the prevailing contrast is not that between faith and

law, or works of law. The conception of faith is here preponderantly the more general one of

abiding and obedient trust in the promises of God, so that on the one hand it forms a contrast to

the vision of the period of fulfilment (as 1 Cor. v. 7), and on the other, particularly in ch. 11, is re-

garded as that which from the outset has been through all ages the condition of salvation, thus

simply carrying out Paul's representation (Rom. iv.) of the faith of Abraham. Precisely so the

ethical element of faith, particularly in the life of Jesus himself, is still more expressly exhibited

(ch. ii. 17; iv. 15 ; xii. 2). It does not lie within the scope of the Epistle to dwell on the uni-

versality of the plan of grace, and on the calling of the Gentiles. So also the resurrection of

Jesus is but once mentioned, ch. xiii. 20 ; and Paul's doctrine of sin and grace is but lightly

touched by the mention of the "deceitfulness of sin," iii. 13, comp. xi. 25; xii. 4; in like manner
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his doctrine of x&PQ, ch. iv. 16 ; and of deliverance " (aTcaZkrrf), in contrast with bondage

(dovtela).

But it is not merely individual terms, expressions, and references, which exhibit a de-

viation from those familiar to Paul, and regarding which it might be possible to say that under

like conditions, or for a lik9 purpose, Paul would very probably have thus expressed himself.

The state of the case is rather this, that along with an essential accordance with the fundamental

ideas of Paul; along with the occasional recurrence of modes of thought specifically Pauline, and

with a frequent use of substantially equivalent doctrinal expressions, there yet, on the one hand,

runs through our Epistle a thorough independence in the modes of conception, in the style of

argumentation and the diction, which precisely in minute and familiar matters, gives sponta-

neous expression to a writer's individuality; and, on the other, it displays here and there a de-

cidedly non-Pauline terminology, as, e. g., in the use of dyi&£etv and reXetohaSai. A resort to the

opinion of Origen, (as by Quericke, Thiersch, Bisping, Stier, Ebrard, and partly Delitzsch),

which refers the substance of the Epistle to Paul, its form to one of his companions, does

not explain the phenomenon, and in fact involves a superficial view that will bear no close

inspection. Even Olshatjsen has felt (Opusc. Theol., Konigsberg, 1834, p. 118 f.) that in as-

suming such an indirect authorship on the part of Paul, nothing is gained, and that the imme-

diate composer, standing forth in undeniable individuality, must be regarded as the proper author

of the Epistle. In the endeavor, however, to maintain its outward connection with Paul, he

advances the hypothesis, destitute of the slightest historical support, that the Epistle is properly

a hortatory discourse, composed by Presbyters of a church in Asia Minor, to which Paul has lent

his approval, regarding which then the writer apprises us in appending some personal notices.

We shall find it, then, advisable, in inquiring after the author of our Epistle, to leave Paul,

directly, entirely out of the question. For the view of Baumgabten-Cbusius (On the Origin and

Internal Character of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Jena, 1828), that it belongs to the class of interpo-

lated writings, and that the Alexandrian author has designed to produce a re-moulding of the con-

tents of the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, for the Jewish Christians, finds no shadow of

support in the characterof the Epistle. Equally unienable is the view of Schwegleb (
Post-Ap. Age,

II. p. 312) and Zelleb
( Theol. Jahr. 1842, 1), that this is a treatise of the Pseudo-Johannean school

of the second century, to which the form of an epistle, is incidentally given, together with such perso-

nal references as should allow of its being referred to Paul. It is necessary, on the other hand, that

our conjectures should remain within the sphere of the action and influence of Paul. The view of

Kostlin
(
Theol. Jahrb., 1854, Heft 4) and ofAlb. Ritschl, ( Origin of the Early Catholic Church,

2 ed., Bonn, 1857), that the Epistle to the Hebrews presents an advanced stage of the primi-

tive Apostolical Judaism, and displays but here and there traces of the Pauline spirit, can

scarcely be carried through, although in the turn given to it by Weiss (Stud, und Grit., 1859, L

142 ff., and Riehm, Lehrbegriff, II. 861 ff.), it assumes a more plausible form. The author appears

as an independent missionary laborer among those connected with Paul, and pre-eminent in

talent and influence. Hence, it does not meet the case to refer it, as a mere matter of conjec-

ture, to Mark or Aquila; or, with Bohme in his Commentary, or with Mtnsteb (Kleine theoi

Bchriften, Copenhag., 1825), in part also Riehm II., 893, to Silas; or with Erasmus, and hesi-

tatingly Calvin, and more recently Bisping, following some ancient authorities (Egsebitjs, H.

E. HI. 38), to Clemens Romanus. To trace the authorship of the Epistle with Eichhorh,

Schott, Baumgabten-Cbtjsitjs, Setffabth (de epistola quae dicitur ad Hebr. indole maxima

peculiari Leipz., 1821) to an Alexandrian in general, is going too far, and is mixing with the

question some irrelevant considerations (see sec 5). We might, however, if we do not decide

in favor of Barnabas, be easily tempted, with Hugo Grotius, Hug, since the third edition of his

Introduction, Kohleb (Essay on the Date of the Composition of the Epistles, 1830), Ebrard and

Delitzsch, to fix upon Luke. Luke alone was with Paul (2 Tim. iv. 11) when he summoned

Timothy to come to him with all speed (iv. 9), and he was also with him in his last visit to Je-

rusalem, Acts xxi. 17. Besides this, he was, according to Eusebius, H. E, III. 4, 3, from An-

tioch, and was, hence, a sort of fellow-countryman to the" Christians of Palestine. Delitzsch

lays much stress on the similarity of the style to that of Luke (a similarity previously perceived

by Grotius), particularly from Acts xvi. 10, which also Weitzsackeb (Jahrb.fur deutsche Theol
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I 2. HYPOTHESES EEGABDING THE AUTHOR.

1862, II. 399) deems deserving a close investigation, and of which he adduces a multitude of new
examples. Nay, he even finds modes of expression such as belong specially to & physician, (to

which calling, according to Col. iv. 14, Luke belonged), particularly Heb. iv. 12 f.; v. 11 ff.; vi.

12; xii. 121 But Lunemakn (Comm. 2 ed.) shows that these points of relationship are com-
paratively slight, while one cannot fail to discover a prevailing diversity in style and manner.

He also maintains as decisive the evidence from Col. iv. 16, that Luke was a Gentile Christian,

against Tielb (Stud, und Krit., 1858, IV. 753) and Hopmann (Schriftbeweis 2 Aufl. II. 2, 99),

who regard him as a Jewish Christian. All this makes against Luke as author of the Epistle.

True, the partial errors of the author of our Epistle regarding the arrangements of the Levitical

worship, assumed by most interpreters, would be easily explained under this hypothesis. But
they are equally so on the theory which, since the time of Luther, has been maintained by most

expositors, of its authorship by Apollos (Doric abbreviation of 'Awoltetvioc). On behalf of this

may be urged, first of all, that union of independence in his ministry with harmony with the

Apostle, to which the Epistles to the Corinthians bear testimony; then the description of him
given in the Acts (xviii. 24) as a born Jew and earlier disciple of John, learned and profoundly

versed in Scripture, who overpowered the Jews by reasonings drawn from Scripture; the fact

that, for these reasons, although by birth an Alexandrian, he, nevertheless, still appears standing

in relation with Palestine, and holding himself free from the idealism of Philo, and the influences

of Greek philosophy, (as indeed it was atso by Aquila,one of Paul's converts,that hewas introduced

at Ephesus into a deeper understanding of the Gospel (Acts xviii. 2 f.) ; the fact that he had either

been in Crete, or must have intended to come thither (Tit. iii. 13), and that he devoted his labors

especially to the Jews (Acts xviii. 28) ; and finally, that that exclusive use of the Septuagin {;, which

attracted notice as early as Jerome (ad 7«.vi,9), would, in his cape, be entirely explicable. There

remain, however, two grounds of hesitation. The first is, that in Christian antiquity his name is

unmentioned in connection with this question. The second, that in the historical accounts re-

garding him, we find no proper points of support for the personal relations touched upon at the

close of the Epistle. The question regarding'its authorship must, therefore, still be considered

as standing open.

[The question regarding the authorship of this noble Epistle, must indeed be regarded as

undecided, and may very possibly ever remain unsusceptible of positive solution. The only

point which may be regarded as established beyond all controversy, is, that at least in its present

form, it did not proceed from the pen of the Apostle Paul. The diversities—discrepancies, it

seems to me, are out of the question—between this Epistle and the acknowledged writings of

Paul, are too numerous and too great, both in the subject-matter and the style, to render it con-

ceivable that they should have come from the same pen. And I deem scarcely less improbable

the hypothesis, that the Epistle was dictated in substance by Paul, and committed to writing in

his own independent diction by another. The Epistle bears the stamp of unity; thought and

diction appear in it closely and inseparably allied; and the difficulties are equally great, either of

assuming that the supposed amanuensis speaks in the name of his principal, or that he speaks in his

own name. Still, English and American commentators have by no means uniformly abandoned

the Pauline hypothesis. In this country Prof. Stuart defended it with great zeal, if not with very

great acumen, and Sampson, Turner, Dr. Barnes, and Dr. Lindsay, all maintain this view. In Eng-

land ALford follows the lead of the Continental scholars, and makes an elaborate and able appeal

in behalf of the claims of Apollos; Conybeare and Howson also yield entirely the Pauline author-

ship. Wordsworth, however, representing the conservative tendencies of the English Church,

still adheres to the view that Paul was its author; but defends the position on no new
or decisive grounds.—In relation to the question who was the author, there doubtless will con-

tinue to be, among those who conceive that it could not have been written by Paul, various

opinions. The claims of Barnabas, Luke, Silas, Clemens Romanus, have been canvassed, and

those of each, especially the two former, admit of many plausible and not entirely unweighty

considerations in their favor. Still, they also admit of much being said against them. In regard

to Barnabas, it certainly seems a mysterious dispensation of Providence—granting that the

Epistle to the Hebrews is really his production—that he should be known to posterity as an

author, by productions so nearly intrinsically worthless as the spurious Epistles that bear his
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—

name, while with that genuine production which is one of the noblest and most precious legacies

to us of the age of inspiration, his name should have but the most uncertain and shadowy con-

nection. But in regard to all these persons, except Luke, the case is too purely hypothetical to

warrant any thing more than the merest conjecture; while, in regard to Luke, noble as are the

two undoubted productions of his pen, they furnish no indications of that depth of thought, and

that profound knowledge of the Old Testament, which would have enabled him to write the

Epistle to the Hebrews. The only name on which we can, as it seems to me, fasten'

and make a vigorous and solid argument, is that of Apollos. The author of the Epistle

to the Hebrews was certainly a Jew. He was no less certainly a person of elegant culture,

and trained in the arts of rhetoric; for this Epistle is full of delicate rhetorical points. He

was a person of fine Greek culture, as shown by the elegance of his Greek style. He was,

it seems almost certain, acquainted with the writings of the Alexandrian Philo (for the verbal

coincidences are too numerous and striking to be the offspring of mere accident), though

untinctured by his philosophizing and mystical tendencies; he therefore, in all probability, must

have been from Alexandria. He stood as a teacher on high and independent ground, and

yet did not belong to those who had received the Gospel from the Lord at first hand. He dif-

fered widely from Paul in his mode of presenting the Gospel, and was yet, in every fundamental

point, in perfect harmony with him. He was profoundly versed in the Old Testament, and had

precisely that power of fathoming and drawing out the deeper sense of the Old Testament, which

would enable him " with great power, to convince the Jews from the Old Testament Scriptures,

that Jesus was the Christ." All these requisites of the author of this Epistle are fulfilled in

ApoUos. If a writer should attempt to put into one or two brief sentences, all the qualifications

which would be demanded for the authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, he would need

only to write the sentences contained in Acts xviii. 2, etc. Nor do I conceive that there is much

force in the two counter-suggestions of MolL It seems indeed surprising that Christian anti-

quity should not have suggested the name of Apollos in this connection; and at first view, the

consideration looks like a weighty one. But when we look at the actual treatment of the question

by the Christian Fathers, and the exceeding superficiality of their discussion of the subject, the

objection loses most of its force. Where the positive testimony is of so little value, the negative

testimony of silence cannot be allowed any great weight. As to the other point, viz., that the

history of Apollos furnishes no points of support for the personal references at the close of the

Epistle, this is perhaps true; but it is equally true, that it furnishes none against them; and

these references are so very few and vague, that they are of very slight value in an adjustment

of the question. On the whole, while conceding, of course, that "the question of authorship

still stands open/' I cannot forbear the opinion that the weight of argument is now very

strongly in favor of the learned and eloquent Jew of Alexandria.—K.].

{ 3. THE ORIGINAL CIRCLE OF READERS.

Alike the contents and tone of the Epistle show that its recipients are to be regarded as

Jewish Christians. This is expressed in the superscription (n-pdc 'Eppaiovc), which, though we may

not, with Credner, regard it as coeval with the Epistle, is yet, at all events, ancient and signifi-

cant. It is found not merely in the oldest oriental MSS., but, according to Clem. Alex, and

Origen, was known even in the West, as early as Tertullian. Taken strictly, the term 'B#wwr

indicates only descent (2 Cor. xi. 22 ; Phil, iii 5), and implies nothing as to residence or language.

Sometimes, however, it includes a reference also to language (Acts vi. 9; ix. 29), and sometimes

the connection would lead us to infer that by the Israelites speaking Hebrew, i. e\, Aramaic,

are meant those of Palestine. In the Clementine Homilies, XI., 35, the Church of Jerusa-

lem is called "The Church of the Hebrews/' consisting, as, according to Eus. IV., 5, it did,

entirely of " Hebrew believers." The term, however, never implies Jewish customs and religion,

for which 'Iopdafcr^c is the customary term, 2 Mace u. 21 ; xiv. 33 ; 4 Mace. iv. 16. According

to Euseb. Prcep. Ev. VII., 8, the name Hebrews ('Eppdioi) belonged to the Israelites only pre-

viously to their receiving the law, and VIII., 12, 14, the Jews ('lovddioi) are called descendants

of the Hebrews ('E/Jpouw), for which reason at IX. 1, the two names are united as mutually supple-

mentary.
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The contents and tone of our Epistle do not allow us to regard it as addressed to Jewish

Christians in general (Euthal. ; Oecum.) ; nor to such Christians of Hebrew extraction as, united

in one Church with Christians of different origin, were living among Gentiles (Braun, Baumg.,

Stenglein, Heinrichs, Schwegler, Stier, in part Wieseler). Not a syllable points to relations with

Gentile Christians as such. Every thing indicates a purely Jewish community, and that, too, in

which many members adhere to the Levitical temple service and sacrificial rites, as to a Divine

institution (xiii. 9), and, although they have become believers in Jesus as the Messiah (v. 12),

have fallen into a disturbed state of conscience, and danger of apostacy (vi. 6-10; x. 25-32;

zii. 15), in that, along with threatened exclusion from participation in the Temple, and from the

Commonwealth of Israel, they fear, also, to lose their claim to the salvation and kingdom of

the Messiah. Nowhere is there implied in the persons addressed, any theoretical preference of the

law, against which, as an error fraught with heretical and disturbing tendencies, was frequently

directed the sharp argumentation of Paul. But neither does the Epistle presuppose any shaking

of their faith,—occasioned by the destruction of Jerusalem,—in the fulfilment of the Divine pro-

mises given to the Covenant people of the Old Testament, and in the restoration of the nation to

a glory corresponding with the character of the New Testament and of its Founder (Kluge).

Just as far is it from presupposing an undeveloped Christian life, resting on a feeble faith,

which needs to have the groundlessness of its fears set before it in a calm and clear presentation

of the real facts of the case (Ebr.). It rather addresses Christians who have formerly had a
deeper knowledge than now (v. 11; vi. 4); to whom, however, the capital points in the relation

of the New to the Old Covenant have become alarmingly obscured, so that a warning against

apostasy from Christianity has to be laid upon their consciences with terrible earnestness and
severity. In this it is not the feasts and their celebration that are brought into the foreground;

hut the Temple with Us worship, especially its expiatory sacrifices. The prevailing contrast is

not that of synagogue and church, but of Temple and the knurwayoyfj of Christians (Del.) ; Oonf.

van den Ham Diss, expon. doctrinam de Vet. Novoque Test, in epist. ad Eebr. exhibilam, Traj. ad
-Bkn.,1847.

For this reason the Epistle can hardly be addressed to Jewish Churches "in the dispersion/'

whose members, in their journeys to the feasts, might have been thrown, by their exclusion from

the temple, into doubts and anxieties, which led them well nigh to the point of a return to Ju-

daism. Among these Christians "in the dispersion," the slightest possibility, the bare shadow
of an allusion, has sufficed to find a home for the readers of the Epistle in Spain, (Nicol. de Lyra) ;

in Rome, (Wetstein, Baur, Holtzmann, Alford); among one or more Italian Churches, yet entirely

exclusive of Rome, (Ewald) ; in Corinth, (Mich. Weber, Mack, Tobler) ; in Thessalonica (Semler,

Nosselt); in Cyprus, (Ullmann; who, however, deems it possible to find them in Alexandria); in

Laodicea, (Stein, who finds in it the lost Epistle of Paul mentioned Col. iv. 16) ; in Asia Minor,

(Bengel, Schmid, Cramer); in Antioch, (Bohme) ; in Lycaonia, (Ceedner, in his Introd. to the New
Test, but who subsequently judges differently) ; in Galatia, (Storr, Mynster) ; in Ephesus and its

adjacent territory, (Baumgarten-Crusius, Roth , the latter standing entirely alone in supposing that

the Epistle was addressed to Gentile Christians., If we feel ourselves obliged to leave Palestine

wholly out of account (Schneckenbttbger and Holtzmann in Stud. u. KrU., 1859), our thoughts

turn most naturally to Egypt and the Christians of Alexandria. Thus now also Cbedner (Hist.

oftheN.Test. Canon, pp. 161, 182), Volkmar (the same, p. 394 t), Hiloenfeld {Zeitschr. fur
wssensch. Theol., 1858, I. 103 f.), Ed. Reuss (Oesch. der heiL Schriften des iV. Test. 4 Ausg.,

1864), most thoroughly Wieseler (
Untersuchung, etc., 2 Halfte, 1861); still earlier, Schmidt

{EmL I., p. 284), Wieseler (Chronologie des apostol ZeilaZ., p. 479 f.), Bunsen (Hippolytus

I., p. 365), Kostlin (Theohg. Jahrb., 1854, Heft 3, p. 388). But passages like ch. viii. 3ff.;

ix. 6 ft; xiii. 13 ff., point clearly to an actual temple of Jehovah with a worship really present to

the readers,* not to a merely spiritual sanctuary, existing only in the author's symbolical inter-

pretation ; and the temple of Onias at Leontopolis in Egypt, built under Ptolemy Philometor, and

•[It is difficult to see what in the Epistle require* us to suppose a temple in the neighborhood of its readers. The fact

that no tingle mention of, or direct allusion to, the temple is made in the Epiitle, from the beginning to the end. would

seem to Indicate the contrary; and it is, in fact, this utter tilence of the Eplatlo regarding the temple worship, end the

rtmjtitt carrying back of the discussion to the arrangements and rites of the Mosaic tabernacle, which forms the chief ob>

ffecfe to beUering that it was addressed to those Jews, whose Judalstic associations all itood connected with the sti
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12 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

established exclusively (Joseph., AtU., 13, 3. 1), for Jews dwelling in Egypt, with reference to Is.

xix. 18, 19, and in part obscurely described by Josephtjs (2?. Jud. t 7, 10, 3), was not merely held

in light esteem in Palestine, but even Philo knows but one irarpfrw Up4v
t that of Jerusalem, to

which also Alexandrian Jews directed their sacred gifts and their festal journeys (comp. Hebz-

feld, Gesch. des Volkes Israel von der Zerstorung des ersten Tempels bis, etc., III. p#

557 f. Jost, Geschichte des Judenlhums, I. 116 £). We need not, however, for this

reason, with Ebbabd (Am. Ed. of Ols. Oommen., Vol. VI., p. 280), confine the readers

to a narrow circle of Neophyte* in Jerusalem, for whose instruction and confirmation

the Epistle was to serve as a sort of manual. Better to adhere still to the view which em-

braces the Jewish Christians of Palestine. To these best apply the few characteristic marks con-

tained in the Epistle. They form evidently the "Second Christian Generation" (ThoL). They

have received the gospel not from the Lord Himself, but from His witnesses, subsequently to His

ascension, ii. 3. Some of their leaders (f/yobfievot) have already suffered martyrdom (v. 12; xiii.

7), and they themselves have already suffered persecutions, although as yet not bloody ones(x.

32; xii.4), so that there is no discrepancy with Acts viii. 3; xii. i. Further, they have been,

in former times, faithful, courageous, and beneficent, as were their lathers (vL 10; x. 23 £; xiii.

16) ; but notwithstanding their earlier attainments (v. 11 ; vi. 4), and although from the length

of time they themselves should have become teachers (v. 12), they have come to need themselves

renewed instruction in the very elements of Christianity (vi. 1 f.), and have need to be warned

against sensuality and avarice (xiii. 41; xii. 16). The author is obliged, however, at present, to

urge mainly the capital point; for in a failure to recognize this, lies the danger of an irrecovera-

ble lapse from Christianity to Judaism. For unless the specific dignity of Jesus is acknow-

ledged, and in His person and history are found the fulfilment of the priestly and sacrificial

economy of the Old Testament, then may His blood in the new covenant be again regarded as

the impure blood of a malefactor, and His gracious Spirit as a heretical spirit of error and illu-

sion (vi. 6; x. 29). All this is the more to be urged, as in fact, some have already begun to

forsake the special Christian assemblies (x. 25), and various previously unknown doctrines have

appeared (xiii. 9), on account of which obedience to their leaders (xiii. 17) is sharply enforced.

These passages bear strongly against the theories of the Tubingen School. They furnish

the historical proof that Christianity, as it stands vouched for in the canonical writings of the

New Testament, was not gradually formed from a conflict of opposing tendencies, partly freer,

partly more restricted ; but that defections from the primitive Apostolic faith took place at a

very early period, and that partly by the relaxing, partly by the obscuring, of an already exist-

ing, but divinely instituted life of spiritual faith, doctrinal and moral corruptions found their

way into it These of course stood in connection with other existing forms and tendencies of

spiritual life. In this way might arise a division among the Jewish Christians, parallel to that

among the Jews themselves; one tendency developing itself into heretical Ebionitism; the other

into a Nazaritic sect, whose incipient elements are assailed in this Epistle. Hase (in Win. and

EngeL Journal der tlieol. Liter. , II. 3, p. 265 ff.) goes too far in characterizing the Jewish Chris-

tians of our Epistle as of the class later known as Ebionites,

j 4. TIME AND PLACE OF COMPOSITION.

In the passages we have adduced, are found, at the same time, indications of the date of the

Epistle. The withdrawal of the Christian Church from the Jewish temple and people, it is well

known, took place but gradually. For the Jewish Christians still maintain the observance of

the Mosaic law, although not relying on it for justification (Acts ii. 5-15; Gal ii.); in respect to

which observance Wieseler justly distinguishes between those who drew their ideas of the gospel

directly from the Law and the Prophets of the Old Testament, and those who held them in their

Pharisaic and Rabbinical modifications. Particularly did the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem,

of the temple. It teems difficult to explain how this complete ignoring of the temple could here taken place in <

tion with readers whose entire religions habits and associations clustered round it Certainly, we must assume thai either

the readert or the writer had been more familiar with the Jewish ritual of the Pentateuch, than with that ef Jerusalem

and the temple. The latter supposition solves the problem, and leaves us at liberty to suppose the Epistle addressed by a

Jew of alien birth, and more familiar with Judaism in its historical records, than In its temple worship, to the Christian

residents of Jerusalem and Palestine*—K.].
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is Israelites who had become believers in Jesus, the Messiah, still along with their separate

Christian assemblages, after the example of the Apostles daily visit the temple. But, on

the other hand, the Jews still looked upon the first Christians as a party and school within their

own sphere of faith and life, in the sense in which the Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes are, by Jo-

lephtts, in philosophic language, named alpteetc (sects); by the Rabbins J13 or p7f7,Acts xxiii.

9,/tfpoj. With the growing intensity of feeling, however, of which the Acts of the Apostles gives

proof, a period must arrive in which the Jews would not merely (as in May, 58) assail Paul for

introducing into the temple a Gentile Christian (Acts xxi. 23 f.), but in which even Jewish

Christians themselves would no longer be tolerated in the temple, and that exclusion would

take place from the sanctuary of Israel, which, to some, along with doubts regarding this posi-

tion held by Christianity, might, at the same time, prove a temptation to its abandonment. In

this stage of development the Epistle to the Hebrews exhibits the church, and aids essentially

our understanding of the character of that period. We may add that Kostlin, who formerly

shared the view propounded by Baur and Schwegler; that our Epistle was composed in the

course of the second century, has himself, in an extended discussion ( Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 411

ff, 1854, p. 418 ff.) shown the untenableness of the hypothesis.

Approximatively, then, we may fix the date of its composition between the death of James
(who was stoned in the year 62 or 63, upon the inauguration of the high-priest Annas, the

younger, after the departure of the Procurator Portius Festus, and before tho coming of his

successor, Albinus, Jos, Ant. Jud. XX. 9, 1) and the commencement of the Jewish war in the year

67. For on the one hand, we cannot suppose that the author would have written to the church

in such a tone, had a man of the Apostolic dignity and energy of James still stood at its head:

and, on the other, we cannot overlook the fact that the calamities of the Jewish war are not

mentioned, and that the whole argument produces the impression that the temple at Jerusalem

was still standing. Even though we disregard the present tense of the verbs in ch. viii. 4; viii.

6-9; xiii. 10, we still cannot otherwise understand ch. ix. 9 than that still, at the present time,

sacrifices were offered which could not satisfy the conscience; and ch. viii. 13 speaks not of an

economy that has already past away, but only of one on the eve of dissolution. With no

sufficient reason Schmid (BibL Theol., II. 61) has revived the theory of the composition of

our Epistle after the destruction of Jerusalem, with the design of showing that the law has

now been actually merged and done away in Christianity; and Klxjoe (Ep. to the Heb. p.

204) even maintains that this Epistle is the "Apocalyptik (deriving its theme from Bom. xi.

32) transplanted to the Christian soil, and finding its outward occasion in the destruction of the

Jewish nation," but in its carrying out blending, it should seem, historical foreshadowings in the

pint of Essenism, with a skilful use of the Sybilline prophecies, of the Book of Enoch and the

Apocalypse of Ezra. The mention of Timothy (xiii. 23) determines the time still more exactly,

It is, to be sure, uncertain whether the deliverance here recounted is identical with that antici-

pated in Phil. ii. 19. It is possible that Timothy was either involved in the trial of Paul, or, in

the persecutions under Nero in Italy, was thrown into prison, and subsequently again liberated.

For Timothy had been very urgently summoned (2 Tim. iv. 21) to come again to his spiritual

father, whose trial had assumed a most serious aspect. But the choice can even then only

waver between the end of the year 62, immediately after the death of James, and 64. For

we can have no possible ground for assuming, with Bertholdt, an otherwise unknown man, be

the name of Timothy. Those who regard the Epistle as written in the name of Paul, perhaps

by Ltike, must assume that the closing words of this semi-amanuensis are subjoined in his own
name, as otherwise we should have contradictory statements standing in close juxtaposition.

The place of the composition is unknown. The conjectures regarding it turn on the various

interpretations of the expression ol airb nfr 'IroA/oc (see the exposition at ch. xiii. 24).

[It may be added, I think, that the most natural inference from this phrase, is that the

writer of the Epistle is not in Italy, and that he is writing to persons or Churches that are, so

that the phrase would indicate both in what country the Epistle was not written, and to what

country it was written. The obvious import of the language, therefore, fevors Alford's view,

that it was written outside of Italy (possibly at Ephesus), and sent to Jewish Christians in Borne.
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14 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

To this view there are certainly some, though, perhaps, not insuperable objections. If we sup-

pose with Moll and the majority, that the Epistle was directed to the Churches of Palestine, then

though the oi curb 'IrdMac: might, on account of the preposition arro
t apart from the con-

nection, indicate a composition outside of Italy, yet they might also be used of one who was

writing from Italy itself, although, in this case, the preposition e£ would seem more natural. On

the whole this supposition seems more probable, inasmuch as we can hardly see, if the writer was

writing from any other country than Italy, to the Christians of Palestine, why he should send

the greetings of Italians rather than those of the country from which he wrote. I think then we

may infer almost with certainty from these words, that the Epistle was either sentfrom, or sent

to Italy.—K.].

{ 5. LANGUAGE AND STYLE.

The conjecture which, since Clem. Alex. (Eus. H. E., VI., 14), has occasionally reappeared

and been specially defended by Michaelis, that our Epistle is a translation from an Aramaic ori-

ginal, has not the slightest support in the fact that its original readers lived in Palestine. The

proofs collected by Thol. (Comm. p. 109 f.) of the wide diffusion of the Greek language in Pales-

tine, as well as of the high estimate placed upon it as the language of intercourse and letters, so

that Greek literature was not only studied, but even expressly taught by the Rabbins, are in the

highest degree instructive and decisive. The conjecture referred to, however, finds ample refutation

in the character of the Epistle itself. The citations from the Old Testament are made so closely

from the Septuagint as even to include its errors. On this point, too, Bleek has discovered the

important fact that these citations follow the special recension of the Cod. Alex., while Paul,

where he quotes from the LXX., follows chiefly the Cod. Vat, Only once (ch. x. 30) do we find

a citation which accords neither with the Hebrew nor with the Alexandrian Text, but agrees

precisely with Rom. xii. 19. Again we fiud no inconsiderable number of paronomasia such as

belong exclusively to the Greek ; and finally, the comparative purity of the language, the flowing

character of the diction, the rhetorical beauty and smoothness of the style, the delicate arrange-

ment of the words and the skillful construction of the entire period, forbid our regarding it as a

translation. We have, at the same time, in this a marked contrast to Paul's habitual mode of

expression. In him the Semitic forms of conception prevail, while here the whole form of thought

is Greek, and the few so-called Hebraisms which we meet, are explained from a close adherence

to the expressions of the Old Testament, and even in part probably already naturalized in the

religious phraseology of the Christians. Again we miss entirely the Rabbinical forms of dispu-

tation so frequent with Paul; his familiar, "I would not have you ignorant" (ov &Mu v/ias cywoer),

as well as his customary formulae of citation, in which the only instance of correspondence is the

rb irvev/ia teyet ("the Spirit saith"), Gal. iii. 16, and 1 Tim. i. 4. Again, Paul employs the word

"Jesus" ('Itfffwf) by itself only at Rom. iii. 26; viii. 11; 1 Cor. xii. 3, and is fond of the combi-

nation "the Lord Jesus," as also of " the Lord" (6 tiptoe) alone. Here the case is precisely the

reverse. So also the unclassical ndvrore, frequent with Paul, occurs here only at vii. 25, while

the etc rb Atyveicic, «f rb iravretes of this Epistle occur nowhere else in the New Testament, and

dianavrdc only at Rom. xi. 10. So Kadifrt*; here employed intransitively, Paul always makes

transitive, except at 2 Thess. li. 4, and for the imopovfi of Paul, we here have habitually ftaxpo^xf

fda. In ch. xii. 18 we have the Attic masc. eic6roc, while elsewhere in the New Testament the

word is constantly neuter. So the classical use of b&cv, wherefore, prevails here, which occurs

with Luke but once, and never with Paul, who also never employs napd with the Ace in com-

parison, a usage familiar to our author. Finally, Kotvaveiv is here correctly united with the Gen.

of the thing, while the later and, in this construction, unclassical Dative, prevails elsewhere in the

New Testament.

The absence of the usual Epistolary greeting and salutations with their explanatory designa-

tions of the author, does not justify the assumption, specially advanced by Im. Berger (Moral
JEinleit. in's N. T. III., p. 442 f.) and defended by Valckenaer, Steudel, and de Groot, that the

work is not a proper Epistle, but a somewhat modified homily. Nor, carefully distributed as is

the subject-matter, and didactic as is its treatment in a form of composition planned with artistic

skill, and wrought out with rhetorical elegance, does this still force us to the theory of Ed. Retss
(Hist, de la theologie Chrkienne, Paris, 1852, II., 536) that we have before us thefirst syste-
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2 5. LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 15

matic treatise on Christian theology; nor to the before-mentioned modification of this view by
Ebrard, which makes it a sort of manual of instruction specially for acompany of recent converts

in a definite church. The character of our Epistle appears decidedly not merely in the closing words

(xiii. 22-25) which some have attempted to separate from the rest, but within the body of the

production itself, especially v. 11 f.; vl 9 £; x. 32 i; xii. 4; xiii. 7, 18 L These passages indicate

the actual concrete needs of a definite class of readers, and the practical reasons for an Epistle to

them; and show, at the same time, that the form of exhortation preponderates greatly over that

of consolation, and that it even takes the character of warning. The view of Thiersch (Com-

ment, hist, deep, ad Hebr., Marb., 1848), which was refuted specially by Delitzsch (Zeitschrift

fir die huh. Exrche und Theologie, 1849) that it is a consolatory Epistle designed to strengthen

thefaith of Jewish Christians, overborne by the enmity of their countrymen, and excluded from

participation in the temple-worship, written about the year 64, and a sort of counterpart to the

First Epistle of Peter, which was, in like manner, addressed to persecuted Christians of the dis-

persion, stands in palpable contradiction to the character of the Epistle itself; and to its tone now
of warning, now of threatening, now of earnest summons to a complete shaking off of the

ritual of Judaism. Nor is it satisfactory to regard our Epistle as intended to blend exhortation

with consolation, as Thiersch has subsequently done ("The Church in the Age of the Apostles"

1852, in which he regards the year 63 as the latest assignable date of its composition). The

warning character impressed upon the exhortations, exhibits itself not merely in the continuous

hortatory strain that follows x. 9, but, like the emotional utterances of Paul, ever and anon

breaks the continuity of the previous didactic portions; while it is precisely this didactic ele-

ment which stamps its impress upon the Epistle as a whole. And in this the author displays an

admirable power of uniting with the decided rhetorical tendencies of his diction, and with the

artistic and skilful rounding of its swelling periods, that complete mastery of his material which

enables him, in the unfolding of his subject, to advance with conscious and steady step, and with

a clear supremacy of the thought, toward his destined goal.

The conduct of the argument is not, however, mainly dialectical; but turns upon the decla-

rations and institutions of the Old Testament, which are regarded by the author as prophecies

and types of the facts and relations of the New. Both the declarations and institutions, however,

alike of the Old Covenant and the New, are but copies of heavenly originals, and hence cannot

dispense with symbolical expression. We may, therefore, with de Wette (Theol. Zeitschr. von

Schleiebic., de W. and Lucke, Berl.
t 1818, III.; comp. Setfpaeth de ep. quce dicUur adHeb. in-

dole max. peculiari, Lips, 1821) designate the doctrinal character of our Epistle as the symbolico^

typical, but must distinguish it entirely from the allegorical (see my diss. Christ, in ep, adHeb.v
p. I., Halle, 1854). For the Old Covenant economy and the Old Testament declarations have,

in the profoundest conviction of our author, the full weight respectively of a Divine institution^

and of a genuine Divine revelation ; and yet they have been purposely so constructed and

arranged, and so incorporated into human history, that they appear as but an evanescent and

shadowy outline of God's perfect economy, which, by the positive fulfilment of the Old Testament

types, the perfect Mediator, Jesus Christ, has established in the world. The author can thus,

while unfolding this state of the case to his readers, and giving special proofs and illustrations,

of it, with entire propriety draw his proofs from the Old Testament itself! The facts and state-

ments of the Old Testament thus preserve their full historical value. Planting himself on the

ground of historical fulfilment, the author but draws forth to the consciousness of his readers^

from these facts and declarations, the germs actually contained within them, and as it were

bursting into fulfilment, of that which they are constituted typically and symbolically to express;

and thus inspires the conviction that an abandonment of Christianity, and a retrogression to the

Old Testament level, is an unpardoned denial of the true revelation of the living God Himself.

This stands in marked and fundamental contrast with that allegorical treatment of the language

and economy of the Old Testament, which was specially employed at that time by the Alexan-

drian Jew Philo. Allegory is there resorted to as a means of effecting an outward connection

between rational truths and the letter of the Holy Scriptures, and of introducing entirely foreign

ideas into the Old Testament by means of accidental resemblances, and, by an arbitrary and

forced explanation of its institutions, relations, statements and historical accounts, divesting tbern
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16 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

of their true historical character and value, and transforming them , essentially into the mew
vails and husks of ideas, and mere allusions to some fancied truths. Granting, now, certain

resemblances between our Epistle and the writings of Philo (comp. Cabpz., Sacrce exerciU.

in ep. ad Hebr. ex Philone Alex., Helms., 1750) not merely in many individual expressions,

turns and modes of speech, but also in the mode of employing Scripture, e g., the account

of Melchisedek, yet this assuredly involves no dependence of our author upon Philo (Kuinoel in

his Commentary, and Kostlin in Theol. Jahrb. of Baur und Zelleb, 1854, p. 409) but at

most implies only the influence of similar elements of culture (Tholtjck, Einl., p. 84 ff.;

Riehm, Lehrbegriff, I., p. 259) which were by no means confined to Alexandria (Liohtpoot,

Hot. Heb., II., 706; DIhne, Gesch. derjudisch-Alexandr. Beligions-Philosophie, II. p. 177 and

185; Herzfeld, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, II., p. 271 ff., 501 ff.), and which are commonly rated

altogether too highly. The special difficulties, now, which this mode of teaching creates to the

interpreter, ariso from the fact that the typical and symbolical modes of its conception and ex-

planation, are applied to the setting forth of those heavenly and spiritual relations into which

Christ has entered, and into which He introduces His believing followers. For we are in danger

of either confounding the idea with the image, or, in the explanation and resolution of the

type, of losing the reality and concrete nature of the idea itself. On the former side lies the fals*

realism of the explanations of Bengel, Oetinger, Menken, Stier; on the latter the false spiritual-

ism of Semler and his followers, who sought in vain to justify, and in part to aid themselves, by

their theory of accommodation; while more recent rationalistic expositors, particularly BGhme,

again adhere strictly to the letter as such, and would hence ascribe to the author thoroughly ma-

terial conceptions of the heavenly realities.

*J 6. HISTORY OF INTEBPRETATION; OB THE THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL TREATME5T OF

THE epistle.

In the Greek Church the catence of (Ecumenius (10th Cent.) and Theophylact (11th Cent)

are specially important as preserving many otherwise lost fragments and individual remarks of

Origen, Theod. Mops, and others, and gather up all that had been hitherto furnished. The thirty-

four homilies of Chrysostom, published after his death by the Antioch Presbyter, Constantine,

from the reports of stenographers (from which source come all the homilies of this eminent father),

extend themselves over the entire Epistle, and abound in acute remarks and independent ideas,

yet labor under the disadvantages of a corrupt text, of obscurities and even of contradic-

tions. The fragments of explanations, of Cyril. Alex, (published by Angelo Mai, at Rome, in

the Nova Palrum Bibliotheca T., III., and in the OoUectio Nova T., VIII) are purely doctrinal

and directed against the Arian heresy. Theodoret, while exegetically simple and clear, is brief

and dry. In the Latin Church, Primasius, Bishop of Adrumet, in the 6th century, while nearly

similar in matter, has the advantage of deeper penetration into the doctrinal substance of the

Epistle, and of a richer and more pregnant style of expression. From the scholastic age the

enarraiiones ascribed to Anselm of Canterbury, and the Expositio of Thomas Aquinas are emi-

nently worthy of regard. Whatever else is transmitted from that epoch is scanty and antiquated.

Philologically more important is the Commentary of J. Faber Stapulensis (1512). But the

Adnotationes of Ebasmus (1516) surpass them in critical acumen, while, at the same time, in

their introduction of a method marked by greater exactness of grammatical and historical inter-

pretation, they surpass the Scholia of Zegeb (1553), which are also more marked by doctrinal

prejudices. His paraphrases (1522) also surpass all similar labors in elegance of diction and

clearness of style, while, on the other hand, they abound in misconceptions of the fundamental

ideas of the Epistle. In the use of the Christian Fathers the Genoese Jesuit, Bened. Jcsns-

iani (1612) surpasses, in his Explanaliones, all commentators, while the celebrated Commentary

of Cornel, a Lapide (1614) is of very slight importance; and the Benedictine Calmet, held as

authority in the Catholic Church (1707), while he accumulates much learned material, yet falls

•quite below Wilh. Este (1614) in exegetical accuracy, doctrinal clearness, and logical acumen.

More recent interpreters in the "Roman Catholic Church are Klee, 1833; Lomb, 1843; Stengel,

1849; Bisping, 1854.
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J 6. HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION. 17

Luther and Melancthon have given us no expositions of this Epistle. From Zwingle we
have brief Remarks, which Caspar Megalander copied and Leo Jtjda appended to his edi-

tion of Zwingle, Annotationes in plerosque N. T. libros, 1561. Calvin's exegesis is distinguished

by a profounder penetration into the subject-matter; that of Beza is more thorough in the sphere

of criticism and philology. Much that is original and valuable has been contributed by the

older members of the Reformed Church, Pellicanus, 1539, and Piscator, 1613; somewhat also by
Bullinger, (Ecolampadius, Aretius, Andr. Hyperius, Grynaeus, and Dav. Pareus (1628). Among
the older Lutherans the same may be said of Bugenhagen (1525), Joh. Brentz (1571), Major

(1571), Vict. Strigel (1565), Lukas Osiander (1585), iEgidius Hunnius (1589), Balduin (1608).

Seb. Schmidt of Strassburg (1680), is to be specially distinguished, and Dorscheus (1717) is

worthy of attention. Less important are the Commentaries of Joh. Gebhabd (published after

his death without having received his final revision, by Joh. Ernst Gerhard, 1641), and of the

Danish Bishop Erasmus Brochman (1706), distinguished as a doctrinal theologian. The philo-

logical remarks of J. Camerarius (1556) have lost their value, while the notoe et animadversiones

of Erasmus Schmidt, appended to the translation of the New Testament (1658), are still quite

deserving of regard. A comprehensive gathering up of the results of previous researches is made
by Abr. Calov in the Biblia lllustrala (1672-1676), German (1681-1682), in special antagonism

to Hugo Grotlus. Among the labors of the French and Dutch Theologians of the 17th century,

collected in the Oritica Sacra, and enlarged by further selections in the Synopsis OrUicorum of

Matth. Polus, the most valuable for our Epistle are the Annoti. of Joh. Camero and of the

brothers Cappellus. The labors of the Arminians, Hugo Grotius, Clericus and Wetstein, are

well known in their decided philological, historical and archaeological character. Eminently

entitled to regard is the Commentary oilonas Schlichting and Joh. Crell (1634) for its learn-

ing, acuteness, subtlety of conception, sound method and—where not interfered with by Socinian

prejudices—close adherence to the text, while the exposition of the Arminian Limborch (1711) is

without special value, as also is the essentially Socinian paraphrase ofArthur Ashley Sykes (1755).

More important are the Remarks of J. 3. Semler (1779), appended to his translation. Since

Cocceius, who kept tolerably free from the typological extravagances of his school, our Epistle has

been frequently treated in Holland, and interpreted with special reference to its typology, under

the form of sermons. Thus Gronwegen, 1693; Caspar Streso, 1661 ; Clem. Streso, 1714; Hulsius,

1725. The most important, although very discursive, are Akersloot (1697), translated into

German 1714, and d'Outrein (1711 , German, 1713-1718). In England, John Owen (1668 ff.),

in 4 folio volumes ; ExereUatvons on the Epistle of the Hebrews, specially combats theSocinians. [A
convenient edition of Owen's Comm. on the Hebrews, 6 vols. 8vo. (Ed. with critical notes by W.
H. Goold) was published by Rob. Carter, New York.—K.] In antagonism to the Socinians

and Remonstrants, the interpretation of Joh. Braun (Amst., 1705), treats thoroughly the

archaeology of the Epistle, while Joh. And. Kiesling
(
True Connection of the Mosaic Antiquities

vith the Exposition ofthe Epistle of the Holy Apostle Paul to the Hebrews, Erlangen, 1765) is tho-

roughly superficial. Of some value is the Investigalio of the Leyden Prop. Wittich, published

after his death by David Hassel, 1692, and the Comment. Analyt. of Pet. van Hoke, 1693;

of still higher merit the Exposition of Sam. Szattmar Nemeth, published at Franecker, 1695,

but originating in Lectures delivered at Clausenburg, in Siebenbiirgen.

Another form of interpretation then arose in translations and paraphrases accompanied with

remarks, in which class appeared in England, Hammond, 1653; Peirce, 1737; Doddridge, 1738;

Pyle (1725), translated by Kiister, 1778; Whitby, 1779; in Germany.Michaelis, 1762; Zacharia,

1771; Moras, 1776; Carpzov, 1795. Of little importance are Horneixts, Exposilio literalis,

1655; Schomer, Exegesis, 1701; Olearius, Analysis logica cum Observ. Philol., 1706. More

important are the learned and pithy Note Selector of H. B. Stark, 1710; the Curat Philolog. et

crti. of the learned Chr. Wolf, Ed. 2, 1738; the Remarques hist, el criliq. sur le N. T., of the his-

torically learned Beausobre, 1742; the Gnomon of the equally sagacious and profound Bengel,

1742; the Exercitatt. ex PhUone of the accurate Joh. Bened. Carpzov, 1756; the Observationes

of the grammatically exact Christ. Schmid, 1760; the 4 Specimina paraphr. et annott. of the

philologically thorough Abresch, 1786-1816 ; and the Selecla e Scholiis Valckenarii, published
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18 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

1817, by WASSENBtRGH. Of little importance on the other hand are the Lectiones Academ.

of Ernesti, published by Dindorf, 1795, and accompanied by extensive Excursuses. So also

the Scholia of Rosenm&ller (1779, 6 Ed., 1815-1831), and the systematic Cbmm. of Blasche,

1782-1786. The transition from the orthodox and dogmatic to the neological school of inter-

pretation, and partly in conflict with this latter, is made by J. J. Rambach, 1742; Cramer, 1757;

Struensee, 1763; Sigm. Jac. Baumgarten, 1763; Storr, 1789, 1809. Thoroughly rationalistic

are Heinrichs in Koppe's Nov. Test., 1792, 2 Ed. 1823 (exceedingly superficial) ; Dav. Schultx,

1818, who, while completely misconceiving the fundamental idea of the Epistle, yet gives a care-

fully-wrought translation, and some useful remarks; Bohme, marked by philological painstaking,

logical exactness, and a stimulating perspicacity; Kuinoel, 1831, a learned collector of different

views; and H. E. G. Paulus, 1833, a translation, with interspersed explanations from the stand-

point, and in the spirit of the so-called Anfkldrung.

Opening, as pioneer, a new path by its thorough, comprehensive, and almost wholly unpre-

judiced treatment of all the matters falling naturally under discussion, appeared, 1828-1840, the

great work of Bleek, embracing Introduction, Translation and Commentary. On the basis of

this arose the Commentary of Tholuck, penetrating deeper into the Theological elements of the

Epistle, and rich in independent investigations (1836, 3 Ed., 1850, with two Append., one on the

Applications of the Old Testament in the New, and another on the idea of Sacrifice and ofpriest-

hood in the Old and New Test.); the exact, yet all too brief Exposition of de Wette (1844),

1847; that of Ebrard, 1850 (in continuation of the Cbmm. of Olshaxjsen on the N. Test.)-, origi-

nal, stimulating, and often strikingly happy; but frequently failing of the mark, and pronouncing

in a tone of dogmatic self-confidence on matters that are not yet ripe for decision; the Critical

and Exegetical Commentary of Lunemann (1855), forming a part of Meter's Commentary, dis-

tinguished by philological exactness and painstaking; finally the Commentary of Delitzsch,

1857 (with archaeological and doctrinal excursuses on sacrifice and atonement), particularly im-

portant by its exegetical refutation of many explanations of individual passages in our Epistle in

Hofmann's Schriftbeweis (1852-1855), 2 Ed., 1859 ff., and by the extracts given from Biesek-

thal Ep. P. ad Hebr. Cum rabbinico Cbmm., 1857.

Extended almost to a Commentary is the "
Lehrbegriff des Hebrrerbriefes" by Riehm, 1858

and 1859, in which a comparison with the related doctrinal ideas is carried out, and an accurate

list of special treatises is appended to the several sections, while Kostlin in his
uDarsteUung des

Lehrbegriffs des Evangeliums und der Briefe Johannis" (1843, p. 387-472), develops in an

independent manner the doctrinal contents of our Epistle. Kluge (Auslegung und Lehrbegrijf

des Hebrcerbriefe8,\&$2) merely touches the leading points in brief, and sometimes striking re-

marks, aphoristical in their nature, but assuming several rather bold positions, of which he Cub

to give the proof.

In the practiced treatment of the Epistle we may particularly mention Mich. Walthke,

'The golden key of the Old, and the sweet kernel of the New Testament," i. e., a thorough, metho-

dical and extended exposition of the immeasurably profound Epistle of St. Paul to the Hebron,

Nuremburg, 1646 (a hundred weekly sermons delivered at Aurich, in Eastfriesland) ; 0. M.

Laurentius, Brief Explanation of the Epistle of Paul to the Hebrews, drawn up in tables,

wherein its contents, order and connection are exhibited, its words are explained, and some doc-

trines naturally derived from them are set forth, 1741 ; Carl Heinr. von Bogatzkt, Demi

Considerations and Prayers on the New Testament,! vols., 1758; Friedr. Christ. STEiXHorBXf

Daily nourishment offaithfrom the knowledge of Jesus, after the weighty testimonies drawnfn*

the Epistle to the Hebrews, delivered previously in brief discourses, 2 Parts, 1761 (newly edited

by Lie. Riehm, 1859) ; Carl Heinr. Kieger, Reflections on the New Testament, 4 vols., 3 Ei,

1847 ; Gottfr. Menken, Homilies on the 9lh and 10th Chapters of the Epistle to the Hebrews, with

appended homilies on some passages of the 12th chapter, 1831 ; by the same, Explanation of

Ch. xi. 1821 ; K. W. Stein, Tlie Epistle to the Hebrews theoretically and practically explained,

andpresented in its general connection, 1838 ; Rud. Stier, The Epistle to the Hebrews interpreted

in 36 Meditations, 2 Parts, 1862; Heinr. Leonh. Heltbner, Practical Explanation of the New

Testament, 4 vols., 1859; Phil. Matth. Hahn, Exposition, etc., in a brief comprehensive selec-

tion from Flattich, junn newly edited by Ehmann, 1859 ; J. R. Hedinoer, Exposition* of the
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i 7. THF FUNDAMENTAL IDEA, AND ORGANIC CONSTRUCTION. 19

most difficult passages of the New Testament (with Luther's marginal comments) and leading

practical applications, newly revised by C. P. Ledderhose, Bd. 2, 1863; Fricke, The Epistle to

(he Hebrews briefly and simply interpreted, 1864.

Among the more recent expositions in the English language we may specially notice the

Commentary of Moses Stuabt, published in 1827, and repeatedly reprinted, [a new abridged and

revised Edition, with Notes in one Vol, by R. D. C. Bobbins, Andover, 4 Ed., 1860] ; the Re-

censio Synoptica Annotationis Sacrce of Bloomfield, 1827 ; the Horoz Hebraicas of Viscount

George Mandeville, 1835; the Medilationes Hebraicce of Wm. Tait, Bishop of London, 1855;

The Commentary of Henry Alfobd, in his edition of the New Testament, Vol. IV., Part 1, 18591

[We may here further mention in the English language, the Commentary on Hebrews

in Dr. S. T. Bloompield's Greek Testament with English Notes, 9 Ed., London, 1855, 2 vols.,

candid, cautious and sensible, not profound, and following pretty closely in the steps of Prof.

8toart. TheCommentary on Hebrews in Chr.Wordsworth's Edition of the Greek Testament, with

Introductions and Notes, New Edition, London, 1864; reverent, considerably learned, conserva-

tive, and valuable for its numerous citations from the Fathers; much more valuable as a Com-

mentary than the work of Dr. Bloomfield. Wordsworth advocates the Pauline authorship of

the Epistle to the Hebrews. (See Lange on MaUh., Schapp's Introd., p. 18). Conybeare and

Howson's Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 2 vols., contains, at the close of the second volume, a

translation of the Epistle to the Hebrews, with brief annotations. They ascribe the Epistle

to Barnabas. Among other English works may be mentioned Macknioht on the Epistles, with

revised version and notes, and the Commentaries in Gill, Scott, Henry, Adam Clarke,

Burkitt, etc.

Of works on Hebrews published in America, we may mention, besides the elaborate work

of Prof Stuart, The Epistle to tlie Hebrews in Greek and English, with an analysis and Exege-

tical Commentary, by Samuel H. Turner, D,D., 1855. Dr. Turner favors the view that Paul

was the author of the substance of the Epistle, but not strictly of the language.

—

"A Critical

Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, by Francis S. Sampson, Prof, of Oriental Literature,

etc., in the Union Theol. Sem., Va., 1856 ; a posthumous publication, but nearly finished by the

author. Both these two latter works are candid and sensible, but scarcely grapple with the

difficult points of the Epistle. Dr. Sampson regards Paul as the author of the Epistle.—Dr.

Albert Barnes' volume of notes on the Hebrews, forming a part of his notes for Sabbath Schools,

does not, of course, profess to be critical. Lectures on the Epistle to the Hebrews, by Wm.
Lindsay, D.D., Prof, of Exeg. Theol. in the United Pres. Church, 2 vols., 1867.—-K.].

In the French language C. Ch. Meter, Essai sur la doctrine de Vbptire aux Htbr., 1845;

and the Essai of a Translation, accompanied with a Commentary by Ed. Reuss, which appeared

first in the NouveUe Revue de Thiologie, Vol. V., 1860, and was afterwards separately published

in 1862. An independent value belongs to the remarks in the "Berlenburger Bibel** 1739, and
to those in 0. v. Qerlach's New Testament, 3 vols. We can use, however, only with caution,

the "New system of all the types of Jesus Christ, through the entire Old Testament, by Phil.

Frielr. Hilleb, 1758;" a work not free from arbitrary and capricious interpretations (New Ed.

by Alb. Knapp, 1858), as well as Hiller's "Types of the New Test, in the Old Test., 1776/'—

a

New Ed. by Alb. Knapp, 1859.

{ 7. THIS FUNDAMENTAL IDRA, AND TOT ORGANIC CONSTRUCTION OF THB XPISTLB TO TH1
HIBEEW8.

The entire Epistle turns upon the idea that true constancy in the Christian faith is absolutely

indispensable to an entrance into that rest of God which He has promised to His people. For

Jesus Christ has not only gone personally into this rest, but He is the only actual Mediator of

this entrance for all who believe in Him; because He, as Son, is the perfect Mediator, infinitely

exalted above all the Mediators of the Divine revelation, and in Him the divinely instituted types

and symbols of the Old Testament economy have their actual and complete fulfilment. The
economy of salvation unfolded in the Old Testament, then, having its historical central point in

that priestly and sacrificial ritual which was inseparable from the foundation of the Mosaic law,

stands in no relation of antagonism to the institution of the New Covenant, whose historical,

tnd, at the same time, whose everlasting central point is Jesus, the Messiah. Rather must we
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20 INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

say that the revelation of God in the Old Testament itself, predicts this merging of the Old Cove-

nant in the New by such a fulfilment of it. For this reason a repudiation of the New Covenant

is* an irrecoverable falling away from salvation, and an inexcusable opposition to the manifest

will of God Himself.

The ordinary division into a doctrinal and a hortatory part obscures the character of the

Epistle as determined throughout by the actual necessities of its readers, and is incompatible

with its constantly reappearing tone of admonition and warning ; while it gives, at the same

time, to the first part, a false independence of the rest. The doctrinal teachings not merely pave

the way for and introduce the exhortations; they generate them, as a living product and proof of

the moral and religious character of the truth which is unfolded to their view, as will appear in

the following tabular resume *

FIRST PART.

THE ELEVATION 07 THE HEW TESTAMENT MEDIATOR, A3 SON, ABOVE ALL OTHER MEDIATORS OF «-

VELATION AND REDEMPTION.

1st Section.—Elevation of Jesus Christ above the prophets, and above the angels, the mediators

of the Old Covenant.

1. The final revelation of God has been made in the Son, the perfected Mediator, elevated

above all, and exalted over all, whose preeminence above the angels is indicated even

in their respective names. Ch. i. 1-4.

2. Proof from Scripture of the elevation of Jesus Christ as Son of God and King above

the angels. Vv. 5-14.

3. A warning exhortation to give heed to a revelation mediated in so extraordinary a man-

ner. Ch. ii. 1-4.

4. The elevation of Jesus above the angels is not disparaged by His earthly life, whicb,

rather, opens the way for the exaltation of humanity. Vv. 5-13.

5. The incarnation renders the Son of God susceptible of suffering and death, and thns fits

Him to be a high-priest with God, for the redemption of mankind. Vv. 14-18.

2d Section.—Preeminence of Jesus Christ above the divinely-commissioned servants and leaden

of Israel, Moses and Joshua.

1. The exhortation to fidelity toward God's faithful messenger, Christ, rests on Christ's

superiority as the Son ruling over the house, to Moses the faithful servant in the house.

Ch. iii! 1-6.

2. The Old Test, threat that unbelievers shall not enter into the rest of God, is to be ill

the more earnestly laid to heart by the people of God of the New Covenant. Vv. 7-19.

3. The promise of an entrance into the rest of God, has not merely perpetual validity, but

comes to us Christians with special force. Ch. iv. 1-10.

4. Let us, therefore, by so much the more, refrain from disobeying God, as His word is of

extraordinary power and efficacy. Vv. 11-13.

3c? Section.—Elevation of Jesus Christ above Aaron and his high-priestly successors.

1. The elevation of Jesus Christ as a high-priest who has past through the heavens, fur-

nishes a ground for the exhortation to hold fast our Christian profession. Vv. 14-16.

[* That Moll's view regarding the division of tho Epistle Is in part substantially correct, I readily admit It to toy

easy to draw in the Epistle a stronger and broader line of distinction than ever lay In the mind of the writer. The Epistle

is organically one, and practical considerations determine Its entire character and contents. Yet, after all, there it *
actual and clearly marked line o/ distinction, which I think It is important to recognise. Up to ch. z. 18 the Epbtie to

prevailingly didactic, and the hortatory parts are bat incidental and subordinate ; from z. 10 to the end, it is shnest ex*

olasively hortatory. This distinction, of course, has not reference to the purpose of the writer,—that is throughout eqesUj

practical—bat only to the manner In which ho accomplishes his purpose. To that accomplishment both the didactic tsi

the hortatory portions are equally tributary. But as the Epistle opens didactically, and continues prevailingly so (with, in-

deed, considerable interruptions) until oh. x. 18, and then becomes exclusively hortatory, I think no confusion ariiea is

recognizing the fact. On the other hand, I think Moll has vitiated and darkened hit analysis by uniting under ato

"Third general division" the latter part of the didactic portion from Ix. to x. 18, with the entire remaining bortstorj

part. He has, I think, arbitrarily and violently separated a discussion which from ch. viii. I, to x. 18, preserves a dose soi

unbroken unity.—K.].
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/RE-EMINENCE OF THE NEW COVENANT. 21

2. Christ is qualified to be a high-priest, primarily, by His ability to sympathize with

human weakness. Ch. v. 1-3.

3. He is so qualified by His call to this office from God, and that as antitype of Melchi-

sedek. Vv.4-10.

SECOND PART.

ELEVATION OF CHRIST AS STERNAL PRIESTLY KINO, THE COUNTERPART 07 MELCHISBDEK.

Id Section.— Transition to this discussion by a passage of censure, warning, consolation and ex-

hortation.

1. The readers are still deficient in a right understanding of this typical relation. Vv.
11-14.

2. Hence an urgent summons to them to strive after Christian maturity and perfection.

Ch. vi. 1-3.

3. For it is impossible that they who have once experienced the gracious influences of

Christianity, and fallen away from them, should be again restored to their former gra-

cious state. Vv. 4-8.

4. The readers, however, are still in that condition which renders possible, by the grace cf

God, their attainment of the goal, after which they are earnestly to strive. Vv. 9-12.

5. The example of Abraham shows that endurance in faith leads to the attainment of the

promise—a promise ratified by the oath of God. Vv. 13-15.

6. Encouragement to Christians to hold fast to the promise thus assured to them. Vv.

16-20.

2d Section.—The eternal andperfect high-priesthood of Jesus Christ.

1. The person of Melchisedek has, as type, a threefold superiority to the Levitical priests.

Ch. vii. 1-10.

2. The 0. T. predicts the abrogation of the Levitical priesthood, resting, as it does, on the

Mosaic law, by the priesthood of the Messiah, as thatwhich is eternal. Vv. 11-19.

3. Preeminence of the New Covenant in that Jesus personally stands as its guaranty and

pledge. Vv. 20-22.

4. Christ lives forever, and can hence, in His unchangeable priesthood, forever intercede

with God on behalf of the redeemed. Vv. 23-25.

5. As the Sinless Son of God, Jesus Christ has once for all offered Himself as a sacrifice for

the sins of the world. Vv. 26-28.

Zd Section.—This priesthood Christ fulfils as heavenly king and mediator of the New Covenant,

predicted in the Old Testament.

1. As high-priest of the true sinctuary which God reared and not a man, Christ has taken

His seat at the right hand of Majesty in the heavens. Ch. viii. 1-5.

2. Christ's priestly service is by so much the more excellent, as the covenant of which He
is Mediator rests on better promises than that old covenant, which, according to the

testimony of the Old Testament itself, is destined to destruction. Vv. 6-13.'

THIRD PART.

PRE-EMINENCE OF THE MEW COVENANT MEDIATED THROUGH JESUS CHRIST.

Is* Section.—The New Covenant accomplishes that approach and nearness to God which the old

but symbolically represents and promises.

1. The typico-symbolical character of the Mosaic sanctuary, points, in itself, to an imper-

fect fellowship with God. Ch. ix. 1-10.

2. Perfect communion with God is rendered possible by the perfect Mediatorship of Jesus

Christ, on the ground of a true expiation. Vv. 11-15.

3. For concluding this New Covenant the blood of Jesus Christ was indispensable. Vv.

16-22.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

4. The necessary, yet unrepeated sacrificial death of Christ has wrought an all-sufficient

expiation. Vv. 23-28.

5. The perpetually repeated expiatory offerings of the Old Covenant attest their impotence

for a real taking away of sin. Ch. x. 1-4.

6. Scripture proof of the complete validity and finality of the sanctification obtained on the

foundation of the obedience of Jesus Christ. Vv. 5-18.

2d Section.—Exhortations, warnings, and promises suggested by the preceding.

1. Decided and unwavering adherence to the Christian faith, livingly attesting itself in

Christian communion, is pressingly enforced by reference to the Parousia. Vv. 19-25.

2. The severest and inevitable judgment of God is visited upon apostasy from once known

and acknowledged Christian truth. Vv. 26-31.

3. A speedy entrance into bliss awaits those who are steadfast to the end, for which the

readers have ground of hope in their former fidelity. Vv. 32-39.

3d Section.—A survey by way of encouragement, of the history of their believing forefathers.

1. Edifying patterns of faith down to Abraham. Ch. xi. 1-7.

2. The example of Abraham and Sarah. Vv. 8-12.

3. Glance at the patriarchs, with a special prominence given to the faith manifested by

Abraham in offering up his son. Vv. 13-19.

4. Examples of Isaac, Jacob and Joseph. Vv. 20-22.

5. Example of Moses. Vv. 23-29.

6. Examples from the conquest of Canaan to the time of the Maccabees. Vv. 30-40.

4th Section.—An appeal summing up the results of the preceding historical survey.

1. In possession of such patterns and examples, and looking to Jesus Himself, the readers

should maintain with steadfastness the struggle that lies before them. Ch. xii. 1-3.

2. Their sufferings are salutary chastisements of God's paternal love. Vv. 4-13.

3. They are to resist incipient apostasy, by striving after union and sanctification. Vv.

14-17.

4. To this they are held under obligation by the character of the New Covenant. Vv. 18-24.

5. The guilt and punishment of apostasy stands in proportion to the blessings and obliga-

tions of the New Covenant. Vv. 25-29.

CONCLUSION Or THl KPI8TL1.

1. Practical exhortations of a more general character. Ch. xiii. 1-6.

2. Special exhortations in reference to their tendencies to apostasy. Vv. 7-17.

3. Personal communications. Vv. 18-25«
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THE EPISTLE

TO THE

H E B E E W S

PART FIRST.
The elevation of the New Testament Mediator as Son above all other mediators

of Revelation and Redemption.

FIKST SEOTIOK
ELEVATION OP JESUS CHRIST ABOVE THE PROPHETS AND ABOVE THE ANGELS,

THE MEDIATORS OP THE OLD TESTAMENT.

I.

The final Revelation of God has been made in the Son, the perfect Mediator, elevated above all,

and exalted over all, whose preeminence above the Angels is indicated even in their respec-

tive names.

Chapter L 1-4.

God who at sundry times [in many parts] and in divers manners [many wayB] spake
2 in time past [of old, ndXat] unto the fathers by [in, £v] the prophets, hath in these last

days1 spoken [spake in the closing period of these days] unto us by [in] his Son, whom
3 he4 hath [am. hath] appointed heir of all things, by whom also he [he also]1 made the

worlds; who, being the brightness of his glory, and the express image [impression]

of his person [substance], and upholding all things by the word of his power, when
he had by himself8 purged our [after making a cleansing of] sins, sat down on the

4 right hand of the Majesty on high; being made [becoming] so much better than
[zpztTTwv, mightier than, superior to] the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained

[hath inherited] a more excellent name than they.
.

I
Ter. 1—*V ivx&rw Instead of i<rx*tmv after Cod. 8In. A. B. D. B. K. L. M.

1 [ver. lw—*oAvp«p«k in many parti, or portions (pctpopou, divide, ptfpof, a part), not, at sundry timet, (which may follow
at a act) bat m it were fragmentarHy, by piece-meal. IIoAvm«p** k*1 *o\vrp6wm emphatically and sonorously open the
lajesticsenteoce.—AoA^raf after speaking, or having spoken. Though the Bng. Perfect Is not strictly the proper rendering
of the Aor. participle, it is not unfreqnently, though by no means uniformly, and, I think, not commonly, the best Eng-
lish eaorvalent for it,—4r, tn, with Owen, Alt., de Wette, Moll, *c, is taken. In its proper signification of in. Unless perhaps
oaeunies by a Hebraistic nse, it should so be always taken, although the Eng. idiom sometimes requires a different ren-
dering. Bat not so here. Owen : "The certainty of the revelation and the pretence ofGod with His word are intimated In
the expression,"—^*' itr\<irov better taken as neuter—in the doting periodof these daytt

—iKiXmrwt tpake, (not, hath spoken)

28
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24 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

la., historically when Christ appeared as Messiah,—iv vi&in one who wit Son: the absence of the article turning U»
attention Iron* the individual to the character.

* Ver. 2.—Tu« position of cvotiyw immediately after koI, was recommended by Griesb., after A- B. !>•. D*ss. E. TL,w
approved by Lachuiann and Tischendorf, and confirmed by Cod. Sin. [Tula reading emphas'zes the ivoi^rrv.].

Ver. 2.—ov (6i)*«, whom he appointed, Aor. pointing, as ikaXriaev above, to the historical acL—*aX ivotTftrtr, kt alto
made, implying the naturalness of making Him heir ol the universe who had been the agent of His power in making \t.

* Ver. 3.—«t* iavroi before KaBapw^6v is cancelled by Bleek, de Wette. Lachm., Tischendort, A]ford, but readmitted by
Tisch. VII., and Beiche (Comui. Crit. 6) after D * * *. and nearly all the minuses but is wanting in Sin., as in A. B. D* •.

The Unenbach Uncial fragment (Hsch. Aneodota Sacra et Profana, p. 177) reads r£ pwum rijf 6vr«>«*K,&'cavTo*
KaBapttTfibv ritv apapTtwr votpaafKroc.

Ver. 3.—a*avya<r/*«, rcufumt image—-inr6&ra<rit, not person,"but substantia, substance*—typmv, bearing,r$ ftuan,by the
utterance, suutdate—IIoti}<rd>«rof, after makingfor himself, Aor. Med. implying the completion of the act in Ills own per-
son.

4 Ver. 3.—Sin. omitting ifu&v has rmv ajiaprutv iroti)*., the order which after A. B. D. E. M. has been prevalent sines
Bengel. A later hand has added ijfiwv in the Sin.

Ver. 4.—Kpeirrmv. mightier than, superior to.-^ycr6>«roc, oecowtngr, not ftefajr mode, by which ytypo/Mt, fyevopsr booM
rarely be renderedwhen applied to persons, though they may be whenapplied to things.—neKk-npovo^^Ktv, AuM i»*mfcd.—£.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. In many parts, and in many
ways.—Although the rich and full-sounding
words \irnkv[iep€^ koX irotorpdwuc'] which open
the Epistle, form an evidently intended and
favorite assonance, they are by no means to
be regarded (as by Chrys. and Thol.) as a
mere rhetorical expansion of one and the
same thought. We must rather recognize in
them the characteristic peculiarities of the Old
Testament revelations. For noXvpepuc (w many
parts) points not merely to the external, mani-
fold diversity of the revelation at different times
and in different persons (Bl.), or to its quantita-
tive succession (Del.), but to the fact that by
none of the many prophets, whether appearing
in succession or contemporaneously, was the
counsel of God revealed perfectly and in un-
divided fulness, but only fragmentary and in
a manifold diversity of parts. The entire pro-
phetic function of humanity bears the character-
istic "m part" (U fiipovc, 1 Cor. xiii. 9). From
this is to be distinguished a multiplicity of
modes (Tpdnot), the diversity in the forms and me-
thods of the revelation made to the fathers. In
view of this connection, we are not to refer the
term to the different forms of divine communi-
cation made to the prophets themselves, as << by
dreams, visions from mouth to mouth" (Num.
xii. 6 ff. ) ; but partly to the distinction of law and
prophecy, doctrine and exhortation, warning
and consolation, threatening and promise in
the prophetic discourses; partly to the diver-
sity—conditioned by personal individuality in
the modes of teaching of an Isaiah and an Ezekiel,
a Moses and a David. Both adverbs awaken at
once in the rerder the thought that a Revelation
of such character cannot be final and perfect,
but needs supplementing and completion. Kluge
finds also in the words, the painstaking so-
licitude of the Divine instructions.
In time past.—lldlai points to the fact

that the Old Testament revelation has long
since past, having come with Malaohi to its cano-
nical conclusion ; so that nothing was henceforth
to be expected but the coming of him who was pre-
dicted by that prophet, the " messenger of the
covenant" who immediately preceded the com-
ing of the Lord Himself. The •Fathers' to whom
the prophetic words were addressed, are the fore-
fathers of the Jews. Sir. xliv.; Acts Hi. 22;
Rom. ix. 5.

In the Prophets. — The contrasted h
v*£ forbids our referring this to the prophetic

writings (Fr. Schmidt, Stein). • Further, we are

neither to supply wv, being\ nor to take h instru-

mentally (Chrys., Luth., Calv.,-Grot.,- Thol., Ebr.,

Del.). This construction is commonly taken as

an Hebraism: so Del. compares 1 Sam. xxviiLti,

2 Sam. xxiii. 2: 3 *\%% Others, as ThoL,

point to a similar use of h in the classics (Bbbi-

hardy's Synt. 210). But cv, according to Kuh-

ner, j 600, 8, admits instrumentality onlj in

connection with things,* and neither our author's

style nor the sense form here a deviation from

the customary import of ev. For He who speaks

is God. The prophets are the organs of His reTe-

lation, completely controlled by Him, and invkom

His own utterances are heard. This presupposes

a transient indeed and indirect, but still real

union of God with the prophets. But this

union is not an essential, and as it were, metaphy-

sical entrance into human nature, nor a settled,

peaceful indwelling of God in the prophets

wrought through the Spirit ; but a divine acti-

vity in the prophets, coinciding and blending it-

self with the prophetic utterance. Precisely for

this reason the prophets could never become to

the fathers a proper manifestation of God, could

never become a Theophany. They were, as

shown by the 7.a7Jjoar (spoke), the tongues of God,

and even the form of the prophetic utterances is

the result of God's purpose and agency, and

must not be regarded as something barely hu-

man and separable from its divine subject-mat-

ter. Precisely for this reason could Paul argue

(Gal. iii. 16,) from the form as such. Finally, the

word prophet is here used in the broader sense,

which extends the name to Abraham (Gen. xx.

7), and the patriarchs generally (Pa. cv. lb) ; as

also to Moses (Deut. xxxiv. 10).

At the end of these days. — The ex-

pression iir kex&Tov ruv Jjfupvv roirruv, at tU mi
of these days is rightly to be understood only as a

terminus teehnicus in connection with the Hebrew

word8, which originally pointed only to thefature,

became, on account of their frequent connection

with Messianic prophecies, a standing designa-

* [True Indeed. Jnr, (Or. Oram. 8 Ed. 1861) gfres Tol. II.

I 022. examples of iv ** applied to persons viewed as taetru-

mental agents." Herod, ix. 48 +*wrtif*«u ir vju», to be*
eeived by (lit In) you: Tbucyd. t«. 8: 80 Or. Test Matt*.
Ix. 84, lr t$ ipxovri rwr buu&pw, to east out, etc, by the ruler

of the devils : Acts xtII. 81, iv avtfk Kafrttr, tojwigebytkemm,
etc. Still It may be doubted if In these cases the departure
from the proper force of fr is not more apparent than real,

and here to suppose such departure is by no means neces»
wiry; and I incline with Moll to regard the author^ cone
tion, not as that of God's speaking by the prophets and 1

Son, but in them.-K.].
*
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CHAP. I. 1-4. 25

tion for the Messianic time, which brings to an

end the J7?J7 Q/\V ^^ °^rof aa(* introduces

the coming age JQff D /\Jf
fl*"v b^^9 M tne

period, commencing with the resurrection, of the

glorious manifestation of the kingdom of God. In

the Jewish conception this period coincided with

the appearance of the Messiah.
Since this was looked for in the "time of the

end," Dan. viii. 17-19, or "at the end of time,"

Dan. xii. 13, to the Christian conception this

divides itself into two sections of which the first

commences with the appearance of Jesus Christ

in the flesh, the second with the reappearance of

Him who has been exalted at the right hand of

God. The two divisions stood in the contem-
plation and hope of the early church, in close

proximity, and were essentially identical: for

the latter contains only the complete manifesta-

tion of what was essentially and substantively

commenced in the former: Col. iii. 3-4. The ex-

pression 'last days' (lo^ara* 4/iipai) James v. 8,

comprehends therefore the whole time from the

birth of Jesus Christ to His second coming, which
takes place in the xatpdc toxaroc 1 Pet. i. 5 after

the accomplishment, ' in the last times,' iv vari-

potc Katpoic (1 Tim. iv. 1), of the signs preceding

His second coming. Then all promises receive

their final fulfilment, Heb. xi. 40, xii. 28; and
for believers their entrance into rest (/card-

travatc ch. iv. 4, 11), and into the Sabbatism (oap-

paruTfids iv. 10) is accomplished at the same time

with their emancipation into the glorious free-

dom of the children of Qod, Rom. viii. 21. Thus
the first coming of Jesus Christ falls "at the

end of the times" (erf hx^rov top xp^vuv), 1 Pet.

i. 20, when the "fulness of time" (irtypufia r&v

Xpdvav) had come, Gal. iv. 4. Precisely for this

reason does Peter recognize in the miracle of tho

Pentecost (Acts ii. 17), the fulfilment of a pro-

phecy in regard to that which was to happen "in
the last days " (ev rale hxdratc iipkpatc) ; as else-

where the appearance ofcertain heretical teachers

recalls prophecies in regard to the 'end of time'

(Jade 18), or 'of the days' (2 Pet. iii. 8). The
oUovfihnj fdXXovaa (coming world) which is sub-

jected not to angols, but to the Lord, (Heb. ii. 5)

or the new order of things, (the season of rectifi-

cation* tuupbc diap&6aeoe)t ix. 10, commences,
therefore, with the founding of the Christian

church ; and believers have since their conver-

sion tasted along with the word of God, the

"powers of the world to come" vi. 5. For Christ

appeared for the doing away of sins by the

sacrifice of Himself, "at tho consummation of

the ages" (M owre'keia al&vuv, ix. 26.) There
is, thus, now nothing to be looked for but the

second coming, 1 Thess. iv. 15. Already has the

"last time" (eax^rtf dpa) begun, 1 John ii. 18.

The expression has not a chronological, but a
doctrinal and moral import. When, therefore,

it is said that God has spoken in the Son, krf eax&-

rov jutp&v robruv, the expression cannot, viewed
with reference either to the language or to the fact,

mean "at last in these days" (Vulg., Luth., Dav.

Schntx). The ^uipcu avrat, these days, are not

the days in which the readers and the author

live, but they correspond to the atuv ovroc this

age or time, and krf hxdrov is to be taken as neuter,

indicating the close of the ante-Messianic time.

The demonstrative points not to a chronological,

but to a doctrinal conception. So also y)fuv de-

notes, in contrast with the 'fathers/ the author
with his readers as belonging to the Christian

period.

In the Son.—The absence of the artiole be-

fore yip has its ground not in the fact that vl6c

can be used of Christ after the manlier of a
proper name, and thus be determined in itself

(Bohme, Bloomf., Del., Riehm), which none can
doubt, but in the fact that it is nere not the indivi-

dual, whom the author would signalize, but the

character, or relation. In distinction from the well-

known prophets, the organ of God's utterances

at the close of the ages is one who stands to God
in the relation of Son. Thus we have no longer

to do with a continuance of God's prophetic ora-

cles ; but with a form of divine revelation speci-

fically different from all that preceded it, yet

maintaining its organic connection with them by
the fact of its proceeding from the same God
who spoke to the Fathers.

Veb. 2. Appointed.—It were possible (with

Bengel, Bleek, Liinemann) to understand this of

an appointment in the divine purpose and coun-

sel. But the connection of the clauses is pot

such as to indioate an enumeration of the several

stages from the ante-temporal act of destining the

pre-existing Son to be the inheritor of all things,

to the actual fulfilment of this purpose in tho

redemption wrought by the Incarnated Word. The
question evidently is rather of the historical Me-
diator of the Divine Revelation, who stands in

the relation of Son. The import of this term it

is now the special purpose of the writer to unfold,

and this the more, in that, on the one hand, tho

term 'Son of God' has in the Old Testament itself

a different signification; and, on the other, that

he has hitherto spoken of that prophetic revela-

tion of God which expresses itself in the word.

For this reason he adds two clauses by way of

specially defining the term Son, each of which
expresses in its own peculiar manner this Son's

uniqueness of nature and infinite elevation. Ho
is the Ruler who being worshipped as Lord (/ctyMOf),

has been by right of inheritance, and thus legi*

timately and by virtue of His divine Sonship,

exalted to this dignity. And this exaltation is

no apotheosis: no elevation of a man (as Socini-

anism would have it) to a divine position and dig-

nity; it corresponds to the relation which this

personage sustained to God before the ages. The
Mediator of God's final revelation in His word, is

also the Mediator of the exercise of His power
in creation. Thus through the relative (5r, who)

the discourse passes over from God, the subject

of the preceding clauses, to this mediator as sub-

ject of the following. In theso the term UAdicev

points to the joint agency of Christ in the act of

His exaltation: while the participial clauses pre-

ceding bring out the indispensable and vital

points of the Son's having taken His place at the

right hand of God only after accomplishing tho

work of redemption, and under what essential

attributes of His person and agency (what being

and what doing) all this has been accomplished.

The participial clause irotTjodfievoc (after making,

etc.) gives the work which in perfect freedom tho

Son has accomplished beforo His exaltation; tho
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26 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

participial clause yevd/tevoc (becoming so much
greater, etc. ) describes the position and recogni-

tion awarded to Him in consequence of that work

;

while the two participial clauses £>v and fipon*

(being, etc., and 'bearing* or « upholding,* etc.) in-

dicated by the closely connecting particle re as
standing in intimate relationship, and designedly
placed before the others, express the unoriginated
and unchangeable, and thus eternal and identical

being and agency of the Mediator of Redemp-
tion and Creat ion. We must not deny ( with Liin.

)

that also these latter clauses have to do with the

manifested Messiah. . But from this it follows

neither that, as descriptive of the personal qua-
lities of Christ, they assign the internal ground
of His exaltation (de WctteJ, nor that they cha-
racterize the Son in the inmost and essential

ground of His absolute personality (Del. ), nor that

referring to Him presumably merely as the exalted

one, they point to merely economical relations in

the accomplishment of redemption (V. Hofmann,
Schriftbeweis, 2d ed. 1. p. 140 ff.). They point us
rather to the unchangeable essence, the ever uni-

form and invariable activity of the Mediator of
the New Covenant. They contain " a characteristic

of the Son, as designating that nature which be-
longs peculiarly to Christ in each and all of His
various modes of existence." (Riehm, I. 278).
For the Pres. Part marks not in itself any inde-
pendent time but simply co-ordinates the action

with that of the principal verb. But if, as here,

the principal verb is past, the contemporaneous
action in the subordinate clause is expressed not
by the Pres. but by the lmperf. The Present

characterizes by pointing to permanent features

and essential attributes.

The worlds.—As no trace of controversy
with Gnostic notions of iEons and Angels, held
by Jews, is found elsewhere in our epistle, we
must, were it even for this reason, decline to refer

the aluvechere to angels (as earlier expositors with
Wolf). The passage ch. xl 3 proves also that aluvec

cannot signify secularperiods (Chrys. ), still less the
two cardinal epochs of the world's history, the
Mosaic and the Christian (Bolten, Paulus, Stolz,

Stein), but only the world as existing and moving
in time. Its parallel is found in the Old Testa-

ment Q^OTlyn which (from ff7]f, to veil,

hide,) signifies originally only successive periods
of time lying beyond the vision, but in the writ-
ings of the Rabbins, the worlds as the hidden,
unfathomable, concrete product and expression
of the hidden, unfathomable ages of time. The
transition in signification is found Eccles. iii. 11.

As, however, aluv never signifies time or eternity
in the abstract, but both only under the category
of progress and movement in which spiritual

forces are active, so with the relation of this

word to the idea of the world. It denotes the
world not as the mere aggregate of all things,

the universe, (r& ndvra), not as the manifold
variety of things wrought into an organic unity
and harmony (k6cuoc

) ; nor again the world in its

materiality, perishableness, and vanity ; but as a
system of spiritual relations and powers in whose
phenomena we may discern the vooiusva, Rom. i. 20.

These invisible, spiritual and permanent poten-
cies of the phenomenal world are no individual

Angels and JKous, no powers independently fash-

ioning the world, and no world of Ideas after

whosemodel God was constrained to fashion and to

build the world of phenomena. Rather God has

formed these through His Son, and according to

ch. xi. 3, arranged and reduced them to order by

His creative word. It is these aluveg which,amid8t

all phenomenal vicissitudes and fluctuations, and

the ceaseless passing away of individual exist-

ences, remain permanent in the world, fiat

Jehovah is 6 defy tuv at6vov, Sirach xxxvi. 19;

6 PaoiXeve tuv aiuvuv (Tob. xiii. 6, 10; 1 Tim. L

17). The emphasis in our passage lies not on

the fact that God through the Son has made also

(=even) the jEons, but that in connexion with the

fact that He constituted or appointed the Son heir

of the worlds, we are also to look at the fact that

through Him He made (eiroiyoev) the world.

Vee. 8. Beaming image.

—

'Airavyao/taiBhj

Bleek following previous interpreters (as Clariaa,

Schlichting, Capellus, Gerhard, Calov., Bonne),

explained as effulgence, beaming or shining forth;

but the form of the word would lead us to take

it passively. We might hence (with Erasm., Calr.,

Bez., Grot, etc.) refer it to the image, the form

received and reflected in a mirror. More exactly,

however, it denotes the distinct, concrete result

of the beaming or shining forth (Lob., Paralip. 896,

Kruger, Gr. Gram. 191) ; so that according to

LUn. it involves a threefold idea: 1. that of wit-

pendent existence; 2. that of origin or descent; Z.

that of likeness. A6£a denotes the resplendent

glory of God's majesty as the means by which He

makes a revelation of Himself, and claims the

adoring recognition of His creatures. In Christ

this glory is received and concentrated in an in-

dividual, personal image, raged or beamed forth,

as it were, from the Deity, and itself, therefore,

beaming forth its brightness in turn. Thisfceas-

ing image is thus no mere mirrored reflection, no

fleeting phenomenon produced merely for a spe-

cific and definite purpose. It has expressed in H
the essential being of God, just as the figure or

image is contained in the die. The numerous

significations of vno^sraetc may be reduced to

four fundamental ones: 1. underplacing, under-

laying, hence, foundation, basis, substructisn,

support, even sediment; 2. the fact of puttinf

one's self under a thing, taking it upon one's sdf;

hence, firmness, steadfastness, confidence of spirit,

enterprise, determination; 8. that which lies at the

basis as the proper object, or subject matter of a dis-

course or narrative ; 4. real being in contrast with

fancy and illusion ; hence, essence, substance. Since

now every real being has a special mode of exist-

ence corresponding to its essence, the term v*fo-

raaic could become a doctrinal terminus ectltsku-

ticus for the trinitarian distinction in the existence

of Qod=irp6<jLmov, persona, and so many inter-

preters explain it here, even Calvin, Besa, Ger-

hard, Calov., Thorn. Aquinas, Bellarmine, and

Corn, a Lapide. This signification of the word,

however, belongs demonstrably to a later eccle-

siastical usage. We must refer the term, there-

fore, to the essentialbeingofGod, as Philo employs
it as a synonym of ovaia, and the Vulgate trans-

lates figura substantia ejus, or still better Origea

de Princip. iv. 2, 8, figura expressa substantia

For the etymology of xapanriip points at all events

to a means by which a thing is made recognisable
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or even valid in exchange, and that bj stamped
or engraved marks. The word, however, never
denotes the stamped figure or impression itself,

but only the means for it. It may thus denote
partly the features or marks which in general
are the means of recognition, and partly may
indicate the stamp itself; but this not merely
as the external instrument, or tool for stamping,
but as bearing in itself the form to be impressed,
and having the destination and capacity by means
of this of making the impression. In this sense

Philo (ed. Mangey I. p. 882) calls the rational

soul a genuine coin which has obtained its ovoia

and its rbiroc from that seal of God whose xaPaK'
riip is the eternal Logos.
Bearing.—The character of the discourse

will not allow our transforming the idea of <p£peiv,

bearing, into that of maintaining and governing*

And, moreover, not merely do the later Jews
frequently make use of this language, that God
bear* the worlds with His power and with the

arm of His strength, but also Paul expresses a
kindred idea thus: "all things consist (awicrvKtv)

in him," Col. i. 17. On the other hand this <pipeiv

must not be conceived as a mere passive bearing
(portare) ; for the Son sustains no merely external
relation to the world, nor in His action upon it

merely puts forth His power in a manner like that*

ascribed to those who bore the heavens and the

structure of the universe in the old mythologies;

He acts through the word of His power. The
•Word' is not here that of the Gospel (Socin.)

although his (avrov) refers not to God (Cyril, Grot.,

ele.) but to the Son. It is the word in which the

power essential to the Son utters itself, with which
power it is itself fraught. The utterance of the Son,

by which the world is upheld in its unity, and car-

ried forward to the accomplishment of its purposes.

is parallel to the creative word of God in the ac-

count of creation. The idea of bearing thus passes

over into the active conception of gerere (carrying

forward), of a sustaining movement and guidance
which works upon and within it by an overmaster-

ing, spiritual agency. In this sense the prophets

are said (2 Pet. ii. 4) to be QepSpevot imo irveiparoc

ayiov. and the Sept. thus uses fipeiv, Num. xi.

14 ; Deut. i. 9.

Purification. — The expression, " making
a purification of sins," refers not to an altered

condition of the world wrought through the

ministry of Christ, nor to a moral renovation

of the human race effected in consequence of

that ministry, but to the accomplished work of

redemption in removing the hinderances created

by sin to our intercourse with God. The form
of expression is drawn from that Levitical wor-
ship in which only pure Israelites were permit-

ted to take part. God, that is to say, has sepa-

rated His people for His service, Lev. xx. 7;

Numb. xvi. 5 ; that they may be His sanctified

ones. His Saints, Ps. xvi. 8 ; Prov. xxx. 8. But
the Saints are to be not merely corporeally pure,

Ex. xix. 20; Deut. xxiii. 12-14; 1 Sam. xvi. 5,

but also Levitically pure, Lev. xi. 44, since it is

the business of those whom God has set apart
from the nations as His possession, to observe
the distinctions between the •• clean" and the
" unclean," which He Himself has established,

Lev. xx. 24-26. Even though in all these arrange-
ments we may not be able specially to refer back

to death and corruption, as permanent tokens
and memorials of sin (as Sommer has with
great acuteness attempted (BibI. Treatises, Bonn,
1846, p. 188-867), still to the ceremonially
defiled, equally as to the sinner, participation in
the service was allowed only in consequence of
priestly mediation on the ground of sacrifice, and
thus alone access to God and appearance in His
presence were rendered possible. To this our
text refers, which, by the addition of tuv dpap-
TiCn*, of sins (gen. obj. Ex. xxx. 10; Job vii. 21

;

comp. Matth. viii. 8), points specially to the pu-
rification from all sins, Lev. xvi. 80, which was
made on the great day of atonement, and thus
brings as definitely before the reader the high-

priestly work of Christ as the words immediately
following exhibit His kingly office. The Mid.
form, irotijoapevoc, intimates a close and immedi-
ate relation of the action to the acting sub-
ject (KOhnir Or. J 260, (d), Hadlxt Or. Gr.,

{ 689). The act of purification is thus designated
as the special and peculiar act of the Son. The
reading dY kavrov designates, at the same time,

directly the person of Jesus Christ as the means
of purification, and we must refer in our minds
specially to the identity of the priest and of the
expiatory sacrifice (ch. vii. 27; x. 10), as the

ideas of purification and expiation stand in so

close relation that Q^3D» Ex. xxix. 86, is

translated $p£pa rov Ka&a'piopov, day of purifica-

tion, and 2 Mace. ii. 16, the feast of atonement
is called Ka$apicp6c. Moreover, Grimm (Stud,

und Krit., 1889, p. 751) regards as conjectural

root of the Gothic sauns (ransom, Xhrpov), the
word sinna, $aun=to be pure. Kostlih's asser-

tion
(
Joh. Lehrbegr., p. 684) that the doctrine of

our passage differs essentially from that of Paul,

who makes atonement vicarious, is unfounded.
The Ka&aptcp6c wrought by the death of Christ is

mentioned, Eph. v. 26; Tit. ii. 14, while again
substitution appears, Heb. ix. 14: x. 10. Purifi-

cation involves as its necessary condition,

cleansing; as its consequence, sanctification, in the
sense of consecration, ch. ix. 14, 22 f.; x. 2.

Took his seat.— KaOlfriv, in dlder clas-

sical use, is ordinarily transitive, but Hel-
lenistic usage makes it generally intransitive, as
elsewhere also constantly in our Epistle (viii.

1 ; x. 12; xii. 2); while with Paul again, except
2 Thess. ii. 4, it is uniformly transitive. 'Ei>

vfqtotc (corresponding to 01*133* **»• xciii. 4 ; as

£vty/<rro<c, Luke ii. 14; xix. 88; to D*01TJB3
Job xvi 19) is grammatically to be referred

to kK&diotv, inasmuch as peyaXuavvn, majesty,

(comp. viii. 1 ), like if peyaTuoTTpenijc 66£a, 2 Pet. i.

17, and d'wapts, Matth. xxvi. 64, is a designa-

tion of God in the respect that no greatness,

power and majesty can reach to Him, compare
itself with Him, or of itself attain to Him. The
term "Majesty" has no need to be specialized

by a defining clause like h irpriXolc, a construc-

tion which (Beza, Bleek) would require the article

(peyaXuobvnc rijc h inpn\olc). But the phrase it

{nfyloic is important as added to ' ixAfftaev, dc
scribing more definitely Christ's exaltation after

and by means of His ascension. We must not,

however, with Ebrabd, in the Reformed interest,

maintain that h i>il>. contains a manifest local re-
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28 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

lation, while the Kadlfrtv h fotjtg is a figurative
expression, embracing purely the idea of parti-
cipation in the Divine dominion and majesty, and
utterly void of any local import. Inasmuch as
the local relations are concrete and real, but yet
can neither be sensibly beheld, nor are deve-
loped in the form of distinct conceptions in the
Scriptures, but are revealed only in a general
way to Christian apprehension, the figurative
mode of expression and the local conceptions are
neither to be dispensed with nor limited to a
single isolated point. Such erroneous localisa-
tion and possible misconceptions are in Scripture
in part expressly and formally corrected, as
John iv. 21, 60 ff.; Jer. xxiii. 2*; 1 Kings viiL
27; partly set aside by counter statements, as at
cfc. iv. 14 Christ is said to have "passed through
the heavens" (comp. Eph. i. 21; iv. 10, "who
ascended above all heavens"); ch. vii. 14, to
have become "higher than the heavens," and
finally Acts vii. 66, Stephen sees Jesus Handing
at the right hand of God. Finally the original
and primary conception involved in the phrase,
"sitting at tbe right hand. of God," is not that
of participation in the fulness of the Divine
power and honor, or in the exercise of universal
dominion; but of being taken into protection un-
der the sheltering presence of Jehovah from the
assaults of enemies, Ps. ex. 1 ; Matth. xxii. 44

;

Rev. xii. 6. Only as a contequence of this follows
participation in Divine honor, omnipotence and
sovereignty; and this, in that the language is
applied not to the theocratic kings in general,
but to the Messiah, and, in its application to
Jesus, presupposes, as its condition, His thean-
thropic exaltation. This sitting of ihe exalted
Christ at the right hand of Majesty, which is to
continue without interruption until His Second
Coming, must be conceived, therefore, not as a
state of repose, or of mere security, as of one
rescued from his enemies, but of Meesianio acti-
vity in the accomplishment of redemption. This
activity may assume the most varied forms
(Acts ii. 23; Rom. viii. 34; Heb. viii. 1); among
them especially that of asserting the Divine do-
minion over all hostile assaults, and over all un-
godly persons, Eph. i. 20; 1 Cor. xv. 26; Heb.
ii. 8; x. 12; 1 Pet. iii. 22.

Vee. 4. Becoming.—The participial clause,
which at once forms the close of the period and
introduces the capital thought of the immedi-
ately following discussion, gives, in contrast with
what Christ, in His essential nature and under
all circumstances, is and does, the change in po-
sition and dignity which He has experienced in
His actual historical career. The word yev6(ievo$
is neither to be taken separately nor unduly
pressed. It stands in close connection with
Kpeirruv (becoming mightier, superior); ideo que
non ad essentise orlum, sed ad conditionem pertinet
(Matth. Polus, Synops. Crit.). It is an error,
however, to deduce from it the meaning/aete*=
declaratus; and not less erroneous, on the other
hand, is the rendering ezistens (Faber Stapul.),
or the reference of the word, as with many older
interpreters, to an eterna generatio. Nor does
the term apply (as with Thorn. Aquin., Cajet.) to
the act of incarnation, or to Christ's investiture
with the office of Mediator, "quo pacto non uno
modo /actus didpotest" (H. B. Staek, Not. Sel.,

p. 4) ; but it refers to the exaltation of Him whs
had become incarnate (Theodoret, (EcumenA
Applied to Christ, it involves the idea of a
change in the mode of His being and manifesta-

tion, but by no means in His nature, Rom. i. 3;

GaL iv. 4 ; Phil. ii. 7. It implies no apotheosis

or exaltation of a man to Deity, but an actual

exaltation of the Incarnate One as such into the

place of Deity in the progress of a scries of his-

torical events. KpelrTuv (=KpaTv7epoc) denotes

not o/fo<j//Divinity (Cyrill), although the Oreeb
familiarly designated supernatural beings a?

ol Kpetrrovec.. In its frequent use by our author

it always denotes a preeminence, whose exact

character is determined by the context. (Seech.

ix. 19, 22; viii. 6; ix. 23; x. 34; xi. 16, 86, 40;

xii. 24). Clem. Rom. (1 Cor. xxxvi.) in citinf

our passage, puts instead of it, ue%uv. The for'

mula Tooobry—&jy, occurr ingm Fhilaiari in oof

Epistle here, as nlso at ch. vii. 20-22; viii. 6; r.

26, is never used by Pau- ; nor is irap6 after a com-
parative though frequent in our Epistle, as ch. iii.

8 ; ix. 23 ; xi. 4 ; *ii. 24, and occurring Luke iii 18;

3 Esdr. iv. 86. The comparative dtatopfrtpovt

found elsewhere in the New Testament only at viii.

6, enhances the idea of dignity which is already

contained in the positive.

Name.—The term 'name' (bvopa) is referred

by Bex. and Calov, etc., to the dignity and gUnf
attained by Christ ; by Akersloot to his extraor-

dinary appellatives as high-priest, Lord; and by

Del. to the aggregate heavenly name of the Ex*

alted One, His $*\t}£ft Q$, nomas, explicit**,

which has entered no human mind on earth, and

can be pronounced by no human tongue, bvopa 6

ovdeic oldev el ft% avrfa Rev. xix. 12. Tbe major-

ity, however, refer the name to vide, Son. This

view is sustained by the immediately following

citations from the Old Testament, in proof that

the name Son, used of an individual person, as

such belongs exclusively to the Messiah ; by the

fact that while the name of * Angel ' points to the

idea of servant and messenger, the name of Son,

on the contrary, involves that of essential equal-

ity with the Father, of dominion and of heirship

;

and, finally, by the choice of the word * inher-

ited* (KCKkqpovdfiTiKjev) which clearly refers back

to the clause, " whom He constituted heir ofall,"

while the perf. has inherited, shows that it relates

not to an act parallel to, and simultaneous with,

the ffirjiu, after the resurrection, by which Christ

obtained in His humanity, what in His divine

nature He already possessed from eternity

(Theodoret, (Ecumen., Theophyl.), but to a com-

plete and final takingpossession of that which, as

His befitting allotment, corresponding with Bis

essential character, the Messiah has received

once for all in permanent possession. The term

refers not then to absolute Sonship, as a relation

which Jesus may be supposed to have obtained

on account of His merits, as His special allotment;

but rather to that name of Son, challenging uni-

versal recognition (Phil. ii. 9), which Christ re-

ceived, neither after His ascension nor at His

conception (Sebast. Schmidt), Luke i. 36 ; but

bears even in the Old Testament. Camero ap-

propriately remarks: "He is not said to have

inherited the thing which belonged to Him by

nature, but the name of the thing, that, w., by
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CHAP. I. 1-4. 2$

which it was known to angels and men that He
Himself was the Son of God."
Angels.—The subsequent citations show that

by tyyeXoi we are to understand not the servants

of God under the old covenant (Frbneel in Au-
gustus Theol. Blatter, No, 25. Haberfblo : Angeli

eprimo et secundo cap* ep. ad Hebr. Ezulantes,

Iaensbc. 1808), but the heavenly angels. The men-
tion of them is not introduced casually, as if

suggested by the mention of the Throne of God,
and scarcely either for an independent polemical

purpose, in opposition to Jewish Gnostic concep-

tions of the Messiah as an intermediate spirit

and angel (ThoL) Ideas of this kind found, in-

deed, utterance among the Jews of this period,

and had in part penetrated into the Christian

church (Hellwao in the Theol. Jahrb. Tubingen,

1848. But no trace of am allusion to them is

found in our Epistle whose purpose is to portray

the infinite elevation of the new covenant, and
of its perfect Founder above the old covenant,

and its manifold and imperfect mediators. But
to these intermediate agencies of the Old Testa-

ment belong essentially Angelophanies, which are

expressly mentioned (ii. 2), in connection with

the giving of the Law. Nor can any appeal be
made to the Fourth Book of Esdras, and this,

whether with Lawrence, Lucke and Hilgenfeld,

we carry back the date of this book as early as

the first century, B. 0., or with Volkmab and
Bwaxd (the Fourth Book of Esdras, etc., 1868),

bring it down to the first century after Christ, and
with Dillman regard it as the work of a Hellen-

istic Jew, belonging to the last quarter of the

first po9t*Christian century, exhibiting a Judaism
which, after its rejection of Christianity, and
•iter the Roman conquest of Palestine, is now in

rapid progress toward its state of Talmudic
ossification. For the Angels Uriel and Jeremiel

are, indeed, in a certain sense, mediators of the

revelations of God ; they explain to Esra the

-visions which he has received, and answer the

questions when and by whom God will introduce

the judgment and the end of things, and others

of like nature. But the Messiah is designated

not as an angel, but as the Son of God (4 Esdr.

ii., 28, 29) and beheld under the figure of the

Lion from Judah, who annihilates the eagle, the

symbol of the Roman Empire (4 Esdr. xi). In

some features the apocalyptic representations

assume a wild and monstrous character ; while

in the Book of Enoch, in the Jubilees, in the Tes-

taments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the contents

taments of the Twelve Patriarohp, the contents of

the revelation are at least recited from heavenly
are given to Esra to be drunk in from a pitcher

(4 Esdr. xiv. 40). Also in the Book of Enoch,

(translated and explained by Dillman, Leipx.,

1853) we find, indeed, an uncertain and incon-

sistent enumeration of angels, who are called in

brief ( the white ones
1
(oh. lxxxvii. 2 ; xc. 21, 81) or

* those who do not sleep' (ch. xxxix. 12 ; lxi. 12

;

lxxi. 7), and equally with the heroes (ch. xliii. 8

;

xivi. 7) are often styled 'stars/ (ch. xxi. 8,6;
lxxxvi. 8; lxxxvii. 4; lxxxviii. 1, 8; xc. 21).

There are also of these, different orders and pro-

per names. At the head of the Satane stands Sa-

tan (ch. xL 7) who (ch. liv. 5, 6 ; Iv. 4) is also

called Asazel, alongside of whom in the section

ch. vi. 16 and lxxix. 2 appears Semjaza. Aveng-

ing angels are mentioned ch. liii. 8 ; liv. 8 ; lvi.

1 ; lxii. 11 ; lxiii. 1 ; lxxix. 28. Among the

good angels by the throne of God are found
three principal and highest leaders, Cherubim,
Seraphim and Ophanim; oh. lxi. 10; lxxi. 7,

and four supreme angels, Miohael, Raphael,
Gabriel, Phanuel, oh. xl. 4, 10 ; liv. 6 ; lxxi. 8,

1 8. In the sections that treat of Noah, Zuriel,

QtfH^) takes the place of Phanuel. At ch.

xxi. 5, Uriel, and ch. xxiii. 4, Raguel are named
as conductors of Enoch through heaven, while
elsewhere also Michael oh. xxiv. 6, and Raphael,

ch. xxiii. 8, 6; xxxii. 6, perform this service;

though the proper calling of Raphael and Ga-
briel is healing and purifying, oh. x. 4, 10 ; xl. 9.

The Messiah nowhere appears here as an angelic

being, but as Son of a woman (lxii. 5), as Son of

a man (Ixix. 29), and Son of Man who has
righteousness (xlvi. 1), who will be a staff to the
righteous and holy, and the light of the nations

;

(xlviii. 4), whom also the angels praise (xl. 5).

and who, witn the Lord of Spirits and the head
of days, as the anointed one (ch. xlviii. 10; lii.

4>, who bears in Himself the fulness of the Di-
vine Spirit (xlix. 2, 4), was chosen out and con-
cealed before the world was created, oh. xlviii. 6.

On the one hand the attributes which distinguish

the members ofthe true church, are in the highest

sense applied to the Messiah. He is hence called

absolutely the Chosen One, oh. xl. 5 ; xlv. 8

;

xlviii. 2; li. 8, 6; lii. 6, 9 ; liii. 6; Iv. 4 ; li. 5,

8, 10 ; lxii. 1, and the ' root ' or the ' branch of
righteousness/ ch. x. 16 ; xciii. 2, and as such,

or as the righteous one, ch. xxxviii. 2 ; xcii. 2,

10, is distinguished from the Messianic people,

who, in like manner, are conceived as plants of
the eternal seed, ch. lxxxiv. 6, and is designated

as the aggregate of the chosen, righteous and
holy ones, ch. xxxviii. 2; xl. 2; xlv. 6; li. 5

;

lxi. 12, and hence also can oolleotively be called

the righteous one, ch. xci. 10. On the other
hand the Messiah is called absolutely the Word,
ch. xc. 88; the Word of God, ch. xiv. 24 ; cii. 1,

and the Son of God, ch. cv. 2, who will bear the
sword of righteousness, and will appear in the
eighth week of the world, ch. xci. 12. God, who
is often called the "Ancient of Days," ch. xlvi.

1 ; xlvii. 8 ; lviii. 2 ; lxxi. 10, 18, (after Dan. vii.

18) swears before Michael, oh. Ixix. 15ff. that

the salvation beheld by Enoch shall be eternal-,

and that the Messiah, as king of the kingdom of
heaven, will establish on the earth an imperish-
able kingdom. Moreover, at oh. xxxix. 6; xlix.

1 ; lxii. 2, there is promised the outpouring of
the Spirit of wisdom and righteousness. (Comp.
Ewald : Treatise on the Origin, Import and Con-
struction of the jEthiopic Book of Enoch, Gott,
1854, and Dillmann, who, in Heruog** Real-En~
cycl. XII., places the composition of ch. xxxvii-

lxxi, after taking out the Noaohian fragment—in

the first decennium of the Hasmonean princes,

that of the remaining sections in the time of the

rule of John Hyrcanus, and (hat of the books of

Noah in the firstChristian century. Among these

latest portions, in which, however, the Romans
still do notappear asa secularpower, dangerous to
the Jews, he reckons ch. liv. 7-lv. 2 ; ch. lx., lxv.-

lxix. 25 ; ch. cvi., and the greatest part of oh. vi.-

16. The hypothesis defended by Hilgenfeld (The
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80 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Jewish Apocalyptic in its Historical development,

Jena, 1867) of a Christian origin of eh. xxxvii.-

lzzi. stands connected with other opinions ofthis

scholar, and is refuted bj Dillmann. This whole
subject, however, is notjetthoroughly clearedup.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The character of the historical revelation of

God, made to the fathers through the lips of pro-

phets, and brought to perfection in the Son, is

essentially different from that general manifesta-

tion of God in respect of His eternal power and
Godhead (Rom. i. 20), which is made by means
of His works and the rational nature of man.
By its element of human speech it is immeasura-
bly exalted above that Symbolical language of

nature which stands in need of a special inter-

pretation. It avails itself indeed, in like man-
ner, of imagery for the expression of ideas that
lie beyond the sphere of sense. But this imagery
belongs to human speech as such, and God avails

Himself of it for the purpose of direct address to

certain men, in setting home positive communi-
cations which He makes in the way of direct
personal approach and appeal. This revelation
in language presupposes the religious vitality of
man, and aims at its development, purification
and perfection. As containing the word of God,
this revelation actually solves the problem of
His relation to the world, of its creation, preser-
vation and redemption: it unveils to us His
counsels and procedure in respect to salvation

;

shows us the destination of the world, and the
Divine arrangements for its recovery, govern-
ment, and ultimate blessedness; and thus sheds
light alike on the true nature of God, and on the
history of our race.

2. Thefragmentary character of this revelation
produces in it no error; for God is He who
speaks to us in the prophets, and all the utter-
ances of revelation are oracles Of God (Myta rov
$eov). The great variety of its forms best bears
testimony to the goodness of God in graciously
condescending to human necessities, and demon-
strates at once the sincerity and earnestness
with which He draws near to us, and the
depth of His condescension. For God did not
use the prophets as merely passive instruments,
nor speak through them as through a speaking
trumpet; nor did He merely " exercise His
power in them, and inspire in their mind and
heart what, when and how they were to speak,"
2 Pet i. (Starkk). He deposited His own
thoughts in the prophetic modes and forms of
thought, and clothed His own word in the pecu-
liarities of speech which belonged to the prophet
and to his time. It is precisely for this reason
that in the prophetic writings of the Old Testa-
ment the discourse frequently passes from the
third person to the first, and conversely, and
that without indication of any change in the
person of the speaker.

8. The fact that the same God has spoken to us
at an earlier period in the prophets, and, at the
olose of the Ante-Messianic period, in the Son,
assures to us the unity, amidst its manifold va-
riety, of the historical revelation ; while it teaches
us that the individual utterances mutually illus-

trate each other, and yet derive their full light

only from the actual central point of all revela-

tion, Jesus Christ. For which reason also the

Old Testament is rightly understood only from
the stand-point of the New, and the entire body
of Scripture is to be regarded in the light of a

revelation of God for the salvation of the world,

whose parts stand related to each other as preps-

ration and fulfilment

4. The successive stages of Revelation (Rosbkm.,
Treatise on the successive stages of Divine Rev.,

1784) point to a divine plan of salvation, which,

ordained from eternity, has in its execution is

time, given birth to a completely adjusted eco-

nomy of salvation, and discloses a wisdom into

whose mysteries Angels desire to look, 1 Pet i

12, and to whom it is made known in the church

of Jesus Christ, Eph. iii. 10, as also to us to

whom the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Father of glory, has given the spirit of wisdom
and revelation for the knowledge of Himself;

Eph. i. 17. The answer of Ctbill (adv. JvHan
t

IV. 126) to the inquiry of the emperor Julian

regarding the reason of the lateness of Christ's

appearance, viz., that " Revelation advances with

advancing culture, and its perfection could be

reached only in connection with a corresponding

culture of the race," is an answer at once erro-

neous and puerile. More to the purpose remarks

Heubker: ** Christianity completes the circle of

Revelation; it is its perfection, and stands good

for the highest reach of culture which man can

attain on earth."

5. The designation of God's revelation in the

Son as the final one, while decidedly repelling

the idea that any grade of human culture can

transcend, and leave behind it Christianity as a

thing antiquated and effete, remands to the realm

of dreams every anticipation of a new revelation

in behalf of some religion of the future. And
the declaration—that Christ, only after accom-

plishing a purification of sin, took his seat at the

right hand of the Majesty on high, reminds us

that there can be no degree of human need which

should require another religion. "If God has

finally spoken to us by Christ and His Apostles,

we must not turn away to the next doctrine that

may arise, be it Mohammedanism or Popery;

but abide by that which we heard from the be-

ginning from Christ and His Apostles; and so

abiding we shall abide with the Father and the

Son." (Starkk).
6. In the fact that through the Son, in whoa

God has spoken to us in the fulness of times, He
originally made the worlds, is involved the possi-

bility of a perfect harmony in natural and his-

torical revelation. But the apostasy and its

oonsequences have changed their original rela-

tion. The realization of this harmony must be

brought about by a complete triumph over na,

and* an accomplished elimination of evil from

the world, and will be effected not by any height-

ened development on the part of nature, but by

the special acts of God in a series of historical

revelations.

7. While Jesus Christ is placed on a level with

the prophets in that—according to the rule, Amos

iii. 7 : "Jehovah does nothing without revealing

His counsel to His servants, the prophets,"—He

is a personal organ for genuine oracles of God,

He stands essentially distinguished from them
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not exclusively in the fact of His being the per-
fect Mediator of the final revelation, of whom all

earlier prophets have prophesied. For in this

case He might possibly have been conceived
merely as the most perfect teacher and the most
distinguished prophet. 'The specific distinction lies

in the three following points : 1. Christ is become
king at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven,
while the prophets have been and remain simply
servants of Jehovah. 2. Christ is Saviour and
Redeemer of the world, whioh presupposes His
personal purity from every sin; the prophets, on
the contrary, were at all times sinful men who
stood in need of redemption. 3. The exaltation

of Jesus Christ to divine Majesty after accom-
plishing on earth the work of redemption, cor-

responds to His ante-mundane condition and life,

to His eternal relation as Son to the Father, and
to his supra-mundane character and work; so
that in His personal appearance on earth He is

to be designated as God-man (&e&v&pwroe), while
the prophets, as men of God, who have spoken
under the impulse of the Holy Ghost, maintained
and attested their created and finite character.

8. That the historical Mediator of the final

revelation of God is the ante-mundane Mediator of
the creation of the world, imparts to Him a special

majesty and dignity beyond that of all created
mediators. The comparison of Him with the
Angels shows thai He is not, in this relation,

conceived as an unconscious intermediate cause,
but has exercised this mediating agency in a per-

sonal existence. And the declaration that He is

the beaming image of God's glory and the impress
of His substance, shows that the Mediator who
is distinguished above all beings, and even above
the Angels, by the name of "Son," does not bear
His filial name in a conventional and theocratic

sense. " The Son is the mediating essence of the
whole spiritual world, in whom the Deity pre-
sents Himself in that world, mirrored in all His
perfections, in power, wisdom, holiness, love.

Such is the external relation of tho Son ; for the
world, for us, He is the being from* whom beams
forth the divine d6£a. The ground of this is

that on Him is impressed and stamped the divine
essence; that He is Himself participant of the
divine nature. This language expresses the Son's
internal character and relation." (Hbubneb).
Hence, Ignatius (ad Magnet. 6) strikingly styles

the renewing of the Christian into the image of
God a recoining by virtue of a new stamp
which God applies through Jesus Christ; and
Oriosn, (adRom. iv. 2) remarks that in this trans-

formation is explained the fact that the world
does not know the true disciples of Jesus. The
Son appears not as a revealer unequal to the
Father, and hence an inadequate revealer of
some part or a single side of His nature; but He
is here designated as the perfect co-equal re-

vealer of the Father (v. Gerlach), in whom the
1 form of God * (uop<$ $eov) permanently dwells,
Phil. ii. 6, and whom Paul designates (Col. i. 16)
the "first-born of the whole creation (nyxardYoKOf

rdfftfc tcrioeoc) and the image (eintiv) of the in-

visible God ;" since the essential form of God is

that elSoc &eov (John v. 87) which the Son essen-
tially possessed in His pre-incarnate glory, John
xvii. 5. The declaration then, that He, as Son,
has issued from the Father, and is dependent on

25

Him, implies not a temporal but an eternal rela-

tion, involving no succession in time, no subor-
dination in power or rank, no lowering of the
divine attributes. As light of light He is not a
mere ray of the divine Majesty, but sun from
Bun, because God from God, a personal subsistence

of the divine substance.

9. In the ascription to the Son of the essential

attribute that he bears (sustains, moves, and
guides) all things with tne word of His pow-
er, believers may find an ample consolation.

The Lord of the Church is the Lord over tho
world; the mediator of revelation and Balvation
is also the mediator of the maintenance and gov-
ernment of the world ; the Saviour of sinners is

the controller of the history and the destinies of all

men and things. The Roman Clement styles Him
(1 Cor. xvi.) "the outstretched sceptre of the
divine majesty," and Paul savs Col. i. 17, that

in Him all things are, as consisting and held to-

gether in Him. Without His mediating agency
the world would fall asunder alike in its elements,

and its moving forces. But as it is, neither

nature nor the course of events can hinder the
victory of the Church of Christ, the triumph of

believers, the accomplishment of all things ac-

cording to the divine plan.

10. In the word 'heir' lies a relation not
merely to the name of Son, or to the faot that the

Son has received, according to Matth. xxviii.

18, universal dominion, but at the same
time, and chiefly to the Messianic fulfilment of

the promises given Rom. iv. 13 to the seed of
Abraham, en which foundation rests the promise
that we are to be heirs of God, and joint heirs

with Christ, Rom. viii. 17. The expression re-

minds us not so much that Jesus Christ is the

second Adam (Calv.), as rather that He is 6

epx6fievoc, Me that cometh. "What belongs to

God belongs to Christ Only, therefore, as we
have part in Christ oan we claim a share in the

riches of God." (Feickb.)
11. Having descended by His incarnation into,

a lower position than that held by the Angels,,

in so far as these are spirits and dwellers in
heaven, (ch. ii. 7, 9) the Messiah, after accom^
pliBhing His redemptive work, has, by an actual,

historical change in the circumstances of His life,*

passed into a position as much transcending that

of Angels in majesty and power, as His charac-
teristic name is nobler and loftier than theirs.
tlNon naturam sed personam Christi hie confert cum
Angelis respectu dignitatis, officii, potentise, et glo-

ria." (Matt. Polus, Synops. crit., iv. 1125,. ed.

Francf. ). As in Christ the personal union of the

divine and human natures is in the moBt perfect

manner accomplished, while yet the two natures
are in no way confounded, the two thus remain
always distinguishable, yet are never to be con-
ceived as actually separated. We must regard,

therefore, as erroneous the language of so many
earlier writerswho limit the exaltation exclusively

to the human nature of Christ. It applies rather,

as already remarked by (Ecumknius (II. 320),
to the person of the Qod-man*

12. "Although. Christ with. His body has as-

cended above all heavens, yet in relation to His
ubiquity we are to* distinguish the two kinds of
Mis actual presence, according as this preseuco
belongs merely to His bodily nature, or to His
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personality. Under the former relation He is, in

His present condition, in a certain nov (where),

not indeed circumscribed within strictly local

limits, but such as, while transcending time and
place, still belong to a finite essence, and subject

it, therefore, to like conditions with all the glo-

rified bodies of the blessed. In the other rela-

tion, Christ, by virtue of His personal unity,

and of that divine majesty and glory which lie

shares, is no less present every where to all crea-

tures than the Logos itself." (Obtinqbb, Idea

vitm% { 119
J. " The words that speak of His de-

parture ana re-appearing do not exclude His bodily
presence, of which He indeed gives express as-

surance, Matth. xxviii. 18, but distinguish merely
the dissimilar modes of His presence—bearing
one form before His passion, another at the final

judgment, and still another during the interven-

ing period." (Sim. Musjbus, Sermon on the Sacra-

ment of the body and bloodof Christ, 1661 .) . What-
ever be the special explanations, the emphasis
laid by the Lutheran church on the personal pre-

sence, ministry, and self-communication of Christ,

and that too of the whole and undivided Christ in

His Church, is but a thoroughly authorized and
justifiable practical application of the Scripture

teaching regarding the sitting of the God-man
at the right hand of Majesty in the highest

heavens.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The unity of Revelation amidst the variety of

its manifestations: 1. as unity of the author,

God ; 2. as unity of the means, the word of God

;

8. as unity of its purpose, the salvation of the

world.—Whereby does the one revelation of the

true God present itself so variously that only the

believer can comprehend its unity? 1. By the

•diversity of the times of which God regards the

snecessities; 2. by the different character of the

persons in whom God has spoken to men ; 8. by
.the peculiar and various modes of intercourse and
.expression which God has made use of.—Christ

.the sole and single, because perfect mediator, 1.

of the existence of the world in respect to a. its

-creation, b. its preservation, e. its government;
2. of the revelation of God to the world in respect

to a. His power, 6. His will, c. His essence; 8. of

the saving of the world in a. its redemption, b.

its sanctification, c. its final perfection as the

ikingdom of God.—Wherein we Christians are at

once like and unlike the Israelites? 1. In our
possession of the word of true Revelation ; 2. in

our faith in the coming of the Messiah ; 8. in

our hope of salvation by purification from sin.

—

The antitheses in Jesus Christ: 1. in His person
as God and man ; 2. in His history, as one of
humiliation and exaltation.—The threefold offiee

of Jesus Christ: 1. as that of the perfect prophet
in whom the revelation through the word has
found its completion and close; 2. as that of the
true high-priest who offered Himself for purifi-

cation from sin; 8. as that of eternal king who,
elevated above all created existence, bears and
rules over all things.—The dominion of Jesus
-Christ: 1. in its character, a. by the word of
revelation, ft. by the word of His power, e. by
the word of His grace; 2. in its establishment,

•4. by His nature, b. by His works, c by His

place at the right hand of Majesty on high; 3'

in its extent, a. in time, b. in space, c. in respect

to its objects.—The Lord always governs His

ohurch, 1. by virtue of His personal life with

the Father in glory, 2. by virtue of the accom-

plishment of the work of redemption committed

to Him, 8. by means of the word in which His

Spirit bears sway and His power works.—The
threefold relation of Jesus Christ to God: 1. as

servant, 2. as Son, 8. as joint-ruler.—The pe-

culiar and unique relation of Jesus Christ, our

Saviour, 1. to men, 2. to God, 8. to the entire

universe.—The completed and perfected life of

our Lord Jesus Christ is 1. the pledge of our de-

liverance, 2. the type of our glorification, 3. the

means of our union with God.—The significance

of the elevation of Jesus Christ' to the right hand

of Majesty on high, 1. for the personal life of

the Lord, 2. for the faith of His disciples, 8. for

the progress of His work, 4. for the destiny of

the world, 5. for the completion of the revelation

of God.—What abides to us amidst the vicis-

situdes of times and the change of all things?

1. The word of God which a. in manifold ways,

b. by virtue of divine constitution and arrange-

ment, c. reveals to us eternal truth ; 2. the So*

of God who a. as image of His substance, ft. after

accomplishing His mission on earth, c. sits at the

right hand of the Majesty on high ; 8. the Mira-

tion of God, which in Christ is a. destined for as

from eternity, b. obtained for us in time, e. and

for all eternity imparted to believers.—Whither

do all our Sabbaths and religious services sum-

mon us? 1. Into the church whose a. Founder,

ft. Saviour, and c. Head is the Son of God; 1 to

devotional contemplation c of His word, b. of

His ways, c. of His works ; 8. to believing ap-

propriation a. of revealed truth, ft. of the prof-

fered cleansing from sin, c. of the opened access

to the Majesty of God.—The homage which we

owe to Christ: 1. in its origin and procurement a.

by His divine sonship, b. by His mediatorial

office, e. by His position at the right hand of

God; 2. in its expression a, in acknowledgment

of that which we receive from Him, ft. in the use

of that which we have through Him, c in the

striving after that which we hope from Him.—
For what shall the name which distinguishes

Christ above all other beings, serve us? 1. To

remind us of that image of God for which we are

created; 2. to assure us of the Sonship for which

we are redeemed ; 8. to aid us on our wav to the

glory to which we are called.—Whither does the

preaching of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, direct

our eyes? 1. To the eternity «. from which He

came, b. of which He bore witness, c to which

He is gone; 2. to the ways of God, a. in uphold-

ing, ft. in enlightening, c. in purifying the world;

8. to our personal position a. in respect to the

word, ft. to the people, c. to the Son of God.

Beblenburger Biblb : We must not fancy,

now that we have the Scripture, that we need

not the teaching of Christ, and that He there-

fore may remain dumb. Bather must we re-

verse the position and say : precisely becaust we

have the Scripture, Christ must speak and ex-

plain it to us. This is Christ's proper office and

work: this the Father has assigned to Him ;
this

He will not allow to be taken from Him, and of

so rich a blessing the believing Christian must
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not allow himself to be deprived.—The Holy
Scripture of the Old Testament is the morning
dawn and day-break, which thenee advances to

meridian day.—Articles of faith are not like

other things, learned out, as it were, and ren-

dered antiquated. Rather might the Hebrews
now well profit by their former teachings and
lessons. Among these stands conspicuous the
course of God's providential dealings, up to the

time of Him who was to come.—The Jews of our
time close up their door, and shove to this bolt,

and say : We adhere to Moses ! They are not
fond of reading the prophets. But the Christian

religion is no falling away from the Fathers, but
a fulfilment of that which Qod spoke to them.

—

People often convert into a stumbling-block that

which they should have employed as a help.—We
must not narrow up the time of Christ to the

years of His flesh, but regard Him as being of
eternity, who is styled God of the whole world,
Is. liv. 6.—Redemption belongs to the kingdom
of grace ; but the being who was to redeem us
was required of necessity to be mighty. Grace
and power mutually aid and sustain each other.

—

Stbishofee: The Lord would fain receive honor
from his inheritance, and that inheritance are
we. We are the work of His hands, and are in-

debted to Him for life and being. We are a fruit

of His painful toil, and have through Him our
salvation. We are His peculiar heritage, pre-
sented to Him by the Father for an ornament
and a delight. His purpose shall succeed; the
work of His hand shall not be in vain ; His honor
shall be secured to Him by His grace in us, His
own inheritance.

—

Debs : Jesus is able to make
known and execute the whole purpose of God.
For this great and glorious work, for which He
was destined from Eternity, He was 1. not too

mean or insignificant, since He is the splendor of
God's majesty and the image of His substance.
Nor was He for this 2. too weak and impotent

:

for He it is who bears all things with the Word
of His power. 8. He evinced himself to be the
Son appointed to the inheritance, in that He left

not the obstacles to be removed by a stranger

;

bat became Himself the sacrifice, and made
through Himself a purification of our sins.—The
coarse of the Son of God from the bosom of the
Father to His throne.—He has made by Himself
the purification of our sins: 1. Without this

mission and message all the attestations to His
glory would be to us matter rather of terror

than of joy ; 2. but with the Word of His grace
the recognition of His majesty becomes matter
of at once weighty and delightful import : 8.

The experience of the forgiveness of sins in His
blood draws our hearts so that we delight to

ftdoreHim.

Staekjb: God always reserve* the best unto
the last. Although He may not give thee speed-
ily what thou desirest, at last all will turn out
good, Ps. xxxvii. 87; Hftb. ii. 8.—Christ obtains
the inheritance for all those who adhere to Him.
We are through Christ all children, and heirs of
God. Are we then not sufficiently rich ? I have
but little in the world, and have but a small in-
heritance to leave behind me ; yet I am not there-
fore sad. Though poor here I shall be abund-
antly rich in heaven, Rom. viii. 17.—Though
the one only God has spoken formerly through
the prophets to the fathers, and at last to us by
His Son ; yet, as there is only one God, has there
been also but one religion, one faith, one wor-
ship, and one way to eternal bliss from the be-
ginning of the world until now, Acts xv. 11.—

I

adhere to Christ ; He has all power. He knows
what is my ability ; I believe that He will help
me always and everywhere, John iv. 4.—Jesus
exalted into heaven, and yet, as God and man, at

all times present with His church on earth by
virtue of inseparable, personal union. If he is

there and here, then why so troubled, my heart?
If thou diest, thou comest into heaven to Jesus.

So long as thou livest, Jesus is with thee. Jesus,

thy magnet, will finally draw thee wholly to Him-
self, John xvii. 24.—To dwell on the name of
Christ is a blessed work, for one learns thus to

know His great glory, John xvii. 8.

Heubner. : We have here a comprehensive out-

line of all Christology : 1. what Christ is in Him-
self : 2. what He is to us ; Revealer of God, Ran-
somer of sinners; 8. into what condition He is ex-

alted.—How important is it to have a genuine,
Scriptural, adequate conception of Christ ! The
more value we attach to Christ, so much the more
value do we attach to His Word ; so much the
more sacred He becomes as an example ; so much
the more power issues forth from Him ; so much
the more unlimited is the confidence which we
can repose in Him.

[Owen : All the glorious perfections of the na-
ture of God do belong unto, and dwell in, the
person of the Son. Were it not so, He could not
gloriously represent unto us the person of the

Father ; nor by the contemplation of Him could
we be led to an acquaintance with the person of
the Father. The whole manifestation of the na-
ture of God unto us, and all communications of

grace, are immediately by and through the per-

son of the Son. He represents Him unto us

;

and through Him is everything that is communi-
cated unto us from the fulness of the Deity con-

veyed.]
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n.

Scripture proof of the deration of Jesus Christ as Son of God, and being above the Angels.

ChaptirI. 5-14.

5 For to which of the angels said he at any time : Thou art my Son, this day have

I begotten thee ? And agaiu : I will be to him a Father, and he shall be to me a

6 Son ? And again : When he bringeth in [and when he shall a second time1 have in-

troduced oYav di irdXw sio-aydynQ, 2 Act. Subf.=Perf. FuL'j the Firet-begotten into the

7 world, he saith, And let all the angels of God worship him. And of [in respect, in-

deed, to] the angels he saith, who maketh his angels spirits [winds] and his minis-

8 ters a flame of fire ; but unto [in respect to] the Son he saith : Thy throne, God, is

for ever and ever : a [And1
: a] sceptre of righteousness [rectitude cd#£ngro?] is the

9 sceptre of thy kingdom. Thou hast loved [lovedst yfrdicqeas] righteousness, and hast

hated [hatedst fyu<nj<w] iniouity1
; therefore God, even thy God, [O God, thy

10 God] hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows. And, thou,

Lord, in the beginning hast laid [didst lay] the foundations of the earth ; and the

11 heavens are the works of thy hands : they shall perish, but thou remainest,* and they

12 all shall wax old as doth a garment, and as a vesture4 shalt thou fold [roll]* them up,

and they shall be changed. But thou art the same, and thy years shall not fan.

13 But to [and in respect to] which of the angels said he at any time [hath he erer

said ef/Mjx/v rore], sit on my right hand until I make thine enemies thy footstool ?

14 Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs

of salvation [for ministration for the sake of those {did tous) who are to inherit sal-

vation ?]

* Ver. 8<—Kai Introducing the second portion of the passage from the Psalm is found tn Sin, A. B. !>.* E.* M. xrfl. Itsh

according to Cod. Clarom. and Vulg. according to Cod. Amiat. In the following words the lect. Bee. should be retailed.

* Ver. •*—8in. reads with the Cod. Alex, of the LXX. ioWa*. The remaining; MSS. except some minnsc, read wits

the Cod. Vat. of the LXX. apo/tia* [ahxiav was perhaps written in accidental conformity to the preceding oucatoavra.—E.J
* Ver. 11.—Instead of thej>res. euyttfwtf Block, following Itala., Vvlg. etc., accents Stcjtcvc« as future,
* Ver. 12.—Sin. A. B. I).* B. have further the clause ••* t/Mrwv after avrovt.
* Ver. 12.—The aXXa.$«n of the original is found also in Sin. D.* 43. The remaining Codd. read cAi£ett, perhaps with

an indistinct reference to Is. xxxlr. 4.

[Ver. &

—

And when he shall have again introduced, etc Both the position of *<£Air, and the connection of the

thought, point decidedly to this construction. The reference ts (de W., Lun- Kbr., Del, Alfn Moll.) to the re-introdae-

tion of Christ into the Inhabited world (* oUovnivrj) at His second coming. It may be rendered again, a second time, or

back; both ideas being in fact Included.
Ver. 7.—In raped indeed to=whi)e In respect to. The force of the part. ftir, making v. 7 preparatory to t. 8 Is lost

in Eng. Tar, as in many other passages in the Epistle. In v. 8 npo* with top vio> should be rendered as in v. 7. J* raped
to the Son. So also I think ft should be (with Moll) at v. 13, and so I think (as against Moll, and nearly all the Intpp.) at

xl. 18, irpo« hv iXaXMn—^yevfiara clearly here vrindt, not spirit*, as demanded by the connection.
Ver. «.—[« O Godj thy God," o fafc. o feet aov. Even Bel. ia doubtful whether in . 9 the first b feoc should be ren-

dered, an in rer. 8, as Voc. «0 God*, or, aa in apposition with the following: *Ood, thy God.' With Lttn, Mull, etc, 1 think

we are clearly to prefer the former construction.

Ver. 14.—Eit iuutoviar for service or ministration, not to men, but to God. Their ministration or Berries is to Ooi ;

but In His serrioe they are sent forth on account of, for the sake of (&ta) men.—K.]

men and angels are sometimes called Sons of God.

Schlicht., Michael., and Bohme have pointed oat

the difference between a collective appellative,

and the name applied to an individual. This,

however, does not meet the case, although the

rivi would seem to favor it Bleek's explana-

tion that the LXX. cited exclusively by our

author, read in the Cod. Alex. Gen. vi. 2, 4;

Job i. 6; ii. 1; xxxviii. 7; Dan. iii. 26, not Sons

(viol) but Angels (ayyehu) of God, is insufficient

from the fact that in the Ps. xzix. 1 ; lxxxix. 7,

we find the expression "Sons of God," and we
are not at liberty to suppose that the author for-

got or left out of the account these passages.

The remark, too, of Primasius that, as applied

to other beings, the name stands only abusively,
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To which of the angels said he at any
time.—The position of the words rivi yap etxev

irore ruv ayykXuv shows that the emphasis is to

be laid immediately upon rivi and ruv ayyifaw,

and that irori does not belong to rivi as a strength-

ening particle, to whom I pray f Cui tandem t

(Chr. F. Schmid, Kuinoel, etc.), but is a particle

of time. The subject is God. This, however, is

not so much to be drawn from ver. 1, as to be
supplied from the connection of the thought ac-

cording to usage in citing from the Old Testa-

ment. It cannot be urged in refutation of the

author's reasoning, that in the Old Testament alike
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only in a subordinate sense, explains not the real

relations of the case (since the real connecting

links of the thought remain unmentioned), and
evades the objection, as does also the remark of

Tholuck that the author presupposes that his

readers would take the appellation given specially

to an individual in a more exalted sense=irpcrr&ro-

jcof. More relevant to the context is the expla-

nation of Braun that men and angels bore the

name not as a rightful inheritance entailed upon
them in accordance with their nature, but as re-

ceived only by adoption; yet even this is partly

erroneous, partly imperfect. The decisive con-

sideration is suggested by Ebr. and Del. There
is, at the outset, an essential distinction between
the dwelling of heavenly, yet still created be-

ings, with Elohim, and being begotten by Jehovah,

This latter form of expression which never oc-
f

curs in reference to angels, indicates the relation

in question as resting not on a natural, but on a
theocratic basis. Precisely for this reason Jeho-

vah can say, "My Son, my first-born is Israel"

(Ex. iv. 22), and: "My Father, shall ye call to

me," Jer. iii. 14, 19; xxxi. 20; Is. i. 8; Deut
xiv. 1. Israel's exodus was the day of His birth

(Hos. ii. 6) ; and the days up to the formation of

the covenant on Sinai, those "days of old," and
of the " years of many generations " (Dent, xxxii.

7 ; Is. li. 9), constitute the youthful period of the

Church (Hos. xi. 1), in which Jehovah bore the

Israelites as the father the son; in which He led

them, and "taught them to go," as a mother does

her child {Hos. xi. 8; Am. ii. 10); in which He
delivered the people from the house of bondage,

and brought them to His own house that they

might be closely united with Him forever, Ex. iii.

7 ; xx. 2. This is the time of bridal tenderness

and of youthful love, when Israel became the

Lord's possession and His first-fruit, Jer. ii. 2, 8;

Ezek. xvL 8; since Jehovah has Himself brought
His people to Himself, and borne them on eagles'

wings (Ex. xix. 6 ; Deut xxxii. 12), so that they

became at once an independent nation and a
church of the Lord, Ex. xix. 8; Ezek. xvi. 4;

xx. 6. Granting that thus not merely pious
servants of Jehovah in general (Deut xiv. 1;

Pa. lxxiii. 15 ; Prov. xiv. 26), but pre-eminently
theocratic rulers (Ps. lxxxix. 27), and specially

those springing from the seed of David (2 Sam. vii.

14) are called Sons of God, (nay, that even hea-

then Princes (Ps. lxxxii. 6), over whom God ex-

ercises judgment, are, in their official position,

called "Gods" and "Sons of the Most High"),
it follows, on the one hand, that, in the theocratic

sense, the name in question has never been given
to an angel ; and it is clear, on the other, that

on this theocratic basis the specific relation of

Christ to God might disclose itself as a fact of
revelation, and that a Christological interpretation

of the Old Testament is possible without disturb-

ing the historical foundation of the Messianic
passages.
My Son—shall be to me a Son.—Through

the two passages Ps. ii. and 2 Sam. vii. cited by him
with like application, the author goes back to the

germ of the Messianic prophecy in the narrower
and stricter sense. When David designed the build-
ing of a temple on Mount Zion in fulfilment of Ex.
xv. 17 ; Deut xii. 6, he received, through the pro-

phet Nathan, the divine declaration that not he,

but his eon, after him, was to build a temple U
Jehovah; nay, that for this seed God would, on
His part, build a house, and establish His throne
forever; that Jehovah would be to him a
father, and he should be to Him a son, vii. 14.

In a prayer of David accompanying this prophetic
assurance, David expresses the conviction that
the complete fulfilment of this prophecy is re-
served to the remote future. The following
words, however (ver.

19 J, mean not: "and this
in a man who shall be the Lord Jehovah Him-
self" (Ebb. and the older interpreters), but:
"And this (hast Thou spoken) after the manner
of man (or as man speaks with man), Thou who
art God the Lord." In this condescension of God
so fully does David recognize a prerogative be-
stowed upon him that in the parallel passage (1
Chron. xvii. 17) he says: "Thou hast regarded
me as a man of very high degree." Thus a
filial relation is described as that which the pos-
terity of David will sustain to God, and this pos-
terity conceived not merely in its aggregate or
collective character, but individually. We hence
refer the language immediately to Solomon who,
with express reference to this prophecy, under-
takes the building of the temple (1 K. viii. 17 ff.),

and regards himself as this promised Son (1 K.
v. 5 ; 2 Chron. vi. 9), as does also David, 1 Chron.
xxii. 9ff. ; xxix. 19. But through this seed the
royal dominion is to be established forever to the
house of David, 2 Sam. vii. 16. And Solomon
immediately declares (IK. viii. 26, 27) that this

temple reared by him is not a house in which
God may properly dwell. Men must of necessity,

therefore, while David slept with his fathers,

direct their eye farther into the future ; as in

fact David himself, 1 Chron. xvii. 17, beholds the
promised seed in a long and blessed succession,

and there is here no mention, as 2 Sam. vii. 14
of transgressions, which God will visit with a pa-
ternal chastisement For the question is not of
the form, as such, of the kingdom, however glo-

rious it might be, in fulfilment of the prediction

Num. xxiv. 17: "A star shall arise out of Jacob,
and a sceptre shall arise out of Israel, and will

dash in pieces the corners of Moab, and will de-
stroy all the children of pride;" nor is mere descent

from David sufficient to ensure the receiving of
the everlasting kingdom, Ps. lxi. 7ff., which God
has confirmed to David with an oath, Ps. xviii.

61; lxxxix. 50 ff.; exxxii. 11 ff. We have here
rather to do with a theocratic kingdom under a
theocratic ruler, who goes forth to battle amidst
the offerings and prayers of his people (Ps. xx.),

and who, with God as auxiliary, will annihilate

all hiB enemies, but will righteously administer

the princely gifts and prerogatives with which
he has been entrusted, Ps. xxi. Of this ruler

David stands as a type, and he himself, at the

close of his life, makes the declaration, 2 Sam.
xxiii. 4: "A righteous ruler in the fear of God
is as the light of the sun which arises in a
morning without clouds, like the tender grass

which after the rain springs forth from the earth."

For this reason God builds again the fallen taber-

nacle of David as in the ancient times, Am. ix.

1, after Israel has been sifted out as one sifts out

grain, ver. 9. And the ruler through whom the

dominion returns back to the " tower of the flock "

of David, and to the "strong hold" of Zion,
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Mio. iv. 8, will not merely hare his historical

descent from the house of David, Mio. v. 1, but
as "the branch," the "shoot," "the stem from
the root of Jesse," Is. xi. 1, 10, the righteous
branoh (Is. ir. 2; Jer. xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 15; Zech.
iii. 8; vi. 12), whom God will raise up to David
(Jer. xxx. 9; Ex. xxxiv. 23; xxxvii. 24), is

called even by the name of David, Jer. xxx. 9;
Ez. xxxvii. 24, 25 ; comp. Hob. iii. 5 ; and " the
sure mercies of David," Is. lv. 8, are a designa-

tion of the Messianic salvation. As now this

Majestic one, who issues from the nation itself,

as a ruler from its midst, is to draw near unto
Jehovah Himself, Jer. xxx. 21, nay, is to bear
the name "Jehovah our Righteousness" (Jer.

xxiii. 6 ; liii. 15), it is clear that in the view of
prophecy the Messianic salvation is linked to a
son of David who is an "Anointed One" not
merely in the sense in which even foreign kings
as Cyrus, Is. xlv. 1, and Hasael, 1 K. xix. 15,

receive this name as being instruments of Jeho-
vah, and in which the theocratic kings in general
bear it, 1 Sam. ii. 10; Ps. xx. 7 ; exxxii. 10, etc.,

but in a special sense which includes, besides
the kingly, also the prophetic, Is. lxi. 1, and
the priestly anointing, so that Zechariah (vi.

12, 13) may say: "Behold a man, Branch
is his name, who will spring up in his place

and build the temple of Jehovah,— he will

bear kingly adornment, and will sit and rule

upon his throne, and will be priest upon his

throne, and there will be harmony between the

two." When, now, this Messiah is regarded as
standing to God in the relation of Son to the
Father, we can see in this only the full perfec-

tion of the Theocratic relation. The designating

of the stock of Ephraim, Jer. xxxi. 9, as the dear
son and confidential child of God, shows that

this language points to an intimate relation of
communion and love. But that the term referred
primarily not to subjective excellence, but to an
objective relation, appears from Zech. xiii. 7,

where the wicked Pekah is styled by God "the
man that is my fellow ;" and while Ex. iv. 22
shows that at the same time the origin of the
nation in this, its peculiar relation to God, is, in

the expression, " First-born Son," referred back
to God Himself, so Ps. lxxxix. 27, 28 brings out
with special clearness at once the dignity of the
relation, involving the manifold prerogatives of
the first-born, and also the traits of trustful de-
votion and hope, in the language: "He (David)
will cry unto me, Thou art my Father, my
strength, and the rock of my salvation. And I

will make him my First-Born, supreme above
the kings of the earth. " In the application of
these expressions to the Messiah, theirform in-

deed allows the possibility of a deeper concep-
tion of Hie origin and of His issuing forth from
God. But this deeper conception, which finds

expression in the New Testament, we are not
directly to transfer to the words of the Old. We
find nowhere in the Old Testament a clearly de-
veloped and conscious apprehension of the eter-
nal and immanent relation of the Son to the Fa-
ther. Even Micah v. 1 scarcely declares defi-

nitely the preexistence of the Messiah, or His
eternal destination in the purpose of God ; but
from the completely humbled condition of the

house of David, it simply assures us that beyond

any known and historical record of the life and

lineage of the Deliverer, who is to be born in

the humble Bethlehem, we must go indefinitely

back for His issuing forth, or origin, which is

from ancient times, from "the days of old." Is

a manner equally indefinite as to chronology,

but significant and fraught with ominous im-

port as to the facts, is in that passage indicated

the time of His coming. For it is immediately

added that Jehovah will give over the Israelites

until the time when she who is with child shall

bear her offspring. Among the attributes of the

Messiah, too, is found, Is. ix. 5, the title, 'Fa-

ther of eternity,' but not the * Son of eternity.'

The 'Son,' Is. ix. 8, stands parallel to the

'child ' whose birth is to be looked for. Yet, on

the other hand, the profounder New Testament

conception has not merely theformal right of aa

external connection with the Old Testament

form of expression, but the higher and essential

right of an unfolding of those germs which the

veil of the Old Testament only so conceals, that

in their intrinsic nature they at the same time

point beyond themselves and those present cir-

cumstances in which they had their origin.

This is shown particularly in Ps. ii., here cited,

which presupposes as an historical fact the pre-

diction of Nathan, and displays its early ac-

knowledged Messianic character in the fact that

it speaks of a world-subduing power of the King

whom Jehovah Himself has established upon

Zion (erroneously translated by earlier scholars:

'anointed at Zion') and placed in the relation of

Son to Jehovah—the King whom the author of

the Psalms, ver. 12, styles " the Son"—and that

this Son appeals for this relation, on which the

futile endeavors of Princes and nations that rise

up against Jehovah and His Anointed (ter. 2)

will dash themselves to ruin, to an inviolable

decree (T)ft) 9 ver. 7: "Thou art my Son: I

have to-day begotten Thee." Whether David

(Acts iv. 25), or some other prophetic bard, be

the author of this anonymous Psalm, at all

events the author distinguishes himself from the

Anointed One of Jehovah, and makes the latter

comeforward pereonally and speak in the full con-

sciousness of his relation (ver. 7-9), just as pre-

viously do the raging insurgents (ver. 8), and

the Lord enthroned in heaven, who, kindling in

wrath, will thunder down upon them the Toice

of His indignation (ver. 6). We may not, there-

fore (with Hupfeld), regard the Psalm, "whe-

ther originating in some definite historical event

(as perhaps a triumphant military expedition],

or, (as an independent product of the general spi-

rit of the Theocracy), as a poetical glorjfieatw* of

the Israelitish kingdom in its peculiar Theocratic

character, and with all the proud hopes which

the national feeling associated with it,"—and

appeal in support of our view to the Lyrico-drs-

matio character of the Psalm. In the view of

the Psalmist the several speakers have the signi-

ficance of real personalities. They ezprett ideas,

but are not personifications of ideas.

Inasmuch, now, as the prophecy of Nathan,

which was given to David before Solomon was

begotten (2 Sam. xii. 24), is no fabricated decla-

ration of God, but an actual fact of His historical

revelation, and as the Anointed One in Ps. ii*
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appeals to an inviolable ordinance or decree of

Jehovah, -we are naturally led to look back to

that prophecy, and to refer the * to-day ' in its

historical import to that day in which that
* seed * was promised to David, who was to stand
to God in the relation of Son, and who then on
thai day received his procreation, or, still better,

his birth (T^, rarely meaning 'beget,' but
- T

generally, 'to be born') as the Son of Jehovah.
This destined seed of David is the "Anointed
One" of the Psalmist, and expresses the con-
sciousness of having been in the actual course of
events introduced by Jehovah into this relation.

It would not be a whit more unnatural to sup-
pose that we have here a mere personified Mes-
sianic ideal employed in celebrating its own Di-
vine origin, than to regard the "to-day" as a
mere poetic element of figurative speech, or an
expression indicating the certainty and reality

of the Messianio idea. But neither does the
"to-day" point to the day of the coronation of
an lsraelitish Prince, either Solomon (Bl.) or
the Maccabean Alexander Jannaeus (Hitzig),

appealing in these words to the Divine right of
the Theocratic dominion claimed by him. It

points originally to the day of the introduction
of the Messiah as the Theocratic ruler from the
seed of David into the knowledge and recogni-
tion of God's people through His word of reve-
lation. From this historical connection we may
understand how Paul, Acts xiii. 33, could apply
this passage to the resurrection of Jesus Christ,

especially if we compare Rom. i. 4, rov dpioOhrog
rnov $eoi> kv Awdfut icard. irvevpa dytoovvqc H
avaor&atL^ ruv vexpuv ("who was constituted

Son of God in power" etc.); and with this

remember, on the one hand, that the anoint-
ing as Theocratic king presupposes the be-
stowment of the Holy Spirit (1 Sam. x. 6, 10;
xvi. 18), and that on the influence of the Spirit
of God rests, the Sonship, and, on the other, that
Rev. xii. conceives the issuing forth of Christ for
the conquest of the kingdoms of the world, as
a birth from the church in which he has his
abode. From this, now, it is clear that the au-
thor of the Epistle to the Hebrews is justified in
citing this passage to prove a special Sonship of
the Messiah such as has been attributed to no
angel. This is here the specially important
point with the author. To refer the "to-day"
to an eternal and "metaphysical" generation of
the Son on the part of God (Orig., Athan., Basil,

Theoph., August, Primas., the older Lutheran
Intpp. generally, Stein, Liin.), or to the day of
the conception of Jesus with a reference to Luke
L 81 ff. (Chrys., Theod., (Ec, Kuin., Bohm.,
Hofm.J, or to the entrance of Jesus Christ into
His kingly life of super-terrestrial glory, whe-
ther by His resurrection or by His ascension
(HiL, Ambr., Calv., Grot, Schlicht., Calm., von
Gerl., Del.), is partly an interpretative applica-
tion, partly a deduction which the author him-
self, however, has not here made. [And yet,
when we consider that in the application of the
Psalm in question to our Lord, it applies to no
event in His career so naturally as to His glori-

fication after His resurrection, in fact applies,

properly speaking, to no other period; and that

Paul so applies it, Acts xiii. 38, as above noticed;
and that the author, in the verse immediately

preceding refers definitely to Christ's taking His
seat at the right hand of God after His resurrec-
tion, as in that immediately following he refers

definitely to His second coming, it seems by na
means improbable that he had in his mind that

definite period in which the exalted and glorified

Christ was proclaimed, and, as it were, consti-

tuted Son of God in power.—K.].

Vkb. 6. And when he shall again have
introduced the first-born into the world,
he saith.—The usage of our Epistle does not
allow us to transpose traXtv and make it the in.

troduction of a citation, as evenBLESK (recently

followed by Beuss, L'ipUre aux Hebr., p. 199 ff.)

maintained after Cabpz., overlooking at the
same time the correspondence of the Aor. SuLJ.

with brav to the Lat. perf. Fut. (Wineb 6V., b*

Ed., p. 276 ff. [Hadlbt Gr. Gr., 747 «]). The
language refers to the second introduction—jet
in the future—of the First-born into the world
(Liin.). The ohcovfUvn (world) is the inhabited
earth on which the Son has already previously
lived and labored. As the author has already

.

spoken of this sojourn, and, at the same time,

expressly testified of the preexistence of the Son,
the mode of expression is perfectly clear and un-
objectionable. Even Gbeg. Ntss. (Conlr. £uncm.
OraL 111., p. 641) recognized the reference of

the passage to the Second Coming, while Grot.,

Schlicht, Wetst., &c, refer it to a public and
formal presentation of Christ after the Ascen-
sion; Bleek [Stuart] and Beuss to some other-

wise unrecorded andlike presentation previously

to the incarnation; Chrys., Primas., Calv., Ca-
lov, Beng., to one accompanying the incarna-

tion. The term irpur&roicoc. is not identical in

meaning with povoyovfc (Primas., (Ecum.). The
latter epithet represents this as an exclusive re-

lation which no being sustains to God, except

the Messiah. The former specially signalizes

Hispreeminence in the relations belonging essen-

tially to the Messiah, whether to the creation

(Col. i. 16) or to the Theocratic children of God
(Bom. viii. 29; Col. i. 18; Bev. i. 6; Heb. ii. 10),

partly in respect to the mode and time of His
entrance on the stage of being, partly in respect

to position, dignity and power. As the word
stands here with no limiting epithet, it is to be
taken without any special reference as a terminus

technicus, founded on Psalm lxxxix. 28. To this

Messianic King and Son of God, the angels, by
Divine command, are to render adoring homage.
Presupposing the certainty of the Second Coming,
and referring exclusively to this, the author an-

nounces what God then ordains (teyei, he saith).

The Pres. tense brings before the eye as present

that which is actually future, and springs from
the conviction of its certainty. In the l'arcusia

the author sees the final fulfilment of the pro-

phecy, Deut xxxii. 48, in which Jehovah, alter

a long withdrawal and concealment, when at

length the power of the ungrateful people has

utterlydisappeared, revealing Himselfin His com-
passion for their deliverance, is, at the same time,

depicted as the God who brings fearfuljudgment
on the heathen. To the words of the Heb. text,

"Praise, ye heathen, His people; for He avenges
the blood of His servants, and repays vengeance
to His enemies, and brings expiation to His
land. His people," there is subjoined in all the
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MSS. of the LXX. a clause made up from Is.

xliv. 83 ; Ps. xcvii. 7, and Ps. xxix. 1 (springing

probably from the liturgical use of the Song of

Moses, Del.) in which the words here cited are
found strictly after the Cod. Vat. and the Collec-

tion of the Old Testament Cantica appended to

the Psalter in the Cod. Alex, (which in the text of

Deut. has viol instead of ayyA—for that the

words are here given as a citation appears un-
deniably from the retention of the particle kcl'i

('And, Let all the angels, &c.'). The reference

of the avr$ to the Messiah, springs not from the

fact that Jehovah Himself appears previously as

the Speaker (Liin.); nor is it to be explained

from the fact that Israel, who has previously

been mentioned as the object of the praise of the

heathen, bears elsewhere the designation of

First-born, and thus what applies to Israel

might, with abundant ease, be transferred to its

Messianic King. It has its ground rather in the

view, common to all the New Testament writers,

that we are to apply to Christ as Sovereign of the

Kingdom of God, all that in the Old Testament
is in this relation declared of Jehovah. Tlpoo-

Kwclv, with Dat. only in the later classical

writers: earlier with Ace. (Beehh. Synt., p.

113, 266).
Ver. 7. And in respect to the angels,

indeed, he saith.—In contrast with the Mes-
siah (fitv—Si) the subordinate position of the
angels is brought out by a declaration of God in

the Scripture, in a twofold relation: 1, in that

they are servants ; 2, in that they are changeable

and perishable (Liin.). Up6^, in reference, in re-

lation to; so frequently {Win. Gram., 2 49 A.

[It is one of the most familiar usages of n-^c with

the Ace; see Dem. 1 01. 4.—K.]. The connection

in Ps. civ. 4 seems to warrant our understanding
it as affirming that wind* and lightning*, like na-
ture in general, are merely servants of God.

As, however, j"J{Jf )f with double Ace. usually
T T L

signifies not making into something (7 ?]&]/),

but, making out of something, it were properly
translated, " making His messengers out of winds,
and His servants out of flaming fire." Still we can
hardly suppose that the Psalmist meant in this to

express the idea that "God, in accomplishing the
work which is wrought in the world through an-
gelic agencies, gives to the angels the elemental
wind and fire as the material in which they are,

as it were, to embody themselves and assume a
visible form," Del.). It can, however, also be
translated: "making winds out of His messen-
gers, and flaming fire out of His ministers."

This reading is adopted in the Sept., which, by
placing the Art. before ayyk\. and asit., shows
that it thus regards the angels ; and our author,

who, perhaps, with reference to Ex. iii. 2,

writes rrvpbg $%6ya
t
instead of the irvp QXiyov of

the Sept (the irvpbe. <fK6ya of the Cod. Alex, is

probably a later correction from our Epistle),

evidently regards the passage as teaching that

the angels have so little of substantive existence

that they are obliged sometimes to clothe them-
selves in the changing garment of natural phe-
nomena for the execution of the Divine com-
mands, and, under the form of elemental agen-
cies, to act with dynamical efficiency. Substan-
tially parallel are Ps. xxxiv. 8 ; John v. 4. Also

the Rabbins call the angels fi1nl3=<*wtyu&
and the Targum at Ps. civ. 4 paraphrases "who
maketh His messengers swift as winds, His mi-

nisters strong as flaming fire."

Ver. 8. But in respect to the Son, etc—
The Son is not directly addressed (Bengel), but

the wpdg is to be taken as in the verse preceding.

And as matter of fact the words, Ps. xIt. 7, are

not spoken to the Messiah, but were simply at an

early period, as shown by the admission of the

Psalm into the temple liturgy (FI20Q /)» re"

ferred to Him. The Psalm designated in the in-

scription as a song of love, and celebrating the

marriage of Solomon or Joram with a foreign

princess, is presented by an Israelite to the

king (ver. 2), who is addressed in vr. 8-10,

while in v. 11 ff. the discourse changes to the

bride. The minstrel conceives the king, in his

Theocratic position and function, as commis-

sioner and vicegerent of Jehovah, who, bj

righteous and wise government, is to effect the

destined coming of the Kingdom of God. Inas-

much as by the king in question this was bat

partially or npt at all effected, the Psalm early

past over as a mystical bridal song, to the mir-

riage of the Messiah with His Church. The

Messianic references also appear in the Psalm

itself, in that it is said (ver. 7) that His throne

is Elohim=Divine forever ana ever, or better,

that His Divine throne is forever and ever: [or,

better still, I think, even in the original Beb.:

•Thy throne, O God, is forever and ever." This

is certainly the most natural construction of the

sentence, and need not be shrunk from, as it ia

in perfect keeping with the context ; and as, at

all events, the idea is substantially contained in

the context—K.] ; in that it is said further that

God (ver. 17) will render His posterity princes

over the whole earth, so that they should eclipse

the splendor of their ancestors, and all nations

should praise the King on account of His glory

(ver. 18) ; and finally, in that some characteris-

tic expressions of this Psalm are used in U. «•

6 ; lxi. 8, directly of the Messiah as the Semnt

of Jehovah—a fact the more important, as

*ll33 7N» **9teV Ooa\ is elsewhere a cus-

tomary designation of God Himself, c. g. t
Deut

x. 17; Jer. xxxii. 18; Neh. ix. 32; Ps. xxi*. &

Since, therefore, the Theocratic King "sat on

the throne of Jehovah " (I Chron. xxix. 23)-and

the throne of God is eternal, Lam. v. 19,—and

Zech. prophesies (xii. 8) that the house of Datid

shall yet be at the head of the nation, as Ehhia,

as a messenger of Jehovah ({yH/iiji1 W??2
!TliT)> tho author of our* Epistle is en-

tirely justified in interpreting the Psalm not as

typically or indirectly, but as prophetically and

directly Messianic, and in finding a proof of the

Godhead of the Messiah in the fact that He who

as King was, for His love of righteousness, ex-

alted above all His fellows, received the appel-

lation of Elohim. For while, indeed, the King]/

government, as representative of God ruling 10

majesty, is sometimes named Elohim (Ex. xxi-6;

xxii. 7; Ps. lxxxii.) the individual person never

elsewhere receives this name. And he would all
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CHAP. I. 5-14. 89

the more naturally infer the Godhead of the

Messiah, inasmuch as lore of righteousness and
hatred of iniquity are special characteristics of

the holiness of God, Ps. v. 5; Is. lxi. 8. Aia

rovro many erroneously explain (with August.

and Thorn. Aquin.) of the purpose and result of

the anointing, referring it to the anointing of

the Holy Spirit made m order that the anointed

one might love righteousness. In the Heb. text

it is a quality of the King that He loves righteous-

ness; and this forms the ground for that fulness

of joy which, as an anointing, has been poured
over Him in richer measure than over His com-
panions or fellows, u e., the other kings of the

earth. As this love of righteousness is to be
conceived not as a state of passive repose, but
as an active attribute, the Sept. employs the

Aor. tjy&icTioac, kuiorja&S (didst love, etc.), and from
this it is still more clear that 6ta rovro points

back to this as the ground of the anointing,

which also our author understands not of the
crowning of Jesus, after His accomplished
earthly career, as Heavenly King, and His ex-
altation thus above the angelic dwellers in heaven
(Peirce, Olsh., Bl., Ebr., Alf., Liin.), but, in ac-
cordance with the original text, of the fulness of
bliss which He, long since anointed as King of
the Kingdom of God, has above His fellows.

•Fellows' Klee erroneously refers to "all crea-
tures;" Chrys., Theoph., (Ec, Beng., to "all
men." The « fellows' (pkroxot) of the Messiah
must certainly be anointed ones. Thus they are
either Christians (Theodor., Calv., Camero,
Schlicht), or the prophets, high-priests and
kings, anointed as types of Christ (Wittich,
Braun, Cranm.), or, which seems best suited to

the connection, Princes in general (Kuin., Ebr.,
Del. ). The author does not develop the individual
features of the passage in their possible applica-
tion, but lays the whole emphasis on the repeat-
edly recurring term, "God," which, in an
equally exclusive manner with the term " Son,"
is given in the Divine word of Scripture to the
Messiah.

Veil. 10. And: Thou, Lord, in the be-
ginning didst lay, etc.—The ml introduces
in the closest connection of thought with the
preceding, a citation from Ps. cii. 26-28 illus-

trating the point that all aid to the people of
God must come, not through any creature in-
strumentality, but through God the Creator.
The Psalm is a lamentation, written at a late

period of the exile, in which the poet, profoundly
penetrated by the wretchedness of his people,
expects and entreats deliverance and preserva-
tion from God, who, as the eternal one, even
amidst that change and revolution of things
over which He presides, still approves Himself
as unchangeably the same, as $P|Jt» avr6c. The
Psalmist is hence so sure of deliverance that he
declares that it " will be told to coming genera-
tions," how God looked down from heaven, and
heard the groaning of the captives (ver. 19 ff.).

In the fact that help comes only from the eter-

nal and unchangeable God, while even the hea-
vens, as they were originally formed by Him,
are also transformed by Him, lies our au-
thor's warrant for referring the cited words
to the Son by whom God hath made the

worlds. The author is not merely expressing in

scriptural phraseology what, in his own belief,

and, in the presumed belief of his readers, mag bf
justly said of Jesus (Hofm., Schriftb., I. 160).
There would then be wanting the connecting
link which, according to the tenor of Scripture,
warrants his statement. We are not at liberty

to transfer to the Son all the attributes ascribed
to the Father. Hence we do not say with Theod.
of Mops. (ed. Fritzsche, p. 162) that the Old Test.

Scripture when it speaks of God, always speaks of
the Father without exclusion of the Son. Equally
unsatisfactory is the explanation that the inter-

polated Kvpic of the Sept. (wanting in the Heb.)
has, as being the customary designation of Jesus
in apostolic times, seduced the author into his

interpretation (Bohm., Liin.); for ch. viii. 8ff.

;

xii. 6 ff. forbid our charging the author with any
such ignorance. The link of connection is found
rather (as in all the other citations), in the fact

that the original Psalm itself expressed a positive

hope in that earnestly longed for revelation of the

salvation of Jehovah which was to be accom-
plished only in the Messiah. (Similarly Hofm.,
"Prophecy and Fulfilment," II. p. 33, Del.). Kar*

apxdc, Ps. oxix., clii. is not=ev apxy t but cor-

responds to hi? apxyc, and expresses also in the

classics extension downwards in time (Kl'hn.,

i 605, 1. Jblf, II. { 629, 2). In Heb. we have

the more general Q*J£j7=/omwr/y. Aiauheiv

indicates the abiding in one condition through all

the vicissitudes of time, Ps. cxix. 90; 2 Pet. iii.

4. irepifl6?Mov denotes anything thrown around

(1 Cor. xii. 15, probably a veil), commonly the

garment thrown around like a mantle. Storr

finds in &%toyfoovrai the idea that the hea-

vens, which are works of God's hands or

fingers (Ps. viii. 4), will be exchanged like a
garment, in that God will make a new heaven

and a new earth. This form of conception is

certainly made prominent Is. lxv. 17; lxvi. 22;

2 Pet. iii. 13; Rev. xxi. 1; for the Scripture,

while indeed it teaches a rthog of the world,

Matt. xxiv. 14, a change of its present axw<h
1 Cor. vii. 81, a passing away of heaven and

earth, Matt. v. 18; Luke xxi. 88 ; 1 John ii. 17

;

Rev. xx. 11, a dissolving of the elements, 2 Pet.

iii. 12, yet by no meanB teaches an annihilation of

its existence, but rather a regeneration, a new birth

of the world, with the transformation naturally

attending it. Yet here the other form of concep-

tion seems the preponderating one, which makes
heaven an apparent tent-cloth spread out over the

earth, Is. xl. 22 ; Ps. civ. 2, without, however,

requiring us with Heinrichs to resolve the Ipya

into the products of the loom. Here their trans-

formation consists in their becoming antiquated,

Ps. cii. 27. The reading frl%eic, then, involves

the thought that they are rolled up, and

laid aside. This rolling up, Is. xxxiv. 4;

Rev. vi. 14, is compared with that of a book;

and Is. xxxiv. 4 it is said of the heavenly hosts

that they fall off as the leaves of the vine, and

as the withering of the fig-tree; while in like

manner in Is. Ii. 6 they are said to pass away

like smoke. But the Lord is unchangeable in

His being, and absolutely imperishable. In the

Hebrew we have : "And Thy years have no com-

pletion," t. e., their end never comes. In the

Greek: "Thy years shall never fail," f. «., they

shall never cease or discontinue. 'ExAetVe/v is

used as intransitive also in the clai
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40 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Vke. 18. Sit on my right hand, etc.—

"EXne (ver. 5) used of the declaration made abso-

lutely, and oneeforally (hesmd),smd SLtyet (vet.6) of

Hie declaration which is now or continuously being

made (he sailh, he is saying), are here exchanged

for tlpriKe of the declaration which stands be/ore

us as fixed in Scripture (he hath said). Del.

The metabatio 6k which stands in the third

place after a preposition with its case (Haetuno,
Partikellehre I. p. 190) introduces as the last

proof—challenging in its interrogative form the

assured assent of the reader—the elevation of

the Messiah to a joint sovereignty with God in

absolute triumph over His foes, in contrast with

angels who, though spiritual beings, have but

the place and destination of servants. True, the

angels, as inhabitants of heaven, also enjoy the

immediate presence of God, and the proverbial

expressions, " he is good as an angel of God,"

1 Sam. xxix. 9; "he judges righteously as an
angel of God," 2 Sam. xiv. 17; "he is wise as

an angel of God," 2 Sam. xiv. 20; xix. 27, point

to their extraordinary intellectual and moral
endowments. But organized as an heavenly

host, 1 K. xxii. 19 ; 2 Chron. xviii. 18,—whence
we are told of an encampment of angels (Gen.

xxxii. 1, 2), and find chariots and horses as-

signed to them (2 K. vi. 17},—they encompass
the throne of Jehovah—partly in the form of an
advisory assemblage (Job i. 6 ; ii. 1 ; Ps. lxxxix.

8) ;
partly praising God and His works in holy

joy, Ps. xxix. 1; ciii. 20; partly as servants

standing ready to execute His commands, Job
iv. 18 ; xv. 16, as heroes of strength, Ps. ciii.

20; cxlviii. 2, and as Jehovah's (Jos. v. 14)
" host of the high ones," Is. xxiv. 21. But to the

Messiah is ascribed not merely sitting beside or

in presence of the all-ruling God, but sitting at

His right hand. The former expression would
have designated Him only as theocratio ruler;

as David, after the removal of the ark of the

covenant to Mount Zion, had his throne in im-
mediate proximity to the throne of Jehovah.
But the latter elevates Him above every spe-

cies of principality and dominion to partici-

pation in the divine majesty itself. The his-

torical incidents in which this typical Psalm had
birth, stand connected apparently (ver. 5 if.) with
the viotory of David over the Syrians and Am-
monites. But the promise of the elevation

spoken of (ver. 1) appears as an oracular or
prophetic utterance (Q{$j) of Jehovah, whose

fulfilment is still in the* future (ver. 4), and is

directed to tho Lord of the minstrel
(^"|f(,

my Lord) ; we are, therefore, entirely justified

in assuming a widening of the prophetio view
beyond the historical and typical incidents, and
in finding in the " Lord " not the David sung by
the people (Ewald), but the Messiah whom David
recognized as at once his Lord and his Son
(Matt. xxii. 41 ff.) ; especially as this king, whom
the people, born like dew from the womb of the

morning, clad in sacred garments, are to follow

into the conflict (ver. 8), is not merely to conquer
His enemies upon the whole earth (ver. 6), but
as priestly king (ver. 4], is to stand in a relation

(to be hereafter more fully considered), such as

could be predicated of no historical ruler of Is-

rael. The custom of setting the foot on the neck

of a conquered enemy, heJ—gs to earlier Israel,

Josh. x. .24; 1 K. v. 17. To later Greek belongs

imorrddtov, and the frequent Hellenistic formula

U 6e£t£}v which implies the rising conspicuously

above that which is on the right hand.
Veil. 14. Are they not all ministering

spirits, etc.—In this summing up of the series of

thoughts developed from ver. 4, the emphasis lies

partly on n&vrec, all, which includes even the ange-

lic leaders, partly on feirovpyucd, which designates

these spirits as standing in sacred service. For the

term points, not in a general way, to service ob-

ligatory by virtue of public office, but specially

to that connected with the public Levities! wor-

ship, Ex. xxxi. 10; Num. iv. 12, vii. 5; 2 Cbron.

xxiv. 14. Hence also the Rabbins frequently

designate certain angels as pDfc'ft *3Jt70. Ns

allusion to the heavenly sanctuary can be inferred

from the choice of the expression : it simply re-

fers back to v. 7. The Pres. Part. dir«n-e//6>n*

habitually sent forth, commissioned, brings out the

proper characteristic of the angels, or that

habitus, that habitual form of action, which

springs from their nature, and corresponds to

their destination. The term duueovia refers not

directly to their rendering service to men ;
(for,

apart from the fact that the angels are not

placed in subordination to men, the construction

would require the Dat. role uiXXowri (Acts xi. 29;

1 Cor. xvi. 15), but to the ministerial relation in

which they stand to God, and in which God em-

ploys them for the good of those who are to in-

herit the salvation procured by His Son. This

special signification of aurvpla (though without

the article) is implied alike in the context, and

in the verb Khfpovouelv, inherit. It implies neither

deliverance from danger in general (Michael,

Schleusn., Bohm., Euin.) ; nor again the sctud

conferring of eternal salvation upon its inheritors

through the ministrations assigned by God to

the angels (Liin.) ; but simply the proper ofice of

the angels, as those whom God sends forth for

the benefit of godly men. The term curvpta,

employed in designating this salvation, presup-

poses a deliverance from ruin wrought by " the

great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ." Tit.

ii. 18.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. God has not merely communicated His word

to the prophets in the manifold forms of His re-

velations of Himself: nor has He merely in the

prophets and by their mouth spoken formerly to

the fathers. He also speaks to us in Hd$
Scripture. The development of the precise doc-

trine of inspiration is yet a problem for the-

ology ; but the church has to confess that in the

Holy Scripture she hears God Himself speak,

and that she feels herself bound, in all that re-

spects salvation, to adhere implicitly to the Word

of God as uttered in the Scripture.

2. The old canon of Scripture interpretation:

Novum Testamentum in vetere latet ; Vetus Testamen-

turnm novo patet, springs from a correct apprehen-

sion of the true essential relation of the two parts

of the economy of salvation. The sacred writers

constantly emphasize the divine purpose, ss that

which determines the events of history ;
yet this
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CHAP. I. 6-14. 41

not formally as mere purpose, which might
its end irrespective of the course of things ; but
as that divine determination, which of itself, in a
concrete manner, brings about its result. When
this determination is prophetically uttered, this

prophetic word is an expression of the divine

counsel, thought and will, which is already
stamped with the impress of human history, but
primarily as but a form, which awaits in the fu-

ture its ultimate fulfilment, and reaches this by
an actual carrying out in history of the divine pur-
pose. The historical facts which gradually lead

to this final and proper fulfilment of prophecy,
bear, for this reason, a typico-prophetic character.

They represent typically, and for precisely this

reason, but partially and defectively, the idea

that is to be realized ; yet they must be regarded
as evidences of its truth, and of its infallible and
already incipient realization. They are inter-

woven with historical conditions which as yet

contain no adequate realization of the divine

thought. It might hence be half suspected that

nothing but the caprice or the unwarranted fan-

cies of a later time had discovered this relation

of purely historical facts, or of earlier oracular

utterances, to those later events which they typify

and predict. Unquestionably, too, we are war-
ranted in insisting on the historical foundation* of

prophecy, and on its direct reference to imme-
diate events, as against an unhistorical and, as

it were, soothsaying prophecy. But the exaggera-

tion of this feature leads to a mode of dealing

with events which knows no prophecy, to a his-

tory with no positive divine guidance and con-

trol, with no real ideas, with no true future of

redemption. The New Testament writers, on
the other hand, see bursting through these en-

veloping folds of history the germs and tenden-

cies of divine ideas, and, in their illustrative

citations, mainly exhibit the symbolical facts, in

a direct and immediate application to the fulfilment

already effected through Christ. Hence they,

on the one hand, neither take the facts and
statements of the Old Testament, in their origi-

nal import as referring to immediate events, nor
on the other, put upon them an allegorical and
mystical interpretation, which rests upon no
sure basis ; but so interpret them that they ap-

pear as members of that system of divine ideas

and acts, by which, in the progress of revelation,

the original Gospel which announced " the seed

of the woman," is gradually, step by step, an-

nouncing and accomplishing itself until its final

and complete fulfilment in the coming of the Son
of God in the flesh. The occasional use of Rab-
binical forms of citation and modes of interpre-

tation in no way destroys this essential relation,

but stands connected with the national position

and special culture of the respective writers

:

compare (from earlier times) Andb. Kesleu
de dictorum V. T. in N. allegatione 1627 ; also in

Hackbpan dispp. theol. et phit. syllogse, p. 6(53

sq. : Oporinus, demonstrate N. T. ex. V. T. p. 60

sq., and Subenhusius, B//ftof xara^ay^c, in quo,

secundum veterum theol. Hebr. formulae allegandi

et modos mterpretandi, conciUantur loca V. in N. T.

allegata, Amst. 1718.

8. The true andperfect deity ofJesus Chritt is to

be proved a, from the name " Son of God," be-

stowed on Him in an exclusive sense, and as de-

signating a specific relation, which, along with
eimvntm l wmty, points to a hypostatical distinction
of persons, for which reason He is also directly
called "God:" 6. from His works of creating, up-
holding, redeeming, governing, and renovating
the world : c. from the perfection of the metaphy-
sical, intellectual and moral attributes involved
in that specific relation to God, and attesting
themselves in all these several spheres of action

:

d. from the adoring worship which belongs to
Him, and is rendered Him even by the Princes
among the heavenly angels, a fact which, within
the sphere of the monotheistic faith, is of the
utmost significance.

4. The doctrine of the eternity of the world is

equally to be repudiated with that of its future
annihilation. Its transformation into a new and
nobler form of existence is effected by means of
the same Lord through whom it was created, and
that according to divine purpose and will, so that
its destruction also is to be referred to no exhaus-
tion of originally supplied powers, wrought by
age and the natural decay of years, nor to any re-
gularly recurring cycles of revolution, by which,
at definite intervals and according to unchange-
able laws, creation is resolved into its elements,
and again remoulded into new forms and com-
binations for other destinies.

6. The anticipated reinlroduction of the First-
born into the inhabited world forms the goal of
the ways of God in history, and promises a reve-
lation of glory to which, in hope and faith, we
are to look; which, in the patience of the saints,

we are humbly to await, and for which, in the
sanctification of our persons, as children of God
born anew to be brethren in Jesus Christ, and
called to be fellow-heirs with Him, we are
earnestly to prepare, that we may join the ador-
ing worship of the angels.

6. The invocation of angels, as ministers to
our need and mediators of salvation, is no less
irrational and absurd, than the denial of their
existence and of their employment in the service
of God for the benefit of the heirs of salvation, is

unscriptural. The position here assigned to them
excludes any rendering to them of worship, and,
on the other hand, their spiritual nature remits
to the province of imagination and art all sensi-
ble representations of theirform; while yet their
employment in the service of God renders pos-
sible their transient appearance and agency on
earth in the most various forms.

7. The means which God employs for the pro-
tection and support of the pious in this wicked
world, are numerous in proportion as He is un-
fathomable in wisdom, unlimited in power, and
inexhaustible in love. Besides the forces, crea-
tures, and instrumentalities, which belong to
the sphere of earth and human action, He has
equally at command, for the exigencies of even
our temporal life, heavenly and angelic agencies,

and that in unmeasured abundance and untold
variety.

8. The establishment of the Kingdom of Oodon
earth in the form of a kingdom of grace under
the regal dominion of the Messiah, who, after
accomplishing the mission assigned to Him be-
low, is now forever exalted above all powers to
the throne of God, is, on the one hand, a fulfil-

ment of the Messianic prophecies ; on the other,
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42 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

a preparation for the consummated dominion of
God over all the world, and itself again a pro-
phecy of the kingdom of glory. The Christo-
cracy it the fully unfolded, world-embracing form
of the Theocracy ; and in His consummated
glory the Exalted One becomes, for all eternity,

the medium of that communion with God which,

as the Humiliated One, He originally procured.
44 The language, ' Sit atmy right hand/ means, in

a word : exalted highly and placed as glorious

King—not over the towers of Jerusalem, nor
over the empire of Babylon, Rome, Constantino-

ple, or the entire earth—which were indeed a
great power ;—nay, not over heaven, stars, and
all that our eyes can behold, but exalted to a
power far higher and wider. Seat thyself—such
is His language—beside me on the lofty seat

where I sit, and be equal to me.* For by sitting

beside Him, he means not, sitting at His /eel, but
at His right hand, in the same majesty and
power with Himself, which is nothing less than
a Divine power" (Luth. at Ps. ex.).

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

The consolation of the Church of God in

troublous times is : 1, God's words of encourage-
ment in the Holy Scripture ; 2, the Government
of Jesus Christ on the throne of God ; 8, the in.

heritance of blessedness to which it is destined.

—

The right which Jesus Christ has to us as, a. our
Creator; b. our Saviour; c. our Ruler.—The
worship which we owe to Jesus Christ : 1, on the

ground of the Divine command in the Holy
Scriptures ; 2, after the example of the heavenly
spirits ; 8, as citizens of the Kingdom of God.

—

What summons us Christians ceaselessly to

living gratitude to God T 1, the destination to

bliss, which God's word vouchsafes to us ; 2, the

protection which He bestows upon us by powers
and servants sent forth from heaven; 8, the

gracious aid which He renders to us in the
Church of His Son.—The dominion which Jesus
Christ exercises: 1, in its character, a. as a
Divine dominion; b. for the conquest of the
world ; c. by employing the powers and resour-
ces of the heavenly realm ; 2, in its establish-

ment by His peculiar relation, a. to God, as
Son ; 6. to the world, as Lord of all things ; c. to

the Church, as Saviour.—The high dignity
which we Christians have: 1, as children of
God, who are ransomed from the perishable na-
ture of this world ; 2, as brethren of Christ,

who, as First-born, sits upon the throne of God

;

8, as heirs of blessedness, for whose good angels
are sent forth in the service of God.
Von Boqatzkt:—As God has anointed Christ

for His threefold office, so are we also anointed by
Christ with His Spirit : 1, that as priests of God,
we may offer up ourselves, and pray for one an-
other ; 2, that as kings, we may conquer all our
enemies; 8, that in the fellowship of the prophetic
office of Christ we may teach and admonish one
another.

—

Laurentius:—Eternal life is an in-

heritance, and is thus not obtained by works.

—

If the holy angels minister to believers, how
shall not one believer much more minister to his

fellow?

—

Hillbr:—The Church with which the
Lord would betroth Himself in faith, had, in the

word, the plighted vow of His eternal love and

truth ; in His Spirit the bridal pledge, and in the

shadowy rites, the image and portrait of its King.

—The Sacred Scripture is God's testimony of His

Son, a. who will come into the world ; b. who
ha* come into the world ; c. to Meet and eave sin-

ners.—This testimony of Scripture must be

believed, a. because it is a testimony ; 6. because

it is God's testimony ; c. because it is such a tes-

timony of the Son of God.
Rieoer:—The more righteously a kingdom is

administered, the greater is its permanency.—He
whose heart God inclines to righteousness, and

whom He inspires with a disposition to hate vs-

righteousness, even though it may find a lurking

place, as it will, in his own members, is by the

one rendered fit for the inheritance of God's

Kingdom, and by the latter gains enlarged space

for the Spirit and its glad anointing.—As from

the beginning of the ways of God in the creation,

so also from the goal and end in which all will is-

sue in the ultimate deliverance and renewal of

the creation, we can derive much that appertains

to the glory of the Son of God.
Starke:—As we mortals have a changeful

nature, not only material, but immaterial, which

latter, in the waste and repair of sense, must ex-

perience daily an ever increasing change, we

should strive all the more industriously after the

true unchangeableness which Christ has brought

to light by His Gospel, 2 Tim. i. 10.—God
changes neither in His being nor in His words

;

hence we can securely commit ourselves to

Him.—Christ, the Son of Man, is truly exalted

upon the throne of God. If thou wilt not be-

lieve this, thou wilt hereafter see and experience

it to thine eternal sorrow, Ps. ii. 12.—Are the

holy angels servants whom God sends out for

our service? How, then, should we stand ia

fear of them, thank God for their protection,

and in genuine holiness of heart render ourselves

worthy of it?—High honor of believers that they

are ministered to by Thrones, Principalities and

Powers! Praise God; grieve not the angels;

lead an angelic life, and thou wilt be borne by

the angels where thou wishest eternally to be,

Luke xv. 10; xx. 86.

Spener :—From the Sonship of God and re-

generation comes all the blessedness which we
receive as an inheritance, Rom. viri. 16 ; Gal iv.

7; Acts xx. 82; xxvi. 18.

Heubner :—Christ is the most blessed King.

The earthly prosperity of worldly rulers bears

no comparison with the heavenly delight which

Christ, as the exalted Son of God, enjoys. He
enjoys the bliss of being in most intimate com-

munion with God, and of being loved and adored

by hosts of ransomed souls, by all spirits.—The

whole spirit world is a realm of servants of God.

A ruler without subjects possesses no kingdom.—
The pious are protegis of heaven, of the angels.

Both are one under Christ.

Stier:—Where remain the thrones of all

kings on earth amidst the revolution of things,

at the end of the days ? They are swept away
and removed ; but the Divine throne of the One
Anointed above all anointed ones continues and

stands unto eternity. Where in the hands of

sinful men is there a sceptre of sovereignty

whose honor has not been in some way stained

with unrighteousness and error? But the
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gracious and pcaoeful sceptre of the One Right-
eons and Blessed is truly a sceptre of rectitude.

—The Son rules on the eternal throne of God,
Himself God *nd Lord: the spirits and personal
powers of heaven serve as creatures. The Son
has taken His seat in the reassumption of His
original Divine power ; the angels are sent forth
from His and the Father's seat. They are those
who perform priestly ministration in all their al-

lotted activity and service. He is and remains
without end of years, the Lord whom they
adoringly serve.

[Owejc :
—"Whatever our changes may be, in-

ward or outward, yet Christ, changing not, our
eternal condition is secured, and relief provided
against all present troubles and miseries. The
immutability and eternity of Christ are the
spring of our consolation and security in every
condition. Such is the frailty of the nature of
man, and such the perishing condition of all

created things, that none can ever obtain the
least stable consolation but what ariseth from an
interest in the omnipotency, sovereignty, and
eternity of Jesus Christ"].

m.

Warning exhortation to give heed to the revelation that has been brought to us through so

extraordinary a mediation.

Chaptee II. 1-4.

Therefore [For this reason, dtd toSto] we ought1 [it is necessary, 6V?] to give the more
earnest heed to the things which we have heard [to the things which were heard, rots

axouirttUi], lest at any time [lest haply, lest perchance, itf-nors] we let them slip [flow

2 by or drift away from them}. For if the word spoken by [through, did'] angels was
[became, proved, tyivero] steadfast, and every transgression and disobedience received

3 a just recompense of reward; How shall we escape, if we neglect [after neglecting,

dftfXrjffavrcs] so great [a] salvation; which at the first began to be [was originally] spo-

ken by [through, dtdl the Lord, and was confirmed unto [for] us- by them that heard

4 him; God also [jointly] bearing them witness, both with signs and wonders, and with

divers miracles [acts of power, 6*wdfuts], and gifts [distributions] of the Holy Ghost,

according to his own [his alnoo] will ?

* Ver. 1.

—

[fat, not moral necessity, we ought; but logical, we must, it is necessary.—rote aKovoOuaiv, historically, to

the things which were heard when Goof «A4Jtaw spoke in bis Son.—nfvori not. /est at anytime (as Moil: nichtjtmaU),
bat, lest perchance, lest haply as ch. ir. 1 ; Matth. iv. 6, vi. 25. So Del. and Be Wette, nicht etwa ; so Alf. and Bib. Un.
haply. Wordsworth both here and ch. It. 1 neglects it in his rendering.—vpaftvmikw 2 Aor. SnbJ. Pass, might be
rendered figuratively to slip awayfrom, but not possibly "to let slip, as if causative. Here better to fitno by. or, aside

from, to drift by, or, awayfrom. Alf. : " to Jlow past or aside,** " deflect from a course," and hence " be diverted.** Moll,
with many others, vorbeigestrbmt werden, to be drifted or swept by.

Ver. 2L—Ito. iyy4Xmv not by angele as agents as if into ayy. ; but through, by means of angels, as instruments (6i£).

—

iyirrro, became proved itself; not was, as Bug. Ver.
Ver. 3.—8o also Sid irvptov, through the Lord. God the Father being conceived as the supreme agent.— Bid. rS»v axou-

«aVrwf, through them that heard him, with stilT the idea of intermediate agency.—avrov, his, not the reflexive avrov—
eavrov, his own, xis^ will (ftAqow).—K.j.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vxn. 1. For this reason it is- necessary.
—For the term Gospel (ei>ayyt"faov) our author
employs here, after the periphrastic style of

Luke (who employs the term svayyihov- only

Acts zt. 7; xx. 24), the term rd aKovaQbrra, the

f things which were hearjd, as referring not so imme-
' diately to the subject-matter of the Gospelr as to

that special form of announcement which stands
distinguished above all other methods of revela-

tion. The Gospel would demand and deserve at-

tention in whatever manner it might have found
utterance in words, and addressed itself to our
ears. The transcendent preeminence, however,
of the mode of its historical introduction, creates

a necessity lying in the very nature of the case,

and whose observance is imperatively binding
upon us,, to direct and yield up to it our persons,

Acts xvi. 14 (irpooix*w $Wt with a correspond-
ingly heightened devotion (izepiooorkptjr), fre-

quent with Paul, and not, as affirmed by Bleek,

unknown to the classics, but found [Del.] Dion.
Sic. XIII. p. 108; Atheh., V., p. 192 f.). For the

6ta tovto, on this account, so points back to the

preceding exhibition of the glory of the Media-
tor of the New Testament revelation, as to fur-

nish a basis for that warning admonition to

fidelity of faith, to which the author's anxiety

for his readers leads him at this early stage of

the Epistle. If the required heed and devotion

are withheld, then must follow the fearful con-

sequences, which, as shown by the /i^jrore, the
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author would fain avert from his readers.

—

lest we be swept, or drift by (irapapfrvopiev, Lachm.,
Tisch., is 2 Aor. Subj. Pass.). Drift by what?
Not by the sure harbor of eternal blessedness

—

which were only properly a oonsequeuce—but

by that which is heard. Here again, however, it

is not to be understood offorgetting the mere words,

which would be a meaning quite inadequate to

the gravity of the passage ; nor of drifting by
the salvation contained in the Gospel, which is

correct, indeed, as to the substance of the
thought, but overlooks the specific demands of

the context. It is rather that firm hold or hold-

ing-point, proffered in the Gospel, and which
conditions our attainment of salvation. This
those lose who do not yield themselves up per-

sonally to that which is brought to their hear-
ing, and are then carried away from the Gospel,

and as it were swept by the salvation which is

in it not merely announced, but actually held
out and communicated to believers, and are thus

without stay or anchor, borne on by the stream,
" as a ship before her landing shoots away into

destruction." (Gloss of Luther).
Vee. 2. For if the word which was spo-

ken through angels.—The supposition, which
the author shares with his readers, and which
he makes the basis of his reasoning, a minori ad
majus, is the two-fold one, 1. that the Mosaic
law is a word established by Divine authority,

and which hence is not only obligatory, but also

in earlier history vindicated its validity against

every objective transgression (irapd/laotc), and
subjective neglect (irapaxofa refusal to hear), by
corresponding retribution ; 2. that it was given
through the intervention not of the Divine Mes-
siah or Son, but only of angels. This angelic

agency, however, finds no mention at Ex. xix. in

connection with the legislation of Sinai, and also

at Hebr. ii. 19, only a Divine Quvi} faft&Tuv, voice

of words is mentioned in distinction from the ac-

companying natural phenomena. For this rea-

son Dorsch, Calov, Sohottgen, Carpzov and
Semler, have referred the passage to such reve-

lations as Gen. xix. 26, in which angelic agency
is actually mentioned, exclusively of the law

;

while again D. Heinsius and G. Olearius, seeing

that %6yos here must refer to the Mosaio law,

have regarded the ayyetoi as referring to human
messengers. But for the existence of the belief

that the law of God was given to Moses by the

mediation of angels, we have as testimonies Jo-
seph. Antiq. Jud., XV., 5, 8, and Carmina Sa-
marit., Ed. Oesen. III. 8; IV—8, 11, and particu-

larly Acts vii. 58, and Gal. iii. 19. The tradition

itself seems to have its biblical origin in the

obscure words of the Song of Moses, Deut
xxxiii. 2: "And thou from holy multitudes,"

soil, didst come forth, where the LXX. make ex-

press mention of angels ; as also in Psalm lxviii.

composed in the time of Solomon, in which at

ver. 18 the entrance of Jehovah into Zion in the

midst of the myriad chariots of His angels, is

compared to His descent upon Sinai. We must
guard, however, against restricting this angelic

agency to the Angel of the covenant, who acted

as Mediator of the most distinguished revelations

of God in the Old Testament ; for here the word
is plural (oY ayyiXuv). The classical kvdinoc is

found elsewhere in the New Testament only at

Rom. iii. 8. For the simple juo06c wages, or the

classical fuotiodoaia, giving of wages, stands here

the more full-sounding [indeed more intrinsi-

cally emphatic] form fuaOoKodoaia rendering, or

paging of wages ; here the term is used in a bad
sense, while at ch. x. 85 ; xi. 26, the requital is

not that of punishment, but of approving reward.

Ver. 8. How shall we escape—salva-
tion ?—The future kiupev&fieda stands in refer-

,

ence to the final judgment : we need not, how-
ever, (with Heinrichs, Steng., Ebr.) supply any-

thing from v. 2 ; but simply take the expression

as at ch. xii. 25 ; 1 Thess. v. 8, technically and

absolutely. The Aor. Part. apOJjcavrec specifies

the act which must have preceded and deter-

mined the impossibility of escape. This utter

and complete impossibility (noc ) of escape lies

in the fact that precisely we (ifietc), who live in

the time of salvation, have to do with a salta-

tion of such transcendent excellence (pjhKabrx

aurvpiac)=talis tantseque salutis, as that now
under consideration.

Which being originally spoken through
the Lord, ete.—The clause commencing with

tjrtc (quippe gum) is not designed to show that

whicn grows out of the nature of "so great a
salvation," (Thol.); nor to exhibit the great-

ness of this salvation in the exalted character

of its Mediator (Del.) ; but to illustrate the senti-

ment of the entire passage. The contrast be-

tween the mediation accomplished by the Lord,

and that effected by angels, forms but a part of

the Gospel claim to attention. A second con-

trast is round in the fact that it is not merely

commands (Theod. Mops., Liin., Del.)—we must

add that it is not merely promises—which con-

stitute the subject matter of the announcement,
but salvation itself. Still we are not therefore

authorized in saying (Ebr.) that the law was

barely a word : the Gospel, on the contrary, isa

deliverance, a redemption, an act. The empha-

sis lies here, not as at Titus ii. 11, on the fact

that " the grace of God which bringeth salTa-

tion" has been manifested in the world, but that

the salvation, after having had its proclamation

commenced and inaugurated by the interven-

tion ofthe Lord the Saviour Himself, has, through

immediate ear-witnesses, taking a sure place in

history, been transmitted to us.

The link between aurnpla, salvation, and the

/kpauJhjvai etc $fiac, established for us, is found in

the Word of Salvation (Acts xiii. 26, 6 Wyof nfr

cvrqpiac ravnx), whose historical carrying for-

ward and perpetuation was no less marvellous

than its origin. Liinemann declines here to find

a contrast between a more remote and a more

immediate Word of God, on the ground that God
himself is theultimate and supreme author, as well

of the Mosaiclaw as of theGospel, and that the lat-

ter, as having originated 6ia tov icvpiov is, in like

manner, an intermediate one ; while Ebrard and

Delitzsch maintain such a contrast on the ground

of the divine nature and equality of the Son.

Both are equally wide of the mark. For while 6d
tov tcvpiovBl&uds indeed parallel to oV ayyiXuv, the

relation of intermediateness expressed equally

in both cases by 6t&, refers in this context not

to the intrinsic relation of God Himself to men
in His revelation, as being more direct through

the Son, more indirect through angels, but con-
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trasts the historical beginning* of the two Testa-

ments, as being inaugurated the one through an-

gels, and the other through the Lord Himself.

The author's eye is direeted not to the transcen-

dental, but to the hitiorical mediation, as shown
by the participial clause apxfiv XafSovcra laX-

eioQai did rov icvpiov, which also is no mere objec-

tive apposition to eflepaiAdn (Ebr.)—as if the pro-

vince of the ear-witnesses was to vouch to later

readers for the fact that the Gospel had come
from the Lord Himself—but declares rather how
the ounjpia has become matter of evangelical

proclamation, in which form it has had, through
the ministry of those who heard it, its sure
transmission to us.

Ver. 4. God also jointly bearing them
witness, etc.—The " confirmation" (pefiaiuots)

implied in the verb is all the more decisive

and absolute from the fact that to the tes-

timony of the Apostolic word is added the ac-

companying and authenticating testimony of
God, John v. 31 ; Mark zvi. 20. This testimony
comes in acts which, as tokens of an invisible and
spiritual agency, are called onpeia, signs; as ele-

vated above ordinary and natural laws, and thus
exciting wonder and astonishment, rkpara, prodi-

gies, wonders. Their close connection, expressed
by re «m, both, and, corresponds to the Hebrew

D*n$iD1 nirriN' Ex- vii- 8- The mention

tion of these in this connection furnishes an irre-

fragable historical proof for the fact that not
merely in Corinth, but also elsewhere within
the sphere of Christianity, phenomena had ap-

peared, which could not be regarded as a mere
heightening of natural powers, and that the
proclamation of the Gospel in Apostolic times
was accompanied by miracles. As a special kind
of charismata appear the dwdpetc also at 1 Cor.

xiL 10, which at once direct attention to the di-

vine agency required and imparted for the work-
ing of miracles, and keep their divine purpose
alive in the Christian consciousness. The posi-

tion of the words shows that irvevftaroc dy'tov is

not Gen. Subj. (Camero, etc.), but Gen. Obj.

:

thatxardr^v avrov tiiXqctv is to be referred only to

ftepifffwlc (De Wette), and neither (with Abresch,
Bohme) to the whole clause, nor (with Bleek)
to wouc&oie fupwpotc; and that avrcto belongs
not totrv. dyiov (CEcumen. Carpi.) but to deov. God
communicates the Holy Spirit to believers, yet
to no individual one of these His entire fulness,

and the distribution takes place in each special

appropriation, according to His will and pur-
pose. The Hellenistic deXqoih Pollux v. 166 colls

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. With the dignity of the New Testament
Mediator, and with the greatness of the salva-

tion which is proffered by Him in the Gospel,
stand in corresponding relation the heaviness of
the responsibility of the hearers of the Gospel,
and the certainty of the condemnation of its de-
spisers. " The child owes a deeper debt than the
servant" (Stkin.) " Strictness and rigor of
judgment must stand in relation to infinite grace

:

the higher the grace, the heavier the punishment.
Disobedience to Christ is the thrusting away of

Dur own salvation." (Heudneb.) The reason
lies in the fact that Christ came not to do away
with and abolish the law, but to fulfil it, Matt,
v. 17. "With heedlessness, disregard and de-
lay commences that which may end in the most
fearful plunge into unbelief, disobedience, and
their attendant judgment. Heedfulness, on the
other hand, is the stepping-stone to faith, obe-
dience, and the bringing forth of fruit in pa-
tience. What is more easily neglected, heeded
lightly and thrown behind us, than a word which
one hears ? And yet how is, at the same time,
the seed snatched from the heart, from which
might grow faith and blessedness! But how
frequently also does this word of patience again
make its appeal to the heart !" (Rieger.)

2. The Gospel is not merely in its subject mat'
let, but also in its form, the most perfect revela-
tion of God. Salvation has not merely appeared,
and been introduced into the world by means
of the person of the Son of God and Lord of all

things—exalted as He is infinitely above the an-
gels—but has also, through the Lord Him-
self actually found utterance, and received,

through His holy and truthful lips, its initiatory

proclamation upon earth. " The strictness and
rigor of the Old Testament are but a shadow be-
side the severity of the New." (Quesnel.) •

8. Not merely the establishment of Christianity,

but also its maintenance and propagation in the
world, are the work of the Lord. They stand
not merely under divine supervision and guid-
ance, but under divine agency, in which the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, take their

respective share. But we are called not merely
to a participation in the blessedness of salva-

tion, but also to cooperation in this work of
God, in aid of its actual extension and carrying
forward in the world.

4. Christianity has not merely to do with the
knowledge and recognition of the truth, but
also preeminently with the procuring of salvation.

But how this is to be accomplished is, under the
arrangements of God, announced to us in His
word. Precisely for this reason the Gospel of
God has been supplied with the most efficient

powers, and with the strongest testimonies, and
demands of us personal devotion, alike in its ap-
propriation to ourselves, and in its propagation.

5. The distribution of the gifts and influences

of the Holy Spirit in the Church is made neither
accidentally nor arbitrarily, but in accordance
with the will of God. So also the authentication
of our testimony by accompanying signs. We
must, therefore, neither contemn the lesser and
more sparing gifts and signs, nor allow the
great, splendid and numerous tokens of such Di-
vine cooperation, to minister to envy, self-exalta-

tion and strife ; but mindful of their origin and
design, strive to be found in their possession and
use, thankful, humble, industrious and faithful.

6. Taking into account the character of the

recipients of our Epistle, this passage contains

an irrefutable testimony to the actual working of
miracles on the part of Jesus and the Apostles.

In bis appeal to this as a well known and un-
questioned fact, the author would have rendered
but the slenderest service to his cause, had its

reality been open to the slightest shadow of
doubt and questioning. Facts like these send to
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a common grave the mythological hypothesis re-

garding the history of Jesus, the naturalistic

explanation of the miracles, the denial of the

agency of the Holy Spirit, and the restricting to

purely hist orical factors the explanation of the ori-

gin of Christianity.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The obligation resting on us to give earnest

heed to the Gospel which has come to us through
Divine cooperation. 1. How it is demonstrated

:

a. by the greatness of the proffered salvation

;

b. by the excellence of its original Bearer and
Proclaimer; e. by our being placed in the

Church of Jesus Christ. 2. How it finds a
hinderance : a. in the skeptical spirit of our age

;

0. in the perversity of our own nature ; c. in the

temptations to apostasy from the Church. 8. How
God aids to its performance : a. by the impressive-

nets of His judgments ; 6. by confirming the truth

and power of the Gospel in history; c. by
the imparting of His Spirit in His operations

and gifts.—In the Gospel alone we are to find a
sure means of resistance to the tide which would
sweep us to perdition; for these means are: 1,

originated by Christ; 2, confirmed of God; 8,

made efficacious to our salvation by the Spirit

—

With what have we, as preachers, most to do in

the proclamation of the Gospel : 1, to see that

we preach Christ as the Mediator of salvation to

all believers ; 2, that our preaching of salvation
|

be found in harmony with that of the Apostles

;

8, that the testimony of God in manifold tokens
and proofs accompany and confirm our testi-

mony.—To what are we especially to give heed
in the hearing of the Gospel? 1, that we learn

from it the counsel of God for our eternal bless-

edness ; 2, that we accept it as, in accordance
with the will of God, it has been brought to us by
a special economy of salvation ; 8, that we sup-
plicate the assistance of God for our personal at-

tainment of the salvation that is proffered to us.

—

It is the earnest will of the Lord that His Gospel
be: 1, reverently heard; 2, conscientiously

obeyed; 8, powerfully and efficiently spread
abroad.—By what we recognize the true mira-
cles of God in history : 1, they serve as signs

which accompany the word of His revelation,

and direct our attention to the sovereign sway
of God in the world ; 2, they present themselves
as the witnesses of God's pleasure in the procla-

mation of His word; 8* they evince themselves
to be effects of Divine power by their connection
with the gifts of the Holy Spirit.—We have no
other means of escaping the coming destruction

than by giving earnest heed to the Gospel : for

1, the Gospel is not an abrogation, but a con-
firmation of the Law; hence it, a. requires not
merely to be beard, but believed and obeyed

;

and b. prophesies of the coming destruction of
its contemners ; but 2, the Gospel is not a repe-
tion, but a fulfilment of the law; hence it, a.

preaches in a sure way salvation in Christ; and
b. is accompanied by God's actual attestations to

its truth and power.
Starke:—To whom much is given, ef him

will also much be required. In the New Testa-
ment the light of revelation is much clearer and
more glorious than it was amidst the promises

and the types of the Old Testament. Bethink

thyself, thou who livest in the last time, to what
this pledges thee, Luke xii. 48; 2 Cor. vi. 1.—
Thou reader of the Holy Scripture, mark well

what thou readest, and give heed to the Divine

truths which therein are set before thee, since it

is God who speaks with thee ; for otherwise thy

heedlessness will be sorely punished, Malta.

xxiv. 15.—The word of the Law has proved

steadfast, in respect of the powerful proofs of Di-

vinity, to wit, the numerous signs and won-

ders, which accompanied the giving of the Law;

2, in respect of the obligation which it involved

to faith and obedience to all the words, com-

mands and prohibitions of the Law ; 8, in respect

of the promises which the Law communicated to

him who was obedient in faith, of which pro-

mises not one ever fell to the ground ; 4, in re-

spect of the threatenrngs with which the law ii

throughout enforced and confirmed.—God's word,

alike Law and Gospel, is unconquerable ; it ma?,

perhaps, be assailed, but cannot be overpow-

ered, Luke xvi. 17.—Ah, what blessedness is it

that we have the word from the mouth of God,

and our Saviour Jesus Christ Himself, confirmed

by so many signs and wonders ! But precisely

according to the greatness of this blessedness is

the guilt and punishableness of the unbelief

which, notwithstanding this great certainty, stui

doubts, John v. 88.—The Gospel leads us, in-

deed, also to our duties, whioh we have to prac-

tise toward God, our neighbor, and ourselves;

but the Gospel itself consists in pure blessed-

ness, in the recommending and actual proffering

of all the treasures whioh accompany salvation,

Acts xiii. 26.—Although we, perchance, may not

have heard the Son of God preach in person,

still this will in no way impair our salvation.

For even the author of this Epistle (whoever he

is), according to his own acknowledgment, had

himself not heard the Son of God, but been con-

verted by the Apostles who had heard Him,

Luke x. 18.—The Gospel is a doctrine of whose

Divine truths we may be convinced even ante-

cedently to, and without miracles ; yet God, in

accommodation to the weakness of men, has es

abundanti added miracles, partly to awaken the

needed attention, partly to strengthen the faith

already kindled, John xx. 80, 81.—The miracles

that have confirmed the Gospel, God has held

under His own control in respect of time, place,

persons, number, and kind and manner, Pa.

lxxii. 18.

Bbblbnbuboeb Biblb:—God uses means for

our sakes, but we must ascend through the means

to their author, and observe the hand of God, so

that we may be able to conclude that this and

that is the work of God, and not of man. Under

the testimony of men, God's procedure and joint

testimony are to be recognized, and not to be

disjoined from it.—Down to our own day, it is

still a characteristic of ordinary conversions, that

God, the Lord, who gives richly, does it still m
measure, that man may recognise it as grace.

Laubbntius:—What in spiritual and Divine

things we have experienced, seen, and heard, we
must also announce to others, that in the hearts

of others the same may also be established.

Rambach:—The contemners of the Gospel

will be more sorely punished than the
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aors of the law, as they have less excuse for

their unbelief.—He who has done evil, seeks to

escape judgment, but from the judgment of Qod
there is no escape.—Miracles are 1. no mere
matters of accident, but spring from the eternal

counsel and purpose of God, to glorify His Son
and His Gospel, John ix. 8. 2. They are wrought
of God's free will, according as on special occa-

sions it has seemed to Him good. 1 Cor. xii. 11.

Stbinhofer:—Attention to the preached word
is most powerfully urged upon us by the impor-
tance 1. of the person who has spoken to us of

such things ; 2. of the subject-matter which is

thug revealed and tendered to us —The proofs

which formerly confirmed this word, have, in the

lapse of time, lost none of their power.—We de-

sire no other Gospel—as, in fact, there is no
other—than that which we have heard from Him,
and have believed.

Phil. Matth. Hahn:—Reasons for attention

to the Gospel: 1. The Lord has spoken; 2. the

word speaks of pure salvation ; 8. it has been
sealed by Divine testimony.

Riigeb,:—To refuse to give heed to the coun-

sel of God for our salvation in the Gospel, is a
heavier crime than to violate His law. In the

case of the law, it is a cannot, of the Gospel, a
will not,

Heubheb :—Disobedience to Christ Is a thrust-

ing away of our own salvation.

Eluge:—The nobler the hope, the more ear-
nest the sanctification.

Fbicke:—As a kernel in the shell lies our
whole salvation in the words of Christ. They
are all fraught with meaning; here is sal-

vation: hear and embrace!—The additions to
the word, which salvation furnishes to us, God
gives neither aocording to reckoning, nor ac-
cording to desert, but according to His will.—
What takes place in the kingdom of Christ, will

always bear Christ's impress -upon it.

[Owen :—Diligent attendance unto the word of
the Gospel, is indispensably necessary unto per-
severance in the profession of it.—The profession
of most of the world is a mere non-renunciation
of the Gospel in words, while in their hearts and
lives they deny the power of it every day.—If

the ministration of the Gospel be not looked on
as that which is full of glory, it will never be
attended unto.—The word heard is not lost

without the great sin, as well as the inevitable rum,
of the souls of men.—It is meet that the Gospel
should be armed with threatenings as well as
promises.—A sceptre in a kingdom, without a
sword—a crown without a rod of iron, will

quickly be trampled on.—The threatenings of
future penalties on the disobedient, are far more
clear and express in. the Gospel than in the
Law}.

IT.

The exaltation of Jesus above the Angels, is not disparaged by His earthly life, which rather

effects the elevation of humanity.

Chapter II. 5-13.

5 For unto the angels hath he not [For not unto the angels did he] put in subjec-

6 tion the world to come, whereof we speak [are speaking]. But one in a certain place

testified, saying, What is
1 [a] man, that thou art mindful of him ? or the [a] son of man,

7 that thou visitest him? Thou madest him a little lower than the angels; thou

crowncdst him with glory and honor, and didst set him over the works of thy hands

8 [pm. and didst set him over the works of thy hands]': Thou hast [didst] put all things

in subjection under his feet. For in that he put all in subjection under him, he left

nothing that is not put [in subjection] under him. But now we see not yet all things

9 put under him. But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels [but

him who has for some little been made lower than the angels, Jesus, we see] for the

[on account of his] suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor: that he by the

10 grace of God* should [might] taste death for every man. For it became him, for

whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in bringing [as one who brought]

many sons unto glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings.

11 For both he that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified are all of[from] one : for which

12 cause he is not ashamed to call them brethren, Saying, I will declare thy name unto

my brethren, in the midst of the church [congregation] will I sing praise unto thee.

13 And again, I will put my trust in him. And again, Behold I and the children which

God hath given me [that God gave to me].
26
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48 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

l Ver. 6.—The reading n't ionv (Lach. JEtf. StereoL and Bt.) is not sufficiently supported.
* Vcr. 7.—The led. rec. Kal k*t4<tty\<tws avrbv iwl rd «PY* tup xctpMK 'Wf deemed spurious by Mill, bracketed by

lAchmau, cancelled since Qriusb»cb, is a gloss from the LXX. The author has omitted it in citation as unnecessary to h»
purpose. It is found, however, in the original text of God, 8in.

* Ver. 9.—The reudiug x**P'f 9tov9 without, or apart from God (instead of x«P*Tt #cov), preferred by Orig. and Tbrod.
Hops., known by Jerome, made use of by Ambr., Fulgent, and Vigil. Thaps., strongly insisted on by the Nestorians, defended

by Ben.?., Kbr., etc., is found only in God. 53 (Grieeb.) of the 9 or 10 Cent, and God 67 of the 11 or 12 Cent., aud in the Utter
only on the margin. [For x»pic •*o5» which Theod. Mops, and Ebr., find eminently in place, no natural and appro,
priate meaning can here be found ; while x*PlT* Otov, which Ebr. denounces as flat and uncalled for, is eminently to the

writer's purpose, as commending the arraugement which involved the crucifixion of the Messiah, as one called lor and
originated by the graot of God. It would seem probable that X"P*f &*oi may have originally been placed on the margin
opposite ver. 8, limiting the expression, " he left nothing unsubjected to him "—

* except God,' after 1 Cor. xv. 27, and that

a subsequent copyist, misled by the resemblance of x*f** 0«ov to x*P*Tl •«©», substituted it In the text. At all events its

history is curious, but the internal evidence is decisively against ltw—K.].

[Ver. 5.—OW yip iyyiAois, for not unto angels~*it it not to angels that he subjected, etc 'Ayy&otf without the Art,

as marking not the individuals, but tho class, and emphatic in its position

—

vvtraftv, he subjected, Aor.; not, hath tub-

ycUd.—n\v oitcovfi.«vT)v. There are three words commonly rendered, world : 1. KoVpo? properly the world as a harmonknslj
adjusted and orderly system of things; this is never used in the phrase, the u world to come;" 2. au*r, agcydurationoftmt,
and hence the world as constituting a particular period of time, or age ; so commonly o aiitr ofaor, this age, this world, sod

m.iuv 6 n.4Wtti¥, the coming orfuture age or world ; 3, if oUovfiiyrf (yij), the world as a locality and as inhabited ; the work is

a moro concrete character than is expressed byaimv.
Ver. 6.—rt (W ivOpmvos. De Wette, Del., Alf. render as«o avBpmwot, man, collectively, as Eng. Ter.: Moll sod

LUn. a man, individually, which accords better with the absence of fhe article.

Ver. 7.—Ppaxv n, some little, in the Uebr. text, and in the citation, ver. 7, In relation to man, is ** a pauluttm of de-

gree; " in its application by the author to Jesus, ver. 9, it becomes a "paululum of time," Del., contrasting his teapurarr

humiliation with his permanent exaltation.
Ver. 9.—£t& rb irdtftyta rov Bavarov, on account of fits suffering of death, referring forward to ce*red>, crowned. Tbe

Eng. ver. "for the suffering*1
etc., suggests an erroneous reference, or is at least ambiguous.—For the general construct**

of ver. 9 see oxegetical notes.—&.].

of the Messiah, Is. ix. 6, (ly^K), according to

the Cod. Alex, by irar^p rov fiiXXovror oiutof,

Father of the coming age. For it is not a mens

absolute futurity which is meant (Theodore t, (Ec,

Grot., Sohulz), but the Messianic world (Calv.).

And the order of the words, too, shows that the

contrast is not between the future and the pre-

ceding world (Camero, Bl.), but, as indicated also

by the absence of the Art. with ayy., between

angelic existences and man, to which latter class

the Messianic King sustains a relation entirely

unlike that which he bears to the former.

Ver. 6. Bat some one testified in a cer-

tain place.—Here is not the commencement of

a new section (Heinr.), but the adversative <Jc

subjoins a contrast to the idea referred to and

denied in the preceding clause, and over against

that idea presents in a contrast indicated by its

Scriptural citation, the real nature of the case.

The indefiniteness of the form of citation (roi,

somewhere\ , occurring also with Philo, (Carps.),

and with many Rabbins (Schottg.), implies not

that, as against the inscription which refers the

Psalm to David, the author would ascribe it to

some unknown person (Grot), which would im-

ply a critical habit not at this time existing; nor

that, quoting from memory, he did not know the

precise locality of the passage (Koppe, Schuk),—
a supposition negatived partly by the verbal ex-

actness of the citation, partly by the like mode

of citing a passage entirely familiar, ch. iv. 4

(Lun.) ; nor that, regarding God or tbe Holy

Spirit as the proper Author of the passage, fee

was indifferent to its human writer (BL), in

which case rl( would hardly have been employed;

but is probably a usage purely rhetorical (so the

majority after Chrys.l. For that God Himself is

addressed in this well known passage (Ebr.) is

a matter on which no stress need be laid, since

the author either might have made the Scryture

the subject, or employed a passive construction.

What is a man — all things under
his feet. — The connection of the words

in Ps. viii. 5-7 shows that man, as EHJJt'

in contrast with heaven and the shining

stars which God has ordained, is conceived

immediately in his frailty and earthly lorn-
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 5. For not nnto angels did He pat In
subjection the ooming world ofwhich we
are speaking.—The yap refers not back to ch. i.

18 (de W.), nor inform to the preceding exhorta-
tion, while, in fact, introducing an entirely new
thought, parallel to the preceding, viz., that in

the Son humanity is exalted above the angels
(Ebr.). Nor does it introduce the ground on
which the author has assigned to tbe revelation

made through the Son a so much loftier position

(Thol. ), but rather the ground for the earnest ex-

hortation to personal devotion to the system of

salvation revealed through the Son. Jewish
conceptions assigned to the angels a share, not
merely in the giving of the Law, but also in the
government of the world, and especially in in-

fluencing the events of history. It is uncertain
whether Ps. lxxxii. has such a reference; but
the LXX., in rendering the obscure words, Deut.
xxxii. 8 (that God, when He fixed the heritage
of the nations and separated the children of men
from one another, fixed the limits of the nations

according to the number of the sons of Israel),

makes the division to take place according to

the number of the angels of God. In the following

verse it is then said that the people of Israel are
the portion of Jehovah Himself. The same idea

is found, Sir. xvii. 17, and with many Rabbins,
who, on the ground of the list of nations, Gen.
x., assume for the seventy nations seventy an-
gelic heads and rulers, while Israel, excepted
from the number, is the special and privileged

peoplo of the Supreme God. At Dan. x. 13, 20

;

xx i. 12, however, we find the representation that

the Jews also have such an angelic prince, who
takes in charge this people as against the guar-
dian angels of other nations; andatTob. xii. 15,

the seven archangels are regarded as the angelic

protectors of the covenant people ; and at Dan.
iv. 14, the fate announced to Nebuchadnezzar is

"indicated as the decision of the "Watchers," and
the decree of the "Holy Ones." From these

Sassages is explained the mode of expression
ere employed, in regard to which we may also re-

collect that the LXX. render tho designation

I
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Uness, and it is purely arbitrary to introduce i differently applied train of thought which
here,—whether into the original text, or the

|
found at 1 Cor. zt. 25 ff.*

conception of our author (Ruin., Heinr,, Bohm.,
BL, Stein, Liin.),—the idea of the glory and
dignity of man. We find rather the preceding
words of the Psalm expressing the idea that God
is not stumbled, so to speak, by this natural in-

feriority of man, but displays His own glory in

selecting from such an humble sphere His instru-

ments of victory for the confuoion of His ene-
mies. After reminding us, ver. 2, that God,
whose majesty is extolled above the heavens, ha*
also a mighty name upon the earth, the Psalmist
declares in ver. 8 that out of the mouth of chil-

dren and sucklings He has prepared to Him-
self a power against His adversaries, to subdue
the enemy, the seeker of vengeance.* On this

follows (ver. 4) the wondering gaze at the hea-
vens, the work of the fingers of God, and then,

ver. 5, the contrasted reference to the twofold
nature of man, appearing, on the one hand, frail

and impotent, as a mortal dweller on the earth,
as a creature of dust, and, on the other, not
merely an object of loving care, but an instru-

ment, preferred before all creatures, for the exe-
cution of the will of God. The subsequent de-
lineations of the Psalm show that the reference
is to that position of sovereignty which, accord-
ing to the account of creation, man has received
by virtue of his possession of the Divine image.
Precisely for this reason it is added: "Thou
hast made him to fall short but little of Deity."
Elohim without the Art. expresses abstractly
the Divine in its super-terrestrial character,

—

nay, 1 Sam. xxviii. 13; Zech. xii. 19, the super-
terrestrial in general, such as appertains to spi-

rits. The Psalmist thus says, not that man is

made almost equal to Jehovah, but that he has
received almost a supra-terrestrial nature and
position. Hence the LXX. in place ofElohim put
xap* ayyDjov$. But the words of the text do not
justify Catov, Vitr., Stier, Ebr., in taking not
merely the fipaxb ri of the Sept., but even the Heb.

J3VQ» not» °^ dtyreei
Du*> of time, in the sense,

"Thou hast for a season let him fall short of
Elohim, t. «., of the intercourse and presence of
the world-ruling Deity in His glory, which the
angels, as inhabitants of heaven, always enjoy."
Equally unwarranted is the assumption that this

glory of man is a glory as yet merely promised
by God, and that the hope of the Psalmist looks
to its speedy realization. For the "falling
abort" or "lacking" is not transferred back to

the past, nor the 'crowning 1 carried forward to

the future ; but the two are represented as con-
temporaneous, and the description refers to

man, not after the Fall, but in his primitive and
normal condition. Precisely for these reasons
can the words be applied to the Messiah, and
the application made by our author, ver. 9, is

facilitated by the expression, "Son of Man."
But it finds in this expression, neither its occa-
sion nor its substantial reason, and the nature of
the argument rather requires us here to regard
the author as applying the parallel terms, 'man'
and " Son of man," to mankind in general (Bex.,

Storr, Ebr., Del.), than to assume in the origi-

nal a direct reference of these words to Christ
(BL, Liin.), and thus interpolate here the quite

Ver. 8. For in subjecting to him all

things he has left nothing.—The author
proceeds to draw from the words of the Psalmist a
conclusion which introduces the proof of the po-
sition laid down in ver. 6. The subject of the

verb is not the Psalmist, but God (hi. 15; viii.

18), and airy refers not to the Son of man,
either as appearing in Christ as a historical

person (Calv., Gerh., Calov, Seb. Schmidt,
Liin., etc), or simply as ideally conceived, but to

man as such, as immediate object of Ps. viii.

(Bex., Grot., Schlicht, Ebr., Del.). But neither
is it his purpose to make good and justiiy the

declaration of the Psalmist (Hofm.). This rests

on the statement of Gen. i. 28. It is rather to

justify the declaration of the author that God
has not subjected to angels the future world of

which we speak. This is done by an appeal to

the infallible word of Scripture that God has
subjected every thing to man: this declaration

admits no exception. It cannot be objected to

the legitimacy of this conclusion, that the

Psalmist is speaking of the present, and our au-
thor of the future world, and that he is thus un-
warranted in including the oucovp. pkXh. in the

category of the " all things." With partial cor-

rectness, DeL remarks, after Hofm.: The world,
as collective aggregate of what is created, coin-

cides with the generio term, "all things," and
the present and future world are not two differ-

ent things, comprehended under the ra irdvra,

but they are the ra w6vtc—the all things them-
selves, only in two distinct and successive

forms. Still I would rather lay the emphasis on
the fact that oik, piXX. denotes the Messianic
world as that in which alone the Divine destina-

tion of man to dominion over all things can have
its accomplishment By this, attention is at

once directed partly to the present position of
the human race, not yet corresponding with its

destiny, and partly to that fulfilment of the Di-

vine declaration which, through Jesus the Mes-
sianic King, has been already commenced, and is

pledged to an absolute completion.

But now we see not as yet all things
subjected to him.—The vvv 6i is not logical,=
but as the ease stands, in fact, but directs our eyes

to the earthlypresent, which shows the universe as

yet not in a condition answering to its destina-

tion. By this the certain fulfilment of the di-

vine declaration, is indeed held out in prospect

for a more perfect future. But this aspect of

[* By a failure to recognize this, the course ofthought luust

be inextricably entangled. By referring the * him * already in

rer. 8 to Jeans, we are obliged, in order to extract any Berne

out of the passage, to make a false distinction between
J©sua' being already ** crowned with glory and honor," as

but a first step in his deration, and an ultimate and more
complete glorification. Such a distinction, we scarcely

need say, Is not in the author's mind at all. " Crowned with

glory and honor " is repeated in ver. 9 as the exponent and

representatlTe of all the dignity and dcmlnion expressed in

the preceding verses ; and the contrast is not between Je»u*

now partially exalted in token of His future complete exal-

tation, and that future complete exaltation, but between

man, as such, not yet in himself exalted to his true

original destination, and Jesus, the representative Men,
thus exalted in Himself, and as the Leader of the

destinies of humanity. Thus by taking 'man* and *him,'

through tt. 7, 8, in their natural sense, and then, when it

appears that in this sense the language of the Psalm is not

fully borne out, applying them to the God-Man, we make
the connection and tfae.reasouing perfect —K.J.
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the subject the author is not now unfolding. To
assuma (with Liin), a contrast between that

which we now see and that which we shall yet

see, disturbs the connection, and is inconsistent

with the following verse. The purpose of the

author is to prove that the future or Messianio

world—the world of redemption—that world

which forms the proper subjeot of communica-

tion between him and his readers—is as far as

the original world, which began with creation,

from being subjected to angelic beings. Hence
he institutes a double contrast of that whioh we
now do not see : primarily a contrast with the de-

claration imm?diately preceding [wis. the infer-

ential statennnt that God subjecting to man all

things, has left nothing unsubjected to him];

and, secondly, a contrast with that which we
now already see [viz., Jesus glorified in advance,

and for the sake of, humanity.] Even the dk in

our passage should have awakened a suspicion

against the common assumption that we have

here an objection to the declaration of the Psalm,

or a limitation of our author's previous position

inferentially derived from it. [Nvv has here,

with nearly all interpreters, the temporal signi-

fication. While entirely coinciding with the au-

thor's general exposition, which cites the pas-

sage from the Psalm in its primary literal accep-

tation, and then draws out from it, by legitimate

reasoning, its proper Msssianio application, I yet

incline strongly to the logical explanation of vvv.

The closing clause of ver. 8 : " For in subject-

ing to Him all things, etc." is purely logioaL It

seems more natural that the next should com-

mence with a logical particle, and it is precisely

because the author (as Moll maintains above) is

not yet contrasting the present with the future

;

but an actual condition with an ideal condition,

that I prefer to take vvv in the purely logical

sense, which is not inconsistent with the not

yet, (or possibly not at all) of the oforu. I

would thus render, " But as it is, in no way," or,

"But as it is, not yet do we see," etc. Still, if

we forbear to pre** the wv, its temporal accep-

tation harmonizes nearly as well with the

reasoning as the logical I wish to add
that the passage, rightly expounded, is a
beautiful specimen of the author's skilful

and profound manner of dealing with Scrip-

ture; or, perhaps we should rather say, it

is a striking example of a commentary by
the Spirit of inspiration on a passage which the

Spirit had indited.—K.].

Vea. 9. Bat him who has been for a lit-

tle humbled below the angels, Jesus, we
behold—honor. The position and import of

the word * Jesus/ standing in close connection

with the finite verb pteiropev, and between the

two Perf. Part. ijXarr. and ioref, of which the

former has the Art the latter not, present to us

the historical Saviour as the person in whom the

language of the Psalm has its fulfilment. The
object is not a direct contrast between as yet

unexalted humanity, and the already exalted

Jesus, nor between the humiliation and exaltation

of the Messiah ; but simply this, to declare that

that Jesus who. was once, for a little, humbled
below the angels, is well known as a person

crowned on account of His suffering of death

with glory and honor, and that to Him must

be referred the words of the Psalm, because

also now, t. e., in the period of redemption
and the time of the Messiah, these infallible

words ofthe Psalm can apply to no other "mm"
and "Son of man" than Jesus. While Hor-
Mann formerly (Weiss. II. 28) regarded rbvyhur.

as predicate, 'lyoovv as obj. and ioref. as its ap-

position, he now more correctly regards (Schriftb.

I. 187) rbv rjjXaTT. as object., 'Itp. as in apposi-

tion with it, and £<xrty. as predicate. This con-

struction is, on grammatical grounds, preferable

to that adopted by Ebr. and Del., which makes
'I?*, the proper object of /fti*r., and ijkarr. its

apposition, placed before it on purely rhetorical

grounds.* True, Liin. goes too far in maintain-

ing that *Irja. is wholly unemphatic, and could

even be dispensed with. But the emphasis lies

certainly on the predicates formed from the

words of the Psalm, which describe the two con-

trasted conditions of the Lora\ and hence inclose

as it were between them the historical name of

His person. The subjection of the world under

man we as yet see not ; but we see the man reellj

characterised by the Psalm, viz : Jesus, in whose

history we at the same time recognise the deeper

significance of its words, and learn to give to

the words, " lowered a little below the angels*' a

new and profounder import. The Messianic

application of Psalm viii. is made in a different

way by Jesus Himself at Matt xxi. 16, and

again in still another way by Paul 1 Cor. xv. 27.

In both cases, however, Jesus is regarded as the

* Lord, ' equal to God ; and as such is also the

dootrine of our author, we need not, by our anx-

iety to retain the historical sense of the ftp*x* T*»

be misled into the rendering of Hofm., " Him
who was well-nigh equal to the angels." The
transition of the ppaxb n of degree into the

Ppaxv n of time is all the more easy, from the

fact thaton the one hand the meaning of the pkrarn

is in clasioal Greek more oommonly temporal,

and that, on the other, the actual state of the

case, man's inferiority to angels, having Us

ground in his corporeal and mortal nature, is

but transient, and limited to his earthly life;

while for Jesus, this period of His life, being

already completely finished, belongs now to the

past We are, in like manner, to reject Hof-

mann's reference of the words : " crowned with

glory and honor," to the furnishing out and en-

dowing of Jesus at His entrance into the world,

or to His designation and appointment as Sav-

iour ; also his idea that the " suffering of death"
refers to that suffering of death to which man,
instead of enjoying. his destined sovereignty, »
subjected, and which, consequently, becomesthus
the occasioning cause of the appointment of Jesus

as Saviour. For Christ's appointment as Sa-

viour is indicated in the words, " lowered for

some little below the angels," while His *« crown-

* [Hofmann's first construction would be: Bat Jotw, hav-

ing been, on account of Ills suffering of death, cro *ned vita
glory and honor, we behold as one who has been for a tittle

umbled below the angels, i. e.=we behold this being te

hare been for a little, etc. The latter, and unqiMstkmably
more correct construction is : * But Him who has been fcr

a little humbled below the angels, vis^ Jesus, we beboM
on account of His suffering of death [to hare been and to be
now] crowne t with glory and honor/ and thus fulfilling in

His own person that language ofthe Psftlm, which in hnrnaa-
Ity proper is not fulfilled. This construction is equally na-

tural, elegant and suited to the context.—K.].
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ing" is constantly referred in the New Testa-

ment to Ills hearenly reward, obtained after His
successful and victorious iife-oonfliot of suffer-

ing and of faith ; while again, His suffering of

death appears as the ground and procuring cause

of His glorification, (v. 10 ; Phil. ii. 9). Pre-
cisely for this reason also we are to refer the did

rb jrdtf. rob &av. f not (with Orig., Chrys., Theod.,

Aug., Bex., Calov, etc.,) to #&arr. but to kore$.

as is also indicated by its position in the sentence.

That by the grace of God, on behalf of
every man, he might taste of death.—The
clause commencing with biroc [in order that=
Iva] and thence introducing not a mere result

(Eras., Euin., etc) but purpose, cannot, from the

nature of the thought, be connected directly with
foref. ["crowned in order that"], nor from the

structure of the sentence with ijAarr., but must
be regarded either as a pregnant exponent of
xd&yua rov &av6rov, (Thol., Liin.), or as belong-
ing to the entire participial predicative clause—[L e., "crowned on account," etc.}—(Del.)

and thus assigning the reason why Jesus was
exalted, not without the suffering of death, and
even on account of it ; or, according to my view,

as final object of the two -fold declaration re-

specting Christ's transfer into His two succes-

sive states of humiliation and glorification. With
this explanation accords best the reasoning of
the following verse; and in the present final

clause itself, the author's main point is not to

explain why Jesus has gone through suffering to

glory (with which understanding Grot., Carpz.,

Storr, Bleek, etc., supply, from the preceding
xd&rjfia, an explanatory b tiradev) but to declare
the object to be subserved alike by the incarna-
tion of the First Born, and the exaltation of the
Crucified One in the inseparable unity of the
theanthropic person Jesus, viz. i the fulfilment of
the divine purpose, that Jesus should, by the
grace of God, for the benefit of every one, taste

of death. There is no reason for laying the en-
tire stress on imkp iravr6c, although the masc.
sing, is employed with a designed emphasis.
Tho weight of the thought is rather distributed
nearly equally between the impressive closing
words yebonrat davdrov, taste of death, the tmip
iravrdc, which declares the universality of the
purpose and merit of His death, accomplished
by His entrance into glory, and the £ap*r< dcov
which refers back the whole, for its efficient and
originating cause, to the grace of God. (We add,
in passing, that the yevarrrai davdrov taste of death
refers neither to brevity of duration—simply
" tasting," (as Chrys., Primas., Braun, etc.,) nor
to the bitterness of the death (Calov), nor to its

reality (Bexa, Bengel), but presupposes Jesus'
personal experience of the suffering of death
and his incarnation). Even the reading x^pk
&cov would not necessarily require more than a
secondary stress to be laid upon inrtp iravrdc.

This would be the most natural, as also would the
neuter rendering of sravrdf (every thing), only in case
we take the thought to be that Jesus suffered death
for all existences, with the single exception ofGod
fOrig., Theodor., Ebr.), contrary to ver. 16; or,

in order, with the exception of God, to gain and
subjugate every thing to Himself (Beng., Chrys.,

Fr. Schmidt) ; the thought in this case being
parallel to that Eph. i. 10, and the form of ex-

pression to 1 Cor. xv. 27. Other interpreters
take the words xupk &eou as an independent
characterization, either of the subject of the
clause [Christ separately from God], or of the
verb [taste of death apart from God]. The for-
mer is advocated by Theod. Mops, and his pupil
Nestorius, by Ambros., Fulgent, and Colomesius,
(Obb. sacr. 603), who thus made Christ to have
died in His humanity, without participation of
His divinity : the latter, with a reference to Matt,
xxvii. 46, by Paul., and Battmgart., (Sach. I.

859, and in the Sermon :
<* How the sight of

Jesus, amidst the woes of life, suffices for our
blessedness, Brunsw. 1856). Horn., who for-

merly explained thus
(
Weiss. I. 92): " Jesus

has tasted death, x^pk tieov, by surrendering to

death a life (commencing in time), separated
from God," has abandoned both the interpreta-
tion and the reading on which it was based. The
dispute regarding its genuineness is ancient. For
while Orig. (at John i. 1) declares that he had
found the reading x^PtTl onty & Tiat dvrtypdtfotc,

Jeromb (ad Gal. i. 2) has, in like manner, found
absque Deo only in quibusdam ezemplaribus.

Ver. 10. For it became him—perfect
through sufferings,—it seems, at first view,

more natural to find the stress of the thought in

6ia ira07}[i&Tw (Liin., Del.) than in reletCxjat

(Thol.), by which dta 'KaBrjp&Tuv is reduced to a
mere secondary and incidental place. In the

former case, the way so offensive to the Jews,
which leads the Messiah to glory through suffer-

ing and death, is here justified as entirely worthy
of God. In the other case, we should have the

thought expressed that it was indispensable that

He should be glorified Himself, who became to

others the author of salvation. But the connec-
tion demands an equal emphasis upon both

points, to which also corresponds the two-fold

description of God as the Being by whom and for
whom are all things. (7orf—not Christ, as (Prim.,

Hunn., Dorsch., Cram., etc.)—is designated as

the final cause (for whom), and the instrumental

cause (by or through whom
J
of all, in order, at

the same time, to remind tne reader that alike

the TeteicMJig, perfecting, which is the end, and the

iraJHtfiara, sufferings, which are the means, stand

respectively in corresponding relation to those

respective aspects of God's being and agency.

The perfecting (reXetovv) embraces at once the

outward and the inward, the formal and the spi-

ritual elements of perfecting, ch. ix. 9, the bring-

ing the person to the goal by the complete reali-

zation and fulfilment of his entire destiny (ThoL),

so that the reaching of the highest outward goal

is the consequence of internal moral perfection

(Camero, de W.). For the perfect (riXeiav) stands

in contrast alike with the incipient, the imperfect,

and the unrealized (Kostl.). Liin. takes the idea

too restrictedly as identical with 66%. koI rtfu

horef.

As leading many sons—perfect through
sufferings.—We might be inclined to refer the

participial clause, «* leading many sons," etc., to

Jesus, as in apposition with " Leader of their

salvation," (dpxvyov rijc amrnpiac), but placed

emphatically before it as in ver. 9 (so Primas.,

Erasm., Este, Ebr., Win.). And to this neither

the absence of the Art. before ayaydvra (Bbhm.,

Bl.), nor the expression vlovc, sons (Lttn.), consti-
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tutcs any objection. For as to the former, the

participial clause is only made by the failure of

the Art., subordinate to its noun [the Leader, as

one who led] instead of being coordinated with it

as in case of the employment of the Art. [the

Leader who led] ; and as to the latter we might

say that while those brought to glory are indeed

brethren of Christy yet here they are mentioned

not, in their relation to Him* as brethren, but in

their relation to God as sons, especially as God is

the subjeot of the entire sentence. But the word
apxnytc (xii. 2; Acts iii. 15; v. 81) needs no ex-

planatory apposition (Liin.). It is an abridged

form of apxrytrris, with which Philo designates

the first Adam, and it denotes him who, at the

head of a company, goes in advance of*them,

and leads them to a like goal ; it thus passes

over into the sense of author, originator, and be-

comes==oZr«)f (Bl. II. 1, p. 3D2). The goal is

here 'salvation* (aurqpUi), to which •glory*

(d6£a) in the participial clause is entirely equi-

valent. We refer, therefore (with Chrys., Luth.,

Calov, and most intpp. ), this participial clause

more fittingly to God, of whom then the same is

said, as the expression, "Leader of their salva-

tion,'* declares in reference to Christ. He is

author of salvation for a great number of chil-

dren, who are styled 'many,' not in the sense of

'a//,' (Seb. Schmidt), and not in antithesis to all,

but in contrast to *few,' and in relation to 'the

One' (Del.). The irregular Ace. ayaydvra (for

Dat. ayayovri) cannot be urged (as by Carpz.,

Mioh. , etc.) against this construction; for tho

Aoous. is the natural case for the subject of the

Inf., whence also transitions into it are frequent

in spite of a preceding Dat. (R&hn., Or. II., 346;

Bbrnh. Synt., 867; Buttm. Gr. N. Test., 1859, p.

262).

The Aor. Part, {ayaydvra) was formerly com-
monly taken in the sense of the Pluperf., and was
applied, if it was referred to God as subject, to the

saints of the Old Test., as Hofm. even still says

(II., 1, 89) : " The God who has led many sons to

glory, a Moses to the prophetic, an Aaron to the

high-priestly, a David to the royal dignity, must
render this Son, to whom He had given as His
distinguishing vocation, the realization of that

destiny of humanity which is set forth in Ps.

viii., perfect through suffering.** If, on the con-

trary, the Part, were referred to Christ, then they

were applied (as still by Win. Gr. Ed. 6} to the

men already saved through the personal instruc-

tions of Jesus. But it is alike inadmissible to

weaken the idea of 66i-a, glory, hitherto used of

Christ's heavenly glorification, into the lower

conception of an earthly, prophetic, priestly, or

kingly dignity, and to make the teachings of Jesus,

exclusively of His glorious exaltation acquired

by sufferings, the cause of salvation. All more
recent investigations, however, show that the re-

stricting of the Aor. Part, to the past—a restric-

tion already previously abandoned in reference

to the Infin.—is inadmissible. The future signi-

fication which many expositors, as even Grotius

and Bleek, following Erasmus, give to the parti-

ciple, is certainly unwarrantable. And to refer

it again (with Grot., Limb., Schlioht.), to the

eternal purpose and decree of God, though jus-
tified by Kuinoel on the ground of an utterly

erroneous canon of the earlier Rhetoricians, that

the Aor. can be used de conatu, is, of course, to

be rejected. " Customary " action may, indeed,

be denoted by the Aor., but we are forbidden to

assume such a use here, by the fact that we are

required by the term apxvydg to restrict the

"Sons" spoken of to the New Testament times,

excluding those of the Old. [I would add, that

there is no such use of the Aor. Participle to de-

note customary action, as would, in any case,

justify the construction here supposed.-—K.].
This difficulty is evaded by Tholuck's assump-
tion, that, here, without respect to relations of

time, the Part, expresses the simple way and
manner of the perfection, claiming that the Aor.

connected with the finite verb, may express that

which is contemporaneous with the finite verb,

whether mention of this be present or future.

To this Liin. objects, that while the Aor. Infin.

may be thus used irrespectively of time, this

usage does not extend to the Part., and thai

ayaydvra cannot express the way and manner of

the reXeiuaat—the perfecting—inasmuch as the

personal objects of the two verba are different,

ayaydvra having for its object viovf, font, and
TeXei&aat, the Captain, rdv apxtyfo* The former
remark, however, does not touch the examples
adduced by Tholuck ; and the latter appears to

rest on a misapprehension. For the " perfect-

ing" of Jesus, as « Leader of salvation,' has been
historically accomplished in His person in no
other way and manner than by having had person-

ally His career and course of life in a communion
and fellowship of men believing on Him, and
transformed by Him into children of God, who,
after His manner and type, were led to glory

—

(a manner and type which Jac, CappelL and
Grot, restrict too exclusively to sufferings). To
this also comes substantially the explanation of
Liin. himself, viz., that from the stand-point of
the writer, the participial clause stands in causal

relation to the main proposition, and that the
Aor. Part, is justified by the fact that in reality

God, from the moment Christ came apon earth
as Redeemer, and found faith existing, led to

glory, that is, put upon the way to glory, those
who had become believers in Him.

[The knot of the difficulty of the Aor. Part.
ayaydvrt is scarcely yet untied. That it may
grammatically be equally well referred cither to

God, or to the ( Leader of salvation,' Christ, seems
unquestionable; and in either construction it

makes nearly equally good sense, and is liable

substantially to the same difficulties. Granting
it, however (as with most, I, on the whole, pre-
fer), to be connected with God (to which, as
Moll justly remarks, and for the reason which
he assigns, the Ace. case of the Part, constitutes
no objection), it still remains a question why,
and in precisely what sense, the Aor. Pare is

used. That, like the Inf., it can be used without
specific reference to past time, and that, in a
certain sense, it takes its time from its accompa-
nying finite verl}, is unquestionable. It usually
thus either denotes an act actually, or ideally and
logically separable from that expressed by the
finite verb, and conceived as logically prior te it,

or, as remarked by Thol., expresses its way and
manner. Thus to give examples of its several uses:

1. Of its frequent use as applied to past time:
"God, after speaking (h&tpac) to the Fathers,
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spoke to us," etc. " Opening (avoti-avreg) their

treasures, they presented." They opened their

treasures and presented.

2. Of contemporaneous action actually dis-

tinct: "On seeing (idovrec) the star, they re-

joiced." They saw the star be/ore they could

rejoice, and yet they rejoiced as soon as they

saw the star. Logically, the seeing preceded

the rejoicing: chronologically they were simul-

taneous.
8. A still stronger case of the merely logical

separation: "Answering (airoKpt&eic) he said=
he answered and said. The 'answering* and
'saying* are absolutely and completely one and
the same act, but the mind views it under two
distinct aspects, and of these the ' answering

'

is logically anterior to the ' saying.' So "Jesus
crying with a loud voice, said, Father," etc.,

here, as in the preceding, the distinction of time
is purely logical, the 'crying* and 'saying'
being two aspects of the same act.

4. These latter examples often run into tcay and
manner: "Answering, he said"="ho answered
and said," or nearly=he said in the way of an-
swering. TIiojv fdpficucov airi&avev, ' he drank poi-

son and died,' or here more exactly, "he died of
drinking poison." *Plato does not mean to say
(Pfued. I.) "after drinking poison he died," but
"he drank poison and died," or better, "he died
by drinking poison." Hence the Aor. Part,

sometimes denotes almost or quite purely, ' way
and manner.'

6. We. may remark, that the Aor. Part, may
be employed to denote an idea that is strictly

subordinate to that of the accompanying verb, or
really coordinate with it, and of equal, or even
superior importance. Thus, 'He directed me
coming (kX&ovra) to inform him,' might be either,

*he directed me after coming, to inform him,' or
'to come and inform him;' and only the connection
can show whether the act expressed by the Part,

is included in the command, or only presupposed
bv it. Tnus "He commanded him, arising,

(eytpdevra) to take the child and flee," might be
either " on or after arising, to take the child and
flee," or to arise and take, etc. The connection
only can positively determine.

In view of the above, the natural renderings of
the Aor. Part, here would be: 1. (with Hofm.).
It became him, etc., " after leading many sons to

glory," which, however, is nearly impossible as
to the thought, even after rejecting Hofmann's
absurd reference of it to Christ's Old Testament
predecessors, and referring it, as we might pos-
sibly do, to all the righteous whom God had for-

merly led to glory. One grand objection to this

is, that the Old Testament saints had not as yet
been led to glory (ch. xii. 39, 40). Or 2. It be-
came him "by leading many sons to glory," with
Thol. making the Part, express the way and
manner. To this, however, LUnemann's objec-
tion is valid, that then the Part, and the verb
ought to have the same personal object, as it

seems difficult to see how God could perfect
Jesus, one being, by leading many sons, other

beings, to glory, unless we reply with Moll that
the career of our Lord was so intimately blended
with the life of His people, that His perfection
was really accomplished in the process—not ex-

clusively of suffering—by which they were

brought to glory. This answer is ingenious, but
hardly satisfactory. Or 8. Taking the Part, not
as expressing a subordinate, but a coordinate or
principal idea : It became him to lead many sons,
etc, and to make: which, however, it must be
confessed, hardly seems to be the writer's idea.
To render the Part, as future, being about to lead,

or for the purpose of leading (a£ovra or uq a$ovra),
or as present while leading (ayovra), is out of the
question. It is, indeed, possible to render it ' as
leading' absolutely,=» as one who led;' and this

perhaps, all things considered, is the best mode of
constructing it. But this is harsh, and I know
of no strictly parallel examples in Greek prose.

Exceptional constructions in the poets are hardly
worth the citing, even if they can be found.
Were there even any slight external authority
for ayovra or ayovra, on internal grounds 1 should
hardly hesitate to adopt it. The rendering
of the Eng. vers., 'in bringing many sons,' etc.,

would naturally require kv r£ ayeiv, or at the
least, the Pres. Part., ayovra.— K.].
Vkb. 11. For both he that eanctifieth

and they—are all from one.—Having desig-

nated Jesus as the 'Son of God,' the author
now justifies his application of the same term to

those who believe in Him. Not barely the One,
but also the others (re—/ecu); not merely the

Sanctified (Peirce, Beng.), but they together
with the Sanctifier, t. e., with Jesus Christ (ix.

13 ; xiii. 12), are from One. " From one " (t'f

iv6c) expresses not likeness of nature and cha-
racter (ejusdem natures et condittonis spiritualis, •

Calv., Camero), but simply community of origin;

and this not ex communi massa (J. Cappell, Akers-
loot); not "from one seed, or blood, or slock"
(e£ iv6c scil. crripfiaroc, or aiparoc, or yireve, as

Carpz., Abresch, etc.); nor from Adam (Era*m.,

Bez., Este, etc.), but from God. For the lan-

guage relates not to that relationship subse-

quently adverted to ver. 14, by joint participa-

tion in humanity, but to spiritual brotherhood
with Christ, a brotherhood founded in that

translation from the darkness of a life estranged

from God into a union with Him as the perfectly

pure and absolute and essential light, which
Christ, as the Sanctifier, has wrought for us as

the sanctified. This is effected, as is subse-

quently shown, by the high-priestly work, which
Jesus Christ, as eternal Priestly King, accom-
plishes in heaven. For by dytdletv our Epistle

denotes the accomplishment of the actual com-

mencement of the true fellowship of individuals

with God, in the Covenant relatitn which God
Himself has instituted, on the basis of the expia-

tion wrought by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ,

and in virtue of the purification obtained through

the blood of Jesus Christ, under the point of

view of dedication to a Divine relationship, ch. ix.

13 f.; x. 10, 14, 29; xiii. 12. This expression

also has its origin in the terminology of the Old

Testament, but has within the sphere of New
Testament fulfilment and realization, a more
than merely nominal and ritual significance.

The Pres. Part, may stand without reference to

distinction of time, in the sense of substantives

(Winer), [that is, any Participle may, with the

Article, be employed in the sense of a concrete

substantive, as the Infinitive with the Art. is

employed in the sense of the abstract (to dyid-
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^taOaty the being sanctified: 6 $Ytaofi£voc, he who has

been sanctified), while the Pres. tense denotes, ac-

cording to the nature of the case, that which is

going on at the time specified by the principal

verb, or that which from time to time or habitu-

ally takes place. Thus ol ayia&fievoi may de-

note *< those who are being sanctified, or are in

process of sanctification," or, " (hose who, from
time to time, are sanctified," t. e., the successive

classes of the sanctified.—K.1. It is a charac-

teristic of Christ to exercise this ministry : of us

to receive its influence and efficient power.

Thus we are 'from God' (John viii. 47; 1 John
iv. 6), and the language can be applied to Jesus,

as here the subject is the Saviour's earthly and
historical relation to God. Hence we need not

find the 'Father' in Abraham (Drus., Peirce,

Beng.), nor again refer to God as creative

(Chrys. and the Fathers), but as spiritual Fa-
ther (Grot., Limb., etc.). And thus, under this

connection, we need not take the words as de-

noting a properly universal relation (Hofm.) re-

stricted in its application to Christ and Christians

by a reference to the 0. T. priesthood (Schlicht.,

Gerh., etc.). They refer directly to Christ and
Christians.

For which reason he is not ashamed to
call them brethren.—In accordance with the

character of the Epistle, the author appeals not

to the words of Jesus Himself regarding this his

fraternal relation, but regards it as belonging

essentially to the fulfilment of the Messiah's vo-

cation ; and hence, as so typified in the 0. Test.,

that alike David the Theocratic Ruler, and
Isaiah the prophetic Servant of Jehovah, recog-

nize, feel, and express this their relation in the

Church, and embrace in a unity with themselves

those who otherwise are subordinated to them,

and dependent upon them. In subjoining, there-

fore, his proof passages, the writer adds: "for

which cause he is not ashamed/' an expression

which points on the one hand to the distinction

between Christ's Sonship and that of believers

(Chrys., Theod.); and on the other, to his sin-

cere and hearty condescension to this fellowship,

in proof of which are now given three citations

from the Scripture.

Vee. 12. Baying, I will declare, tfc.—The
first passage is from Ps. xxii. 23, according to the

LXX., except that dirayyeXtj is substituted for

daiyffcofJLai. David, amidst the sore distress of

his flight from before Saul, reposes in faith, as

one whom Samuel had anointed, upon the pro-

mise made to him of the throne, and declares, in

the mit's
1 of affliction, not merely this assurance

of deliverance and exaltation, but also his de-

termination to declare on this account to his

brethren in the congregation, to the seed of

Jacob, to them that fear Jehovah, the name, the

grace, the help of the Lord, and summon them
to join him in praising God. We need assume
neither that Christ speaks in David, nor that the

Psalmist has transferred himself into the person
of Christ. Nor need we interpose the ideal or

abstract righteous person (Heng.) in order to jus-

tify the Messianic application of this Psalm. We
can conceive it as purely typical (Hofm.), or,

regarding the prophecy of history as here united
with verbal prophecy, we may regard it as typi-

<Del.).

The second passage is found three times in the

form ireiroi&oc Ioo/acu ei? avrp—I will put my
trust in him,—so that the author has merely
reversed the order of the first two words, and pre-

fixed an emphatic kyCt. The passage Is. xil 2,

cannot possibly be referred to ; while that 2
Sam. xxii. 8 is intrinsically suitable. Still we
are not necessarily forced to this from the feet

that a koI xdXiv separates it from the third (Is.

viii. 17) as well as from the first (Ebr.). Bather

we may more naturally refer it to Is. viii. 17,

because the immediately following verge in Isaiah

is employed as the third citation, and the sepa-

ration of the two verses springs not from the

author's wish to accumulate proofs (Lun.), but

from the two passages presenting the relation in

question under two different aspects (Del.); first,

that the speaker associates himself with his bre-

thren in a common attitude of spirit toward

God, viz., that of confidential trust, which be-

longs properly to all the children of God ; sec-

ondly, that he embraces in one himself and the

children that God has given him. Of coarse

these two passages refer but typically to Jesus;

but this typical view is entirely legitimate. For

Isaiah, whose very name points to the Sariour,

not merely prophesies with prophetic words, but

has also begotten children who are partly

pledges for the salvation of Jehovah, which is

to come after affliction and through judgment,
and partly, like him, point by their names sym-
bolically to this relation, and by their position

prefigure it. It is hence needless to assume (as
'

BL, Lun.) that the author has been led by the

Kal kpel, introduced by the LXX. before Is. tul

17, to suppose that the Messiah is
k
the speaker,

in that these words appeared to "point to an-

other subject than the prophet, who, in the whole

section, has spoken in the first person, and also

to another subject than God, since the latter is

in the eV airy named as He in whom the speaker

puts his trust.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

•1. Angels may, indeed, sometimes be con-

ceived as guardian spirits of individual men,

and as heads of entire nations, and are also

designated in Scripture as dominions, principa-

lities, and powers, which in themselves, agam,

have distinctions of position, of power, and of

rank. But a dominion over the world is nerer

ascribed to them, neither over the world of crea-

tion, nor over that of redemption. It is, for this

reason, folly to invoke them as helpers ofour need,

or to expect from them any saving intercession.

2. The destination of man to the dominion of

the world, has the possibility of its realiiation

in hispossession of the divine image. Hence, under

the dominion of sin, the actual condition of man
cannot correspond to his Divine destination.

But on account of man's susceptibility of re-

demption, and in reference to his future re*

demption, the attainment of this destination

becomes the goal of history, and is an essential

part of the Divine promises.
3. The attainment of this destination of our

race, can be reached by individuals only on the

ground of redemption, and that, too, in that nm
world, which, in its hidden ground and germ, is
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already present; bat in its glorified form of

manifestation, is still in the future. It is linked

completely, and in all respects, with the media-

tion of Christ as the Redeemer. But those who,

through Him, have become children of God, will,

by virtue of their birthright, enter into the pos-

session of the promised land >fMatth. v. 5), and

of the world (Horn. iv. 13), and sitting with Him
upon the throne of His glory (Matth. six. 28),

and on the seat of His Father (Rev. iii. 21, v. 10)

will reign with Him as priestly kings (Rom. v. 17;

2 Tim. ii. 12), and as His saints will judge the

world (1 Cor. vi. 2), and the angels (ver. 8).

4. That which for humanity is still in the

future, we see in theperson ofJews Christ already

realized. In Him the destiny of man is attained,

so that in Him, idea and realization are united.

An ancient voice from the synagogue (with Del.,

p. 59, from Biesbnthal's Rabb. Comm., 1857, p.

1) says : "The mystery ofAdam is the mystery of
o

the Messiah ; Adam is the anagram of Q^J{,

TYT ITCD- ^^ the miarasn at Ps - c*v
-
* :

"God lent to Moses T)H, and to Joshua *f^f]

in that he purposed yet, in accordance with Ps.

xxi. 6, to lend both to King Messiah.' 1

6. But precisely for this reason has also the

history of Jems an inestimable value. We have
in it no mythological presentation of religious

ideas, no symbolical expression of general rela-

tions, no moral portraiture of the ideal man, as

a postulate of reason and of conscience; but,

however wide-reaching may be this history, and
flexible and various in its applications, it is yet
in its being matter offact that it has its true sig-

nificance and importance. For the peculiarity

of the Christian faith is not the idea of commu-
nion with God, and the idea of a salvation fur-

nished by the theanthropic personalities and ar-

rangements. This is rather a characteristic of all

religious faith. The distinguishing feature of

the Christian faith is the certainty of the reali-

sation of salvation, for eternal ages and for all

believers, a realization accomplished in a single

historical subject, in Jesus of Nazareth, and by
the acts of His life.

6. Although men, by the fact that they live in

a body of flesh and blood, hold for the time
being a position subordinated to angels, as hea-
venly spirits, yet it is precisely in this relation-

ship with earthly creatures, above whom men
are again, by their spiritual natures, specifically

exalted, that there exists the possibility of man's
central position and of his history in his fall and
redemption within the sphere of the universe.

He is the creaturely, as Christ is the uncreated,

head of the creation.

7. The glorification of the body in the future

world, whose type and pledge we behold, in the

Son of man, crowned with glory and honor at

the right hand of the Father, and the participa-

tion of the whole thus glorified man, in the glory

of the Lord, elevates him completely and forever

above the angels. His subordination to these, is

but " for a little," in respectalike of degree and time.

8. Patient endurance in our present position,

in which we as yet see not the fulfilment of our
destiny, and of the promises relating to it, is

rendered difficult to us by our sufferings, but is ren-

dered easy by the participation and example of
Christ. Sufferings have been for Him no hin-
derance, but rather the ground and means of
His glorification; hence we are not to be dis-
pleased at the sufferings which we ourselves ex-
perience, and are to take no offence at the
sufferings of Jesus Christ, but in otder rightly
to understand and profit by them, are to have
regard to their cause and their purpose.

9. A remembrance of that crouning of Christ
which has been achieved by sufferings, and the
declaration of the gracious purpose of God, in the
death of Christ, viz., that Christ tasted death for
us, should, on the one hand, awaken our con-
sciousness of guilt, on the other, strengthen our
faith in the redemption already secured, and
our hope of the glorification yet to be attained: lor

alike Christ's suffering and His coronation have
sprung neither from accident, nor from cny na-
tural necessity, nor from caprice, nor from out-
ward compulsion ; but have taken place in free
love, in willing obedience, according to God's
gracious purpose for the accomplishment of the
true end and destination of the world.

10. The final object of the world, is to reflect

back the glory of God. It can fulfil this object

only under the dominion of man who corres-

ponds with his destination, t. e., who mirrors in

himself the glory of God. In the attainment of
this, his destination, man has been hindered by
sin, but sin does not merely hinder his reaching
the goal; it brings him into positive destruction.

Thus for the accomplishment of the world's des-
tiny, a deliverer of the race becomes indispensa-
ble, who has been Himself incorporated into it,

as a member, yet whose life is of such a nature,
that He can work vicariously, and by His own
progress through suffering to glory, can become
the author, pioneer, and captain of salvation, for
the children whom God leads to glory.

11. The birth and introduction of this indis-

pensable Deliverer, is no result of mere natural
development or product of the natural course of
human affairs, but a work of Divine freedom and
love, corresponding to the holy nature of the Eter-
nal and Omnipotent One, who from everlasting to

everlasting has, as to Himself and as to all things,

absolute knowledge and control, and has Him-
self placed Himself, not merely in His glory, as
the end, for the sake of which, but in His good-
ness and might as the cause by means of which, all

beings are and exist. The means by which we,
as redeemed ones are led to glory, correspond,

therefore, alike to the ultimate end and the
nature of Him who has both ordained the end,
and arranged the means.

12. The fellowship which Christ has with those
who are led to glory, rests, in its ultimate
ground, on their common origin from one and the
same Father. They are all children of God, by
virtue of their birth from God. But this fellow-

ship includes an essential diversity. Christ is

the eternal Son of God, of like nature with the
Father, and hence even in His state of humilia-
tion, needs no regeneration of His nature from
the corruption of sin, but only, by virtue of His
true humanity, was susceptible and participant
of perfection in the pathway of suffering. As the
proper and peculiar (Uioc, Bom. viii. 82) Son of
the Father He is in Himself byioc. (holy). But by
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virtue of the perfection of His life in the flesh,

He, as ayid^cjv, sanctifer, imparts, by taking away
sin and communicating His holy obedience (oh.

ix. 13, 14; x. 10, 14, 29; xiii. 12) this quality to

those who by adoption and regeneration receive

the Divine Sonship, and acknowledges expressly
the common brotherhood which Ho has with
them preeminently on the spiritual side.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

To what shall we adhere, amidst the contra-

dictions of our earthly life, and amidst the

strifes and turmoil of the world? 1. To the

word of Qod, which announces to us the truth

;

2. to the grace of God, which works our salva-

tion ; 8. to the Son of God, who has become our
brother.—Wherewith shall we comfort and Bus-

tain ourselves amidst the sufferings of time?
1. With hope of the glory of the future world. 2.

With faith in the certainty of our redemption in

Christ Jesus. 8. With the love of the children of
Ood—Wo shall triumph victoriously over all

dangers which threaten us, if we—1, keep in

our eye our destination to that dominion over the

world which God has given us; 2, tread the
pith to perfection which God has ordained and
pointed out to us; 8, allow ourselves to be led

with all the children of God in following Jesus as

the Captain of our salvation.—The greatness

and power of the wondrous grace of God is most
clearly discoverable by us : 1, in the preeminence

to which in the creation He destined us above
all creatures ; 2, in the accomplishment of our
redemption by the giving of His Son for us ; 8, in

leading the redeemed to sanctification, and to a
perfected life in glory.—The Sonship which we
possess with God is: 1, a work of grace which
binds us to grateful acknowledgment of our un-
worthiness, and the Divine compassion ; 2, a state

of salvation which summons us to abiding trust

in the Lord ; 8, a common brotherhood which stimu-
lates to mutual love in our following after

Christ.—Why it is needful and good in all cases

to put confidence in God the Lord: 1, because
He is the God through whom, as the Almighty,
all things are: 2, in like manner, the God for

whose sake all things are, for the manifestation

of His glory ; 8, and further, the God who, as

the absolutely truthful One, certainly executes
the utterances of His lips; 4, who, as the com-
passionate One, stoops to His creatures in their

necessities; 6, and as the Holy, Ever-living, Un-
changeable God, in the only fitting way brings
His purposes to accomplishment.—The way
through suffering to glory is ordained for us of
God : 1, on account of our sins, which hinder us in

the promised attainment of our destiny: 2, by
the grace of God, which will lead many children
to glory ; 8, after the pattern of Jesus Christ, who,
as Captain of our salvation, was made perfect
through sufferings.—Prom temporal sufferings

spring eternal joys if they bring us: 1, under
the guidance of Ood; 2, into the following of
Christ; 8, into eternal glory.

Starkr :—Everything is subject to Christ, not
only in this world, but also in the future. that
in true obedience of faith we may henceforth
subject ourselves to Him, that we may not be
obliged to bow to His chastisement as Judge!

—Of the majesty and glory of Christ we must
judge not according to our reason or sense, but

solely according to the word of God ; otherwise

we shall go widely astray, 1 Cor. ii. 9.—The
character of Christ's Kingdom is not worldly,

but invisible and spiritual. What wonder,

then, that we cannot comprehend with our senses

the character of His majestic Presence and Do-

minion? John xviii. 86; Luke xvii. 20, 21.—As
one portion of the prophecy regarding Christ is

already fulfilled, viz., that He should be crowned
with glory and honor, we need not doubt that

the rest will also be fulfilled, and that all things

will be brought perfectly beneath His feet.—

The grace, love and compassion of God are the

source of our entire salvation ; but the love of

the Father was also the love of the Son, GaL ii.

20. Observe that the expiatory death of Christ

is to be for the benefit of all men, without ex-

ception, and is to be applied to them under the

condition of faith, 1 Tim. ii. 6.—Precious word!

The Lord Christ has tasted death for us, that we
might live before Him, Rom. v. 10; Col. L 21—
If God has taken this method with His Son, that

He should be exalted by suffering, then must we
also, through many tribulations, enter into eter-

nal life, Acts xiv. 22; Christ is our "breaker,"

Mich. ii. 18.—Christ, the Captain of thy salta-

tion, has been made perfect by sufferings ; why,

then, thou cross-shunner, wilt thou not go a like

way ? 1 Pet. iv. 13.—Believers are indeed bre-

thren of Christ, on account of His human na-

ture, but actually to bear the title and that from

love is a work of the grace which they do not

deserve. For He, the Brother and Head, is of

far greater glory than His members.—The
haughtiness of man must be put to shame before

the condescension of Christ, who acknowledges
us as His brethren. How unreasonable in us

not to bear the shame of the poverty, or sinful-

ness, or impurity of our nearest friends, when
Christ bears the shame of our sins !—Behold how
men are honored even yet above the angels!

Holy and glorious as are these latter, they are

not brethren of the Son of God. Should it not

arouse us to an humble, indeed, but still joyful

praise of God, that we not only have Christ our
Brother on the throne of the Divine Majesty, but
are also ourselves with Him to be raised to the

like royal dignity ?—Believers are brethren of

Jesus and Sons of God. What a consolation

!

How is it possible that they should ever be sor-

rowful? Rom. viii. 17.—All men are delivered

over to Christ for the attainment of salvation;

but happy are they who also deliver up them-
selves in the appropriation of it by the influ-

ence of the Holy Spirit, John vL 44-—If Christ
the Lord of Heaven and Earth is not ashamed to

acknowledge us as His brethren, we also should
be mindful with all diligence to maintain bro-
therly love among ourselves, and to evince it by
words and deeds.—The exclamation, •« Behold,
I," expresses: 1, that the Messiah exhibits Him-
self as present, and, as with the finger, points to

Himself: Behold, here am I! Is. zl. 5, 9; lii. 6,

7 ; 2, that His appearance in the flesh would be
wondrous and remarkable, Is. vii. 14; ix. 5; 1

Tim. iii. 16; 8, His readiness and perfect will-
ingness to speak, to do, and to suffer, that which
had been laid upon Him, Is. L. 4, 5; Ps. xli. 7-9

;
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4, that it was He to whom the eyes of all Israel

were to look, nay, also the heathen, Is. xlv. 22.

—If it is said of Christ that He reposes His con-

fidence in God, He is not regarded in His cha-
racter as God, but as having become man, and
as executing 11 is assumed work of redemption.

And this confidence involves in itself: 1, that the

Messiah would exhibit Himself in a lowly, poor
and unprotected condition; 2, that He would be
in much suffering and danger from enemies ; 8,

that He would not at all times make use of His
Divine power, but would surrender His life to

the power of His Father; 4, that He would have
abiding assurance of the Divine willingness to

aid him.—It was in accordance with Divine : 1,

love, that it should discover so effectual a means
for the restoration of our lost bliss; 2,

righteousness, that it should be such a means as

should render satisfaction to righteousness it-

self; 8, wisdom, that the love and righteousness

of Qod should, through this means, unitedly and
in equal measure, distinguish themselves; 4,

truth, in order that that which God in the Old
Testament had promised at 'so great cost, and
had prefigured in so many types, should be ful-

filled, and the Head should stand, in respect to

suffering, in close communion with the mem-
bers ; 6, honor, that this might thereby be most
gloriously promoted.—God has done every thing

which He has done for the manifestation and
glorifying of His name, and this with the most
entire propriety; otherwise He who possesses

perfectly in Himself all glory, would have, as it

were, denied Himself. Thus must the honor of

God be placed as the object in all things, Ps.

cxv. 1 ; Eph. i. 6, 6.—Believers under the Old
Testament were equally with those in the New
Testament, brethren of the Lord Jesus, Matth.

xii. 60.

Bkblekbttbgeil Bible:—Future things we
must hold fast by means of the past and pre-

sent. But men spring away from them and sub-

mit to no struggle. While they grasp after that

which glitters, and despise the unostentatious,

they wage absolutely no conflict. Many would
have only glory, and would only become Lords
with their Messiah ; therefore they have utterly

lost Christ. They would have a king in Christ,

but not a bleeding priest.—What to our corrupt

eyes appears abominable, is " becoming" in the

eyes of God. This beeomingness we should al-

ways study ; all other decorum, all that otherwise

belongs to well being, or is reckoned as such,

our art may well let pass.—Since we have lost

our case by evil doing, it must be recovered by
suffering. For this leads through ways of
righteousness, and yet from the impulse of love.

Henee comes it that such an arrangement "be-
came him."—We cannot come directly to holi-

ness without expiation, but wo all have equal
right to both.—It is true that our humanity
and Divinity constitute a pair totally unlike,

yet this miserable unlikeness has awakened the

compassion of God to undertake such a work on
our behalf.—Had it depended on our judgment,
nothing would have been accomplished in the

work of redemption.—It is perhaps easily told

how many elements faith has; but the thing it-

self costs a struggle; man, however, would
gladly triumph before the victory.

Laurkntius: — Divine truths in the Holy
Scripture must also be experienced.—Christ's
state of humiliation lasted only for a little time.

—To Christ in His human nature, all things are
subjected.—Whom God makes righteous, He
also makes glorious. Believers have one and
the same Father with Christ.

Rambach:—Believers need no visible Head,
but stand immediately under Christ, cb. xii. 9.

—Christwas humbled a short time below the
angels: 1, in that sometimes the service of the
angels was withdrawn from Him, as otherwise
they are required to worship and serve Him;
2, in that He was exposed to the assaults of
wicked angels ; 8, in that He subjected Himself
to the law which was given by angels.—In the
sufferings of Christ were disclosed the grace and
righteousness of God. His grace toward us, in
laying our sin and punishment upon His Son

;

His righteousness in Christ as the surety, Bom.
iii. 26.—Had Christ been a mere man, he had had
absolutely no cause to be ashamed of His fellow-

creatures, even though He had been elevated to

the highest honor, as also Joseph was not
ashamed to acknowledge his brethren, Gen. xlv.

4; in like manner, Moses, Acts vii. 22.

Steinhofer:—It is the mystery of the Divine
good pleasure, that a man from our midst should
be Lord on the throne of majesty, and have
dominion over all things. Here none can ask,

"Why doest thou so?" Here none can inquire,

Why is it so determined ? Why has it been so

arranged, and accomplished, in Christ Jesus?
But, instead, wo readily bow ourselves to the

earth and adore. I mean that we honor the

counsel of eiernity; we are astonished at the

riches of grace ; it is our profoundest pleasure

that such is the good pleasure of God; we kiss

the Son; we rejoice in this our Lord.—The low-

liness and condescension of our Redeemer, the

great Son of God, puts us to shame, as often as

we behold Him in this form ; it inspires in us
pangs of love, it melts our hearts like wax before

Him.—The simple look of faith toward Jesus,

best learns the great mystery of the eternal pur-

pose of God for our salvation. With this we look

upon His cross, we look upon His crown. Faith
grasps both together.—The grounds and causes

of this entire procedure, viz,, that the Captain of

salvation should be made perfect by death, are

God's perceptions of Divine fitness and pro-

priety.—God takes His children out ofthe number
of the most miserable sinners.—Blessedness and
glory are the two things we are to receive from
our Saviour and Lord.—Jesus legitimates among
His people even the name of brother, so that all

worldly titles of honor readily yield to it.—It

belongs to the office and work of Jesus, which is

His highest joy and the delight of His heart, 1.

that He gathers into a community the children

of God, who have been ordained and presented

to him by His Father; 2. that in His Church He
announces and reveals the name of His Father

;

8. that He conducts and brings His people to

glory.—The way of faith has been tried by the

Son of God Himself, inasmuch as Jesus is a noble

and thoroughly experienced Prince and Leader
on the way of faith ; but the power of God is

required that one maintain faith to the end.

Habm:—If we can say with joy, Jesus is my
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Lord! then we have a pass which we can and
may exhibit in the whole realm of creation.—The
path of suffering trod by Jesus, makes our own
pleasant to us, and should repress our excessive

murmuring against suffering.—From Jesus we
are to learn the true spirit of suffering, and in

like manner the value of suffering in the eyes of

God, and with this, bethink ourselves of the

brevity of suffering. We should have perpetually

before our eyes, 1. the Divine sense of propriety
and fitness; 2. the career Christ entered upon
wholly for us ; 3. the way of faith which Christ
makes so honorable to us.

Hilleb:—The Church is a community that

treads a difficult way, but on this way. is led by
God; yet can enter upon it no otherwise than by
blood, and by faith in one that was crucified.

—

The Church is a people that is forever preserved
and saved by God.

Rieqeb:—From the love of the Father all

further revelation of the kingdom of Christ, and
hope therein, is to be derived.^-Of all which the
result has confirmed, we can say, We see ! though
we may not have it directly before our eyes.

—

As the Saviour, under suffering, solaced Himself
by this, " It takes place according as it has been
decreed and written ;" as He, under the heaviest
assaults of terror, subjected His most pressing
demand, "Is it possible?" to the, "As thou
wilt!" so still more, we, in reflection on His suf-

fering, are to rest ourselves, in this good plea-
sure of God, in these Divine proprieties which are
founded in the prerogatives of God's majesty,
and have an influence upon His entire kingdom.
—The chief power by which the Lord Jesus
endured under suffering, and looked forward to

His perfection, was trust. His official burden,
the weight of sin that was laid upon Him, the
judgment of God, might press Him as they
would; His confidence He never cast away.
Heubneb:—The dignity of man was first

brought to light by Revelation: it flows from
Religion. Insignificant man becomes great by
the grace of God. Toward no being has God bo
proved His grace as toward man, since for him
He has given His Son.—Christianity knows no
perfection except in union with God, and parti-

cipation in His blessedness.—Christ has secured
for God eternal praise, since the highest praise
comes from ransomed souls.—The redemption
which was completely brought about and inau-
gurated by the death of Christ, could become
universally known and rendered efficacious, only
by His exaltation. In this was demonstrated
and confirmed the complete validity of His re-
demption.

Stieb:—It was not the wrath of God, it was
not condemnation that Jesus tasted, but death;
and death, too, not on account of the wrath of
God, but from the grace of God, Of short dura-
tion was the mockery and the shame that at-

tended Jesus' Buffering of death on our behalf;
but eternal are the praise and the honor with
which Ha is crowned.—Although Christ died for
allf yet are not all saved by Him, but only the
many sons who let Him draw and lead them.

Steinmeykr:—The fraternal relation sustained
by the Lord to His believing ones : 1. how we
have to unite this with His supreme and all-tran-

scending dignity ; 2. what an expression it should

find in Christian life.

Hedinger :— Believers are indeed brethren of

Christ, on account of His human nature; bat

actually to bear the title is a work of that grace

of which they are undeserving.
Baumgarten (1856):—How looking to Jesus

suffices for our happiness amidst the unhappi-

ness of life.

Fbickb :—Suffering and victory are so little

antagonistic to each other that the same being

who has suffered is styled the "Captain of sal-

vation."

[Owen :—The Lord Christ: 1. our head ; 2.

our only head, a. of vital influence, b. of rule and

government ; 3. our immediate head.—If men for-

get the true God, and then lift up their eyes unto,

or fall into the contemplation of the heavenly

bodies, such is their glory, majesty, and excel-

lency, that they will be driven and hurried unto

the adoration and worship of them.—The as-

sumption of our nature into personal union with

the Son of God, was an act of mere free, sore-

reign, unconceivable grace.—God is more glori-

fied in the humiliation and exaltation of the Lord

Jesus Christ, and the salvation of mankind

thereby, than in any of, or all the works of the

first creation.—No love or grace will suit our

condition but that which is incomprehensible.

We find ourselves by experience to stand in need

of more grace, goodness, love, and mercy, than

we can look into, search to the bottom of, or fully

understand.—Jesus Christ as Mediator of theNew
Covenant hath absolute and Supreme authority

given unto Him over all the works of God in hea-

ven and on earth.—There is a double act of God's

predestination; the first is His designation of

eomq unto grace, to be sons, Eph. i. 5 ; the other

His appointment of those sons unto glory; both

to be wrought and accomplished by Christ, the

Captain of their salvation.—In bringing the elect

unto glory, all the sovereign acts of power, wis-

dom, love and grace exerted therein, are pecu-

liarly assigned unto the Father, as all ministerial

acts are unto the Son as Mediator ; so that there

is no reason why He may not be said, by the way
of eminency, to be the ayuyeif, the leader or

bringer of His sons unto glory.—As the obedience

of Christ, which is ourpattern, did incomparably

exceed whatever we can attain unto; so the

sufferings of Christ, which are our example, did

incomparably exceed all that we shall be called

unto.—Christ is gone before us through death,

and is become the "first fruits of them that

sleep." And had Christ passed into heaven

before He died, as did Enoch and Elijah, we had

wanted the greatest evidence of our future im-

mortality.—The Lord Jesus, being consecrated

and perfected through sufferings, hath conse-

crated the way of suffering, for all that followed

Him to pass through unto glory.—No end of the

mediation of Christ is accomplished in them who
are not sanctified and made holy.—A living head
and dead members, a beautiful head and rotten

'

members—how uncomely would it be ! Such a
monstrous body Christ will never own.—There
is no one thing required of the sons of God that an
unsanctified person can do: no one thing pro-

mised them that ho can enjoy].
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The incarnation renders the Son of God susceptible of suffering and death, and thus fitted to

become a high-priest with God, for the redemption of mankind.

ChaptbeIL 14-18.

14 Forasmuch then as the children are [joint] partakers of flesh and blood [of blood

and flesh]
1
, he also himself likewise [in a similar manner, napaTtXyaiux;] took part of

[in] the same ; that through death1 he might destroy [bring to naught, render impo-

15 tent, xaTapp}(n)~\ him that had [hath] the power of death, that is, the devil; And
deliver them, who through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage.

16 For verily he took not on him the nature of angels [For it is not assuredly (ob yap drj

•xou) angels whom he rescueth {imXa/x^dueraty] ; but he took on him [he rescueth]

17 the seed of Abraham. Wherefore [whence, £#ev] in all things it behooved him to be
made like [to be assimilated 6puna>{H[vat} unto his brethren, that he might be [become
yivr^Tat] a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God, [in order] to

18 make reconciliation [propitiation] for the sins of the people. For in that he himself

hath suffered being tempted [or, hath suffered by being himself tempted], he is able

to succor them that are tempted.

i Yer. 14.—Instead of the common aapkbx «al aluaros, flesh and Hood, we are to read here, according to A. B. C. D.
B. Uffenbach, Itala, Vnlg. aiumrot «ai ?ap«6>, as at Eph. tI. 12.

• Yer. 14.—The Cod. Clarom. reads ira StA tow fararov toraTop KmraprrfboTf, rbv to ttpdrot xrX. [Bat the Batfarov it

an ertdent interpolation, probably the result of carelessness in copying.—K.J.
[Ter. 14.—«rcl ©*V, since, inasmuch, then.—icwoirwcnictr, have participated, and still participate, the perfect marking

the permanent condition, In contrast with the Aor. fitri<rx*v >
tootc Par* *'*» participated %n, as a historical act.

—

waaawX.rf'

fftws, similarly, in like manner.—top to xparoc «xorTai the one hatring—him who was haring, who had, or, him who la hay-
ing, who hat. It is better here to take the participle as describing a general and abiding attribute of the derii, htm who
has, etc, the Potentate of Death.

Ter. 16w—tovtow oVou Sng. rer., them that. This rendering does not quite adequately represent the original, which
\t=m4hese, Qvte pertont, at many as, describing mortals who, as a class, are Victims of death.

—

tow £91*-row Siov, but used
here, doubtless, in sharper antithesis to tfararoc.—crex * bovhtiat, held under, obnoxious to, bondage. Mattb. t. 22, «Vovo« tjj

Kpiaei, held undW, obnoxious, HabU to thejudgment, scarcely adequately rendered by in danger of. Matth. xxri. 66, «rox<*
tdv forarw, liable to death ; Eog. ver. guilty of death.

Ter. 16.—ov yap fcj*ov,/or not you s*e dmbVest, irew, I suppose, perhaps, softening 6^—iyy4Xmp without art, as a class,

and emphatic in its position before the rerb—for not, Indeed, is it angels whom he rescues, etc—imKaufiivrrai, not as Bng.
rer^ * to take on him the nature," but "to lay hold upon for succor, to rescue." The former; once the prerailing rendering
but It is now generally rejected. Seo Moll's note. 'Ea-t has reference not to the subject of the verb, but to its object, "to
lay hold upon."

Ter. 17.—opotew, to make like, to assimilate ; buotmBiirai, to be made like, to be assimilated.—ira yforrat, that he
might (strictly, stay) become, not be, as so often in Eng. ver.

Ter. 18.—May be Tory variously rendered, as " for being himsnlf tempted in that wherein he liath suffered ;" or,

"being tempted in that wherein he hath himself suffered,** etc. Moll renders, "For in how far he hath suffered as
one that was himself tempted." The rendering of the Eng. ver. is, perhaps, as good as any. Seo note below.—K.j.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 14. Since, therefore, the children
have oommon share in flesh and blood.

—

Share, 1. «., not with their ancestors (Volkmar), but

with one another. The children (natSia) are those

mentioned in the Terse preceding, who possess

not merely a common spiritual nature from a

like divine source, but, as real men, have a com-
mon earthly nature, which, as is customary, is

designated by its two leading sensuous constitu-

ents—flesh and blood ; the blood, however, being
first mentioned with a half latent reference, pro-

bably, to the subsequently-mentioned atoning

death of the Redeemer. The connectives, kntl

ofo, however, show that the link of connection is

by no means the mere word " children " (Hofm.)

;

while, on the other hand, there is no ground for

Lunemann's assertion, springing from the false

idea that vv. 11-18 are merely incidental, and
that Ter. 14 returns to the main thought in ver.

10—that oirv, while grammatically belonging tc>

the protasis, " since the children," etc., belongs,

logically, to- the apodosis, "he himself took
part," etc. The clause with bret, rather, keep*
mg before our eye the constant principle of natu-
ral relationship (partaker of flesh and blood) car-

ries us over from the typical relation, by no means
incidentally touched, to the relation -which exists in

Christ; the ohv, showing that the thought is re-

garded as inferential, inasmuch as it is a fact

(the author would say), that the "children"

—

not children generally, but the children in ques-
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lion—are not ideal forms, bat actual men, it fol-

lows that the incarnation of the Son of God,
which renders Him susceptible of suffering, is

the appropriate and essential means for attain-

ing the divine purpose of transferring, by means
of redemption, men, become subjects of bond-
age, into a true filial relation to God.

2. He also himself, in like manner, took
part in the same.—The aor., ficrkaxev, points

to the assuming of human nature as a thing be-

longing absolutely to the past, while the pcrf.

KeKotvovTjKev indicates the permanent condition

springing from the act of tcotvuveiv (herehaying its

regular classical construction with the Gen.) Ila-

paxXtpius is certainly not a weakened d/wluc ; for
the author says, ver. 17, kotcL ir&vra (Hofm.,
Del.) ; and he holds to no mere analogy of the
life of Jesus to a real human life, or a general
similarity in some individual points, generating
a quasi kindred relation. His object is rather to
assert the true and complete humanity of the Son
of God. But the adv. is not, therefore, with
de Wette, to be rendered " in like manner," nor
with Bleek, " in equal measure ;" but expresses
at once the actual approximation, and yet the
never-to-be-forgotten or overleaped distinction
of Jesus Christ, from all other men, as at Rom.
viii. 3; Phil. ii. 7.

f
?>6yoc olovel oap£ yivtrau

Obio. c. Celt., IV., 16.

That by means of death he might de-
stroy him, etc.—The doing away of death in
the kingdom of the Messiah, is matter of pro-
phecy, Is. xxv. 8; Hos. xiii. 14; Dan. xii. 2, 8.

Kpdroc rob tiavdrov is not the power of putting to
death, which belongs to God alone. Nor is Kpdroc
to bo taken absolutely, nor rov tiavdrov as Gen.
Subj. (Ebr. ) with the too artificial and far-fetched
thought that the phrase refers to the tyrannical
dominion of death {1 Cor. xv. 6, 6), which, by
means of original sin, the devil has obtained
and perpetually exercises, Wis. ii. 24; Rom. v.

12. "He holds this dominion not as a Lord, but as
an executioner" (Quenstadt). The expression
may, perhaps, with Thol., be explained from the
author's blending the idea of Death and ot Hades,
both together personified as Rulers (Rev. i. 8,
C ; viii. 20, 14), and representing the devil at
the same time as Lord of Hades, of whose keys
the Redeemer has obtained possession (Rev. i.

18). At all events the "devil " is not here iden-
tical with the angel of death (who is not in
Jewish Angelology confounded with Sammael),
but he is the murderer of men, avdpunoicrdvoc,

from the beginning (John viii. 44), whose domi-
nion stands in essential and causative connection
with all death (Del.). "The trill ofSatan is always
unjust, his power never! for his will he has from
himself, his power from God. 11 (Greg. Magn at

Job I. 11). Karapyelv with the classics=lo ren-

der impotent, is employed by Paul for the com-
plete putting down of hostile powers (1 Cor. xv.

24), and specially of death (1 Cor. xv. 26; 2
Tim. i. 10). The word occurs with Paul twenty-
eight times, elsewhere in the New Testament
only here and Luke xiii. 7. It stands Ezra iv.

21, 23 ; v. 5 ; vi. 8, as rendering of the Aramaean

7J33. Substantial parallels in thought, are found

Gen. iii. 16; Is. xxv. 8; 1 Jno. Ui. 8. Bavdrov

is not to be specialized by supplying abrov, ku
death. This would mar the thought which is

correctly given by Primabics : "Arma qvrn fver-

unt illi quondam fortia adversus mundum, hoc est

mors, per earn Christus ilium percussit, sicut David,

abstracto gladio Golix, in to caput illius amputatit,

in quo quondam victor tile solebat fieri.
1
* "It is

death itself, and as such, which Jesus has made
the means of annihilating the ruler of death. In

the person of Jesus there has commenced a life

of humanity, which triumphs over the deadly

power of Satan, after this power had brought
that life (a life of blood and fiesh similar to ours),

in which Jesus becomes subjected to it, into t

death which has rather proved the death ofdeath"

(Hofm., Schriftb., II., 1, p. 274).
Ver. 15. And deliver those who—were

subjeot to bondage.—The discussion proceeds

now to designate the subjects of the incarnation

and death of Christ. These great acts have re-

ference not to beings exempt from death, but to

beings who are held under bondage to the fear

of death (Del.). It is mankind, as a class, stri-

kingly characterized by this language, as distin-

guished from angels or demons, that are the

objects of redemption. The limitation is expressed

by the prefixed roirovc, these, while the subjoined

boot, as many as, whosoever, intimates that within

the sphere of this limitation, the totality of the

members of the class are included. Grammati-

cally dovkelac might be constructed with draXMfa
and ^d/fy with ivo%oi, as by Bohme and Abresch,

inasmuch as ivoxoc may be equally well con-

structed with the Dak as with the Gen. But the

position of the words is adverse to this construc-

tion. [The rendering then would be, " and de
liver those as many as, through their whole life,

were held under the fear of death, from bon-

dage." This gives to dna7.M%v such a Gen. as

might very naturally follow it, instead of leaving

it to stand absolutely ; but on the other hand,

Alf. following Bleek, remarks that lvo%oi *it*

the Gen. has rather the force of a noun the sub-

jects of; with the Dat. that of a participle, Habit

to, andthereforewould here be better conjoined

with the dovteiae, "subjects of bondage," than

with the fdpif) dav.—On the whole, the ordinary

construction seems preferable.—
K.J.

'* <W/?ot and

6ovhx; are interchangeable ideas (Rom. viii 15),

as fear of death, and consciousness of guilt;

when the latter is removed, comes in childlike

boldness {napprjaia), and the Btate of bondage has

disappeared." (Thol.).

Veil. 16. For it is not assuredly angels
whom he, etc.—The correct interpretation of

hriXafip. rcvoc (=to lay hold of one in order to

secure him for oneself, here, to lay hold of in aid,

to succor), was, according to Thol., first expressed

by Castellio in his translation, 1651, and stigma-

tized by Beza as execranda audacia. The whole

ancient Church, followed by l»rasm. and the Re-

formers, in the 17 cent, the Reformed Moresius

and the luth. Schcrzer, Calov, Seb. Schmidt
and Chr. Wolf, explained it erroneously of the

assumption of human nature; Camero defended

the correct rendering in the most thorough man-
ner; the Socinians (except Socinus himself) im-

mediately accepted it; the Catholic Ribera

(1606) chose rather to confess that he did not
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understand Paul than reject the interpretation

of so many Fathers, and even Rich. Simon cen-

sured the admission of the change into the ver-

sion of the Port Royal. Ebrard also overlooks

the Pres. tense, and the dfprov (='I think/ «I

should suppose;' or, * surely perhaps,' « surely I

suppose,' Hart, PartikeUshre, I., p. 285), and
thinks (as did formerly Hofm. ) that the author
appeals to the well-known fact that God entered
not with angels into a gracious covenant rela-

tion, but with the seed of Abraham. But the

train of thought by no means suggests (as irov in

ver. 6) any special passage of the Old Testament,
although the erroneous nusquam of the Vulgate
has been followed by Luther and many early ex-

positors. Nor is the Present to be understood as

pointing to an ever ready help of a general cha-
racter, but to the aid which Christ renders in

redemption, and which is as such perpetually

existing. Bleek, de Wette and Liin. assume a
discrepancy between this passage and Col. i. 20

;

but with no good reason. For the special and
exclusive objects of redemption are men of flesh

and blood, not purely spiritual beings; while
among them the angels have no need, and the
devil is incapable of redemption. The absence
of the article shows that not individuals are spo-

ken of, but classes. The expression 'seed of
Abraham,' however, neither, on the one hand,
contradicts Paul's wider statement of the pur-
pose of the Gospel (although, as de Wette justly

remarks, Paul would not have thus expressed
himself, and hence the language is not to be ex-
plained purely from the nationality of the

reader), nor, on the other, as we look at the

terms tov Xaov, of thepeople, ver. 17, and rbv Aaov,

the people, ch. xiii.12, are we at liberty to take
the expression for a designation of mankind in

its spiritual relation (as believers are called " the

seed of Abraham') as is maintained by Bengel,
Bohme, Klee, Stier, Wieseler. The term rather

proceeds upon and suggests the view, so familiar

to the Hebrews, that the whole redemptive and
religious history of humanity has its central

point in the seed of Abraham. "As in the pur-
pose of God respecting the sending of Christ, so

in His purpose respecting salvation in Christ,

and in respect of their relation to other nations,

the Israelites have a certain priority, not to say,

superiority. It is only because the moral con-

ditions have remained unfulfilled by them, that

salvation has been taken from them. But the

compassion of God, which embraces all, will,

therefore, yet again extend itself to them."
(Kluob). Fricke gives too narrow an applica-

tion of the words, when he explains them of the
** Believers of all nations." To make with Dav.

Schulx, death, (6 d&varoc) subject of the verb:

"for death lays not hold of angels," makes an
entirely different construction, grammatically, in-

deed, admissible, but logically untenable, since

ver. 17 stands closely connected with ver. 16, and
Christ is the natural subject of ver. 17, as well as

of vr. 14, 15 f Liin.). To this view, moreover, the

term ' seed of Abraham,' is in no way adapted.

Ebrard rightly remarks that ver. 17 so repeats

the thought already expressed, that at the same
time a new perspective opens, viz., a glance at

the thought that Christ is not merely the most
perfect organ of God's revelation to man, not

merely a messenger of God elevated above all

messengers and angels, even above the angel of
Jehovah, but that he is at the same time the per-
fect high-priestly representative of humanity in

its relation to God.
Ver. 17. "Whence it behooved him in

all things to be assimilated to his breth-
ren.—The un-Pauline b&ev (but frequent in our
Epistle, and found also in Acts xxvi. 19), de-
duces from the purpose of Christ's incarnation
given ver. 16, the obligation which that purpose
involved: for &<pei%ev denotes the obligation

springing from the object which was undertaken, as
idei would have shown the necessity as matter
ofpurpose and decree (Luke xxiv. 26), and knptTzev

as matter of intrinsic fitness andpropriety(ver. 10).

"Qfiotudijvai in a kindred sense, Acts xiv. 11. The
idea of likeness is emphasized by Liinemann.
That he might become a merciful and

faithful high-priest in things pertaining
to God.—The order of the words seems to favor
the rendering of Luth.: "that he might become
compassionate and a faithful high-priest," etc., fa-

vored alsoby Grot., B6hm.,Bl.,deW., Stein, Thol.,

Lun. But the Iva yhrfrax, that he might become,

declares assuredly what Jesus, when thus assimi-

lated to humanity, was to become, and in this

connection the declaration that He was to become

compassionate, might suggest the idea that Ho
previously was not so. [Yet to this it might
be replied that yiyvo/uu implies frequently,

not absolutely to become, but to prove ones'self,

as Rom. iii. 4.—K.]. True, the author has
hitherto emphasized rather the arrangement of
Ood in the work of salvation, than the self-devo-

tion of the Saviour
;
yet from the preceding it is

still clear enough that the incarnation originated

in compassion toward men exercised equally on
the part of Him who submitted himself to it

(Del.). On the contrary, the thought is entirely

pertinent that the Incarnate One is, as such, to

become a high-priest, in whom the two characteristics

essential to this calling, expressing His proper re-

lation alike to man ('compassionate') and to

God (* faithful') come forth into view in the actual
conduct and experiences of His life. Bengel fol-

lowed by Cram., Storr, Ebr., Hofm., Del., re-

marks, in regard to the inversion of the words,
that eheJtfiuv (the compassionate element having
received sufficient prominence) recedes into the

background, while the faithful high-priest (Trior,

apxiep.), with its two-fold conception, yet to be
unfolded, takes the foreground of the picture.

The adverbial phrase ra irpbe rbv $e6v, in things

pertaining to Ood, belongs not merely to niorde

(Klee), or apxtepevc (Bl.), but qualifies the entire

statement. Nor does triordc denote reliableness,

but, as shown ch. iii. 2, fidelity in the work He
has undertaken. And utterly without ground is

the statement of de Wette, that the idea of apxte-

pebc comes in abruptly, with nothing preceding
to pave the way for it. For the mention of pu-
rification from sin (i. 8), of sanctification (ii. 11),

of saving mediation (ii. 16), of the death of Christ

as a death on behalf of men (ii. 9), is a sufficient

preparation, apart from the immediately follow-

ing account of the functions to which he was
appointed.

To make expiation for the sins of the
people.—In the classics ll&CKeadai rtva appears
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only in the sense of propitiating some one, of

which propitiation Deity or even men may be

objects, but never inanimate things. But neither

the LXX. nor the N. T. use the term of any pro-

cess of rendering Jehovah graciously disposed;

but employ it either of the independent gracious

determination of God. in which the Pass, and
Mid. signification run into each other, or, disre-

garding its reflex middle force, they apply it to

one who performs an act, the object of which is

sin, and the effect of which is that sin shall

cease to awaken God's wrath toward men. The
LXX. construct IXdoKta^cu with the Dat. of the

person or thing for which propitiation is sought
=propitium fieri; k^iX&JK., on the contrary, fre-

quently with the Ace, or, with rcepi of the person
to be atoned for=ezpiare. It is true that in regard
to man'8 relation to man we find h$tMoK€<rdai to

irp6ouir6v rivoc, Gen. xxxiii. 20, and #tyiov, Prov.
xyI. 4. But no where, not even 2 Sam xxi. 8,

does God or His wrath appear as object of
HiX., but tin, 1 Sam. iii. 14. Expiation inter-

poses between wrath and sin, so that the latter

is covered over, Num. xvii. 11 ff. Christ, then,

is a propitiation for our sins (IXaaubc irepl r. dp,

foov, 1 John ii. 2; iv. 10), and appointed by
God as our IXaar^piov, Rom. iii. 25. As this ex-
piation refers objectively to the sins of the
whole world (I John ii. 2), row Tmov is employed
under the point of view before designated. Del.

misconceives the reference of the term in ex-
plaining: "He officiates now as high-priest
amidst a ransomed Church, which, in the 0. T.,

is called the People, i, e., the people of God; and
what, as propitiating high-priest, He accom-
plishes, is designed to prevent the sin still ad-
hering to His Church from marring the loving
and gracious relation which has been once for
all established."

Van. 18. For In that he himself hath
suffered, etc.—The language alludes not to the
efficacy of the sufferings of Christ as rendering
satisfaction to the Divine law, and thus as the
meritorious ground of His Priesthood (Hofm.),
but (with Del.), to the moral fitness which
these sufferings gave Him for the office.

And it is not barely in the circumstance
that Christ has suffered, but in the relation

of these sufferings to His personal charac-
ter, as one who has been subjected to actual
temptations, that we recognize His capacity to

aid all who are from time to time exposed to

temptations. (Observe the force of the Present
Participle). The rendering, "Wherein," or,
" in the sphere in which" (Luth., Bl., Ebr., and
others), restricts His power to the too narrow
sphere of like circumstances, of suffering and
temptation (Liin.). 'Ev <£> is to be resolved into
h tovtv bu, in this thing that, on the ground that,

in so far as, or, since (Bibnh. Synt., p. 211).
[It may be doubted if iv y ever mean', strictly

and in itself since, or because, but it undoubtedly
may have the force of in this that=m the fact
that, hence nearly=on the ground that. Thus it

may be resolved either into wherein (in the sphere
in which), or in that (on the ground that). There
is, in fact, here, I think, but little difference; for
the .rendering "wherein, in the sphere in
whioh," is in reality only apparently more re-
stricted than the other. Because if the personal

suffering of Christ is a necessary condition of

His sympathizing succor, then the extent of Hit

temptations and sufferings must be really the

measure of His ability to render sympathy and

succor; so that to say, "wherein Hehathsuf.

fered He is able," and "m that He hath suffered

He is able," amount practically to the suae

thing. If He could not sympathise and succor

only m that He had suffered, then He can sym-

pathise and succor only wherein He has suffered.

Aside from this, the passage may be variously

rendered. It may be resolved in se?eral differ-

ent ways, according as we take h\ as is (Art, or

wherein, and according as we connect airrdf with

irinovtfcv, or weipa&eic. The principal are

these :

—

1. "In that (because) He hath Himself suf-

fered, being tempted, He is able," etc.

2. ""Wherein He hath Himself suffered, being

tempted, He is able," etc.

8. " In that He hath suffered, being Himself

tempted."
4. " Wherein He hath suffered, being Himself

tempted."
5. "Being tempted in that He hath Himself

suffered."

6. " Being tempted wherein He hath Himself

suffered."

7. " Being Himself tempted in that He hath

suffered."

8. "Being Himself tempted wherein He hath

suffered."

Of these the English Ver. and Bib. Union

adopt the first; Delitzsch adopts substantially the

seventh ; Alford, substantially, with Ebrard, the

eighth (having been Himself tempted in that

which He hath suffered) ; Moll substantially the

third. Fortunately it makes little difference ss

to the main sense which construction we adopt,

and among them all I prefer the first or second

as the more obvious and simple, although the

construction adopted by Alford is nearly or

quite unobjectionable.—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "The children of God, allied in theirdisne-

sitions to the Son of God, have become in need of

succor {eiriknufidvea&ai), of assistance (£o#bc).

This redemption, however, is the result of do

determination formed in time, after the occur-

rence of the Fall, but an eternal purpose of God

simultaneous with His purpose to create man

(Eph. i. 4 ; 2 Tim. i. 9 ; Rom. xvi. 2o; 1 Pet »•

20). The idea of the perfect God-man had thus

of necessity to actualize itself; for the salTatioa

of the children of God who were to be led to

their goal.—The Redeemer was of necessity to

become a member in the diseased organism of

humanity, to assume humanity with its suscepti-

bility to suffering, only without sin, iv. 16. Tm

end and goal was the overcoming of Art*

2. That Divine help which has been bestowed

in Christ, and is being continually bestowed, re-

lates, not to the removal of outward sufferings as

such, but relates directly to human sufferings w

so far as they are either judicial consequent* y

sin, as Will of that of the race as of that of the

person, or in so far as they have a chamcttf
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which tempts to sin. The aid, therefore, rendered

to humanity has as well an ethical as a soteriolo-

pcal significance.

3. In order to become for us the true, all-suffi-

cient and actual Saviour, the eternal Son of God
has entered not merely into a fellowship with us

of internal and spiritual life, but into a participa-

tion alike in respect of nature and of race, in our

outward and historic life. As, however, He has

not, by this entrance into the fraternal relation,

impaired His Divinity, there remains to be ac-

knowledged a distinction never to be done away
between His and our nature—a distinction

having its ultimate ground partly in our crea-

tureUness, partly in our sinfulness. Under the

restrictions imposed by this distinction, human
nature has, in its full extent, been made histori-

cally His nature, and an actual nearness to God,

in a living and personal form, has been thereby

imparted to the race.

4. The actual human nature of Jesus Christ

renders possible His susceptibility of suffering

and death, and this again conditions that perfect

carrying out of His high-priestly calling, which is

the means of accomplishing that salvation, for the

sake of which the eternal Son of God has become
man. *'On account of the love which He bare to

us, Jesus Christ our Lord has shed His blood for

us according to the will of God, and given His

flesh for our flesh, and His soul for our soul

"

(Clem. Rom. 1 Cor. xlix.).

5. Death and sin spring from one common
root. Both involve in their essence a separation,

a rupture, so to speak, in contravention of the

Divine purpose, and have their origin in a sun-

dering of the creature's fellowship with God.

But death-is the revelation or laying bare of this

state of things in the form of punishment, and

as a consequence of God's previously threatened

judgment. Sin, on the contrary, is the voluntary

and willing movement of man in the relation of

estrangement from God. Precisely for this rea-

son can the fear of death be predicated of sinners,

and the power of death be predicated of Satan;

and from both of these Christ alone is able to

redeem us, in that He identifies Himself with hu-

manity in its nature, its sufferings, its tempta-

tions, yet without sin, and offers up His holy

life as an expiation for sin. It is at the same

time clear from this how God, as Creator and
Judge of the world, can directly and positively

take part in the death of man, but not in his sin-

fulness ; while the devil is at the same time the

author of sin, and the tempter and the murderer

of man.
6. Death, which, under the influences of sin,

is the essential means of our enslavement by
Satan, became in Christ the essential means of our

deliverance. "The devil, as he who had the

power of death, delighted in death ; and that in

which he delighted, the Lord held out to him.

Thus His cross became a snare for the devil"

(Auoustihb Sermons, 268). "The Scripture has

announced this, viz., that one death devoured

the other (1 Cor. xv.
64

J : death has been turned

into derision. Hallelujah !
" (Luth. Easter Hymn

of year 1624). Dommus itaque noster ad humani

generis redemptionem veniens velut quemdam de se in

necem diaboli hamum fecit. JIujus hami linea ilia

sst per evangelium antiquorum patrum propago me-

27

morata—in cujus extreme incarnatus Dominus id est

hamus ista ligaretur—Ramus hie raptoris fauces
tenuit el se mordentem momordit.—Ibi quippe inerat

humanitas, qum ad se devoratorem adducerel ; Ibi di-

vinitas, qum perforaret; ibi aperta infirmitas, qum
provocaret; ibi occulta virtus qum raptoris faucem
transjigeret" (G&egob. Magn. ad Job. xL 19).*

7. The death of the God-man, who despoiled
Satan of his power, is neither a merely pas-
sive enduring of hostile assaults of man or of
Satan, nor a merely active surrendering of Him-
self to the conflict. It is neither a bare punish-
ment of sin, called forth by the wrath of God,
nor an exclusive attestation of Christ's moral
power of will, under the aspects of trust in God,
tdelity to His calling, and fulfilment of His ob-
ligation. It unites inseparably in itself moral
and religious features

; presents the active and
the passive elements which enter into it, as per-
fectly and mutually interpenetrating each other,
and can be rightly understood only as belonging
to a historically developed scheme of salvation.

Being in its import a sacrificial death for the ex-
piation of sin, it presupposes the perfecting of
the hfe of the God-man by active obedience ; has
the reconciliation of the world with God as its con-
sequence ; and is in its nature vicarious, or sub-
stitutionary, by means of suffering obedience.

8. Deliverance from the fear of death is

wrought not by a new doctrine of immortality,
which changes our conceptions of the future
world, but by our transition into a new relation,

in which the sting of death, the wounding, rank-
ling consciousness ofguilt is removed) (1 Cor. xv.

17, 65). Christ is the Prinoe of Life (Acts iii.

16), who conquers death and Hades, ana secures
for us both the knowledge and possession of life,

(2 Tim. i. 10 ; John v. 24 ; xi. 2d; xiv. 19), whoi
not only holds in his hands the keys of Death,
and of Hades, (Rev. i. 18; xx. 14; xxi. 4) ; but
by His resurrection has begotten believers by a
lively hope, (1 Peter i. 8, 4) ; produces in them
the certainty of a glorious resurrection and eter-

nal life, Rom. v. 21 ; vi. 28 ; and Himself brings
this life at His glorious appearing, John xvii.

10; Col. iii. 8; Phil. iii. 21, in that His Spirit

creates in believers, first a spiritual 'and then a>

bodily renovation, Rom. viii. 11. " The death <

of Christ has become, as it were, a root of life, an
annihilation of corruption, a doing away of sin,

and an end of wrath. We werelsden with .a curse,

and in Adam had been brought under the sen-

tence of death. But since the Word. that knew
no sin, made Himself to be called a Son of Adam,
and the debts incurred by the first transgres-

sion have been cancelled by Him, human nature
has in Christ been manifestly restored to sound-
ness, and this His sinlessness has delivered the

dwellers upon the earth."

—

(/Cyrill. Alexv).
9. There is an old controversy whether the au-

* ["And thus our Lord coming for the redemption oftbe ha*
man race, made, as It were, a sort of hook of Himself for the
destruction of the deril. The line of this book is the succes»

slon of Ancient Fathers recorded in- the Gowpol .... at
whose extremity this hook, an incarnate God, should he fast-

ened This hook held the jaws of the spoiler and con-
sumed him who was- consuming itself. Because there was
a humanity which should attract t» itself the devourer.;
there a Dirinlty which should pierce him; there was an
open infirmity which might challenge his approach ; there
a concealed power wbtofa should transfix the jaws of the
spoiler",].
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thor makes the high-priestly office of Christ com-
mence with His return to the Father, (Schlicht.,

Griesb., Sohults, Bl.) so that, as maintained by
the Socinians, His High-priesthood coincide* in

origin essentially with His sovereignty, and His
death on the cross corresponds not to the offer-

ing, but only to the slaughtering of the victim

;

or whether in our epistle Christ's offering of
Himself on the cross is regarded as the proper
High-priestly act (Winzeb de Sacerdotis officio

quod Christo tribuitur, comm. I. 1825, and nearly
all recent writers). In favor of the latter view
we may urge that the author places the volun-
tary offering of Jesus Christ, and His entrance
with His own blood, into the heavenly sanctuary,
regarded as two inseparable parts of the same
transaction, on a parallel with the well-known
Jewish rite, and that the expiation of the sins of
men is referred to the sacrificial death of Christ,

ii. 14 ; vii. 27 ; ix. 11-14, 26, 28; x. 10 ; xii. 14

;

xiii. 12. The unquestionable emphasis laid on
the heavenly character of Christ's high-priest-
hood, is explained from the author's design to

set forth the higher and unconditioned excel-

lence of the Christian high-priest, in contrast
with those who exercised their priestly function
on earth, in the typical sanctuary at Jerusalem.
The intercession on behalf of men, which is

made in the presence of God by the transcen-
dency exalted Redeemer, is but the continued
exercise of a high-priestly office, upon which He
had already entered. (Lun<) The scene which
transpired with the sin offerings in the outer
court on the great day of atonement, finds its

perfect counterpart and realization in Christ's

offering of Himself once for all on earth. Be-
tween the slaughter of the victim in the outer
court, and the sacrifice on the altar of the outer
court, took place that act of solemn significance,

the carrying of the blood into the Holiest of all

;

and of (his act the antitype and fulfilment takes
iplace exclusively in heaven. (Del.)

10. From that moral decision which, in the
jgrand crisis of life, determines its entire direc-

tion, and with this its collective destiny, we are
•tea distinguish partly those moral decisions made
-.upon the bast* of this, and running through the
wbele life, and partly those acts of will which
precede andprepare for this capital decision. So
•also the trials appointed by God, are not to be con-
founded with the temptations wrought by Satan,
although both may concur in the same circum-
stances, and by this concurrence prove doubly
dangerous. Especially do sufferings bear this

two-fold character.

11. In all these relations Jesus has been assi-

milated to us, and in the most various situations

and forms, has subjected Himself, according to
• the will of God, to personal and actual tempta-
tions, only with the distinguishing trait that sin

lias neither potentially nor actually shown itself

In Him, and hence there were to be overcome in

His person no conditions of corruption, and no
proper lustful impulses (Jas. i. 14). Precisely
for this reason has He become a second Adam,
the founder, in the old raceof sinners, of a new
race of children of God.

12. The existence and the agency of the devil are,

according to the tenor of the doctrine of this

« epistle, as well as of-Scripture elaewhere, to be

recognised as real, and his agency is to he con*
ceived as consisting in temptation to sin, and in
bringing sinners into bondage to death, in the
Biblical sense of this word—a sense in which
are united natural, spiritual and eternal detth.

But this agency of the devil, Christ victoriously

encounters, a succorer of those who are tempted,
and a deliverer from the deadly dominion of the

devil The means of achieving this result are

found in His temptations and His sufferings, by
which He Himself was perfected for glory.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Christ became man 1. as to nature and quality

in real assumption of our flesh and blood ; 2. as

to purpose, in order to become susceptible to suf-

fering, temptation and death ; 3. as to final oljtrt.

in order to ransom us from the power of sin, of

death, and ofthe devil.—The death ofJesus Christ

is to be regarded 1. as the proof of His true hu-

manity, and of His divine love ; 2. as the end of

His sufferings ; 8. as the culminating point of

His temptations ; 4. as the instrument of His vic-

tory ; 6. as the means of our redemption.—Our
redemption is a work of God's grace for our sal-

vation ; for it is 1. a breaking of the power a. of

sin, b. of death, e. of the devil ; 2. a redemption
by the sinless yielding up of the Son of God into

the fellowship a. of our nature, b. of our tempta-
tions, c. of our sufferings ; 8. a deliverance

into the fellowship, a. of divine sonship, b. of

triumph over the world, c. of a perfected and
glorified life.—The expiation of the sins of the

people reminds us; 1. of the prevailing, a. bodily,

b. spiritual corruption of our race ; 2. of our

pressing, <j. universal, and b. personal indebted-

ness of guilt; 8. of God's righteous, a. present,

b. future retribution ; 4. of the ever ready succor

of Jesus Christ as the a. compassionate, 6. faith-

ful high-priest with God; 6. of that fellowship

a. with God, b. with the children of God, which
binds us to the imitation of Jesus.—Wherein,
amidst all our lowliness, consists the preemi-
nence of our race above the angels ? 1. we are

fallen, but not necessarily lost ; 2. we can suf-

fer, but by triumphing over sin, have preciselj

herein fellowship with Christ ; 8. we must die.

but are able in death to attain to a higher stage

of life.—Whither are we to look in sufferings

and temptations?—1. To the peril which threat-

ens us, a. in the heaviness of the assault, by the

union of sufferings and temptations ; b. on ac-

count of the origin of our temptations, in the

agency of the devil ; c. in respect of the conse-

quences of our succumbing, by which we are

more ignominiously enslaved ; 2. to the weakness

which cleaves to us, and a. brings to light our

connection with sin, b, makes us sensible of our

natural helplessness, c. awakens, intensifies and
guides our healthful longing after the deliverer:

8. to the succor which we can obtain in Christ, a-

as the Son of God, who has become like to us

men, b. who has suffered as one that was tempted.

c. but by death has wrested his dominion from

the devil.—In Christ Jesus is imparted tous genu-

ine divine help : since 1. His incarnation shows
that the purpose of God to render us His chil-

dren, God Himself adheres to; 2. His struggU

with temptation Bhows the possibility of a victorj
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CHAP. II. 14-18. 65

OTer sin ; 8. His suffering of death, as the com-
passionate and faithful high priest, effects, on
our behalf, the expiation of our sins, and the
overthrow of the dominion of the devil.—Our
Christian obligation demands, 1. that we do not
fjar death and the devil ; 2. that we avoid sin

;

3. that we take Christ as our helper in our tem-
poral and spiritual needs.—To the greatness of
our misery corresponds the greatness of our guilt,

and also the greatness of the divine compassion
andfaithfulness in Christ.

—

Suffering presses hea-
vily ; more heavily temptation ; most heavily
guilt : but Christ assists us to bear suffering, to

overcome temptation, to obliterate and wipe out
guilt—Our text places in contrast before us the
worst enemy and the best friend; the greatest
weakness and the mightiest strength; the bitterest

misery, and the surest, nearest and sweetest aid.—
Christ has become, in all respects, like us, and
yet remained exalted infinitely above us, whe-
ther we look 1. at His person, or 2, at His walk,

or 8, at His final withdrawal from His temporal
life.

Starke:—The devil has dominion and power
over men in respect of natural, spiritual and
eternal death. For after having plunged the
human race by sin into spiritual death, he natu-
rally so rules over it by sin, that by spiritual

death he holds it captive, and by the natural
death which thence results, leads it on to death
eternal.—The power of death is ever-during
fear, terror, distress, trembling and quivering
before the stern judgment of God, by which the

soiil of man is tormented, so that it ever dies,

and yet never dies, because it is immortal. This
power the devil possesses; that is, he tortures

and afflicts the conscience with hellish fear and
terror, trembling and dismay. Satan is ap-
pointed by God as His executioner, His jailor,

ora if one may so say, an executor of the curse of
the law, who is authorized to demand man for

deserved punishment, and to proceed against
him before the court, by virtue of the claim of
the law, so that God cannot, without infringing
npon His righteousness, reject his demand, which
is the demand of the law itself (Is. xlix. 24

;

Matth. xii. 29; Eev. xii. 10).—Christ is the

sweet antidote to the bitterness of death.—No
hero is naturally so bold that he is not terrified

at death. But believers in Christ are such va-
liant heroes, that even death they do not fear

nor even taste (John viii. 51).—The law does
right in disclosing to thee thy sins ; but when it

would condemn thee, then against law, sin, and
death, appears thy Saviour, and says : I am also

of flesh and blood, and they are my brethren and
siaters ; for what they have done I have paid the
reckoning. Law, wilt thou condemn them ? con-
demn me. Sin, wilt thou pierce and slay!
pierce thou me. Death, wilt thou swallow up
and devour? devour thou me. The condition

of servitude is set over against that of Sonship,
and is connected with a torturing fear of death,

since we find ourselves so controlled by sin, and
the dominion of Satan, that our own powers can
never emancipate us (John viiL 84) ; and this

servitude is far heavier than that servitude of
the Old Testament under the law and Leviticsl

ordinances, which was rather analogous to a
state of minority and pupilage (GaL iv. 1-6).

But the redemption wrought through Christ of-

fers a freedom of such a nature, that we emerge
by it out of all bondage and slavish fear, into

true Sonship, and serve God with willing and
joyful spirit, in all truth and purity. For as,

by the work of regeneration, it brings to the soul

spiritual life, so natural death loses its terror,

and is converted into a blessing, Luke i. 74, 76

;

Rom. viii. 15; GaL v. 1; 1 John iv. 18.—The
fallen angels have no redemption to hope for,

Matth. xxv. 41, 46.—The qualities of a true

high-priest are compassion and fidelity; both
these Christ must possess from His likeness to

us. 1. Compassion is, indeed, a Divine attribute

which existed in the Son of God before He be-

came man. But as He has taken upon Himself
our nature, He has Himself an actual personal
perception and sense of our wretchedness. No
one knows the spirit of the poor and sick like

Him who has Himself been sick and poor. 2.

From compassion springs fidelity. From this

arises the fact that Christ has not merely been once
our high-priest and pattern, but that He is still

so daily, ch. vii. 25.—As all kinds of suffering

and distress are called temptations, 2 Cor. x. 18,

and in like manner the sufferings of Christ, Luke
xxii. 28, we can also say that Christ has been
tempted of God, yet not for evil but for good,

viz., 1, in order to promote the honor of God
and the salvation of men ; 2, to reveal the im-
maculate holiness and transcendent power of

Christ, that he might be the hero who should
bear, without sinking under it, the wrath of

God ; 8, to open to him, by means of this suffer-

ing, the way to glory.—The sufferings of Christ

were not only real, but meritorious, and were
endured for our sake. Hence they come in our
place, primarily in such a way, that they are

reckoned to us for righteousness ; and seconda-
rily in such a way, that in our temptations,

whether from without or from within, our high-

priest comes to our aid with His instruction and
His strengthening power. Temptations have been
to Christ a source of great suffering ; since al-

though He had no sin and could not sin, yet it

was, therefore, all the deeper sorrow to Him
that sin was imputed to Him. This marked
Christ's deepest humiliation.—Console thyself,

thou devout bearer of the Cross, thou who art

pressed and borne down by many a need ; thy

brother Jesus has also tasted all this ; He knows
how it weighs thee down; He can help thee, He
will assuredly refresh thee, 2 Cor. iv. 10 ; 1 Pet.

iv. 18.—After we have completely eliminated all

imperfection, and all painful emotions from the

compassionate sympathy of Christ in heaven,

this tender human sympathy still appears in no
wise incompatible with His glorified condition.

And we must also know that the joy of His hu-

man nature in heaven cannot now be so great

and perfect, because His mystical body is here as

yet still surrounded with sorrows, and encom-
passed with infirmities, as it will be when, after

the resurrection of the dead, all this shall have
forever ceased.

Spine*:—Since all the power of Satan con-

sists in sin, by which he deals with us as slaves,

according to his will, redemption from this is a
grand and precious feature of our blessedness,

1 John iii. 8 ; Rev. v. 5 ; Col. ii. 15.—Children
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of God are already blessed in life, because de-
livered from the fear of death. They think of
death with tranquil heart, and overcome in faith

the fear that naturally cleares to others, Luke
ii. 29; 2 Cor. t. 8; Gen. xlvi. 30.—The redemp-
tion of Christ attaches not to those who still con-
tinue under reigning sin and the power of Sa-
tan, and cannot belong to them until, by true

conversion and translation into the kingdom of
light, they allow themselves to be delivered from
the snares of the devil, CoL i. 1-13
Bbrlexburgbr Bible:—The incarnation of

Christ is historically, indeed, well known to all,

but in its secret mystery to but exceedingly few,

both in respect of knowledge and practice.—The
kingdom of death had to be overthrown in a
rightful and legitimate way, by the payment of
all its just demands.—The devil, through our
sin, gained a dominion by conquest ; not a legiti-

mate and rightful sway, but a usurpation with
our consent. He acquired by sin, a double pre-
rogative, that of condemning and of ruling ; both
are taken from him.—That terror of conscience,
which springs from sin, is man's living hell

upon earth, so long as he does not take deliver-

ance from it by grace and the spirit of divine
gladness. Though a man may hare had the be-

ginnings of true repentance, he is still, by no
means, exempt from fear. For then, indeed, he
first feels a genuine shrinking from the wrath of
God. He trembles at all God's righteous utter-

ances and words, and finds no true refuge and
deliverance from it, so long as he fails to exer-
cise living faith.—This fruit of sin and of the

apostasy is very deeply rooted, and has pervaded
our entire human nature, so that to deal with it

and eradicate it, is no light and easy matter.
Even believing Christians have to strive daily
that they may hold this enemy under the victory
of faith, although he has once already been
brought under its power.—Christ takes upon
Himself not the seed of an evil and malignant
nature, but the seed of promise.
Laurbntius :—To refrainfrom evil through fear

of punishment, marks the slavish, not the filial

spirit.-Only believers, the posterity of Abraham,
are actually partakers of the redemption of
Christ.

Bambach :—The devil is here described in re-
spect» 1, of his name, as accuser and calumnia-
tor; 2, of his power; 8, of his overthrow.—

O

wondrous change ! We were first created after
the likeness of Christ, and now he is born after
our likeness.—Christ can succor those that are
tempted, since He, 1, has received the right and
authority; 2, possesses the power to do so.

Stiinhofer:— There is a wondrous war
waged on the cross, and an unanticipated victory
in the death of this Just and Holy One.—Com-
passion toward sinners, and indifference toward
sin, cannot possibly coexist.

—

Atonement is the
mighty word wherewith we would honor Jesus
in His office, and continually enjoy alike His
compassion and His fidelity.

Hahn :—By the compassion of Jesus we must
arm ourselves against impatience, since He ex-
acts not too much from us, and we can repose
confidence in Him; and His fidelity gives us
consolation, and strengthens us against all un-
belief—Jesus is faithful : for He refused not to

bear the worst that might befall Him; He
awaited all, and shrank from nothing; He be-

came not weary. It is only through this faith-

fulness that we reach the appointed goal.

Ribqer:—Every step in the ministry of Jesus

was freely accepted by Him in the spirit of love;

as, indeed, when about to be delivered into the

hands of sinners, He said : Thinkest thou not

that I could pray to my Father? But the

command received from His Father, and His

desire to leave nothing unaccomplished, lays

upon Him the necessity to become in all thing*

like unto His brethren.—Blessed is he to irhom

the Spirit of Christ so interprets this "in all

things," and so applies it to every thing, that now,

in all which he has daily to do and suffer, he

enjoys this light upon his way. For thy sake

the Saviour has once for all placed Himself in

like circumstances.
Heubber:—So far is the suffering of Christ

from impairing His dignity and power as a Sa-

viour, that it is in fact only through this that

He becomes a genuine Saviour.—God is indeed in

Himself already compassionate, Ex. xxxiv. 6,

but this compassion is revealed with entire clear-

ness, and certainty only in the incarnation of the

Son.
Stier :—The death of Christ has its signifi-

cance as a suffering of death; and His suffering

again only in the fact that He was tempted in that

which He suffered.—In Christ's mediatorial of-

fice, concur all these varied and opposite ele-

ments: the power of the devil, thej'tut claim and

righteousness of God, and the exigency of man.
[Owen :—Death is penal ; and its being com-

mon unto all, hinders not, but that it is the

punishment of every one.—According unto the

means that men have to come unto the knowledge
of the righteousness of God, are or ought to be

their apprehensions of the evil that is in death.

When bondage is complete, it lies in a tendency
to future and greater evils. Such is the bondage
of condemned malefactors reserved for the day of

execution ; such is the bondage of Satan, who is

kept in chains of darkness for the judgment of

the great day.—The Lord Christ out of His in-

expressible love, willingly submitted Himself

unto every condition of the children to be saved

by Him, and to every thing in every condition

of them, sin only excepted.—The first and prin-

cipal end of the Lord Christ's assuming human
nature, was not to reign in it, but to suffer and

die in it.—He saw the work that was prepared
unto Him—how He was to be exposed unto mise-

ries, afflictions and persecutions, and at length

to make His soul an offering for sin—yet because

it was all for the salvation of the children, He was
contented with it and delighted in it.—All the

power of Satan in the world over any of the

sons of men, is founded in am, and the guilt of

death attending it. Death entered by sin ; the

guilt of sin brought it in.—If the guilt of death

be not removed from any, the power of the deril

extends unto them. A power it is, indeed, that

is regulated. Were it sovereign or absolute, He
would continually devour. But it is limited

unto times, seasons, and degrees, by the will of

God, the Judge of all.—The death of Christ,

through the wise and righteous disposal of God,

is victorious, all-conquering and prevalent.

—
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Satan laid his claim unto the person of Christ,

but coming to put it in execution, he met with

that great and hidden power in Him which He
knew not, and was utterly conquered.—Satan
will fly at the sign of the cross rightly made,—
The Lord Christ suffered under all His tempta-

tions, sinned in none.—Tempted sufferers not only

wanted one to undertake for them, but to under-
take for them with care, pity and tenderness.—
Temptations cast souls into danger.—The great
duty of tempted souls is to cry out unto the Lord
Christ for help and relief. He is "faithful;"

He is " merciful," and that which is the effect

of them both, He is "able "].

SECOND SECTION.
SUPERIORITY OF JESUS CHRIST TO THE DIVINELY-SENT SERVANTS AND LEADERS

OF ISRAEL, MOSES AND JOSHUA.

I.

The exhortation to fidelity toward Christ, the faithful Messenger of God, rests on the preeminence

of Christ, as Son ruling over the house,aboveMoses, the faithful servant in the house.

Chapter III. 1-6.

Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers of the [a] heavenly calling, consider [xaravoj-

erare, mark with attention, observe attentively] the Apostle and High Priest of our

2 profession [6iioXoyia<:^ confession], Christ Jesus1 [om. Christ]; Who was faithful to him
3 that appointed him, as also Moses was faithful in all1 his house. For this man [this per-

sonage, he] was [has been] counted worthy of more glory than Moses, inasmuch [by as

much] as he who hath builded [established, xaraezeudeas] the house hath more honor

4 than the house. For every house is builded [established] by some man [one]; but he

5 that built [established] all things8 is God. And Moses verily [Moses indeed] was
faithful in all his house as a servant, for a testimony of those things which were to be

6 spoken after [to the things hereafter to be spoken, rmv XaXydyeofxivwy] ; But Christ as

a Son [was] over his own [his, atnou] house; whose house are we, if we hold fast the

confidence [boldness, wa/)/fy<rfa] and the rejoicing [glorying, xau^/xa'] of the [our] hope
firm unto the end.4

i Ver. L—The simple Itpovr hat in its'faror the usage of the Epistle, and the authority of A. B. C* D.* xril. 34. [8o
Alf., lMu.,fteX_

• Ver. 2.—The oXtf is sustained by the authority of Sin. A. 0. D. E. K. L. M, and by the fact of its being found in the
Musaage (Num. xii. 7), which is virtually cited by the author.

a Ter. 4.—Instead oftA w-dVra we should read barely w&rra after Sin. A. B. C* D.» 2.* E. M, 17, 63.

* Ver. C—M^x/h HXovs fisfiaiav is, since Mill, regarded by some as a gloss transferred from ver. 14, and Is harsh, though
not without classical analogies, fit is harsh as to gender, orerleaplng Kevxiffia, and going back to the preceding rapfar
*im*% or possibly determined by SAsrtof. A more serious objection is the repetition of so marked a phrase in two passages

co near each other (tt. 6 and 14), which, as Del. well obserres, is singular in so careful and practised a writer. Hence Del.,

with Tlschn expunges it ; Bleek, De Wette, Thol., LUn., retain It —K.]. It Is sustained by Sin. A. 0. D. E. K. L. M.
[Ver. L—'OeVr, whence, wherefore* logical, as nearly, or quite always In this Epistle.—Karayofrar* : xard. emphatic;

wmark with attention, contemplate earnestly. Moll : "Jltchtet euren 8inn au/J 'Kara**ip, of lingering, penetrating regard,

a favorite word of Lake." rpel.)
—

'Aa-oVroAor, commissioned one, then Apostle, Moll and Del.: Oottesbote ; De Wette : der Go-

sandU; used of Christ as God's great commissioned one of the New Testament, as Moses was of the Old. Moses was the
JbrtfVrtAof sod Aaron the epxMpevc of the Old Covenant ; Christ combines In himself both characters in the New.

Ver. 2—wicror orro, bemgfaUhfuL Bng. Ter. renders " teas fiUthfal ;" so De Wette ; Moll, following Bleek, renders

is, trot justly censures Bleek for pressing the force of the present 6rra. The truth is Srra is not necessarily present at all,

except to the Ume that Is expressed by the finite verb, or that is present to the mind of the writer. Here I take it to be
clearly that of Christ's residence on earth, and hence follow Eng. Ter. and De W., in supplying was rather than Moll and
Pel. in rendering is. But see exposition.

Ver. 3.—"This man,** Eng. ver., o6toc Is often difficult to render into Eng. 'This one ' Is inelegant English ; 'This

man** directs an undue amount of attention to the word * man ' (for here the reference is almost equally to Christ's sojourn

•* • man * on earth, and his present heavenly exaltation) : ' this personage,' Is too formal ; ' he » is not sufficiently emphatic
The German dieser is unexceptionable. Has been counted or deemed worthy ; i^tWrai Perf., much better than Auth. rer.
•* was counted worthy," because the reference Is not merely to that reward of glorification which Jesus onco received, but
which he sttH retains.

Ver. 4*—Fmndcd, itm*Kiv4€<iv,furnish out, prepare, equip ; not oucoSoiulv, to build, as also the noun is not oUla, a
hats* proper, but oiror, an estate, a domestic establishment, a household.

Ver. 5.—"And Moses indeed," or M while Moses.' Eng. rer. renders fUv here, as often elsewhere, " rcrily ;" but always
muksortnnately.
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Ver. 6.—Xpurrto «* vibt im, etc. The ellipsis mar be supplied to as to rend, u Bat Christ, as a Son, was fkithfal over
His house," or ** was faithful, as a Son, over His house;* or, "as a Son was orer His house," which construction I adopt
with Moll and Del. (except that they put U for too*, which, perhaps, is admissible, the discussion sliding forward Into the
present) as the simplest, the idea otfidelity retreating, and that of authnritg becoming prominent. Both the best texts and
the connection demand His (vis, God's avrov) not his own (iavroi).—K.J.

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vee. 1. 'Wherefore, holy brethren, par-
takers of a heavenly oailing.—The b&ev,

wherefore, links the exhortation of this verse with

the preceding characterization of Jesus. The
same holds also of the designation of the readers

(" holy brethren") who, however, are not here

addressed as brethren of Christ (Michael., Carpc.,

etc.), nor as Jewish compatriots of the writer

(Chr. Fr. Schmidt) ; but as consecrated members
of the Christian brotherhood, who have become
partakers of a call to the kingdom of God, which
has come from heaven (&rovpdvtoe,=% avu Kkfjotc,

Phil. iii. 14, comp. Heb. xii. 25), and has proved
itself effectual, i. e. t has secured to them an actual

participation in heavenly treasures and blessings

(Col. i. 5)—designations from which the follow-

ing exhortation receives, alike in form and sub-
stance, both confirmation and emphasis. The
combination " holy brethren " is not found else-

where (1 Thess. v. 27, the reading is doubtful),

but is here a most appropriate summary of the

ideas developed from ch. ii. 11. The other epi-

thets point still further back—to ch. ii. 1, and
even i. 1. [ayioi, as usual also with Paul, marks
of course not the degree of individual holiness,

but the collective, and, so to speak, official, or
rather ideal character of Christians. As a com-
munity in their relation to Christ, who alone

can procure sanctification, they are characteris-

tically ayioi.—K.].
Consider attentively the apostle and

high-priest of our confession.—Karavoelv
denotes the turning of the vovc to an object, not,

however, for the sake of theoretical recognition,

but for the practical weighing of that which we
have in Him—t. e., for moral and spiritual heed-
ing. The two epithets, descriptive of Jesus, bring
most impressively before the readers the sub-

stance of the preceding statements. Jesus is the

highest organ ofthe revelation ofGod to man, and
at the same time the true and perfect Mediator of

redemption. Precisely for this reason He is not
like Moses and Joshua, a mere lawgiver and
leader, but with all His resemblance to these

servants of God, is yet exalted infinitely above
them. To avoid all misunderstanding, however,
He is not called tyyttoc, but airdoroXoc, which
word corresponds as well with the Heb. maleach,

as with His essential relations, Gal. iv. 4 ; John
iii. 34; v. 86; vi. 29; x. 86; xx. 21. Thol. and
Biesenthal (after Braun, Beyling, Schottg.) are

inclined to refer the term to Rabbinical usage, in

which a7r6eToXoc=fyr}$ might bear the sense

of Mediator. But according to Bel. the priest

has this name only precisely in his quality of

delegate partly of God, partly of the congregation.

Otto ("The Apostle and High Priest of our con-

fession," 1861) assumes a reference to Num. xiii.,

and sums up the result of his investigation in the

following paraphrase : ** Therefore, ye brethren
who have been rescued from the world, and been
endowed with the prerogative of a heavenly
home and citizenship, observe that the Apostle

and High-priest of our confession, t. «., He who
first trod the sacred land of our inheritance with
the confession, 'Jehovah delivers/ and now
stands at our head as leader, but who at the
same time is the high-priest of our confession,
t. e., who brings before God our confession, 'Je-

hovah delivers/ in that He secures by His me-
diation our entrance into the heavenly home,

—

in fine that the Apostle and High priest of our
confession, Jesus (as it were, our Joshua) is

ttiot6c to Him who has constituted Him." We
have here an interpolation of references and
allusions which, indeed, a subtle ingenuity might
easily enough light upon, but which are wholly
alien to the context. Equally without founda-
tion is also the remark of Kluok (p. 19): "From
His nikficic, act of calling, the Son receives the

name of cnrdoroXoc, from His aytdfrev, sanctifying,

the name of apxteprfjc." In His two-fold char-

acter Jesus is immediately described as belong-
ing specifically to our, t. e., the Christian confes-

sion, in order that the readers may direct their

mind to Him, and consider what they have in

Him. The rendering of the Itala: Consritutionis

nostrse, reminding us perhaps of the * Messenger
of the Covenant' (Mai. iii. 1), is inadmissible,

since bfiolwyla in the New Testament signifies

only confession, acknowledgment, never 'contract

or covenant,* and this along with the subject (Be
W.) and the object (Bl., Lun.\ of the confession,

2 Cor. ix. 13 ; 1 Tim. vi. 12, 18. The Gen. marks
possession, belonging to. [The high-priest who
belongs to our confession: the high-priest whom
we confess, acknowledge, i.e., (as Beng.) agree

with; God Xtyei, man dfwXoyel.l

Ver. 2. Who was faithful to him
that appointed him, as also Moses
was faithful in all his house. — Ac-
cording to Otto iuot6c does not designate
a moral quality, but " position next the heart
of a higher personage" (p. 47), and should
for this reason be taken in the sense of trusted,

confidential, organ of trust. This by no means
harmonizes with ch. ii. 17, where assuredly s
moral quality is indicated for the display of
which in His high-priestly calling the Bon of
God became incarnate. Bui the faithfulness of
Jesus creates an obligation of like faithfulness in His
church. The mention of the former lays a foun-
dation for demanding the latter ; and this all the

more in that the two historical and visible foun-

ders of the old and of the new covenant, in their

exhibition of this fidelity in their respective

positions, have left a pattern to their disciples,

that, viz., of fidelity toward Him to whom they owed
their respective historicalpositions. In this respect

there is a close analogy between Jesus and Moses,
which adds weight to the writer's exhortation.

The object of Karavocw, attentively observe, is not

the fact that Jesus is a tnar6c (Otto), but the per-

son of Jesus, already signalised as entirely pe-

culiar, and whose permanently abiding quality

the ivra renders prominent Bleek, after

Seb. Schmidt, erroneously presses the present, as

if indicating that the reference is to the exalted

Messiah. It is also an error (with Calv., BL,
Ebr.) to place a comma after Moses; for the fsl*
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lowing wordsare citedfromNum. xii. 7, and apply
properly only to Moses. For in respect of Jesus
we are immediately reminded of His prerogative
of being over the house. [I doubt if this is any
adequate reason against inserting the comma
with Calv., Bl., and Ebr. Because although
Christ was a Son over the house, He was also a
servant in the house, and the point of resemblance

is that which is first adverted to : the distinction

comes out later. In His double character Christ
could be at once compared and contrasted with
Moses. Like him and more fully than he, He
proved a faithful servant in God's house, but
unlike him, He was also a Son over it. In the
exceedingly elliptical language of the author
some elements ofthe parallel are taken forgranted

,

and hence its difficulty. Still I incline on the
whole, though with hesitation, to obliterate the
comma after Moses.—K.]*
The noislv, make, constitute, appoint, denotes the

placing or putting forward of Christ on the thea-
tre of history (De W., Del., Thol.). Bleek, Lttne-

mann, and Alford, with Ital., Ambros., Primas.,
D. Schultz, adhere to the proper signification of
the word, and refer the iroulv either to the in-

carnation of the Son, or to His eternal genera-
tion. [Alford: "The word, thus taken, how-
ever, is, of course, to be understood of that
constitution of our Lord as Apostle and High-
priest, in which He, being human, was made by
the Father 1

']. They are right, in so far as they
take the word absolutely ; for it is quite unne-
cessary to supply a second accusative fas is done
by the majority following Chrys.), as if the con-
struction were "who made Him, soil., Apostle or
high-priest." But on the other hand, to refer
the word to the " eternal generation "—consider-
ing that -xoielv is used ch. i. 1 for actual creation,
would give the passage a strong tincture of
Arianism, and resolve Christ into a creature

(KTifffia), in decided contradiction to ch. i. 3.

And again, to refer the word to the incarnation—
the commencement of the temporal and earthly
life of Jesus—though done by the orthodox Fa-
thers, is scarcely admissible; for this term
would hardly have been employed to designate
the assumption of human nature by the Logos in
the bosom of the virgin, or the overshadowing
influence of the Holy Spirit and of the " power
of the Highest " (Luke i. 85). The author was,
perhaps, led to the term by 1 Sam. xii. 6 T6

iroifaac rbv l&uvef/v ml rbv *Aap6v. Heb. ftjjfttj.
T T

Bl. The house oIkoc designates the family of God,
or the Theocratic nation ( x. 21), in which Moses
had a position in whioh ne could show fidelity.

The reference of abrov to Moses (Oeo. and alt.,

with whom I formerly agreed) is inadmissible,

since the words refer to Num. i. 2, 7 : the refer-

ence to Christ (Bl., Riehm) would be anticipating.

* [Regarding the fidelity of Moses Owen speaks thus:
* Moses was faithful. It if true he failed personally in his

faith, and was charged of God in that be hellered Him not
(Ham. xx. 12) ; bnt this was in respect of his own iaith in
on* particular, and is no impeachment of his faithfulness in
the special office intended. As he was the Apostle, the am-
bassador ofGod, to rereal His mind, and institute His wor-
ship, ha was nnirersally faithful : for he declared and did
all things accc-ding to His will and appointment, by the
testimony of God Himself, Ex. si. 16, 'According to all that
tbo Lord commanded him so did be.' He withheld nothing
of what God rerealed or commanded, nor did be add any
•mas; thereunto; and herein did his faithfulness consist"].

Vsb. 8. For of greater glory than Moses
has he been deemed worthy by how
much, etc.—The passage is not explaining or
analyzing ver. 2 (De W.J, but enforcing the ex-
hortation Karavoijaare. ft expresses directly the
elevation of Jesus above Moses, which appears
all the more worthy of regard as it comes out in
connection with the recognition of a like fidelity

on the part of both. The relation between them
is then illustrated in the relation which always
exists between a house and its founder. Ka-
raaiuv. is not barely building, but fitting out a house
with furniture and servants. Butfrom this it does
not follow that we are to construct rot; olxov with
Tt/rijv, honorfrom the house (Wolf, Michael., Steng.,

etc.). TheGen. depends ratheron irXetova. The re-

spectand admiration rendered to a house redound
in a very high degree to him who has reared and
established it. In the same relation stands theglory
(66£a) of Christ to that of Moses. There is here
no comparison drawn between the splendor of
the countenance of Moses when, having spoken
with Jehovah on the mount, he was about to utter

His word to Israel, and the radiance which
involved the whole person of Jesus on the mount
of transfiguration (Hofh., Weissag.

9 II. 188).
The reference is to the glory of their respective

callings and positions. Entirely untenable
is the assertion of Del., that by understand-
ing Christ to be here referred to as the
founder, we involve in confusion the entire

course of argumentation. Such a view by no
means necessitates the absurd conclusion that in

that case Moses must be the house. For the
thought may perfectly well be, that Moses, as
servant, is only a member or a part of the house
of which Christ is thefounder. We can only say
that the language does not speak directly and in

terms of Christ, but has the form of a universal
statement, and that there appears as yet no oc-

casion to pass beyond the comparison im-
mediately expressed in the text between the re-

lation of Jesus to Moses and the relation of a
founder to a house. But we involuntarily turn
our thoughts upon Jesus, and are justified in ap-
plying the passage to Him, as the founder of that

house of God which we Christians constitute.

Via. 4. For every house Is established
by some one : bnt he who established all
things Is God.—This is also a general statement
of unquestionable correctness, forming a link

between the premise and the conclusion, but
neither the conclusion itself, nor a remark
merely incidental and parenthetical. If Christ
is founder of the true Theocracy, it follows not
from this that He has reared this house along-

side of that which was established through the
instrumentality of Moses. The general state-

ment that God is the universal founder and
establishes who has placed Jesus, as He for-

merly did Moses, in His historical position [as
founder of His New Testament house], would
rather and simply suggest that the Theocracy
founded by Jesus is in correspondence with the

will of God. [And also, perhaps, it inciden-

tally illustrates the way in which both Moses
and Jesus couldbe faithful—the ground on which
fidelity could be predicated of them, viz., that
while each of these was a founder in his respec-
tive sphere, yet each worked under God as so-
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preme founder, and to whom, therefore, both

stood responsible.—K.].

Many older expositors have erroneously re-

garded (with Theodoret) $e6g as predicate, and
found in it a proof passage for the divinity

of Jesus, whom they assumed to be the subject.

So also Otto, who, by oIkqc, ver. 8, understands

specially the house of God, and thus para-

phrases the following (p. 87 and 96): "For
every house is founded by some one (but to meet
and supply all its needs is in the power of none).

He who has furnished the house with every thing

(as Jesus, for example, has supplied it with all

that was needful for time and eternity),—such

an one is all-powerful,—such an one must be
Divine (&e6c). But the absence of the article

involves no necessity of assuming this construc-

tion, for &e6c here has nearly the force of a
proper name ; and the connection is opposed to

it. [Alford: "Apart from the extreme harsh-

ness and forcing of the construction to bring

out this meaning, the sentiment itself is entirely

irrelevant here. If the writer was proving
Christ to be greater than Moses, inasmuch as

He is God, the founder of all things, then clearly

the mere assertion of this fact would have suf-

ficed for the proof, without entering on any other

consideration ; nay, after such an assertion, all

minor considerations would have been not
only superfluous, but preposterous. He does,

however, after this, distinctly go into the

consideration of Christ being faithful, not

as a servant, but as a Son, so that he cannot
be here speaking of his Deity as a ground of

superiority "].

Hoc oIkoc designates not the house in all its

parts, the whole house, but according to the

usage of our Epistle v. 1, 13 ; viii. 8 [and cor-

rect classical usage], every house. They who re-

fer the previous clause (6 KaraoKev&aac avrov) di-

rectly to Jesus, interpolate the idea that the ques-
tion is here answered how fidelity can be predi-

cated of Jesus, at thesame time thatHe is asserted

to be the founder of the Theocracy. The solution

then is this : The Theocracy stands in the same
category with every household, in that it must
have a [subordinate] founder ; while it yet re-
mains true that God is the causa prima of each
and all (Thol., Ebr., etc.) But the question it-

self, raising such a query, and demanding a solu-

tion, is entirely gratuitous: inasmuch as the
Messiah has been from the outset designated as

Son, and in the most definite manner declared to

be the Mediator of Revelation and Redemption,
as well as Mediator of the creation and govern-
ment of the world. In these relations then the
matter of His fidelity has of course already
come up and been disposed of. This point is no
longer under discussion; the topic now under
consideration is the relation of him who has
founded a house to the house. And as God is

the supreme and universal founder, the Theo-
cracy, as well in its Christian as in its Mosaic
form, must be referred back to Him. And in
perfect harmony with this view is the fact that a
little before God is styled in reference to the Mes-
siah 6 iroifaae avr6v

t and that it is only by this
view that the following verse (ver. 5) is brought
into logical connection with ver. 3, as legitimately
authorizing its assertion of the superior glory

(Mia) of Christ. [That is : ver. 3, Christ, the

founder of the New Testament house, is declared

to have been deemed worthy of higher glory

than Moses, by all the difference between the

founder of the house and the house itself. Then
ver. 4 reminds us that the New Testament house,

as well as the Old Testament Mosaic house, was
also founded under the ultimate and supreme
direction of God, whence Moses and Christ, both

in their respective positions, sustained direct

relations to God, each having been placed, con-

stituted, viz. nodjoae, by God in his position. Con*

sequently we are prepared at ver. 5, to see the

different relation which these two personages sus-

tained to the house, on the one hand, and to God

as the common founder, on the other; Moses

being a servant, and Christ a Son ; Moses being

in the house and apart of it, and Christ ©writ.

Yet I cannot see, after all, any very essential dif-

ference between the author's view of the force of

6 6t KaracKivaoac, and that of Ebrard and Thai-

uck, which he rejects. Ebrard makes it declare

God the supreme founder, and thus answer the

implied question, how Christ as founder could

have fidelity predicated of Him. Moll sayi;

that " as God is the universal founder, therefore,

the Theocracy, in its Christian as well as in its

Mosaic form, must be referred back* to Him."

This comes to near the same thing as the other.

Both make the passage put God as universal and

supreme founder into His true relation to both

Moses and Jesus in, their respective spheres.

But with respect to the statement of Moll, re-

garding the Mediatorship of the Son, he 6eems

to me to put the Son's mediatorship in the crea-

tion and government of the world, as eternal

Logos, one and equal with the Father, too nearly

on a level wi£h His Mediatorship in His humbled

and servile character as Redeemer. In the lat-

ter the question of His fidelity is indeed often

raised, and is absolutely vital : in the formerre-

lation, I do not remember where the term mark

is applied to Him, and I scarcely see how it

could be without derogating from His dirine dif-

nity.—K]. Riehm's opinion, (Lehrbegrif, L 310)

that Christ is designated as the founder of the

Old Testament kingdom of God, and that Moses

has held his position in it as assigned by Christ,

cannot be substantiated by an appeal to the doc-

trine of our Epistle, that the Son is the Mediator

of every form of divine agency that is directed

to the world. It is here decidedly to be rejected,

because the subject of discourse is here specially

Jesus, the Messiah, as actually and historically

manifested.

[Moll's exposition of this difficult and Texed

passage seems to labor under obscurity from

his having failed to do justice to the el-

liptical character of the passage. The first

thing, it seems to me, to be settled, is whether

Moses and Christ are conceived by the author,

as both in one house of God, or as in fro, i <•>

each in that respectively to which God had as-

signed him. This Alford, following Delitjseb,

denies, maintaining that both are in one house

of God, Moses as servant, and Christ as Son, and

that the force and "strictness of the compari-

son " requires this. It seems to me that this

confounding of the houses in which Moses and

Christ were, raises at once an inexplicable dim-
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culty. The question arises, How could Moses be
in a house which was not reared or founded until

by Christ, many centuries after? Or, how could

Jesus found or rear a house in which Moses had
officiated as servant, many centuries before?

For that Christ founded or reared the New Tes-

tament house of God, is certain, and Christ, on
the other hand, did not rear the Old Testament
house of God; for Christ, the God-man, the

Mediator, Jesus, had not then an existence.

And to bring in here the Logos, the Eternal

Son, as founding the Old Testament economy, is

entirely out of the question; for with Jlim as

such, the passage has nothing to do. The com-
parison is between Motes and Jesus, and by the

whole tenor and sentiment of the Epistle, it is

between Moses, as the servant of God in found-
ing the Old Testament or Jewish economy, in

rearing the house of God in its Old Testament
form, and Jesus, in founding the New Testament
economy—in rearing the house of God in its

New Testament form. The comparison is be-
tween the two historical characters in the work
which each respectively had performed. And it

matters not that the two houses—the house of
Moses and the house of Jesus—are in their

deepest significance one house—as they certainly

are—both God's house—yet for the purposes,
and in the representation of the author, they are
different houses—the one an earthly, transitory,

typical house, the other a heavenly, spiritual,

imperishable house. In these two houses, re-

spectively stand Moses and Jesus; both raised

up of God, made, constituted (see irovfyaaq applied

to Moses, 1 Sam. xii. 6, and to Jesus, Heb. iii. 2,

I have little doubt the latter suggested by the
former)—each for his special work. Each was
a founder, an institutor, inaugurates,—Moses of
the Old Testament economy, Jesus of the New
Testament economy. Each had the high honor
of being appointed by God as the introducer and
inaagurator of His respective system. But each
was not only a founder, he was also a servant

:

Moses a servant (Jrep&irav, often so called in the
Sept.) ; Jesus still more manifestly and deeply a
servant (6ovkoe, Si&kovoc); yet both faithful in

both relations. Moses was faithful as a founder
under God, of the old economy, and as a servant
in it ; Christ was faithful as a founder, under
God, of the new economy, and as a servant in it.

Thus far the resemblance; now the contrast.

Moses, while apparently a founder of the old

economy, a builder of the Old Testament house,
was in reality only a servant in it; his highest
function was purely ministerial. Christ, while
apparently, and indeed really a servant in the
New Testament house, yet in reality was a Son
over it; His character of servant was but se-

condary and temporary; His highest and trne

nature was that of Son. Thus Moses, the appa-
rent builder of the Old Testament house, yet in

reality and ultimately sinks to the level of the

house, and becomes a part of it. Jesus, the

builder of the New Testament house, and also

seemingly an humble servant in it, jet ultimately

rises completely above this servile condition,

and by virtue of His essential equality and iden-

tity with God, the Supreme Founder of all things,

becomes precisely as much superior to Moses as

the founder of the house which He truly and

absolutely was, is to the house itself, to which
Moses only belonged as a part. The paradox,
it is perceived, is a necessary one. It grows out
of the double nature of the great Head of the
New Testament Church. Lower than the angels,
He yet rises in position, as He was in essential

nature, infinitely above them. Appearing lower
than Moses—as much lower as a dovTuot;, slave, is

lower than a tiepairov, voluntary attendant, He
yet rises transcendently and infinitely above
him, by virtue of that nature which He shared
in common with the eternal Father. I should,

therefore, paraphrase the exceedingly elliptical

passage somewhat as follows, reminding tho
reader that thefacts regarding the positions both
of Moses and of Christ—and certainly of the

former—were so well-known, that the author, in

his comparison, could safely presuppose them

:

" Consider—Jesus, who was faithful in the New
Testament house of God to Him who constituted

Him as builder and servant, as also Moses was
faithful in all God's Old Testament house to Him
who constituted him builder and servant in it.

For Jesus has been deemed worthy of, and been
advanced to, higher glory than Moses, by how
much the builder of the house has more honor
than the house. For every house (and of course,

therefore, the Old and the New Testament
houses) must be founded immediately and se-

condarily by some one, as was the former by
Moses, and the latter by Jesus; but He who
ultimately and absolutely founded all things, and
therefore was ultimate and supreme founder of

these, was God. And while Moses, though ap-

parent and formal founder of the Old Testament
house, was in reality in his highest nature, but
in it, and strictly but a part of it, Jesus, the

founder of the New Testament house, though
apparently a servant in it, was, in reality, and
in His highest nature, as Son, equal with and
substantially identical with the absolute and
Supreme Founder Himself."—This paraphrase
introduces no elements into the comparison which
are not presupposed in it, and which do not lie

on the very face of the historical facts. It simply

says thus: Moses and Jesus, each a founder of

and a servant in the Old and the New Testament
Theocracy respectively; each appointed of God
and each faithful ; but Moses, after all, only faith-

ful as a servant, who was thus but part of tho

house; but Christ faithful as a Son, who was,

therefore, in spite of His servile appearance,

equal with the Supreme Founder Himself.

The only point on which there can be doubt,

is as to the dual nature of the house of God ; but

I confess I do not see how there can be legiti-

mate doubt on this point. Moll himself, who
with most, denies this duality, is yet obliged to

speak of the house of God " in its Old and its

New Testament form," and I suppose he could

hardly deny that Moses was founder or rearer

of the house in its Old Testament form, as was
Jesus of the house in its New Testament form.

But this comes very nearly to the same thing as

affirming two houses. None can doubt that ulti-

mately, and in their deepest meaning, they were
indeed identical ; i. «., both were not only from
one Supreme Founder, but stood in close connec-

tion with the same great economy of salvation.

Butformally, and historically, and according to
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tbe whole scope and treatment of our author,

they were different; as different as the Mosaic
Tabernacle in which Aaron ministered, and the

heavenly Tabernacle in which Christ minis-

tered; as different as were the many animal
sacrifices of the one, from the single spiritual

and life-giving offering of the other. The Old
Testament house of God which Moses reared,

but in which he was but servant, was earthly,

materia], typical and transitory ; the New Tes-
tament house of God which Jesus reared, appa-
rently a servant, but in reality a Son and Lord, is

heavenly, spiritual, archetypal and eternal.—K.].
Veb. 6. And while Moses indeed (s

faithful, etc.—Moses, as well as Christ, has
been raised up, set forth by God, and designated
in his fidelity, not merely for an individual ser-

vice, or for a special department of action in the

administration of God's house, and his agency
and fidelity stand in relation to the entire Theo-
cracy. But (as shown by the JAuvoifc piv, Motet
indeed, within this similar relation, which is

common to Moses and Christ, we are to recog-
nize a profound and fundamental difference in the
two persons. Moses has officiated as a servant,

by no means indeed as a slave (6ov%o$), or as a
domestic servant, or menial, (oliUrns), but (Wis.

x. 10) as a dep&xw, a word always implying vo-

luntary subordination, and willing and honora-
ble service. But at the same time all this has been
but typical and preparatory. The %aXn$rp6fieva

are not the revelations which Moses was hereaf-

ter himself to receive, thus requiring the transla-

tion: "in order to render testimony to that

which was then to be spoken." Bleek, De W.,
Thol., Lun., so understanding the words, refer

them specially to the law ; Riehm reminds us of
the expression. Numb. xii. 8, crr6/ia Kara ar6pa.

?M?j]<7u avTifK These words, it is true, indicated

the definite point in the life of Moses in which
to him himself future revelations were pro-
mised. But the question is here no longer of
the resemblance between Jesus and Moses, in

fidelity to their respective vocations, but of the
elevation of Christ above Moses, which, in fact,

receives attestation even from the fidelity of
Moses, who scrupulously held himself entirely

within his prescribed sphere. The term refers

therefore to those revelations to whose necessity

the very ministry of Moses renders in all re-

spects its testimony ; and these, too, are not the

revelations of later prophecy, nor specially,

again, the declarations contained in our Epistle.

They are rather those which have been dis-

closed in full perfection in the Son, John v. 49
(Erasm., Calv., Ebr., Hofm., Del., etc.). Pre-
cisely for this reason the name now employed is

not 'Iqoovc., but xPlOT6c.
Veb. 6. Yet Christ as a Son over his

house, whose house are we.—The reading,

be, instead of ov, in ver. 6, is critically unsus-
tained, and the article is wanting before oIkoc, as

frequently before 6c6c, v6poc, and similar familiar

terms. The house is still the Theocracy in which
Moses served, but at the head of which stands

Christ, who, as Son of Him who appointed Him,
and erected the house, receives a position of au-

thority and preeminence, and inasmuch as He,

as Son of God, is not merely Lord and Heir of

all possessions, but the essential agent in origi-

nating and procuring them, has a corresponding
glory. These declarations, with which the
Epistle opens, could not possibly remain unre-
garded by the readers. But with them the re-
presentation here given stands in the most per-
fect harmony, and etc vide emphatically precedes,
because, while even a servant of higher grade
might be entrusted with the management of a
household, yet this would leave the specific dis-

tinction between Christ and Moses entirely un-
expressed. For this reason we are neither to

refer avrov, ver. 6, to God, and avrov, ver. 6, to

Christ (<Ecum., Bl., De W., etc.), as if designing
to place in contrast the fact that Moses has his

special position in an alien hense, but Christ in

His own ; nor are these genitives to be regarded
as genitives of reference=sa his, i. e., in the

house assigned to him (Ebr., who speaks con-

fusedly of two houses); but they both refer

grammatically to God (Chrys., Theod., Calv.,

Lun., Del., etc.), as does also the relative or, al-

though referring as matter of fact to the Chris-

tian dispensation; for this is quite frequently

called the house of God, x. 21 ; 1 Cor. iii. 9, 1C;

2 Cor. vi. 16; Eph. ii. 22; 1 Tim. iii. 15; 1 Pet.

iv. 17 ; ii. 6 ; but never the house of Christ. We
give most emphasis to the contrast by simply

supplying kariv with jp/ordc 6k—avrov (Erasm.,

Grot., DeL, etc.), while the supplying of mm6c
ioriv is yet undoubtedly admissible, ch. x. 21

;

Matth. xxv. 21 (Be*., Grot, Thol., e/c); not,

however, twice (Bl., De W., Bisp.)=Christ (is

faithful) as a Son over his house (is faithful).

The or cannot here signify guemaamodum, but

simply ut.

Provided that we hold fast the confi-
dence and the glorying of our hope, efc—
Christianity, as such, bears the above assigned

character of the ' house of God*/ hence exclusion

from the temple need occasion no anxiety to the

Church. But whether, as a Church, we present
this character (not whether we are permitted
personally to apply to ourselves this designation,

or to regard ourselves as this house), depends on
the fulfilment of the requisite condition. The
nappycia denotes here, as ch. iv. 16; x. 19, 86;
not bold confession (Grot, etc.), but resolute

confidence, and triumphant joyfulness of faith,

corresponding to the icTcnpo^opia nfr ftrtdof men-
tioned ch. vi. 11, which gives to itself a corre-

sponding expression, even in the most unfavora-
ble circumstances. This expression the 6po>joyia

life iXiriSoc, ch. x. 28, is here called Ko*;r?pa,

which denotes the result of the act of glorying

(Kabxnots)* not glorying itself (BL, etc), and not

the mere object of glorying (Lun.). The ixric.

denotes, in a specifically Christian sense, the

hope of the perfect consummation of the King-
dom of God, and of participation therein. For
this reason ftfxP1 ri^ovc refers not to the death of

the individual (Schlicht, Grot., Kuin.), but to

the end of the present order of things.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The connection of Christians among one
another has its peculiar character, as that of a
holy association, in the fact that it, as a fellowship

of the children of God, who are called to the
Kingdom of Heaven, received its beginning, ita
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progress, and perfection, alone through its living

connection with the historical God-Man. It is hence
charged with the duty, not merely of recognizing

this relation, but also of expressing it in confec-

tion and in action, and hence, in imitation of, and
likeness to Christ, of appropriating to itself

His fidelity, as a principle whioh lies at tho very
basis of perfection in life.

2. In their fidelity, in their respective voca-

tions, towards God who has given to His mes-
sengers their respective historical position, ap-

pears a striking parallel between Jesus and
Moses, inasmuch as the vocation of both has
special reference to the establishment of the king-

dom of Ood among men. It is by this that

Moses takes precedence above all the prophets

and messengers of God in the Old Covenant.

But the infinite elevation of Jesus Christ is not,

in this respect, in the slightest degree dispa-

raged; but within the limits of the parallel

stands forth sharply and clearly. Moses was
neither priest nor king, but within the Theocracy,

to whose establishment his ministry and fidelity

had reference, was a servant, and so served that

the true theocracy was designated by Himself
as still in the future. Christ, on the contrary,

is a High-Priest and for this reason, inasmuch
as redemption was accomplished through His
sacrifice of Himself, He announces, at the same
time, a present salvation ; and again, because Ho
is Son He appears, indeed, as a messen-
ger of God, but is, at the same time, ruler over

tne kingdom of God, and not one of its servants

and citizens.

3. The confession of Christians has, as its specific

subject, the historical Qod-man, and Him, as one
who in His essential agency appears as, at one
and the same time, the author and the herald of

salvation. This confession is the original, uni-

versal, and comprehensive confession of the

primitive church. It is the fundamental, Apos-
tolical, Scriptural testimony, which, as such, is

not merely to regulate subsequent developments

of doctrine, but also, as an expression of the

living faith of the Church, has to direct indivi-

dual souls in their impulses of thought, feeling,

and will, toward the person of that Saviour,

who, as Son of God, possesses an incomparable
elevation, an everlasting ministry, and a Divine

ubiquity.
4. Tho actual earthly ministry of Jesus, with its

beginning in time, within local relations, and
tinder given conditions, by no means reduces

Him as a historical personage, to the level of a
creature. Nor is this result produced by the

fact that the life of the God-man has an actual

historical commencement. For although the com-
mencement of the life, and the ministry of Jesus

may, and must, on the one hand, be regarded as

determined, and at a definite point of time, ori-

ginated by the will and power of God, yet, on
the other, we must maintain with equal empha-
sis the self-determining purpose and act of the

Son of God by whioh, in time as well as in eter-

nity, He kept Himself in undisturbed harmony
with the will of His Father. For the Holy
Scripture says no less that He came—Matth. ix.

18; xvui. 11; John xvi. 28; xviii. 37, than that

He was sent, Matth. x. 40; John xx. 21, and

lays no less emphasis upon His offering Himself

in sacrifice (John x. 17, 18; Eph. v. 2; Heb. vii.

27), than upon His being delivered up for the expi-
ation of the sins of the world (Rom. viii. 32;
John iii. 16; 1 John iv. 10). Neither again has
the man Jesus at any time received or acquired
the Divine nature ; nor has the preexistent Son
of God so "emptied Himself" in His incarnation,
that a complete destitution of the essence of tho

J

Logos, even to the extent of an unconsciousness
of the commencement of life, existed in the hu-
man embryo. But the uncreated Son of God re-

ceived, at the incarnation, human nature into
tho personal unity of an actual theanthropio
consciousness and life. If the carrying out of
the doctrine of the communicatio idiomatum, led
in fact to that conception of tho Kfauotc which
we have just denied, which Gess. (The Doctrine

of the Person of Christ, Basle, 1856) has most
unqualifiedly developed, it were then high
time to surrender this form of our doctrine for
the sake of preserving its real substance. Tho
inconsequence of the earlier Lutheran theologians,

who denied the applicability of the intrinsically

possible fourth kind of the communicatio idiomatum
argues a higher mode of thinking, and is substan-
tially more correct than the formal consistency
of many recent divines ; but still shows the ne-
cessity of a reconstruction of this doctrinal for-

mula which, in the form it has hitherto held, is

untenable.
5. In that the same God who brought forward

Moses upon the stage of history, in like manner
brought forward Jesus, any internal contradic-

tion between the Mosaic and the Christian Theo-
cracy is out of the question; while at the same
time the fidelity of these two persons who are
brought into comparison—a fidelity having re-

ference to the theocracy in its collective charac-
ter as a house of God—furnishes a pledge that in

both cases tho founding and arrangemont of tho
house in question has been made in entire ac-

cordance with the Divine will. But the diversity

of the two persons introduces a corresponding
diversity of the Mosaic and the Christian Theoc-

racy. And equally also from the diversity of the

economies, which, as a matter of fact, comes first

under our eyes, we may reason back to the di-

versity of the persons. And this diversity n
not barely that relative diversity expressing itself

in a merely negative way, which the synagogal
Midrash expresses in the words (Jalkut on Is. Iii.

13) : "the servant of Jehovah, the King Mes-
siah, will be more venerable than Abraham, more
exalted than Moses, higher than the angels of

the service;" but it is the positive and absoluto

distinction between preparation and fulfilment

on the one hand, and between a creaturely ser-

vant, and a son and lord equal with God, upon
the other.

6. " Moses prophesied, not only by his vocation,

and his fidelity in that vocation, but also by his

testimony (John v. 40) to the Son, the Apostle

of the final salvation. None the less did the

Old Testament house of God, in which Moses
had the employment of a servant, viz., the Old
Testament Church, which had, as its central

point, the 'tabernacle of testimony' (Acts vii.

44 ; Rev. xv. 6), with its typical furniture and
administration, prophesy of the New Testament
house of God, over which Christ is placed as
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74 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Son, viz., the New Testament Church which has

its central point in Christ, in whom God ap-

peared incarnate, and in whom as antitjpe that

tabernacling (ok^vooic) of God among men which
was prefigured in the Old Testament tabernacle

(aiajvij), has thus been realized." Del.

7. Christ is not, indeed, ashamed to call us
His brethren; and He has in reality become
truly man, and by circumcision has subjected

Himself to the Jewish law (Gal. iv. 4), and be-

come incorporated with the Israelite people of

God. But in respect to the New Testament peo-

ple of God, He is not a member, but Head and
Lord. He is, indeed, "the first-born among
many brethren " (Rom. viii. 29) ; and, by that

completed and perfected life on which our Epis-

tle lays special stress, holds a relationship to

men who, by regeneration, become children of

God, and becomes a type and pattern to all who
are perfected through Him. But the expression

"first-born" points to His relation to those who,
after the resurrection, are perfected in the Mes-
sianic kingdom (ch. i. 5; CoL i. 18; Rev. i. 6).

In His essential being, He is chief of the crea-

tion (Rev. iii. 14), and nywrdroicof kooijc icriaeuc

(Col. i. 15). The attributes which are ascribed

to the Son in the opening of our Epistle, forbid

our assigning to this term, in the present sec-

tion, any other signification than that He who,
ns Son of the Universal Founder, is elevated

o?er the house of God, is essentially equal to Him,
so that an indirect proof of the deity of Jesus
Christ may be drawn from this passage.

8. While the mention of the fidelity of Jesus re-

minds us, indeed, of His moral perfection, and the

comparison of His vocation with that of Moses,
reminds us of His agency in establishing a new
relation of man to God, in a new covenant and
kingdom ; while the mention, at the same time,

of the filial nature and imperial dignity of

Jesus Christ rises above and beyond the sphere
of mere morality and natural religion ; and the

whole tenor of Scripture forbids our interpreting

the language used in such a way as to favor the

subordination and Arian heresy,—so, on the other

hand, the declaration that God " made Him,"
and has " founded all things," precludes the in-

terpretation which merges the Father in the

Son, and yet lends no countenance to Monarch-
ianism or Unitarianism.

9. "Calling" {lOtfjoiA denotes not merely an
invitation into the kingdom of God by means of

preaching. To this conception of a "called"
one (kA^toV), as occurring in the parables of

Jesus (Matth. xx. 16; xxii. 14), and there with-

out doctrinal import, but simply standing in in-

separable connection with the depicting of well-

known usages and customs, corresponds in our
Epistle, the term evrryyeTuophoc, ch. iv. 2, or

cvayyeXOeic (ch. iv. 6). The kXqrde, on the con-

trary, is, precisely as with Paul, one in whom
the gracious call has been made effectual. He is

one destined for the Messianic salvation (ch. i.

14), for the eternal inheritance (ch. ix. 15), which
is the substance ofthe knayycTda, oh. vi. 17, has His
citizenship in heaven, ch. xii. 23, and has been
given by the Father to the Son, ch. ii. 13, and
by a Divine act, in which the eternal purpose of

grace realizes itself in time in the case of indi-

viduals, has become, by means of the preached

Word, an actual member of the Church which is

destined to eternal salvation. But since the

Word of God works, not magically, but spiri-

tually, and, as a condition of its saving efficacy,

requires repentance and faith (as unfolded in

the passage immediately following), steadfast-

ness in a gracious state and the attainment of

perfection, are secured by our imitation of the

fidelity of Jesus Christ.

nOMILETTCAL AND PRACTICAL.

The duty of fidelity 1. in its ground and reason

in our relation to God; 2. in its extent in the

calling assigned to us ; 8. in its pattern* in the

servant and in the Son of God ; 4. in its bleuingt,

in securing to us the joys of salvation : 5. in its

cultivation within and by means of the Church.—
Moses and Christ 1. in their resemblance, a. assent

ofGod; 6. ofunimpeached fidelity ; c.intheaggre-

gate nature of their vocation, as having reference

to the establishment of the kingdom of God ; 2. in

their diversity, a. in position and office ; b. in

their nature and history; c. in their influence

and the honor conferred upon them.—We are

the house of God ; 1. in what sense ? 2. under
what conditions? 8. with what obligations?

—

What in the confession of our faith hare we
principally to regard ? That it be 1. true in its

substance ; 2. clear in its expression ; 8. sure in

its living power; 4. correct in its grounds; 5.

adapted to its ultimate end.—If the hope of our

calling is to be fulfilled in us, then 1. our call-

ing must become effectual in us, a. in its hea-

venly character, 6. under a gracious Divine in-

fluence, c. within the sphere of the Christian

brotherhood ; and 2. our hope must express, a.

in its confidence, faith, b. in its glorying, a

living power, c. in its steadfastness, the fidelity

of the servants and children of God.—Even those

who are placed highest among us should not

cease to be 1. servants of the true God; 2. mem-
bers of the house of God ; 8. imitators of the Son

of God.—Also the humblest among us must not

forget 1. that God has founded and established

all things, and 2. that they are partakers of a

heavenly calling.—The beginning in Christianity

is harder than the beginning in any earthly

work ; yet the beginning in Christianity is easier

than steadfast perseverance to the end.—Com-
plain not of God if thou hast no hope of salta-

tion, but murmur 1. against thine unbelief in

the heavenly calling : 2. against thine unfaith-

fulness in the service committed to thee; 8.

against thy negligence in using the gracious

means of salvation.—The blessings of Chris-

tian church-fellowship and life, correspond ia

the Divine arrangements 1. to the tasks which

we have to fulfil ; 2. to the dangers which threa-

ten us ; 8. to our essential needs.—The confes-

sion, whose obligation rests upon us, urges us 1.

to a joyful faith which we are unanimously to

profess; 2. to a holy love which we are frater-

nally to exercise; 8. to a blessed hope which we
are faithfully to maintain unto the end.—We are

called 1. by a heavenly calling; 2. into a holy fel-

lowship ; 8. to the inheritance of the Son of God.

Beelenbueoeb Biblb :—Stability of doctrine

takes the lead; to this, therefore, stability on

our part must be added, not from our own
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CHAP. III. 1-6. 75

powers, but from grace. We must look to it that

we do not fall from our own steadfastness (2 Pet.

iil 17). In this we should place the glory of our
religion.

Starke :—That which was required to be said,

and actually is said of the ways of God, demands
to be heard, and received with faith. Blessed,

therefore, are ye who hear and keep the word of

God (Luke xi. 29).—What avails it to have begun
in the spirit and to end in the flesh ? The end
crowns the work.—It is a great dignity of be-

lievers that they are, and are called the house
of God. Angels are called, indeed, thrones (Col.

i. 16), but never the house of God ; but believers

are so named, alike on account of the essential,

and on account of the gracious presence of God,
bj which He dwells in them. This house, Jesus
Christ as the true light, illuminates by virtue of

His prophetic office ; He sanctifies it by virtue

of His high-priestly office, whence it is called (1

Pet ii. 6] a spiritual house ; He maintains and
protects it by virtue of His kingly office. But as

He dwells in this house so is He also its founda-
tion upon which it is built (1 Cor. iii. 11 ; Eph.
ii. 20; 1 Pet. ii. 6).

Laurentius:—Believers may take courage;
they are the house and temple of God.—In faith

firmness is requisite.

Von Bogatzky :—But believers, even the most
dull-eyed, see that they cannot too much trust in
our God, and cannot so much hope in Him that
they do not always need to arouse themselves
still more, to this confidence and this hope. For
there are always many things which would fain

take from us confidence, faith, and hope ; there-
fore should we hold all fast, and in such trust

and such hope, not allow even our short-comings
to render us weak and unstable.

Steinhofer: —Faith and the confession of
faith before God and men, are the two things de-
manded of a Christian in the Gospel of the new
covenant (Rom. x. 4).

—

By faith we come, really
to a blessed enjoyment of grace, and to an essen-
tial communion with the Father and with the
Son, our Lord Jesus Christ ; and by the confes-

sion of this faith, we come, at the same time, into
the joint partnership of those who have received
the like precious faith, and have Jesus as their
Lord and Head.—From all that transpires in the
house of God we may discover that the eternal
Son, whom the whole creation has got to recog-
nise as its Creator and Lord, is in especial the
God and Lord of sinners.— Thou who art faith-

fulness, make us faithful to Thee

!

Hahn :—He who has directed his look toward
Christ will have ample encouragement to fidelity,

and will all the more look to it that it be not
found wanting in him.—The faithfulness of all

the servants of Christ is but a weak and sha-
dowy image of the faithfulness of Christ our
Lord.

Riegbr :—As an apostle, Jesus has brought
to us the testimony of God, as High-Priest ; He
manages oar cause with God; and faith, recog-

nizes Him, or accepts Him for that for which He
has been made unto us of God. Confidence, and
the glorying of hope, are the bands by which
this house, this divine race, are united with its

head, and the caU to one faith, and to one hope
of their calling, unites also among one another
these members of the household, provided only
they hold fast to their profession.

—

Stier :—That
house of God, wherein Moses is called faithful,

was only the forecourt and the beginning of the
structure which only appears entirely completed
in Christ.

—

Fricke :—With the coming of Christ
the house of God appears completed ; all is

ready ; we need only to enter in ; but if we enter
in, we shall be ourselves (1 Pet. ii. 5) living

stones in this house.

[Owen :—That men be brethren, properly and
strictly, it is required that they have one father,

be of one family, and be equally interested in the
privileges and advantages thereof. The saint's call-

ing is heavenly, 1. from the fountain andprincipal
cause of it ; 2. in respect of the means whereby it

is wrought, which are spiritual and heavenly (the

word and the Spirit, both from above) ; 8. of the
end, which is to heaven and heavenly things,

wherein lies the hope of our calling. All true

and real professors of the Gospel are sanctified

by the Holy Ghost, and made truly and really

holy.—No man comes into a useful, saving
knowledge of Jesus Christ in the Gospel, but by
virtue of an effectual, heavenly calling.—The
spiritual mysteries of the Gospel, especially

those which concern the person and offices of

Christ, require deep, diligent and attentive con-
sideration.—Solomon's merchants would not
have gone to Ophir had there not been gold there

as well as apes and peacocks.—The business of

God with sinners could be no way transacted but
by the negotiation and embassy of the* Son. It

was necessary that God's Apostle unto sinners

should, in the whole discharge of His office, be
furnished with a full comprehension of the whole
mind of Ood, as to the affair committed to Him.
Now, this never any was, nor ever can be capable
of, but only Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

—

Truths to be believed are like believers them-
selves ; all their life, power, and order consist

in their relation unto Christ; separated from
Him they are dead and useless.—The builders

of the New Testament church are servants; (1.)

they act by virtue of commission, from Him who
is the only Lord and ruler of it: (2.) it is re-

quired of them as servants, to observe and obey the

commands of their Lord ; (3. ) as servants they are
accountable ; (4.) as servants they shall have
their reward.—It is an eminent privilege to be
the house of Christ, or a part of it ; " Whose
house are we."—Although these* **living stones"

are continually removed, some from the lower
rooms in this house in grace to the higher stories

in glory, yet not one stone of it is, or shall be
lost for ever.

—

Interest m the Gospel gives suffi-

cient cause of confidence and rejoicing in every
condition.].
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7o THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

n.

The threatening of the Old Testament, that unbelievers shall not enter into the rest of God, is all

the more to be taken to heart by the New Testament people of God.

Chapter III. 7-19.

7 Wherefore, as the Holy Spirit saith : To-day if ye will [pm. will] hear his voice,

8 harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, in the day of temptation in the wilder-

9 ness, when [where ovi] your fathers tempted me, proved me [by proving],1 and saw my
10 works [during] forty years. Wherefore I was grieved [was angry] with that [this]1

generation, and said, They do always err [go astray] in their heart ; and they have

11 not known [but they did not know] my ways. So I sware in my wrath, They shall

12 not enter into my rest. Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil heart

13 of unbelief, in departing [falling away, ano<nr
4
vat\ from the living God. But exhort

14 one. another daily, while it is called To-day; lest any of you1 be hardened through

the deceitfulnese of sin. For we are made [have become] partakers of Christ, if

[provided that, lav nep] we hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto the

15 end ; while it is said, To-day if ye will hear [if ye hear] his voice, harden not your

16 hearts, as in the provocation. For some, when they had heard, did provoke, [for who,
when they heard, provoked him ?] : howbeit not all [nay, did not all they ?] that came

17 out of Egypt by Moses [?]. But [And] with whom was he grieved [angry during]

forty years i was it not with them that had sinned [?], whose carcases fell in the wil-

18 derness ? [!] And to whom sware he that they should not enter into his rest, bnt to

19 them that believed not [disobeyed; axst&ijGaatv] ? So [And] we see that they could not

enter in because of unbelief.

1 V«r. 9.—For imipaaav p« oc nation vp&p, i&o*itiaer£r pc, recent critics read after Sin. A. B. C. D.* E. M. UfL, 73, 127,
Ital. Copt- iwtlpatrav <h waript* viiStv iv ftoxiftcurtf. The lect. recept. in made up from the LXX. Cod. Alex. In which the
first and the* Vat. in which the second pc is wanting.

« Vor. 10.—For rjj yew* 6r«ii'n, we are to read with Sin. A. B. D. M., 6, 17, rp y*v<i «h/t», [this, not that (&r«trp) the
author, as supposed by many, changing the pronoun for the sake of a more direct application to his readers. This view,
howerer, is rejected by Moll—K.].

* Ver. 13.—Instead of rtt c$ \>i*»v, read with B. D. E. K. L^ 46, 48, i£ vp£r m. Sin^ however, has the former reading.

[Ver. 7.—**, as, mA*, according at—4*v axownrrt, not, M if ye will hear," but, " if ye hear," or ** shall hare heard,1*

See Del., De W., Moll. Still the precise import of the Hebrew original of the Psalm is doubtftil, and it is possible that tha
Septuagint may intend its iav okovov as harlng an optative fcrce—would that I Yet we do not seem authorized in our
Epistle to depart from the natural rendering of the words.

Ver. 9.—o$, where, not when, as Eng. rer.—iv ficMti/itwrta, in proving, instead of ttoKt><ur«r.

Ver. 10.—avrol W ov* 4yvxrav avrol, emphatic : " but thty did not know,** etc, to be coordinated apparently not
with wkatmvra^ but with elver and W, adversative. So De W, Del- Moll.

Ver. 11.—** itftoaa, Eng. rer, to I swore as if it—©vt»«. Moll, to lhat~inrrt ; so De Wette, Del. Bib. Union, lite-

rally, at.

Ver. U^yeyoVojitcr, we have become, not art made, Onto, precisely </*—provided that: stronger than ia*, if.

Ver. 16.—nw yip, for whot all modern scholars read rim, whot instead of the ancient rivit, tome, indefinite,

which is nearly unmeaning.
Ver. 11^-ltv ra icwAa—tajf**. Moll rightly follows Del. in making this not a question, but a statement descriptive

of the effects of the wrath. So Bib. TJn.

Ver. 18.—Kat, Eng. ver., to, without reason. It is not an inference, but the statement of an actual fact De Wette,
Dei., MoU, Bib. Union rightly ondw—K.].

Calv., Este, Grot, Bl., Liin., Bisping, etc.), for Ibis

stands too remote. Nor again is the hortatory ad-

dition to be supplied (ThoL, De W.) ; but the ab-
rupt breaking off of the construction in the main
sentence is characteristic. It gives to the reader a
moment's interval of repose, and yet, at the same
time, summons him to reflection, and to aright Ap-

plication of the passage. With new emphasis, and
starting, as itwere, afresh, the exhortation issub-

sequently given by the author himself in ver. 12.

Ver. 8. To-day, if ye hear his voice,
harden not your hearts.—As the Sept often

translates the Hebrew particle of desire by hav, it

is possible that it has so taken the words here
according to the common understanding of the
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 7. Wherefore as the Holy Ghost
saith, etc.—The exhortation to take warning
from the example of their ancestors against

apostasy is introduced by 616, as an inference

from the preceding statements, and is to be con-
ceived as corresponding (ko66c) to the address of
the Holy Spirit; Aid, however, is neither to be
immediately connected with CKfoipbvere, (Schlicht.,

Ebr., Del., etc.), thus producing a blending of the
principal with the subordinate sentence ; inasmuch
as God, in the citation, w. 7-11, is speaking in the
first person; nor with pTiinere, ver. 12 (Erasm.,



CHAP. IIL 7-19. 77

Hebrew text, in which QH stands first for the

sake of emphasis : " Would that to-day ye might
hearken to His yoice!" It is possible, however,
that Q£{ in Heb. here simply introduces a hypo-

thetical condition [so Delitxsch]. The citation is

from Ps. xct. 7, 11, which, by the sudden intro-

duction of the speech of Jehovah, belongs to the
class of those that bear a prophetic charaoter.

The author is thus entirely warranted in not
restricting the "to-day" to the actual

«
present 1

of the Psalmist (left in Heb. unnamed—in the
Sept. mentioned as David) ; and in regarding the

address itself as that of the Holy Spirit, while,

at the same time, the Holy Scripture is regarded
in all its parts as dednvevoToq (2 Tim. iii. 16).

Del. communicates the following remarkable
Messianic Haggada from bob. Sanhedrin, 98 a.;

"R. Joshua Ben Levi once found Elijah (the

Tishbite) standing at the entrance of the cave of

R. SimeonsBen Jochei. He asked him: *Do I

come into the future world?' Elijah answered:
If the Lord (^njfc name of the Shechina that

was invisibly present with Elijah) wills it. It.

Joshua stated that he saw indeed but two (him-
self and Elijah), but he heard the voices of

three. He asked him further : When comes the

Messiah? Elijah: Go and ask Him in person.

Joshua: And where? Elijah: He is sitting at

the gate of Rome. Joshua: And how may He be
recognised? Elijah: He is sitting among poor
persons laden with diseases ; and while others

unbind their wounds at the same time, and then
bind them up, He unbinds and then again binds

up one wound after another, for He thinks: Per-

ohance I am about to be summoned (called to

make my publio appearance) ; and I do this that

I may not then be detained ! (as would be the

case if He unbound all wounds at the same
time). Then came Joshua to Him, and He cried

:

Peace onto thee, son of Levil Joshua: When
eomest Thou, Lord ? He : To-day. On return-

ing to Elijah, Joshua was asked by him : What
said He to thee? Joshua: Peace unto thee, son

of Levi. Elijah : In this He has given to thee

and to thy father a prospect of the future

world. Joshua: But He has deceived me in

that He said to me that He comes to-day.

Elijah : His meaning in that was this—To-day,

if ye hear His voice."

Van. 8. As in the provocation in the
wilderness.—The Heb. reads : As at Meribah
(Numb. II.), as at the day of Massa, in the

wilderness (Ex. xvii.). Our author takes these

proper names etymologically, as appellatives, and
the words Kara rip tfikpav rov Kcipaofiov as added
to define the time of the iv r$ irapaniKpaepQ.

The koto" is a particle of time, the same as at ch.

ix. 9, as in the Hellenistic, and is not to be turned

into a term of comparisons^ug. Otto considers

that here also Numb. xiv. is alone referred to.

Veil. 9. Where your fathers—during
forty years.—The last mentioned temptation

took place in the first year of the Exodus ; the

first mentioned in the fortieth. But the hardness

of the people always remained the same, to

which Moses refers, Deut. xxxiii. 8. The ov is a

particle of place corresponding to
•j^'ft, and

not, by attraction to ireipacfiov, Gen. for ^ , with

which (Erasm., Schmid, Beng., Peirce). The
forty years in the wilderness are in the synagogue
also regarded as typical. R. Eliesbr says:
" The days of the Messiah are forty years, as it

is said, Ps. xcv." (Sanh., foL 99, 1). And to the
question : How long continue the years of the
Messiah? R. Akiba answered: "Forty years,
corresponding to the sojourning of the Israelites
in the desert" (Tanchuma, foi. 79, 4). The ad-
monition of our Epistle must, therefore, have
made a powerful impression, if this number of
years since the ministry of Christ had, when this
Epistle was composed, nearly elapsed. That the
author has in mind this typical relation, is clear
from the fact that the « forty years, 1 whioh in the
Heb. belong to the following clause—a construc-
tion which he himself recognizes at ver. 17—he
here carries back to the preceding, and shows
that he intends this construction by introducing
between the dissevered parts the particle 616

(so Intpp. generally since Calov).
Vie. 10. Wherefore I was angry with

this generation.—The Hellenistic npoooxdifriv
from 6x0ft* 'teep, high bank, or cliff, implies vio-
lent, tempestuous excitement, which one either
occasions or experiences. Usually it has the
latter sense, denoting the feeling of violent dis-

pleasure awakened by opposition. The aei be-
longs not to tl-xov (Erasm.), but to irTuav&vrai. A
secondary idea of contempt can hardly belong to

yeved (Heinr., Sten^.), though very possibly to
rabrn (Liin.); but it is impossible that, by the
latter pronoun (ravry), instead of i/ce/vp, the au-
thor could have intended in this connection an
incidental reference to his readers (Bohm., BL,
De W.). In this passage also the author follows
the Alex. Cod. of the Sept. in reading avrol Si,

while the Vat. Cod. follows the Heb. in reading
koL airroi.

Ver. 11. As I sware in my wrath that
they shall not enter into my rest.—Possi'
bly ug should be taken as=o«, but it may also,

corresponding to the Heb. *l{JJft (Ewald, g 837,

a.), denote rcsute=&oTe, so that. It then, indeed,
usually takes the Infin., or the Opt. with av,

though sometimes also the Indie. (Win., p. 410)
rOorr, so that, as easily takes the Ind. as the
Opt.—K.]. The el in the clause containing the
substance of the oath, is in imitation of the Heb.

QJ$. The formula has sprung from the sup-

pression of the apodosis, and negatives the

thought, while ^7 Qtf affirms it The Kara-

iravois refers originally to the rest of the Prom-
ised Land, Deut xii. 9, 10. But the idea of
the " rest of God," proceeding from this start-

ing point, acquired a wider scope and a deeper
significance.

Ver. 12. Take heed that there be not

—

living God.

—

Wj, after words of seeing, in the

Fut Indie, expresses not only a warning, but,

with it, anxiety in regard to a failure to give

heed (Hart., Part. II., 140). The enclitic nori
means, not ever, at any time (Beza, Eng. Ver.,

etc.), but perchance, and tho Iv rtvi vpQv indivi-

dualizes the admonition, so as to bring it home
to each person in conscientious self-examination.

The Qen. amoriac indicates the relation of
quality; the evil heart, then, is not to be re-
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garded as the cause or ground (Bl., etc.), nor as

the consequence of unbelief (De W., etc.). Nor,

again, is anusria either faithlessness or disobedi-

ence ( Schnltz). The latter is the consequence of

unbelief, iii. 18; iv. 6, 11, which appears here

as exhibiting its internal essence in apostasy

from God. We are not by $tb\ to understand
Christ (Gerh., Dorsch, Calor, Sebast Schmidt,

Schottg., Carpz.), although the warning refers to

the lapse from Christianity to Judaism. And
God is here called fuv, living, not in contrast with

dead works of law, vi. 1 ; ix. 14 (BL), and not in

contrast with dead idols, as Acts xiv. 15 ; 2 Cor.

yi. 16; 1 Thess. i. 9 (Bbhme), but as He who
works with living efficiency, ix. 14; xii. 22; who
executes His threats, x. 81 ; but chiefly who has
appointed Christ as He did Moses, and thus ac-

complished the fulfilment of His promises. This
latter point is overlooked by most interpreters,

but is involved directly both in the fundamental
conception of our Epistle, and in the immediate
connection of the passage.

Veil 13. But exhort one another daily

—

sins.—With the warning stands connected a
summons to irap6idj?oi(, t. e., to language at once
of consolation and of admonition, with which the

hearers are to render daily aid to one another,

so long as this period of gracious waiting shall

continue. In classical, as well as in New Tes-
tament use (Col. iii. 16) iavrohc, is frequently

=a%fyXovc. Individual self-exhortation cannot
be expressed by irapaxaXtlTc iavroix, which would
rather demand irapaKaXeiru tKooroi iavrov. Td
efjuepov (to-day with the def. art.) cannot denote
the life-time of individuals (Theodoret, Theoph.,
Primas., Erasm., Este, Dorsch, etc.), but must
be identical with the day of the Psalm, and thus
with the interval of grace extending to the se-

cond coming of the Messiah. We might also, in

this sense, translate KaXeirai, is named, (Vulg.,

Est., Bl., Liin., etc.), but inasmuch as this is lia-

ble to the misconception : So long as we can yet

speak of ' to-day,' the rendering is called=»o
long as the ' to-day ' of the Psalm sounds in our
ears (Calv., Thol., Bohm., Del, etc.), would seem
to deserve the preference. The Aor. Pass.

otshjpwdy is not to be softened down ; it contains

a reminder of the divine judicial hardening of

those who abuse the means of grace through the

deceitfulness of sin. For this reason i* vu&v is

designedly placed before rlc, not as contrasting

them with their fathers in the wilderness (Bohme,
Bl.), which would almost necessarily require a
K(il> also, but to designate with emphasis the

readers as those who are highly favored (Del.).

Apostasy from Christianity is here designated as
44 sin," absolutely; for the essence of sin is apos-
tasy from God; but Christ is the Son of God,
and has brought to its accomplishment the will

of God on earth. The deceit, therefore, which
now works upon the heart, is worse than the
earlier, Gen. iii. 13.

Vke. 14. For we have beoome joint par-
takers with Christ if we hold fast, etc.—As
in the former chapter the author now again en-
forces the preceding exhortation by the great-
ness of tho salvation which has been bestowed
on us. The term yeytvautv, have become, re-
minds us that we do not possess this salvation

nature, and that consequently without the

observance of the requisite condition, we are
liable to have it withdrawn from us. This con-
dition, again, introduced by the particle [not of
mere condition ei with opt., but] of doubt, cav, if,

kdvirep, precisely if, provided that (with Subj.) is

presented not simply and objectively, as a mere
condition, but as of questionable fulfilment, and
hence enforces the need of self-examination, of
watchfulness, and of fidelity. And for this rea-
son ukroxoi tov xPl<JT°v cannot mean participants

of Christ, i. e., having part in His person; but
only participants along with Christ, associates of,

or joint partakers with Christ in the possessions
and blessings of the kingdom of God. Riehm,
overlooking this requirement of the context,

prefers, with more recent scholars, the render-
ing participes, sharers in, instead of associates, or
sharers with, as the more comprehensive and sig-

nificant He is right, indeed, as to the matter
of fact, where he says (II. 719): "Christ, the

Mediator of the New Covenant, enters into such
intimate, personal fellowship with the believer,
that it can be said of the latter that he possesses

Christ ; and along with Christ Himself all that
Christ has obtained has also become his own ; as
one who has part in Christ, he has also part
with Christ in the heavenly glory and blessed-
ness." But the context demands the limitation
above given. The term must imply partners or
associates of Christ, yet without its being re-
ferred back, as by Schultz, to the term ••bre-
thren" of Christ (oh. iL 11); and the term
ukroxoi being narrowed down to adeljoL By
aPXVV rrjc vnooraeeuc Erasm., Schultz, Stein t etc,

understand the settled elementary principles or
foundations of the Christian religion. Lather
renders it "the commenced or inaugurated es-

sence "

—

angefangene Wesen (as translation of sub-
stantia). Vatablus, Este, Bisping make it a
periphrasis for faith, in so far as faith produces
our subsistence in the spiritual life, or originates
the subsistence of Christ within us. Instead of
either of these meanings, the context points ns
to a meaning of \m6oraoic familiar to the later
Greek, viz., firm confidence, as the only one which
meets its exigencies. For vn6oracts stands here
in the same connection as k"fozic, hope, ver. 6,
and in fact denotes this hope in its relation as
daughter of faith, and by virtue of its relation-
ship remaining amidst all assaults steadfastly
and confidently directed toward the goal. As
suoh it needs perpetual fostering and culture, in
order that that beginning of the Christian career,
whioh is wont to be characterized by joyfulneas,
energy and strength (1 Tim. v. 12; Rev. ii. 4),
and which, in the case of the readers, has been
so characterized (ch. vi. 10 ; x. 32 ; xiiL 7), may
have a corresponding end. The &px$ rye. iirce-

rdeeuc is, therefore, a beginning, not in the sense
of imperfection and weakness, which led Ebrard
to find in the readers a set of catechumens and
neophytes, but the opening or inauguration of
the Church life in its full vitality and power
(Camero, Grot, Bohme, Thol., etc).

Van. 16. In its being said to-day if ye
hear—harden not, etc.—The author resnunes
the citation, yet not for the purpose of expressing
an admonition, thus making the citation proper ex-
tend only to " to-day " (v. Gerl.), or to •• hear His
voice'

1 (Capell., Carps., etc.), and the author
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resume his exhortation at "harden not," etc.,

in the applied words of the Psalm, as the answer-
ing clause to h r£ "kky. For this formula of in-

troduction makes it necessary to take the follow-

ing words as an entire citation. Nor may we
again (with Beng., Michael., etc.), enclose ver.

14 in parenthesis, and connect h r£ TJky. imme-
diately with the requisition (irapaKoXeiTe, etc.),

yer. 13 ; for the Terse thus forms not merely an
unnecessary and halting appendage, but unna-
turally and absurdly summons the readers to

mutual admonition by the previous utterance of
the words of the Psalm. Nor may we (with
Chrys., Grot, etc.), take vv. 16-19 parentheti-
cally, and connect h r^i Xiy., with iv. 1; a con-
struction forbidden alike by the subsequent
course of thought, and the connecting particle

ovv. Nor may we attach ver. 15 directly

to Yer. 14; thus either assigning the mode of
procedure by which steadfastness of faith is to

be maintained (Vulg., Luth., Calv.), or the rea-

son and necessity of maintaining it in order that

we may be partakers with Christ (Ebr.). For
hf ry Xiy. is noU=Sib Myei, or ovroc yap elprjKtv.

Better, therefore, to take the words in question
as protasis, or conditioning clause to ver. 16,

which latter verse is then to be taken as interro-

gative with an interposed ydp=sfor, why, (ac-

cording to genuine Greek usage) to which also

the AAAd corresponds (Semi., and most recent in-

terpreters). [This last construction is undoubt-
edly possible; and I believe it preferable to

either of the others, except that which would
connect it with ch. iv. 1, as held by Chrys., Gro-
tius and others. In this case, however, it is not
a case of proper parenthesis, so that iv. 1 would
stand in regular construction with iii. 15. Rather
as the author was about to proceed to the train

of thought, ch. iv. 1, he was led, especially by the
language of the quotation itself, to restate sharply
and distinctly what had been previously but im-
plied and hinted at, the actual crime and the
actual punishment of the ancient Israelites, from
which so weighty admonitions were drawn. He,
therefore, abruptly breaks off in the middle of
his sentence, to introduce in a series of sharp
interrogations and statements these ideas: which
being accomplished, he returns,—with a natural
change of construction, occasioned by the long in-

terposed passage,—to the idea which at iii. 15,

he had started to develope. This obviates
entirely the objection drawn from the particle

cvv, iv. 1, and the otherwise anacoluthic charac-
ter of the construction, and is, in my judgment,
the only solution of the problem of ver. 15, that

is not attended by nearly insuperable difficul-

ties. The construction, therefore, which I pre-
fer, is decidedly that of Chrys., in a somewhat
modified form.—K.]. Of course rlvec must then
be taken interrogatively ; and the author's pur-
pose is either to repel the idea, that perhaps
there were only a portion who were guilty of the
provocation, to wit, the people who were at the
time at Meribah and Massa (Bohme, Ebr.); in
which case the author would replv that all Israel
failed to enter into the Promised Land, for the
reason that the whole people were guilty of the
sin of unbelief and apostasy ; or he designs to

emphasize the fact that it was precisely Israel,

the highly favored people, that had been con-

28

ducted forth from Egypt to become God's special

possession, in whom all this had taken place

(Del). I see no reason for separating the two
ideas. For while OKOvoavrec points to the prero*

gative, whioh they enjoyed who heard the word
of God, and the attendant obligation to obedience,

the next and following interrogative sentence,

aXK oh ir&vrec, brings into closest connection (in

navrec) the universality of the sin, and in e£tZ66v-

ref, the preceding gracious experience and pri-

vilege: [while dta Mourluc suggests here the same
contrast between Moses, and his relation to the
ancient Theocracy and Christ, as oV ayylXuv, ch.

i. 2, between the angels and Christ—K.].
Bisping remarks: "yet perchance not all?" but

erroneously. For ov in interrogations=mmn«,
has always an affirmative force (Kuhhib, II.,

579; Hart., Part., II., 88). The exceptional
cases of Joshua, Caleb and those of tender age,

are not of a nature to detract from the truth thus
broadly stated, and to require that rivet; be
taken, as it generally was before Bengel, indefi-

nitely (rtvi^t some, instead of rlvec, who T) thus
giving the rendering (Erasm., Luth., Eng.'ver.,

etc.), "for some, when they heard committed pro-

vocation, but not all those who came out of
Egypt by Moses." How could the 600,000 whom
Moses brought out of Egypt, be called rtvktf

The rendering of Bengel, Sohultz, Kuinoel;
"Nay, only they who," etc "It was merely
they who," [as if denying an assertion that cer-

tain men indeed provoked God, but it was not
those who came out of Egypt, etc., to which the

author replies, '« Nay, they were all those=they
were none but those] would require the article ol

before izavrec, in order to give clearly a predica-
tive character to ol i£e7&6vrec.. [But this ol would
scarcely mend the matter, and Bengal's con-
struction would then be little less harsh than it

is now].
Ver. 17. With whom was he angry-

wilderness.—Most recent interpreters put the

second interrogative mark, or still a third one,

at the close of the period, after "wilderness," to

avoid the heavy and dragging effect of the last

clause—if without an interrogation. But this

construction overlooks the parallelism with vv.

18, 19, whioh, in like manner, distribute them-
selves into three members. For the last clause

of these latter verses is not a mere continuation,

of the facts previously stated ; but it points to

the fulfilment of the Divine oath, lying before our
eyes, in the exclusion of the people from Canaan
through unbelief. So also in ver. 17 the last clause,

" whose carcasses," points to the manifestation

of the Divine wrath, in the fact that those who
had fallen away from God, dying, as it were,

gradually, during their bodily life, became
walking corpses (Del.). Grotius says rightly

ex historia cognoscimus, while Seb. Schmidt, fol-

lowed by Bl., with most later-interpreters, main-
tains? fiteiro/iev, non de leationc out cognitione his-

tories std de convictions- animi e disputatione, seu

doctrina prmmissa. [That is, Seb, Schmidt, Bl.,

etc., followed by Alford, regard, ver. 19, "And
we see that they oould not," etc.,. us an inference,

the result of a chain of reasoning, of which,
however, it is very difficult to trace any previous
links; while Del. and Moll, following Grotius,

make it the result stated as well known and
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clearly soen in the pages of the historical record,

and thus brought up as a historicalfact to enforoe

the positions of the author, and so the clause,
" whose carcasses fell in the wilderness," stands

related to what precedes. It is the author's

statement, in Scripture language, of the results

of the wrath of God.—K.]. The history of

Israel is typical, and to this and to the state of

things which followsfrom it, the author is referring

(as shown immediately by the commencement of

the following chapter), not drawing conclusions

from previous premises.—Kd>Aa, members, par-
ticularly hands and feet, is the term by
which the LXX. render the Heb. Q^JJQ in

the sense of bodies or corpses,
*T :

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. "Our being kept unto saltation, springs
from the promised and vouchsafed power of
God, yet only through faith, which does not
waver or draw back (ch. x. 38, 89; 1 Pet. i. 6)

;

and thus the Apostle has in these words expressed
in the most definite manner the theme of his ex-

hortation. In his purpose to carry it out still

further, he again lays hold, with the skilful hand
of a master, upon the word of the early Scrip,
tures, and says what he has to say to the breth-
ren, the partakers of the heavenly calling, in

the words of the Holy Spirit, by the mouth of
David. For the Epistle to the Hebrews is in so

far analogous to the Revelation of John, as
it brings into close union the two Testaments,
and sets forth the profoundest and ultimate ele-

ments of New Testament truths, as a proper ful-

filment of the types and preparatory institutions

of the Old Testament, as the innermost sense and
; spirit of the ancient word, which was written be-
forehand wholly for the fulness of times"
,(8tibb).

2. With the doctrine of predestination in all its

-forms, this section stands in decided antagonism

;

-for the author speaks indeed of a hardening,
which has for its result, the non-attainment of the

promised rest; and in like manner of a Divine
will and work which are herein accomplished.
But this is by no means referred to any original

wrath of God, or to His eternal counsel. Bather
it is the deccitfulness of sin, by which the obdu-
racy is produced, and against this is directed an

• earnest warning. The wrath of God appears as
the holy i fire «of righteous indignation upon those
who, in consequence of their evil heart of unbe-
lief, have fallen away from the living God, and
have provoked «nd tempted Him, before that He

• could prove Himself unfaithful, and fail of His
. own word. And it is unbelief that is emphatically
> declared to have been .the cause of the hardening
of the heart, and, as united with disobedience,

to have been the ground of the destruction of
those who fell in the wilderness. But that un-
belief itself is not purposed or produced of God,
and that the capacity to believe in the preached
word is not refused by God to individual men, or
taken from them previously to their own self-

• determination, is clear from the earnestness of
the exhortation that each one should, during the

: gracious season of his pilgrimage, give heed to
the preached word, and not allow himself to be

> hardened against it, but rather, by the influence

of mutual admonitions within the Church, should

incite himself to lay to heart the history of the

Israelites, and to an unwavering maintenance of

the confidence of faith. [That nothing is said

here of the doctrine of predestination, proves

nothing more against it than is proved by every

passage of warning or exhortation in the New
Testament. Few Calvinists believe that the

doctrine of predestination is incompatible with

the free agency and consequent accountability of

man.—K.].
3. The hardening of the heart has its grada-

tions of carnal security, which comforts itself

with the outward possession of the means of

grace, and from natural indifference and insensi-

bility to the word, proceeds on through unbeliev-

ing disparagement, faithless neglect, and reck-

less transgression of the word, to rejection, con-

tempt, and denial of it, and thence to a perma-

nent embittering of the wicked heart; to a con-

scious stubbornness of the wicked will ; to the

bold tempting of the living God Himself, until, in

complete obduracy, judicial retribution begins

the fulfilment of its terrible work.
4. Unbelief is, in its inmost essence, faithless-

ness and apostasy, and hence always manifests

itself as disobedience and corruption. In outward

corruption the Divine judgment brings the in-

ward depravity, the rcovqpia, to light, and, at the

same time, to its due reward. For God, in con-

trast with the faithless and apostate, remains

true to Himself and His word, and as the living

God carries His judgment through all resistance

of the world and the devil, to victory ; bringing

His threats, as well as His promises, to gradual,

but sure and unchecked accomplishment.
6. It is God's will indeed that all men he

saved, and this will is potent and mighty; yet

as a gracious will, it exercises no compulsion,

while, as the will of the living God, it renders

possible the fulfilment of the indispensable con-

ditions of salvation ; and, as the will of the Holy

God, works not magically, but by the ordinary

means of grace. The decision of our destiny is

thus entrusted to our own will, since God has in

a reliable way made known to us our destination

to salvation, and provided and proffered the sure

means for its attainment.

6. The duty of self-examination^ and of the

conscientious use of the means of grace, we must
never lose sight of; since we have not as yet en-

tered into rest, but are merely on the way to the

goal. If our gracious fellowship with Christ is

completely to triumph over our natural fellow-

ship with our fathers, it must be nurtured and
promoted in the way that God has ordained.

Otherwise the end will not correspond with the

beginning. For previous obedience excuses not

subsequent apostasy, and a faith that has been
abandoned does not justify at the Divine tri-

bunal.

7. Since the gracious will of God aims at the

salvation of men ; while with some His judgment!
only produce obduracy, as the punishment of

unbelief, and in consequence of this, exclusion

from salvation ; and since to every individual a
period of grace is allotted whose limit is un-
known, we must suppose that grace has, up to

this point, applied in sufficient measure all its

means, ways, and resources, and that God, by
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virtue of His omniscience, has determined this

point of time in which the work of grace ceases.

Bat with obdurate -hardness, sin passes over into a
permanent condition.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Oar life is a pilgrimage, if: 1, our goal is en-

trance into the rest of God ; 2, our companions
the people of God; 8, our Leader the Spirit of

God ; 4, our rule the word of God ; 6, our Helper
the Son of God.—Believers have chiefly to guard
themselves: 1, against false security in faith; 2,

against arrogance and boasting of faith; 8,

against wanderings and backsliding from faith.

—How exceedingly important that the season of

grace be not neglected: 1, we know not the mo-
ment at whioh our gracious reprieve is ended

;

2, they who neglect, incur the sure wrath of

God ; 8, they who walk under the wrath of God
do not come into the land of promise.—We must
hearken to the voice of the Holy Spirit as it

speaks to us: 1, in the Holy Scripture; 2, in our
own conscience ; 8, from the mouth of converted
brethren.—He who does to-day what God de-

mands, has best cared for to-morrow; and he
who does this daily, in the to-day gains eternity.

—In. self-examination we have particularly to

take heed to our heart: 1, whether it is an err-

ing heart, or one steadfast in the faith ; 2, whe-
ther it is an evil heart, or one converted to God

;

3, whether it is a presumptuous heart, or one
that is led in the discipline of the Holy Spirit.

—

Why deception through sin is the most danger-

ous : 1, because it most frequently occurs, and is

most rarely corrected ; 2, beoause it is most easily

accomplished, and brings the heaviest losses.—To
sin all times and ways are alike, but grace has

its ordained means, and its limited times ; there-

fore be warned aright, and then in turn warn
others.—How can any one be lost in the pos-

session of the means of grace? 1, if he does not

use the means of grace which are proffered to

him; 2, if his use of the means of graoe is in

truth an abuse ; 3, if he does not perseveringly

continue the right use of the means of grace

unto the end.—Let ns practice the duty of

mutual watching and exhortation: 1, on the basis

of the word of God ; 2, under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit ; 8, as members of the people of

God in a common lowliness ; 4, from the hearty

compassion of genuine brotherly love; 5, for

mutual furtherance in faith and obedienoe to-

ward the Lord our God.
Stabkb:—Let every one see to it that he

rightly avail himself of to-day, ». «., of the pre-

sent time ; for this alone is ours, since the past

is already gone, and the future is still uncertain.

Besides, if the present is properly employed, it

brings with it a blessing for the future (Gal. vi.

10 ; Isa. lv. 6).—The examples of the wicked
stand in the Holy Scripture for our improvement

(1 Cor. x. 6). There is no better means to be
employed against obduracy of heart, than that

by frequent self-examination and befitting fide-

lity, we learn to obey the convictions that have
been wrought within us ; for thus conscience

maintains its tender sensibility, and is preserved

from all hardening, 2 Cor. xiii. 6.—The more
proofs and testimonies men have of the guidance

and care of God, the heavier becomes the sin, if

they will still neither believe nor hope, Matth.
xxiii. 87, 88.—God has come to the aid of hu-
man weakness, and uttered in His word many a
declaration with the virtual confirmation of an
oath, in that He swears by Himself and appeals
to the inviolable truth of His being and life.—
Divine threatenings are not an empty and dead
sound, but have a mighty emphasis ; they are
fraught with God's jealous zeal, and are finally

put in force. Ah ! that thou mightest be awa-
kened by them to repentance ! Josh, xxiii. 15

;

Zech. i. 6.—Man departs from God, and becomes
involved in spiritual death, when he begins to

deny the truths which bring salvation (Acts xiii.

46) ; or to live in conscious and deliberate sins,

which are incompatible with union with God.

—

Ohl how necessary that the whole Christian

body be aroused! but who thinks thereupon?
We avoid speaking of spiritual things in our
common intercourse ; and this is a sure sign of
a great backsliding.—Preachers caunot do every
thing, and cannot be everywhere ; therefore, the

fathers of the household must be also bishops of

the household; nay, one Christian must be
bishop to another, and he has good authority and
right to rebuke and correct in another what he
sees worthy of reproof (1 Thess. v. 11; Jas. v.

19).—A man can easily be hardened if he doet

not take knowledge and care of himself, ant-

take to heart the admonition of others.—Sin is a
powerful and deceitful thing; powerful in evil

desires, by which one is very easily swept away
when he does not, with the grace of God, set

himself against them ; but deceitful when by the

plausible assurance that a thing is right, allowa-

ble, and free from peril, it ensnares the man,
seduces him into sin, and, unawares, gets the

mastery of him. Ah ! let every one be on his

guard against it (Eph. iv. 22).—Christ, with all

His attributes, offices, and possessions, belongs

to us ; for us was He born, for us He died, for

us He arose, for us He lives, and for us He in-

tercedes. Therefore, if we have Christ, we are

wanting in no good whatsoever (Ps. xxxiv. 11;

Rom. viii. 82).—In Christianity two things are

of preeminent importance—an upright charac-

ter and a steadfast continuance in it The one

oannot and must not be without the other ; for

if we fail at the outset in uprightness of charac-

ter, much more shall we fail in steadfastness.

And if the latter is wanting, the beginning and
the earlier progress will be in vain (Ezek. xxxiii.

12).—One day is like another ; we may always
fail and fall: therefore, to-day, to-morrow, and
at all times there is need of watchfulness and
caution (1 Cor. x. 12).—God is inconceivably long-

suffering, and waits long before He punishes ; and
meanwhile He is doing good to sinners, and al-

ways alluring them to repentance (Rom. ii. 4).

—

0! how many men fail to attain that natural

limit of life which God has appointed ! They
cut it short to themselves by wilful sin, and it is

shortened to them again by the Divine wrath

(Prov. x. 27).—Wilt thou charge unrighteous-

ness upon God, that Ho lets good come to one

and evil to another ? Look, Ho is so righteous

that He punishes none except him who is de-

serving of punishment (Job xxxiv. 11 ; Wis. xii.

15).—Unbelief is the source of all sin. From
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unbelief sprang murmuring and all disobe-

dience, inasmuch as by this they denied the
presence, omnipotence, wisdom, and grace of

God.
Biblinburokb Bible :—Since Christ is to

rule in us as Lord in His house, we must accept

the condition of hearing His voice and giving

heed to it at every moment.—The people demand
indeed, Christ, but when He comes without suf-

ficient adornment and decoration, they reject

Him, and are hardened.—All evil which befalls

us springs from our giving no ear to the voice

of God, Just as our hearkening to it is followed

by nothing but good.—The ways of God are en-

tirely unknown and strange to the flesh; the

heart of man always wanders about in other

things ; and thus, also, the dispensations of God
are entirely contrary and repugnant to man's self-

will.—Tenderly as God loves a soul, He cannot
treat with tenderness its corrupt disposition.

—

They are zealous for the Sabbath, and have no
rest in their heart.—God commences His chas-

tisement by depriving us of rest, in order that

we may observe that we have lost something.

—

If we love others, we admonish them. Open
your eyes and see !—Unbelief is a toilsome and
an evil thing, which also allows no repose to

others.—Now we still hear the. call, "to-day;"
but the gracious interval may soon close and
end. Thus the boundary, with all its uncertainty,

is to be kept before our eyes. But God creates

this uncertainty, not in order to- vex .us, but in

order to guard us against .false security.—The
present life is to be regarded merely as a day.

Blessed is he who uses it for eternity!—God has
appointed the period of life as the period of re-

pentance ;
yet we may not say that .the limit of

grace reaches absolutely to the limit of nature.

—

Paul is obliged to give more space to warnings
than to doctrines. Suoh admonitions are com-
monly disliked; one -must, therefore, deal in

them sparingly ; yet they spring from an evan-
gelical heart.—Whoever wilfully neglects salva-

tion, who can help hint?—In warning a person
against the danger of being hardened, we do
not deny his formeppossession of grace, butwe re-

mind him that he must not lose his previous grace.

Laurkntius :—The ground of the admonition
is twofold: 1, Christ's superiority to Moses; 2,

the appeal of the Holy Spirit.—The greater the

grace of God, so much the greater frequently is

the wickedness of men.—Believers also need to

be admonished.—By the false pretexts of sin

man is deceived, and by the deceitfulness of sin

he is hardened.—By frequent admonition, much
evil can be guarded against—Faith can be
again lost.—Not the beginning, but the end, re-

ceives the crown.—Unbelief is the capital sin,

and is specially punished by God ; the examples
of punishments inflicted on others should serve

as a warning to us.

Rambach :—The heart is hard even by nature,

but God endeavors to soften it. If we oppose
ourselves to Him, the hardness becomes obdu-
racy.—Unbelief is tho single and proper cause
of damnation.—Sin has regard to the disposi-

tion. With the ungodly she uses force and not
cunning, saying, Thou must do that. With be-
lievers whom she is unable to rule, she employs
cunning and deception.

Stkinhofkr :—It is the office of the Holy Spi>

rit to testify and to warn against the sin of un-

belief, and this office He constantly exercises in

the preached word.—What takes place in the

case of souls that come into the state of grace,

and what is required in order that we may re-

main in this condition.

Hah5 :—What God has already done in as,

gives us a new incentive to fidelity.—Though we
ourselves find nothing in ourselves, we are still

as yet not justified ; but we must appeal to an-

other that he should pronounce our justi6cstioa.

—We have before us a goal ; therefore we should

seek to preserve one another ; one should kindle

another's zeal, not light the flame of his pas-

sion. Such are the obligations of Christian fel-

lowship.
Rieger:—We meet, within the barriers of the

race-course of faith, not only footsteps in which

to follow, but also doubtful and dangerous de-

viations, and connected with these, warnings of

the Holy Spirit.—Every one has his fixed bar-

riers and ordained course of faith, from his first

hearing of the voice of God even to the goal—In
regard to faith, and our participation in the hea-

venly calling, we must neither be timid and dis-

trustful, nor again secure and heedless as if there

were no danger.—The deceitfulness of sin need

only to withdraw one to-day after another, from

the attention of thy heart, in order to cheat thee

unobserved of thy whole gracious season of manj
years.—In admonitions and appeals from the

word of God, lies a drawing and a calling of God,

which sin cannot so much destroy as our ova

purposes.
Von Gerlach :—As long as the Holy Spirit

is still working on the heart, so long continues

our respite of grace.

Heubner :—The continuous office of the Holy

Spirit in the Church is, to lay Christ upon the

heart, to urge us to faith, to rebuke unbelief.—

Even in the Old Testament we perceive the voice

of the Spirit—The Spirit urges not irresistibly.

—The guilt is man's, the merit is God's.—The
foolishness of men is a perpetual provoking and

tempting of God.—The "to~day" is 1. a word

reminding us of the daily never-ceasing preach-

ing of the Divine word ; 2. a word that awakens to

repentance ; 8. a word of warning against delay;

4. a word of consolation, for where God still calls

and still makes His voice heard, the period of

grace has not as yet flown by.—Without rest,

without repose, wanders round the disobedient

son, who hears not the voice of his father.—The

weary, wandering soul must strive after the rest

of God. — Who trembles not at the words,

" never to attain to the rest of God; forever to

be banished from the realm of peace ?"—If the

ultimate issues of the wicked heart are so

emphatically set before us in the case of others,

this should make us all the more strict and rigo-

rous towards ourselves.—To fall away from the

living God, is to fall away from true life,—Had

sin no deoeitful form, she would not lead astray;

let him who knows her, warn the inexperienced;

let all be indefatigable in exhorting and in hear-

ing. — The grace obtained through Christ re-

mains only to the steadfast believer; it becomes

punishment to him who does not hold on to
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S cikr :—Nothing is demanded of us previously

to, or upon any other ground than, our haying
heard thj word of God which brings us grace
anl salvation.—The successive stages of apos-

tasy aro aiwiys the same.
Ahlfbld:—To-day let the voice of God warn

you against being hardened. We consider 1.

the course by whioh obduracy proceeds onward
to juigm3nt; 2. the oourse by which graoe breaks
in piec33 the hard heart.—Labor with earnest-

ness against thine own hardening. The chief

points of this labor are: 1. honest self-examina-

tion ; 2. hearty, mutual, fraternal admonition

;

8. diligenoe in looking baok over the grace which
we have received.

Von Boqatzkt:—We must not only guard
against rude blasphemers, and abominate them,
but also take heed to our own heart, and see

how this wanders, swerves, and becomes alien-

ated from God.—Whoever holds a sin to be small
and insignifioant, is already deceived by sin,

falls already into error, and, corrupted by his

delight in error, is finally utterly hardened.

—

The commencement of upright and genuine
faith brings us already to a complete union with
Christ, and is a true foundation, receives Christ

as a whole, and rests entirely in Christ as upon
its reliable foundation.—Holding fast, we are to

hold out unto the end.—Our heart is so unbe-
lieving, that if we ten times experience the help
of God, and find ourselves strengthened in faith,

still when there comes a fresh emergency, trial

and exercise of our faith, unbelief again imme-
diately bestirs herself.—Our God is alone the
living God; thus He will give us also life, and
power, and full supplies, and will be Himself our
life, our light and salvation, and the strength of
oar life. Thus we need not with our hearts turn
with lustful desires to the needy creatures who
assuredly without Him can give no life, no true

joy and satisfaction, and thus also we need not
fear any creatures, not even the devil.—We have
to pray for nothing but faith (although we have
it already), in order that we may also maintain
faith, and thus, believing unto the end, may save
our souls.

Hbdixqkb:—God's wrath spares not the fa-

thers, much less the children* Why? The latter

should have made the conduct and fate of the

former a mirror, in which they might behold and
gaze upon their own.
[Owen:—The formal reason of all our obe-

dience, consists in its relation to the voice, or
authority of God.—We see many taking a great
deal of pains in the performance of such duties

as, being not appointed of God, aro neither ac-

cepted with Him, nor will ever turn unto any
good account unto their own souls.—Considera-
tion and choice are a stable and permanent
foundation of obedience.—Many previous sins

make way for the great sin of finally rejecting

the voice or word of God.—Old Testament ex-
amples are New Testament instructions.—Espe-
cial seasons of grace for obedience, are in an
especial manner to bo observed and improved.

—

It is a dangerous condition for children to boast
of the privileges of their fathers, -and to imitate

their sins.—Take heed, gray hairs are sprinkled
upon you, though you perceive it not. Death is

at the door. Beware, lest your next provocation
be your last.—When repentance upon convictions

of provocations lessens or delays, it is a sad
symptom of an approaching day, wherein in-

iquity will be completed.—Whithersoever sin

can enter, punishment can follow.—Though ven-
geance seems to have a lame foot, yet it will

hunt sin, until it overtake the sinner.—A care-

less profession will issue in apostasy, open or
secret, or in great distress, Matth. xiii. 6, 6.

—

This privative unbelief is two-fold : 1. in refuting

to believe, when it is required ; 2. in rejecting the

faith after it hath been received.—We have but
a most uncertain season for the due performance
of certain duties. How long it will bo called to-

day, we know not—Union with Christ is the
principle and measure of all spiritual enjoy-
ments and expectations.—Therefore are the

graces and works of believers excellent, because
they are the graces and works of them that are
united unto Christ.—Constancy and steadfastness

in believing, is the great touch-stone, trial and
evidence of union with Christ, or a participation

of Him.—God sometimes will make men who
have been wickedly exemplary in sin, righteously

exemplary in their punishment.—No unbeliever
shall ever enter into the rest of God].

m.

The promise of entering into the rest of God not only still remains in force, bat applies

specially to us Christians.

Chapter IV. 1-10.

Let us therefore fear, lest [perchance], a promise being left us [there remaining a
promise] of entering into his rest, any [one] of you should [may] seem to [have]

2 come short of it For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them [For we
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have had the glad announcement just as did also they] : bat the word preached [the

word of their hearing] did not profit them, not being mixed1 with faith in them

3 [not having united itself by faith with them] that heard it. For we which [wboj

believe do enter1 into rest [according] as he [hath] said, As I have sworn [swore,

S/waa] in my wrath, if they shall [they shall not] enter into my rest : although the

4 [his] works were finished from the foundation of the world. For he spake [hath]

spoken] in a certain place [somewhere, itoo] of the seventh day on this wise [thus],

5 And God did rest [on] the seventh day from all his works. And in t\n& place again,

6 If they shall [They shall not] enter into my rest. Seeing therefore it remaineth (hit

some must [for some to] enter therein, and they to whom it was first preached [who

formerly received the glad promise] entered not in because of unbelief [disobedience]
j

7 Again he limiteth a certain day, saying in David, To-day, after so long a time; as it

is said, To-day [he again fixeth a certain day, To-day, saying, through David so long a

time afterward (as hath been said before),8 To-day] if ye will [pm. will] hear his voice,

8 harden not your hearts. For if Jesus [Joshua] had given them rest, then would he

9 not afterward have spoken [be speaking] of another day. There remaineth therefore

10 a rest [a Sabbath rest] for the people of God. For he that is [om. is] entered into

his rest, hath [also himself] ceased [rested] from his own [om. own works] [just] as

God did from his [own, ldimv\.

> Ver. &—Instead of the Nom. Singn evyxtxpanbx* which is found in 5 minute. 17* 31, 87, 41, 114, the Ace. Plar., is

the form evyKeKpaeu4*ovt,b* found in A. B. C. D * M. 23, 25, and in the form ovyxexepaptfrove (also with doable »\ lfl

D.*** E. I.'K. 4, 0, 10. MoreoTer the Copt- Mih., Arm., and moat of the Tensions hare tbe Ace. But it scarcely yields

le. The Nom. has the authority of the Peshito, Vulg., ltal„ and of the Cod. Sin. in the form evyxtxtpaepuvos.
r. 8.—Instead of cur«px«*P«fa wr we are to read with Sin. A. G. eieepxiuHfa yap. The following otatrrriewrm

any sense.
* Ver. 8.—Instead of tuj«p\i^*6a

is also inconsistent with the hortatory subjunctire.
* Ver. 8.—Instead of clmrrat, read with Bin. A. C. D.* E.,* 17, 23, 81, vpotlprgrai.

[Ver. \.—4nfi-t\d*n*v oiv, Aor. Pass., in middle senso. Let us fear, therefore,—mj wore, Jest perchance, led Aopfy,—
ceroAeiv. fray, there remaining a promise, not avoAciv, ** there remaining as'a logical consequence," but "there reoisin-

" 'yrical fact, the promise not hanng been exhausted *
""

i.

glad tidings, etc. The rendering,

ing being left, as ^historical fact, the promise not baring been exhaust
lop from the
Ver. 2.—«al

develop
with the ancients—as the author proceeds to

>m the Psalm.
iouer cvn the emphasis rests on the verb, not, as in Eng. rer., on the pronoun. For we have had tat

unto us was the Gospel preached," is unfortunate, marring, and even obscuring <b«

'iKoqt, the word of their hearing*—the word vhkh8
Isa tidings, etc. The rendering, M unto us was tbe Gospel preacn
bought.—aalavco naxelroK, iust according as also they.—o Aoyoc i

they heard.—p.* ovyteit, not hating mixed itself, i. c, united Itself.

rip axons,
ucwu.—-fi.^ uvymmK, nut nuvtng m**w» *—*Vt •• «*» »"•"»" "w"i
Ver. 8.—kaBvx eipnKer, according as he hath said,—si ihstyrrju, should be rendered, a» ch. tti. 11, "the* shall not

enter," a familiar Hebraism—if they shall enter then my word will fall to the ground, or some such i . .
mai rot rwv coytw yw.—gen. absolute, and that you see his [»«, Oof's] works being accomplished—eUUumgh his 1

accomplished, and thus his rest established.

Ver. «.—oi apereoor *v«yy«A«r#. they whoformerly received the glad tidings, vis., tbe promise of tbe restr-amtfeur,
disobedience, not unbelief (anterior).

Ver. 7.

—

wiJuv bpi^et, dependent on hrei, since it rmnafas, efe, he againfixes, appoints, not as Eog. ver. beginning s
new sentence MymrpLtr* reV x/mjfok—*ayt*# *> long a time after—koKk npoeipnrax, as has been said before, aw- ia tht
former chapter.

Ver. &—I*rovt, Joshua (not Jesus),—owe or—iAoAtt, he would not be speaking, not, " he would not hare spokea."
Ver. 9.

—

eafifiaruruos, not merely a rest (as Eng. ver.), but with reference to the rest of God on the serealb day, si
the close of creation, a Sabbath rest, a SabbaUsm.—K^.

promised and designs to give, but of tbe rest

which belongs properly to God. This rest into

which believers are destined to enter, is thus

still to be distinguished from the rest which God
has actually given to His people by the posses-

sion of the Promised Land ^Deut. xii. 9\. Since

this idea of the expression in question is not the

original sense of the passage in the Psalm, but

only the author's own interpretation of it, he

proceeds to give a proof of the substantial cor-

rectness of his explanation. This, therefore, is

not, as yet, at thispassage, to be presupposed with

the readers of the Epistle. In fact, also, the

author deduces from the fate of the Israelites in

the desert, not that which many interpreters in-

troduce into it, viz., that the Divine promise,

because it remains unfulfilled, is yet existing.

For it might have been objected, that the pre-

mise was in fact subsequently fulfilled to tbe de-

scendants of those who perished in the wilderness
when they entered Canaan under Joshua. The
inference from that is rather that we have need
to fear; to this he exhorts us, for he has shown
that the reverse tide of the Divine promise, tbe no

less positively uttered and oath-sanctioned threat

of God, that His people, of that time, should not

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1. Let us fear, therefore—oome
short of it.—The chapter—not entirely clear
in its exact line of thought—opens with a pas-
sage whose import has been matter of much con-
troversy. Expositors, however, are now nearly
unanimous in holding that the Gen. xaroXun.
eiray., cannot, in the absence of the article, de-
pend on varepnKhai (Cramer, ErnestH, and also
that KardXeiirttv, while sometimes, inaeed, signi-

fying neglect, disregard (Acts vi. 2 ; Baruch iv. 1 ),

yet here, as shown partly by the absence of the
article, partly by the passive form of the Parti-
ciple, but chiefly by the usage of w. 6, 9, can-
not be so rendered, but only, to be remaining.
And we can hardly fail to perceive that this ex-
pression points back, on the one hand indeed, to
the definite promise, but on the other, still by the
absence of the article, indicates a designed in-
definiteness, or a very general mode ofconceiving
it. This view is confirmed bytthe fact that the
author subsequently understands the expression,
TOK&iravolc fun>. (ch. iii. 11), here abrov,—not, in
the sense of the Psalm, of the rest which God has
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CHAP. IV. 1-10. 85

enter into His rest, was fulfilled in all of them,
and that in consequence of unbelief. Hie nobis

commendatur timor non qui fidei certitudinem exeu-

Uat, sed tantam ineutiat solicitudinem ne securi tor-

peamus (Calvin).

Against what, therefore, are we now to be on
our guard ? What are we to fear ? and to what
are we, in true fear, to direct our anxious care,

in order that that which we fear may be averted

and not come upon us ? We are to beware of

resembling the Israelites by our unbelief in the

Word of Qod, which is proclaimed to us. We
are to fear the wrath of God, which within the

ephere of even the chosen people has still dis-

played its judicial terrors upon all unbelievers.

And our common fear should direct itself to the
point (<poprr&bpev obv) that, while there exists a
promise of entering into His rest, no individual

one among you may be found to have come too

late (fifproTt Sony tic H vfiwv vareprjidvat). Aok% is

so conspicuous in its position, that it cannot pos-

sibly be regarded as superfluous, (Mich., Carpi.,

Abresch), and the gravity and earnestness of the
connection, which presently calls out the most
solemn exhortations, and startling pictures of
the fate of apostates, demands a very cautious
admission of the view which resolves it into the

softening videatur (=may teem) of elegant dis-

course (Oec, Theoph., Thol., Lun.).* On the

other hand, we can scarcely regard it as of in-

tensifying importc=lcst there be even an appear-

ance that this or that one has remained behind
(Parens, regarded approvingly by Del.). We
must regard it as expressing the appearance of

an actual condition, as it presents itself to the

opinion and estimate of others, and must conceive
the condition as that of that substantial linger-

ing behind, which results in inevitable exclusion.

It is doubtless grammatically possible to take dony

as the leading term, expressing the individual's

personal opinion, and vareprjKkvat as denoting a too

late arrival in respect of time, the whole then=
may think he has arrived too late—(Schottg.,

Baumg., Schultz, Wahl, Bretsohn., Steng., Paul.,

Ebrard). But with this accords neither the
moral condition of the readers, nor the connec-
tion of the passage, which, attached by ^o/fy-

Ou/uv obv to the preceding chapter, cannot pos-
sibly be introducing a consolatory address to per-
sons troubled by an extraordinary illusion re-
garding their salvation, or a warning against
their indulgence of this illusion, (as if we had
the comforting words tfjfvv fofiijOufiev, Ut us not
then fear, instead of the words of warning, let us
therefore fear lest). The passage rather opens
with the admonition and summons, based on the
preceding glance at the fate of anoient Israel,

• fWIth a writer of a different description, Moll's objection
to this interpretation might hare more weight: in the
«e*e of onr author it seems to be of very questionable vali-
dity. It should be borne in mind that the rery character-
istic and distinguishing feature of our epistle is the utmost
possible cogency of reasoning, and stern and terrible force
of appeal, couched in, (we might almost say), the utmost
possible smoothness and flowing grace of diction. An
earnestness of thought and sentiment that never for a mo-
ment relaxes itself, mores on pari passu with a majestic
stnteHnets, and a classic grace of style, that never for a mo-
awnt forgets its urbanity, and never allows its eren repose
to break forth into passionate vehemence of expression.
In such a style the occurrence of an elegant and eren soft-
ening term like torn in the sense here given to it, could
i—rcsly bo matter or surprise or objection.—K.].

that they should resolutely and earnestly avoid the
threatening danger thatany member ofthe church
—while Qod*s invitation, full ofgracious promises,
is addressed to him—should by guilty delay,
springing from unbelief in the word of invitation,
make it necessary that he be regarded as having
been left behind on his way to the promised goal.

The rendering of Qrotius, ne cui vestrum libeat

(that it may not seem best to any one, may not
be the pleasure of any one of you), is inconsis-
tent with the Inf. Perf, and with the construc-
tion, which would have required the Dat.
Ver. 2. For we have had the joyful mes-

sage—in them that heard it. KaBcnrep (pre-

cisely according <w) found elsewhere in the New
Testament only with Paul, denotes, in its classical

use. relations of entire equality. T&ayyeMfrodai
is also used, Luke vii. 22 ; xvi. 16, passively, as
here, of those to whom ' glad tidings are an-
nounced. The Subst. evayykXiov is not found in
our epistle, and with Luke only Acts xv. 7;
xx. 24. The teyoc rfjc atcoyc, which at Sir. xli.

23, denotes what is received by tradition, and
at 1 Thess. ii. 8, is applied to the New Testament
preached word, is very significant for the Word
of God made known by proclamation to the peo-
ple of God of all times, Ex. xix. 5 ; Is. xxviii.

9; Jer. xlix. 14, and corresponds particularly

to the Heb. flJflQ{J> Is. lii. 7; liii. 1 (Rom. x.

14—17)=Ma< which is announced, news, tidings,

connected sometimes with the Gen. of the sub-
ject matter, 2 Sam. iv. 4, sometines with that
of the bearer of the tidings, Is. liii. 1. The Dat
roZf oKovaaaiv is expressly employed to indicate

that the irioric indispensable to the right and
efficient influence of the word was wanting to

them that had heard the word, and that for this

reason it had not united itselfwith those forwhom
it was otherwise adapted, and for whom it was
destined of God. This Dat would be with the
very old and well attested reading of the Ace.
Plur. of avynsic, totally unintelligible. For to put
upon axovetv the sense of obey is a purely des-
perate make-shift, and the rendering " becauso
they did not associate themselves by faith with
those who obeyed," viz : Joshua and Caleb (CEc,
Phot, Hammond, Cram., etc,), is totally alien

from the use made of this history in the pre-
vious chapter. Bleek, therefore, reads okqv-

oftaoiv after Theodoret, with whom, however,
aicovodciacv is probably to be read, as conjec-
tured by his teacher Theodore of Mops., on the
authority of the Vulg.=" since tiey did not
unite themselves by faith with the words which
they had heard." The Nom., as indicated by
the Peshito—the oldest version of tie New Tes-
tament—is thus to be preferred with Erasm.,
Bdhme, De W., Thol., Lun., Del. The opinion
of Ebr., however, which I followed in my com-
ment., that the passage contains no repetition of
the truthpreviouslydwelt upon, viz., that the word
was proclaimed in vain to the Jews on account
of their subjective unbelief, but presents rather
the reverse side of the truth, viz : the impotence
of the Old Testament word itself, and thus shows
the word proclaimed by Moses as declaring the
promise, indeed, along with the conditions of its

fulfilment, yet possessing no power, like the
word of the New Testament (v. 12) to penetrate
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into the marrow and core of the inner life, and
by such admixture identify itself thoroughly
with the hearer — this assumption, I say,

anticipates the following discussion, introduces

a meaning into the words outside of their ob-

vious and natural import, and depends also on
Ebrard's false interpretation of ver. 1. If we
construct rij irierei with the nom. ovyKZKpaitb>o$,

mixed with faith, then it were better to regard rolq

atcoboaocv as Dat. of reference=m respect to, as

often in cases where the Gen. would be liable to

misconception (Win., Lun.), than with De Wette,

as Datwus commodi, or as the Dat of the agent for

vtt6 with Gen. (as by Luther until 1627)=" not
being blended with faith by them (=wrd tQv)

that heard it." It accords better, however, with
the actual relations of faith alike to the word
and to the hearers to connect rolf axovoaotv closely

with GvyKEKp. and take ry iriorei as Dat of means
(Schlicht, Thol.,) etc.

Ver. 8. For we are entering into rest as
they that have believed, etc.—The y6p for
stands in logical connection, not with a part, but
with the entire statements of the preceding verse.

It is best explained by taking eloepx6fu6a, not as

present for a somewhat general and indeterminate
future"=" we are to enter," (Bl., DeW., Thol.);

or as marking that which we may with certainty

anticipate (Lun.), and the Aor. Part, ol irtoTcvo-

avrec (with the majority) of those who have es-

tablished the genuineness of their faith ; but rather

by explaining the Part of those simply who have
believed, who have exercised faith, and of course
have thus far attested it, Acts iv. 82 ; xi. 21 ; xix.

2 ; Rom. xiii. 11, and the verb elaep. therefore, in

its proper present sense of those who are actually

entering into rest, (Del). We, the church of the

believers, the author would say, are as such tra-

velling on the way to the rest which God has es-

tablished since the foundation of the world, but
which the Israelites did not attain. Ebrard
erroneously takes the ipya " works finished" of

ver. 8, as contrasted with faith, and as denoting
human performances, the works of the law, in con-
trast with which the true way of salvation, that

of faith, was to be revealed. But the term can
refer only to the works of Ood (ver. 4 and 10),

which stand as accomplished since the founda-
tion of the world, and since which, therefore,

there is existing a Rest of God, Although (*ai-

toi) this is the case, still, according to the de-

claration of God, Ps. xcv. 11, the Israelites who
were called thereto, did not enter into it. Luther,

following the erroneous rendering of the Vul-
gate et quidem (and indeed), connected the clause

commencing with koItoi with the following

eipyKev, leaving the yap after tlprjKzv wholly un-
regarded. Schlicht, Carps., etc., make the Gen.
also depend on KaTairavotv=thc rest of works which

were accomplished, etc., a construction which
would require rtfv repeated after kpyuv (ruv

ipyov tuv and, etc.). And Calv., Be*., Limb.,

Cram., Bohm., Bisp., explain thus ; " namely,"

(or perhaps although) into a rest which followed

upon the completion of the works of creation

:

a thought that would certainly have been ex-

pressed in different phraseology.

Ver. 4. For he hath said in a certain
place.—And in this place again.—We are

not to supply, as subject of elpqicev, i) ypa<$

(Bohm., Bisp., etc.), notwithstanding that in the

citation itself God is spoken of in the third per-

son. For the same subject must be supplied to

both citations, and in the latter (ver. 6) the fun

shows that God must be regarded as the (subject

Here also it again becomes evident that God is He
who is conceived as the one who speaks in Scrip-

ture. [I doubt if Moll's reason for rejecting i
ypayfj as subject of dpniav, drawn from the cita-

tion ver. 4, or the implied one for making God
the subject, as drawn from the citation of ver. 5,

is, either of them, decisive. They are both given

as simple citations, and would both, therefore,

naturally stand in precisely their present form,

whether we were to conceive *.« The Scripture," or

" God " speaking in the Scripture, as the sub-

ject of the verb. And the application, of the

passage to the author's purpose would, I con*

ceive, be equally answered, whichever subject

we assume. Still, with Moll, I prefer 6 (ktf ts

subject—K.].—Since the passage, Gen. ii. 2, is

so entirely familiar, trov cannot possibly imply

any uncertainty on the part of the author re-

garding the source of the citation ; and from this

we may draw a certain inference regarding the

ttov in ch. ii. 6. The two passages of Scripture

thus quoted in connection, bring out the idea

that there is from tbe commencement of things

a Rest of God, into which men could and were to

enter, but into which the Israelites have not en-

tered ;
yet that by this the entrance into the

Rest of God cannot be sealed and made impossi-

ble for all times and all men, since the exclusion

of the Israelites was but a manifestation of the

wrath of God upon the unbelieving.

Ver. 6. Since, therefore, it remains
open that some are to enter in, etc.—The
comparison of the two passages leads to the con-

clusion, not precisely, that the entrance is still

remaining and reserved for some persons—which

would have demanded Karakti-xtrai—but that

such an entrance is left free, left over, remams
open (anoTueinerai, ch. x. 26), J" not having been

previously exhausted." ALr.J, and that on ac-

count of this state of the case, God in His grace

and faithfulness, after the well-known falling

away of those who were called in the time of

Moses, again characteristically fixes (opi&i) a

day, 'to-day,
1
in which, after the lapse of so long

a period, He, through David, repeats the sum-
mons of invitation, which had formerly been
proclaimed by Moses. As the Sept. ascribes the

Psalm in question to David, and here we have
not fa t$ AaviS, but fa Aaw<5 (taking Davidperso-

nally), we are not here, although the Book of

Psalms may, as a whole, be regarded as belong-

ing to David (Acts iv. 25), to take the words as

applying to the book. For* fa Aavid would pro-

perly, in referring to a passage of Holy Scrip-

ture, mean "in the passage of Scripture that

treats of David, 11 as fa 'Wda, Rom. xi. 2.—
Schlicht, Stengel, etc., connect the first oijfupn
with TJkyuv. Others, more recently Lun. and
Del., regard it as a part of the quotation, which,
commencing emphatically, for this reason, after

an interposed clause, repeats the same word.
The majority, with Calv., Bes., Grot, take it as

in apposition with ijpkpav.*

• [To see the difference between the two explanations, the
reader muit first correct the JRngUsh version, which is hem
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Ybb. 8. For if Joshua had brought them
to their rest, etc.—The pera ravra, correspond-

ing to pera tooovtov xP^vov °f tne preceding
Terse, belongs to eXdXec soil. 6 defy. But the Im-
perf. with av is not to be rendered, " He would
have spoken" (Luth., Bex.), whioh would have
required iT^hfatv av, but 'he would be speak-

ing." The fact that God, after the introduction

of the people into the Promised Land, speaks of

a day in whioh His voice summons to an en-

trance into His rest, proves not only that the

Best of God, which has existed since the crea-

tion, is not identical with the rest proclaimed to

the people by Moses, and secured for them under
Joshua, but that this entire proceeding with the

Israelites is simply to be regarded as figurative,

and as having its fulfilment through Christ in the

New Testament economy. In the later books of
Scripture, Ezra, Nehem., Chron., Joshua, in-

stead of the earlier Jflg/ifty is named Jfl{Jf>

whence the writing 'Iqoovc of the Sept., of Jo-
seph., and the Acts vii. 46.

—

Karairavecv here in

its classical transitive sense to cause to rest, to

bring to rest, as Ex. xxxiii. 14; Deut. iii. 20; v.

83; Ps. lxxxv. 8; Acts xiv. 18.

Vbr. 9. There remaineth therefore a
Sabbath rest, etc.—The particle apa (rarely

commencing a sentence in prose), now introduces

the conclusion to which the preceding statements

have led the way; not only is there a Rest of

God existing from the close of the creation, and
reaching on to eternity, and not only is a parti-

cipation in this rest appointed to the people of

God, but the entrance into it is actually secured
to the people of God. This rest isa oafijkLTujp6e=a

Sabbath festal celebration (from ffapffarifav, Ex.
xvi. 30, as loprraap6c from iopr&fyiv). The term
(found also in Plut de superstition*, 8) is all the
more natural, inasmuch as already at ver. 4, re-

ference is made to that rest of God after the
creation of the world, which lay at the basis of
the institution of the Sabbath, as the rest of
humanity, and in that, apart from any Rabbinical
explanations, even at 2 Mace. xv. 1, the Sabbath
is called 4 "rift Karairatoeuc

1}
fitpa. The 6 eloeX-

06v, he who entered in, is certainly not the peoplo
(Sohultz), but either Christ, as indicated by the

accordingly unfortunate First, w. and 7 roust be closely
united, not more than a comma being placed after unbelief.
Then the comma must be struck out after again, ver. 7,
and this word connected closely with 6>{£u he again limits
orJLces. Again the phrase "as it is said," must be cor-
rected first by a right translation of the Perl has been said,
and then by substituting the proper critical reading, vpoct-
pyrot, has been said be/Or* (referring to the previous cita-
tion, ch. ill. tt. 7-15; ; and finally the phrase *• after so long
a time " must be put in its proper construction with u

say<
tag" (Atfywr). We then render either thus: "8ince, then, It
still remains that some, etc.—on account of disobedience, he
axain fixes a certain day (vis.) ' today,' saying in Darid so
long a time after" (i. e^ so long a time after the original
promise—the long interral between Moses and David) "to-
day If ye hear His voice," etc, or thus : he again fixes a
certain day: « to-day "—saying in J^rid so long a time at
forward—- to-day if ye hear," etc. In the former case a to-
day "Is taken in apposition with rinipav, "a certain day,
vis

71
to-day." and so Calvin, Bete, Orotios, Bleek, De Wette,

Moll, Bib. Union. In the latter u to-day" emphatically and
somewhat abruptly commences the quotation, and then,
alter an Intervening clanse. Is emphatically repeated. So
Ldnemann, DeUtxsch, and decidedly A 1ford. The order of
the words stupor iv novel* My»» I think Is in favor of
the latter view. With the former the author would, I think,
bare more naturally written XAyuv ir *«,«#.—K.].

Aor., Kariiravaev, rested (Alting, Starck. Owen,
Valck., Ebr., Alf.), or (with the majority of
expositors, among them Bleek, Ltin., Del.), inas-

much as nothing in the context points imme-
diately and personally to Christ, the person, who-
ever he may be, thai has reached the goal. It thus
assigns the reason why the rest in question is

called a Sabbatism. The Aor. is then explained as
a reminiscence from the citation in ver. 4. [The
question is a difficult one to settle. On the one
hand, the historical Karhrawrev, rested, more natu-
rally points back to some single historical event,

as the entrance of Christ into His rest, and the
emphatic ical avrdc, also he himself, giving, as
Alford remarks, dignity to the subject which we
should scarcely expect if it refer to any indi-

vidual man, would suggest the same idea, while
it is certainly pertinent to introduce Christ as the

great Leader and Institutor of the rest of the

New Testament people of God, by finishing and
resting from His own works. But, on the other
hand, there does not seem, as supposed by Alford,

any antithesis in this passage between Christ and
Joshua ; the specific object of the verse seems to

be simply to explain why the writer has changed
the term Karanawuc into oappariopdc, and the koI

avrdc, therefore seems entirely natural as ex-

plaining why the rest of the people of God is like

the rest of God Himself, a Sabbatism; and the

reference also of the subsequent kiuivn 7} KaraKav-

ate, that rest, is entirely pertinent, in view of the

author's declaration that a Sabbatic rest awaits
the people of God, and equally so in whichever
way we understand the present verse. And as a
positive argument against Alford's interpreta-

tion, we may urge Moll's suggestion, that nothing
in the oontext points directly to Christ. The
passage seems simply thrown in to account for

the substitution of the term oappanopdc for icard-

navoic ; for this there is no need of any reference

to Christ, and had the author intended it, it

would seem almost certain that he would have
made his intention more obvious. I incline

to the opinion of the majority, which refers it to

individual members of the Church. The Part.

eloe?.&6v, is then used like airo&av6v, Rom. vi.

7, although for the fin. verb we should certainly

here, as there, prefer the Perf. But the Aor.
may be explained partly as by De Wette, as a
reminiscence from ver. 4, partly, perhaps, from
the preference of the Greeks for theform of the

Aor., whenever they could use it, to the clumsier

and less euphonious Perfect.—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In the Holy Scripture we hear the voice of
Ood and the language of the Holy Spirit, so that

we are to gain by this, not an external knowledge
of natural things and historical events, but a
spiritual understanding of them, in order to a
right estimate of their relation to the kingdom
of God. Precisely for this reason we must
acquaint ourselves rightly with the Holy Scrip-

tures, that we may be able correctly to under-
stand their language, to give heed to their inti-

mations, to make use of their hints, and to make
the fitting application of their statements and
explanations. Forthe sacred Scripture not merely
throws upon all things and relations the light
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of revelation, but also in that light interprets

itself, and thus becomes profitable for the things

mentioned 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17.

2. The Rest which God promises and gives to

His people, is no other than the rest which God
Himself has and enjoys. The creation and desti-

nation of man to be the image of God, contains

the ground of the fact, that man can find rest

only in God, and the grace of God renders pos-

sible even to fallen man the fulfilment of his

destination. But the condition of entering into

the rest of God, is faith; and this condition is

the same for the different degrees of man's par-
ticipation in that rest which God, since the

creation of the world, until the completion of the

world's history, repeatedly proffers to man, and
holds open for his entrance.

8. "At every stage of the revelation of His
grace to sinners, God proffers to them His whole

salvation. Under every veil which He has
thrown over His truth in the years of childhood,

it lay entire, and even at that time believers could

receive every thing from God. But since God
does not perfect individuals apart from the

whole, the general unbelief of those to whom He
had proffered His salvation (notwithstanding that

some few believed) at every successive stage,

held back perfection. But no rejection of Divine
grace, on the part of men, can hinder or restrain

its ever increasingly glorious unfolding; but
rather, as the sun from the bosom of night, so

from the unbelief of men does it shine forth all

the more clearly to the honor and praise of God.
Thus also, of necessity, their spurning of the

true rest of God, which had been proffered to

the Israelites, led to the fact that they, under
Joshua in Canaan, only entered into an earthly

rest, in every respect unsatisfactory, perpetually

interrupted, by which their longing after the
true rest was rather awakened than satisfied.

And thus the entrance into the rest of God, still

awaits the people of the Lord ; the celebration

of the eternal Sabbath, after the second creation,

of which that of the earthly Sabbath is but the

type." Von Geblach.
4. The labor from which the believer is yet to

rest cannot, on account of the constitution of the
world, and on account of the nature of actual

human life, be separated from the idea of the

pain and toil of our earthly pilgrimage / yet it is by
no means to bo limited to this. We must rather
extend our thought to the labor of the Christian

vocation, since this is designated in the text as

that which is peculiar to Him, standing in the

relation of an image and copy to the creative ac-

tivity of God. "The struggle against sin, the
pursuit of holiness, the striving after perfection

\reXei6rric), constancy in sufferings, all vigorous
endeavor in holding fast to faith and hope, even
under the most adverse circumstances; all the
toilsome activity of self-denying, self-sacrificing

love ; all the labors, connected not unfrequently
with great disquiet and anxiety, for the spiritual

welfare of the entire Church and of its individual
members ; all these are the ' works ' (ipya) of
believers, from which they are yet to rest in the
heavenly city of God " (Ribhm).

6. As an eternal and blessed Sabbath celebra-

tion, this rest cannot be a cessation of all acti-

vity. This would correspond neither to the idea

involved in the rest of God, nor to the promise of

a personal progressive life of the children of the

resurrection in the kingdom of glory. More-

over, the perfect consciousness of blessedness in

the certainty of personal perfection in no way
excludes an active attestation of this conscuntsnest.

The same holds true of the participation of the

blessed in the approval and pleasure with which

God looks upon the world of perfection as brought

into a state of perfect conformity to His will. At
all events, there is such an activity of the per-

fected in eternity as that which Thorn. Aquinas
designates as videre, amare ei laudare, and AnctST.
(de Civit. Dei, 20, 80) thus describes: "Ipse

(Deus) finis erit desideriorum nostrorum qui situ fine

videbitur, sine fastidio amabitur, sine defaHgaUoni

laudabitur." But is God to be the sole object of

this activity ? and is this activity itself to be re-

garded as susceptible of no development and ad-

vancement for the reason that it is an activity of

those who are perfected? This would by do

means essentially follow from Augustine's answer

to the question, What the blessed will do in their

eternal life: In sxcula ssecttlorum laudabvnt U
(in Vs. 88). For praise, if it is not to* be a mere

empty sound, must consist in real acts of praise,

with a definite meaning and substance. But

this concrete substance, if it is not to degenerate

into tautology and battology, must be susceptible

of a development, and appear as the product ofen

activity of definite persons, whose inWard feelings,

experiences and thoughts it expresses. And in

the case of these persons, again, we can conceive

of the removal neither of that creaturely element

by which they stand distinguished from God, nor

of that special human quality that distinguishes

them from angels; nor any more of that individu-

ality which produces those special characteristics

in the actual personal life of the perfected which

involve alike the continuity of consciousness, the

identity of the person that had died with the

person that has risen ; the possibility of reunion,

and the possibility of retribution. On this dou-

ble foundation of the permanent ereaturelmst,

and of the individual personality of the glorified

and perfected, we may base a well-founded con-

viction that there is in the life of the blessed an

infinitude of relations and points of contact,

which, in ceaseless and reciprocal influence, en-

large and enrich their common bliss and perfec-

tion. For we may with just as little propriety

assume, on the part of the glorified, an activity

without result, as a round of empty and unsub-

stantial adoration, or a mere idl« and fruitless

contemplation of God. Also, Rothb, in his

Ethics (II. J 474) has admirably shown how we
may conceive of work without the attendant idea

of labor, i. e., work accompanied by strenuous
exertion; and Tholuck, in some weighty and

suggestive intimations, has shown the mixture of

truth and falsehood in the declaration of Lsss-

inq: "If the eternal Father held TrutJh in His

right hand, and the search for it in His left,, and

I were required to choose, I would clasp His

knee and say: Father, the left I" Inasmuch,
however, as we have on this point no positive

statements of Scripture, and are liable io trans-

fer our human conceptions to the scenes and re-

lations of the future world, it will be well to heed

the warning of Stier (1, 85): "If thus deeply
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looking into eternity, we are blinded by the

overpowering splendor, and torn baok again to

the thought that such Sabbath rest is surely not
to be conceived as devoid of working and acti-

vity, we are undoubtedly right to this extent,

that the rest of God is indeed at the same time an
eternal life of infinite power. But we must still be
on our guard against allowing our weakness to

mingle the earthly with the heavenly, and even
in the attained oity of God itself, to open a long-

extended ehaussee-prospect of 'infinite perfection;'

rather will we strive with all the power of the

spirit for a presentiment of that true rest, of that

perfected satisfaction and completeness which has
inherited all in God, and for which nothing more
remains to be attained in eternity." This is all

the more advisable as the feeling of a real satis-

faction in our true rest in Ood must exist in the

most diverse stages of creaturely development. Only
we must not, with the earlier ecclesiastical

teachers (e. g., John Giehaed, Loci Theol., T.

XX., p. 408), allow ourselves to infer from this

that that deficiency in extent of the saints'

knowledge of God, which, along with its perfec-

tion in quality, the very finiteness of their nature
imposes upon the blessed, will, by the final

judgment, be fixed and bound down to a definite

limit, which will forever preclude all further de-
velopment. For the unbounded and unrestricted

activity of a oreature within the limits that be-

long to and determine its peculiar organization

—

an activity that can never be conceived as with-

out result—is something entirely different from
a striving and aspiring beyond these limits.

This, Dante himself, in the words cited by
Tholuck (Paradiso, 8, 78 ff.), has not sufficiently

regarded:

«' For if we yielded to our higher wish,

Then should we come in conflict with that will

Which destined us to this our lower sphere."

6. It is a confused and perplexing use of lan-

guage that speaks of gradations of blessedness.

The idea of blessedness excludes distinctions of

degree and relations of quantity. But doubtless

there are degrees ofparticipation in the rest of Ood.
For, first, there is the peace, which the believer,

as being justified, on the ground of his reconci-

liation with God through Jesus Christ possesses

and tastes (Rom. v. 1), and which includes a de-

votion—constant and unvexed by the vicissitudes

of life—to the will of God in His dispensations,

and a confident hope of future blessedness and
glory. Then, from this, we are to distinguish

the rest of those who, as having fallen asleep in

Christ, freed from the toils and sorrows of this

earthly life (Rev. xiv. 18; xxi. 4), are with
Christ (Phil. i. 28) ; and from this again we dis-

tinguish that Sabbatic rest which commences only
at the second coming of Christ, and the accom-
panying renovation of the world, and whioh is

realized only when the whole people of God have
entered into eternal rest in and with God, and
in which all the ransomed are at home forever-

more (1 Tbess. iv. 17). Within each of these
three grades, however, is preserved inviolate not
merely the specific quality of humanity as such,

in contradistinction from the angelic nature and
relation, but also the concrete individuality, pre-

viously referred to, of each person. This has

been sometimes erroneously conoeived as forming
an intrinsic distinction in the degree of blessed-

ness itself. The opinion of Swedenborg, that

men may once have been angels, has no where
the slightest support.

7. From the nature of the rest of God it fol-

lows that for the people of God, so long as they
are still on their pilgrimage to the final goal, it

must of necessity be in the future ; for he who
has entered into this, rests from his works in

like manner as God did from His. In behalf of

the view that a day which is entirely Sabbath
will close the world's work, Del. adduces from
Sanhedrin 97a, the following passage: "As
the seventh year furnishes a festal timo of a
year's duration for a period of seven years, so

the world enjoys, for a period of seven thousand
years, a festal season of a thousand years;" but
remarks, then, that, as shown by Rev. xx. 7ff.,

this final temporal millennium is not as yet the

finalSabbath, although it has become customary in

the Church to regard this temporal season of

triumph and rest to the Church as 4 ip66ftn (the

seventh day), and the blessed eternity as 4 by66n

(the eighth) ; that this octave of the blissful eter-

nity is nothing else than the eternal duration of

the final Sabbath, which realizes itself only at

the point where the history of time is merged
into a blissful eternity. Similarly it is said in a
Rabb. treatise on Ps. xcii. 1 (Elyahu Rabba, c.

2) : "We mean the Sabbath which puts a stop to

the sin reigning in the world—the seventh day
of the world, upon which, as post-Sabbatic, fol-

lows the futjire world, in which forever and ever

there is no more death, no more sin, and no more
punishment of sin ; but pure delight in the wis-

dom and knowledge of God."
8. Into this future Sabbath rest, however, they

alone enter who believe in the word of invitation

which has reached them, and Iwingly unite them-

selves with this, by faith. " Faith is, as it were,

the dynamical medium by which objective truth

assimilates itself to the believing man" (Thol.).

"As food it must nourish, must go into the blood

and unite itself with the body. If the word is

to benefit, it must, like the nutritive element of

food, be transformed by faith, into the spirit,

sense and will of man, that the whole man may
become as the word is, and requires, t. e., holy,

upright, chaste and pious" (Hidinobr, Ed. of
the N. Test., with explanatory remarks, 1704).

—

"There are two sorts of words in the Scripture;

the one affects me not, concerns me not; the

other concerns me ; and upon that which apper-

tains to me I can boldly venture, and plant my-
self upon it, as on a solid rock.—Of this none
may be in doubt, that to him also the Gospel is

preached. Thus, then, I believe the word, t. e.,

that it concerns me also—that I also have a share

in the Gospel, and in the New Testament, and I

venture my all upon the word, even though it

were to cost a hundred thousand lives" (Lu-

ther's Sermons on the First Book of Moses, Walch,

Part 8, p. 9).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The salutary fear of believers: 1, to what it

refers; 2, whence it comes ; 8, what it produces.
In the souls of believers, fear and hope dwell in
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inseparable connection; for, 1, they trust im-

plicitly to the word of God, as well in His

threaten!ngs as in His promises; 2, they have

perpetually before their eyes the blissful goal of

their calling, and the examples of those who have

fallen on the way ; 3, they have a living conscious-

ness of their own frailty, and of the Divine

faithfulness.—Wherein consists the blessing of

true and living faith ? 1, It brings us into union

with the word of God; 2, it protects us from the

wrath of God ; 8. it leads us into the rest of God.

—

At what does the preaching of the wrath of God
aim? It aims, 1, to awaken the secure; 2, to

warn the light-minded; 8, to urge on the slug-

gish.—The entrance into the rest of God may be

neglected, inasmuch as, 1, God earnestly invites,

indeed, to this entrance, but He compels no man
to walk upon the right path; 2, the entrance

stands for a long time open, but the period of

grace comes finally to an end; 8, the entrance

is sure to the people of God, but unbelief sepa-

rates again many from the people of God.—What
is the bestxonsolation amidst the troubles of our
earthly pilgrimage? 1, The encouragement of

the word of God; 2, the fellowship of the people

of God ; 8, the prospect of the rest of God.—The
fault lies not in God if any one attains not an
entrance into the rest of God; inasmuch as, 1,

God has established such a rest since the com-
pletion of the creation of the world; 2, God has,

by the word of the Gospel, given to us all a sure
promise and invitation ; 8, God has prepared for

us, in Jesus, the reliable leader for our entrance
into this rest—To what are we laid under obli-

gation by God's proffers of His grace? 1, to

the heeding of a season of grace; 2, to a use of
the means of grace.—The faith which we pro-
fess, we have also to live: 1, what binds us to

this duty? 2, what hinders us rin it? 8, what
aids us to victory?—How do we stand with re-

spect to the rest of the seventh day? 1. Do we
respect it as a holy ordinance ? 2. Do we un-
derstand it in its salutary import? 8. Do we
use it according to the Divine will and purpose?
—How we must surely overcome the disquiet and
danger of the world; 1, by confidence in the
promises; 2, by obedience to the ordinances; 8,

by submission to the leading* of God.—The right
union of labor, rest, and festal gladness in the
life of the Christian.

Luther (Pre/, to John Spangenberg's coll. of
Sermons, Walch XIV. 876):— In truth thou
canst not read the Scripture too much: and
what thou readest, thou canst not read too

well; and what thou readest well, thou canst

not too well understand ; and what thou under-
standest well, thou canst not too well teach;
and what thou teachest well, thou canst not too

well live (Domestic Sermons, Walch XIII. 1886).—
The preaching of faith is such a preaching as

demands ever to be exercised and put in prac-
tice.—That I may come to the point of rising

above every thing, of contemning sin and death,

and of gladly venturing myself in ail confidence

upon the promise of God, I must have the Spirit

and power of God, as also perpetual exercise and
experience.
Starke:—Away slavish fear! but filial fear

must be present, that we walk therein, and so

work out our salvation (PhiL ii. 12).—Not only

must none remain behind for himself; but each
one must also see to it, so far as the grace of

God shall render it possible for him, that if

others remain behind, he, by hearty exhorta-

tion, and his own good example, incite them to

the course, and thus take them along with him.

—

Pilgrim, it is high time, if thou wouldst yet
enter into the rest of God. Therefore hasten,

and see to it, that thou do not come short of this

blessedness.—Were there on the part of God an
unconditional decree of human salvation, and
were men, by virtue of this decree, unable to

fall from the state of grace, and incur the loss

of salvation, the holy men of God would not hate

been so zealous to warn believers against back-

sliding, and to exhort them to perseverance (2

Pet iii. 17).—What avails it to listen to so many
hundred sermons when we believe not, and re-

ceive no benefit? Mark! the word of God
which thou nearest must flow into thine inmost

soul, and must there give thee the full sap and

nourishment of life, if it is to avail to thee for

salvation (1 Thes. ii. 13].—The promises of God
avail nothing to unbelievers. These must die

without consolation, and perish eternally (Isaiah

xl. 1).—The Gospel is, indeed, the power of God
unto salvation, but it compels none to believe;

butman retains his free-will to give place or not

to the grace which knocks at the door of his

heart.—Thou thinkest that it is very easy to

come into heaven ; but believe me, nothing com-

mon or unclean can enter thither. Unless thou

art cleansed by faith, and art become a new crea-

ture, thou wilt not enter therein.—The repose of

believers consists in this, 1, that we find all the

works of God good, and are satisfied with these

in the kingdom of nature and of grace ; 2, that

to that which God has devoted to us for our sal-

vation, we desire to add nothing of our own,

neither works of sin, nor even works of the law.

— how often are the first last, and the last

first ! Lord, Thy judgments are incomprehensi-

ble, and unsearchable Thy ways.—How highly

should we respect the Psalms of David, since the

Spirit of God has spoken by him!— To-day,

since we hear the voice of Christ, let us obedi-

ently follow it; else we deserve that He with-

draw from us His grace (John xii. 85).—God
would at all times, have all men enter into His

rest—Nothing of all which the holy men of God
have written is in vain ; what we do not under-

stand, testifies of our weakness and imperfec-

tion.—Beloved, let us not be impatient over the

turmoil of sin, the assaults of the devil, the

pains of our vocation, and our other burdens.

For such is the character of our present life. In

heaven we shall have peace from all these (Ps.

xc. 10; Rev. xiv. 18).— how deep is our con-

cern, not only in the eternal rest itself, but also

in that constant faith and obedience, without

which that rest can never be attained.

Beblinbdeoeb Bible:— Promise is God's

passport, which He gives us for our journey.

He who throws away the promise, robs himself

of aid.—We would fain be saved without em-

ploying the means.—The seed of all errors lies

by nature in every one.—Because thou doest no-

thing, thou doest abundance of evil, and failest

to accomplish thy duty.—The word in itself de-

pends, indeed, in its power not upon my accept*
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ance, sinoe it is still powerful, but outside of mo
it avails me nothing.—All the works of God tend
toward rest. But the time which is previously
to elapse must not appear too long to us ; but we
must be assured that as God has brought us upon
this way, He will also aid us to the end.—The
work of creation is an image and foreshadowing
of all the ways of God, clear to the end. The
long extended time shows the long-suffering of
God, and is given by God that we may recognize
His goodness ; but men readily abuse it to the

indulgence of their sloth.—If God works in thee,

thou art in rest; but if thou workest thyself,

and in selfishness, thou hast nothing but disquie-
tude.

Laurbntius:—The life of believers is nothing
but a journey into eternal rest.—We may hear

much of eternal life, and still be excluded from
it.—The rest of believers in this life is imper-
fect.—To the times which are noted in the sa-

cred Scripture we must give special heed.

Kambaoh:—Each person of the sacred Trinity
has, as it were, his special Sabbath and day of
rest. The Father rested on the seventh day
from the work of creation. The Son rested in

the sepulchre from the work of redemption. The
Holy Spirit will rest at last from the work of
sanctification, viz., then, when Ho shall have no
more sin to do away.

Stbinhofbr:—Glory is reserved for us until

our entrance into His eternal kingdom. It

beams upon us from His throne, and will become
manifest to us in His coming. In the meantime
if we yield ourselves to His guidance, and hasten

to the goal, He will infallibly bring us thither.

We look merely to His heart and His hand; we
remain tranquil; we let our Leader care for us,

and willingly follow Him, upon that way in

which He has not only preceded us and opened
the path, but on which He is now also leading
us, from step to step, by His power and grace,

and will continue to lead us, until, at the last

step, attaining complete deliverance and salva-

tion, we also pass into the same glory, where
we shall behold the brightness of God in the face

of His Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and be in-

vested with this glory.

Rieoir:—Every one should stand in fear and
just distrust of his own heart, in order that to

him the visible and eternal may not speedily sink

into insignificance, the way that leads to it be-

come disagreeable, his striving after the treasure

be enfeebled, and he be tempted to turn back
into Egypt. That must bo and become true in

my heart, which is true, and as it is true in the

Word of God.—The promise on the part of God
is so sincere, the faith which trusts to it is some-
thing so tenacious, that we may with these ven-
ture boldly forth for an entrance into rest

—

Who is there whom God cannot, by a thousand
means, make to feel that he has been driven
from the place of rest?—Who is there who has
yielded to the heavenly calling, that does not
find himself, after his abandonment of the world,
in a wilderness of temptation? In whom arises

no the sigh: Lord Jesus may I soon inquire for

n.y rest?—No man's progress is stopped by a
previously formed decree of God ; but it was the

unbelief that showed itself on the way, that

woke the wrath of God, and led Him to swear

that they should not enter into His rest.—The
purpose of God extends far. All ages, all na-
tions that are successively born, are compre-
hended in it. Thus it bears with patience many
a generation, and lo, that which was not accom-
plished in the fathers is to be attained in the
children. God has prepared nothing in vain.
It is His will that His house be full. No period
of the world but contributes to the assemblage
of His elect.

Von Booatzkt;—Labor, works and suffering
belong to the divine arrangement, or to the way
upon whioh we enter into rest. But it is faith

alone, which lays hold of Christ, and in Him
already here, and thus also yonder, finds eter-

nal rest. Although eternal rest and blessedness
are a gift of grace, they still demand all indus-
try and diligence, power and strength, in order
to our attaining them, because there are many
enemies that would circumvent us of this rest,

and hinder our entrance into it.—We evince our
industry in entering into His rest, 1, if we stu-

diously hear His voice, and are obedient to Him

;

2, if we accompany the word with prayer ; 8, if

we actively prove our faith by love ; 4, if we
rightly employ the present time of grace, nay,
the present day, the present hour ; 5, if in all

struggle, strife, conflict and suffering, we are
always watchful and on our guard against our
enemies, crucify the wicked flesh, as our most
immediate enemy, and when heavier sufferings

and assaults press in, do not yield to despair.

Stibb :—As the promise stands remaining to

us, so also stands good for us, in the strictest

sense, the warning against wrath.—The to-day

whioh is appointed to faith as an accepted time
and day of salvation, after all the ways of Is-

rael, which ended at last in the blinding and
hardening of the majority of the people, at last

clearly manifests itself as the gracious season of
the New Covenant, in which the voice of God may
be heard as never before.—The word of the Sab-
batic rest! an inexhaustible consolation, with
which ah ! how many weary pilgrims, fainting

combatants, sluggish laborers, have again and
again armed themselves anew with strength and
courage ! A word of the Spirit which breathes
upon the inner man, and refreshes with the

powers of the world to come ! A brightly glit-

tering star of hope, guiding out of all darkness,

back upon the right path !—By how much greater

and more glorious the work of the redemption
and restoration of fallen man, in whose fall the

world is destroyed, than the work of the first

creation, by so much more glorious is the second
Sabbath of God in Christ, than the first Sabbath
of Paradise.

Von Gbrlach:—In the oath that unbelievers

shall not enter in is involved for believers the

promise that they by faith shall enter in,

Hbdinobr:—Hearing must be accompanied

by faith ; faith must be accompanied by perse-

verance.
Heubner:—The unconverted will doubtless

wish, immediately after death, even then speedily

to procure for themselves an entrance into bliss,

but too late ; late-comers are not waited for.

—

The threat as well as the promise is conditional.

All earthly rest is imperfect ; the true rest comes
afterward.—For him who seeks his rest here, th<
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92 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

future world will bring unrest.—The rest of
God promised to the Christian consists—1, in

perfect freedom from all that disturbs, oppresses,

obstructs, weakens, and pains the Christian here
below : a. from outward disquiet of the world,
of the body, and of evil men : b. from internal
disquiet on account of his corruption and weak-
ness ; 2, in the blissful and undisturbed enjoy-
ment of the grace and love of God ; his soul
then rests in God, after whom it was pining ; he
is then united with God through Christ in vision,

enjoyment and feeling; 8, jn the possession and
blessed enjoyment of the good which his strug-

gles have achieved, and in the perfectly free,

never wearying, never exhausting prosecution of
the new work that is assigned to us.—The Best
of God, the heavenly Sabbath, is to us a pattern
and a goal; reminding us that, in the week of
our present life, we accomplish our daily work,
in order hereafter to attain to the heavenly
Sabbath.
Fbioke:—Every Sabbath is a beckoning to

the Rest of God, and an attestation of it
[Owen :—The failing of men through their un-

belief doth no way cause the promises of God to

fail or cease.—Men by their unbelief may dis-

appoint themselves of their expectation, but
cannot bereave God of His faithfulness.—The
promise made unto Abraham did contain the

substance of the Gospel.—The Gospel is no new
doctrine, no new law ; it was preached unto the

people of old.—The Gospel is that which was
from the beginning (1 John i. 1). It is the first

great original transaction of God with sinners

from the foundation of the world.—God hath not

appointed to save men whether they will or no

;

nor is the word of promise a means suited unto

any such end or purpose.—The great mystery of

useful and profitable believing consists in the

mixing or incorporating of truth and faith in

the souls or minds of believers.—It is the proper

description of an unbeliever, that ** he doth not

receive the things of the Spirit of God," 1 Cor.

ii. 14.—Faith makes the soul in love with spiri-

tual things: love engages all their affections

into their proper exercise about them, and fills

the mind continually with thoughtfulness about

them, and desires after them ; and this mightily

helps on the spiritual mixture of faith and the

word.—The people of God as such have work to

do, and labor incumbent on them.—Best and

labor are correlates ; the one supposeth the other.

Many important truths lie deep and secret in the

Scripture, and stand in need of a very diligent

search and hard digging in their investigation

and for their finding out.—There is no true rest

for the souls of men, but only in Jesus Christ by

the Gospel].

IV.

The peculiar and extraordinary nature of the word of God should deter us from resisting it.

Chapter IV. 11-18.

11 Let us labor [strive zealously, <rxoudd<TWji£vl therefore, to enter into that rest, lest

any man [any one] fall after the same example of unbelief [disobedience, dbrecdctoc].

12 For the word of God i$ quick [living], and powerful [effective, energetic, tveppjs],

and sharper than any two-edged sword [and], piercing [through] even to the dividiDg

asunder of soul1 and spirit, and of the joints [of both joints] and marrow, and u a

discerner of [sits in judgment on, xptrtxds] the thoughts [reflections] and intents

13 [thoughts] of the heart. Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his

sight: but all things are naked and opened [laid bare] unto the eyes of him with

whom we have to do.

l Ver. 12.—The re after ^vyip, is to be expunged according to Sin. A. B. C. H. L., 3, 78.

[Ver. 11.—'S.wov&ajrmtLtv, let us strive zealously, 2 Pet. i.10, "give diligence." Here Alt, earnestly strive; Bib. Un»
endeavor, perhaps not quite strong enough. De Wette, streben ; Moll, ernstHch trodden.—iv ry avry iwttr. Eug. ver,

fail after; Vulg., Lath., Del., AIT, Bib. Un., etc., fall into; Moll, fall in the Wee, etc.; De Wette, fall, as a like e*«pk.
All bat the second (Vulg. etc) take wttrtlv, absolutely of perishing, against which Alf~ after LunM urges its unemphstie
position, but to whichwe may reply, that this springs from a desire to give a special emphasis to &.v*i9<la<. Grammatically,
wtvtlv lv, for wtvtiv «if, fall into, Is doubtless admissible : but "Jail in," or "into an example," is harsh, and "to fell

into the same example," harsher still. I prefer taking with Eng. ver. and Moll, wcow, absolutely, of perishing, and I

believe the expression to be a pregnant one, for " experience a like fall with that of those after whose disobedience yon
thus pattern ;" the " pattern " not looking forward to the effect of their fall on others—which seems not at all in the

author's sphere of thought—but backward to the effect of the fall of their fathers upon them.—rfc avcifeiac, disobedience

not unbelief; airurria?.

Ver. 12.—Z»v yap,for living, placed emphatically at the beginning.—cVcpyfo working, operative, effective.—*o#t«Tt*ec

vWp, more cutting beyond, a double comparative.—fouryovpepof, coming through, piercing through.— apumv re *ai pvcA»r,...... . ...
. wfono-- - '

m " .......
sentiments, emotions, affections, and ideas, thoughts, the former looking more to the moral and emotional, the latter to the

intellectual nature.—K.].
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KXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vek. 11. Let as therefore strive ear-
nestly to enter—-example of disobedi-
ence.—The fact stated in yer. 1, and subse-

quently unfolded, that there not only is a true

rest for the people of God, consisting in a parti-

cipation of the rest of God Himself, but that we
Christians are invited to it by a word of promise,

and have in Jesus our true Leader, leads now,
according to our understanding of ver. 1, either

to the resumption of the exhortation which it

contains, or to a new exhortation to earnest and
tealous striving for an entrance into that rest

(eneivn, thai, marking the specific rest just de-

scribed). Whoever intermits this striving will

fall on the way, and will furnish precisely such

an example of disobedience, alike in his conduct

and his destiny, as did the nation of Israel, in

their march through the desert. Instead of

irapddeiyfia, in familiar use with the earlier Attic

writers, but wanting in the N. Test., we have
here, as at 2 Pet. ii. 6, imddetyfjia. Both words
denote, sometimes copy, sometimes pattern. The
iv is not==per (Wolf, Strig., etc.), or propter

(Carpi.), but denotes state or condition, the being

m (BL, De W., Bisp., Del.). With this coincides

substantially the view of Thol. that it corre-

sponds with the Dot. modi, indicating the way
and manner in which the fact as a whole presents

itself (Bernhardt, Synt. 100), i. e., fall, and in

his fall present the same example of disobedience

as the Fathers, nicy is thus taken absolutely, a
construction which, since Chrysostom has been
given to it by most interpreters, though with an
unwarranted reference to the use of the word,
ch. UL 17, they restrict it to mere perishing (ex-

clusive of the idea of tinning). Lttnemann (fol-

lowed by Alford) maintains that the position of

iriaif forbids our taking it here thus absolutely.

But his view is untenable, and all the more so as

his own explanation of the idea accords substan-

tially with that given by us. He is right, how-
ever, in remarking that the translation of Lu-
ther, after the Vulg.: "that no one fall into the

same example of unbelief," is not, as by and
since Bleek, to be rejected on grammatical

grounds. For wiirretv iv is as good Greek as

fc'nrreiv etc, only that it connects with the idea of

falling into, that of subsequently remaining in.

DeL adds still further examples from the Hellen-

istic, Ps. xxxv. 8 ; cxli. 10 ; Ezech. xxvii. 27.

Yer. 12. For the word of God is living-
two-edged sword. — Many distinguished

Christian fathers, and, among recent expositors,

Biesenthal even yet, regard theAfyof rov Oeov

here as the hypostatical or personal word of
God ; but as our Epistle nowhere else speaks of
the personal Logos,—although it must certainly

be supposed to have aided in preparing the way
for that designation,—it is generally understood
of the word of God as spoken and as recorded in

the Scriptures. Under this view some (Schlicht.,

Mich., Abresch, Bohm., etc.) restrict it to the

threatening and heart-piercing word of the 0.

Test., while others (Camero, Grot., Ebr., etc.)

apply it to the Gospel of the N. T. Ebrard so

regards it, even with reference to the fact that

the Old Testament word remained exterior, and,

as it were, a thing foreign to man. There is no
ground, however, for such limitations ; nor is

there, on the other hand, any more ground for

that wide and vague generalizing of the term
which, with Bex., Schultz, Bisp., etc., would in-

clude in it the whole range of the Divine threat-

enings and promises, and strip the passage en-

tirely of its local coloring. It is clear from the
context that the passage is designed to justify and
enforce the preceding warning (ver. 1), termina-
ting emphatically and designedly with its sugges-
tive awei&eiac. To do this, the writer brings out
the characteristic nature of the word of God.
That which God says (Lun.) is, as a product of
the Divine activity, infinitely different from every
human word. But it appears here in reference

to no specific subject-matter whatever, but in

reference merely to this single and peculiar fea-

ture, that it hoe proceededfrom Ood, and has the

form of the Logos. This is indicated by the pro-

perties which are immediately ascribed to it. As
a word of God, it is living (Z&v), Acts vii. 88;

1 Pet. i. 28 ; having life in itself, while again the

like appellation is given to God, from whom it

comes, ch. Hi. 12; x. 81. Ebrard interpolates

into the thought a contrast with the dead law;

while Schlichting and Abresch unwarrantably
restrict its import to imperishable duration, and
Carpz., equally unwarrantably, to its capacity to

nourish the life of the soul. But the inner life of

the word reveals itself in actual operation. Hence
it is called hvepyfjc, proving itself operative and effi-

cient; and since it lay within the scope of the

author to unfold this feature of the word's pecu-

liar character, it is called, " sharper than any
two-edged sword.' 1 Such a sword, which, as

dioTOfioe, or double-mouthed, « devours' on both

sides, issues, according to Rev. xix. 15, from the

mouth of the Logos. 'ICnip stands after a com-
parative, Luke xvi. 8 ; Judges xi. 26, as irapd,

ch. i. 4. In similar terms, Philo repeatedly

speaks of the Logos.*

• [The following passages from Philo (cited by Lttn.), are

among the striking evidences that our author, while totally

free from the mystical and allegorizing fancies of Philo,

could vet have hardly been unacquainted or unfamiliar with

his writings : Qui rerum divinarum hxra, p. 499. E!t*

iwi\4y*i' AuiAcr avT* nioo. (Gen. xv. 10) to ti'« ov wpoaMt,
lya to* AttUxTor iwojfi Qtbv H/ivorra rit re rtuv cwfUrwv
koX wpayiidrmv efifc an&aas BpjtoVfai «al ivyaQai Ooitovoat

Awrcif rw ropct ntv wiur&vruv avrov Aeyy o\, «** rijr

b^vrirm* aitotrrfitU Axjtijr, tiaipmv ovtarorc Aifret ** aia^vja

vavra' iw*4&v to j^xp* «•* s\to>w «al Xtyouivnv aiiipwv

ftUAffp, w<Uu» avb rovrmv ra Ao>p flewpwra «t« AjivfliJTOv* koI

avipiypa+ovt poipat apvrrai 6iaip€iv otto* 6 rojitvt .

'Exturrov o&> nt* Tptt*r C4«A« uteov, ttip /iiv Inrxw' ««*

Aoyucbr *«1 aAoyor, to* « Aoyor ei« aA^M* rt kol y»evoo*,

Til* W al^rcr ci« naraAiprTuciiK ^avractmy *a\ «*ara-

Aijarov. Again de Cherubim, p.H2f. Philo finds in the

AAoyfo) po^oi*, faming sword, Gen. Hi. 24, a symbol of the

Logos, and then remarks in reference to Abraham : ovx op^t

ore icoi "A^podii © <ro*o?, i*Ua npfaro ««tA 6*bv utrptiv

warra ««1 fojfcp avokttmiw T* y"»W* AW*wl
,. T35

dAoytnp pop*<uac ¥****** *W> «« f*«X«»P?" <Gen * **»\H
EfAiirrttTiCttTtt^A^at to $viTl>r A*

r
*«vrov yMXo>ew, i»«

yvuvn rn oW©*« fiera>rio« wot* thv 0<bv avawrp. in ine

first passage, Philo speaks of " God dividing (cutting) all the

natures of bodies and of things in succession, which seem

to hare been fitted and united together, with Bu word,

which is the divider (cutter) of all things, which being

whetted to the keenest edge, never ceases dividing all

things which are perceptible to sense," etc. In the others

he says that aAbraham, when he began to measure all things,

according to God—takes a likeness of the flaming sword (u

e., of the Divine Logos), to wit, fire and a sword j>ax«tp*)i

seeking to sever and burn away the mortal part from him-

self, in order that with his naked intelligence he might soar

and fly up to God.—K.].
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Via. 12. And piercing through

—

feel-

ings and thoughts of the heart.—These ex-

pressions subserve the same purpose as the

preceding, viz., to characterize the word of God
as such. A union of the word of the Gospel, or

even of the Hypostatic*! Logos, with the inner

life of believers, is not indicated by a single fea-

ture of the picture. It simply presents to us the

word of God in its proper and peculiar character,

as penetrating through every outward and enve-

loping fold, into the inmost being of man, and
thus competent to exercise judicial supervision

(kpitik6c not Kpinjc) over those kv&vufoetc

and Iwoiai, which, as sources of human
action, have their sphere of operation in

the heart. The word exercises its judioial

functions as well in the realm of thought,

purpose and resolution, as in that of affec-

tion, inclination and passion ; for it penetrates

so deeply as to effect the work of separation

(fuptouos) in the province of soul and spirit, and
that in their natural (though not necessarily, as

maintained by Del., sensuous and corporeal) life

of emotion and sensibility. For dppol re teal

jtveXol form doubtless a figurative expression

for the collective and deeper elements of man's
inner nature (as, in the same way, uve\6c is found
at Eurip. Uippol., 255, and Thernist. Oral., 82, p.

857), and were here naturally suggested by the

comparison of the "word" with a sword. And
we can scarcely apply the language to the sepa-

rating of the soul from the spirit, or of both

from the joints and marrow of the body (Bohme,
Del. ) ; or to the penetrating of the word clear to

the most secret place where soul and spirit are

separated (Schiicbt., who, although &xpt " not

repeated, does not make dpfjujv re koI fibeXuv, de-

pendent on ueptopov, but coordinates them with
it). The separation is rather described as taking

place in these designated spheres themselves, the

word, like a sword, cleaving soul, cleaving spi-

rit. Hofm. (Schriflb., I., 259) assumes a very
harsh and indefensible inversion, making V^W
teal irvebuaroc depend on dpftQv re ml /iueX<ji>=alike

the Joints and marrow of the inner life. It is a
more natural construction (with Liln., AIf., etc.)

to take dpfiCn* re koX uve7&v, connected as they

are by re xal into closely united parts of one
whole, as subordinate to Iwxyc not irvebuaroc,

thus=s*ou/ and spirit, alike joints and marrow [i.

e., joints and marrow of soul and of spirit]. To
assume (with Calv., Bez., etc.) a coordination of

the two seta of words, as corresponding and
similarly divided pairs, is forbidden by the

absence of the re in the first pair; and the order

of the words themselves {tyvxWi preceding irveb-

paroc) forbids our assuming, with Delitzsch, an
advance from the nvevpa, as the primary and
proper seat of gracious influences, through the

more outward $vxti to th* strictly material and
bodily portion of our nature.

Vke. 13. And there is no creature that
is not manifest, etc.—At the first glance,

the language looks like a continuance of

the description of the Myoc rov feov; and
hence many expositors who do not adopt
the hypostatical view regarding the word,
still refer the repeated avrov, and the bv

to Myoc. But although John xii. 48 ascribes to

the word a judicial function at the final judgment,

and Prov. iii. 16 ascribe hands to wisdom, yet

still here alike the mention of eyes, and the

Hellenistic tv&xiov corresponding to the Heb.

J£7» indicate that the subject passes o?er

from the word to God Himself. This transition

is all the more natural, in that the attributes,

previously ascribed to the word, point collectively

to its origin from God, and to the power of God
prevailing in it But we are particularly forced

to this construction from the final clause rp!6c bv

ijulv 6 teyoc. This were an impotent, superfluous

and purely objectless addition if it meant no-

thing but: "of whom we are speaking,"=zxtpl

ov rjulv 6 A0*yof, ch. v. 11 (Luth., Grot., Schlicht.,

Strig., etc.), whether we refer the sentence to

* God ' or to His ' word.' Nor does it mean pro-

perly: "to whom we have to give an account
n

(Pesh., Chrys., Primas., etc.); but more exactly:

"with whom we stand in relation," t. e., of ac-

countability (Calv., Beng., Bl., and the later

intpp.). No special emphasis rests on fjuiv, and,

at all events, none strong enough to support the

interpretation which Ebrard, on the strength of

it, gives to the passage. The rendering proposed

in Reuter s Rep., 1857, p. 27: "to whom (m.,

God) the word is for us," t. e., "to whom the

word is to lead us," is far-fetched and artificial.

Before God, then, there is no creature, d^as^c, u

e., invisible and vntransparent; rather (6i for

aTika, as ch. ii. 6) are all creatures, yvuva, stript

of all natural ana artificial covering; and rcrpc^j-

hujpeva, with neck bent back, so as to give a full

view of the face. The archaeological explana-

tions drawn from ancient usages, either in

gladiatorial combats, or in the treatment of

criminals, or in animal sacrifices, are either

unnatural, or superfluous. The explanation

of kt'ioic, as opus hominis quia id est wtotf

creatura hominir (Grot., Carpz.), is decidedly

to be rejected. [rcTpaxqfoapiva (Hesych.,

ircQavepaukva) has been explained from the

usage of athletes in grasping by the neck or

throat their antagonist, and prostrating him on

his back, so that he lies open and prostrate; or

from the practice of bending back the necks of

malefactors—who would naturally bow their

heads—so that all may see their shame ; or, from

throwing back tbe necks of animals in sacrifices,

in order to lay them bare to the knife of the

slaughterer. The first seems objectionable, as

giving to rpaxvM&iv, a meaning, *. c, of laying

prostrate and bare, which is merely incidental to,

and inferential from its proper force, "seize by

the neck, throttle.
1
* The second, from the fact that,

though a Roman custom, there is no evidence

that it was expressed by the Greek word rpaxt-

M&tv. The third, also, is liable to the objection,

that, though the usage was familiar to tbe Greeks,

there is no evidence that this word was employed
to designate it. The latter view is adopted by
Lun.; the second by Bleek, De Wette, etc. Alford

insists on the frequency of the occurrence of the

word in Philo (especially " in a passage cast so

much in Philo's mode of rhetorical expression"),

(who uses it uniformly in the sense of toying pros*

trate, generally metaphorically), and would thence

interpret it here "as signifying entire prostra-
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tion and subjugation under the eye of God."
Wordsworth renders : " bare and laid open to the

neck, throat and back-bone;" and adds: "The
metaphor is from sacrificial Tictims first flayed

naked, and then dissected and laid open by the

anatomical knife of the sacrificing Priest, so that

all the inner texture, the nerves and sinews,

and arteries of the body were exposed to view."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. " The word searches out in our hearts the

eternity which hitherto lay buried under a mul-
titude of fancies and imaginations of the heart,

and was too feeble to come forth of itself. It

creates a spiritual understanding, which con-

sists in true and substantial ideas. It furnishes

an answer to the objections which distrust, fear,

impatience, unbelief, awaken in our bosoms. It

teaches us that there are within us two hostile

wills ; one from truth, the other from imagina-

tion; one from God, the other from ourselves.

It separates the desires springing from imper-

fect education, from misunderstanding of the let-

ter of the law, and those that spring from an
uncleansed conscience and habitual desire, and
it so judges and uncovers all deception, that

nothing is hidden from it. Thus this word is

a genuine auxiliary to the attainment of rest."

(Hahn, priest in Echterdingen).

2. The word is the essential means of revealing

the true and living God, inasmuch as He in His
essence is Spirit (Jno. iv. 24) ; and since speak-

ing appears in this connection, as an essential liv-

ing utterance of God, its product, the word, must
contain in itself, and express, the peculiarity of

the divine life. Precisely for this reason, the

same qualities are applied to the Word of Revela-

tion as to the hypostatical Logos, and inter-

preters could easily question whether our text

spoke of the former or the latter. At all events

this passage belongs, as already recognized by
OLSHAU8EN (OpUSCUla, p. 125) J KOSTLIN, (Joh.

Lehrbegr., p. 876] Dobnbe, (Christology I. 100) to

those Biblical declarations which explain and
prepare the way for the origin of the mode of

expression in the prologue of the Gospel of

John. For if Christ is conceived, not merely as

the mediator of the creation, the redemption,

and perfection of the world, but also as media-
tor of the whole revelation of God ; if again the

word is the essential meanB of this revelation,

and if, finally, the personal mediator must, in

such a relation, be conceived of as of like na-

ture with God, as demanded by the expressions

airavyafffia rfjc 66^rfc not xaPaKT^P ^W vKoora-

acoc avTov, ch. i. 3, and eikuv tov &eov rov aoparov,

TpwroWoKOQ iraarjc Krloeoc (Col. i. 15), it becomes
then entirely natural to characterize the Son of

God, not merely as being the substance of the an-
nounced word, but as the eternal and personal

Word, by the appellation of Logos.

3. Although expressions are found in Philo,

regarding the cutting and penetrating sharp-

ness of the " word," which are similar to those

29

used here, we are still not to go back to Philo
for the explanation of our passage, but rather
to conceptions and expressions of the Old Tes-
tament which Philo'8 philosophical speculations
not unfrequently obscure and misinterpret. The
Word of God is specially compared (Is. xlix. 2)
with a sharp sword, and Is. xi. 4 speaks of the
rod of His mouth, which will smite the earth,
and of the breath of His lips which will slay the
wicked. For this same reason similar figures
are found at Eph. vi. 17 : 2 Thess. ii. 8; Rev. i.

16; ii. 12; xix. 15. The judicial power of the
word, which is spirit and life (John vi. 63

j

Acts vii. 38) ; is mentioued, also John xii. 48 >

as ac Wis. xvi. 12, its healing, and at Sir, xliii.

26, its all-creating and sustaining power. We
might also, perhaps, be reminded of the expres-
sions at Wis. xviii. 15 ; 6 navro6hvap6c aov X6yoc
—=z£i$oc ofd t$v awTz6Kpirov imrayv ooi/v fipw.

4. Since izvevpa (spirit) in our passage denotes
a constituent element of human nature, and is

distinguished from yvrf (soul) the trichotomical
view of the nature of man is here expressed,
which is found also 1 Thess. v. 23 ; while Matth.
vi. 25 ; Jas. ii. 26 point undeniably to that of
a dichotomy. But this indicates no contradic-
tion in the Holy Scriptures itself, but simply au-
thorizes both forms of representation. Regard-
ing the contrast of the Scriptural dichotomy
with a false trichotomy and in like manner of
the Scriptural trichotomy with a false dichotomy,
see Dkl., System of Biblical Psychology, Leipz.
1855, p. 64 If; Olshausen, Opusc. TheoL p. 152,.
and Lutz, Biblical Dogmatic, p. 76; Von Rud-
loff, The Doctrine of Man, Leipz. 1858; and
G. Von Zezschwitz, Classic Greek, and the Spirit

of the Biblical Language, Leipz. 1859; p. 84 ff.

In the latter work it is well said p. 60 that the
Scripture speaks dichotomically in respect of the
parts, trichotomically, of the living reality, but
maintaining everywhere the fundamental unity
of the human essence. It is entirely false to re-
fer with G. L. Hahn, (TheoL ofthe New Testament,

1 vol., Leipz. 1854, p. 415) the irvevpa in our pas-
sage to the Spirit of God. According to the
view of this scholar, it would be here said, that
the Word of God is not despised with impunity,
inasmuch as it is able to penetrate into the
inmost recesses of human nature, where the soul,
the central seat of life, receives from the spirit its

contributions and nourishment. Granting, then,
that the word is able to separate the soul from
the spirit, this means, according to him, noth-
ing else than that the Word of God has power to

procure for man the eternal death of the soul..

But the Spirit is here evidently a constituent ele-

ment of human nature, which, in its origin,

comes immediately from God, and belongs, in its

nature, to the immaterial super-sensuous world.
In it is involved the continued existence of man,
and his eutrance after death into the invisiblo

world. The tyvxft (soul) is in this connection
the central, and as it were aggregating point of hu-
man life, which is touched immediately by bo-
dily impressions, but which also receives into it'

self the influences proceeding from the irvcvp*.

(Riehm, II. 672 ff.).
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

He who would attain to (he desired goal moat
not merely give heed to the Word of God, but

must strive earnestly to enter into the Rest ofGod.

—

What we haTe in the Word of God, we best as-

certain from its agency and its influence.—The
character of the Word of God corresponds as well

to its origin as to its object.—God judges in His

word, 1, in order to save; 2, the whole world; 8,

not merely the walk, but also the heart,—When
is our striving a blessed one?—1, When it is

directed to the attainment of the Rest of God ;

—

2, when it is directed in accordance with the

Word of God ; 3, when it comes from a heart

which has a living consciousness of its responsi-

bility to God.—What is the nature of that God
with whom we have to do?—Does the earnest-

ness with which God desires our salvation find

an answering earnestness in our striving after

His approval?—To the magnitude of that which
God has bestowed upon us, corresponds the

weight of our responsibility, and the heaviness

of His judgment.
Stabkk:—Without rest we wero the most

miserable of all creatures, and it were better for

us that we had never been born, than that we
remained in eternal unrest. Therefore, take

courage, vigorously onward, be active in the

struggle, joyful in the course, that we may lay

hold of the jewel of rest (1 Tim. vi. 12).—The
Gospel is the means which God employs for our
salvation. If then, it is to make living men out

of dead ones, it must itself be living.—God's
Word has God's power.—Observest thou not how
it arouses thy conscience and rebukes thee ?

—

God evinces His power in the works of faith and
ef salvation, no otherwise than through His
word, and it also proves itself mighty in those

who will not obey the truth, since it becomes to

them a savor of death unto death, (I Cor. i. 24;
2 Cor. x. 4, 5; Rom. i. 16; Ps. xix. 8.)—The
law is a sharp sword, which pierces into the

rsoul of a transgressor (Gal. iii. 10) ; but the

'Gospel is still sharper in its convicting power

;

it is able to soften the hardest heart, and to cut

it asunder through the preaching of Christ,

(Acts ii. 87: xvi. 14, 82; xxvi. 27, 28).—As
the word is of divine authority, it is also a per-

fect, clear, and sure rule of faith.—The power
«of the word of God evinces itself in this, that

without compulsion or external power, it draws
hearts to itself, brings them out of the power of

the devil, of sin, and of death, into obedience,

and brings them to eternal, divine freedom,
righteousness and life.—Our heart has frequent-

ly been smitten, we know not how or whence.
Frequently we hear a whispering, without any
sensible emotion. Then again it happens that

we hear the same small voice, and taste in it a
power, and receive from it a wisdom, that fills

us with wonder, (Acts xxiv. 25).—Thoughts are
not free from accountability; nearest thou not
that they have their judge?—If thou goest
about with evil trick and artifices, although they
are choked down in the heart, and bear no fruit,

they will still be revealed and judged to thine
* eternal shame, (1 Cor. iv. 5).

Bjerlenbubgeb. Bible.*—He who will not hear

the voice of God cannot possibly attain to the

Rest of God, and although there may be feud
some who have said that they enjoy rest, they

have still only a transitory and self-procured

rest; but not a rest in God.—Many thousands

have lost their rest because they did not put forth

their utmost power in entering into it, (Luke

xiii. 24).—Where unbelief puts itself in the wty

of the word, there the living word proves its

power, so as to disclose the condition of the

man.—The living Word of God cuts so deep into

the soul that the false blood of selfishness, as it

were, issues forth, and of necessity, betrays it-

self.—None is so upright toward thee—of that

be assured—as this word.
Laubintius :—With the regenerate the spirit

must have sway : the body must be subject to

the soul, but the soul to the spirit.—From God

nothing is hidden, neither the wickedness of the

unconverted, nor the secret desire of believers.

He knows and sees all better than we oursefres.

Rambach :—Those greatly err who hold the

Word of God to be a dead letter; yet the law

cannot make alive, for this is an honor which

belongs alone to the Gospel.

Von Bogatzky:—None can have any excuse

for remaining dead and inanimate, or sluggish

and inactive; because the word is living and pow-

erful.—With the sword of the Spirit must all our

enemies be smitten, and not hinder us from en-

tering into the heavenly Canaan.—We have not

to do with mere men who formerly wrote the

word, and who now preach it; no, we have to

do with God Himself, the Judge of all flesh.—

The more exalted is the person who speaks to

us, the more reverently do we receive the word

and obey it.

RiEQEtt:—Thero arises in the heart, particu-

larly if during many years it has not remained

totally estranged from, and indifferent to, the

proffers of God, an incredible blending of good

and evil, of truth and falsehood, of earthly-

mindedness, and occasional longing alter some-

thing better, of inclination to the obedience of

faith, and temptation to depart from the living

God. If these remain always blended with each

other, then the man always remains hidden from

himself, now inclined to be influenced and yield

to right persuasion, and now again timid, trem-

bling before the temptation to cast awsy his

confidence. With this he sinks at one time into

fear,without exertion, and acts as if nothing more

were to be accomplished ; and at another

plunges into self-confident endeavors in ezcr&*

withoutfear, without thought of the power of un-

belief, from both of which only the call and

drawing of God can set us free. From such a

labyrinth there would be no escape without this

judicial and serving power of the divine word,

which must divide asunder for us faith and un-

belief in their deepest roots, and their inmost

and most vital tendencies.

Stier:—The unbeliever already has his judge

in the heard but despised word, and his judg-

ment in his heart and conscience.—He who in

the deepest, indestructible original foundation

of the fallen man, still attests by the voice of

conscience His right and His truth, is the same

one who now speaks by the word of His grace

unto and into the conscience.
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Yon Giblach:—All that is here said of the

word, that is, of the revelation of God generally,

holds in the highest degree of the independent,

personal, eternal Word which was with the Fa-

ther, and has appeared among us in the flesh

;

every individual word of God is an emanation

from the eternal Word.—The greater the com-
passionate grace which God bestows upon us in

Christ, the mightier the power of His all-healing

and restoring love, so much the more fearful is

the responsibility, if we nevertheless despise His
word.
Hiitbnie:—The Word penetrates even through

the thickest bulwarks of prejudice, of illusion,

and into the hardest and grossest hearts; it

seizes upon the inmost being, the very vital

principle of man.—How often has the declara-

tion of the Bible assailed and completely pene-
trated the hardened and the transgressor, or a
promise awakened the sluggish and the timid.
The power of the word comes from God who has
created both the word and the human soul.
Even the simplicity of the word strengthens its

power.—God knows alike true and wavering
faith.

Hahn:—We cannot believe and yet remain
idle.—The word will at once render us cheerful,
and will help us on if we deal with it honestly
and do not weaken its power.—Many would
gladly go into rest, but they do not lift up a foot
in the right direction.

Fricke:—The goal toward which we tend is

indeed rest, but the way is toil and labor.

THIRD SECTION.
i.

Exaltation of Jesus Christ above Aaron and his high-priestly successors.

The exaltation of Jesus Christ, as the High-Priest who has passed through the heavens, furnishes

a basis for the exhortation to the maintenance of the Christian confession.

CuaptirIV. 14-16.

14 Seeing, then, that we have a great high priest, that is [has] passed into [through]
the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our profession [confession,

15 tjioXortaql. For we have not a high priest which [who] cannot be touched with the
feeling of [sympathize with] our infirmities; but was [has been] in all points tempted1

16 like as toe are, yet without sin [apart from sin]. Let us therefore come boldly [ap-

proach with confidence] to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy,' and find

grace to help in time of need [for seasonable succor].

i Ter. 15.—The UcL rec. wrwupairfiiyoy is attested by Sin. A. B. D. E^ and Is to be retained against the reading ircirct-

pmjUrr received by Mill, Bengel, MattbJU, and recommended by Griesbach, which would properly mean, ** who has made
trial ot expertut."

« Vex. 16.—The form iXeot, preferred by Lachm. and Tisch. instead of *\<o*>, has the sanction of Sin. A. B. C* D.* E.
17,71-

[Yer. lid U*\*\v66ra roi* ovpaVovt, having passed through (not as In Eng. rer. into} the heaven* : though of coarse
either might be said.—r^t epeAeyfo, our confession,

fec. 16.

—

ffVfiwaB. rot* iv4*v*iaii,
'

Ung to or after our si

lings, just as men are tempi ,

Ver. IS-—per* nmpfaoia*, Bng. rer. boldly: De Wette, Del., Moll, mil FreudigkeU—with joufulne**: Lllnn mil Zuver-

Ver.
romsin;

vfiwaB. rat* avfotlate, to sympathise with our weakntsses.—Kara ir&Vra, a$ toatt thing*, in all things,-

6fux4>nrra, accenting to or a/ter our similitude,—]nst as we are tempted.—x»pi« dpopria*, apart, or separately fit
tempted in all things, just as men are tempted, but still totally free from sin.

Ver. IS-—per* nmpfaoia*, Bng. rer. boldly : De Wette, Del., Moll

.

m
*ieht~-wUh confidence, as also Del. at a, 6, nearly, vuj Joyous, unhesitating, confidence; Air., confidences-*^ evnaipw
/to^eVuv, for seasonable succor.—K.}.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbb. 14. Since, therefore, we have a
great high priest, etc,—Delitisch, disconnect-

ing the oZv from the ixovrer &p%., and carrying
it over to the Kparufitv, makes the ix°v. hpx- here
incidental, and regards the ovv with Kparu/iev as
deducing from the words immediately preceding
the duty of steadfast perseverance [so Alf.]. Bat

the position of ofn> between ixovrec and hpx*pk<h
shows that, looking back to the entire previous
discussion, in which Jesus has been not merely .

styled &pxupelv, ii. 17; Hi. 1 (Thol., De W.), but
also been set forth in His personal elevation and
majesty (Lttn.), the author is drawing the con-
elusion that we possess in Jesus not merely a
Prophet and Messenger of God, Legislator, and
Leader, like Moses and Joshua, but a IHgh-priest

who, precisely on account of this character, can,
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as apxW&C ""fa ournpiag, conduct into the Sabbath
rest (oappartofidc). The epithet pkyag points at

once to that elevation of this High-Priest above

Aaron and his successors, which is unfolded in

this section ; for the opinion of John Cappell,

Braun, Ramb., Mich., etc., that the epithet ptyoc

only serves to give to the combination pey. *PX>
the meaning of high-prictt, is entirely without

foundation. Philo had previously called the

Divine Logos pky. apx- (I., 654 Ed. Mang.). That
the author's special point here is the majesty of

this Christian High-Priest, is clear from the two
appended descriptive clauses, of which the for-

mer tells us that this High-Priest has accom-
plished His course, in order that, exalted above
all created existences (vii. 26 ; Eph. iv. 10), He
might receive the Place belonging to Him upon
the throne of the majesty of God, i. 3, 13; while
the other connects immediately with His special

designation as High-Priest the mention of His
Divine Sonthip, which explains this elevation

(ch. i. 1, 6; vi. 6; vii. 8; x. 29). The render-

ing: "who has gone to heaven" (Pesh., Luth.,

Calv., Ernesti, etc.) is erroneous [as also that of

the Eng. version, «« who has passed into the hea-

vens "] ; and no less erroneous is the opinion of
Wolf and Btfhme, that the appended rbv vlbv rov

Seov is intended to distinguish Jesus from
Joshua.
Vee. 14. Let VLB hold fast oar confession.

— The circumstance that not merely such a
High-Priest as the above exists, but that we al-

ready stand in a definite historical relation to

Him, whereby He is our High-Priest, forms the

ground of the exhortation to the holding fast, vi.

18 ; Col. ii. 19; 2 Tim. ii. 15 (Kparopev not to be
explained as by Tittman, lay hold of), of our con-
fession, viz., our entire Christian profession, not
merely our confession of Christ as our High-
Priest (Storr).

Vbr. 15. For we have not an high priest
—infirmities.—The author is not here giving
the ground of the exhortation which has already
found its reason in the Ixovrec oiv apx-t but pro-
ceeds to eluoidate still further the declaration of

Christ's High-Priesthood which follows from the

preceding discussion, by anticipating and setting

aside the thought which might arise that a Mes-
siah who had come from God, and who had gone
to God, might perhaps indeed have taken upon
Himself the human mode of life, but could
scarcely have assumed our entire human nature

to the extent of an actual sympathy with our
weaknesses and our temptations. An actual

joint endurance (avpird&xeiv, Rom. viii. 17 ; 1

Cor. xii. 26) of these sufferings is here not in-

tended. The writer simply affirms a sympathy,

a fellow-feeling, (ovpirafleiv, x. 84); through
which compassion shows itself in emotional par-

ticipation, and in hearty sympathy with the

condition eX those into whose circumstances, pe-

rils and modes of feeling we are enabled to enter.

The ao&hetat are' not merely sufferings (Chrys.,

etc.), but our outward and inward infirmities.

Bat one who has been tempted —
without sin.—The 6i stands here as ii. 6

;

iv. 13, so that the adversative clause contains, at

the same time, a heightening and a carrying
forward of the thought. Kaff 6uot6rnra so. fyuQv

Is stronger than Spoilt?. Christ's likeness to us

in respect of being tempted extends to every re-

lation with a single, far-reaching exception,—as
exceptiou that, in fact, modifies the relation of

likeness at every point, viz., apartfrom tin (x»pk
dpapriac). This cannot mean, " except in sin,"

in all otner things beside (Capp., Storr, etc.); for

in that case Kara iravra must have been united

immediately with x<*pk> and ipapriac must

have had the definite article. The view of

(Ecum., Schlicht., and Dindorf, to wit, without

having stained His sufferings by sin, is unna-

tural. The common explanation, viz., without

His temptation leading Him to sin, is too nar-

row. The participation of Jesus in every form

of human suffering—the actual stirring of His

emotions, His complete fellow-feeling with our

weaknesses, the reality of His actual tempta-

tion,—all have taken place without one single

sinful emotion, and without ever finding in Him,

as their condition, or point of contact, a single

slumbering element of sin. Every thing took

place with Him "separately from sin." The
sinlessness of the Divine Logos in Philo, (Ed.

Mang. I., 662 ff.).

Yin. 16. Let as therefore approach—of
grace.—Since we possess in Jesus Christ a

High-Priest who is not merely exalted, but also

sympathizing and tried, and who thus has not

merely the external position and power, not

merely the internal inclinations and volitions,

but every possible requisite form of qualification

and fitness to be our Saviour, with this the

previous train of thought, with its naturally ac-

companying exhortations, is brought to a sort of

temporary, and, as it were, preliminary close.

The " throne of grace " is neither Christ (Gerb,,

Seb. Schmidt, Carpi., etc.), nor the throne of

Christ (Primas., Schlicht.), but the throne ofGod.

The expression, however, is not intended to sug-

gest the throne which arose upon the lid of the

ark of the covenant (Bisp. after the earlier

intcrpp. ), but the throne of God in heaven, which
at ch. viii. 1 is called tfoovoc rfc pryaXuavvK, and

here &p6voc nfr xoyMror, the throne of grace, be-

cause from it there descends to us the grace

which is wrought through Christ the Son, en-

throned at the right hand of God. There is no

occasion for interpreting it as the throne which

stands upon grace, Isa. xvi. 5 ; comp. Ps. lxxxix.

15 (DeL), but rather, as that upon which grace

is enthroned. The coming or drawing near to

this throne, designated by irpookpxto&u with an

obvious reference to the approach of the Leviti-

oally clean to the sanctuary (Lev. xxii. S), or of

the priest to the altar (Lev. xxt 17), is to be

with the bold and joyous confidence (vufrfaeias)

which gives to itself the corresponding expres-

sion (ch. iii. 6), and rests upon the assurance

of reconciliation with God.
That we may obtain mercy, tfc—The

object of coming to the throne of grace, which

in the Old Testament was made possible by the

Levitical sacrifice, in the New, by the sacrifi-

cial death of Christ, but in both eases finds the

impulse to its realisation in the faith of those

who stand in need of succor, is the attainment

of iteof (mtrcy ) and xaP*C (grace)- It is equally

unwarrantable (with Liin.) to reject all distinc-

tion between these two terms, and with Bisp., to

refer the Iteoc (mercy) to forgiveness of sins and
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deliverance from suffering, and the x&Plc (9race)*
on the contrary, to the communication of the

higher gifts of grace. For Vxoc (pity, mercy)

always involves a more especial reference to

wretchedness, which touches the heart ; whether
consisting in outward misfortune, suffering,

punishment, or inward corruption, guilt and sin,

while xfyxz (ffraee)* on th° contrary, looks rather

to a mere self-determined and kindly inclination

toward those who have neither right nor claim to

it. To restrict the words etc tbnaipov fioifleiav to

the then still existing season of grace, with a refer-

ence back to ch. iii. 13 (Bl., De W., Lun.), would
indeed be preferable to the wholly vague and in-

definite interpretation, "so often as we need
help;" yet such a limitation is still less appro-
priate than (with Thol. and Del.) in reference to

ch. ii. 18, to refer it to our weaknesses and need
of succor in temptations.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

We must not merely believe what is announced
to us of Jesus in the Holy Scripture, but also

confess what we have in this great, and in every
respect perfected Mediator of salvation.—This
confession presents itself, indeed, in separate acts,

but the confession itself is a united and dis-

tinct whole; and the holding fast to this, as the
confession of the Christian Church, presupposes
in the members of the Church, a vitality, power,
and fidelity of personal faith, which should ever
be cherished, and by which again, our joyful ac-

cess to the throne of grace is secured under the
most painful trials.

2. The passing of Jesus through the heavens is

not here presented as a parallel with the official

and solemn passing of the Jewish High-priest
through the holy place, into the Holy of holies.

—

Bather the return of the High-priest Jesus, who,
as such, has already made His perfect sacrifice

by the offering up of His life upon the cross

—

Uis actual return, as Son of man, to the Father, is,

in our passage, as an extraordinary token of His
incomparable majesty, placed in parallel with Uis
Divine Sonship ; whereby the whole person of

the God-man is exalted above all finite beings
and localities, and freed from the limitations of
time and place, has been brought into full and
unrestricted participation in the Divine majesty
and glory.—The Lutheran Dogmatic has for this

reason drawn from our passage a capital proof
of its doctrine of the ubiquity of Christ.

*

3. A contrast of the strongest kind appears in

thus setting over against each other the exaltation

of the God-man above every thing created, and
His actual participation in human sufferings and
fortunes. This participation is of a two-fold

character; the one is a sympathizing and ever-

enduring compassion, in respect to our needs, in

a loving sensibility andfellow-fuling with our suffer-

ings; the other is the sinless sharing, during his

earthly life, not only of our susceptibility to suffering,

but also of our liability to temptation. Both are a
testimony of the perfection ofJesus, and afoundation

of our confidence in His help, which we, for this

reason, have to implore in our lime of need. Upon
this rests, in great part, the importance of the ex-

periences obtained by Jesus in His human life, in

regard to the character of human sufferings and

temptations. "As former of the world, the Logos
of God knew doubtless what sort of a creature
we are ; but, clothed with our flesh, He became
acquainted with human weakness from diversified

and comprehensive experience. His Divine, pre-
existent knowledge, came to learn that which
springs from personal trial."—In these words of
Cyrill of Alexandria, cited by Del., comes out
rather the importance of these experiences, for
the development of the personal consciousness
and life of Jesus Christ, which has been touched
on elsewhere in our Epistle ; the object here aimed
at, is the quickening of Christian steadfastness and
fidelity, by pointing to His capability, not merely
to understand our condition, but by virtue of

His permanent connection with our nature, in

which He has Himself been once tempted, even
now, in His exalted condition, to take livingly to

heart our state of need and of struggle.

4. The opinion defended by Menken, Collen-

busch, Irving, that Jesus Christ was exempt, in-

deed, from actual sin, but not, in His nature, from
inherited sin, has, lying at its basis, the endeavor
to bring into clear light the reality of His
humanity, the historical character of His temp-
tations, and the greatness of His moral power
and dignity. But it consists in a false explana-

tion of the phrase, "conceived of the Holy Spi-

rit," in which certainly the phrase, "born of

the Virgin Mary," finds its supplementary and
correlated truth, and it involves a dangerous
confounding of the actual nature of fallen huma-
nity with the God-created human nature which
the Son of God assumed in order to redeem and
sanctify humanity. This confusion again, has
its ground in an inability rightly to distinguish

in the human bosom the possibility of sinning, and
the reality of temptation, from the commencement of
sinful emotion in the affections (compare Ullmann,
The Sinlessness of Jesus, 6th Ed., p. 151 ff., and
Schaff, The Person of Christ, p. 61 ff.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The duty of fidelity to our profession: a. in its

ultimate ground; b. in its exercise; c. in its

blessing.—Whence arises the joyfulness of our
approach to the throne of grace? 1, from the

certainty of our reconciliation with God through
the great High-Priest, Jesus, the Son of God;
2, from the experience of the sympathy which Jesus

has with our weaknesses, as one who has Him-
self been tempted; 3, from faith in the power
of Jesus for timely succor, inasmuch as He has

gone sinless through temptation, and victorious

through the heavens.—What most powerfully

consoles us in our struggles? 1, the testimony

in regard to the great High-Priest, Jesus, if we
can jointly confess it; 2, a survey of the tempta-

tions which Jesus has endured without sin, if

we recognize therein His sympathy and His

strength ; 8, our sure and confident approach to

the throne of grace in our need of help.—It is not

enough that we hear of the great High-Priest,

Jesus. We must also, 1, confess Jesus in faith

as the Son of God ; 2, comfort ourselves in our

temptations with His example ; 8, seek and find

from His grace timely succor in our weaknesses.

Starke :—Take heed that thou do not fall off

from the confession of Christ; for He is a
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mighty Lord, who can easily punish this thy
wickedness; but He is also compassionate and
sympathising, since thou always findest with
Him grace, compassion, and succor. Wilt thou
then deprive thyself of such blessedness ? There
are times when compassion and grace are pecu-
liarly needful for us : in our first repentance,

when we feel within ourseWes nothing but sin,

wrath, and curse; in our conflict with spiritual

foes ; in all form's of trouble, and at the final

judgment.—Joyfulness of heart and ofconscience
render prayer mighty with God. But if we are

to attain such gladness we must stand in the

state of faith, and of a true conversion (Rom. v.

2; Eph. ii. 18; in. 12).—Our approach to the

throne of Ood depends upon compassion and
grace ; these we must take by the hand of our
faith which reaches forth after them; and we
must find them as a great treasure, which, in-

deed, has been already obtained, but must still

be sought by believing prayer.—We need at all

times the compassion and grace of God ; for the

sake of these we must seek without intermission

the throne of grace ; but we feel at one time

more than at another, our destitution, the as-

saults of our enemies, the sorrows of this world;
for which reasons we must at such times preemi-
nently draw near with reverence to the throne

of grace.

Beblebbuboeb Biblb:—We hare a great
High-Priest who consecrates the internal foun-

dation for a holy temple in the Lord, and exer-

cises in all respects His priesthood within us, as

He has also outwardly exercised it for us.—

A

weak faith which confesses itself to be weak, is

always dearer to God than a strong faith which
regards itself as strong, and is not.—Christ, in

all the assaults upon us, is assaulted along with

us.—Wrath and judgment are abundantly evi-

dent of themselves, and frighten the heart away
from God. But grace and love are disclosed

only through the Spirit of Christ, who then also

works perpetually to this end, that we may learn

to have a good conscience toward God, and this

through the single perfect Mediator and High-
Priest, who again has so won back love, that we
can now find a throne of grace in the heart of

God, provided only that we knock thereat, and
make our supplications in the name of Christ.

—

Taking, finding, receiving, are all that are of -value

here, and not any personal work or merit.

Laubentius :—Believers still have weaknesses,
but Christ sympathizes with believers in respect

to their weaknesses.—We must, 1, draw near,

since by remaining at a distance from God, and
by not being willing to draw near to Him, we could
not possibly obtain succor. We must, 2, draw
near to the throne of grace, since it is through
grace alone that man obtains help, not through
works. We must, 8, draw near with joyfulness,

sinoe to have begun to believe, and still be al-

ways inclined to doubt, is equivalent to doubt-
ing whether God is truthful, whether He is com-
passionate, whether He is Almighty; and he
that doubteth must not think that he shall re-

ceive anything from the Lord (Jas. i. 6, 7).

Rambach :—The recognition of the glory of
Jesus Christ, and in particular of His High-
priestly office, is the most excellent preservative
against apostasy.

Vox Bogatzkt:—Our sins must surely be
great, and a great abomination, since so great

an High-Priest was obliged to expiate them by
the sacrifice of His own life. But man would
fain make his sin insignificant and small, and is

full of excuse, security, and impenitence, and
he thus denies Christ as the great High-Priest,

and His great propitiatory sacrifice.

Stbikhofbk:—With a disconsolate heart, he-

wailing its misery, feeling nothing but corrup-

tion, one may yet summon a confident spirit to

come to Jesus. The sinner may address Him.

Before the throne of grace that has been sprin-

kled with blood, the sinner may present his

cause, his whole burden of anxiety.—We may
only come to the throne of grace, as we are, and
of our condition present what we feel, and ask
for what we need.—It is simply the result of the

same pride with which Satan has poisoned us,

if we refuse to throw ourselves upon mere com-
passion, and in this, let ourselves be looked upon
precisely as we are.

Ribgeb :

—

Sympathycarries us through, and ob-

tains for us that which else a bold claim upon pity

might deprive us of. Compassion reaches down
the deepest into our misery, and is, as it were,

the nearest thing for us to receive or lay hold of.

Led by this, we always find, more and surer

grace for opportune help in every time of need.

Von Geblach:—We are tempted by sin and

to sin. Christ was tempted in both senses, with-

out sin.—As His kingly office has respect to the

annihilation of the dominion of sin, death and the

devil, and the restoration of men to the glorious

freedom of the children of God, so His priestly

office has respect to the doing away of that sepa-

ration of men from God, which sin has occa-

sioned, and the reestablishment of their intimate

fellowship with Him. The former is preemi-

nently a glorifying of God's omnipotence; the

latter preeminently a glorifying of God's love, in

the work of redemption.
Stieb:—For that in thee which still loves to

sin, thou shalt find no comfort and no sympathy,
but hostility even unto blood, even unto death.

But for the new man in thee, who is a member
of Christ, and feels and suffers sin with pain,

it is to thee truly a great consolation, that He,

thy Lord and Head, has felt and suffered it also.

—

In our perpetual drawing near lies the whole secret

of our struggle unto certain victory; in the ne-

glect of this, in indolent and distrustful standing

aloof, lies our whole danger of destruction.

—

Provided that prayer persists and becomes ear-

nest seeking, we cannot fail to find grace at the

throne of grace, where nothing else is to be

sought and found.

Hjeubnbb:—Christ, as a son, had a right to

take upon Himself the creature. As a son, He
was an eternal propitiator; God looked upon
Him from eternity as the ground of our salvation,

and in Him loves from eternity our fallen huma-
nity as reconciled in Him. As son, He remains
propitiator through eternity; His propitiation

holds good forever, because, through the Son, it

is grounded in the nature of God. Were the

atonement to lose its efficacy, the Son must cease

to have efficacy with the Father, and this is im-

possible.—In Jesus Christ there is a wondrous
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onion of loftiest elevation and condescending
sympathy.—Both the temptations and the sinless-

ness of Jesns inspire confidence in the heart.

Stein :—The freer we feel ourselves from evil,

the more painfully must temptations touch us.

Frickb :

—

Having and holding, belong together.

Gebok :—The lovely paths which open them-

selves to the Christian from the mount of the as-

cension: 1. downwards toward earth; a. a field

of labor for our faith ; b. a place of blessing for

our exalted Saviour. 2. Upwards toward hea-
ven ; a. a gate of grace for daily joyful approach

;

b. an opened door of heaven for future blissful

entrance.

n.

Christ has the characteristic of a High-Priest primarily by His capacity to sympathize

with human weakness.

Chapter V. 1-8.

For every high priest [being] taken from among men is ordained for men in things

2 pertaining to God, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices1 for sins: Who can have
compassion on the ignorant, and on them that are oat of the way [being able to deal

tenderly with the ignorant and erring] ; for that he himself also is compassed with in-

3 firmity. And by reason hereof [on account of it]' he ought [is obliged], as for the

people, so also for himself/ to offer for4 sins.

» Ver. 1.—The UcL rec. impi r< «ot, has the sanction of Slnn A. 0. D.+** E. K. L., and all the minnac.
* Ver. 8.—Instead of oicl ravn}?, should be read with Sin. A. B. C* D.* 7, 80, 6V avnfr. [This is intrinsically better, as

the nnemphatio avr^v, it, suits better than Tavnji/, this, with the incidental and parenthetical character of the verse.—K.J.
* Ver. 3.—-The loot. rec., favrov, is found in Sin. A. C. D.+** S. K. L., and in nearly all the minusc.
« Ver. 8.—Instead of vvip a/ia/mw, rtpl ajt. is, after Sin. A. B. 0.* D.* 17, 81, 47, 73, 118, approved by Qriesb., and re-

ceived by L*ch. and Tisch.
[Ver. 1.—Aop0ai'dV«>'Of, not taken^who it taken, as if applying to that particular class of htgh-priests that are

taken from among men, in antithesis to Christ ; but being taken, as a universal and indispensable attribute of high-priests,

vix^ that they be taken from among men, and an attribute, therefore, which must be shared by Christ.—va-ip ay€punrt»o.

on behalfofmen.
Ver. 2.

—

titTfHowaOtiv, not exactly have compassion upon, but, "deal moderately, and hence tenderly with;'* Moll,
dot richtige Man im MUleiden einhaUen.—rot* ayvoovvir kox *-Aa»»fL«Vo<f, on the ignorant and erring, or straying. The~-— ...... ...... ... .. ,t

according as, marking equality of relations.—K.].

est trace; on the contrary, the sympathy pre-

viously ascribed to Christ, was regarded as the

most immediate proof of His fitness for the high-

priestly office, and as such introduced with a yap.

KaBUrrarai is not middle, but passive, and rd, irpoc

rbv 6t6v is not an Accusative of the object

(Calv.), but (as ch. ii. 17) a sort of adverbial or

absolute Accusative.

Ver. 2. That he may offer—for sins—
Although dapa denotes, Gen. iv. 4 ; Lev. i. 2, 8

;

bloody sacrifices, and Ovoiat, Gen. iv. 8, 6; Ex. ii. 1;

Deut.v. 15, those which are bloodless, still the com-
bination, d&pare koX dvoiaiy points here, as ch. viii.

8 ; ix. 9 , to the well-known distinction between
offerings made without bloodshed (expressed by
dupa, gifts), and those which require the shedding

of blood (expressed by dvolai, sacrifices). The
words wepl aftapriuv belong neither to &voiai

alone (Grot., Beng., etc.), nor to both nouns con-

jointly, but to the verb irpoofipn, indicating that

the high-priestly offerings in question—for those

of priests m general are not here referred to—in
which may be included gifts, may be conceived

as expiatory. The author is stating precisely

the purpose of the high-priest's religious minis-
try and mediation.

Or. Art. not repeated ; hence both participles belong to the same subject.
Ver. 3w—ty«tA«t, ought, i.e^is bound, is under obligation. «aft»g, oa

EXEGIETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbr. 1. For every high priest—relating
to God—The position of the words forbids our
connecting the participle XapfJavSpevoc imme-
diately with the subjeotsawcry high-priest who is

taken (Luth., etc.)—as if the purpose were to

contrast with the heavenly, the earthly high-

priest; but requires it to be taken predicatively,

as expressing the first requisite of every high-
priest, viz., that He, as being taken from men, be
appointed as religious mediator in behalf of men.
Ivor is any such contrast of Christ with the human
high-priest, expressed as to warrant the interpo-
lated idea of Thol.: " While Christ, through the
compassion and sympathy to which His suscepti-
bility to temptation has given rise, becomes (ac-
cording to ii. 17) a faithful high-priest (irurrbc

&PXiepelc), the human high-priest, by that liabi-

lity to temptation which passes over into actual
sin, is moved to indulgence toward his partners in
guilt, and a prompt and willing exercise of his
mediatorial office." Of a contrast between the
pure sympathy of Christ and the over indulgence
of the earthly high-priest, there is not the slight-
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As one who can deal gently, etc.—
JAerpioiraftriv, is a term that past oyer (Diog.

Labbt. vit.phil., V. 81) from the School of the

Peripatetics into general use, and which has

a doable contrast, on the one hand, with the

anddeta, passionlessness, which the Stoics de-

manded of the wise man, and on the other, with

excess of passion (nadoc\ in those who were pas-

sionately excited. It is commonly understood,

in too narrow a sense, of moderation in anger,

and of indulgence and gentleness toward the

short-coming; for it applies, in general, to the

preserving of the proper mean in our emotions,
and hence in the case of sufferings denotes stead-

fastness. This quality was specially necessary
for the high-priest; for all crimes, without dis-

tinction, could not be equally expiated by sacri-

fices. On the one hand, therefore, he must not
allow himself to be moved by false sympathy to

unwarranted offerings, nor, on the other, to be
provoked by the constantly recurring demands
for intercession and sacrifice, to impatience and
hard-heartedness. Wilful and determined trans-
gression of the law demanded even still the
infliction of the appointed punishment. For sins

that were committed J7Q^ T3« witn upraised
T T - .

hand, t. e. t in a spirit ofhaughty violence and inso-
lent defiance of the law of God, the offender was
to be cut off from the congregation by death, Lev.
iv. 13 ff.; Num. xv. 22 ff. Sins, on the other

hand, which were committed in error (HJjIB^S)*

so that in the moment of their commission there
was but an indistinct consciousness of their na-
ture, admitted expiation by sacrifice. The sub-
ject of expiation must then take the victim to be
offered from his own possessions, and bring it

to the priest who put it to death as a substitute
for its owner, after previously ascertaining whe-
ther the offence in question fell under the above
mentioned category. The expression, role ayvoovat

koX irXavojifaoic, is, however, by no means to be re-

stricted to men who have committed unwitting
and involuntary offences; for, on the great day
of Atonement, even sins which were not com-

mitted thus in error (nDB^3)f and which
tt : •

admitted in the course of the year no expiatory
sacrifice, could, under the condition of repent-
ance, receive expiation. Those persons, there-
fore, are intended, who, in distinction from the
impious mockers at the law, disregarded, in their

natural and hereditary sinfulness, the Divine
will, and by yielding to temptation, fell into

error.

Ver. 8, 4. Since he himself is compassed
with infirmity—offerings for sin.—'Kodbeia
is here, as at ch. vii. 28, that native moral weak-
ness with which man is encompassed not so much
as by agarment (Lfin. ), as by light, or by the skin, so
that he can in no condition of earthly life be
conceived as separated from it. The classical

form nep'tKeifial ri (found elsewhere in the New
Testament only Acts xxviii. 20), expresses ad-
mirably this condition, so entirely independent
of human will. 'OfetXei points not exclusively
to the legal requisition (Bdhm., Hofm.), and not
exclusively again to a moral necessity, which

lies in the very nature of the case, as springing

from the like state of infirmity, (BL, Lun.). Both

are blended in the conception of the author

(Del.). For not only does the law take for

granted (Lev. iv. 8-12) that the high-priestmay
also in the course of the year find himself under

a necessity of offering sin offerings for himself;

but on the great festival of atonement, the high-

priest, after accomplishing the customary morn-

ing sacrifices, was obliged to lay aside the so-

called golden garments, and in simple priest's

clothes, yet of Pelusian linen, descend from the

bathing apartment into the inner fore-court,

there lay his hands on the bullock that stood is

a sin offering between the court of the temple

and the altar of burnt offering, and offer inter-

cessory prayers, first for himself and his house,

then for the entire priesthood, and finally for til

Israel; prayers which Del. in his history of Jew-

ish poetry, p. 184, 185, has given and explained.

The first prayer of intercession ran thus:

Jehovah, 1 and my house have trespassed, hare

done wickedly, have committed sin before Thee.

0, in the name of Jehovah (according to aoothtr

reading, Jehovah) expiate, I pray Thee, the

trespasses and the evil deeds and the sins m here-

with I have trespassed, and have sinned against

Thee, I and my house, as written in the lav of

Moses Thy servant ; " For on this day will he

make an atonement for you, to cleanse yoo:

from all your sins shall ye be clean before Jeho-

vah," (Lev. xvi. 80). It was only aahaTiag

himself received expiation that the high-priest

could make atonement for the priesthood and the

congregation according, to the principle: Let

an innocent person come and make expiation for

the guilty, and not a guilty person come and

make expiation for the guiltless. Hpoctipm

stands absolutely as at Luke v. 14; Num. tu.

18; comp. Bsichb Comm. Crit. III. 85.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The idea of the Priesthood is that of a reli-

gious mediation, which, culminating in the Uy**

priesthood, concentrates itself in sacrifice, and re-

ceives, according to the special character of the

religion, its peculiar expression, but reaches in

Christianity its adequate realization.

2. Among sacrifices, those which relate to the

restoration of that fellowship of man with God,

which sin has interrupted, are of the greatest

importance ; inasmuch as the religious life of

the human race in its actual course turns upon,

and as it were revolves about, the reahtatm </

the atonement, as about its central point m the

mutual relations of sin and grace.

8. The institution of the priestly office there-

fore originates in the necessities of men who are

to be reconciled to God. But for this reason

again the priests themselves are taken frommeB.

inasmuch as any genuine intercession with God

requires that they know, from their own exper-

ience, the necessities of sinful men. But from

this again it necessarily follows, that theyare

under obligation to offer expiatory sacrifices,

not merely for others, but also for themselves,

until the appearance of the sinless High-priest,

Jesus Christ.
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HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Our condition summons us primarily ; 1, to

the humble confession of our sinfulness and weak-
ness ; 2, to a fitting sympathy with' the erring and
sinful ; 3, to the eonsoientious employment of

the appointed means of grace.—True sympathy
springs from a perception of our own liability to

transgression, and qualifies us for a consoling

ministry.—The office which is committed to us does

not free us from * the sin which cleaves to men
generally ; but it entrusts to us the means of re-

conciliation to be impartially applied in the con*

sdentUms exercise of our office.

Starke:—An evangelical teacher, although

he walks worthily of the Gospel, must still, in

the proper estimate of his own weaknesses, deal

with all sinners, in the midst of severity, with
tender sympathy and love, by which he will find

all the happier entrance into the consciences of

his hearers (2 Tim. ii. 24).—The priesthood is

certainly to be respected, and they who are

called to it are to be honored ; but they are not
to be too highly and sacredly regarded ; for they

are also encompassed with infirmity, and are

obliged, in due order, to pray as well for the for-

giveness of their own sins, as of those of others.

(2 Cor. iv. 7).

Rirgeb :—God has, even from ancient times,

foreshadowed the blessings and the consolations

which we have to enjoy in a high-priest, and in the

access to Ood, which is obtained by means of him.
It is a feature of the good and gracious counsel
of God, that He takes from the midst of men
those whom He deems worthy of this calling

and employment. For those who are taken, it is

an admonition that, apart from that which their

office assigns to them, they are in like circum-
stances with their brethren ; and, for those whom
they are to serve in their ministry, it is surely

encouragement that to some in their midst, free-

dom 'to draw near to God has been thus largely

opened.—Such a High-priest taken from among
men, had thus no ground of self-complacency to

exalt Himself above others ; but rather to exer-

cise a sympathizing and gentle spirit toward all,

and to be well aware of the two abiding sources
of sin, viz : ignorance and error.

Heubneb :—The need of a priestly office mani-
fests itself in all religions and among all nations.

This should make us give attention to the genu-
ine priest.—The office of priest is not instituted

for his own sake, but for the sake of others.

He is to be a leader of others to God, and his

sacred service should be to him a pleasure.—

A

sympathizing heart, love, is the most indispen-

sable quality of a priest He is to know men,
their weakness, their deficiency, and this should
make him sympathizing and attentive ; and he
should reflect upon his own weakness, in order
to become tho more patient. Lowliness and self-

abasement make us sympathizing.

in.

He possesses moreover this character by His being called of God to this office, and that as

antitype of Melchisedec.

Chapter V. 4-10.

4 And no man taketh this honor nnto himself, bnt he that [in thai he] 1 is

6 God, as [just as, zaOrirxepY was [also] Aaron8
. So also Christ glorified noi

called of

- « nofc himself
to be made a high priest;"but he"that said unto him, Thou art my Son, to-day have

6 I begotten thee; as he saith also in another place. Thou art a priest for ever after

7 the order of Melchisedec ; Who in the days of his flesh, when he had offered up [of-

fering up] prayers and supplications with strong crying and tears unto him that was
able to save him from death, and was heard in that he feared [and^jng hearkened

6 to from his pious reverence] ; though he were [was] a Son, yet learrf^he [om. he]
9 obedience by [from] the things which he suffered ; And being made perfect, he be-

10 came the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him j* Called [being
saluted izpo<rajroptudst<;'} of God a high priest after the order of Melchisedec.

i Ter. 4.—The Art. * before itaAotJ^mK, is to be erased after Sin. A. B. C* D. E. K, 23, 37, 44.
t Ver. 4*—Instead of jrottirep, we are to read, with Sin. A. B. D.*, jra0M**ep.
» Ter. 4.—Tho Art. 6 before Aa£»r, is to be expunged after Sin. A. B.C.D.B.K.L
« Ter. 9.—According to Sin. A. B. C. D. En 17, 37, the order of the words is as follows : tooxp rote v*axevcv<nr avry.
[Ter. Ij—koX ovy ^«vt^ and not for himself, c«vry, emphatic in position.—aAAd Kakov/uro* (omitting o), but being

called—' as being called,' or, "on the ground that he is called."—xotooircp. : «*, as; «aAvf, according as; xa&tarcp, pre-
cCselMt or, hut according as.

ver. b\r—e AaAijwaf sell. i&6$turtv avreV.
Ter. 7.—taf*«tf r« «ai Umjpt'a*, both entreaties and supplications.—irp<xreWv«a?, offering up, or, by offering up; not,

M wben he had offered op," nor, "haring offered up w—ti<ra#totw0«t*, being hearkened to.—nwbn* evkoBeUstfrom («on
account of) hie reverentfear,filialfear: Moll, Frowmigkeit, piety: others, "ausder OotUtfurchLn—K.].
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104 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vee. 4. And none taketh upon himself—
just as also Aaron.—The particle koI carries

back tofipdvei, and connects it with KadiaraTcu, the

principal verb of the period (ver. 1 ), and intro-

duces the second leading qualification demanded
in the high-priest, viz., the fact of his being
Divinely called,—a qualification realised at the

very inauguration of the high-priesthood, in the

case of Aaron. Bohme, Bleek and Bisping as-

sumo without sufficient ground in XapBdvet a
paronomasia with Xaupavduevoc., vcr- 1» Tne nuii,

honor, restricted by the article, refers not indefi-

nitely to any position of honor whatever, trat re-

fers to the special honor here in question, that

of the high-priesthood; and 'Aap6v again is not

here a collective term for Aaron and his descend-
ants, but Aaron, the individual person, standing

as a model and example for all subsequent high-
priests, by whom, in common with their head
and progenitor, the office was originally held
during life, the office alternating between the fa-

milies of the two sons of Aaron, Eleaxer and
Ithamnr. In a Midrash published by Schottgen
and Wetstein, Moses says to the troop of Korah:
44 If Aaron, my brother, had taken upon himself
the priesthood, ye would be excusable for mur-
muring against him. But God gave it to him,
and he who rebels against Aaron, rebels against

God. To which Korah says in reply : ' Think ye
that I claim to take the dignity for myself? I

simply demand that it pass to us all in rotation.'

"

Under the Roman dominion, appointments to and
removals from the priesthood were made at

pleasure, without reference to the descent of the

candidate from Aaron. The text, however, gives

no warrant to our imagining (with Chrys.,

(Ecum., Theoph., etc.) an allusion by the author
to this state of things. KadooTrep, precisely ac-

cording as, entirely as. Kapjidveiv iavr^t does not
of necessity involve the idea of usurpation (Luke
xix. 12). But if a Divine call and personal choice

of the position are placed in contrast, then the

latter is really usurpation—a fact which Hofm.
fails to perceive.

Ver. 5. Thus also Christ glorified not
himself, e/c—Horn. (Schri/tb. II., 1,282; 2 Ed.
II., 1, 898) snys: "It was no act of self-glorifi-

cation by which the Royal Mediator of salvation

became High-Priest; it was on the path of sor-

row and suffering that He attained to that glory
in which He is now a High-Priest after the order
of Melchi8edec>-^$ut this contrast of dogdfrtv

and rradelv antio* Aes the subsequent discussion.

The same isJtiMe if we refer the passage to

Christ's royal dignity, whether we find the allu-

sion to it in 6 xPt(TT<k or in hddl-aotv. The 66%a is

but an equivalent to the rtftf, of ver. 4 (Bl., etc.),

and the term 6 xPtffT^C ** selected because Jesus
Christ is regarded here not in Wis person, but in

His character of Messiah, who, as Anointed One,
is seated at the right hand of God.
Bat he who said to him, etc., as also in

another passage.—The two citations do not
express the same idea; nor is the former ad-
duced to prove that Christ is also a High-Priest
(Schlicht., Grot, Steng., Ebr., etc.), but simply
to call to mind the relation previously unfolded,

that, viz., which the God who has bestowed this

priestly dignity on Christ, sustains as Father to

this Auointed One. The second citation from
Ps. ex. 4 proceeds to define the priestly position

of Jesus, already repeatedly alluded to in a ge-

neral way, by its special feature, alleging, ttx.,

that its true type is to be found not in Aaron,
but Melchisedec. The essential import of the

statement is subsequently unfolded. Tdfr? sig-

nifies neither order of succession (Scbultz), nor
rank, but position, quality, mode, or kind, for

which ch. viL 15 has Kara ri)v 6ftot6rnra. " Him
whom God, in the words, 'My Son art Thou,

1

declares to be His world-ruling Anointed One, He
also, in His words, ' Thou art a Priest,' declares

to be an eternal Priest—two closely united and
kindred utterances of God's prophetic word in

the Psalms" (Del.).

Ver. 7. 'Who in the days of his flesh-
suffered.—The 6c refers back to the subject

6 ;w»0T0f, to which the Aor. ifiaOt belongs, and
of which the contemporaneous circumstances, or

the way and manner of learning, are denoted by
the Aor. Part. vpoocvkyKoc. and ticaKovcfkig. The
phrase, "in the days of His flesh," i. e., of His

human life on earth, is contrasted with His per-

fected state, mentioned ver. 9, and belongs to

the main verb, luadev. To luadev answers trader,

with an intended assonance. From thai which

(not in general: "by the fact that") Be suffered

(and with uovOdvo, as Matth. xi. 29 : irapd, or «,
Matth. xxiv. 82 fMatth. xxiv. 82 has ard r^c

ovicifc, which would be the more regular construc-

tion with things; xapd with persons, though the

usage is by no means invariable—K.]) He learned

His (the Art. r4jv being specific) obedience. To
put in parenthesis the clause, icaiirep—tractor,

and thus (with Abresch, Dind., Heinr., Steng.,

etc.) carry the be over to iytvtro as its first prin-

cipal verb, is totally inadmissible. For nahrep

can never be constructed with a finite verb

which here would be luade [u e., although, as

being a Son, He learned, etc., which would re-

quire el Kai, or some combination with e<l. But
neither is the clause, icaiirep uv vlo\, to do con-

nected, as by Chrys. and Theoph., with tioaxovc-

Oeic., For the particle points to some apparent

inconsistency between the clause in which it

stands (although being a Son) and the main de-

claration with which it stanas connected. Yet

no such inconsistency can be found between th^

relation of Son and tie fact of His being hearkened

to (rather the reverse), but it does seem inconsist-

ent with the leading thought of the period which
points to Jesus Christ's humiliation and to His

possession as Man of the first requisite of a high-

priest, mentioned ver. 1-8 (just as w. 6, 6, de-

clare His possession of that second requisite men-
tioned ver. 4). The " learning of obedience M

is a
mark of humanity ; and even in this fact of the *c-

tual development of Jesus, would the actual state und
condition of the Son of God, have disclosed itself

But here the question is not of that actual con-

dition, viz., of Christ's essential likeness to' and
equality with humanity, by virtue of the incar-

nation. That matter has been previously dis-

posed of. The question is now of His fitness

for being a High-Priest, and this by virtue of

His sympathy with the weaknesses of men. The
emphasis, therefore, rests not on luadev, learned
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(Del.), but on the whole closely connected
phrase, tpoBev of dv iiraBev.

Vie. 7. Offering up supplications—and
being hearkened to, etc.—With Uernpla (which

at Job xl. 20 is also connected with debate) iXata

or f>dj}doc [or icAAfof], is originally to be supplied,

the word thus properly denoting by ellipsis the

olive branch, which was borne in the hands of a

suppliant who was imploring help or protection

[Soph., (Ed. Tyr., *• &] : whence arose then the sig-

nification of earnest entreatysJbceaia, Inertia. It is

uncertain whether (Theophil., Bl., De W., Bisp.,

etc.), we are to assume, in respect to the verbal

coloring of these clauses, a reference to Ps. zxiL
and cxvi. There certainly is none to the loud pray-

ing of the Jewish high-priest on the annual day
of atonement (Braun, Bohme, etc.); most proba-

bly [I think certainly—K.] reference is here made
to the prayer in Gethsemane, and reference in the

plural nouns to its successive repetitions. The
added clause, " with strong outcry " (ftrra Kpavyifc

Urxvpdc), leads Calv., Sohultz, Stein, etc., to regard
the language as referring, along with these

prayers, to the loud crying of Jesus on the

cross; Cajetan, Este., Calov, and Strauss, refer the

whole exclusively to this latter, and Klee con-

fines it even to the loud outcry with which Jesus
died. These applications of the passage are by
no means (with De W.) to be regarded as un-
suited to the context,* they are rather very na-

tural, inasmuch as the struggling of Jesus with
that suffering of death which was inseparable

from His Messianic office, and which had long

been present to His thought, was not limited to

His agonizing supplications in Gethsemane ; and
the two Aorist participles are not to be resolved

by after that, viz., after that He had offered* etc.,

(De W., Hofm.), but in that (viz., in that He of-

fered, or by offering). The words allude, how-
ever, preeminently, to the suffering in Gethse-
mane; and we have here, perhaps, given us, in

close accordance with the account of Luke xxii.

89-46, a scene of evangelical history resting

npon tradition, which has also found its way
even into the text of some recensions of Luke
himself. For according to Epiphanius (Ancor.

81), the mention of tears is found kv r£ /card

Aovxav evayyeXUf* kvrotc adiopOArotc avrtypdfoic.

• [It seems to me (with De Wette) that a reference of the
language to the offerings and exclamations of Jesus on
the cross, would here be inconsistent with the purpose of
the writer. He is pointing ont how our Lord had learned
" obedUnos by prayers andsnpplications to Him who was able
totare Him from death." The "obedience" naturally has re-

ference to that which was the object of His crying and sup-
plication, and this is clearly intimated by the expression,
** to Him who was able to sare Him from death." The na-
tural implication of this language is, that He prayed to bo
aared from death. Tot the request was refused Him, and
He exercised obedience in submitting resignedly to the will
of His Father, and going in obedience to that will to the
cross. Thus the prayer of Gethsemane : " If possiblo, let

this cup pass from me," with the accompanying submission
ol the whole matter to the will of His Father, end the sub-
sequent obedience in going to the cross, are here clearly
portrayed, while "the strong crying," which is unmen-
tioned in the Qospel, is here added as a natural, and we
may add, almost necessary adjunct of the scene; for we
could scarcely conceire those agonising prayers and the
bloody sweat, as unaccompanied by the loud outcry here
mentioned: and altogether the prayer, the cry, the sweat,
are probably parts of the evangelical tradition regarding
that critical scene in the life of our Lord. The death scene
on the cross took place when the Son had substantially
obeyed; the crisis was over, and Jesus had already accepted
His destiny-—K.].

Moreover, Luke xix. 41, and Jno. xi. 35, show
the Lord weeping; while again, on the other
hand, the ayuvla of Jesus in the garden (Luke
xxii. 44), is not without example in the record
of His life, Jno. xii. 27. We may imagine that
the picture here drawn sustains a relation to the
Gospel narrative like that which Uosea xii. 5
sustains to the wrestling of Jacob at the Jabbok,
Oen. xxxii. 26 (Bohme, Del.). Since elsewhere
in our Epistle (ix. 14; xi. 4), as in the classics,

irpoofkpQ is connected with the Dative, it is

most natural not to make (with Lun.J irpdc rbv
dw&fuvov o6£etv avrbv en Oav&rov dependent on the
verb, but on defame re nal iKernpiac. The mere
expression o6$eiv ik Oavdrov admits indifferently
of being referred to deliverance from peril of
death (Theod., Calv., Bengel, etc.) and to res-
cuing out of death itself ((Ec, Calov, Este., etc.) ;

for which reason Michael., BL, and others, unite
the two. [But most assuredly erroneously.
For what our Saviour prayed for, was not to be
snatched from death after He had experienced
it, but rescued from its impending approach.
It was to be saved from "that hour 1 '—to be de-
livered from "drinking that cup "—to evade the
terrible scene whose black shadow was now
thrown over His soul, that He prayed, and this
was denied Him. Still, as His prayer was made
in entire resignation to His Father's will, He
was ** hearkened to," approved and accepted in
it, even though a literal compliance with it could
not be accorded to Him. He ** was hearkened
to," in that an angel was sent to strengthen
Him ; in that His death was accepted in all its

atoning import, and in that He received the full

reward of His suffering; that agonizing prayer
being only an additional and fuller proof of the
depth of His temptations, and the completeness
of His resignation.—K.]. We cannot from this

decide in regard to the sense of the words Jesus
was heard airb rife evXajieiae. We are hardly to
interpret this of His being freed from fear,

(Ambros., Grot., and many, following the Itala
exauditus a melu\, which Calvin and Schlichting
understand, of the object of the fear, viz., death.
This interpretation would be allowed, indeed, by
the and, and, moreover, evXafteia has, in fact, the
meaning offear (Wisd. xviL 8; 2 Mace. viii. 16).
It can, as appears from Sirach iv. 1, 8, pass over
into the signification of a fearful holding back,
and of shuddering at the contact and infliction

of the Kptfxa davarov ; whence Hofm. understands
it of Jesus' recoiling from death ; and Tholuck,
after Aretius, explains it of shrinking, shud-
dering, dctrectatio, and reminds us of the el

Swardv, if it is possible, of the prayer in Gethse-
mane. But evTbafieia means assuredly in general,

only thoughtfulness, precaution, foresight, the right

taking hold and grasping of a thing. Thus the
fundamental idea points not to fear of danger, but
tofear of injury, which, in the sphere of religion,

is conscientiousness in dealing with our relation to

God, and with the duties which spring from it.

Thus this word stands at Luke ii. 25; Acts ii. 5;
viii. 2; xxii. 12 (Lachm.); and so our author
uses it ch. xi. 7; xii. 28. For this reason wo
should also prefer the rendering of Luther after

the Vulgate, pro sua reverentia ; and so with all the

Greek interpreters, Bl., Lun., Del., etc. The
prepositionM points not to the object, but to the
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106 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

ground of the hearing [i. e., not being hearkened
to so as to be delivered from the thing feared

:

but hearkened to from—in consequence of His
filial reverence]; and is used as at Luke xix. 8;
xxiii. 41; Acts xii. 14; xx. 9; xxii. 11.

[I have explained above the force of eUraxoif-

eBelc an& correctly interpreted bj the author
" being hearkened to from, t. e., in consequence
of his pious reverence." He was hearkened to

none the less now than when as at John xi. He
said, "I know that thou nearest me always."
His prayer was couched in such a perfect spirit

of resignation, that He was heard in it none the
less approvingly, notwithstanding that the spe-

cific thing prayed for was not, and could not be
granted. And it was only the most dreadful
suffering and temptation that could have wrung
out, even from the human weakness of the Sa-
viour (and even with this all important qualifi-

cation), the prayer, the granting of which would
of course have nullified the entire purpose of the

Saviour's incarnation.—K.].
Hofm. regards the offering -of prayers and

tears as a sacrificial act, and places it, as stand-
ing connected with human weakness, in express
parallel with the npoofkpetv irepl iavrov, which,
in the case of the high-priest, must, of necessity,

precede his bringing the offerings on behalf of
the congregation (of course with the distinction

which exists between the weakness of the sinful

high-priest, and that of the sinless Saviour).
But this idea, which Del. takes unnecessary
pains to refute, is expressly contradicted by the
passage vii. 27.

Vie. 9. And being perfected, «/<?.—The
vttokot) nioreuc, Acts vi. 7 : Rom. i. 6, is the con-
dition of the attainment of salvation, of which
Christ, in His vn-cuco^, is the author to them that
obey Him. On both side*, alike in Saviour and
saved, the moral character of the relation is

strongly emphasized, and at the same time, the
iraatv, to all, brings out the universality of the
design of this salvation, as the term eternal

(aiuvtoc), designates its nature, Isa. xlv. 17;
while its realisation among men demands, on
the one side, the perfection of the life of Christ,

and on the other, the imitation of His life.

The connecting point of these ideas, lies in the
fact that Christ has not otherwise been perfected,

and elevated to the participation of Divine glory
on the throne of the Heavenly Majesty, than by
the voluntary offering of His life, morally per-
fected amidst temptations and sufferings. Thus
He has become not merely a priestly king, but a
high-priest after the order of Melchisedek, and as

.
such He is not so much prophetically designated

by God in Ps. ex. 4 (where we have barely
lepehc), but solemnly greeted on His arriving at per-

fection^ as shown by the Aor. Part., irpoaayopev-

0elc, which expresses an act contemporaneous
with the eyevero. The author thus says that the
prophecy has been fulfilled, and so fulfilled that
vet a new feature, that of the ZT^A-Priesthood,
is to be conceived as jointly inoluded (Hofm.).

SThe reader will notice some verbal allusions

. contrasts in this passage, not unworthy of
attention. Christ prayed to Him who was able
to save (oAfriv) Him from a momentary death,

—

for such a aurrfpia,—yet did not receive it, but
passing through it, became the author of an eter-

nal oornjpia to His people. Again He submitted
to this death in vnaxorj, obedience, to His Father's
will, and thus became iraoi roic vvomovovoiv airry,

to all who obey Him, the author, etc Thus the
saving from physical death which He prayed for,

is contrasted with the eternal saving which He
bestows on His people ; and the obedience which
led Him to submit to that death, is paralleled
with the obedience which enables them to reap its

fruits in eternal salvation.—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. For the legitimate exercise of an office,

personal fitness, is not sufficient; there is de-

manded for it especially a regular call, which has

its origin in God, and in times of disorder and
convulsion, receives and finds in God its reesta-

blishment. The modes of calling may therefore

be very various, and it is specially neces-

sary to distinguish the forms, which, in times of

great national convulsion, God has instituted for

promoting the objects of His kingdom, from those

which, in definite social relations and spheres

of life, are established by virtue of human laws,

on behalf of right and justice, for the attainment

of specific ends.

2. That, however, under all circumstances, we
are to proceed in accordance vith the Scripture,

and that, even in unwonted cases, God, as a

God of order, proceeds according to recognixtd

laws, and in harmony with His holy revelation,

is clear from the example of Jesus Christ, and the

relation of His high-priesthood to that of Aaron
and Melchisedek. All three are ordained of God
for definite periods and circumstances; and the

Holy Scripture discloses perfectly their mutual

relations, so far as they are important to the his-

tory of redemption. The Aaronic priesthood, with

its legal, hereditary succession and Levitical

character, is expressly designated as simply an

intervening and preparatory stage. The union

of the priestly and kingly offices in Melchisedec,

appearing as an insulated fact, and without the

precincts of the covenant people, is stripped of

its apparently purely accidental character, and
elevated toa type of that which, within the sphere

of the covenant people, was, in the person of the

Messiah, to stand forth in closest connection

with the history of salvation. But Jesus, although

Son of God, has still, in no self-willed and arbi-

trary manner, taken this dignity to Himself, but

in the way which had been previously announced,
has been placed in it by the Father.

8. True preparation for an office which is to

subserve the honor of God and the salvation of

men, is acquired not by amplitude of knowledge
and of skill, but by learning of obedience, by which
the whole person is prepared to be a willing and
capable instrument for the Divine counsels. In

this way Jesus Himself has been perfected, and
for this reason draws all who believe in Him into

the fellowship of His conflicts and His victories,

of His sufferings and His blessedness.

4. The hardest thing to conceive is that the suf-

ferings of the pious, and among them again those

of the Son oY God, lie within the sphere of the

Divine counsels, and possess a healing and sating

power. And the hardest thing to render is obe-

dience, which not only abides by and accomplishes

the will of God amidst sufferings, but in the suffer*
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ings themselves, shall perceive and prove the Divine

will as a will of love, and to evince and maintain

the harmony of our personal will with the will of

God, by afree reception of the destined and allotted

suffering.

5. As principal auxiliaries in this conflict of

faith and suffering, we have given to us the cer-

tainty of the hearing of prayer, the consoling

assurance of our ultimate personal perfection, and

the power of communion with Jesus Christ. For
Christ is to us, not merely an example and pattern,

but to them that obey Him, He is the author of

eternal salvation, after having been Himself

perfected. His perfection refers, on the one hand,

to His office of high-priestly Mediator ; for, after

that He had beoome obedient unto the death of the

cross (Phil. ii. 8), He passed into His state of exal-

tation in which His merits should retain an ever-

lasting efficacy. But this perfection of Hit career,

dependent on the fulfilment ofHis calling, presup-

poses, on the other hand, that complete unfolding of
Bis personal character, which was dependent upon
His actual humanity. Faith in the concrete

unity of the life of the God-man, requires the ap-

plication of the idea of development to His entire

personality, after the example of Luke ii. 52.

But faith in His sinlessness excludes every thought

of moral deficiency, and of a gradual triumph
over it by the process of development. His
learning of obedience, denotes not a transition

from disobedience to obedience, but the practical

power and depth of His personal experience of
that which is connected with human life.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Christ is High-priest by virtue of His suffering

of death ; He is a high-priest forever after the

order of Malchisedec, by virtue of His exalta-

tion upon the throne of God.—The priesthood of

Christ is partly an office committed to Him, partly

a calling obtained and won upon the path of suf-

fering.—In accordance with a divine calling, wo
are to deem no service, and no sacrifice too

heavy, and are in this to take Christ as our pat-

tern and our helper.—The school of suffering, in

which we learn obedience, is the longest and
severest ; but is productive of the richest fruits.

—

Our way to glory and eternal blessedness, leads

through suffering which God ordains after the

example, and through the help of Jesus Christ.

—

No period of life is secure from suffering; no
rank and condition form a protection against it

;

no virtue and no merit are secure against it ; but
it serves to the children of God as a means of

discipline in piety, and aids in time to the perfect-

ing of our life for eternity.—Prayers and tears

are an aid to willing obedience.—Only those suf-

ferings which resemble Christ's conflict of suffer-

ing, can comfort, purify and save-.

Starkb :—Observe how deeply Christ was hu-
miliated, how zealously He prayed, how obedient
He proved Himself. Do thou also learn from
Him, this zeal in prayer, this obedience in suf-

fering.—Our prayers and thanksgivings are also

offerings, yet not propitiatory ; but prayer and
thank-offerings, that we may evince our faith and

thankfulness of heart.—Jesus, since He was the

8on of God, and still took upon Himself suffer-

ings, to which he might undoubtedly have re-

mained superior, proves thus that He suffered
not from compulsion, but with the most perfect
willingness.—-Christ renders those blessed who
are obedient to Him. No others become par-
takers of His salvation.—The offering of the
Lord Jesus on the tree of the cross is the grand
feature of the atonement made on our behalf,
and of all the glory connected therewith.
Riegeb :—If in our human hearts there can

be wrought by the Spirit of God groanings which
are not to be uttered, oh, then, what prayers
must the Eternal Spirit, through whom our great
High-priest offered Himself to His God, have
called forth in Him: What sanctifying of God,
of His name, counsel and will ; what justifying
of His judgments ; what a piercing to the depths
of His love ; what appeal to His omnipotence

;

what subjection to His sovereign decree ; what
submission under all that was outwardly most
painful and ignominious, and what a tenacious
hold by hope on all that is most glorious, were
united, together in this prayer !—For this rea-

son was the suffering of Jesus so mighty to

expiate the sins of the whole world, because, in

His suffering He so justified, in the prayer of

His willing spirit, the judgment of God upon
sin, and yet was not to be drawn away from His
trust in Him who had placed Him in this office.

—Dread, fear, is the sharpest sting in suffering.

This the Saviour was unable to escape particu-

larly for the sake of needful sympathizing wiih
us. There He experienced how weak one might
be amidst entire willingness of spirit, so long as

one is in the flesh ; now He knows also what it is

"to be heard."—Jesus had already previously

evinced so much willing, joyful obedience in His
heroic course from the Father, through the

world, to the Father ; but now He learned what
is the deepest element in all obedience, viz : that

in suffering two separate wills come into con-

flict with each other, of which the one must be
subjected to the other ; the will of the flesh and
the will of the spirit—Christ now devotes just

as much fidelity to the carrying out and perfect-

ing of our salvation, as He did formerly to the

obtaining of it.—Weakness of the flesh becomes
sinful when it would subdue the willingness of

the spirit ; but if wo cry to God in prayer, so

that we are heard and delivered from it, it be-

comes the appropriate discipline under which

we learn and practice obedience.

Hahn :—Christ knows from experience what

belongs to a happy emerging from trial and suf-

fering. Now He most sympathizingly pleads our

cause with His Father.—The will and calling of

the Father are clear from the fact ; 1, that the

Father Himself, as it were, schooled His Son

thereto in the days Of His flesh ; 2, that the Fa-

ther Himself perfected Him and made Him the

pledge and surety of our salvation.

Hbubnkr :—Tears are a sign of strong, fer-

vent, earnest prayer, and prayer a sign of the

holy nature of tears.—Christ must be to us a

consolation and a source of quickening that we
may not withdraw ourselves from the school of

God.—Sufferings lead to perfection, and pro-

duce the most blessed fruits.—None, least of all

the priest, should push himself forward into

office.—He who arrogates to himself honoris not

worthy of it.—The Divine call ensures an hon-
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orable office.—Because God calls, we must serve.

—Christ is appointed of Ood ; His dignity, His

right, are founded upon God's ordination.—The
Divine Sonship of Christ was the first ground of

His priestly dignity. To this God has borne
witness in His word.
Stbim :—Called long since by the Father to be

High-priest, the Son proves in His human low-

liness that he is able worthily to fulfil such a
calling.—He who pushes himself forward pre-

maturely is led by empty honor; an office which
is administered in a Christian manner and spirit

brings with it true honor.
Hedmqbr:—Personally tried, ready to be-

lieve, willing to help ; all these united thou hut
in thy Saviour.

PART SECOND.
Exaltation of Christ as the single Priestly King, the antitype of Melchisedec

FIRST SECTION.
TRAKBITION TO THIS mSCUSSION BY MEANS OF CENSURE, WARNING, CONSOLATION,

• AND EXHORTATION.

I.

The readers are still deficient at the time in the right understanding of this typical relation.

Chapter V. 11-14.

11 Of whom [concerning which] we have many things to say, and hard to be uttered

12 [to be explained], seeing ye are [have become, ytrovars] doll of hearing; for when

[while] for [on account of] the time ye ought to be teachers, ye [again] have need

that one teach you [again om."] which be [what are] the first principles of the oracles

of God ; and are become such as have need of milk, and not of strong meat [solid fbod].

13 For every one that nseth milk is unskilful [inexperienced] in the Word [doctrine] of

14 righteousness, for he is a babe ; but strong meat [solid food] belongs to those that are

of full age [the mature, reXeiwv'], even those torn, even those] who by reason of use

[habit, £?cv] have their senses exercised [disciplined] to discern [to distinguish] both

good and evil.

[Ver. 11.—wi(H o&, concerningyhem, referring to Christ, not Melchisedek ; or, better, concerning vtMch Matter, vi*J

Christ's Melchisedok priesthood.—it*iv 6 Aeyoc s-oAfe *al ftvcvpMipwr*?, our discount it extended and heard to 6e deartf
expounded or Ktforth.-^ty6v*Tt* ye have become, not, are. The difference is important, as marking a lapse from a bettsr

spiritual state.

Ver. 12.— OsWAoyret tW, being bound, or under obligation to be—while ye ought to oe—St* rbr xpdVor, on account of (he

time, better than Bng. tot., vis-* "for the time," which is awkward, if not obscure —riXiv xpefcr, ye again hart need : the

w<£At!' clearly belongs to fy*™* not to the following UMjtkw. • Por nitf or riva. vit.: »• of tome one* teaching you the first

6rtnc«ples," or u of our teaching you what art the first principles," see exegelical notes.—Kai ov stcmcc, ecu is omitted by

.«C.17,Vulg.,Cop^Orig.,andby8In.
Ver. 13.—aa-ftpoc \6yov chjc., inexperienced, unskilled in respect of a discourse or doctrine of righteousness, so that he is

unal le as a wfrno* to enter into and comprehend it.

Ver. 14.—<ci& rfc* «fir, on account ofhabit.—yeyviumauiva, disciplined, trained, exercised.—wtoer^**, organs ofpercep-
tion, senses.—eUxptact, discrimination.--K.j.
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CHAP. V. 11-14. 109

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vcr. 11. Concerning which we have
many things, etc.—The ntol ov is not to be re-

ferred merely to Melchisedeo (Pesh., Calv., and
the majority) or to Christ ((Ec, Primas.), but to

the preceding declaration that Christ is a High-
Priest after the order of Melchisedeo; and the

ov is to be taken, either with Lun. as masc, or

with Grot, etc., as neat Erasm. and Luther
translate, we might have, instead of have, contrary

to the tenor of the following part of the Epistle.

[Alford still refers ov to Melchisedeo. But there

is not the slightest ground for supposing that the

author felt any difficulty in making clear any
facts concerning Melchisedeo, upon whom, in-

deed, he dwells very briefly, and without any
seeming consciousness of any thing specially dif-

ficult to understand in the accounts concerning
him. The difficulties regarding the person of
Melchisedec, are the result of a gratuitous mis-
apprehension of the strong statements of the

writer. The really difficult topic is eitherChrist as

High-Priest, or as Melchisedeo-Prieet, or, taking

the pronoun as neuter, the topic of Christ's Melchi-

sedec priesthood.—K.]. Luther also overlooks

the yeydvare, ye have become. The dulness or
spiritual hardness of hearing of the readers is

not designated as a natural trait, but as the re-

sult of a retrogradation which has no apology in

their history and outward condition. Hence,
with respect to the topic about to be treated, the

author feels a difficulty in finding proper expres-

sion for the dear communication of that which,

in its subject matter, is so rich and various.

Vsb. 12-14. For when, on account of the
time, ye ought, etc.—Instead of becoming ca-

pable of teaching, the readers have become in

need of learning ; and, indeed, to the extent that

they have fallen back to that infantile age which
requires milk, and have thus fallen into the dan-
ger of losing entirely their power of spiritual

discrimination. In vv. 18 and 14, the author
expands the figurative mode of expression which
he had employed at the close of ver. 12, and at

the same time justifies its import He has the

readers in his eye, but the expressions are en-

tirely general. The generality, however, affects

only the form. As a matter of fact, the condi-

tion ofthe readers is directly included and charac-

terised. Every one who receives his allotted

food in the form of milk, that is, finds himself in

the condition of a suckling, is inexperienced, not

merely in Christianity (Lun.), or in the specific

doctrine of justification by faith (BL, Thol.,

Ebr.), or in the doctrine which leads to right-

eousness (Riehm, Be W.), or in righteous, t. «.,

right-teaching discourse (Bel.), so that the ca-

pacity of speaking in regard to spiritual things,

according to the law and pattern of truth, would
be wanting, but in the Myoc ducatoavvqc of every
kind. This has its ground in the nature of a
vfprtoc (Beut iv. 89; Isa. vil. 16; Jonah iv. 11).

Solid nourishment, on the contrary, corres-

ponds to the nature and the wants of the mature,

who possess organs of perception (aieBrrrfjpta) for

the distinguishing of what is wholesome and
what is pernicious, and these, indeed, as disci-

plined dta r#v h$iv. *E£q is the habitue, holding, or

state acquired by exercise, in its permanent cha-
racter or result, as skill, readiness, capacity. It

is doubtful whether we are to accentuate riva or
rtvd. The latter was preferred among the an-
cients only by (Ec, then by Luth. and Calv.;

more recently by Bohme, Bl., Ebr., Lun., Bisp.,

Alford, etc. But the grammatical construction

does not demand this reading ; rather the active

construction [as of 6i6aoK£tv==Uhat one teach you]
apart from the doubtful reading, 1 Thes. iv. 9, is

frequent also in the classics (Win. p. 803, Madvig.

SynL { 148-50), and the connection rather favors

the other form ; for the readers are not sunk to

such ignorance that somebody would be required
to instruct them again, like catechumens, in the
very first elements of Christianity; they have
rather but an imperfect and dulled apprehension,
so that they do not sufficiently distinguish what
are essential and incidental matters, what is fun-
damental, and what is secondary and derived

;

and they have fallen into danger of forgetting and
denying the essential distinction between Chris-

tianity and Judaism.
[Alford, ingeniously enough, perhaps, but, I

think, with very slight ground of probability,

defends rtvd, some one, as containing a sort of
subtle irony, as if the readers were ignorant of

that which any one was competent to explain.

Moll argues against this reading on the ground
that the readers had not sunk to that degree of

ignorance, that they required to be instructed

over again like catechumens in the elementary
principles of Christianity. Belitzsch regards
the rtvd, thus accentuated, as simply feeble. This
objection need not, indeed, be pressed, and
this rendering gives us, perhaps, the easier con-
struction. The other, viz., that preferred by
DeL, Moll, Be Wette, is more difficult, but
more forcible: "need of [one's] teaching

you what are the first principles," etc. In this

case we might expect dtdaaiceoiku, being taught,

but the harshness of the form would be a suffi-

cient reason for the author's avoiding it, and
preferring the not unallowable active. With this

reading, again it is doubtful whether we are to

explain riva as=7roZa, of what sort, which it easily

may be, or whether, with Moll, we are to regard
the writer as declaring that the readers have sunk
into a state of incompetency to discern between
capital and incidental, between fundamental and
secondary truths, and thus render it simply what,

which I prefer.—K.].

The Xdyia are not the words of the Old Testa-

ment, or of the prophets (Peirce, Steng., Bav.

Schults, etc.), but the declarations of the Chris-

tian revelation, whose fundamental elements

constitute the basis of instruction, and at the

same time contain its rudimentary principles.

The idea of rudiments contained in ra trroixela, is

heightened by the addition of nfr apxvc (Calv.,

LOn.).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. What in our condition as Christians we
have learned of Christianity, we are not to keep

for ourselves ; but we are rather to be ready to

communicate Christian knowledge and our evan-

gelical experience, and to regard it as belonging

to our calling, not merely to render an account

of the ground of the hope which is in us, to him
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who demands it, but to make known the evan-

gelical truth which aids our Christian life, and,

so far as is in us, in every direction remove

ignorance in spiritual things, and come to the

aid of the weak.
2. Among these things to be communicated,

there are found those which, on account of the

variety of relation in which they stand, or on

account of the depth of the thoughts which they

express, are hard to be made clear, and can only

with pains be brought within our apprehension.

This difficulty is, in certain matters, heightened

by the condition of the learners, and that even

to the degree that the continuous development

of the thoughts is obliged to be interrupted.

3. This state of things, however, does not ex-

empt him who is called to make the communica-
tion from the duty of seeking in other ways
points of contact by which he may promote their

fellowship, and may act directly on those who
may lag behind. In the place of doctrinal in-

struction, comes the anxious practical appeal,

which awakens the conscience, discloses the in-

ner ground of their sluggishness, and penetrates

to the very roots of their spiritual life. The
ethical clement in teaching has its own intrinsic

efficacy.

4. Among those who are left behind are found,

along with those of feeble endowments and of
imperfect spiritual development, also those who
have gone back. These latter can all the less

dispense with special moral and religious cul-

ture, in that their backslidings have reference

not merely to knowledge, but even in this re-

spect have their ground in a decline of spiritual

life, and precisely for this reason generate and
diffuse not merely defective views and fragmen-
tary knowledge, but a confused conception and
a perilous dimness of vision regarding even the

fundamental principles of Christian truth.

5. For this reason there is needed by the

teacher the gift of the discerning of spirits (

1

Cor. xii. 10), wisdom even in withholding

instruction, and the art of rightly dividing the

word (1 Tim. i. 7; 2 Tim. ii. 2). For this he
must himself persevere in the practice and disci-

pline of constant learning and prayer (Jas. i. 6)

;

that he may not only use law and Gospel sea-

sonably and in due order, but may also under-
stand how to furnish milk to the children and
solid food to the mature (J. Cor. iii. 2).

HOMILETrCAL AND PRACTICAL.

Failure in fidelity begets failure in our expe-
rience in spiritual life ; and failure in experience
produces failure in the understanding of the word
of God.—The important matter is, not how long
one has been a Christian, but how earnest he has
been in his Christian profession.—Without exer-
cise, there is not the needful progress either in

Christian knowledge or in Christian life.—There
is but one truth for those of riper age, and for
the immature ; but there are different modes of
communicating and of apprehending it.—Inex-
perience in the doctrine of righteousness is the
worst ignorance : a. on account of its origin ; 6.

on account of its consequences.
Staekx :—In the knowledge of salvation and

of Divine things, we must increase daily, each
according to his capacity The difficulty of some
things in Scripture lies not in the things them,
selves, but properly in the hearer or reader (2
Pet. iii. 16).—Preachers must sometimes address
their hearers even sternly, in order that they may
be aroused in their state of ignorance, and out

of their sluggishness.—The peculiarity and dnty
of men in Christ is that they teach and advance
others, not only in respect of knowledge, by
words, but also in practice, by their edifying

example.—Oh! how many children of God con-

tinue like children under age in the very rudi-

ments of spiritual life.—Children, so soon as

they are capable of learning, must be brought to

the blessed knowledge of the Gospel ; the more
advanced they are in years, so much the more
should they be advanced also in knowledge;
otherwise their age becomes a reproach to

them.—Search, and inquire : what is still want-
ing to me ? Thou wilt find that thou art still de-

ficient in many things. Go on; make progress

during thy life in learning and discipline, 1

Thess. iv. 1, 10.—Since disciplined spiritual

senses are demanded for the discrimination of

good and evil, and these are found only with the

regenerate, no unconverted man can make the

true spiritual distinction between good and evil,

although, according to his literal knowledge, he
may speak very fluently regarding it.

Ribobr:—The more spiritual a thing is in its

nature, with the more difficulty does it find an
entrance, so long as the unspiritnal and ungodly
nature which has so deeply penetrated our be-

ing, still bo greatly preponderates.—Hewho does

not cause every thing to take effect with himself

for his strengthening and growth in the inner

man, but overloads himself in many things

merely with fragmentary knowledge, will at last

so entangle himself that he will no longer know
any thing as he ought to know it.—Milk itself

may be gradually transformed into stronger

food.—The chief confusion arises from the fact

that every one so easily exaggerates that which
meets his fancy, and is so sluggish toward that

which is fitted to introduce him into the true

middle path.

Hahn:—Great truths demand also a certain

spiritual age and disciplined senses.—If one does

not correctly understand a thing, let him first

seek the fault in himself, and administer proper
self-rebuke.

Heubnee:—The riches of Christianity are in-

exhaustible; the progress of the learners fre-

quently falls short of our expectation.—The Bi-

ble Christianity gives various spiritual nourish-
ment. In the contemplation of Christian know-
ledge there are different stages of maturity, dif-

ferent powers and susceptibilities. We must
strive for the highest reach of Christian maturity
and power.

STEiiTHorBR. :—If we have trodden the paths

of conversion, and, from a general knowledge,
have known and apprehended the salvation of

Jesus for our fainting soul, and have thus been
taught to hold Jesus dearer than all things else,

then it becomes preeminently important for daily

growth in spiritual life, for a more thorough
grounding in our fellowship with Jesus, for daily

food for the spirit, that we search more closely
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CHAP. VI. 1-3. Ill

and more profoundly into the knowledge of

Jesus.

Fbicke:—What we have apprehended in faith

must be thought through, and lived through, by
each one in his own way. Thus we become
strong.

II.

Hence the summons to the readers to strive after Christian maturity and perfection.

Chapter VI. 1-3.

Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on [let us hasten

on, fspri/jLeOa] unto perfection : not laving again the [a] foundation of repentance from

dead works, and of faith toward God, Of the doctrine of baptisms and of laying on

of hands, and of resurrection of the dead and of [om. of] eternal judgment. And this

will we [or, let us] do,1 if [provided that, Idnzep] God permit.

* Vor. 3.—Instead of n-oiijropev, wo are to read noi^<nafitv after A. C. D. E., 23, 81, 89. The Ind- however, is found In

Sin. [in Cod. Vat., and is retained by Tisch. The meaning is good with either reading; in my opinion, equally good or

better with s-ouje-ofio'.—K.].
[Ver. l.—jxp^ntda, let us hasten onward, speedforward.
Ver. 8.—idrvtp, precisely if—provided that.—K.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Wherefore leaving the first

principles, etc. (Lit. the doctrine of the begin-
ning of Christ).—Taken grammatically, it is com-
monly considered that these words may with
about equal propriety be regarded either as the

declaration of the author respecting his purpose,

leaving behind him the elementary doctrine of

Christ, to advance to perfection in his teaching

(Erasmus, Luth., Grot., De W., Thol., Bisp., etc.),

or as a summons to the readers, himself included

along with them, to strive after their subjective

perfection (Chrys., Lun., etc.).*—The latter view,

however, is decidedly favored by the form of
the sentence, connected as it is by <Tu$, as an im-
mediate deduction from the preceding; by the
fact that reXti&njc retains thus the sense which
has been just previously assigned to it; and
finally the declaration in ver. 4 ft—The contents,

however, of the participial clauses (not laying
again the foundation, etc.) might warrant the
supposition that the plurals (KaraPalMfievoi, etc.)

* [Some, however, as Owen and Delitzsch, conceive it pos-
sible to unite both meanings. To these also A Iford partially
attaches himself, considering "that on the one hand,
(k/iiXioy marafiaXXStitvoi can hardly be properly said of any
but a teacher; and on the other, ver. 4 ft, aSvvarov yap, etc.,

must necessarily have a general reference of warning to the
readers—The whole, then, is a evyxare^ao-ic of the writer
to his readers. He, with his work of teaching, comes down
to their level of learning, and regards that teaching and
learning as all one work going on together: himself and
them as bound up in one progress. Thus best may we ex-
plain the expressions which oscillate between writer and
readers." So Alford. 'While holding clearly that the main
tenor of the passage has reference to the spiritual progress
of the hearers, and that the general urbanity of the writer
would be sufficient to account for the first person plur., and
while also conceiving that KarafiaM6n€vot 0cptfAiov may re-

fer not Inaptly to the readers, I yet concur with Alf. in

finding a little coloring in this phrase drawn from his poai-

.ioa-t-cher-K.]. ^

have here mainly reference to the author, for

which reason Del. and Biehm unite both ideas,

regarding the plural of the principal verb as

having unquestionably a common reference. The
fipeotiai denotes a movement toward the goal un-

der a rapid and impetuous guidance. The geni-

tive tov xpurov depends not upon apx*?c, but

upon TiSyov, which latter word is more exactly

defined by rife apxtfc*

Not laying again a foundation, etc;

—Those portions of doctrine are here com-
monly supposed to be referred to, which seem to

have constituted the catechetical instructions of.

the early Church. Some old expositors even un-
derstand the words inl &e6v directly of Christ, in

order to include the indispensable cardinal doc-

trine of faith in Christ, and appeal in support
of their view to Rom. ix. 6 ; while others main*
tain that Christian faith, as such, is of course

taken for granted, and needs, therefoce, no spe-

cial mention. There is even an American sect

that regards precisely the six articles here

named as the proper cardinal doctrines of Chris-

tianity. With a correct perception of the incon-

gruity of the whole passage as thus inteipreted,

Ebrard proposes to go back to the original signi-

fication of KarafldTJieiv, to cast down, overthrow,

which is also adopted by the Itala, and to take

naliv in a privative or reversing sense, as Gal.

iv. 9; Acts xviii. 21, explaining the absence

of the article before titfufoov, partly from its

frequent omission in eur Epistle, partly from
the fact that it is sufficiently explained by the

accompanying Genitives. But this artificial re-

sort to an unnatural interpretation is totally

unnecessary. For here first, 1, the author is not

speaking of specifically Christian doctrine, but

of those which the Jews had in common with (ho

Christians (Beng., Thol., etc.), and in which the

distinctive Christian features* might easily, be
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lost eight of, if those purely elementary and
fundamental principles of doctrine were held as

if ultimate and final. In the second place, 2, the

question is not offundamental articles of Christian

doctrine, but of such fundamental points as must
be presupposed in the case of the readers. And
finally, 8, the question is not exclusively of doc-

trine, but primarily of repentance and conversion
from dead works, and of that turning to the
liTing God which corresponds to this act. This
is the basis on which the readers are so to ad-
vance that they shall not always be laying foun-
dations anew; but on the foundation already
laid be brought on their part to Christian per-
fection as well in character and in action (Chrys.,
(Ec, etc.) as in intellectual ripeness and ma-
turity. The works are called dead, not because,
as sinful works, they produoe death* (Schlicht.,

Lun., Bisp., etc.), or defile like corpses (Michae-
lis), but because, as works of a man who stands
in no right relation to the living God, they can
neither express nor give life. [Perhaps, consi-
dering the character of the readers, these again
may be the dead works of the Jewish law.—K.].

Vbb. 2. Of the doctrine of baptisms, etc.—
Beng., Michael., Winer, De Wctte make didaxyc
dependent on fiaKTiofivv, and refer it to those
«« teaching baptisms," which, by the instructions
that were connected with them, were distin-

guished from the purely legal lustrations of the
Jews. The mere order of the words does not
decide the question; for, as Thol. has shown,
there are not unfrequently found with the
Greeks, for the sake, not merely of emphasis,
but of euphony, precisely suoh inverted con-
structions as that here assumed by the majority of
commentators, who make not merely pairriofjt&v

and iirt&iaeoc xetP n̂,t out also avaardjxeuc and
.Kpiuaroc dependent on didaxffc. And this is de-
cidedly required by the connection. Instruc-
tions in regard to such rites and doctrines as
-are elementary to the Christian, and, while they
.are found also in Judaism, have received from
Christianity a specific import and character, and
these must have been clear to Hebrews con-
verted to Christianity, must not be always
needed afresh by the readers (comp. ch. ix. 10).

Thus also is explained the plural pairriofwv
;

for pairrtoudc. is a comprehensive term, which at

ch. ix. 10; Mark vii. 8, denotes the Jewish
washing, and in Joseph. Jud. Antt. xviii. 6, 2
denotes the baptism of John, while the specifi-

cally Christian baptism is in the New Testament
always called ftfumaua. The interpreters who
suppose the author to refer specially to this lat-

ter baptism, explain the plural either of outward
and inward baptism (Grot., Bald., Braun, Reuss)
or of the different acts of baptism (Calov), or of
triple immersion (DeW.), or of the threefold

baptism, ftuminis, flaminis, sanguinis (Thomas
Aquinas). Some (as Bald, and Brochm.) refer

the laying on of hands especially to ordination

;

the majority to the laying on of hands immedi-
.ately connected with baptism, which, after the
third century, was, in connection with the
chrism, elevated to the independent act of con-
firmation. But why should we not refer the
>term to setting apart or dedication in general?
Alike the import and the rythmical structure of

(this.period are opposed to the view mentioned as

early as (Ec, that a comma is to be placed after

pairriafiC>vt dtdaxifc to be taken separately at

coordinate with pairnofi&v, and, like this word,

dependent on dcfi£?aov ; and that these we are to

understand by the words catechetical instruction,

which in the earliest times was frequently im-

parted only after baptism. And it is equally

inadmissible, with Gennadius and Klee, to make
even the Genitives ueravoiac and niortuc de-

pendent on didaxyc; or, with Calvin, to put in

parenthesis the words pairrtefiuv—^eipov. Fi-

nally, there is no reason for referring, with Est,

Schlicht., and others, the avdaraatc exclusively

to the pious, the tcpifia exclusively to the un-

godly.

Yer. 8. And this let us do, etc.—The de-

monstrative Tovro is referred by Grot,, Limb.,

Semi., Storr, etc. (retaining the reading Tottpoun

as Indicative future) to depihov Karapd>jxiv, ind

they then take Kai=also, as implying that the

author will undertake this work of laying foun-

dations so soon as God will allow him to come in

person to the Hebrews. The majority, however,

rightly refer it to +ep6ut0a as the finite verb of

the preceding sentence; yet with this difference,

that according to some the author would seem to

be expressing the purpose to proceed now, if

permitted, to unfold the deeper meaning of the

doctrine of righteousness (X6yov diKowavvnc), whili',

according to others, who take the icotfautuv

communicatively (t. «., as embracing the author

with his readers), he is exhorting them to ad-

vance to tho desired Christian perfection. This

latter view accords with the connection. The
conditional clause (provided thatz=zt&vrrept etc)

points to the possibility of a falling away, which

would absolutely exclude the progress referred

to. It is not made a matter of direct statement,

whether in fact such persons are found in the

Church. But it lays upon each individual the

duty of self-examination. This intimation is in

keeping with the rebuking and warning tone of

the section which is lost sight of by Abresch
and Be Wette.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The goal of Christian development is perfec-

tion. For the attainment of this goal a striving

is required, which rests upon reliable founda-

tions, and is rightly directed by the word of

sound doctrine, and by the supervision and discip-

line of church fellowship.

2. That which lies at the basis is not the doc-

trine of Divine things, but a personal entrance on

the way of salvation by turning away from dead

works (that is, works which contain in them-

selves no life from God), and a turning in faith

to the only true and living God of Revelation

and Redemption. With this personal entrance

on the path of salvation, commences not merely

the preaching of John the Baptist and of Jesus

Christ in the history of the Gospel (Mark L 15 ;

.

Matt. iii. 2 ; iv. 17 ; Acts xx. 21) ; but also the

influence of the Word of God on the hearts of

men.
8. The livingpower and reality of such a com-

mencement is incompatible with a simple stand-

ing still amidst the very rudiments of Christian

life and knowledge, and excludes the bare repe-
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tition of those fundamental acts which inaugu-

rate the commencement as such ; but at once

urges us to, and fits us for, the confirming and
unfolding of the new relation to God, which that

foundation has secured for us, Phil. iii. 14.

4. Repentance and faith must daily testify

their existence in the life of the Christian, inas-

much as he has not yet reached the goal of per-

fection, but is tending toward it They hare,

however, a different significance, according as

they are fundamental acts preceding and condi-

tioning regeneration, and according as they be-

long to daily Christian Renewal.

5. The very elementary doctrine of Christ has
to do with sacramental rites and etchatological

facts, and, consequently, even elementary in-

struction in Christianity must be complete in the
articles of doctrine, and leave no gap to be filled

up in the capital points. But he who would re-

strict himself to the rudiments, and allow him-
self to deal only with them, not only deprives
himself of deeper insight and of richer know-
ledge, but also puts himself into antagonism with
the legitimate and fully authorized demand of
progressive Christian life.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Life and doctrine have in Christianity a very
noteworthy reciprocal influence.—On the foun-
dation which has been laid we must, so far as

God allows it, proceed onward to perfection.—He
who has not thoroughly turned himself to God
will hardly get on well even with the elementary
doctrine of Christ.—Confidence in the patience

and goodness of God must not render us negli-

gent in striving after perfection.—There is a

neglect in the means of grace for the further-
ance of the Christian life, which cannot be made
good,- but brings with it apostasy and Divine
judgment.
Starke :—It is a sad sign of a great decline

in Christianity, that there are so few who lay a
rightfoundation in their knowledge, and are zea-
lous to make further progress therein.—Where
God does not aid us with His grace we can ac-
complish nothing rightly.—They are bad Chris-
tians, or rather they are no Christians, who
know not the ground of the Christian religion.

Riegkr:—The bold determination: We will

go on to perfection ! must still rejoice every one
who has but a slight knowledge of what is en-
trusted to us in the Gospel.—We may often now
still experience that we have not the same power
over one portion «of the treasures of the know-
ledge of God, as over another, and not the same
power at one time as at another.

Hahn :—The realm of truth is very wide.
We must not, therefore, stand still, but go on to

perfection.

Heubnib :—There is a distinction between
Christian doctrines, not, however, in respect of
importance, as essential and unessential—for no
such doctrine have Jesus and the Apostles de-

livered to us—but as elementary or properly
foundation doctrines, and doctrines built upon
them, and of still profounder character. There
is thus a distinction of order, of connection, and
of comprehensiveness.
Hidinqeb:— It is well for many to advance

slowly in the knowledge of doctrine, that they
may be all the rioher in sincere and simple-

minded action.

IIL

For it is impossible to bring back to a state of grace those who, after experiencing the gracious

power of Christianity, have fallen back from it.

Chapter VI. 4-8.

4 For it is impossible for [in respect to] those who were once enlightened, and have
5 tasted of the heavenly gift, and were [been] made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and

have tasted the good word of God [a precious word of God] and the powers of the

6 world to come, if they shall fall away [and have fallen away, itapaizG<r6vTas\ to renew
them again unto repentance, seeing they crucify [while crucifying] to themselves the

7 Son of God afresh, andput [putting] him to an open shame. For the earth [land] which
drinketh in the rain that cometh oil upon it, and bringeth forth herbs meet for them
[useful herbs for those] by [for the sake of] whom it is dressed [cultivated], receiveth

8 [shareth furala/ipdvet'] blessing from God ; but that which beareth [but when bear-

ing] thorns and briers [thistles] [it] is rejected [reprobated, &d6xtfws] and is nigh unto

cursing, whose end is to be burned.

[Ter. 4.—rode awof 4*rur0foraf, thou toko were oncefor all (not at one time, or formerly) illuminated.
V«r. 6w—«aAbr ycwafUrovf 9*oi wta, tasted an excellent orprecious utterance of God.
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Vor.G.—gal wofairvTovras, and fell aside or fell away; nap*, nearly as ch. ii. 1—»oAik hr*x*un£tw, to renew back
again, or over agamy na\iv, not pleonastic (as Grot.) but iudicates a second renewing, which is not necessarily nor ordi-
narily implied in avaKaivL£«iv, but simply renewing. (Atf. and Moll.,)—ei? firr. into repentance with Kng. Ver. Moll, tlc^,

—avatrravpovrnt, while they are renaUvng to the cross, crucifying afresh : each the fores of the or* and the pmscstt
Participle.

Ver. 7.—rij i) wiovaa, Earth or Land which drank (Aor. Part.) :

—

in' avrfc upon it pregnant Gen. with yerb of i

coming on and remaining on.—riKTovaa, and is bearing, apparently connected back by xoc so as to be coordinated with
9io\HTa=wkich drank and is producing. We might expect rUrowrm. lUv—U+ipowa U (Alf.) which would be mere
Idiomatic and elegant. Observe the hfe implied in rtovo-o, rurrovo-a, McraAaji0*V«t,—IC oGf,/or the sake of whom, not l_
£ng. Ver. by toAom—pcraAaftSarci, shareth m, participated Rec. Yer. receiveth, misses the special force of the word (as if

it were bixrrai, Xaufiivet).
Ver. S.—ix+ipow* id, but while bringingforth, joined to Its noon y$ predicaUvely, while rurrov** with i? Is suited to St

attributively.—TfHfr&ov* rendered Matt. viL 16: Gen.iii. 18, thistles. Ho Moll: Irtsteln.-aboKtu.os again a term of We*
reprobated. Bee Bom. i. 23 ; Ueb. xiL 17, dxeboiuu**$n, was reprobated, discarded.—K].

IXEOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver, 4. For it is impossible, etc—Tie ydp
refers neither to the conditional clause immedi-
ately preceding [Abresch], nor to the clause //?}

vdXiv depkTuov KarajiaXXdpevo, ver. 1 (De Wette
after the earlier interpp.), nor to both together
(Schlicht.); but to the leading exhortation of

Yer. 8, tovto irotycufiev, which looks back to the
exhortation (ver. 1) to strive after perfection.

To weaken down the ddvvarov into perdifficile

(Jerome, Erasm., Zwingle, etc.) under the plea
of a rhetorical exaggeration, is purely arbitrary.

Neither are we to supply nap' avdp&noic. accord-
ing to Matth. xix. 26 (Ambrose, Limb., Beng.,
Heubn., efc). The object of the author is pre-

cisely this: to set before the eyes of the readers

, the whole magnitude of the danger, and the fear-

ful import and gravity of the crisis to which they
have come.
Once enlightened.— The patristic inter-

preters aimed chiefly to oppose the Monta-
nists and Novatians, who sought by this passage
to justify their refusal to readmit to the Church
those who had backslidden. These patristic ex-
positors, and after them Thorn. Aquinas, Este,

Corn, a Lapide, Michael., Ernesti, etc., take
Quri&tv in the sense in which it is employed by
Justin Mabtte (Apol, i. 62, 65), viz., of baptism.

They sought, then, to show that the author is

not speaking here of regeneration in the nar-
rower sense, but of reception into the Christian
community by means of baptism ; and that thus
only the repetition of baptism upon the re-

admission of those who had deeply fallen, is

declared inadmissible. But the context, and
the use of the word, (ch. x. 82), show that the
word here denotes spiritual enlightenment ef-

fected through the preaching of the Gospel
(comp. John i. 9; Eph. iii. 9; Ps. xxxvi. 10).

The airai; stands in contrast with n&7nv, ver. u.

Men pass th£ turning point from darkness to

light (Eph. v.. 14) only once; the change can
never occur again (Del.).

Have tasted the heavenly gift.-rBy this

heavenly gift many interpreters, with Primas.,
understand the Lord's Supper; others, with
Chrys., justifying grace, or forgiveness of sin

;

some, with Qrotius, the peace of mind, which
it engenders ; many, with Calmet, the Holy Spi-
rit, or with Seb. Schmidt, and Bengel, the
person of Jesus Christ. Abresch and Bleek un-
derstand the above-mentioned illumination or
the heavenly light which produces this illumina-
tion ; Morus and others, the Christian religion

or the GospeK Tholuck, however, and the more
recent interpreters, declare themselves, with

good reason against every special interpretation,
pointing to 2 Cor. x. 15, where salvation in
Christ is called "the unspeakable gift " of grace,
and laying stress, partly on the close connection
of this clause with the preceding, made by the
particle re, and partly on the emphatic position
of yevoapivovc at the beginning of the clause.
The connection and object of the passage re-

quire that we take this latter word according to
rabbinical usage, just as at ch. ii. 9, in the sense
of practical experience, by actual personal ap-
propriation and enjoyment The construction
with the Gen. (instead of the Accus. as at ver. 5)
does not warrant the interpretation made in the
interests of Calvinism, of a mere tasting with
the tip of the tongue. The former construction
is Greek—the latter Hellenistic. Perhaps it

may also be said that the choice of the former
construction was dictated by the idea of an en-
joyment out of the fulness of those heavenly
riches of grace which were designed for, and
proffered to, the collective body, while the second
construction points to the idea "that the good
word of God has been, as it were, the daily
bread of the persons whom the language de-
scribes" (Del.).

Ver. 6. The precious word of God, and
the powers of the world to come.—Many
interpreters regard, with Chrys. and Prima*.,
the first expression merely as a description of
the Gospel generally ; Calvin and Braun regard
it at least as placed in contrast with the judicial

rigor of the Mosaic law. The majority, how-
ever, referring to Josh. xxi. 43; Zech. i. 13, and
similar passages find in it a special reference to

the divine promises of a blessed future, and to

peaceful rest in the Land of Promise. The trorld

to come (aluv fifjOnjv) stands in the same sense as

ch. ii. 6, fi&Aovoa oUovpivti, and the "powers"
(dw&fieis) of that world are those mentioned chap,

ii. 4. And thus too narrow is the reference, on
the one hand, to the foretaste of future glory

(Primas., Bohme, etc.), and, on the other, to the

miraculous acts of the Apostles that have been
witnessed by believers, or experienced in their

own persons (Wittich, Braun, etc),

Yer. 6. And have fallen away.— The
author has not in mind particular gross or con-

scious sins, as Luther erroneously supposed, and
hence took offence at the passage. He has

rather in view apostasy from the recognized and

experienced truth of salvation, as a sin closely

allied to the sin against the Holy Ghost. The
Aor. particip. points to the fact that this break-

ing off from all fellowship with Christ is a single

and once for all accomplished act; while the

following Present Participles express the condi-

tion which follows upon this falling away, cha-
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racterizing its state alike of utter hopelessness
and self-condemnation. [As to the question
of the moral condition of the persons here
describad, I shall add but little. The ques-
tion had probably hardly presented itself at
this time as a distinct point of Christian doc-

trine, whether a regenerated person could fall

away. One thing was certain, viz.,, that the
Christian profession and the actual Christian
character of the members of the church did not
take them out of the category offree moral agent*,

who stood personally responsible for their perse-
verance and steadfastness in their Christian
profession, and who were, therefore, to be ap-
pealed to by every consideration which could
address itself to persons who, under God, held
their destiny in their own keeping. It was also
equally certain that their salvation depended on
their perseverance; that he, and he only, who
held out to the end, would be saved, and this was
equally true whether we adopt the supposition
that they actually could apostatize from a state
of grace, or whether their apostasy only proved
that they had never been in a regenerated state.

In either case the mode of spiritual treatment
was the same. None could look behind the cur-
tain into the volume of the divine decrees; and
the only practical test of the reality of one's
Christianity, and the only assuranco of his sal-

vation, was his holding on to the end. As a doc-
trinal question, therefore, it was totally unne-
cessary that it should be raised and decided.
Meantime another thing was equally certain,
because lying in the very nature of the case.

If a person who had partaken of the grace of
Christ, and been born again by the power of the
Holy Spirit, and sanctified by the blood of Jesus,
did fall away, and turn his back completely on
all these gracious agencies, and these highest and
final means of salvation, his case was hopeless.
There was no more sacrifice for sin. He had
exhausted all the provisions of Divine love and
compassion, and henceforth nothing remained
to him but a fearful looking for of inevitable
judgment If, then, this and like passages in
Hebrews do teach the possibility of falling from
grace, they teach, in like manner, the impossibi-
lity of restoration to it. The saint who has once
apostatized, has apostatized forever. Meantime,
the case is only put hypothetical^. There is

not, so far as I am aware, a distinct declaration
that such a falling away does actually occur;
but only a declaration, if it should occur, what
in the nature of the case must be the inevitable
consequence. And I cannot forbear adding, that
in my judgment, the tenor of many passages of
the New Testament is decidedly against the ac-
tual possibility of such apostasy, and that the ad-
mission of the doctrine would revolutionize the
whole orthodox conception of the New Testament
system of salvation.—K.].
To renew them again nnto repentance.—The position of trafav forbids our connecting

it with napaneoovrac (Heinr. etc.); nor need we
with Grot, regard it as pleonastic in its connection
with avoKatvi(eiv. For ava in composition does
not necessarily denote a return into a previous
state, but may regard the action as commencing
(with the kindred meaning of springing up). Thus
kvoKatvi^eiVy avauatvowt particularly may denote

the inauguration of a new state of things, and,
referring to man's transfer from his old state,

imply his being brought up back into a higher
life, Rom. xii. 2 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16 ; Col. iii. 10. Re-
pentance (lierdvoia) appears here not as the means
(Chrys., Corn, a Lapide, etc. ), but as the result

and state of renewal '

'Avaitatvifrtv is properly
to be renewing, to endeavor to renew. Some, there-

fore, (as Ambrose, Beng., Heubner, etc.), would
•find in the active voice ground for restricting the
statement to the efforts of men, for the conversion
of othere, leaving their renewal still among the
things which are possible with God (Matt. xix. 26).

But the fact that alike here vv. 7, 8, and sub-
sequently ch. x. 26 ff. special emphasis is laid

on the judicial and retributive judgment of God,
forbids such a limitation. Thus, undoubtedly,
the active form is neither to be confounded
with the Pass. (Vulg., Calv., etc.), nor to be
taken reflexively=to renew oneself (Orig., Erasm.,
Lapide, etc). But the active is explained from
a reference to the employment in the church of

the ordinary means of grace.

'While crucifying for themselves the
Son of God afresh.—With the Greeks ava-

cravpovp means only to nail to the cross ; but even
the Greek expositors find here expressed in ava,

4he natural and appropriate idea of repetition.

The iavrolc is by many expositors erroneously
rendered (with GSc. and Calv.), so far as in them
lies; and by Heinrichs each for himself Schultz •

takes it as Dat. of the instrument=oy themselves.

More natural would be the Dat. loc. (Beng., Ab-
resch, Thol.), according to whioh the apostates

place themselves on the same platform and level

with the unbelieving - Jews ; but better than
either, it may be taken as the Dat. commodi; not,

however, in the sense of Klee, and Stengel, viz.,

for their own satisfaction and for the gratifica-

tion of their hardened heart, but rather as the

Dat. incommodi, viz., for their own destruction,

(Vatabl., Bl., Lun., Del). [With Alf. I regard
this last meaning of " in porniciem " as too

strong, and as carrying that which lies in the

nature and necessities of the case, into the gram-
matical relation of the word. It is I think sim-

ply the Dat, commodi—expressing that which is

done for, with reference to themselves, and the ques-

tion of the consequences, whether destruction or

otherwise, is not to be found in the relation it-

self. Wordsworth explains artificially crucify-

ing " not to him, for he is impassable ; but to

themselves and to their own perdition."—K].
Vbe. 7.-—For the sake of whom.—At' ohc

is erroneously referred by the Vulg., Erasm.,
Luth., Calv., etc., to those who cultivate the land

[so our Eng. Ver.]. It in fact refers to the pos-

sessors, to whose benefit the cultivating is to in-

ure. We have rendered rbv iif avriic kpxouevov

by the perfect, has come upon it ; because em
with the Gen. used with verbs of motion, includes

also the subsequent remaining in that state.

—

(Win. Gr. 6 Ed. p. 886).

Ver. 8.—Whose end is for burning.—The
relation of the words tjc rb ritoc etc icavotv to the

immediately preceding Karapac, curse, [viz., the

end of which curse] is that whioh most imme-
diately forces itself upon the reader, Camerar.,
Abr., Heinr., Bl.), yet the majority of expositors,

since Chrys. have referred the phrase back t<
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the main subject of the clause, making it de-

clare not the end of the curse, but the end of the

land (yw)—a construction which is certainly pos-

sible. At all events the allusion is undoubtedly

to a consuming with brimstone and salt (Deut.

xxix. 22 ; Is. xxxiv. 9) by which the land is con-

demned to utter sterility and uselessness. Some,
in advocacy of the ' airoKardaraatc, hare endea-

vored to draw from it the opposite doctrine, and
find in the passago such a burning up of weeds
and noxious vegetation as should cleanse the

ground and restore its fertility (so Schlicht etc.) ;

but no explanation could be more totally alien

from the context.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

We may imagine a man's reaching a state of

abandonment and moral corruption from which
no deliverance is possible, and which draws after

itself inevitably eternal damnation. All endea-
vors to banish this thought from our passage do
violence to the words, and spring from theore-

tical prejudices against the truth which is here
advanced, and which also receives ch. x. 26 ff. a
more full elucidation. It is not, however, said

that this condition has in the case of any one
already taken place. The reader is only warned,
but this in the most startling manner, against

sinking into this state as one that threatens him.
2. This condition does not precede regenera-

tion, but necessarily presupposes it; yet not
in the broader sense in which regeneration de-

notes* the forgiveness of sins and a transfer into

the condition of the children of God, but in the

narrower tense which at the same time includes

subsequentem renovationem (Form. Concord. III.

19 ; John Gebhabd, Loc. Theol., torn. VIII).

8. The possibility of such an inexcusable and
consciously guilty falling off from Christ, and
which involves a complete falling away from the
gracious state, is presupposed by the Lord Jesus
Himself, not indeed Luke xxii. 81 ff., yet cer-

tainly John xv. 1 ff. and the sin of denial men-
tioned Math. x. 88; Luke xii. 9, threatened with
the most fearful consequences, presumes a like

condition in one who had previously professed,

disoipleship. Moreover, John recognizes a tin

unto death (duapria irpbc ddvarov) 1 John v. 16,
which even admits no further intercession.

There is thus no contradiction in our epistle

to the elsewhere recognized doctrine of the
Gospel, and the Calvinistic theory of the identity

of the renatus and the electus appears in this re-

spect also as unscriptural. Compare besides on
this point Rom. xi. 21 ; 1 Cor. x. 1-18; Gal. v.

4; 1 Tim. i. 19, iv. 1, vi. 10,21 ; 2 Pet ii. 20;
Rev. iii. 16.

4. The entire identification of the apostasy
here named with the sin against the Holy Ghost
(in regard to which compare the treatises of
magn Fb. Roos, 1771, and of Phil. Schaff,
1841; Mulleb's Doctrine of Sin, 4 ed., 1860;
and Alex. Von (Ettinoeb, de pecato in Spir. S.

qua cum eschatologia Christiana contineatur rations,

1856), becomes questionable from the fact that
the latter may be committed even by those who
from the very commencement have hardened
themselves against tire influences of the Holy
Spirit, and have thus passed on to obduracy and

blasphemy, Matt. xii. 81 ff.; Mark lit 28 ff.;

Luke xii. 10. The majority of interpreters,

therefore, since Bleek regard the sin against the

Holy Ghost as the broader and more comprehensive.

Comp. Riehm, II., 764 ff., 819 ff.

5. Neither does this statement of our author
stand in contradiction with the doctrine of the

power of Divine grace, or of the full authority of
the Church to forgive all sins. For the grace ofGod
operates neither magically nor violently, and the

forgiveness of sins has for its condition repent-

ance and faith. But the very characteristic of

this sin of apostasy consists in the fact of re-

jecting the means of grace, which had been pre-

viously employed and experienced as fraught

with saving power, and this in a radical hostiOty

to their truth and saving efficacy ; and thus ren-

dering all their influence objectively impossible.

There is a continued re-crucifying of the Son of

God, by which He becomes exposed anew to the

derision of the world.
6. The designation of this sin as apostasy i§

as far from excluding the fact of its gradual de-

velopment in a soul, as the description of it ts

sinning wilfully, (Uovoiuc auapr&vw, ch. x. 26)

is from denying the fact of the deceptive working
of sin, ch. iii. 18. " It is the fruit of an entire

series of individual, wilful, and unrepented sins

;

the final result of a whole series of misdeeds,

and of violent repressions of the impulses ef

the Holy Spirit," (Riehm). All the more ne-

cessary then are the warnings and exhortations

of our epistle for those who have not yet de-

stroyed within themselves a susceptibility to tbe

influences of the Spirit of God, and who have
not as yet made themselves incapable of faith or

of repentance.

7. But in the destruction in man of the suscep-

tibility of moral and religious renovation, there

is accomplished not merely a law of psychological

development, but at the same time a Divine, puni-

tivejudgment which has its ground in a feudist*-

ing sentence of God. This sentence proves itself

ultimately valid and decisive, not indeed in ac-

cordance with any eternal decree, hut jvdiaalhf,

after God has proved the apostates to be utterly

reprobate. But the entire carrying through of

this judgment is still in the future. By this

let none be deceived. " Yet we must guard our-

selves alike against making the apostolic warn-

ing a source of torture and despair, andauillov
of fleshly security" (Del.). Comp. Sfebeb, TktsL

Reflections, IV. 684; Latest Theol. Reflettioms, IL
808; Palmeb, Pastoral Theology (1860); 2d ed.,

1868; Valekti, Pastoral Sealing, 2 parts, 1882,

"On Spiritual Conflicts,"

8. " He who through moral unfaithfulness has

fallen into the illusion that he has been deceived

by objective truth, can no longer prove indifferent

toward this, since he is unable entirely to deny

it. It has, as truth, maintained itself in his

inner being; there remains, therefore, within

him, a sting of conscience, which urges him to

self-justification, and with this to inward and
outward struggles, whether in argument or in

wanton railing against that truth which will no

longer leave the sinner, whom it once claimed as

its possession. If now we take into consideration

that ever growing, ever deepening power of evil,

which is expressed in the saying : " In the first
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step ye are free ; at the second, ye are slaves,"

then assuredly we can recognize as possible,

within the sphere of such a conscious though un-
confessed self-deception, a degree of obduracy in

which conversion is impossible " (Tholuck).

HOMIL1TICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The lapse from a state of grace: a. in its ori-

gin; b. in its characteristics; e. in its conse-

quences.—He who has fallen from grace is worse

than he who has never attained to it.—That

which was written for our warning, and that

which takes place for our example, whether in

nature or in history, we should never allow to

minister to our perverseness.—The susceptibility

to the repeated influences of grace.—The way to

Heaven is much easier and pleasanter than the

way to Hell ; those who walk in it have already,

in the enjoyment of the blessings of salvation, a
foretaste of heavenly powers and delights.

Starke :—The impossibility of the conversion

of a fallen sinner, consists not in a deficiency of

the graoe of God, or of the merit of Christ, or of

the influence of the Holy Spirit; but in the con-

duct and character of the sinner who wilfully

rejects Christ, and the economy of salvation.

—

The happy, gracious state of believers, is a glo-

rious token of the Divine origin, truth, and
excellency of the Christian religion.—All back-

slidings are not equally dangerous, but none is

without danger.—The grace of God visits ail

men, but with a great difference in spiritual pro-

ductiveness, according to the quality and moral
condition of the heart.—We need even after con-

version, perpetual accessions of the grace of God,

and repeated anointings of the Divine Spirit;

after these must we yearn, and eagerly receive

them, like a well prepared field.—For us also it

may doubtless be said: "The plough or the
curse."

Ribger :—He who labors in accordance with
the Divine appointment, receives what he must
ascribe not to his labor, but manifestly to the
blessing of God.—Hidden and secret as may be
the workings of grace, we could always track
them out, if we would give to them the same
heed that we apply to our domestic and worldly
affairs.

Heubner:—The condition of men is all the
more dangerous, their reformation all tho more
difficult, by how much the farther they have
previously been, by how much the higher they
have arisen.—The gifts of grace already obtained,
impose a solemn obligation; and he who has
already received the Spirit, has a heavy respon-
sibility.—The falling away of advanced Chris-
tians is an insult offered to Christianity and to

Christ Himself; is a declaration that Christ was
justly crucified.—The heart that receives in
vain the labor employed upon it, and bears no
fruit, is rejected of God.—Moral desolation and
reprobation are the heaviest punishments and
judgments of God.
Stein : — Sinners are frequently visited by

Divine grace. If they produce the righteous
fruits of repentance, then they may expect anew
proofs of the Divine favor ; while in the opposite

case, they may expect no long forbearance, and
least of all, when they apostatize, may they look
for any new exercise of compassion.

Feicke:—A fearful sin, and a frightful^judg-
ment.
Hedinqer :—The devil in his heart, death in

his bosom, hell beneath his feet, and a curse on
his posterity.

IV.

Bat the readers are still in a condition which, by the grace of God, renders possible the attainment

of the goal, for which they are earnestly to strive.

Chapter VI. 9-12.

9 But, beloved, we are persuaded better things of you, and things that accompany sal-

10 vation, though we thus speak. For God « not unrighteous to forget your work and
labor of [om. labor of] 1 love, which ye have [om. have] shewed toward his name, in

that ye have [om. have] ministered to the saints, and do minister [are ministering].

11 And [But] we desire that every one of you do shew the same diligence to [in respect

12 to] the full assurance of hope unto the end: That ye be [become=prove yourselves]

not slothful, but followers [imitators] of them, who through faith and patience [long-

suffering] inherit the promises.

* Ver. 10.—The words row x&rov before rfc ayamp, noted by Beza, MM, Bengel, and others, as spurious, hare, since
Griesbach, been properly cancelled as a gloss from 1 Them. i. 8.

[Ver. 9.—*a Kpturirova col iv*» <*• things which are better, and are connected with salvation. The article not repeated.—«{ koL, if also, or even*-aUhough\
Ver. ll.—ivifofiovfitv W, But (better than and here as adversative) we desire.—r^r avr^v owov&jp, the. same seal,

wp6t, with reference to, in respect to, Eng. ver. inadequately simply to, and mars the sense by putting a comma after diU-
gemot.

Ver. 12.—tr* jrib yttnqirtt, that ye may not become, or prove yourselves—juwrat, imitators.—ftaxpolv/ua, lonff-svtfering.—K.}.
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118 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 9. Bat we are persuaded better
things, etc.—The epithet ayatnjroi (beloved), so

frequent with Paul, is found in our epistle only

in this place, where the author, by the verb
nnzeiofieBa, emphatically expresses his conviction

that the terrible results which he has depicted

will not be realized in the case of his readers.

Ta Kpeiaaova is referred by some to a belter destiny,

by others to a better condition. The former, then,

regard kx^va aurvplac chiefly as s periphrasis

for aunjpia itself; while the latter refer this ex-

pression to that which tends to salvation. More
exactly ex6/iev6v rivoc denotes that which stands

connected with an object (whether outwardly or

inwardly, locally or temporally), and belongs to

it. The words are thus to be taken in a com-
prehensive sense, and stand parallel to the Kara-

fac kyyi'c.

Ver. 10. For Gtod is not unrighteous,
etc.—This verse contains the ground on which
the author bases his persuasion. That ground
is not properly the Judicial and retributive justice

of God, nor the anticipation of the reward which
God, according to the Romish doctrine de merito

condigno, might bestow on such good works as

man is enabled to perform by the aid of Divine
grace. It is rather that consistency and uni-

formity in God's dealings, inseparable from His
fidelity (1 John, i. 9), which would render it

seemingly impossible for Him to withdraw His
gracious assistance from those who in their life,

walk, and conduct display the truth and power
of their faith, and the genuineness and depth of

their conversion. To Ipyov denotes the moral
conduct as a whole (1 Thess. i. 8, Gal. vi. 4), in

distinction from rd ipya, which denotes its

manifold attestations (comp. Rom. ii. 6 with ii.

15). E2c rd bvofM Chrysostom regards as indi-

cating purpose =3 for the glorifying of His
name, so that it might also be taken = diet rd

bvopa, for the sake of the name of God. The ma-
jority, however, with Theophyl., take it as the

object of rijc ay&nqc == love toward His name.

The Aor. Inf. kmXaBioBat expresses neither past

time (Seb. Schmidt) nor future (Bisp.); but the

mere action of the verb, without reference to the

relation of time [thus not to have forgotten, nor
to begoing to forget, but simply to forget], (Kuril,
II.j 446, 2).

To the saints.—Kostlin (Tub. Theol. Jahrb.,

1854, Heft. 8, p. 878) maintains, after Credner,
that the expression role dylotc indicates that the
41 Hebrews," to whom our epistle is directed,

must be regarded as a non-Palestinian church
which had rendered succor to the Christians of
Palestine. But the words ruv iv 'lepovoaTJjfi,

which the apostle deemed it necessary to add,

Rom. xv. 26, to ruv dyiuv, refutes his hypothesis,

based on the opinion that the Christians of Pa-
lestine, and particularly those of Jerusalem,

were regarded as dytoi ko? k^oxhv (saints par ex-

cellence), and passages like Rom. xvi. 2, 1 Cor.

vi. 1, 2, in connection with the salutations in

the epistles of Paul, show the groundlessness of
the assumption that none other than the original

Church could have been designated simply as

ol aytot. Moreover, Del. calls attention to the

fact that this manifestation of love may very

well have taken place within the limits of the

readers' own country, ch. x. 84, xiii. 24 ; Acts

iv. 82, xi. 29.

Ver. 11. The same seaL—The author does

not mean to say that all the members of the

Church have a like loving zeal, nor that they

must still not fail to evince the same loving xeal

which they have hitherto manifested (Cbrys.,

Grot., etc.), but rather that the like seal which

they have manifested in respect to love they

must in future evince in regard to the irAjjpo+opia

of Christian hope (so the majority since Beng.).

The want of a "full assurance of faith" or of

an assured conviction of the truth of the speci-

fically Christian hope, is precisely the reason

of the doubtful ana unstable condition of the

readers, who stand in peril of a defection fron

Christianity.

Ver.' 12. That ye do not prove sluggish,

etc.—Here the author is speaking of growth in

Christian hope, in a believing and assured hope;

at ch. v. 11, on the contrary, he speaks of a like

growth in the understanding of Christian truth.

There is thus no contradiction in his using here

ytnjade, may (not) become, and there jfyoiare, hat*

become; and we need not, with Heinricbs, instead

of vddpol conjecture according to ch. xii. 8 lifa.

[I doubt much if the author's consistency re-

quires precisely such a defence, substantially

that of Lun., viz., that in the former case the

author speaks of "sluggishness of Christian

hearing, here of Christian practice." It is

scarcely possible that the hearers had fallen eo

low in spiritual understanding and brought

themselves to the verge of apostasy without hav-

ing becomo already liable to the charge of slug-

gishness in Christian practice. But in address-

ing a Christian body the author is not necessarily

confined to a stereotyped style of expression.

He may at one time charge them with actual

backsliding, and at another, in a strain of tender

exhortation, guard them against the danger of

it, especially as what was true of some might

not be true of all, and even of some only in a

degree.— K.J. The inheriting the promises

(KXqpovofietv roc tiray}eXiac) is designated as a

consequence of faith (iriertc) and long-suffering,

(fioKpodvfiia). It can thus not refer to receiving

the words of promise (Bl.), but to the obtaining

of its substance. The Prcs. Part, ruv K/i&oroft-

ovvruv who are inheriting, implies a continuous

and abiding act, so that the reference eaa

scarcely be exclusively to the Patriarchs (BL,

De W., Thol., Bisp., etc.). It is not until the fol-

lowing verse that the sentiment, here stated in

general terms, is illustrated for the readers bj

the concrete example of Abraham.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

The personal conviction that the members of

the Church have their desires still fixed on

things which lie within the sphere of salvation,

and have in them their supreme interest, does

not release the teacher from the duty of empha-
tically warning against unfaithfulness and apos-

tasy ; from laying open truthfully its causes and

consequences, and so depicting the magnitude
and imminence of the danger as to penetrate and
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affect the conscience. But, on the other hand,

also, even in the case of those who hold a ques-

tionable position in the Church, he is not to for-

get that God himself has pleasure in remember-
ing that which deserves recognition, and will

call it forth and render it productive of blessing.

Such means of influence are least of all to be
overlooked in the case of those who are in con-

ditions of assault and peril ; and the manifesta-

tion of personal sympathy along with an affec-

tionate recognition of the attestations and works
of Christian feeling and conduct which they
have displayed are entirely in place after they

have been previously rebuked from the Word of

God, and been convinced of their wrong.
2. There is found not unfrequently a xealous

and enduring manifestation of love not merely in

general toward those who are in need, but in

particular toward their oppressed and afflicted

companions in faith, shown by those Christians

who are partly insecure and weak in their re-

cognition of Christian truth; partly wavering
and feeble in the assurance of their Christian
hope; partly neglectful and indolent in their

striving specifically after a full assurance of
faith. We are in this matter to insist that the
one be done without the neglect of the other

;

and we are carefully to avail ourselves of the

encouragement which lies in the fact that living

service toward the members of the Church of
Jesus Christ is regarded by God as a testifying

of their love toward His own nature, Matth. xxv.
81 ff.

3. From the holy nature of God there follows

such a system of divine action as to insuro that

no attestation of love to Him shall remain unre-
warded, but rather shall bring a blessing in return

in our spiritual advancement. Under this state

of the case, we may regard such a blessing also

under the point of view of righteousness and of
reward, as in fact the Scripture speaks even of a
recompensing ef the good. But we are not war-
ranted in demanding this recompense on the basis
of our claim to a reward for services rendered, nor
in basing on it any alleged title to salvation ; for

every performance on the part of man of that
which is acceptable to God, and which He has
commanded, is only rendering the service which
is due (Luke xvii. 10). Bbenh. Weiss, in his

stirring Treatise on Christ*s Doctrine of Reward
(Deutsche ZeiUch.fiir christl. Wiss. und christl. Le+
ben, 1853, AV. 40-42), very significantly styles the
relation of reward between God and man " an
economical one, a matter of economy or arrange-
ment, instituted by God for the realizing of His
plan of salvation."

4. The moral condition of the world and the

state of the Christian Church may greatly con-
tribute to the apparent impossibility of reaching
the goal of perfection and of attaining the pro-

mised inheritance, or may at least render their

attainment so difficult that many Christians be-

come sluggish and grow cold in that zeal and
fervor of faith which has approved itself in their

previous walk, and which is still evinced in other

spheres of action. In this case the example of

those who by faith and enduring patience have
reached the goal may prove greatly stimulating.

5. But it belongs essentially to the influence

of examples that they be not merely held up to

view, contemplated, and admired, but that they
be imitated ; and in this lies the difficulty and
consequent rareness of genuine disciples' life.

For faith has to do with the invisible, heavenly,

and future, which it is to apprehend and hold fast

as the most absolutely certain and reliable of all

things ; and long-suffering patience, " without
falling into despondency and despair, must await
with cheerfulness and with equable, abiding
courage, the yet lingering salvation."

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Love must not cease to warn, to serve, and to

hope.—We are not the first on the way to per-

fection ; let us look well to it that we do not re-

main behind among the last.—Where there are
still points of character that link us to salvation,

God has long since had them in mind, and would
fain make use of them.—Love seeks no reward

;

yet it finds it.—Services rendered to our com-
panions in the faith are a work of faith with
which God is well pleased, and a labor of love

which God will reward.—The love that labors

and sacrifices for the good of our neighbor is

also a service rendered to God, but this only in

connection with love to the name of God and
with the faith of the saints.—How the striving

after the anticipated inheritance of the promise
is hindered in the world, but in the Church of

God is at once demanded and promoted.

Starke: We must hope good of every one,

and not easily despair of the salvation of

any; for God is wont to go forth even "about
the eleventh hour."—Rebuke thy neighbor, if

there is great need, at the right time and in the

right place, with compassion, without too sevore

words, and without the spirit of detraction.

Perchance thou gainest him.—A believing Chris-

tian may be indeed certain of his own felicity,

but still not without a holy solicitude for his

perseverance and steadfastness in what is good.

—

God rewards the good works which He demands
of us from grace.—It is not merely in heaven
that the saints are to be sought and found : they

are to prove themselves saints on earth.—Our
strengthening and support come indeed from the

Lord; but we must industriously employ tho

means whioh strengthen and keep us unto eter-

nal life.—Nothing so much favors backsliding

as negligence and sloth.—Faith and Christian

patience belong together ; the former produces

the latter, and the latter is a genuine test of

faith.—Blessed is he who fails not of the eternal

inheritance : he may have much, little, or nothing

of temporal things: to have God is to have all.

Rieqer: Though we may have good hope in re-

gard to the majority, we should still give zealous

attention to individuals, Acts xx. 81.—One may
frequently be more ready to suffer for a good

cause, and to perish with it, than to persevere in

the hope of a victorious issue. Hence exhorta-

tion to equal diligence in hope is very needful

;

for unless hope were renewed the sparks of love

would be entirely extinguished.—To mark tho

footsteps of those that have preceded us is on
the race-course of faith a greatadvantage.—Faith

first apprehends and seizes the promise
;
patience

and long-suffering await it to the end.
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120 THE EPISTLE TO Tllli HEBREWS.

Heubner: The pictirre of the wretchedness

and ruin of apostates tends strongly to arouse

the faithful and to guard them against security

and remissness.—The thought of Divine- aid

should spur on and arouse us also to diligence,

zeal, and perseverance.—So far from faith tend-

ing to check activity, it rather preserves as

against sloth and gives us power for action.

V.

The example of Abraham shows that perseverance in faith leads to the attainment of the promised

blessing, which is pledged by the oath of God.

Chapter VL 18-15.

13 For when God made promise to Abraham, because he could swear by no greater,

14 he sware by himself, saying, Surely1 blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I

15 will multiply thee. And so, after he had patiently endured [patiently enduring], he

obtained the promise.

i Yer. u.—Instead of 3 nfy we should read, with Cod. Sin., A. B. D. E , 17, 23, c! nfy. Thlt is the customary form with

the LXX, springing from the blending of the classical } rfv with the Hellenistic <i pij, which C. and J**. r«ad here, and

which imitates the Hebrew A OK.
[Ver. 13.— Eira>7etAd>«rof Moll renders " after making promise,*' thns making the promise precede the oath in time,

the promise being given at various times, as Gen. xll. 7, xvii. 6, xviii. 18, while it is not until Geo. xxiL 16-18 tbst the

oath is given. So, previously, De Wette and Lttnemann. Delitcsch and Alford, however, more correctly, I think,

make the ivayytiA. express an act contemporaneous with the mtioctv, vis., Ood, when He prowused, twort, and refer both

to Gen. xxil. The Eng. ver. is. I think, correct.

Ver. 15.—Kai ovtok, and thug, i. e. under thesejconditlons,—paxpofopifcaf iir+rvx*y, bypatiently enduring he dhtamcd=
he patiently endured and obtained; not having patiently endured, he obtained.—JL.].

and in this relation stands as an individual and

concrete example of the general truth uttered

in the preceding Terse, and as an instructive

and stimulating pattern for his readers; pre-

cisely as also at ch. xi. 18, 29, they are reminded
that the Patriarchs did not live to see the fulfil-

ment of the promise, but only saluted it from

afar.

Via. 15. And thus patiently endur-
ing, he obtained the promise. — The

ovruc, thus, is to be constructed with hcfrvx&
(Bl., De W., Liin., Alf.), not with fMxpo&vfdpcx
(Stein, Thol., Bisp., Hofm.), nor to the two com-

bined (Del.) ; but points back to the just pre-

viously mentioned pledge of the Divine oath

confirming the Divine promise. It thus presents

the objective historical condition under which

Abraham obtained the promise, while ftatpodv-

ftfaac indicates his subjective condition ; i. «., he,

under* the condition of having waited long sad

patiently since the promise of God was first

made (Gen. xv.), now (Gen. xxii.) received

the oath which guaranteed the fulfilment of the

promise. The added clause thus involves a slight

progress in the discourse (even if we make fff

tirayytMac., refer only to the word of promise),

inasmuch as at all events it holds up to the view

of the readers, as strongly brought out in the

typical history of Abraham, that ftaKpdhffa

which is so essentially involved in the preceding

exhortation. If we seek a still further advance,

we shall scarcely find it in the verb (as does Otto,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vke. 13. Por to Abraham— "Exemplum
Abrahm adducitur, non quia unicum sit, ted quia

prm aliis illustre." (Calv.).

Ood in making promise, etc. — Ltinem.
rightly follows De Wette in taking hirayyciMficvoc,

as in timepreceding the b/iooev, and refers it to the

promises which had been already given to

Abraham, Gen. xii. 7 ; xvii. 6 ; xviii. 18, which
finally, at Gen. xxii. 16-18, were not merely re-

peated and confirmed by an oath, but at the
same time had an incipient fulfilment. Del. refers

the language only to the last named passage, in

which, after the offering of Isaac, promise and
oath are united. The Aor. Part, would then
express an act contemporaneous with the finite

verb. [God promising swore=he promised and
swore.] But Abraham had previously nothing
upon which he could rely but the promise. This
was now, after he had long waited for the pro-
mised Son, and had then consented to the sacri-

fice of Him, been not merely renewed to him,
but by the Divine oath attested as thoroughly
to be relied on; yet at the same time alike by
the oath itself, and by its own intrinsic nature,
the promise was marked as one which could have
only a gradual realization, and that completely
only in the distant future. For this reason
Abraham was even to the last remitted to the
poKpo&vfiia, which was conditioned upon hisfaith,
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who, p. 108, interprets the Mrvxe as an actual

taking possession, or as an attainment—no longer
dependent on the tried and approved fidelity of
the subject—of the irrevocably pledged promise)

;

nor in the fact that hrayyeXia is to be interpreted

specially of the Messianic salvation (Bleek) ; but
only by explaining the eirayyeXia of the subject

matter of the promise, whose attainment (knkrvx*)

commences with the receiving back of Isaac (ch.

xi. 17, 19), yet is not to be restricted (as byDe W.,
Lira.) to that which Abraham even on earth lived

to see of the multiplication of his posterity. The
promise (which here substitutes the abbreviated
and concentrated form ir%qdw& ok, for the fuller

expression of the LXX., trhfdwQ to crrrtpfia oov)

embraces in its fulfilment a blessing bestowed on
Abraham, extending down through time and on-
ward into eternity.

[The precise relations and import of the pas-
sage just explained, are matter of some difficulty,

and of a good deal of diversity of opinion.

Grammatically the difficulty lies in determining
whether the Aor. Participles kwayyeiMpevoc (ver.

18) and paicpo&vfifoac (ver. 15) are, either or both
of them, to be construed as expressing an ac-
tion anterior to, or contemporaneous with the prin-
cipal verb—either of which construction is equally
consistent with the use of the Aorist. In the
former case we should render: " after giving pro-
mise to Abraham, God swore," etc.; and "and
thus, after having waited patiently, he obtained,"
etc. In the latter case we should render thus

:

" upon giving promise or when he gave promise

—

God swore; 1 ' and " suffering long he obtained"=
'* he waited patiently and obtained," or, " by wait-
ing patiently he obtained." In the former case the
giving of the promise precedes the swearing of the
oath, and the promise {kirayyeiMp. must be sup-
posed to refer to Gen. xii. 7; xv. 4, 5, etc.; xvii.

5; xviii. 18, as preceding the oath given Gen.
xxii, at the time of the offering of Isaac. In
this case also the uaKpodvpfyiac, having waited
patiently, will refer to Abraham's patient waiting
during the time which elapsed between the pro-
mise of the birth of his son, and its fulfilment,

and also perhaps to his cheerful submission to
the command to offer up his son in sacrifice. So
the passage is taken substantially by De Wette,
Lunemann, and Moll; and in this case the "ob-
taining the promise " after his long waiting, took
place in part in his receiving his son back from
the grave, while in part this only prefigures and
commences its fulfilment, which runs on into the
indefinite and endless future. In the other con-
struction—which makes the action of the Parti-
ciples contemporaneous with that of the principal
verbs,—the whole action would naturally refer
to the one event in which the promise and oath
were both given, viz., Gen. xxii., and we should
render thus : " For in giving, or when He gave
promise to Abraham, God, because, etc., sware by
Himself, saying, Surely blessing, etc.; and so
(under these conditions of promise and blessing)
Abraham waited patiently and obtained (=by
patiently waiting obtained) the promise." So
substantially Delitzsch. The objection to the
former is that it makes an unnatural separation
between the giving of the promise and the giving
of the oath, (which the author seems to link
closely together), and that it seems to attach a

special significance to the period of the giving of
the oath, which does not really belong to it, for
although the promise was then repeated with a
special fulness and emphasis, yet it was substan-
tially but a repetition of the earlierpromises, whiTe
Abraham's receiving his son from threatened death,
which then occurred, took piaoe before the utter-

ance of the oath, and could be conceived to stand
in no consecutive relation to it. The objection
to the second construction would seem to be, that
if the referenoe is only to the promise and oath
of Gen. xxii., then all the earlier promises are
apparently ignored, and therefore all Abraham's
patient waiting since they were given, could
scarcely come into the account. J3ut to this we
may reply, I think, that it is not a matter of im-
portance to the writer to distinguish the separate

times andforms of the promise which was made to

Abraham; but ho naturally, in referring to the
promise, takes that occasion in which the promise
was finally, and with the greatest fulness and
emphasis repeated, and ratified by an oath ; while
the paKpa&vpfaac refers to Abraham's entire, pa-
tient waiting for the fulfilment of the Divine pro-
mise, and the hrkrvxev, as it seems to me, refers

mainly not to that which Abraham experienced
in his life-time, but to the reward of his faith mil
patience, which, commencing in his life-tm.',

continued on into eternity. I would thus regard
knayyetX&fievoc as referring specially indeed to tho

promise of Gen. xxii., where it stands connected
with the oath, but to this in reality as the repre-

sentative of God's whole collective promise to

Abraham ; and the Kal ovruc paxp. kirir. and thus

waitingpatiently he obtained, etc., as virtually cover-

ing Abraham's bearing during the entire period
after God had made to him His promises. I pre-

fer, therefore, substantially Delitzsch's construc-

tion. To make, as Alford does, hirayyeiMpevoc,

refer to the time of the oath (when he promised, he

swore) and yet refer paxpov. iirirvxev back to

Abraham's having obtained the promise in the

birth of a son in consequence of his long and pa-
tient waiting, seems specially inconsistent, and
totally confuses the passage.—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The promises of God, in so far as they
are declarations of the time and words of the
Almighty One, have, in themselves, the pledge
and power of their accomplishment. But the

Searcher of hearts condescends in His love to

the needs of men, has respect to the weakness
of those that are assailed, and gives to them for

the strengthening of their faith special pledges

and guaranties for perfect reliableness in His
promises. In accordance, however, with tho

sacred character of the relations which are hereby
to be confirmed and enhanced, these pledges are

themselves of a moral and religious nature ; they

point to eternity, have respect to the holy nature

of God, and have value and significance only for

him who is already a believer.

2. Inasmuoh as an oath is a form of ratifying

a declaration, in which the attributes just men-
tioned appear not perchance as concomitant

merely, but as constitutive, and since for this

reason an oath forms for men the highest form
of solemn assurance, and sacred affirmation, it
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122 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

becomes clear why precisely this sort of pledge

is the most appropriate to the condescension of

God, and the simplest and surest for the attain-

ment of the proposed end.

8. From the nature and form of the oath as a
solemn appeal to the omniscient Holy God for

confirmation of the truth and credibility of a
definite utterance, it follows that God can swear
only by Himself (=so truly as I live), but that all

appeal to this example of God in justification of
the use of such a form of swearing among men,
cannot be admissible.

4. The promises of God enter with determin-
ing power into the course of history. They are
not mere word*, but are germs of blessing and sal'

vation implanted in the souls of believers, with
which he who receives and awaits them grows
into an increasingly vital union, and attains to

the richness of the promise.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The undeserved goodness of God toward as
shows itself, specially : 1. in the promises of im-

measurable blessing ; 2. in giving assurance of

their reliableness; 3. in the experience of their

fulfilment.—Only they who wait in faith attain

to what God has promised to them in His grace.

—The compassion and faithfulness of God must

be responded to by us with faith and steadfast-

ness.—The sacredness of the oath through the

example of God.

Starke :-— happy people, for whose sake God

swears an oath ! and miserable they who will not

trust to His oath.—Material blessing is a benefit,

but spiritual blessing is a far greater. If thou

hast the latter, cheerfully resign the former;

but if God gives thee both, thou art doubly

blessed.—To throw forward is not to throw

aside ; deferral is not reversal ; God does every

thing at its right time ; wait in hope ; what He
has promised to thee, will be done for thee.

Riegeb :—God's entire way from the beginning,

has been in the path of waiting. God gave pro-

mises; to these faith had to attach itself, and

make its way through all difficulties.

VI.

Exhortation to Christians to hold fast to the promise which has been in such a manner assured to

them.

Chapter VL 16-20.

16 For men verily [indeed, ///v]
1 swear by the greater: and an oath for confirmation i»

to them ah end of all strife [and to them a confirmatory limit to all gainsaying is an

17 oath]. Wherein God, willing [wishing] more abundantly to shew unto the heirs of

[the] promise the immutability of his counsel [purpose], confirmed it by [interposed

18 with] an oath: That by two immutable things, in which it was [is] impossible for God

to lie, we might [may] have a strong consolation [incitement], who have fled for refuge

19 to lay hold upon the hope set before us: Which hope we nave as an anchor of the

soul, both sure and steadfast, and which entereth "into that [tbo part] within the vail;

20 Whither [literally where, 8t:ou] the forerunner is [om. is] for us [on our behalf]

entered, even [om. even] Jesus, made [becoming] a high priest for ever after the

order of Melchisedek.

i Ver. 16.—Mrfe is wanting in Sin. A. B. D*. 47, 63,fand Ii expunged by Lach., BlMTttn.: but retained by Tlsch^ Del., Alt,

but of course before they had the testimony of Sin. It seems on the whole not unnatural, and yet as the following chwss

is not added with a contrasted 0ebs 64, but rather as if filling ont the thought, (iv «f), I should prefer to follow the authori-

ties that omit it.—K.].

[Ver. 16.—M4v rendered as often in our Kp. In Eng. ver., verily ; bnt always improperly. It is never a particle of

emphasis but of concession, or simply where the two members are equally balanced, of contrast ;tobe sure, U is true, indetds-

vd<np avrotf avriXoyiat, of all gainsaying to them^ofall their gainsaying; here not, strife as between equals or rivals,

but contradiction, gainsaying, as of one who questions the assertion, or doubts the promise of another.—E« fitfimim**

belongs apparently to wipat, not to opffo*~>a limit for confirmation, a limit or end designed for and producing confirma-

tion.—'O op«oc. the oath—the article generic, that thing called oath.

Ver. 17.—*Ei» », In which matter—in which state of the case, «*., the confirmatory power of the oath: £ neutsr

(with Bl., De W., Thol., Ebr., L«n., Del., etc), not masc., agreeing with opt?.—SovAd>«*«, wishing, Bik** might t»"g*
properly rendered willing.—imo€i{a». more than simply show (oijAom, Qavtpfo) or even Ppint out (5««£cu); rather exkwO,

make an exhibition of. display; eiri6c<tt«, Greek rhetorical term for display, exhibition. The term thus carries with Itsa

Idea of more formality than is implied in the simple show.—iptoirewrev, hardly confirmed; rather, corns between, to wit,

Himself and His promise, interposed.

Ver. 18.—iropdftAipni', not here consolation (which the context disfavors), bnt encouragement, incitement, erhortatx*

(so Del., Moll. Ermunterung, Alf., etc.).—«paTmrai, to seize upon, to lay hold of, (Eng. ver., De W., Thol., Del., Alt, etcJU «r

with Moll, ItoldfasL If we render holdfast, it would seem more natural to connect it with s-apaaA. capper (though Moil
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CHAP. VI. 16-20. 123

construct* it with Kara^vy6yrtt). If lay hold of it is more naturally, with most; constructed with Kara^vy. fedfor refuge

to lay hold. In favor ot lay hold is, as mentioned by All, the Aor. tense; to hold, on to would seem to require the Pres.

tpanv. On the other li tad the construction vapaxA. ix&ntv tpar., may have strong incitement to hold on to, would make a
sentiment eminently in harmony with the context. But as Karcfrvy. is rather harshly left absolute, and Kpa-rijtrai, Aor.

csn hardly be rendered holdfast, I think the rendering of the Eng. ver. preferable to any other, agreeing with Moll in the
construction, but not in rendering *panj<rai.

Ver. 19.—Kurtpxofi*yriv, a*+a\qv tc koI (k&aiav. I am strongly inclined to regard all these words as agreeing
with fjr, sciU ikwita, and not with ayxvpar. The construction Is perfectly easy and natural, and avoids the figure of

the anchor entering, etc., which though we may, when it is once admitted, defend and even find beautiful, yat must be
conceded to be at first view harsh and unnatural.—Etc re i<rwr<pov, into the part within^within.

Ver. 20.—ewov, where, with «toH)A0«y, used pregnantly for ©woi, whither—whither He entered and where He remained.
—rpoA/»ro«, forerunner, placed emphatically at the beginning of the clause, 'Iiprovc, emphatically at its close.—vwip
jfiMy, on behalf of us.—tioy\0tv, entered, historical, not (as Eng. ver.), is entered\r-~fC»6tiwos, becoming, when lie entered

,

not being mode.—K.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbr. 16. For men, Indeed, etc.—Statement
of the reason why God has employed the swear-
ing of an oath, and that in the form here de-

scribed. 'AvnXoyia never has the signification

of dubitatio, doubt, (Grot., Cram.) though it may
have that of judicial controversy (Theophyl.,

Krasm , Schlicht., etc. ). Here, however, the mean-
ing of gainsaying is to be preferred with Bleek,

inasmuch as the subject is the credibility of the

promises of Ood.
Ver. 17. In whioh matter, etc.— Ev re-

fers not to the oath (Vulg., Primas.), nor to the

transaction between Abraham and God (Bez.,

etc.), but introduces the deduction drawn from
ver. 16, and is=m accordance with which relation

or circumstance, viz., that the oath is the highest

means of confirmation, or, on account of which.

Ver. 18 shows that the "heirs of the promise"
cannot be merely the pious of the Old Testament
(Calv., Thol., etc.), while neither are wo author-

ized (with Lun.) to restrict the language entirely

to Christians. This latter restriction would an-

nihilate the historical basis of the entire passage ;

while, in fact, the historical illustration forms
the starting-point for a more expanded statement.

Besa and others erroneously take irepiaadrepov as
=** over and above," ex abundanti. For the point

of the statement is not to affirm that God's truth-

ful word needs in itself no confirmation by an
oath, but that God, in a condescending regard to

the relations and usages of men, has given His
promise in a more emphatic manner than by the

mere assurance.
Ver. 18. A strong incitement, etc.—The

nature of the connection forbids our taking irapd-

Kbjoic (with Luth. and most others, after the

Vulg.) as= consolation. Kparyaai, as Inf. Aor.
marks purpose, and is not=Jay hold of, seize upon
(De W., Thol., etc.), but holdfast. The readers

have hope ; what they lack is ir?jfpo^opta. But
this Infin. is not dependent on irap6i&jjoiv kx^ftev,

under which construction ol Kara$vy6vTec, they

that have fled for refuge, denotes the fugitives or

eecured ones, and is taken absolutely (CEc,

Theoph., Grot., Bl., Lun.) as an independent
idea, whether etc #eoV, be understood or not.

The rcpoKetfthnj kXizlc, is in that case the hope,

lying, as it were, in readiness in the soul. If, on
the contrary (with Primas., Erasm., Bex., Grot.,

De W., Ebr., Del., etc.), we make Kpar^aat depen-
dent on ol naraQvy., then Karafvyeiv receives the

undoubtedly legitimate meaning ofprofugere, and
the rrpoKeifi. kXmc, is the hope, objectively re-

garded, which belongs to and lies before Chris-

tians. If author and readers have already, as

Christians, taken their refuge in the holding fast

to this hope, they must receive a strong encou-

ragement to this holding on from the sworn
promises of God. In harmony also with the

objective meaning of ktoic, is the following clause,

in which the author by uniting the two images
of sea and temple, glides gracefully back to his

main theme. The anohor, elsewhere unmen-
tioned in Scripture, appears often in tho classics

and on ancient coins, as a symbol of hope. The
several predicates—particularly the last one,

"entering, etc.,*
1—intimate that the anchor is

found not merely in the soul, but at tho same
time in heaven, and this too, not, as is commonly
maintained, by the fact of the soul's having
thrown in thither its anchor of hope, but by the

fact that Christ, as our high-priest, has preceded

us thither; and the soul, although it as yet sees

Him not, withdrawn as He is into tho inner

sanctuary, and His life hidden in God, yet in

faith stands connected with Him, and by this con-

nection attains, on the one hand, like the ship

riding at anchor, to rest in this restless world,

and on the other, to the possibility and the as-

surance of being itself drawn thither, where,

holding it socurely, its anchor already lies. For
assuming a blending of the subjective and objective

signification of ilnic, there is no adequate rea-

son; nor is itpoKetfi. i2.7rie=e%ir. tcjv npoKEififauv

(Bl., De W., Thol. ). Only we must guard against

taking the objective kXiric, in the sense of the res

sperata (the thing hoped for) ; but take it in the

same way in which wo speak specifically of

Christian faith.— 'Qttov, where, instead of 6to«,

whither, implies the remaining at the attained

goal, and vxty fyuv, is not to be connected with

Trpddpouoc (as Heinr., Bohm., Thol., Ebr.), but

with ctoyXvev.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Tho strongest assurance of our salvation as

purposed by God, and the most powerful incite-

ment to a believing maintenance of our Christian

hope, lies partly in the reliableness which belongs

to those sure promises which God for our esta-

blishment has confirmed by an oath; partly in

the fact, that Jesus, as forerunner, has already

entered into heaven on our behalf, and there me-
diates forever for our salvation, embodying in

Himself not only the Aaronic but the Melchisedek

high-priesthood, and carrying the type of that

priesthood to perfection.

2. That which holds of the word of promise

made to Abraham and confirmed by the oath of

God, holds also of that word of promise in re-

gard to the everlasting high-priesthood of Christ

(Ps. ex. 4) which in like manner was accompanied
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124 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

by an oath, and which to ob as Christians is spe-

tially important
8. The admissibleness of the oath of promise, as

well aB that of asseveration, within the Christian

world, is by this passage of Scripture assured

beyond doubt, which in fact derives the strength

of the exhortation from the two-fold assurance

of the promise by God's word and oath, and
regards the latter as the authorised form of

mediatorial interposition, which by appealing to

God puts an end to gainsaying with regard to the

matter in question, and is followed by a conse-

quent pepaiooig. "And the case stands thus;

that our intention is accredited by the oath, but
the oath itself is accredited by God ; since so

far from God's being worthy of credit on ao-

count of His oath, the oath rather derives its

credit from God." (Philo). The idea that God
may make Himself surety for man appears also

in Job xvii. 8; Isa. xxxviii. 14.

4. The substance of Christian hope is the inheri-

tance of the promise ; its goal is union with the

exalted Christ ; its foundation the word of God

;

its root is living faith. It forms thus, not merely
an indispensable, but powerfully efficacious

means for the maintenance of our connection
with the unseen world, and for the attainment

of the heavenly blessings which are promised to

us.

6. "As the Aaronio high-priest, after he had,

in the outer court, slain the heifer as a sin-offer-

ing for himself and his house, and then slain the

goat as a sin-offering for the congregation,

entered with the blood of the slaughtered victim

into the typical holiest of all, so Jesus, after

offering up Himself in sacrifice upon earth, and
shedding on earth His own blood, has entered

into the Heavenly holiest of all, in order thereby
to accomplish, once for all, an expiation on our
behalf, and there perpetually to represent us

;

but at the same time (ch. x. 19-21), in order to

break the path, and to open the way, for us, who
are eternally to be where He is. That He thus,

in His entrance on our behalf, is at the same
time our precursor, this it is which distinguishes

Him from the legal high-priests of a community
that was absolutely excluded from the inner
sanctuary. And not only this: He is not merely
high-priest, but also king; and He is a high-

priest not merely for a season, but forever."

(Dkl.).

6. "What a firm anchoring-ground for hope is

God's eternal heaven, by which our Jesus is en-
compassed. Since after having suffered for us,

He has also, on our behalf, been so highly exalted.

We see Him not, since the place of God to which
He has gone is hidden from our carnal eyes, and
in so far, there is still a veil between us and
Him. But the anchor of our hope, unrestrained
by this limitation, reaches into those silent deeps
of the spirit world into which He has withdrawn
from our senses, and amidst the wild waves

of life keeps our souls firm and tranquil."

(Del.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The unchangeableness of the purpose of God:
a. to what that purpose refers itself; b. by what
its unchangeableness is assured ; e. to whit tail

assurance should incite us.—Nature, object and
justification of the Christian oath.—The main-
tenance of our Christian hope : 1. as it is ren-

dered difficult; o. by unsteadiness of faith; 6.

by the condition of the world ; c by the veil

before the future; 2. as it is made easy; a. by
the word of promise; b. by the oath of God; c
by the entrance of Jesus into heaven.—The
advantage of Jesus' entrance into the heavenly

sanctuary ; a. to Him ; b. to us.

Stance :—Believers can, with steadfast faith,

be certain of eternal life.—The purposes of God
are in part without condition, and are thus

surely executed ; but those which belong to the

economy of salvation are under a certain condi-

tion established and bound to this economy.—
The first attribute of faith, is, in the feeling of

our deficiency in every good, and of our extreme

need, to look around after Jesus, in order to

seek from Him help and counsel. Its next attri-

bute, is to lay hold of the blessedness that has

been obtained through Christ, and to hold fast

with manly strength and power to the blessed-

ness once obtained, and on account of no threat

or danger, come they as they may, timidly, to

cast it away.—God deals with us as with a fathers

spirit, since while He knows our weakness, to

tcit, that as with the aged Moses, both our aims

speedily sink down, and become faint and weary,

so He sustains with these two strong pillars, Bis

unchangeable truth, and His priceless oath.—
Word, faith and hope must stand together ; the

word lays the foundation; Faith builds thereon;

and Hope expectantly stretches herself forth

from time into eternity.

Riioib:—By keeping in view the oath of

God in regard to His gracious promise, we are

incited to follow on in faith ana patience.—The

Christian hope is a sure anchor, with which we
cannot receive harm, and *firm one, as consist-

ing entirely of God's counsel at once firm and
confirmed by an oath.

Hiubnie:—The hope of the Christian has a

limitless reach. It reaches outwardly into eter-

nity, inwardly into the sanctuary of God.—The

surety of our hope is Christ His entrance into

the sanctuary is the pledge of our own future

entrance into it

Ahlpeld :—The ascension of Christ is the final

pledge of our entrance into glory. 1. There is a

hidden kingdom of glory. 2. Into this our hope

casts its anchor. 8. Christ's entrance therein

renders this hope a certainty.
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SECOND SECTION.

The eternal and perfect high-priesthood of Jesus Christ.

I.

The person of Melchisedek has, as a type of Christ, a triple superiority to the Levities! priests.

Chaptbh VII. 1-10.

For this Melchisedek, king of Salem, priest1 of the most high God, who met Abra-
2 ham returning from the slaughter of the kings, and blessed him; To whom also8

Abraham gave a tenth part of all;
2

first being [being in the first place] by interpreta-

tion King of righteousness, and after that [in the second place] also King of Salem,

3 which is, King of peace ; Without father, without mother, without descent [without

recorded lineage], having neither beginning of days, nor end of life; but made like

[haying been assimilated] unto the Son of God; abideth a priest continually [perpet-

4 ually, tit perpetuum]. Now [And] consider how great this man was, unto whom even
the patriarch Abraham gave the tenth part of the spoils [choicest spoils, dxpo&tvtwy],

5 And verily they that are of the sons of Levi, who [they, indeed, who, as being of the

sons of Levi], receive the office of priest, have a commandment to take tithes of the

people according to the law, that is, of their brethren, [even] though they come out

6 of the loins of Abraham ; But he whose descent is not counted from them, received

7 tithes of [hath tithed] Abraham* and [hath] blessed him that had [possessed] the pro-

8 mises. And without all contradiction the less is blessed of the better [superior, xpsir-

twos]. And here [indeed] men that die receive tithes; but there ho receiveth them,

9 of whom it is witnessed that he liveth. And as I may so say [so to Bpeak], Levi4

10 also, who receiveth tithes, paid tithes [hath been tithed] in Abraham. For he was
yet in the loins of his father, when Melchisedek6 met him.

i Ver. 1.—The Art. before vtfricrrov, Is attested by Stn. A.O. D. E. K. L., 28, 44, 40, 48.
* Ver. fc—The xoi is sustained against the authority of B. D*. B*. by Sin. A.C. D***. B**. K. L. and the minnsc.
* Ver. 6.—The Art. before Abraham is erased by some, on the authority of B. G. D*. 23, 67, 109. The Sin. has it from a

later hand. [It is retained by Tlsch. on preponderating authority.—K.].
* Ver. 9.—The form Acvfc is found in A. B. C*. A«v«i in Sin- where the corrector has put Acvct?, which is received by

Tisch., Ed. VII.
* Ver. 10,—The Art before lfelch. is after Sin. B. C*. D*. 73, 118, to be omitted.

[Ver. 2.—ifi4purtv, apportioned, imparted.—s-p&ror fiiv, in the Jlrst place.—iwetTa W, and then, and in the next place.

In the classics brttra without tt, commonly answers to vpmrov pee.
Ver. 3—Ayevtakoynrot, ungenealogised, without recorded lineage ; not as Eng. ver., without <fescent.--«tyttpou»p*Vor,

hating been assimilated, or rendered similar.—fUv«, remaineth, abideth, emphatic—ci? rb 6u)%>ttc4t, perpetually.

ver. 4.—lewpctre to, and contemplate, behold; not. "now consider." M Now " impairs the natural flow of the sentence.
Alford's "But observe" is objectionable.—The patriarch Abraham: in the original o vurptopxip, is separated from 'ABpadp,
and thrown emphatically over to the end of the sentence.—i* r*v axpo0tio»r, from the top of the heap, hence, the sekctcst,

ot choicest spoilt.

Ver. 6.—«al ol ptfr, and they indeed, or while they. Eng. ver., and verily, which Alf. says u
is rather too strong." It

is not merely M too strong;" ' verily,' as a rendering of pAv is totally inappropriate.—ot e* rmv vlitv—Aa/ui0. they indeed, or
while they, who, of the sons of Levi (or possibly, with Del., as being of the tone of Levi) receive the priesthood; or perhaps as
suggested by Alf, " they of the eons ofLevi when they receive (when receiving) thepriesthood.—avofaeaTove (Sin B. D.1 dirofata-

Toir, received by Alf.), to tithe.—Kara rbv p6>or, belongs to imMiv {govo*?—xaArep i^tknKvHrat, although having come
ouL

Ver. 6.—MeK&micev, hath tithed cvAdyyesr, hath Messed—construction chiastic, the verb preceding in one clause,
and following in the next.

Ver. 7.—wwe to3 Kpcirrovec, by the greater, superior, not, of the better.

Ver. 8.—Kol toe iUr, and here indeed, or, while here, i. e , in the case of the Levitlcal priests.

Ver. 9.—«* foot ctn-cir, so to speak, very well rendered as to the sense, by the Eng. ver., at Imay so say. Some take
the phrase as—i» a word, of which and the M so to speak," Alf. says that they, " in fact both run into one," which is incor-
rect. M So to speak," always implies a certain conscious license on the part ofthe speaker, which in a word does not neces-
sarily nor ordinarily imply at all. The former, so to speak, is, as in the immense majority of cases, the meaning.—6f6««t£r«»-
to*, hath been tithed—stands before our eyes or recorded as tithed : Eng. ver., was tithed, exchanges the perfect for Aorn
and loses in accuracy and picturesqueness. —KJ.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1. For this Melchiaedec, etc.—To
establish the justice with which—not merely to

explain the sense in which—the author at ch. vi.

20 has referred to Ps. ex. 1, he shows primarily
that Melchisedek was a higher priest than the Le~
yitical, because in the narrative Gen. xiv. 18-20,

he has been put forward as type of the everlasting

Priest, and because in Abraham he received

tithes from Levi. The w. 1-8 form a period
with the verb fikvet, abideth; so that we need
not, and should not, with Erasm., Luth., Calv.,

etc., supply ifv with the opening verse. The au-
thor first brings together the historical traits

which the Scripture narrative assigns to Melchi-
sedek, then from irpdrov pkv he gives his interpre-

tation of them in which he but follows in the steps

of the P8almi8t. Melchisedek is not in reality,

like to the Son of God, but in the Scripture repre-

sentation he has according to the purpose of the

Holy Spirit, that he might be a type of the Mes-
siah, been made like or assimilated to him.
'Afofiotoiw has this signification in Plato (Rep.

VII. 517, B; VIII. 664, B). Nor do axarup
afifjrup involve any supernatural mode of comiog
into the world, but imply that his progenitors are
either of humble origin, or are unknown, or aro
mentioned in no historical narrative, or came not
into account in any legal relations (Examples in

Bl. ).
%

\yevea\6ynroc, also, means not (like aytvrrroc

)

without lineage, but without recorded lineage, with-
out a registered descent. Hence the following
words indicate neither that he came from heaven,
nor that he was snatched away into it, (Braun,
Akkrsloot, Naokl in Stud. u. Krit., 1849, II.

832 ff.; Nickel in Reuter's Repert., 1858, p. 102
ff., Alf., etc.). An everlasting existence is not
ascribed to Melch. But neither is the language
to be restricted to the beginning and termination
of his priesthood (Camero, Seb. Schmidt, Limb.,
Kuin., Hofm.), inasmuch as personally he has
been made the type of the Son of God.

[Alford (after Bleek) is still inclined to find in

the authors language some marvellous and in-

explicable mystery investing the person of Mel-
chisedek, though he confesses himself totally

unable to conjecture what it may be. The em-
phatic phrase "having neither beginning of
days nor end of life," he conceives can scarcely

be conceived as applying to a mere man. The
language is certainly very striking, yet I cannot
conceive it more striking than the purposes
which call it forth, and these seem to me abun-
dantly sufficient to account for its striking and
apparently mysterious character. The author's
purpose is to show the points in Melchisedek*s re-

corded life and position, which fitted him in his
priesthood to be a type of the priestly Son of
God. For this purpose he turns to the record
of the Old Testament, and draws his reasonings
alike from what is and what is not there stated

;

alike from the recorded facts of Melchisedek's
transient and remarkable appearance, and the
silence of the sacred narrative concerning all

preceding or subsequent facts appertaining to

his history. Both the record and the silence
are equally remarkable. In the one Melchise-
dek appears as a king in relations which asso-

ciate him at once with Bightecusness and with

Peace, as priest of the Most High God in the

midst of idolatrous communities, and as bless-

ing and receiving tithes from Abraham, the

spiritual heir of the world. In the other, a per-

sonage so great and so remarkable, is, contrary

to all the usage of the sacred history, which is

generally very studious and exact in giving the

lineage of its important personages, and usually

notices alike their birth and their death, passed

over without a solitary intimation as to his

lineage or family relations, as to his birth or his

death. The reason of this silence on the part

of the Spirit that dictated the narrative, cannot

be doubtful. It is intended to exhibit Melchise-

dek under personal relations, which should fit him

also tobe the priestly type of the High-Priest of the
New Covenant. The facts seem abundantly suf-

ficient to account for the Old Testament silence,

and for the New Testament representation. Our

author looks back to the Old Testament to see

what there was in the record of Melchisedek to

explain the language of the Psalm regarding his

peculiar Priesthood. These facts present them-

selves prominently to him, and he exhibits them

in such a manner as to bring out most strongly

and forcibly the typical character of Melchise-

dek. We must remember that the sacred histo-

rian is' generally studious to give the lineage of

all the sacred persons with whom he has to do,

and almost invariably signalizes the fact of their

death. Here we have a singular and marked

exception. Melchisedek, evidently, by the rela-

tions in which he appears in Genesis, one of the

most extraordinary men of sacred history, is yet

passed over without one gleam of light shed on

the darkness either of his past or his future.

He thus stands on the sacred page—amidst a nar-

rative which, in its faithful record of births and

deaths, seems intended to illustrate the troth

that " Death reigned from Adam to Moses,"—as

one who liveth. Without wishing, therefore, to

derogate in the least from the depth of our au-

thor's meaning, or from the dignity and mystery

that invest the person of Melchisedek ; without

wishing to reduce him to the prosaic level of or-

dinary humanity, I yet can see no reason for find-

ing in him any thing superhuman, or for depart-

ing from the prevailing view of the best modern

expositors, which seems to me to have judiciously

and wisely discarded- all the old mysteries re-

garding Melchisedek. The truth is, our author's

language itself receives far greater depth and

significance by our making its statements regard-

ing Melchisedek derive their peculiar cha-

racter and dignity from the supernatural perso-

nage whom he represented, than from any supposed

supernatural attributes of Melchisedek himself.

And we must remember, too, that for all the pur-

poses which Melchisedek was to subserve as a

type, the appearance, the mere representation of

these qualities in him, answers precisely the

same purpose as the realities. Here the princi-

ple truly applies, "De non ezistentibus, el non sp-

parentibus, eadem est ratio.*
1—K.].

By Salem we are probably to understand Je-

rusalem (which bears this shortened name also

at Ps. lxxvi. 8 ; comp. Knobzl Gen., 2 Aufl., p.

149 ff.) although according to Judges xix. 10,

the older name of Jerusalem was Jehus, and we
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find in Jerome (Ep. 126 ad Euagrium) that later

tradition makes the Salim (or Salumias) of Jno.
iii. 23, lying eight Roman miles south of Syctho-
polis, the residence of Melchisedek. Bleek,
Tuchu, Ewald, Alf., decide after Primas., Rel.,

Rosenm., etc., in favor of this latter place, which
is also probably mentioned Judith iv. 4. The
author says designedly not etc rbv aitiva, but e\c

rd 6tvveKic=sperpetuallyt because the priesthood
iwhich he has in sacred history, from the begin*
ning to the end, without interruption and with-
out transmission to another, is his own

( Horn.
Sckriftb. I. 402; 2 Ed. II. 1, 650, Del., Stier, etc.,

after Theodor. Mops.); not because his priest-

hood is perpetuated in Christ, the type remaining
in the antitype (Thol. after Primas., Haymo,
Thorn. Aquin.), nor because the name of Priest,

according to Rev., is applied to all the blessed
(Aubkrl. Stud. tt. Krit., 1857, III. 497).
Vbr. 4. And consider how great, etc.—

The metabatic Si introduces the consideration of
the other side of the matter. It is more in har-
mony with the impassioned and elevated style

of the passage, to take tieopeire as Imper. than as
Indie. RnXtKoc refers ordinarily, according to

the connection, to age, to the, or to moral great-
ness; but here to exaltedness and dignity of
position. The koI is to be referred, not to Abra-
ham (Luth., Grot., etc.), but to tfe#r($r?i\ as indi-
cated by the order of the words. 'kKpo&ivta lite-

rally, the top of the heap, denotes commonly the
first fruits of the harvest offered to the Deity;
sometimes, as here, the choicest spoils of war
selected out as a sacred offering. Of such select

portions consisted the tithe of the entire booty,
that was now presented by Abraham : the entire

spoils cannot be denoted by aicpo&tvta, as sup-
posed by Chrys., Erasm., Luth., Calv., etc. The
name of honor 6 trarpiapxiK, which denotes the
ancestral father and head of the Israelitish na-
tion, is applied Acts ii. 29, to David, and Acts
rii. 8, 9, to the twelve sons of Jacob.

Veb. 6. And they indeed who, from
the sons of Levi, etc.—In the words ek ruv
vlCwAevt, Bl., De W., Liin., etc., take eicpartitively;

bat it is better, with Hofm., Del., etc., taken
causatively. For the contrast is not drawn be-
tween those who as descendants of Aaron were
priests, and those who were mere Levites, but
between the Levitical priests and Mel., who has
tithed Abraham, although (fi% yeveaTuoy. e* avr&v)
not deriving his lineage from them. [The rea-
son is, however, hardly conclusive. For although
the writer does not intend a contrast between
the priests and the other sons of Levi, vet the
natural method of designating the Levitical priest

is precisely that which is here employed, viz.,

those of the sons of Levi who received the priest-

hood.—K.]. 'Ef avT&v is by some erroneously
referred to the Israelites, and by Grot, to Levi
and Abraham together. A second contrast is

this, that the Israelites received the tilhes on the
ground of a .legal ordinance, while Melchisedek
received it as a spontaneous offering. Add to

this, that the Levites had to do with their coun-

trymen over whom, although brethren, they were
placed, and to whom they were at the same time
restricted, while the relation of Melchisedec to

Abraham was entirely different. The last pcint

is the relation of him who blesses to the man who
81

as Patriarch is the historical bearer of those
promises of God which include the blessings.

'Icpareia denotes the priestly service, and the
priestly prerogative. In all other passages of
our Epistle stands iepuabvtf=s priesthood, t. c,
priestly office and dignity (comp. Sir. xlv. 7 with
xlv. 24). But even in the LXX. the meanings
of the two words run into each other. Since,

now, at Num. xviii. 1, the term lepareia is used
to designate the Aaronic service, and Jehovah
calls the Levites in relation to Aaron roiig ade%-

fob? aov, Biesenthal makes (see Del., p. 278
Anm.) the sagacious conjecture that our author
refers to Num. xviii. 25-32, where the Levites

are required to give the tenth of the tenth to the

priests, and that, instead of dnoSeKarovv rbv Xa6v,

we are to read at Hebr. vii. 5, Aeviv. This would
remove the difficulty occasioned by the fact that

our author ascribes to the priests what, accord-
ing to Lev. xxvii. 80, belonged to the Levites, viz.,

to receive all the tithes in Israel from Jehovah,
to whom1 all the tithes of the land belong. For
we cannot along with Bl. (followed by Bisp.,

while most recent intpp. do not touch the diffi-

culty in question, and Ebr. seeks to evade it by
a rendering inconsistent with the order of the

words) assume that in the period after the exile

the priests perhaps took the whole tithes for

their own subsistence, and the maintenance of

the temple service, and that the remaining mem-
bers of the tribe of Levi surrendered to those

who were actually engaged in the temple service

what was demanded for their support. The pas-

sages Nehem. x. 88 ff.; xii. 44; xiii. 10; Tob. i.

6-8, state precisely the reverse. The simplest

solution is the assumption of the older comm.
(Drus., Seb. Schmidt, etc.), that airodeicarovv, is to

be understood of the indirect tithing of the people:

by the priests, in that they received their tenth

i

from the tenth of the Levites.

[The fact that there should ever have beem
any trouble about the solution of this point,,

shows how easily difficulties are found in.

the Scriptures, by an unnecessary rigidness

of verbal interpretation. In a detailed ac-

count of the Mosaic .Institutions, we should of
course expect a statement of the precise rela-

tions of the priests to the Levites, and of the

Levites to the people. But in a brief reference to •

them made merely for the sake of illustrating ai

principle, it is sufficient to state the general fact

that the Levitical priests tithed the people, t. e.,

had their subsistence by the tithing of the peo-

ple, without any intimation Cf the mode in which
it was done, whether by tithing directly or
through another body.—K.].

The conjecture of Ribera that under the

term hio\, the author Jointly includes the Le-
vites, and that of Thorn. Aquin. that the author

starts from the supposition that the Prieetly class

furnish the ground andpurpose of all the tithing,

inasmuch as they, alone receive tithes without

rendering them, are both, to be rejected: The
Infin. form aTroSeKarotv adopted by Tisch. after

B. D*. (which.MSS. also read at Matth. xiii. 82,

naraatajvolv), appears to be of Alexandrian origin;

comp. ^TjTuotv- as a var. leo. in Dbessel Patr.

Apost. p. 322,. n. 4', and' art^avolv, after an In-

scription given by Kbugeb (I. 1, j 82, Anm. 7).

Seb. Schmidt, Bohme, etc., connect the Kara rbv
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v6fwv with rbv Xa6v, Bleek, Bisp., LUn., with kv-

ToXrfr Ixowhv, the majority with anoSeicarovv.

Vie. 8. Ofwhom it is witnessed that he
liveth.—Inasmuch as the Melchisedek of his-

tory is certainly dead, while yet the author is

speaking not ofan office but of * person, Cappell.,

Heins., Storr, in entire violation of the context,

take the subject to be Christ. Equally unneces-
sary too is it with Theod., Bl., etc., to appeal to

Ps. ex., which speaks of the Antitype of Melchi-

sedek. We need only refer for the explanation

of the language to Gen. xiv. (CEc, Calv., Este,

etc.), as we have here but a variation in the

statement of ver. 3, that Melchisedek is "without
end of life." The person of Melchisedek is in-

deed treated as historical, but only in so far as
ho is a type of the Christian Messiah.

[Alford heads his comm. on ver. 8 thus:
"Second item of superiority in that Melchisedek's
is an enduring, the Levitical a transitory priest-

hood." This language is not quite accurate.
The author is not comparing the priesthood of
Melchisedek with the Levitical priesthood, but
illustrating the personal greatness of Melchisedek,
which he does by showing his superiority to

Abraham, and then again his superiority to the
Levitical priests, in that whilo they receive tithes

as dying men, he receives them as one of whom
it is testified that he liveth. Ilia priesthood is not
primarily in question.—K.].
Ybr. 9. And so to speak, etc.—In itself

uf ixoc etireiv may mean, "to say in a word
(briefly)," and " so to speak" (TheophyL). The
former signification which is here adopted by
Camerar., Beng., etc., is much less appropriate
than the second, which with the Vulg. and Luth.
Is maintained by most intpp. [I doubt the clas-

sical use of the phrase in the first signification.

At all events it is incomparably more common
with Greek writers in the second, which is here
in like manner most decidedly in accordance
-with the context.—K.]. The phrase implies that
rthe author is not speaking with strict accuracy,
tbut only with virtual or approximative truth.

_At* 'kfipa&fi is not on account ofAbraham (August,
Phot.), but, through Abraham; the Gen. not the
.Ace.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In the biographies ofpersons who in the Holy
'Scripture itself have received a typical signifi-

'Cance, we are to regard not merely what is re-

corded of them, but also what, in regard to them,
is designedly past in silence. So of the silence

• of the Holy Scripture regarding the origin and
•end of Melchisedek, who, with bread and wine
in his hands, went forth from his royal city to meet

; and bless Abraham in the vale of Shittim, or the
. king's dale, which 2 Sam. xviii. 18 is mentioned as
the place in which Absalom erected a monument,

. and is sought for in the neighborhood of Jerusa-
lem (Jos. Antt. 1, 10, 2). The conjectures ofJewish
and Christian interpreters in Deyling (Observv.

.Sacr. IL 71 seq.) which identify Mel. with Shem,
Ham, or Enoch, are as much opposed to the
history, as the conjecture of Nork (Bibl. My-
thoL I. 154) who here finds the Phoenician god
.Sydik, •..«., pV?jy= Kronos, Saturn. He is

simply an otherwise unknown king, whose
ing with Abraham, however, is, in the history of

redemption, at onoe of the greatest historical

and typical importance.
2. In the narrative itself lies the basis of the

author's typical interpretation. For Melchisedek

is designated Gen. xiv. 19, 22 priest (7CO) of^e

Most High God (jyS# Sj<)- He ***» BOt

merely performed priestly acts, as did also Abra-

ham as princely chief, and as did every father of

a family. The language points to a priesthood

distinct from his royal authority, and from the

patriarchal character, which was united with

royalty only in theperson of Melchisedek. When,
therefore Abrahambowsbefore this priestly king,

receives his blessing, and renders to him tithes,

he recognizes not merely their relationship in

modes of faith, in their common worship—

t

worship untainted by idolatry—of the God who
created the world (while, at the same time,

Abraham on his own part emphasises, v. 22, the

specific reference of his faith to Jehovah, as the

God who reveals himself in the work of human
redemption), but he places himself personally in

a subordinate relation in respect of office to this

priestly king—a relation thus naturally and
necessarily suggesting a typie.il explanation, and

a Messianic reference. Historically, the pheno-

menon of his appearance is explicable in the

fact that, according to Scripture itself, the wor-

ship of Jehovah, which characterized the de-

scendants ofAbraham (Gen. xxviii. 13 ; Ex. iil 6)

did not actually owe its origin toAbraham. Abrs-
ham is not the firstprofessor of this faith, but only

its main representative and transmitter among
the children of Noah, as Seth among those of

Adam. Just as at a later period, in contrast with

the false particularism of the Jews, Jehovah is de-

signated as the God who is Q7\tflQ, Ps. xc 2;

xciii.2; ciii. 17, or DTj3Q» ^^ L 12» i0 **•

Jehovah worshipped by Abraham appears in Gen.

as the Creator of the world already worshipped by
primitive men on the ground of the revelation of

Himself. And theagency ofAbraham in maintain-

ing the knowledge and worship of this God, is ex-

pressed in the same words as that of Seth, Gen.

iv. 26. In the statement, however, that men
then " began to call on the name of Jehovah,

11

the historian cannot intend tobe understood that

then absolutely the name of Jehovah was first

made known ; for but a little before the same
name had been put in the month of Eve. He
employs the term of the religious worship of Jeho-

vah, which also at Ps. lxxix* 6 ; cxvL 17 ; Is.

xii. 4, this expression very decidedly designates.

8. The existence of a priestly king, entitled to

utter a blessing and to receive tithes, and in this

character 'acknowledged by Abraham—a personage

who is indebted for his position to, no lineal de-

scent, or legal ordination, but who exercises a

ministry purely personal, so that alike his origin

and his end are veiled from our view, fur-

nishes the natural ground and justification

of the thought that a non-Levitical priesthood,

outside indeed of the Mosaic legal enactments,

yet still according to the will of Ooa\ holds
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an authorized relation to the descendants of
Abraham ; nay, that the Messiah predicted (Ps.

ex.) within the very sphere and by the very pro-
phets of Judaism, as a priest after the order of
Melchisedek, possesses alike in his royal priest-

hood and his personal character, an infinite eleva-

tion aboTe the Levitical priests, and the Aaronio
high-priests, and that to recognise this is a sa-

cred duty of the Hebrews.
4. The typioal elements which attach themselves

to the Scripture account of Melchisedek are
found not merely in the acts which the Scripture

narrative ascribes to him, but also in the signifi-

cance of his name. This designates him as a type
of the Prince of Peace, Is. iz. 6, and Branch of
righteousness, Jer. xxiii. 5 ; xxxiii. 15, who as a
Ruler standing near to Jehovah, Jer. xxx. 21,

coming forth from the midst of Israel, spreads
righteousness and peace in the land, Ps. lxxii.

;

Mich. ii. 13 ; Jer. xxiii. 6 ff. : establishes them
accordiog to the Divine will, Exek. xxxiv. 24

;

xxxyii. 25 : in that He creates peace among the
nations, Zeoh. ix. 10, and is himself Peace,
(Mich. v. 6). This typical character is entirely

overlooked by those who ascribe to our author the
idea that Melchisedek came miraculously into life

and miraculously departed from it, (Nagel, Zur
CharacterisUk der Auffassung dee A. T. im N. T.,

1850) ; or that he is the incarnation of an angel
(Orig,Didym.), or of the Holy Spirit; (The au-
thor of the Qucest. in vet. et Nov. Test, in Hilarius
and theEgyptian Hierakas,^pt>A. hcer., 67) ; or of
a Divine power transcending even Christ in ma-
jesty (the Melchisedekites, a section of the Theo-
dotians), or of the Son of God Himself fMolin-
aeus, Cunasus, Hottinger, D'Outrein, Starke and
others, after some orthodox Fathers in
cuius hmr., 65).

5. " The Melchisedek of human history has
indeed died ; but the Melchisedek of sacred his-

tory lives without dying, fixed for ever as one
who lives by the pen of the sacred historian, and
thus stamped as type of the Son, the ever-living
Priest" (Dbl.).—" Likened, he says, to the Son
of God." And wherein does this likeness dis-

play itself? In the fact that we know neither
the end nor the beginning either of the one or
the other ; hot of the one, because the beginning

and the end are not recorded ; of the other, be-
cause they have no existence." (Chrys.).—" As
man, Christ was without Father, and as God,
without mother ; as high-priest He was without
genealogy, and as Eternal Son of God without
beginning and without end of days." (Bisp.)—
" Christ, in the Divine counsels, is before all

figures and types : He is the original ; all others
are copies. They are modeled after Him, not He
after them; so also Melchisedek after Jesus
Christ, not Jesus Christ after Melchisedek."

—

(Heubmkh).

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The appearance and work of Jesus Christ have
been pointed out to us in the Old Testament not
only by words of prophecy, but also by types and
figures alike in persons and acts.—We understand
the history of the world, only as we conceive it

from the point of view of sacred history, and in-

terpret it under the guidance of the Holy Spirit
—To what should we be moved by the thought
that our actions have a far-reaching and pro-
found influence on thefortunes of our posterity f—
It is those who have been already blessed who
are always receiving new blessing.—Pious men
render mutual service to each other for the honor
of God.
Stabki:—To heroes and warlike men, who

venture their life to protect their country and peo-
ple, belong respect, refreshment and intercessory

prayer.—Happy are the kings who are kings of

righteousness and of peace.—The Divine Admin-
istration has many a time wrought something
through the primitive fathers, not merely for their
sakes, but also for the sake of their posterity.

Hbubnek:—The priesthood of Christ not the

priesthood of the Law, is the source of all bless-

ing.—To our Melchisedek belongs every thing in

sacrifice, since we have all from Him and through
Him.—Let us learn that our true nobility springs

not from men but from Heaven ; that we are to

forget time, and think only of eternity.—The
Levites take a tenth from their brethren ; Mel-
chisedek from Abraham ; but Christ receives the

reverence, the service of the whole world.

IL

The Old Testament itself predicts the abrogation of the Levitical high-priesthood which rests on

the basis of the Mosaic law, and the merging of it in the eternal priesthood of the Messiah.

Chapter VU. 11-19.

11 If therefore [If indeed now, Ifto be sure now, e? pJtv ol/\ perfection were by [=through,
dtd~\ the Levitical priesthood, (for under it [on the basis of it, In axrrijs]

1 the people

[have] received the law,) what further need was there [om. was thero] that another [dif-

ferent, ITtpov] priest should arise after the order of Melchisedec, and not be called after
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12 the order of Aaron ? For the priesthood being changed [transferred, /uranlqtA^c],

13 there is made [becometh] of necessity a change also of the law. For he of whom these

things are spoken pertaineth to another tribe, of [from] which no man gave [none hath

14 given] attendance at the altar. For it is evident that oar Lord sprang [hath sprang] out

of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood [priests, UplmV
15 And it is yet far more [is still more abundantly] evident, for that [if, ef\ after the

16 similitude of Melchisedeo there ariseth another [a different, irepos] priest, Who is

made, not after the law of a carnal9 commandment, but after the power of an endless

17 [indestructible] life. For he testifieth [is testified of, papTuprivat],' Tbo* art %

18 priest for ever after the order of Melchisedeo. For there is verily [there becometh

indeed, yhsrat fib] a disannulling of the [preceding] commandment going before [cm.

going before] for the [on account of its] weakness and unprofitableness thereof [m.
19* thereof]; For the law made nothing perfect, but [(for the law perfected nothing), and]

the bringing in of a better hope did [om. did], by which we draw nigh unto uod.

i Ver. 11.—Instead of «V avrn, read after Sin. A. B. C D». E*. 17, SI, 46, «V avrir?; and Instead of thePluperflms*
uoBtrwro, read alter 8In. A. B. C. D*., 17, 47, 73, rcwftofervrai.

* Ver. H.—Instead ofovocv veal iepvovvne, read after A. B. C*. B*. E» 17, 47, ircpl ieacW ovftcV. Bo also in 8fiL,€iccpt>

ing that there otoeV stood originally after Mmvotp, and bas been placed before it by a later hand.
* Ver. 16.—Instead of aapxuc^ read with Sin. A. B. 0. D*. Ln vaacirac.
* Ver. 17.—Instead of paprvpci, should be read with Sin. A. B. D*. B-, 17, 81, jieprvpcrra*.

[Ver. 11.—ci jrir oZr, if to be sure now, if, indeed, therefore, o$r, looking back and linking the proposition In a gencnl

way with the preceding ; the p4y lookingforward, And implying that the writer bas in his n>ind some alternative centistat

to that which immediately follows, and which would naturally be Introduced by 14, but which may be, as here, roppreftea

The words acV o$y, do not affect in the slightest degree the construction or meaning of ct with its verb. Alford absurdly trt*»

lates : **If agaia " as u the nearest English expression to ci uiv afo." It could not well be more unfortunately rendered,

unless possibly by yea if, by which Alford renders tho same combination at ch. viil. 4, while the rendering of^crytAter.
18 of ch. viin byfor moreover, is equally regardless of the meaning of the particles, and the den aads of the context, istfct

present case the author passes (rer. 11) from a consideration of the personal greatness of Melchleedek,—a greatness |wn-
teeing, by implication, the greatness of the priesthood in which bis should find its antitypt—to the points of superkiriiyef

the Melchlsedek priesthood of Christ over tho Levi t leal priesthood—«V avrijc, on the basis of it—rtpcncMnini Pfrf

like ocftcxarwrai, rer. 9, have had their legislation, stand recorded ss hating received the law.—rt* <t» Xf*i± **«' nwrfssj

longer ; irt, logical here, not temporal.—«r«por tepea, a different priest, not merely iXXor, another, numerically.
Ver. \%-~ikrraT%A*iUvqs* while it is undergoing a change or transfer ; not simply bring changed— »cr«T<#<tonp.

Ver. 13.^ty* or, upon, in relation to tcnom.—pc-rcVxnicci', natfl participated m, hath shared in (pert, not as eh. U.H
Iisr4ax*y); Eng. ver., pertaineth to.—otitis vpooiaxn^ty, none hath given attendance.

Ver. 14.—npMnkov yap, for it is conspicuously evident—areTtraAxcv, hath sprung or rift*, not sprang.—9yi Ufa*,
'

j priests.

Ver. \&.—ntpuT<r6T<pov in tardily ion, more abundantly still is it evident, ita-r^Ao*, intensire of c^Aoc. srd «P«*
coripov, stronger than the simple compar*tiro of xarae'nAoc.—ct, \f~ifit is the case that—and it is; Eng. ver^/cr ttsi vtiA

gives the meaning.—aptVrarat, there ariseth.

Ver. 16—y4yovtvt hath become, vis, priest; Alford, is appointed; Eng. Tex., is madej—4\KaraXvrw, net exact y a*

Eng. Ter., endless: but not to be dissolved, indissoluble, indestructible.

Ver. 19.—OwWr yds creAef., /or the law brought nothing to perfection, should be In parenthfsis, end bttieeyni, s

bringing in upon, or in place of, coordinated with acVnprt? as subject of yirrrat, as shown clearly both by the a^r andfc,***'

the much greater clearness and elegance of the co struction ; " there takes place an abrogation on the one hsnd-aLd so

Introduction thereupon ca-i)." Bbr. follows the Eng^ver.ln its erroneous construction. Alf. constructs the sentence otbeiwif*

correctly, but (misunderstanding spparently a statement of Hart. PtrtikeL II. 414) regards fiir as here used elHpticslly.tsi

pointing to an understood contrast in the permanence of the $u4 ammrdX. just mentioned. M It is hardly possible, evea with

the right construction of the sentence, to regard this u4v as answering to tbe&c following inioaywyi; lis connection wits

the yap will not allow this. If this had been intended we should bare expected the form of the sentence to be sSitwn

yap yiVerai rip niv nooayovom ivroX^s.n No criticism could be more incorrect There is not the slightest itssca

why ikiv cannot stand with yap, and yet be followed by Its corresponding 14, unless it is impossible for a sentence tortssd

in the relation indicated by yap to a previous sentence, and yet Itself be susceptible of a distribution of its memleribj

a fiev and 64. We have In fact just such a construction at vers. So, 21, and it is among the most natural and fsnuKsrittk

language. And the construction proposed by Alf. as required in case the aiv and 14 here were In contrast, is totsllTanai.

The order of words which he has given would imply a contrast not between the abrogation of the preceding ccdb*b*
ment and the introduction of a better hope, but a contrast between the abrogation of the preceding conunandaient <m is*

one hand, and of something else on the other. The construction, as it stands, brings out, regularly and elegantly,tscie

quired antithesis. It might indeed have stood yirerat yap a0cn)?tf jieV vpoayottafc

—

4-rtioay. <W, and also in one or tw
other modes of arrangement ; but no change is needed.—K.].

not refer back to ch. vi. 20 (De Wette, Bitpinf)-

The yap in the parenthetical clause refers to tie

obvious but unexpressed thought that one migbt

be inclined to assume that perfection was brought

about through the Levitical priesthood, inas-

much as this stood in reality in organic connec-

tion with the Mosaic law. The supposition that

the sentiment merely is that the people received

legal ordinances regarding the priesthood

(Schlicht., Grot, Bl.), is contradicted not merely

by the utter superfluousness of such a remark,

but chiefly by the fact that it is only with Terbs

BXBGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

Vsb. 11. If, indeed, now perfection were,
etc.—E* fih> ovv ijv is the genuine Greek construc-

tion for a hypothetical proposition which denies

the reality of the case supposed.* The ovv does

* [The pip oZv has nothing whaterer to do with the charac-
ter of the hypothetical construction. The words simply indi-

cate, the one (ofo) its logical relation to that which precedes,
and the other (fi4v) its connection with thst which follows.
The ci V (all that belongs intrinsically to the construction)
is Indeed genuine Greek, for the protasis of a hypothetical
proposition which denies the reality of the case supposed,
but so it is equally for that ofone which admits it. All turns
upon the character of the apodosis. If the apodosls be an Indi-
cative pant with ay, the proposition denies; ifany Ind. tense
Without ay, it admits. Thus ci J}» *4,ActWtf, xpeta owe av %y

would be; if there were perfection, there wauUuet bentd,

but there was, or is, not. Ei rcActWtf •>, xp«** °*< *'

would be : if there was perfection there was no need—sad

there was perfection.—K.J.
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of speaking that en-/ with the Gen. stands in such

a sense (Bernhady, Synt., p. 248). Many, as

Seb. Schmidt, Rambach and others, have even
explained it barely of rites and institutions per-

taining to the rzkeiuoic. Clauses denoting ne-

cessity are commonly followed by the Inf. with

fj^l
(Habt. Partikellehre II. 125). When, how-

ever, the negation refers not to the entire sen-

tence, but, as here, to an individual portion of

it, ov also occurs (Madvig Or. Synt., J 205;
Kuhn., } 214, Anm. 2). Luther makes teyeoOat

depend on xPtia> Bna* a^ *nat intervenes depend
on XtyeaBau It is more easy and natural to

make the two Infinitives, avioTaoOai and XtyeoOat

coordinate with each other, and both dependent
on xpzia- 'Erepov emphasizes the diversity in

kind.

Ver. 12. For if the priesthood is under-
going a change, etc.—The yap refers not (as

with Liin.) to the parenthetical clause, but intro-

duces the first argument in support of the main
idea of ver. 11, viz., that the appointment of a
Melchisedek priest, is incompatible with the as-

sumption of the sufficiency and efficiency of the

Levitical priesthood. N<$//of is neither to be re-

stricted to the law of the priesthood (Bez., Grot.,

etc.), nor to the ceremonial law (Calv., a Lapide,

Carpz., etc.). For although it is true that ver.

13 merely introduces the proof of the proposition

of ver. 12, that the change of the law, there as-

serted as inseparable from the change of the

priesthood, appears historically in the fact that

the Old Covenant itself predicts the Melchisedek
priest as a non-Aaronic and Levitical priest,

while ver. 14 attaches to this the historical proof
of the fulfilment of this prediction in the person
of Jesus, and thus far the law spoken of might be

the mere law of the priesthood ; yet inasmuch
as it has been previously stated that the l3raeli-

tish people had received their v6fiov in organic
connection with the institution of the priesthood,

of course the change of law hero referred to can
by no means be regarded as a partial one.

[Moll then regards ver* 13 as still lingering back
in the realm of prophecy, and simply asserting

that the person of whom the language of the

prediction is uttered, viz., "thou art a priest,"

etc., appeart in the very fact of the prediction as be-

longing to another tribe, where none gave attend-

ance at the altar ; for if he was a Melchisedek
priest, he could not be an Aaronic and Levitical

priest, and therefore could not be of the tribe of

Levi; and he then regards ver. 14 as coming
down into the actual historical life of our Lord,

and confirming the inference from prophecy by
the well known testimony of fact. The main
scope of the paragraph, he thinks, is to illustrate

the cardinal idea of ver. 11, viz., that the institu-

tion of the Melchisedek Priesthood of Christ is

incompatible with the supposition of the compe-
tence of the Levitical priesthood to accomplish
its intended work of perfection. This is shown,

first, by the fact that the Old Testament itself, as

shown by the prediction of Ps. ex., contemplated

a transfer of the Levitical priesthood to another
tribe—a transfer actually realized in the person
of Jesus (12-14). Secondly, by the essential dif-

ference in the character of the Melchisedek
Priesthood of Christ (15-17)—

K.J.
Tavra, ver.

14, refers to the words of the Psalm, ex. 4. The

Perfects /ureoxquev, irpoalox^Kev, avarfrahttv,

point to the historical facts as now standing
completed before the eye. 'A^' fjg denotes the
springing forth from the $vty. Upookxeiv nvt=
to give one's attention, or devote one's activity to

a thing. The reading npooiorTjice in Erasmus is

a Patristic gloss. The irpd in irpddqXov is not
temporal (Pierce), but strengthens the conception
of a thing as lying open or conspicuous by the

facts, while Karddrjhiv in like manner emphasizes
the reasonings of ver. 15.

Ver. 15. And it is still more abundantly
evident, etc.—Ebrard entirely erroneously sup-
poses that the thing here asserted to be evident

is the fact of our Lord's springing from Judah
(ver. 14). Bisping, following Chrys. and others,

supposes it to be the .greatness of the difference

between the Levitical and the New Testament
priesthood. Klee, with Primas., Just., Ram-
bach, etc., supposes it to be the reality of the

change of the priesthood. Delitzsch, with J.

Cappell. and Bengel, regards it as the inefficiency

of the Levitical priesthood; while Bleek, De
Wette, Thol., Liin., find in it the statement that

the change of the priesthood involves the

change of the law. But this statement itself

served merely as the first proof of the capital

thought contained in ver. 11, viz., that the ap-

pointment of a Melchisedek priest was incompa-
tible with the efficiency of the Levitical priest-

hood, and was itself again substantiated by the

fact of the actual occurrence of the change. The
author now advances to the second proof of the

same point, a proof in which is involved alike

the insufficiency of the Levitical priesthood, and
the greatness of the distinction between the Le-
vitical and the New Testament priesthood. In

the previous argument the stress was laid on the

circumstance that with the change of the priest-

hood stood actually and as matter of fact con-

nected a change of the Mosaic law. It is now
laid on the intrinsic idea and character of a Mel-
chisedek priest. A Melchisedek priest, as such,

is the subject of the clause. Had the author had
in mind Jesus personally, he would have person-

ally designated the subject, of which the predi-

cate would then be the priest of a different cha-

racter. The- greater clearness of this proof, how-
ever, lies in the fact that His birth from a dif-

ferent Israelitish tribe does not so much consti-

tute the Messiah a hrepoc lepeic as his "likeness"

to Melchisedek. This not merely places him in

another ral-te of Priests, but gives him a priest-

hood forever (efc rbv aluva), and such a priesthood

can alone work reteioaic, comp. ver. 25.

[The passage vv. 11-16 is, as indicated by the

great diversity of opinions regarding it, while

easy enough to translate, among the most diffi-

cult in the Epistle to analyze so as to assure us

that we have the precise scope and drift of the

author. Some, as Lunemann, regard ver. 12, with

its ratiocinative yap, as simply illustrating the pa-

renthetical clause of ver. 11, a view which at

first glance seems probable. Others, as Bleek,

De Wette, Delitzsch, regard it as paving the way
for what follows, and "laying down the ground
why, not without urgent cause, the priesthood is

changed" (De Wette), admitting at the same
time that the parenthetical clause of ver. 11 has

an important bearing on the illustration. Moll
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182 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

considers the capital thought which the whole
passage is designed to illustrate, to be the incom-

patibility of the institution of the Melchisedek

priesthood, with the idea of the sufficiency and
competence of the Levitical priesthood. Equally,

perhaps still more diverse, are the views regard-

ing the reference of the KarddijAov, ver. 15. Let

us follow a little the course of thought. The
author passes, at ver. 11, from illustrating the

personal greatness of Melchisedek—involving by
implication, the superiority of his priesthood to

that of Aaron, and a fortiori the superiority of

that of which his was but a type, to the Aaronio
—to the consideration of the relative claims of

the two priesthoods themselves, viz,, the Levitical

priesthood and the Melchisedek priesthood of
Christ. The main ideas which he introduces, and
which lie in the very nature and relations of the

case, are the following: 1. That the Mosaic
economy rested for its execution and effective-

ness on the Levitical priesthood; the abroga-
tion, therefore, of the latter involves an abroga-
tion of the former. This abrogation he mildly
calls a transfer. 2. That this abrogation of the
priesthood and of its associated and superincum-
bent economy is already predicted in the Old
Testament, (in the declaration of God, Thou art

a priest forever, etc.), and that this prediction

is actually realized in the well-known descent of
Jesus Christ from the stock of Judah—a non-
priestly tribe. 8. That the change of priesthood,

and of course the superiority of the latter, con-
sists even more in the internal character of the
Melchisedek priesthood, as compared with the
Levitical, than in the mere external fact of
change. 4. That the oath which accompanied
the inauguration of the Melchisedek priest marks
its superiority. 5. That its superiority is also

marked by its singleness, untransferableness,
and perpetuity, in all which features it stands
contrasted with the Levitical. These are the
general ideas from ver. 11 to ver. 26, and it is

only at two or three points, chiefly at w. 12, 18,

and 15, that the difficulty is found in tracing the
precise thread of connection. Without feeding

over confident, I think it is nearly as follows

:

If, indeed, now (the now ovv, linking it in a
general way with what precedes, the Jdv point-
ing to the suppressed affirmation, contrasted
with the supposition as ; if, indeed it were, but

it u not) perfection were by the Levitical priest-

hood—and that priesthood was bound to make
the law effective, for the legislation of Moses
was based upon it—there were no need for an-
other priest to be spoken of in prophecy as
about to arise after the order of Melchisedek,
and not after the order of Aaron. And that such
a change would not take place without urgent
cause is evident, for see how far-reaching it is.

For when the priesthood is transferred, as in the
prediction of the Psalm it is, it carries with it a
transfer and an abrogation of the Law. And
that such a transfer is made is clear ; for he in
regard to whom the language of this prediction
is uttered, belongs to another tribe, of which
none has ministered at the altar;—(Delitzsch con-
siders that in this verse (ver. 18) the author has
already descended from the region of prophecy
to that of fulfilment Moll regards him as still

standing on the ground of the prophecy, and

simply stating what the prophecy implies re-

garding the birth and tribal relations of the pre-

dicted priest In favor of Moll's view is the

indefinite c6' bv Xkyerat ravra ; in favor of that

of Delitzsch are the definite statements with the
perfect tense of the verb, which seem to point to

actual historical facts. I concur on the whole
with Delitzsch ; Alford scarcely touches the ques-
tion).—For it is a well-known historical fact,

that our Lord hath sprung from Judah, to which
tribe appertains no regular priesthood. From
this fact now it is evident that that change of

priesthood has taken place which brings change
of law, viz., the fact that the old priesthood be-

longed to a particular tribe, and that when it

passes to another tribe, of course the Mosaic
priesthood is subverted, and therefore the whole
structure reared upon it falls to the ground;
but it is still more abundantly evident from an-

other fact, viz., the intrinsically different charac-

ter of this new priesthood, in that this priest

arises after the likeness of Melchisedek—having
those properties which this likeness would pre-

suppose—who hath been made, etc. From this

point the course of thought is easy. I thus do
not regard the course of thought as carried out
with strict logical precision. The author shows
how great consequences depend on the overthrow
of the Levitical priesthood—no less consequences
than the abrogation of the whole law that rest*

upon it—shows how this transfer is actually

made in the person of Jesus, and how still more
vital and deep-reaching than the mere transfer,

is the change in the intrinsic character of the

Melchisedek priesthood itself. Here he has, as
it were, drifted into the topic of the superiority

of Christ's Melchisedek priesthood to the Aaro-
nic, which he then farther illustrates by the

matter of the oath, and the singleness and per-

petuity of the Melchisedek priest as against

the plurality and transitoriness of the Levitical

priests.—K.T.

Vkr. 16. Who has been made not after
the law, etc.— By v6fioc here Chrys., Calv.,

Beng., Bohme, Thol., and others, understand
the Mosaic law, whose elements are collectively

designated as a fleshly institution. But the ex-

pression Kara v6/iou tvroXjfc aapKivrjc in antithesis

to Kara ditvofuv fwfc aKaraXvrov, requires certainly

that we take v6fioq as at Rom. vii. 21, 23 in the

sense of norm. We are not, however, to infer

from this that hroXi) eapiUvq is the special requi-

sition of the Mosaic law regarding the Levitical

priesthood (Lttn.), and is so designated because
it lays stress merely on outward, earthly things,

which are liable to destruction, as on Umeml de-

scent, etc., and installs only mortal men as priests

(Theod., Grot, BL, De Wette, etc.). Still less

may we appeal to the fact that in later Greek
the distinction between adj. ending in i*6c and
tvoc is done away (Winer, ThoL, etc.). For no
New Testament writer could characterize the

Mosaio law, whether taken as a whole or in any
of its ordinances, as fleshly, inasmuch as they are

collectively to be referred back to the will of

God, and for this reason Paul expressly empha-
sizes the spiritual nature alike of the vopoc and of

the hroMj, Rom. vii. 12, 14. Doubtless, indeed, the

signification ofperishableness,which Beng., Carpi-,
etc., have found in oapKuttc, is possible for capuvoc
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(=made of flesh). Still I should prefer to refer

the epithet to the qualities of externality, frailty

and impotence, which belong to the nature of the

c&o£, and which are also at the same time predi-

cated of the ritual and statutory character of the

Mosaic law. It is this property of the law
which I conceive to be expressed by hroty
oapKirrj. To this corresponds the fact that it is

not placed in contrast directly with the historio

Jesus but with the irepoc lepefy, which finds its

realization in Him, whose characteristic, as shown
by ver. 18, is drawn from the words of the
Psalm. Any reference to the capacity of Christ
to impart life to others (as supposed by Cam.,
Dorsch., Calov, etc.), is not for a moment to be
assumed. As previously /card rrjv r&fiv Me?>x-

was explained by Kara rf)v 6fAot6rtrra M., so here
&q rbv atitva is explained by Kara dbva/uv f&Mfc

JutaraAurov. The language then has not reference
to the incarnation of Christ the Messiah, but to

His appointment as Melchisedek priest in the

presence of God, in the completeness and perfec-

tion of His personal life. He is also the subject

of fioprvptlrai [so Alf.], whioh Bleek and others

take impersonally. "On is the on of citation as

ch. x. 8; xi. 18.

Vbr. 18. For there beoometh a doing
away, etc.—The author is showing that the

thought expressed in vv. 15, 16 is contained in

the passage of the Psalm. To this passage
points the Pres. yiverai, which belongs to the
two clauses that are separated by the parenthe-
sis. Some interpreters remove the parenthesis,

erroneously and make v. 19 an independent sen-

tence, either making kireurayoyi a predicate to

6 ptf/<of, and supplying korlv or ijv (Erasm., Calv.,

Ebr., etc.), or making knetoayuyjj subject and re-

peating treXtiooev (as Beia, Grot., E. Ver.). In
the former case the meaning would be : " but
the law is indeed, or was, an introduction to a
better hope:" in the second case: "but the
httioayoyfj, etc., did bring in perfection." The
latter construction would demand the article be-
fore ineioay. as before vdfioc, indicating the sub-
ject. The former is opposed alike by the fact

that the fth> ydp without the corresponding Si is

not=namely, but only=/or to be sure, for at least,

(Hart. Partik. II.,
414 J, which is here entirely

oat of place, and that ineioayuyi is not=eicray-

orf, but denotes the introduction of something
either as added to an object already existing, or as
a substitute for it. This object is here npoayovoa

hroty, whose meaning is determined by the con-
nection, for which reason the absence of the

article does not require that the clause be taken
as a general one (Sohlicht, De Wette), while the
use of kvToVj as substantially equivalent to the

Mosaic vo/jo?, would be adverse to it, (Primas.,
Chrya., Theod., Calv., Grot., etc.). The thought
contained in the parenthesis (so rightly at first

constructed by Luther, and erroneously changed
in his later version), is weakened by ohangmg
the neut. ovdtv into the masc. oirieva, (Chrys.,

Sehlicht, Grot., Carps., Bisp., etc.).

DOCTRINAL AND BTHICAL.

From this passage Chr. Ferd. Baur takes oc-

casion
(
4< Christianity and the Church of the

three first centuries," p. 99), to maintain that

our author holds an essentially different position
from Paul, saying, " To the Apostle Paul Ju-
daism is essentially law, while in the law again
appears only its negative relation to Christianity.

To the author of the Hebrews, Judaism is essen-
tially a priesthood. The priesthood is with
him the primary thing, and the starting point of
his entire discussion ; the law is but secondary.
The latter must regulate itself by the former."
It is only when torn from its connection that our
passage can be so explained. It points rather
to the historically known fact, that the Mosaic
law, through which the Israelites in general
were constituted a people, and especially a peo-
ple of God, was given to them with direct refer-
ence to, and on condition of the ministry of the

priesthood, which, in its establishment and func-
tions, stood indissolubly connected with it.

From this, then, could the conclusion be drawn,
that the change of so essential an institution as the
priesthood would include and draw after it the
change of the law itself. If then, farther, as an
historical fact it must be acknowledged, that in

the Old Testament itself, by the divine word of
prophecy, this change of the priesthood is an-
nounced as one designed by God, and with cer-
tainty to be introduced through the Messiah,
there could be drawn the farther conclusion that
the whole law and the legal covenant relation in
general, has, in the plan of God himself, only a
transitory, and as elsewhere indicated, disciplin-

ary significance. The fact was thus demon-
strated, that in the establishment of the Law, and
of its institutions, God did not promise and
pledge within the covenant of the law itself, and
within its means of grace, the attainment of the
demanded and designed perfection. Rather this

perfection must and can be attained by other
means of grace, which are in like manner an-
nounced by God, and have been already intro-

duced.
2. The Law can, as the verbal expression of

the Divine will, only describe perfection ; it can-
not exhibit it personally. It can further, as the
command of God to His people, only demand from
them human perfection, butnot create it in them.
Finally, as the law of the holy God, it cannot
overlook the universal lack of perfection, nor
leave those whose duty binds them to this per-
fection, exempt from punishment It must ra-

ther judge the sin everywhere disclosed by it,

and, since all men prove themselves to be sin-

ners, can only condemn and not acquit This is

the imperfection and the weakness

—

this incapa-

city toproduce perfection—which lies in the nature
of law as such, and of course also in the law of
God; comp. Rom. viii. 8; GaL iv. 9, where
Paul calls the law ra aoticvtf Kai wrw^d oTwjrfa.

8. Should, with this condition of things, a
positive covenant relation between God and His
people, bound solemnly to the law, be possible,

this could only take place by instituting an ex-

piation, upon the foundation of which rests a
reconciliation for the forgiveness of sin, and the

introduction of the spiritual peace and blessing,

which we so deeply need. But since man as a
sinner is incapacitated for it, his only hope rests

upon the Divine interposition in providing such an
expiation.

4. This divinely originated plan is not merely
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134 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

promised by the word of prophecy, but was im-
mediately, by a system of legal arrangements,
by the institution of the Levitical priesthood,

at once prepared for and prefigured. So far was
it from lying within the divine purpose to intro-

duce perfection by this institution, that on the

one hand its typical and symbolical character
was made clearly manifest, and on the other its

transitory nature and import were expressly de-

clared by the direct prediction of a priesthood
of another character in the Old Testament itself,

where the Messiah is purposely represented not
merely as a priest-king, but also as not an
Aaronic, but a Meichiseaek Priest.

5. It is true that Christ is also the antitype of
the high-priest Aaron; vet only in so far as His
death on the cross, which wrought an eternal
redemption, is compared with the annual expia-
tory sacrifice, which only the high-priest, after

first making expiation for himself, was permitted
to offer. But in respect, on the other hand, to

the origin and dignity of the Son, who, forever
perfected, sits enthroned at the right hand of
the Father ; in respect to that ministry of inter-

cession and of blessing, which gives perpetual
efficacy in heaven to the sacrifice which once for
all was offered upon earth,—in respect to these
He is the counterpart of the Priestly King Mel-
chisedek.

6. In this relation Christ exercises forever His
mediatorial function, because in His person He
possesses an indestructible life. He is Priest,

not in consequence of any commandment, or on
the ground of any priestly descent, but in virtue

of His personality, which renders Him the bearer
of an eternal and untransferable priesthood,
on the ground of His offering of Himself on the
cross, and in consequence of the position which He
assumes as the Risen, eternally living God-man,
exalted above all heavens to the throne of God.

7. The origin of Jesus from the tribe of Judah
(Rev. v. 6), through His descent from the house
of David (Acts ii. 80; Rom. i. 8 ; 2 Tim. ii. 8),
which is, on the one hand, like the rising of a
star, Num. xxiv. 17, or of light from on high,

Is. lx. 1 ; Mai. iii. 20 ; Luke i. 78; on the other,
like the sprouting branch, Is. iv. 2 ; Jer. xxiii. 5

;

xxxiii. 16 ; Zech. iii. 8 ; vi. 12, shows that the
priesthood of Jesus is not the Levitico-Aaronical,

but the Melchisedek priesthood ; that thus the
change predicted in the Old Testament has al-

ready historically taken placet and with this the
abrogation of the Mosaio law received its author-
ized beginning. In this connection the re-

mark of the author that this birth of Jesus
from Judah is a perfectly well-known fact, so that
he can make of it as of an unquestionable foun-
dation, the most decided use in addressing his
readers, is of great historical importance, espe- -

cially in view of the circumstance that this

epistle was written before the destruction of
Jerusalem.

8. In the old covenant the Levitical priests

were the mediators between God and the people

;

they had the honorable appellation of *' those
who draw near to Jehovah," Num. x. 8. Since
Christ entered on His office as the only and eternal
mediator, the whole people of God have received
the appellation of a royal priesthood ; a free
access to the Father has been opened to all be-

lievers, and the realization of a better hope hat
commenced, which in the Old Testament prophecy
came from the Melohisedek priest to the law,
and passed over, out of and beyond it.

9. Also the hope of the believers of the Old
Covenant was not directed merely to earthly
goods, to long life and possession of the prom-
ised land, to security from enemies, and to do-
minion over unbelievers. The hope of a future
life was according to ch. xi. 10, 18, 14 by no
means wanting to the Patriarchs, and the Mes-
sianic hope gave them not only a concrete subject

matter of their hope, but led also to better
means for perfection than the legal institutions
could furnish.

10. The idea of perfection embraces all points
and elements in that state of perfectness in
which the Divinely appointed goal is reached,
to which Christ was led by sufferings (ch. ii. 10),
and to which man (x. 1) can attain only through
this apxfjyoc rtfc ooTtjpiac on the ground of the
sacrifice of this New Test high-priest (x. 141.
But this state is not with Rkuss (HisL oU la
Theol. II. , 551) to be limited to subjective and
moral perfection. It rather has only its b*ym-
rung in the purification which appertains to the
conscience, ch. ix. 7 ; its progress in that drawing
near to God (vii. 19), in which the outward objec-
tive principle of sanctification described in ch. x.

14, now proves itself actually efficacious; and
its conclusion in eternal life, primarily in the
spirits of just men made perfect, xii. 28, then
after the resurrection, in their participation in
glory, xi 40.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The likeness and unlikeness of Christ to the
priests of the law.—Wherein consists the
strength, and wherein the weakness of the law ?

—The hope, by which we draw near to God, as
already foretold in the Old Testament, by means
of the old covenant, however, was not to be rea-
lised.—God changes not His plan, but does
change sometimes the means of its accomplish-
ment.—The glorious harmony of prophecy and
history in the person of Jesus Christ.—How do
law and Gospel stand related to each other?

—

The hope to which we are called : a. as to its sub-
stance ; b. as to its foundation ; c. as to its nur-
ture.—Christ, a priest of a different kind from
all other priests whatsoever.—Christ at once
God and man, Priest and King, subject to the
law, and free from its statutory observance.

—

The mutual relation of law and priesthood.
Starke :—The Old Testament, as one which

in itself was much too weak, must necessarily be
changed, and through the New Testament, a
better hope be brought in, through the effica-

cious sacrifice and intercession ofJesus Christ, as

the perfect high-priest, who alone gives us salva-

tion. The Levitical Priesthood is fulfilled through
the Messianic, and thereby has been done away.
—The holy and wise God has in Hisword set forth,

for the good ofmen, the mystery of Christ, in mani-
fold ways, with so many reasons, of which some
are at once clearer and more binding than others.

—What the prophets have predicted of Christ m
many hundred yean ago, has been in Him so
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exactly fulfilled. Who sees not atao in this, the

divinity of the Holy Scriptures ?—While all be-

lieving Christians are'permitted to draw near to

God in Christ, they are also all spiritual priests,

whose dignity and office it is to offer themselves

in sacrifice to God, (Rom. xii. 1 ; 1 Pet. ii. 6, 9)

as those who are animated with the Spirit of

Christ, and adorned with the white priestly gar-

ment of righteousness, Is. lxi. 10.—Blessed is he
who from time to time draws near in faith to

Christ, and in Christ unto God, and makes his

whole life nothing else than, as it were, a per-

petual going out from himself and the world, and
going in unto God, Jam. iv. 8.—He who, while he
Urea on earth, draws not near to God, in faith

and prayer, will not come to God after death,

ch. iv. 16.; Rom. v. 1, 2.

Hahn :—As Priest, Christ assists from with-

in ; creates an internal atmosphere, gives free-

dom and joy. As King, He aids also from with-

out, and removes everything which can hinder

the inner life of His people, and brings to naught
the assaults of their foes.

Riboer:—From the fact that another Priest
was to appear, was to be inferred an entire
change in the economy of God.

Hbubjjer :—The present religion of the Jews
is an exceedingly defective Judaism. They ad-
mit some of its elements, while what is most im-
portant in it, they are utterly unable to carry
out.—All mysteries, orders, societies, which
claim equal or even superior rank to the Church
of Christ, are a sin against the high-priestly dig-

nity of Christ.

Stein :—Christianity is by so much the more
perfect covenant, in that the covenant of God in

the Old Testament, merely introduced, prepared
for, and prefigured it; in that it then removes im-
perfections which the former was not able to re-

move ; and finally, in that there are also blessed
prospects for the future, which indicate Chris-
tianity as the more perfect covenant

m.

The New Covenant is by so much the more excellent as Jesus Himself is its personal guarantee.

Chapter VIL 20-22.

20 Ana inasmuch as not without an oath [the swearing of an oath, 6pxw/j.o<r(a] was he

21 made priest: (For those priests were made [for they indeed have become priests]

without an oath ; but this [he] with an oath dj him that said unto him, The Lord
sware and will not repent, Thou art a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedek :)*

22 By so much1 [also] was Jesus made [hath Jesus also become] a surety of a better tes-

tament [covenant].

i Ver. 21.—The words icara tV rrf£tr M«Ax-, are wanting in Cod. Sin, B. 0, 17, 80. In the Sin. are wanting also the
preceding words etc rfcp atwva~

* Ver. 22.—Instead of the Rec. rwroxmv, we are to read ro*ovro according to the Sin. A. B. O. D*. In the 8in. the

r has been added by a later hand, as also previously the words «i* ihv aiitva as far as M«Ax>

[Ver. 20.—dpcwpoofo, the twearing of an oath: so the fuller form (like fiurtavotovia, ii. 2) had better be rendered
(with Alt), than by the simple oath (opxof, as vl. 17).

out
as if it were ytfyorarc.

Ver. 22.—«ai xpecrrovof fcaff. yty. fyyvot lip., alto of a better covenant (not testament), hath Jew become (not, been

made) surety.—K.].

and in which we are not to stfpply Upevc yiyovev

(<Ec. f Beng., Bohme, Iain.), still less tyyvoc ytyo-

vev, but, ylvtrat tovto (Bleek, De W., Thol.,

Hofm., Del.).

Vee. 22. Surety of a better covenant—
Lather erroneously understands here tiia/Mjicri as

testament, and translates without authority iyyvoc,

au*richter=ej.ecutOT. In classic Greek SiaO^Ktf al-

ways denotes an arrangement, in general, a dispo-

sition or settlement, of which mil or testament is

a special form. The Sept, however, employs
the word regularly instead of <nrv0#x?, as a trans-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 20. And inasmuch as, etc.—Luther
translates erroneously, "and besides, what is

much," from a misconception of the Vulgate et

quantum est He connects also, like Chrys.,

Theodoret, Erasm., Calv., etc., these words with
the preceding. True, the text in fact emphasizes
the idea that this hope was not introduced with-

out the swearing of an oath, but inform a protasis

precedes to which the Kara roaovro corresponds,
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lation of ^"0, so that it is also to be regarded

in the New Testament as a terminus dogmalicus

ca covenant, from which signification we are

to depart, only when compelled by the connec-

tion. The justification of this view of the word
on the part of the LXX., and of the New Testa-

ment writers, lies in the fact that the covenant

of God with men is not a compact concluded be-

tween two equally authorised and independent
parties ; but is essentially a Divine arrangement
and disposition against sin and for human salva-

tion, into which those who are called enter under
a religious obligation, and to which Qod binds
Himself in His truth and faithfulness. The
Hebrew expression appears, on the contrary,

to spring from this latter view, since for

the word H")3 ***° signification "determine,
f r

constitute, establish," assumed by Hofm., cannot
be proved, but only either the signification " se-

parate, choose out," is admissible, 1 Sam. xvii.

8, or the signification "cut," with reference to

the original mode of ratifying a covenant, to

which Jehovah (Gen xv. ), as matter ofconvenience
condescends.

—

'Eyyvoe is not to be explained by
Uto'iTrjc, mediator, although this word (not found
elsewhere in the New Testament) may have been
selected with allusion to the preceding kyygetv.

Moreover the strictly juristic conception of the
term fidejussor, and a reference to Christ's vica-

rious satisfaction (Thorn. Aquin., Calov, etc.), as
well as any supposed reference to Christ's suf-

ferings in general, as sealing the covenant (BL,
De W., Lun.) is against the context, which in

Christ, the Everlasting One, exalted at the right
hand of God, recognises the voucher and guar-
anty for the eternal maintenance and validity
of the covenant which He mediates.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The Levitical priests entered the priestly
office by a simple command; Christ entered it by
an arrangement confirmed with a Divine oath.
In this lies an undoubted plsdge: 1. for the fulfil-

ment under the conduct of the Messiah, of the
Divine promise; 2. for the exaltation of the New
Covenant above the earlier one; 8. for its ever-
lasting duration.

2. Jesus is the promised eternal priestly king,

wjiose personal character, position and dignity,
give to the covenant which He mediates a closely
allied and corresponding preeminence.
, 8. In the very nature of a royal command in
regard to an arrangement and institution whose
perpetuity is not specially indicated, still less
promised and pledged, lies already the possibi-
lity of the reversing of the command, of the an-
nulling of the institution, of a change of the
arrangement by the Ruler Himself, without His
thereby of necessity becoming untruthful, un-
righteous and untrustworthy, falling into con-
tradiction with Himself, or throwing back into
confusion the products of His own creative
power.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Jesus Christ, the mediator of the New Covenant,
is at the same time the pledge : a. of its everlast-
ing continuance; b. of its divinely approved
character; and c. of the perpetual accomplish-
ment of its promises.—How the preeminence of
the New Covenant over the Old is assured a. by
the promise and oath of its author; b. by the
person of its priestly mediator.—From the Old
Testament itself we might infer the exaltation
of the Priest of the Promise above the priests of
the law, and above their service.—The Promise
connects with one another Law and Gospel, and
at the same time leads over from time into eter-

nity.

Starke :—As it was conceived and determined
in the counsels of the adored Trinity, so in Christ

Jesus has all been carried out that in Him all

should become blessed, and whatever will may
become blessed. *

Rieoeb:—From the swearing of the oath the

Apostle justly infers the great earnestness, the

weighty interest and the extraordinary pleasure

with which God has entered into and sealed this

His arrangement.—Elsewhere he swears who tm-

dertakes an office in order that persons may entrust

to him their interests; but here He swears who
confers the office in testimony of His high pur*
poses, and of His unchangeable will.

rv.

Christ lives forever, and can therefore, in His unchangeable Priesthood, forever intercede in the

presence of God on behalf of the redeemed.

ChapteeVIL 28-25.

23 And they truly [indeed] were many priests [have more than one been made priests],

because they were not suffered to continue by reason of death [on account of their

24 being hindered by death from continuing] : But this man [he], because he continueth
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25 forever, hath an unchangeable priesthood. Wherefore [whence also] he is able also

[om. also] to save to the uttermost [completely, unto perfection, efc r<) itarcaXis] them
that come unto God by him, seeing that he ever liveth to make intercession for them.

i Ver. 2&—Instead of yryortfrct icpUt, we are to read with A. 0. D. a\, t«p«tf ytyoyor<t. Yet the Sin. has the words in
the order first named.

[Ver. 23.—Kai ot fi4v, and they indeed^and while they—*\eior*s e'urw, etc* have in larger number*, as moro than one,
become priests—eta to Bar. iu*X*vev9ai, on account of their being hindered by death, etc. If

r
the finite terb is used it should

be in the present, not " were not suffered."

Ver. 2t.—*0, 64, but he, not, but this man—avapaAiror «x«t rnr iipwWn|r, hath his priesthood, not to be passed by, hence
superceded ; or, perhaps, better (with reference to the active vapa&aiv*, go aside from, transgress, violate, vapaflaois,
transgression, violation) not to be transgressed or transcended, inviolate.

Ver. 25.—^0*tK x«i, toAenos aiso.—cit re *-atTcA«f , unto completion, completely. v&Vrorc $»r, always ttvty*—-&•]•

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbe. 23. And they indeed, as more
than one, etc. — The -connection shows
that this plurality of the priesthood is not

to be conceived as simultaneous (Erasm. in

Paraphr., Braun, Del. [but Del. only par-

tially—K.]), but successive. The idea of Del.

that the language points back to the act of inau-

guration and consecration at Ex. xxviii. 29, where
Aaron is not for himself alone chosen and conse-

crated, but in connection with his sons, and that

it is the multiplicity of the priests that insures the

continuance of the priesthood, is at once with-

out proof, and obscures the antithesis. So also of

the interpretation of Kapapevetv, favored by Del
of continuance in the priesthood (CEc, Grot., and
others). It is not with the priests in general, but

with the high-priest, that Christ is placed in con-

trast ; and to irapapfaetv corresponds the follow-

ing fitoetv. [But by no means necessarily in the

same signification. I think Grot., Del., etc., are

clearly right. To make phew and irapafiivetv iden-

tical in meaning makes an intolerable platitude

:

" they are hindered by death from remaining in

life I" But the change of reference is both sug-

gested by the change in the verbs (pkvetv and
Trapaidvctv) and gives to each an appropriate and
beautiful force: 'They are hindered by death

from abiding in their priesthood;* He on account

of His abiding forever in life, hath His priesthood

unchangeable. The necessity of giving to both

verbs the same reference is only apparent. The
real contrast is against it—K.].

Vie. 24. Unchangeable.—'Airap6paroc be-

longs to the later Greek, and with Theodor.,

CEc, Theoph., Erasm., is by most taken actively

=not passing over to another, whence Este and
Justiniani explain that the priests of the Catho-

lic Church are not successors, but vicarii et ministri

Christi. More accordant with usage is the

JPasswe construction, not to be passed beyond or

overstepped, hence inviolable, unchangeable.

Via. 25. To the uttermost, completely, to

the consummation.—Etc ro iravreMc is errone-

ously referred by the Peshito, Vulg., Chrys.,

Luth., Calv., Schlicht, Grot., etc., to time. 'Odev

not, whence also, shows that the declaration in

this clause is to be regarded as the consequence,

and indeed the natural consequence, of the state-

ment of the clause just previous. [This seems
hardly decisive against the reference of the ad
verbial clause to time; yet in the connection we
can scarcely doubt that the reference is not to His

saving always, or forever, but to His saving

completely, those who come to God through Him.

The perpetuity of His priesthood enables Him to
carry through the salvation which Ho has com-
menced—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. A further prerogative of the New Covenant
lies in the unchangeableness of the Priesthood, at-

tached to one and the same person, and by Him
carried out in the most perfect manner forever.

The ground of this lies in the fact that Christ
tasted death indeed, but has also forever over-
come it ; and that to both these alike, to His suffer-

ings and His victory, as He originally undertook
and accomplished them on our behalf, so also in
heaven He gives on our behalf perpetual validity

and efficacy.

2. The eternally unchanging, high .priestly,

and royal sway of the glorified Son of Man, is

the cause of our perfect salvation, in that, by
means of this, we, reconciled, draw near to God,
and are kept in perpetual fellowship of life with
God.

8. The Priesthood of Jesus Christ does not
commence with His ministry in heaven. There
rather, He, the eternally Living One, as antitypo
of the priestly-king, Melchisedek, gives entire
completeness and efficacy (Rom. viii. 84) to the
sacrifice which, as antitype of the Aaronic high-
priest, He offered in His death upon the cross,

by the sacrifice of Himself.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Salvation and blessedness are the grand aim
of the Priesthood of Jesus Christ.—The Priest-

hood of Christ is not less efficacious than it is

permanent and comprehensive.

—

Nearness to God
is possible only through the Son, but through
Him is ultimately enjoyed in blissful perfection.

—

Wherein lies, on the one hand, the indispensable-

ness, on the other, the imperishableness of tho

Priesthood of Christ?

—

In what consists, on what
rests, and by what means is effected, the com-

plete deliverance of men through Jesus Christ?

—Christ has in His Priesthood no successor, since

He lives forever, and no substitute, because Ho
Himself exercises His office perfectly and ail-

sufficiently.

Stark*:—Tho exalted Jesus prays actually

before the throne of His Heavenly Father, on
behalf of men, in a way that is pleasing to Him,
so long as the kingdom of grace continues, since

He can still bring man to salvation.—True mem-
bers of Christ evince their spiritual priesthood
toward others, in the fact that they pray for

them sealously, although not with the meritorioui
1
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138 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

supplication with which Christ pleads for us, yet

still acceptably, and in a manner that is produc-
tive of blessing.—Priest, Bishop, and Prelate,

all are nothing. Christ is the true Archbishop
and Chief Shepherd, to whom all things minister,

and through whom all are nurtured and live,

physically, spiritually and eternally.

Rikgbe:—The death of Jesus Christ was no
hinderance to the continuance of His Priestly of-

fice and employment, rather was itself a part of

it. That Christ lives forever, is not only a pre-

rogative of this Living Person Himself, but is

also a blessing for us. Many circumstances

that contribute to my happiness may change,

but this capital circumstance changes not : " He
ever lives and makes intercession for us." Who
would ever reach the destined goal, were there

not such a priestly office and intercession ever
exercised on our behalf in the Sanctuary of
God?
Hbubneb. :—Drawing near to God implies not

merely coming to Him in prayer, but obtaining
His grace on earth, and His heavenly kingdom
hereafter.—Christ is not merely an intercessor
on behalf of those who are to be made subjects
of grace, but also on behalf of those already
converted, in their state of moral weakness and
infirmity.—All human dignities, institutions,
schools, perish ; the dignity and office of Christ
are imperishable.
Hahn :—In heaven we are more regarded and

cared for than we believe, and in the heart of
the Father and of the Son there is much that is
taking place on our behalf.

V.

As the sinless Son of God, Jesus Christ has once for all offered Himself in sacrifice for the

sins of the world.

Chapter VII. 26-28.

26 For also [pm. also] such an high priest [also] became1 us, who is holy, harmless, un-
defiled, separate [having been separated] from sinners, and made [become] higher

27 than the heavens ; who needeth not daily, as those high priests, to offer up sacrifice,

first for his own sins, and then for the people's : for this he did once [for all], when he
28 offered up himself. For the law maketh [constitutes, xa06roj<nv] men high priests, which

[who] have infirmity ; but the word of the oath, which was since the law, maketh the

Son, who is [hath been] consecrated [perfected] for evermore.

i [Ver. 26.—Instead of the bare cVporev we should read with A. B. D. E. xal infxncv, although Sin. has not the col [col
adds force and beauty to the clause, and is undoubtedly genuine. It is as if ho said, M not only do we have such an high
priest, but such an one also became tit."

—

K\.
[Ver. 2S.—Totovrofyop. The clause is constructed with exquisite rhetorical beauty. In place of tweovrot y*# "priv

which would hate sprung naturally from the preceding, the author, with reference to the following discussion, changes
the noun to apx"P«vt, and then skilfully throws this orer to the end of the clause, where it takes the reader by survive.—axoffot hardly harmless by which word our Eng. rer., also renders ox«patof. The latter is properly pwlrim, the former,
perhaps,=wtd of malice. * Harmless* is certainly too negatlre a term.—«exopio?L«i>oc, having been separated* locally•' " * ' ' «... . . _ ,_ **. »lf«,t*nn »f fiswl'a ri<rh» h.nJ

^^
withdrawn, from sinners.—ywtiitro*, not made, but becoming, viz: in His exaltation at God's right hand.

Ver. 27.—*a0* np«par, day by day, daily.—arcptyraf, by offering up.
Ver. 28.—arfpwirovf emphatic, those who are mere men.—vieV him who is Son—the art omitted as ch. L 1, TercAcwp&er,

havingbeenperfected.—K.J.

Is. liii. 8 ; not to His inward purity in His out-

ward association with sinners during His earthly
life (Ebr.) ; infoX.—yevop. to that absolutely su-
praterrestrial, supramundane mode of existence
which followed His exaltation.

Ver. 27.—Who hath no daily need, afc—
Ka& tpipav, daily, day by day, cannot mean
" on a definite day in the course of the year,"
(Schlicht., Michael.), nor can it with 6utxavr6r
be taken as indicating annual rtpetUion===sii\l

ever and ever recurring, (Grot., Bohm., De W.,
Ebr.). It is supposed, therefore, with Calov, and
the best older interpreters, by Bl., ThoL, Luxl,
that the author, with his mind specially on the
singleness and finality of the sacrifice of Christ,

has in loose and inexact expression, blended
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 26. For such an high priest, also, etc.

—

Touwroc refers back to the high-priest described
in t. 25

;
ydp finds the reason of His existence in

His adaptedness to our needs ; icai emphasizes the

naturalness andjustness of such a reference ; and
the following predicates holy, etc., define the spe-
cial traits of our Melchisedek High-priest : 'Ooioc,

with the LXX., a common translation of ^*Df7,
• T

refers to one's relation toward God ; &Kaxoc to

His relations toward men ; a/uavroc to His per-
sonal unceasing fitness for priestly service ; ice;?.

curb r. dfiapr. to His withdrawal from all disturb-
ing contact with the wicked, John vii. 32-86

;
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the priestly sacrifices in general with the grand
high-priestly sacrifice on the annually recurring

day of atonement. Thoy point, in support of

the assumption, to the fact that the high-priest

was not merely empowered to take part in the

daily burnt offering as often as he choae (Mishn.

Tract. Thamid VII. 3) but that he made frequent

use of this privilege, particularly on Sabbaths,

new moons, and festal occasions, (Joseph. Bell.

Jud. V. 5, 6), and that the same is true of the

daily incense offerings, to which there was as-

cribed an atoning significance, Lev. xvii. 11, 12;
Num. xxxiii. 10, LXX. As this sacrifice would
seem to have been originally offered morning and
evening by Aaron in person, Ex. xxx. 7 ; and
the author of our epistle goes back in various
ways, to the original institutions which were in-

tended to be binding on all the generations of
Israel, Ex. xii. 14; xxx. 8, the words avayKijv

ix?t may admit this explanation all the more, as
already Sir. xlv. 14, 16, the sacrificial service is

designated generally as the service of Aaron,
and alsoPiiiLO (Ed. Mang. II. 321) calls the high-
priest evx&C koI tivotac reXuv naff indtrrrp; fjptpav.

Against Wieseler's assumption that this passage
attests a rite existing merely in the Egyptian
temple of Onias, we have the decisive fact that
also in the Jerus. Talmud, tr. Chagiga, II. 4, and
in the Babyl. Talmud, tr. Pesachim, 67 a, it is

said of the high-priest that he offers daily sacri-

fice (DBL. Talmud. Studien XIII. in Rudklb. and
Guer. Zeilschr. fur die luth. Theologie und Kirche,

I860, IV. 693 ff.). In like manner we may ob-
serve that, according to Philo, I. 497, in the
daily sacrifices the priests offered a meat* offer-

ing for themselves, and the sacrificial lamb for the
people. In this the rrp&repov and kneira standing
in relation to the daily offering, may find an ex-
planation. We shall thus be under no necessity
of referring the language exclusively to the
high-priestly minhha, i. <?., to the vegetable meat
offering, which according to Lev. vi., 13-16, the
high-priest has to offer from the day of his an-
ointing, daily, morning and evening, and this

not for the people, but as a matter of daily con-
secration for himself ; and to lay the emphasis
on the fact that this meat-offering is designated
Sirach xlv. 14; Philo, i. 497, 26; II. 321, 38;
Joseph. Antt. III. 10, 7, as a dvcria, and is also
mentioned by Origen (Homil. IV. in Levit.):

See Lundius Jud. Hciligth, III. 9, J 19, more re-
cently Thalhofeb : ' The bloodless sacrifices ofthe
Mosaic Ritual,

1

p. 139-166. It may, however,
well be urged that our author ch. v. 1, designates
every sacrifice including the dtipa in the nar-
rower sense, as a sacrifice made in its ultimate
ground and purpose, vxlp duapriibv. Only we
must not deny that primarily the comparison of
our passage with oh. v. 8, points certainly to a pro-
per expiatory offering made by the high-priest
trepil iavrov, and that the sin-offerings follow-
ing in succession suit no other day so well as the
annual great day of atonement. The statements
above made, however, show that we need not ne-
cessarily on this account yield our assent to the
view of Hofmann (Sohriftb. II. 1, 287,2 Ausg.
II. 1, 404), as is done by Riehm, Alford, and
Delitzsch in his commentary : " The comparison
is not made between what Christ would have to

do, and that which the high-priests have daily

to do ; but between that which the high-priests

have to do, and that which Christ would have to

do day by day. He would be obliged, inasmuch
as ever new and perpetual expiation would be
required, to do day by day that which he has
now done once for all." Delitzsch remarks that

this view is favored alike by the nicely chosen
position of ko9 ijukpav, and by the plural ex-

pression fanrep ol apxiepelc ; but he has retracted

his concurrence (Rudelbach, Zeitschrift, 1860,

IV. 696). Hofmann refers the rovro knoirjoev to

the whole expression irpdrepov—Xaov, as also

Schlicht., Grot., Hammond did, though with dif-

ferent special views, inasmuch as Hofmann re-

gards as the antitype of the sin-offering pre-

sented by the High-priest irepl iavrov, the suppli-

cation of Jesus in Gethsemane (ch. v. 7, 8)

;

while against all use of language, Schlichting un-

derstands by duaprku Christ's infirmitales et per-

pessiones, Grotius understands by it the dolores

assumed and submitted to by Christ as punish-

ment for the sins of humanity, from which doU
ores He was only set free by death. Delitzsch,

however, with the majority, refers it tothehigh-

priestly dvaiac avafipetv inip ruv dpapnav rob

Xaov. The yap v. 28 introduces the reason, as

lying in the fact of the case, for the above-men-
tioned relation of Christ to the Mosaic priests.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The death of Jesus Christ on the cross is in

its essential significance to be conceived as a
voluntary self-sacrifice, corresponding to thepur-

pose of God, yet not barely in the sense of a
moral offering for the benefit of others, but as a

vicarious sacrifice, expiating the guilt of sin for col-

lective humanity, taking away the punishment of
sin, and working reconciliation with God.

2. Its fitness for such a work this death de-

rives from the character of the person, who is at

the same time priest and victim, and unites in

himself, and possesses in their truth and reality,

all qualities which in the Levitical service are

divided between priest and victim, and which
there have but a mere symbolical efficacy.

8. The nature of this self-sacrifice of Christ

excludes the continuance of the symbolico-typi-

cal priesthood and sacrificial service, just as its

eternal validity and efficacy admits no repetition

of this perfect sacrifice, and no substitution, or

the offering of any other sacrifice of like dignity

and importance with the Son, who is perfected

forever.

4. The weakness which inheres in mortals is

partly a creaturely Imitation, partly an inborn sin-

fulness, partly a personal guiltiness. From this

springs the partial nature of the legal high-

priesthood, its purely symbolical significance,

and the necessity of a plurality of persons re-

lieving one another, and of actions which repeat

themselves with special mutually supplementary

acts. But within the Old Testament revelation

itself, the promise of God, confirmed by His oath,

points to the universal character, to the reality

and to the efficacy of the atonement accomplished

by the eternally perfected Son.
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. The character of the Priesthood of Jesus

Christ, in its dependence on the nature of the

person of the Lord.—The sole and single high-

priesthood of Jesus Christ, corresponds perfectly

to the necessities of the human race, and to the

revealed purpose and will of God.—The weak-
ness of men and the eternal perfection of the

Son.—Christ at the same time priest and victim.

—The causes of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ

are: a. the sin of the world; b. the purpose of

God; e. the loving obedience of the Son.—The
effects of the offering of Jesus Christ by Himself:

a. on the perfection of His own person; b. on the

relation of the world to God ; c. on the character
of the priesthood exercised by man.—Wherein
consists the preeminence of the high-priesthood
of Jesus Christ ?

Stauks :—Preachers bear their treasures in

earthen vessels. When they err let none be
stumbled thereat; they are obliged also for

themselves to bring the offering of repentance.

—

Christ has made an offering once for all; by this

we should and must abide; and thus it is to de-

preciate His sacrifice, to desire still daily to

offer it as Popish priests assume and undertake
to do.—The sacrifice of Christ made once for all,

serves us, as for the strengthening of our faith,

so also for the cleansing of our walk, that we
may abide therein and not draw back.—Behold
the ground of the efficacy and perfection of the
single and final propitiatory sacrifice of Christ

;

He is the Son of God whom the Father hath
raised from the dead, received into His glory,
and placed at the right hand of His majesty.

Bibcikb :—The depth of our need, and the lof-

tiness of the purposes for which God has com-
menced His dealings with us, demanded such a
High-priest as God in this One has prepared
for us.—Such a high-priest was necessary for
us, who, with the purest seal for the honor of
God, could still in a becoming manner lead to
Him a world full of sinners.-—Jesus has shown
satisfactorily that He is at once a true friend of
sinners, and from the heart an enemy of sin.

Heubnke:—The ground of the priestly dignity
of Christ lies in His innocence, righteousness
and holiness.—The repetition of sacrifices was a
constant reminder of the weakness and sinful-

ness of men.
Menken:—Holiness in feeling and in conduct

the Scripture ascribes to mortal men while they
live in the flesh and on the earth, as it also de-
mands of believers and righteous men, that they
shall cherish in their heart, and evince in their
life, holiness, not merely in the future but also
in the present world. But it styles no mortal
man perfect.

THIRD SECTIOK

THIS PRIESTHOOD CHRIST ACCOMPLISHES, AS HEAVENLY KING AND MEDIATOR OF
THE NEW COVENANT, A COVENANT PREDICTED IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.

As High-priest of the true sanctuary whioh God reared and not man, Christ hath taken His seat

at the right hand of Majesty in the heavens.

Chapter VIII. 1-5.

Now of the things which we have [are being} spoken this is the sum [chief point]

:

We have such a high priest, who is set [took his seat, ix&0t<rev\ on the right hand of

2 the throne of the [pm. the] Majesty in the heavens ; A minister of the sanctuary, and

3 of the trne tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, and [om. and]1 not [a] man. For every

high priest is ordained to offer gifts and sacrifices ; wherefore it is of necessity that

4 [also] this man [one] have somewhat also [cm. also] to offer. For if [indeed,

fib]* he were on earth, he should [would] not [even, ou$C] he a priest, seeing that there

5 are priests [those]8 that offer gifts according to the law : Who serve unto the example

[as those who minister to a copy] and shadow of [the] heavenly things, [according] as

Moses was admonished of God when he was about to make [complete, 6rrreJe?»] the

tabernacle: for See, saith he, that thou make4
all things according to the pattern

shewed to thee in the mount
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i Ter. 2.—K«u Is to be expanged after 8in. B. D». B*, 17.
« Ver. 4.—Instead of ti niv yip, should be read with Sin. A. B. D*n 17, T3, 80, 137, ct pir o5i>. [Tisch. retains ft fiii» yo>.

trhich seem* to me much more accordant with the connection. The substitution of o*r for yap, though strongly supported
and mrored by most modern editors, I cannot but regard as the result of a misunderstanding of the connection.—K.J.

• Ver. .—The word) rmr hmmf before r*v spesj^speVrwi', are not found in Sin. A. B. D*. E*., 17, 78, 137, and are to be
regarded as a gloss, which Grotius, Mill, and Grieebach were inclined to expunge. The Art. before roiiov is wanting in
Bin. A. B„ 57, 80.

* Ver. 6.—Instead of woof*])*, all the host authorities require us to read veujome.

[Ter. 1.—K#$<iA«uor 94, and as a capital point, not the " sum ;" tor he is not summing up the preceding, but adrancing
to a new discussion.—«si rett AcyoutVect, over, respecting the thingswhich are being *oui—tho points under discussion; not
ever the thing* which we have spoken (as if summing up what had been said) which would require rote eipu*«i'04r.—

inm$wer, sat dawn, took his seat.

Ver. 2.—iAeliinff, true—genuine, archetypal, not the shadow or copy.
Ver. 3w—«« re wpwrfipeir, for the offering, in order to offer.—dOev dpoycaToi', whence (not, where/cm) it is, or was neces-

snrjfj cat rovrer, aZse tau. soil., high-priest.

Ver. 4.—Bi psr yap foAr <f fcwiesd ae were much better, in my Judgment, than the reading ci nir oSi»,
</J

indeed,

now.—ovf ar ^ tcpevc, not even would he be a priest; no emphasis on t«pcv?, as contrasted with Apytcpsv*, but the owW
emphasizes j)y, not even would he be.—om»v ru? *poe-£«peVrtti', taere 6ei«y—inasmuch as there are, tAose who are offering.

Ver. 6.—oinvee, characteristic, as those who.— vs-oftctypart, to a copy; sometimes vs-oocty.—pattern. *Ymtfciypa, a
tWa^ shown under, i. e^ in subserviency to, something else whether as model or copy—rwr {vovpaiwi', o/(A* A«at*nJy, sell.,

wpaypeTwp, things, or, as I think, better, o-yiW, sanctuary—xaM* *«xpW**Twrrat, according as Moses has been divinely in-

strucUd.—tUXXmv twtrcAtir, osinflr about to accomplish, hence, complete, carry through the construction of.—K.].

XXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1. A capital point in respeot of the
things which we are saying.—As the au-

thor comes now to a point not hitherto specially

treated, and proceeds to a comparison between
the priests who serve in the Mosaic tabernacle,

and Christ, the royal Priest who ministers in

heaven as the true sanctuary, KeQ&Xatov must
here denote not the ''sum" (Erasm., Luth.,

Calv., etc.), but "chief or capital point." The
appended hrl role fayoji. too, excludes the idea

of a summing up or recapitulation of a previous
discussion, as this would demand the form tap.

ruev eipTjfikvuv, ' sum of what has been said.' The
present part, shows also that the author is not
introducing a fresh topic additional to the pre-

ceding (Calov, etc.), but simply bringing out into

fuller notice and development, with reference to

the special character of his readers, the chief

and central point of the existing discussion. This
cardinal point is the determining of the quality

of our High-Priest Christ, who, as the Messiah
seated at the right hand of God, can only minis-

ter in the sanctuary of which that of Moses is to

be regarded as the earthly copy. Hence, ver. 2
is, without a comma, to be united with ver. 1.

It is indifferent for the sense whether the words
commencing the chapter are taken as Aco. abso-

lute, or as an anticipatory nominative apposition

to the entire following clause. The explanation

of Hofmann, who puts a colon after /tie). 6k, is

wholly erroneous : (in addition tothose who were
called high-priests we have," etc.).

Veb. 2. As minister of the sanctuary
and of the true tabernacle.— The Adj.

afoftcvifc is commonly, by Zeugma, referred also

to ayiuv. But we have thus either a tautology,

or a difficulty in distinguishing ayiuv and etp?vifc>

if the former word be regarded as neuter. The
distinction drawn by Chr. F. Schmid, who makes
rd ayta denote the whole temple, and axrjvif the
holiest of all, is entirely arbitrary. The reverse
distinction would be much more in accordance
with the general usage of the author, who uni-

formly, except ch. ix. 8, designates the holiest

of all by the simple ayta. But why thus distin-

guish the part from the whole, if this part again
is to be included in the whole T We should
rather infer that the atajvij could also designate

only a part of the entire sanctuary, and of course

the part separated from the 'holiest of all,'

which ch. ix. 2 is called okjjvi) 4 irp6rn. But
what application shall we make of this distinc-

tion ? According to Del. rd ayta would seem to

designate the throne of God situated above and
beyond all the heavens, the eternal 66!-a of God
Himself, into which Christ has entered, and
where He appears as mediator on our behalf;

but OKqvii, the heaven of angels and of all the

blessed saints, where Christ rules with mediato-
rial sway. This view is refuted—to say nothing
of other objections—by the very language of our
passage, in which Christ, as minister ruv ayiuv,

has taken His seat at the right hand of the

throne of Majesty in the heavens. Few, however,
will be inclined, with Hofm. (Weiss. II. 189 ff.;

Schrjflbeweis II. 1, 405), to understand, after

Beza, Gerhard, etc., by mann), the glorified body

of Christ, or in a broader sense, after Calov,

Braun, etc., the Christian church. It were more
natural to refer ra ayta, though not with Seb.

Schmidt, Braun, Rambach, to the employments

and utensils required for the priestly service, yet,

with Luth. and others, to the holy and true

goods and possessions. But this explanation is

discountenanced alike by the word oiajvfj and the

word Xetrovpydc, which latter in this connection,

instead of its original signification of a public

officer acting for the good of the people, has,

doubtless, in accordance with the usage of the

Sept. a special relation to the position and office

ofpriest. If nowwe abandon the idea of a zeugma
in the construction, we shall still not be obliged,

either with Hofm., to resort to the unnatural con-

struction of kv rolr ovpdvotc with tQv ay. XeiTovpyc?,

nor to retain, with Primas. and CBcum., the

masc. construction of tuv ayiuv, a construction

illy harmonizing with the designation of Christ

as fatrovpydc. We need but take koI explioa-
tivblt, and all difficulty vanishes.

[The last sentence undoubtedly suggests the

true solution of this much vexed question. The
term ayta, holy place, sanctuary, is first naturally

used with reference to the character and use of

the tabernacle as consecrated to God, and a
place of religious and priestly service. The
word oicm4 is then added to designate the struc-

ture, and to bring it into more distinct relation

to the tabernacle of Moses. The added koI rifc

ffian^c Xfofi. is then a sort of loose synonyms or
fuller statement of the idea conveyed by the ra

ayta. Delitisch's notion, that the 4 OKtjvfj is the
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142 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

heaven of the glorified saints, and Hofmann's
that it is the glorified body of Christ, are both
utterly unfounded conceits—that of Hofmann
preeminently so; while the view of Alford,

which undertakes to combine the two, with a pre-

ponderance in favor of Hofmann's, labors under
the double difficulty of adopting two views, both
of which are alike without support in the

Epistle, and without a particle of intrinsic pro-
bability, and which are also irreconcilable with
each other. Every interpretation that under-
takes to carry into the heaven of the New Testa-

ment the distinction between the inner and the
outer sanctuary of the Mosaic tabernacle, ignores
the very fundamental idea* of that distinction,

and leads to inextricable difficulties in interpre-
tation, as has been illustrated in the numerous
hypotheses, purely conceits, which the attempt
to fix the nature of that heavenly outer taberna-
cle has originated. And if it be urged that the
Mosaic tabernacle was itself but the copy of the
heavenly tabernacle, and that, therefore, the
antitype must have the same divisions as are
found in the pattern, I reply that this is pressing
unduly the figurative language of the author.
The real actual pattern of the Mosaic tabernacle
was that which God showed to Moses in Mount
Sinai, an exact model after which he was to con-
struct his earthly material tabernacle, and no-
thing more. Now that the author again should
make a figurative application of that literal lan-
guage, need not surprise, and should not mislead
us. Literally that tabernacle was modelled pre-
cisely after the pattern or the direction which
God had given Moses in the mount. Figura-
tively that tabernacle becomes a copy or type of
the heavenly tabernacle or sanctuary, inasmuch
as the high-priest ministering there in a symbo-
lical expiation and removal of sin, typifies the
heavenly High-priest officiating on high in a real
expiation and forgiveness of sins. But that
we are thence to carry all the special features
of the earthly tabernacle into the figurative,
heavenly New Testament tabernacle, does not
follow ; and is in fact impossible. For the es-
sential characteristic of the outer tabernacle as
distinguished from the inner—the very thing
which it denoted was, as we shall subsequently
see, separation from Ood. The veil of the tem-
ple, answering to the veil of the tabernacle, was
rent at thedeath oftheSon ofGod. The separation
between outer and inner tabernacle, was done
away—never to be renewed.—K.I.— "'AA^c
excludes the untrue and unreal, afajvtvdc excludes
that which does not correspond to its idea. The
measure of the aXtffc is the actual, the measure
of the aXrflivk is the ideal. In ahflfc the idea
corresponds to the object, in avts/foirfr the object
corresponds to the idea" (Kahhis Eucharist, p.
119). For a parallel in thought see Wisd. ix. 8.

vbr. 8. Por every high-priest, etc—Many
expositors take ver. 8, which Camer., Beng., etc.,

enclose in a parenthesis as an incidental remark,
unnecessary to the connection (Michael.), or dis-
turbing the train of thought (De W.), or intro-
ducing a train of ideas that is again crowded out
by others (Thol.), or merely explanatory of the
word Xeirovpydc (LUn.). But the purpose of the
author is not to show that Christ must be a
Priest of sacrifice. Since the Xeirovpyelv or deal-

ing in sacrifices is essential to the function of
every high-priest (Lun.) ; he rather proceeds te
prove that the Xeirovpyta of Christ can be exer-
cised only in a heavenly sanctuary, which corres-
ponds to the idea of the sanctuary that in type
and figure was presented in the Mosaic taberna-
cle. It was already demonstrated from Scrip-
ture, that the Messiah is appointed of God to be
alike King and Priest. As High-priest He mast
necessarily have somewhat that he may offer. In
what this consists, remains as yet unstated, and
it is a purely arbitrary and embarrassing hypo-
thesis, which limits Xeirovpyeiv and Kpooftpcrm
exclusively to offering sacrifices. We are bat
pointed fas already observed by Justiniani, Este.,
etc.) to the necessity ofpriestly functions 'and acts
to be accomplished by Christ. But in the legal
economy where the Levitical priests have their
function, there was absolutely no place for the
priesthood of Christ ; He needs, consequently,
for the exercise of His priestly vocation, a hea-
venly sanctuary; and one which fulfils the entire
idea of a sanctuary. Hence we are to supply
with avayuuov not ip> (Peshito, Bei., Beng., BL t

De W., LUn.), but korlv (Vulg., Luth., Calr.,
etc.), and to refer the irpoofipuv not to the sacri-
fice, offered once for all, of the body of Christ on
the cross. The Aor. requires neither that we
translate with Lun.: "for which reason it was
necessary that also this one should have some-
thing which he might offer ;" nor with Hofm.:
" for which reason it is necessary that he have
something which he may have offered.

11 To read
<p=where for b is totally unnecessary.

[I cannot but conceive that the true connec-
tion of the thought in ver. 8 has escaped nearly,
or quite all the interpreters. That many of them
have failed to detect it, is certain from the di-
versity of their explanations. Some, with Ben-
gel, would put it in parenthesis. Michaelis re-
gards it as entirely unessential to the connec-
tion; De Wette, as a disturbing intruder; Tho-
luck as turning to a thought that was again
crowded out by others ; Liinemann as added to
explain the import of teirovpydc ; Alford, alter
Delitxsch, as belonging here only incidentally ;

while Moll regards it as simply a general state-

ment of the high-priestly function of Christ as
introductory to the proof that He is ministering
in a heavenly tabernacle. In this general end
wide diversity of views, all but one must be, and
all may be, wrong. The following may perhaps
only increase by one the number of opinions to
be rejected. I think, however, that it will be
found that a close analysis will sustain the view
that the passage is neither parenthetical, nor ir-

relevant, nor incidental, but introduces the grand
thought which forms the theme of discussion
through this and the following chapter, and thai
in fact this states, and states in its proper place,
what is the vital point of the whole Epistle.

Christ's Melchisedek Priesthood has been pre-
viously considered ; now comes the consideration

of His Aaronic A^A-priesthood. This is vital to
the subject ; for His mere Melchisedekpriesthood,
however intrinsically majestic and glorious, would
be of no avail to sinners ; He must minister in
the heavenly sanctuary as the counterpart of
Aaron, the Levitical high-priest, and, as such, in
correspondence with this relation, He must hat*
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something to offer. What this is, is the point now
to be stated, and of which the author only appa-

rently loses sight, the point toward which he pur-

sues a constant though somewhat indirect course

from this to ch. ix. yer. 11. Let us follow the

course of thought. So important is it that He
have something to offer, that if He were on
earth, He could not even be a priest, inasmuch as

there there is a regularly ordained priesthood

for all the offerings of the Mosaic law, and
which cannot there be superceded. But in fact

He hat a Priesthood in the heavenly tabernacle,

and a Priesthood as much superior to the Leviti-

cal as the Covenant whioh He guarantees is su-

perior to that under which they served. This
leads to a natural digression—a digression from
the immediate point under discussion, but stand-
ing in intimate vital connection with the general
theme of the Epistle—in illustrating the supe-
riority of the New Covenant, of which Christ was
High-priestly Mediator and surety, over that Old
Covenant of whioh the Levitical priests were
servants. This illustration is effected by the

apposite and beautiful citation from Jeremiah,
which unfolds the better promisee that cha-
racterise the New Covenant. This topic finished,

the author resumes with ch. ix. the inquiry,

what the New Testament High-Priest has to of-

fer. He recurs, therefore, to the arrangements
of that Old Covenant, whose high-priestly service

was typical of that of the New. He naturally
goes back to the tabernacle in which that service

was performed ("to the first Covenant now there

belonged," etc.), dwells somewhat minutely on its

features (in order, by delineating its majesty, to

enhance the glory of the Covenant which it but
symbolizes), and then adds the facts to which all

this description is but introductory, viz., that
while the ordinary priests enter daily into the
outer sanctuary, into the inner the high-priest

enters but once a year, alone, and not without

blood. Thus we are prepared for the statement
at ver. 11, to which all this has tended, viz., that
Christ must enter the heavenly tabernacle also

with blood, and here the author reaches the point
which he had in mind at viii. 8, and which he
has not since lost sight of. If this analysis be
correct, it will be seen that Moll's general divi-

sion of the Epistle, which makes ch. ix. com-
menoe a new capital section, is vicious, inas-

much as.it cuts right in two a chain of argument
whose links are most closely connected. The
same is true of Ebrard's analysis, who begins, as
it were, a new and independent section with the

description of the Mosaic tabernacle, and nei-

ther Delitzsch nor Alford has made any improve-
ment on them. In fact, this description of the

Mosaic tabernacle, ch. ix., is merely incidental,

or rather a subordinate link in a chain of rea-

soning by which the author is showing what
the New Testament High-priest has to offer.

Thus ver. 3 of oh. viii. formally introduces the

topic around which the whole discussion turns

from this point to ch. x. 19, where, in reality, the

grand argument of the Epistle terminates.—E.].
Ver. 4. For if to be sure [« uiv 7&p] be

were on eartb.—EI #*> cannot here mean " if

he had been" (Bohme, Kuinoel; nor is any

thing to be supplied, as e. g., either p6vov, Grot.,

etc.), or lepebc (Zeger, Beng., Carps, etc.). The
ov6i belongs to yv, not to lepebc. Had the author
intended to say that in the case supposed Christ
could not be even a priest, much less a high-priest,

(Bl. y Bisp., Hofm.), he would have written ovfr

lepevc hv ijy.

Vkr. 5. As those wbo minister to a copy
and shadow of the heavenly.—Aarpebeiw
stands indeed commonly with the Dat. of the
person whom one serves, yet is found also with
the Dat. of the thing in which (not with which)
one serves, as also ch. xiii. 10. The proper sig-

nification of iirdderyfia is that of an embodying,
representative image; for which reason the word
can be used, ch. iv. 11, h8=^ropd6etypa, example,
model, and here as at ch. ix. 23, and more usu-
ally, denotes copy, with the subordinate idea of
an outline simply drawn from memory. 2ki&,

shadow, may stand in antithesis to oofia, body (as

at Col. ii. 17), in which case it simply opposes
the non-essential to the essence; or in antithesis

to eUAv (as ch. x. 1 ), in which case it suggests
to the imagination the obscurity of the shadowy
image. With tCjv obpaviwv we need not, with
Liinemann, supply dyiuv; for the following chap-
ters show clearly that not heavenly localities,

but heavenly relatione and Divine ideas, as realised

in Christ, are regarded as the archetype symbol-
ized by the Mosaic sanctuary: [so Alford: "the
things in heaven, in the heavenly sanctuary."
But the author, though treating of heavenly
facts, relations, etc., yet does it under the
imagery drawn from the earthly tabernacle. He
has already employed that imagery, transferring

to heaven the figure of the tabernacle (ver. 2),
and to this he ever and anon returns (ch. ix.

24), and in view especially of this passage just,

referred to, I incline to adopt Lunemann's view..

This, of course, need not prejudice the fact that,

the thing essentially aimed at is ideas and rela-
tions.—K.]. So also Ex. xxv. 40. We need not.

assume an actual temple as archetype of the ta-

bernacle which Moses from Sinai may be sup-
posed to have beheld, standing in heaven,
nor any origiual structure which God Himself
had reared as a model upon Sinai, where, ac-

cording to the later Rabbins, it was to stand
forever, but a pattern structure, which was shown
to Moses in prophetic vision, and is described in

the words of God, Ex. xxvi. 26-30. This signi-

fication, model building, the word fl*J2£)« (which-

Josh. xxii. 28 denotes architecture, Deut. iv. 17,

denotes sculpture of every kind, and Ps. cxliv.

12 points to a plastic model), will very well bear
at Ex. xxv. 40. But it by no means accords
with the prophetic survey of a model building

which expresses heavenly relations, to assume,
with Ebrard, a mere drawings outline edifice,

although such a drawing might in itself apply to

the word in question according to.2 Cbron. xvi.

10, where it signifies skstch, outline, and 1 Cbron.
xzviii. 11 ff., where it signifies ground plot. The
typical signification comes out strongly at Isaiah

xliv. 18, inasmuch as there, at ver. 14, the wood
is to bo sought for the carrying out and realiza-

tion of the pattern structure given in ver. 13.
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. After Christ, as High-Priest, had given His

life as an expiatory offering on the cross, and

with His atoning blood had entered into the

inner sanctuary of heaven, He has not returned

again from heaven to earth, as the Levitical

high-priest was obliged, after completing the

sprinkling of blood, again to quit the inner Sanc-

tuary. The office and function of the Levitical

priests suffices not as a type of Christ's work of

reconciliation, and of His mediatorial position.

Christ is a Priest of a different description, and for

this has Melchisedek for His type. In this com-
. parison, the capital point is, the recognition of

the fact that Christ is a royal Priett in heaven, t. e.,

after His elevation to the right hand of Majesty

ceases not to exercise priestly sway.

2. Since the Melchisedek priesthood is of a dif-

ferent orderfrom the Levitico- Aaronical, this can-

not refer to an offering of Christ in heaven, but

only to a Priestly function, by which the High-
Priestly sacrifice that was previously, and once

for all, offered upon the cross, is rendered preva-

lent with God, efficacious with respect to men.
Tet this priestly function in making intercession

and in bestowing blessings, Christ exercises as

a High-Priest who sits upon the Throne of God,
t. e. t on the ground of His sacrificial death upon
the cross, and by virtue of His position as glori-

fied God-man. " The blood of Christ has indeed

been, in His sacrifice, poured out upon the earth,

and so been separated from the sacrificial body,

as was done with animals in the typical sacrifice.

But still it behooved that it should not barely be
sprinkled upon the earth, but be borne to the

sanctuary of God to sprinkle the throne of grace.

And after it has been once borne in thither, and
sprinkled in a divine way, it belongs now to the

office of our High-Priest whom we have in the

.•sanctuary, to sprinkle it also upon our hearts

.-and consciences, and this life of ours, still, indeed,

/having its source in blood, but not in the love of

•God, again to unite with the true life of Divine

Uove." (Steinhofer).

8. Since, according to the Scriptures, the

Priesthood belongs essentially to the Messiah,

He must necessarily always exercise Priestlyfunc-

. tions of essential significance ; but it thence by
>no means follows that He must be conceived as

in an act of perpetual sacrifice, as those do who
understand by tho heavenly offering either the

person of the glorified God-man, and thence de-

. duce the sacrifice of mass (as still recently Thai-

hofer) or regard the believers of ail generations

•as the sacrificial offering of Christ to God,
(Theodor. Mops., Chrys., Cyrill. Alex.). Nor

• even does it follow that in the offering which He
makes we need specially think of blood. (Del.).

Since if we, with justice, distinguish this act

from the slaying of the victim, and in a detailed

comparison of Christ with the Aaronic high-

priests, as chaps. 9 and 10, refer the slaying

specially to the crucifixion, and the offering to the

. sprinkling of the throne of God with the sacrifi-

cial blood, we must still, in the case of the ex-

piation wrought in the death of Christ, refrain

from pushing too far the points of comparison;
*and particularly we .must not forget that these

acts immediately followed one another on the day
of atonement, belong, in fact, inseparably to*
get her, and work in the objective sense an ex-
piation which is essentially distinguished from
the reconciliation which is to be obtained by the
subject only on this ground, and in consequence
of this. In this relation the offering of Christ
by His sacrifice of Himself on the cross, is an
offering once for all, whereby He has effected an
eternal redemption.

4. But to the priestly functions there belongs
also a sanctuary. The earthly sanctuary, how-
ever, built by human hands, cannot be that in
which Christ has His Priesthood. There, men
minister who are from a stock to which Jesus,
who is Christ, does not belong. Moreover, this
sanctuary in its very erection was already desig-
nated as a mere copy. There must thus be a
heavenly sanctuary, to which the Messianic priestly
king belongs, and in which he exercises a priestly
office. All endeavors, however, to fix such a
sanctuary as a separate locality in heaven, which
locality is the real archetype of the Mosaic taber-
nacle, fail, in the fact, that " the different attri-
butes here assigned to Christ, taken literally,

exclude one another," (ThoL), and that according
to Exodus xxv., not only the tabernacle but also
all its utensils were to be made after the heavenly
model. We must thus regard this expression
as a sensible embodiment of the idea of the recon-
ciliation and restoration of our fellowship with
God, wrought through Christ, introduced by the
designation of Christ's mission as a Priestly
one, for which reason also Luther, with most of
the ancients, understood by the sanctuary simply
the spiritual blessings belonging to the kingdom
of God.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Thtpatterns after which we are to regulate our
life and our condition, have been shown to us by
Ood, and described in the Holy Scriptures.—It is

only by His royal throne in heaven that the
High-Priestly dignity, power and work of Jesua,
are rendered to us truly intelligible, challenge
our admiration, and reach the depth of our
spiritual needs.—Whether we let the High-Priest
whom we have, also influence us for our salva-
tion ?—As the people of the New Testament we
belong to the heavenly sanctuary, and thereby have
great prerogatives : how do we stand with refer-
ence to the corresponding duties T

Starke:—Thanks be to God that we have a
High-Priest who sits at the right hand of the
Majesty on high, and whose sacrifice and inter-

cession have, therefore, unlimited power.—Christ
is the fosterer of His Church. He Himself
communicates the holy and heavenly gift. Would
that we with perfect faith might hasten to this

faithful High-Priest, and from the fulness of
His grace, bring forth a real treasure and am-
plitude of heavenly blessings Precisely for the

reason that Christ, after His one completed sacri-

fice, sits at the right hand of God, He fills all in

all.—Whoever offers to God only the outward
and corporeal, offers a Jewish, and not a Chris-
tian sacrifice.

Rieger:—We have a Priest, such as we need.

The Father has prepared Him ; love and obedi-
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ence have drawn Him into His office ; He is per-

fected according to all that which was written

aforetime with regard to Him ; He is set before

us in the Gospel, and faith lays hold upon Him.
—As God has prepared to Himself a seat of Ma-
jesty, a central point of His Government, and of

the bestowment of His life and His glory ; He
has also reared a dwelling, or holy tabernacle,

in which is the seat of Majesty, and in which He
receives the priestly service and worship of

those who draw near to Him.—The Saviour has
made use of the temple, as His Father's house,

for instruction, and cleansed this house of prayer

for all nations, from abuses ; but on Golgotha,
not at the foot of the altar, flowed His blood,
shed upon the wood of His cross.

Hahn:—We must follow with our gaze the
dear Saviour on His course of suffering clear up
into heaven.
Heubner:—Were not Christ in this incon-

ceivably close connection with God in heaven,
He could not, in proper and complete authority,
impart the forgiveness .of sins, truly annihilate
sin, and arrest its consequences.—Our service
of God and priesthood should be an imitation
and copy of the service of God in heaven.

IL

Christ's priestly service is by so much the more excellent, as the covenant of which He is Mediator,

rests upon better promises than the old covenant, which, according to its own testimony, is

destined to destruction.

Chapter VIII. 6-13.

6 Bat now [as it is] hath h* obtained1 a more excellent ministry, by how much also he
is the mediator of a better covenant, which was [hath been] established upon better

7 promises. For if that first covenant had been faultless, then should [would] no place

8 nave been [be] sought for the second. For [while] finding fault with them he saith, Be-
hold, the days come, saith the Lord, when I will make a new covenant with the house

9 of Israel and with the house of Judah: Not according to the covenant that I made
with their fathers, in the day when I took them by the hand to lead them out of the

land of Egypt; because they continued not in my covenant, and I regarded them not

10 [disregarded them], saith the Lord. For [Because] this is the1 covenant that I will

make with the house of Israel after those days, saith the Lord: I will put my laws

into their mind, and will write [inscribe] them in [on] their hearts: and I will bo to

them a God, and they shall be to me a people : And they shall not teach every man his

neighbor, [fellow-citizen, voXIt7)v]* and every man his brother, saying, Enow ye the

Lord : for all shall [will] know me, from the least4 unto the greatest. For I will be
merciful to their unrighteousness, and their sins and their iniquities* will I remember
no more. In that he saith, A new covenant, he hath made the first old. Now [But]

that which decayeth and waxeth old u ready to vanish away.

11

12

13

* Ver. 6.—The Attic form rtrvxn** Instead of the Rec. Tlrcvgc is found In tlie Minusc 47, 72, 73, 74. The form t4tvx<*
however, is best sopportod on the authority of A. D*. K. L^ 80, 116, 117. The Sin. has rlrvxc, but a second hand has put

* Ver. 10.—A. D. B. add uov which is also found in many Codd. of the LXX. But it is wanting in the cod. Alex.
of the LXX. and the Sin.

s Ver. 11.—Instead oCrer s-Aiprtor, according to all authority, should be read to* woXirtjv.

* Ver. 11.—Avtwv after <bro pucpov is to be erased after Sin. A. B. D*. B*. K. 17, 81, 61, 78, SO.
» Ver. 12.—The retaining of the word* *a\ ritv avoumv avrwr is sustained by A. D. E. K. L. The Sin., however, has them

only from the later hand. In B. 17, 23, Vulg. and other versions they are wanting.
[Ver. 6.—rwt U, but now, as it is, sa the caseactually stands, contrasted with the case supposed ver.4,—5jrt«, as one which,

characteristic, vtvo^irnrax, has been enacted, instituted as matter of legislation, the word suggested by the legal character
of the old covenant.

Ver. 7d—ovk &p i^nreiro, would not be taught.

Ver. S.—titufafitrot, blading, findingfault, either with it or them, or both; here, I think, mainly the former.
Ver. 9*—*v \uioa iniXafioutyov pov, in the day ofmy taking hold of them for succor, see ch. ii. 10—avrot and Kay* placed

in contrast. God divides, in His tenderness, the blame between the people and himself.

Ver. 10<—&Jovt giving either with ounBqoQual understood (rem the preceding verse, or irregularly connected by mat
with the following finite verb.—iwiypaJm, Iwill write upon, inscribe.

Ver. 11-—ov j*h Jt&^Ma-ii', a familiar emphatic construction : There is no fear lest they may te*ch*=thty shall by no
means teach,—ibvwo\tTn*m~ov*90*lTTiv,fenoW'CiUsen.-~*i8iio*, old Ionic Fut for •Zo-o/utou, which thence past over to the later

Attic—awe uucpov fee fitydXov,from small unto great of them,

Ver. 12.—tAcuf,
propitious, gracious.—ov ny pKiprto «rt. Iwill no longer make mention.

Ver. 13.

—

i* tw Kiytiy Katvjv, in saying "new."—s-es-aAoMMce, he hath rendered antiquated.—roAatovpcror *«i ynpa<r*or.

becoming antiquated and growing old.—Kj.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbb. 7. But now, etc.—In contrast with the

supposition made in ver. 4, ver. 7 exhibits the

actual state of the case, and reminds us that the

priestly service of Christ, although there is no

place for it in the Mosaic sanctuary, has still

not less ralue than the so highly revered Leviti-

cal worship ; nay rather by so much surpasses it

as the New Covenant of which Christ is Media-

tor surpasses the Old Covenant, which, though

also founded on Divine promises, yet, even by

these themselves is reminded of its yet imperfect

nature and transitory significance. The vwl 6i

is thus to be taken not temporally but logically,

not, however, deducing, but controlling, [as is uni-

formly the case in its logical use].

Vbb. 6. Establish.—The expression vevouo-

dkTrjTot shows that the author regards the New
Covenant partly as a fact which has been histo-

rically accomplished, partly as an economy of

salvation and of life established by God, and for

this reason not merely of binding authority, but

also working according to fixed laws, as does

also Paul, Rom. iii. 27; viii. 2; ix. 81.

Vbb. 7. There would no place be sought.

-—Bleek finds the idea expressed that God would

have had no need to seek in the hearts of men for

a better place for His covenant than was furnished

by the tables of stone ; but, although the state-

ment that the first covenant was not faultless

refers to the outward and ceremonial character

of the Old Testament institutions, still the author,

if Bleek's idea had been in his mind, could

hardly have omitted the words h rale Kopdiaic.

Moreover the emphasis is certainly not upon

tSttoc but upon devrkpac. The translation "would

have been sought" (Erasm., Calv., Bez., etc.), is

erroneous, as it would have demanded the plu-

perfect. The following passage of Scripture

which contains the promise of a new covenant,

would seem, according to Del., to show that God

in His counsel already had a place for such a

covenant, and hence sought, in the history of the

world, the place for its actualization. Thol.

takes the rdnov Znreiv here as=r<$nw Xaup&vetv,

Acts xxv. 16, t. e., to take occasion. Ebr. and

Lun. assume a blending of the two clauses ovk av

%v rdnoc 6evr£pae=there would have been no place

for a second, and ovk av i^rrrelro devripa=no second

would be sought.

Vbb. 8. For finding fault he saith to

them.—Lachmann reads after A. D*. K., 17, 39,

avrobc. This reference to the Israelites is, how-

ever, possible even with the better attested read-

ing abrolc, since uiufrodai, is constructed alike

with the Ace. and the Dat. In this construction

the Peshito is followed by the Vulg., Chrys.,

Luth., Calv., Bisp., Del., and the majority. It

is a more elegant and delicate construction,

however, to leave the object of the fault-finding

undetermined (De W., Ebr.), and with Faber

Stapul., Piscat., Schlicht., Grot., Bl., Lun.,

Reiche, etc., to connect avrolc with TJzyei. We
must not, however, exactly supply avripf, and re-

gard lufif. as corresponding directly with the

preceding aueurrroc. This corresponds not with

the citation from Jer. xxxi. 81-34, in which the

positive censure falls upon the people, and strikes

but indirectly the covenant which was unable to

secure right conduct in the nation. The desig-
nation of it here \s=not blameless (aucuirroc) :

and it is certainly inadmissible to regard
the negative expression as on a level with a
positive one. On the other hand Del. goes too
far in regarding the suppression of the object of
the blame, as an ambiguity. The construction
rather intimates the two-fold applicability of the
censure, and this is entirely consonant with the
facts of the case. In the citation itself which
adduces the Scripture proof of the preceding
statement, the author puts awreXeau for dia&fpto-

uai and kiroiijaa for dtedkpnv, with the evident
design of indicating even in the very words of the
New Testament as on the part of God accom-
plished.

Vee. 10. I "will give.

—

Aidovc, giving, stands
not instead of SChjo, I will give (Beng., etc.), nor
is either this now to be supplied (Heinr., Steng.,

etc.), although the Cod. Vat of the LXX. reads
6t6ovc 66au, or etui or koouai. If we supply any
thing, it could be only diadfaouat (DeLJ, with
which preceding word we can also with Lun. con-
struct the Part. (I will make a covenant, viz,, in

giving), unless we prefer with Winer the not un-
familiar construction which makes a transition

from the Part, to the finite verb. It is gramma-
tically possible also (with Bohme and Paulas) to

connect o*i6ovc with the following exiypaijxj, in
which case #co/=also.

Vee. 18. In that he saith a new cove-
nant, etc.—From the above cited passage our
author, by emphasizing the taiiy, new, draws the

conclusion that the Mosaic economy is even in
its very origin declared as the oldcovenant which
appears as languishing and waxing old without
hope of rejuvenation. Uahuovv means origi-

nally not to render antiquated= to do away at

old and useless, to abrogate, (Bez., Erasm., etc)

but, to render ancient, or old, to deliver over to

the past, and to place in contrast with the new,

with that which is hitherto non-existent. This
transitive signification it has also, Job ix. 5;
xxxii. 15; Lament, iii. 6; which, at Dan. viL 25,

passes over into the sense of set aside as antiquated.

For what is consigned to the past, naturally

grows old (vetus), and this in the case of the living

is called senescere. Th t intransitive signi ficat ion,

grow old is found only at Is. lxv. 22. The word
belongs to later Greek, and in extra biblical lite-

rature is in use only in the Mid. or Pass. The
Per/, in our passage points to the completed act.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. From the elevation of the Priest, the author

at ch. vii. 22, reasons to the elevation of the

covenant guaranteed by Him in His everlasting

existence; since those mortal priests who are
appointed by command of the Law can sustain

no comparison with the Royal Priest promised

by the oath of God, potent in virtue of His inde-

structible life, the eternally perfected Son.

There arises thus not a mere inversion of the re-

lation, much less an argument in a circle, if here

the author reasons from the superiority of the

covenant founded on better promises, to the superior-

ity of His priestly functions, who is not merelj
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the surety, but also the Mediator, t. e., the

founder, supporter, quickcner of this covenant.

2. The New Covenant also has its institutions

and arrangements, established by the revelation

of the Divine will, whose foundations are laid in

the Messianic prophecies of the Old Testament.

Among them particularly stands forth in the re-

lation here adverted to the prophecy, Jer. xxxi.

81-34 (whose parallel we find in Ezek. xxxvi.

25-27) which, within the limits of the 0. Test itself,

expresses most clearly the contrast so strongly

emphasized by Paul (2 Cor. iii. 6-9) between
the economies of law and gospel, and the purely

disciplinary and educational, and hence transitory

nature of the Mosaic institutions.

3. In this prophecy there is promised a new
Covenant, which Jehovah will make with Israel

and with Judah, i. *., with the collective people,

whose restoration and reunion on the soil of the

Promised Land is also promised by the prophet,

a Covenant which shall have a different fate

from that which was formed after the nation's

deliverance from Egypt. The all holy God, in

His righteousness, does away with the old rela-

tion to the covenant-breaking people; but in His
grace will institute a system of salvation by a
new Covenant, for which He already lays the

foundation by better promises.

4. The superiority of these promises consists

in the fact that the Divine will is no longer as a
bare command to come into mere outward con-

tact with the people, but is to live and work in its

heart; that in consequence of this a living know-
ledge of God is to be the common blessing of all

the members of the Covenant, and the distinction

between prophets and non-prophets, priests and
non-priests, to fall away ; and that finally the

ground of this will be the forgiveness of sins

wrought without any human merits by the grace

of God. Precisely for this reason could Jer. iii.

16, 17 even predict that the entire legal economy,
nay, the very ark of the Covenant itself, would
no more be an object of longing to the people.

Intimations of this state of things are found,

Joel iii. Iff.; Is. xi. 9; liv. 18; Ez. xi. 19.

6. From the disparagement of sacrificial wor-
ship which comes out frequently and strongly

within the limits of the 0. Test itself (1 Sam.
xv. 22 ff.; Ps. xL 7 ff.; 1.; li. 18 ff.; Hos. vi. 6;
Jer. vii. 21-23; Prov. xxi. 8), we may not,

however, conclude that the idea of the death of
Jesus Christ as an expiatory offering is a relapse

into Judaism—a sentiment in accordance with
which Holdheim (on the Ceremonial Law in the

Kingdom of the Messiah, 1846} says: "The Rab-
binical doctrine stands in this near relation to

Christianity that they both rest on the common
conviction that the principle of expiation con-

tained in the Mosaic law is to be maintained as

of perpetual truth and validity. Christianity

bases on this the fact that by a single great sac-

rifice the work of expiation has been once for all

accomplished for all who believe in it, while
Rabbinical Judaism, holding the same funda-
mental idea, regards the sacrificial ritual as only
temporarily done away, and looks forward to its

restoration." This modern Judaism is as far

removed from faith in the Old Testament as from
faith in the gospel, and hence is equally incapa-

ble of comprehending both the one and the

other. An arbitrary, self-willed and self-seeking

separation from the legal worship is sharply re-

buked by those same prophets who, turning
away from the external character of the legal ce-
remonial and its meritorious works, demand ana
predict the fulfilment of that Divine will which is

revealed in the law. But Qod, in the law, gave,
on the one hand, not merely moral precepts, but
also such as were intended to regulate the
collective social relations of His people, and on the
other, ordained, in a way which was uncondi-
tionally binding on the Israelites, the means for

the fulfilment of these precepts, and for expiating
their transgressions of His law. To these means
belonged preeminently the system of worship
whoso central point is the sacrificial service. But
in the position which God gave to the 0. Test, in

the economy of salvation, all its arrangements
have a partly educational or disciplinary, partly
a typical and symbolical character. It is hence
equally erroneous to deny, on the one hand, the

reality of the idea which at this stage could be ex-
pressed only in type and figure, and in the period
of fulfilment, to turn back, on the other, to the
types and symbols of that earlier period, whether
this be done by Rabbins, who look forward to a
simple restitution of the Mosaic ritual, or by
Mormons, who have recently proposed the intro-

duction of animal sacrifices into the Christian

worship. Until the arrival of the period of
perfection, it is true that even Christianity itself

cannot dispense with symbols, and still bears a
character which represents in the temporal and
earthly the eternal and the heavenly. But its

symbols have no longer the appearance of any in-

dependent value, and its type is the type of the

completion of revelation,

6. The circumstance is of special importance
that not without, but within the Old Covenant it-

self, and indeed only by undoubted words of God,
was declared that capital defect of the Covenant
mediated by Moses, which consisted in its want
of provisions for effecting a realforgiveness of sin,

and genuine communion with God, and that by the
promise of a new Covenant the existing Covenant
was already in the time of Jeremiah stamped as

an institution no longer satisfactory, and des-

tined to pass away. To Christians, then, the
mere continued outward existence of Judaism
can have no such import as to engender doubts
of that abrogation of the Old Covenant which has
historically takenplace. Decay and superannuation
clear to utjer extinction are the inevitable des-

tiny of that Covenant, allotted to it by the deci-

sion of God on the ground of its intrinsic nature.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The Old Covenant was not broken up from
without, but was dissolved internally, and by
God Himself given over to extinction.—The in-

fidelity of the covenant-people might induce the
judgments of God, and occasion the abrogation
of the former covenant ; but could not bring to

naught God's purpose of salvation.—To the New
Covenant belongs a new heart and a new spirit.

—Forgiveness of sin is the foundation of all re-

newal ; and this comes from grace by means of

the New Covenant.—How the promises of the
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Old Covenant are fulfilled by the Mediator of the

New.
Starke:—How blessed are we in the New Co-

venant! We have so great a Mediator, suoh glo-

rious promises, such glorious possessions ! Is it

not our shame that we still remain under the do-

minion of sin ?—The Levitieal law is to be sure in

itself full of Divine goodness and wisdom, yet not

adequate to our happiness ; but only a shadow
in comparison with the substance of the Messi-

anic priesthood and kingdom. —God adheres

faithfully to His covenant and promise : men are

covenant-breakers. Woe unto them !—So tender

is still God's love toward His people, that He
brings them into danger and need as a father his

child, then takes them by the hand and brings

them into security.—On contempt of the Divine

words follows the Divine punishment.—Put to

thyself the question: Peroeivest thou that the

law of God has been traced by the pen of

the Holy Spirit upon thy mind and heart?

Recognizest thou also the Lord thy Saviour in

living faith and obedience T—Believers, as God's

covenant-people, are a blessed people.—The for-

giveness of sins is the greatest treasure; without

it the rich man has nothing, and with it the

poorest man has all things.—Man, take God at

these His words and sigh : Lord be gracious to

my transgressions!— Thou seeker after ven-
geance, art thou not ashamed to say, "I will

remember it of him!" when God says, "I wUl
not remember it?"—Ceremonies which are not
superstitious and sinful, can perhaps be endured
for a season, although they have no special uti-

lity.

Rieoeb:—The function of a high-priest in
heaven is for himself more dignified and noble,
and better and more blessed for those in whom
he is to execute the promises.—Those who were
under the Old Testament said : We will! and did
not know that they could not Now that the
grace of the New Testament has made it possible,

many shield themselves under the pretext of a
cannot, while yet there is a real will not.

Hbubneb:—God most honors and distinguishes
Himself when He associates and deals with us
not as a constraining Lord and Ruler, but as a
Father with children. How are we put to shame
by that announcement and awaiting of the New
Covenant, which we linger so far behind !—The
Old Covenant is past. Would to God that the
old spirit of slavish service were gone with it,

and the new spirit of vriUingneu and lovt

reigned in all t

PART THIRD.
Superiority of the New Covenant mediated by Jesus Christ.

FIRST SEOTIOK
THE NEW COVENANT PRODUCES FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD, WHICH^ THE OLD ONLY

FIGURATIVELY REPRESENTS AND PROMISES.

The typical and symbolical character of the Mosaic sanctuary points in itself to but an imperfect

communion with God.

ChaptirJX 1-10.

Then verily [There belonged indeed now even to eT/c ftkv oZv xa(] the first1 covenant had

also [pm. had also] ordinances of divine service, and a worldly sanctuary [its sanctuary as

2 one belonging to this world]. For there was a tabernacle made [xarefrxeodo^if, constructed

andfitted out, ch. iii. 4] ; the first [foremost], wherein wa$ the candlestick, and the table,

3 and the shewbread ; which is called the [pm. the] sanctuary. And after [/irrrf, after
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4 =behind] the second vail, the tabernacle which is called the holiest of all; Which
had the golden censer [a golden altar of incense, QufuaTjfptov], and the ark of the

covenant overlaid round about with gold, wherein was the golden pot that had
5 manna, and Aaron's rod that budded, and the tables of the covenant; And over

it the cherubim of glory shadowing the mercy seat ; of which [things] we cannot now
6 speak particularly. Now when these things were thus ordained [And these things

having been thus arranged], the priests went [enter indeed] always into the first

7 tabernacle, accomplishing the service of God [their ministrations, Xarpetacf} ; But
into the second went [enters] the high priest alone once every year [in the year], not

without blood, which he offered [offers] for himself, and for the errors of the people:

8 The Holy Ghost this signifying [signifying this], that the way into the holiest of all

[the sanctuary, tq>v fyiouvl was not [has not been] yet made manifest, while as [om.

9 as] the first [foremost] tabernacle was [is] yet standing : Which was [is] a figure for

the time then [om. then] present, in which [according to which, vis,, figure]* were
[are] offered both gifts and sacrifices, that could not [cannot] make him that did the

service [him that renders the service, rov Xarptbovra] perfect, as pertaining to the

10 conscience ; Which stood only in [standing merely in connection with] meats and
drinks, and divers washings, and carnal ordinances,* imposed on them until the time

of reformation.

* Ver. 1.—The word amjvif of the led. rec. is, according to all authorities to bo stricken out, and Is not, with Pelrce,
Wetst., Semi., to be understood. The capital thought is 6ia0ij#nf» covenant [and this «*, in Eng. ver., is cloarly to be sup-
plied in thought with ^ vpwrnl.

* Ver. ».—For the Rec. k<k¥ ov, we are, with Sin. A. B. D*., 17, 23*, 27, to read ko& 5? [referring to wapofiokj].
* Ver. 10.—For the Rec. «oi oucauepocri o-apxoc, the reading fexauapara a-apxoc was approved by Qrot., Mill and Bengn

recommended by Griesb., and by all recent editors is received into the text. The xat Is wanting in Bin. A. D*., 6, 17,

27, 31, and oucoiwjiara, is found in Sin. A. B. and ten minusc., the sing. outou»pa in D*.

[Elgc uir o3r, had indeed, to be sure, now. OZv, as usual, links the coming discussion with what precedes ; the conces-
sive )Uv intimates that the prerogatives here conceded to the Old Covenant, are to find by and by their limitation*, as at
ver. 6, or at ver. 11. The u then verily " of the Eng. ver. has no warrant either in the original or In the context. Alford's
rendering " now accordingly," is very little better.—re aytoy jcoffjuicdV not, and a worldly sanctuary, but and Us sanctuary,
as one belonging to the world. It is difficult to take the words as—re av to koo\, the, or its, worldly sanctuary. It is also
hard here to take koo>i«oV as purely predicative, vul, its sanctuary a worldly one=4he sanctuary which it had belonged to the

world. Better, perhaps, to regard it as quasi predicative, as a sort of after thought—and it* sanctuary', to wit, one belonging
to the world.

Ver. 2.—K«T«r««vdcr0ij, wot constructed, reared, established, not exactly, made—ayta, holyplace, sanctuary, not, the sanc-
tuary.

Ver. 3.

—

9vfu.aHfpi.ov. probably not censer, but attar of incense, (8ee below).
Ver. 6.

—

Toxrnav oc ovt** xareo-., and theseJhings havtng been thus arranged,—the priests enter, etc. This construction
is scarcely a solecism, as A 1ford calls it, but is, 1 think, perfectly good English, although "being thus arranged," would hero
express nearly the same idea, and would give the sense with sufficient exactness.—eiolaotv, notwent, but enter, as ver. 7.—
wpoa^iptt, not offered, but offers, and so of other verbs in this passage. And tho explanation is not that the author u con-
ceives of the whole system and arrangement as still subsisting," but simply employs the historical present, transporting
himself back into the past, and indicating that the priestly and high-priestly entrances which he describes, followed upon
the previously described arrangements. It seems extraordinary that this simple and obvious, and only natural explana-
tion of the passage, should have been so generally lost sight of, and the author charged with ignorance and mistakes which

inspiration, are utterly inconceivable, and which are in factjpurely factitious, beingin such a writer, to say nothing of his
, ...... _ . v

chargeable only on the failure of his critics to recognize a natural and elegant rhetorical usage. The idea that the author
fancied that the sacred articles above described were found either in the then existing temple, or even in the tempi
Solomon, is countenanced by nothing in the text. There is no good reason for supposing that his mind

were reproduced In the temple, of which, however, the author makes no mention.
Ver. 7.—o a-poo^on, which he offers—inrtp favrov, on behalfof himself.
Ver. S.—w*if>avtfmiT9a^ has been (not u was ") made manifest, the Perf. In keeping with the Pros, ecoiavt, and a-poo^e-

pet, and npoo-Qipovrcu (ver. 9).—nfa wpt^rmj axmnfi, theforemost tabcnuiclc—ixowrrfi araaiv, holding or retaining its stand-
ing, place, position.

Ver. 9.—fjn«, as usual characteristic ; as one which—>quippe mcs&-~a-apa£oAij (4oriv, understood), is a Wetness, similitude,

figure: supply is, not was (Ijy), because the whole construction is In the historical present.—«t« to* xaipov to* ciwnproTa,
for thepresent, or existing season, rts., not that of the time of the writer (as supposed by some), but that of the OldEconomy
of which and for which the outer tabernacle was a vopoSoArf; and the Part. eveornKora keeps up the figure of the present
time, as in the verb eioiaatr, etc. To make this Ivor. xotpeV refer to the Messianic period, even with Alford's explana-
tion, that it is not a figure of, butfor the present time, is still to deprive it of nearly all its significance, and, when taken
in connection with the following maff ft> tops a-poo^tfpovrat, is inextricably to confuse the whole passage.—ttoXt ijr, according
to which, sell. a-opa0oAip', figure, or emblem..—wpoo+ipwrai, are being offered in this present ante-Christian time into which
the author has thrown himself back.

Ver. 10.—#4dVor bri, only conditioned upon, or, as Moll, standing in connection with; hardly, with Alf. and Eng. ver.,

consisting in, or standing in, which could scarcely be affirmed of the gifts and sacrifices. They stood connected with them,
or as It were conditioned upon them.—^x/h xatpov otop*Wc»«, until the season of rectification.—bructifitva, lying ttpon, as
burdens.—K.J.

concession here made of the excellencies of the

Old Covenant [elxe piv, had to be sure, had, 1
grant] is to be followed by its limitations, which
reduce these arrangements of the Old Covenant
to their true value, and at ver. 6ff. bring out
the contrasted features of the New Covenant.
The preterites elxe and KareffKevaa&n prove not
that the destruction of the temple has as yet ac-

tually taken place, but refer, the former to the

EXEGRTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1. There belonged, indeed, now
alao to the first, etc.—The xai, also or even,

points to a parallel instituted between the Old
and the New Covenant. Mkv oiv intimates that,

in accordance with the preceding representation,

this actual result is to be recognized, that the
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covenant which God Himself has made anti-

quated (ireiraXaiuKev, oh. viii. 18), the other to

that Mosaic sanctuary which stood connected

with it, and was copied after the heavenly pat-

tern. As the language has to do with arrange-

ments for worship, the word 6tKai6/iara, ordi-
'

nances, needs a more precise limitation. Hence
we are not, with Luth., Grot., etc., to take

htrpeiac as Aoc. plur., but as Gen. sing. The
due are thus characterised as ordinances of

divine worship, and are, by the particle n, closely

attached to ayiov. This word should not, there-

fore, with Luth., Carps., and others, be taken in

an ethical sense; but designates the sanctuary

whose constituent parts are immediately re-

counted. Previously, however, it is more ex-

actly characterised by the adj. koouik6v, which
either, according to later usage, is connected
with the noun without the article (Bernhardt
Synt.y p. 823), or, since it is common to connect
ixetv with a definite object, and a predicative adj.

without the article (Madvig { 12), and since this

construction is also familiar to our author (ch.

v. 14 ; vii. 28), gives predicatively the character-

istic quality of the sanctuary in question. A
comparison with w. 11 and 24, shows that it

stands in contrast with hnovpaviov, and hence can
mean only sseculare (Vulg.), belonging to this

world; not, "accessible to the whole world, and
thus even to the heathen" (Chrys., Erasm., and
others)—which, in fact, was true of only a part
of the sanctuary, the court of the Gentiles

—

nor " celebrated throughout the whole world "

(Kypke); nor " adorned, decorated, well-furnished
and arranged" (Homberg); nor "symbolising
the universe" (as Theodor. Mops., Theodoret,
Grot., and others).

Veil. 2. For a tabernacle, etc.—The author
designates the two parts of the tabernacle, sepa-
rated by a veil, the holy place, and the Holy of
holies, as two tabernacles (w. 2, $) ; hence i)

irptiTij, added to define the preceding general
word oiajvff, is here not temporal, but local, and
the neut. plur. ayia stands contrasted with the
ayta ay'uw. It is erroneously taken by Erasm.,
Luth., and others, as fern. sing. dyla. In the
temple of Solomon there were ten candlesticks,

1 Kings vii. 49; 2 Chron. iv. 7; in that of
Herod, on the contrary (after Ex. xxv. 81 if.;

xxxvii. 17 ff.), only one (Joseph. Bell. Jud., V.
6, 5 ; VII. 6, 6) of fine gold with seven branches,
standing on the south side. On the north side

stood the table of cedar-wood, overlaid with gold
plates, two cubits long, one broad, one cubit and
a-half high, with golden rings at its feet for two
poles by which it was carried. On this table

were the censers and the " loaves of the presence"
(shew bread), t. e., twelve cakes of finest meal,
each six palms long, five broad, and a finger in

thickness, which lay supported on golden forks
and cross-pieces, and were each week eaten by
the priests. Our author appears to name, not
the things themselves, but their sacred use, viz.,

irp6deoic ruv apruv, the setting forth of the loaves.

Since the LXX., however, use this expression,

2 Chron. xiii. 11, for the translation of f\y)VJ2

DfT ytl> *** keeping up of the bread, we need not,

with Bl., De W., and Liin., maintain against
Thol., that the passite meaning is, perhaps,

possible in Heb. and Lat. (struts), but not in

Greek. Nor may we, with Grot, Beng., and

others, assume a hypallage, nor a hendyadk with

Valckenaer.
Veb. 8. And behind the second ren-

in this verse the author appears to commit an

archaeological error in transferring to the inner

sanctuary the altar of incense. For Joseph.

(Bell. Jua\,\. 5, 5) and Philo (Ed. May., L 604)

place the altar of incense (two cubits high, a

cubit in length, and a cubit in breadth, and over-

laid with gold), consisting of acacia wood (in the

temple of Solomon of cedar wood, 1 Kings vi. 20),

in the holy place between the candlestick and

the table. The great importance of this springs

from the fact that Ex. xxx. 10, this, as well as st

xl. 10, the altar of burnt offering, is designated by

the name ayiov rtiv ayiov, and that, on the annual

great day of atonement, this was purified by the

high-priest with the same blood which be bore

into the Holiest of all, Lev. xvi. 18. Also it is

called, Ex.,xl. 5, 24; Num. iv. 11, rb dvouurriipm

to xpwovv. It is hence inadmissible to suppose

that our author has entirely omitted to mention

this altar, and that ^vfua-Hjptov may denote the

censer (Pesh., Vulg., Theoph., Luth., Grot,

Wets., Beng., Stier, Bisp., etc.). These exposi-

tors (including some profoundly versed in Heb.

antiquities, as Reland, De Dieu, Braun, Dey-

ling, J. D. Michael.) appeal, indeed, to the fact

that the altar of incense is commonly called rb

SvoiaorfipLov dvfu&ftaroc, while the censer on the

other hand is called (Exek. viii. 11; 2 Chron. xxtL

19 ; Joseph. Antt. IV. 2, 4) frvfuarfotoy. From

this, however, we can draw no certain inference,

as we can point out no constant and uniform

mode of designating these utensils. The word

dvfuar^ptov appears in Joseph., Philo, Clem.

Alex., Orig., as the common term for the altar

of incense, and is even found several times as a

various reading in the Sept Besides, the golden

censer is only mentioned in the ritual of the

second temple, under the name of fjj, but not

in the Law, to which alone our author refers.

There is only a shovel-formed basin mentioned

Lev. xvi. 12, with which the high-priest brought

the coals from the altar of burnt offering,

and this is called f]p\fJD* lrvPetovt ^ ** not

spoken of as gold. Nor need we attach any

weight to the fact that Joseph. (Bdl. Jud. 1. 7, 6;

Antt. XIV. 4, 4), in enumerating the objects

which Pompey saw in the sanctuary, mentions

only the golden table and candlestick, the abun-

dance of incense and the sacred presents, but

not the altar; and (Bell. Jud., VI. 6,6) speaks

only of the carrying away of the candlestick and

table. For, however surprising it may be,

that even on the triumphal arch of Titos are

sculptured only the golden table, the candle-

sticks, and the vessels of incense, still all this

proves nothing for our passage, in which the

author is speaking of the divinely instituted ar-

rangements of the tabernacle, not describing the

later temple ; for in this temple were found no

longer, even in the time of Solomon (1 Kings viii*

6), the here mentioned pot of manna, the bud-

ding rod of Aaron, and, after the loss of

the ark of the Covenant, its place was indicated

in the temple of Herod only by a stone. Bleek,
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Iain., and others, therefore, assume, in explana-

tion of the error which they charge upon our
author regarding the position of the altar of in-

cense, that, a stranger to Jerusalem, he has
drawn his knowledge of the sanctuary of Israel

only from the writings of the Old Testament, and
has been led astray, 1, by Ex. xxri. 85, where
only table and candlestick are mentioned as fur-

niture of the sanctuary; 2, by the indefinite and
easily misunderstood statement regarding the

position of the altar, Ex. xxx. 6 ; xl. 5, 26 ; Lot.

iv. 7 ; xvi. 12, 18 ; and 8, by the special distin-

guishing of the altar of incense at the great day
of atonement. But it is scaroely conceivable,

that in matters so generally known, and in a
communication to the Hebrews so carefully

elaborated, and so intrinsically important, the
author 4 should have allowed himself in so gross
an error as that of placing the altar of incense
behind the second veil (which was called /cara-

irfraofia in distinction from the first, the icard-

Xvpfta). Add to this that the author would then
have involved himself in contradiction with
another well-known fact, and even with himself.

For at ver. 7 he notices the fact that the high-
priest went but once a year into the holiest of
all. Must he, then, not have known that on the
altar of incense the incense offering was daily made
as symbol of prayer (Rev. viii. 8), not merely by
the priests on whom the lot fell (Luke i. 9), but
frequently by the high-priest himself? Most
unquestionably, since ver. 6 he himself refers

to this service of the priests. We are, therefore,

justified in assuming that the author does not
refer here to local position (for which he uses ev)

but that the part, ixovaa, having, may probably
denote the idea of belonging to, which in Heb. is

denoted by 7. This explanation is, in fact,

adopted by many of those interpreters, who, re-

ferring- it, indeed, to the censer, yet suppose that
this latter had its permanent place not in the
Most Holy place, but in the utensil chamber
(Theophyl., Grot., Beng., Menken, Stier, etc.),

since, according to Lev. xvi. 13, the precise pur-
pose of the incense was to prevent the high-
priest from beholding the Capporeth, and it

seemed unnatural to suppose that the high-priest
had let the incense-vessel remain over the whole
year in the inner sanctuary, and then on the day
of atonement should have exchanged it with the
one recently brought from the utensil chamber of
the temple; or that the high-priest should have
brought in incense and coals in a golden vessel,

and shaken these upon a special incense-vessel,

which had its fixed place in the inner sanctuary
!Peirce). Surrendering the local sense of ixetv
as we certainly must, ver. 1), it is assuredly
more natural to refer the term to the far more
important altar of incense; and we may point in

confirmation to the fact, that not only Is. vi. 6
introduces an altar belonging to the heavenly
sanctuary, but that at 1 Kings vi. 22, the connec-
tion between the altar of incense and the holy of

holies is expressed by the form •){}/{( ftSfliDft

^VJ^|7= the altar belonging to the inner shrine,

the adytum (Keil against Thenius : so also Ebr.,

Del., Riehm) ; so also according to Ex. xxx. 6

;

Deut. xi. 5, it would seem to have been placed ovex
against the ark of the Covenant, and on the day
of atonement to have been, like the Capporeth,
sprinkled with the blood of the sacrifice (Lev.
xvi. 18). The only ground of doubt would lie

in the circumstance that the mention of the ark
.of the Covenant immediately follows (connected
by Kai), and that this most unquestionably had
its place (Ex. xxvi. 84) in the holiest of all. But
we must not forget that though the ark of the
Covenant was, indeed, brought (1 Kings viii.)

into the temple of Solomon, yet it perished in the
destruction of that temple by the Chaldeans, so
that the second temple had, in its most holy
place, absolutely none of these articles, as Jo-
seph. (Bell. Jud, V. 6, 6) expressly testifies

(Ikeito be ov6h> oZwf iv air£). This also confirms
our belief that the purpose of the author is not
to describe the holy localities and furniture of

the second temple, but that these things are men-
tioned onlyin order to exhibitthat which mirrored
forth the peculiar nature and dignity, and espe-

cially the symbolical and typical character, of

the Mosaic sanctuary. The assumption of Wie-
seler, that the temple at Leontopolis had pre-

cisely the arrangement here mentioned, and
possessed sacred objects and utensils, modelled
after the pattern of those here enumerated, is a
hypothesis quite destitute of any historical

proof.

In which was a golden pot elc.
—

'Ei> y
refers not to atopy (Justiniani, Pyle, reirce), but
to Kipurro\, and stands in contrast with iirepdva.

The same idea that the pot of manna and the

rod of Aaron were kept in the ark of the Cove-
nant itself, is found with later writers, who ap-

peal to the authority of tradition (see Wet st.);

and the expressions of Scripture make rather for

than against it. The locality is indeed, Ex. xvi.

83, left undetermined by the mere regulation

that the pot shall be kept for a memorial " be/ore

Jehovah" But it is said of it, ver. 84, and,

Numb. xvii. 25, of the rod of Aaron, that they

were placed ft^Vft *J£)7 before the testimony.

This term, however, never denotes the ark, but
often designates the law. Besides the tables of

the law, such objects might perhaps well have
their most fitting place in the sacred ark, as be-
ing essentially memorials and symbols of the mi-
raculous interpositions of Divine grace (Ebr.),

and not mere contrasts to those fruits and pro-
ducts of the earth which were daily or weekly
presented in the sanctuary. In the sojourn of

the ark among the Philistines, these objects,

fraught indeed with religious significance, yet

not belonging to the rites of worship, might have
disappeared, since we are told, 1 Kings viii. 9,

that on the removal of ihe ark into the temple of

Solomon, it contained nothing but the two tables

of the law.

Veil 5. The cherubim of glory.—The ar-

ticle before 66%tk, in Griesb. and Schultz, is, ac-

cording to all the uncial MSS., to be expunged.

The Gen., however, serves here not to designate

the glorious or splendid quality of the two sym-
bolical figures, wrought massively out of fine

gold, which occupied the two extremities of the

cover of the ark of the Covenant, upon which,
with faces turned toward each other, they looked
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down, and which they covered with their out-

spread wings. We must rather refer it to the

66;a &eou, which also stands at 1 Sam. iv. 22

;

Sir. xlix. 8, without an article, because regarded

as a proper name, and which was throned above

the cherubim, 1 Sam. iv. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2;

2 Kings xix. 15; Is. xxxvii. 16. But the throne

of God is called, Ez. ix. 8; x. 4, 18, 19, a

throne of glory, TJ33J1 J*p> But from

this throne of the sacred service God was pleased

also to speak to Moses, Ex. xxv. 22 ; Numb. vii.

89. For the massive golden cover of the ark of

the Covenant (which ark itself was overlaid

within and without with plates of gold) had es-

sentially the significance of a mediation between

the ark of the Covenant and the God who was
enthroned above it, 1 Chron. xxviil 2; Ps. xcix.

6; exxxii. 7 ; Is. Ixvi. 1 ; Lam. Jer. ii. 1. Pri-

marily it was the footstool of the throne, whose
bearers or symbols are the cherubim, and
which rests upon the covenant of the law. For
equity and righteousness, as revealed in the law

of God, form the pillars of this throne, Ps.

Ixxxix. 15; xcvii. 2; whence also the sanctuary,

nnl particularly the ark of the Covenant itself,

is the throne of Jehovah, Ex. xv. 17; 1 Kings

viii. 13. By the sprinkling of the blood of the

sin-offering, however, the Capporeth becomes not

so much the cover to that law which worketh the

wrath of God (Hofm. after Hengst.), as a
\}jaoTfjpvov kmdcfia, propitiatory covering, Ex. xxv.

16, and then a ihaarfjptov in general, according

to Lev. xvi. 16 ff. The idea of covering has trans-

formed itself into that of expiation, i. e., covering of

tin, whence also, 1 Chron. xxviil 11, the most

holy place is called fn£D!l JVS- While

Josephus writes ol and al xePovPek* and Philo al-

ways ra xtpovpip, the LXX. fluctuate between the

ordinary form of the neut. and the rarer one of

the masc. The closing syllable also varies be-

tween pelfi, peiv, pi/i, and fliv. The neut. springs

from the fact of their being regarded as £6a, Ezek.

x. 15. Thewcpi £>v9 concerning which things, refers

not (as Ebr.) merely to the cherubim.

Vee. 6. Once in the year, etc.—Since the

high-priest, on the tenth day of the seventh month,

Tisri, the day of atonement (QHg2)f7 0l*)»

was obliged to go at least twice into the inner

sanctuary, Lev. xvi. 12ff.; according to the

MUhna tract., Joma v. 1 ; vii. 4, four times,—

drrof, once, is best understood of what took place

once in a year, although consisting of several

separate acts,—a sense belonging to the words

at 8 Mace. xi. 1 ; Joseph. Bell. Jud. V. 6, 7. To
this view we are also led by the following verses.

For with the blood of the heifer the high-priest

made expiation for his own sin ; with the blood

of the goat expiation for the sins of the congre-

gation; and this distinction is here made, and

this rightly so, that the sins are called ayvofr/iara;

see at ch. v. 2. The accomplishment of thistwofold

expiation required, however, a twofold entrance

into the inner sanctuary, both of which principal

acts were preceded by an entrance with a dish

of coals and a censer of incense, and followed by

a fourth after the evening sacrifice for the

bringing out of these utensils. In accordance

with his hypothesis, Wieseler connects the words

"not without blood," etc., closely with the lead-

ing clause ; which produces, however, an entirely

false contrast with ver. 6. Nor are we necessa-

rily to infer from the Perf. Part. KareansvaGfihw
—to be referred, at all events, to ver. 2—that the

author regards the two grand divisions of the

Mosaic sanctuary, together with their contents,

as also still existing in the Jewish temple of his

time (LiinA nor do the present tenses, eicfaot*

and npoaftpei, of themselves lead necessarily to

the conclusion that the author wrote before the

destruction of the temple. We need only sup-

pose that this form of expression in its connec-

tion with the context implies that the legal wor-

ship was still in existence, and that on the basis

of the old Mosaic arrangements, reaching down
into the time of the author, while the preserva-

tion or loss of certain Teasels or utensils of the

service is a matter of as profound indifference as

the replacing of the tabernacle by the temple of

Solomon, and the differences in this before and
after the exile.

Blood which he offers, etc.—The expres-

sion, TTpoatykpecv to aiua, Lev. i. 5; vii. 33; Ex.

xliv. 7, 15, points to the sprinkling ($Ti(tf])*
T T -

which was made once upwards, and seven times

downwards, towards the Capporeth. This was

followed by the f7J*JTJ» oetmearing of the
t • :

horns of the altar of incense with the mingled

blood of the heifer and goat, with which the al-

tar itself was sevon times sprinkled ; then the

rTD*£)£!^> Pour n̂9 out on ine a^ar °f i*"** off-

ing. The slaughter (ftt3*ttB0 connected with
T

the laying on of the hand (f75*OD) mcr^J

rendered possible the offering of the blood; but

this, in that it was the means of expiation, ren-

dered possible that presentation of the gift upon

the altar, or offering (nTDpfT)* wnica ***

acceptable to God. On the strength of this

blood-accomplished expiation, the priests could,

throughout the year, present in the sanctuary

the daily and weekly offerings. Tho absence of

the article before iavrov proves that this word is

not (with the Vulg., Luth., Calr., Grot., and

others) to be made dependent on ayvoq/taruv.

Ver. 8. The Holy Spirit showing this,

etc.—The tovto refers to the following Ace with

Inf., and SnXovv is used here of prophecy by act

or symbol, while at ch. xii. 27; 1 Pet. i. 11, it is

used of prophetic foreshowing by word (ver.

12). The rwv ayiuv, too, refers not to persons

(Peshito, Sohultz), but to the true sanctuary

(ch. x. 19). The Gen. stands, as Jer. ii. 18, r%

6d<t> AiyvTTTov, and Matth. x. 5, bSbx edv£n>, of the

end or goal of the way. Tlp6rn designates here

not the first Jewish sanctuary—first in time (as

Grot., Carps., Beng., Bohme, etc.), but the first

or forward tabernacle, in contrast with that be-

hind it (the second, ver. 7).

Ver. 9. Which is an image for the time,

etc.—Erasm., Beng., etc., refer yric in the sense of

bn to the entire preceding clause, and explain

the fern, by the attraction of mpajiokqi the e

Kdipbs 6 hcornic&c thus becomes the time in which

the author wrote; and the circumstance that the

outer and the inner sanctuary stood separated
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beside and distinct from each other, is regarded
as an image of that time in which the yet unde-
stroyed Theocracy of Israel forms, as it were, the
outer space and locality for the Christianity

which has sprung up within its bosom. The
same view is shared by Boehme and Klee, yet
with the difference that they connect rjrtc with
rrapapoZij, and make it, as such, the subject of the
c\avLse=whieh figure or symbol applies to the pre-
sent time. De W. adheres to the latter construc-
tion, but=with most intpp., explains the 6 natp.

6 tveo. of the antechristian period extending down
into the present, thus=o aluv 6 kvcor&c, Gal. i. 4.

Granting the possibility of this meaning of the
phrase (which Del. on insufficient grounds con-
troverts), it is still more natural to refer rjric to

GKrjvh not to ardatv (Chr. F. Schmid), nor by any
means to 666v (Cramer). For if the author has
previously designated the Holy of holies as
Kapa(io?J]y likeness, emblem (Luth., erroneously,
type), of the Christian economy, why should not
he now designate the "holy place' 1 as an emblem
of the Jewish economy, especially as it is his pre-
cise purpose to state in how far Judaism, as a
merely intermediate system, appeared precisely
represented by the sanctuary? (Thol. against De
TVette). In still closer correspondence with the
mere words, indeed, we might (with Del. and
Alf., after John Damasc. and Primas.) refer the
Katpbc 6 hear, to the present time, as commencing
with the inauguration of the New Covenant, and
interpret it of the Katpbc dtopduoeuc, and either
with Carpz., Hermann and others, translate
"clear down to the present time" [or, with
Alf., render for, in reference to, the present
time].* But this is forbidden by the context
(Riebm, Reiche, Liin.), inasmuch as the Katpbc
otopSfoeoc, ver. 10, or the time of restoration and
rectification appointed of Qod, is here evidently
the Christian period of the world's history, and
with it stands contrasted the 6 Katpbc 6 heanjK6c,
whose emblem is the outer sanctuary, separated
from the All-holy by a veil, and in accordance
with which figure or napafioTJi there exist, of
course, only external and merely ceremonial in-

stitutions for securing perfection. Lunemann
less fittingly refers the ko9 rjv to irptirn otajvij.

J
There can be no doubt that in the first place,
7rp6rrj oKrpfi is here, as at ver. 2, the first

inplace, the foremost, tabernacle, as distinguished
from the second one, the Holy of holies. In the
second place, fine, with the author, refers pro-
perly to oicqvfj, and marks the OKTjvfj as a proper
symbol and emblem of Judaism, which it pre-
cisely was. The foremost tabernacle or sanctuary
was cut off from the second by a veil, which
none could pass but the high-priest alone, and
lie only once a year, and for but the briefest stay
within. The first tabernacle, therefore, stood
there confronting, and indeed formed by, that
awful veil, and the dread Holy Presence behind
it, as a standing reminder to priests and people
of their separation from Qod; that the way into
the most holy place was not yet made manifest,
and of course that the Jewish ritual, in connec-
tion with which they stood, was utterly unable
to secure true forgiveness, and bring in the

* [So I fill out tho apparently imperfect sentence of the
original.—K.J.

needed perfection. That foremost tabernacle,
then, was the emblem and figure of Judaism. In
the third place, the etc rbv Kaipbv rbv tvearnKdra
refers decidedly (as against Del. and Alf.) not to

the now present time of the writer, the time of
fulfilment and completion, but to the antechris-

tian period, the era of Judaism, m reference to

which andfor which this outer tabernacle stood as

an emblem. Nor need we, with many,- and ap-
parently Moll, suppose this time to be represented
as extending down to the present, and thus ex-

plain the heorriK&c. Like all the tenses of tho

passage in this connection, it stands of the past

conceived as present-, the author throwing him-
self back in the whole representation into the

past, although I would not deny the justice of the

view that perhaps the author the more readily

adopted this figure because the Jewish sacrifices

had even yet a lingering existence : though I see

no necessity for this. Thus this outer taberna-

cle is a izapajiolJ}, an emblem of the imperfect
character of Judaism for the existing time, etc.—
K.].

To render perfect as to the conscience,
etc.—The idea of aweid^mc (E. V., conscience), is

more comprehensive on the one hand than that

of conscience, on tho other than that of internal

consciousness. The word designates the inmost
conviction of our moral self-consciousness, so that

ch. x. 2, we can have the words aweldijaic dfiap-

Tiuv, and 1 Pet. ii. 19, oweldqotc. Oeov. The words
thus refer not merely to the quieting of an ac-

cusing conscience (Theodoret, Calov, etc.), and
not merely to the moral perfection of the con-

sciousness (Schultz, Bl., De W.), but to the fact

that the worshipper could not by the presentation

of his offerings, attain his end m a way that met
the demands of his moral and religious self-con-

sciousness, could not, that is to say, attain to

aytSTTjC'

Ver. 10. Purely in connection with
meats, etc.

— 'E?ri designates not the objects

for the sake of which the offerings are to be
brought (Schlicht., Limb., etc.), or in respect of

which a Levitical perfection actually takes place,

as an outward and provisional means of justifi-

cation. For p&vov iiri is to be connected neither

with releiCxjai (Schlicht., EbrA nor with larpev-

ovra (Luth., Este, etc.), but with iniKeiueva, which
stands parallel with 6wduevatf and as, along with
this participle, it refers to 6dp6. re na\ tivoiai,

might on account of the intervening clauses, be
easily ohanged to the neuter. It is by no means
to be referred, with the Vulg., to 6tKat6paatvt

being thus ijkken=kmKeiuivoic. Nor with the

amended text is it either necessary or proper to

take eiruceiueva as apposition to ducatAfiara, and
refer udvov to this latter word (Liin.). 'Eni can,

to be sure, express the adding or accession of

something to something else, or outward neigh-

borhood or proximity. But " meats and drinks "

are not—as neither are ordinances regarding

food—equivalent to forbidden meats. Quito as

little does the term refer to sacrificial feasts

(Peirce, Storr, Heinr., etc.), or to the Paschal

supper (Bl., De W.). For diKat&paTa are not

means ofJustification, but ordinances, and precisely

such, and referring to theflesh, are the diKaiupara

Xarpeiac of the Old Testament. 'En-/ with the dat.

signifies commonly the foundation on which, and
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164 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

at the same time, the circumstances connected

with which, any thing is done. The Gen. <rap«4c

may also denote that the things bear in themselves

the nature of the e&p*. We should here refer the

term to the historical superficiality and perish-

ableness of these legal institutions (ch. Tit 16),

but that the connection indicates the Gen. as re-

ferring here not to the quality, but to that which

is the object of the ordinances, as 1 Sam. viii. 9,

11; x. *2o. rb dituiivua rob fiaoujuc denotes the

Divine ordinance regarding the king.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. From the fact that God Himself has declared

the 01 1 Covenant incapable of attaining its pur-

pose of salvation, and doomed it to abrogation,

ft still does not follow that its peculiar ordinances

of Divine worship were therefore valueUst. Nor,

on (he other hand, does the fact that they owe

their origin to Divine revelation, and hence have

an authority transcending that of any mere hu-

man arrangements, prove that they are binding

upon the subjects of the New Covenant, or put

them on the tame level with its institutions of

grace. They have rather, in accordance with

the character of the Old Covenant, partly a typi-

cal and symbolical nature, partly a pedagogical

and disciplinary significance, and as such pos-

sessed a high value.

2. With all the glory evinced in the furnishing

of the Holy place and the Holy of holies, and

with all the sacredness and majesty of the acts of

religious service which transpired within them,

still the entire arrangement of the vessels of the

service, the separation of the outer from the

inner sanctuary by the veil which concealed the

latter, the distinction of people, priests and

high-priests, the nature of the sacred acts which

each separate class was characteristically to

perform, their ritual and ceremonial character,

fncontrovertibly show that reconciliation with

God and the dwelling «of God with His people,

here existed only in mer,e representation, promise,

and symbolical expression.

8. This relation of the Old Testament sanc-

tuary and worship as a type and emblem, to the

actual communion of redeemed men with the

holy God in the time of the real and actual rees-

tablishment of right relations, is no arbitrary

one, .but is prophetically announced and made

known by the Holy Spirit Himself. In this lies the

Scriptural ground and justification of a historical

treatment which seeks the typical reference in

the symbols of the Old Covenant itself. Still the

principle must be judiciously and cautiously ap-

plied.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

We need no longer seek the way to the heavenly

sanctuary as if it were unknown, and may not

complain, as if it were closed to us ; rather wt
can and should walk on the tray which has been

opened to us.—What the Holy Spirit has instituted

and produced, can only through the UlumtneUton of

the Holy Spirit, be rightly understood and

treated.—No outward splendor of religions wor-

ship can make good the absence of true communion

with God.—By its employment in the service of

God even the earthly and the outward comes

into relation to the eternal, and stands connected

with the inner life of man.—Nature, value, and

use of the means supplied by Divine worship for

our spiritual well being.

Starkb :—No service of God can be without

ceremonies ; but that is the most excellent which

has cast off external parade and has the most of

the power of the Spirit.—If the Lord's house on

earth has been glorious, much more is that above

in heaven.—If every Christian is under obliga-

tion to serve God publicly in His temple, much
more must preachers be always at hand when

the public worship of God is celebrated.—Heaven

stands open; but the place is holy; nothing

common and impure will be admitted, Rev. xxi.

27.—Preachers bear their treasure in -earthen

vessels; they too are sinners, and must, like

others, seek the cleansing away of their sins.—

The outward worship of God is nothing without

the inward ; it then becomes only sin to him who

renders the service, and ministers condemnation

rather than salvation.—Under the New Covenant

we may, without violating the conscience, eat

and drink that whieh contributes to our enjoy-

ment; only with moderation and thanksgiving,

Col. ii. 16 ; 1 Tim. iv. 3.—Outward and bodily

washing and cleansing stand in no proper relation

to Divine worship. But as neatness and cleanli-

ness are always becoming and attractive, it be-

hooves us also to appear before and serve God in

outward purity, 1 Tim. ii. 9.—The outward

chastening of the body is but a miserable service

of God ; but to crucify the flesh with its lusts

and desires, is pleasing to God, 1 Cor. iv. 8; GaL

v. 24.

Rieqer:—The higher blessing bestowed on

our age is to be sought not in doing away but

in fulfilling the commandments.
Hkubner:—A survey of the institutions of the

Old Testament is not without utility to the Chris-

tian; it shows him the prerogatives which be

possesses, viz., no longer merely the shadow,

but real, essential blessings.—The whole an-

cient world is crying out after a Reconciler;

the modern world will not have Him.—In Chris-

tianity lies the germ of the general improve-

ment and perfection of the entire condition of

humanity.—The tranquillizing of the conscience

is the end of all sacrifices. The more the con-

science was awakened, the lesa could sacrifices

appease and satisfy it
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n.

Perfect communion with God is rendered possible by the perfect mediatorship of Jesus Christ, on

the ground of a real expiation.

Chapter IX. 11-15.

11 But Christ being come [coming forward1
, itapafsvofievos] a high priest of [the] good

things to come, by a [by means of the tied rifc] greater and more perfect tabernacle,

not made with hands, that is to say, not of this building [world, or creation, xrfrtot?]
;

12 Neither by the blood of goats and calves, bat by his own blood he [om. he] entered in

once [for all] into the holy place, having obtained [obtaining] eternal redemption for
13 us [om. for us]. For if the blood of bulls and goats [goats and bulls],* and the ashes

of a heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying [in respect to the

14 purity] of the flesh, How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the

[an] eternal* Spirit offered himself without spot to God, purge your [our]4 conscience

15 from dead works to serve the living God ? And for this cause he is the mediator
of the [a] new testament [covenant] that by means of death [a death takiDg

place] for the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first testament
[covenant], they which are [have been] called might [may] receive the promise of

the eternal inheritance [or, those called to the eternal inheritance may receive the

promise].

i Ver. 11.—Lachmann's reading yevoniwov instead of p«AA6Vfwr Is not sufficiently Touched for by B. D*., although fol-

lowed by phrys., Oleum., Itnl. Peah. Philox.
* [Ver. 13—rpay** koI ravptar, goats and butts instead of butts and goats, la the reading of A. B. D. Sin., etc.-K .1.

* Ver. 14,—The reading of the vulg. wcvparot iyiov, found in D*., ana in many minusc, is only an interpretation. In
the Cod. Sin. it appears only as a correction.

* Ver. 14.—Inntead of the Rec. vfwr, we are to read after A. D*. K., 44, 47, 67, wwr. The Rec. has, howerer, the sanc-
tion of the Cod. Sin.

[Ver. 11.—xpfTO* to tr*p*y*v6iieros, but Christ comingforwards presenting himself, i. c, appearing upon the stage of
history, Bfattb. ill. 1, etc—rmr pcAAeVrer Ava0»K, of thefuture good thing*.—*** rip jm«£., by means of Ote greater, etc., with
def. article.—ov ravnic rfc *rt<r«M«, not of this creation, thus not koviiuc6v, belonging to the world, ver. 1.

Ver. 12.—ovfe AV atparoc, nor, or, and not by or through the blood: not ** neither by the blood/'

—

eio^XBer. entered;
the proo. he. of the Eng. rer., is not needed, xptvroc *» the subject.—cvprfperot, not having procured (as if tv/nifidvoK), but
procuring; his "procuring " is represented as coincident with, and in fact conditioned upon his entering. The added for
us, of the Eng. ver. (especialiy standing where it does), is unnecessary and enfeebling. Tho emphasis is on axmviav,
ITXBXAL.

Ver. 13.—roi* *tKot»wp«i'ovf, those who have been deJU*d,—wpbi iV aapi&t maBapirnra, in reference to thepurity of the

JUsh,
Ver. 14.—«a0apt«r, shall cleanse, with reference to jeaflaporirra, cleanness above.—ti$ to haroevetv, into or unto our

serving—in order that we may serve.
Ver. 16.—staff, trainfc, of a (not, the) new covenant—BavArov yeroptvov, a death taking place.—oi ««xAipi4rot rfc alatv.

icXupor. Moll constructs :
** the called ones of the eternal inheritance," as Thol„ Ebrn and some older expositors. Alford

objects that thus KAnpovo/ti*, which receives "the stress, as being presently takon up in the next verse, would hardly be
introduced in the most insignificant place possible, as a mere adjunct to the description of the subject of the sentence/'
But the stress seems not upon xAijporofuaf, but rather on the eternal (as contradistinguishing the character of the New Cove-
nant inheritance from that of the Old), and partly also upon the kufimatr, may receive, In order to characterize the New
Covenant, as one under which, by the death of the great sacrificial victim, the called ones receive that inheritance which
had before been only promised. And so in the verses following, it is not the «Aipovo/t{«, that is dwelt noon, but the con-
nection between the death of the testator (the eWarov yevofiivov). and the obtaining of the promised Inheritance. The
real objection to the construction in question (adopted by Moll, Tholuck, Ebrard, Luther,' the Pesbito, etc.), is that, although
not without examples, especially in Greek poetic diction, it has no warrant elsewhere in the usage of the author, and is

rather too harsh to be assumed without necessity.—K.].

tual appearance as matter of historical fact, in

the character and function immediately desig-

nated. For the words apx&pevc ruv fieAXdvruv

ayaOvv, are not to be separated by a comma from
irapayh. (Beng., Griesb.) and not to be resolved

into etc T0 *?"*< o.pX^P^ but to be taken as pre-

dicate. But the rd ayadd good, things are not
styled future (fieXX. to come), as being future to

the believers of the Old Test., but as belonging
to the otKtwfiivTf fikXKovaa ch. ii. 5, the a\uv

ftiXXuv, eh. vi. 6, the fUXXovaa ndfag ch.

xiii. 14.
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
*

Vie. 11.—But Christ coming forward, etc.—Tlapayevdfievoc is used with reference to a his-

torical appearance or advent, 1 Mace. iy. 46

;

Matth. Hi. 1 ; Luke xii. 51. But had he had in
mind the entrance of Christ upon His heavenly
priesthood, he would have employed yevdpevoc,

ch. i. 4 ; vi. 20 ; vii. 26. Still the words are not
to be referred to His incarnation, but to His ac-
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By means of the greater and more per-
fect tabernacle, etc.—With Primas., Luth.

and others we connect . the much-vexed words
Bid rfft fieifavoc—KTiocuc immediately with the pre-

ceding, whioh we, however, construct as in
apposition to Xptaro^. Hofm. extends this con-
nection clear to aljiaroc, but the majority of in-

terpreters make both dependent on turrjMcv, and
commonly refer the " greater tabernacle" to the

heavens, through which Christ passed into the

inner sanctury, as God's real dwelling-place, as

the earthly high-priest passed through the outer

tabernacle. Undoubtedly, did may denote in the

one case the local place and way, in the other

the means whereby Christ entered inte the Holiest

of all. Nor does the repeated declaration ot

Scripture that the hand* of Ood formed and
stretched out the heavens, forbid our inferring

that the heavens could be here meant, on the

ground that the tabernacle is here designated as

«« not made with hands." For this we might ap-

peal to v. 24, where heaven is contrasted with
the Mosaic sanctuary, and this latter is called in

the contrast xe^P°^oirjTa. Nor need we again, if

we adopt this view, restrict ourselves to the

mere material heaven of clouds, but might refer

the words to the invisible worlds, the dwelling-

place of angels and of the blessed, which, as a
tabernacle not made with hands, are contrasted

with the hand-wrought tabernacle of Moses. In
favor of this too is the emphatic heightening of
the import of the term ^/wn-oi^rov by the ap-
pended ou rabriK rrjc Krlaeug. For we must con-

ceive these supramundane heavens as God's
creation and work, but not belonging to this per-
ishable creation,' with which we have imme-
diately to do. And if we distinguish these su-

pramundane, but still created heavens, in which
are " many mansions," John xiv. 2, to which
thus still a locality is ascribed, from the un-
created dwelling-place of God Himself, as the

heaven exalted above all relations of time and
space (Stier, Del.), then we could not charge on
the view under consideration the objection urged
by Beza: "perabturde diceretur per caelum ingrtt-

tus esse in caelum." But, after all, this interpre-

tation furnishes no proper point of comparison
between heaven and the outer tabernacle. For
this tabernacle was not a mere passage-way to an
interior locality ; and we again see no object in

so detailed and elaborate a description. This
studious elaborateness is decidedly at war with
Tholuok's idea that the representation of the
lower heavens is but as it were a mere foil to the

conception of the heavenly holy of holies. Still

less can we understand by the outer tabernacle,

the world in general (Justiniani, Carpz.) in

which case we should have to render " not of

this mode of building,' 1 L «., not like the taber-

naclo of Moses; whioh false translation, with
a different conception of the meaning, is given
by Erasm., Luth., Beng., and others. Withjust
as little reason finally can the words be applied

(with referenoe to ch. x. 20; John i. 14) to the

body of Christy whether it be understood of His
human nature (Chrys., Primas., Calv., Bes., Grot.,

Est, Beng. and others), or of His holy life in the

flesh (Ebr.), or of His glorified body (Hofm.), or

of His mystical body the church militant on
earth (Cajet, Calov, Braun, Ramb., etc.). We

get un4er each explanation either an unnatural
idea, or an unnatural parallel, even though we
take the first did not locally but instrumentally

;

or we subject the words to a sense which they

will not "bear. For otajvij may indeed denote the

body, but scarcely life in the body, or the sacri-

fice of the body, or the glorified body. To the

sinlessness and holiness of Christ the phrase can-

not refer ; for the high-priest attained these not

iu the outer sanctuary, bat only in the most holy

place by the sprinkling of the blood of the

heifer. To me the very contrast presented with

the purely symbolical and typical nature of the

old covenant, a nature illustrated in the charac-
ter of the Mosaio tabernacle by the Holy Spirit

Himself, seems ntterly to exclude the carrying
over of the distinction of a hither and inner

tabernacle to the New Testament dispensation,
and to this the figurative language here need has

exclusive reference. I regard, therefore, ospf
as a designation of the tabernacle in general,

and prefer the perfectly simple explanation pre-

viously touched upon (at viii. 2), which is sup-

ported by the very arrangement of the words,
and corroborated by the much more natural
foroe thus given to ovSi. The manner in which
Christ has become a high-priest is here not in

the slightest degree in question :• the author is

simply setting forth the fact that, by His high-

priesthood, not a symbolical, but a true and mc-

tual reconciliation with God has been effected.

He is a high-priest, not of the earthly, but, as

has been already shown by the author, of the

heavenly tabernacle. This heavenly sanctuary
which ch. viii. 2 he called oian^ dXrficvijJ genuine
tabernacle, of which Christ is 'tetrovpydf, he here
styles the better and more perfect tabernacle,
which he characterizes as that not built by
hands, t. *., founded indeed, but not belonging
to this world, by means of which Christ has his-

torically appeared and exists as high-priest of

the good things to come, in the same way as the

Jewish high-priest, by means of the Mosaic
tabernacle, became the priest of symbolical and
typical blessings. In accordance with this, or
as such, has He aUo not (ovdi) by means of the

blood of goats entered into the holy place, which
corresponds to the holiest of all, or the dwelling-
place of God. ilvpdfievoc. is the second Aorist
(formed in imitation of the first Aorist (which
Alexandrine peculiarity became, by means of the

Sept, an ordinary Hellenistic usage), and coin-

cides in time with that of the finite verb ft. *.,

not having procured, but procuring']. The femi-
nine formation aw/via is found in the New Test,

only here, and 2 Thes. ii 16.

[There is no point, in my opinion, in which
Moll has shown sounder judgment as an inter-

Sreter than in the clear and simple way in which
e has here (as at ch. viii. 2) brushed aside the

numerous vagaries and conceits in which emi-
nent expositors have indulged regarding the
heavenly tabernacle. Christ's holy life on earth,

His saorifioe on the cross, His earthly human
body, His heavenly glorified body, the lower
looal j^avens, the heaven of the angels and glori-

fied saints, have all been made to answer to the

outer tabernacle, through which the Saviour past

into the inner sanctuary. The lower local

heavens, as being those through which Christ
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actually did pass, is the only one of these that
does not at once strike one as purely arbitrary
and capricious ; and these heavens stand in no
conceivable relation to the proper significance of
the outer tabernacle. This, as Moll justly re-

marks, was no mere passage-way into the holiest

of all, but stood with its own expressive import,

and as a theatre of constant priestly service.

The other meanings too are such as oould only

by the harshest straining of terms, be called a
tabernacle, or as utterly fail of correspondence to

the idea of the outer tabernacle of Moses. The
language of the author at first view, indeed, seems
to favor this distinction of the two tabernacles.

Christ, he says, entered did rrjc oKnvrjc, into the

sanctuary. It is natural here to interpret did

locally, and to think, therefore, of the Levitical

high-priests passing through the outer into the

inner tabernacle, and thus to make did ri}$ eicnvijc

here analogous to the former. But against it

there are several serious objections, as would be
readily conjectured by one who considers the
numerous and widely diverse and discordant
opinions regarding the nature and significance

of this outer tabernacle through which the
heavenly high-priest passed. These objections

are chiefly four : First, the outer tabernacle of

Moses is not represented as a mere place for

patting through, but as a place of constant
priestly service ; and although the high-priest

must have past through it when he entered the
holy of holies, yet that is a mere incident upon
which no stress is laid, which the author does
not even mention, and of which he does not ap-
pear to have thought. It is not supposable,
therefore, that he would have selected as a pro-
minent feature of Christ's entrance into the
heavenly Sanctuary, that which it had not even
occurred to him to mention with reference to the
earthly. Secondly, there is in the figurative

tabernacle of the New Testament no outer sanc-
tuary. There cannot be any. There is no place
for it. The outer Sanctuary of the Mosaic taber-

nacle stood as the " emblem for the time then ex-
isting," the Holy Ghost signifying, while that
anterior tabernacle yet had place, that the way
into the holiest of all had not been yet made
manifest There is here a most explicit and un-
mistakable declaration on the subject. The outer
Mosaic tabernacle stood as the symbol of imper-
fection, of distance from God—ofapproach to Him
only typically, but not really effected. With the
rending of the veil of the temple at the death of
Christ, that distinction between outer and inner
tabernacle disappeared for ever. Unless, there-

fore, we. are willing to reverse the author's en-
tire doctrine, and maintain that the sacrifice of
Christ has not fulfilled what was before symbol-
ized, producing a real approach to God, and con-
verting the whole Christian body into a " royal
priesthood,' 1 we must concede that there is and
can be in the New Testament arrangements noth-
ing answering to the outer tabernacle of Moses.
Thirdly, in perfect correspondence with this is

the brief but emphatic and striking description
which the author gives of this aiajvfj, through
which Christ passed into the Sanctuary on high.
It is " the greater and more perfect tabernacle"—«• not made with hands," i. e., not " of this

material creation." This clearly stands in an-

tithesis, not to a part of the tabernacle of Moses,
but to the whole of it. That was typical ; this is

afoflivii, the genuine archetypal tabernacle. That
was Koafuidf, belonging to the world, material,
made with hands: this is heavenly, spiritual,
not made with hands, not of this creation. These
epithets and descriptive phrases, which would
have no significance as referring to the outer
Mosaic tabernacle, are strikingly pertinent as
referring to it as a whole, and as characterizing
the archetypal, true, heavenly, greater, and
more perfect tabernacle, in which the New Testa-
ment high-priest ministers in distinction from
the worldly, typical, material tabernacle of the
Levitical priesthood. Fourthly, with this view,
and only with this, the author's parallel becomes
complete. The parallel has reference to two
points, the tabernacle, in which the respective
priests ministered, and the offerings which they
brought. The Levitical priest ministered in the
earthly, worldly, typical tabernacle, and brought
into it the blood of bulls and goats ; Christ min-
isters in the heavenly, spiritual, archetypal
tabernacle, and His offering is Hie own Hood,
The did may, in both cases, be taken instrumen*
tally ; or in the first locally, and the second in-

strumentally : the author having his mind on
the fact, that in the tabernacle the priest did
really pass through a considerable portion of it

before reaching the adytum, and transferring the
same imagery to the skies.—K].
Ver. 18. The ashes of an heifer, etc.—

Besides the expiatory offering, the author men-
tions the rite of purification, by which those con-
taminated by contact with dead bodies, u «.,

persons and utensils that had become Leviti-

cally unclean, might, by means of spring water
mingled with the ashes of a red, spotless heifer,

burnt outside of the court, sprinkled upon them
with a hyssop branch, become again Levitically

clean (Num. xix.). It is better, with Erasm.,
Bes., etc, to connect rove Kenotvoukvovc with
{tavrltovoa, which requires an object, than with
dyidfri (Vulg., Luth., Calv., Bcng.), which may
easily stand absolutely, and differs essentially

from dyvifrt,

Vkr. 14. By means of an eternal Spirit.—
Tho words Sid irvebuarog aiuviov belong as well to

auouov as to irpoofjveyKtv, which, however, belongs
not to the offering of the blood poured out upon
the earth in the inner sanctuary (Socin.,

Schlicht., Grot., Limb., Bl., in part Riehm),
but, as shown by the technical expressions, to

the offering on the cross. Nor is the itveiua

aluv. identical with the dvvauic C«w aKardki'Tov,

ch. vii. 16 (Socin., Schlicht., Grot., Limb.,

Carpi., Riehm, ReussJ, but its caute; nor does
it apply either to Christ's glorified condition

after His exaltation (Doder., Storr), nor to the

spirit of the law in contrast with its letter

(Michael.), nor to the spirit of prophecy in the

prophets (Planck). It is undoubtedly by design

that the Holy Spirit Himself is not expressly

named, and the absence of the article implies

that the noun is to be taken generically (Ltin.

)

as Rom. i. 8. But it must be still referred, as

to the matter of fact, to the Holy Spirit dwelling

in Christ, and not to the divine nature of Christ

(Bex., Calov, Bisp., etc.), or to tho Spirit of God
that made Christ a living man (Hofm.), or to His
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divine personality (Del.]. But this view, which
brings into clear relief the ethical features of

Christ's sacrifice of Himself, is by Bleek, De
Wette, and others, raised into undue prominence,

while others, again, with Este, refer the words too

exclusively to the Third Person of the Trinity.

The author, on the contrary, is laying stress, on
the spiritual power of the offering of Christ,

as an unblemished and spotless mediator, in its

attribute of eternal. In this epithet is, of course,

then implied a contrast It implies, however,
not a contrast with the fire which consumed
the Levitical offerings (Chrys., (Ec, Theophyl.,
etc.); nor with the perishing animal soul in the

blood of the sacrificial victim (Hofm., Del.), in-

asmuch as it is not the offering itself that is

secured by the agency of this Eternal Spirit, but
the atoning efficacy of the blood, a fact which
Riehm II. 527 Anmerk, appears to overlook.

The words rather express a contrast with that

whioh originates and perishes in time; and they
bring the offering of Christ upon the cross into

immediate dependence upon the ministry of a
Spirit whose agency for this purpose at once
reaches back into the eternity of the past, and
carries its influence forward into the eternity of

the future. Tholuck regards the words as ex-
pressing a contrast with the fleshly character of

the law, taking with Fritzscbe the did to denote
not so much condition as the sphere, in which
the offering takes place ; thus, ** in a true and
eternal manner" (similarly Socin. and Beng).
The ipya vtKpa- are not sinful, and hence death-
bringing actions, but the works of the law which,
as they have in themselves no life, so produce
no life, comp. ch. vi. 1.

Ver. 15. And for this reason he is me-
diator of a new covenant, etc—A<a robro is

to be referred, not to what follows, merely an-
ticipating the biruc (Schlicht., Bl., Ebr., etc), but
in view of the close connection with the pre-
ceding, to the whole train of thought, vv. 9-14,

not specially to aifia (Sykes, Chr. F. Schmid).
The final clause, bituc, etc, gives not so much the

goal to which, according to the divine counsel,

the New Covenant was to lead, and with this

the way and means by whioh the attainment of
this goal should be accomplished (Lun.), as the
purpose of Qod to bring by the way that has
b2en described, those who have been called to

the eternal inheritance into the fruition of the

promise. We are certainly not to connect e'n

a-oXbrpoxHv with Xd^uctv, but, as a clause de-
noting object and purpose, with dav&rov ytvofiivov.

But to connect nfr &ypov, with kirayy, (Erasm.,
Luth., Calv., Bl., De W , Lun., Hofm., Del.),

though intrinsically possible, is less natural than
with the immediately preceding neichf/jivoi

(Pesh., Thol., Ebr., Biehm, etc), inasmuch as
the called here are not Christian* as such (icXqroi)

or exclusively, but also according to v. 26 and ch.

xi. 39, 49, embrace the believers of the Old Tes-
tament, and the word, therefore, seems to need
a qualifying addition. The Xapelv r^v eirayy.

occurs also, ch. xi. 18 ; Acts ii. 83, of the recep-
tion of the substance of the promise, as i&qpovo-

ftelv r^v eirayy, ch. vi. 12, 17 ; imrvxelv rtfc eirayy.

ch. vi. 15; KOfihaoOai t%v kirayy, ch. x. 86; xi. 89.

The importance to the following discussion of
the idea of that inheritance (kfaipovopia), which

even in the Old Testament is promised, and by
the counsel of God designed for all the mem-
bers of the covenant people, but into whose pos-

session the Keiifaifiivot can enter only by means
of a new dtaBijiaj, renders it natural even here to

link with the diad^iaf ihe idea of a testament

Since, however, this signification develops itself

only from the connection of the following verses,

it is more appropriate, in this introductory sen-

tence, to use a word which, like cfcoftyjo?, can

admit, according to the exigency, of being spe-

cialized either into covenant or testament—
Lofflxb (on the Church Doctrine of Satisfaction),

Bbetschn. (Dogmatic II. } 155), and Reiche at

Rom. (iii. 25) regard the idea as expressed thit

the reconciliation refers only to sins committed
before the transition to Christianity. But Cal-

vin says rightly: non gum tempore Vet. Test

commissa, ted gum Vet, Test, vigore mantbant irre-

missm; and Tholuck remarks how it springs from
the train of thought that only he who stands in

the New Covenant, can have continually and for-

ever the consolation of feeling the sense of guilt

completely done away.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christ has, indeed, historically, that is to

say, in time and on earth, appeared as a High-

priest, but on the one hand His priesthood is not

merely the fulfilment of the Aaronic, but also of

the Melchisedec type; and, on the other, the

sanctuary, of whioh He is High-priest in both

relations, is not the earthly sanctuary, reared by

human hands after a divinely indicated pattern,

and by its typical and symbolical character des-

tined to pass away ; but the sanctuary belonging
to the heavenly world, imperishable and openmy
the way to the fulfilment of all the promises of

Qod. The same character is, for this reason,

also borne by all the good things of which
Christ, as High-priest, is mediator.

2. In the ritual of the Old Testament there

lies between the means and the result no inter-

nal and essential connection. That which unites

the two, is merely a divine ordination. But on
account of the covenant relation, the Israelites in

believing obedience to God, yielded themselves

to this ordination, and in carrying out its re-

quirements received from it a blessing. Still,

the whole bore merely the stamp^ef externality,

alike in the means and in tho result, and
also in the union of atonement, cleansing and
sanctification.

8. In the New Covenant, also, expiation, cleans-

ing, sanctification, are still distinguished, but are

at the same time internally and essentially

united. The same blood of Christ, which objec-

tively expiates, subjectively purifies the moral con-

sciousness, so that the consequence of this re-

demption is a priestly service, in which the ran-

somed one no longer in individual rites and
under the compulsion of the law, but with his

whole person, by means of the new spirit, is

sanctified, and henceforth continually sanctifying

himself for the living Ood.
4. Precisely the same remark applies to the

features of the sacrifice of Christ, which latter

stands not in an outward relation and one merely

approved and determined by God, but in an in-
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ternal and essential relation to this result as the

'alone sufficient, and eternally efficacious means of

accomplishing the divine purpose of redemption.

For Christ has offered Himself, and that as a
spotless and blameless victim in the sense of the

High-priestly sacrifice, and all this has been ef-

fected through the instrumentality of an Eternal

Spirit.

6. There is, indeed, a ransom and a redemption,

in a more general sense, as simple deliverance ;

but taken in connection with high-priestly ar-

rangements, we must here adhere to the more
specific sense of "ransoming" or freeing, by the

payment of a ransom-price. This ransom-prico is

the blood of Christ as of an entirely spotless

lamb, 1 Pet. i. 19; Eph. i. 7; Col. i. 14, and is

here, as always, in Scripture, designated as a
price divinely offered ; so that the idea of the

ransom price as paid to Satan (Origen, Basil,

and others till St. feernhard) is to be totally re-

jected. It can, indeed, be said that Christ has
been made unto us of God redemption, 2 Cor. i.

SO. But this expression merely gives promi-
nence to the divine agency alike in the sending
of Christ into the world, and particularly in the

work of redemption, and points at the same time

to the acceptance on the part of God, of the ran-

som which has been paid. In that we have been
sold under sin, Rom. vii 14, we have become
helpless victims of the walk, or avenging justice

of Ood. Against this we are, according to the

Hebrew mode of expression, covered by the blood

shed for us, which, as sacrificial blood, has an
expiatory significance. The redemption can thus,

on the one hand, be conceived as the payment

of a ")33» *• '» Mrpwci on tnc other as a

mfl3» *• e'* Mxtovts* It ls invariably effected
T T ~

by means of a substitutionary satisfaction, and by
a perfectly valid expiation.

6. The efficacious element in the blood lies not

In its matter or substance, but the life which

moves in it, and which, by means of a special act, not

connected with the course of nature, has been yielded

up to death, Lev. xvii. 11. Since, then, the cru-

cifixion of Christ falls not under the category of

the slaughter of an innocent person, or of the

murder, for the ends of justice, of a righteous

man, but under that of the surrendering up of

His own person at once freely and in accordance
with the purpose of God, Tit. ii. 14; 1 Tim. ii.

6, the significance, power and efficacy of this

death must correspond entirely with the peculiar

nature and dignity of the person of Jesus Christ.

He Himself, however, expressly indicates, Matth.

xx. 28, His death as the substitutionary offering of
a ransom-price. On aocount of the nature of His
person, consequently, this vicariousness must be
complete, the satisfaction all sufficient, the ran-
som actual and eternal. As against the false

and distorted interpretations of Hofmann, see

Dclitzsch's Second Appendix •' on the firm Scrip-
tural basis for the Church doctrine of vicarious
satisfaction" (in his Commentary, p. 708 ff.).

7. The sacrifice of Christ is also not compared
with the human sacrifices of the heathen, but is

brought into direct relation with the high,
priestly expiatory offering ordained by God, as
being the accomplishment of its type, and the

realization of its symbol. In this very fact lies

the certainty that the relation of God to this of-
fering is neither that of mere passive permission,
nor that of Divine wrath quenched in the blood
of human sacrifices, nor that of any caprice or un-
righteousness on the part of God in His acceptance
of this sacrifice, and holding the substitution as
valid. This becomes perfectly clear, if we re-
gard, on the one hand, the position of Christ
alike in reference to God and to mankind, and,
on the other, His relation to the Spirit of God.

8. It is not enough to bring into prominence
the thoroughly moral character of the sacrifice of
Christ; neither is it sufficient to lay stress on the
religious purity and acceptableness in the sight of
God of this act, with its moving grounds and im-
Seiling causes. In this case we should merely
ave a sacrifice accomplished such as, in respect

of conscientiousness, love of truth, sealous faith,

and fidelity of compassion, all true Christians
are enabled by the influences of the Holy Spirit
to accomplish in a death by martyrdom. We
have to do with a movement and working of the

Spirit in Christ, which has its ground and begin-

ning not within the limits of time and of humanity,
and thus with a sacrifice freely determined upon
in eternity, and accomplished within the limits

of time in perfect unity with the eternal Spirit,

who works perpetually through Christ's whole
career of life and suffering—a sacrifice which,
precisely for this reason, has a world-embracing
and ever-during significance, and has become the
means of the establishment of a new covenant.

9. On the basis, and under the authority of
the Mosaic law and worship, there was indeed a.

calling to the eternal inheritance of the children of.

God ; but the promised inheritance could not be
received, because the law was able only to

sharpen the consciousness of guilt, and with this

the sense of deserved punishment and death,
while the ritual could, in its turn, produce only,
as a Levitical purification, a typical redemption, a
merely symbolical approach to God. It was only,

through the truly expiatory death of the God-
man, who expiated, suffered and died, not for
Himself, but vicariously, and rendered satisfac-

tion not merely to the righteousness, but to the
punitive righteousness of God, that a change was
wrought in the entire relation of humanity to God,
and a real taking away of man 1

s guilty condition and*
relations becamepossible.

10. All this mirrors itself indeed in human,
feelings, experiences, and testimonies, and finds

in them expression ; but it has its ground in no
human conditions and conceptions, but in the
arrangements and promises of God. The neces-
sary consequence of the death of Jesus Christ is,,

therefore, a new covenant} so that this death is;

not merely the antitype ef the High-priestly of-
fering of atonement, but also, of the Paschal'

Lamb, 2 Cor. v. 7, and, as is immediately inti-

mated in what follows by the author of our
Epistle, is the antitype of the covenant sacrifice,

Ex. xxiv., whereby Israel, sprinkled by the blood

of atonement, was dedicated- as the people of

God, and as a royal priesthood (Lev. viii. ).

11. The death of Christ* is, in its significance

in sacred history, just as little to be conceived
apart from the glorification of the Royal Priest

enthroned at the right hand of God, which fol-

lowed upon* His resurrection and ascension, as
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from the perfected life of the Incarnate One,
which was secured by His obedience and suffer,

ings. In the passage before us, however, these

intermediate and conditioning acts are merely
indicated, and not brought into prominence.

The emphasis lies rather on the fact that the

accomplished entrance of Christ into the hea-

venly sanctuary accomplished once and for ever,

in that it wrought eternal redemption, had its

ground and efficiency in His own blood, and for

this reason infinitely transcends its one-sided

and shadowy type in the expiatory rites of tho

Old Covenant
12. It is only by a reference to the High-

pricstly offering of atonement, that an emphasis
is laid upon the blood (see particularly chap,
xiii. 11). Elsewhere an offering of the body is

also mentioned (chap. x. 10), but, of course,

comprehending this, in that Christ is said to have
offered up Himself (ch. vii. 26; ix. 14, 25; Eph.
v. 2) ; since we have to do with the full and
undivided person of the Redeemer, alike in His
earthly and His glorified state. At all events,

our author is not chargeable with that sensuous
mode of conception and expression employed by
the Socinians, whioh characterizes the school of
Bengel and Hottinger, and has been followed by
Stier, and, in part, by Hofmann—a mode of ex-
pression which, while unduly pressing the ana-
logy of the earthly high-priest's proceedings in

the act of expiation, is fraught with misconcep-
tions, false assumptions, and dangerous conse-
quences. It assumes that the blood of sprinkling
(ch. x. 22; xii. 24) is even in heaven a separate
thing, existing beside the glorified but bloodless
body of the exalted Redeemer. Quenst&dt has
strikingly expressed the correct view, while
Calov, on the other hand, has indulged in many
sensuous representations, and in an undue admix-
ture of merely sensuous and poetio with dogma-
.tic elements.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

'The perfection of the mediatorship of Jesus Christ
"Consists in the perfection: 1, of the sanctuary in

which He exercises His offioe; 2, of the office

which He exercises; 8, of the sacrifice which He
•has offered; 4, of the covenant which He estab-

lished; 6, of the blessings which He procures.

—

The power of the blood of Jesus Christ : a. whence
it springs; 6. what it accomplishes; c. how it is

appropriated.—The death of Jesus Christ as a
High-priestly sacrifice—The nature, the causes, and
the effects of the sacrifice offered bv Jesus Christ.

—

We are redeemed: 1, from what? 2, by what? 8,

for what?—The purging of our conscience: a. in

its necessity; b. in its means ; c. in its consequences.

—The consequences of Christ's offering of Him-
self are: 1, His entrance into the heavenly sanc-

< tuary ; 2, an eternal redemption ; 8, the New Co-
venant—What defiles and what purifies us.—Re-
deemed by Christ, we yet cannot do whatever
we would ; we are members of ihe New Covenant.—The New Covenant in: 1, its object; 2, its

.foundation; 8, its means.—The death of Christ

.is the most perfect offering: 1, as am offering of

Himself; 2, as a sin-offering; 8, as a cleansing
(.offering ; 4, as a covenant offering ; 5, as a peace-

offering.—The Redemption through Jesus Christ

is: 1, an eternal one; 2, a complete one.—We ha?e

in our redemption to look: 1, at the Mediator,

who has procured it ; 2, at the price which it has

cost; 8, at the ^am which it has secured; 4, st

the covenant which it has established ; 5, at the

end which it proposes.

Starke :—-Saviours [healers] and redeemers

[ransomers] from bodily needs are distinguisha-

ble ; but Jesus is the true Saviour, who saves ns

even from our sins ; He alone has procured an

eternal redemption,—-Grand redemption of the

human race! The Son of Ood Himself has re-

deemed us by His own blood.—The blood of

Christ is a free, public boundary fixed against

sin.—How heavy, great and dreadful must oar

sins be in the sight of God ! They are assuredly

dead works, which bring not only temporal, hot

also eternal death.—A believer may indulge in

defiance and glorying against the Devil. Out of

Christ I am to and in myself a sinner ; In Christ

I am a sinner no longer.—The atoning sacrifice

of the Lord Jesus is efficacious not only for the

future, but for the past ; for the believers of the

Old as well as of the New Testament.—Many
children of the world imagine that they are able

to live well and rightly before others, when be-

hold, their works are purely dead works, which

spring from a heart spiritually dead, and lead to

eternal death. Matth. xxiii. 27 ; Rev. iii. 1.

Rieger;—Purification and propitiation com-

prehend God's entire work of rescuing from sin.

1 John ii. 2 ; Col. i. 14, 22.—With the plague of

an evil conscience, or with the halting move-

ments of an unpurified conscience, there is no

service acceptable to the living God.
Menken :—The way into the holiest of all was

no path of pleasure pursued by self-will and

self-glorification ; but a path of the deepest self-

abasement, which, through the Eternal Spirit,

offered itself unto the uttermost before God.—
The New Testament is nothing but the history

of the fulfilment of the Divine promise, and Urns

the history of the appearance of the Promised

One, and along with this, the history of an

accomplished, the announcement of an eewtoy,

reconciliation of the world with God.
Heubner:—The infinite value of the reconci-

liation wrought by Christ: 1. In the way and

manner in which it has been made ; a. as an im-

mediate propitiation of God in the sanctuary of

God ; b. by Christ's offering of Himself. 2. In

the effects of this reconciliation, since a. it puri-

fies the conscience; b. gives power for a holy

life ; c. has established God's covenant with men,

so that they now have full entrance into life.

Tbxtoh:—(Epistolary Sermons, 1858). The high-

priestly office of Jesus Christ: 1. how this is

already prefigured in the Old Testament ; 2. how
Jesus Christ has exercised it; 8. the benefit

which it brings us.

Fbicke :—The blood of Jesus Christ purifies

1. the conscience; 2. from dead works; 3. to

serve the living God.
L. Harms:—(At Hermannsburg): The hea-

venly high-priesthood of our Lord Jesus on the

new earth: 1. His Church; 2. the altar; 8. the

congregation (1863).
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in.

In the concluding of this New Covenant the blood of Christ was indispensable.

Chapter IX. 16-22.

16 For where a testament w, there must also of necessity be [be adduced or declared,

17 <ptp£<r&at] the death of the testator. For a testament is of force after men are dead:
otherwise it is of no strength at all [since it scarcely is of any force] while the testa-

18 tor liveth. Whereupon [whence, tffev] neither [not even, o&di]1 the first testament

19 was [has been] dedicated [inaugurated] without blood. For when Moses had spoken
every precept to all the people according to the1 law, he took the blood of calves and
of goats,8 with water, and scarlet wool, and hyssop, and sprinkled4 both the book [it-

20 self^ adr<n and all the people, Saying, This is the blood of the testament [or, cove-

21 nant] which God hath torn, hath] enjoined unto you. Moreover [And] he sprinkled

likewise with blood both the tabernacle, and all the vessels of the ministry [service].

22 And almost [pretty nearly, or about, <r/eo«v] all things are by the law purged with

blood; and without shedding of blood is [there takes place] no remission.

> Ver. 18.—Instead of ovT A. C. D. fe. L., 4, 44, 65 (but not the Sin.), write o*M.
• Ver. 19.—The article before rd>0K la Touched for by A. C. D*. L., JO, 47, 7L In the Sin. it comes from a second hand.
» Ver. 19.—The Art. before rpdym* is regnired by Sin. A. C. D. E., 80.
4 Ver. 19.—For ippdvruri all the Uncial MSS. hare ipdrrurtr.

[Ver. 16.—+4p*o6ai, not be, as E. V., but, adduced, declared, Alf., implied; Words., brought topau; many, afferri coram
judice, of establishing judicially ; Moll renders ** beigebracht warden."

Ver. 17.—hrl vetcpoit, over the dead, in com of the dead, litM on condition of persons at dead.—iwu piprore elegantly
softening and appealing rather to the judgment of the reader; "for look whether perchance it has force;'1 see if it be not
perhaps invalid. It is by no means intensive, as in the E. V., ** it has no force at all." Otherwise it should be taken as a
question :

** Since doe* it at all-nt doe* not at alt, doe* itr*
Ver. 18v—o$w, whence, logical.—ovW., not even.—fy*tKatWTcc, Perf., hat been inaugurated, not, was dedicated. The

Perl implies that It stands before our eyes.
Ver. 19.—\a\rt6<i<rrp v*p, for after every commandment wot spoken, etc.—avr6 re to fitSAt'op, both the book itself.

Ver. 20. jrcrtiAaro, Aor., enjoined, not, hath enjoined.
Ver. 21.—«ai r*r eKurqv 64, and the tabernacle too; to mat—64, constantly and elegantly used in Greek. Not quite

as in B. V. and Alt, and moreover.
Ver. 22.—«<u <rx*&6r, and pretty much, pretty nearly, as one might say. It does not like our almost (Or. iAiyov octr)

podtlTely exclude a part, but simply declines to guarantee the exact accuracy of the statement. Almost, therefore, is

never its proper rendering. Alf. renders almost, but adds parenthetically, one may say that, which Is sufficiently exact.—
4upar««xwia, either shedding of blood in the slaughter of the victim, or pouring out of the blood of the victim when
slaughtered; the former here seems more probable. Aifiart*.,

u seems to be a word coined by the sacred writer, to express
his meaning." Alf.—yfrerat, takesplace/—K.].

on the other hand, in allusion to the above men-
tioned inheritance (kfaipovofila), we evolve here
out of the more general signification of dtaB^mt

(arrangement! dispositio) the more special one of

testamentary arrangement, testament,Yitmustbeware
of extending the application of the compari-
son made in illustration of the thought, beyond
the immediate sentiment and purpose of the

writer, and thus of introducing alien and incon-

gruous elements into the passage. Such is the

idea advanced by Menken, who says (Eomilies on

Chapters IX. and X, p. 142) that only He who
by His death has proved Himself worthy of the

inheritance, could make others fellow-heirs with

Him ; as also that of Hofmann, who ( Weissag.

II., 165) appeals in proof of the necessity of the

death ot the 6 dtaOifjtevoi, to the fact that during

His life He could add something to His posses-

sions, and thus could not during His life-time

make any one an heir of the whole property

that He should leave behind Him. The question

is not now of a setting forth of the ultimate ground
of the death of Christ, a ground already as-

signed at ver. 15—but of an illustration of it;

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbb, 16. For where a testament is, etc.—
Attempts have been very naturally made
(springing from the odev of ver. 18, and the ydp
connecting this verse with ver. 15), to take 6ia~

Oijkji here in its ordinary sense of covenant (Crit.

Sacr., VII. 2 p., 1067 sq., Seb. Schmidt, Michaelis,

Cramer, Ebrard, etc.). They are convicted at

once, however, of error, by the utter falseness

of the idea that in the formation of a covenant
the death of Him who framed it is indispensable
to its validity, as well as by the intolerable harsh-
ness of any other mode of explaining 6 dtadi/ievoc.

For although inl veicpolc. might indeed denote
" over slaughtered sacrificial victims," inasmuch
as in later usage rd veicpov, is frequently=ro
irrCtfia,—it is impossible that 6 SiaOifiei-oc can be
applied either to the animal offered in sacrifice in
confirmation of the covenant, or to the man re-
garded as replaced and represented by the victim,
and thus pledging himself as it were to a moral
death, or to the mediator of the covenant. If,
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practiced necessity, in order for the delivering

over of the blessings of salvation, as an inheri-

tance. Compare as to the idea, Luke xxii. 29:

Kayij diaridenai vplv koOuc ditderb pot 6 irari/p pov

paoileiav. Among the ancient Hebrews there

were, it is true, no arbitrary testamentary

bequests, Deut. xxi. 16. But among the later

Jews they were by no means unknown (Michas-
ms, Mos. Reckt. II., 2 80), and the sentiment in

question is conceived and expressed not from a
Hebrew, but a Hellenic point of view. If we
decline giving to fkpioBai the signification adduced

(Horn. Schrijlb. II. 1, 428) or endured (referred by
Wittich to the relatives), the most probable ren-

dering will be that of sermone ferri=comtare
(Bretschn. ). The juristic application of the word
=affcrri coramjudice (Hammond, Eisner, and the

majority, since Valckenaer) is restricted pro-

perly to the adducing of evidence in court, and
applies not to the right of inheritance. The
rendering esse, extare=yiyveoBai (be or become),

which, with the ancients and up to the time of
Valck., was the prevalent one, is held among
later comm. only by Schultf and Bonnie, and
cannot be sustained. The rendering expectari

(Grot.) is totally inadmissible. Grammatically
indefensible too is the making 0#irore=^r«, not

yet (Vulg., Erasm., Luth., Schlicbt., Bohme).
In a strictly objective sentence we should indeed
have expected ob ; but the later writers in causal

sentences with brt and tnci frequently confound
ob and fifj (Madvia, Synt., g 207, Ann. 2). If,

with Winer, -we decline ascribing to our author
a negligence belonging properly to the vulgar
idiom (Mullach, Gramm. der Grieck. Vulgar-

tpracht, p. 29), but give to//# its subjective force,

"we must then (with (Ec, Beng., Lachm., Hofm ,

Del., etc.). assume an interrogation; and this all

the more, aa kirei, also at chap. x. 2; Rom. iii.

6 ; 1 Cor, xiv. 16 ; xv. 29 ; introduces a proof in

the form of interrogation, and (i^ttotc appears
alike in direct (John vii. 26) and indirect (Luke
iii. 15 ; 2 Tim. ii. 25) interrogations. Quite un-
necessarily Isidob, Pelu8. (Ep. IV., 113) prefers

the reading p) rdre found only in D*.
Vbb. 18. whence, also, neither has the

flxst oovenant, etc.—The reference of bdev to

ver. 15 by putting vv. 16, 17, in parenthesis (Za-

ehar., Mor., Storr, Heinr., Bisp.,) is inadmissi-

ble. The words Kara rbv v6pov are not to be con-

nected with Koorjc kvToXw=(" Every command-
ment as contained in the law/* (Schlicht., Calov,

Beng., Bi., Bisp., etc.,) but with XaXrfieior^, <Ec,
Erasm., Calv., Bez., Grot., etc.,); not, however, in

the sense of "according to the command" in re-

ference to the injunction, Ex. xx. 22, (Bex., etc.,)

but, "in accordance with .the law received on
Sinai ; " inasmuch as in concluding the covenant,

an exact repetition of the divine commands was
indispensable.

Vbb. 19. He took the blood, etc.—The koi

after fiipMov which we must not (with Colomes.

and Valcken.) strike out, and which cannot possi-

bly, with Beng., be taken as corresponding to the

teal 6k of ver. 21, forbids our making airrb rb pifi.

dependent on Xaftuv. We are to assume here, as

also in the mention of the goats which might be
chosen for burnt offering, (Lev. i. 10f.; iv. 28 f.;

ix. 2f.; Num. vi. 10 f.; vii. 27; comp. Ex. xxiv. 6);

and were also used in the expiatory offerings

mentioned in w. 12, 13, and in like manner in

respect to the means of purification, ( which else-

where are found only in the case of lepers, Lev.

xiv., and those defiled by dead bodies, Num. xix.)

an expression drawn from tradition, (and which,
at least in respect to that which immediately fol-

lows, is also found in Joseph. AntL III. 8, tt), of

the event recorded, Ex. xxiv. In the citation

we have rovro instead of the idob of the Sept,
6 Be6c instead of Kvpwc, and ivereiXaro instead of

dUBero.

Vbb. 21. And the tabernacle, too.—Since
the tabernacle and vessels were constructed at a
later period, the author cannot refer to anything
that is contemporaneous with what is hitherto

mentioned. To this fact points the *o2 di=but
also, on the other hand also. The anointing is that

enjoined, Ex. xl. 10, which is probably identical

with that whioh was performed. Lev. viii. 10,

during the seven days of priestly consecration,
aa account of which, similar to that here re-

corded, is given by Joeepbus, while the original

text recounts only the sprinkling with oil, as of

the positive means of consecration, but mentions
the purifying by the blood of atonement only in

reference to the altar, Lev. viii. 16, 19, 24.

Vbb. 22. And all things, as one might
say, are purified with blood, e/c—Abo,
water and fire are a means of purification;

but when the question is of forgiveness of sin,

then blood is demanded, according to Lev. xvii.

11. The vegetable sin-offering of the poor, Lev.

v. 11-18, forms no exception, but is a recognised
substitute. Chrys., Primas., etc., erroneously re-

fer oxedo\ to KoAtpt^erai as if expressing the im-

perfection of this purification, neither, however,
does it belong to ev alftari, (Beng., Bdhm.), bat

to ndvra. The word alpareKxyoia is understood
by De W., Thol., Hofm., Keii, of the pouring
out of blood on the altar, and the sprinkling,

while Bl., Lttn., Del., Kurtx, on the contrary*
refer it to the slaughter, which is parallel to tat

death of Christ upon the cross. PeL recalls the

language of the last Supper, Luke xxii. 20, as

in point of symbol and of fact, furnishing the

closest parallel, without yet being insensible to

what, on purely archaeological grounds, may be

urged in favor of the former explanation (comp.
Eihhobn, JPrinzip des Mosaismus, p. 82 ff.).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Even in the Old Test, the salvation pre-

mised by God to His people, under certaia

terms and conditions, appears as an inheritance.

n^rO- H *8 ina3 not unsoriptural, and not

even surprising, but merely uncommon, when
Christ, who previously was regarded as the ac-

complisher of the revelation of God, and as royal

head and leader of His people to salvation, as

pledge and mediator of that new covenant which

was promised and typified in the Old, is now

represented as a Testator, in that, for the vivid

illustration of the close connection, lying in

the very nature of the case, between the death

of Jesus Christ and the attainment of the inherit-

ance of the children of God, promised to us by

God, and given over as His own, to Christ, for

transmission to us, this comparison opens the
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most appropriate and the most instructive

analogies.

2. Since such is the stale of the ease, for this rea-

son even in the formation of the old covenant,

the application of blood, for cleansing and for

expiation, was indispensable, and during the ex-

istence of that economy was always employed for

such a purpose, in accordance with the express

command of God. It was then, with a reference to

the death of Jesus Christ, as the true and effica-

cious sacrifice, that this arrangement was insti-

tuted; and it is no accommodation to Jewish

prejudices, and Rabbinical modes of expression,

to regard Christ as a priest and an offering;

rather, on the contrary, the Levitical offerings

are to be conoeived under the point of view of a

divinely ordained type of the sacrifice determined

in the eternal counsels of God, and freely under-

taken by Christ, (eh. x. 6ff.). Hence the bdev,

v. 18.

8. In this connection becomes explicable, also,

the sprinkling of the Tabernacle, and of the sa-

cred vessels, and of the sacred records of the di-

vine revelation and covenant, with blood, as well

as the sprinkling of the people, although this

belongs only to tradition. It expresses the ob-

ligation inhering in both parties for the offering of

the effic'u nt. sacrifice, and the present inability to

furnish it with the means existing at the time.

RemUtere peccata non est opus absolutm misericor-

dim, sed fit interveniente simul satisfactions eaque

Mufficientissima licet a misericordia divina procurata.

(Seb. Schmidt).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Obedience to the ordinances of God is not

merely the duty of men, but our best auxiliary

in the struggle against sin.—The law of God
which makes acquainted with and condemns sin,

points also the way to the forgiveness of sin.—Sin is a stain which can be removed only by
blood.—On the connection of sin, expiation, and
forgiveness.

Starjcb:—Just as surely as Christ has died,
so sure is the covenant of grace with God.—Di-
vine justice demanded blood, and without this
God could not be propitiated, Col. i. 14, 20.

—

Moses, a faithful servant in the house of God.
Blessed are they who are his imitators!—There
is, in itself, nothing pure before God, not even
the holy place, nor the teachers who enter
thither to conduct the service of God, as the peo-
ple who assemble there to serve God, and this

even in their best acts; vet the blood of Christ
purifies all.—How capital a point of faith is fur-

nished by the blood and death of Jesus Christ!

without this, all His suffering were in vain, and
that even though it had been far heavier than it

was. By this we are reconciled with God.
Bibobr:—Only through Christ, and Hi&death,

has the whole blessing of redemption, which God
would apply to us miserable wretches for our sal-

vation, amounted to a proper testament and be-

quest, u e., to a gracious economy confirmed by
the death of its Author.
Heubxkb:—If everything is defiled by the im-

pure hands of men, if the whole earth is dese-

crated by sin, then does everything stand in need
of cleansing and consecration, Job xv. 4.—In the

expiatory power of the death of Jesus lies its pro-

per significance, Is. liii.—Without a surrender
to death there is no reconciliation. The yielding
up of life an expiation for desecrated fife, Ex,
xviL II.

IV.

The necessary, yet never repeated sacrificial death of Christ has introduced * perfectly satisfactory

propitiation.

ChaptbrIX. 28-28.

23

24

It teas therefore necessary that the patterns [copies] of the things in the heavens

should be purified with these; but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices

than these. For Christ is not entered [did not enter] into the holy places made with

hands, which are the figures [counterparts] of the true [genuine, dXyfttvav'] ; but into

heaven itself, now to appear [to be manifested, l[Mpavta07jvon~\ in the presence of God
25 for us : Nor yet [and not, oodi] that he should [may] offer himself often, as the high

26 priest entereth into the holy place every year with the blood of others : For then must
he often have suffered since the foundation of the world : but now [as it is, vov(] once

in the end of the world [ages, alavvv] hath he appeared [been manifested, Kt<pav£p<orai\

27 to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself [by means of his sacrifice]. And as [in so

much as xaif oVov] it is appointed [reserved, c\x6xstrat] unto men once to die, but after

28 that the judgment: So [also]1 Christ was once [for all] offered to bear the sins of

many; and unto them that look for him shall he appear the second time without sin

unto salvation.
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l Ver. 27.—*<u is to be read after ovt*k, according to the united testimony of the Uncials.

[ Ver. 23.—ra *iv vwoitiyixara the copies indeed ; or while the copies. v*&«iyj&a something shown or exhibited under

in snbordinatloa to, something else, whether as a pattern, or a copy; here clearly the latter; though perhaps it may be

better to take vw6 as learning, lowering down, the signification, thus faint sketch, delineation, outline.

Ver. 21.—ov yap et* xctporotnra «toTJA.,/0r not into a sanctuary made with hands did Christ enter—tor it was no sanc-

tuary made with hands, into which, etc.—TW aktfiu&v, the genuine, the archetypal.—ifi^arivBnroj. to be manifested, not sim-

ply to appear.
Ver. 25.—oW lva—waoo1>ipo nor that he may (not might) offer himself.

Ver. 26.—ewel ««—e«« av, since it were, would be, necessary for htm frequently to suffer; ttci logical as cb. ii. 1,—At
nntstfrequently have suffered* The meaning is not, with Del. and Alt, that Ills making repeated offerings now in the

heavenly sauctnary, would necessitate Uls having previously frequently suffered on earth, inasmuch as each offering in

the sanctuary presupposes a previous suffering on earth. This is a thought altogether too far-fetched for the scope of the

passago. The writer argues, in my judgment, simply from the historical fact, or perhaps rather confirms his statement
by a reference to the historical fact. IfHe were entered into the heavenly sanctuary, in order tomake, as the high-priest

did, repeated entrances into ft, it would follow, as a logical conclusion, that there must have been a series of such acts in

former ages. If, like the entrances of the Levities! high-priest, Hii entrance and presentation of Himselfwere at such a
nature as to require repetition, then, of course, there should have been a series of sufferings and entrances in farmer times.

But in contrast with that, and as showing the single and decisive character of His High-Priestly entrance, ho has, in fart,

{wv\ 64) been manifested but once, and that, once for all, at the consummation of the ages.—fed, rfc eWtac avrov, by His

sacrifice—the sacrifice which He made. It was, indeed, a sacrifice of Himself, but this is not expressed in the text.

Ver. 27.—«a0* o<tov not simply as («*, or ffatoc) but inasmuch as, assigning a ground or reason.—««i*««inu, it (lies

away) is reserved for. not is appointed.—sit crwnjpior for salvation is by some connected with the Part. ox*kUx- but by
most better with o£&j<rcrat

(
will appearfor solvation.—K.].

EXEOBTICAL AND CBITICAL.

Ver. 23. It was necessary now, etc.—The
nature of the following verse renders it more
desirable to supply tjv (Ebr., Del.), than karlv

(Liin.). The exovpdvia are not the heavenly
blessings (Seb. Schmidt, Ramb., and others);

not the Christian Church (Chrys., Theod., Este,

Lapid., Calov, Heubn. etc.) ; but the heavenly
sanctuary in contrast with its earthly copy made
with hands. The plur. Kptirroat (fooiatc points

not to the sufferings, prayers, and works of loVe

of Christians, in common with the sacrificial

death of Jesus (Grot., Paul.). It is the plural

of kind, or class. But to transform purification

into consecration (Bl., Liin., De W., etc.) is totally

unallowable, as is also the substituting in the

place of the heavenly sanctuary, the men who
belong to the New Test, economy (Thorn. Aqu.,
Beng., Menk., Thol., etc.). But neither is the

cleansing in question an actual purging of heaven
by the casting out of Satan, which Akersloot would
refer to Luke x. 18, John xii. 81 ; while Bleek
would explain in accordance with Rev. xii. 7-9.

The context demands an expiatory purification,

t. e. t a doing away of the influence of human sin

upon the heavenly sanctuary (Stier, Hofm.,
Del., Riehm, Alf.).

Ver. 24. For not into a sanctuary made
with hands, etc.—The author is not assigning
the ground why there is now need of better sacri-

fices for the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary
(Hofm.), nor giving the proof that Christ has ac-

tually entered into the heavenly sanctuary, (Bl.,

Liin.,) nor illustrating the contrast between the
earthly and the heavenly sanctuary (Ebr.), nor
is he demonstrating the necessity of better offer-

ings for the heavenly world from the reality of
the one which has been furnished and offered to
Qod (Del.). He is confirming the declaration
of the previous verse, that the purification
argued as necessary, has been actually accom-
plished. Hofm. now concedes, that the Infin.

[* Alford criticises the Eng. rer. H must hare suffered " on
the ground that the antecedent time, being already indicated
by the iUt, need not be again expressed by *a.8<lv. The
criticism would bo just if the ttct were in the English Tor-
sion instead of in the Greek. But in English the must, which
translates the f&Vt. not haying In itself the idea of past time,
this idea has to be put into the accompanying InflnitiTe.
The rendering of the common Tendon is therefore, I think,
idiomatic and unexceptionable.-—K.].

Aor. eftfavtodqvai constitutes no ground of objec-

tion (Wiic. | 44; -Matt. xx. 26; 1 Pet. iv. 2) to

our understanding the vvv of the permanent pre-

sence of Christ before the unveiled face of God in

heaven. The position of the imlp j/iav at the end
of the clause, throws intentional and weighty
emphasis upon the soteriological significance of
this ififycvtodyvai, a significance referable in its

purpose to the persons of the readers. This
word expresses (Acts xxiv. 1 ) strikingly the re-

ciprocal and unveiled face to face manifestation
of Qod and Christ, and is found in no correspond-
ing sense among the technical expressions of the

old covenant.

Ver. 26.—May offer himself, etc.—The
irpoofiptiv iavr6v refers not to Christ's offering

Himself on earth. In that case it were virtually

=Kadeivr v. 26, which, as ch. xiii. 12, is to be
understood of the suffering of death. But the

offering of the blood in the heavenly all-holy

presupposes the slaying of the victim outside of
the Adyton, and is brought about by the entrance
of the high-priest, of whom after his entrance,
was required a two-fold offering of different kinds
of blood (ch. ix. 7), as his entrance was preceded
by the slaughter of two different victims. To
this refer the expressions of our passage, in

which to avoid a misapprehension of the plur.

dvo'uuc, used in v. 23, the idea is repelled that in

the heavenly all-holy, ' whither Christ has en-
tered, not in alien but in His own blood, He has
now to offer Himself at repeated time*. Had re-

peated offerings of Himself been the purpose of

His entrance into heaven, which assuredly is in

every case to be conceived of as but a single

one (Schlicht. and Bohme,Bl., Hofm., DelA then
must also a noXMuuc icadeip have precedes, and
that indeed " from the foundation of the world,"
t. e., Christ would have been obliged to suffer

just as many times before His entrance to God,
as He now was repeatedly to offer Himself be-

fore God (Hofm., Del., Alf.). But this would
contradict the faot that Christ has become man,
not at the beginning, but at the end of the world.

This explanation is far more probable than the

common one that Christ would otherwise have
been obliged every time to return into the world.

[I do not see much to choose between the
two explanations : viz., that which urges the
singleness of Christ's entrance and offering in

the heavenly sanctuary, on the ground that
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otherwise He would have had repeatedly to de-

scend and suffer, inasmuch as every irpoo<j>ipetv

implied a previous iradeiv, and that which urges
the singleness of His irpoafkpeiv, on the ground
that otherwise Ho must have gone through a
series of sacrificial sufferings while remaining
on earth, in order to accumulate, as it were, a
stock of sacrificial suffering, on the strength of

which He mightmake an equal number of priestly

offerings in the heavenly sanctuary. Or rather

it seems to me that the latter view, though sup-

ported by Del., Alf., and Moll, is much the

harsher and more improbable of the two. For
although it is undoubtedly true, as Del. urges,

that the author takes his stand on the assump-
tion of only a single presentation of Christ in

heaven, yet it is equally true that this is based on
the actually existing state of facts, viz., on the

singleness of Christ's sacrificial suffering on
earth. For it surely is not more monstrous to

assume a series of descents to earth and reen-
tranees into heaven after suffering death, than to

assume a series of deaths continuously occur-
ring on earth to be followed subsequently by as
many successive high-priestly entrances into the

heavenly sanctuary. The latter seems to me,
considering the analogy of the Jewish rites,

much the more unnatural of the two. In point
of fact I do not believe that the writer had in

mind precisely either of the above ideas, though
that which he had comes much nearer to the
first than the second. The question is not in his

mind a question of the relation between a sup-
posed series of priestly offerings in heaven, and
a corresponding series of sufferings on earth.

It is simply a logical deduction from a matter of
fact. If Christ's entrance into heaven were of
the nature of the Jewish priest's entrances into

the Mosaic sanctuary, such, viz., as to involve a
repetition of His entrances, and offerings from
time to time, this must have led inevitably to,

and manifested itself in, His repeated sufferings

in the successive ages of the world. But there

has been no such manifestation. He has, in fact,

(vwi) appeared and suffered but once, and that

at the very close of the old period, and when the

former age is about to merge into the new. This
fact is in itself decisive of the nature of His
priesthood. It at once grows out of, and demon-
strates the fact, that His priesthood, unlike that

of the Levitical priests, is one in which one act

of suffering on earth, and one priestly entrance
into and offering in heaven, accomplish the whole
work.—K.].
The ic&pavkpuTai refers not to the appearance

in heaven before God, (Grot., Sohultz, etc.), but
to the favtpcxHc h caput, 1 Tim. iii. 16 ; 1 Pet
i. 20; v. 4; 1 John ii. 28; iii. 5, 8. The ex-
pressionM owrtleia ruv at&vov is in sense=c;r'

iox&rov ruv ifiepuv rovrwv ch. i. 1 ; and like the
Pauline (1 Cor. x. 11) rd rkXn tuv aldtvov, is a

translation of the Heb. Q7typT T*p. The

connection of the words 6ta rye Bvaiaq avrov

with irt+av&purai (Grot., Carpi., Bohme, Thol.

etc.), is unnatural, " since Ovaia appears much
rather as expressing the end of the manifesta-
tion of Christ than the means of that manifesta-
tion." (Del.). These words are thus to be closely

connected with elc hOtrnaiv dftapriag, which gives

the object of Christ's appearance on the world's

theatre of action, viz., " the doing away, abso-

lutely, and beyond the need of being supple-

mented with any second similar manifestation,

of all that is sinful."

Ver. 27. And inasmuch as it is re-

served, etc.—Kaff bcov constitutes not, like

koOuc, merely a comparison, but at the same time
a reason, in this case for the fact that in Christ

also, along with His death, the work of His first

appearance on earth has been once for all com-
pleted, and admits no repetition ; but that sonie-

tbing corresponding to the judgment is still also

in reference to Him to be looked for. This rea-

son lies in His real assumption of human nature.

The author for this reason also employs the

Pass. irpooevexOeic, "being offered," because in

this comparison the sacrifice of Christ is re-

garded not as a voluntary offering, but as a suf-

fering appointed to Him, as something befalling

Him (Hofm.). We must therefore not, with
Chrys., supply ty' iavrov, by Himself. 'Avevey-

keiv is understood by the Pesh., Chrys., <£c,
Theoph., Michael., of the presenting and offering

up of sins in sacrifice ; by Luth., Schlicht., Grot.,

Bl„ Hofm. (Schrjftb. 1 Ed.), Lun., etc., of the

taking them away=a$aipeiv, chap. x. 4 ; by Hofm.
in 2 Ed. of Schriftb., in its classic sense of bear-

ing up under, sustaining, enduring them; by Jac.

Cappell., Calov, Beng., etc., of bearing them to the

cross, according to 1 Pet. ii. 24 ; by August., Este,

Seb. Schmidt, Bohme, De W., Bisp., Del., Riehm,
Alf., of vicarious bearing, according to Is. liii. 12,

where it is said of the Servant of Jehovah : avrbe

afiapTiac noXXuv arlfveyKe. This latter view, now
also ably defended by Ebr. (Allg. Kirchenzeit.,

1866, Nr. 116-127) has specially in its favor the

declaration that Christ, at His second coming will

appear xuPk dpaprlac. Chrys., Theod., Grot, and
others refer erroneously this latter expression

to the redeemed, who will then be entirely per-

fected. It refers to the person of Christ. Even in

His first appearance His person was sinless, and
sin was not in Jesus in the form of concupiscen-

tia, as maintained by Dippel, Menken, Irving.

But it partly assailed Him in the form of tempta-

tion, chap. iv. 15, partly lay upon Him in the

form ofpunishment, 2 Cor. v. 21. The expression

X<*>pk duapTiac stands in antithesis to the etc rd

iroXXcL avevey. afiapr. Thus in the main rightly

(Ec, Theophyl., Carpz., De W., Bisp., Hofm.,

Del. and others. We need not, however, for this

reason take duaprla as sin-offering (J. Capp.,

Storr, etc.), or as punishment for sin (Klee, Thol.,

etc.), or /with Schultz) having to do with sin.

Unauthorized alike by the language and by the

fact, is the view of Theodor. Mops., Theodoret,

Bl., that the phrase in question implies that

there will then be no realm of evil and of sin

which could require the work and agency of the

reappearing Christ. .A visible return is indicated

by the ixpSijctrat, and it is characterized as the

second appearance, because the appearances to

the disciples, which took place after the re-

surrection and before the ascension, belong to

the period of Christ's first coming to earth. The
reading o*ib\ irtoreuc. either after or before elc

aumjptav (adopted by Lachm. after A. 81, 47, but
in 1850 again expunged), is a gloss. Still less

are we authorized to connect etc ourrqpiav with
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bireicdexofttvoic (Primas., Camerar., Klee, Stein,

etc.). It belongs to btWiperai, and points to final

deliverance from all misery.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In the death of Christ that has been really

fulfilled which the sprinkling of the sacred book

and of the sacred vessels of the temple with blood,

symbolically represented. The sanctuary origi-

nated in reference to human guilt and sin, but has

been purified from the guilt of the general cor-

ruption, by the fact that the Son of God, who, by
the establishment of the covenant with sinful

men, has, although from pure grace, yet assumed
the obligation of their ransom, has actually and
ail-sufficiently offered Himself as a vicarious

offering.

2. By Jesus Christ's single and unrepeated,
yet all-sufficient offering of Himself, the guilty

relations of collective humanity are objectively re-

moved, at whatever time its members may live

upon the earth ; so that neither does a repealedpre-

sentation of Himself take place in heaven (which
would presuppose a corresponding repetition of

the sufferings of Christ, since the beginning of

the world), nor is the second coming of the Mes-
siah, which is in the certain future, for the pur-
pose of a second vicarious suffering. By virtue of

the true deity of the Saviour, His single offering

isfor ever sufficient; by virtue of His true huma-
nity He is incapable of rendering it more than once.

8. The " now " of the manifestation of Christ

on our behalf before the face of Qod in heaven,

so that no veiling cloud intervenes, such as was
in the Mosaic sanctuary, Lev. xvi. 2, is the pre-

terit period of salvation, which, as the closing

period, lasts until the parousia, and has, as its

condition and historical commencement, the ap-

pearance of Christ in the flesh with His single

and final offering.

4. Christ has not merely entered, from love

and compassion, into the fellowship of human suf-

fering, but He has taken upon Himself the burden

of human sin; and this burden, under which
men were in danger of utterly succumbing, He
has been able to lift from them in no other way
than by voluntarily enduringfor them the punish-

ment of sins which they had deserved, and by His
vicarious death taking it from all the guilty

—

who here, as chap. ii. 10, are called many, not in

the particularistic sense of an exclusion of some
from salvation merely by virtue of the electing

purpose of God, nor in reference to the failure

of some to fulfil the condition of a participation in

salvation, but, as Matth. xx. 28 ; xxvi. 28 ; Luke
xxii. 20; Mark xiv. 84, with reference to the

fact that the single offering of the one God-man,
is forever efficacious for humanity in all its ma-
nifold members. To the application of the doc-

trine of vicarious suffering to the passage before

us, it cannot, with Hofm., be objected, that an
expiatory bearing of sin cannot be designated as

the aim and object of His offering of Himself.

With entire correctness Del. replies to the objec-

tion: "Atonement for sin was not indeed the

purpose of men in bringing upon Him this inflic-

tion ; but might be none the less the purpose of

God in subjecting Him to it, and his own in sub-
mitting to it."

5. The earlier opinion, still held by Heubner,
that for individualsjudgment follows immediately

upon their death, but that after the resurrection

follows the manifestation of the judgment in re-

lation to all, cannot at least be deduced from our

passage. The contemporaneousness of the judg-

ment and of the second coming of Christ, follow

clearly from chap. x. 25, 87 ff.; and the decision

according to which the lot of the one class is

perdition (cnrAXcta) and that of the other •srepani-

rjatc iwxfc, is mentioned ch. x. 88 ff., as a con-

sequence of the coming of Christ. Nevertheless,
when the Judge in our Epistle is expressly desig-

nated (chap. x. 80 ff.; xii. 28, 26, 29; xiii. 4) not

Christ, but God is named, which might stand
connected with the fact (D. Schultz) that God is

the being that makes the enemies of Christ His
footstool. Since, however, the glory and majesty
of Christ, are elsewhere strongly emphasized in

our Epistle, it might at first seem surprising
that the judgment is no where expressly ascribed
to Christ. From this, however, we may not with
Bleek, deduce the inference that that Divine
judgment which destroys the adversaries, precedes
the parousia. This may, with Riehra, be more
simply and satisfactorily explained, from the

fact that the exalted Christ stood before the

author's mind as a heavenly High-priest, and it

was therefore entirely natural to regard as the

object of His reappearance upon earth, merely the
consummation of His high-priestly work, L e.f

the complete salvation of believers, and on the

other hand, to ascribe to God Himself the accom-
panying judgment, and the punishment of the

adversaries.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The appearance of Jesus Christ on earth termi-

nates one, and opens another section of the history

of the world.—How does the entrance of Christ

into heaven stand related to the object of His ap-

pearance on earth ?—The likeness and the unli&e-

ness of the death of Jesus Christ, and of the dy-

ing of the children of men, 1, in their causes, 2,

in their results.—The divine ordering in the

connection of sin, death, and judgment—How
does the second appearance of Jesus Christ in

the world distinguish itself from the first? 1,

in respect to Hisperson; 2, in His relation to sin;

8, in His influence on the world.—In Christ we
experience that there is a contact with sin, which
does not defile, but which annihilates sin.—The
doing away of the hindrances to our blessedness,—
The looking forward of believers to the appear-

ance of the Lord, 1, in its authorization; 2, in

its satisfaction ; 8, in its obligation.

Starke :—There are, indeed, many offerings

made to the Lord, but the most from hypocrisy,

and although such have great outward show, yet

they do not please Him. The sacrifices which
please God, are a broken heart and a contrite

spirit, Ps. Ii. 19.—The appearance of Christ in

the presence of God is not merely the presenta-

tion and holding forth of His person and of His

propitiatory sacrifice; but extends also to a true,

glorious, and powerful intercession, in the strict-

est sense of the word. But He prays no longer

thus humbly as when He was upon earth ; for
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His prayer belongs to His state of exaltation,

and is a fruit of His sitting at the right hand of

God, the Father.—Men are at no time so holy as

to be absolutely beyond sinning ; but since we
daily sin much, and deserre punishment, we al-

ways, need purification through the blood of

jesus.—The single offering of Christ upon the

cross, takes away sin.—Only once has He been

sacrificed, and more than once He may not be

sacrificed, and therefore not in the sacred Sup-

per.—The last judgment is as certain as death.

—Observe, that upon death follows the judgment
Look to it, then, and strive with the highest

industry, that thou die happy, and that thou

mayest await with joy the appearance of thy

Saviour for thy salvation.—To await Christ's

coming unto salvation is the prerogative of be-

lievers, who have received for this, in a living

hope, the first fruits of the Spirit; who love the

appearing of the Lord, and, in order that they

may hold themselves in readiness for a blissful

death, deny the world and say : Even so, Come
Lord Jesus, Rev. zxii. 20.—The ungodly will not
be looking for the coming of Christ at the final

judgment, although He will appear unto them,
whether they will or no; and this undesired ap-
pearing will to them be full of sadness (Judo 15,

Rev. i. 7).—Only when Christ shall appear will

believers become perfectly blessed, CoL iii. 4.

Rieobb:—The heavenly sanctuary which
Christ has entered in His appearing before God,
is also the goal to which He will bring all who
come to God by Him.—Whosoever learns from
the Gospel the cause and fruit of the appearance
of Jesus in the flesh, and of His offering for sin,

and learns it with a loving knowledge, he may
look with joy for His appearance in glory, and
for the consummation of His own blessedness.

—

What a difference between the two appearances
of Jesus, in weakness and in glory ! then, under
the burden of our sins, with the accompaniments
of shame, the cross, and death; now, in His
endless life, in the power of God and His revela-

tion in glory.

Hbubnsr:—Only in eternity shall we see from
what an abyss Christ has rescued us, and intt
what glory He translates us.—Redemption was,
in the mind of God, virtually effected from
eternity, 2 Tim. i. 9. There was, then, need
of no appearance in the presence of God ; but
that appearance of the crucified One which
has taken place in time, was made to reveal the
counsel of God to the world of spirits. The du-
ration of the world is limited to a fixed period
of time. As surely as it has a beginning, so
surely will it have an end.—Waiting is the
Christian's art. He waits for the appearance
of Christ, whereby the truth of faith is victori-
ously confirmed, and Christ is manifested to be
the Being whom Christians regard Him.
Stiinhofer:—Jesus, the founder of the new

covenant, has gathered up the sin of the whole
world, together with all its evil fruits, upon the
cross, and has, once for all, so completely driven
them away, that, under the testimony of the
Gospel, we need make no further distinction in
respect of many, or of great sins.

Mxnkin:—If even the earthly figures of hea-
venly things were desecrated and defiled by the

communion which sinful men had with them,
and could, therefore, remain in connection with
them only on account of offered sacrifices, and
only by means of certain holy expiations and
purifyings, how much less coiild we anticipate

an immediate, unconditional, unobstructed com-
munion of dying and sinful men with heavenly
things!

Hahn:—The heavenly things flee before us in

our impurity, and thither may no impure person
come; and yet all the treasures of the suffering

and death of Christ are deposited there, and
thence must we obtain them. If we wish any-
thing therefrom, we must again be reconciled

with the sanctuary. But this is accomplished
only through the blood of Christ—Happy is he
who has laid the foundation of his faith in the

first appearing of Christ; he will behold 'Him
with joy in the second.

V.

The perpetually repeated expiations of the old covenant attest their impotence for any real taking

away of sin.

Chaptbk X. 1-4.

For the law Haying a shadow of [the] good things to come, and [om. and] not the

very image of the things, can 1 never with those [the same] sacrifices, which1 they

offered [offer, npoeyipoufftv] year by year continually, make the comers thereunto per-

2 feet. For then would they not* have ceased to be offered? because that the worshippers

once purged4 [having once for all been cleansed] should [would] have had no more
3 conscience [or consciousness] of sins. But in those sacrifices [in them] there ware-
4 membrance again made [om. made"] of sins every year. For it is not possible that the

blood of bulls and of goats should take away sin.
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l Yer. 1.—The mean'nuless Plar. ivrarrau in 8 n. A. C. D**. and many mlnnsc. is to be regarded as a clerical error. In
order to explain it Luchiu. put a point after rpaynarmv, and om'.tted iu his small ed. the relative before wpoo^dp. with A*,

2, 7*, 17, 47, while A*. 31, Philox. introduce at before oir&rror*. The Sing, is found in D*. D***. £. K. L. and many mia>

use- also Yulg. Itala. Copt.
t Ver. 1.—Instoad of at Bl., TIsch., AlfM read (after Sin. D*. L. (?) N. Lat. Ter. before D. and R, also minosc 73, 178) ale,

which, however, might have easily sprung from the endings of the three immediately preceding words.
* Ver. 2.—For evei a» all authorities require the reading cWi owe av.

4 Ver. 2.—The reading KtKoBapurnivovt deserves the preference, as is also indicated by the reading xsKofepurpcvew ia

A. and 0-, (whether this orthography bo a mere blander in copying, or more probably, a conformity of the spelling to a
careless pronunciation.)

[Ver. 1—Xci&r yap ivu¥t for a shadow the law having, etc. The emphasis of the Greek order of words can hardly be
reached in English.—sjarsVtavroV, annually, pear by ytary is difficult as to position. Ebr., Hofm., Del., Alf. connect with

ov£<rorc ovrarac; CaW., Bl. De W., etc, with vponftipovmr. The former seems the easier, and, though harsh in construc-

tion, very forcible, ** year by year with the same sacrifices, dc, can never." Bat see below.—a* vptxnjtipovaw, which thty

offer, not as Eng. ver. offrrea\ the figure of the present time having been kept up from the preceding chapter, and especially

m the old covenant sacrifices did undoubtedly still continue. Still, that the writer's mind is mainly on the past, is shows
by the Aor. tvavo-arro, for which, if ho had distinct reference to the present time, the Imperf. iwavo+ro should be used.

Ver. 2.

—

ivti, since, vis: in that case, Rom. iii. 0; lCor.xv.29—ffvpct&fotr, consciousness—̂ moral consciousness, con-

science.—*»a£ K««a0.. having been oncefor all cleansed.

Ver. 3.—i» avraic, in them; the addition ot the Eng. ver. is unnecessary.—drA>njoic, a calling to mind, remembrance.—(car' inavr6v, year by year.

Ver. ±—a.bvv*Tov ydp,for it is impossible, ch. ri. 4.—K.].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1.—Image.

—

T&kuv is not the essence

itself (Pcsbito, Luth., Grot., Justiniani, etc.);

nor the primitive form of the original (Stengel)

which is then explained as the substantial es-

sence of the things; nor merely the finished

picture in contrast with the slight and shadowy
outline (Chrys., Theodoret, etc.) ; but the living

historical form, in which the invisible essence

finds its representation.

Can never, etc.—The irpooQkpovrec are the

priests, the irpooepx6ficvoi are the members of the
congregation to whom the offering belongs.
Kaf htavTov is connected by Ebr., Hofm., Del.,

Alf., with ovdtirore dbvarcu, by Calv., BL, Be W.,
etc., with or TTpocr^ip. by most intpp. with rale

avrair #iKjtmf=the same year by year, or annnal
offerings. Hofm. also connects, with Paulus and
Lachm., etc rb dtqveide with reAttiJaat, and further
makes the irpooepxtficvot the subject of npooQip.
We should thus have the statement that the indi-

vidual members of the congregation, by the fact

of their continuing throughout the year to bring
offerings for themselves, and these of the same
kind as those brought by the high-priests, viz.

:

animal offerings, furnished a practical proof of
the insufficiency of the law, and of the expiatory
offerings ordained by the law, and annually
offered by the high-priest in behalf of the whole
congregation, to produce any real and perma-
nent perfection. In favor of this we may indeed
be pointed to the like connection, rcfatovv etc rb
diTpcKkr v. 14, and to the sharp contrast of this

idea "perfecting inperpetuum" with the ovSiirore

;

but, on the other hand, we may urge with Bleek,
and others the tameness of the relative clause,

he Tpoofipovatv when standing without elgrd dtnv.,

and the forcible suggestion of Tholuok, that the
very combination ko? htavrbv rave avrcuc dwriaic
etc rb diTjvrjtds, in connection with the ovdhrore,

presents, as in a vivid picture, an endlessly recur-
ring round of painful and unavailing ceremonies
(as at v. 11). The individual expressions Vill
not aid in solving the problem. Elf rb dtnveiUc

(an Ionic form for the Attic dtavenkr, which found
its way into familiar use) harmonises well with
the idea that the offering of sacrifices, under the
dominion and in accordance with the purposes
of the law, continues on indefinitely and end-
lessly into the future—a point unsuccessfully

combated by Hofmann. Nor again does the

word Xarpevetv, v. 2, necessitate our adoption of
Hofmann's view ; for though we grant, indeed,

that the term here denotes no priestly function,

(as Este., etc.), but refers to the service of the

private members of the congregation ; yet this

service again does not here as at ch. ix. 9, refer

to the offering of gifts and sacrifices, but to the

general religious worship of the congregation
who, by means ofpriestly offerings, were drawing
near to Qod. On the other hand, we must con-

cede (comp. ch. xi. 4, 17, with Sept., at Num.
xxxi. 60) that the statement of Bel., that t/mk-

Qkpetv, in our Epistle, denotes exclusively an
official and priestly offering, must be accepted
with limitation. The decision then of the ques-

tion turns upon this. The author is assigning
the ground for the declaration, made but a little

before, of Christ's having entered, once for all,

with His high-priestly offering of Himself into

the heavenly holy of holies. Ho finds this ground
in the utter inefficacy of the annually recurring ex-

piatory sacrifices of the Levitical high-priest,

which were ordained by the law, and which
were of ever unvarying quality, and which had,

therefore, but one significance in their bearing
on the establishment of the New Covenant, which
was at once promised and typified in the old.

The law, in consequence of its peculiar nature

—a nature inseparable from itspurpose and des-

tination—has not the power, by its annually re-

curring and prescribed expiatory offerings, to

secure for the congregation perfection, u «., that

substantial and abiding purification which brings

them into relationship with God. Could such

have been the effect of these offerings on the

congregation, the annual sin-offerings, and with

these the Old Covenant itself would have ceased,

and been done away ; there would have been

such a removal and doing away of the sense of

guilt, as could take place only on the basis of

completely satisfactory, and hence final and un-

repeated sacrifice. This view of Hofm. thus be-

comes, in every way, improbable. It is discoun-

tenanced alike by the fact that even in the New
Covenant the individual members of the church
may not cease to seek, on the basis of the ex-

piation once for all accomplished by Christ, indi-

vidual reconciliation and continued forgiveness

of their sins, and also that even in the Old Cove-

nant the continued service and offerings of indi-

viduals were no less studiously and explicitly
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enjoined than the annual sin-offering of the high-

priest.

Ver. 2.—For otherwise would they not
have ceased, etc.—If we omit the ovk, the

sentence must be taken as an affirmation ; the

better reading with owe makes it interrogate.

The construction of iraveodai, with the Particip.,

is entirely classical Hofm. refers aXkd to the

main negative statement of v. 1, and translates,

by " sondern" making it simply the counterpart of

that negative statement (viz : cannot make perfect,

but, instead of that, there it a remembrance). But
it is more natural to refer it to v. 2 as=on the

contrary. 'Av&jjnnjoic, might mean (with Vulg.,

Calov, and others') commemoration, or fas Schlicht.

Grot., Beng., etc.) commemoratio publica, in allu-

sion to the three penitential acknowledgments
of the high-priost on the day of atonement. But
the common signification in memoriam revocatio is

to be preferred as the more comprehensive. Del.

has given in full the three penitential prayers
in his history of Heb. poesy, p. 186 ff. 2we/oV
etc iuapT. is not the consciousness of sin in gene-

ral, but that which brings back upon the man
the personal criminality, responsibility, and pun-
ishableness involved in his sins. Com. Gudbr
(Stud. undKrit., 1857 II. 279 ff. Inquiry into the

Scriptural Doctrine of Conscience).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The heavenly good things are even to

Christians still in the future ; but because, and
from the time when, Christ appeared as high-
priest of those good things (ch. ix. 11), we are

brought into actual fellowship with them, and we
have, as already tasting (vi. 5) the powers of the

world to come, the pledge and the assurance that

we shall yet, as children of God entitled to their

inheritance, enter into their full possession.

The Gospel renders possible not merely a clear

and sharp expression of them, but also the for-

mation of heavenly relations upon earth ; the

introduction and setting forth, the use and en-

joyment of the heavenly good things even in the

world, of which the law was able to furnish only

an unsubstantial and shadowy image. " Christ
stands, as it were, in the meridian light of the
great day of time, and casts His shadow back-
wards over the whole Old Covenant. But as the

shadow is seen only in the light, and comes out
all the more clearly and sharply in proportion
to the brightness of the light, so it is only in the
light of the New Covenant that we recognize
clearly the typical character of the old." (Bis-

ping)-
2. With the certainty of an atonement actually

accomplished, and truly acknowledged of God,
comes a completed transformation of the moral
and religious, conscience and consciousness of
man. No longer is this consciousness filled with
sin and with the fear of righteous punishment,
under the sense of unremoved guilt ; but it en-

|
joys reconciliation in consequence of the for-

giveness of sin wrought through grace, and by
virtue of an atonement. The subjects of this

reconciliation, inasmuch as they are not yet
brought to a state of perfection, need, it is true,
the continuous appropriation of the sacrificial

death of Jesus Christ, and of its influences; but
inasmuch as they have been, once for all, brought
into the new relation of salvation and peace with
God, they have no need of the successive repe-
titions of that sacrifice. In fact, the repetition

of the sin-offering shows, that it does not accom-
plish that which it signifies ; that it is thus not
the true sin-offering, as the animal sacrifices in

pagan religions show indeed the need of an
atonement, but arc inadequate to the satisfaction

of that need.

8. The idea of the sacrifice in the mass, as a
bloodless repetition of the bloody sacrifice on tho
cross, is entirely irreconcilable with this pas-
sage of Scripture, which lays its emphasis upon
the fact that the repetition of the atoning sacri-

fice points back to its objective insufficiency, which
would thus only strengthen and deepen our
longing after that perfect and effectual expiatory
system which the old economy only prefigured
and paved the way for.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The actual deliverance of the conscience from
the stain and burden of sin, is accomplished
neither through human services, nor through
legal sacrifices, but only through the blood of
Jesus Christ.—The connection between the ser-

vice of God, approach to God, and human perfec-

tion.—The pain and the blessing of a remembrance

of sin.—The means for the purification of the con-
science in our religious services.

Starke:—All religious service must tend to

this end, viz., the perfection of man.—The forgive-

ness of sin takes away all guilt and punishment,
but not the root and entire stain of sin.—Con-
science accuses and bears testimony that we aro
ever, repeatedly, sinning and needing forgive-

ness.—Alike the days of feasting, of fasting and
of prayer, ordained by Christianity, serve for a
memorial of the Divine benefits and of our sins.

Riegbr:—Even the shadowy outline given by
the law, is to be regarded as a great benefaction

on the part of God.—The purification of the con-

science is an inestimable good.
Menken :—So long as man does not possess

the offering itself, but only a shadow of it, so

long he must fail of true reconciliation. A sha-

dow can never give that which lies only in the

substance.

Heubnkr:—How great was the veneration of

the Jews for the shadow! Do Christians hold
in equal veneration the truth and reality?—
What the blood of animals could not, the blood
of Christ could effeot.
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VL

Scriptural proof of the complete efficacy of the tanctification obtained on the basis of the

obedience of Jesus Christ.

Chapter X. 6-18.

5 Wherefore, when he cometh [while coming, elffep^ofitvoq] into the world, he saith,

Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, but a body bast thou prepared [didst thou
6 form for, xarrjpritrui] me : In burnt offerings and sacrifice* for sin thou hast had no

7 [hadst not] pleasure.1 Then said I, Lo, I come Tin the volume of the book it is writ-

8 ten of me) to do thy will, God. Above when ne said, Sacrifice and offering [sacri-

fices and offerings]2 and burnt offerings and offering for sin thou wouldest not, neither

9 hadst pleasure therein; which are offered by [according to] the* law; Then said be [he

said], Lo, I come to do thy will, God [om. God].4 He taketh away the first, that he

10 may establish the second. By the which [In which] will we are [have been] sancti-

11 fied through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ oncefor all. And every priest1

[indeed, piv] standeth daily ministering and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices,

1 2 which can never take away sins : But this man [one]6 after he had offered one sacri-

1 3 fice for sins, for ever sat down on the right hand of God ; From henceforth expecting

14 [awaiting] till his enemies be made his footstool. For by one offering he hath per-

15 fected for ever them that are sanctified. Whereof [And, df) the Holy Ghost also is

16 a witness to us : for after that he had said before, This is the covenant that I will

make with them after those days ; saith the Lord, I will put my laws into their hearts,

17 and in [upon] their minds [understanding]7 will I write [inscribe, bttypdtpm] them; And
18 their sins and their iniquities will I remember8 no more. Now [But] where remission

of these w, there is no more [an] offering for sin.

> Ver. 8.—qvt&ojvac tho form adopted (after A. 0. D*n) by Lachm. and Tisch., if to be preferred to cvUcenc.
* Ver. 8.—The plur. bvoias ««l rpor+op*>, if, according to Sin. A. C. D*, 17, 23, 57, to be read instead of the sin*,

which repeat* the words, ver. 5, and in Sin. if substituted by the corrector.

* Ver. 8.—The Art. before re*/*©" to wanting in 8in. A. C, 87, 46, 71, 78.

« Ver. 8.—The reading e #te> after red rot^r«t if interpolated from ver. 7, and, with Sin. A.O.D.1K, 17, SS, 46, it

to be expunged.

* Ver. 11.—The authorities vary between tepcifc and iftrupctf. The sense demands the former word, which Is alf»
found in Sin.

* Ver. 13.—The authority of Sin. A. C. D*. 1^67**, 80, 116,requlres otrerU Instead of «vr*r 64.

' Ver. 16.—Instoad of iwl rur eWot&r, at read by ne**. 1. J. K- and most minute, hti r*v 8tir., Is to be preferred
with Sin. A. 0. D*n 17, 81, 47.

* Ver. 17v—Instead of pre***, read with 8in. A. 0. D*.Bn 17, npnotfaoiiau Sin. has the former reading as a correction.

fVer. 6.—«£«fpx*V«»'©f, while coming into, i. e., historically, not spedslly at his birth j but not aWsaiwr, on emttrmg,
or, after entering.—Karnpricm, dldft thou frame,JU out, perfect.

Ver. 8.—wepl mfiaprime, offering* for tin.

Ver. 7.—rov vot^o-at, denoting purpose, Le^in order to do.

Ver. 8.—avmrtoo¥ k4y*t>, above,furOter back, while saying.—*Irvm, characteristic ; ticca at are*—vpoe+iporm, an
offered, not, "were offered}

1

Ver. 9.—ctwcr, he hath $aid (chap. i. 13; lr. 8).

Ver. 10

—

iv m Seh^iiort, in which will, not by which wOL fryuumA-ot *s?Ur, we have been sanctified; a completed
act We are sanctified might be that which habitually takes place, which would require eyt«je#es«.

Ver. 11.—to* fikv ieeevr, every priest Indeed—while erery priest.

Ver. 1£—ofa* M, but this one, but he. Tisch. reads avret W, but he himself, but against preponderating authority,

including that of Bln.—wpoir«t>4yicas
t after offering.

Ver. 13.—re AotiroV, at to the rest, in future—rov Aotirov tdl. x^w» f" *** remaining time, mh, with tubj. reim-

air., for the more clastical c«k Sl» rctfuow—rot* oyte^oiiivovt. those who are being sanctified, or who are sanctified from time

to time, rout ip tooptfrovc, would be those who have been sanctified.

Ver. 15.—poprvpei W fair kcU, and testifiesfor us also,

Ver. 18.—*rtyp*>w, IwiU inscribe.

Ver. 17.—*«l~*r*o**>ejta«, Alf., dissenting from nearly all the recent comm., makes the apodosto of the citation

commence here instead of with \4yet cvpuk, ver. 16; but although there are objection! to the latter, the difficulties of

his construction, I think, are tttll greater; and the example* of the use of *c<u which he cites at Justifying this cos-

ttruction (i. 6; ii. 13; It. 5) present really no analogy to it.—K.].
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EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 5. Therefore while entering into
the world, etc.—The 6l6 refers to the impossi-

bility spoken of in ver. 4. The author is not
adducing * proof of a doctrine perfectly evident

and unquestioned ; nor is he here—not until a
little after—showing that even in the Old Cove-
nant itself is expressed the consciousness of this

state of things. He adduces, it is true, the

words of Ps. xl. 7-9, in which David, after his

anointing, but before ascending the throne, re-

cognizes a relative fulfilment of the prophecy,
that "the Prince is to spring forth from Judah,"
and declares that he, in contrast with Saul, is

ready, under the guidance of Samuel (1 Sam. xv.

22), to accomplish the will of JehoTah, which
lays stress, not on ritual sacrifices, but upon the

offering of obedience, and the sacrifice of the will.

But the form of the application is not that of
citation; for the subject of "Ktyzi is not David but
Christ. And besides, since the present ipx6fuvoq
is nots=sventuru$ (Erasm.), but is coincident in

time with "kb/ei, the author clearly treats the

words of the Psalm, not as a direct prophecy of

Christ regarding himself. He rather puts into

the mouth of Christ, on the basis of the typical

relation of the Old and New Covenant, the words
of David as his own, since they are fulfilled by
him ; and his special purpose is to render pro-

minent the self-moved and voluntary act of the

antitypal David in his entrance into the world
for the sake of offering himself as an all-sufficient

expiatory offering. As the part, is not eiaeXBav,

we can refer it neither to the later entrance of

Jesus on His public ministry (Bl., De W.), nor
to the age of conscious choice and volition in

man, indicated Is. vii. 16 (Del.).

Bat a body didst thou form for me.—The
Heb. text has: "Ears didst thou bore for mo."
This is referred by Hengst., von Gerl., and others,

with the ancient intpp. (who also translate er-

roneously "bore through, perforate") to the

custom mentioned Ex. xxi. 6 ; Deut. xv. 17, of

boring through the ear-lap of a servant who
might become free, but preferred to remain in

the voluntary and permanent service of his mas-
ter. But we should rather refer the expression

to our capacity of understanding by means of

the ear, the expressed will of God, and thus of

learning the way and means of acceptable sacri-

fice. Any arbitrary change of the text may not

be charged upon our author. He found the

reading oupa in the MSS. of the Sept., of which
but few and inconsiderable ones have uria or

£>ra. Bl., Lun., and others, assume that aufia is

an old corruption in the text, sprung from

$0&naa 28TIA. But neither is fiH3 UtepaUr
T * T

rendered by fyvfa?. We must, therefore, sup-
pose a generalizing of the thought as early as the

Qreek translation, and the more so as the further

rendering h KefaXidi piflXlov yiypaTrrat Kepi iuov,

favored the supposition that the one who is

speaking here is He of whom Moses and the

prophets testified, and for whose di?inely de-

creed coming the Old Testament had prepared
the way (Del.). Ke$a?Jc=JiUU head is originally

the name of the knobs at the end of the staves

about which the scroll or volume was wound,
and then the volume itself, with or without the

addition of pipXiov, Ezek. ii. 9 ; iii. 1-8 ; Ezra vi.

2. Luther renders the word by chiefly, pre-emi-

nently, inasmuch as some took it as=cAi>/ pari

or portion. Others translate "in the beginning,"

as if having reference to a definite passage. In
the Hebr. text the language is : " I come with
the volume of the book which is written of me,"
referring to the Prince's code, Deut. xvii. 14 ff.,

which the sovereign was always to keep at hand
for his guidance. In the Heb. and in the Sept.,

the words " to do Thy will, God," are followed

by, it was my pleasure, rjpov)Jfiriv. In dropping

this word, our author throws the clause kv

K£<pd\idt—ifiov into parenthesis, and makes rov

TTotrjtjai dependent on jpw, which Thol. takes in

its classical use as Perf., I am come, lampretent.
"Evdotuiv takes in the classics the Dat., but in

Hellenistic Gr. & (oh. x. 88) or frequently, as

here, ver. 6, the Ace. Also Lev. vii. 87 ; Num.
viii. 8, the Sept. designates the sin offering by
the bare irepl dfiapriac, the idea of sacrifice being
supplied from the connection (OSc., Lun.).

Ver. 10. In which will, etc—Sifouia is not

the will and obedience of Christ (Calv., Justi-

nian, Carpi., and others), but the purpose and
counsel of God, whioh is to be regarded as a
purpose of love conceived in eternity, carried

out in time by means of the freewill offering of

Christ, and in the Holy Scripture is to be recog-

nized as an openly revealed plan. 'Ec<frra£ be-

longs not to npoofopas (G£c, Schlicht, Stein, etc.),

which construction would have required a repe-

tition of the art., but to ijyiaafiivoi iofih, which
expresses not one subjective sanclification, but one

objectiTO reception into true relationship to

God, and into the actual fellowship of the mem-
bers of the people of God as the aytoi, ch. vi. 10;

xiii. 24. The mediator of this relation is Christ,

6 ayid$w, ch. ii. 11.

Vkb. 11. And while every priest, indeed,
etandeth, etc.—The koI introduces a new an-

tithesis

—

to wit : that between the never-ceasing,

yet ever-ineffectual and unavailing service of the

Jewish priests, and the regal repose of the Mes-
siah, who, after accomplishing an expiation of

never-failing efficacy, exalted above the need of

further sacrifice, sits enthroned at the right hand
of God. In the inner forecourt none was per-

mitted to tit; it was only to those who held

watch without that this privilege was accorded,

while the designation of the Levitical serYioe by
the words, "and he stood before the face of

Jehovah," is to be taken in its literal sense. A
like contrast is expressed ch. i. 18 ff. in relation

to the angels. Uepukelv, to take away round

about, from every side, refers to the sin which

begirts and encompasses man, ch. v. 2; xii. 1.

Td Xotirov is the time still remaining until the

Parousia. The parallelism of the clauses, and
the progress of the thought, require our taking

etc rd duiveKkc, ver. 12, not with the participial

clause (Theophyl., Luth., Bene., Bohme, Lachm.,

etc.), but with iMtaev. The tyfrrof of Christ's

offering is the burden and crown of the thought,

ver. 1-10; in w. 11-14 the ever-during throne

after a once forever completed sacrifice, occupies

the foreground (Del.). The Perf. rereXeloKev in

connection with the Pres. Part, ayta^ofuvovc,
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172 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

shows that here the reference is not to the

subjective perfection of Christians reaching the end
of life, and kept after the example of Jesus, by
obedience in suffering (ch. v. 9 ; xii. 2) ; but to

the translation of those who have become sub-

jects of the high-priestly work of Christ, into

that condition of perfection objectively and eternally

valid in the eight of God, which the law, with its

numerous and perpetually recurring rites and
offerings, was unable to secure (ch. vii. 19 ; ix.

9 ; x. 1 ). The Scripture proof consists in a selec-

tion from the passage, Jer. xxxL 81-84, already

cited viii. S-12.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The fact that the words of David, which,
within the Old Testament itself, express not the

legal, but the evangelical idea of sacrifice, are put
into the mouth of Christ, as spoken on His en-

trance into the world, shows Christ in self-

conscious pre-ezistence, destining Himself to be a
free-will offering in perfect obedience to the will

of the Father, whose will thus becomes identical

with that of the Son.

2. The fact, still further, that even in the Old
Testament obedience is put in place of animal
sacrifices, and thus this also is declared to be a
sacrifice, and, indeed, the true sacrifice, furnishes

the Scripture proof of the doctrine, that Christ's

voluntary offering of Himself in perfect and loving

obedience, is the genuine sacrifice, well pleating

to God, to which prophecies and types point.

8. In the fact, finally, that Christ's offering of
Himself has fulfilled the saving and loving will

of God, not merely as expressed in Scripture,

but as existing in His determinate counsel, the idea

of sacrifice is realized; the purpose of God to

institute an economy of salvation, based upon
the expiation of sins by an efficacious sacrifice, is

attained ; and hence there is no further offering

for sin, either in the same, or any different form,
as evinced also by the express testimony of the
Holy Spirit in Jeremiah.

4. When God places His will—to wit: the per-
formance, by His servants, of that which He
wills, positively as a second requisition, it appears
in contrast with the first, viz., the offering of
external and symbolical sacrifices. But the
offering of such sacrifices was itself a matter of
express divine ordination ; and thus a contradic-
tion Beems to emerge and an antagonism within

the tphere of the divine counsel* and purpose* them-
selves. In truth, however, there is no contradic-
tion between the two, but simply a taking away
of the earlier system of the divine appointment
first, and its replacement by the second. The
transitory nature of the first is not merely pre-

figured by the symbolical character of the legal

sacrifices themselves, but expressly declared within
the very limits of the Old Testament revelation,

partly by statements regarding the essential will

of God, partly by the prediction of a new and
perfect covenant. But in a merely outward
offering God has never had pleasure. The fact

of its being brought from the property of the
worshipper, always had a reference to his per-
sonality and will. But even the voluntary offer-

ing of things stands in no equal or parallel
relation to the entire person's voluntary sacrifice

of himself. Thus the Old Testament utterances
are, as to the matter of fact, in no way self-con-

tradictory.

6. Our transference into a true saving and
peace-imparting fellowship with God, or our ob-
jective sanctification is brought about by theper-

sonal offering of Jesus Christ upon the crocs (Eph.
v. 2) ; which offering is the fulfilment of the essen-

tial will and eternal saving purpose of God, and has

oncefor all accomplished what was only shadowed
forth by those typical sacrifices which year by
year were offered by the priests who ministered
before God, always the same, and of such quality
that their impotence completely to take away
sin was everywhere conspicuous.

6. The waiting of the Royal Priest, who is en-
throned at the right hand of God, for the com-
plete subjection of all His enemies, does not in-

volve the idea of His personal inactivity until the
time of His second coming, but expresses, in con-
trast with that activity of the earthly priests which
never attain* to it* end, the exalted repose of the

Mediator, who, in every relation, ha* reached tie

goal of perfection; who, after bringing to actual

realization the ideal of propitiation which was
typically announced in the Aaronic high-priest-
hood, now receives forever the position typically

predicted in the royal priesthood of Melchisedek,
a position exempted from future sacrifices, and
fraught with unlimited homage, honor, and ca-

pacity for the bestowment of blessings.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The efficient cause of our salvation is the eternal

gracious will of God; the meritorious cause is

Jesus Christ with His personal sacrifice.—No
creature had power to reconcile the world with
God ; but the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ has
rendered possible a perfect taking away of sin,

and a perfection of the sanctified.—We have noth-

ing to fear from any hidden purpose of God ; we
should rather regulate ourselves and all things

according to His revealed will.—In Jesus Christ's

offering of Himself for our redemption is evinced

the perfect harmony of the righteous and
the gracious will of God.

—

The cross i* the altar on
which (Jhrist has offered, once for all, His blood

for atonement, and His body for sanctifica-

tion.

—

Obedience to the will of God not merely
gives value to the sacrifice we bring, but is itself

the best sacrifice.—How can the offering of sacri-

fices work the forgiveness of sinf

Starke:—Sin must be, in the eyes of God, an
evil overwhelmingly great, since by no other

means, whether work, obedience, or sacrifice,

can it be atoned for and done away, but only by
the all-holy sacrifice of Christ, 1 Pet. i. 19; 1

John i. 18.—Jesus Christ is the only object re-

vealed in the entire Scriptures to whom they

can be pointed who would obtain forgiveness of

sins and eternal blessedness, Acts x. 48.—The
myriad sacrifices of the Old Testament could not

have been, in the slightest degree, acceptable

to God, except so far as they prefigured the per-

fect propitiatory offering of the Messiah, an
offering of which He had long before smelled

the sweet odor, Eph. v. 2.—See how willingly

thy Jesus suffered for thee; shouldest thou
then not again somewhat willingly suffer for
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Him? John x?iii. 4; 1 Pot. ii. 21.—No worship
of God can be acceptable to God otherwise than
in Christ.—The Divine service of the Old Testa-

ment was burdensome and oppressive ; we can-
not sufficiently thank God, that in Christ we are

free from it. He who now will not serve God
shall have all the less excuse, and heavier con-

demnation, Gal. v. 1.—We are under obligation

to serve God every day, and can never serve

Him sufficiently, Luke xvii. 10; Rev. vii. 16.

—

He who suffers with Christ, and conquers in

Christ, will, with Christ, be gloriously exalted,

2 Tim. ii. 11, 12; Rev. iii. 21.—We may bid de-

fianoe to our enemies ; in Christ shall we triumph

;

but they shall be overthrown and lie prostrate,

Rom. viii. 84 ff.—Thou puttest faith in a trust-

worthy man ; it were a shame not to believe the

true God Himself, who has testified that the

sacrifice of Christ alone suffices for our sins,

1 John v. 9.—To have the law of the Lord in our
mouth merely, and make our boast of it, is noth-

ing; but whoever has it written on his heart,

and retains it, he is pleasing to God.
Rieobr.—What gave to the sacrifice of Jesus

its everlasting value, is that in it all was exe-

cuted according to the direction and will of God.—Sanctifieation comprehends all the different

elements in the restoration of man, calling, justi-

fying, glorifying.—The Holy Spirit also gladly

interests and occupies himself with the gracious

covenant of God on behalf of us poor sinners.

He recognises with joy every forward step that

we take therein.—The grace of Christ, the bless-

ing of His single sacrifice, gives wide scope for

the love of God, for His pleasure in us, the ob-

jects of His grace; and with the love of God
comes a larger communion of the Holy Spirit.

—

The language of the Son has been, under the im-
pulses of the Spirit of Christ, recorded in writing

by holy men, and thus gradually grew up the

whole Old Testament Scripture, together with the

pledge and obligation therein recorded, of Him
who was to come, and upon which, even on the

cross, His attention was fixed, until He saw all

had been accomplished.
Schleiebmaohbb (Festival Discourses):—The

death of the Redeemer, the end of all sacrifices

:

first, because there is needed no other remem-
brance of sin, which otherwise must have been
renewed from day to day, and from year to

year; but, secondly, because sin is now really

taken away, and such insufficient provisional

aids are no longer needed.
Hbubneb:—The value of our body, and of the

whole sensible world, consists in their being
means and instruments of the Holy Spirit.—God
has had no pleasure in offerings which were
made without repentance and faith ; they could
at best continue only till Christ; and finally,

God regarded them merely as types.—The con-

tinued dominion of Christ amidst all the uprisings

of His enemies, amidst all the endeavors against

Him, His doctrine and His Church, is a pledge
of our reconciliation, and of our ultimate com-
pleted blessedness.—Forgiveness of sins is the

condition of our receiving the Holy Spirit.

—

Christ, with His holy suffering, love and perfect

obedience is the one only thing wherein God
can have infinite pleasure, and for the sake of

which He can look graciously on the race of

men.
Menken :—The divine majesty and universal

dominion to which our perfected Mediator and
High-Priest attained immediately on His en-

trance into the heavenly all-holy, stands in glo-

rious contrast with the momentary and fearful

waiting of the Levitical high-priest before the

shadowy semblance of the divine throne ; but it

assures us, also, that we have in our eternal

High-Priest in heaven all that we need for our
salvation, and most complete perfection. He is

all, and possesses all.

SECOND SEOTIOK

EXHORTATIONS, WARNINGS AND PROMISES, SUGGESTED Br THE PRECEDING
DISCUSSION.

A decided, steadfast and livingly attested adherenoe to the Christian faith in Christian fellowship

is urgently enforced by a reference to the second coming.

Chapter X. 19-25.

19 Having therefore, brethren, boldness [confidence] to enter into the holiest by the

20 blood of Jesus, By a new and living way, which he nath [am. hath] consecrated [ini-

21 tiated hsxa(vt<nv] for us, through the vail, that is to say, his flesh; And having* high

22 priest [a great priest] over the house of God; Let us draw near with a true heart in
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fall assurance of faith, having [had] oar hearts sprinkled1 from an evil conscience;

23 and [having had] oar bodies washed with pare water, Let as hold fast the profession

24 of our faith without wavering; for he is faithful that promised; And let as consider

25 one another to provoke unto love and to good works: Not forsaking the assembling or

ourselves together, as the manner of some is; but exhorting one another: and so much
the more, as ye see the day approaching.

» Ver. 22.—Cod. Sin. A. 0. D*. write pcp«m#^m.
[Ver. 19.—ixorrts otr, having therefore, emphatic in position*—votfqffioir, confidence, bold*e$i.—ti< rip ciffofer rir

ayimr,for our entrance into {Mu, the entrance of) the sanctuary ; E. Ver. -thehotiest," rightm to the ratetantlal Men, tfaongh

incorrect m to expreetion.
Ver. 30.—$p ft«««irtm ftplr UU, which entrance he initialedfor us, as a way, etc
Ver. 21.

—

ttpia u.4ym9 not a high-pried, but * great, exalted priest.
Ver. 22.—pcparrttf/Woi, naviv *»«• sprinkkd, A«Av*Urot, tart*? o«m varied. TheM not jKwfr of the «xhortatk«,

bat crmdiHone of it. The first clause to be connected with what precedes, the second with what follows.

Ver. 23.—car«x»p«r, let tuAofei our conftssion offaith unwavering; o*Aunj without article attached predkatireljte
OfioAoyiay.

Ver 25.—ri)r friowaywylir favrwr, owr otcm (srnagogal) atumUafft; the tern beiuf transferred from the STnagofSjs
to the Christian ssscmblie*—BJUvert, jw tttolaV-K

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Visa. 19.—Confidence to enter in, etc.—
The napjnjola, of which Christians as such find

themselves in possession, is in this passage also

notfreedom, or a rightful claim (Erasm., Grot., etc. ),

but the joyful and confident spirit, which is con-

scious and avails itself of its right, and of its

freedom in its assertion. The words h ry aluari

are not with BL, Stier, etc., to be referred barely
to eiaodov, but to the whole clause ; for the re-

ference is not here, as ch. ix. 25, to the high-
priestly entrance of Jesus (Heinrichs), nor to

our entrance made through the blood of Jesus,

but to our irapj>naia in respect to the entrance,

which icapfaoia has its ground and origin in the
blood of Jesus, Eph. iii. 12. This entrance,
which forms the gate-way to the holiest of all,

is, in its nature, an 666c irp6o$aroc ml ££00, and,
as such, has been consecrated for our use by
Jesus our npbdpouoc, vi. 20, and our 6pxny6c, ii.

10. *Hv is erroneously referred by Seb. Schmidt,
Hammond, etc., to napfacria. The epithet irp6c-

faroc—newly slaughtered, now points to the fact

that, previously non-existent, it has been origi-

nated by the sacrificial death of Jesus (Theo-
doret with the most), and not to its perpetual
freshness (Ebr.). The term luaa, living, em-
phasises its vital power and internal efficacy,

(Hofm. Del.) ; not its end, as producing life, (De
Wette), nor its imperishableness (Bl.), nor the
character of those who walk upon it (Stier, Ebr.,
etc.). The author is speaking not of a subjec-

tive relation of Christians, but of an objective

medium, which is figuratively designated, on the
one hand, as an elaoSoc, on the other as a 666c,

but by the added qualifying term is immediately
withdrawn from the limitations of the imagery
contained in the names to the sphere of the
moral truths which the imagery represents.
To this imagery belongs also the designation of
the flesh of Jesus as a veil through which the new
and living way leads into the holiest of all. The
connection of o**d rov xarairer. with ivexaivtaev
(Schlicht., Bohm., Hofm., Del.), would require
did to be taken instrumentally; but the veil

cannot be the means of consecration, or of the
possibility of treading the way into the holiest
of all ; but requires to be done away, or rent

asunder, in order to open an entrance for the
church. We must, therefore, take did locally,

and connect it with 666v, understanding ovoav at

hyovaav. [So also Alford. And yet the imme-
diate addition of o6p£t flesh, to Karavkraafia would
seem to render it probable that the author had
his mind quite as much on the instrumental use

of 61a as the local. We enter through the veil

locally, and through the flesh, 1. e., Christ's cru-

cified body, instrumentally.—K.].
Van. 21.—A great priest over the house

of God.—Klee, Klein and others, take the words
iepia uiyav together as = high-priest. But the

priest whom we Christians have, is, as He who
sits enthroned at the right hand of God as rex

sacerdolalis, styled a great priest, exalted above
every other priesthood, ch. iv. 14. By oLkoj rov

deov Theophyl., BL, De W., Lun., Riehm and
others understand heaven, or the heavenly
sanctuary ; Theodoret, CEc, Calov, Este, ThoL,
Ebr. and others, the household of believers, the

family of the children of God ; while DeL would
unite both conceptions. The former reference
has in its favor the above-mentioned tiaodoc r£r
dyiuv and the designation of Christ as Xctrovpydr

(viii. 2) of the heavenly sanctuary, (com. ix. 11)
to whose permanent priestly function the writer
makes frequent reference. [In favor of the other
explanation is the writer's use of olxoc, ch. iii 2
ff., which is applied to the church founded by
Moses, and to theNew Testament church found-
ed by Christ, but which is nowhere in the Epis-
tle (unless here) applied to the Sanctuary. The
latter meaning, too, is equally in harmony with
the connection, and in fact more directly calcu-

lated to inspire the hope and confidence which
the writer is now striving to awaken. The im-
port of the phrase may be doubtful, but I in-

cline to prefer the latter.—K.].
Vbb. 22.—Having had our hearts sprin-

kled, etc.—The writer has previously stated

clearly the two great prerogatives enjoyed by
Christians, which furnish not merely an objective

possibility, but also the practical inducement and
motive for approaching and drawingnear to God.
He now mentions first the subjective condition in

which the irpoakpxeadat can and must take place

viz: that of a true heart eir* a>jfltvqc napdiac

(Opt? D73) (*»• *»**»• 8) ** Ttvpofopia

iriarcuc, and then in a participial clause, their

actual fitness for this. The sprinkling which
reaches the heart, and the consequence of which

is styled the doing away in.us of an evil <
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—purification from guilt is, evidently sprinkling

with the flood of Christ, ch. ix. 14; xii. 24; 1

Pot. i. 2, whereby the expiatory offering up of

His life is appropriated to the person, and He, as

freed from the stain of sins, is enabled to appear
in priestly service before God ; as also the priests

of the Old Covenant received, at their consecra-

tion, a like sprinkling with blood (Ex. xxix. 21

;

Lev. viii. 80) ; nay, in the making of the Old
Covenant, the whole people were sprinkled with
the blood of the covenant sacrifice (Ex. xxiv. 8).

We thus refer the language, not to sanctification

(Beng., Monk., Stier), but to justification on the

ground of a propitiation.

Yen. 23.—And having had our bodies
washed, «&.—Another form of Levitical cleans-

ing and sanctifying was washing with pure water,
which Aaron and his sons likewise had to sub-
mit to at their consecration (Ex. xxix. 4) : to

whioh also the priests, as often as they went
into the Sanotuary, submitted their hands and
feet, from the brazen vessel or laver, be-
fore the entrance into the holy place (Ex. xxx.
20 ff. ; xl. 20 ft}; but to which the high-priest,

on the annual day of atonement, submitted his

whole body, Lev. xvi. 4. To this rite allusion

is evidently made, and as shown by the word
oufta, we are not, with Calv. and others to take
the water according to Ezech. xxxvi. 25, as a
symbol of the outpouring of the Spirit, or as in-

dicating washing away of sins generally (Limb.
Ebr., etc.), and least of all with direct re-

ference to the blood of Christ, (Reuss). We
must recognize expressly a reference to baptism,

Eph. v. 26 : Tit. iii. 5. For baptism forms the
transition point from the objective system of
salvation to its subjective appropriation through
the grace which by virtue of the Divine arrange-
ment it sacramen tally imparts, and contains in

itself the obligation to holiness on the part of
the reconciled and justified, Rom. vi. 8 ff. ; 1 Pet.

lit 21 ; and also actually works the washing
away of sin, Acts xxii. 16; 1 Cor. vi. 11. Gram-
matically this clause forms the transition from
the first to the second part of the exhortation,
which would utterly lack connection, if the two
participial clauses, were both of them referred
either to the preceding irpootpx&peOa (Pesh.,

Primas., Luth., Bl., De W., Del., etc.), or to the
following Karixufw, (Hofm.). In favor too of
this connection of nal Xehw. with Karkx^H-ev (as
held by Thol., Lun., etc.) is the fact that with
baptism stands connected the dpoTuryia, which
may signify just as well the active confessing of
the hope, as the passive profession, whose object
is the Christian hope. The clause assigning
the reasons for steadfastness reminds us of 1

Cor. i. ix. ; x. 18 ; 1 Thess. v. 24 ; 2 Thess.
iii. 8.

Ver. 24.—And let us give heed to one
another, etc.—The third part of the exhorta-
tion, similarly adjoined by nal, refers to the duty
of love toward the members of the church, in
special reference to their position at the time,
while the first has to do with faith and the second
with hope. The purpose of their mutual and
watchful regard is a napoZvofio'c, which, (while
elsewhere in the New Testament, denoting stir-

ring up and irritation in a bad sense Acts xv.

80 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 5) here as sometimes in the

84

classics, the following Gen. shows to be employed
in a good sense.

Yin. 25.—Not forsaking, etc.—The words
apply neither to a neglect of duty toward the
church (Bl.), nor to the forsaking of her when in-

volved in peril, distress and need (Bohm.). For
kmowayoyq never signifies the Christian body
(Calv., Just., Bl., etc.) but only assembly, con-

gregation (2 Mace. ii. 7; 2 Thess. ii. 1), and it

is only the iavrvv that restricts this to the read-
ers, as a Christian and worshipping assembly
TChrys. and the most). The incidental clause
uf iBoc riaiv shows that the withdrawal from the
religious assemblages had with some already be-
gun, yet that no " formal apostasy is meant,
but only a neglect, marking an abatement of
zeal at no wide remove from apostasy," (Del.).

The day of Christ's re-appearing is called here
as 1 Cor. iii. 18 simply " the day "

(jj ipipa).
The ba(f) is to be constructed not with kyfifowav,
but with /ftitferessfop lufttov.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Christians find themselves in possession of
two important advantages, whioh not merely
establish the possibility* but furnish a practical

living inducement to draw near to Qod. These
advantages are: 1, the joyful and confident
boldness to make use of the entrance to the for-

merly closed, butnow opened heavenly sanctuary;

2, the Priest over the house of God, exalted above
every priesthood, Jesus Christ

2. This boldness is found only within the

sphere of the influence, and in thepower of the blood,

of Jesus Christ. For during the life of Jesus
Christ on earth, His flesh had the same influence-

as the veil between the outer and inner sanctuary
of the Temple. Full and unobstructed commu-
nion with God had in this a barrier which must,
first be overcome, but which was completely re-
moved in the sacrificial death of Christ. Thua>
it becomes apparent also here that it is not the
doctrine and example of Jesus that render possible-

our communion with God, but the death of the"

God-man, which, in its connection with atone-
ment and propitiation, as indicated by the train

i

of thought through the entire Epistle, can neither-

be the mere figurative representation of an. idea*,

nor have a simply moral significance. Ourway,
to God leads always through this rent veil of the

flesh of Jesus Christ, which is the henceforth
unveiled and ever open gateway to heaven*

8. Sinoe Christ has gone into heavenv in^order-
therein to remain, and there, as in* the true sanc-
tuary, on the ground of His completed' work of
redemption, to appear in the presence of God for-

us, the exercise of His Priestly office in'mediation,

intercession and blessing,, takes place in the -most

perfect manner, and without interruption; It only
remains now that we, as His ransomed Church,
gather ourselves thither, unto Him.

4. Before we are called to appear beforo God
in eternity, we should so avail ourselves in time
of the means of access to the heavenly sanctuary,

that the characteristic marks of Christians, in

faith, hope and love, shaftBe found in us. Faith

gains its fulness from the sprinkling of the

heart with the bleed' of Jesus Christ, whereby
are produced the certainty of our reconciliation
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with God, and the experience of our justification.

Mope, which expresses itself in holding fast our

confession of specifically Christian faith, finds

its warrant in the appropriation of the grace of

baptism, and draws its nourishment from the

promises of the one only reliable and faithful

Qod. Love, whose rights and obligations lie in

the needs and blessings of communion and fel-

lowship, finds occasion, stimulus and strength

for its exercise in participation in Christian

worship, and has its living connection with faith

and love in awaiting and preparing for the ap-

proaching day of the Lord's return.

6. Since the ascension of Jesus Christ, the day
which ends the circling round of days and
merges time into eternity, is not merely appre-

hended by itself as in a sort of standing and per-

petual proximity, but is expected by the disci-

ples as approaching, with the conviction that

every new morning may possibly be the last; and
with the feeling that those who are called and
are qualified to judge the signs of the times

(Matth. xxiv.) may by no means overlook the

premonitory signs, occurring in history, of the

coming of this decisive day ofjudgment and sal-

vation. *

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The wishes, thoughts and ways of the Chris-

tian tend not merely into the earthly, but into the

heavenly sanctuary.—Our drawing near to God

:

1, in its basis and foundation ; 2, in its means

;

8, in its blessings.—The right use of the means of
grace: 1, in their quality; 2, in their effects.

—

How we have to dispense the gifts of grace im-
parted to us beneficially to ourselves and to others,

—Whereby we make every day a day of bless-

ing.—We need not fear the final judgment, if we
:rightly improve the present time.—We must not
unerely expect the day ofthe Lord, butprepare our-
selves for it.—How we overcome the perils of so-

ciety by the blessings of Christianfellowship.—How
we must recompense fidelity with fidelity,—The

. character of those who would come to God.—The
, connection offaith, hope and love in the life of the
true Christian.—To the nature of the way opened
to us into the heavenly sanctuary, should our
walk in it correspond.

Starker—A Christian must conduct with
great thoroughness and gentleness his admoni-
tions to his neighbor.—Faith in Christ is the way
to God.—Christ is the great High -priest in re-

spect: 1, to His person; 2, to His office; 8, to

believers, of whom He is the Head.—Whoever
would be great, and have what is great, must
make choice of Jesus.—If the heart has rightly

apprehended the grape of God, and believes that
Christ is a living, gracious, kind and sweet
Saviour, it also so uses that grace, and so feels

the attraction of the love of the Lord Jesus, that
it penetrates even to His gracious seat The
way to heaven can be entered by him only who
has a living faith in his Saviour, holds constantly

-.to his confession of hope, and has a zeal that
.-provokes to live and good works.—Neither
idoubter nor despairer can enter into the king-
dom of God.—The faithfulness of God is above
.all faithfulness. God is faithful to fulfil what

He has promised, and to guard wjiat He has
given. Should not this furnish to our faith and
hope a double basis for a joyful confession ?

—

One Christian must be guardian of another, and
rebuke with words whatever runs counter to God
and virtue.—Every one must look first to him-
self, and seek in all respects to make a certain

advancement, and keep and increase what he
has: but this same well regulated self-love he
must also evince for his neighbor, on the ground
of a common membership in the spiritual body
of Jesus Christ.—Mere external contact with the

worship of God fails indeed to secure salvation;

but wilful contempt of it is the way to ruin and
damnation.—The diligent contemplation of the

displays of God's punitive justice in death and
the final judgment, may and should serve us as a

perpetual discipline in godliness.

Rieger:—The pure water of baptism has

drawn our body and its members into the service

of the Lord, and also raised it to the dignity of

a future resurrection. It is, therefore, a capital

point in thehope that has been bestowed onus, and
to which we must adhere, that even in our body
which has wrung from us many sighs over sin

and death, we shall yet be penetrated and per-

vaded by the salvation of God.—Love draws
great quickening from hope ; but by the exercise

of love, hope again gains ever wider scope.

—

Without fervent zeal in ourselves, mutual admo-
nition is of no account.

Hahn:—He in whom is the life of Christ, has
also the entrance into the sanctuary.—By faith

our spirit has, even in the present life, an en-

trance into the sanctuary ; but God has, in bap-

tism, also appropriated to himself our body as

that in which the life of Christ is to be made
manifest.

Heubner:—God ever vouchsafes to the be-

liever the privilege of approach ; is ever acces-

sible, ever to be addressed.—Our hope itself;

and more than this, our confession of hope also,

we should ever hold fast—How deeply have
Christians to reflect on what has been bestowed
on them with Christ and His death.

Tholuck:—How, in our own time, are we to

consider the forsaking of the Christian assem-
blies? a, in its causes; b, in its consequences.
Menken :—That the way has been consecrated

for us, indicates our right to walk in it; and
also an obligation resting on us not to decline

walking in it.—Not in the Spirit, not in His
higher nature and dignity, not in so far as He
was in the form and essential likeness of God,
has the Son of God consecrated for men the

living way into the holiest of all ; but rather in

so far as He has humbled himself to the form of

a servant in our sinful flesh, and in the flesh has
suffered and conquered.—From the signs of the

times, from the rent veil, from the opened sanc-

tuary, we see that the first grand division of our
world's history has past by, and in a sense and
measure, such as never before, the day of the

coming of our Lord Jesus Christ draws near.
Gf.rok:—Of our sacred priestly obligations:

1, Priestly approach to the mercy seat ; 2, the
priestly sprinkling of our hearts; 8, the priestly

holding fast to our confession of hope; 4, the
priestly receiving of one another in love.
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n.

The heaviest and inevitable judgment of Qod falls upon apostasy from acknowledged Chris-

. tian truth.

Chapter X. 26-81.

26 For if we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there

27 remaineth no more [a] sacrifice for sins, But a certain fearful looking for of judgment
and [a] fiery indignation, which shall [the glowing fervor of a fire that is about to]

28 devour the adversaries. He that despised [set at naught] Moses' law died [dieth]

29 without mercy under two or three witnesses: Of how much sorer punishment,

suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son of God,
and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy

thing [common, unhallowed, xoewfo], and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace?

30 For we know him that hath [om. hath] said, Vengeance bdongeth unto me, I will

recompense, saith the Lord. 1 And again, The Lord shall [will] judge3 his people.

31 It m a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.

1 Ver. 80.—The words Arfytt Kifotoc are wanting, indeed, in Sic. D*. 17, 28*, 67**, and moat ancient translations, bnt have
the authority of A. D. E. K. L. Philox., and arc added by a later hand in Sin. Comp. Expos, of ver. 29, conclusion.

t Ver. 80.—Instead of the feet, rec xvptot xpu*!, we are to read tcpivii xvpiov after Sin. A. D. B. K. 81,78, which MS8.,
except Sin. and A., baro also on preceding, as Sept., Dent xxxii. 86; Ps. cxxxt. 14. In the Sin., the change has been in-

troduced by the corrector.
[Ver. 26.—«*owt«K yip, for voluntarily, fcowr. emphatically standing before the Part.—apoprweVrwi' 1in*»v% tee sin-

ning, in case of our sinning—the present Part, denoting an habitual and abiding state; but nothing seems to require us to

transfer H. with Alf., to the actual day ofJudgment. It seems much more forcible, as well ai more natural, to refer it to

the condition, in the present life, of one who lias completely apostatised from God.—fierA to kafaiv, after receiving.—tV
iwiytmoxv, the recognition—more than the mere yv&o-tf—the knowledge to which the mind has been consciously directed,

and borne, as it were, its attestation.—avoAcurcrai, there remaineth as a logical result : jcaraAtircrai, there i$ left behind «t
a historical fact, see ch. iv. 1, 4.

Ver. 27.—Ilvpet ft*#s cattcir tidXXovrot, an indignation, or, fervor qfftrt that is about to devour.
Ver. 28.—a0rnpra$ ti$, any one, after setting at nought.
Ver. 20.—& caravan^e-ac, who trampled on—«otp6V, common, that of a common man (DeW., Del, Alf., etc), or (as

Thol., Lun., Moll, efe.),—oxaflapror, unclean, impure—K.].

the covenant, and abandonment of God for idol-

worship. Hence the ground for the following

parallel.

Ver. 29. Ofhow mncb sorer punishment
think ye, etc.—AoxeZre lays the decision regard-

ing the case, about which there can be no doubt,

on the judgment of the readers: ai-uJHjoeTat rep-

resents God as Him who weighs the greatness of

guilt, and hence awards the rtfiupia according

to the facts of the preceding (Aor. Part) sins.

The words iv £ fryi&oOn (»s r«»d uniformly except

by A. and Chrys.) designate tne blood of the

covenant as that whose sanctifying influence—t.

c, an influence which, in virtue of the atonement

and purification, consecrate* to a true covenant fel-

lowship with God and His people—had been
already experienced. Hence koiv&v here, doubt-

less, denotes impurity (Vulg., Luth., Grot., Thol.,

Ebr., Lun., Riehm, etc.), not commonness (Pesh.,

It., (Ecum., Theophyl., Bex., Schlicht, Beng.,

Bl., Be W., Bisp., Del., etc.). By nvevfia Tf$

X&ptfos Bl., Be W., Lun. understand the Holy
Spirit as the gift of grace ; but more correctly

ace. to ch. xiii. 9, 25 (comp. Zech. xii. 10).

Bohm., Del., Riehm, etc., understand it as the

efficient principle of grace. The first citation is

from Deut. xxxii. 85; the second from Dent,

xxxii. 86 (repeated Ps. exxxv. 14). In both

passages the sentiment is, that Jehovah, by His

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ysn, 26. For if we sin wilfully, etc.—That
the reference here is not to deliberate and
heinous sins in general, but to apostasy from
Christianity after regeneration, is clear from
the entire phraseology. 'EkovgUjc stands in con-
trast with ayvoovvrec. and ir?mv6fievoi, ch. v. 2:
the pres. dfiapravdvruv marks habitual in contrast
with transient denial: the apostasy is preceded

by the iwlyvoetc rye akrfieiac, at once a theoreti-

cal and practioaL recognition of the truth, and
deliberate and conscious embracing of it, and is

followed by a failure of any further expiatory
sacrifice, and instead of it (airofeiirerat, as ch. iv.

6) an kK&oxt, whose fearfulness is heightened by
the rhetorical r2f. Tlvpo^ OyAof is not to be taken
as a single conception==/fcry zeal or jealousy
(Luth., etc.), since the following Part, takes the
case of irvpo\, which is treated as a person, as at

oh. xii. 29 God Himself is called irvp KaravaXioKov.
'EoBiecv points not to a destroying=annihilating,
bnt to the sensible conscious suffering of the
fiery infliction. The expressions remind us for-

cibly of Is. xxvL 11 in the Sept The words in

ver. 28 refer evidently to Deut. xvii. 6, which
refer in like manner not to the transgression of

individual commandments, but to a breaking of
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judicial sway, will vindicate the rights of His

people against His enemies. This meaning of

the original is also here to be maintained, since

rbv labv avrov denotes in the conception of the

writer the church of God of the New Covenant

(Del.), which is overlooked by Bl., De W., Liin.,

who understand the words of a judgment upon

the people, instead of for them. The first cita-

tion deviates from the Heb. text, and still more
from that of the Sept; but accords with Rom.
xii. 19, whioii contains also the Xtyei icbpioc that

is wanting in the original. Hence Bi., De W.,

Del., Reiohe infer that the citation was taken at

second hand from Romans; while Meyer (Rom.
xii. 19, 8d ed.) regards the paraphrase of Onke-

lo8, Liin., on the contrary, a current proverbial

form of the expression, as the common source of

the citation both here and in Romans.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The most immediate inducement to follow the

injunctions that in their rightful claim have just

been laid down, is the great danger of apostasy

from Christ, and thefearfulness ofits consequences.

2. Thepenitent sinner may indeed, with resigned

spirit, choose rather to fall into the hands of God
than of men, 2 Sam. xxiy. 14; Sir. ii. 18. But
the covenant-breaker and apostate, who has come
into a hostile and radical gainsaying of the truth

which he had before acknowledged, cannot be

again renewed to repentance, ch. vi. 4-8, and can-

not possibly henceforth obtain forgiveness of

sins. The offerings of the. law bring no true

propitiation; self-originated offerings have not

even the character of type and ofpromise. If the

only true atoning sacrifice, the Son of God and
His blood, have in view of the earlier ex-

perience of its sanctifying power, been rejected

as useless, and the Spirit of grace spurned and
scorned, not only is there nothing to replace the
sacrifice thus rejected and dishonored, but this

itself can no longer exercise a saving influence

upon him who has made wilful and wanton
wreck of all the previous influences of grace.

8. The distinction of peccatum ddiberatum and
ignorantim is a less fixed and rigid one than is

commonly supposed : there is in sinning a know-
ledge of the right, which the sinner refuses to

allow to assert itself. The veil of the lying ex-
cuse which is drawn over the conscience would
fain lift itself, but is held fast with convulsive
power. Such a character of the inward struggle
and gainsaying of truth must we particularly in-

sist on when Christian truth, once attested by the
Holy Spirit, is, in an apostasy which has grown
out of lesser acts of infidelity, not only denied,
but blasphemed. The conflict regarding objec-
tive truth becomes all the more fierce in propor-
tion as there is, at the samo time, a conflict

against the truth which still in a measure asserts

itself within the bosom of the apostate (Thol.
comp. Stud. undKrit., 1886, Heft. 2).

4. Rightfully and justly after such an apos-
tasy, nothing remains to be expected but
judgment, which will be executed by God with
the full living energy of His holy nature, just as
inevitably as His undeceiving word has infalli -

bly declared it; and its fearfulness will stand
proportionate to the richness of the grace, and

the fulness of the revelation, of the New Cove
nant.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

To the greatness of the grace which has been
received we find standing in direct relation the
guilt of apostasy, and the fearfulness of the pun.
ishment—The hands of God reach through time
and eternity, and to apostates bring no less of
terror and destruction, than comfort and assist-

ance to believers.—The judgments of God come
slowly but surely ; yet they are preceded by the
proffer of grace and the announcement of punish-
ment upon the despisers.—He who turns the
grace of God into wantonness has nothing further
to hope from His compassion.—The lookingfor
of the Divine judgment, without faith in the ex-
piatory sacrifice of Jesus Christ, is a foretaste of
damnation.—The wrath of God burns as hotly as
His love, and strikes no less surely than
justly.

Stabxx:—Were there to be another sacrifice,

there must also be another Messiah ; and God
must lay through Him an entirely new founda-
tion for salvation; must institute an entirely

different economy for attaining it; and must
consequently, at the samo time, Himself take
away the way which has been disclosed, and the

foundation which has been laid, through Christ.

Inasmuch, therefore, as this is absolutely impos-
sible, it is also equally impossible thai any one
should be saved out of Christ; and that any
other propitiatory sacrifice should be made on
his behalf.—Not only is the judgment of God
terrible in itself, but terrible is also the torment-
ing fear and foretaste of it which the ungodly
feel in themselves as a hell even upon earth.

—

Great sins deserve great punishments ; he there-

fore who allows himself in their commission
roust not be surprised that he receive his reward
(Jer. ii. 19).—Against the apostate there are
three witnesses : the Father, who hath given to

him His Son ; the Son, whose blood he tramples
under foot ; and the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of

grace,' to whom he does despite.—Seest thou the

apostate and ungodly walking secure, believe

that he will not remain unpunished; God does all

precisely at the right time; he will thus speedily

remember him (Nah. i. 2).

Hahh:—According to the greatness of His
grace, is the severity with which God visits His
wrath upon the contempt of it

Riegbb:—To the Lord Jesus is ascribed a
long-suffering patience (ch. x. 18), but to be-

lievers a hopeful waiting (ch. ix. 28): unbe-
lievers, on the contrary, fall into a fearful ap-

prehension, wherein many a word of God that

had been heard without fear, returns whh terri-

ble power.—The unfruitful vine before every

other tree is given as food to the fire (Esek. xv.

6, 7) ; and thus abused love and neglected grace

awaken all the greater wrath.—It is a great de-

ception of our hardened and insensible heart

that the death-punishments threatened in the law,

stoning, etc., affect us more than the sorer pun-
ishment which takes effect only in the realm of
the future and invisible.—"He who eats my
bread, tramples me with his heel," is the just

complaint of Jesus in regard to His betrayer.
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Heubneb:—There is a more subtle and a
more open apostasy.—The abandonment of the

only Saviour and Propitiator takes us out of the

reach of propitiation.—The apostate suffers a
twofold punishment; first, in awaiting it, and
then in the actual experience.—We hear in this

case an earnest testimony to the guilt of careless

and unprincipled changes in religion.

Menken :—In that the Lord judges His people

He will avenge and deliver them.—Vengeance is

a prerogative of the Divine majesty. This we

are not to assume, but rather to refrain from all

private vengeance, and, feeling the love 'of Jesus
"Christ, are to commend to the Divine compas-
sion those who in thought and act oppose them-
selves to Christianity, and who are our enemies
for the Gospel's sake ; and this all the more from
the fact that they who from this cause, hate, ca-

lumniate and abuse us, unless they cease from
their unrighteousness, will not escape the Divine
retribution.

in.

A speedy entrance into blessedness awaits those who endure to the end ; of which the readers

inspire a hope by the steadfastness which they have already evinced.

Chapter X. 82-89.

32 But call to remembrance the former days, in which, after ye were illuminated; ye

33 endured a great fight [struggle] of afflictions; Partly, whilst ye were made a gazing-

stock both hy reproaches and afflictions; and partly, whilst ye became companions of

34 them that were so used [that so walked]. For ye had compassion of me in my bonds
[sympathized with those in bonds, ro?c tfctf/uoer] and took joyfully the spoiling of your
goods, knowing in yourselves that [that for yourselves]* ye have in heaven a better

35 and an enduring substance. Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath

36 great recompense of reward. * For ye have need of patience [steadfastness, faojuoy^c],

that, after ye have done [or, by. doing=ye may do—and] the will of God, ye might
37 [may] receive the promise. For yet a little while [a very little], and he that shall

38 come [he that cometh, 6 tpxtfuvot] will come, and win not tarry. Now the just [But
my just one]' shall live by faith, but if any man [and if he] draw back, my soul shall

39 have [hath] no pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw back unto perdi-

tion ; put of them that believe to the saving [procuring, preserving] of the soul [of

life].

> Ver. 84.—Instead of the leeL ree. rot* Scffftott pov, found In D***. B. K. L. (bnt recognised even by Este as an ex-
panded gloss on tho erroneous rot* farpott of Onto. Bzhort. ad mart.,, 44) we are to read rote farptotf after A. D*.T whose
testimony is the more important, as B. and C. are here defective. Sin. howerer, has the led. ree.

* Ver. 84.—Instead of the illy attested lest. ree. br iavrolt, we are either with Sin. and many minnsc. to read Javrotfe,

or better, with D. B. K. L., cavroit : with this accords best also the circumstance that ir ovporotc is wanting in A. D*., 17,

but on the contrary Is fonnd in D***. B. K. L.
• Ver. 38.—After eucatot we are with Sin. A. Vnlg., etc^ and the Cod. Alex, of the Sept to retain pov. In D*., the two

Syrtac and other ancient versions and most MS8. of the Sept., It stands after niorem*. The Bee., without reason, omits it

entirely. The failure of this pron. in the Heb. text does not decide for the Or. Jext.

[Ver. 3&—*rafupinf<r««**«, Be calling, or, keep calling to remembrance, as a habit; so Pres. tense; not Aor. avafiv^o^
Bnre, call to remembrance, as a simple set.—m$Anatv, struggle, contest, requiring exertion ; not $Uxnr,fght, battle,—*a$ntiaTuv,
suffering*, not affliction* (•Atyewv) as In next verse.

Ver. 33.—tovto u4v, on the one hand (lit., a* in (hi* indeed).—*ear/>t{*>«i'ot, Pres. Part, heing habitually made a spec-

tacle, yernUrm, Aor. being made, or becoming, as a single fact—ruv ovr** arampe+oniimv, of them who *o walk, t. «.,

in reproaches and affliction*. m .....
Ver. 34.—™:* forpfoK wrffratyrarc, ye *ympathUed with the pri*oner*.-^umv. *x«r eavrotc, knowing that ye

havefar yourtehae* ; not, as B. V., knowing in yourstlmes.
Ver. 86.—Jjtu, characteristic, a* one which hath—bow* it hath, A „„_ * s -*_* ~
Ver. 88.—vToiior^f, ofpatient endurance.—+r* to #«A. tov *ou irot*rarr«« KonianaH B. V. (In order) that ajter ye

have done the wiU of Qod\ ye may receive the promise*. So Moll substantially, « after fulfilment of the will of God, ye may
receive/ etc. Alfo*j>: -that ye may do the will of God and receive—that doing the will of God, ye may receive."

Do Wette: durch BrfuUung. by fulfilment of, by doing the will, etc. The sentence will equally well bear either of the

three constructions : 1. " that, after doing the will, ye may receive ;" 2. that, doing the will, ye may ™*™-J* m»J
do the will and receive ; 8. " that doing the will ye may receive- that, by doing the will, ye may receive." Mther, too,

b*re makes perfectly good sense. For although Alford's rendering, "ye may do and receive *» is entirely admissible.and

may be the right one, vet his rea-on for rejecting the first, is scarcely decWve,t>fc. « Noendurance, orpatience would be

wanted, when they had don* tho will of God. to receive the promise." True, but endurance or patience would be wanted

to bring about that *tate ofthinn* in which they, after having done the will of God, might receive the promise. For such

fa the character of tha sentence that th* endurance might have reference exclusively to the participal clause, or to tha

flnlU verb, or to botii together, and nothing but the connection could determine which.
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Tor. 37.—jtucobr Sow, foor, more emphatic than M a little," m E. T.; «a little, a very little"—the repeated oovr
betiif a eort of doable diminutire, " aliquantMum."—• jpxopcroc, *« **<** eometh; not, m K. V, A< Mat shall come; dot,

m often rendered in the gotpelf, A« fta* *A«*W come.

Ver. 38.—e to &c«u& m«v, out my righteous one (/tow hero being guaranteed by the beet authorities).—cat tfir vv»*
0vctarra4,aftdtfA« tAatf Aaw «&rtuiJk fcacJfc, timidly drawn back (lit. ¥w<wn*AA«<r0«u, tower sail, take in Bail, then, shrink back
from danger, as often in the elastics). Bng. ver. supplies (with many) r«, ifany man, contrary to tho spirit of the pas-

sage, although, if the exigencies of the connection required it, it would be quite defensible grammatically, riv (with
Middleton and Scholefleld) is, I think, to be supplied at John rill. 44, with AoAp, although the commentators generally

decline to receiro it. Hzrt the reference of vvoffrsiA^rai to the &'K«tot, is only one more among many passages of like

import In this Epistle.

Ver. 39. owe ivukv vrtxrroAijc, we do not belong to back-sliding.—«ic T«pcvetifenr fr>xjkt for* or unto the procuring
gaining, preserving of the soul—or of our life In the sense of Matth. x. 30, he that findeth his lift (rip 4*xiy) **atf lost 0.

And so better, I think, with Moll, De Wette, etc., than soul, with Luther, Slier, Allbrd, etc.—K.J.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 82. Bat calling to mind, etc.—
'

kvapvrjadijvai is usually constructed with the Ace.

of the remembered object, the simple pvtfoO^vat

with the Gen. fufriadkvrer, enlightened, denotes

converaion to Christianity as a translation from

the power of darkness into the realm of light, so

that the truth has found recognition and efficient

action in the soul, and Christ is not merely be-

lieved in and praised as the Light of the world,

but shines in the soul, as the Sun of Righteous-

ness.—Excellently Chrys., in regard to the con-

flict of suffering; ovk elire neipaofiovr aXXtl adTjjatv

bxep iorlv eyicufiiov bvoua koI tKaivuv peyhruv ("he
does not say temptation*, but struggle, a term of

high eulogy").—The oirur is by some referred to

walking in 'steadfastness,' by most to walking in

' affliction.' The latter only is admissible, in

the subordination of the two clauses, tovto fikv—
to'vto 6k to vKOfuivare, as exhibiting the different

modes of their manifested 'endurance.' The
o'vro; in the second division can only refer to the

characteristic mentioned in the preceding. The
tovto fifa—tovto de, found in the New Testament

only here, is thoroughly classic.

Via. 36. After fulfilling the will of God.
Beng. erroneously refers the Aor. Part, iroi-

jfjavrer to the previously mentioned Christian

acts of the readers immediately after their con-

version. [Grammatically considered, the pas-

sage might Dear this, although I think the Perf.

Part would then be more natural. At all

events, the iroUiaavrec undoubtedly refers to acts

hereafter to be done under the influence of the

vKouovf). But even then, whether the better

rendering is, "after doing," or "by doing," or

by two co-ordinate verbs, " may do and receive,"

is doubtful. Substantially, they would here

amount to the same thing; though in other

oases of like construction, the difference might

be important. But then the context would

generally decide the right construction. —
K.]. The will of God is here not as oh. x. 7

ff. God's purpose and oounsel of redemption,

whose fulfilment became the great end of the

life of Christ, but the will of God, as required

to be fulfilled by the Saints, not, however, in its

most general character, as a simple rule of life

(Thol., and others); nor as restricted to the sane-

tifioation which is effected through the sacrifice

of the Son (Bl.); but in special reference to

steadfast endurance unto the end (Theophyl.,

Lun., Del.).

The promise (hirdyyeXia) is here, as in several

other places, the substance of the promise, the

thing promised.
Via. 87. For yet a little—how little

time, etc.—The words uutpbv bcov baov—a little,

how very, very little I which form one of the very
few instances in which the superlative is ex-
pressed in Greek by repetition, are probably
taken from Is. xxvi. 20; and in their connection
with in are in our passage, like hi utxpov, John
xiv. 19, better regarded as an independent Subst.
clause than as an Ace. of determinate time em-
ployed to introduce the freely cited passage,
Hab. ii. 8, 4. The original text runs: "If it

delays (viz,, the vision) wait for it; it cornea, it

comes, it will not linger." The subject is the
overthrow of the Chaldean world-dominion by
the judgment of Jehovah. The Sept. itself sug-
gests the turn of the passage, so as to apply it

to a person by the rendering brt ipx6utvor $f«,
which our author makes still more concrete by
adding the def. article. The original then adds

:

"Lo! his soul is puffed up, is not upright within
him (the Chaldean) ; " the Sept., on the contrary;
" If he timidly draws back, my soul hath no plea-
sure in him" (TVoor&Aeiv, used originally of
lowering the tail, then of timidly shrinking back).
On this follows the clause: "But the righteous
will live, U mareoc. pov" (Cod. Vat); or, "But
my righteous one will live," U nlartwc (Cod.
Alex.). Grot, supplies rfc De W. bvOpuiror. Calvin
carries the fact that the passage aims not to be
a direct and proper citation, but simply a free
application of the original, to the extent of put-
ting the concluding clause into the mouth of the
author, and understanding by 4 foxf/P™ tne soul,

not of God, or (as (Ec.) of Christ, but of the au-
thor. With hapkv Grot., Carps., and others sup-
ply riicva or viol. It is better taken in the strictly

classical Gr. construction of a Gen. of belonging.

The allusion to Sfoerat, and the contrasted qtu/cuj
shows that ircpinoiipHr t^xm is not, with Luth.,

Calv., etc. y to be taken of the tout; while still

we are not, with Ebr., to refer it to temporal
bodily life in escaping from the impending de-

struction of Jerusalem, but, of eternal life, cor-
responding to the expression, 1 Thess. v. 9, rif

irepnroiqaiv owrriplar.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. A second inducement to follow the admoni-
tions of vv. 19-25 lies in the encouraging remem-
brance of the steadfastness evinced under pre-
vious sufferings; a steadfastness which is still to

be maintained in faith, and which is accom-
panied by great promises that will be perfectly

fulfilled at the re-appearing of Jesus Christ.

2. Conversion to Christ, inasmuch as it in-

troduces into the soul the true light of life, gives,

indeed, to the believer, through the beams of this

gracious luminary, the certainty of reconciliation,

and, along with the acknowledgment of the

truth, at the same time, an experience of salta-

tion; whence come at once quiet to the heart,

repose to the conscience, and peaoe to the souL
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But as even the converted man still remains in

the world, there arises, ere long, a great and
Serpetually recurring struggle amid sufferings.

y insults and afflictions, endured partly in

their own persons, and partly by sympathy with
those companions in faith who pursue their

Christian walk amidst like circumstances of suf-

fering, the children of God are made a spectacle

of derision to the world.

8. In the case of apostasy the sacrifices al-

ready offered would have been offered in vain

;

and the sufferings hitherto endured, would have
been endured to no purpose. Uo, on the con-

trary, who remains steadfast in the appointed
conflict of suffering, not merely receives an ex-

perimental testimony of the power of faith, but
also acquires thereby courage and strength, and
the invigoration of hope, and final victory.

4. The assurance of imperishable and inaliena-

ble possessions, not only aide us in relation to

the loss of our earthly goods, but renders be-

lievers even joyful sufferers under acts of violence,

and willing sharers in the sufferings of the op-

pressed. For suffering for the name of Jesus,

and on account of a conscience that owes alle-

giance to God, is an honor and a favor (Acts v.

41 ; 1 Pet. ii. 20).

5. The recompense of reward comes as cer-

tainly as the Lord Himself who is already on the

way. But as the securing of life is certain to

those who persevere in the faith, equally certain

is the destruction of those who timidly draw
back. Faith thus, in its abiding confidence in

the Lord, is the essential condition of the attain-

ment of salvation, of which the coming of the

Lord is the essential means. But believers are

strengthened in their conflict of suffering, and
in their waiting for the fulfilment of the promises
of God, particularly by the assurance and clear

view, that the period of waiting for the dawning
of glory is a vanishing span of time.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The aid and comfort derived from the remem-
brance of conflicts and suffering that in former times

have been victoriously endured in faith.—To begin

in faith, but not to endure, leads to useless sacri-

fices, vain hopes, and fruitless sufferings.—The
attainment of the promised blessings must be pre-

ceded by the fulfilment of the Divine will : but
this cannot take place without a living faith, that

proves itself in suffering.—The proving of one's

faith in one's own and in others' sufferings.—

A

manifold struggle of sufferings is allotted to Chris-

tians in this world ; but along' with this, a great

promise, and a rich reward.—How the loss of
earthly goods is borne, and replaced by more ex-

alted and permanent possessions in heaven.—Why
life is not gained without faith.

Starke:—Christians are God's combatants,
and must be in perpetual conflict ; hence, they
also expect the wreath of honor which the hea-
venly calling holds out to them.—What is to com-
fort us in all trouble and persecution ? The hope
of eternal blessedness in heaven.—Trouble and
persecution are badges of the Christian ; where
they do not bear these in themselves, there is

something wanting in their Christianity (2 Tim.
iii. 12).—Christians are under obligation not
merely to sympathize with the wretched, but, as

far as possible, to help them.—Observe the char-
acteristic of the kingdom, and of the members
of the kingdom of Christ ; which is to do good
and to suffer evil. It is wonderful, but salutary

;

it must serve for great good (Ps. ciz. 6).—In dis-

ease, pain, and suffering, confidence in our
gracious God is better than all medicines; it is a
tried means, and mast bring aid.—Mark it, soul

!

it is not enough to have well begun the struggle

;

thou must also complete it, and arm thyself ac-

cordingly with patience. For he who falters, in

him the Lord hath no pleasure ; nay, he draws
back to his condemnation.—A Christian must not

by impatience make his cross heavier than it is,

but in quiet and hope will be his strength, Jer.

xzz. 15.—The suffering of the present time is

brief and light, 2 Cor. iv. 17 ; Is. liv. 7 ; Ps. xxx.

6 ; we must not, therefore, allow the time under
the cross to seem to us long.—The faith that

brings salvation is no dead thing, but a living

essence, and productive of life, Gal. ii. 20.—Ah

!

this should be our greatest care in the world, to

save our soul, and all the more, that we are in

imminent peril of losing it.

Bibqbr:— Who shall be the persons with

whom we in our time hold and seek fellowship,

is a point that must involve important conse-

quences, reaching down to the day of Jesus

Christ.—He who does the will of God, and
awaits with patience the promise, has content-,

ment on earth, and yonder, as the end of his

faith, salvation.

Ahlfbld :—The righteous will live by faith.

We consider: 1, the nature and quality of faith;

2, the righteous by faith; 8, the blessing of

faith.

Hsttbxer:—The longer we practice, the easier

becomes the conflict.—There are secret trials,

but also publio sufferings ; the latter are all the

more bitter, inasmuch as they take place before

the eyes of those who have no sympathy.—On
moments hangs the blessedness of eternity.—The
expectations of a faithful teacher are powerful

stimulants ; they inflame our zeal.

Hedixobr:—Impatience destroys all the fruit

of the Cross.
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182 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

THIED SECTION.
INSPIRITING RETROSPECT OF THE HISTORY OF THE BELIEVING ANCESTORS.

I.

Edifying examples of faith down to the time of Abraham.

Chapter XI. 1-7.

Now [Bat] faith is the substance of [confidence in] things hoped for, the evidence

2 [conviction] of things not seen. For by [in] it the elders obtained a good report

3 Through faith we understand [apprehend intellectually, voofyxv'} that the worlds were
[have been] framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not

made of things which do appear [that not from the things which appear may
4 have sprung that which is seen1

]. By faith Abel offered unto God a more excel-

lent sacrifice than Cain, by which he obtained witness that he was righteous, God1 tes-

tifying of [over] his gifts; and by it he being dead yet [after dying still] speaketh.5

5 By faith Enoch was translated that he should [in order that he might] not see death

;

and was not found, because God had [am. had] translated him ; for before his [the*]

6 translation he had [hath had] this testimony, that he [has] pleased6 God. But without
faith it is impossible to please him ; for he that cometh to God must believe that he is,

7 and that he is [becometh] a rewarder of [to] them that diligently seek him. By faith

Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as vet, moved with fear [pious fore-

thought], prepared an ark to [for] the saving of his house; by the which he con-

demned the world, and became heir of the righteousness which is by faith.

* Ver. 8.—The reading m>) 4« fatvofiivmr !• now established, and the sing, to BA«r*>«vor deserves the preference before
the plur. of the Rec. after Sin. A. D*. £*. 17.

* Ver. 8.—The reading r? *«*? in A. D*. 17 received by Lachm. is evidently an error of the copyist. It is corrected in
Sin.

* Ver. 4.—Instead of AaArirai reed AaA«t after Sin. A. 17, 28, 81, 80.
* Ver. 5.—Avtow of the Bee. after jurafeVm* is, according to A. D*. 17, 67**, 80, to be expunged. In the Sin. It is added

by a second hand.
» Ver. 6w—We are to write after Sin. A. K. L, 46, 71, 73, cvapecmfitfou : on the other hand, after Sin. A. D. «, 1»

ijvptoxeTo.

[Ver. l.—f<rrivtot—i<rnv not, as many, " there is faith,*' bat: "bat fklth is,
n etcj Sen* a copula, but, as very often in

the classics, emphatically placed first,—mo-Toro, as occasionally in later; Greek, conJUence, as Ui. 14. Hot a rhetorical
description, but a simple statement of the nature of faith.

Ver. 2,—ifiapTvp^rtiray, were attested, received attestation.

Ver. 3.—foovj&cr we percelTe with the rod*, mind, reason, thus intellectually and rationally (Bom. i. 20)—KaTyrCgft,
Have been (and so Hand now)framed, Tow* autre*, the ages, hence the worlds, regarded as existing in time jHwan Stew,
by an uttered word, mandate of Ood (i. 8)^—ci« to fid, in order that not the logical purpose of this intellectual perception

:

u~4 belongs to the whole clause, but grammatically to yeyorivat—iK ^aivop.itmr
t
emphatically placed in the clause, thus:

in order thai not out of things that appear—fih Ik fairopJruv cannot stand for U us, «Wu*o|i.a. p.j ycyoWyai, not tktmfi
have j

— - --" *** * * *' ' * .-».-—- ..%._**. _-. -.*.*

corded.-
Ver.

the saving.—K.],

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1.—But faith is confidence in
things, etc,—The position of tort at the begin-
ning of the clause by no means obliges us to the

* [I of course do not mean to deny the abstract possibility
of this, nor to affirm that there are not Greek constructions
very nearly or possibly quite analogous to it. I simply
mean to My that there is here no such necessity as would
alone justify our resorting to it ; while again also most of the

view last defended by Bohme, which was indi-

cated by the Lect Rec. up to the time of Griesb.

by a comma after telortt. According to this the

following words would bem apposition with xierts,

while the real existence (i<rrt=thcre «, (here ex-

cases cited in proof of the usage are hardly satisfactory.

Thus, In the passage of Thue. i. 6, t}yevpA«M- mr&pmr ovw
dfoparwrarttr, there is not the slightest necessity for as-

suming a transposition of the ov. M Men not the most power*
less leading" is identical in meaning and equally natural
with "men, to wit, those not most powerless.**—-K.J.
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CHAP. XI. 1-7. 183

ists) of faith would be asserted with emphasis,

for which, however, there is no shadow of an
occasion. Rather, the copula is made to precede
(and henoe as the subst verb to be accented) in

order to call attention to the predicates which*

characterize the subject (so also Win. since Ed.

6). We are thus to look for a definition of faith,

but a definition corresponding to the connection
and object of the section : a definition therefore

which does not restrict itself to mere Christian

and Gospel faith, but presents religious faith in

its broadest and most general aspects. The ob-

ject of this faith is, therefore, in a manner en-

tirely general, but still appropriately and ex-

haustively, designated as TaiXmfbfievaand &airpdy-

para oh pXexbfteva, designations which do not
mutually cover each other, but are concentric,

and express the essential relation of the objects

of faith to the need and condition of the be-

lieving subjects, under both their practical and
theoretical aspects. Tttootowc 'and iXeyxoc ex~

press that which, in this relation, faith is as an
affection or act of the mind. The former denotes
(com. ch. iii. 14) steadfast confidence (Luth., Grot.,

and most recent intppr) ; the latter, conviction,

(particularly in the conscience) assurance, (Au-
gust., Calv., Beng., etc.). The refutation of tho
rendering of tmdoraatc as substance (ch. i. 8) as
in Vulg., Ambros., August., Chrysos., Thorn.

Aqu., Schlicht., Beng., Bisp., etc., or as founda-
tion, as with Erasm., Calv., Stein, V. Gerl., etc.,

or as representation, as with Castal., Paul., Menk.

;

and of ITuyxpc, as proof with Vulg., or as in-

ward persuasion with BL, De W., Liin., Menk.,
will be found well worth reading in Thol. and
Del In proof of the correctness of his defini-

tion the author adduces the fact that kv Taurg, i. e.,

in point, or in respect of, a faith of such a na-
ture, the ancient fathers have a good report
This meaning of paprvpeloBai is frequent in Acts,

and occurs, 8 John, 12 ; 1 Tim. v. 10. In
this latter passage, as here, it is constructed
with h, which is neither to be regarded as
equivalent to did in vv. 4 and 89 (Luth., Calv.,

Grot, Beng., and others); nor need be sepa-
rated from the verb=in possession of such a
faith (Win., BL, Lun.A [Moll's construction is,

I think, unobjectionable; there is no difficul-

ty in making kv ravrg directly limit the verb.

They gained their attestation in this=in this

point, in such a faith they gained a good
report—KJ.

Via. 8. By faith we understand.

—

voov/uv.

We apprehend with the voi$, mind, intelligence.

This verse would seem, according to Liin., to be
out of place, and in relation to v. 4, to introduce
an inharmonious element into the discussion.

This unfavorable judgment springs from the er-

roneous supposition that v. 8 shows merely " the
necessity of faith, on our part, in relation to a
fact belonging to the past, and recorded in Scrip-

ture." To such a necessity the language has no
reference ; the passage treats merely of the fact

that faith, as an assured conviction of things
which are not seen, also evinces itself within us
in our rational and spiritual perception of that re-

lation of the creation to the Creator which forms
the condition of all history, and all Revelation,
while its more full unfolding belongs to the Scrip-

ture that commemorates the faith of the fathers,
j

This faith, resting upon and guided by the
Holy Scripture, is the organ within us of that
perception of the Invisible in and above the visi-

ble, and of their reciprocal relation, to which nei-
ther the perceptions of sense, nor the deductions
ofreason of necessity lead. The most natural in-

ference for men would rather be this, that rb

pfoir6fievov, that which falls under the eye, that
which meets our senses, has sprung U (jxuvofiivuv

viz., out of that which belongs to the world of
phenomena. This idea of the causal relation of
the phenomena to the rb pteirbuevov must be set

aside, as shown by the pi) yevovtvai, which de-
clares that the seen has not sprung from the ap-
parent. The uij belongs (with all the best inter-

preters since Beza) to yeyovtvai, and not to U
cMitvofiiiHJv. With this latter, however, (=ck
ui) tjtatv.) it was constructed, after the Pesnito,
Vulg., Chrys., Theod., by the ancients gen-
erally, and recently by Stengel and Ebrard, and
taken entirely arbitrarily i&=nothing, things non-
existent, while Schlicht, £ste, and others, adopt-
ing the same construction, conjecture that the
author, with his mind on Gen. L2, r} d£ yij ijv

adparos «** aKaraaicebaoToc of the Sept, refers to

the visible issuing forth of the organized world
from formless and blind chaos. With equal er-

roneou8ne88 most interpreters take the clause
elg rb pfj as denoting result. It, in fact, implies
purpose (Hofm., Liin., Del., Riehm). It makes
a recognition of the design of God in that fram-
ing and arrangement of the world (Karrjoriodai)

which has been just before described. God, by
the Word (frffiart), which gives authoritative ex-
pression to His will, has formed the aldvac.

These Motlb (aluveg) are (ch. i. 2) the invisible,

spiritual, and permanent potencies of the phe-
nomenal world, of which, at the opening of the
epistle, the author has expressly said that thcv
owe their origin to the Son of God, and of which
he here says that they were formed, arranged,
or put in order by the creative mandate of God.
They form the antithesis required by Del., to the
U faivou&vw, which antithesis he, supposing it not
to be expressed, needlessly and erroneously sup-
plies by U tow voqruv, as the intelligible and di-

vine ideas, out of which the world has sprung.
The entire confusion which has attended the ex-
planation of this verse, has sprung from erro-

neously taking aiowag, ra exuvbfieva and t6

/fteirduevov as equivalent designations of the
world. Calvin unites the two words, writing
ticQaivopivuv as a single word, and takes rd.

piend/xeva *8s=sK&ToirTpa, thus rendering "that
they might become mirrors of invisible things."

But the construction is harsh and unnatural.

[ I knowno good authority, and no sufficient reason
for Moll's singular explanation of aitJveg. The ren-

dering worlds, either as material worlds (Del.), or
as the aggregate of all things existing in time and
space, seems far more natural, and meets all the

necessary conditions of the passage. The antithe-

sis to the ra, Qaivbfieva,—as that out of which the

rb pfeirdfievov has really sprung,—is not the

aidvef as a set of spiritual and invisible poten-

cies (as Moll), nor the rd vot/rd, as, with fully

equal improbability, supposed by Delitzsch, but
simply the fnjfia tieov, the sovereign mandate of

God. Our sensible perceptions, is the author's

idea, would lead us to regard all that we see as
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1S1 THE EPISTLE TO TUB HEBREWS.

having no deeper origin than the things which are

palpable to sense, material and sensuous spring-

ing out of material ; but faith enables us to trace all

to the unseen but omnipotent agency ofGod.—K. ]

.

Ver. 4. And by it he, being dead, yet
speaketh.-Many, following Chrys., take this lan-

guage as declaring that the history ofAbel contains
still asermon challenging our imitation of him, and
that though dead, he still speaks in the testimony

of Scripture. Philo finds in it a proof of the im-
mortality of the righteous, and also Del. concludes

from the cry of the blood of the righteous entering

into the ear of God, that after his death he was
still an object of divine care, and is thus an unfor-

gotten, undestroycd, living personage. More cor-

rectly remarks Calv. with relation to Ps. cxvi. 15:

inde patet reputari inter Dei sanctos, quorum mors
illipretiosa est. For the passage ch. xii. 24 shows
that the author had in mind Gen. iv. 10, to wit

:

the crying of the blood of Abel to God for ven-
geance. God espoused the cause of Abel on ac-

count of his faith, and avenged his murder upon
Cain (Riehm). The XaXel is a historical present,

and hi stands not as temporal, but serves to

bring out the contrast to airodavtiv: with this

latter word CEc. and Beng. erroneously connect
<V abrfjg which the former refers to fhoia as the
occasion of his death, while the other supplies
Tr/orcwf, taking 6td as=£v or Kara.

Ver. 6. For he 'who cometh to God.—
The rendering of Luth., Calov, Ramb., Wittich,

Schultz, Ebr., " whoever would (or is to) come
to God, as Enoch did," distorts the words of the
text, 6 irpooepxtpevos ry #e£, which refer to

drawing near to God in religious worship, ch.

vii. 25 ; x. 1. So also del denotes here not so
much moral obligation, as intrinsic necessity.

It completes the proof that Enoch's translation

was a consequence and reward of his faith.

Ver. 7. Moved with pions foresight.

—

If evXapqdeig meant " in the fear of God " Luth.,

a Lap., etc.), rbv 6e6v could scarcely have been
omitted. Nor is the meaning of " pious trem-
bling before the divine utterance" (Carpz.,
Bohme, De W., Hofm.), so appropriate as the re-

ference to the foresight with which Noah, in faith

in the received xPVtMTiefAbc irepl tuv pndino fifairo-

fiivuv, proceeded to his preparations. To refer

the words oV fa to ovrripiav (Bald., etc.) is entirely

inadmissible: we may refer them to Kif5ur6v

(Chrya., Calv., Bcz., Grot., Bisp., etc.), while yet to
refer them to the main subject of the discourse,
Kicrru (Primas., Thorn. Aquin., Luth., Beng., etc.),

is more in harmony with the connection. Noah
is the first person in the Old Testament who re-
ceived the epithet " righteous," Gen. vii. 9. It

is further repeatedly applied to him, Ezek. xiv.

14, 20; Sir. xliv. 17 ; Wis. x. 4, 6 ; also 2 Pet. ii.

5 he is called a "preacher of righteousness."

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

Faith, by virtue of its nature as faith, excludes
uncertainty and doubt, Matth. xiv. 81 ; xxi. 21

;

Rom. xiv. 23 ; James i. 6. On the contrary, it

involves in principle the confidence of conviction,
and the firmness of assurance. It is, however,
for this reason also, an assurance of itself, Eph.
iii. 12 ; not, indeed, as a formal strictly self-

conscious certainty and reliableness of convic-

tion, but as a conviction of the reality, truth,

and saving power of its object. Such a convic-

tion is, in its very nature, not an immediate per-
ception, that excludes all formal argument, nor
%gain a logical assumption, resting on satisfactory

grounds of reason. It is a union of the soul

with the object of faith, generated by moral and
religious influences ; and this object again is not,

of course, something simply regarded aa true,

but it brings in the aot of faith itself, the proof
of its reality, and becomes a part of the living

contents of the soul ; while the soul is thus, in

an undoubting and unwavering certainty, assured

of the hopedfor blessings, and has an inward con-
viction of the invisible.

2. It is this characteristic offaith which appears
from the beginning as the invariable, indispen-
sable, and unreplaceable condition for the at-

tainment and maintenance of the right relation

of men with God, and as such can be established
by a series of examples from the Old Testament,
which, on the one hand, furnish the proof of the

assertion, and on the other, can, and should,
serve as comforting and stimulating examples
(Sir. xliv. 61).

3. That in and above the visible, invisible

powers and agencies, work and hover, can be as-

certained, even outside of the historical sphere
of revelation. Nature and reason are so consti-

tuted, that the former exhibits herself as an
aggregation of phenomena, and the latter is

qualified to perceive the noumena, which reveal
themselves in the phenomena, and can, hence,
attain to the recognition of the existence of God,
and to the beholding of his invisible attributes
(Rom. i. 19, 20). But that the world is not
a manifestation of the divine essence, not a
shooting and breaking forth of divine thoughts,
not the mere materializing of a divine ideal

world, but that in its origin and arrangements,
as well of that which is invisible, as of that

which is visible, in and upon it, it must be re-

garded as a work of the will of God, who dwells
in eternal self-consciousness, this can be known
only on the ground of a positive historical revela-

tion. The perception of this relation of the world
to God, demands a faith analogous to faith in its

other exhibitions.

4. Faith, however, has not to do merely with
the Scripturally announced fact of the creation

and appropriate arrangement of the world by the

creating word ; we also gain by faith the under-

standing of this fact, and especially that God's
purpose in this fact is, to make God known as

the creator of all things.

6. Those offerings which are expressions of
faith, made not merely to futyil an obligation, bat

as a result of profound internal conviction, best

please God, and receive the testimony of their

accordance with the divine will. But faith, as

displayed in offerings, has special reference to

the divine compassion, whether rendering thanks

for benefits received, or yearning after more
grace and fresh attestations of favor, or express-

ing the need of a restoring of that fellowship

with God which sin has destroyed, and of repre-

senting the fellowship which grace has reestab-

lished.

6. God remembers the pious not merely after

their death, so as to vindicate them and their
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cause : He has also power to keep them before
death, and to prove Himself not merely the
avenger, but the deliverer of the believers. The
deliverance is complete, when it effects their

removal from earth to heaven.

7. Where there is religious approach to God,
there at least exists faith in the existence of the
invisible God, and faith in the benefits of a dili-

gent seeking of God. This latter can plead great
promises of God (Am. v. 4 ; Ps. lxiz. 83), and by
them faith, the condition of ail divine approval,
is strengthened and quickened.

8. Faith not only discerns clearly\ by means
of divine revelation, still future things, and is

certain in respect to their coming, but also in

virtue of its nature, involves obedience to the
received word, and a full yielding to the arrange-
ments which God has made, and the ordinances
whiofc He has enjoined. It is as far removed
from an idle waiting for coming events, as from
carnal security; and, therefore, while relying
most implicitly upon the help of the Lord, fails

in no degree in thoughtful foresight and appropri-

ate activity.

9. Faith does not merely, by its confession,

utter the judgment of the wicked world ; but
faith itself constitutes the actual condemnation of
the world, which is hindered from using the ex-
isting means of deliverance only by its unbelief;

while the believer, as a child of God, not only
enters into the inheritance seoured to him by
pious ancestors, but into the inheritance of the

righteousness which Qod imparts, and which, in

all respects, corresponds to faith.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Nature and history serve the believer for ad-

vancement in faith and for the confirmation of

faith.—The faith of man determines not merely
the heart of man, but also his condition and his

destiny.—Faith in its nature and its effects.—The
examples of faith: 1. what they teach us; 2. to

what they incite us; 8. with what they comfort

us.—God looks not merely at what we do, but
also upon what we intend.—God not merely knows
His own; He is also mindful of them, and enables
them to recognixe His approval of them.—God
does not merely give Himself to be known; He
would also be sought after, and enables every
earnest seeker to find Him.—God renders help

in time for eternity, yet only to those who make
use of the appointed means of aid.—Faith has its

labor, its offering, and its burdens ; but it has also

the approval of God, and the inheritance of right-

eousness.—Drawing near to God; 1. in its blessing;

2. in its successive stages; 8. in its means.

Starke :—Away with the old and cold proverb

;

what our eyes see, that we believe (seeing is

believing). Faith is trust and not sight.—Be-
lievers, as yet, possess not all; the most and the
best they must still hope for.—Faith since it has
in itself a Divine, persuasive, and convincing
power, is as widely distinguished from credulity

and illusive fancy as the day from the night, as
a living hand from a painted one.—There is but
one way to salvation, in the Old Testament as

well as in the New, although this way in the

New is much easier than in the Old.—Although
faith is a spiritual gift of God, which has its

seat in the heart, and is invisible, it still remains
not unrecognizable ; but along with its confes-

sion, reveals itself in works as its essential and
inseparable fruits.—If a person pleases God by
his faith, he pleases Him also by his works ; bnt
if, on account of unbelief, the person does not
please Him, his works also fail to please Him,
however holy they appear in the sight of men.

—

The remembrance of the righteous remains in

blessing (Prov. x. 7; Matth. xxiii. 85).—Faith
brings man into fellowship with God.—They who
hasten after another, and seek not God, have
from Him no reward of grace to comfort them.

—

The godly have, even in this life, material aid

from their piety.

Hahn:—In every time faith has its proper
exercises and objects.—Believers enjoy the hap-
piness of the Divine testimony alike in their own
conscience and in their relation to others.

—

Faith looks into the whole plan of creation alike

in respect to the invisible and the visible.

Heubner:—An age without faith is despica-

ble, valueless.—Just as much as man has of
faith, so much is there in him of goodness.—All

service of God is sanctified only by faith.—Faith

in a God who is asleep, and concerns Himself
not about the world, is no religion, and brings no
happiness.
Biegbb:—The eyes of God look after faith,

and, without faith, find nothing well pleasing in

man.—The lack of sight must hinder none from
steadfast adherence to God,

n.

The example of Abraham and Sarah.

Chapter XL 8-12.

8 By faith Abraham, when1 he was called to go oat into a place which he should
after [was destined to] receive for an inheritance, obeyed [hearkened, OTnjxootrsv] ; and

9 he went out, not knowing whither he went [cometh]. Sj faith he sojourned in the
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[a]* land of promise, as in a strange [alien, dXXorpiav'] country, dwelling in tabernacles

10 [tents] with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of the same promise : For he looked

for a [was looking for the] city which hath foundations, whose builder [architect, de-

ll signer, re/vmys] and maker [framer, fabricator, tyfttoupr&s] is God. Through faith

also Sarah herself received strength to conceive seed, and was delivered of a child [am.

was delivered, etc.] when she was past age [contrary to her time of life],* because she

12 judged him faithful who had promised. Therefore sprang there even of one, and

him as good as dead [and t'iat too, having become deadened], so many as the stars of

the sky in multitude, and as the sand4 which is by the sea shore, [the] innumerable.

i Ver. 8.—Before ««Aov^«voc, bicbm., after A. D. (E.?), pate the det article, but omit* It before t6*ov, after A- D*., and
writes with Tiach. after A. D*. K. cjuAAcr, iuatead of wuAAc, as read, howeror, by Bin., which omits ihe art. before both
*oA. and tow.

> Ver. 9.—The art. before yijv is, according to Sin. A. D** K. L. and many minosc, to be stricken oat
* Ver. 11.—'Ersffcv of the Rec, after qAuua?, Is, according to A. D*., 17, to be expunged. In Sin. it Is from the hand of

the corrector.

« Ver. 12.—Instead of *xret *>/io«, we are to read after Sin. A. D. E. K. L., 2t, 37, 46, 47, mt n afipoc, and we retain the
words ii wop* to x*** ** which are wanting In D*. B. - Instead of iytwifiiYTav, write with A. S*. K, 109, £19*,
iytvifluva*.

8.

—

KoXovwnx, being called, summoned ; with Art. o, as read by many, " he that is called Abraham ;" bat much
t, i. e„ to as to go out*—tfitAKtv AapjS., was about, was destined
cometh, wow, pngtuaiU^whither (wot), he is coining, and where

le

[V, . _ . . .... .

well.—vYtucowfp i£e\0*iv, hearkened, or obeyed, to go out, i. e„ to a* to go out.—«ii«XKtv AopjS., wot about, was destined
to receive; E. v., should after receioe.—jrov ipxerot, where, he—""> — * *—-——

*

«..•**.— /— \ u. «-^»i_~ ~~^ __».—

.

he Is going to remain.

Ver. 9.—wapycifvcr «if y^K, sojourned, dwell at a stranger (lit, dwelt along side of) in the land; etc, again pregnant,
" went into the land in order to sojourn in it." So Matth. ii. 23, KaTwnp-cr «i« xoAik, rfweft into, j.e* came into and dwelt
w.—«* oAAorptor, <u afim, as belonging to others, though he had himself been promised the future possession of it.

Ver. 10.—«'£<6ey«ro, *e was awaiting, lookingfor, Import—rhv woAik, £Ae city, not, a city, Ttx»fa|ft arfican, ardtiltd ;

tilHiwpyot, framer, builder, i. e., of the heavenly Jerusalem, xlL 22.

Ver. II.—cic KarafioXiir ffWpj&aroc, far the depositing of seed (Alf.); for the founding ofa seed, an offspring (Moll);
Del., /Or btfruchtenden Samen; 8tier, einen Somen uu grQnden ; De Wette, zur Orundung det Geschleckts.—col nap* m*tpm*

^Awe ia?, «ixn contrary to the period of her age or time of life (s-apa, asidefrom, in inconsistency with).

Ver. 12.—xat roDra rtwcpwMtfpov, and tAa< too Aart'n^ become dead.—KaOm, according as, equality of measure, not
merely £c, as, o( likeness.—« droptljuirof, tAe—which is innumerable, agreeing with awtot, not, as would seem In E. Y,
referring to the progeny.—KJ.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbb. 8. When he was called.—The lect.

reo. without the article is preferable in respect

to sense, since 6 KaXoiuevoc 'Appadu can hardly
mean Abraham who was called or summoned,
namely, to come forth (LUn.) ; but, in accord-

ance with usage, could mean only the so-called

Abraham, or, he who was called Abraham. But a
reference to the change of name would here have
nor elevancy, since this changetook place not until
twenty-fire years after Abram's departure from
Haran, the event which is here spoken of.

Ver. 9. Sojourned

—

TlapotKelv in the classics

is used only of dwelling in the neighborhood, but
in Hellenist io use, of sojourning as a foreigner

;

in connection with elc it includes also the idea of

coming to sojourn.

Vbe. 10. Th9 oity that hath foundations.
—This is not the earthly Jerusalem (Grot., elc),

but the heavenly (Gal. iv. 28), which (ch. xii.

22) is called the city of the living God, and (xiii.

14) the city that is to be, whose foundations also

are mentioned (Rev. xxi. 14). In so far as God
projected the plan of this city, He is called its

TexviTTj;, and as the one who executes this plan,

its dqjuovpydg. This latter word elsewhere only
at 2 Mace. iv. 1. [It figures largely in the
Gnostic vocabulary, but in a very different sense].

Ver. 11. Also Sarah herself.—The empha-
tic koI avTfi is referred by Chrys., Beng., etc., to

the fact that Sarah was a mere woman; by
Schlicht., Schultz, etc., to the fact that she was
barren ; but by the majority correctly to that

of her having been at the outset unbelieving,

Eom. iv. 19.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Faith gives to obedience, which is its charac-
teristic mark, also power; for it surrenders man
entirely into the hands of God, while he sacrifices

his individual will with his natural propensities
and dearest inclinations, and merges his heart
entirely in the pleasure and will of God. The
Divine command determines his calling, and in

the obedience of faith he goes willingly whither
God calls him; in the confidence of faith he
leaves it entirely to the Divine disposal to deter-

mine time, place, object, and limit of his sojourn-
ing and his wandering; and in the hope of
faith he confidently waits in his pilgrimage for

the final fulfilment of the Divine promise, and
anticipates his entrance into the eternal man-
sions.

2. Faith renders us not merely strong in the

conflict with the trials of our earthly pilgrimage,
and not merely willing to surrender our temporal
possessions for eternal good; it conquers also

unbelief and doubt in the bosom of man, and qual-

ifies him to be an instrument of God's omnipo-
tence and compassion, to which later genera-
tions are pointed for their edification and their

admonition (Is. Ii. 1 ff.; Mai. ii 15 ; Ezek. xxxiii.

24).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The pilgrimage of Abraham a figure of the cha-

racter of our earthly Itfe.—To the believer the word
of Ood is sufficient: 1, as a command to set out;

2, as a directory of the way; 8, as nourishment on
the journey.—The leading* of God are often
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darky and it is not unfrequently difficult for men

to follow them ; but faith which clings to God's

word and faithfulness, receives light for the one,

and power for the other.—Faith triumphs over

outward affliction and over inward assaults.—It is

not enough to have received a call from God: we

must steadfastly abide in this clear to the end.—

The first steps are frequently the hardest; but

they are the decisive ones.—What we find in God

repays abundantly what we sacrifice in our voca-

tion.—As we have to give heed to the word of Qod,

so we have to trust in thepower of God.

Stabkb:—The believer follows, if God calls

him from one place to another, although he sees

no temporal advantage, Acts xx. 22, 23.—Be-
lievers acknowledge that they are here strangers

and pilgrims, and are seeking a genuine habita-

tion.—The impotence of nature yields to the

power of faith.—God fulfils abundantly His pro-

mises ; Jblessed are all they who put their trust

in Him I—Abundance of population is a Divine

blessing, and produces no scarcity in the land;

the fault of this lies in the sins of men (Lev.

xxvi. 9, 26).

Rieqee :—The will of God is as an infinitely

wide space which has indeed a narrow entrance

;

but whoever has once forced his way through the
entrance, and has entirely offered up his will to
God, he henceforth has abundant space in the
will of God to move in accordance with His
choice.— Waiting expresses exceedingly well the
nature and power of faith. For in waiting, cer-

tainty of conviction springing from the promise,

a loving longing and desire for the promised
good, and patience in hope, flow together beau-
tifully into one.—The word of promise is, to be
sure, the only seed for faith ; but to prepare
the heart properly to preserve this seed often

requires many other labors.

Heubnie :—Faith produces perseverance un-
der heavy trials.—Faith must, with the believer,
decide in regard to the choice of his residence.

—

God gives to the dead new life.—God is the
guardian of holy wedlock.

in.

Benewed glance at the Patriarchs, with special emphasis laid on the act of faith performed by
Abraham.

ChaptebXI. 18-19.

13 These all died in faith, [as] not having received the promises, hut having seen them
afar off [from afar], and were persuaded of them [om. and were persuaded of /Aim1

],

and embraced [saluted, hailed] them, and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims

14 on the earth. For they that say such things deolare [show] plainly that they seek a

15 [their] country. And truly, if they had been mindful of [And if, indeed, they had
had in mind] that country [om, country'] from whence they came out,* they might

16 [would] have had opportunity to have returned [to return]. But now [as it is], they

desire [are aspiring after] abetter country, that is, a heavenly : wherefore God is not

17 ashamed to be called their God : for he hath Torn, hath] prepared for them a city.

By faith Abraham, when he was tried [hath] offered up Isaac : and he that had re-

18 ceived [accepted] the promises offered up his only-begotten son, Of whom it was said,

19 That in Isaac shall thy seed be called : Accounting that God was [is] able* to raise

him [om, him] up/ even from the dead ; from whence also he received him j^back] in

a figure.

l Ver. 13.—The Rec. *al vturttrr** is to be rejected by the unanimous testimony of MS8. except a few minose.
t Ver. 15.—Instead of if$A$ov read, with Sin. A. D*. E», 17, 73, 80, ifflnw. In the Sin. «'{i}A0or is added by the cor-

rect, as also IfimuUvtvov instead of puntfjLOvtwntvtv.
» Ver. 19.—Instead of oWaroc Lachro. rends ivrarou after A. D*».
* Ver. 19.—The Rec. tyctpctr is sustained by 8in. D. E. K. L. and nearly all the minnsc. The Reading 4yc<pcu [Lachm.]

by A., 17, 71.

[Ver. 13.—Kara »wmr, in accordance withfaith, emphatic—fri> AoBeVrtt, as not receiving, stating the fsct subjectively :

•v Kofi, would state It objecttrely, simply as a fact.—e-tftfw**? avra* iMrTe*,/rom afar teeing and saluttng thtm, snd thus
dying, km* wiony ; ire>. belongs equally to both Participles.—aowae-afMrot beautifully of saluting in the distance one's
native land or shore ; not embracing.

Ver. 14.—'Ep^aWfovot, make it plain, point out elearltf^warpiU, not x»P«, * region, territory, bat a native land, an an-
cestral home. German, Vaterland. Alf. renders "home" We might, perhaps, express it by the possessiTe Pron. * their

country."—ert$rroyfftr, are seeking after,
Ver. 15.—Kai ct /i#> inrwUviv*v—<lx*r 6V, and if, indeed, (hey had had in mind—they would have had, Alf. remarks

that the * two imperfects in this sentence present some little difficulty." as both events "are past snd gone," while the
customary construction of such imperfects is with the present time. But while the latter Is, perhaps, the more frequent
construction, the Imperfect, in this class of hypothetical propositions, Is not unfrequently used equally of pest time*
provided the action expressed be habitual. Thus Xen.says of Socrates, owe &riAtyty—iy *in tormnv which «~<~**» *
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rendered, "he would not be saying unless he bettered," but which in the connection can only be rendered, "he would not
have (habitually) said unless he had (habitually) beliered." The construction is not uncommon enough to create any diffi-

culty. Nor does it seem to me to involre "a harsh ellipsis" to understand iit.vmi6vevov, with B]n De W\, Del., Moll, etc
of mentioning, meaning in their utterances, rather than simply to be mindful qf^-ayaxvii^mt, to return back, to return.

Ver. 16.—wr M, but as it i$t a* the cose stands.—^ptfyomu, they are reaching out aftert
are aspiring to.

Ter. 17.—npoe^i^i^xa'» ***** offered up, standi recorded as having offered up, which he did Yirtually and in intention,

"as if the work and its praise were yet enduring," Alp.—Tlfiwre+epev, was offering up: proceeding to greater detail, the
author makes a more exact statement of the fact by exchanging the present for the past, and then employing not the Aor.,

which would hare implied it as done, but the Import, which implies that it was only commenced, not carried through.—
o «pa6c£op«)'Of, he who had accepted, not, received.

Ver. 18.—Upbs or ikaX^&n, In respect to whom it tea* said. So I decidedly prefer to render with the Eng Ter. (ofwhom\
referring the whom to Isaac, rather than with Moll, Alf.. and most modern intpp., to render it to whom, and refer the
whom to Abraham. That the a-pfc will equally well bear either rendering, needs no argument (see ch. i. 7, 8, 13) ; and (ho
citation seems to me thus more thoroughly pertinent.

Ver. 19.—"Ort «« vex. ivvurb* o #«ot, that God is (not was) able to raise, etc^ a general statement (with All)-—For
bfkv UofiMraTo see Kxeg. notes.—K.].

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18.—Inasmuch as dying is not an effect

of faith, but in the case of the Patriarchs took

place in a way that bore the impress of faith, we
have here Kara irianv, in accordance with faith,

and not, as elsewhere, mora, by faith. And as

the words are not ov, but p% Tiaftovrec, followed

by a contrasted aZXa (KOhn., II. 408), the sense

is not, as commonly supposed, "they died in

faith, not in sight, inasmuch as they did not

receive the blessings promised ; and this dying
in faith corresponded to their life in faith

; " but

the meaning is, as pointed out by Schultz, Win.,

and Liin., that their dying, ocourring as it did,

before the anticipated fulfilment of the promises,

corresponded to the character of faith ; just as

already, even in life, their hope was fixed not on
the earthly, but, in faith, on tho heavenly

father-land, and they, pilgrims, were journeying

towards it. The whole clause stands in the

closest connection, and the emphasis lies on the

words introduced by aXkd. With this, too, best

harmonizes not merely the reason assigned,

v. 14 ff., for the patriarchal confession of v.18, and
for the author's interpretation of its import, but

also the believing act (t. 17) of Abraham in his

offering of Isaac. The reference to the ' pro-

mises/ commencing with Abr., and to the de-

clarations of the Patriarchs, Gen. xxiii. 4; xlvii.

9, does not allow us, with Primas., CEc, etc., to

refer ovrot ir&vrec to all the previously named,

from Abel down, Enoch, of course, being in this

case excepted.

Ver. 15. Had in mind.—"Mvquovebetvia gene-

rally, as at ch. xiii. 7 ; Luke xvii. 82 ; Acts xx.

31, 86, taken intransitively=6« mindful of; here,

however, and v. 22, 1 Thess. i. 8, it is better

taken by Bl., De W., Del., etc., as transitive=make

mention of, scil. in the declaration just referred to.

Ver. 19. From whence he also received
him back in a figure.—In all other passages

of our epistle bdev, whence, is taken logicaliy=/or

which reason. Thus it has generally been taken

here, and h irapa/ioXy has been explained ofAbra-
ham's taking back Isaac as symboland type, either

ofthe resurrection generally (Bald., Mich., Bohm.,
etc.), or of the suffering and resurrection of Christ

(Chrys., Prim., Erasm., Ebr., Bisp., etc.), or of
both together (Theod.). Luther moreover errone-
ously renders h irapafi., " zum Vorbilde," for a
type, after the false reading of the Vulg. in para-
bolam. But so important typical references the
author would scarcely have indicated to his
readers in so incidental and obscure a manner,
if he had had them in his mind. Yet it does not

follow from this that we need depart from the cus-

tomary meaning of napapoXfi, parable, (found also

in our epistle, ch. ix. 9), and, with Camerar.,
Erebs, Raphe!., Loesn., go back to a rare signifi-

cation of the verb Kapap&XlecBai, deliver up, ex-

pose, put to hazard, and, with Thol., translate, " in

bold venturing,' 1
or, with Liin., "for which

reason he even on the ground, or by means
of, his yielding him up, bore him off thence
as a spoil." The term tKouioaro can hardly be
alleged in support of this meaning; for this

word, though used, indeed, frequently of booty
and spoils of conquest, is employed still more
frequently of that which one previously pos-

sessed and has received back. Precisely in re-

spect to Abraham and Isaac, Josephus (AnlL 1,

18, 4) employs this word, and Philo (II. 74, 4)
makes use of it to designate the recovery of Jo-

seph by his father. 'Otkv easily admits of being
taken locally, which meaning many able inter-

preters, following Calv., Bez., Schlicht, Grot,
nave assigned to it We must not, however,
render by way of comparison, or in some measure, or

so to speak, but in a likeness or figure; and we
must not, with Schultz andSteng., following Lam-
bert Bos and Alberti, refer the language to the

birth of Isaac, whom Abraham had obtained from
himself, as vevexpuuivov, but to the saving of kis

life. He received him from the dead in a figure

in that Isaac resembled a person who had been
put to death and re-awakened (Theodore Mops.,

Calv., etc., more recently BL, De W., Slier,

Hofm., Del.). The explanation of Paulus, by
virtue of a substitute, that is in exchange for the

substituted ram, is unnatural; and unnatural,

also, Bengel's supplying of Zn> with iv napado^,
"Abraham ipse /actus parabola." [Alford takes

nearly the view of Paulus ; " the true identifica-

tion of the napafioTJi is, I am persuaded, to be
found in the figure under which Isaac was sacri-

ficed, viz., the ram, as already hinted by Chrys-
ostom. Abraham virtually sacrificed his son;

God designated Isaac for the burnt-offering, but

provided a ram in his stead. Under the figure

of that ram Isaac was slain, being received back

by his father in his proper person, risen from

the death which he had undergone b> vapa^o?4t

in and under the figure of the ram. It is an

obvious, though perhaps not fatal objection to

this explanation that it applies tv napafbdq, di-

rectly to the death of the ram, and only indi-

rectly to the restoration of Isaac, to which the

author directly applies it According to Alford's

explanation, it would seem much more natural

for the author to have said that Abraham sacri-

ficed Isaac kv irapafioXy, than that he received

him back ev irapafioiy.—K.].
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. If believers know that the fulfilment of

God's promises is still remote, nay, that they will

never live to enjoy them personally upon the

earth, this knowledge neither shakes their con-

fidence nor troubles their joy. Time and space,

uncertainty and doubt, disappear to the eye
of faith. The promised blessings, faith views

as the only actual and true ones, and re-

joices in their future, indeed, but still certain

attainment.

2. Even death changes nothing in this rela-

tion. The dying of believers bears in itself the

character of faith, and on this is impressed most
clearly the fact, that believers rejoice over their

entrance into the heavenly home, which, during
their earthly pilgrimage (Gen. xlvii. 9), they
have known indeed, but only seen and saluted

from afar.

8. There are also promises of God which refer

to temporal blessings and earthly goods, whose ful-

filment can be attained here below, as the inorease

of posterity, the inheriting of the promised land,

victory over hostile nations. - But believers haie,
from early times, regarded these promises and
their fulfilment only as parts and stages of the

one great promise of salvation which God has
destined for His people; which the fathers

waited for in faith (Gen. xiix. 18), and which is

the essential link between the old and new Cove-
nant.

4. The wandering of the patriarchs is not a
mere restless roaming, or an aimless change of
dwelling-places, but under Divine guidance is a
discipline of obedience, a proving of faith, and a
type and example for those who seek the abiding
home ; and for this reason they do not turn their

eyes backward to the perishable world, and
what they possess, gain, and lose therein;

but forward to the promised and endur-
ing good, whose attainment is certain, be-

cause God has already prepared it for them,
and is no mere transitory good, but has come
into a permanent relation to them, so that God
is not ashamed to be called their God (Matt,

xxii. 81 ff.).

5. During our pilgrimage to the heavenly
home, trials of our faith do not cease, nay, they
may even be heightened to temptations, if there

seems to arise between the Divine demands and
the Divine promises, and thus, in Ood Himself, an
antagonism, a contradiction, which threatens
also to divide and rend asunder the believer.

The unity, however, remains preserved on both
sides, and in all respects, if the believer on his

side turns to nothing but the express and clear

Word of God, and confidently leaves it with God,
by virtue of His omnipotence, at all times to evince

Himself as the true andfaithful One*

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Strangers on earth, at home in heavem, hence
called to a pilgrimage.—The aspirations of be-
lievers turn not backwards, butforwards.—What
believers have experienced in Ufe, turns to their

benefit in death.—The latest trials are not always
easiest, but along with experience faith has also
increased in power.—God acknowledges those who
acknowledge Him, and leads them to the enduring
city which they are seeking.—He who in the
obedience of faith can give to God what God de-
mands, in him the promises of God will find over-
whelmingly their fulfilment.

Starke:—They who acknowledge that their
citizenship is in heaven (Phil. iii. 20) will easily

forget what is behind, and press forward to that
which is before (Phil. iii. 18).—He who has once
escaped from the vanity of the world must not
allow himself again to be entangled therein;
even to look back is dangerous (Luke ix. 62;
xvii. 82).—Where faith is there is also obedience
to God.—God takes the will of man, where out-

ward hinderances prevent the execution, for the
accomplished deed.—God has free power to

bless and exalt one child of a father above
another. — Faith must be simple that it

may not too nicely quibble and dispute over
things that appear unreasonable and impossible,

and may assure itself that nothing is lost of all

that is offered to God (Matt. xvi. 25).—Faith
must cling to the truth and omnipotence of God.

Rieoeb, :—Unbelief easily vexes itselfin regard
to death, as in regard to all the earlier humilia-
tions of the cross ; faith adheres to the word, and
with this passes, as through all preceding strug-

gles, so also through the humiliation of death.

—

Faith, through the word, brings near to itself the

promised good, approves the entire arrangement
of God in this respect, and is not vexed and dis-

couraged by delay.—From the tranquillity of

faith springs the willing confession that one is a
stranger; but that in all his action and suffering

he is led on by the hope of reaching his father-

land.—In faith we. learn to reconcile things

which seem directly hostile to each other, as
" dying and behold we live."—The obedience of

Abraham springs not from a capricious self-per-

suasion, or from the power of a heated imagina-
tion ; it is the fruit of a reflection and a mature
judgment, which comprehends and sums up all

good in the ways of God.
Hahn :—The extent of our self-denial bears

witness how deeply the sense of heavenly things

has its lodgment in the heart.

Hbubner:—Never has the pious man com-
pletely realised on earth the longing of his

heart ; he is always hoping for something better.

—The crown of all hopes is the city of God,
where God in the most glorious manner will

dwell among His saints.—Faith makes us strong

to offer up that which is dearest to us.
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190 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

IV.

Tht example of Isaac, Jacob and Joseph.

Chapter XL 20-22.

20 By faith [also] Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau concerning things to come. By faith

21 Jacob, when he was a dying [while when dying], blessed both [each of] the sons of

22 Joseph ; and worshipped, leaning upon the top of his staff. By faith Joseph, when
he died [while dying], made mention of the departing of the children of Israel; and
gave commandment concerning his bones.

i Ver. 20.-»-Ba*d Mter A. IP., 17, 23, 87, Volg. It, wurr* ««l r«pt tmt n*\X6rTwr.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 20. Also.—The position of kclI forbids

oar regarding the present as the mere appending
of a new example of faith from the history of the

Patriarchs. Either faith is here designated as of

a nature which displays its inward confidence by
the utterance of a blessing, and this in relation to

a thing in the future ; in which case the act of

blessing evinces an undoubting faith that the

word will be followed by the actual fulfilment

(Theodoret, Liin.); or the tcai, with its empha-
sizing force, introduces the blessing as an act of

faith that even determines the future (Del.). In
both cases irepl fuXX. is dependent on cvXoy. To
connect it with iricret (Peshito, Sykes) would
yield a construction elsewhere without example
in the New Testament, and opposed to the

absolute use of niorti elsewhere throughout the

chapter.

Vee. 21. Worshipped, leaning, etc—In the
Heb. text (Gen. xlvii. 81) it is said, "he bowed
himself upon the head of his couch" (Knobel),

or, "he turned himself about upon his bed,
turning his face to its head" (Hofm., DeL). At
all events, he rendered thanks to God in this way,
as the aged David did in a similar case, 1 Kings
i. 47 ; while in his discourse with Joseph he had
sat upright on his bed. In his weakness, he
could neither arise nor prostrate himself. Our
author here as elsewhere follows the Sept. with
their pointing, n©.3Pl instead of ntSSHj

V - - T • -

and has perhaps designedly brought this passage
into connection with the act of blessing recounted
Gen. xlviii., in order to express the devout frame
of mind in which this blessing was uttered
(Thol.). Perhaps, too, we are to take avrov in

the sense of the reflexive ahrov, and to refer the
term to the pilgrim-staff of Jacob, Gen. xxxii. 10.

The reference of this pronoun to Joseph, as well

as the supplying of r£ 'looift with irpooeKbvtpev

(Chrys., Theodor., Theoph., etc.) is discounte-

nanced by the utter absence of any mention of
a staff of honor belonging to Joseph (which in-

deed Thorn. Aqu. regards as symbolical of the

cross of Christ, and Joseph as type of the Mes-

siah), as well as by the connection of the passage,
which points to no marks ofhomage which Jacob,
in fulfilment of Joseph's dream, may at last have
rendered to him. But the rendering of the Vulg.
tt adoravit fastigium virgm ejus, followed by Pri-
mas., CEc, Erasm., Calv., Bisp., Reuse, etc., who
regard it as indicating the direction of his homage,
and as acknowledging in act the future greatness
of Ephraim, is grammatically inadmissible ; forM n nowhere occurs as expressing the object
of irpoOKVvelv.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Believers care in the best way not only
for their own future, but also for that of their
children and remote posterity. Therefore they
bless them, and God hears their prayer.

2. The blessings pronounced by believers are
not mere utterances of pious wishes, batprophe-
cies of the future, and actions which exercise a
determining power upon history. Yet they are not
sorcerers' utterances which could exercise a
mastery over the will of God, and magically de-
termine the fate of other men. They originate
and exert their influence only on the ground and
in the power of a human will brought into contact
with the will of God. It is God Himself who fills

and guides the blessing, heart, hand and tips.

8. Faith strengthens and influences even the
weak and dying, so that they look only to God's
promises, wait in blessing and in prayer clear to
the end, desire, after their decease, to be ga-
thered to their fathers and brought into the land
of promise, and direct toward this all their ar-
rangements.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

They who die in faith think : 1, of the j
which they have inherited ; 2, of the prayers
with which they are to finish their course ; 3, of
the benedictions with which they can influence
their posterity.—Faith renders men : 1, equally
potent in Kfc and joyful in death ; 2, equally,bold
and humble ; 8, equally reflective andforecasting.—
The best kind of concern for ourposterity.
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Starke:—As the Patriarchs with great in-

dustry transmitted the promises of Christ to their

posterity, so should we be xealous to bring the

Gospel of Christ to posterity.—The saints fre-

quently do, under the direction and guidance of

Qod, something in which they indeed have a good
purpose, but in respect to which God has deter-

mined something still higher.—It matters little

at the present time where we are buried, pro-

Tided only that the soul comes into Abraham's
bosom ; for the earth is every where the Lord's.

Ps. xxW. 1.

Riioer :—By the early setting in order of his
house, Jacob admonishes us of his daily dying,
and of the renewed confession of his earthly pil-

grimage.
Hbubnbb :—Even in age, and amidst the great

infirmities of age, Jacob was strong in his faith
in the sure purpose and counsel of God.—The
desire of Joseph to have his bones buried with
his forefathers, indicates faith in a perpetual
communion among believers through the power
of God.

The example of Moses.

Chaptbb XI. 28-29.

23 By faith Moses, when he was bora, was hid three months of [by] his parents, be-

cause they saw he was a proper child [that the child was beautiful] ; and they were
24 not afraid of the king's commandment. By faith Moses, when he was come to years,

25 refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter; Choosing rather to suffer affliction

with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season [to have a

26 transient enjoyment from sin] ; Esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches

than the treasures in Egypt;1 for he had respect [for he was looking away] unto the

27 recompense of the reward. By faith he forsook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the

28 king; for he endured as seeing him who is invisible. Through faith he kept [he has

celebrated] the Passover, and the sprinkling of blood, lest [in order that] he that de-

29 stroyed* the first-born should [may not] touch them. By faith they passed through,

the Red Sea, as by dry land;* which the Egyptians assaying to do, were drowned..

1 Yer. 26.—Instead of rmr iv Acyfory read after 8in. D. K. I*, 81, 44, 46, tuv Aiy&rrov.
t Ver. 28.—The more correct orthography is eAfSpciW after A. D. B~ instead of okoBpevwv.
• Ver. 29.—After fip«« we are to add yrje after 8in. A. D*. B., 17, Sl

t
47.

JVer. 28.—y*tn»4iis, on being born—

w

hen he was born.—tUw itrrnor to waMov, they saw the chQd (fe be)fair;comely^-
eVmor, predicate.

Ver. 24.—ptytf yev6titvos, on becoming Urge, on being grown «p.—eVyarp&c, ofa daughter, without the Art.
Ver. 25.

—

wpocKaipov apapriat e\w6h*wo\v, a temporary enjoymentfrom nn ; AfMum'ac being here not the Gen. objecfc,

denoting sin as that which is enjoyed, bnt Gen. subJecU, denoting sin as conferring the enjoyment, or that from which ttoe-

enjoyment comes. Here, as at ch. 1U., the sin of apostasy. So fil., Del., and Moll. Alf. denies, and makes it the Gen. objt;

but unnecessarily, and with much bss f »rce In the train of thought of the Epistle.

Ver. 26.—aWSAevcr, As was looking away, as k+opmm%%
* so as to be waiting for it, or by regard for it determined ovr

strengthened in a course of action " (Bl.), xii. 2^-fu*0a»o6Wimp, the rendering of the reward (II. 2).

Ver. 27.—Kmrikiwer (sari, lntensire), abandoned, forsook.—ror eopaTor iornr, seeing the unseen, sell., perhapsAaonAsa;

:

a paronomasia, as Rom. i. 20, ra *6para—rafoparat.
Ver. 28.—ricwoiwc«r, he hat made ; either instituted, or, In conformity with the common use of tho word in such con*-

sections, celebrated. The Perf. indicates it as a thing standing recorded in history as done (rer. 17, woooevjvox**)-—rhjr vpoV-*

Xivir, not strictly the sprinkling, but the pouring on (Jngiessung) of blood.
Ver. 29.—fc wetpar Aa£eVm, of which, sciU either yfc or #aW<n*. The former preferred by Kuin., B6bmM Klee,

DeU the latter by BU L*n., Alf. Moll does not decide, but apparently inclines to y*t.—«aTtwd**w, were drunk up,,

swallowed up, drowned*—R.]. %

Veb. 24. Come to years (-Become large)'

fiiyag yev6/tevoc.—gchultz and Bretsobn. refer*-

the ftiyaf to worldly power and honor;, tout the

contrast is between the child and the grown up*

man, who has reached the period of independent!

ehoioe and decision.

Vkb. 26. To have enjoyment from sin*.

—The aftaprtac antikavats is not the enjoyment of
sin (Theoph. 8ch1icht, tun., Alf., etc.), but the

enjoyment to which sin opens the way ; for this

enjoyment, indicated'a» for a season, stands, iir

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

V«b. 23. Inasmuch as ol iraripeg in Greek
sometimes has the same signification as ol yoveir

(examples in Wets, and Del.), and the mother of

Moses is expressly mentioned in the original, we
must refer the term to Jochebed and Amram, and
not (with Beng., Menk., Stier, and others,) put
in place of the mother of Moses, her father, Ko-
hath.

86
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103 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

the same relation to apostasy from God and from

His people (as that d/taprU which we are to

shaii mentioned, ch. iii. 18 ; x. 26), as the suffer-

ing of affliction bears to fellowship with the

covenant people of God.

Tin. 26. Ike reproach of Christ.—Lun.
understands by the SveiSurpbc rov x/kotov, the re-

proach which Christ bore ; Ebr. (after the older

interpp.), the reproach for the sake of Christ

wnlch Moses endured by virtue of his hope in

the Messiah; Bl., DeL, and others, correctly,

the reproach which Christ had to endure in His

own person, and has to endure in His members.

The author's warrant for ascribing to Moses a
participation in this reproach is found by Hofm.
in the typical connection, by rirtue of which,

the Old Testament people of God bear in them-

selves the impress of Christ, inasmuch as Christ

is He whom the Old Testament history, in ad-

vance, represents, and whom the Old Testament
Word promises. Stier finds this warrant in the

mystical unity of Christ and His church; De
W. and Thol., in the pre-existent presence of

Christ as the Logos, in the Old Testament
Israel (1 Cor. x. 4; 1 Pet i. 10 ff.); Baumo.,
(Theol. comm. on the Pent.) citing the authority of

Augustine, in that preparation for Christ's ap-

pearance in the flesh which runs through the

entire history of Israel. Delitxsch unites the

various explanations, and says: "The reproach
of Christ is, to our author, the reproach of the

Christ who was present as Logos in His people

made one with Hun, and there typically announc-
ing His incarnation which was yet to take place.

"

Vbb. 27. Forsook Egypt.—All the Greek
and Latin intpp., except Nich. I^ra, refer this

to the flight of Moses to Midian, Ex. it 16; but
since, in thai case* the flight was occasioned by
fear of the king's wrath (v. 141, but here, on the

contrary, is ascribed to Moser fearlessness, very
weighty interpreters since Lyra (as Calv.,

SchUcht, Grot., Calov, B6hme, BL, etc., and
recently Ebr. and Bisp.) have referred it to the

Exodus of Moses with the collected people.

Justly, however, Zeger, Calmet, BengeU De
Wette, Tholack, Lunemann, Delitxsch, end others,

have adhered to the earlier view. In favor of

this is tiie succession of events here recounted

;

the expression KartfUKtv, abandoned, forsook,

which, indeed, might possibly be referred to the
Exodus, (Joseph., Antt.t IL 16, 2), but in the
present connection points to something person-
ally, and exclusively pertaining to Moses; and
finally, the circumstance that the Exodus (Ex.
xii. 31) took place with the consent of Pharaoh.
Nor is it necessary to the solution of the above
mentioned contradiction, to assume, with De
Wette, a decided failure of memory on the part
of the author, or, with Lou., to distinguish a
fear, taken objectively, from fearlessness as a
purely subjective emotion. We might ask, with
Tholuck, could not the author, without forgetting
the fear inspired in Moses by the first rumor of
the king's wrath, wish to express that his faith

had nevertheless overcome that fear T or we can
say, with Del., that he, the son of Pharaoh's
daughter, quitted Egypt without consulting the
king ; that he did this without fearing the height-
ened wrath which he incurred by this voluntary

• sundering of his relation to the Egyptian court

Both interpreters appeal in support of their
view to the reason stated in the following dense,
"he endured, etc."—[It seems to me thai thii it
a ease in which it is equally gratuitous to sun-
pose, with De Wette, a failure in the anther's
memory; and, with Alford and others, to feel
any serious difficulty in the explanation. Look*
ing at the withdrawal of Moses from Egypt,
it seems to me that one might, with nearly
equal truth, say that he left "fearing," or, "not
fearing" the wrath of the king; and that which
one would be likely to say would depend simply
on his point of view and immediate purpose in
recurring to the event. That, in his earlier
withdrawal, Moses did fear the wrath of the
king is certain, and this was the immediate oc-
casion of his flight as such. But, on the other
hand, that his entire course at this time, alike
in the act which occasioned his flight, and his
general choice and state of mind, arose above
considerations of fear, and were determined by
a practical defiance of the wrath of the king, is

equally certain. According, therefore, as the
writer had his mind on the one or the other of
these facts, the passing fear that dictated the
flight, or the higher courage and trust in God
which prevented that fear from being control-
ling, and which, in fact, led him to provoke the
wrath of the king, he might use one representa-
tion or the other. Here it better suits his pur-
pose to present, the spiritual fearlessness which
dictated his whole course of conduct, in connec-
tion with its ground, viz; his faith in Him who is

unseen. I think that fiaotXia is to be understood
with rov adparov. The author puts the unseen hea-
venly King, whom Moses saw with the vision of his

faith, over against the seen king, at whom, with-
out this vision, he would have trembled.—K.].
Ho endured.—It is grammatically unal-

lowable to make (with Luth., Bong., SchuUa,
Paul., Ebr.) rov adparov dependent fmhcapripafOTv.

For the transitive signification of this verb is not
to adhere to something, but to endure something,
e.g. : hunger and thirst Here the intransitive

signification alone is possible.

Yin. 28. Hath oelebmtod the Passover.
—Since voteiv uniformly appears along with
fayew to xaox*t only of the celebration of the
Passover (Ex. ix. ; Ex. xii. 48; Num. ix. 2; Josh.
v. 10; Mitt. xxvi. 18), the assumption that here
the significations of founding and celebrating are
united (B8hm., BL, Lun.), is not merely uncer-
tain (De W.), but false: "yet the perfect rnroi-

t*ev may suggest the idea thai the Egyptian
pessover, which stands before us as an accom-
plished fact, has become the foundation for the
celebration of the Passover in subsequent times*'

(Del.).

Destroyer, etc— The Heb. JTttCSn
^destruction* the Sept translates by 6 aieBptv-

«v, and certainly (as Asaph, Pa. lxxviii., 49) con-
ceives as an angelic minister of divine justice
(comp. 1 Chron. xxi, 12, 15; 2 Chron. xxxiL 21;
Sir. xlviii. 21 ; 1 Cor. x. 10). It is grammati-
cally impossible to connect ra wpurorotca with 6<)?
(Klee, Paul., Ebr.). This verb governs the
Gen. (here avruv and rd rpwroVomz is dependent
on 6 bXeflpeiw. Of coarse, in the connection
"their first-born," is readily understood to refer
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CHAP. XL 80-40. 198

to the first-bora of the Israelites, though the lat-

ter are not expressly named.
Ver. 29. Of which the Egyptians mak-

ing trial.—The relative fc can be equally well

referred to the '« dry land " immediately preced-

ing (B8hm., Kuln,, Klee, Del.), or to the "Red
Sea. Iltip&p tivoq toppavear may mean to make
trial of something, or, to make an aUentpt at

something, as here and v. 86.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. When we believe that God has special pur-

Eoses regarding a man, we not merely hops for

is preservation, but we acquire courage in coo-
perating for his deliverance; and we rely on
God's assistance in deeds of daring, and amidst
circumstances of peril

2. Worldly greatness, honor, power, and flea-
sure* have, indeed, a splendid appearance, and
exercise a power of temptation by which many are

led aetray; but the believer recognizes the per-

ishable and dangerous character of these posses-

sions and enjoyments. He looks to the future,

the divinejudgment, and the recompense of reward;
and allows himself to be influenced neither by
the allurements nor by the threats of the world

;

is seduced neither by the fear nor the favor of

man, but remains steadfast in his vocation,

having God be/ore his eyes and in his heart.

b\ The power to deUoer and to destroy, lies not
in outward things and events, but, on the one
hand, in the favor and in the wrath of God, who
employs them as means and instruments ; on the

other, in the faith and the unbelief of men, who
use these means for salvation, or abuse them to

their ruin.

BOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Faith looks to the purposes of God regarding
the children of men, and to the means of their
SMH3omplisbment»~-The believer fears neither to

encounter the wrath of men, nor to endure the
rtproaeh of Christ.—That which brings salvation

to the believer, brings the unbeliever to destruc-

<•&«.—The believer looks, 1, not upon the out-

ward appearance, bat upon the inward form; 2,

not upon perishable riches, but npon the eternal

possessions; 8, not npon the visible world, bat
upon the invisible Ooa\

Staakb:—The world abuses in many ways
the outward form and condition of men; but

God frequently employs them as a means or occa-

sion for great good. Tomany a one they serve as

a means of trial.—Governments are in God's
stead, and are to be honored ; but when they
give ungodly commands, these are to be given
to the winds. Acts v. 2°.—The friendship of God
and the world cannot be enjoyed together (Jas.

iv. 4).—The temporal afflictions of the pious are
followed by eternal joy; the temporal jqv of the
ungodly by eternal affliction ; consider well to

which thou wilt devote thyself.—In sufferings

and afflictions we must look to the gracious re-

ward in heaven ; this can alleviate and sweeten
all (Ps. xoiv. 19).—To be despised and perse-

cuted for Christ's sake, is an honor and a token
of our attaining to the heavenly glory (Matth.
v. Jl, 12).—Let the enemy continue to rage; he
cannot overpass the limits which God has fixed.

When God chooses to bear with him no longer, He
strikes him to the ground (Isa. xli. 10; xHii 16,

17; li. 9, 10).

RiEom:—-0 how many of our natural im-
pulses lack that right direction which faith would
give to them i how often do we yield ourselves

and our children to the disposal of men, and
faith should strengthen us to yield them up at

the good pleasure of God I—Faith frequently

receives guidance and direction from the visible;

but it transforms the visible not into food for

vanity, but into nourishment for its trust—One
may, even out of the delicate and beautiful,

weave subtle snares for his own children, and
for the innocence of others.—Faith and foolhar-

diness are widely separated from each other.

—

Faith admits the judicious employment of all

means of security.

Hiubnie:—Fellowship with the people of

God leads to suffering, but apostasy brings after

temporal gain eternal shame.—Faith is the spi-

ritual eye which recognizes the nothingness of

earthly treasures, andthe value ofthe heavenly.

—

Faith at once foregoes and preserves.

Bueckhardt (Ohly, 1862, II. 2):-^The be-

lieving spirit of the Christian : 1. In its nature

;

it regards the reproach of Christ, spurned and
contemned Christianity, more highly than, a,

earthly life, ver. 28 ; b, worldly honor, ver. 24

;

e, sinful pleasure, ver. 25 ; d, temporal riches,

ver. 26. 2. In its reward : a, it brings out of

Egypt, the house of bondage of sin, ver. 27 ; 6,

secures against temporal death by the blood of

Christ, ver. 28; c, goes confidently through

death into the heavenly Canaan, ver. 29.

vi.;

Examples from the conquest of Canaan to the time of the Maccabees.

ChaptkbXI. 80-40.

SO By faith.the walls of Jericho fell down,1 after they were compassed about [for] seven

31 days. By faith the harlot Rahab perished not with them that believed not [diso-

32 beyed], when she had received [after receiving] the spies with peace. And what
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194 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

shall I more say [what do I say further]? for the time would [will] fail me to tel

[while recounting, dv^yovtuvov] of Gideon, and of Barak, and of Samson, and o/Jeph-
thah [of Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah];* of David also, and [both of David and]

33 Samuel, and of the prophets : Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought right;

34 eousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions, Quenched the violence of

fire, escaped the edge of the sword,* out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant

in fight [became mighty in war], turned to flight the armies of the aliens [foreigners].

35 Women received their dead raised to life again [or from a resurrection, ££ dwz<n»<f**«»?]:

and others were tortured [on the rack], not accepting deliverance, that they might

36 obtain a better resurrection. And others had trial of cruel mockings and scourging*,

37 yea, moreover [and still further] of bonds and imprisonment: They were stoned, they

were sawn asunder, were tempted [or were burnt]4, were slain with the sword : they

wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins, being destitute, afflicted, tormented

38 [outraged]; Of whom the world was not worthy: they wandered [wandering] in1

39 deserts and in mountains, and in dens and caves [caves and holes] of the earth. And
these all, having obtained a good report through faith, received not the promise f

40 God having provided some better thing for us, that they without us should [might]

not be made perfect.

l Ver. 90.-4w«r*r U to be read, after Sin. A. D*., 17, 23, SI, instead of fern.
* [Ver. 82.—Moll follows Tisch. and Lachm. in omitting ins «at connecting Oideon, Barak, efe, reading Gideon, Barak,

Samson, Jephthah.—K.}.
* Ver. S4w—Instead ofp«x«ipaf, Lachm.and T1scH2 ed. 7, read

the reading is supported by Sin. So also the reading tfvrop»#»s-«j', receired by Lschm and Tisch. instead of theBeeo«eW
* Ver. S4w—Instead ofp«Y«ipaf, Lachm.and Tisch. ed. 7,read p«x*to< after A. Dn as in «•. 37 after D*. In both c

which io Sio. is only from a second hand.
« Ver. «.—Instead ofjystpea^yw-tontotf tent (Valg. Ambroe.), Lath, reads 1580, fee)**?**. »*rt pierces? \

xne majority, following Erasmus, conjecture, Inasmuch as nuff cannot be made—torture, an old error of the cop.
introduce a word indicating death by Jtre, best iwp^<r0^oar. In the Sin. this word follows the one giren above (rather in

> copyist, and

Sin. the word is Jwpto*i|tar].

• Ver. 88.—The- readlns: hr intumit of Sin. A., 71, 78, 118, reoelTed by Lachm.and Tisch, ed. VIL, appears to be an <

of the copyist. The Bee. iv ipmu is sustained by D. E. K. L.
• Ver. bft.—Lachm. reads the plur., rA« iwmyyeXimt, after A. 80.

[Ver. 90.—4wl ewrS. iffM.4pt,for teven daps.
Ver. 81,—ret* amis^e-aw, ««* <*em that sKsebeyei, not aswnfffew, disbelieved.
Ver. 82.—ri in Aeyw, what do lux*further, faryovftsror, recounting narration.

Ver. 81—hfw^aw laxvool iv uokiy^, became mightym war, rnXXorpiur, belonging to other lands, fortigna t.

Ver. 86.—# eWr«ff*t*,/ —
'
-* -**— ,ri

t, from or out of a resurrtction.—K].

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vib. 80. For seven days.—*E»r/, of duration

of time, as Luke iv. 25 ; Acts xiii. 31 ; xix. 10.

tllaret la not to be connected with KVKkuBkvra

iGrot.), and this latter does not mean beleaguered

Schultx and others).

Harlot.—Jao. Cappell. and others, following

the Chaldee paraphrase, erroneously translate

1} irdpvtf, the hostess; others, with Braun, explain

the word, the idolatress. It is taken from the

history, Josh, it 2 ; vi. 17 ff. Her faith consisted

in her strong practical confidence (Jas. ii. 25) in

the victory of the Israelites, because their God
was the omnipotent God (Josh. ii. 9). His mira-
cles had not remained unknown also to the re-

maining inhabitants of Jericho (Josh. ii. 10), but
they, making but small account of these, at-

tempted to withstand the people of God (Josh. vi.

Ver. 32. Gideon, etc.—The order of succes-

sion is not chronological. But the author does
not design such an enumeration, and he has
scarcely had in mind any particular mode of

grouping. Del., indeed, assumes three groups,

of which the two first consisted of three persons
each, and thinks that the author in the first

group names Gideon as the greater hero of faith,

before Barak, and in the second names Samuel
after David, that he may attach to him the third
group, viz., that of the prophets. But what
authorises such a triple division T And what

purpose would suggest the introduction of Jeph-
thah, who besides is placed after Samson, into

the second group ? Rather according to Uet. rcc,

followed by Del., only Barak and Samson are

more closely united by re ical, as also David
and. Samuel, while between Gideon and Barak
there is no connective particle. In like manner
there is none between Jephthah and David, bat

before Jephthah, as before the prophets, is placed

the , simple koL Lun. starts from the fact that

David and Samuel are in all the MSS. connected

by re nai, and concludes from this that the pre-

ceding names were originally arranged in pairs.

In that case the chronological objection would
disappear, inasmuch as each new pair makes a
new stage of historical progress, while in the

successive pairs, the naming of the later before

the earlier, is justified on rhetorical grounds, as

bringing together the names of those who were
coincident in time. But this ingenious conjecture

rests on a combination of different readings, re-

taining the Bee. under the two modifications of

placing (with D* ) not before Barak, and (with

A., 17, Vulg., Copt., Arm., and many Fathers)

striking out re koI before Samson. The koL be-

fore Jephthah is rejected, although found in D.

E. K. L., nearly all the minusc, Chrys., Theo-
doret, Damage, etc. Lachm. and Tisch., are consis-

tent in striking out all the particles except the

unquestionable re Kai before, and koI after Samuel
This has also the authority of Sin.

Vee. 83. Who subdued kingdoms.—The
<£, who, refers not to the^ropAe**, but to all the
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CHAP. XL 80-40. 195

previously named persons, who, however, are
merely adduced as examples, so that we are not
to ask, in each individual one of the following
statements, what person the author had specially

in view. Many of the deeds and sufferings

belong to persons who are not even particularly
cited, but point us in general to the historical

books of the Old Testament, from which the per*
sons named are selected by way of example.
The meaning, "obtain by conflict" (Bohme), can
scarcely be established for Karayuvl^eodai [rather
contending down, wrestling down=subduing.—K.l.
Wrought righteousness.—'Epyat;. Sue. is

hardly used in the purely ethical sense (Theodo-
ret, Erasm., Schlicht., Grot., etc.), but refers to
the acts and influence connected with the office

of Judges, Kings and Prophets, 1 Sam. xii. 4;
2 Sam. viii. 15 ; 1 Chron. xv. 14 ; 2 Ghron. ix. 8.

Obtained promises. —Beng., Bl., Ebr.,
etc., follow Chrys., Primas., Theodoret, in under-
standing God's words of promise, and this not
mainly His individual, but His Messianic pro-
mises. But the common reference of the words
to the substance of the promises, better suits the
connection ; for if the believers failed to live to
witness the promised salvation, ver. 39, yet they
at least realized the fulfilment of special as-
surances. The plur. employed without the arti-
cle, favors this view.

Stopped the months of lions, etc.—We
might refer this to Samson and David, but the lan-
guage points rather to Daniel, vi. 18-23 ; as also
the following example (by force of faith quenched
the force of fire) is drawn from Daniel iii., or 1

Maccabees ii. 59. Perhaps the following exam-
ples point also to events belonging to the times of
the Maccabees, although they have their parallel
in the earlier period, e.g., 1 Kings xix.; 2 Kings
vi. and xx. ; Jud. xvi. 28; Ps. xviil. 80. The
word irapcfiPoMj, signifying not merely an encamp-
ment, but an army in battle array, is among the
favorite expressions of the First Book of Macca-
bees (Grimm at 1 Maco. iii. 8). This, however,
decides nothing, since the word has the same
signification also, Judg. iv. 16 ; vii. 14, and the
discourse immediately returns to 1 Kings xvii.,

and to 2 Kings iv., by the mention of the women
who received back their dead, l£ avaor&treoc, i. e.,

either by resurrection (Bohm., BL, Ltin., etc.) or
from a resurrection=as raised again to life.

These examples from the life of the woman of
Sarepta and of the Shunamite, lead, however,
again, immediately, to the martyrdom of Eleaxer

(2 Mace. vi. 18ff.), and of the seven brothers,
along with their mother (2 Mace. vii.). The
rbfiiravov is regarded as an engine of torture in
the form of a wheel, upon which the tortured
person was stretched out like the skin of a ket-
tle-drum, and frequently beaten to death. The
better resurrection (Kpelrrovoc avaardoeoc) is re-
garded by (Eo. and Theoph. (by the latter hesi-
tatingly) as contrasted with the resurrection of
the ungodly tojudgment^Dan. xii. 2); by Chrys.,
Beng., Bohm., Bl., De W., Ebr. and others, on
the contrary, as in antithesis with k§ avaaraereuc,

standing at the beginning of the verse; while
Gerh., Win., Thol., Lun., etc., more naturally
[Alford says "strangely"] place it in contrast
with the previously mentioned airoMrpoatc (de-

liverance) from their tortures, which was prof-

fered them.

Ver. 8ft. And others experienced mock-
ing* and scourging*, etc.—Scourgings (fido-

rtyec) and mockinga (k/uraiyftoi) are spoken of,

the former at 2 Mace. vii. 1, the latter at id. vii.

7, 10. We may presume with certainty, therefore,
that these examples of suffering are suggested
by the narratives there recorded, although the
erepot Si, immediately proceeds to introduce
other, though kindred examples, among which
we may doubtless recognize allusions to the
mockeries heaped upon Elisha and Jeremiah.
For not only is the stoning immediately men-
tioned which slew Zachariah, 2 Chron. xxiv. 20,
and the sawing asunder, which according to
Jewish tradition, fell to the lot of Isaiah, but
previously to these, bonds and imprisonment,
which may be referred to Hannai(2Chron.xvi.
10), Micah and Jeremiah, which are connected
back by in Si, with the mockings and scourgings,
as if rising upon and transcending them. And
the slaying by the edge of the sword, if not re-
ferring especially to the prophet Uriah, who was
so executed by Jehoiachim (Jer. xxyi. 28), yet
certainly must refer to the numerous executions
of prophets in the kingdom of Israel (1 Kings
xix.

10J).
—The goat skins, commonly black, ex-

pressed still more than the usually white sheep
skins, the feelings and the condition of the pro-
phets, who (2 Kings i. 8) are called "hairy
men."

Ver. 89. And all these received not the
promise, etc.—This sentence refers not merely
to the persons mentioned from ver. 85 (Schlicht.,

Storr), but to the whole body collectively (alike
named and unnamed) of those whose faith has
procured for them the good report which they
have in the Old Testament. The participial clause
must be resolved by although, not by since ; for,

in the connection, the sense of the clause cannot
be that the ancients did not receive the promise
because the faith which, in its nature, appertains
to the future and the invisible, did not procure
for them their good report. The statement,
rather, is, that, notwithstanding the glory which
they derived from their faith, they still did not
obtain the promise. The singular rip knayyeteav
shows that the author is speaking not of special

and individual promises, and whioh in fact have
not remained unfulfilled, but of the fulfilment of
the promise as such, t. «., the Messianic promise,
which in the connection is determined still more
definitely than the promise of the "eternal inhe-

ritance," ch. ix. 16, as that whose attainment
presupposes the reAekxwf.

Vee. 40. God having provided some-
thing better for us.—The reason of the fact

just mentioned, is God's gracious regard for us,

which has led Him to adopt such an arrange-
ment, that the actual receiving of the promise is

accorded to us, if we abide in the faith, while

yet those fathers who are eulogized for their

faith, are not excluded, but attain in like manner
the TtXeUxHf, only not without us, as would have
been the case if their faith had been immediately
rewarded with the promised good, and no interval

had come in between the faith and the attain-

ment. Since, then, the refaluoic still, also,

awaits us, and will be attained only at the second

coming of Christ, we are, on the one hand, on a

level with the fathers; and, notwithstanding our
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196 THE EPISTLE TO TH£ HEBREWS.

faith, have, like them, to submit to a period of
waiting, which also fcives ample scope for Chris-

tian endurance—while thus their life of faith can
furnish us a comforting and stimulating exam-
ple—and on the other a better thing (Kpeftrfo rt)

has been provided for us. The fulfilment of the

Messianic promise has, with the apoearance of
Jesus Christ and His entrance into the heavenly
All-holy, become matter of historical fact, so that

the prophecy of Jeremiah is fulfilled ch. viii. 6
if.; x. 15 ff. Even Abraham hctrvxcv rffc htay-

yeteac, ch. vi. 15 ff., and the loxorov T&v 4f*ep&>
(i. 1), and the owrifeta rCxv attivav (ix. 26), lies

already behind us. We have lived to behold the
final revelation of God in Jesus Christ, and
hence the Lord pronounces His disciples blessed,

and declares them privileged above the prophets
and kings of the Old Testament, Matth. xiii. 17.

Thus has something better been imparted to us
than to them, comp. eh. ii. 8 ff. This reference
of the Kpelrrov to the nobler boon bestowed on us
than was accorded to the ancients, harmonises
better with the language ch. vii. 19; viii. 6, and
with the general scope of the Epistle, than the
explanation: " Something better, then, would
have fallen to our lot, if they had received the
final fulfilment of the promise." ^The connect-
ing thought would then be, that in such a case
we should not have been born, inasmuch as the end
of the world would have arrived, and with it

that state of perfection in which is neither mar-
rying nor giving in marriage, Matt. xxi. 80.

5. The final goal to which God eonduota fee^
lievers, \a perfection m Christ; and this embraces
the entire person, includes thus the resurreotioai
and glorification of the body, and pre-suppoece,
therefore, the second coming of Christ It thum,
therefor*, equaUg awaits us as the members of the
Old Covenant who fell asleep in faith, with
whom we have in common the interval it/ tmitimjw
trials of our faith, and sufferings for the sake of
faith, so that they are, to us, examples and pat-
tern* in the various matters with which they hnvo
to do. For at the rata* time with them shall wa
attain this final and comprehensive perfection,
and come to the common enjoyment of the tamo
blessedness. Thus the prerogative which wo
have enjoyed, in that the first appearance of
Christ was not, with us, a matter of expectation,
but of realisation, binds ns to all the greater
humility, thankfulness, and idetty, by how
much the more clearly we discern in this ar-
rangement tho grmee of God, taking thought Jar
our salvation.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The greatest and most important victories

are not gained bv the might of armies, nor even
by mere patriotic heroism, but by the power of
the Omnipotent God who, beyond their prayers
and their comprehension, assists those who, in
undoubting faith, adapt themselves to His ar-
rangements, and employ the means which He
points out to them.

2. Faith triumphs not merely over visible op-
ponents and adversaries; it gives us victory also

over spiritualfoes, and makes those who were once
sinners, associate*and helpers ofths servantsofGod,
for which again God, to whom they have given
honor, becomes to them a tower and shield, and
beBtows upon them grace unto salvation.

8. Faith, however, shows its beauty, power,
and greatness, not barely in that which it accom-
plishes, overthrows, and attains, but also in that
whioh it sustains, endures, and sacrifices. And in
this, women are not inferior to men, but give them
not unfrequently an inspiring example.

4. The life of believers In the world is a per*
petual conflict with the world, whose sivbbity
evinces itself as clearly in their deportment as in
their destinies. But the conflict is lightened by
the fact that the inestimable worth of believers
always shines forth more conspicuous and tri-

.

umphant alike in their voluntary privations and
sacrifices, and amidst violent oppressions and
spoliations, while the world, on the contrary, by
its denial, contempt, and rejection of those who,
in the sight of God, are more highly esteemed
than the whole world, condemns, punishes, and
impoverishes itself.

HOMILETICAL AHD PRACTICAL.

The like state of mind, the like goal, and tho
like destiny of the believers of all ages, —The re-
lation of the believers to the world and te God,—
The enemies, conflicts, and victories of faith.

—

Dis-
honored in the world, honored with God.—The
transformation produced by faith.—The certain
fulfilment of the promises of God: 1, in its

means; 2, in its conditions; 8, in iU stmgts.

Stabkb:—He who dwells in heaven must as-
suredly laugh at those 'who defiantly trust to
walla and ramparts.—In like manner, as at the
sound of the trumpet and battle-cry of Israel,

tho walls of the ungodly city of Jericho fell, thus
shall the trumpet voice of the Gospel overthrow
the kingdom of anti-christ, Rev. xviii. 2.—Sin
separates from God ; but repentance conducts to
God (Isa. lix. 2 ; Jer. iii. 1).—Good works must
be judged not according to the appearance, but
according to their ground and internal charac-
ter.—The Holy Scripture is so rich in beautiful
and memorable histories and examples, that we
have no need of the fabulous inventions of the
monks, but enough for our right inatruetien in
the word of God.—Oh God I how rich ait Thou
even in the gifts and treasures which Thou hast
deposited in Thy saints !—-Faith is stronger than
powder and lead, than arrow, sword, and weapon
of war. It can overcome even the devil himself; •

and quench his fiery darts (Eph. vi. 1G).—Rather
should we endure a violent death, than aposta-
tise from the true religion.—The heat of sacred
martyrs is very comforting to all tho suffering

bearers of the cross ; for we are no better than
our fathers (1 Kings xix. 4). O Thou God that

hidest Thyself! Thou leavest Thy children here
to suffering and oppression, that they nwry have
life and refreshment forever (Rev. xit 12).—
Muoh distress, trouble and misery upon earth

;

yet the sufferings of this present time are of no
account beside the glory which shall he revealed

in us (Rom. viH. 18).—O how are we put to shame
who live under the New Covenant by the heroes

of faith who lived under tho Old.—Steadfastness
in true religion under great affliction, is a proof
of tme faith in Christ
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Bieger:—Unbelief is always hatching dis-

trust. " Surely there is no remedy ; in great

publio calamities must all fare alike." But faith

trusts God in all ways.—God, in His economy
and arrangement of times, has graciously cared
for alL Even to the ancients He has vouchsafed,
in their time, sufficient evidence for faith.

Hahn :—The world speedily forgets the deeds
of its heroes, however much it may wish to per-

petuate them ; but God bears testimony to His
own. This is genuine, and will remain.—If we
can do no very great deed in our time, it is

enough if we exercise victorious faith in endu-
rance, as this is the task assigned to our time

TRev. xiii.).—Even trivial acts, if they spring
rrom faith, are highly esteemed of God.
Hbubrbb :—Faith overcomes the world.—The

richness of the Holy Scripture in instructive ex-
amples. The richness of the gifts that God has
deposited in the saints.—The hidden value of the
righteous is manifest in the sight of God.—The
Christian should be exalted above the world, but
the world should learn to be worthy of the godly.—How often do innocence and truth have to con-
ceal and withdraw themselves. He, who shall yet
dwell in the eternal mansions, now often wanders
without a shelter.—Many pious men fail to live to
see the fulfilment of their desires ; but their sal-

vation will not faiL—Heaven unites alL

FOTJKTH SECTION.

A COMPREHENSIVE APPEAL, BASED OK THE PRECEDING RETROSPECT.

In possession of such examples, and looking away to Jesus Himself, the readers must maintain,

with steadfastness, the straggle that awaits them.

CHAPTItt XIL 1-8.

Wherefore, seeing we also are [let also us, being] compassed about with so great a
cloud of witnesses, let us [pm. let us] lay aiide every weight, and the sin which doth so

easily beset t*s, and let us run wi£h patience [steadfastness] the race [contest, tyQva]

2 that is set before us, Looking [away] unto Jesus the author [Leader] ana finisher [Per-

fecter] of our faith ; who for the joy that was set before him endured the [a] cross, de-

spising the shame [making light of shame], and is set down [hath sat down]1 at the

8 right hand of the throne of God. For consider him that [hath] endured such contra*

diction of [6x6, 6y, from] sinners against himself,1 lest ye [In order that ye may not] be

wearied and faint [txXodfuvot, relaxing, fainting] in your minds.

i Ver. 2.—The Pert k*kMixw has the •auction of all the uncials and most of the mlnuse^ at against the Rec UMurw.
[The Eng. rer. correctly, as to the sense, is set down].

* Ver. 3.—The reading « favreV (Instead of *U avreV or «i« avrdV, which Is found in D***. K. Ik, and nearly all the
and the uig4 indirectly by the senseless plurals, «U fcvre*. in D*. E*., Pesh. and Sin.

weighty and Impressive la classical Greek ; *st probably for rat bjfjhu, ydp, for^ otr,
mtnasc., is directly sastsined by A. and the Talg4 lndtreotly by the senselei

--
- - - V, therefore, weighty and Impressive in classical G* ... , .. .._ . . ,._ .

"'for by this now, hence, therefore,—«aX wictt, M dlso «•; fcstft emphatic; in E. V., the emphasis
partly given in the M we also."—rocwror, ete., having so great a crowd ef witness** eneosnpassing us, sett, like the spectators

[Ver. ls—TotyopevV, 1

then, now; the whole *

in the stadium, but ndarvpot, baring probaMy a double reference to their character as spectatorst and as witnesses to

the Cslth. The Qreek word, like the English, has both meanings, and probably for the same reason, efc, that a witness

must naturally hare been a beholder of that to which he witnesses.—iyicor, bulk, weight, unnatural swelling or protube-

rance ; and may refer primarily to unnatural bulk of the body itself; then to extraneous burdens. *w9*oiar*rov, probably
easily placing itself around, easily besetting,—b\ inroiio^t, by means of steadfastness, through, in thotniMof^steaafasinesa,

hence, taken adverbially, steadfastly, persevering^.
Ter. 2.—a4>opZrTt<, looking away, ipxrrfv.JtU-Uader. captain (chap. 11. \0\nXeuerjr, perfeder^—avrl, over against, to

returnfar, in exchange for, hence here, in consideration q/.—£irtn*%vtw rraspsV, endured a cross, mioxtrnt KaT«AsoK*Va«.
making light of shams, not tpedfloally, the shame of the cross, but shams taken abstractly.—««***ut«*, has sat down, and
still holds his seat.

Ter. 2

difficult to express 1

rbr ivepcpsinprsra, /

f, aaprycV. 4fe-I«ufer. captain (chap. 11. 10\ reheuerjr, j

e, in consideration of.—vrt4u*irer rraspsV, endured a <

y, ths shame of the cross, but shams taken abstractly

iraXovuravto. not adequately rendered by English, consider (which Is used elsewhere ftr «araro£, ete.\ and
press in English; think oter analogously, at by way of comparison ; Bmra.: "comparutiene instituta cogitatef*
i»«st«. Mm who hath endured (Perf.)j not merely stffbres (etfwxttr), but stood under, abided*-*** *>•*.

1XEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Via. 1. Therefore let also us.

—

Toiyapovv

(familiar in classical Greek, but in the N. T. con-

fined to this passage and 1 These. It. 8) connects

with the 'preceding 0. T. examples the follow*

ing exhortation to like conduct: the exhortation

being couched In imagery, and technical expres-

sions drawn from the Grecian games, with whose
usages the Jews were sufficiently familiar. The
phrase vitjoc ftapripav at the outset, containing an
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allusion to this imagery, although it is rendered
distinct only by the more explicit reference

which follows. The sum of the passage is this

:

The capital thought expressed by the verb rpi-

Xupcv is *** exhortation to the race, while the two

Sarticipial clauses with ixovrec and anodifieyot

itimate, the former what we poetess for our in-

citement in the enveloping cloud of witnesses,

and the latter, what we must previously have

done to our persons in order to facilitate our
progress. Unquestionably, now, 6C virojiovijc at-

tached to rptxupev, as more specially charac-

terizing the race, looks back to ch. x. 86, and
alike the preeminence given to irtoric in t. 2,

and the roiyapovv of v. 1, show a clear reference

to ch. xL Yet all this does not require us, with

Liin., to explain fidprvpec exclusively of witnesses

of faith. On the one hand, we must not overlook

the fact, that the persons signalized in ch. xi. are

designated as those who, on account of their

faith, have received a good report, or testimony

(not as those who have borne it), oh. xi. 2, 4, 6,

89 ; and on the other, we must remember that

here, at v. 2, the eyes of those running are turned

to Jesus, as tpxtyk *nd refcurrfc of faith, and
this in such a way that the afoptivTec standing co-

ordinate with ixovrec forms a second ground of

exhortation to zeal in the race, and the imoftm^

of Jesus is evolved from His ' history, thus

brought into relation to the imagery of the sta-

dium. The expositor, therefore, may be justified

in taking the cloud of fiapripuv, lifted above the

earth, not, indeed, exclusively (with Bleek, Be
Wette, Thol., Bisp., etc.), but still primarily, as

witnesses, or spectators of the struggle, and treat

its meaning of witnesses offaith as not, indeed, pro-

perly oombining itself with the former (with Del.,

Biehm, AlfA nor again as entirely merged and

lost in it For the question is not at all one of

mere spectators, but of sympathizing witnesses,

witnesses who have been tried in a like conflict

with our own, but have already reached the goal

of perfection, and whose person and history are

precisely on this account, patterns and incite-

ments to us. The 6td, with the Gen., with verbs

of motion, serves to designate the continuance of

the movement, the permanent and habitual char-

acter of the act (Bernhardt, p. 289). So here

©Y irtrofiovfjc as 6ta irioreoc, 2 Cor. v. 7.

That anally besets us.—The word eimepl-

ararov is as an airaf; teyd/ievov of doubtful signifi-

cation. Carpi., Schultz, Stein explain it actively

ssseducing, enticing; but this sense cannot be es-

tablished. The signification, easily changing^*

unstable, movable (Matthai), is inappropriate.

The absence of the object prevents our taking it

actively; and since elsewhere all derivations

from lornut have either an intransitive or passive
meaning, this word oan scarcely constitute an
exception. The passive meaning, however, easily

got around, avoided, or easily encompassed=aovercome
(Chrys., etc.), is far-fetched^ and unsuited to the
context. The same is true of Ernesti's explana-
tion; eagerly encompassed and thronged, hence,
universallyprized and beloved. We must therefore
go back to the middle signification, and may
either, with John Gerh., Bl., De W., Liin.,

Biehm, etc., refer it to sin, like a garment
closely and constantly encompassing and hinder-
ing the runner; or (with Anselm, Horneius,

Calv., Q^oL, Ebr., Del., etc.) to the fact that it

everywhere easily besets us, and subtly encom-
passes us, so as to hinder and obstruct our way.
A recurrence to the noun irepioraotc for the sense,
easily involving us in evil, plunging us into danger,
creating hinderances (TheophyL, Beng., and others),
is totally unnecessary. Calv., Chemnitz, Seb.
Schmidt, and others, refer the word too restrictedlj
to hereditary sin, implied also in Luther's render-
ing, " which ever cleaves to us." Bugenhagen
renders more correctly, «• semper oppugnans ;" and
in part, (Ecolamp., who, however, reduces the
force of his rendering peccatum quod nos proxiwte
circumstat, by the added clause, "sive ienadter
nobis inhssret.

1
' The rendering of Grynasua, " ad

nos circumcingendos proclive," reaches about the
exact idea.—For giving to byicoc. the figurative
meaning of self-sufficiency, high-mindedness (Beng.,
and others), we have no warrant from the
context.

Ver. 2. The Leader and Perfecter of
faith.

—

'kpxnyfK denotes not merely the origina-

tor, who works in us the beginning of faith
(Chrys., Erasm., Liin., and the majority), but,
as at ch. iL 10, the leader, marshaller, who, in the
exhibition of patient and victorious faith, has
preceded us, as a pattern and an aid, comp. ch.
li. 18; iii. 2. "How were it possible that faith

could not be predicated of Jesus ? For between
Him and His eternal and strictly divine life had
His earthly life, having become by the power of
sin and wrath a thick prison wall, placed itself

as a wall of partition, which, until it was actually
broken through and done away, was non-existent
only to His far-reaching and transcending faith

—

for that faith, by virtue of which, even in the very
midst of the darkness of utter desertion, He
could still call God " His God !"* So soon as we
recognize in its terrible and deadly earnestness
the self-abnegation of the eternal Son, we can-
not wonder that, while that state continued, the
author designates faith as the bond between Him
and God" (Del.). The train of thought in-
volves the idea that Jesus also, by enduring to

the end, set forth and made manifest,faith in its

perfection (Riehm). It is not enough to say
with Del. that Jesus, through affliction, entering
into glory, has obtained for us ultimate salva-

tion, styled, 1 Pet i. 9, rb riXoc rife *t/ot«jc.

When faith is ascribed to Jesus Christ it must, in
His person, in accordance with His uniformly
developed character (ch. v. 8, 9), bear the stamp
of perfection. Thus TeXeutrijc receives its usual
transitive signification. And the sentiment may
well be that in His display of faith Jesus also in
His own person brought it to perfection (Theod.,

Beng., Bl., De W., ThoL, Ebr., Bisp., etc.), and
not merely that He brings it to perfection in us
(Chrys., Lun., Del., etc.). Some, with Grot., take
the idea of reXetorfa, too narrowly, as refer-

ring to the judge in the games (s=0pfl/k£>c).

For the joy that was set before him.—
The joy refers not merely to the finished work
of^redemption, and the blessings it brings to

men (Theodoret) : it is the heavenly joy, the ob-

taining of which was to be the reward of Jesus*

suffering on the cross (Primas. and the most).

This idea of hvri is demanded by the connection.

From a misconception of it have arisen the ren-

derings: " instead of the heavenly glory which
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He had as the preexistent and premundane Lo-
'

gos (Pesh., Greg. Nazianx., Beza, etc.); or:

"instead of the .worldly joys and pleasures

which it was in His power to enjoy" (Calv.,

Carpi., Stein, Bisp., etc.; or : "instead of that

freedom from earthly, suffering which, as the

sinless One, He might have secured for him-
self" (Chrys., CaloT, etc.).

Vbb. 3. For consider him, etc.—'AvaXoyi-

frodai expresses a consideration that compare* and
weigh*. The hortatory a+op&vref, looking away,

which " implies the concentration of the wander-
ing gaze into a single direction," assigns the

ground or condition of the preceding admoni-
tion ; and this again now itself assumes the form
of an exhortation. The words ralg i^xaic v/i&v are
not (with Luth., Bens., etc.) to be connected
with K&fitrrt, but with Is^vS/ievoi (Bei., Bl., and
the most), which would otherwise form an awk-
ward and dragging close.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Without *tead/a*tne*9 of faith the goal is,not

to be attained. But this steadfastness shows it-

self not merely as the power of unfailing patience
in suffering, and as unbending firmness in trials,

but also, as courageous persistency in the noblest
striving, and as unyielding exertion in struggling

for the highest goal.

2. Since without such exertion, the Chris-
tian's life-race cannot be happily terminated, it

becomes the duty of self-preservation to divest

ourselves of every thing which obstructs these
endeavors, and hinders our progress to the goal.

But that which most hinders our progress is

sin, which partly cleaves to us by nature, as an
oppressive burden, and a dragging fetter, and
partly, whithersoever we turn, encounters us,

and seeks to block up our way.
8. The most powerful incitement, and the

surest means against that relaxing of effort which
has its ground in spiritual feebleness, is an untn.

terrvpted looking to Jem*, the perfected hero of
faith, the greatest sufferer, the perfect conqueror,
the theanthropio helper. "He has preceded us
in the race of faith, and has opened the way, in
commencing for us the struggle of faith. But
He is also at the same time the perfecter of
faith, infusing by His redemption into the be-
lieving combatants the power to achieve all and
to bear off the victory." Thus Von Gerlach, not
incorrectly, and yet not exhaustively, for Jesus
is a pattern and helper in our race and conflict of
faith, only in so far as in His own life He has
wrought out and exhibited the personal Using
image of this course and conflict in its entire

perfection. The idea that Jesus is to be regarded
merely as an object, and not also as a subject, of
faith, entirely destroys,when logically carried out,

alike the reality of Hi* history and the genuineness

of Hi* moral and religious perfection, and thus
comes into direct conflict, not merely with the
representations of the evangelists, as, for exam-
ple, respecting our Saviour's life of prayer, but
also the entire conception and scope of our
Epistle. For this in the very passage before us
runs a parallel between our struggle with the

adversaries of the Gospel and the struggles of

the Bedeemer, and also in the case of Jesus it

regards His continuance in the conflict as the
condition of his reXeioaic, which again harmonizes
entirely with the representation given at PhiL
it 9 (comp. Thol.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The witnesses, the enemie*, and the auxiliaries

of our conflict of faith.—The Christian's course

of life, a course of suffering, and a racefor victory,

—-Jesus the archetype and prototype of believers

who go through suffering to glory.—Steadfastness

in faith, in its necessity, its difficulty, and its

practicability.—What occasions us to faint, and
what secures us against it—The greatest sufferer

is the most valiant hero. He who is most
disciplined can best help others.—How they who
are withdrawn from us still remain near to us.

Staekb :—What noble incitements have we in

our conflict of faith ! Christ who has preceded
us in it, and supplies us with all power for it ; a
cloud of witnesses of faith, who have set us an
example in this conflict ; and the benefit of this

conflict, whose fruit is eternal bliss.—Sin must
be borne as a life-long companion, even by the

children of God, and they have therein an enemy
on which they may exercise their spiritual

knighthood.—Although sin cleaves to man, it is

not the essence of man ; hence in heaven the

elect are perfect.—God Himself arranged the

knightly combat and the place of the tourna-

ment ; on this every Christian must plant him-
self, and display his deeds of Christian prowess.

—In the work of salvation every thing depends

on Jesus.—The best lightening of the burden of

the cross is that thou look away from it unto

Jesus.—If thou hast not joy in the world, rejoice

in thy cross ; speedily enough thou wilt attain to

true joy and glory.—It is the nature of man to

shrink from the cross ; hence we need to arouse

and incite ourselves to the bearing of the cross

that is so useful to us.—If we are assailed on ac-

count of our right doing in Christ, we should

console ourselves with the example of Christ,

strengthen our courage, and remember that we
shall be abundantly rewarded in heaven (Matth.

v. 11-12).—However much we may suffer for the

name of Christ, Christ has still suffered far more
for our sakes.

Ribqbb:—Faith does not sleep, but watches
and runs; yet neither does it hasten; but it

watts in patience, and thus the prescribed con-

flict is accomplished, extremes on both sides

avoided, and the way of truth preserved.—Faith
looks to Jesus Christ, and is thus drawn into his

footsteps.

Hahn :—Presumption and timid unbelief are

the two capital faults against which patience

alone can aid by preserving us in true modera-
tion, and in the middle path.

Hbubnbb:—The true use of biblical types and
patterns isnot idle and unfruitful contemplation,

but imitation.—Sin is the heaviest burden that

drags us down to earth.—Christian virtue is a free,

cheerful wrestling and running afterthe heavenly

jewel. The spirit must bedeafto a certain shame

;

the bearing of such shame leads to the highest

honor.—That which allures and misleads in suf-

ferings is this, that we must allow ourselves to find

pleasure in those who are sinful and unworthy.
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Memkbk:—Walk like Jesus! sod that Onra
mayost walk Wee Him, walk viM Him ; and tans
shalt thou walk to Him,
Hablbss (IV. 5):—Wherein liea the oonraga

of a true Christian ?

Gieok:—The glorious cloud of witnesses about
the throne of the Redeemer of the world: 1.

their blood/ wounds; 2. their glorious banner

;

8. their heayenly crowns.

Q. vow ZmscHwm (Tettimonif* a/ tk* good
Shepherd, 1864) :—Looking to Jesus is our com-
fort and victory in all conflicts and sufferings.
For looking to Jeans involves 1. at the com-
mencement of the struggle, looking iranse&atetjr
to the Tiotorlous issue : 2. if fc eootinuea leag,
seeing before us Ms highest model of jmtHaett,
8. recognising in suffering It—tf a eomferthig
seal of our Divine sanship.

II.

Their mftarings are profitable chastisements of the paternal lore of God.

CtLATTttL XII. 4-18.

4, 5 Ye bare not yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin. And ye nave forgotten

the exhortation whioh speaketh unto you as unto children [sons], My son, despise

not thorn [make not light of 1 the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou are

6 rebuked [while being probed, corrected, ftU^jucyoc] of [by] him ; For whom the

7 Lord loreth he chasteneth, and soourgeth e?ery son whom he reeeiveth. If je en-

dure chastening [It is for chastisement that ye endure],1 God dealeth with you as

8 with sons ; for what son is he [who is a son] whom the father chasteneth not ? £tat if

ye be [are] without chastisement, whereof all are [have become] partaken, then
9 are ye bastards, and not sons. Furthermort fcTra, then, then again], we have had

[we had, used to have the] fathers of our flesh which [who] corrected «* [as cbas-

teners], and we jgave them reverence: shall we not much rather* be in subjection unto
10 the Father ofspirits and live 1 For they verily [indeed] for [or, with reference to] a few

days chastened us aftertheir own pleasure; but he for our profit,that we might [may]
11 be partakers of his holiness. Now no chastening for the present [in respect indeed to

the present] seemeth to be joyous, but grievous : nevertheless [but], afterward H
Jieldeth the peaceable [peaceful] fruit of righteousness unto them which are [which
ave been] exercised [disciplined] thereby. Wherefore lift up [right up again]

13 the bands which hang down, and the feeble [relaxed] knees; And make straight

paths for your feet, lest [that] that which is lame [may not] be turned out of the

way; but let it [may] rather be healed.

t Ver. 7.—Instead of «t read «tt, after Sm. A.D.&K.Ih, and most mhraec. Kefehe, bowerer, defends the Bee.
• Ver. S<~06 »©A* ettAAe*, •auctioned by Sin. A. D% Instead of the is*, rec ev «oA*» *mAAo*.

[Ver. «,--*>ri«er«>rorc, ye rtnitei Aor. : Words, lays stress an the Aor.-^" as ye might have done oa eareral Oceanians.'*

AW., with most, makes it—perfect With ovm the Aor. rendering is harsh, unless we render not in any wee, not at all,

and take avrurar. ofa specific Internal conflict wKh the sin of disobedience and apostasy, as the Bavfouro in <Je*hoamaae;
then Mtfyptf aMiarot, refers to the Saviour's sweating drops of blood. I Incline with Barnes to tide Interpretation.

Ver. b^4mK4knwfe, ft haveJorgotUn, much better than interroa>, feres pcfotgaUenf as BL, De W., LfinH in order to soften
what otherwise seems too harsh ; bnt this forgetting is virtually aasnmed below, and the Interrog. wonldbe a*rawanL ikiym
peXr. make Utile account of, not se strong as eVupte.—*A«yxe>*vo*. while beingprobed, rf/fe* correcUd, rattier than rveaAed.

Ver. T.—tit matoetav *we*4wrr«, so the bestauthorities ;U isJar chastening or attsapfttftc that ps ore mdmrinp. Alf.argues

that vaeutair can hardly hare the incidental meaning which the ordinary reading requires—rit ye> eew vies,/or te*e iff

asm?
Ver. » ftfToyot yr*evo#tv, we tore* btc&m* partaken.

ken, in the neat pfaen. Unless we take At* at a particle at tadfanant emotion, wbJoh I think better._ .—_ require, In a regular construction, ev aeAv M fuUAe* (not as Bl. and Alt, eel ev anft* jiaAAe*); hot
that the author began with this construction in bis mind, Is shown by the ntr after tw, which has not fta answering U.

Ver. 10.~irp6t bMyx feUpac, with reference to a few daft, or, perhaps, with VoU, etc ,a\*Hng.

Ver. U^-reir *»' aerfr yryvaimc, <e thorn Mol tees bet* trained by means of U*-*woU9**w, i*rtnd*rebawa\w1*ki*+~

ftutaieeeret, emphatically placed.
Ver. li-^ropeWar«, right up, orilig bach to ertctnett or MrctigKtness.—swpfwrfra*, slackened, wutrMng*-+apmXtX»mAmp

paralysed, remied. . _^ , . ...

Ver. 18^-eal epopee epfat, «>., Is a regular Dactylic Hexameter t bm »h ea y»AW ecraawa, part ef an lamhla

trimeter, as In tot. H, oa x*f*t eveclf e>rrat i*r a^pter, to a perfect Iambic Terse.—K.J.
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SXSQSTICAI. AND CRITICAL.

Vie. 4. Resisted unto blood.—The ex-

pression is hardly ft figure drawn from boxing

iBeng.,
BL, Del.), but denotes a bloody death

Wieseler), with a reference to the death of Jesus,

and implies that the readers have indeed already

been subjected to acts of violence (ch. x. 82 ff.),

but have not as yet, like earlier members of the

Church (chap. xiii. 7), been persecuted unto
death, but rather are in their conduct, shielding

themselves from such perils, and forget the im-

port of the sufferings which God destines for His
children. A moral struggle against their own sin,

and one in which they nave not put forth their

utmost exertions (so recently again Holtzmann
in the Stud, und KriL, 1859, II.) is here not in-

tended. [I incline to think it is, and that in

this consists the rebuking character of the lan-

guage.—K.]. Sin appears here as an objective

worldly power, as it appears in particular in the

enemies of the Gospel, and prepares the same
suffering for the disciples, as for the Lord.

Vsb. 5. And ye have forgotten, e*c—If
with Calv., Bexa, BL, Lttn., etc., we take these

words interrogatively, the tone of reproof is sof-

tened [and the passage enfeebled]. The citation

is from Prov. iii. 11, 12, where in Heb. the con-
cluding clause runs, "and as a father to the son,

He is good to him" (or, receives him kindly),

instead of 2£y\ the Sept read either 3J<3*

or as Job v. 17, 2JO*, ne occasions pain. The

Cod. A. of the Sept. reads with fifteen other MSS.
iraiSebet ; the remainder have iAfyrw.

Tib. 7. For chastisement.—The leet ree. u
1ms the parallels, ver. 8, in its favor; still this

cannot decide us against the authorities, which
by no means present us an unmeaning clerical

error, but assign the object ef the suffering,

which is the first mentioned traideia. Eif, de-

noting purpose, is frequent in our Epistle, chap.

iv. 14; iii. 6; iv. 16; vi. 16; ix. 16; x. 19; xi.

11. The Indie, construction corresponds better

with the connection (Chrvs., Del. 1 than the Imper.

(Ebr.), especially considering the pregnant sig-

nification of virofZbreiv and the Si in ver. 8. Again
rlc is not to be taken sdjeotively with vide (BL,

De W., ThoL, Lttn. )*, nor as predicatem=*/wAa{ eort

perchance u the sonf (Bohme) but as a substan-

tive, as also Woe and ir<rr£p, are without the

article. Thus the sense is, according to Del.,

"where is there one who stands in truth in the

relation of son, whom He does not chastise, who
stands to Him in truth in the relation of father!"

Van. 9. Again, [in the next place].—
elm continues the argumentation.—To take the

word as ironical, or as a question of surprise™
to ita ne (Valck., Alberti, etc.) is consistent with

classical usage, but is here forced, besides which
also, the second member of the sentenoe should

have commenced with koL

Father of spirits.—This is not Christ (Ham*
mond), but God, who, however, receives this

designation not as one earing for our souls (Bohm.
after Morns, and others), nor as bestower of the

gifts of the Spirit (Theodorct), nor in the moral
sense, as Father, in respect to the higher spiritual

province of life (De W., Ebr., Lttn.); but inas-

much as all spirits are derived from Him (Thol.,

Del., Riehm). We must not, however, refer the
"spirits" exclusively to angtle (Chrys., (Ec,
Theoph.) ; nor find here a one-sided and extreme
statement of creationist* (Calv., Beng., Este,
Carpi., etc.), but only a moderate and authorized
form, as at ch. vii. 10, of Traducianism.

Vib. 10. For a few days.—The irpdc stands
here, and ver. 11; Luke viii. 18; 1 Cor. vii. 6;
2 Cor. vii. 8; 1 Thess. ii. 17, of the duration of
the chastisement. The majority of expositors,
with Calvin, regard the "few days" as the days
of our earthly Itfe; and thus find a contrast ex-
pressed between the purpose of the chastisement
of children by our earthly parents, as being with
reference to, or for (arpoY), a few days, and the
eternity, whioh is the end and scope of the Divine
chastisements. Such an interpretation, however,
introduces at once a false statement into the first

member of the antithesis—that, viz: which re-
stricts the end of husnan training in all cases to

our earthly life, and creates a contrast for which
the original furnishes no basis. But neither, on
the other hand, is the irpbf bteyac tfpipac to be at-

tached equally to both members of the antithesis,

as stating the common period of time during
which, for their respectively different purposes,
and in their different ways, the human and the

Divine training are carried forward (Bleek, etc.).

The few days point to the brief period of minority,

during which, as shownby the Imperfect krraidevov,

the readers, as children, were the subjects of pa-
rental discipline. But neither again does the

author contrast with this limited period of pa-
rental training the life-long continuance of the

Divine education. Ofthis the text contains noth-

ing whatever. Its phraseology shows rather
that any such special contrast with icpbg bTdyaq

tiu&pac. is utterly out of the author's mind ; and,
in fact, Delitzsch is obliged to extract it artifi-

cially and unnaturally from the ei$ rb fieraXaSelv

nfc JyioYy©? abrov, making vp6g unite the ideas

of time and purpose, and etc those of purpose and
result, while the clause with irpo\ expresses the
limit as to time, and that with tic that of aim and
object. The diversity of the human and the Di-

vine traideia is briefly given in their respective

characteristic features, and the preeminence of

the latter is urged upon the attention of the rea-

ders (who have had personal experience of the

former), that they may the more willingly sub-
mit themselves to it. The abstract dytdrrx is

found elsewhere only at 2 Mace. xv. 2. [In re-

gard to the construction of the vexed passage
above, we may, in the first place, set aside at

once the idea of Wets., Storr, Kuin., Bohm.,
and Bleek, thatV/oof bXiyac; ijpkpaq is to be under-
stood of the second member of the sentence, as

implying a restriction in the time of the disci-

pline, alike of the human and the Divine, both
being confined to the present life. This, how-
ever true, is clearly not expressed in the sen-

tence ; Kpbc bXiyaf y/iipac belongs only to the first

member. But, so restricted, are we to explain it

as "for, a *>, during a few days," vix: the few
days of our minority, in which we were subject

to their chastisement, or, as " with reference to a

few days,*
1
viz., the days of our earthly life ? The

objection to this latter, hinted at by Moll, and
more fully expressed by Alford, viz., that it i
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202 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

not true that the discipline of earthly parents

always " has regard only to the present life,'
1

seems to me without force ; inasmuch as the au-

thor's statement is simply a general one, not re-

ferring to what may be the possible scope of the

training of Christian parents, but what is the

natural scope of human and earthly discipline as

such. Alford's next objection (as also Moll's),

viz., that the contrast thus implied between the

transitory purpose of human chastisement, and
the eternal purpose of the Divine, is superinduced
on the passage because " there is not one word
in the latter clause expressing the eternal nature
of God's purpose," he subsequently answers him-
self by placing the irpbc okiyac ^fiipac in contrast

with theM rb avfiflpov, in which, he says, " we
have set over against one another the short time
dvring which, the temporary reference with which
their chastisement was inflicted, and the great
purpose implied at eternal from its very expres-
sion, as rb ovpQkpov for an immortal being, in

which he chastises us." The question, then, is

whether, with Moll, we are to take irpbc bTdyac

fiftlpac as simply like our " for=during a few
days/' or, with many others, to take it as—" with
reference to a few days." If the former, then
the clauso Kara rb Sokouv avrolc, of the first mem-
ber is set over against the two clauses in the se-

cond. If the latter, then we have a double an-
tithesis, and the question arises, whether we are

to take it, with Alford, in the natural order of

the clauses ("for a few days " against "for our
profit," and "according to their pleasure"
against "in order to participate in his holiness")

or, with Delitzsch, chiastically, the second of the

one corresponding to the first of the other, and
the first of the one to 'the second of the other. It

does not follow, however, necessarily, that, even
if we take irpoc, with reference to, there still

is any such exact antithesis intended as either

of these explanations implies. I incline, on the

one hand, to take irpbc bTdyac jftipac ** tn refer-

ence to a few days (which seems ' to me to have
much more point than the other), and, en the
other, to doubt even then if the writer intends
any exactly balanced antithesis. He puts the two
grand points of earthly correction, viz., its being
but for and with reference to a few days, and its

possessing, even in the best, the character more
or less of arbitrariness, against the one grand
point of the Divine, viz., its intrinsio and essen-
tial profitableness, in which, however, a contrast
to both the other characteristics is virtually im-
plied.—K.].
Veb. 11. Peaceful fruit of righteousness.

—As the tree which bears the fruit is the irai6ela
t

ducaioobvrK cannot be the Gen. Subj.—as even re-

cently Klee supposes. The Gen. is Gen. of ap-
position (James iii. 18). The adj. tlpqviKoc stands
in relation to 6C avr^c ytyvfivacfikvoic, so that the
iraidela is regarded under the point of view of
yvfiva<ria=ay6v (Thol., Del., etc.).

Veb. 12. Wherefore raise up again, etc.

—The first clause borrows both thought and
language from Is. xxxv. 8 ; the other from Prov.
iv. 26. The Pass. Signif. given by many since and
with Grot to inrpkir., to be dislocated, distorted, isun-
sustained by usage. The original text, the expres-
sion of the Sept. iroiei oolc iroai, and partially the
following clause with Iva, lead us to take the

role noalv vfiuv, not as Dot. instrum. (It., Vulg.f

Luth., Bl., De W., ThoL, Liin.), but as Dot
commodi (Bohm., Ebr., Del., Riehm, Alf.).

[We may call attention to the lofty and rythmi-
cal character of the language here. Kal rpoxiat

bpOac, etc., is a perfect Dactylic hexameter; iva

$ rb x"Mv, etc., is a rough and irregular Iambic
trimeter, while the general cast of the expression
is decidedly poetic. See textual note, and w.
14, 15.—K.].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Sin which reigns in the world, and is mighty
in the children of unbelief, is often also skilful

to employ violent measures against the professors

of the true faith, and to threaten not merely
their property and honor, but their life. In

such cases it behooves them to be faithful and
obedient even unto death,

2. Yet even where matters do not come to ex-

tremities, still there are frequently sorrows and
sufferings, painful and heavy. In them we must
recognize not mere violent acts of men, not mere
undeserved strokes of fortune, but the hand of
God, yet still, as of a father who regards our

interests, and by his discipline ofsuffering, is bring-

ing into clear recognition, and stamping with the

seal of validity, that filial relation to which he

has received us in Christ.

8. There are, thus, sufferings which stand indeed

in connection with our own sinfulness, and have

the significance of chastisement, yet still are not

punitive sufferings, such as would give us to

taste the wrath of God, but stroke* inflicted by

Divine love, as means ofpaternal chastisement forthe

purpose of educating us for the heavenly hngdom.
4. If we recognize this Divine purpose, and find

in the painful, yet salutary chastisings, a recog-

nition, confirmation, and development of our

filial relation to God, then we shall all the more
readily submit ourselves, in humility and patience,

to these chastisements, which have their ultimate

ground in the love of God, and their true end and

aim in His desire for our salvation, the more
clearly we perceive that this loving chastisement

of our heavenly Father immeasurably transcends

that of earthly fathers.

6. This submission is entirely authorized, obli-

gatory and salutary : for, while our parents can

only endow us with merely natural life, but can-

not change our fleshly nature, and during our

minority are influenced by personal, and some-

times selfish views, in the application of the

means of chastisement, so that the results are

often either inconsiderable or uncertain, God, as

the Father of spirits, is also the author of our

spiritual nature, and by tie means of education

which He employs, makes us partakers of His

holiness, of the Divine nature (2 Pet. i. 4). Than

l\fe, in its fullest sense, is the consequence of such

a subjection to the dispensations and leadings of

God ; and the end of this discipline of suffering,

is a fruit which consists in righteousness, and

the taste of which is peace.

6. "The entire falling away of the uncon-

firmed, wavering members of the Church, can be

guarded against, and their recovery be rendered
possible, only by the opening of straight paths

on the part of the entire body, only by their
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going forward in a plain, simple, upright course

of thought, confession and action, which shall

exercise upon the weak such a salutary and re-

storative influence as straight and even paths

upon lame and diseased feet " (Del.).

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

If God comfort* us at a father, we must allow

ourselves to be chastised as children,—Points of
likeness and unlikeness in human and Divine

education.—That which paint, comfortt, and
biases us in sufferings.—The sweetness, not
only of the meant, but of the mode of God's com-
forting us in suffering.—Our filial relation to

God teaches us not lightly to regard afflictions,

not to faint in them, but to be improved by them.
Stabkb :—The thing which is not pleasant to

us, we can easily forget (Ps. lxxxviii. 18) ; but
he who often calls to mind the cross, will be less

surprised by it when it conies (1 Pet. iv. 12).

—

To make an honest application to one's self, is

the most important thing in the reading of the
Holy Scripture (Bom. iv. 28, 24).—The dearer a
child the sharper his discipline under the rod.

—

The community of sufferings which visits in the
world all the brethren, is the consolation of all

the children of God.—Do not vex thyself infla-

tion to long continued sufferings ; our whole life

is but short.—We must regard the cross not in

reference to our outward sensibilities, as being
painful and afflictive to flesh and blood ; but ac-

cording to the salutary uses which God brings
out of it (Bom. viii. 17).—Every cross has a
bitter beginning, but a sweet termination—In
tears lies hidden the seed of all joy and glory.

—

Hands and feet should, in the spiritual sense,

be properly employed; the former for valiant

strife, the latter for nimble running.— The
stumbler must not be immediately rejected, but
restored and raised up with words of comfort

and admonition (Ps. Ixxiii. 2; xvii. 15).

Riegbr:— Those are sure steps which are

made in accordance with the course and conflict

which God has ordained, with our eye on the

goal ofjoy and glory that is set before us, and in

confidence in the grace of God, accompanying us
at every step.

Hbubksb :—How muclrless are our sufferings

than the sufferings of the early Christians t Now,
those who confess Christ have peace. This

should shame, warn, and incite us.

Fricki:—Every chastisement of God is, in

His children, a seed, which subsequently pro-

duces fruit.

III.

Incipient apostasy must be counteracted by striving after union and sanctification.

Chapter XII. 14-17.

14 Follow peace with all men [om. men\ and holiness, without which no man [none] shall

15 see the Lord. Looking diligently lest any man fail of [fall short of] the grace of

God ; lest any root of bitterness springing up, trouble yoii, and thereby1 [the] many
16 be defiled; Lest there be any fornicator, or profane person, as Esau, who for one

17 morsel of meat [one meal] sold his birthright* For ye know how that [that also]

afterward, when he would have inherited [though wishing to inherit] the blessing, he
was rejected : for he found no place of repentance, though he sought it carefully [ear-

nestly] with tears*

i Ter. 16.—Instead of Ua rvfost, we should read after An 17, 67***, 137, 238, ©V avrip, and Instead of voAAot, read after

Sin. A., 47, 04 iroAAo4.
* Ter. 16.—Instead of airtforo la fonnd fn A. C, the form airefero, which Is not an error of the copyist, but frequently

occurs In the New Testament, as a specimen of forms of the later vulgar idiom. See Aux. Buttxah»'a Grams*, of the New
ZW.J<H©i*,p.41.

(Ter. 14.—fieri, wdvrmr with aZZ, not "manf the reference is doubtless to the brethren—any further reference would
here be irrelevant—

o$ X**P** ov&lf ftdrrroi tor «vptor
'RwuncQwovvTts m4 rtf *OT«pii» ft*tf.

Two strictly metrical lines of Iamb. Trimeter; poetic also in diction, as ©J gwpic for x»ptf oti or &v*v off.

Ter. 15.—With wrrtcmv either $ is understood or (with Do W., Lttn., Del., Alf., we must regard it as subject ofJrox&fe
..... ..

...
In favor, however, ofthe other construction isand In the resumption of the sentencenptf** sweptat, Is put In Its place.

that of troprot, which also requires jj. The passage Is imitated from Dent. xxix. 18, where the Sept,

would almost seem, and is deemed by Del., to hare originated the similarly sounding iroxAs* Still this

iv yoA]f koI s-utpta,

his is, on the whole,
. ... „ ... ji»*>X*9'

improbable, "especially as the Alexandrine copy of the Sept., which our author constantly used, has iro\Kjj" (AUX—
pt£« s-ixptot, is evidently to be taken ofpersons, and persons inclined and tempting to apostasy-—oi *oAAot, not many; but
the many, the mass.

Ter. 16,—dirt Bom**** ptat, in exchange for one meal.
Ter. V.—ncravouxi—ttf*. I should put this in parenthesis In entire accordance with the usage of the author, perapot'a?

also with Del., Alf.. etc. (agninst Moll, who, however, seems undecided). I would refer to Esau, not to Isaac, and the follow-

ing avnfr to tv\oytav, A 1ford's objection to the latter, that exfiynjowf immediately takes up «$p«, is by no means decisive.

'Ecfrnjffot Is the natural word, without any reference to the preceding riper and the pcra baxpvuy cx^vr^ac avnjr exactly
describes Kseu's endeavors after the blessing, as recorded in Gon.—K.J.
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304 THE EPISTLE TO THS HEBREWS.

EXIGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vbe. 16. Fall abort of the fraet, etc—
'Torepeiv aic6 expresses the idea of fret agency
and of guilt (Bohrae, He,). With the participle

vorsptm either tf is to be supplied as frequently

in the classics after rf (Bohm., ThoL, etc, after

the ancients), or the construction U broken, and
subsequently bo resumed, and completed with
words from Deut. xxix. 18 after the Cod. Alex,

in the Sept., that while rfc voreotiv would be
properly the subject of t\x>xty> yet in place of it,

on the resumption of the sentence, stands fi£a
icucpiac (BL, Lttn., Bel.). Antioeh, Bpiph. is

called, 1 Mace, t 19, Ma iwcpW*
Van. 17. For ye know, «*c.—-Luth. erro-

neously after the Vulg. takes lore imperatively,

and is seriously stumbled at the general thought
of the passage, inasmuch as he refers avript to

peravoia (with Chrys., 9c., Primes., Grot, etc),

and refers peravota to the change in the mind of
Esau. Hence sprang grave psychological diffi-

culties, and a seeming antagonism, with the ge-

neral teachings of Scripture. To take the clause

with De W. objectively, would require that airrfo,

so. rdirov, should have been written. If we ad^
here to the certainly natural reference of avrjjv

to perdvoia, we must (with most intpp. since

Zwingle, Bex., among them Thol., Ebr., Bisp.,

Lttn.) understand the change of mind as apply-
ing to Jacob, not to Esau. We might, however,
be tempted, on account of the special sense of
tterdvota in the N. Test., and inasmuch as Isaac

has not been previously named, to refer (with
Thoophyl., Calv., Beng., Bl., Hofm., DeL, Riehm)
avrfjv to evXoylav. This yields also the unob-
jectionable idea that the tears shed on ac-

count of the loss of the blessing remained inef-

fectual, inasmuch as he found in himself no place

for repentance. But in that case we must, on
the one hand, take this explanatory clause, " for

he found," etc., as parenthetical, which is en-

tirely foreign to the style of the author (for ch.

vii. 11 and ch. xii. 20, are by no means parallel;)

and on the other hand, the sentiment which thus
arises is, to be sure, in accordance with ch. vi.

4.6 ; ch. x. 29, but not with the record of the
life of Esau. The opinion of DeL that Esau is

here presented as a type of that unpardonable
sin of apostasy, which draws after it inevitable

damnation, finds no support in the text itself.

But tho seeking with tears for the change of
mind in his father, and the father's repelling of
his entreaties, are recorded Gen. xxvii. 84-38.

£To me Moll's objections to the view which he
rejects seem by no means conclusive. That the
parenthesis is not opposed to the genius of our
author's style, can be shown by several exam-
ples, as vii. 11 ; vii. 19; vii. 20, 21 ; x. 7; x. 28,

in all of which a parenthesis is most naturally
assumed. In the second place it seems by no
means necessary to assume here that the personal
character of Esau is in question, at least as to

his ultimate repentance and individual salvation.

But he held a position and enjoyed a prerogative
of inestimable importance. As Isaac's first-born

he was his natural heir, and thus naturally the
inheritor of the blessings covenanted to Abra.
ham ; naturally, in the line of Theocratic de.

scent. That prerogative he recklessly threw
away. He valued so little the privilege con-

nected with the promise and covenant of God, that

he forfeited it for the single gratification of his

sensual appetite. The forfeiture was fixed and
fatal. When he would have recovered it he was
rejected, discarded, reprobated (airedoKtft&odij), and
no repentance was ofany avail to secure the re-

oovery of the onoe discarded and abandoned
blessing. Thus his example ia a most happy
and forcible one for the author. He stands, as

suggested by DeL, as the type of him who wan-
tonly turns away and rejects with carnal and

sensnal mind the blessings of God's spiritual co-

venant. In his ease, indeed, there is perhaps no

necessity of supposing that the rejection was
such as to shut Mm out from the kingdom of

heaven. But he was inexorably excluded from
the high position which he would have held as

one of the line of God's covenant people, and
one of the ancestors of the Messiah, and his ex-

ample is a most striking and pertinent one for

the purpose of our author. I believe, therefore,

that ovt^v refers to evfoyiav, that the clause " for

he found," etc*, is parenthetical, and that furavoia

refers to the change in Esau's own.mind : repent-

ance was impossible, i. e., any such repentance

as could restore to him the onoe forfeited theo-

cratic blessing, and that thus the doctrine is

strikingly parallel and analogous to (though not

precisely identical with) the author's elsewhere

repeatedly expressed doctrine of the hopelessness

of the condition of the apostate.—K.J.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. With a steadfast constancy in our Christian

profession, there must be associated a correspond-

ing walk, an advancement in holiness. Great hin-

derances to this arise when, along with outward
afflictions, there spring up internal divisions, and
a spirit of contention becomes prevalent in the

Church. This is all the more in opposition to

the Lord's will, by as much as we are not merely
to seek to eome into relations of peace with aU
the brethren, even with those of different views

from our own, and to preserve and cherish these

relations, but also, so far as in us ties, to live in

peace with all men (Bom. xii. 18).

2. Fellowship with the Lord, and the certainty

by means of this, of yet beholding God, should

not be made dependent on external things, but

we should ever bear in mind that with unspiri-

tual modes of feeling, and with a failure in

saactinoation, tho possession of salvation is im-

possible, and our claim to the inheritance is lost.

To our seeing of God a fulfilment of the required

conditions is indispensable, Ps. xvil. 15 ; xUL 8

;

Hatth. v. 8 ; 1 John iii 2 ; Bev. xxiL 8, 4.

8. The Divine fulness of peace and holiness

may and should serve as an example to the

Church; but the appropriation of these, and
reproduction in our own life, demands a eealous

and continued endeavor, and a mutual brotherly

cooperation, in order that none may so withdraw
himself from grace that it can no longer influence

him, or be beyond his reach.

4. The roots of bitterness, those poisonous plants

which, springing up, disquiet and molest a
Church, as the field and vineyard of God, and
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bring contagion and ruin to the individuals who
come in contact with them, and of whom there

are but too many, are of various kinds; but

preeminently dangerous is that impure and
worldly feeling which, for the sake of fleeting

charms of sense, and momentary enjoyments, half

recklessly, half thoughtlessly, sacrifices the bless-

ing of the promise, and a title to an inheritance

in the kingdom of God.
6. As there are fruitiest tears, which have no

influence on the improvement and purifying of

our own heart, because they stand in no connec-

tion with actual repentance, so there are also tears

shed too late, and therefore in vain, which are of

no avail to change the purposes of others, and
have no power to modify the lot which a person
has previously chosen for himself. A repentance,

however, sought sincerely and earnestly, and yet
Sn vain, Is, according to the tenor of Scripture,

as completely unsupposable as is a truly peni-

tent and yet ineffectual seeking of the grace of
God for the forgiveness of sin within the limits

of our temporal life,

HOMIXSTIOAL AND PRACTICAL
Better seasonably preserve a good than mourn

for it when too late,—They who most zealously
strive for their own saactjficatiQn, care most ear-
nestly for the solvation of others.-—He who is in-

tent on seeing Qod must be in earnest in securing
sanctiflcation.—From what source the pursuit of
peace derives its power, and wherein it finds its

limits.

Starke:—It is lovely and beautiful to live in

peace with all men, so far as it can be done with

a good conscience, Yet if we cannot always be
at peace* still we must never give occasion for

quarrelling and strife (Ps. cxxxiii. 1 ; 1 Cor. xi.

16).—Great wisdom and careful keeping of our
conscience are required, that we may neither

from fear of men omit in our works or suppress
in our words any thing which ought to be done
and spoken, and that in neither do we say any
thing which may breed dissension, and which
either had better been entirely omitted, or might
have been done or uttered in a better manner
(Prov. xiii. 10).—He who will not be born anew
with Christ, to him His birth is of no avail. He
who will not die to sin with Christ, to him His
death is of no avail He who will not rise from
sin in Christ, His resurrection is of no avail

(Act* iii. 26; CoL iii. 1; Jno. iii. 8, 6: 1 Pet. ii.

24).—If hatred has sprung from wrath, and the
hatred continues until the sun has repeatedly set

upon it, the seated hatred roots itself in the heart,

and becomes a noxious plant not easily eradicated.

—A Christian should be watchful over his fellow,

that he may exhort him to that which is good.—

There are in the Holy Scripture bad and good
examples, which prove that the devil has for a

long time carried on his wickedness, and that we
must not indiscriminately appeal to ancient ex-

amples (1 Cor. xi. 1).—Oh, how many brethren

of Esau are abroad in the worl^d, who sell for

temporal pleasures the prerogative of their birth-

right, the kingdom of heaven! Woe to those

who follow after them (2 Tim. iii. 4).

Riegbr :—We think that we are in the right,

and that we are seeking nothing but the right;

but we seek it in such a way that love, peace,

compassion, are sacrificed in the pursuit, and
we defile our spirits with many a stain, in which
we also involve many others. He who cannot

be Induced to carefulness in regard to apparently

small matters, will never be in genuine earnest.

A mess ofpottage could do Esau so much harm !

—

A cup of cold water may receive a reward.—To
will while God wills, ana awakens our own will,

this effects good. To will, when grace and the

season ofgrace have been neglected, and the door

has been shut, will be in vain, and will prove no
small part of one's eternal shame and suffering

(Matth. vii. 22, 23; Luke xiii. 26).

Hahh:—A single act can work great ruin.

Much is often lost in a brief space; for the sake

of a small thing we often surrender that which

is great. The false hope of its recovery we see

in the example of Esau.

Heubnee :—Peace would seem not to be sinful

neglect, but connected with a strict adherence te

the will of God.—The reward of Christian sanc-

tiflcation is glorious. It is the necessary condi-

tion of bleesedness.<-~By deferring our reforma-

tion, Divine grace is often trifled away.—It is a
duty to keep the Church pure, and to guard
against the influence of seducers; the whole
Church is defiled, dishonored and poisoned.

—

How miserable is the reward bestowed bv sin,

and how infinitely great the loss of the sinner.

—Though those who come to late repentance may
obtain indeed a Seir, yet it is not Canaan.
Ahlfeld:—In sanctiflcation the Holy Spirit

transforms us into the image of Christ: 1. Why
should we be in earnest in regard to this sancti-

flcation? 2. Whence do we acquire the power
to attain it? 8. Wherein do we perceive that

we grow in it? 4. What is its goal and termi-

nation ?

Menken:—The grace of God and the sanctifl-

cation of our own nature, peace with God and
with ourselves, and the love of peace, and a
peaceful tone of feeling and of conduct in our

relation with others, stand in indissoluble connec-

tion, and in the degree in which we are partici-

pant in the first, will ttie other also be found
with us.
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206 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

IV.

We are held under obligation to this by the nature of the New Covenant.

Chapter XIL 18-24.

18 For ye are not oome unto the mount that might be touched [to a mountain1 that

is handled], and that burned with fire [and to burning fire], nor [and] unto blackness,

19 and darkness/ and tempest, And [to] the sound of a trumpet, and the voice of words,
which voice [om. voice] they that heard entreated [deprecatingly begged, *apirnj*ewTo,

that the word should not be spoken to them any more [that (further) speech might not
20 be added to them] : (For tbey could not endure [endured not] that which was [om.was}

commanded, Ancf if so much as [Even if] a beast touch the mountain, it shall be
21 stoned, or thrust through with a dart [pm. or thrust through with a dart1] : And so

terrible was the sight, that [And—so fearful was the spectacle—] Moses said, I ex-

22 ceediogly fear and quake). But ye are come unto Mount Sion, and unto the city

of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and. to an innumerable company of angels,

23 To thexgeneral assembly and church of the first-born [and to myriads, a festal company
of angels and the congregation of the first-born], which are written [who are registered]

in heaven, and to God, the Judge of all [or, and as Judge, to the God of all], and to

the spirits of just men made perfect, And to Jesus the mediator of the [a] new cove-

24 nant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speaketh better things than that of [more
mightily4 than] Abel.

i Ver. 18.—Even Tlsch. has (In Bid. 11^ FT., F77.) replaced In the text the Indispensable &>«t after **A«*i following D. K.
L. and nearly all the mlnusc, although It ii wanting in Sin. A.O, 14, 17, and many ancient translations, and hence is suspected
by Mill aa a gloss, and rejected by Lachm.. Tisch. L, and Alford. [With TUcb., Moll, He., I should retain it, regarding this

as a case (like *Exop«r, Bom. t. 1) in which the Internal evidence overbalances stronger external testimony on the other
side—K.].

* Ver. 18.—Instead of teal swdrw read, after Sin. A. 0. D., 17, 81, 89, the more rare and elegant r* {*>?. 11m former
comet from Deut. It. 11; t. '22, and U added in Sin. by the corrector.

• [Ver. 20.—The clause 4 SoAtft xararof. of the Ilea (but Inserted after sal ovrwc, ver. 21), is as deficient in authority
as it is injutioui to the rhetoric of the passage, and ii rejected as an interpolation by all the best editors.—K.].--------

- '
i uniformly, and the mlnusc. generally read Kpcirror.* Ver. 24.—Instead of ttptlrrora, the uncials t

touch—material and earthly.—

rapotrccrfoi, to beg o&for oneself.

[Ver. lB^-+nX*6mm4im, set!., feci, to a mountain that is felt of, handled, palpable to

sal MJcavptfVy rvpi, and to kindled, hence, burning Are, better than burning with Are.

Ver. 19.—roMrnyayre, efe_ begged off against any further word being said to them; »
to deprecate, not—«tr«io*a» s-cp* rcroc (as Alf.), but irape\ with force of nsidefrom, against.

Ver. 20.—owe ty«por re *WT«AA*>fpop, they did not bear that which commanded—the command.
Ver. 21.—«ot—ovrwf . So, perhaps, it is better to punctuate, carrying «u over to re tarraf., as otherwise a art, or

•* with *Wra£, could hardly be dispensed with.
Ver. 22, 23^—pvptaW iyyih. vanrvvsci «al iKKkwrU. The Sng. rer., an innumerable company of angels and the

general assembly and church, etc* is rendered impossible by the absence of the conjunction before vanry. while again to
connect rarry- with iiuthnoi^ without the nal, involves an unaccountable departure from the general structure of the
passage, in «hich all the other principal members are connected by «ai. It remains then either to take p.vpU*tt> as a
collective term distributed into the vanfrvptc of angels, and the J«KA»o*{a of the fl lit-born, or to take iivptdaxr as be-
longing only to the clause ayytfAwr awiyyiipci in which case again It is a question whether we are to read, M to myriads, a
festal company of angels," or, " to myriads of angels, a festal company." In regard to the first construction, mvpUmxr m
Justly remarked by Moll to be naturally suggestive, from Old Testament associations, of angels, and it seems better so
to restrict it. Thus restricted again. If pvoidonr governs AyWA. the noun warney. comes in as a dragging and halting appo-
sition. With Moll, I prefer, therefore, M to myriads,"^ » festal host of angels. If (with Alf., etc.)pvpteVir covered both
wavtrf. and «*jtAiMr., so elegant a writer would hardly have omitted re after *yy^A*»v.

—

wmr4yvs*t, not merely a general
assembly, but, afestal gathering, ajoyful andjuMlant host.—UmKna. npmro* perhaps better rendered by the indefinite art,
M a congregation of first-born ones," suggested by the case of Esau, who bad to lose his birthright in order that Jacob might
obtain It.—4*oyry. iv ova, registered^ enrolled, whose citizenship is in heaven.—«ai apcra #cy nirrmr, and to God thejudge of
all, so B. V., etc., aud still AMI, while among others De Wette, Bleek, Lttnn Del. and Moll construct :

" and asjudge to the God
of all,** which certainly has the order of the words, and I think the sentiment in Its favor.

Ver. 24.—ftta*. itat, ofa new covenants—*peirnr AaAovm, speaking better, or, more mightily.—*«pa re* 'AAeA, in com-
parison with Abel.—K.]. v

ning, and therefore, smoking (Beng., Storr,

and others) ; but it expresses that which, in its

nature, is material and perceptible to the sense.

The position of bpei is opposed to the construc-

tion which would connect KeKavpivy with it, and
make irvpl dat. of the instrument (Bl., De W.,
Thol., Lun., etc.), with reference to Deut. v. 23;
ix. 15, etc. Del. also remarks, in defence of the

EXEQETICAL AND CBITIC^L.

Ver. 18. Which is handled.—The pres.

partioip. can be scarcely regarded as=the ver-

bal adjective in roc, hence frtfatei/uvoc is not=
which might be touched, as is commonly main-
tained, nor=touched by God, t. «., by the light-
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coordinate construction ofthese words adopted by
Erasm., Calv., Beza, Grot, Beng., etc., that also

at Deut. iv. 36; and elsewhere •• the great fire"

is mentioned by itself. ZaAniyyoc iixv i« bor-

rowed from Ex. xix. 16; $an>y faudruv from

Deut. iv. 12; the relative clause fa, ***•» refers

to Deut t. 22; xviii. 16; comp. Ex. xx. 18 ff.

;

the command, ver. 20, refers to Ex. xix. 12 ff.

To understand to diaoreXMutvov os=that which is

ordained (Storr, Schultz, etc.), is contrary to the

New Testament usage, which employs the verb

only as a middle.

Vml 21. And—so fearful, etc.—The proper

punctuation originated with Beza. Previously,

koI oirruc were always taken together. Ver. 21

is a heightening of the idea of 8-20 ; but the

tool is not-rflfao, or even (Carps., Boehm., and
others). This interpretation is inconsistent with

its position in the clause. The words here

ascribed to Moses are not found in the Scrip-

ture account of the giving of the Law. Accord-
ing to Calov, the author drew from immediate in-

spiration. According to Erasm., Beza, Schlioht,

and others, from tradition. Recent commenta-
tors more correctly refer the words to Deut. ix.

ID, where Moses expresses his fear of the wrath
of God, after the defection of the people in wor-
shipping the golden calf, by the words Kai Ik^o/Mc.

elfu. Stephen, at Acts vii. 82, in recounting the

appearance of God in the burning bush, repre-

sents Moses as ivrpouoc yevduevoc, which words,

also, are not found at Ex. iii. 6.

Ver. 22. To Mount Zion, and to the city
of the living God, the Heavenly Jerusa-
lem.—With Mount Sinai, the representative of

the legislation of the Old Covenant (Gal. iv. 24),

is contrasted Mt Zion as the city of the fulfilled

Messianic promises (Ps. xlviii. 8 ; 1. 2 ; lxxviii.

68; ex. 2; exxxii. 18; Is. ii. 2; Micah iv. 1;
Joel iii. 6; Obadiah 17; Rev. iv. 1), and as the
true dwelling-place of God (Micah xiv. 8 ; Isa.

xxvi. 21 ; Ezek. iii. 12). So also the Heavenly
Jerusalem, which (Gal. iv. 26) is also mentioned
as Mother of the redeemed and truly free

children of God, is contrasted with the earthly
Jerusalem, the city of the great King fMatt v.

85), as the city in which the living Goa, who is

also its Founder and Architect (en. xi. 10, 16),
has not so much His dwelling-place as His peo-
ple. That the contrast of the earthly and the
heavenly is here arranged according to the sa-

cred number seven (Beng., Bel., Kluge), is not
indicated in the text.

Myriads, etc.—By the term " myriads," we
are involuntarilyreminded ofangels (Deut. xxxiii.

2; Dan. vii. 10; Judg. xiv). It is therefore

very natural to regard angels also here as exclu-

sively meant, and to take the term not as a collective

conception, distributing itself into the two parts

of a festal assemblage of angels, and the congre-
gation of the first-born (as with Beng., Bl., De
W., Ebr., Del., etc.). It is, indeed, in my judg-
ment, most natural to conceive the angelic hosts
" as a festal company" (Cant vii. 1), yet, as in ap-
position with ' myriads ;

' to which there is then
subjoined the mention of the Christian church.
For inasmuch as the term " myriads " does not of

necessity, under all circumstances, denote angels,

Num. x. 86, it would be almost indispensable to

86

add some specializing clause. Should we, on the
contrary, connect ayyk'kuv not with iravjjyipu

(Seb. Schmidt, Griesb., Knapp, etc.), but with
ftvpi&otp (Bes., Calov, Storr, Thol., Lun., etc.),

we must, in that case, either take navvy, as in
opposition with uvpi&oiv, which would be dragging
and heavy, or connect it with the following, giv-
ing it quite another reference. Thol. makes,
alongside of the ' myriads of angels,' a 'festal

company ' of glorified saints, who are already
celebrating the Sabbath of the people of God
(ch. iv. 19), and the community of Christians
still walking upon the earth. To these latter

the kKKhjcla kputotSkuv certainly has reference,
inasmuch as they are said to be " registered or en-
rolled in heaven ; " because by the introduction of
their names into the book of life, tbey are regis-
tered as citizens of the kingdom of heaven, with
an assured prospect of the heavenly inheritance,

(Dan. xii. 1; Luke x. 20; PhiLiv. 8; Rev. iii. 6;
xiii.8; xx. 15); and they are called "First-born,"
not in reference to the time of their conversion,

whether understood of Apostles (Primas., Grot),
or of the earliest Jewieh and Gentile believers

(Schlicht., Bl., Ebr., etcX or of those who have
been glorified by martyrdom (De W.) ; but in re-

ference to their dignity as " first-fruits of the crea-

tures ofGod" (airapxi} rovktwu&tvvtov 8cov), James
i. 18, Rev. xiv. 4; 2 Thess. ii. 18 (Bohm., Thol.,

etc.). [May there not be a reference in the term
irpurtroKQc, here to the case of Esau, a little above
alluded to, who sold his birth-right, irpwrordiua,

and whose selling or parting with it was indis-

pensable to its passing over to Jacob ? In earthly

families and relationships there can be but one

first-born; the prerogative is restricted by the

nature of tbe case. But in the family of God
they are all 'first-born.

1 The congregation of

ancient Israel was made up in but a small pro-

portion of those who held this honor ; but the

spiritual church of the New Testament is a
"community or congregation of First-born ones "

—they are all first-born. This need not exclude
the reference to the import of the term as given

by the author.—K.]. The term airoyeyp. forbids

our referring the "first-born," either to those

already dwelling in heaven, or to angels, as the

oldest inhabitants of heaven (Noss., Storr, etc.),

or to the patriarchs and saints of the Old Testa-

ment (Calv., Beng., Lun., etc.), or to the glori-

fied first fruits of Christianity (De W.) ; for the

sealing borne by the 144,000, as their character-

istic mark on the heavenly Zion (Rev. xiv. 1), and
which had been already impressed upon them on
the earth (ch. vii. 8), is an entirely different

thing from the registering of their names in the

list of the citizens of the kingdom of heaven.

But it is very questionable whether we are au-
thorized to refer navvy* to the festal company of

the glorified, as such a reference is in no way
exegetically involved in the text. It were
much more natural in such a coordination of

iravyybpet and hmOirjaia in reference to the irpurd-

TOKot, not, indeed, to adopt the view of Lun., that

the collective community of the first-born are
characterized partly as a festal and exulting as-

semblage (navvy.); partly as bound in an in-

ward unity (kmOjjc.), but rather that of Hoimann,
who finds in it the united and kindred designa-
tions of the church, partly as a religious and
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worshiping, partly a* a political organization.

But there is absolutely no ground apparent for

this double representation ; on the contrary, the

absence in this case of the connecting particle

Koi between the two prinoipal members would be
entirely inexplicable.

Vsa. 23. As Judge, to the God of all, etc.—

[So Moll with many, instead of u to God, theJudge
of all"]. We need absolutely assume no inver-

sion (with the old translators and interpreters).

The subject is the prerogatives of the Christian re-

velation ; hence in regard to the Judge before

whom the first-born, who are enrolled for the

kingdom of heaven, t. «., Christians, are yet to

appear, the comforting declaration is made that

He is the Ood of all; i. e., stands in a positive

religious relation to all the members of this

community. This explanation is suggested by
the context, and is entirely satisfactory. It

makes also a natural connection with what fol-

lows. To take ir&vruv as neuter, thus desig-

nating the Judge who protects His people by His
judgment, in His omnipotence as God over all

beings and things (Del.) is totally unnecessary,

and, in fact, would require ini with navrov. It

is equally erroneous to find in the passage a re-

ference to the narrow and bigoted conceptions

of the Jews (Bl., De W., Lttn.).

Spirits of the Just made perfeot.—By
virtue of their religious communion with God
the Christians, while yet living, stand in the

same political fellowship to which the departed
spirits of the righteous belong, not barely those

of the Old Covenant (Sohlicht., Bl., De W., Ebr.,

etc.), nor merely those of the New (Grot., Beng.»

Storr, Liin., etc.), but of both (Bohme, Thol.,

Bisp., Del., Riehm, Alf.). They are called tctc-

tevuuivoi, not because they have completed their

earthly life (Calv., Limb., Bohme, etc.), and not
in the sense of riXeioi, perfect ones (Theophyl.,

Luth., etc.), but because Christ has brought them
to the goal of perfection. For although they
have not yet experienced the resurrection, and
that ultimate perfection (refcluoic) which is com-
mon to all the believers of the Old and the New
Testament, still awaits them (ch. xi. 40), yet
Christ who descended and ascended, Eph. iv. 10,

has already opened to them the gates of the

realm of death (Rev. i. 18). Even before the

resurrection they have been permitted to enjoy
the presence of the Lord (Phil. i. 23 ; compare
John xiv. 2).

Vbe. 24. Jesus, mediator of a new co-
venant.—The writer selects the personal histo-

rical name of the Mediator, because by the death
of the Incarnate One upon the cross, that cov-

enant was effected which (ch. viii. 8, 13 ; ix. 15)
was called Kaivi/, as being new in its quality

(foedus novum), but is here called vta which
Bohme, Kuin., and others here without ground
regard as identical in meaning, but which rather

characterizes this covenant as recent, as new in

lime and fraught with youthful vigor.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The legislation of Monnt Sinai has a threa-

tening, and even fearful character, which brings
out in strong relief the majesty of the God, who,
by His voice indeed reveals Himself on earth,

but remains Himself invisible ; and in view of it

fills sinful man with terror in the feeling that he
stands exposed to the avenging lightnings of
this Heavenly King, and has nothing to oppose
to the thunders of His speech; so that, instead

of rejoicing in the presence of God, he would
rather flee from the stormy terrors of His ap-
proach, unless restrained by the hand and man-
date of the Almighty. This fearful shuddering
before God was felt even by the Mediator of

God's revelation to the world, inasmuch as He
was only a man who Himself stood in need of a

reconciling mediator. Although there existed

an earthly place for the revelation of God, yet
God still remained Himself unapproachable, and
the natural phenomena in which He announced
His presence, and indicated the character of His
revelation for the time being, at the same time
veiled His real essence. In accordance with this,

the character of God's Old Covenant people is

only that of an external holiness and union with
God, which expresses, and represents that which
should be, but is unable to obtain and impart it

2. Christians, on the contrary, are the true

people of Ood, endowed with a citizenship in hea-

ven, and with all the means of grace on earth, so

that in their pilgrimage below, they are not

merely blest with heavenly goods, but are trans-

formed into the heavenly character, (Eph. ii. 6), and
have their citizenship {noTJirtvua) in heaven
(PhiL ill. 20), with whose inhabitants they now
already, as belonging to the kingdom of God,
have fellowship, and their approach to which, as

members of the New Covenant, is rendered possi-

ble by the blood of its Mediator, which brings

them who are sprinkled with it into a gracious re-

lation to the Judge, and which, as the blood of the

Righteous One, who, in the power of an indestruc-

tible life, stands completely and forever in our
stead, powerfully surpasses the cry of Abel for

vengeance, who, murdered in his innocence, is

not forgotten of God (ch. xi. 4).

8. The mention of the " spirits of the just made
perfect," argues decisively alike against the as-

sumption of tk sleep of the souls of the departed, and

against the doctrine of a purgatory.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

By what means we ascertain that the Mediator

of the Old Covenant revelation was notthe genuine

Mediator.—The diversity of the voice of tfod in

the Law and in the Gospel—By our entrance into

the Christian Church we come into communion with

a heavenly world.—That which most terrifies us,

most powerfully consoles, most tenderly aUures.—
Our connection with heaven, prepares us on earth

to triumph over the world.

Starkb:—The glory of the New Covenant
pledges all who live in it to the greater sanctity.

—

The law of the Most High is no child's play ; it

commands and threatens. If we are unable to

fulfil it, we must still fear in holy reverence, and

seek protection with Him who has fulfilled it on

our behalf.—Here on earth believers are really

blessed and they pass in their blessed state of

grace from one degree of blessedness to an-

other.—See, we are to be citisens of the hea-

venly Jerusalem, associates with Christ, with the

holy angels and the elect.—By faith, Christ dwells
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in our hearts ; we have Him and enjoy Him ; but
in heaven we shall properly Bee Him, possess

Him, and be satisfied.

Hahn:—We are, as it were, so loaded down
with grace, that it were the greatest ingratitude

and insensibility if this did not spur us on.—The
fact that a part of His people are still in a distant

land, and some are already at home, is matter of

110 account with the Lord Jesus, and occasions

Him no concern ; .for, in His own time, He will

bring us all thither.—We have, in the Spirit,

perpetual access on high, and perpetual enjoy-

ment from on high.

Heubnkb:—The Church of Christ on earth is

a nursery for the Church of Christ in heaven.-*
The Christian alone has the hope of a blessed
communion with all saints.

Tholuck:—The greater the grace which is

evinced toward us, the heavier our responsibility,
if we refuse to heed it.

Appuhn :—The children of God on earth and
the children of God in heaven, are intimately
united.

Hidingke :—Grace, not wrath, is to quicken
our obedience.—The fairer the city, the more
cheerful and glad the service of its citizens.

The guilt and punishableness of apostasy stand proportionate to the blessings and obligations

of the New Covenant.

Chapter XII. 25-29.

25 See that ye refuse not him that speaketh : for if they escaped not who refused

him that spake [was uttering his oracles, xpqfiaTiZovra] on earth, much1 more shall

26 not we escape, if we turn away from him that speaketh from heaven : Whose
voice then shook the earth : but now he hath promised, saying, Yet once more Is

27 shake* not the earth only, but also heaven. And this word, Yet once more,

signifieth the removal of those things that are [being] shaken, as of things that

are made [as having been made], that those things which cannot be shaken [which
28 are not shaken] may remain. Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be

moved [not to be shaken], let us have grace [cherish gratitude]9 whereby we may [let

ns] serve God acceptably with reverence and godly fear [with devout reverence and
29 fear] :

4 For [also] our God is a consuming fire.

i Ver. 25.—According to the best authorities we are to read c£tyvyor «Vc yrjt wopatn*<r<£^ow T&r xp*)Man'^orro, «oA»
giiXXov. So also Sin.

s Ver. 26.—Instead of ael» read <ret<n», after Sin. A. 0., 6.47. 58.
s Ver. 28.—The led. rec. «x»m«»' is supported by A. C. D. L. M^ etc. So also the reading Xarpsfoii.tr. Sin. has in both

cases the Indie.
« Ver. 28.—Instead of pera attofc koX tvkapeios read pera evXafielae teal Move, after Sin. A. C. D*., 17, 71, 78, 80, 187.

[Ver. 25.—m rapotr^<n)*0«, lest ye beg offfrom* decline, refuse ; a yerbal correspondence with vopatnpr.. yer. 19, which
it is difficult to reproduce in English.—rbr AaAovvra, him who it speaking, vis., God through Christ, as anciently through

apaiTTfiTafLtvot, after refuting, or more exactly, when they refused. The Part is not part of the subject, but is

added predlcatiyely to Uelvot, or subject.

—

rbv xpiuiariCorra, who was uttering heavenly oracles, declaring the divine will, not
speaking as if—AaAovvra or Arfyorra—rbr ar ovparov, him (who speaketh) from hearen—again God, speaking through Christ.

Ver. 26.—rvV U, seemingly temporal, and in part so, as contrasted with r&rei but in my judgment still more decidedly
logical—in the present state of things, as the ease actually stands*—in o>a£, yet once, and onoe only.

Ver. 27.—ri*r *aA«v. of the things which are being shaken.—we vcvot^atfrwr, as having been madtj—lva, I connect not
(with Bol., Moll, etc.) with wenouiuinov, but with utraBwiv, and hence put a comma after rarotif.

Ver. 28.—fiactX. dUraAcvroi', a kingdom not to be shaken—" which cannot be movedy of B. v., destroys the paronoma-
sla.—(X»M<' x*/""* According to Greek usage, not, let us have grace, but, "let us exercise gratitude."—firr*. tvAa/ta'oc *at-

Atovt ; * with reverent submission and fear " (Alf.)-

Ver. 29.—*ai ylptfor also, not Mfor even," which would require* ^Urcpot, ora more emphatic position of ifumw.—K.].

rbv Tu&ovvra in the beginning of ver. 25, by the
44 speaker" here referred to must be understood,

not Christ (CEc, Primas., Bohm., Ebr., etc.), but
Qod. The emphasis is not laid on the dirersity

of the person* whom God employed in founding
the Old and the New Corenant, but on the di-

yersity in the modes of revealing one and the same
God. "The Sinaitio reyelation, belonging to

the past, and the ever present and continued re*

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ybb. 25. Him who is speaking, etc.—Inas-

much as the kirl 717? xPV^ot'^ojv must be not
Moses, but God ; inasmuch, too, as the words rbv

itir* obpav&v, so. xpnuaT^ovra can in like manner,
as shown by the following ov, denote God alone,

but the words just mentioned stand parallel with
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velations to the Church of Christ, are placed in

contrast with each other. At that time, He who
was speaking to Israel had descended to earth

;

but He through whom God speaks to us is He
who hath ascended to heaven" (Hofm., Del., in

part, Bl. ). Thus vanishes the imperfect antithe-

sis censured by De W. f
produced by referring

the speaking on earth to ths earthly ministry of

Christ, and then, with Thol., laying the empha-
sis on the fact that Christ had descended from
heaven, that is, had not appeared among man-
kind in the ordinary and natural way ; or, with
Liin., upon the fact that God had sent to us not

an earthly man, as Moses upon Sinai, but His
own Son, as His interpreter. For it might then be
objected that the Son of God has appeared
44 upon earth/' but that God upon Sinai, without
descending into the midst of Israel, had spoken
*« from heaven " (Ex. xx. 22 ; Deut. ix. 13). The
true explanation preserves and renders consist-

ent the connection of the thought with the above
mentioned blood of sprinkling.

Ver. 26. Bat now hath he promised.

—

The subject of HijyytKrcu is contained in the,

preceding ov, and the whole sentence has sprung
grammatically from blending into one twe decla-

rations ; for the vvv. 6e refers to the time of the

incipient fulfilment of that which God has an-
nounced, Hagg. ii. 6ff. 'EirfyycXrcu is Perf.

Pass, in a middle sense, as ch. iv. 21.

Ver. 27. Yet once for aU.—The first shak-
ing took place at the giving of the Law (Ex. xix.

18), where, however, the Sept translates la6g

instead of bpo$, for which reason our author re-

fers doubtless to Judg. v. 4, 5 ; comp. Ps. lxviii.

9 ; cxiv. 7. A like display of Jehovah's power
is predicted by the prophets for the closing Mes-
sianic epoch, Mic. vii. 15; Hab. iii.; Hagg. ii.

The author follows the defective translation of

the Sept. In the original it is said, " Yet one
thing ; it is a small matter." This expansion of

the time from Hos. i. 4 implies, according to

Hiti. and Hofm., two things; namely, that the

time from the present until the final grand con-
summation will constitute but one epoch, and
that this will be a brief one. Thus the argu-
ment from the "yet once for all" (In frrof) is

sound as to the matter of fact, although inform
it attaches itself to a false rendering.

As having been made, etc—Alike the ex-

pression, 6g irewoiuivov, and the final clause fol-

lowing that, show that the shaking refers not to

any convulsion accompanying the entrance of
Christianity into the world (CocceL, a Lapid.,

Bohm., Klee, etc.), but to the final consummation
(Theodoret, Theopb., Erasm., Bez., BL, Thol.,

etc.). Even at the creation God intended and
prepared for the last and now commencing trans-

formation of the changeable into the unchange-
able, of what may be shaken into what cannot be
shaken (Rom. viii. 21), or (as is said, ch. iv. 4-9),

for the sabbatism of the world. On account of
this parallel with which Col. i. 16; Eph. i. 10
substantially coincide, the reference of the final

clause with Iva to perMeoiv (Theod., (Ec, BL,

, Be W., Liin., etc.) is quite improbable, and all

the more so in that also the new heaven and
the new earth are said to be created and made,

Is. lxv. 17 ; lxvi. 22. In connecting Iva with

«C rccTTouifitvuv it is better with Grot., Beng.,

Thol., Hofm., Bel., etc., to take /ihetv in its \

signification, which has the authority of Is. IxvL
21, than in that of waiting for something (Storr,

Bohm., etc.), which occurs Acts xx. 5, 28, and
frequently in the Sept.

[Alford rejects, and I think with entire cor-

rectness, the reference of the final clause to

ireiroiqpivijv, and retains the much more rational

and entirely unobjectionable view that it is to be
connected with iur6Beatv. The characterization
of ''the things that are shaken" as "having
been made in order that the things which are
not shaken may remain," to wit, by the removal
of things which are shaken, is so forced and
unnatural that nothing but necessity can justify

our adopting this construction. On the other
hand, its construction with fier6dectv seems to me
open to no valid objection whatever. For, in
the first place, although there is no strict logical

causative connection between the removal of the
things that are shaken and the remaining of the
things that are not shaken, yet, as a popular form
of expression, it is entirely natural. The change-
able and temporary is easily conceived as being
taken out of the way in order to give permanent
place to the immutable and abiding. In the se-

cond place, the objection to taking ruv imroeqpe-

vuv absolutely, as denoting simply things which
have been made, t. e., created, drawn from the

fact that the abiding and eternal, viz., the new hea-

vens and the new earth are also represented as
having been made, rests, I think, upon an entire

misconception of the author's point of view. He
says nothing about "a new heaven and anew
earth," and there is no evidence that these spe-

cific things are in his mind. It is rather the great

heavenly, spiritual elements of the new dispensa-

tion, as against the worldly, material, and per-

ishable elements of the old. It is Mt. Zion as

opposed to Mt. Sinai; the heavenly Jerusalem
as opposed to the literal seat of the Old Theo-
cracy; the heavenly sanctuary as against the

earthly—and in short, the whole spiritual sys-

tem of the New Testament, as against the things

that have been made. The term tuv irtroaj/t. is

therefore, from the author's point of view, a

precise and admirable characterization of the cre-

ated and therefore perishable nature of the Old

Test, economy.—K.].

Ver. 28. Therefore since we, etc.—Aio in-

troduces the following exhortation as a logical

reference from the preceding verse, the special

ground of the exhortation being given in the

participial clause (Dan. vii. 18). The absence

of the article with (hctXetav indicates that this

clause is not, with Calv., SchlichU, Beng. and

others, to be included in the exhortation itself.

Nor may we, with Bez., Schlicht, Grot, Bisp.,

etc., render, " Let us hold fast the grace." For

then the article would be indispensable with

X^piv, and, instead of l^u/iiv, narkx^tv would

be required (as ch. iiL 6, 14; x. 28); or /cporu-

uev, as ch. iv. 14.

Veb. 29. For also our God, etc—Were the

idea intended that our God also, the God of the

New Test., as well as the God of the Old, is a

consuming fire (BL, Be W., Thol., Bisp.), the

reading should be koi ycip ijuov 6 defy. Yet nei-

ther again do the position of the words and the

connection point to the thought that God is
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not merely a God of grace, but also of avenging
justice (Ltin.). The passage merely designs to

giye, with a reference to Dent, iv. 24, a feature

of the Divine character, and is not intended merely
to give prominence to one attribute in compari-
son with another. Under this view, koI ydp is=
etenhn, as Luke i. 66 ; xx. 87 (Del., Riehm).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. We can refuse to receive and to follow that

which Qod says to us ; but we can escape neither

the responsibility for such conduct, nor the judg-

ment of God regarding it

2. Our responsibility is rendered all the greater

by the increased elevation and fulness of grace
which characteriie the revelation of God in the

New Testament, a revelation standing related to

that of the Old Testament, as heaven to earth.

8. This Christian revelation is at the same
time thefinal and the complete one, so that nothing
farther is to be looked for but the last convulsion

of all things, which, at the second coming of the

Lord, shall transform heaven and earth.

4. At the very creation of the world, God
looked forward to, and made arrangements for

the eternally abiding and unchangeable kingdom

ofgloryi and to the introduction of that kingdom
tend all the revelations, arrangements, and pro-
vidences of God in the history of the world.

6. This everlasting kingdom shall we Chris-
tians as children of God, and joint heirs with
Jesus Christ (Rom. viii. 17), receive into possession:

for this we owe a debt of gratitude to God, which
should evince itself in a service veil pleasing to

Him, which yields for us the highest gain, and
has the richest promise (Ps. I. 28.)

6. This filial relation to God must beget neither

an unbecoming familiarity, nor a false security,

but must inspire a guarded caution and rever-
ence such as belongs to the nature of God in

which the fire of holy love consumes all that is

unholy, and kindles to a flame all that is sus-

ceptible of life.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

God speaks with us; then He seeks us in His
word ; afterwards He judges us.—Every revela-
tion of God is accompanied with great convulsions,

and by movements in heaven and on earth. How
stands our heart in relation thereto?—We can
neither plead ignorance nor inability if we fail to
escape the coming wrath.—The rejection of the
highest grace, draws after it the heaviest punish-
ment,—However different is the old covenant
from the new, it is one God who speaks, judges,

and saves, in both.—The world, however power-
ful and great it may be, cannot shield us against
the wrath of God, and cannot rob us of the king-
dom of God ; but it can bring down upon us the
one, and defraud us of the other.—The kingdom
of nature is destined, through the kingdom of
grace, to be transformed and exalted into the
kingdom of glory,—The kingdom of God is the
object of the creation ; revelation is the means of
its accomplishment.
Starke :—In the duty of serving through the

grace of God, of pleasing Him with reverence
and fear, lies a beautiful connection of Law and
Gospel.—Believers receive the kingdom, not as
mere subjects, but as partners in sovereignty,

who are jointly exalted to the throne of Christ,

(Rev. L 16; iii. 21 ; v. 9 ff.), by virtue of their

royal priesthood (1 Pet. ii. 9).—Alas ! the world,

sins against the commands of God as securely as
if there were no avenger ; nay, it even makes a
mock at sin. But God is a consuming fire (Ps. ii.

11. 12).

Rieobb :—God is without end in the gift, the

Lord Jesus without end in the allotment, and we
without end in the reception of the immovable
kingdom ; and thus we mount above everything
which is subject to change.
Heubnir:—The glory of Christianity lays us

under obligation for the highest gratitude.

Hedlnoer :—Compulsory love is not the best.

But the obligation to be godly is great; of this,

be not forgetful.

CONCLUSION OP THE EPISTLE.

Moral exhortations of a more general character.

Chapter XIII. 1-6.

1, 2 Let brotherly love continue. Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby

8 some have entertained angels unawares. Remember them that are in bonds, as bound
with them ; and [om, and] them which suffer adversity, as being yourselves also in

4 the body. Marriage is honourable in all [Be marriage held in honor in all things], and

the [be its] bed undefiled : but [or for] 1 whoremongers and adulterers God will judjrc.

5 Lrt your conversation [disposition, or mode of life] be without covetousness; and be

[being] content with such things as ye have : for he [himself] hath said, I will never
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212 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

6 [by no means] leave thee, nor [will I at all] forsake thee. So that we may boldly

[with confidence] say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall

do unto me [I will not fear; what shall a man do onto me?].

i Ver. 4.—The particle id Is found in 0. D***. J. K. ; on the contrary, yap in Sin. A. D*. M. The Pernh. follow the

former reading; the It. and Yulg. the latter. [Tuch., Del., Moll retain 64. Alf. substitutes yap.—K.].

[Ver. 2.—rtjv ^lAo^eviav, hospitality.—ita ravrvfi, by means of this.—eKaBo* fwio., escaped notice entertaining—enter-

tained unawares; the Aor. pointing back historically to the time of the erent.

Ver. 3.—Is more forcible with the asyndeton of the original; the and is unnecessary and enfeebling.—rwr aauco*xsv-

ulpwr, those in distress,

Ver. 4.—The Imperat Is (with Moll, I>el., Alt, etc.) much better than the Ind. construction of the Eng. Ter. We might

hesitate to supply the Imperat.. rather than the Indie, but we must do so in tot. 6, and there is no difficulty hers, be-

cause the ImperatiTe idea which belongs to all the preceding clauses, would naturally be transferred to this, in the absence

of the verb.—'Er van?, in alt things ; with persons, wapd ranr, would be more natural (Moll, All).

Ver. 6.—6 rpovoc, habit, disposition; Moll : Sinnesart ; Alf. : mode of life,—aprovpcpoi rote s-apovoxr, being contented,

with what ye have.—avrbf yap, for he himself.—ov pif <r« aw, ov6* ov Ml **, etc* much more emphatic than the construc-

tion of the Eng. ver1
** I will by no means leave thee, nor will I by any means abandon thee."

Ver. 6^—lappovprat, with confidences—«al ov +o0*ftf?ojuu: Sin. follows Vulg., etc., in omitting cat ; Alt, Del., Moll

etc., retain it But all agree in reading the following clause, as an independent question, ri vot^r., etc, what wiil a man is

unto met

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Continue.—The form of the injunc-

tion shows that the brotherly love, once bo preva-

lent in the church, t. e., the mutual love of Chris-

tians, must, at the time of the composition of our
Epistle, have still been active in it, as indicated

also at ch. vi. 10; z. 82 ff
.

; while ch. z. 26
shows the necessity of their being exhorted to

the practice of this virtue. This brotherly love

QiXadtljpla) which, according to 2 Pet. i. 7, con-
stitutes a Bpecifio form of the broader virtue of

aybirq was designated by the Lord Himself as a
special characteristic of His disciples (Joh. ziii.

86. Also Tertullian paints in the liveliest colors

its prevalence in the church of his time ; and
even the scoffer Lucian is obliged to pay an un-
willing tribute to its power when he says (de

morte Peregrini) : " Their principal Law-giver
has inspired in them the sentiment that they are
all mutually brethren so soon as they had passed
over, t. e., had denied the Grecian Gods, and de-

moted themselves to the worship of that crucified

•sophist, and were living in accordance with his

precepts." Moreover, Julian (epistle 49) says
'that "kindness toward strangers (# irepl rove

.l-kvovc fiXavOpoKia) had been a principal means
of propagating the adedrtfc of the Christians.

Vbb. 2. Forget not.

—

AavO&iv, with the par-
ticiple, is a familiar Greek construction. The
reference is to the experiences of Abraham and
Lot (Gen. xviii. 19). Perhaps also to Matt xxv.
44, 45. Substantially parallel are Rom. xii. 18;
1 Tim. iii. 2 ; Tit. i. 8 ; 1 Pet. iv. 9. Whether
Madov forms a paronomasia with lirtXavOdvcode

(Lun.) is doubtful.

Ver. 8. As bound with them—as being
yourselves also in the body.—It is neither
necessary nor admissible, in order to give to uc
the same signification in both clauses, to under-
stand, with Bohme, and others, the bound urilh

. them, of life and sufferings in the ecclesia pressa,

[«« travelling too far from the context"

—

Alf.],
or, with Calvin, and others, to understand the
" body " of the church as the body of Christ. We
may, with OBa, give oc in the first clause, also

. the oausal significance, which it unquestionably
has in the second; but his translation, "inas-
much as we are closely connected with them,"

; merely involves the idea that, by virtue of our
fmembership and communion with our imprisoned

brethren, we should feel ourselves under obliga-

tion to remember them in loving sympathy. It

is more advisable, therefore, to take the first Cn

as a particle of comparison. ["As being your

selves also in the body," t. «., as being yourselves

in a body which exposes you to like suffering

with them, and might therefore be expected to

secure your sympathy for the sufferer.—K.].

Vkr. 4. Marriage in all.—In the New Testa-

ment ydftoc means, elsewhere, the wedding and

its celebration ; here, as in classical Greek, wed-

lock. [Alf. takes it here as "wedding," and

renders it " your marriage "]. 'Ev naotv means
not with all nations (Pesh., Beza, Grot., and
others, who, with rifuoc, erroneously supply

bri) ; but, "m every respect, in all respects.^

Were the injunction intended to bo that mar-

riage should be held honorable with all persons.

(Luth., etc.), or that no unmarried person should

regard it with contempt (Bohme, Schults, etc.),

or that it should be forbidaen to no man, the form

would probably be irapa icaotv.

Ver. 5. He himself has said.—Not Christ

(Bes., Bohm., Klee), but God, in the Scripture.

These words are found in full, Deut xxxi. 6, 8,

and repeated, 1 Chron. xxviii. 20. But God is

there spoken of in the third person. Individual

elements of this consolatory address, represent-

ing God as speaking in the first person, are

found, Gen. xxviii. 15; Josh. i. 5; Isa. xii. 17.

It is found, in precisely the same terms as here,

in Philo, Ed. Mang., I. 480. That the author

has drawn immediately from Philo, (BL, De W.),

is scarcely to be supposed. We may rather con-

jecture that the saying had in this form already

become a proverb (Beng.), or that it originated

in the liturgical and homiletical usage of the

Hellenistic Synagogue from the confounding of

kindred expressions with the original passage,

Deut zxxi. 6 (Del.). The double negation in

the first, and the triple negation in the second

member, serve for emphasis. The mention of

the persecutions of the church, suggests the

trustful declaration cited from Ps. cxviii. 6.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Brotherly love stands preeminent among the

distinguishing marks of the children of God
(1 Jno. iii. 1), and if genuine, never ceases (1 Cor.

xiii. 8). Its purity, power, and permanence,
however, depend upon the nature of our relation
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to Christ, and with this, upon that of our faith.

It can therefore, on the one hand, never dispense

with nourishment, culture and discipline ; and
on the other cannot do without exercise.

2. The practice of hospitality may very easily

prove disagreeable ; one may exercise it unwill

mgly , sullenly, and enviously ; may limit it by
caprice and selfishness ; may regard ana treat it

as a burden and a plague. We must therefore be
kindly reminded of this duty, as a duty of love,

and learn to give heed to the blessing it brings
with it, in order that the offerings which we are
required to bring, and the privations which we
impose upon ourselves, may not fall too heavily
or incite us to self-glorification. And this bless-

ing transcends our knowledge and conception. We
may receive into our house messengers of God;
nay, may receive Christ Himself, in His humblest
servants (Matt. xxv. 85ff.V

8. The connection, which, in a two-fold way,
we have with sufferers, viz., by spiritual and by
natural ties of friendship, must make itself be
recognized by compassionate and effective sym-
pathy, in every individual case ; and inasmuch
as this is deficient, and often inconvenient, we
are reminded, on the one hand, of the law in ac-
cordance with which, if one member suffers, all

the members suffer with it (1 Cor. xii. 26) ; and
on the other, of our own liability to suffer, a lia-

bility inseparable from our bodily life.

4. The character belonging to marriage, as an
ordinance instituted and blessed of God, and the
purity which, according to the will of God, befits

the marriage bed, and the rites of matrimony,
need special attention and care. "The terrible

sentence pronounced on fornicators and adul-
terers is one which pays no heed to the false rea-
sonings and cavilling interpretations, which will
plead in excuse for such impurities the fierce

lusts of man, the course of the world, and the
difficulties of ordinary wedlock. At the judg-
ment of God it will also be made manifest how
much power and light the knowledge of God and
of our Lord, Jesus Christ, have imparted to each
one, by which to escape from this corruption of
the world; nay, it will also become manifest
that the majority have fallen, not from an irre-
sistible power of their nature, but from lusts
wilfully indulged, and nurtured and heightened
by the reading of mischievous books, and by pro-
fligate intercourse; nay, that frequently they
have themselves inflamed, and urged on anew
the nature which had been wearied out in the
service of sin, and had withdrawn from it with
loathing. Then, too, it will become evident what
evasions men have resorted to, in order to escape
the judgments of men, and why many have so
aided others, and how many a one has chosen
rather to carry his lusts with him to the b.ar of
God, than to free himself from them upon the
dying-bed " (Rieger).

5. Pleasure and licentiousness lead not only to
extravagance, but also to discontentment, thence
to covetousness, and finally, not unfrequently to
miserly niggardliness. TPet even apart from this,

an insatiable and covetous habit of feeling and
action stands in direot antagonism to the Chris-
tian temper and conduct (Matt. vi. 19-34 ; Col. iii.

6 ; Phil. iv. 11, 12 ; 1 Tim. vi. 6), and plunges one
into severe temptations and great dangers (1 Tim.

vi. 9 ff). An effective weapon against this, as
against the fear of human wickedness and vio-
lence, is the UBe of the word of God, by which
confidence in the living God, who has promised
that He will withdraw from us neither His pre-
sence, nor His help, is awakened and nourished.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

What most hinders, and what most promotes the
exercise of Christian love.—We have in suffering
and assaults, not merely the sympathy of the
brethren, but also the comfort of the word of God,
and the help of the Lord.—Faith, the mother of all

virtues.—The characteristics of true Christianity.

—How, while living in the world and in tne
flesh, we conquer world and flesh.—We are either

judged or saved of God ; there is no alternative.

Starke:—Love is a cardinal virtue, which
embraces in itself all others (Rom. xiii. 10), and
is a fruit of the Holy Spirit, in which faith be-

comes active (Gal. v. 6).—Brotherly love must
not be love in words, but must evince itself in

act, especially toward those who are, for the

sake of the Gospel, imprisoned, or otherwise

suffering persecution, so that we may extend to

them counsel, aid and refreshment (1 John iii.

18).—It is a gracious provision of God that

although the ungodly would gladly see all the

righteous destroyed at once, or at least oppressed,

still sufferings pass but gradually from one to

another, in order that those who as yet have been
spared, may be able to receive and succor the

oppressed (Rev. xii. 12).—He who is prudent
will let the consideration of the righteous judg-
ment of God hold him back from sin (Eccles. xii.

18, 14).—Sin, the sin of fornication and adultery,

cannot be too sharply rebuked before the world.

Hence God has pledged Himself to punish them.
—The little which a righteous man hath, is bet-

ter than the great possessions of the ungodly.—
A Christian must faithfully apply to himself what
he reads in the Holy Scriptures, according to the

exigencies of the case.—Human weakness fears

before men, as if they could disturb its pleasant

repose and satisfaction. But comfort! who
shall be able to harm those whom God has taken

into His protection? (Rom. viii. 81; 1 Pet. iii.

14).

Rieger :— It belongs to the nature and power
of faith to receive promptly and interpret for

itself every word of God, but along with this to

set to its seal, that God is true. He who makes
God alone his goal, has in God a rich consola-

tion.—This is the holiest feature of the book of

the Psalms that in it the Divine promises are
placed before us, transformed already into pure
nourishment for faith, and into living power.

Hahn:—A guest has frequently an invisible

companion, and thus the cost of his entertain-

ment is richly repaid.—Worldlings leave one

another in the lurch ; but believers all stand

firm for a man.—Brotherly love has two hin-

derances, the unchaste flesh, and avarice.—God
makes a marvellous distribution of suffering ; one

suffers early, another late. Thus what has not

yet arrived, may still come. Hence, both in

prayer and in benefactions remember the misera-

ble.—Man is always anxious lest his supplies

may fail ; but God is good forAll our deficiencies.
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214 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Schleibemacheb :—On Christian hospitality.

(Sermons on the Christian household).

Heubhs* :—The dearer to us is our faith, the
dearer to us are our kinsmen in the faith.—In
Christianity purity has a religious ground.—Con-
fidence in God is the best preservative against

anxious care for food, and makes us free from the
fear of men.

HsDiifoia :—Lore has extraordinary impulses;
the best love gladly entertains guests. Whom ?

Those who are unable to render any temporal
recompense.

B.

Special admonitions regarding their inclination to apostasy.

Chapter XIIL 7—17.

7 Remember them which have the rule oyer you [your leaden], who [as those who]
have spoken [spoke] unto you the word of God : whose faith follow, considering the

8 end of their conversation [contemplating the issue of their walk]. Jesus Christ [is]

9 the same yesterday, to-day, and forever. Be not carried about [aside, icapaflptaO&jf

with divers [various] and strange doctrines [teachings] ; for it is a good thing [is good]

that the heart be established with grace ; not with meats, which have not profited

10 them that have been occupied* therein. We have an altar, whereof [wherefrom] they

11 have no right to eat which [who] serve the tabernacle. For the bodies of those beasts

whose blood is brought into the sanctuary by the high priest for sin/ are burned
12 without the camp. Wherefore Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people with his

13 own blood, suffered without the gate. Let us go forth, therefore, unto him without

14 the camp, bearing his reproach. For here we have no continuing city [have not here

15 an abiding city], but we seek one to come [are seeking that which is te come]. By
[Through] him therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is,

the fruit of our [om. our] lips giving thanks [making acknowledgment] to his name.

16 But to do good and to communicate forget not : for with such sacrifices God is well

17 pleased. Obey them that have the rule over you [them that lead you, ver. 7], and
submit yourselves : for they watch for [are watching on behalf of] your souls,4 as they

that must give [render] account, that they may do it with joy, and not with grief

[sighing, aTM&Zovres] ; for that it unprofitable for [unto] you.

* Ver. 9.—Instead of »«p*<£^p«<r0« read vApa+ipecO*, after Sin. A. C. D., and the maturity of mlnusc.
* Ver. 9.—Instead of wiptwarfrmrret. Sin. A. D*M read wtptwmrovmt.. Tho former baa been introduced into Sin. by a

later hand.
* Ver. 11.—The worde *vpc kuaprios, are wanting in A.; thej stand in Sin. D. K_ before etc t* Syta ; in C*n after these

words: and in 14,47, they become **pi ifiaprtmr, for which reason thej are regarded by some as an interpolated gloss.
* Ver. 17—The authority of A. and Vulg., is not sufficient to warrant the removal of the words irrip rwr fvxnr i/Mr,

and placing them after avotoropTv?, where D*. again adds vwip vju»r.

[Ver. 7.

—

rmv ^yovudtmr, thou who are (or in this case, were) loading yon, who, it appears from what follows, were now
dead, and are to be remembered and followed in their Christian example. "~ "^ * * ** ~ * ** ---.- -

V., therefore, is not strictly warrantable.—etnm, characteristic, '
"sn example. **Them that have the rile over yon," of the K.

tic, of tho kind who (tho which, Alf.).—«A*Aq*«v, not hoot spe-

r, surveying back, going backward in yonr contemplationsken, but, spoke, historically—it is now over.

—

*v*6t*povrrtt, surveying
over the entire series. Difficult to express by one word in English. " Considering," however, which does duty her
so many other words, is needlessly Inadequate. Bettor with Alf

z
"surveying." u Considering " which, marks a purely

intellectual act, loses entirely the external imagery of dvaftewpovrref. This is retained in M surveying," partially also in
M contemplating." Moll, •• hinschauend."—r*> aroo-rpod^t, their conduct, walk (K. V., conversation).

Ver. 8.— Ij^touv XP""^*! ** not common with our writer; only elsewhere at ver. 21," (Alf.).—understand eVrir, is—«£c
rob* aiuvas, stands emphstic, " is yesterday and today the same—and forever."

Ver. 9.—m'i wapaxbtp€<r09, be not carried aside, not *<pub., " carried about "—the sropads much mare forcible and perti-

nent to the author's purpose, as not referring to Christian instability in general, but to being borne away from Christia-

nity itself.

Ver. 9.—*V oT«, " in which they who walked, were not profited."
Ver. 10.

—

i$ oh,from which, wha^from.—i^owriav, right, authority, privilege—rarely well rendered bypower, as by K.
V., as at John i. 13—f^ *«i?r», Beng. (cited by Alf.), "esf aculeus quod died, rp cmt^g non ir r^ wjrjf."

Ver. 11.—sV £«••?, of what animals—o/tAose animals ofwhtch.—v*pl re* o|io|maf,/or tin ; Moll, though marking it

doubtful in his critical note, retains it in his version. Alford rejects It.—^uk toS apxteptm, through, by means ofthe ftiysa,

priest, regarded as acting/or the people, or for God.—carairaterat, are burned up, consumed ; B. V., are burned, not quit*
adequately.—1% a-opf/iSoA^, the encampment in the wilderness; the old tabernacle imagery carried through to the mat.
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Ter. 14.—pArmfwr vrfAtr, an abiding city.'-rnv itiXKovaav foi£?rov/iev, we are ticking after (ivC, direction Joward
hence implies yenrning after, xl. 14), that which it to be—thefuture abiding city.

Ver. 15.—ara^pwpcv, let ut be offering up.—Kapvbv x«A., (hefruit oflipt (fruit or offering rendered by lips) making
acknowledgment to hit name.

Yer. ll.—roU wyovp., them that lead you, your leaders.—avrol yip, for themtelvet—they in turn, or on their part.—
iypvvyowri, are tleeplett. keep vigilant watch, the meaning stronger than is suggested by the simple English term watclt.—

inrlp, on behalf oj

\

—w« /vtfeo'., having, being destined, to render an account.—+ra tovto ttolChtiv, that they may be doing this,

viz., watching.—*rtra£o»r«?, sighing, groaning. Moll, teufttnd; Alt, lamenting, viz., * over your disobedience."—K.].

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vee. 7. Your leaders.—The term jjyobuevoc

which is found Acts xt. 22, with the Bom. Clem.

Sad Cor. 1 and 87), and in the martyr St. Ignat.

4 points to no other than the ordinary form of

church government (Dav. Schulti). Chrys. ex-

Elains the word, although at this time, it already
ad the special signification of abbot, by kmoKOKot.

Of . kindred nature is the designation of the

heads of the Church, 1 The*, v. 12, by irpoiard-

fievoi.

Issue of their walk.—'Egfiaatc rf/c avaorpo-

<#r expresses not the development, ((Ec, De Dieu),

.ind not the result of the walk, in respect to

others, (Braun, Cramer) or, in respect to the

perfected ones themselves, in heaven (Storr, etc.),

hut. in the connection, their death by martyr-

dom.

Ver. 8. Jesus Christ, yesterday.—Inas-

such as the subject is the God-man, we need not
extend the h)flkc (so read in Sin. A. C*. D* ) to

the time before the appearance of Christ (Beng.,-

etc.), and thus neither to the entire time of the

Old Covenant, (Calv., etc.), nor at all to thepreex-
istence of Christ (Ambrose, Seb. Schmidt, etc.).

Luther, following the Vulg. and (Ec, falsely puts

a stop after oijfiepov. It is not the eternity (Am-
brose, Cyrill. Alex., Calov., etc.), but the eternal

unchanyeableness of Christ on which emphasis
is laid. Hence, 6 avrdc is the predicate applica-

ble to all the three divisions of time. . The sentence
thus abruptly introduced,' (without the usual
connection) serves undoubtedly to assign a reason
for the following warning, yet nothing author-
izes the supposition that it stands in an intended
antithesis to the Jewish expectation of a still fu-

ture Messiah (<Ec). It is possible that it, at the
same time, furnishes the ground for the preceding
exhortation, TBI. Ebr., etc.), or encourages to its

fuilfilment (Tneoph., Grot., etc.). Nothing in the
passage requires us to take it as explaining the

substance of the faith of the tyobpcvoi (Calov.,

Carpi.).

Ver. 9. By various and strange teach-
ings.—The ordinances of the Old Testament it-

self (Wieseler, Lun., etc.), the authorwould hardly
have thus designated, for they are regarded
by him as divinely ordained shadows and types
of essential and eternal objects and relations.

We must refer the term to human doctrines,

which attach themselves to these ordinances,
and, as shown by the connecting particle yap, to

such as referred specially to pp6uara. These are
not sacrificial meals, as after Schlichting, Bl.,

Lun., and others suppose; but food, meats, (the
old interpp., Bohme,Thol., Ebr., Bel., Riehm, Alf.

)

in which were sought ritual means of justifica-

tion, ch. ix. 10. [For the reasons (1) "that
Pp6fjutra is a word not found in the law when of-

ferings are spoken of, but in the distinction of
clean and unclean, Lev. xi. 84 ; 1 Mace. i. 68

;

(2) that in all New Testament places where fipuua
is used in a similar connection, it applies to clean

and unclean meats: (8) that dtdaxalc noiidXaic—
napafep., must refer not to meats eaten after sac-

rifice, but to such doctrines in which there was
variety and perplexity, as to those concerning
clean and unclean."—(Alf.)]. In the classics,

also, £hoc does not always indicate something
foreign, but sometimes, something strange and
surprising. The antithesis in the two clauses is

overlooked by Bohme, who, following Castalio,

understands x&Pt °t gratitude to God, and by
Bisping, who refers it to the Lord's Supper, as

the Christian sacrificial meal [a " monstrous in-

terpretation," Alf.].

Vke. 10. We have an altar, etc. Qvfitao-

rfjptov is not Christ Himself, (Bugenhagen, Bie-

8enthai, etc.) nor the table of the Lord's Supper
(Bohm., Ebr. Bisp., etc.), nor an expiatory ar-

rangement in general, (Michael., Stier, Thol.,

Hofm., etc.), but the cross upon Golgotha (Thorn.
Aquin., Este, Beng., Bl., De W., Liin., etc.), of
which Christians eat, in that the atoning victim

that was offered upon it, is the food of their souls

(Riehm), comp. John vi. 61 ff. The question is

not merely of the enjoyment of the spiritual

blessings resulting to believers from the sacri-

ficial death of Christ (Bl., Liin.), but communion
with the personal Christ crucified on our behalf.

The ry atcr/vy htrpevovrec are not Christians

(Schlicht, Schultz, Hofm., etc.), but either as
ch. ix. 9; x. 2 the Israelites (Liin., Eluge), or,

as ch. viii. 6, the Jewish priests (Bl., De W.,
Dei., Biehm), who, above others, had access to

the typical dwelling-place of God, and had a
right to partake of the food that had been con-
secrated to God.
Ver. 11. For the bodies of those animals

whose bloody
etc.—Of many sacrifices, the

priests obtained either the entire flesh, Lev. v.

9; xxiii. 20; or the breast, and shoulder,

Num. vii. 84 ; or the whole with the exception

of the fat pieces, Num. iv. 26 ff. ; comp. ch. vi.

19, 22; vii. 7. But of the sin-offerings whose
blood was brought* into the inner tabernacle,

Lev. iv. 6-7 ; iv. 16-18, ch. xvi. the fat pieces

were brought to the altar, and all the rest was
consumed by fire without the camp. This burn-
ing was only a means of yetting rid of the things

burned, and was called ft^JJJ, a word never

used to denote burning on the altar. The em-
phasis lies, therefore, not upon the burning, but
on the fact that this mode of dealing with the

flesh of the victims, from which the priests de-

rived no enjoyment, took place without the

camp. This is regarded by the author as typi-

cal. Lun., following Bahb, (Stud, ttnd Krit.,

J 849, iv. 986, ff.) regards the capital point of the

argument of v. 10 as appearing in v. 12, and
regards v. 11 as containing a preliminary idea

that is merely auxiliary to the proof. But it is

more natural to take v. 11 as containing the
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proof of t. 10, while again, the idea of v. 12 is

suggested by v. 11, and corresponds, therefore,
in substance to v. 10 (Riehin). [The typical
image is simple and forcible. Christ as a sin-
offering, suffered without the gate whither the
bodies of the animals that were slain as sin-

offerings under the Old Covenant were carried
to be burnt. As then the priests of the Old
Covenant, and also the people, had no right to
partake of that sacrifice, so they who now adhere
to that Covenant, who minister to that tabernacle,
have no right to partake of that great victim that
is slain and disposed of outside of the encamp-
ment, and which is the antitype of the Old Testa-
ment sin-offering. In order to eat of this sacrifice,

as Christ Himself requires, they must break
away from their adherence to the system which
forbade them to eat of the type, and can, therefore,
of itself, give no authority to eat the antitype.

—

ver. 13. Wherefore let us go forth to
Him, etc.—Tnis is an exhortation based on the
preceding passage. It is not, however, an ex-
hortation to refrain from sacrificial meats
(Retschl.), or from worldly pleasures (Chrys.,
Primas., etc.) ; nor to a voluntary following into
the sufferings of Christ (<Ec, Limb., etc.) ; nor
to a withdrawal from Jerusalem on account of its

impending destruction (Clericus) ; but to a com-
plete separation from Judaism, (Theod., Beng.,
Bl., Thol., Liin., etc.). To a willing endurance
of exclusion from theJewish Theocracy (Schlicht,
Grot., etc., and recently, Thiersch), there is not
the slightest allusion ; and the passage contra-
dicts in the most decisive manner Schwegler's
position, that to our Author Christianity is still

in a transition state from Judaism.—It is only,

for rarely,] except in later writers and sometimes
in the Sept., that rolwv stands, as here, at the
beginning of the sentence. Does l£u rfjc rrapefi-

po'Arjg inrolve a reference to the speedily following
destruction of Jerusalem? At all events, the
following verse could not but suggest to the
mind of the readers, the city whose foundations
are not moved, ch. xi. 10.

[It seems, by no means, improbable that this

passage does have a double reference ; that while
its external and obvious import is to warn its

readers to a complete withdrawal from the en-
tanglements and bondage of Judaism, another
import may have lain beneath its guarded lan-
guage, viz., a record by the Holy Spirit, through
the inspired writer, of the warning and injunc-
tion formerly given by him to the .Christians of
Palestine, and especially of Jerusalem through
the lips of the Lord. So interpreted, the terms
have special significance. The rtfa irapeu3o\tfc

persistently kept up, still harmonizes with the
primary and figurative import of the passage,
while the oh fievovaav ir67av, in contrast with the
tt)v eirifiiXhovaav, shows that the writer has
clearly in mind the earthly Jerusalem.—K.].
Ver. 16. The sacrifice of praise.-—Qvcta

alviaecjc means, in the Old Testament, the volun-
tary, whether promised or freely undertaken offering

of praiat (thank-offering), fTTJfl ft2[J, Num.

vii. 12-15, which, however, even at Ps. 1. 14,
23; cxvi. 17, is a symbol of the thanksgiving of
the heart and mouth, and is here explained ac-

cording to Hos. xiv. 8 ;
yet ailer the LXX., that,

instead of QH3 reads Hfl- Wetstein ad-

duces the Rabbinical saying: " In the future all

sufferings will cease ; but the thank-offering ceases
not;" and Philo (ed. Mangey, II. 253) styles

this the best offering. According to a -favor-

ite Old Testament representation, thoughts are
branches, and the words blossoms and fruits,

which, taking root in the Spirit, and by him im-
pelled through mouth and lips, sprout forth and
ripen (Del., Bibl. Psychologies p. 142). The last

avrov is not to be referred to Christ (Sykes), but
to God.
Ver. 16. Bat to do good and to commu-

nicate, etc.—The Subst eincoda is found in the
New Testament only here. The verb, Mark xiv.

7. Kotvuvia in the same sense as here, Rom. xv.

26; 2 Cor. ix. 13; Phil. i. 5, of evincing our fel-

lowship in communicating of our temporal posses-
sions. 'Evapearovual Ttvt^^to be satisfied with any
thing, is entirely classical. TheophyL, Schlicht,
Beng., etc., erroneously refer ratabraic y&p to ver.

15, also.

Ver. 17. Unprofitable.—Either as hinder-
ing the influence of the readers (BL), or as ren-

dering them dispirited and inactive (Calv.,

Grot), or best, yer peiuotv (Gerh., Thol., Lun.).

The leaders must have been esteemed by the au-
thor as reliable men, and been known by him in

their most favorable aspects. The first tovto

in ver. 17 refers to aypvjrveiv, the second to

orev&Zciv.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Examples worthy of imitation are furnished
specially by those leaders in the churches, and
publishers of the Gospel, who, by the grace of
God in Christ, were, able to give such an expres-
sion to the faith which they have professed and
taught that their dying corresponded with their life,

and their death proved a living voucher of their

faith. The memory of these should be held in

honor, and exercises a blessed influence on all

who behold it

2. Exalted above all change in fortune and in

feeling, as above all personal vicissitudes, is

Jesus Christ, the unchangeable and abiding
Head of the Church, whether its members are
already in heaven, or are still living upon the
earth ; and by virtue of His relation to God, He
intercedes for, protects, blesses, and rules it eter-

nally.

3. With the pure word, and the aU-sufficient

grace of God is given to us all that we need. To
this there need, and should bo added nothing
drawn from other religions. Instead of pro-

ducing steadfastness and satisfaction of heart,

such a mixture of foreign elements, would rather

disturb and weaken the purity, certainty, joy,

and power of faith, and would bring with it the

danger of a turning away, to unfruitful and
perplexing ordinances, usages, and strifes.

4. Inasmuch as we have the only valid and
efficient expiatory offering in Christ, who outside

of the city of legal worship, was crucified for us,

and have in him at the same time, the true

Passover (1 Cor. vi. 8), we are enabled to par-

take of an atoning banquet which to the Levitieal
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priests was made legally impossible. It becomes
therefore the duty of Christian churches that

are still entangled in Judaism, entirely to aban-
don the Jewish camp.

6. On the basis of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ,

which admits no repetition, and sets aside the

whole system of sacrificial worship, we are

alike laid under the obligation, and endowed with

the capacity of offering acceptable and perma-
nent sacrifices of thanksgiving and of well doing,

with which we praise God, who, rich in grace,

glorifies himself in sinners, and we serve one
another according to the will of God as good
stewards of the manifold gifts of God.

7. The prosperity of the church is best pro-

moted when its leaders, mindful of their great

responsibility before God, watch on behalf of

souls, and the members of the church facilitate

the fulfilment of this duty by docility and obedience,

and render it fruitful of benefit to themselves.

IIOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The blessing of faithful teachers before and
after their departure.—We owe to pious ances-

tors a grateful remembrance andfaithful imitation.—
How our departure from the world becomes an
entrance into heaven, and a precedent for a fol-

lowing and imitation that is acceptable to God.

—

A firm heart ib a precious thing and a rare trea-

sure ; but it is a work of grace and an abiding

good.—What comfort lies in the fact that Jesus
Christ is always the same ; and in like manner,
what warning and what encouragement ! How the

cross which separates us from the world, unites us
with God and with one another.—The offerings of
Christians are, 1. prayer; 2. welldoing; 3. obe-

dience.—What we have to bring to the altar, and
what we have to take from it.

Starke:—The teachers of the church, are
leaders, conductors, guides; they must therefore

so point the way to blessedness, as themselves to

lead the way therein, and conduct their hearers
to blessedness, not only with their doctrine, but
also by their life and example (Phil. iii. 17; 1

Pet. v. 8).—It is one ofthe hidden ways of God
that upright teachers of whom there are so few,

and to whose preparation so much belongs, are
removed by an early death. Disciples who have
such teachers should follow them faithfully be-
times, and hold them as all the dearer and more
worthy (1 Thess. v. 12, 13; Isa. lvii. 1. 2).—
Righteous, faithful teachers shine in life and in

death. Happy they who dwell in memory, upon
their holy walk, and edifying death, and thus
secure their own preparation for a future blessed
departure (Matt v. 14 ff.). The world frequent-
ly forms erroneous judgments of this or that
man; but his death testifies of his faith and
life; so that many are obliged to wonder and ac-
knowledge that he was a pious man (Luke zziii.

4, 7).—Doctrine and grace belong together
; pure

doctrine, and the grace, causing by means of it,

that the heart become established.—We eat
Christ spiritually in faith (John vi. 85), and sa-

cramentally in the Holy Supper (Matt. xxvi. 26).—Would we have part in Christ and be sancti-

fied by Him, we must renounce this world and
bear His reproach.—The confession and the re*

proach of Christ are fellow-travellers.—Reproach
is a proof whereby God tests the softness and
humility of the heart.—For the sake of the truth
of the gospel, we must give up land, city, house,
goods, and all (Matt. xix. 29).—If thy praise is

to please God He must Himself produce it within
thee (Phil. i. 11).—Christians also are under ob-
ligations to sacrifice, yet not a Mass, but a sa-

crifice of praise, and themselves (Rom. xii. 1).

With this God in His grace, allows Himself to

be well pleased.—No hour of the morning is too

early, no noon too high, no evening too late, no
day too hot, no night too dark, no place too soli-

tary—thou canst always praise God (Pp. iv. 2, 9

;

cxix. 55). The praise of God belongs, properly
to the heart

;
yet must at certain times, also em-

ploy the body with its members, particularly the

mouth (Ps. xxxiv. 2).—Faith makes us willingly

and readily serve and suffer, for the love and
praise of God.—It is the mark of a righteous

teacher, when he best satisfies himself in reaping
the fruits of his office in the heart of his hearers.

Rieger:—Jesus Christ has an honor and
glory which He can share with no other. The
Cross of Jesus ever frees us more and more from
all that is upon earth, from all that would es-

tablish itself in the love of our hearts, and
would weigh down the upward tendency of our
spirit ; and draws us with our love, regard and
hope, away thither where Jesus has entered on
our behalf.—Let no hour pass without praise

and love.—One of the two things must weigh
upon us, either duty now, or conscience here-

after.

Heudner :—If the world were our eternal

dwelling-place, and to remain among the people

of the world were our everlasting destiny, it

would be hard to bear reproach ; but we have
here but a brief sojourn.—God, Himself, must
work in us, through Christ, the fruits which
shall please Him.—To load ourselves with the

sighs of the pious, robs us of bliss.

Ahlfkld :—Confirmation is a sacred act, by
which the child is to be established in its baptis-

mal covenant The obligations which it imposes
1. on the servants of the church, 2. on those to

be confirmed, 8. on the church, in particular,

the parents and god-parents of the child.

Molenaae:—(New- Year's Sermon, Ohly,1863,

III. 1). Jesus Christ, the same yesterday and to-

day, and the same also forever. We ponder
this, 1, for our consolation, and for our quiet,

since also in this year Jesus is the same, a in

His Word, as our Teacher and Prophet; 6. in His
grace, as cur Mediator and High-Priest; c. in

His power, as our King and Lord ; 2. for instruc-

tion and warning; a. for unbelievers; b. for be-

lievers.

Hedikger;—Grace must confirm the waver*

ing reed.—To waver is already to have half

fallen; but to fall from grace is worse than

never to have been therein.
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a
personal communications.

%

Chapter XIII. 18-26.

18 Pray for us : for we trust1 [persuade ourselves] we have a good conscience, in all

19 things willing to live honestly [wishing to conduct ourselves honorably] : But [And]
I beseech you the rather [the more abundantly beseech you] to do this, that I may be

20 restored to you the sooner. Now [And] the God of peace, that brought again [back]

from the dead our Lord Jesus, that [the] great Shepherd of the sheep, through [in]

21 the blood of the [an] everlasting covenant, Make you perfect in every good work*
[in order] to do his will, working in you [himself]* that which is well pleasing in his

22 sight, through Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory forever and ever.4 Amen. And I be-

23 seech you, brethren, suffer [bear with]6 the word of exhortation : for I have written a
letter unto you in few words. Know ye that out* brother Timothy is set at liberty;

24 with whom, if he come shortly, I will [shall] see you. Salute all them that have the

25 rule over you, and all the saints. They of Italy salute you. Grace be with you all

Amen.7

* Ver. 18.—Instead of wtvoioausr, trust, we are to read with A. C*. I)*. D., lat., 17, 63, avtMpcfe. In SIil, also, wmi-
$au*r. Is introduced as a correction.

* Ver. 21.—The addition cat Arfyw after ipyu^ in A- is a gloss from 2 Thess. II. 17.

• Ver. 21.—The avrtfc, self, with Lachm. ed. iter., rests only on D. lat. and 71 ; Wetsteln also ascribes it to C, but erro-

neously. In his large ed. Lachm. reads awry after A. C*., and Greg. Nyss. This reading is also found in Sin., bat rejected

by the corrector.
« Ver. 21.—C***. D. and many minusc. omit rwr «u»i*»r.

• Ver. 22.—The Imperf. avi\€aO* Is supported by Sin. A. C. D***. K., against the Infln. «»^x«<r#at, found in D*M 46, £7,

Valg., Posh- Arm.
• Ver. 23.—The qumr is to bo received after Sin. A. 0. D*., 17, 31,87,39. In the Sin. it has been thrown out by the cor-

rector.
* Ver. 25.—'Am*> Is found in Sin. only as a correction.

[Ver. 18.

—

mt$6ti*0a, we persuade ourselves ; Mull, wir sinddrr Ueberseugung, wc are of the conviction; AU^wemre
persuaded. Rec. n*woi9au4r, we trust, llmianrta is elsewhere rendered, we are persuaded, ri. 9.—«ra9rp4£eo**t, U cm-
duct ourselves.

Ver. 19.—mptavorspwe W, and I the mare abundantly beseech you. The Eng. rer. weakly renders ratter, which it

seems to attach to *om}*oi. The Rec. rer., and Atf. both improperly render U adversatively but. The German aber, thrown
in after several introductory words, is less objectionable The adversative force of W is often, as here, too slight to admit
of its being indicated in English.

Ver. *i0.—'O W feet, and the Ood: Eng. ver- now the God; Alf., but the God.—b *ym.ymr,who brought back; or, perhaps,

as Moll, Air., etc, who brought up. I prefer the former, and back to again.—thr jteyw a-otft., the (not,Mai) great shepherd.—
«V alfiarv, in (not by) the blood, refers to *yay»»»—

e

>

ta0j«ip ai*>v., of an (not the) everlasting covenant.

Ver. 22.—wapaxmhrn W, and I beseech, not, but Ibtseech,—*Wx«*#c, bear with.—cyaafa, Iwrote: " the epistolary Aorn
mandabatn, cysofa frequently in St. Paul " (Alt.).

Ver. 23.-—ytwioucert, not so clearly indicated as Imperative, by standing at the beginning of the sentence, as Alt,

Moll, etc , deem. Its position rather determines the emphasis; and It is by no means certain that the Indie, form might
not be quite as emphatic as the Imper. Bln De W., etc.. take it as Iodic. We can hardly decide positively.—areActopirer,
taken predicatively, the Part for Int, With verbs of knowing, etc*; also undoubtedly released, not dispatched.—K.J.

still other persons than the "author," either Tim-
othy fSeb. Schmidt, etc.), or the "leaders" men-
tioned, v. 17 (Carpi.), or the co-workers who
with the author are announcing the Gospel in
heathen countries remote from the Hebrew
Christians.

We persuade ourselves, etc.—The rarotfa-
fiev of the lecL rcc.=wc have confidence, or trust,

Beng., Bohme, etc., take absolutely, and then re-
gard bri as causal (« because"). According to
the true reading ireMfuda, the author says [and
substantially the same meaning might be educed
with the reading frrrrotfla/zev] ; We persuade our-
selves, u «., we hold it as matter of conviction that,

etc. He assigns a reason for his claim to their

prayers, and expresses himself modestly on ac-

count of his relation to the readers. The parti-

EXEQETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 18. Pray for us.—In the same way as
Paul (Rom. xy. 80 ; Eph. vi. 19 ; Col. iy. 8 ; 1

Thess. y. 25; 2 Thess. iii. 1), the author now
begs the prayers of the church on his own be-
half, and appeals, against the suspicion of his

enemies, to the testimony of his good conscience,

as Paul, 2 Cor. i. 12. Many, as recently Feilmoser
and Bisping, assume for this reason, and because
in the following verses the style seems more than
hitherto to resemble that of Paul, that Paul has
accompanied the letter of a pupil and confiden-
tial fellow-laborer, with this brief postscript, and
thus adopted as his own the entire epistle.

Others regard the plural irepl fjn&v as embracing
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dpial clause following, is by some connected with

**tb6fieda assigning the ground on which he rests

his persuasion; by others better with Ixoftev

thus stating the tLing to which his conscience

bears testimony. 'Ev iraoiv belongs not to Ixojiev

((Ec. Theophyl.), and is not masc. (Chrys., Luth.,

Thol., etc.)

Ver, 19. And I the more abundantly
beseech yon, etc.—Ueptoaoripoc is connected by
Seb. Schmidt, Ramb. f Beng., with irotf/eai; by
Ltin., and the majority with itapoKciko; by Del.

with both. GaloT. and others hare without rea-

son inferred from this an imprisonment of the

author. For although airoKoBtar&vetv nvd tivi

Soints naturally to the removal of some serious

inderance, yet it by no means necessarily refers

to the specific idea of imprisonment. Nor do
the words shed any light on the specific relation

which the author has previously sustained to the

church in question.

Veb. 20. And may the God of peace,
etc.—This expression which is also familiar to

Paul, is referred by many with Chrys., to a dis-

cordant relation between the author and his

readers, which they conceive to be indicated in
v. 18; by Grot., Bohm., De W., Bisp., and others
to dissensions among the readers, alluded to ch.

zii. 14 ; by Schlicht and Riehm, to Paul's mode
of designating God as the dispenser of salvation.
The words iv aluart aluviov dtafhjKnc, and by (Ec,
Calv., Beng., BL, Bisp., etc., connected with 6
avayayAv; by Baumgart. and others with fikyav;
but better by Bex., Grot., Este, Lun., Riehm,
etc., are taken instrumentally as more exactly
defining the collective clause rbv noipkva tCw irpo-

pdrow tov piyav. could we refer the avayayuv
to the ascension (Bl., DeW., Bisp.), we might
easily take h in the sense of accompaniment
as ch. ix. 26 (Calv., BL, Bisp., V. Gerlach, Kah-
nis). But the words « veKp&v restrict the par-
ticiple to the resurrection, the distinct mention
of which in our epistle is confined to this single
passage. [«^This is the only place where our
Author mentions the resurrection. Everywhere
«lse he lifts his eyes from the depth of our
Lord's humiliation, passing over all that is in-
termediate, to the highest point of His exaltation.
The connection here suggests to him once at
least to make mention of that which lay between
Golgotha and the throne of God, between the
altar of the cross and the heavenly sanctuary,
the resurrection of Him who died as our sin-
offering," Del, cited by Alf.]. Perhaps the
author had Is. lxiii. 11, or also Zech. ix. 11,
floating before his mind. The Doxology is less
naturally referred to the very remote 6 $e6c as
being the principal subject of the sentence,
(Limb., Beng., Chr. F. Schmidt, Del., Alf., etc).

than to the immediately preceding 'Inoov ^urrov
(Calv., Grot., BL, ThoL, Lun. and the ma-
jority).

Ver. 22. In few word*.—The expression
6ta\ Ppaxeuv^SC bteyuv, 1 Pet. v. 12, furnishes
no reason for referring the TAyoc rfjc napaKMpeuc
barely to the exhortations interspersed through
the Epistle (Bind., Kuin.), or barely to the
section from ch. x. 19 (Grot., Calov, etc.), or ex-
clusively to the last chapter (Semler). Theo-
phyl. rightly places the brevity of the Epistle in
contrast with the fulness of thought and emotion

which swells the breast of the writer who stood

in no official relation to the readers, and employs
the gentlest and tenderest forms of speech when
he comes to speak in his own person. 'En-ox*

r&Ae<v=writing a letter, as Acts xv. 20; xxL
20.

Ver. 28. Know that Timothy, etc.—Thero
is no reason for taking yivAoKere as Indie. (Va-
tabl., Bl., De W., etc.); and the absence of the
article before hnoteXvfiivov is decisive against the
rendering of Schultz=ye know our brother Timo-
thy, the one who has been set free, as well as
against the rendering of Storr, etc.: Hold in ho-
nor, or Receive kindly. The interpretation of
airofeXvpivov, absent from, viz., the author (Este.,

Limb., Carps., etc.), is forced and unnatural.

The translation, sent away, viz., with the letter

to the Hebrews (Theod., etc.), is possible (Acts
xiii. 8 ; xv. 80, 88 ; xix.

%41 ; xxiii. 22) ; and to

this explanation of the participle conforms the
subscription of the Epistle in many minusc. and
ancient versions : 'Eypdfn anb 'IraMac did Tipo-

dlov. The old interpreters, Chrys., Theoph.,
(Ec, refer it, although hesitatingly, to a being
freed from .imprisonment. Since Beza, this has
been decidedly the prevalent view.

Veb. 24. Balnte all, etc.—We cannot infer

from this passage either that the Epistle was di-

rected to a plurality of churches, or to mere pri-

vate persons. Large churches had a number of
leaders, and these must receive the salutation

without exception, and so also the entire Church
in ail its members. May it perhaps also include

all Christians with whom the receivers of the

Epistle come into contact, independently of a
connection with the Church? (Del.).

They of Italy.—Since Semler, the majority

of expositors have assumed that the ol airo
}
Ira?.ias

must have designated persons who had come
from Italy, and were with the author outside of

the limits of that country. They have been sup-
posed in particular to be fugitives from the per-
secution under Nero ; sometimes, however, sim-
ply, in general, Italian fellow-laborers with the
author, perhaps in Corinth or Ephesus (BL), or
in Asia Minor (Schwegler), or in a place where
no Christian Church as yet existed (Lun.), which
latter supposition would explain the absence of

any greeting addressed to the Church. Cod. 66
names Athens, but adds aXhot. 6k and 'Iraluag.

Special emphasis is laid upon the fact that the

author, if he, while living in Italy, were convey-
ing greetings from Italian Christians, would
certainly have written ol kv 'IraAla (1 Tim. i. 16

;

1 Pet. v. 18) ; but we might explain the expres-
sion of our Epistle from an elliptical mode of
expressing relations of place according to (Matth.
xxlv. 17; Luke xi. 18; xvi. 26); as=oI kv rj

'IraAip airb nfr 'IraMac, as formerly Winer, but
see, on the other hand, Alex. Butt. Oramm. of
the New Test, dialect, p. 828) ; and not only so,

butmany with Thol., Wieseler, Del., maintain that

and as well as U is used to express paraphrasti-

cally independent substantive ideas, so that tho

expression in question merely indicates that the

persons sending their greetings originated from
Italy, without intimating any thing with regard
to their present residence. We may not, there-

fore, either, from this expression, deduce with
certainty that the Epistle was written in Italy
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(Cod. E. and other Greek MSS. and versions

with Tisch., Nov. Test., ed. 7. 11,596) or even that

it must have been written in Rome (with Primas.

and the ancients generally, as also Cod. A.)

—

The closing benediction is precisely identical

with Titus iii. 15.—It may, however, be argued
for the writing of the Epistle in Southern Italy

(Wetstein) that Christian churches already ex-

isted, Acts xxviii. 13 (ThoL
J,
and that Timothy,

who apparently was in a different place from
the author of our Epistle, and yet not far re-

moved from him, could probably at this time

have been imprisoned nowhere else than in Rome
(Wioseler).

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

1. From the endeavor, in all our relations, to

walk in the right way, in the right manner, we
are permitted to derive the assurance of a good
conscience. Such an assurance we are all per-

mitted to express, and to find in this moral condi-

tion a commendation which draws us all the

nearer into the love and sympathy of Christian

friends, that we may become especially valuable

to them, and awaken, quicken, and strengthen

the desire for closer communion, and for personal

intercourse.

2. We need prayer on our behalf, not merely
in weakness, and under assaults, but also for the

fulfilment of our hopes and wishes in the attesta-

tions of our joy, and our gratitude for the living

and powerful exhibition of our faith, of our love,

of our communion in the Lord. This sense of

need we must not repress, but cherish, give ut-

terance to, and satisfy.

8. The best thing that we can wish and pray
for one another is the continuance of the work of
God in ourselves, in order that through Jesus
Christ we may attain to perfection of life in God.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

True Christians need, demand and render
mutual intercourse on behalf of each other.—The
value of a good conscience in difficult situations in

life.—The greatness of Jesus, as the Shepherd of

the fold of God, mirrors itself 1. in the greatness
of the sacrifice by which He became Shepherd of
this flock ; 2. in the extent of the flock which He
has to gather and tofeed; 3. in the exaUedness of the

position to which He has been elevated.—The
new covenant is an eternal covenant, because 1.

it has been concluded by the eternal Mediator;
2. it is stamped with eternal validity, and 3. it

imparts eternal blessings.

Starke :—A good conscience is a great com-
fort, and gives us a good confidence before God
and men ; before God, to whom we are permitted
filially to turn in all need and anxiety ; before
men, that we need not be shamefaced, but may
bo able to encounter with joyfulness the eyes of
every man.—The standard of good works is not
men's self-will, but God's will This will be-
lievers must not only know, but also do.—God
works both the willing and the accomplishing

;

therefore, we must, by all means, give ourselves
up to Him for spiritual renewal.—Teachers must
respect highly their fellow-laborers in the gos-

pel of Christ, and desire for them the like bless-

ings as for themselves.—We should, indeed, bless

even our enemies, but greet preeminently those

who are the friends of God, and our friends.

Rieger :—From the dealings of God with His
saints, we shall observe how wonderfully He
brings them out of suffering, how wonderfully
He conducts them into it.

Heubnkb:—The grace of God, the highest wish
for ourselves and others (Pa. cvi. 4). Lord, re-
member me according to Thy grace, which Thou
hast promised to Thy people. Amen I

THE END.
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